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Heroes of the old Camden District, South Carolina, 1776-1861.

An Address to the Survivors of Fairfield County, delivered at

Winnsboro, S. C, September /, 1888.

BY COL. EDWARD MCCRADY, JR.

It is no disparagement of the rest of the troops of the State, in

the late war, to say that the Sixth, Twelfth and Seventeenth Regi-

ments, which were raised mostly from the districts of York, Chester,

Lancaster, Fairfield and Kershaw, that constituted the old Camden
district at the time of the Revolution, were pre-eminent for their gal-

lantry and soldierly qualities and esprit de corps; nor is this to be

wondered at when we recollect that the people of this section, from

which these regiments were formed, are perhaps the most homoge-
neous of the State a people possessing in a marked degree all those

qualities which go to make brave men and good soldiers.

This old town of Wmnsboro has been twice the headquarters of

an invading army, once burned, and twice ravaged by an enemy. In

each instance the excuse was that its inhabitants were in rebellion ;

but as they ultimately succeeded in the first, history has been so kind

as to substitute the term " Revolution" for that of
"
Rebellion"

;
as

they failed in the second, it has left them to that

"
foul dishonoring word,

Whose wrongful blights so oft has stained

The holiest cause that tongue or sword

Of mortal ever lost or gained."

But whether "Rebellion" or "Revolution," so it has happened
that twice this section of the State from Camden to the North Caro-

lina line has been trodden by a devastating foe, whose march has

been marked by burned homesteads and blackened chimney-stacks
left standing alone amidst the ruins around them. In both instances

these invasions followed the fall of Charleston and disaster to our

arms elsewhere. The first, however, ultimately ended with the sur-
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render of the British under Cornwallis at Yorktown and the indepen-
dence of the United States. The latter culminated at Appomattox
and ended in the loss of our cause and the failure of the Confederate

States. In the first, the invaders found the men of the country

present to resist if not repel, and were repaid in some degree at least

for their vandalism. In the latter, the men the descendants of

those who rose upon the British were far away fighting in Virginia;

while their families were burned out of their houses by the enemy
who had penetrated their rear having failed to overcome them in

front.

Colonel Chesney, the able English military critic, comparing these

two invasions of this section, is inclined to attribute Sherman's success

in the late war to the Federal navy rather than to any greater skill or

better conduct on Sherman's part jfchan that of Lord Cornwallis. He
thinks that it was the French fleet under Count de Grasse which

compelled Cornwallis' surrender, and that had it not been for the

command of the ocean by the Federal navy, which gave Sherman

communication at Wilmington, the result to him might have been

different. He says*: "Such a free communication as the Federal

fleets had along the coast of the revolted States during the Civil war

was equally needed in Cornwallis' case without it, Sherman's over-

land march from Savannah made eighty years afterwards might have

had little better issue than that of Cornwallis through the same dis-

trict. With such aid the modern commander '

established his fame,

as the elder for lack of it came nigh to ruin his.'
'

But, however interesting the consideration of this subject would

be, it is not that to which I would invite your attention this morning.

I would talk to you to-day rather of the character and conduct of

the people of this section in these two wars, than linger to think what

might have been had we been able to get those vessels afloat for

which we spent so much money in England and France. I will not

stop now to discuss professional theories of the grand tactics by
which Sherman's march ended in victory and Cornwallis' in defeat.

My theme to-day is a homelier one.

The Rev. Dr. Foote in his sketches of North Carolina claiming

that to that State belongs the imperishable honor of being the first in

declaring that independence which is the pride and glory of every

.American, and giving an account of the declaration for indepen-

dence by the people of Mecklenburg county, the first public declara-

*
Military Biography of Cornwallis. Chesney, p. 296.
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lion, it is claimed, by the constituted authorities of a State, May 27th,

1776 asks who were the people of Mecklenburg, and whence did they

come? What were their habits and the manners by which they were

characterized? What were their religious principles? These ques-

tions are quite as interesting to us to-day as they were when Dr.

Foote discussed them forty years ago ;
for you, my comrades, the

survivors of this county, belong to the same people who rose upon
Cornwallis when he thought that by his victory at Camden he had

put an end to the cause of liberty in South Carolina to the same

people, who at Hanging Rock, Cowpens and King's Mountain,

avenged Tarleton's slaughter of Bufort's men at the Waxhaws and

the destruction of Sumter's force at Fishing Creek to the same people
who lit again the lamp of liberty, the light of which had been put

out at Charleston, and kept its feeble rays alive during the disastrous

time from Gates' defeat at Camden to the surrender at Yorktown of

Cornwallis. You belong to the same people, and the names which

your forefathers had made honorable in the successful war of the

Revolution you have rendered still more honorable in the unsuc-

cessful war of Secession.

The State of South Carolina was peopled by two distinct tides of

immigration. The Englishmen and the Huguenots had come into

the province by the sea, and had pushed their way into the interior,

following the courses of the rivers, but their settlements did not

extend beyond the points we now know as Camden, Columbia and

Hamburg. The upper country, which lay beyond the Sandy Ridge,
once described as the desert and which we now call the Piedmont

section, was settled later by a different class of people.

It was eighty years after the first settlement on the coast that par-

ties of Scotch-Irish from Pennsylvania and Virginia began to come
down to this province a movement which was greatly accelerated

by the defeat of Braddock in 1755, which left the frontiers of those

States exposed to the incursions of the Indians.

These new immigrants were a peculiar and remarkable people.

They were brave, energetic, industrious and religious. They were

frontiersmen who carried the rifle, the axe and the Bible together.

They were a people who, while clearing the forests and defending

themselves from massacre, found time to teach their children. The

meeting-house and the school house, rough structures it is true,

were built together. The extent of their instruction was, no doubt,

limited, but the children were taught to speak the truth and to defend

it, to keep a conscience and to fear God the foundation of good
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citizens and great men. They did not dispute that the liberties of

the subject might consist with royal authority, but the religious creed

of these immigrants was made part of their politics, and they held

that no law of human government ought to be tolerated in opposi-
tion to the expressed will of God. They claimed the right to choose

those who should frame their laws, contending that rulers as well as

the meanest subjects were bound by law. These principles, brought
with them to America and modified by experience, were the republi-

can principles of the Scotch -Irish who settled this section of the State.*

I have dwelt upon the eminently religious character of these people
because it was this trait which perhaps led them to take the part they

did in the Revolution. It is true that some of them, notably those

in Mecklenburg led by the Alexanders, Brevards, McKnitts and

others, who joined in the famousDeclaration of independence, were

foremost in resistance to British rule. But these people generally
were rather disposed to side with the Loyalists. The very isolation

of their position and condition had kept them out of the contentions

which had been growing up between the colonists on the coast and

the mother country.

Granviile's trade laws, the enforcement of the restrictions placed

upon colonial commerce for the protection of English manufactures,

and the attempt to enforce the regulations against smuggling in vio-

lation of these laws, which so roused the patriotism of New England,

had not perceptibly affected them. The Stamp Act and the tax on

tea had not pressed upon them. In fact, they probably knew of and

cared little for these things Living upon their own resources, unac-

customed to ask or receive protection or assistance from the govern-

ment on the coast, whose authority theoretically extended over them,

they felt little attachment to it, while their loyalty induced them to

stand rather to the government abroad, whose exactions and oppres-

sions they had not felt. Except, therefore, where the American or

Irish influence predominated, the sentiments of these people favored

the cause of the Loyalists, f
"
But," as Judge Johnson, in his Life of Greene, says, "fortunately

the enemy were too confident in themselves or had too much con-

tempt for their opponents to act with moderation or policy." As the

dissenters of New England had the reputation of having excited the

war, dissenters generally became objects of odium to the enemy.

* See Footers Sketches of North Carolina.

t Parton's Life of Jackson p. 76.
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Hence their meeting-houses were often burnt or destroyed. One of

them in Charleston was converted into a horse stable, and in the

Waxhaws their minister was insulted and his house and books burnt,

and war was declared against all Bibles which contained the Scotch

version of the Psalms. "Great," says this writer, "were the obliga

tions of the American cause to the licentiousness and folly of the

British commander."

It was amongst these people that on the 2gth May, 1780, Tarleton

burst like a summer's storm into the Waxhaws settlement and mas-

sacred there Bufort's force, which was on its way from Virginia to assist

Governor Rutledge in raising the siege of Charleston. Too late to help

Charleston they came but to their own destruction. One hundred

and thirteen were killed and one hundred and fifty wounded. The

wounded were abandoned to the care of the people in the neighbor-

hood, and the old Waxhaws meeting-house was converted into a hos-

pital. There Esther Gaston, then only eighteen years of age, and

her sister Martha day and night tenderly nursed the wounded,* and

there too Mrs. Jackson, the mother of Andrew Jackson, ministered

to their comforts and necessities, and there for many days Andrew

Jackson and his brother, Robert, first saw what war was.f

Then came Lord Rawdon from Camden and encamped with a large

body on the north side of the Waxhaws creek, demanding of every

one a formal promise to take no further part in the war. Mrs. Jack-

son and the boys, and the Crawfords, and a majority of their neigh-

bors abandoned their homes rather than enter into a covenant so

abhorrent to their feelings.

The war of the Revolution was now transferred to this section of

the State. Let us recall some of its stirring scenes in this neighbor-

hood.

General Richard Winn, in whose honor this town is named, was

then a major. He had served in General Richardson's expedition

against the Tories the year before, and had distinguished himself

under Thompson on Sullivan's Island on the famous 28th June, 1776,

when Moultrie repulsed the British fleet off Charleston harbor.

Colonel William Bratton, of York, was his associate, friend and

adviser in all his measures opposed to the British forces. Both

John McLure, of Chester, and Bratton and Winn concerted and con-

ducted an attack in June, 1780, upon a large body of Loyalists at

* Howe's History of the Presbyterian Church, p. 537, note.

t Parton's Life of Jackson, p. 70.
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Mobley's meeting-house in Fairfield district, and defeated and dis-

persed them.

A strong detachment of British troops under Colonel Turnbull was

then stationed at Rocky Mount in Chester district, just over the

Fairfield line, for the purpose of overawing this portion of the colony.
The news of the success of Bratton, Winn and McLure drew down

upon them the vengeance of the British officers, and Captain Houk
was detached at the head of four hundred British cavalry and a con-

siderable body of Tories, all well mounted, "to push the rebels."

On the nth July, Houk came with his whole command to the house

of Bratton, against whom the British ire seems most to have been

excited, and ordered Mrs. Bratton to provide a repast for himself

and his troopers. He asked her where her husband was, to which

she fearlessly replied "in Sumte's army." He then proposed
to her if she would get her husband to come in and join the Royalists

he should have a commission in the royal service. She answered

with heroic firmness she would rather he should die in the service of

her State. For this patriotic and heroic reply one of Houk's

soldiers attempted to take her life. The troops were removed and

quartered for the night at James Williamson's house adjoining Brat-

ton's, sentinels were placed in a lane before the house, the rest of the

party slept the soldiers in their tents and the officers in the house.

Colonel Bratton, who was then with Sumter at Mecklenburg,

having heard of this movement, concluded that it was aimed at him

and his associates in the attack at Mobley's. He gathered his neigh-

bors, who were with him at Mecklenburg, and they hastened with

all dispatch to prevent the impending mischief. He arrived in the

neighborhood after dark with but seventy -five men. Concealing

themselves in an adjoining swamp they waited for dawn to commence

the attack. In the meantime Colonel Bratton himself reconnoitered

the position and actually passed through the line of sentinels, satis-

fying himself of their positions and negligence. He then selected his

men, placing one against each sentinel of the enemy. With his per-

sonal knowledge of the place and of the British station, he advanced

at the head of half of his men down one end of the lane and pene-

trated between the sentinels of the British into their very camp before

the alarm was given. Captain McLure with the other half advanced

from the other end of the lane with equal silence and success. They

cut off the troopers from their picketed horses and opened so brisk

a fire as to prevent the British forming a line for action. Houk and

Ferguson, who was with him, succeeded in mounting their horses,
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but they were shot and fell in sight of both parties, whereupon
the British dropped their arms and fled. The battle continued about

an hour and many of the British were killed and wounded, with but

little damage to the Whigs, only one of whom was killed his name
was Campbell. Houk was shot by John Carrol, who, with his brother

Thomas, was among the foremost in action. There were also two

brothers named Ross, two named Hanna, and two named Adair one

of these subsequently was greatly distinguished and became General

Adair. There were also four sons of John Moore and five sons of James
Williamson, at whose residence the battle was fought. There were

three brothers Bratton present. This little victory was the first

check given to the British after the fall of Charleston the first

time that regulars had been opposed in an engagement by undiscip-
lined militia. It had a most salutary effect on the destinies of the

State. The accounts of this affair I have taken from Dr. Johnson's
Traditions. Colonel Lee Light Horse Harry, whose memoirs were

edited and re-published by his nephew, our beloved leader, Robert

E. Lee tells us that Houk, who was killed, was notorious for his

cruelties and violence. Colonel Lee adds,
"
these breezes of fortune

fanned the dying embers of opposition."

Virginia and North Carolina were now called upon by Congress to

hasten reinforcements to South Carolina. Baron DeKalb was

ordered here also, and Gates, to whom Burgoyne had surrendered,

was appointed to the command of the Southern department.
The advance of Gates into South Carolina roused into action all

the latent energies of the State. Marion, and Sumter, and Andrew
Pickens himself from the Waxhaws took the field. Gates ad-

vanced upon Rawdon at Camden, with Marion on his left and Sum-
ter on his right.

Sumter commenced his inroads upon the British by attacking their

posts at Rocky Mount and Hanging Rock in succession. Rocky
Mount, as you know, is in the southeast corner of Chester county,

just above the Fairfield line, about seventeen miles from this town, and

Hanging Rock is across the Catawba, in Lancaster, about nineteen

miles from Rocky Mount. Sumter sent Davie with his corps of Wax-
haw men to watch the enemy at Hanging Rock, while he advanced

with the main body upon Rocky Mount. Near Hanging Rock Davie

fell in with three companies of British Loyalists, just returning from

an excursion, and completely routed them. All but a few were

killed and wounded, and the spoils of victory safely brought off,

consisting of sixty horses and one hundred muskets and rifles.
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Sumter attacked Rocky Mount with his characteristic impetuosity,
but the British officer was found on his guard, and his position was one
of great strength. Three times did Sumter attempt to carry this

stronghold, but without success. He drew off, however, undisturbed,

having lost few of his followers.

Undaunted, Sumter was soon again in the saddle. Quitting his

retreat on the Catawba, with Davie, J. Erwin Hill, and Lacy he darted

on the British line of communication, and on the 6th of August fell

on the post at Hanging Rock. Then ensued a bloody battle the

contest grew fierce and the issue doubtful. The infantry of Tarle-

ton's Legion and Bryan's North Carolina Loyalists were forced back,

but Brown's regiment held their ground until nearly all the officers

and a great proportion of its soldiers had fallen. The British, then

falling back, formed a hollow square in the centre of their position.

Sumter advanced to strike their last point of resistance, but the ranks

of the militia had become disordered and the men scattered from

success and the plunder of the British camp, so that only two hundred

infantry and a few dragoons could be brought into array. Sumter

could not, by all his exertions, bring his troops to close action. The

spoils of the camp and the free use of spirits lost Sumter the fruits

of his brilliant victory.

Most of our wounded were taken immediately home from the field

of battle. To those who remained on the field, Esther Gaston was

again the ministering angel.* Captain McLure was killed; Colonel

Hill, Major Winn, and Lieutenant Crawford, and young Joseph Gas-

ton, but sixteen years of age, were wounded.

Parton, in his Life of Jackson, tells us that the Jackson boys

Andrew, then thirteen years of age, and his brother Robert, a little

older rode with Davie on this expedition. The future hero of New
Orleans had seen the effects of war when assisting his mother to attend

the wounded at Waxhaw church in May. Here, at Hanging Rock, in

August, he first saw battle itself.

Then followed the disastrous battle of Camden, but it is not within

my purpose this morning to follow the details of that unfortunate

affair. These belong rather to general history. None of the people

of whom I am speaking were there; nor, indeed, can I find that in the

battle proper there were any South Carolinians. General Isaac

Huger was present, but commanded, I believe, a Virginia brigade,

and Major Thomas Pinckney, an aid-de-camp to General Gates, was

* Howe's History of the Presbyterian Church, p. 537.
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wounded and taken prisoner; but our heroes were away again with

Sumter on one of his bold, and this time, for a while at least, suc-

cessful expeditions.

Sumter, with Colonel Thomas Taylor and a detachment of the

Maryland Line, under Colonel Woodford.had succeeded in capturing

the British convoy near Camden Ferry, against which he had been

sent on the very day upon which Gates, with the army sent for the

relief of South Carolina, was defeated.

Flushed with victory, but encumbered with the spoils he had

secured and the prisoners he had captured, Sumter was himself ap-

proaching danger as he was hastening to get his valuable capture

beyond the reach of recovery. As soon as Lord Cornwallis, after

his victory over Gates, received the intelligence of the capture of his

convoy and the route by which Sumter was retreating with it, he

detached Colonel Tarleton with his Legion ind a corps of mounted

infantry to pursue him, and to take the road over Rocky Mount

Ford, and dispatched orders also to Colonel Turnbull, then stationed

at Little river, to interrupt him if he could and bring him to action.

But Major Davie, who had been engaged in escorting the wounded at

Hanging Rock to Charlotte, hastening to return to the general ren-

dezvous at Rudgley's, met the first part of our flying troops about four

miles from the battlefield. Pressing on with the hope of being useful

in saving soldiers and baggage, he continued to advance when meeting
General Huger driving his tired horse before him, he learned the prob-

ability of Sumter's ignorance of Gates' defeat and the consequent

danger to which he and his party were exposed. Captain Martin and

two dragoons was at once dispatched by Davie to inform Sumter and

to urge him to take care of his corps. Captain Martin reached Sumter

at Rocky Mount the following night. Sumter immediately decamped
with his prisoners and booty. Turnbull's attempt to intercept him

failed by the celerity with which Sumter had moved, but Tarleton

came in sight of his camp fires the night before Sumter left Rocky
Mount.

Alas! Sumter seemed to have indulged a belief that he was safe,

and having passed Fishing Creek, in Chester, some eight miles, he

halted for rest. His arms were stacked; his men were lying around,

some bathing, some reposing he himself with his arms laid aside and

coat off when down came Tarleton upon him as he had upon Bufort

three months before. Of Sumter's force, which was estimated at eight

hundred, some were killed, others wounded, and the rest dispersed.

Sumter himself escaped in his shirt sleeves with about three hundred
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and fifty of his men, leaving all his spoils again in the hands of

the enemy from whom he had taken them. A second time the

fruits of a brilliant achievement were lost by accident or recklessness.

Tarleton, it is true, is inclined to acquit Sumter of blame in this

affair, and to attribute his own success somewhat to fortunate cir-

cumstances.*

Cornwallis reached Charlotte, but just as he was prepared to ad-

vance into North Carolina he received the unwelcome news of our great

victory at King's Mountain. Would that we had the time to recall

here again to-day the deeds and glories of the heroes of that great

victory, Campbell, Cleveland, Williams, Sevier and Shelby. But did

time allow, it would be but to repeat the story so recently and so elo-

quently told by the great Virginia orator, Daniel.

The security of his conquest in*South Carolina thus threatened by
the sudden incursions of the mountain warriors, and endangered by
the activity of Sumter, Marion and Pickens, Cornwallis was com-

pelled to fall back and retreated to this place, Winnsboro, from

which he might watch the threatened points of Camden, Granby and

Ninety-Six. His headquarters were in this town until Greene, with

Gates' army reorganized, advanced into South Carolina for its

recovery.

But while Cornwallis was here, an opportunity was allowed Sumter

to repay Tarleton at Blackstocks for his surprise at Fishing Creek,

and to avenge the slaughter there.

Then followed our great victory at Cowpens under Morgan, which

transferred the seat of war from this part of our State, and left it rest

until peace and independence were secured.

I have said that the people who settled this part of the country
carried with them the axe, the rifle, and the Bible, and that the

meeting-house and the school-house were put up together. We
have seen that they knew well how to use the rifle, and it is not inap-

propriate here to observe in passing that not even in all these

disturbances of revolution and war was the education of youth neg-

lected.

The Mount Zion school, which is still open and, I trust, in a pros-

perous condition, is as old as the town itself. The Mount Zion

Society was incorporated in the midst of the Revolution, in 1777, the

year after the battle of Fort Moultrie. Iis object was to provide the

means of education for
"
the orphan left forlorn and the children of

e

\

~

* Tarleton's Memoirs, p. 115.
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indigent parents in the remote parts of the State." In the list of its

members will be found, for the first time in the history of the State,

commingled the names of the upper and lower country Scotch-Irish

Presbyterians, Huguenots, and Churchmen combining in the midst of

war in the cause of education.

Its first president was Colonel John Winn, and its directors were

General William Strother and Captain Robert Ellison. Colonel

Thomas Taylor and Captain Thomas Woodward were among the

first signers of the Constitution. Among the names of its members

were Andrew Pickens, Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, and four sons

of Anthony Hampton Henry, Edward, Richard, and Wade and

the brother of Anthony, John Hampton. The teacher at this time

was, it is believed, Mr. William Humphreys. Dr. Howe, in his His-

tory of the Presbyterian Church, says :

" At what time this school was

discontinued is not known, but it was probably about the time when

Lord Cornwallis moved his headquarters to Winnsboro, in 1780."

Two years after the end of the war, z. <?., in 1783, a committee of the

Society reported
"
that the temporary school had been broken up by

the enemy, but the buildings were safe and in the custody of Colonel

Richard Winn." Lands were given by Colonel Winn and Colonel John
Vanderhorst in the year 1784, and the school placed under the charge
of the Rev. Thomas Harris McCaule, and enlarged into a college.

The Mount Zion College, the Charleston College, and the College at

Cambridge, Ninety-Six, were incorporated by the same act in 1785.

Jackson went to school to Dr. Humphreys in the Waxhaws during
the Revolution, and Dr. Joseph Alexander kept one open there, and

there was another at Bullock's Creek, York county, during this

period ; and there was also a school at Fishing Creek, kept open by
Mrs. Gaston, the wife of Justice John Gaston. Inter arma leges

silent, but letters were not allowed to sleep even though war was

waging around the school-houses. Is it any wonder that the old

Waxhaws have produced Andrew Jackson; Stephen D. Miller, the

great jurist and statesman; James H. Thornwell, the great theo-

logian; and J. Marion Sims, the greatest surgeon of this country?

Judge William Smith, who succeeded Judge Gaillard in the United

States Senate, was educated with Andrew Jackson at this time by
Dr. Alexander at the Bullock's Creek school.

Surely, my comrades, you who were born and bred amidst the

scenes of the historic events to which we have alluded, and who must

have heard of them at your mother's knees and imbibed their les-
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sons from your earliest youth, must have received from them some

inspiration of heroism.

Who could live in a land abounding in scenes of such ennobling

reminiscences and not be touched by the fire of patirotism. The great

old English philosopher, Dr. Johnson, in his Journey to the Western

Islands, has observed that
"
that man is little to be envied whose

patriotism would not gain force upon the plain of Marathon, or

whose piety would not grow warmer among the ruins of lona." Was
it to be expected, then, that the patriotism of those, who grew up
around Rocky Mount and Hanging Rock and Blackstocks and

King's Mountain and Cowpens, could be cold ? Could the sons of

the men who were led by Sumter, and the Brattons and the McLures

fail to answer the call of their country ?

Mr. Parton, in his Life ofJacksSn describing that strange and lonely

place, the old graveyard at Waxhaws, with its rude old stones that

were placed over graves, when, as yet, a stone-cutter was not in the

province; with its stones upon which coats of arms were once en-

graved, still partly decipherable; with stones which are modern com-

pared with these, but yet record the exploits of Revolutionary
soldiers ;

with its stones so old that every trace of inscription is lost

says that when the stranger stands in that churchyard among the old

graves, he has the feeling of one who comes upon the ancient burial

place of a race extinct. This was written by Mr. Parton in 1860.

Would he go to that burial-place to-day he would see that the race

of heroes was not extinct when he was last there. For he would

find there, my comrades, new tombs, perchance of some of the

Sixth, or Twelfth, or Seventeenth regiments. Under those solemn

old trees he would find fresh stones, which tell of heroes as great as

any of their forefathers of a century before. Let him, who thinks the

race of the heroes of the Revolution extinct, but refer to the records

of the Confederate soldiers from Fairfield, and Kershaw, and York,
and Chester, and Lancaster.

The moment the State seceded, the people of this section rose at

once to her defence, and furnished many of the very best troops
which marched under the leaves of the Palmetto.

FAIRFIELD VOLUNTEERS GREGG'S FIRST REGIMENT.

In response to the very first call, nay, indeed, before any call, upon
the passage of the Ordinance of Secession in January, the Fairfield

volunteers under Captain J. B. Davis at once offered their services,
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and were accepted by Colonel Maxcy Gregg as one of his original

regiment, organized under the ordinance of that Convention. With

Gregg's regiment the company served on Morris' Island during the

winter and spring of 1861, and was present at the battle of Fort

Sumter. From Fort Sumter it went with Gregg to Virginia as a

part of the "Veterans from Sumter," and was engaged under him at

the small affair in Virginia on the Alexandria line.

Upon the reorganization of that regiment, Captain J. B. Davis'

company was transferred to the Fifteenth regiment, in which it

served throughout the war. Captain Davis became colonel upon
Colonel DeSaussure's death at Gettysburg, and the regiment, under

his command, served in Kershaw's brigade throughout the Tennessee

campaign, and from the Wilderness to the surrender.

THE SIXTH REGIMENT.

The General Assembly, on the iyth December, 1860, passed an act

providing for an armed military force of ten regiments, to be orga-
nized into a division of two or more brigades. One of these regi-

ments, the Sixth, was raised from the counties of Chester and Fair-

field. The officers were Colonel James H. Rion, Lieutenant-Colonel

A. J. Secrest and Major Thomas W. Woodward.
The companies from Fairfield were: Fairfield Fencibles, Captain

John Bratton
; Boyd Guards, Captain J. N. Shedd; Little Run Guards,

Captain J. M. Brice
;
Buck Head Guards, Captain E. J. Means; Cedar

Creek Rifles, Captain J. R. Harrison.

The companies from Chester were : Chester Blues, Captain E. C.

McLure; Captain G. L. Strait's company, Captain J. A. Walker's

company, Captain O. Harden's company, and Captain J. Mike

Brown's company.
Colonel Rion resigned in June, 1861, and the regiment went to

Virginia under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Secrest. Upon
the application of the regiment, Colonel Charles S. Winder (who
afterwards became brigadier-general and was killed at Cedar Run on

the gth August, 1862, while commanding the Stonewall Brigade
under Jackson,) was assigned to the command and did much to perfect

its organization. But it was under Lieutenant-Colonel Secrest, who
had been a distinguished officer of the Palmetto regiment in Mexico,

that the regiment was to make its first fight and win its first laurels.

Though the Sixth was not in time to take part in the First Manassas,

it was to be the next regiment from this State to be able to style
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itself veteran. It was engaged in the battle of Dranesville on the

20th December, 1861, under General J. E. B. Stuart, afterwards our

great cavalry leader, and this is his report of its conduct :

" The Sixth South Carolina and the First Kentucky were, I regret

to say, too much screened from my view to afford me the privilege

of bearing witness by personal observation of individual prowess ;

but that the Sixth South Carolina under the fearless Secrest did its

whole duty, let the list of killed and wounded and her battle-flag

bathed in blood, with the staff shivered in the hands of the bearer, be

silent but eloquent witness. Their Major ( Woodward} was painfully

wounded, but bore himself heroically notwithstanding."'
4

The regiment lost in this, its first, battle eighteen killed and forty-

five wounded sixty-three.

Upon the reorganization of die regiment in the spring of 1862,

John Bratton was elected Colonel ; James M. Steadman, Lieutenant-

Colonel, and Edward C. McLure, Major.

Colonel Bratton had come, as we have seen, from an heroic family,

and well did he maintain the reputation his ancestors had established

for natural military talent and personal gallantry. It has been the

custom to point to General Bratton as a conspicuous instance of the

singular adaptability, if not genius, of Southern men for military

command. A quiet country gentleman and planter, without the

slightest military education or experience, who in all probability had

never seen a regiment manceuvered or a thousand men in ranks, goes

into the war as a captain, soon becomes colonel and then general, and

fills each position with ease and honor to himself, and satisfaction to

those above him and with the affection of those under him. But as

we have seen, my comrades, this military talent did not exhibit itself

for the first time in the Bratton family when the colonel of the Sixth

distinguished himself, not only in the command of a regiment, but

as well in command of a brigade, and added the brigadier's wreath

to the colonel's stars. He had inherited military ability as well as

courage. He was but exhibiting the same talent with which his

ancestor, Colonel Bratton of the Revolution, planned and successfully

carried out the attack upon the British Caplain Houk at the Wil-

liamson residence in 1780. Worthy son of heroic sire, it was

indeed your fortune, survivors of the Sixth, to have been led by so

gallant and able an officer and so pure and true a citizen.

The Sixth was next engaged at the battle of Williamsburg, May

* Rebellion Records, Series i, Vol. V, p. 490.
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5, 1862. General Bratton, in an account published in the Southern

Historical Society Papers, which he wrote in 1868, after all his great

experience on so many battlefields during the rest of the war, writes

of his old regiment on that occasion : "I have never on any field

during the war seen more splendid gallantry exhibited than on that

field of Williamsburg." He adds,
" This was the first and last time

I ever asked for a place in a charge a pardonable folly I hope at

that stage of the war."*

Then came the battle of Seven Pines, in which the Sixth was again

conspicuously engaged and in which it suffered so terribly. Colonel

Bratton himself was severely wounded and fell into the hands of the

enemy.
The blood of other Revolutionary stock was poured out in this

battle in the ranks of the Sixth. Upon the reorganization of the

regiment, Joseph Lucien Gaston had been elected captain of the

Chester Blues. A younger brother and himself were killed in a

few feet of each other at Seven Pines. We have seen how Esther

Gaston and her sister had nursed the wounded at Bufort's massacre

and at Hanging Rock. These gallant sons of her family died on the

field before such tender ministrations could be made to them.

Captain Gaston was a man of the highest order and the most

scrupulous integrity. His mind was strong and well balanced. He
was highly cultivated. How could he be otherwise, coming from a

family which even in the midst of the Revolution had not failed to

teach the youth around them. He was a young lawyer of great

promise, and had the fairest prospects of attaining the highest honor

of his profession. His aged relative and partner has often been

heard to say that Mr. Gaston was the best man he ever knew, and

came as near perfection as poor human nature can attain to. He
was a hero indeed. For he was one of those who was not carried

into the war by the rushing tide of enthusiasm
;
he was one of those

true martyrs to our cause, who conscientiously and decidedly opposed
to secession, yet, when the State in her sovereignty had acted, did

not hesitate to obey her, but was amongst the very first to step to the

front in her defence. To such men, what meed of praise can we
award adequate to their self-sacrifice?

There fell, too, in this battle Captains Phinney, W. B. Lyles and J.

W. Walker; and Sergeant- Major Beverly W. Means, Librarian of the

South Carolina College, was mortally wounded.

* Vol. XIII, Southern Historical Society Papers, p. 119.
2
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Then followed the battles around Richmond, the Second Manassas
and the Pennsylvania campaign, in all which this regiment bore its

part with its accustomed gallantry. Then your winter of i862-'63
at the Blackwater, thereby missing Chancellorsville; then your return

to the Army of Northern Virginia, the Pennsylvania campaign and

the battle of Gettysburg, and your transfer with Longstreet's corps
to the Army of Tennessee.

On the 28th October, 1863, you were in the battle of Lookout

Mountain, where Bratton commanded Jenkins' brigade, before it be-

came his own; then the Knoxville campaign and siege, and your re-

turn to Virginia; then you took part in that wonderful campaign from

the Wilderness to Cold Harbor, in which, from the 5th of May to 3oth

June, the armies of the Potomac and of the James under Grant lost

a greater number than there w^re men in the Army of Northern

Virginia under Lee; and then the long siege of Petersburg, ending
with Appomattox.

General Bratton made a report on the ist of January, 1864, of the

operations of his brigade from the Wilderness to that date, which com-

prises the history of its active operations while under his command.
He concludes with a statement, that out of 2,016 present at the be-

ginning of the campaign, your losses during it were 1,688, including

many of the noblest and best in your ranks.*

THE TWELFTH REGIMENT.

In the summer of 1861, the Confederate Government called upon
the State of South Carolina for six regiments of volunteers for the

war; that is, for the whole war. The regiments which were accepted

under this call were Gregg's old First Regiment (reorganized), Orr's

First Rifles, the Twelfth, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth regi-

ments. Gregg's brigade was constituted of the first five of these.

The Fifteenth regiment was added to Kershaw's brigade.

Of these, the Twelfth regiment was composed, with the exception,

I believe, of two companies from Oconee, of companies raised from

York, Lancaster, Kershaw, and Fairfield. From Fairfield there were

two companies, Company C, Captain H. C. Davis, and Company F,

Captain Hayne McMeekin.

The regiment was organized by the election of Colonel R. G. M.

Dunnovant, of Chester, as Colonel; Dixon Barnes, of Lancaster, as

* Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. VIII, p. 547.
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Lieutenant Colonel; and Cadwalader Jones, of York, as Major.
Colonel Dunnovant had been Lieutenant-Colonel of the Palmetto

regiment in Mexico.

The Twelfth, with the Thirteenth and Fourteenth, commenced its

service on the coast, and was present at the bombardment of Hilton

Head, but was not actively engaged. In April, 1862, it was ordered

to Virginia with the Thirteenth and Fourteenth, then constituting

Gregg's brigade, and proceeded to Milford Station, where it formed

a part of what was known as the Army of the Rappahannock under

General Joseph R. Anderson. This was an army of observation of

McDowell's force at Fredericksburg, which was intended to co ope-
rate with McClellan by an advance upon Richmond from the north.

This plan Jackson frustrated by his victories in the Valley, and in

the last of May the Army of the Rappahannock fell back to Rich-

mond. On reaching Richmond, Major-General A. P. Hill was as-

signed to its command, and the Army of the Rappahannock became,
what I trust it is not immodest for those of us whose fortune it was

to serve in its ranks to say, "the famous Light Division." The
division was moved out to take part in the great battle of

Seven Pines on the 3ist May, 1862, but was not actually engaged.
The first actual engagement of the Twelfth was in the Seven Days'
battles around Richmond. It was the fortune of the First, which

had (with Orr's rifles) joined Gregg's brigade just before those

battles, and the Twelfth to commence together the battle of Cold

Harbor on the 27th June, 1862; and from that time to the close of

the war there was a feeling of mutual confidence and regard between

these two regiments, which was increased as the exigencies of the

service again and again threw them together in the most desperate
conflicts. The loss of the brigade in this battle was 854 out of

about 2,500 men carried into action. In the Twelfth, Lieutenant J. W.
DeLancy was killed and Captains Bookter, Miller, McMeekin and

Vorlandigham were wounded. The loss of the regiment was 138

17 killed and 121 wounded. At Frazier's Farm on the 3Oth the regi-

ment lost seven wounded. The brigade was not engaged at Malvern

Hill. Its losses in these battles was altogether 971 out of the 2,500
with which it commenced them.

Then followed the great battle of the war of Gregg's brigade, the

second day of the Second Manassas, in which the most of the fight-

ing on the Confederate side was done by this brigade, and of which

a Northern military writer describing this battle has said:
"
In South-

ern histories and by Southern firesides the brave deeds that Southern
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soldiers had on this day achieved were to mark it as the bloody and

glorious day of the 2gth August.'" In this battle Colonel Dixon

Barnes greatly distinguished himself. It was the Twelfth which drove

out the New England brigade, which, under Grover, had penetrated

our lines by a charge second only to that of Pickett's division at

Gettysburg. In this battle the brigade had nine out of eleven field-

officers killed and wounded, and 619 out of 1,500 men carried into

action. Colonel Barnes and Major McCorkle were among the

wounded. The Twelfth regiment lost 145 killed, 24, and wounded,

121. A few evenings after, at Ox Hill, its adjutant, W. C. Buchanan,

was killed and eleven men wounded.*

Then followed the capture of Harper's Ferry and the battle of

Sharpsburg, in which the Twelfth sustained the irreparable loss of

Colonel Barnes, and in which Captains J. L. Miller and H. C. Davis

and Lieutenant R. M. Kerr wer% wounded. The Twelfth lost 102

of the 163 killed and wounded in the whole brigade. It was more

fortunate at Shepherdstown, in which it had but one wounded, and

scarcely less so at Fredericksburg, where it lost but eight out of the

336 killed and wounded in the brigade. A most gallant young
officer from Fairfield was, however, killed in the First, Captain T.

H. Lyles, who commanded Co. B, from Newberry. The regiment
had been commanded by Colonel Cadwalader Jones in these battles.

He resigned after Fredericksburg and was succeeded by Colonel

John L. Miller. Colonel Miller's first battle was Chancellorsville,

which was followed by an incident worthy of note. The Twelfth,

with but 340 guns, was put in charge of over 2,000 Federal prison-

ers and marched them safely through to Richmond without the loss

of one of them. Then followed Gettysburg, in which the Twelfth

lost 20 killed, 105 wounded, and 5 missing among the killed was

Lieutenant A. W. Prag, and in the wounded Captains J. A. Hinnant,

J. M. Moody, Lieutenants J. R. Boyles.J. A. Watson, M. R. Sharp,

A. W. Black, W. J. Stover and J. M. Jenkins. At Hagerstown and

Falling Waters the regiment lost eighteen killed, wounded and

missing.

*In an address delivered by me before the survivors of the Twelfth regi-

ment at Walhalla, S. C., op Gregg's brigade at Manassas (see Southern His-

torical Society Papers, Vol. XIII. p. i), it is stated that the First South

Carolina volunteers was guided into the action by Lieutenant Fellows, of

the Thirteenth. I am assured by Captain J. A. Hinnant, of the Twelfth*

that the statement is a mistake, that it was he who did so, and I make this

correction at his request. E. McC., Jr.
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Then came the great campaign of 1864, and in its first battle, the

Wilderness, the Twelfth had another gallant colonel killed, Colonel

John L. Miller, and with him fell Lieutenants J. L. McKnight and J.

A. Gavin. Lieutenant Colonel E. F. Bookter and Lieutenants J. A.

Watson and J. A. Beard were wounded. There were sixteen killed,

sixty-four wounded and five missing in this regiment. Then again

the regiment suffered most heavily at Spotsylvania. It entered the

Bloody Angle at the point of greatest danger just at the break.

They lost fearfully but fought nobly, 28 were killed, 38 wounded and

52 missing 118. Lieutenants J. B. Blackman and J. R. Faulken-

burg were killed, and Captain W. J. Stover, Lieutenants Wade
Reeves and W. B. White wounded. In the affairs from the I2th of

May to ist of July, 1864, the Twelfth lost 2 killed, 21 wounded and

ii missing 34. Major T. F. Clyburne and Lieutenant W. H. Rives

were wounded. Lieutenant N. R. Bookter was killed before Peters-

burg. At Fussell's Mills the regiment lost I killed, 12 wounded and

5 missing 18.

At the battle of Jones' Farm, 3Oth September, 1864, the regiment
lost its third colonel killed in battle Colonel Edwin F. Bookter, of

Richland. Mr. Caldwell, in his History of Gregg's Brigade, pays a

glowing, but justly deserved, tribute to this noble officer.
' He had

been severely wounded at Cold Harbor, 2jth June, 1862, again seri-

ously at Manassas, 2Qth August, 1862, and for a third time, and as

it was supposed mortally, at the Wilderness, 5th May, 1864. He
survived all these to die at the head of the regiment he loved so well

and which loved him so well, in that brilliant, if small, affair. The

regiment lost two killed, eighteen wounded and three missing.

Among the wounded was Lieutenant Cadwalader Jones, of York.

Then followed the winter of 1864-' 65 in the trenches around

Petersburg. The engagements on the 25th and 26th March, in which

the Twelfth lost one killed and five missing. The fight at Gravelly
Run on the 3ist March, when General McGowan, with Gracie's Ala-

bama brigade and ours, achieved so brilliant a success, and in which

the regiment lost one killed and seventeen wounded; then Sunder-

land Station, in which a large part of the brigade was captured,

including Captain R. M. Kerr, who commanded the Twelfth. Captain
W. S. Dunlop, who had commanded the sharpshooters of the brigade
after Captain W. T. HaskelPs death at Gettysburg, and Lieutenant

W. H. Rives were wounded and fell also into the hands of the enemy.
And then the end at Appomattox !

In this regiment during the war there were 230 deaths from
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wounds, and wounds not mortal 652 making 862 wounds received.

There were 414 deaths from disease, which added to the 230 deaths

from wounds makes 644 deaths in the regiment. So that probably
more than half of all who entered the regiment died during the war.*

THE SEVENTEENTH REGIMENT.

The Seventeenth regiment, which was organized in the early part
of 1862 (with the exception of but two companies from Barn well),

was composed entirely of men from York, Chester, Lancaster and
Fairfield. These were: Three companies from York, Captains

Meacham, Wilson and Whitingan; two companies from Chester,

Captains Gulp and Caskey, and twp companies from Fairfield, Co.

B, Captain W. P. Coleman and Co.
, Captain James Beatty. It was

organized by the election of Governor John H. Means as Colonel,

F. W. McMaster as Lieutenant-Colonel, and Julius Mills as Major,
with Robert Stark Means as Adjutant.

This regiment's first service was on the coast of South Carolina,

but it was to be its fortune, with the rest of its brigade, first under

Evans, then under Elliot and then under Wallace, to serve in almost

every State in the Confederacy. It belonged to what might be

called, not disrespectfully, "the tramp brigade." It saw service in

South Carolina. It fought in Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina

and Mississippi. It traversed Alabama and Georgia, and served for

some time on the Island of Hope, in the latter State, including in its

service a term of bombardment in Fort Sumter. It might be said to

have been ubiquitous.

Its first battle was the Second Manassas, and in this battle it lost

in proportion to its numbers more than any other regiment from this

State during the whole war did in any single engagement. There were

but three other regiments in the Confederacy which had a greater

percentage of loss in any single battle. Its loss was 189 killed and

wounded out of 284 carried into action. But this loss, great and

terrible in its numbers as it was, did not cover its calamity to the

State. At the head of this regiment fell one of South Carolina's

noblest citizens.

I have spoken of Captain Gaston, of the Sixth, who fell at Seven

Pines, as a hero indeed, because he went into the service without

*For these statistics see Caldwell 's History of Gregg's and MeCowan's
Brigades.
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hesitation upon the secession of the State, though he had been

opposed to such action. Governor Means, on the contrary, had been

earnest in its advocacy. He had been elected governor in 1850 on

that issue, and he had constantly advocated secession. But when it

came he was an elderly man, beyond the age even of reserve duty.

With his age, too, his physique had become such as to unfit him for

the field. The dignity of his position as an ex governor of the State

would seem to have excused him had his age and physical condition

fitted him for active service. His family, too, were fully represented

in the army. All these considerations might well have persuaded him

that the proper sphere of action was at home where, by his counte-

nance, he might have encouraged his people in their adversities and

by his wisdom have aided them in their necessities. So he might

have reasoned, if indeed he had felt himself called upon to reason

at all, why he, a man advanced in life, should not go into the field.

But so he did not reason. He reasoned, on the contrary, thus: I

have been advocating secession all my life
; by my conduct I have

done much to bring it about; now it has come, age or not, I will

myself go with them and share the dangers to which the boys have

been brought by my advice. And go he did, noble man as he was.

In the very commencement of hostilities he hastened to Charleston

and tendered his services as an aid to General Beauregard.

In the Seventeenth regiment he went into the field. A correspon-

dent, writing to the Mercury of a visit to the regiment while it was

on the coast, in April, 1862, thus speaks of his regiment: "I have

seen nowhere else an intermingling of discipline with a courtesy and

kindness of manner to the men that approaches paternal tenderness.

No doubt, the antecedents of the commander, Colonel John H.

Means, contributes much to his success. But few men are so gifted

in manner, not the spurious coin, but the genuine emanation from

kindness and generosity of temper."
Is it any wonder that his men were not only proud of their colonel

but loved him as a man? Nor was this feeling confined to his own

regiment. It extended to the whole brigade. This is the account of

his death written to the Mercury by an officer of another regiment :

"Colonel Means, of the Seventeenth South Carolina volunteers,

died this morning (September ist) of a wound received in the battle

of Manassas on the 3Oth August.
" He fell in the thickest of the fight leading his regiment in a

charge. The wound was severe, and as his gallant men pressed
around him he said, 'Push on! my boys, push on!'
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"Governor Means was beloved by all of Evans' brigade, and his

regiment feels as if they had lost a father. He had particularly

endeared himself to his brother officers. An abler pen than mine

will do justice to his memory. He died quietly and perfectly

resigned to his fate. No nobler or better man ever lived or died."

General Evans, in his report of the battle, says :

"Among the killed were the gallant Colonel J. H. Means, of the

Seventeenth regiment South Carolina volunteers, and Colonel J. M.

Gadberry, of the Eighteenth. These brave men were shot down
while nobly leading their regiments into action. Colonel Gad-

berry was killed instantly. Colonel Means (mortally wounded) sur-

vived two days. It is but justice to the memory of these noble and

gallant officers to mention my appreciation of their valuable services.

Colonel Means, though much advanced in years, ever exhibited the

energy of youth in battling against our ruthless foe and devoting his

whole ability to our sacred cause. His death fully exemplifies his

devotion to his country."

Colonel McMaster, in his report, thus tells of his death :

"Then the regiment was again marched forward in line of battle

up a hill in the direction of the Chinn House in face of a terrific fire

of the enemy, which was concentrated from two batteries, one on

each side, and a regiment of infantry a short distance in front. Near

this place our noble chief, Colonel Means, was mortally wounded and

died two days after, lamented not only by every man in his command
but by every good citizen of South Carolina."

The next engagement of the Seventeenth regiment was in Mary-

land, at Boonesboro, on the I4th September, in which out of 141

present the regiment lost sixty-one killed, wounded and missing. In

this battle Lieutenant-Colonel R. Stark Means was shot through the

thigh, and Colonel McMaster reports that he had detailed four men
to bear him off, but that Colonel Means refused to allow them

to make the effort as the enemy was in a short distance of him and

still advancing. Colonel Means died from the effects of the wound.

Thus the son soon followed his father. At Sharpsburg, on the lyth,

this regiment had been reduced by casualties and inarching to but

fifty-nine present, including officers, rank and file and ambulance

corps. Of this small number nineteen were killed and wounded.

After the Maryland campaign Evans' brigade was ordered to North

Carolina, where, on the I4th of December the day after the battle

of Fredericksburg, in which the Sixth and Twelfth were engaged
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the Seventeenth regiment fought in the battle of Kinston.* I can

find no report of its losses.

From North Carolina the brigade was sent to reinforce Vicksburg,

and reported to General Joseph E. Johnston at Jackson on the 3d

June.f but did not reach Vicksburg. It was engaged in some skir-

mishing at Jackson, but nothing more. From Mississippi the brigade

was ordered to the Isle of Hope, near Savannah, where it was en-

camped during the winter of i863~'64. From Savannah this regi-

ment was sent to Charleston, where it furnished its details for the

garrison at Fort Sumter, and thence it rejoined the Army of Northern

Virginia in the spring of 1864 under the command of General W. S.

Walker.

Stephen Elliot, who had so nobly defended Fort Sumter and fought
it to the water's edge, was appointed brigadier-general, and assigned

to the command of this brigade. It was while under his command
that the fearful battle of the Crater took place on the 3d July, 1864,

in which, as Colonel McMaster justly observed in his address at

Chester on the I3th August, 1879, it seldom falls to the lot of a regi-

ment to act such a conspicuous part in saving an army as did the

Seventeenth on that occasion. \

Colonel McMaster is fully justified by General Humphreys, the

distinguished Federal officer in that fair and admirable history of the

Virginia campaign of 1864-' 65, published in the Scribner Series, in

the estimate of the important services rendered by the Seventeenth

regiment under his command on that terrible occasion.
||

One- half of the regiment was lost at Fort Steadman on the 25th

March, 1865. Colonel McMaster and twenty officers were captured.

The remainder fought at Five Forks, where Lieutenant-Colonel Culp
was captured. The three remaining officers of the regiment Major

Avery, Adjutant Fant and Captain Steele, of Lancaster were each

wounded on the day of the surrender.

RION'S BATTALION.

Colonel Rion, as we have seen, went into the service first as colonel

of the Sixth. He resigned this command in June, 1861, but he could

* Rebellion Records, Series i, Vol. XVIII, p. 112.

^Johnston's Narrative, p. 190.

J Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. X, p. 119.

||
The Virginia Campaign 1864-65. Humphreys, p. 256.
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not keep out of the service, and in 1862 he raised a company in

Fairfield, and with Colonel P. H. Nelson, of Kershaw, formed a

battalion, with Colonel Nelson as lieutenant-colonel and himself as

major. With this battalion he served during the rest of the war.

On the I4th July, 1863, he was complimented in general orders by
General Beauregard for leading successfully an attack on Morris Island

in which he was wounded by a bayonet. Going to Virginia with

Hagood's brigade in the spring of 1864, on the I4th May, pre-

ceding the battle at Drury's Bluff, he drove back a line of battle with

his skirmishers. He was wounded in the battle on the i6th May,
but continued on the field during the whole day. At Petersburg, on

I4th June, he again led, at night, a line of skirmishers of Hagood's

brigade and drove back the advance of General Baldy Smith; again,

on the i8th June, he led another attactc.

He was twice offered and refused the command of the Twenty-
second regiment, and after the battle of Bentonville was offered by
General Johnston a commission as temporary brigadier-general.

Colonel Rion and his battalion served on the coast of South Caro-

lina in Fort Sumter and battery Wagner, and in Virginia and North

Carolina, and were engaged in twenty-two battles.

There were, besides these, two troops of cavalry from Fairfield. One

troop in the First cavalry under Colonel J. L. Blacks, and another in

the Sixth cavalry under Colonel Hugh K. Aiken, and another com-

pany in James' battalion. There were also soldiers from Fairfield in

the Second, Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth regiments.

Colonel Aiken's life was another sacrifice for Fairfield in the cause

of the South. He had been wounded at Trevillian's Station and was

killed at Lynch Creek, in Chesterfield county, just before the surren-

der. Coldnel Aiken was a gallant soldier and an estimable citizen.

His distinguished brother, Colonel D. Wyat Aiken, colonel of the

Seventh regiment, also was a native of this county and should be

counted amorig her sons who served the State so well.

Bratton, the \Meanses, the Aikens, the Davises, Rion, McMaster,
Woodward and\Black were heroes enough for Fairfield. But the

heroism of our troops was not confined to their leaders. The
descendants of those, who had fought under the Brattons and

McLures in the Revolution, were as brave as their leaders and as

conscientious in the discharge of their duty.
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In that old Waxhaw churchyard I have seen this quaint inscription

upon a stone:

" Here lies the body of William Blair, who departed this life in the

sixty-fourth year of his age on the 2d July, A. D, 1821, at 9 P. M.

He was born in the county of Antrim, Ireland, on the 24th March,

1759. When about thirteen years old he came with his father to this

country, where he resided till his death.

"He was a Revolutionary patriot, and in the humble station of

private soldier and wagon master, he contributed more to the estab-

lishment of American independence than many whose names are

proudly emblazoned on the page of history.

"
In the language of Pope,

"The noblest work of God is an honest man."

There was more truth in this old homely epitaph probably than

in many more elegant and heroic inscriptions upon towering monu-
ments to the great. But, however that may be, this we know that

in the humble sphere of private soldiers, thousands and thousands of

glorious spirits were sacrificed in our war. To this, my comrades,

you can testify with me. Who of us cannot recall some man from

the ranks who he hopes to see in another world glorified above gene-
rals and presidents and kings and potentates ?

Let me recall an instance in our own experience to show that the

race of heroic teamsters was not extinct. Upon the retreat after the

battle of Gettysburg the enemy's cavalry made a rush upon our

wagon trains at Williamsport. The Confederate cavalry there were

insufficient for the defence of the place, and the quartermasters were

called upon for men to assist. About fifty were furnished by
McGowan's brigade, and, no doubt, some of the Twelfth among
them, and were placed under the command of Captain R. E. B.

Hewitson, quartermaster of the First. A sharp fight ensued, but the

detail of teamsters from our brigade charged the line opposed them,

drove them back and held the ground until relieved at night. Two
of our men were killed and five or six wounded. General Imboden
called it

"
the battle of the teamsters."

The humble private in our war did indeed do more to the estab-

lishment of our independence if that had been so ordained of God
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" than many whose names are proudly emblazoned on the page of

history." Justice has never been done him. But he has not wanted

those who appreciated him. He was thus eulogized in a paper

during the war :
*

"Among these private soldiers are to be found men of culturei

men of gentle training, men of intellect, men of social position, men
of character at home, men endeared to a domestic circle of refine-

ment and elegance, men of wealth, men who gave tone and character

to the society in which they moved, and men who for conscience

sake have made a sacrifice of property, home, comfort, and are ready
to add crimson life to the cause.

" Without rank, without title, without anticipated distinction, ani-

mated only by the highest and noblest^entiments which can influence

our common nature, the private labors, toils and marches and fights,

endures hunger, thirst and fatigue; through watchings and weariness,

sleepless nights and cheerless days, he holds up before him the one

glorious prize,
' Freedom of my country ; Independence of my

home.'"

OUR LOSSES IN BATTLE.

In a recent article published in the Century magazine entitled,
" The Chances of being Hit in Battle,

' '

are two tables, one of the

losses in Federal regiments during the war, in which the proportion
of killed and wounded in a single engagement were over fifty per
cent, of those present, and the other a like list of losses in the Con-

federate regiments. It is singular that in all there were twenty-five

Federal regiments .that lost in a single battle fifty per cent, and over,

and almost exactly the same number in our service, we having one

more, that is twenty-six regiments which lost more than fifty per
cent, in a single battle. The author says that these are instances of

excessive loss, and that these lists represent the maximum loss and

may be of interest to such historians as persist in telling of regiments
that were all cut to pieces or commands which were annihilated.

This table is of great interest to us of this State, for it shows that of

the twenty-six regiments that sustained the heaviest losses on our

side, six were
Southf

^
^olina regiments, four were Georgia, four

Tennessee, three Tex38
,
three Alabama, three North Carolina, two

Virginia and one Mississippi regiment. And it is of still greater

interest to us here to-day, for, of these six South Carolina regiments,

*
Jackson, Mississippi, Crisis, Marginalia, p. 174.
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two of them are represented by the survivors of Fairfield district.

The lis>t is as follows :

REGIMENT.
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more than 25 per cent, of all her troops engaged, to-wit : eighteen

regiments, including seven colonels killed.*

Dignity and magnanimity alike demand, my comrades, that we, the

survivors of the Confederate armies, who faithfully did our duty
while we had arms in our hands, should refrain from all expression
of vindictiveness and hardness of feeling to those who, with equal

sincerity as ourselves, espoused the cause of the Union, and at the

call of their States fought on the side in which their States had en-

rolled them. For myself, I can truly say that I have no feeling of

hatred or animosity for the true Federal soldier. I can heartily join

my Northern friends in their admiration and respect for McClellan

and Meade, and Hancock and Humphreys, and many others. There

are few men I would go further, personally, to serve than General

Henry J. Hunt, the Federal chief tff artillery in the Army of the

Potomac. For the noble and generous promptings of Grant's heart

in the first moments of his great triumph, and his magnanimous
treatment of Lee, I feel the greatest gratitude, a gratitude which I

will not allow to be diminished even by his after conduct as a politician,

under the influence of party spirit at Washington; but for the malig-

nity and brutality of Sherman, I can have nothing but indignation
and resentment.

When our friends at the North, and, my comrades, we have warm
and earnest friends there, beg us to forget and forgive the injuries

necessarily incident to the war we ourselves dared, I heartily respond.
But when I come across such a history of the war as Harper's Pic-

torial History of the Rebellion, and see there the pictures of the

burning of Columbia and Winnsboro, and read the unpitying and

exultant comments upon the misery they depict, I can feel it no part

of Christian or patriotic duty to suppress the just indignation which

fills my heart alike against the perpetrators and boastful recorders of

such inhumanity.
There is there a picture of Winnsboro in flames, and on the next

page there is one of Hanging Rock, Sumter's battle ground, and

between them are pictures of Sherman's foragers and bummers coming
in with their spoils and dividing their booty. With these pictures is

the story that when Kilpatrick reached Hanging Rock he reported

to Sherman that several dead bodies of Federal soldiers had been

found in the road with a labtv l by Hampton's cavalry, that such would

be the fate of all
"
Foragers.

"
Whereupon Sherman, it is said,

*See Southern Historical Papers, Volume XIII, p. i.
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directed immediate retaliation, and is reported as having delivered

himself of these heroic sentiments: *

" We have a perfect right to the products of the country we over-

run, and may collect them by forage or otherwise. Let the people

know that the war is now against them, because their army flees be-

fore us and do not defend the country as they should. It is monstrous

for Wheeler and Beauregard and such vain heroes to talk of war-

ring against women and children. If they claim to be men they

should defend their women and children and prevent us reaching

their homes."

Was there ever anything more false, more atrocious, and meaner

than this pitiful excuse by Sherman of his barbarity ? Taunting our

men because they were not there to defend their women and children,

when Grant himself had just declared that we were "
robbing the

cradle and the grave" to fill our ranks against him, but which ranks,

my comrades, of old men and children though they were, he had not

yet been able to break !

As we have seen, Fairfield district sent into the service five compa-
nies of the Sixth, two companies of the Twelfth, two companies of

the Seventeenth, one company of the First, and one company of

Rion's battalion, one of James' battalion, and two of cavalry. The
late General Manigault, who, as adjutant-general, did so much for

the preservation of the history of the troops of this State by his

faithful and zealous work under the act to provide for the preparation

of the rolls of troops furnished by the State to the army of the Con-

federate States, estimated that each company from this State averaged
one hundred and twenty-five men during the war. This would make

1,750 men furnished by Fairfield to the line, add to these the quota
of staff officers and men in other commands, and we have no doubt

Fairfield alone furnished 2,000 men. By the census of 1860 there

were but 3,241 white males of all ages in this district, and but 1,578

between the ages of fifteen and fifty; so that the whole arms-bear-

ing population of the county was in the army. And yet Sherman

attempts to cover his brutality by the falsehood and sneer, that these

men would not fight.

Need those who had chased this same redoubtable hero from the

first battlefield of the war desire his encomiums upon their courage ?

Need they boast that they were men who had fought and defeated

McClellan and Pope, and Burnside and Hooker and Rosencranz ;

*
Harper's Pictorial History of the Rebellion, Vol. II, p. 119.
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who had driven McClellan to his gunboats and chased Pope to Wash

ington; who had slaughtered Burnside at Fredericksburg and routed

Hooker at Chancellorsville; who had held Fort Sumter against all

comers; who had left their dead from Charleston to Gettysburg, from

Gettysburg to Chickamauga, and from Chickamauga to Knoxville,

and from Knoxville to the Wilderness ;
who had defeated a much

greater man than Sherman Grant himself in every engagement
from the Wilderness to Petersburg ;

had killed and wounded in a

month more men in Grant's army than they had in their own
;
who

had yielded at last, not to Grant, nor to Sherman not to arms, but

to starvation ? As General Preston has so well expressed it :

*

" We surrendered no army of 200,000 equipped soldiers as at Sedan,

but, at Appomattox, a starving skeleton, with scarce blood enough
left to stain the swords of our conquerors ;

OUJT surrender was not to

New England, but to death !

"

It was on the wives and children of these men that Sherman
warred.

In American histories
"

Tarleton's Quarter" was, for near a cen-

tury, the proverb for cruelty and barbarity. But when Tarleton

crossed at Rocky Mount in pursuit of Sumter, and mercilessly slew

his men at Fishing Creek, he did so when battling against men whom
the rules of war justified his slaying when its fortunes placed them in

his power. It remained for Sherman, at Hanging Rock, the scene of

Sumter's great battle, to proclaim there war against women and chil-

dren women and children, the descendants of the heroes who had

died on that very spot eighty years before for American freedom.

But, my comrades, I must not dwell on these things. Let us turn

aside from them. Let us still strive to think of Rocky Mount and

Hanging Rock as the glorious battlefields of our forefathers, rather

than as the scenes of pillage of those who called themselves our

countrymen. Let us think rather of Tarleton's massacre of Bufort's

men at the Waxhaw and of the destruction of Sumter's at Fishing

Creek; for however dreadful those deeds, and distressing to the

recollection, they bring no tinge of shame or cry for vengeance, but

only of pity for the slaughter of brave men who fell by the accidents

of war. Dwell upon those horrors of the Revolution, rather than

upon these deeds in our war of men calling themselves Americans

deeds committed under Sherman's sanction.

Yes, my friends, let us forget, if we can, these atrocities, though

* Address before Survivors' Association, Columbia, [870.
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we pass the scenes of them day by day. Let us forget them, if we
can, for it is not only the part of wisdom but of patriotism to bury
the remembrance of these great wrongs.

Lord Macaulay in his essay upon Hampden observes :

" How it chanced that a country conquered and enslaved by inva-

ders; a country of which the soil had been portioned out among
adventurers, and of which the laws were wr*,ten in a foreign tongue;
a country given over to that worst tyranny, the tyranny of caste over

caste, should have become the seat of civil liberty, the object of the

admiration and envy of surrounding States, is one of the most obscure

problems in the philosophy of history. But the fact is certain."

Will some future historian ponder how it chanced that the people
of the South, conquered by the numbers and resources of the North;
a people whose very soil had been in a great measure confiscated by
alien adventurers, thieves and outcasts left in the wake of Sherman's

plundering march ; a people who had been given over to a tyranny
of caste infinitely greater and more galling than that of which

Macaulay wrote, because it was the tyranny of the inferior caste over

the superior ;
became the restorers and guardians of civil liberty, the

admiration of other people ?

We may not yet say that however difficult it is of explanation, the fact

is certain. But we can truly say that the Southern people are wisely
and patiently and courageously dealing with problems as great, if

not greater, than those solved by the English Commons under Hamp-
den. Your victorious ancestors, my comrades, proved themselves

equal to the task of building up a government designed to preserve
the liberties they had won. That government was perverted from the

purposes for which it was formed, and in your attempt to exercise the

right your forefathers had reserved for you, to withdraw from the

Union should it become oppressive, you were defeated. It remains to

be proven whether the people of the South can turn their defeat into

victory. In God's providence it has happened that no nation has

ever risen to greatness except through adversity. True national

greatness survives conquest. Mr. Leckie, the historian, in his work

upon "England in the Eighteenth Century" wisely observes that it

was probably a misfortune to Ireland that she never passed, like the

rest of Europe, under the subjection of the Romans, and a calamity
to her that the Norman conquest was not finally effected as in Eng-
land by a single battle. Conquered England absorbed and changed
and moulded her conquerors. Will this be our case ?
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Wonderful progress has the South already made in sharing the intel-

lectual government of the country; within twenty years after a crush-

ing defeat a defeat followed by ten years of alien misrule, she has

already had the government of the country practically in her keeping
for the last four years, and so wisely has she exercised it that not

even in this year of a presidential election has it been said that she

has abused her opportunities to the securing of spoils or the gratifica-

tion of revenge.

Hampden led the English Commons in resistance to unjust taxa-

tion, and to-day the great commoner of this country, Mr. Mills, who
is a South Carolinian and a native of Fairfield, has carried success-

fully through the House of Representatives the great measure of

revenue reform. O
It is admitted throughout the world that in the late war the South

proved itself a people of wonderful military capacity, resource and

enterprise, as well as courage. But it remains especially to the

rising generation to show that in its hands the pen is equal to, if not

mightier than the sword.

Three or four years ago I saw in a northern journal a warning to

the young men of the North that a review of the collegiate terms

just then ended showed a wonderful advance in Southern scholar-

ship ;
that all over the North Southern boys were contending for the

highest places in the educational institutions. The writer reminded

the young men of the North that it was by the devotion to the edu-

cation of her young men that the South had controlled the govern-

ment for nearly eighty years from its commencement, and attributed

its loss of control to the neglect of this means by which she had

gained it, and warned the young men of the North that the renewed

devotion of the South to education might again give to the South

the government if the youths of the North should yield to the inertia

of luxury. Since that article has appeared, South Carolina has had

in the great national educational institution at West Point a con-

testant for the first place in three out of four graduating classes. In

one of them the youthful representative of this State outstripped all

his competitors, graduating with next to the highest record ever

reached in that institution.* Fairfield furnished the two others of

the young men who have already done honor to the State. f

As Dr. Foote has written of the women of this section in earlier

\

* Henry Jervey, of Charleston.

t Henry C. Davis and David St. P. Gaillard.
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days : an education, knowledge of things human and divine, they

prized beyond all price in their leaders and teachers, and craved its

passion for their husbands and brothers and sons. The Spartan
mother gloried in the bravery of their husbands and fathers, and
demanded it in their sons.

"
Bring me this or be brought back upon

it," said one as she gave him his shield to go out to battle. But your
mothers, my comrades, as Dr. Foote says, gloried in the enterprise

and religion and knowledge and purity of their husbands and chil-

dren and would forego comforts and endure toil that their sons

might be well instructed enterprising men. Their daughters, the

women of our day, with devotion not less than Spartan, buckled on

the swords of their husbands and sons, who needed no injunction to

return with them only with honor, and when they came not back,
these same women devoted themselves to the education of the sons

left dependent upon them.

Like Esther Gaston of old, they nursed the wounded fathers, and
like the wife of Justice Gaston they educated the sons.

Of how many of their sons may it be said :

Happy he

With such a mother, faith in womankind
Beats with his blood, and trust in all things high
Comes easy to him, and though he trip and fall,

He shall not blind his soul with clay.

Statement of Captain Milton Rouse in Regard to the Charge that he
Violated his Parole.

In Volume XIX, Series I, Official Records of the War of the Re-

bellion, there is a report of a United States Military Commission

appointed to enquire into the surrender of Harpers Ferry. In that

report I am charged by several witnesses as having violated my
parole. As this book is a government official publication, I desire

the courtesy of the SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY PAPERS to

place on record my denial and refutation of the charge.
About the 5th September, 1862, I was wounded in a skirmish with

some cavalry at Cooke's woods, near Charlestown, and was captured
next day while in a buggy on my way to the residence of Mr. Paul

Smith, near Summit Point. The capturing party were under com-
mand of a Colonel B. F. Davis, who claimed to be a Mississippian,
and a relative of Hon. Jefferson Davis. Colonel Davis rode up to
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me while sitting in my buggy, and learning that I was wounded,
volunteered to send me to the hospital in Bolivar, and have my
wounds dressed. He directed me to follow the surgeon, who rode

up the hill ahead of me, the guard in the meantime having been dis-

missed. I determined at once to attempt my escape. I requested

Mr. Robert Chew to flank the pickets and get home. The horse and

buggy which I had was the property of his father. I left the horse

fastened to a fence in Bolivar, flanked the pickets near the Potomac,
and was recaptured about midnight near Halltown. On my return

to Harpers Ferry Colonel Davis was furious, and after using very

insulting language ordered me to be confined in the guard-house.
He claimed that he had paroled me to go to the hospital. This was

absolutely untrue; not a word had been said t0 me about a parole.

I was sent next day to the headquarters of Colonel Miles, the

commanding officer, who, on a full understanding of the case, paroled

me, and sent me through his pickets to Charlestown, returning me
the horse and buggy. The night before the surrender of Harpers

Ferry, my brother William and I were at Mr. Gardner's, and on the

next morning we went together across the fields to see the battle

which was generally expected.

As soon as we saw the white flag raised we proceeded to Bolivar

Heights, then in possession of the Confederates, where we met seve-

ral members of my company. One of these, Mr. John S. Easterday,

offered me his horse, which I accepted, and rode down to Harpers

Ferry alone and unarmed. I did not pass through Bolivar, but by

way of the Shenandoah, and remained unarmed during the day. I

applied to General T. J. Jackson for exchange, and he referred me
to General Hill. My exchange came some time after from Richmond.

The whole story is false, as this plain statement will show.

MILTON ROUSE,

"Avon Wood" Jefferson Co., W. Va., December, 1888.

Stonewall Jackson's Scabbard Speech.

By WM. A. OBENCHAIN, A. M., President of Ogden College, Bowling
Green, Kentucky.

"
Quaeque ipse vidi,

Et quorum pars magna fui."

While the Virginia Convention of 1861 was in session in Richmond,

wrestling with the weighty problems of the day, and the grand old
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" Mother of States
" was doing all in her power to prevent the terri-

ble strife which her breast was so soon to bear, there occurred at

Lexington, Va., a little episode in the history of those momentous

times, which, though nearly resulting in a horrible disaster, would

hardly deserve narration now, but for its connection with one of the

greatest heroes of the Civil War.

Up to the time of Lincoln's proclamation calling for seventy-five

thousand men, the prevailing sentiment throughout Virginia was

decidedly for the preservation of the Union. Notably was this the

case in Rockbridge county, in which, at Lexington, the State Mili-

tary School rears its imposing towers and embattled walls. In the

election of members of the Convention, this county had given an

overwhelming majority against Secession. Nor was this to be won-

dered at, when one considers the conservatism of the sturdy Scotch-

Irish population of that lovely portion of the Valley of Virginia.

In the town of Lexington there were many "conditional" Union

men and some unconditional Secessionists. But Secession had then

its strongest and rashest advocates amongst the students of Washing-
ton College (now Washington and Lee University) and the cadets of

the Virginia Military Institute. Whenever the seeds of revolution

are floating in the political atmosphere, they generally find in the

colleges and universities their most congenial soil. Lexington proved
no exception to the rule.

At that time the president of Washington College was a Northern

man by education and birth. He was an excellent scholar and an

eminent divine. In politics he was a Unionist of the most pronounced
and uncompromising type. He had boldly proclaimed from the pul-

pit that he would rather have a negro in the Presidential chair than

see the Union dissolved. For the cadets of the Institute he had no

love. Whenever any deviltry was committed at night, particularly

when some of his favorite fruit disappeared from his garden between

two suns, the doer of the deed was, in his opinion, some "
little bob-

tailed cadet." The bitter Union spirit of the president of the Col-

lege seemed to intensify and make more demonstrative the Secession

spirit of the students. If the Secession flag, found in the morning
floating from the cupola of the college, was removed by orders of
the president during the day, it was sure to be replaced by deter-

mined students during the night. Finally the students prevailed,
and the president of the College resigned and returned to his native

State.

At the Institute the sentiment of the cadets was generally for Seces-
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sion. While many, particularly from the cotton States, were pro-
nounced in their views, there was no violence of expression and no
clash of opinion with the officers and professors of the Institute.

The latter, whatever their political opinions, were prudent in language
and conservative in bearing. As good soldiers of the State, they
were ready and willing to follow her fortunes, however she might
command. But while there was no turbulence of spirit or relaxation

of discipline, there was with the cadets an increasing interest in pub-
lic affairs, an eager watching of the moves then being made on the

political chessboards at Richmond and Washington, Charleston and

Montgomery, and a decreasing interest in all academic studies, save

those which pertained to military science. Several cadets, whose

States had seceded, resigned their cadetships* and hurried home to

offer their services to the new confederacy. All were restless, and

the most of them anxious for the opportunities of war.

In the town, the Secession sentiment was slowly gaining ground,
not so much from desire for the dissolution of the Union as from a

feeling that Secession was becoming a dire necessity. The ignomini-
ous failure of the Peace Conference at Washington; the fruitless

efforts of Virginia to effect a compromise and avert the storm efforts

generously persevered in until she was taunted by her enemies

and distrusted by her friends the persistent preparation of the

government at Washington for the reinforcement of Fort Sumter,
which many believed was intended to provoke resistance and force

the South into an overt act
;

all this had not only caused many con-

servative men to despair of a peaceable solution of the questions of

the day, but was forcing upon them the belief that, by longer delay to

secede from the Union, the old Commonwealth was compromising
her honor and allowing time for the forging of shackles to bind her

hands. Still the Union party remained largely in the majority in the

county if not in the town.

At a Secession meeting, in the early spring, a tall pole had been

erected on Main street in front of the courthouse and a Secession

flag unfurled from its top and left to fringe its edges in the crisp

mountain breeze. Not to be outdone, and to show their greater

strength, the Unionists set a day in April for a mammoth Union

demonstration. They decided to erect on that occasion a pole near

by which should tower above the Secession pole, and to fly from its

peak a Union banner which should make the Secession flag below

look insignificant by comparison. As none of the neighboring forests

could furnish a single tree that would answer this purpose, a pole was
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to be made of segments from several trees. Accordingly, suitable

parts were procured and hauled into position, the scarfs cut and the

rings made, and everything was in readiness for putting the pole

together on the following day.

But during the night some hot-blooded young Secessionists

attempted to destroy the butt piece of the pole by boring holes in it

and charging them with powder. This plan proving a failure, the

top segment, was then carried away. It would be difficult to depicit

the looks of the Unionists when this discovery was made the next

morning, or to describe their feelings of vexation and rage. Denun-

ciation was bitter, and threats of vengeance became more violent as

the nature of the act was realized and the crowd increased. It was

rumored that cadets in citizens' dress had been seen in town long

after taps, and that college students had been met on the streets

under suspicious circumstances at suspicious hours of the night.

Fortunate was it that no cadet or student was in reach at that ex-

citing hour.

This act caused more bitterness than delay. With great pluck
and determination the Unionists soon either recovered or replaced

the missing piece, the pole was erected, and the grand rally for the

Union took place at the appointed time. There was a great gather-

ing of clans. People poured in from every part of the county
from highland and glen, from lowland and bog.

Before the war there were no academic duties at the Institute on

Saturdays. Between inspection, from 8 to 9 o'clock A. M., and

dress-parade, a little before sunset, all cadets, except those on guard

duty, were allowed to go beyond the limits
;
but they were required

to be at dinner roll-call at i P. M., unless specially excused. Natu-

rally, many cadets went up town immediately after inspection to

witness the Union parade. Political feeling was bitter, and on the

part of the Unionists some mutterings were heard
;
but up to i

o'clock there had been no serious outbreak, if any conflict at all.

After dinner a few cadets returned to town, and some strolled off

in other directions, but the majority repaired to quarters, either to

discuss the issues of the day or to enjoy an afternoon nap ;
for it

was Saturday, and if there was any thing a cadet considered a

luxury it was sleep. Abundance of exercise and a minimum of

rest retiring at taps at ten o'clock, and rising at reveille at five his

sleep was generally so monotonously sound that it was often a

pleasure to be aroused during the night to enjoy the delightful sen-

sation of falling asleep again. For this reason, cadets not unfre-
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quently requested the corporal of the guard to wake them on visit-

ing their rooms at night. To the exclamation of Sancho Panza,
"
Blessed be the man who invented sleep !

"
the whole corps would

have responded with a hearty
" Amen !

"

Soon all steps had ceased on stairs and stoops, and many a cadet

lay stretched out on his narrow couch, his thoughts of the present or

visions of the future quickly fading away in sleep, or taking the forms

of reality in dreams. Suddenly he springs to his feet, listens for a

moment, to assure himself that it is not a dream, seizes his arms and

accoutrements and hurries from his room. It is the call to arms !

In an instant the whole building is astir. From every room, on

every stoop, down every stairs, and through the lofty archway, cadets,

accoutred and armed, are rushing to the front of .barracks (as the

main building is commonly called).

Although but little attention had been paid to the threats of the

Unionists against the would-be destroyers of their pole, a few cadets

had been apprehensive of trouble as the day wore on. These, there-

fore, suspected the cause of the alarm from the first tap of the drum,
and some of them loaded their muskets immediately on leaving their

rooms. Other cadets blindly followed their example.
About thirty yards in rear of the archway, and flanked by the

wings of barracks, stood the State arsenal, in which were stored

many thousand stand of arms, mostly flintlock muskets of the Revo-

lutionary model. (This building, together with the Institute build-

ings, was destroyed by General Hunter, in his unsuccessful expedition

against Lynchburg in 1864, and was never rebuilt. On the contrary,

the blackened walls and rubbish were removed and the ground

leveled, so that of the old arsenal scarcely a vestige remains to-

day).

The guarding of this depository of arms was one of the duties of

the corps of cadets. (In fact, this arsenal was the germ of the Vir-

ginia Military Institute). About the time of Lincoln's first inaugu-

ration, it had been rumored that an attempt would be made to

capture the arsenal and remove the arms. Who the attacking parties

were to be, rumor did not state. The report probably grew out of

the apprehension of some excitable Secessionist, or the boast of

some over-zealous Unionist. Of course many gave credence to the

rumor, and throughout the whole corps there was a feeling of

anxiety. At one time the long roll had been beaten in the small

hours of the night. In a few minutes the battalion, accoutred and

armed, was in line in front of barracks. It was a false alarm, the
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object of which was to test the rapidity with which the corps could

be assembled in an emergency. The next day at dress-parade ball

cartridges were distributed, ten rounds to each musket a small sup-

ply, it is true, but sufficient to inspire confidence. These cartridges,

intact, were in possession of the cadets on that memorable Saturday
afternoon.

On this occasion it was no false alarm. Information had just been

brought in breathless haste from the town, that several cadets had

been assaulted and beaten by Unionists, and then carried off under

arrest. The report spread immediately throughout the corps, those

in front repeating it to those behind, so that it was known by every

cadet before he had reached the front of barracks. Therefore no ex-

planation was needed; and certain it is that no persuasion was

required. Right or wrong, every cadet was actuated by the same

impulse eagerness and impatience for the rescue.

The cadet battalion was composed of four companies. But on

that afternoon, owing to the absence of some of the ranking cadet

officers, and the failure of any of those present to assume the respon-

sibility, no orders were given, and no attention was paid to company
organization. On the contrary, the cadets, as fast as they came up,

took their places in ranks without command, and moved off toward

the town without a leader. The fact is (and the admission is made
with some feeling of mortification even to-day), the movement of

the cadets, when they first started off, was very unlike that of a

column of disciplined soldiers. It might have been expected other-

wise of a body of intelligent young men, educated and trained at

such a military school. But if there was wanting the coolness of

veterans, there was an abundance of determination and dash. If

there was an absence of order and plan, it must be remembered that

there was no time for deliberation, but that hot headed, impetuous

youth were unexpectedly called on to rescue their comrades from the

violence of an infuriated political mob.

To the courthouse, near the centre of the town, it was about eight
hundred yards. It could be reached by two lines of march the

upper, or principal route, passing the College and Grace Church; the

lower route leading by a broad pathway diagonally across the front

slope of the Institute hill, down into the Valley turnpike below, and

thence up Main street by Governor Letcher's house and Craft's Hotel.

The former route was the one taken on anniversary parades, the

latter was the more direct.

Main street slopes gradually downward nearly from its western
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extremity to where, with a reversed curve, it joins the turnpike not

far from the Institute. Such is the commanding elevation of the

Institute grounds, that, looking southwest, nearly the whole of this

street is in view from a point a little east of the courthouse almost to

its western limit. It will now be understood that, to the many persons

gathered in front of the courthouse, the cadets were not only visible

when assembling in front of barracks, but, having taken the lower

route, they were in full view the greater part of the way when moving
down the front slope. Whether or not an attack had been expected,

the movement seems to have been understood at once by many per-

sons in the town. The alarm was instantly given and rapidly spread.

The scene that followed was one of the wildest tumult. Anxious

mothers ran about the streets seeking their frightened children. Ex-

cited men rushed from house to house and store to store to provide

themselves with such arms and ammunition as they could obtain. In

a few minutes the supply of buckshot was exhausted in every store

within' reach.

It happened that the two local military organizations were taking

part in the proceedings of the day one a company of infantry known

as the Rockbridge Rifles, neatly uniformed, well armed and fairly

drilled; the other a squadron of cavalry, newly organized, but neither

drilled nor equipped. The Rifles, hastily supplied with ammunition

and reinforced by many citizens armed with shot-guns and other

weapons, took possession of the courthouse and the corners near by,

ready and determined to receive with deadly fire the advancing

column of cadets.

After reaching the turnpike the cadets, who from force of habit

had assumed the order of march in columns of fours, were out of

sight of the central part of the town, the route being here for several

hundred yards hidden from view by trees and houses and the curve

in the street. By this time the corps had been joined by most of the

absentees from barracks. These, hurrying in from different direc-

tions and securing their arms, had come up in a run, so that the

column was now over two hundred strong. The movement had

become formidable and alarming indeed. It was no holiday parade,

no Fourth-of-July march to town, when, with martial music, waving

bartoier, neatest uniform, burnished plates and gleamings guns, the

battalion moved gayly along the upper route, all hearts aglow at the

thought of the bright eyes that would greet them on the way, and

jubilant in anticipation of the brilliant ball that would close the year's

exercises at night. Now, with determined mien, these impetuous
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youth are moving forward, silently, but with quick and resolute step,

imagining little and recking less the danger ahead.

At that time the superintendent of the Institute, Colonel Francis

H. Smith (now Major-General and venerable with years), was an

invalid in his chamber recovering from an attack of pneumonia.
His attention being arrested by the beating of the drum, he went to

the window and saw the cadets moving down the hill, many loading
their guns as they went. He did not know the cause, but was sure

trouble was brewing. Hurrying as soon as possible across the parade

ground and through private lots, he reached the street in time to

bring the column of cadets to a halt between Governor Letcher's

house and Craft's Hotel. A few moments more and the head of the

column would have rounded the curve in the street and appeared in

full view and range of those ready and waiting to meet its attack.

Fortunate halt! It doubtless saved the corps from destruction.

Just after the column had halted, the steps of approaching men
were heard on the plank-walk around the bend in the street. In-

stantly every eye was turned in that direction.
" Here they come! "

exclaimed the son of the lamented Bishop-
General of Tennessee, and, weeping with rage, he stepped a little

to the left for a quicker view, cocked his musket, and brought it to

the position of aim.

"Don't fire, you fool you !" cried a cadet officer near by, who
seized the gun and pushed it up.

The footsteps proved to be those of a committee of citizens from

the town, who were hurrying to meet the cadets, and if possible pre-

vent bloodshed. In the meantime other officers of the Institute had

arrived on the ground.
The ear of the corps was quickly caught. No authority was as-

serted, no threats were made, but with the voice of sympathy the

superintendent showed his coolness and wisdom by saying to the

cadets that although he did not know the cause of the threatened

contest between them and the citizens of the town, he claimed the

right to lead them in the fight, but he must insist on a prompt obe-

dience to orders.
"
All right !

"
cried the cadets, whose confidence

was thus won. The spokesman of the committee then stepped for-

ward and made a strong appeal to the cadets to desist from violence,

assuring them of the release of their comrades, and of ample redress

for all wrongs. The cadets being satisfied by this assurance, the

superintendent gave the command,
"
Right-face ! forward, march !

"

and the corps returned promptly to barracks. The rattle of mus-
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ketry when, after entering the Institute grounds, the cadets dis-

charged their loaded guns in the air, must have sent a shudder of
horror through many an anxious heart.

After returning to barracks the cadets were assembled in Major
Preston's section-room, which had the largest seating capacity in

the building. The object of this meeting was the pacification of the

cadets and the prevention of further trouble. To this end speeches
were made by the superintendent and others, and then a long pause
ensued.

Amongst the academic officers present was one who was con-

spicuous by the bolt-upright position in which he sat. His body did

not touch the back of his chair, and his large hands rested motion-
less on his thighs. Usually he kept his eyes jt> the front, but on
this occasion he was closely scanning the faces and reading the

thoughts of the young men before him. This person was no other

than Major Thomas Jonathan Jackson. In church he always sat

in the same posture, never touching the back of the pew nor turn-

ing his eyes from the preacher. If during a dull sermon he ever

fell asleep (and he had been seen to close his eyes at times) he

always retained this position. It is no wonder that he afterwards

received with the baptism of fire the immortal name of "
Stone-

wall."

Major Jackson then seemed most eminent for Christian piety, a

stern, unwavering sense of duty, a noble straightforwardness, and a

beautiful simplicity of character. In short, he exhibited that strong

individuality which always accompanies genius, but which the world's

stupidity characterizes only as eccentricity. In this age he would

have been called a crank. His singularity was often ridiculed, and
his peculiar ways were a subject of mimicry. Although possessing
such manly virtues, he was regarded by cadets and others as "a
failure

"
as a teacher. He was wanting in tact in the class-room,

although he afterwards displayed such brilliant tactics in the field.

In his classes he never asked leading questions. If the student

was not familiar with the subject, and requested a repetition of the

question, with the hope of a change of words embodying a useful

hint, he was sure to get it again in the identical words, and even

with the same emphasis and peculiar intonation of voice. By some
this was considered indicative of lack of thoroughness in the sub-

jects he professed to teach. But the fact is, Jackson had but one

way of saying things, and that the best matured and most direct.

He was clumsy, and often unsatisfactory in his experiments. All
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this, together with his eccentricity, caused him to be looked upon as

an unpractical man.

He was also unpopular with some of the professors, and amongst
the cadets he was regarded as the butt of the school. At times,

on his way to and from barracks, walking as usual with measured

step, body erect and eyes to the front, cadets have been known to

throw stones just in front of him, not to strike him, but on a wager

that he could not be made to look around. On he would go, without

ever turning his head or changing his gait, or, as some have alleged,

without even blinking his eyes. Up to the time the writer became a

second-class man, when, by the voluntary action of his, the leading

section, such conduct was broken up, it had been the custom of

many of the members of Jackson's classes to create wanton disorder

in his section-room, often to the extent of downright disrespect. He
was imperturbable throughout it all, never losing his dignity nor

seeming in the least annoyed.

But if held by many in low estimate as a teacher of Physics and

Astronomy, he was respected by all for the gallantry he had dis-

played in the Mexican War. His military record was well known,

and criticism of his methods in the class-room was frequently off-set

by some such remark as,
" But old Jack knows how to fight.". His

conscientious discharge of duty and uniform soldierly bearing could

not but be admired. As an instructor in artillery tactics he gave sat-

isfaction. His explanations of the battery movements were clear and

concise, and his commands were given with determination and force.

He alone of all' the officers of the Institute pronounced the word

"oblique" in his commands as if spelled oblike. Another peculiarity

was the manner in which he carried his sabre when walking to or

from duty. Although belted around him, he invariably held it in a

horizontal position, well up under his left arm, handle to the rear,

curved edge up, and left hand seizing the scabbard near the

middle. f

Now that civil war was daily becoming more probable, and the

strain of excitement was too great for much interest in academic

studies, Major Jackson began to be estimated less by his qualifications

for the class-room than by his fitness for the field.

Men, as well as women, admire the brave. That Jackson possessed

courage, no one doubted; that he was well suited for subordinate

command, and, if so ordered, would march unflinchingly into the

jaws of death, every one believed; but if asked to name the pro-

fessor at the Institute most likely to rise to the highest rank and win
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the greatest fame in the event of war, probably four cadets out of five

would have thought of Jackson last.

As mentioned above, after several speeches had been made there

ensued a long pause. Perhaps some reply was expected from the

cadets. At last the painful silence was broken by a cadet crying out,
"
Major Jackson !

" The cry was taken up by others, until it be-

came general and continuous. Aware of Jackson's awkwardness

and shyness, many may have called for him in the spirit of mischief
;

but doubtless the majority of the cadets, knowing his straightfor-

wardness and sense of justice, desired from him some expression of

approval or sympathy. Rising from his seat, he was greeted with loud

applause. He waited till the noise subsided; then, with body erect

and eyes sparkling, as they did so often afterwards on the field of

battle, he said, with a vigor and fluency that were a surprise to all :

"
Military men, when they make speeches, should say but few

words, and speak them to the point. I admire, young gentlemen,
the spirit you have shown in rushing to the defence of your com-

rades; but I must commend you particularly for the readiness with

which you have listened to the counsel and obeyed the orders of your

superior officer. The time may be near at hand when your State will

need your services, and if that time does come, then draw your
swords and throw away the scabbards.""

Pregnant events followed in rapid succession. News was not re-

ceived until the next day of the bombardment and surrender of Fort

Sumter. There was no telegraph line to Lexington in those days.

On Monday news came of Lincoln's proclamation calling for seventy-

five thousand men. On the following Wednesday Virginia seceded

from the Union. The Rockbridge Rifles had already received march-

ing orders. Excitement was now intense. After the secession of

the State public sentiment was completely revolutionized. But one

feeling filled every breast loyalty to the State and resistance to

coercion. Before setting out on their march down the Valley, the

Rockbridge Rifles came to the arsenal to complete their equipment

for active service. Volunteers and cadets mingled freely on the

grounds, extending hands in friendship and swearing to die together

for the Old Dominion. Some of the Rifles said to a group of cadets,
"
Boys, you were right." Only a few days before they were ready

* This speech is quoted from memory, after a lapse of twenty-five years.

It made so deep an impression at the time that the writer believes he has

given the first and last parts in Jackson's own words. The other part may
vary somewhat in language, but it is the same in substance.
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to shoot each other down in the streets. How quickly a common
cause obliterates individual differences.

On the following Sunday, the zist of April, the corps of cadets,

under the command of Major Jackson, was on its way to Richmond.

Their first post of duty was at Camp Lee. After rendering at that

place and at the Baptist College excellent and much needed service

as drill-officers of infantry and light artillery, they scattered in the

field, where all served their cause well, not a few with distinction, and

many to find a soldier's grave.

Jackson, as is well known, was slow at first to receive from the

authorities the recognition which his military abilities deserved
;
but

once given a command, he displayed the rarest military genius, rose

rapidly to the highest rank, never lost a battle, immortalized his

name as a soldier and fell too early for his cause, in the midst of vic-

tory, adored by his people, respected by the enemy, admired by the

world.

Incidents of the Skirmish at Totopotomoy Creek, Hanover County, Vir-

ginia, May 30, 1864.

By T. C. MORTON, late Captain Company F, Twenty-sixth Virginia
Battalion of Infantry.

It was about dark, on the 3Oth of May, 1864, that the Twenty-
sixth Virginia battalion, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel George
M. Edgar, to which my company (F) belonged, was drawn up in

line on a hill in a cultivated cornfield, above a small creek called

Totopotomoy, and not far from Atlee's station on the railroad be-

tween Hanover Junction and Richmond, Virginia. Our command
was attached to Breckenridge's division, and we had a battery in

line on our right, commanded by Major (now Judge) William Mc-

Laughlin. Soon after getting in position, orders came for us to

throw up breastworks in our front. There were few, if any, spades

or shovels, but the men realizing the necessity for the order, as a

heavy force was immediately in our front, split their canteens,

making scoops of them, and, together with their bayonets and their

hands, for the soil was light and sandy, soon had a very respectable

earthwork thrown up, and, lying down behind it, it was not long
before we were all sleeping soundly.

The next day we remained in that position, but the morning after

I received orders to take my company to the foot of the hill and
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occupy the picket line near the creek. Captain Pratt, from Der-

rick's battalion, was on my left, and Captain Swann, from ours (Ed-

gar's), was on my right. The men concealed themselves behind trees,

stumps and logs, or constructed hasty rifle-pits, and the enemy's

picket line being on the opposite side of the creek, only partially

concealed among the scrubby pines and broom sedge, the opposing
lines soon commenced a desultory fire upon each other, and it was

not long before the artillery of the two forces engaged in the fight.

This cannonading soon grew heavy, and other batteries joining
in from the opposite side, we found ourselves the centre of the most

furious cannonading we had ever before experienced. There was no

advance made by the infantry of either force during this heavy
artillery duel, but it seemed as if all the gun and mortar batteries

in Grant's army had been let loose on Breckenridge' s devoted divi-

sion. His few batteries responded with spirit, and returned the

fire until they were badly crippled, while the infantry not being

brought into action and having nothing to do cowered for protec-

tion from the death-dealing shot and shell in the piece of woods on

our left, and behind every available defense. Many were killed and

maimed, but the troops were not dislodged from their position.

We ascertained afterwards that General Breckenridge, having
taken his position after dark, had by some mistake gotten nearly a

mile beyond the alignment of Lee's line of battle and was drawn up
within long rifle range of the enemy, who at that point consisted of

Hancock's corps. So it was, that when daylight disclosed our posi-

tion to the enemy he concentrated the fire of his heavy guns on

Breckenridge, who found himself the centre of a long line of artillery

practice, while the other batteries of Lee were not near enough to

render their support of much assistance.

I do not know what our loss was in this artillery fight, only recol-

lect that two men in my own company were killed. One of them

while lying down was struck on the back by a large piece of descend-

ing shell and cut in two, poor fellow. The other had gone to the

rear a mile with a detail to cook and was on his way back to the line

with a camp-kettle full of corn-bread and beef on his arm when the

cannonading commenced. He ran towards the breastworks for pro-

tection, while the hungry men in the trenches watched his race

through the ploughing shot and shell, almost as solicitous for the

safety of their breakfast, perhaps, as for that of their comrade. Just

before the poor fellow reached us, however, a shell exploded directly

in front of him, and when the smoke cleared away the bloody frag-
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ments of the man and the scattered contents of the camp-kettle lay

mingled together on the ground before our eyes. It is said that

from the fullness of the heart the mouth speaketh, but on this occa-

sion speech came from the emptiness of one poor soldier's stomach,
when looking upon the ghastly wreck before us, he exclaimed : "Lor1

,

boys, just look, Joe Flint is all mixed up with our breakfast, and it

aint fit for nothing!" Such want of sentiment, or feeling if you like,

sounds strange and heartless to us now, but in those times of courage
and every-day suffering, the hungry soldier's remark, finding an

echo in the empty stomachs of his fellows, did not seem so much out

of place.

Another incident I recollect as very characteristic of those times.

There was in Company F a man by the name of Ford, who was so

disfigured by a hump that his position in the company line always
interfered with its proper dressing, and I generally left him in quar-
ters when I wished the company to appear at its best.

Before this shelling of our position commenced, John Ford had

been placed on the advanced picket line and his position happened
to be in a sandy bottom near the creek, where he had sheltered him-

self behind an uprooted tree. He could be plainly seen by many of

the men, crouching low in the sand. In the midst of the cannon-

ading a large mortar shell without exploding, fell in the sand a few

feet from him, the fuse still smoking and spitting and an explosion

momentarily imminent. John took in the situation at a glance, and

doubtless arguing that if he jumped up to run, the shell might ex-

plode before he got out of reach and tear him to pieces, and that

the safest thing for him to do was to get down into the ground,
commenced at once to work down into the sand with hands, legs

and head. My attention was attracted by the men hollering
"
scratch

John! scratch! she's agoing off!" and looking in the direction

where I had last seen him, I witnessed an amusing spectacle. Never

was a man more dead in earnest. The sand all around him was in

commotion, and in the few seconds that the fizzing fuse gave him,
he burrowed like a great gopher till nothing but the top of his hump
could be seen as the loose sand settled around it. I held my breath

expecting the next second to see the poor fellow blown to atoms.

Then the explosion came with a tremendous jar that shook the

ground and sent a hundred pieces of iron singing through the air.

We all kept our eyes fixed upon the spot as the smoke and dust

slowly lifted, when the first sight that came to view was the head of

Ford, happily, still on his shoulders, and as he realized that he was
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all right, he looked back at us and sang out " Who-eeh "
as cheerily

as if he had treed a coon instead of been face to face with death a

second before. An answering cheer and a laugh went up from the

boys on the line, and the incident was the next minute forgotten.

Just before the shelling commenced, I was sitting on the ground

among some low bushes with pencil and paper, writing upon my
knee what I thought might be my last letter to my wife. The

pickets had been for some time keeping up a dropping and unin-

teresting fire as they would catch a glimpse of each other. Presently,

one after another, two or three minies dropped in the bushes near,

and as each one seemed to cut a little closer, I thought a sharp-

shooter with a telescopic rifle, which we understood the
" Yankees "

were using, had perhaps been attracted by my white paper and it

would be safest to move. I did so, and getting upMeaned against an

oak tree, something larger than my body, which stood near, but the

next minute I thought the earth had opened and that I and the tree

were falling into it. As soon as I could shake myself together and

rub some burnt powder out of my eyes, I realised that a shell had

burst against the tree right behind me, the pieces striking the ground
all around, throwing sand and leaves all over me. The concussion

was so great, that I had to pass a hand over each limb and feel my-
self all over before I could be sure that I was not wounded, during
which investigation Lieutenant Cowley ran up and congratulated
me on being alive, saying that as he knew where I had been sitting

a minute before and hearing the shell explode at the spot, he had

come expecting "to pick up what was left of me."

After that fierce artillery duel was over, there was no further pas-

sage at arms between the opposing forces on this part of the line,

except the continuous but irregular firing between the pickets,

which lasted until it got too dark to see.

And now we on the picket line tired out with the constant activity

of the day and the cramped position which most of the time we

were forced to keep in the narrow, single rifle-pits looked anxiously

for the appearance of the "relief." Independently of the physical

strain that the picket has to endure, the sense of responsibility, as he

feels himself to be the eyes and ears of the army, is an intense

mental tax, that no one but he who has experienced it can realize.

But there was no rest for us that night. Instead of the
"

relief"

came an orderly with a squad heavily loaded with ammunition, and

these were the orders he brought : Said he,
" Colonel Edgar

says you are to keep your company on the picket line all night,
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keep a close watch on the enemy, and in the morning annoy him

all you can, and try to keep up the impression that our command is

in the breastworks, still on the top of the hill above you, but we

will not be there. General Breckinridge has discovered that his

division is out of line nearly a mile too far to the front, and he is

going to retire it at once, and in order that we may have time to

fortify our new position he directs that you carry out your part of

the ruse he is going to play on the enemy, by fighting as though
the main body were directly in your rear, and that you hold your

position until the enemy forces you out of it."
" And what then ?

"

said I.
"
Well, he says when you can't stay here any longer,

you must get back to the command the best way you can, and

I have brought you sixty rounds of extra ammunition to do

your extra fighting with." "Are we to have any reinforcements,

sergeant?" "No, sir. I reckon General Lee thinks he can't

afford to lose any more men than he has out here on this picket

line now." And so we were in for it, and after making things as

snug as circumstances would admit of, I sat down in my rifle-pit

and began to think of home, and wife and children, whom I never

expected to see again. For what chance could two hundred or so

of men have in retreating a mile across open fields with Hancock's

whole corps right after them and on them ? for we had to stay in

our rifle-pits until they drove us out. As I sat there thinking, as

I had never thought before, for never had death seemed so near,

1 heard a familiar voice in the dark calling my name in a low tone,

for the enemy's line was within ear-shot. Answering in the same

tone, Captain John Swann, whose company was on my right, came

up and asked me "What orders I had?" I told him. "I have

the same d n orders," said he.
" We'll all be in hell or Boston

before to-morrow night. What matter is that? We won't be

missed down here," he went on to say.
" General Lee will report

to-morrow night that in the morning he had had a skirmish in his

front, his pickets engaging the enemy on Taylor's farm, and only
lost about two hundred killed and missing." That's all of us, you
know, but we aren't hardly worth counting down here among all

these men.

After talking over the situation and trying to arrange for some

plan of concerted action with Captain Pratt, of Derrick's battalion,

whose company was also in line on my left, we parted, and soon

after, squatting in my rifle-pit, I was fast asleep, nor did I awake till

the noise of an exploding shell near aroused me to find the sun
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shining brightly in my face as my head rested on the edge ol the pit

where I sat, while a Yankee gunner seemed to be practicing on dif-

ferent points along our line.

Having no artillery with which to reply, we made no answer to

that challenge, but after a while some of the enemy's infantry began
to show themselves incautiously, and we let them have it with our

long range rifles, and a brisk fire opened from the rifle-pits on both

sides, which lasted, with some intermission, for several hours.

Finally, the enemy concluded he would try the tactics of the day
before, and commenced shelling with great fury our empty breast-

works on the top of the hill behind us. Getting no response from

the empty fortifications, after a good deal of waste of ammunition,
the fire slackened and there was a lull all along both lines.

Just then occurred one of those episodes in the c*enflict peculiar, I

believe, to that civil war of ours, and showing that the men who

fought it were akin, despite all the blood that was shed. Looking far

down the line to my right, I saw a Confederate walking boldly down
the hill towards the creek carrying a white rag aloft on a stick.

Startled, I called to a lieutenant and asked what that meant. Said

he,
"

I don't understand it; he is not one of our company." In an-

other moment, however, it was all plain. A "Yank" was seen

advancing to meet the "Johnny," as they called our boys, also car-

rying a white flag, and they were "on a trade." I understood after-

wards, that during the lull in the firing one of the enemy's pickets

had called across to his vis-a-vis:
"
Hello, Johnny! Got any good

tobacco ?
" "

Yes; good as you ever chawed!
" " How' 11 you swap

for some first-class Rio? "
"All right." "Well, meet meat the creek,

and don't you fellows shoot till I get back, and we won't either." So
the swap was made, whether with the consent of any officer, I never

knew, but I dreaded the consequences of letting the Federal soldier

get that near to our line, lest he should spy out its thinness. The
whole thing may have been concocted on that side with that very end

in view, for soon after the men had returned to their posts, there was

an unusual stir among them over in the pines. Loud commands
could be heard, and we could catch glimpses of moving lines of men
in blue, which seemed to thicken near the edge of the

"
piney

woods."

At last a lieutenant near me cried,
" There they come ! get ready

for them, boys!" I called out, "And don't fire until you see their

eyes !

" Soon a long, close battle-line, several ranks deep, moved out

of the cover and marched rapidly down the hill toward the creek.
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When they got nearly to the brush, which lined the creek's banks,

a well directed fire blazed all along our line of rifle-pits. Every man
had taken dead aim, and almost the whole front rank of the enemy
went down. The confusion among them was great. They struggled
forward a few paces, only to receive another rattling volley, and then

broke and ran back to the shelter of the pines, followed by the

yells and cheers of our brave fellows. Again there was a lull in the

firing, and we could distinctly hear the officers berating their men in

the pines for giving away before a picket line. Oaths, and even sabre

blows, could be plainly distinguished as the lines were reformed,

and we knew we were to have it again very soon, and prepared for

the tug of war which it was plain was now upon us.

"Forward! Forward! March!" were the orders we heard repeated
from many voices along their concealed line, and then out of the

thicket they burst.
"
Double-quick!

" and down the hill they swept
in a long trot, many, many times our numbers. When they reached

the
" dead line

" we again poured a well directed fire into their ranks.

Scores fell in their tracks, but they answered with another volley, a

huzzah that went to our hearts, and plunged into the brush and

through the creek; no stop now, and on our side they came, and

now it was plain that the time when we "could not stand any longer
and must retreat" had come. "

Retreat! Retreat!" rang out along
our long, thin line. The boys hustled out of their pits and away they

scampered up the hill, pursued by the yelling enemy and volleys of

ball. Many fell, but the others pressed on to the top of the hill,

paused in our old breastworks to turn round and give them a parting

volley and then pushed on again across the wide level towards the

distant wood where our division lay by this time well entrenched.

But now, as ill-luck would have it, danger appeared from a new
direction. The enemy, under the cover of the piece of wood on our

left, had sent a force around with a battery and flanked us, and had
we been a few minutes later abandoning our position they would have
been in our rear and bagged the whole force. As it was, they poured
a galling fire into our flank, while the batteries from the hills in our

late front, now our rear, opened on us to add to our discomfiture.

Thus, admidst the whistle of minies, the bursting of shells and the

whir of grape, we made our perilous way over the open fields. Our

only chance was to make a show of resistance, by loading as we ran,

facing about and firing back at our pursuing foe, while the thinness

and irregularity of our line was in our favor, for it took a good shot

to bring down one of our men, and we had a comparatively close
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line to fire into. Nevertheless, what between the fire of the enemy
and the fatigue of the retreat, we lost at every step, and when at last

we dragged ourselves up to the welcome breastwork (I thought it

was the dearest pile of logs and dirt I had ever beheld), it was a fear-

fully thinned line that climbed over and flung itself down bleeding and

panting behind that grateful shelter. But General Lee's object had

been accomplished. Breckenridge's command'was aligned with the

rest of the army, and his front was strongly fortified and well manned

from right to left, and though, as Captain Swann had predicted the

night before, many of our men had fought their last fight and others

were on their way to Boston, Grant was again checkmated and had

to attack us in our fortified position or move his whole army again to

the left, which he did. And so it was that there was only some heavy

skirmishing in our front that day, from which Companies A and F
were excused on account of the hot morning's work, but which

resulted in the capture of the enemy's picket line, which, when they

ran us in, had advanced too close to our line and taken position in

some rifle-pits. We sat upon the breastwork to the right of the

point where the scrimmage took place, and with indescribable satis-

faction and restfulness watched our boys charge our late antagonists

in their pits and gather them in.

That night we slept on our arms, and the next day moved again to

our right to prevent Grant's flanking, and helping him to carry out

his threat and "
fight it out on that line if it did take all summer."

It was probably two days after this, during which we were con-

stantly moving and halting, forming line of battle, sleeping on our

arms, breaking the line and moving again, when we brought up in

front of Cold Harbor one afternoon, the 2d of June. From all the

signs which a soldier soon learns, it was evident that we were upon

the eve of a great battle. The massing of troops, the placing of

batteries, the hurrying of staff-officers, the galloping to and fro of

couriers and orderlies, and the something indescribable in the faces

of the general officers, meant business as plainly as if it had been

spoken.
Five officers, friends in Edgar's battalion, Captain Read, Cap-

tain Swann, Adjutant Craig, Lieutenant Patton and myself, had met

under the shade of a small tree, and lying around on the grass dis-

cussed the situation. Finally, I remarked,
" Well fellows, we are in

for a big fight, no doubt of it, and I would give my left leg now if I

could have my life guaranteed."
" So would I," said Captain Read.

"
I would give my left arm," said Lieutenant Patton.

"
They might
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have the tip of my ear, darn 'em," said Captain Swann. "Well,"
remarked the Adjutant,

"
I'll take my chances, fellows, I wouldn't

give the
' Yanks' the tip of my finger-nail to let me off from any-

thing."

Well, as all the world knows, the next day, the 3d of June, 1864, was

fought the great battle of second Cold Harbor, one of the bloodiest

of the war, and in the summing up it turned out that every one of

these five officers had been shot Read in the leg, Morton in the

head, Patton in the body, Swann on the side of the head, sure

enough losing the tip of his ear, while poor Craig was the only one

killed. Strange, wasn't it?

The afternoon before the battle, our command was ordered to

take position in line. A force of dismounted cavalry occupied the

field, and were lying behind a low ridge of earth they had hastily

thrown up to protect themselves from the enemy's sharpshooters.
We were ordered to relieve them, which we did, under a galling fire

from concealed riflemen. Again was our position unfortunately

chosen, being too far back from the brow of the slight eminence

where we were posted, and an angle or salient about the centre of

the line occupied by Edgar's battalion was thrown too far forward

and exposed our part of the line to a concentrated fire from the

enemy. But we now had to make the most of it and stand or fall

where we were.

No sooner had we settled ourselves in our position than our men,
who were handy with dirt being most of them farmers and laboring
men set themselves to strengthening our breastworks, and it was

not long before they presented a pretty fair protection against the

constant fire from the enemy's pickets and sharp shooters, who were

strongly posted in a piece of wood land immediately in our front.

So galling did this fire become, that Colonel Edgar determined to

dislodge the force of pickets if possible, and ordered out a skirmish

line consisting of two companies, Company B, Captain E. J. Read's,

being one. I do not recollect the other. But they met such a well-

directed fire from the protected enemy, that they could not proceed
far, and had to throw themselves flat upon the ground and behind

logs and stumps to escape annihilation. One by one they made
their way back to the breastworks, many of them wounded and
several left dead in the timber; among the wounded were Captain
Read and Lieutenant Patton.

The day wore on, the sun was getting down in the west, and the

enemy were evidently massing in our front, while his sharpshooters
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were so vigilant and expert at their business that a head could

hardly show itself above our earthwork without getting a ball

through it. A hat put on a ramrod and raised a little would be

perforated in a jiffy. It was evident that the enemy was thus endea-

voring to prevent his movements from being seen, and I felt sure

that he was massing troops under the hill in the woods, with the

design of charging our exposed position, and determined to risk

a peep at them. I ordered the men to keep low while I cautiously

raised my head, and at one quick glance saw a heavy column of

men in blue flanking towards our left, though partially concealed by
the timber. At the same time I saw a puff of smoke issue from be-

hind a big pine, perhaps four hundred yards in my front. I instantly

ducked my head; the next second a minie-ball cut the dirt just be-

hind me. Satisfied that the fellow was far enough away for me to

dodge his ball by the flash of his gun, I again raised my head, took

a good, long look, and saw more troops moving to the left, but

another puff of smoke warned me to duck again, and again a ball

cut the earth where my head had been.

I then dispatched a runner to my commanding officer to tell him

what I had seen, and that our line was too weak to withstand the

anticipated charge, and subsequently heard that Finnegan with his

Floridanians were ordered up within supporting distance in our rear.

Then calling the best riflemen in my company to me, I pointed out

the place where my enemy stood behind the tree and told him to

watch. Soon the man's head moved cautiously around the tree,

and my man fired. He disappeared instantly, and thinking he had

been settled, I raised and looked in another direction, when in-

stantly I felt a shock, like a red-hot iron had pierced my brain. I

experienced a great jar, saw a thousand stars, and then all was blank,

and I saw no more of that fight.

Materials for a History of the Disruption of the Union and of the late 'War.

In just commemoration, the following circular finds place here. It

is one of those originally printed, which was preserved by Professor

George Frederick Holmes, LL. D., and which has been deposited by
him in the archives of the Southe-n Historical Society.

In a letter accompanying it, Professor Holmes writes :

"
It was sent to the chief officers of the Federal and Confederate
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Governments, to the Governors and Secretaries of States, to the

Presidents and Secretaries of Conventions, to the presiding officers

and chief clerks of Senates and Legislatures, in both North and

South.
"

It was acknowledged by only one person to whom it was ad-

dressed Hon. Simon Cameron, Secretary of War of the United

States.
" No document or paper was ever sent in response to the request.
" The University of Virginia was not negligent nor deficient in

foresight or effort to secure full materials for a true history of the

secession of the States and of the ensuing war."

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, ALBEMARLE Co., VA.

186
SIR:

The Faculty of this Institution, at its regular meeting on

Friday, i March, 1861, adopted a series of Resolutions, by which the

undersigned were appointed a permanent Committee, to procure,

collect, arrange and preserve the authentic memorials, serving to

illustrate the grave political dissensions which are now agitating and

dividing the people of the United States. The Committee was

authorized and required to communicate with persons in authority,

and to request them to further the design proposed, by directing that

all public documents, relative to the pending controversy published

by their order, or distributed under their recommendation should

be transmitted to the Library of this University, for preservation in a

separate department specially assigned for their safe keeping.
In compliance with these Resolutions, we approach you with the

request, that you would be pleased to extend the requisite directions

in regard to all Reports, Investigations, Enactments, Proclamations

and other Public Documents, relating to this subject, which may
proceed from the offices of the General or Local Governments, under

your immediate superintendence.
It would be inappropriate, in this application, to enlarge upon the

eminent, but evident, services which such a collection of authentic

memorials is calculated to render to the living and coming genera-

tions; to the cause of truth and justice; to the integrity and impar-

tiality of historical inquiry; to the philosophical estimation of the

phenomena of political and social change, and of the process of human

development. Reflections of this nature readily present themselves

to the anxious and apprehensive mind, and are apt to make such an

impression as may induce you, we trust, to co-operate cordially, to
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the extent of your opportunities, in rendering effectual the endeavors
of the University of Virginia to perpetuate, in an accessible form,
the unadulterated and indispensable sources of future history.

We have the honour to subscribe ourselves,

With assurances of profound consideration and respect,

Your Obedient Serv'ts.

GEO. FRED'K HOLMES,
]
Committee

JAS. L. CABELL, \
of the Faculty of the

JNO. B. MINOR,
j

Univ. of Virginia.

Diary of Major R. C.M. Page, Chief of Confederate States Artillery, Depart-
ment of Southwest Virginia and East Tennessee, from October, 1864, to

May, 1865.

Early in October, 1864, received an order from General R. E. Lee
to report for duty to Major- General John C. Breckinridge (Vice-
President of the United States of America under Buchanan's admin-

istration), in command of the Department of Southwest Virginia and
East Tennessee, with headquarters at Wytheville, on the Virginia,
East Tennessee & Georgia Railroad, Wythe county, Virginia, of

the purpose of reorganizing the artillery of that department.
October jth, 1864. Reported to General Breckinridge, at Wythe-

ville, for instructions. Informed by Major J. Stoddard Johnston, A.
A. G., that some of the artillery was in camp with Vaughan's cavalry

brigade, near Saltville, Washington county, Va.; some at Saltville; a

battery at lead mines, near Max Meadows station, Wythe county,

Va., and one in camp near Wytheville.
October 8th, 1864. Went to Abingdon, Washington county, Va.,

by rail, and thence to Brigadier-General Vaughan's camp. Found
there McClung's battery, tolerably complete, and remnants of Lynch' s

and Byrne's batteries. As Vaughan was about to advance into East

Tennessee, in accordance with instructions from headquarters, I or-

dered Captain McClung to report to him with two iron 1 2-pound
howitzers, one iron 6-pounder, one Richmond 3-inch rifle, and two

caissons. Present for duty : Captain McClung, First Lieutenant Alex-

ander Allison, Senior Second Lieutenant J. L. Pearcy, Junior Second

Lieutenant W. G. Dobson, twelve non-commissioned officers, includ-

ing orderly and quartermaster sergeants and sixty-eight privates.

By selecting the best, the battery was fitted out with thirty-six bat-
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tery horses, six sergeant's horses, one 2 horse wagon with two mules,

and one 4- horse wagon with four mules. Total, forty-eight horses

and mules, with harness all in fair order. Ammunition overhauled

and carefully repacked. Lynch's and Byrne's remnants ordered

back to Wytheville. Former consisted of two Richmond 3-inch

rifles, no caissons. Present for duty: Captain J. P. Lynch, First

Lieutenant T. C. Elmore (had one eye shot out at Vicksburg), Senior

Second Lieutenant William E. Butler, Junior Second Lieutenant

John McCampbell; six non-commissioned officers and forty-one pri-

vates the company having been captured at Vicksburg and the rest

reported unexchanged. Byrne's remnant: Two brass 12-pound

howitzers, two Atlanta 3 inch rifles, no caissons. Captain Byrne re-

ported as wounded and in hospital at Charlottesville, Va. Present

for duty : Lieutenant G. O. Talbot in command, four acting gun-

corporals and five privates, besides twenty-three men detailed from

Duke's cavalry brigade, by order of General Morgan during his raid.

Rest of Byrne's officers and men reported captured in Morgan's raid

and now in United States prison at Camp Douglas. No note made ot

horses and wagons; probably unserviceable, if any.

October iolh
t 1864. My servant and horse not having yet arrived

from Petersburg, Va., walked to Saltville. Found there King's; and

remnants of Levi's and Sawyer's batteries. King's: three iron 12-

pound howitzers, two brass howitzers, one iron 6 pounder, unser-

viceable from enlarged vent, and no caissons. Present for duty :

Captain William King, Senior First Lieutenant A. B. Smith, Junior
First Lieutenant J. S. Buchanan, Senior Second Lieutenant Charles

Harris, Junior Second Lieutenant H. L. Branson, fourteen non-

commissioned officers and ninety-five privates. Horses and wagons

belonged to members of the company, which was raised for local

defence and special service, act of Confederate States Congress, Au-

gust 2ist, 1861, and General Order War Department, No. 86,

series 1863, paragraph 12. Sawyer's battery, so-called, also a local

affair, to be worked by salt-works' employees in case of emergency
one brass 1 2-pound howitzer, one iron 6-pounder, ancient style with

double trail, no caissons and no horses. Captain Sawyer in com-

mand. Levi's battery, Captain Barr in command: two iron 12-

pound howitzers, one iron 6-pounder, and three caissons. No horses

or wagons. Present for duty : Captain Barr, Senior First Lieutenant

G. D. Searcy, Junior First Lieutenant W. F. Campbell, ten non-

commissioned officers and forty four privates. Ammunition at Salt-

ville abundant for the number of chests and in fair condition.
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October nth, 1864. Arrived at Abingdon before daylight, and

found my servant and horse just arrived. Returned to Wytheville

by train.

October 12th, 1864. Inspected Burroughs' battery, in camp at

lead mines near Max Meadow's station. One brass 1 2-pound howit-

zer, one iron howitzer, one iron 6-pound howitzer, one Richmond

3-inch rifle, four caissons, one battery forge, three 4-horse wagons,

forty-eight battery horses, six sergeants' horses, and sixteen mules
;

in all, seventy horses and mules. Present for duty: Captain William

H. Burroughs, First Lieutenant John E. Blackwell, Senior Second
Lieutenant John J. Burroughs, Junior Second Lieutenant James R.

Graham; fourteen non-commissioned officers and ninety privates.

The battery was in fair condition. ^
October i^th, 1864. Headquarters Wytheville, Virginia. In-

spected Douthat's battery, encamped near here : one 3-inch Rich-

mond rifle, three captured United States lo-pound Parrotts, two cais-

sons, three 4-horse wagons, thirty-six battery horses, six sergeants'

horses, five extra horses, and twelve wagon mules
;

in all, fifty-nine

horses and mules, all in fair condition. Present for duty : Captain

H. C. Douthat, Senior First Lieutenant F. G. Openchain, Junior
First Lieutenant James B. Wright, Senior Second Lieutenant F. C.

Wood, Junior Second Lieutenant James L. Burks
; twelve non-com-

missioned officers and one hundred and six privates. Captain Lynch
and Lieutenant Talbot, with the remnants of their respective com-

panies, arrived to-day, and all went into camp at the Fair Grounds.

Summary of report to General Breckinridge : 1 2-pound howitzers,

14; 6 pound howitzers, 5; Confederate States 3-inch rifles, 7;
United States lo-pound Parrotts, 3 ;

total number of guns, 29; total

number of caissons, 1 1
; battery forge, i

; wagons serviceable, 8
;

total number serviceable horses and mules, 177. Present for duty:
one major, chief of artillery, seven captains, twenty lieutenants

;

in all, twenty-eight commissioned officers, sixty-eight non-commis-

sioned officers, and four hundred and fifty-three privates, including

Byrne's four acting gun-corporals. Total effective force, five hun-

dred and forty-nine. Number of chests insufficient, but those on

hand are full of ammunition in good order. Guns and carriages in

good order generally, but the harness is poor. The men are much
in need of clothing, and especially shoes, are badly drilled and

worse disciplined. The report does not include the horses of com-

missioned officers and those of King's battery.
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October i8th, 1864. Removed to camp on William Souther's

farm near by. Drilled, repaired harness and the like.

October 2oth, 1864. Removed to camp on Kent's farm in the

neighborhood, where we remained until November 5th. Drilled,

reorganized, procured horses and one wagon for Lynch.

October 22d, 1864. Douthat's battery ordered to report to Colonel

Thomas H. Carter in the Shenandoah Valley.

October 28th, 1864. McClung's battery, acting with Vaughan's

cavalry brigade in East Tennessee, reported captured, correct. Lieu-

tenants Pearcy and Dobson escaped. Kept on drilling; experi-

mented firing guns this month, General Breckinridge and others

being present ;
resulted in condemning as worthless every gun at

Wytheville except Byrne's two 1 2-pound howitzers, including espe-

cially the two Atlanta 3 inch rifles and a brass rifled nondescript
from Captain Semple's ordnance store at Wytheville. Lynch's and

Byrne's companies merged into one under command of Captain

Lynch, giving him now fifty privates, with the two 1 2-pound howit-

zers. Duke's twenty three men ordered back to their brigade.

November ist, 1864. Wytheville, Virginia. Summary of report

of Major R. C. M. Page, Chief of Artillery, to Major J. Stoddard

Johnston, A. A. G.: seventeen guns, seven caissons, one battery

forge, four 4-horse wagons, sixty battery horses, eight sergeants'

horses, and twenty mules, in all eighty-eight horses and mules, not

including those of commissioned officers and King's battery. Pres-

ent for duty: twenty-one commissioned officers including Lieutenants

Pearcy and Dobson, forty-four non-commissioned officers, and two

hundred and seventy-nine privates a total effective force of three

hundred and forty-four. Burroughs ordered into camp on Kent's

farm with Lynch. The nine condemned guns sent by rail to

Richmond.

November ^th, 1864. Wytheville, Virginia. In view of an early

advance into East Tennessee, received orders to send a battery to

Vaughan near Carter's station, Virginia, East Tennessee & Georgia

Railroad, Carter county, Tennessee. Ordered Lynch with his own

12-pound howitzer section, and Burroughs' section of 12-pound how-

itzers, to report to Vaughan. Transported by rail.

November 8th, 1864. Wytheville, Virginia. Started by rail to-

day for Carter's station, East Tennessee, with Captain Burroughs
and his remaining section. Lieutenants Pearcy and Dobson accom-

panied me. Arrived same night at Bristol, Sullivan county, Ten-

nessee, just on the border line
;
remained in the cars until morning.
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November oth, 1864. Arrived at Carter's station and unloaded.

Marched with Lynch and Burroughs to Jonesborough station and

thence into camp near Leesburg, Washington county, Tennessee.

November loth, 1864. Marched to Henderson's Mill on the road

to Bull's Gap and went into camp, Lieutenant John McCampbell, of

Lynch' s battery, acting as quartermaster.

November nth, 1864. Arrived at Bull's Gap, Hawkins county,

Tennessee, about sundown. Enemy, under General Gilliam, are

strongly posted with four 3-inch navy Parrotts at the summit and two

3-inch navy Parrotts in an earthwork at the foot. Number of his

men unknown. After some picket firing, skirmish line is moved up
closer so as to get guns in position. Captain Burroughs' section of

one iron 6-pounder and 3-inch rifle on hill to right of road at entrance

of valley; Captain Lynch with four i2-ponnd 'tiowitzers nearer the

enemy and on brow of little ridge in the bottom, just to the right of

the road. Plan: Vaughan to get into their rear by Taylor's Gap on

our left; Crittenden in front with about three hundred men, collected

from the nitre and mining bureau, and the artillery ;
while General

Breckinridge was to lead a flank assault with Duke's, Cosby's and

Prentiss' cavalry dismounted. In onler to do this, he had to ascend

the mountain on our rignt in the night, guided by a citizen who was

acquainted with the locality. A signal gun was to be fired at day-

light for a general attack.

November I2lh, 1864. Lynch fired the signal gun promptly at

daybreak. As soon as the attack commenced, received permission

from General Crittenden to lead a skirmish line forward so as to

secure an eminence for shelling the earthwork and two guns at foot

of gap. Accompanied by Lieutenants Pearcy and Dobson. All the

men and artillery soon followed. Lieutenant Blackwell's horse

killed. Just then, as all was ready for an assault on the earthwork,

General Crittenden informed me that General Breckinridge had been

repulsed with considerable loss, and the whole command had orders

to fall back at once to the entrance of the valley to await an expected

attack. Accordingly, we fell back at once. As we occupied a strong

position, however, the enemy did not attack, but was evidently pre-

paring to retreat, and it was determined to follow them up. As soon

as it was dark, General Breckinridge moved the whole force rapidly

by Taylor's Gap on our left.

November i^th, 1864. At about 4 A. M. struck Gilliam in left

flank as he was retreating and completely routed his force, capturing

all his guns (six Parrotts), wagons, ambulances, and a considerable
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quantity of small arms that had been thrown away. A section of

Jeter's battery, from Asheville, North Carolina, now reported to me.

It had come up with other troops from that quarter. Camped near

Russellville, Hamblin county, Tennessee, towards morning.
November I4th, 1864. Marched to camp, near Morristown, Ham-

blin county, Tennessee. Lynch now received two of the captured

guns and Burroughs four.

November i$th, 1864. Lynch, with two brass 12 pound howitzers

and two United States Parrotts, without any caissons, ordered to re-

port to Vaughan for further active operations.

November i6th, 1864. Burroughs' battery, together with four cap-
tured Parrotts (eight guns) and six captured caissons, with harness,

etc. (ten in all), ordered back into camp, near Wytheville, Va. Lieu-

tenant McCampbell ordered back to his company ( Lynch' s).

November 2jd, 1864. Eyes so inflamed by cold and wind could

not bear the light. Rode in a wagon with the wounded, head

wrapped up in a blanket. Awful road. Arrived at Mrs. Poague's,
Bull's Gap. General Breckinridge and staff returned to Wythe-
ville. Va.

November 24th, 1864. Arrived at a farmer's house between Blue

Springs and Greenville, Greene county, Tennessee. Remained there

that night.

November 25th, 1864. Reached Greenville and stayed at the house

of Mrs. Williams. Was informed that General Morgan was sleeping
at this house when he was surprised and killed in the back yard.

Dangerous to be alone in this part of the country, as it swarms with

bushwhackers and deserters from both armies.

November 26th, 1864. Arrived at Rheatown, Greene county,

Tennessee. November 27th, arrived at Jonesboro, where I took

train, arriving at Wytheville, Va.
,
November 28th, 1864, and re-

mained at Mrs. Dowdall's on account of sore eyes. Her son, Theo-

dore, since dead, was my courier.

December i2th, 1864. Wytheville, Va. General Stoneman, United

States army, reported advancing upon Saltville with four thousand

men and artillery. Burroughs' battery had been already reorganized,

and now consisted of four United States 3-inch navy Parrotts. His

original four guns had been turned over to Captain Semple, ordnance

officer.

December 14th, 1864. Wytheville, Va. Lieutenant Minor, of Gen-
eral Breckinridge' s staff, brought me an order about 2 A. M. to

prepare to move at once. Left Wytheville to-day with Burroughs'
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battery of four United States Parrotts and only two caissons, roads

being heavy.
December ijth, 1864.. Reached Saltville; placed Burroughs in

Fort Breckinridge, Barr in Fort Hatton, Lieutenant Kain (or Kane,
I am unable to state to what organization he belonged) in the right

upper casemate, and Lieutenant Dobson in left upper casemate, each

with 12-pound howitzers.

December i6th
} 1864. Placed two of Barr's guns (howitzers) un-

der Captain Barr in Fort Statham, also Lieutenant Burroughs with

one rifle. Stoneman, not wishing to attack the troops posted at Salt-

ville, determined to pass by us on his way towards Salem to destroy

the railroad, which he did. Withdrew Burroughs to Palmer's House,

and the whole force moved towards Seven-Mile Ford on the principal

turnpike, Smyth county, Va., to attack Stoneman in flank, if pos-
sible. Barr, King, and Sawyer were left at Saltville; Barr in com-

mand. To-day Lynch 's battery, acting with Vaughan's brigade, was

captured at Walter's bridge, most of the men and officers fortunately

escaping.

December ijth, 1864. After marching all night over Iron (or

Walker's; mountain, we arrived to-day at Marion, the county seat

of Smyth county, Va., in Stoneman's rear. Thereupon he turned,

and fighting just east of Marion began in the afternoon. While
Lieutenant Graham, of Burroughs' battery, was making excellent

shots with one of the captured Parrotts, it transpired that two of these

guns were worthless, much to the disgust of General Cosby, who
was present and saw some of his men almost shot in the back by
them.

December i8th, 1864. Lieutenant Burroughs with a section of

one good and one worn-out United States navy Parrott in advance,
near the bridge. After firing a few rounds, was ordered to withdraw,

and all of Burroughs' battery posted on the hill, just on right of turn-

pike. In line of battle all day : Duke on the right, Cosby in the

centre, and Vaughan and Prentiss on the left; in all, probably, about

two thousand five hundred men
;
but what was noticeable, many of

them without arms. Rain. Occasional skirmishing. Stoneman in our

front, and reported at night as working around in our rear also.

Council of war held. General Breckinridge decided to slip out by a

right-flank movement over Glade mountains to the southward. Or-

dered me to spike all the guns and abandon them, as he was informed

by citizens in the place that it would be impossible to haul them up
the mountains. Received permission to try, however. Rained hard,
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and very dark and favorable to our movement. Retreated by Sta-

ley's creek, which was now a torrent, but the road was the bed of the

creek most of the way, until we began the steep ascent. Remnants

of refugee carts found abandoned. Most of the cavalry were ordered

to retreat first, then the artillery, with Duke's brigade bringing

up the rear. One caisson and one wagon had to be abandoned,

having been accidently overturned, and were destroyed by the enemy,
who ceased to follow up.

December loth, 1864. On top of the mountains at daylight with

all the guns safe and awaiting an expected attack, which, however,

did not occur.

December 2oth, 1864. Reached Mt. Airy by Rye Valley road and

camped on the MacAdamized turnpike. Stoneman, meantime, passed
on without further trouble to Saltville, where he destroyed the salt

works and eight guns, Captain King escaping with two brass 12-

pound howitzers of his own and one of Sawyer's battery. The
officers and men mostly escaped, the nature of the country easily

permitting them to do so.

December 21si, 1864. Reached Wytheville. Weather fearfully

cold, clothing and boots frozen, and many of the men more or less

frost-bitten. Pushing and dragging the guns over Glade mountain,

and the terrible march following, as well as that from Saltville to

Marion, were among the severest trials ever experienced. The enemy
retreated into Tennessee, but became frost-bitten and disorganized.

They abandoned four United States 3-inch rifles, which they spiked
and threw into a creek. They destroyed the carriages and caissons.

These guns were found, however, and brought back to Wytheville,

where they were put in beautiful order and nicely mounted by Cap-
tain Semple, of the Ordnance Department. At last we had four field

guns worthy of the name. They were put under command of Cap-
tain J. P. Lynch. Meantime Douthat had returned, and he, Bur-

roughs and Lynch were ordered into winter quarters near Wytheville.

January ist, 1865. Wytheville, Va. Went to Richmond early this

month by order of General Breckinridge, in order to exchange some
of our guns for better, if possible. Will be twenty-four years old to-

morrow. About this time received a letter from Major Thomas U.

Dudley (now Bishop of Kentucky), of the Commissary Department
at Richmond, Va., complimentary regarding the Bull's Gap affair

and suggesting that Lieutenant J. Henry Cochran, formerly of my
battery in Lee's army, be transferred to our department as my adju-
tant. This letter, cordially endorsed with my approval, was also
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approved by General Breckinridge. Arrived in Richmond, I left the

letter at the War Department with the request that it be attended to

immediately. Saw Colonel Leroy Broun, of the Ordnance Depart-
ment. Explained to me that the grooves of the two worthless United

States 3-inch navy Parrotts captured near Bull's Gap were worn out

towards the breach, and hence worthless. He ordered several guns
sent to Wytheville, and a selection was made.

January loth, 1865. Returned to Wytheville. The artillery of the

department now consisted of: Lynch, four United States 3-inch rifles,

three caissons
; Burroughs, two United States 3-inch navy Parrotts

(good), two iron 6-pounders, four caissons
; Douthat, four 12 -pound

howitzers, four caissons; King, three brass 1 2-pound howitzers, one

Richmond 3 inch rifle, no caissons
; total, sixteen gufls, eleven cais-

sons. All other guns in the department sent back to Richmond, so

that the only bad piece we had now was the Richmond 3-inch rifle,

none of which had ever been worth hauling about any way. Rem-
nants of McClung's, Barr's and Sawyer's men were merged into

Lynch' s battery.

January i8th, 1865. Wytheville, Virginia. Lieutenant). Henry
Cochran reported to me for duty.

January 2ist, 1865. Captain Lynch sent to Grayson county, Vir-

ginia, to collect stragglers. About this time General Breckinridge
was appointed Confederate States Secretary of War in place of

James A. Seddon, and Brigadier-General John Echols succeeded to

the command. Bridges destroyed by Stoneman last month quickly
rebuilt by Major Poore, Chief of Engineers.
March 3oth, 1865. Up to this time had remained in winter quar-

ters. Douthat, who on the i4th of March had been ordered to Farm-

ville, Virginia, via Lynchburg, had his order revoked, and reported
to me at Wytheville. Supplied with fifty-nine new battery horses, in

excellent condition, those unserviceable being turned over to Major
McMahon, Quartermaster. Lynch supplied with horses and har-

ness, and others also where needed.

March 31st, 1865. King reported to me at Wytheville, and

Lynch, who had been sent to Marion on the 25th, returned.

April 3d, 1865. Moved with Douthat's and Burroughs' batte-

ries, and camped at Brick Church, near Marion, leaving Lynch and

King at Wytheville.

April 5th, 1865. Returned and camped near Mount Airy. Sent

Lynch on to Wytheville with Giltner's cavalry. Marched with

Dbuthat's battery to-night by an old road to Wytheville, and all
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the artillery and troops encamped near Wytheville. No enemy
reported anywhere near. The artillery had been fitted out with ser-

viceable horses and harness, and was in good condition. Five more

caissons would have made it perfect. The movements had been

made only to practise. Now, however, we were all to march as

rapidly as possible to join Lee's army.

April ?th, 1865. Moved through Wytheville going east, colors

flying, in following order : Lynch, Burroughs, Douthat, King, four

batteries of four guns each.
" The best battalion of artillery ever

seen in that part of the world," remarked one of Lee's inspectors,

as the column moved by. It was among the last flickers of life

before the rapidly dying Confederacy was to enter into eternal rest.

Marched to Dublin, Pulaski county, Virginia, and camped on the

road-side.

April 8th, 1865. New river too high to cross, so we had to

remain in camp to-day.

April oth, 1865. Arrived at English's Ferry, New river. Five

wagons attempting to ford, only one succeeded in crossing. Of
the other four, the mules of one wagon swam back to where they
entered and got out. The remaining three were washed away.
The teams and all hands drowned, except one negro, who re-

mained on top of some hay. Twelve mules were drowned and

twenty-five men, including teamsters and sick and wounded sol-

diers. There was a boat, but too frail for transporting artillery.

In an ambulance was General Early ill with pneumonia. Before

crossing over in the boat he desired to see General Echols, to

whom he remarked that "it looked like getting Southern rights in

the territories!" Moved the artillery up the river and camped
near Newbern, Pulaski county, Virginia.

April loth, 1865. Crossed New river at Cecil's Ford, and

marched by horrible road all night to the turnpike near Chris-

tiansburg, Montgomery county, Virginia.

April nth, 1865. Joined General Echols near Christiansburg at

4 A. M. Captain Semple, being dismounted, asked me to bend

down from my horse as he had something to tell me. "
Lee, with

his whole army, has surrendered," whispered he into my ear. Did
not believe it thought there must be some mistake. Moved on

to Christiansburg, and parked the guns in a field southeast of the

town. They were never moved again by Confederate soldiers, for

the news of Lee's surrender was true.

April izth, 1865. Council of war was held. Vaughan cut mat-
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ters short by calling on General Crittenden for his opinion. "My
opinion is that the war is over," said he. It was determined to dis-

band the artillery, allowing officers and men (the horses and mules

were distributed among the latter) to join such commands as they
chose. The following order, now in my possession, was received :

"
HEADQUARTERS DEP'T S. W. VA. & E. T.,

Christiansburg, Va., April i2th, 1865.

" The artillery of this department having been this day disbanded,

Major R. C. M. Page, Chief of Artillery, and Lieutenant). H. Coch-

ran, his adjutant, are hereby permitted to join any command they

may select.

"
By order Brigadier-General John Echols. J

"J. STODDARD JOHNSTON, A. A. G."

Lieutenant Cochran and myself went to the house of Mr. Tebbs,

in Christiansburg, and got something to eat. We gave him as pay
our mess-chest and cooking utensils, consisting of one skillet and a

few iron knives and forks, tin plates, etc. When we got back to

camp, General Echols and most of his command had already

departed, with the purpose of joining General Joseph E. Johnston.

We then determined to return to Northern Virginia and join Mosby,
but learning on the way that Johnston had also surrendered, we went

to our respective homes, he to Loudoun county, Virginia, and I to

Albemarle. Neither of us had a cent of money, but at Christians-

burg, just before the break-up, Lieutenant Branham lent me five dol-

lars in gold, which we found was a perfect Godsend. I returned the

amount afterwards, as soon as Lieutenant Branham sent me his ad-

dress. I had drawn no pay for some time, so that the Confederate

States owed me, for back pay, about $1,600. The excuse was that

Confederate money was too scarce to pay off the troops ! Early in

May, after consulting with Hon. W. C. Rives, formerly United States

Senator from Virginia, I went to Richmond with Captain George C.

Dickinson, formerly of New York, and in the Capitol building we took

the oath of allegiance to the United States of America before General

Patrick, of Ord's command. It is safe to say that it is one oath, at

least, I have never broken. Saw Sherman's forty thousand men pass

through en route to Washington.
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Discipline in the Confederate States Army.

In fidelity to duty and observance of prescribed regulations, it may
be assumed that the Confederate soldier compared favorably with

any similarly taxed and ill provided.

Generally, he was scarce surpassed in willing attributes by the

model followers of the first Napoleon. Dominated by patriotism,
his ardor yielded neither to hunger nor nakedness.

The following statement contains a just tribute to a gallant and

efficient officer a present honored and useful citizen of Richmond:

RICHMOND, VA., May 29, 1888.

In connection with the prevalent idea so often expressed that there

was little or no discipline in the Army of Northern Virginia [?], I

take pleasure in putting on record what I heard General Harry Heth

say of General John R. Cooke's North Carolina brigade, composed
of the Fifteenth, Twenty-seventh, Forty-sixth, Forty-eighth and

Fifty-fifth North Carolina regiments.
We were talking on the subject of discipline of troops, and he

said that he thought at no time had the United States army ever

been in better condition and discipline than the command of General

Albert Sydney Johnston in Utah in 1858, and that no portion of that

command was in better drill, discipline and general efficiency than

the brigade above mentioned, just previous to the end of the war.

R. H. FINNEY, Late Adjutant- General

of Heth' s division, Army of Northern Virginia.

The Battle of Belmont.

In the early days of November, 1861, the regiment of which I was

Lieutenant-Colonel, the One Hundred and Fifty-fourth senior regi-

ment, Tennessee volunteers, First brigade, Second division, was in

camp at Columbus, Kentucky. This was General Folk's headquarters.
His encampment was strongly fortified with batteries, which com-
manded the river. Immediately opposite and across the river is the

small village of Belmont, Missouri.

Here Colonel Tappan was posted. His command consisted of his
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own regiment, the Thirteenth Arkansas, Captain Beltzhoover's (Wat-
son battery), of six guns, and two companies of Colonel Miller's bat-

talion of cavalry, under Captain Bowles and Lieutenant Jones.

It was between two and three o'clock on the morning of the yth

of November, 1861, that General Polk received information from his

aid-de-camp, Major Winslow, that the enemy was moving a strong

force, designed to attack General Jeff. Thompson's position at

Bloomfield and New Madrid. Soon after daybreak he received

further information, from the same source, that the enemy had made
his appearance in the river, with gunboats and transports, and was

landing a considerable force on the Missouri shore, five or six miles

from Belmont. ,

General John P. McCown was immediately directed to proceed in

the direction of the enemy, on the east bank of the river, with a

strong force of infantry and cavalry. General Pillow was also ordered

to proceed immediately, with four of his regiments, to the relief of

Colonel Tappan, commanding the Thirteenth Arkansas regiment,

who was threatened on the west side of the river.

General McCown advanced a battery of long-range guns, under

command of Captain R. A. Stewart, of the Louisiana Pointe Coupee

battery, to a point from which he could easily reach the enemy's

gunboats. He also ordered fire from the heavy siege battery under

command of Captain Hamilton, and from several of the guns of the

fort. After an hour's brisk engagement the gunboats were driven

out of range. They afterward returned, however, throwing shot and

shell into the works, but after an hour's fighting were again compelled

to retire.

In obedience to orders, General Pillow proceeded across the river

to the relief of Colonel Tappan, taking with him for this service

Colonel R. M. Russell's, Colonel J. V. Wright's, Colonel Edward

Pickett's and Colonel Thomas J. Freeman's regiments of Tennessee

volunteers.

It was about seven o'clock in the morning when Colonel Tappan

received information from General Polk of the threatened attack,

together with orders to ascertain the purpose of the enemy and to

hold his command ready for any emergency. Colonel Tappan at

once dispatched his two cavalry companies up the river for observa-

tion, and formed his little line of battle, consisting of his own regi-

ment and Colonel Beltzhoover's battery, about one hundred yards

from the river and fronting on it.

About half-past nine General Pillow arrived with his forces. He
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advanced the line of battle about four hundred yards from the river,

and awaited the onset.

But he had not long to wait. In one hour after his arrival on the

ground General Grant struck his little force with two brigades, under

McClernand and Dougherty, with cavalry and artillery. The attack

was made on both right and left flank almost simultaneously, and

was followed up by an assault on the center. The two wings sus-

tained the shock most gallantly, but the regiment in the centre, being

in an open field and exposed to the concentrated fire of the enemy
from the cover of the woods, was compelled to retire.

Before the engagement opened, General Pillow had dispatched to

General Polk for additional ammunition and a regiment of infantry

and a section of artillery, to be held as a reserve. The ammunition

was sent, and Colonel J. Knox Walker's regiment and two companies

from Colonel Logwood's cavalry battalion were immediately for-

warded. Two field batteries, one under command of Captain W. H.

Jackson and the other under command of Captain Marshall T. Polk,

were also forwarded. Unfortunately, the steamer transporting these

batteries lost her stage-planks, so that the landing could not be

effected, and the steamer was compelled to return with the guns.

Referring to the time when General Pillow's line was broken in

the center, as above stated, General Polk says in his official report :

"
By this time it was obvious that further reinforcements had be-

come necessary, and Colonel Carroll's Fifteenth Tennessee and Colo-

nel Mark's Eleventh Louisiana regiments, which had- been ordered

to the river bank and were held as a reserve, were ordered forward.

I directed Colonel Marks to land his regiment higher up the river,

with a view to a flank movement which he was ordered to make.

Shortly after his landing, he was met by General Pillow, who directed

him, with his regiment and that of Colonel Carroll, to move rapidly

on the enemy's flank. General Pillow directed Colonel Russell, wilh

his brigade, to support that movement, and himself accompanied this

command during the execution of the movement under Colonel

Marks. Captain Jackson, who had reported to General Pillow that

he could not get his battery ashore, was attached to his staff and

directed to lead this column. In aiding Lieutenant-Colonel Barrow,

who was in immediate command of the Eleventh Louisiana, to bring

a portion of the column into line, he fell severely wounded."

We were getting decidedly the worst of it. The situation of affairs

at 12 M. is thus reported to General Polk by Major Winslow :

"About 12 M. I was ordered by you to recross the river and ascer-
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tain the progress of the battle. On arriving on the Missouri shore,

I found our troops retreating in some disorder up the river, the

enemy having driven them back. I asked an officer the cause of

this, and he replied that the men were out of ammunition. I directed

him to supply himself from a quantity lying in boxes under the bank.

I proceeded up the river, sending the men back who were under the

bank for a supply ;
but found, upon an examination of the cartridge-

boxes of several, both above and below the bank, that they had a

good supply. Finding that the confusion was becoming worse, and

the men inclined to rush upon the transports, I endeavored by expos-
tulation and entreaties to halt them, but in vain. I then rode to the

head of the column, and applying the sabre to the leading files it had

the desired affect." *J

Captain Trask, of the Confederate steamer Charm, says :

"
Upon landing at 12 M. on the Belmont side, and at a point about

four hundred yards above the position occupied by the enemy's bat-

tery, at the time playing on our boat, we found the landing obstructed

by our disorganized forces, who endeavored to board and take pos-

session of our boat, and at the same time crying,
' Don't land ! don't

land ! We are whipped ! Go back !

'

etc."

It was clearly apparent that still further reinforcements would be

necessary to save the day. General Polk accordingly ordered

General Cheatham, with the First brigade of his division, under

Colonel Preston Smith, to cross the river. General Cheatham arrived

at the landing before the brigade, and was ordered not to wait for

his command, but proceed immediately across and to take command

of and rally the fragments of the disorganized regiments within sight

on the shore, and to support the flank movement ordered by Colonel

Marks.

It was just at this moment that the enemy fired our camp, and ad-

vancing his battery nearer the shore, opened a heavy fire on our

transports.

And now, for the first time, the artillery on the Columbus side was

brought into play ;
for it happened just at this juncture, that the rela-

tive positions on the other side were such that these guns could be

employed without risk or danger to our own troops. Captain Smith

was accordingly ordered to move his Mississippi battery down to the

bank and open on the enemy's position. Major Stewart, in command
of the heavy guns in the fort, was also ordered to open on the same

position. Just here and now the tide of battle was turned. The
effect of the double fire from the Columbus side silenced the enemy's
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battery and put him in motion for his gunboats. On his line of

retreat he was struck first by Colonel Marks and afterward by Gen-

eral Cheatham on his flank. These conflicts were severe, but the

enemy was driven in with great loss.

By this time Cheatham's command had arrived at the landing on

the Columbus side. It consisted of Blythe's Mississippi regiment
and the One Hundred and Fifty-fourth senior regiment of Tennessee

volunteers, of which I was lieutenant-colonel and in command. Gen-

eral Polk took command of these regiments, together with Captain

White's company, of Colonel T. H. Logwood's battalion of cavalry,

and crossed the river. He ordered two regiments of General

McCown's division to follow. General McCown dispatched Colonel

Neely's Fourth Tennessee and Colonel Scott's Twelfth Louisiana

regiments, but they arrived too late to participate in the action.

On landing, General Polk was met by Generals Pillow and Cheat-

ham, whom he directed, with the regiments of General Cheatham

and portions of others, to press the enemy to his boats. His order

was executed with alacrity and in double-quick time. The route over

which the troops passed was strewn with the dead and wounded of

the conflicts of Colonel Marks and General Cheatham, and with

arms, knapsacks, overcoats, etc.

On arriving at the point where his transports lay, General Polk

ordered the column headed by the One Hundred and Fifty fourth

senior regiment of Tennessee volunteers, under cover of a field

thickly set with corn, to be deployed along the river bank within

easy range of the boats. This being accomplished, a heavy fire was

opened upon them, riddling them with balls.

Under this galling fire, he cut his lines and retreated from the

shore, some of his soldiers being driven overboard by the rush of

those behind them. Our fire was returned by the heaviest cannonade

from his gunboats, which discharged upon our lines showers of

grape, canister and shell as they retired with their convoy in the

direction of Cairo. It being now sunset, and being left in possession

of the field, the troops were ordered to retire.

There is no doubt that General Pillow was unfortunate in his selec-

tion of a position for his line of battle.

Colonel Bell occupied the extreme right, his left resting on Colonel

Tappan's Arkansas regiment; Freeman and Pickett occupied the

centre, then Beltzhoover's battery, and last, Colonel J. V. Wright on

the extreme left.

With the exception of Bell's regiment and a portion of Tappan's,
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which were naturally protected, the rest of the line occupied an open
field with the woods in front and in point-blank range.

General Polk criticised General Pillow's disposition of his troops
with some severity. He said that General Pillow might have had

strong natural defenses in the rear of his line, afforded by woods,
abattis and ravines, which ran parallel to the line of the enemy's
advance. Instead of taking advantage of these, said General Polk,

he threw his line into an open field, and, what was worse, gave the

enemy the advantage of the cover of the woods in his front. Colonel

Freeman says that one of his officers remarked to him that it was
like fighting a duel with your antagonist behind a tree and yourself
in an open space. Colonel Freeman further gives it as his opinion
that the battery was placed so far to the left that it was not available,

and says that he does not believe five persons were touched by
its shot. Lieutenant-Colonel Beltzhoover, commanding the battery,

makes a very meagre report. His command distinguished itself by
its courage and endurance, but its commander does not even express
his opinion that it rendered any efficient service. The substance of

his report is, after stating his position : "There we stood, doing our

best, until the whole line retreated to the river." Colonel J. V.

Wright says, in his report of the battle, that the enemy opened upon
him at a distance of about eighty yards from under such a dense

cover that they were invisible.

But it must be said, in justice to General Pillow, that he was unac-

quainted with the ground, that he had not over an hour to choose

his position, and that he had to form almost in the face of the enemy.
He behaved well on the field and did the best that his position would

allow him to do.

Colonel Bell's regiment remained in position nearly an hour, when
the enemy attacked in strong force. Colonel Russell, commanding
the brigade, then gave the order to charge. The order was promptly

obeyed and the enemy was driven back thirty or forty yards. Find-

ing that the new position was not a good one, the regiment fell back

to its original position, which it held for three or four hours afterward.

Colonel Tappan's regiment was engaged over an hour and a half,

being subjected to and returning the fire of an overpowering force of

the enemy when, Colonel Russell's regiment getting out of ammuni-

tion, it gradually and in good order, without any confusion, retired

through the timber, recently cut down by the command, to the bank

of the river where it again formed. The regiment suffered more

during the above period than at any other time during the day.
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Freeman's regiment, the Twenty- second Tennessee, was posted in

front of a rise in the ground, behind which he ultimately placed them.

The enemy were concealed, in approaching, by the forest, while his

own men were in full view in the open plain. His regiment was

kneeling, he says, when General Pillow rode up and ordered him to

charge. He immediately ordered his regiment to charge bayonet,

which they did. He did not reach the enemy's position, but charged

about fifty yards into the timber over a fence. Before he reached

the timber he had to pass over about seventy-five yards, crossing the

fence mentioned. In crossing it his line was broken and the men

went into the woods in great disorder, but rushing on gallantly.

Colonel Pickett's regiment, after the engagement had opened and

he had fired some seven or eight rounds, was ordered to cease firing

as Colonel Pickttt believed it to be ineffectual. After a few minutes

General Pillow ordered a charge. The charge was made in double-

quick time, for some two hundred yards, through open ground to the

edge of the woods, the latter portion of the distance under fire.

Upon reaching the woods, a tremendous fire of musketry suddenly

opened upon his line from the concealed enemy at very short distance.

After a contest of about three-quarters of an hour, Colonel Pickett

ordered his men to retire. He formed again behind the first elevation

in his rear, and while awaiting orders in this new position fired three

or four rounds. At this time his supply of ammunition failed, and

he moved his men further up the river bank.

Colonel John V. Wright occupied the extreme left, his right resting

upon Beltzhoover's battery. Under order from General Pillow he

had detached one company (A) from his regiment and posted it

still further to the left, on a road leading down to the river. This

company was under command of Lieutenant Matt Rhea. Colonel

Wright reports that it was about ten o'clock in the morning when he

took his position in the field. The enemy attacked him from the

woods about eighty yards distant in his front, and the enemy himself

could not be seen so dense was the growth of timber.
"
In a very

short time after the attack commenced on me," says Colonel Wright,
"

I heard a heavy fire of musketry on my left, and knew Lieutenant

Rhea with his command was engaging the enemy. I immediately

communicated this intelligence to General Pillow, meantime holding

my position, my men receiving and returning an incessant fire. This

was kept up for an hour and a half, when I ordered Lieutenant-

Colonel Vaughan to report to General Pillow that my ammunition

was nearly exhausted and that my men were suffering greatly from
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the fire of the enemy. Colonel Vaughan returned and brought with

him orders from General Pillow for my regiment to retire. I gave
the order and the regiment retired to near the river, where some con-

fusion occurred, and a portion of the regiment went up the river, led

by Colonel Vaughan, and the balance followed me up the bank of

the river, taking protection from the artillery under the bank of the

river. The two lines were united again at the upper landing, where
I was ordered by Colonel J. Knox Walker, commanding brigade, to

fall in with my command on the left of the Second Tennessee regi-
ment and proceed to charge the enemy. This was done most

promptly, and in a short time we found ourselves in the presence of

the enemy, who were moving to the right. We formed line rapidly
and poured a most destructive fire upon them, my'men shouting and

huzzaing as they rushed on to the charge."
I have not been able to find the report made by Colonel J. Knox

Walker of the engagement at Belmont.

It will be remembered that Colonel Marks had been ordered by
General Polk to cross the river and attack the enemy in the flank.

On landing, Colonel Marks moved along up the river bank until

he saw General Pillow, who gave him the same order, and instructed

him as to the proper direction to obtain that position to attack the

enemy in the rear by a flank movement. He then directed the head

of the column toward the point indicated by the general, and where

the fire of the enemy seemed to be hottest. In about fifteen minutes

he had reached a position beyond their fire, and moved up through
the bushes until he came in view of a body of men, who appeared to

be the enemy, drawn up in an open field toward his left, but partially

hid from view by an intervening rise of ground. They displayed,

or had among them, a Confederate flag; at the same time a party on

the right called out: "For God's sake, don't fire on us, we are

friends." He ordered his men to withhold their fire, thinking they

might be so. He then ordered Major Butler to advance to the edge
of the woods to ascertain what regiment it was. As soon as they

discovered the Major, the main body opened fire on him. He then

ordered his men to commence firing, which they did rapidly and in

gallant style. Lieutenant Colonel Barrow, in immediate command
of the Eleventh regiment, at this moment brought up the left wing,

placed them in line and joined in the general fighting. In about

half an hour, the enemy's column now separated in two divisions, the

one trying to flank him on the right and the other on the left, he

divided his command, and, with the assistance of Colonel Barrow
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promptly seconded by all the officers of the line, got in a position to

front the enemy each way. He again opened a general fire for about

an hour, at the expiration of which time the enemy broke and fled,

hotly pursued by our troops for about half a mile, when he had them

recalled and formed in line; at which time General Polk arrived on

the field and ordered him to join General Cheatham in pursuit of the

enemy, which pursuit, led by General Polk, was continued, the enemy
being constantly fired on by Cheatham's command until they were

driven under the batteries of their gunboats, which opened a terrible

fire of shot, shell and balls, to which we had no means of reply.

Upon General Cheatham's arrival on the opposite side of the river,

the fragments of the Thirteenth regiment Arkansas volunteers,

Colonel Tappan ; Second regiment, Tennessee volunteers, Colonel

Walker, and Thirteenth regiment, Tennessee. Colonel John V. Wright,
were formed and anxious to again confront the enemy. These regi-

ments, with others, had already suffered severely in the engagement
of the forenoon. In a few minutes these three regiments formed in

line, the Thirteenth Arkansas in front, followed by the Second and

Thirteenth Tennessee, and moved directly back from the river in the

direction of the enemy's transports and gunboats, intending, if pos-

sible, to take them in flank. Advancing about half a mile, they sud-

denly came upon about fifty mounted men, who were hailed and

found to be Illinois cavalry ;
and at the same moment, and imme-

diately in front, they discovered a large body of troops the Seventh

Iowa and Colonel John A. Logan's Illinois regiment drawn up in

line of battle. General Cheatham immediately ordered his column

forward and formed a line in a small ravine, the Thirteenth Arkansas

on the right, flanked by the Second and Thirteenth Tennessee, with

some detached companies from other regiments, and at once opened

upon the enemy a most terrific fire, and which they promptly re-

turned; but under the rapid and galling fire of our columns the

enemy soon wavered, and were charged upon with the bayonet and

completely routed, and under the continuous fire from our column in

pursuit were slaughtered from that point to within a few hnndred

yards of their gunboats, lying more than two miles from the posi-

tion in which we engaged them.

As early as ten o'clock in the morning, the regiment which I com-

manded and Colonel Blythe's Mississippi regiment received orders

from Colonel Preston Smith, commanding the brigade, to place our-

selves under arms with a full supply of ammunition, and hold our-

selves in readiness to move at a moment's notice.
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At about one o'clock we were put in motion for the river, to be trans-

ported to the Missouri side. The enemy on the other side had pos-
session of the field, and had fired Colonel Tappan's camp. They had

also placed a battery in position near the river bank, within range of

our camp on the Kentucky side. While we were moving up Front

street, on our march for the river, the enemy opened a brisk fire upon
our line with shell and grape, which was continued until the head of

the column had reached the lower battery, near General Folk's head-

quarters, when they directed their fire upon the boats waiting to

carry us over. The fire on the boats was so severe that our embarka-

tion was delayed for some time, until the enemy's battery was silenced

by our guns on the Columbus side. We were then moved on board

the Kentucky and Charm, and were speedily landed at our destina-

tion.

The enemy was now in full retreat, and while we were forming,

General Cheatham rode up and ordered my regiment to be moved
forward in the pursuit in double-quick time. In executing this order

I followed the direction indicated by General Cheatham, who led our

advance, acompanied by Colonel Smith and Generals Polk and Pil-

low. Meanwhile Colonel McNairy, of General Cheatham's staff, had

been ordered back to move forward Colonel Blythe's regiment, which

was done.

After marching for a mile and a half or two miles, I was ordered

to halt and send out a party of skirmishers on the side of a neigh-

boring cornfield. In obedience to this order I detailed Captain Ed-

ward Fitzgerald, of Company F, and sixteen of his men, and then

moved up the road rapidly until we came in sight of the enemy's

boats, three in number, supported by two gunboats. Just here I

quote from the official report of Colonel Smith, commanding our

brigade. Colonel Smith says :

"
Major- General Polk, who, in company with Brigadier General

Pillow, had rejoined Brigadier-General Cheatham near this point,

directed me to move the head of my command forward to the river,

above the boats of the enemy, and, facing by the rear rank, throw my
left below them, thus encircling and preventing them from returning

into the woods. While executing this order, it became necessary to

change the movement on account of obstacles, and, believing them

about to move off, I caused Lieutenant-Colonel Wright to move the

right wing of the One Hundred and Fifty-fourth senior regiment to

the right and below the enemy, the left wing and Blythe's regiment

being led on to the river above by Brigadier-General Cheatham, and
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when opposite the transports, and distant some two hundred yards,

I gave the order to charge, which was most promptly and gallantly

done; about one-half of the right wing being led in person by Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Wright, who, finding the enemy hurrying on board,

deployed those under his immediate command as skirmishers, and

opened a galling fire on the enemy. The remainder of the right

wing, by my order, deployed and fell on their centre, and also

opened their fire on the crowded and confused mass of the flying

enemy."
The fire was kept up with little cessation on both sides for about

an hour. The enemy replied with volleys of musketry from the

boats, and rapid discharges of grape, canister, and shell from the

gunboats. At the expiration of this time the boats succeeded in

cutting their cables and moved out under cover of their gunboats,
and the flotilla began its return up the river, firing some farewell

shots from their gunboats as they steamed up the stream.

When we arrived in sight of the gunboats there were unmistak-

able signs of a precipitate flight. Large quantities of baggage, arms,

overcoats, knapsacks, and other articles were strewn over the

ground.
After the gunboats had moved out of range, I directed Adjutant

W. H. Stovall and a detail of ten men to remain with me and look

after the wounded. After this duty had been performed, we took pos-
session of seven wagons, a lot of harness, blankets, trunks, knap-
sacks, and clothing of all sorts. We also captured some muskets.

Captain Fitzgerald had been successful with his scouting party, cap-

turing eight prisoners and killing three in his skirmish.

The battle of Belmont was long and severe. It began at half past

ten in the morning and did not finally close until five in the after-

noon.

The Confederates had engaged, all told, ten regiments of infantry,

a battalion of cavalry, and one battery of six pieces. The regiments
had been wasted by the measles, and General Pillow estimated the

five regiments, the cavalry, and the artillery, with which he began the

fight, to be not over 2,500 men. He based this estimate on the morn-

ing report. Five more regiments were sent to reinforce him, but the

enemy were already routed before my own regiment and that of

Colonel Blythe's arrived on the ground. Three regiments which fol-

lowed General Pillow, and preceded us, could not have exceeded

1,500 men. This would have made the Confederate force 4,000 men
before our arrival, and when we arrived the enemy were already in
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flight and confusion. Colonel Blythe's regiment and my own num-

bered, probably, 1,000 together, making in all about 5,000 Confed-

erates on the ground during the whole day.

General McClernand puts down the Federal force at 3,500 strong,

"the enemy double that number." His command consisted of three

Illinois regiments; two companies of cavalry, and one battery of six

pieces. He gives the exact number in each command, making a

total of 2,072. It is probable that his figures are about correct. Then

there was Colonel Dougherty's command of two regiments, which

would make out the 3,500. So, when the battle opened, there were

3,500 Federals, with immense advantages in position, against 2,500

Confederates. The Confederates were at first beaten. Then three

more regiments, consisting of, say, 1,500 men, were^entas reinforce-

ments, and the Federals were in turn beaten and driven toward their

boats. Finally, two more regiments were sent over to complete the

rout.

With regard to the Confederate loss, there is no difficulty in ar-

riving at a just estimate, as we maintained possession of the ground.

General Polk puts down our loss at 105 killed, 419 wounded and

missing, of whom 562 were of his own division and Colonel Tappan's

regiment.

With regard to the enemy's loss, there is a wide diversity of state-

ment. General Grant, in his official report, puts down his loss on

the field at 85 killed, 301 wounded and 99 missing. As to the loss

on the boats, he says : "Notwithstanding the crowded state of our

transports, the only loss we sustained from the enemy's fire upon
them was three men wounded, one of whom belonged to the boats."

He does not estimate the Confederate strength or loss.

General McClernand puts down the Federal loss at about 300 in

killed, wounded and missing.

Brigade Surgeon and Medical Director J. H. Brinton gives the

total of killed in the five regiments, cavalry and artillery at 80 and

the wounded at 322. He puts the loss of the Seventh Iowa at 26

killed and 93 wounded. But Colonel J. G. Lauman, commanding
this regiment, puts down his loss in his official report at :

"
Killed,

51; died of wounds, 3; missing, 10; prisoners, 39; wounded, 124.

Total, 227."

Our reports, on the other hand, tell quite another story.

General Polk (not claiming accurate information) estimates the

enemy's loss at 1,500, fourteen-fifteenths of which he thinks must

have been killed, wounded and drowned. He says that after making
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a liberal exchange of prisoners, over 100 remained. He also reports
the capture of one stand of colors, over 1,000 stand of arms, with

knapsacks, ammunition and other military stores.

General Pillow says in his official report :

" We buried 295 of the

enemy's dead, and the enemy, under a flag of truce, was engaged in

the same labor during a large portion of the day." General Pillow

estimates the loss of the enemy at between 1,800 and 2,000. He
bases this estimate upon

"
the most unquestionable information from

persons who were in Cairo when the Federal fleet returned, who
state that the enemy was a day and a half in burying the dead and

removing the wounded from their boats."

General Grant gives as his reasons for fighting the battle of Bel-

mont, that on the ist of November he was ordered to make a demon-
stration on both sides of the Mississippi river, with the view of

detaining the Confederates at Columbus, Kentucky, within their lines.*

He had been notified that there was a force of about three thousand

Confederates on the St. Francis river, Arkansas, about fifty miles

from Cairo, and had sent Colonel Oglesby there, with a force equal
to that of the Confederates, to oppose them and hold them in check.

Learning that General Polk was about to detach a large force from

Columbus to be moved down the river and to reinforce General Price,

he had orders to prevent this movement. He then ordered a regi-

ment under Colonel W. H. L. Wallace to reinforce Oglesby, and

ordered General C. F. Smith to move all the troops he could spare
from Paducah directly against Columbus. Added to these, he took

all the troops which could be spared from Cairo and Fort Holt and

moved them down the river for the attack on Belmont.

General Grant says in his narrative:
" ' Belmont

'

was severely criti-

cised in the North as a wholly unnecessary battle, barren of results;

or the possibility of them from the beginning. If it had not been

fought, Colonel Oglesby would probably have been captured or

destroyed with his three thousand men. Then I would have been

culpable indeed."

After the retreat of the Union forces from the field, as before stated,

* As evidence that the battle of Belmont was regarded in the North as a
defeat for General Grant, "Curtis" telegraphs General E. D. Townsend,
Adjutant- General United States army, from St. Louis, under date of gth
November, 1861, two days after the battle, as follows: * *

"Captain
McKeener telegraphs from Cincinnati to General Fremont, that General
Grant had no orders from Fremont to attack Belmont or Columbus." (See
Rebellion Records, Vol. Ill, p. 567.)

6
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General Cheatham took Blythe's Mississippi regiment and the One
Hundred and Fifty-fourth Tennessee regiment, under my command,
to follow up the retreating Federals and attack the troops embarking
on the transports. Within a half mile from where we started we
came near a double log house, about one hundred yards from the

road, and which was occupied by the Federals as a hospifal. At the

gate were two Federal officers mounted on fine stallions one of the

stallions a black, the other a gray. At this juncture, two officers

one with an overcoat on, the other with his overcoat on his arm
came out of the hospital and ran towards a cornfield, jumping the

fence and disappearing. When they first appeared, a number of my
men of the One Hundred and Fifty-fourth regiment cocked their

guns and made aim at them.

General Cheatham at once directed me to order their guns to a

shoulder and not to fire on stragglers, as his orders were to attack

the troops seeking the transports. The order was given and there

was no firing on them. On the day after the batile, General Cheat-

ham met, under flag of truce, Colonel Hatch, who was General

Grant's Quartermaster. Colonel Hatch, in his conversation wilh

General Cheatham, told him that the two officers who ran out of the

hospital were General Grant and himself, and that both were surprised

that they were not fired on. General Cheatham, in a few days after-

wards, met General Grant on a flag-of-truce boat, and he fully con-

firmed Colonel Hatch's statement.

The battle of Belmont was the initial battle of the great campaign
in the Mississippi Valley. It was General Grant's first battle in this

war, and its sequences were Forts Henry, Donelson and Shiloh and

all that followed.

MARCUS J. WRIGHT.
Washingion, D. C, April, 1888.

A Narrative of the Service of Colonel Geo. A. Porterfield in North-

western Virginia in i86i-'a,

CHARLESTON, W. VA. , May 77, 1888.

70 General MARCUS I. WRIGHT :

At your request I submit the following statement: I

was living upon my farm, in Jefferson county, when our civil war

began. In May, 1861, I was appointed Colonel of Volunteers, and
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ordered to Grafton, Virginia, to receive into the service of the State,

from the northwestern counties, such volunteers as might offer their

services for the defence of that section.

By reference to Volume II, Series i, Official Records of the War
of the Rebellion, it will be seen that Alonzo Loring, of Wheeling,
David Goff, of Beverley, and F. M. Boykin, of Weston, had been

commissioned as field-officers by the Governor of Virginia and as-

signed to duty in the northwestern part of this State, with written

instructions from General R. E. Lee prior to my assignment thereto.

I would call attention to the instructions given these gentlemen,

especially those to Major Boykin, in regard to the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad. Major Loring had served in the Mexican war, been sheriff

of Ohio county, and was a gentleman of influence in the city of

Wheeling. Major Goff was a leading citizen of Beverley and the

county of Randolph. Major Boykin was a native of eastern Vir-

ginia, a graduate of the military institute, and at that time a citizen

of Weston. These officers were all paralyzed in their action, and

completely silenced by the predominance of the Union sentiment in

that part of the State of which they were residents. I neither saw

nor had a line from either of them after my arrival at Grafton. Major

Loring remained a quiet citizen in Wheeling. Major Goff the same
in Beverley. Major Boykin left western Virginia and went to the east

before my arrival. I had been informed that they would co-operate
with me, and had expected to find them at iheir posts with some
force already organized. On the contrary, upon my arrival I found

myself alone in a county hostile to the South, without an officer of

any experience to help me, then or afterwards; without money or sup-

plies of any kind, or the means of getting anything to aid in organ-

izing a military force. My letters to Colonel R. S. Garnett of May
1 4th and i6th, will show what progress had been made at those

dates.

The extent of the Union feeling may be ascertained by reference

to the letters of General R. Latham to Hon. Simon Cameron, Secre-

tary of War, dated May 8th, and Major Boykin to General Lee, May
10, 1861. Whilst one of my first companies was rendezvoused at

Fetterman, about a mile north of Grafton, on the night of May 22d

it was attacked by a Union party from Grafton, and in an affair oi

the pickets Bailey Brown of the Union party was killed. This was

on the 22d of May. He was, perhaps, the first victim of the war in

Virginia. And yet the Richmond authorities would not believe the

fact that from two-thirds to three-fourths of the population of the
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counties along the line of the railroad from Grafton to Parkersburg,
and north of that road to Wheeling, were loyal to the government
of the United States. They would believe that a large number of

volunteers for the Southern cause could be raised in that section

northwest Virginia a force perhaps sufficient for its defence at that

time. At all events, it was not a part of their programme then to

send troops from the eastern part of the State. This is proven by
the following correspondence between Hon. G. W. Summers, mem-
ber of the Virginia Convention, and Governor Letcher. {Southern

Historical Society Papers, Volume I, page 457.)

[Extract.]

KANAWHA CouRTHOusE,*May 3, 1861.

JOHN LETCHER, Governor of Virginia:

MY DEAR SIR*********
I doubt very much the expediency of sending any troops to the

western border, at least for the present. The appearance of troops
at Wheeling, Parkersburg, Point Pleasant, or other places on the

Ohio river, would serve to irritate and invite aggression. You could

not send enough to do much good, if they choose to invade from

the other side. They can concentrate on Wheeling fifty thousand

men from the other side in twenty four hours, by the various railroads

leading to that point ;
so at Parkersburg, but in less numbers. The

Ohio river is fordable in the summer and fall at many points, and the

whole river, from Sandy to the end of Hancock, is easily crossed.

ft, ift $ * * * X *

Your obedient servant,

GEO. W. SUMMERS.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, May 10, 1861.

My Dear Sir, Your favor cf the 3d has been received. * * *

Arms have been sent to the volunteer companies, but no troops have

been, or will be, sent from this part of the State. ******
I remain, respectfully yours,

JOHN LETCHER.
To Hon. G. W. SUMMERS.
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I had been in Grafton and vicinity but a few days before I ascer-

tained the real condition of the country, and informed General Lee
of the same by letter and by verbal messages. The authorities were

as fully informed as I could inform them of my situation and the con-

dition of the country around me. I had then at Grafton about seven

hundred and fifty men. I knew that I could get but little if any
additional force. I was informed that no aid could be expected from

Harpers Ferry. My command was deficiently supplied in every re-

spect. There had been sent me a few boxes of flint-lock rifles and

some old muskets from the arsenal at Lexington, two kegs of powder
and some lead; that was all. A considerable United States force had

already collected at Wheeling, and several thousand at other points
on the other side of the Ohio river, which could be thrown on my
position at Grafton in a few hours at any time. Grafton was unten-

able by the force I had, or any I could expect. To remain there was
to await the certain capture of my command. I, therefore, deter-

mined to leave Grafton. I ordered the destruction of the wooden

bridges on the railroads leading from my position to Wheeling and

Parkersburg, and withdrew my command to Philippi, in Barbour

county.
On the evening before I left Grafton, I received an order from Gov-

ernor Letcher to seize a train of cars and go to Wheeling and capture
the arms, which the United States Secretary of War had sent to that

city. Just before the receipt of this order, the officer directed to

destroy the bridges between Grafton and Wheeling (three), Colonel

Willey, had gone on a train to execute my order, and was then in

the act of doing so. We were thus cut off from Wheeling, and it

was too late to comply with the Governor's order. I never ex-

plained to the Governor why his order was not attempted to be

carried into effect.

Up to this time I had not been ordered to break the railroad.

General Lee says (page 802, Official Records) :

"
It is not intended to

interfere with the peaceful use of the road," etc., etc. General John-
ston states {Johnston's Narrative), page 28), in regard to seizing some
of the rolling-stock of this road for use of the South :

"
It would have

been criminal as well as impolitic on our part to commit such an act

of war against citizens of Maryland, when we were receiving aid from

the State then and hoping for its accession to the Confederacy."
General Lee writes to General J. E. Johnston, June 7, 1861 : "The
evacuation of the latter (Harpers Ferry) would interrupt our com-
munication with Maryland and injure our cause in that State."
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These extracts prove that the Confederacy hoped to hold the Bal-

timore & Ohio road at that early period, hence the delay in ordering
and preparing for its destruction in time to effect it thoroughly.

It was now charged that I had surrendered the road, and with it

that part of the State to the United States troops. If my first orders

had directed the destruction of the road, something might have been

done, although I would not have had more than time to prepare for

extensive damage to it. At the last moment, when I was about to

leave Grafton, it was too late to effect much in the way of destruction.

The Richmond government had delayed and evidently hesitated to

order it to be done. The destruction of this road as a line of com
munication between the west and the east could have been effected

only by the destruction of its tunnels in the mountains east of Graf-

ton, and this would have required force, time, machinery for boring,
and an ample supply of blasting material. It would have been neces-

sary to have prepared for this work long before the propriety of it

was decided upon at Richmond. As it was, I was not ordered to

destroy it until it was too late, and it was not until I had left Grafton

and the road was occupied by United States troops, that I received the

order specially to destroy the Cheat bridge. (See order of Council

accompanying, dated June ist, received June 5th.) Immediately

upon my arrival at Philippi, May 28th, I sent a company, in com-

mand of one of my best officers, Lieutenant Chenowith, to destroy

this bridge, the Cheat, a strong iron bridge, but they failed to accom-

plish it. This was several days before I received the order to do so

from Richmond. It seemed to be thought that I had only to apply

the match to bridges and tunnels already mined and blow them up.

The labor and material for such work were left out of view. The

destruction of this road, however, west of Grafton, between that town

and the Ohio river, whether done by myself or my successor, Gen-

eral Garnett, would have been labor thrown away. It could and

would have been replaced in as little time as it took to destroy it.

The war taught that later on. And even if the road through this

part of the State could have been thoroughly destroyed, it would

not have prevented the occupation of this part of the country by

Federal troops. Without any railroad, its proximity to Ohio would

have insured its invasion by any United States force required to hold

it. Just across the Ohio river was a vast extent of densely populated

territory, all loyal lo the Union and connected by a network of rail-

roads, from which an army could be moved into that section at any

time.
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I had left Grafton but a day or so before that place was occupied

by several thousand United States troops, and in about a week after

my arrival at Philippi my command there was surprised at 4 A. M.,

June 3d.

General Morris reported to General McClellan, June yth, the capture

at this place of a large amount of "camp equipage, provisions, arms,

wagons, horses and medical stores." I had no provisions, wagons,

horses (except the cavalry not captured), nor medical stores. If

these were captured they were taken from citizens and not from my
command. One cavalry company had tents, and there were a few

boxes of rusty flint-lock guns and two kegs of powder, that was all.

General Morris also reports that we were pursued. This also is an

error. He was not there. An officious report to General Lee appears

in the "Records," signed M. G. Harman, Major, J. M. Heck, Colonel,

and R. E. Cowan, Major. These parties, no doubt, felt that by

finding fault with me they elevated themselves. Harman was a

Quartermaster, knowing nothing of military movements. Heck was

appointed Lieutenant-Colonel, and when he reported to me at Grafton

asked to be sent to Richmond, in which I gratified him, and where

he remained until General Garnett's army was sent out. Cowan was

nothing of a soldier. They all chimed in with the clamor against

me, and gave it as wide circulation as they could. For all the reverses

in this section heavy censure was cast upon me. If the authorities

did not place it upon me, it seems they were willing that I should

bear it. The more intelligent citizens, who knew the difficulties in

my way, were not those to find fault. (See letter of Hon. Samuel

Woods, then member of the Virginia Convention and now one of

the judges of our court of appeals.) Under these circumstances I

asked for a court of inquiry.

I retreated to Beverly, and the next day withdrew the infantry to

Huttonsville, south of Beverly, leaving the cavalry to scout the roads

across Rich Mountain and Laurel Hill. This was my position when

relieved by General Garnett. I had no objection to being relieved.

I filled the position I had because I had been ordered to do so.

I would at the first have preferred it had been given to some one

else.

The Confederate authorities had at last become aware of the real

condition of affairs in norihwestern Virginia, and now sent General

Garnett, with about five thousand of the best troops about Richmond,

infantry, artillery and cavalry, equipped in every respect, and a num-

ber of experienced officers to assist him. Among them were Corley,
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DeLagnel, Pegram, Williams and Jackson, all of whom had lately

resigned from the United States army.
He stationed the First Georgia, Colonel Ramsay, at Laurel Hill

;

Twenty-third Virginia, Colonel Taliaferro, at Laurel Hill
; Twenty-

seventh Virginia, Colonel Fulkerson, at Laurel Hill; Thirty-first Vir-

ginia, Lieutenant-Colonel Jackson, at Laurel Hill; Lieutenant-Colonel

Hansborough's battalion at Laurel Hill
;

six pieces of artillery at

Laurel Hill ; Twentieth Virginia regiment, Colonel Pegram, at Rich

Mountain;" Twenty-fifth Virginia regiment. Lieutenant-Colonel Heck,
Rich Mountain ; four pieces of artillery, Rich Mountain

; Forty-
fourth Virginia regiment on east side of Rich Mountain.

He had alao the following cavalry companies: Captain Richard's

Bath cavalry; Captain Sterritt's, Churchville; Captain Moorman's,

Greenbrier; Captain McChesney's, Rockbridge; Captain Flournoy's,

Ashland; Captain Smith's, Ashland.

Colonel Edward Johnson's Twelfth Georgia and Colonel Stephen
Lee's North Carolina were on the march to join him. Garnett had

been, as I believe, influenced by the clamor against me, and instead

of assigning me to the command of my regiment gave me the unim-

portant post of Beverley.

June 25th, he wrote :

"
I regard these two passes (Rich Mountain

and Laurel Hill, at the western bases of which he had placed his

force) as the gates to the northwestern territory." Laurel Hill was

not a strong position.- The hill could be crossed anywhere by in-

fantry, and any position on the road across it could be turned with

the greatest ease. Rich Mountain was a strong position, more diffi-

cult to turn; yet it was possible to turn it, and it was turned. The

strongest point on each of these mountains was the top. General

Garnett also writes :

" This force I consider more than sufficient to

hold these two passes, but not enough to hold the railroad."

He writes, July 6th :

"
I do not think the enemy, notwithstanding

his superiority of numbers, will attempt to attack my position
* *

for the simple reason that he holds as much of the northwestern

territory as he wants,
****** he could have possessed

himself of more of the country after Colonel Porterfield's retreat, if

he had desired it."

These extracts show how utterly in the dark General Garnett was,

and the extent to which he was deceived. I wrote, June nth: "It

is their intention to occupy the western part of this State to the Alle-

ghanies, and if possible to the Blue Ridge."
General Lee, to put him, Garnett, on his guard, at once replied,
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July nth: "
I do not think it probable that the enemy will confine

himself to that portion of the northwesiern country which he now

holds," and adds in substance.
"
but will drive you back if he can."

The positions which General Garnett had selected and thought so

strong were the main cause of his defeat. From the time he occu-

pied these passes until the day of his defeat, July nth, his constant

belief was that the enemy could not gain his rear by way of Rich

Mountain; that Pegram could at least hold his position in case of

attack until he (Garnett) could reinforce him. At last, July nth,

Rosecrans struck at the vital paint, and Garnett's whole army was

defc-ated. By defeating three hundred and fifty men on the Rich

Mountain, McClellan defeated Garnett's entire army of five thousand,

and that so badly that his retreat became a rout. (I understand

now that Rosecrans is entitled to this success ) McClellan's army
could have gone to Staunton if he had at once followed on, and the

enemy could now, after Garnett's retreat, have possessed himself of

the whole nonhwestern country. General Garnett was so stunned by
this unexpected result, that instead of retreating through Beverley to

the top of Cheat Mountain, which he could easily have done, for he

did not reach Beverley until 2 P. M. next day, he took a narrow

and circuitous by-road through the mountains, which brought disaster

to his army and death to himself. The Cheat Mountain pass, the

strongest in that country, was thus lost to the Confederates.

The statement, page 254 (No. 20), signed J. M. Heck, Lieutenant-

Colonel, etc., is a misstatement from beginning to end. The reports

of Pegram and Tyler are true in all respects, so far as my knowledge

goes.

The greater part of my regiment proper, the Twenty-fifth, was

surrendered by Pegram at Rich Mountain.

I afterwards served upon the staff of General Loring,* accompa-

*Tlie following extract from a letter from General Loring may be given
as a memorial of the last days of this gallant officer, if for naught else:

NEW YORK, nth May, 1886.

Colonel GEORGE A. PORTERFIELD:

Dear Colonel I am pleased at the receipt of your letter, and have read

it with a great deal of pleasure. No one knew better than I did how much
wrong they did you. I am so very young that I look to the future with the

same bright anticipations I did at sixteen. Time at last puts all things right.
* * * *******

Truly your friend,
W. W. LORING.
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nied him in Lee's movement against Cheat Mountain, also against
Rosecrans on the Big Sewell Mountain.

As heretofore stated, my regiment having the greater part of it

been surrendered by Colonel Pegram, General Loring now recom-

mended to the Secretary of War the formation of a regiment out of

certain fragments and odd companies, then under General Edward

Johnson on Alleghany Mountain, for my command. This, it seems,

required the sanction of the State authority (the Governor), which

was not given. This refusal, of course, was mortifying to me, as I

wanted the command of a regiment.

I now accompanied Loring's army to Winchester, in the latter part

of December, 1861, where his (Loring's) force was united with that of

Jackson. On the ist of January, 1862, this united fonte moved to-

wards Hancock, Maryland, on what Jackson intended to be the begin-

ning of a winter campaign. When near Bath, in Morgan county,

Maryland, we came upon the enemy's pickets, and there was a halt.

During this delay Jackson and Loring met, and some unpleasant words

passed between them. Loring complained that if Jackson should be

killed he (Loring) would find himself in command of an army of the

object of whose movements he knew nothing. Jackson asked me to

move forward a regiment which had halted on the side of a mountain

near. us. When I returned, Jackson asked me to join his staff,

which I declined to do, because I liked Loring and did not wish to

leave him.

The weather becoming intensely cold, the army fell back, Jackson

returning to Winchester and Loring being sent to Romney, in Hamp-
shire county. Here Loring protested to the War Department against

being kept. The Secretary sent him an order direct (not through

Jackson) to fall back to Winchester. This offended Jackson, who
sent on his resignation, which was not accepted. Loring's command
was then sent elsewhere, he himself to Mississippi. I then reported
to General Edward Johnson, whose command was about fifteen

miles west of Staunton. General Johnson assigned me to the com-

mand of a brigade, composed of the remnant of the Twenty-fifth Vir-

ginia, Thirty first Virginia, Twelfth Georgia, Hansboro's battalion,

and a battery of artillery. I remained in this position until the reor-

ganization of the regiments by elections about the ist of May, 1862.

Not beiiig elected by what remained of my regiment, on account of

the schemes of others for my position, and feeling that it was not the

proper way to deprive me of my command and commission, and that

I had not been fairly treated from the beginning, I concluded to abide
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by this result and remain out of the service, which I did. General

Edward Johnson, without solicitation from me, gave me a letter to

the Secretary of War, reccmmending my promotion to the rank of

brigadier-general. This letter has, unfortunately, been lost.

List of Names of Officers of the Signal Corps, Confederate States Army.

[Created by act of Congress April 19, 1862, and amended by subsequent

acts, and organized under General Orders No. 40, A. & I. G. O., Richmond,

May 29, 1862.]

Memorandum of names of officers of the Signal Corps of the Con-

federate States Provisional army, appointed under the act of the Con-
federate Congress May 29, 1862, providing for the appointment of

ten captains and ten sergeants.

Captains.

1. R. H. T. Adams, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 23, 1863.

2. James H. Alexander, S. O., A. & I. G. O., July 7, 1862.

3. William N. Barker, S. O., A. & I. G. O., March 30, 1864.

4. Thomas H. Clagett, S. O., A. & I. G. O., April 13, 1864.

5. M. T. Davidson, S. O., A. & I. G. O., June 9, 1862.

6. Elcan Jones, S. O., A. & I. G. O., February 3, 1864.

7. J. H. Manning, S. O., A. & I. G. O., June 10, 1862.

8. William Norris (promoted major and chief), S. O., A. & I.

G. O., July 31, 1862.

9. M. L. Randolph, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 12, 1862.

10. R. E. Wilbourne, S. O., A. & I. G. O., July 31, 1862.

Sergeants.

(Appointed under acts of May 29 and September 27, 1862.).

1. J. Bankhead, S. O., A. & I. G. O., May 20, 1863.
2. P. D. Bester, S. O., A. & I. G. O., April 23, 1863.

3. P. A. H. Brown, S. O., A. & I. G. O., September 9, 1864.

4. Mason M. Burrows, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 12, 1862.

5. E. S. Gregory, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 23, 1863.
6. Joseph K. Irving, S. O., A. & I. G. O., October 28, 1862.

7. A. W. Pearce, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 21, 1862.
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8. Junius L. Powell, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 12, 1862.

9. J. B. Smith, S. O., A. & I. G. O., July 4, 1863.

10. H. A. Tutwiler, S. O., A. & I. G. O., April 16, 1863.
11. N. J. Watkins, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 12, 1862.

Memorandum of officers of the Signal Corps of the Confederate

States Provisional army, appointed under act of the Confederate

Congress of September 27, 1862, providing for the appointment of

one major, ten first and ten second lieutenants, and twenty additional

sergeants :

Major.

William Norris, S. O., A. & I. G. O., October 2^, 1862.

First Lieutenants.

1. Edmund Burke, S. O., A. & I. G. O., June 19, 1863.

2. James Carey (acting chief of corps), S. O., A. & I. G. O., July

4. 1863.

3. H. C. Lindsay (resigned), S. O., A. & I. G. O., June 22, 1863.

4. A. L. Lindsay, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 12, 1862.

5. C. G. Memminger, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 29, 1862.

6. W. N. Mercer Otey, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 12, 1862.

7. William C. Schley, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 24, 1862.

8. A. J. Stedman, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 29, 1862.

Second Lieutenants.
%

1. John Bellinger, S. O., A. & I. G. O., April 16, 1863.

2. Charles H. Cawood, S. O., A. & I. G. O., June 27, 1863.

3. James L. Crittenden, S. O., A. & I. G. O., June 26, 1863.

4. J. L. Doggett, S. O., A. & I. G. O., March 9, 1863.

5. Eli Duvall, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 24. 1862.

6. George E. Harrison, S. O., A. & I. G. O., May 20, 1863.

7. Frank Markoe, Jr., S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 12, 1862.

8. E. T. Ruffin, S. O., A. & I. G. O., November 12, 1862.

9. George E. Tabb, S. O., A. & I. G. O., May 20, 1863.

Memorandum of names of officers of the Independent Signal Corps:

Lieutenant R. A. Forbes, second Company (see S. O., A. & I. G.

O., July 25,1863).
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The Signal Corps in the Confederate States Army.

"Though communicating by signal and in cipher is as old as the

time of Polybius, its application to military correspondence and

messages on the field of battle had been so little systematized and

developed when you were put in charge of the Confederate Signal

Corps, that the art might, for practical purposes, be regarded as a new
one. By judicious arrangement and administration it attained a high

efficiency, and to you largely belongs the credit for that result."

Letter of Jefferson Davis to Colonel Wm. Norris.

The beginnings of the Signal Service in the Confederate army were

about simultaneous in the Peninsular command of General John B.

Magruder and in the Army of Northern Virginia under General

Beauregard. Captain Norris, a member of General Magruder's
staff a gentleman of scientific education and of some nautical expe-
rience called the attention of the General to the advantages to be

derived from a system of signals connecting his outposts and his

headquarters with Norfolk. Magruder forthwith gave Captain Norris

the necessary authority to establish the service, and appointed him

Signal Officer to the command.
The signals used by Captain Norris were similar to the marine

signals in use by all maritime nations. Poles were erected on which

were displayed flags and balls, the combinations of which indicated

various phrases, such as were conceived to be most in demand to

express the exigencies likely to arise.

Captain Norris (hereinafter to be spoken of as Colonel* William

Norris, Chief of the Signal Corps, Confederate States army,) caused

to be made copper stencils, from which colored plates of the com-
binations were made, and upon the same page of the book which

contained the plates were written the meanings of the combinations.

The plates were colored by Miss Belle Harrison, of "Brandon," and
Miss Jennie Ritchie, of Richmond. The system was from time to

time improved by Colonel Norris, and this was one of the beginnings
of the signal service in the Confederate States army.
The other was at Beauregard's headquarters at Manassas Junction

at about the same time in the summer of 1861. Captain (afterwards

General) E. P. Alexander, attached to the staff of General Beaure-

* His rank in the Confederate States army appears never to have been

higher than that of Major. EDITOR.
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gard, was one of the officers who had been detailed by the Secretary

of War (United States) to test and report upon the signal system of

Dr. (Brigadier-General) Myer, and was consequently completely
master of the system. He organized it efficiently, and thoroughly
instructed a number of men selected from the ranks for their intelli-

gence and good character. Most of these men afterwards became

commissioned officers in the Signal Corps.

The service was in full operation at the time of the first conflict at

Bull Run, and the third shot from Ayres' battery in front of Stone

Bridge went through one of Alexander's signal tents, in front of

which the flags were being actively plied.

General Alexander, in reply to a letter asking for information re-

specting the services rendered by the signal men under his direction,

writes as follows:
"
Perhaps the most important service rendered by

the Signal Department in the first year of the war was at the battle

of Bull Run, and was in a great measure accidental. Very early

in the morning of the 2ist, I was on the hill by Wilcox's House, in

rear of our right, and watching the flag of our station at the Stone

Bridge, when, in the distant edge of the field of view of my glass, a

gleam caught my eye. It was the reflection of the sun (which was low

in the east bthind me) from a polished brass field-piece, one of Ayres'

battery, and observing attentively, I discovered McDowell's columns

in the open fields, north of Sudley's Ford, crossing Bull Run and

turning our left flank, fully eight miles away, I think, but you can

look at the map from where I was. I signalled Evans at once,
' Look out for your left, your position is turned.' Just as he got my
message his pickets made their first report to him of cavalry driving

them from Sudley's Ford. At the same time I sent a message of

what I had seen to Johnston and Beauregard, who were at Mitchell's

Ford, on receipt of which (see Johnston's report) Bee, Hampton and

Stonewall Jackson were all hurried in that direction, and the history

of the battle tells how they successfully delayed McDowell's pro-

gress, till finally the tide was turned by troops arriving in the after-

noon.
" The rocket incident referred to I had almost forgotten. It was

only that one night, on reports, that rockets were seen in the enemy's

lines by our stations, that they were ordered by General Beauregard

to send up rockets themselves. It was done simultaneously at many
distant points, and in such a manner as to appear to indicate some im-

portant and general movement ;
and from what appeared afterwards

in Northern papers, it seemed that McClellan had something on foot
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which was disconcerted by it, he believing that his plans had been

betrayed.

"The Munson's Hill and Washington telegraph was never actually

worked, because General Johnston withdrew from the advanced and

dangerous position at Munson's Hill Fort before the day fixed for it

to open. Bryan was in Washington city, and was selecting a suitable

room to rent, not on Pennsylvania Avenue, but in an elevated part of

the city, from which Munson's Hill could be seen. He was to take

the bearing of the hill by compass from his window, and communi-

cate it to us by an agreed-upon advertisement in a daily paper, which

we received regularly. This would give us the bearing on which to

turn our powerful telescope, loaned for the purpose by a Charleston

gentleman, and in position on Munson's Hill. Then we would iden-

tify his window by finding a coffee-pot in it, and by motions of the

coffee-pot, and opening and shutting the blinds, etc., he would send

his messages, and we would reply, if necessary, by a large flag and

by firing guns."
"
Bryan," was Captain Pliny Bryan, an ex-member of the Mary-

land Legislature, who, on the commencement of hostilities, had vol-

unteered in the Maryland Line, so-called, composed of Maryland
volunteers in the service of Virginia, and afterwards turned over to

the Confederate States. He was detailed for the Signal Service, and

went to Washington, accredited to the secret friends of the Confed-

erate States there, and with instructions that may be inferred from

General Alexander's letter.

In February, 1862, General Beauregard took command of the

Army of the Mississippi, and assigned to duty as Chief Signal Officer

Captain E. H. Cummins, of the Engineer Corps, Confederate States

army. This officer advertised for spy-glasses, as there were none to

be had by purchase in the department, and repairing to Madrid Bend

(then occupied by Major-General J. P. McCown with his forces) with a

small squad of men, who had been selected and instructed by Captain
E. P. Alexander, and a very poor outfit, set up the necessary stations

to establish communication between the batteries and intrenchments

at New Madrid, Tiptonville, and Island No. 10.

The extracts following, from official sources, show that, though
under manifold disadvantages, the signal men gave a good account

of themselves in the first struggle for the possession of the Missis-

sippi river.

In his report of the attack upon Battery No. i, by Commodore
Foote's fleet, and attempt to destroy it by an overwhelming superi-
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ority of fire, March I7th, 1862, Brigadier General Trudeau, command-

ing the Confederate States artillery, says :

"At 9 P. M. Captain Cummins, of the Signal Service, went to

Battery No. i and established there a signal station, which proved of

great service during the various engagements."
Further on in his report, the General says :

" Besides the officers

already mentioned, who were conspicuous for their bravery and cool-

ness under a galling fire, I will mention Signal Officers E. Jones and

S. Rose, who never left their posts one minute. While shot and

shell were tearing everything to pieces, Signal Officer E. Jones had

his flag-staff shot from his hands
;
he coolly picked up the flag and

continued to communicate his message."

Captain (afterwards General) Ed. Rucker, commanding the bat-

tery, says :

"
E. Jones and Samuel Rose, of the Signal Corps, were

engaged with me the whole day in defence of the redan, and bore

themselves with great coolness and gallantry. Signal Officer Jones

having the staff of his flag shot away thrice during the engagement,
seized the flag in hia hand, without looking around to listen to ex-

clamations, and continued his important message to headquarters.
"

The flag was probably knocked out of Mr. Jones' hands by the

mud, tons of which flew in the air every time the heavy projectiles

from the fleet struck the parapet. Captain Rucker says :

"
Many shot

and shell fell immediately in rear of our guns, while others passed

through the parapet, ploughing up the earth and destroying much of

the work." This explanation is suggested because, while it eliminates

the marvellous element from the story, it detracts nothing from the

credit due Mr. Jones for his gallant conduct. It may seem presumptu-
ous to question the literal truth of reports penned upon the spot by

superior officers, and which, by lapse of years, have passed into the

domain of history, but it should be remembered that official reports,

written immediately after a lively action, are worded under excite-

ment, which has not had time to cool, and in great part upon reports

of others, for nobody is able at such times to see everything; besides

which, the writer of these reflections was himself an eye-witness of the

incidents related, through a spy glass at a safe distance, and held in

his hands, after the fight, the identical flag staff which is said to have

been thrice shot away and which was undamaged.
Two more brief extracts are quoted to show that the service of the

Signal Corps was not those of carpet knights. Colonel Brown, of

the Fifty- fifth Tennessee volunteers, writes : "The enemy's heavy
shot and shell poured an almost incessant volume upon our meagre
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earthwork, riddling the parapet in front of our guns, ploughing up
the earth in every direction and tearing down immense trees in a

manner baffling description. The scene was the most terrific con-

ceivable.
"

General Trudeau also says:
"

It," the redan fort,
"
presented the

most appalling picture of ruin and desolation. The parapet was

plowed up in every direction and torn to pieces. Trees were hacked

down and torn to shreds by the heavy shells and the rifled cannon."

The signal men at Battery No. i had no protection whatever not

even that of the parapet behind which the gunners squatted when
not firing for their position was in rear of the guns, where fell, as

Captain Rucker says,
"
many shot and shell."

Upon the capture of New Madrid and Island No. 10 by Admiral

Foote and General Pope, the signal party escaped across Reelfoot

lake, taking French leave of the commanding generals and paddling
across on a raft of their own construction They repaired at once, of

their own motion and without orders, to Corinth, Mississippi, then

headquarters of the army, and reported for duty. The signal officer

is merely mentioned by General Beauregard in his report of the fight

at Shiloh Chapel (or Pittsburg landing) as doing active staff duty.
After the battle, seventeen men were detailed to be instructed for duty
in the Signal Corps ;

but as glasses were scarce, and all the country
between Corinth and the Tennessee river was heavily wooded, the

men were mounted and served chiefly as scouts and couriers while

their instruction was going on and until sent elsewhere.

Among those detailed at this time was Carlo Patti, a private of the

One Hundred and Fifty-fourth Tennessee infantry Colonel Smith.

He quickly learned his duties and was zealous in their performance.
When not employed with his flags and spy-glass, he was incessantly

playing his violin. He was once sent as lance sergeant in charge of

a squad of prisoners to Mobile, and it was amusing to see the care

and watchfulness he displayed in authority. It would have broken

his heart had one of his prisoners escaped. To finish with Carlo :

He remained with the signal corps until captured off Havanna in a

blockade runner in 1864. He was bound for the Rio Grande to join
General Slaughter via Havanna and Mexico, but after his capture
never returned to the Confederate States. Peace to his ashes

; he
was not a bad sort of a fellow.

On falling back from Corinth, the signal men being sufficiently

instructed to go on duty were dispersed 'co several points in the

command. Clagett with one party going to Mobile, Davidson with
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another to Vicksburg, and Elcan Jones with another to Kirby Smith
across the river. These were three good men meriting the promo-
tion they afterwards got. All of them became captains in the Signal

Corps, and Elcan Jones, the hero of Battery No. i, was, at the end

of the war, Chief Signal Officer to General Joseph E. Johnston.

Although, as has been shown, the Signal Service was in active and

useful operation on several theatres of war in the East in 1861, and

early in 1862 in the West it was not until April iQth. 1862, that the

act was approved organizing the Signal Corps as a distinct branch of

the Confederate army, and the Secretary of War was authorized to

establish it as a separate corps or to attach it to the Adjutant and In-

spector's Department or to the Engineer Corps. The Secretary
decided to attach it to the Adjutant and Inspector-General's Depart-

ment, and May 2gth, 1862, was issued General Orders No. 40, A. &
I. G. O., creating the Signal Bureau, with Major Wm. Norris, of

General Magruder's staff, as the head of it. No uniform was pre-

scribed for the Signal Corps. The officers wore the uniform of the

general staff of the same grade, and the detailed men wore that of

the arm of the service to which they belonged, and on the rolls of

which they were borne as detailed men. The Signal Corps, as organ-

ized, consisted of one Major Commanding, ten Captains, ten first

and ten second-class Lieutenants and twenty Sergeants there were

no privates, as men were detailed from the line of the army when-

ever wanted, and when their services were no longer required they

returned to their respective commands.

The detailed men in all the various branches of the service num-

bered about fifteen hundred, and it was a remarkable fact, that while

these men were often employed in independent service, and were in

possession of important secrets, not one of them ever deserted or be-

trayed his trust. All the detailed men were instructed in the cipher

system, and entrusted with the key-word. They were also instructed

in the use of the electric telegraph. When occasion required, they

became dauntless messengers and agents, going into the enemy's

lines and cities, or to lands beyond the sea; communicating with agents

and secret friends of the Confederate Government and people; order-

ing supplies and conveying them to their destination
; running the

blockade by land and sea; making nightly voyages in bays and rivers;

threading the enemy's cordon of pickets and gunboats; following

blind trails through swamps and forest, and as much experts with oar

and sail, on deck and in the saddle, and with rifle and revolver, as

with flags, torches, telegraph, and secret cipher.
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What were the duties at headquarters in the Adjutant-General's

Department at Richmond, is best defined in a letter of Colonel

Norris' in answer to an officer, representing the Adjutant-General,

asking the question. They were, first : Management of the entire

Signal Corps and cipher system of the Confederate States army
therein is included also (a) manufacture and collection of all signal

apparatus and stores; () manufacture, collection, and distribution

of all cipher apparatus second, management and supplying secret

lines of communication on the Potomac ; third, translation of cipher

messages received or sent by the War Department, heads of bureaus,

or officers of the army.
The duties of officers and employees on the Potomac are defined

as follows : First, to afford transportation from and to Baltimore or

Washington for all scouts, agents, etc.
,
who shall present orders for

the same from the War Department, heads of bureaus, and gen-

erals commanding armies, approved by Chief of Signal Corps ;

second, to observe and report all movements of the enemy on the

Potomac river
; third, to secure for Executive Department files of

latest Northern papers ; fourth, to obtain for heads of bureaus small

packages, books, etc.; fifth, to forward letters from War or State De-

partments to agents, commissioners, etc.
,
in foreign countries.

In regard to sources of information and out of what fund paid for,

Colonel Norris says : "Accredited agents constantly in New York,

Baltimore, and Washington. These agents are gentlemen of high
social position, who, without compensation, have voluntarily devoted

their time and energies to this work. Among them I mention in con-

fidence the name of the Hon. . There is no secret service

fund beyond the mere pay, rations, and clothing of the officers and

detailed men engaged in them. These lines have never cost the Gov-

ernment one farthing since I assumed command.
" When secret information is received, it is transmitted to the Sec-

retary of War, to General Bragg, and the general whose army or

department is supposed to be immediately affected thereby; when it

comes, as is generally the case, under cover, sealed and directed to a

particular general, it is forwarded accordingly. We receive infor-

mation regularly from the United States on Mondays, Thursdays
and Saturdays. For prudential reasons no record of such commu-
nications is kept in this office, except in cipher."

To the question,
' ' Do the agents of the Signal Office obtain their

information personally or from friendly parties?" Colonel Norris

says :

" Two of our agents acquire their information from personal
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observations, the others from friendly parties within the lines." To
the question,

" What are the means of testing the credibility of

friendly persons living in the enemy's country?" it is answered:
" These agents were selected with great care and with an eye to their

intelligence and devotion and energy. Actual experience alone,

however, must prove their credibility."

"From the first of April to the last of September," continues

Colonel Norris on another head,
" we placed files of Baltimore papers,

published one morning, in the hands of the President next evening.

New York papers, of course, a day later."

Colonel Norris gives the history of the secret service branch of

the Signal Corps in the following words :

"
In the fall of 1862 the

necessity of having points on the Potomac river, at whicji Govern-

ment agents and army scouts might promptly and without delay cross

to and from the United States, was so seriously appreciated that the

Secretary of War suggested the propriety of establishing one or more

camps in King George and Westmoreland counties, with an especial

eye to such transportation. The idea was immediately acted upon.
In a short time the additional duties were assigned to these sta-

tions first, of observing and reporting all movements of troops, etc. ,

on the Potomac; second, securing complete files of Northern papers

for Executive Department; third, upon requisition from heads of

bureays to obtain from the United States small packages, books, etc.

Here our duties, strictly speaking, ended. But as we were forced, in

order to perform the other duties, to establish a line of agents from the

Potomac to Washington, it was determined, as far as possible, to insti-

tute a regular system of espionage. The Government having failed,

however, to place at our disposal the necessary means to carry into

execution this design, we have been forced to rely almost entirely

upon the energy and zeal of a few devoted gentlemen of Maryland for

such indications of the enemy's movements as they have been able

to acquire from mingling in official circles about Washington, Balti-

dmore, and New York."

It was the duty of Colonel Norris to wait on Mr. Davis every

morning with the cipher dispatches from the generals of armies and

department commanders. The burden of these dispatches was, to-

wards the close, calamitous and importunate reinforcements and

supplies were everywhere demanded. All looked to Mr. Davis for

relief and support. It was the cry of the king to the prophet :

" My
father ! my father ! the chariots of Israel and the horsemen thereof!

"

Colonel Norris bears testimony to the unruffled serenity of his chief
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through all these trying hours not an impatient or despondent word

ever escaped him. If Mr. Davis ever knew when he was whipped
he never let anyone else know that he knew it.

The secret cipher used by the Confederate States War Department
was that known as the court cipher, and has been much used in

diplomatic service. A key- word or phrase is agreed upon by the

parties who intend to communicate in cipher. The message is writ-

ten under the key. Suppose, for example, the key to be
"
In God

we trust"; and the message,
"
Longstreet is marching on Fisher's

Hill." It will be written thus:

InGodwetrustinGodwetrustinGodwetr
Lon gs t reet is mar ch i ngonFish e r sHi 11

The alphabet is written out in a square, thus :

A
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given to guess at some of the words, of which an expert is not slow

to avail himself. How important it is not to give such a clue will be

seen hereafter.

To decipher the message, the key was written over it, and the pro-
cess by which it was put into cipher reversed. To facilitate reading
the cipher messages, Captain Wm. N. Barker, of the Signal Corps,
invented a simple but convenient apparatus. The alphabetical square
was pasted on a cylinder and revolved under a bar, on which was a

sliding pointer. Under the pointer and along the bar was pasted the

alphabet in a horizontal line. The pointer was brought to the letter

in the key on the bar, and the letter in the word to be converted was

rolled up under the bar and the pointer rested on the required sub-

stitute letter. A model of the Confederate apparatus is*preserved

among the Confederate records in the War Department at Wash-

ington.

The Confederate authorities were sometimes so careless or unskill-

ful in "putting up" their cipher dispatches that some important ones,

which fell into the hands of the enemy, were deciphered without

much trouble. One from General Beauregard, just after the battle at

Shiloh Chapel, giving the number and condition of his forces at

Corinth, was put up by merely putting the last half of the alphabet

first; that is, substituting "M" for "A," "N" for "B," "O" for
"
C," etc. This dispatch fell into the hands of the enemy, and first

reached Richmond in a "Yankee" newspaper translated.

A message from Mr. Davis, at Montgomery, to General E. Kirby
Smith, commanding the Trans -Mississippi Department, was partly

in plain language and partly in cipher, in which is found the follow-

ing : "By which you may effect o t p g g e x y k above that part

h jopg kwmct patrolled by the," etc., etc.

An expert of the United States Military Telegraph Corps guessed
that that part of the dispatch was meant to read :

"
By which you

may effect a crossing above that part of the river patrolled by the,"

etc., etc. The guess was right, and by applying it, the key-phrase
was discovered to be "complete victory," and there was, of course,

no trouWe in reading what remained of the message in cipher. The
author of the history of The Military Telegraph in the Civil War
says this meaning occurred to him at first sight, and would have

occurred to &ny one familiar with military affairs in that section.

The same writer makes the reflection:
"

It is a question if the Con-

federate cipher system was any more difficult to the uninitiated than

one of the first examples of secret writing found in history. We
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refer to the Spartan Scytale cipher. When the general of the army
ventured into the enemy's country, or was cut off in his own, he

communicated with the Spartan Ephors by the use of a staff called

a Scytale, an exact duplicate of which was possessed by the Ephors.
The party desiring to write, first wound a slip of parchment around

the staff and then wrote his message lengthwise with the stick. After

which, when it was unrolled, only unmeaning letters, wholly uncon-

nected with one another, appeared, but the receiver rewound the

ribbon on his Scytale, and all was plain."

The alphabet first used by the Confederate Signal Corps was a

modification of that introduced by General Myer into the service of

the United States. It became necessary to change it several times

during the war, as from observation of messages sent in the field the

United States signal men learned to read the Confederate messages,
while the Confederates took the same liberty with the messages of

the other side.

Early played a ruse on Sheridan in the Valley campaigns. Finding
that Sheridan was reading his signals, he caused the following dis-

patch to be sent to himself by his signal flags :

"Lieutenant- General EARLY,
-Fisher's Hill:

" Be ready to advance on Sheridan as soon as my forces get up,
and we can crush him before he finds out I have joined you.

"(Signed) J. LONGSTREET."

When this was communicated to Sheridan, as Early intended it to

be, Sheridan telegraphed to Washington, and Halleck telegraphed to

Grant. In time, the answer came to Sheridan that Longstreet was

nowhere near Early. This telegram was long a puzzle to the Union

general. When Early was asked about it after the war, he simply

laughed.
The Signal Corps was nowhere more useful than where the defense

and operations were conducted in a field in which water occupied a

large place in the topography. Such were Charleston, South Caro-

lina, and Mobile. The reports of Captain Frank Markoe, Signal

Officer at Charleston, show that during the siege thousands of mes-

sages were sent from one post to another, and from outposts to head-

quarters, most of which could have been sent in no other way, and

many were of great importance.
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It is hoped that the length of the following extracts from Captain
Markoe's reports will be excused by their interest:

"During the month (July, 1863,) my corps has been at work day
and night. At Cummins Point (Battery Gregg) Lance Sergeant

Edgerton and Privates Du Barry, Lance, Huger, Martin and Grim-

ball have gallantly worked their post with untiring zeal and ability,

constantly under heavy fire of the enemy's fleet and land batteries.

Fortunately, I have no casualties to report, although their station has

suffered from the enemy's fire and is full of holes. As there was no

other means of communication with Morris Island, their labors have

been very heavy. They have sent over five hundred messages, and

at least a third of them under fire. As they are completely ex-

hausted, I have relieved them and sent the men from Sullivan's Island

to Battery Gregg. I have read nearly every message the enemy has

sent. Many of them of great importance. We were forewarned of

their attack on the i8th, and were ready for them, with what success

is already a part of history. The services rendered by the corps in

this respect have been of the utmost importance. But I regret to

state, that, by the carelessness of staff-officers at headquarters, it has

leaked out that we have read the enemy's signals. I have ordered

all my men to disclaim any knowledge of them whenever questioned.

My men have also been actively employed in guiding the fire of our

guns, and have thus rendered valuable service."

In his August report, Captain Markoe says : "At Fort Sumter, H.

W. Rice was twice injured by bricks. At Battery Wagner, I. P.

Moodie was shot in the thigh by a musket ball; J. D. Creswell was

struck in the face by pieces of shell, and I received a slight flesh wound

in the side by a piece of shell. These are all the casualties, I am glad

to say. The work done has been very large, as the telegraph line

has been constantly out of order for days at a time. We have con-

tinued to read the enemy's signals, and much valuable information

has been obtained. I have temporarily changed the signals, as we

intercepted a message from the enemy as follows :

' Send me a copy
of Rebel Code immediately, if you have one in your possession.' I

make the men, moreover, work out of sight as much as possible, and

feel sure that they can make nothing out of our signals."

In his next (September) month's report, Captain Markoe continues:
" Morris Island was evacuated by our forces -on Sunday night, the 6th

of September. I brought off my men and all the signal property

on the Island. Lance Sergeant Lawrence and Privates Clark and

Legare were stationed at Battery Gregg, and Privates Grimball and
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Hatch at Battery Wagner from the ist of September to the day of

evacuation. They were exposed to the heaviest fire that the enemy
had ever put upon those works, and performed their duties with con-

spicuous gallantry. Often the enemy's shell, exploding on the fort,

would completely envelop the men and flag with smoke and sand

for a minute, but as it cleared away the flag would still be waving.

I have to report Private Clark badly burned in the left hand, and

Lance Sergeant Laurence struck on the right arm with a piece of

shell. From the commencement of the attack on Morris Island to

the day of the evacuation, my men have transmitted nearly one

thousand messages on that Island. On the night of the 5th, the

enemy made an attack on Battery Gregg, which failed, and was re-

pulsed by the timely notice from Sullivan's Island Signal Station, which

intercepted the following dispatch :

' To Admiral Dahlgren I shall

try Cummins Point to-night and want the sailors again early. Will

you please send two or three monitors by dark to open fire on Fort

Moultrie as a diversion. The last time they were in, they stopped
reinforcements and may do so to-night. Don't want any fire in the

rear. (Signed) General Gilmore.'
" The attack on Fort Sumter, on the night of the 8th, was foiled

by a similar notice. The dispatch was :

' General Gilmore^The
senior officer will take charge of the assaulting party on Fort Sumter,

the whole to be under the command of an experienced naval officer.'

"
During the attack on Sumter, Private Frank Huger was placed

in charge of the fire-ball party on the parapet, numbering some thirty

men, and assisted in giving the enemy a warm reception. Major

Elliot, commanding the post, speaks highly of his conduct on that

occasion. The enemy have been using a cipher in signalling, which

has so far baffled our attempts to read their messages. They have

not used it lately, however, and several important dispatches have

been read."

Captain Markoe's rolls show the employment of seventy-six men,

of which number he lost through casualties as large a per cent, as

any command in the action. Twelve of his men did nothing but

read the enemy's papers.
Mr. A. T. Leftwich, who was stationed in the cuppla of the court-

house at Vicksburg, in 1863, contributes the following reminiscence:
"
During the siege, a fifteen-inch mortar shell went through the top

of the courthouse and exploded on the lower floor, where there were

quartered some one hundred or so men. It seemed to me as if the

whole earth had exploded, for I was in a room on the second floor
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and need scarcely say that the horrible sight of finding fourteen men
scattered into fragments and a number of others wounded, was terrible

to behold.
" You know, of course, that we emptied every cistern in the town

and depended upon the muddy Mississippi water in the hot summer
time to quench our thirst; that we ate bread of ground cow-peas, and

depended for meat upon dead mules and rats."

An indispensable condition to the prolongation of the war was the

running of the blockade of Southern ports by the swift cruisers built

and fitted expressly for the purpose. Such were the profits of this

business that the owners could well afford to lose vessel and cargo on

her third trip if the two first were successful. No life could be more
adventurous and exciting than that of a blockade-runner. The Sig-

nal Corps played its part here also. Every blockade-runner had its

signal officer furnished with signalling apparatus and the key to the

secret cipher. The coast was lined with stations for thirty or forty

miles up and down on either side of the blockaded part. The block-

ade-runners came in close to shore at night-fall, and fitfully flashed a

light, which was soon answered from the shore station. Advice was

then given as to condition of things off the port, the station and

movements of the hostile fleet, etc. If the word was "go in," the

beacon lights were set and the blockade-runner boldly steamed over

the bar and into the port. A naval officer was in charge of the office

of orders and details at the several ports, whence proceeded all orders

and assignments in relation to pilots and signal officers.

Captain Wilkinson, C. S. N.
,

in his interesting Narrative of a

Blockade-Runner, tells the following incident illustrative of the uses

of a signal officer in this line of duty :

" The range lights were

showing and we crossed the bar without interference and without a

suspicion of anything wrong, as would occasionally happen under

particularly favorable circumstances that we would cross the bar with-

out even seeing a blockader. We were under the guns of Fort Fisher,

in fact, and close to the fleet of United States vessels, which had

crossed the bar after the fall of the fort, when I directed my signal

officer to communicate with the shore station. His signal was

promptly answered, but turning to me, he said :

' No Confederate

signal officer there, sir
;
he cannot reply to me.' The order to wear

around was instantly obeyed ;
not a moment too soon, for the bow of

the Chameleon was scarcely pointed for the bar before two of the

light cruisers were plainly visible in pursuit, steaming with all speed

to intercept us. Nothing saved us from capture but the twin screws,
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which enabled our steamer to turn as upon a pivot in the narrow

channel between the bar and the ribs. We reached the bar before

our pursuers, and were soon lost in the darkness outside."

EDMUND H. CUMMINS.

McComb and Staff Memorandum Furnished by Lieutenant Polk G. John-

son, Clarkesville, Tennessee.

McComb, William, Tennessee, Brigadier-General, December, 1864.

Surrendered at Appomattox Courthouse April 8, 1865.

Allen, John, Tennessee, Captain and A. A. G. Wounded at Pe-

tersburg, Virginia, April 2, 1865. Served through the war. Surren-

dered at Appomattox.

Moore, William S., Tennessee, Captain and A. I. G. Served

through the war.

McCulloch, R. E., Tennessee, First Lieutenant and A. D. C., Feb-

ruary 23, 1865. Captured April 2, 1865, at Petersburg, Virginia.

Served through the war. Released from prison after close of war.

Allensworth, A. J., Tennessee, Major and A. Q. M. Surrendered

at Appomattox Courthouse April 9, 1865.

Hawkins, Dick, Tennessee, Major and A. Commissary. Surren-

dered at Appomattox Courthouse April 9, 1865.

The following officers acted on the staff during the war :

Johnson, Polk G., Tennessee, First Lieutenant and A. A. I. G.,

July 29, 1864. A. D. C. General Quarles' staff, Army of Tennessee.

Assigned by Secretary of War to this staff, March, 1865. Wounded

at Atlanta. Surrendered at Appomattox Courthouse.

Archer, James W., Virginia, Captain and Ordnance Officer. Sur-

rendered at Appomattox Courthouse April 9, 1865.

Articles of Surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia.

The following interesting document, which definitely determines all

who were or were not included in the capitulation of General Robert

E. Lee, is printed from the original, with the signatures of the commis-

sioners, and was preserved by Colonel Osman Latrobe, of Baltimore,
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Maryland, formerly of the staff of General James Longstreet, and

presented by him to General Arthur Freemantle, of the British

army, who, at the suggestion of Colonel Latrobe, recently presented
it to the Southern Historical Society :

APPOMATTOX COURTHOUSE, VA.,

April loth, 1865.

Agreement entered into this day in regard to the surrender of the

Army of Northern Virginia to the United States authorities :

First. The troops shall march by brigades and detachments to a

designated point, stack their arms, deposit their flags, sabres, pistols,

etc., and from thence march to their homes under charge of their

officers, superintended by their respective division and corps com-

manders, officers retaining their side-arms and the authorized num-
ber of private horses.

Second. All public horses and public property of all kinds to be

turned over to staff-officers, designated by the United States authori-

ties.

Third. Such transportation as may be agreed upon as necessary
for the transportation of the private baggage of officers, will be

allowed to accompany the officers, to be turned over at the end of

the trip to the nearest United States quartermaster, receipts being
taken for the same.

Fourth. Couriers and mounted men of the artillery and cavalry,

whose horses are their own private property, will be allowed to re-

tain them.

Fifth. The surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia shall be

construed to include all the forces operating with that army on the

8th instant, the date of the commencement of negotiations for sur-

render, except such bodies of cavalry as actually made their escape

previous to the surrender; and except, also, such pieces of artillery

as were more than twenty (20) miles from Appomattox Courthouse

at the time of the surrender on the Qth instant.

JOHN GIBBON, J. LONGSTREET,

Major- Gen'I Vols. Lieutenant Gen' I.

CHARLES GRIFFIN, J. B. GORDON,
Bvt. Maj. - Gen'I U. S. Vols. Major- Gen' I.

W. MERRITT, W. N. PENDLETON,
Bvt. Major- Gen' I. Brig.

- Gen' I and Ch. of Art'y.
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Address of Rev. G. W. Beale at the Northern Neck Soldiers' Reunion,
November n, 1884.

Comrades and Friends :

The motives which prompt a reunion of surviving Confederates

are felt to be laudable and honorable, and the occasion awakens a

sacred and melancholy pleasure. There is nothing of political signifi-

cance or sectional aim in such an assemblage. It has no purpose or

wish to rekindle the embers of discord, or to drag forth from the grave
the dead issues of the past. The receding years have happily borne

us far away from the era of angry recriminations. The snows of more

than twenty winters have fallen with cooling effect upon the heated

animosities of the war, and not one of us would seek to inflame them

again. As innocent as are the gently fallen leaves of this autumn

day to disturb the dreamless slumber of the men who fell in the great

conflict, would we be to arouse by word or deed one of its slumber-

ing passions.

We meet beneath this grovt consecrated to devotion and to

God for no unholy purpose. We come to this soldiers' reunion

with no disloyal scheme and no unpatriotic sentiments. Our meeting
is in the name of fraternity, of patriotism, and of peace. We are drawn

hither by the ties of that manly friendship which was formed in the

dark hours of trial, and indissolubly sealed in the red heat of suffer-

ing and danger. We come with the interests, the sympathies, and

the stirring recollections, born of a mutual experience in the camp,
on the march, and in the battle, to touch hearts together again, and

with gratitude to God for our preservation, to answer once more to

the roll-call before we go to answer to it in the great reunion before

the bar of our Maker.

We meet to grasp once more in life and peace the hands we were

wont to grasp amidst bloody scenes of strife, and in the clear sun-

light of domestic quietude to look into the faces that we used to see

bronzed with the exposure of the camp or begrimed with the smoke
of battle. We bring together hearts that once rose and fell in mutual

sympathy with the hopes and fears of a great common cause and

danger, that they may beat responsively to that patriotic interest and

manly friendship which bound us one to the other as with hooks of

steel. We meet to commemorate our deeds of manhood on the arena

of fiery trial, and to recall the names and recount the virtues of our

fallen comrades, and, I trust, to pledge here, on this sacred spot, our
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fidelity to both through every future change and circumstance, until

our hearts shall become as cold as the clay that shall wrap them in

the tomb.

We who, in the providence of God, have been spared to the present

hour, as survivors of the war, are in a position to do much to vindi-

cate the motives and to secure historic justice for the deeds of con-

stancy and courage of the men of Virginia, who, on the side of the

South, met that tremendous shock of arms. We have emerged from

the era of deeply-excited prejudices and heated passions, when the

actions of our people were so readily misrepresented and their mo-
tives impugned. The calmer feelings of the present day, and the

cooler judgments of the people, are more favorable to the establish-

ment and perpetuation of the truth as regards the rrfbtives and the

achievements of men who toiled and struggled under the banners of

the South.

In their calmer and more sober days, the facts are coming to light

that will be accepted in future years as the honest verdicts of history,

and the temper of the public mind, and the spirit of legislative assem-

blies, both State and national, make the present era specially favor-

able for the survivors of the struggle on either side to aid in securing
for coming ages a faithful record of their names, their principles, and

their deeds; as men who trod the fiery paths of danger in deference

to what they honestly felt to be a patriotic duty.

As regards our cause in general, we feel no apprehension that his-

tory will not ultimately vindicate the integrity of its principles and

aims. The disasters which befell it, and the early overthrow to

which Providence and "
overwhelming numbers and resources

"
con-

signed it, have cast a shadow over its history, and will, for a time,

obscure its principles and the grounds of its being. There will exist

honest differences of opinion as to the justness of its claims and the

wisdom of its policy. Let this, however, be said of the Confederacy,
that in the hour of its overthrow, its chief leaders pleaded in vain for

a trial on the charge of treason. There was no tribunal to be found

that 'would, by solemn judicial action, brand that stigma on their

names. The names made most illustrious by association with the

Southern cause have commanded the profoundest respect of the civi-

lized world, and those who opposed them in battle have vied with

others in doing homage to their private worth and public virtue. In

the integrity and virtue of the men who upheld that cause as the pil-

lars of its strength, and in the purity of the women who sustained it

with their prayers and lamented it with their tears, let us behold the
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innocency and truth of the cause we loved. Our Troy has fallen, but

its virtue and its purity we may maintain, even as we reverence the

piety of a lost mother.

"Ah ! realm of tears, but let her bear

This blazon to the end of time;
No nation rose so white and fair

None fell so pure of crime."

With respect to the motives that actuated the men of Virginia, who
flew to arms and battled for the cause of the South in the great civil

struggle, it may be claimed that posterity is not likely to misjudge
them. The names of these men will not be associated with any
schemes of restless sedition, or with any designs of unrighteous poli-

tical ambition, or any spirit of unholy, mercenary conquest. It was

for no such purposes that they left their peaceful homes to brave the

dangers of the fratricidal strife. Their sole aim was to protect their

altars, their families, and their rights under the Constitution, from the

perils of an armed invasion. They did not seek the conflict. They
took up arms for no aggressive war. But, when the dark clouds

were gathering and the storm threatened to burst upon the land. Vir-

ginia sought to act the part of mediator. She called for a congress
of peace. Standing on the frontier, between the embittered sections,

she pleaded, with one hand reaching northward and the other south-

ward, that calm reason might prevail and pacific measures be adopted.
But her pleadings were in vain. The heated passions of the sections

could only be allayed in a baptism of blood.

It was only when Virginia was called to send her own sons for the

invasion of the homes of their kindred of the South ; only when
armed regiments were gathering to traverse her domain on this mis-

sion, that she cast in her lot with the land of her kindred in blood, in

sympathy, in interest, and in political conviction. Bound thus as she

was to the South, it would have been no more natural for her to have

joined in the bloody crusade against her, than for a mother to plunge
the dagger into the heart of the child she loves.

Every man who went forth from our borders, armed for the conflict,

felt that he went to defend his home, his family, his kindred, and the

graves of his sires, from invasion and defamation. Above every
consideration of constitutional construction and the paramount claim

of the State to the allegiance of her sons, there was rooted in the

hearts of our people the conviction that their families and their kin-

dred were assailed with the mailed hand of war
;
that their institu-
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tions and rights were threatened with armed overthrow; that all that

they held most sacred in life was in danger of being trampled beneath

the foot of military invasion. And, in the defence of these cherished

objects, they sprung to arms with all the might they possessed. And
now, after more than a score of years have passed, as we recall our
motives and ponder over our aims in the clear, calm atmosphere of

sober afterthought, now, with the larger part of our comrades, who
shared our feelings, asleep in their graves beneath the soil on which
we stand, and the great Searcher of Hearts looking down upon us,

we may look the whole world in the face and declare that, in our sin-

cerest convictions, men never went forth to battle with a clearer con-

sciousness of the rectitude of their motives or a more assured

confidence in the inherent righteousness of their actions.

With respect to the military leaders, whose standards we followed

and whose orders we obeyed, we need cherish no misgivings as to-

the honorable station their names shall hold in future history. They
indeed are among

"the few, the immortal names,
That were not born to die."

In the brightness of a well-earned distinction, they have been sealed

to an immortality of fame. With those of Wellington, of Marl-

borough, of Hampden and of Washington, the names of Lee and of

Jackson will be forever honorably associated on the roll of the mili-

tary worthies who have illustrated the public virtue and genius of the

Anglo-Saxon race. And as future generations shall look back

through the vista of American glory on the field, among the con-

spicuous forms that shall pass in view shall be those of our own

gallant leaders. There, at the head of their dashing columns, shall

float, as of yore, the plumes of Ashby and Stuart
;
and there shall

be seen Pickett and Hill, with outstretched arms, pointing their lines

onward to victory or to death.

As regards, also, the great conflicts of arms that illustrated the

skill of our leaders and tried the valor of our troops, we need harbor

no apprehensions that the muse of history will not in coming years

accord to them adequate justice. It may, indeed, be said of the men
who followed Lee and Jackson in these heroic struggles, that the

light of their camp fires has cast its reflection, and the thunder of

their guns sent its echoes, over the civilized world. Appreciative

historians, using other languages than our own, have written for dis-

tant people the story of our marches, our sufferings, our endurance
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and our victories. The genius of our commanders and the daring

of our men have given to Manassas, Richmond, Fredericksburg,

Chancellorsville and Gettysburg a prominence among the great battle-

fields of the world, from which our struggling legions in their tattered

garments of gray shall never fade from the admiring gaze of men.

The government at Washington, rejoicing in the returning har-

mony of the once alienated and contending sections, is with liberal

care placing in permanent form the official records of our battles,

and in her archives, along with the reports of the Federal com-

manders, is sacredly preserving those that tell of the movements,
the numbers, the successes and the losses of the Confederate troops.

My comrades, the embers of the old camp-fires were long ago ex-

tinguished ;
the rifle-pits, from which flew our death-dealing volleys,

have been plowed over
;

the forts and frowning earth-works that

trembled beneath the fire of our heavy guns are fast levelling down,
and our comrades are one by one passing rapidly away. Ere long
the last of these grim relics and the last survivor of the war will be

gone. But the valor and constancy of our soldiers on the field, their

rapid marches, their fierce onslaughts in battle, their unflinching
firmness in the face of immense odds, their unmurmuring endurance

of hardships and suffering in a word, their splendid bearing under

every circumstance that called for patriotic devotion and manly vir-

tuewill live in the traditions and history of the nation as long as a

heart survives to appreciate noble fortitude, or an eye to kindle at

the recital of heroic courage.
Of the brave comrades who fell at our sides or were borne away

from the field to die, it is happily true that, in most of the counties

represented here to-day, their names have been sacredly gathered up
and carved on granite or marble monuments, there to remain through

coming years a touching illustration of fidelity to patriotic duty even
unto death, and also of the loving commemoration of a grateful

people. Fellow-survivors of the great struggle, on whose altar these

fallen heroes poured out their blood, it behooves us to see that the

name of no humble comrade, who went out from our counties and
died for our cause, is left to dumb forgetfulness and cold oblivion.

We owe it to their sacred and gallant memories that some permanent
memorial shall, with mute impressiveness, tell their names and their

patriotic services to those who are to come after us. Let these

monumental shafts rear their graceful forms at every county seat,

where fathers and sons shall gather in coming years and look upon
them

; and may the showers fall gently upon them and the winds of
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Heaven fan them softly as they shall bear our dead comrades' names

carved on their shining faces
;
and may the memory and virtues

of these fallen ones be forever graven deeply on the hearts of the

people!
Of those who justly claim our reverent regard in these reunion ser-

vices, we must not omit our associates who, since their return to their

homes and the pursuits of peace, have followed their fallen comrades

into the shades of death. How many there are who answered to the

last roll-call in the army, who cannot answer to it to-day because

their lips are sealed in the grave ! Many of these were as true and

faithful as any men who ever buckled on the armour or withstood

the deadly hail of battle. Among them I recall Lieutenant-Colonel

Lewis, Surgeon Gilliam, Major Ward, Major Deshields} Captain

Belts, Captain Robinson, Captain Scales, Captain Wharton, and

many a man of humbler rank, but no less palriolic, valianl and faith-

ful than they. For ihem no polished shaft rears its form, enriched

with their honored names
; for them no tablet is carved to tell, in

other years, that they served their country's cause. But let it be our

pious care to gather up their cherished names and embalm them

among the precious treasures of the State they loved so well. Let

us see to it that our muster rolls are made out with accuracy and

completeness, and that among the sacred archives of the Common-
wealth there shall be kept a record of the names of the men who,
when the State was imperilled with invasion and overthrow, sprang
to her rescue and on many a bloody field maintained, with unfaltering

devotion, her ancient renown and honor. Let us heed this plea for

Virginia's humble soldier-sons, the rank and file of her army who
stood shoulder to shoulder in the ranks and, like a living wall of fire,

beat back, for four weary years, the angry tide of battle. Let their

names and their virtues abide forever in the sacred custody of the

State. As through the ages there shall shine in the coronet of night,

amidst its brightest constellation, an innumerable host of lesser lights;

as along with Mars and Jupiter and Venus and all the dazzling

planets the mingling stars that from the Milky Way shall girdle the

heavens with a belt of silver glory, so in the coronet of Virginia's

bright renown, along with the fame of her mighty names, may there

gleam forth, through all time, the noble devotion and the undying

memory of the private soldiers who suffered and bled in her defence.

Having thus dwelt, my comrades, on our relations to the cause

with which we were identified in the late war, and the duties which

those relations involve to ourselves and to the memory of our fallen
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brothers, I turn from our past soldier-life to notice, in conclusion, our

present and future obligations as citizens. The issues for which we

contended in battle have been forever settled by the stern arbitration

of the sword; our cause has been lost despite our noblest efforts and

costliest sacrifices to maintain it. A new era with new claims and

new duties is upon us. If the maxim be true,
" In peace prepare for

war," let us endeavor to illustrate the converse of it, and to show that

in war we have been prepared for the privileges and duties of peace.

By all our hearts have felt of the bitterness, the loss, the desolations

of war, let us cherish and seek the enduring peace and prosperity of

our common country. Let us know no North, no South, no East, no

West; and as the soldiers of Lee were found faithful in every circum-

stance of war, let it be our aim to prove ourselves loyal and faithful

citizens in every exigency of our country's need.

And let us cherish the welfare of Virginia. May we harbor no

despairing views of the future of the Commonwealth, and may no

selfish aim or ignoble greed of office ever lead us to betray our trust

as her true and loyal sons. But with hearts as true to her as the

needle to the pole, and souls as incorruptible as the wife of Caesar, may
we be found whilst life lasts striving to promote her moral, material,

and political interests, that those who stand in our places in tjme to

come, may find them happier and better, because, as citizens of Vir-

ginia, we have filled them.

Never were men called to exercise a nobler patriotism or a higher

public virtue than are we, the soldier- citizens of Virginia. Every en-

joyment of liberty and every boon of free governrrjent are consecrated

by the struggles and the blood which they have cost; our broad Com-
monwealth is hallowed in our hearts by the perils and sufferings

which thousands of its plains, and villages, and mountain passes have

witnessed; and its soil is a thousand times endeared by the precious

dust of our comrades that mingles with it. Unnumbered scenes of

sublime devotion to the public good, and a flood of burning and

bleeding memories of deeds of patriotic love and martyrdom appeal
to us to be firm and faithful to every high duty of citizenship as long
as our lives shall last.

Let us, then, more deeply enshrine our mother State in our

heart of hearts, because of the battle-scars that have torn her

bleeding bosom; because of the tears of widows and orphans that

have bedewed her furrowed cheeks
; because of the desolation and

anguish that have wrung her soul. Let us yearn for Virginia with

the fervid devotion of the outcast patriots of Israel, as beside the
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rivers of Babylon they yearned for the land of their nativity and the

home of their fathers.
"

If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her cun-

ning; if I do not remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the roof of

my mouth, if I prefer not Jerusalem above my chief joy."
In the light of the magnificent memories that cluster around her

name and over the dust of her patriot dead, let this be the desire of

our hearts for her :

" Oh ! give me the State where the ruins are spread,
And the living tread light on the hearts of the dead

;

Yes, give me the State that is blest by the dust,

And bright with the deeds of the down-trodden just;

Yes, give me the State that has legends and lays, ^
Enshrining the memory of long-vanished days ;

Yes, give me the State that hath story and song,
To tell of the strife of the right and the wrong ;

Yes, give me the State with a grave in each spot,

And names in the graves that shall not be forgot ;

Yes, give me the State of the wreck and the tomb,
There's a grandeur in graves, there's a glory in gloom;
For out of the gloom future brightness is born,

And after the night looms the sunrise of morn,
And the graves of the dead with the grass overgrown,

May yet form the footstool of liberty's throne
;

And each single wreck in the warpath of might,

Shall yet be a stone in the temple of right.

The Wee Nee Volunteers of Williamsburg District, South Carolina, in the

First (Hagood's) Regiment.

By Major JOHN G. PRESSLEY, of the Eutaw Battalion, South Carolina

Volunteers.

About the middle of August, 1861, it being their purpose to join

the regiment of Colonel Johnson Hagood, many of the old members

of the Wee Nee Volunteers and quite a number of recruits met in

the courthouse, in pursuance of a call from the captain, and reorgan-

ized the company. No one thought of opposing the captain, but

there was a spirited contest for some of the other places. The fol-

lowing was the result of the election : Captain, John G. Pressley ;

First Lieutenant, Thomas J. China; Second Lieutenant, Calhoun

Logan; Junior Second Lieutenant, Henry Montgomery, Jr.
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Both Hagood's regiment and Gregg's were known as the First

South Carolina volunteers. Colonel Gregg's was called the First

because organized first in regard to time, and was the only regiment

organized under the call of the Convention for troops for the Fort

Sumter campaign. Upon its reorganization and reception by the

Confederacy it was allowed to retain its name. Colonel Hagood's
was organized under an act of the Legislature providing for the

raising often regiments and in designating these regiments so raised,

it was designated as the First. It was, in August, 1861, encamped
at Summerville. Captain Pressley at once reported the organization

of his company to Colonel Hagood, and soon after received orders to

report for duty in Charleston.

The following letter from the regimental quartermaster may be of

interest, as showing the preparation which soldiers were then required

to make for service :

CAMP HAGOOD, SUMMERVILLE, S. C.

Captain ]. G. PRESSLEY,

Kingslree Pos(office, Soitlh Carolina:

Dear Sir, I write to inform you that it will be well for each of

your men to bring his blanket with him, otherwise he will have to

supply himself out of the money allowed him to buy his clothes.

It is also advisable for each of the officers to come prepared with

all his camp equipage except tents, axes, hatchets and spades, as

these are the only articles allowed them.

Yours truly, etc.,

G. B. LARTIGUE.

August 27, 1861.

About the first of September the company took the train for Charles-

ton, the most of them embarking at Kingstree. The men were all in

high spirits. Joseph Ard.from the neighborhood of Clocktown, de-

serves special mention. Owing to a defect in his organs of speech,

he could not make himself understood by one not accustomed to hear-

ing him talk. Some days before the company took its departure

he applied for membership, and was kindly, but firmly, refused by
me, because of his infirmity. While standing on the platform super-

intending the embarkation of the men and their baggage, in the dim

twilight of the morning, Ard approached me in company with one of

his friends, who came with him to interpret. He tried to tell me

something, which the interpreter said was that he was very anxious

to go with the company.
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"
Ard," said I,

"
the government would not take you as a soldier.

I am very sorry, but you cannot go."
With tears in his eyes, Ard addressed something to the interpreter,

at the same time giving me a most beseeching look. The poor fel-

low, no doubt, believed that it rested entirely with me whether he

would be allowed to serve his country with his brother and neighbors,
who were members of the company. I can remember now, after the

lapse of more than twenty-one years, just how he looked. My heart

was touched, and I felt that I could not resist his appeals.
" What does he say ?

"
I inquired.

"
Captain," said the interpreter,

" he says if he can't be a soldier

he can cook."
"
Well," said I, "if you are so anxious to go, get aboard."

His face became at once radiant with joy, and my own heart was

lightened by the knowledge that I had made a good, kind hearted

fellow happy. When the mustering officer came and the roll was

called, Joe Ard was very particular in answering in accents which he

had been practising so as to conceal his defect of speech. Perhaps
I may have been guilty of a dereliction in duty in being a party to

mustering him in, but he made such an excellent soldier that none of

us, who were parties to the fraud (if it was a fraud), need have any

qualms of conscience on that subject.

Upon their arrival in Charleston, the men were embarked on a

steamboat at a point near the Northeastern Railroad depot, and were

landed at Fort Johnson on James Island.

On the 7th of September I wrote a letter, from which I extract the

following :

"I arrived here safely, after a very fatiguing journey, on the day
that I left home. We are in the old barracks, prepared here for the

accommodation of the United States soldiers, and we are tolerably

comfortable. I find my hands very full with a large company of

very green men to drill (many of the company were recruits). A
large number joined us, on our way down, from the neighborhoods
of Graham's Cross-Roads, Kingstreeand Gourdin's. Many of them

I did not know were coming. They are mostly poor men, and will,

when drilled, make good and self-sacrificing soldiers. They seem all

to be in high spirits, except one or two who are sick. One is very
sick and, as we have no means here of taking proper care of the

sick, I intend sending him to Charleston to the hospital this evening,

where he can receive proper attention. A lady, living in the village

here, sent him a dish of soup, but the poor fellow was too sick to eat
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it. One of my men is without shoes, but I have sent to Charleston

to buy him a pair. There are a good many of them who will suffer

this winter, unless the people of Williamsburg will do their duty and

supply them with clothing suitable for cold weather. We have no

regular communication with Charleston. There comes a boat occa-

sionally. I expect a steamer down this evening to bring another

company. I hear that we are to have regular communication by
means of a sail boat in a day or two. I do not suppose that we will

be here very long, I think we will go to Cole's Island."

On the Qth day of September, 1861, Captain P. K. Molony, Adju-
tant of Colonel Hagood's First regiment South Carolina volunteers,

came to the post and the company was by him regularly mustered

into the Confederate service.

The company was drawn up in line, the muster-roll called by the

mustering officer, and each man answered to his name. The following

pledge was signed by the officers and men :

" We, the undersigned, hereby agree to be mustered into the Con-
federate service, unconditionally, until the I2th day of April, 1862."

And the Wee Nees were soldiers of the Confederate States of

America. The twelfth day of April was fixed as the limit, because

the term of service of the regiment expired on that day.

With the men mustered in by Captain Molony, and those who
afterwards joined, the Wee Nees numbered four commissioned offi-

cers, nine non-commissioned officers, and eighty-two privates. They
were, while in this regiment, designated as Company E.

A relief society was started in the neighborhood of Kingstree for

the purpose of furnishing to the soldiers in the field such supplies as

they most needed. I wrote, on the I4th September, i86i,from Fort

Johnson, a letter, from which I extract the following :

"
My company is getting on very well, improving very fast in drill,

and are a very quiet, obedient set. I do not think that I shall have

much trouble with them. A good many of them are poorly pro-
vided with clothing, and I hope the ladies who are at work will re-

member them. I think four- fifths of them are making great sacrifices

to serve their country."

Unremitting attention was paid to drill and instruction in the duties

of the soldier. On the i6th of September I wrote,
"
My soldiers are

getting on pretty well. Some of them have been sick, but are all

better. They improve very fast, and will soon be able to take the

field."

About the i8th of September, the company was transferred to
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Cole's Island, near the mouth of the Stono river, and there joined
the regiment. The trip from Fort Johnson was made by steamer,

and was a very pleasant one. We embarked early one morning,

passed up the bay through Wappoo Cut and into Stono, down that

river to a point near its mouth, and up a creek which separates Folly
from Cole's Island. After landing, we were assigned our position in

the regimental camp next to the St. Matthews Rifles, a company
from Orangeburg district and one of the best in the regiment. My
friend, Olin M. Dantzler, was then First Lieutenant of that company.
His agreeable companionship and that of Lieutenant-Colonel Thomas

J. Glover, are among my most pleasant recollections of Cole's Island.

The Confederacy had no braver or more patriotic soldiers lhan were

these two officers, both of whom laid down their lives, in the later

years of the war, for the cause they loved so much.

Colonel Johnson Hagood was in command of all the troops on

the island. His command consisted of his own regiment and a bat-

talion of regulars, under the command of Major J. J. Lucas. Lieu-

tenant Thomas J. Glover, assisted by Major O'Cain, commanded the

First regiment. There were several heavy batteries of artillery on

the island. One was near the lower end and, with one in an old

circular work, said to have been built by the Spaniards, about midway
of the first island, commanded the Stono river. There was a line of

breastworks that ran lengthwise across the island, and was about a

couple of hundred yards from the river. I never could understand

why these breastworks were not located as near the water as they
could have been built. They were constructed by officers of the

Engineer Corps, and perhaps it would not be in good taste for a line

officer, as I was at that time, to criticise them. Perhaps these officers

had been taught a system different from that which I studied at the

military academy.
I heard the remark jocularly made, that

"
the design was to let the

Yankees land so we could '

bag
'

all we did not kill."

These breastworks were flanked by a battery of very heavy guns
on the creek which separates the island which we were on from the

small pine-covered island next, above. The breastworks were not

parallel to the beach, but receded as they ran up the island, and these

heavy guns were several hundred yards from the river, up which,

from the ocean, the enemy's ships were expected to come. I never

heard who was responsible for the engineering. I am satisfied that

Colonel Hagood was not, because, like myself, he had a leaning to-

wards the system taught us at the Citadel, and had never learnt the
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one of getting as far as possible with his guns from the object to be

struck. One of the men accounted for the retirement of these guns

by telling me that
"
their range was so long that they must be put well

back or they would fire too far." The old circular fort was far in

advance of our breastworks, and as near the water as it could well be

built. It was a work of great interest. Whether it was built by the

whigs of the Revolutionary war to keep out the British, or, as was

said when our troops were using it, by the French or Spaniards two

centuries ago, the antiquarians must settle. I do not know. The

heavy guns were served by Lucas battalion, and the First regiment

were the infantry supports. Colonel Hagood and his staff, and Major
Lucas and the officers of his battalion occupied houses, all but one

of which were temporary structures built for war purposes. The

other house was once the residence of the planter who owned the

island, but who had, with his negroes, retired into the interior. The
men of Lucas battalion and the First regiment were in tents. The

tents of the Wee Nees were good, and the men were now, with such

articles as were furnished them by the Quartermaster and the kind

ladies of Williamsburg, tolerably comfortable. There was some fever

and a good many cases of measles on the island, but the Wee Nees

suffered hardly as much as some of the other companies.
On the 3d of November, 1861, a large fleet of the enemy's war

vessels passed the mouth of the Stono river going south. It was not

long till it was ascertained that Beaufort and Port Royal were their

objective points. Heavy firing was heard in that direction on the

night of the 4th and all of the morning of the 5th. We were not

greatly apprehensive of disastrous results. The history of military

operations shows that well constructed and properly armed fortifica-

tions have so great an advantage over a fleet, that such attacks have

seldom been successful. This was before the days of monitors and

ironclads. Port Royal was of so much value to us, and its acquisition

would give the enemy so great an advantage, not only on the coast

of South Carolina, but on the coast of the whole Confederacy, that

no one thought it would ever be allowed to pass out of our hands. Its

possession by the enemy would give them a safe place of refuge for

their vessels operating along our coast. They could also assemble

an army there and make it a base of operations for movements by
land on either Savannah or Charleston. Its occupation by the enemy
would necessitate the presence of a large army on our part to pre-

vent destructive raids and the overrunning of the country. The

places where a landing can be effected, when protected by fortifica-
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tions, can be held by comparatively a small force. On the 8th of

November, the most unexpected and terrible news reached us that

the whole of the enemy's fleet had gotten in, and that their land forces

had been disembarked and were in possession of our works at Port

Royal. The reason given for the disaster was, that the supply of

powder was insufficient. If this was true, some one must have been

guilty of inexcusable negligence. The derelict officer should have

been discovered and the severest punishment meted out to him.

Many of the planters in the neighborhood of Port Royal left as soon

as the landing of the enemy was known. Some of them managed
to take a few of their negroes with them, but the most of them failed

to get anything away from their plantations. All of their household

goods and tens of thousands of negroes were left to fall into the

hands of the invaders. A perfect panic, in fact, seized the planters

when they ascertained that the Confederates had fallen back. There

was
" No stop, no stay, no thought to ask or tell

Who escaped by flight, or who by battle fell
;

T'was tumult all and violence of flight."

The coast from the mouth of the Savannah to the mouth of theStono,
and all of the intermediate islands, were now exposed to the ravages
of the Federal forces. It was expected that the enemy would fol-

low up their success by an immediate attack on Charleston. The
excitement in that city was intense. The militia was ordered out to

reinforce the troops, and everything done to put the city in a tho-

rough state of defence. We were in daily expectation of a fleet in the

Stono, co-operating with an army moving on Charleston. Non-
combatants began to leave the city, and almost every family was

making inquiries for a place of safety in the country. The military

authorities desired to reduce the population of Charleston to men

capable of bearing arms, so that there would be no useless mouths to

feed and no women and children to be endangered in case the city was
reduced to a state of siege. There was a report in circulation that the

citizens of Charleston had resolved to make it a second Moscow,
rather than allow it to fall into the hands of the enemy. There was,

probably, some such talk, but such purpose was not seriously enter-

tained by any considerable number of the thinking portion of the

population. The burning of Moscow destroyed Napoleon's army
and saved Russia because of the rigor of the climate. No such

effect would have been produced on the Federal army by the destruc-
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tion of Charleston. With our coast and harbors in the possession of

the enemy, the United States army had a base of operation which the

destruction of every house in Charleston would not materially affect.

If the advantage gained at Port Royal had been followed by an im-

mediate advance and vigorous attack by land and sea on Charleston,

that city would have fallen. The delay of the enemy enabled the

Confederates to perfect their plans for defence. By the i2th or

1 5th of November the opportunity to capture the city had passed.

On the 7th of November John F. Cook reached camp, and took

fever the night of the same day. He was one of the Wee Nees in

Gregg's regiment, and was very anxious to come when the company
left home in September, but could not then leave his family. He was

sent to the regimental hospital, where he received careful nursing and

the best of medical attention. Nothing that his comrades or Dr.

Martin Bellinger, the surgeon of the regiment, could do for him was

left undone. His case developed into a typhoid fever of very malig-

nant type, and neither the skill of the surgeon nor the sympathy of

comrades was of any avail. His spirit took its flight to God who

gave it.

John F. Cook was a Christian, and one of the best among many
excellent soldiers. He discharged his duties promptly, cheerfully,

and without murmur or complaint. We selected a beautiful spot

under the pines, on the upper end of the island, and with the honors

of war laid him in his last resting-place. As a mark of the estima-

tion in which he was held, the company sent to Charleston and bought
a handsome marble tombstone, with an appropriate inscription carved

on it, and erected it at his head. There

"
His silent tent is spread,

And glory guards with solemn round

The bivouac of the dead."

And when the last reveille shall sound, and upon the shores of eter-

nity the mustering angel shall call the roll of the faithful, John F.

Cook will answer.

A sad occurrence took place at Colonel Hagood's quarters about

the loth of November, by which Lieutenant Barnwell, of Lucas' bat-

talion, a very promising young officer, lost his life. He had borrowed

a pistol from Adjutant Molony, and when returned, it accidentally went

off in Molony' s hands, mortally wounding Barnwell. He was sent to

his friends in Charleston, and lived only a few days. No blame what-

ever could be attached to Molony. He was trying the lock of the
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pistol, when the hammer slipped out of his hand and the pistol w
discharged.

On the night of the nth there was considerable excitement in o

camp. It was reported that the enemy had landed on John's Islan

a few miles from Cole's Island. The report reached Charleston, ai

at once a counter movement was commenced. All of the troops
the city marched out to meet the invading army. It was ascertain*

on the 1 2th that the report was a false alarm, and the troops march<

back to their places of encampment.
About this time the military telegraph, connecting Cole's Islar

with headquarters in the city, was completed. We now had tl

means of hearing the news from Charleston every day. Cofomi

sioned officers had the privilege of sending and receiving private di

patches free of charge, when the wires were not in use transmittir

military messages. They were also permitted to send messages f

the men. This was a very great comfort. Previously communicatic

with Charleston was very irregular and uncertain. It sometimes ha]

pened that for a week at a time no boat left or came to the island.

The giving up of so much of our coast was very distasteful to 01

army. The apparent lack of energy on the part of our generals w;

the constant topic of conversation among officers of equal rank. V\

made the best excuse we could to the men for the apparent remis

ness of those high in authority. I know that the men were impatie;

to be led against our invaders, and recapture some of our lost terr

tory. The officers discouraged any feeling of dissatisfaction an

spirit of fault-finding among them, and made every possible excu

for our enforced inactivity.

About the gth of December I was put in charge of two batteries-

one was a battery of one large gun, 128-pounder, and the other

two-gun battery of i8-pounders. The Wee Nees soon became e:

pert in handling heavy artillery. These batteries were so poor!

supplied with some of the necessary implements as to be almo

useless. This was not Colonel Hagood's fault, but lay with sonr

ordnance officer, which one I never knew. Hagood was a strict di:

ciplinarian, and in every way a most excellent officer. The deficier

cies were soon supplied, and had the enemy attempted to enter th

Stfono, the Wee Nees would have given a good account of themselve

The military authorities in Charleston thought that there wet

some of the enemy on Folly Island. Colonel Hagood was directe

to sweep that island with a line of skirmishers, commencing at tfc

southern end and going north to meet a similar force that was directe
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to come from Folly Inlet. The colonel put me in command of the

expedition, and gave me a detail consisting of the Wee Nees, a de-

tachment from the Edisto Rifles and one from one of the Barnwell

companies belonging to the regiment. We went down the creek

and landed near the mouth of the Stono. The line was formed

extending across the island. Folly Island was covered with an

almost impenetrable thrcket of scrub live-oaks, palmettos, pines,

briers, etc. A heavy rain, which came on about the time the move-

ment was commenced, added to our difficulties. Everybody was

soon soaked to the skin. We found it impossible to preserve regular

intervals between the men on the skirmish line. In many places no

progress could be made without going
" on all fours." The skir-

mishers necessarily became grouped, but the reconnoisance was made

sufficiently well to enable me to report that the enemy were not occu-

pying Folly Island. Nothing was seen of the force that was to co-

operate with us. We returned to camp after performing a very
arduous day's service.

About the last of December the troops that were garrisoning Fort

Pickens, on Battery Island, were relieved by a detachment made up
of details from every company of the First regiment. I was put in

command of the post, which was a well constructed work, command-

ing the Stono river. The armament consisted of five smooth-bore

24-pounders. The magazine was well supplied with ammunition,

and all the appliances necessary for an effective battery. I also had

command of a one 42-pounder howitzer battery at Green Creek

Bridge. The quarters for officers and men were very comfortably
built barracks. I had a table, desk and stove as the furniture of my
room. The lieutenant's quarters were as well provided. We had

also a dining-room for our mess. The men's quarters had stoves and

bunks. Wood was tolerably plenty. The post was supplied with

excellent water brought in a boat from Charleston and kept in a large

tank near the wharf, which was situated a little above the battery.

There was also a well, the water from which we used for washing
and cooking purposes. This island is about two miles above Cole's

Island, and was connected with the latter by an excellent military

road, running close to the river till reaching the marsh bordering
Green Creek. It then leaves the river and follows the edge of

the marsh to a point where Green Creek strikes the high land.

There we had a howitzer, to sweep the creek and protect a long

bridge across it. The road from the bridge passed over some lew

lands, across a thick
"
bay

" and on to Cole's Island. A considerable
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portion of the road from Battery Island to Green Creek was over

causeway. Battery Island is separated from the island next belo

by a marsh two hundred yards wide. The road crossed this mars

and the creek (near its middle) on a substantial bridge. There w
a good road leading from Battery Island to the city. At the time <

which I write, Wappoo Cut was crossed at a ferry near its entranc

into Stono river. Thence the road, then traveled, ran over the mai

land to the Long Bridge across Ashley river. A pontoon bridge an

a fixed bridge, just above it across Wappoo, were both built subse

quently. Battery Island is separated from James Island by a narro'

creek and contained about seven or eight acres. A marsh bor,dei

the river for a mile or more above. The fort, barracks and parad

ground covered about one-half of the island.

On the nth of January the whole of Company E was sent up froi

Cole's Island, and the detachments from the other companies wer

sent back to the regiment. The Wee Nees (Company E) now foun

themselves very comfortable. Rations were plenty and of goo

quality, partly by the government and partly by the patriotic ladie

of Williamsburg ; they were comfortably clad. I never had m
command as comfortably quartered again during the war. They ha

passed through the diseases incidental to camp-life with the loss <

only one man, and were now in good health. They were thoroughl
drilled as artillerists. A small detachment was kept at Green Cree

bridge and had charge of the howitzer there. This detachment wa

frequently changed so that all could alike enjoy our comfortabl

quarters. B. P. Brockinton, the Orderly Sergeant, a most efficier

officer, shared my quarters with me. Garrison duty was faithfull

attended to and discipline rigidly enforced, to which, almost withou

exception, the men submitted cheerfully and without complaint. W
were separated from our excellent surgeon, Dr. Martin Bellinger, bu

his place was filled by Dr. Thomas Grimke, who was the surgeon c

the post. He was well supplied with medicines, kept in an office i

vials and boxes, all neatly labeled. In his absence I attended a

surgeon's call and prescribed for the men. As malaria was the cause

either immediate or remote, of nearly every case of sickness, th

most common dose was ten grains of quinine. When any of th

men were very ill, Dr. Bellinger was called in for consultation,

had the satisfaction of knowing that my prescriptions were approvei

by the Doctor in every case but one. To that one, instead of th

usual dose, castor oil had been given. The Doctor said that was

mistake, and administered an emetic. No very serious consequenc
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resulted. John Markee was hospital attendant for Dr. Grimke, until

the old man allowed a rather cruel experiment to be tried by one of

the men on a rooster which he owned, and then the Doctor fell out

with him, and he was made hostler and cart driver for the post.

We could frequently hear the guns of the Federal gunboats, as

they went up the rivers and inlets among the islands south of our

post. They frequently amused themselves shelling the plantations

and deserted villages. One of these villages, Legareville, was just

opposite us on John's Island. It was easily approached after cross-

ing the river. There was nobody, either white or black, in the town.

The furniture, or at least a considerable portion of it, had been left in

some of the houses in the hurry of the owners to get away. The
soldiers were not permitted to remove anything of value. I think

now that it would have been as well if we had been permitted to use

such things as had been abandoned by the owners, and could have

added to our comfort. Later in the war, Confederate soldiers lost

some of their respect for the rights of private owners.

The salt question began to trouble us about this time, and those of

us whose families at home were endeavoring to cure their own bacon

felt great uneasiness. The supply in Charleston was exhausted.

The last sack had been sold for twenty-five dollars. Confederate

money had not then suffered much depreciation. We saw it first on

Cole's Island, and it was preferred, when we were first paid off in it,

to any other currency, and would have sold for its face in gold coin.

The price of salt continued to rise till, a few months after the time of

which I am now writing, it reached seventy-five dollars a sack. Salt

works were established all along the coast. The salt that was made
at first was not good, but the art of boiling it was soon learnt, and

the country was independent of the supply from abroad.

On the loth of January, four of Lucas battalion, who had the con-

fidence of their officers, received permission to go in a boat to gather

oysters in the Stono river. As soon as they thought they were out

of reach of the guns on Cole's Island, they pulled for the blockading

fleet, one of the vessels of which was lying off the mouth of the river.

A boat, with an officer and a detachment of men, was sent in pursuit,

but they had too far the start to be caught. The pursuers only got
near enough to see them go aboard the blockader. The report which

these deserters carried to the commanding general of the Federal

forces must have satisfied him that we were in condition to give him

a warm reception, or he would probably have come in and tried our

strength. These deserters were not South Carolinians.
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We had preaching several times while we were at Fort Pickens,

Once, Rev. James McDowell visited James Island to see some of his

acquaintances in Captain Benbow's command and, hearing of him,
one of the Montgomery's went for him in our cart. He came and

spent the night with us. This was on the I2th of January. After

that date, Rev. W. D. Rice, a Baptist preacher from Sumter, visited

us and gave us a sermon. The chaplain of the regiment was a Rev.

Stevens, a Methodist minister. He left Cole's Island before or

about the time that we did, and did not visit us on Battery Island.

Not long after the capture of Port Royal and Beaufort, General

Sherman advanced his forces, and about the ist of January, 1863, a

fight took place at Port Royal Ferry. The result was more favorable

to the enemy than to our forces. In the early part of the engage-
ment victory seemed inclined to us, but our troops fell back and the

enemy succeeded in establishing himself on the main land. It was
said that the Confederates were then posted so as to have a very

great advantage over the enemy if they attempted to advance further.

This sort of talk did not satisfy the soldiers who were in daily inter-

course with me. We could not see the propriety of giving up so

much territory without greater effort to hold it. .

On the i8th of January we heard that a fleet of the enemy's
vessels had sailed from Port Royal. It was supposed that it went to

co-operate with the Burnside expedition, the destination of which we
did not know at this date, but heard afterwards that Roanoke Island

was the objective point. Our works on that island fell about as easy
a prey into the hands of the enemy as Port Royal had done.

About the middle of February we heard the news of the fall of

Nashville and the capture of thirteen thousand of our troops. This

news had a very disheartening and depressing effect on us. It made
us contemplate the possibility of the failure of our cause. Until

about this time, failure was not regarded by the army as among the

possibilities. It seemed to us that thirteen thousand men ought not

to surrender to any force. We hoped the affair was exaggerated,
and that when full particulars were received there would not be so

much cause for discouragement.
About this time news reached us that the Federals had established

themselves on Edisto Island. They were nearer to us, but we were

still uncertain whether it was the design of General Sherman to move
first on Charleston or Savannah.

About the 3d of March the garrison at Fort Pickens was reinforced

by the addition of two companies, Washington Light Infantry, Com-
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panies A and B, under the command of Captain C. H. Simonton.

They brought with them Muller's band, composed mostly of Germans,

who were professional musicians. The music made by this band was

greatly enjoyed by the men. Stag dances became a very popular

amusement. Private W. D. Dukes procured a suit of female apparel

and played the belle to perfection. There was quite a rivalry among
the dancers for the regards of the handsome young "lady."

In order to pass off the long winter evenings, the men organized a

debating society. The barracks, where they slept, was the debating

hall. My presence seemed to be a damper on their eloquence,

though I encouraged every innocent pastime. I heard but one

debate, and then the speakers did not know that I was present. I

stood back among the crowd of spectators. The debaters were Pri-

vates Singletary, E. G. Ard and one of the Camerons. The question

for debate was: "Which exercises the greater influence over man,
the love of money or the love of woman? " Cameron took the side

of money, and greatly amused his hearers by some joke on Single-

tary as to his destroying a counter worth a good many dollars in

pursuit of a ten-cent piece which had fallen into a crack. The joke
was taken in good part and very much enjoyed by the society. Ard

took the side of woman and "brought the house down" by his argu-

ment.
" Mr. President," said he, "if I had a five-dollar bill in my hand

and you were to say
'

that is bad money,' I would not be vexed with

you, but suppose a fellow should have his sweetheart on his arm and

you were to say
'

that is a bad girl,' wouldn't he knock you down and

wouldn't he serve you right?
" A slight impediment of speech made

Ard's reply much funnier than it is on paper. Before the laugh
raised by this argument subsided, I left the room and did not hear

Cameron's reply.

General Robert E. Lee came to Charleston early in March to take

command. Our great leader had not then made his immortal repu-
tation. He had not been successful in his operations in West Vir-

ginia, and our soldiers had not learnt to appreciate him and love him
as they afterwards did. He visited the various military posts around

the city and made himself acquainted with the system of fortifications.

I saw him when he came to examine the works on Cole's Island, and

might have made his acquaintance, but not knowing then that I was

losing the opportunity of taking by the hand the greatest man that

America ever produced, I failed to improve that opportunity. My
friend, O. M. Dantzler, of whom I have spoken, had just finished
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repeating to me some unfavorable criticisms of his West Virginia

campaign, which he had recently heard from an officer whom he had

met, when the General rode up to Colonel Hagood's quarters. This

criticism deterred both of us from seeking his acquaintance. These
were the last words of censure of our great captain which I ever

heard from a soldier's lips.

I have no doubt that Dantzler regretted, as I shall do as long as I

live, that we lost the opportunity of standing in the presence of, and

hearing the voice of the man whom every Confederate soldier soon

learned to love so much. He never issued the order announcing
that he had taken command of the department of South Carolina,

but instead, we were informed that he had gone to Richmond"*
command all the armies of the Confederacy, and that General Pem-
berton was our commanding officer.

The new general visited Battery Island about the loth of March
unannounced. I was not favorably impressed by him, and I now
believe that I was not then mistaken in my estimate of the man.

After inspecting my batteries and dining with me, he went to Cole's

Island. I have reason to think that on this visit he came to the con-

clusion to abandon the Stono as a line of defence.

On Sunday, the Qth of March, Mr. Mellichamp, an Episcopal min-

ister, visited us and held service in our camp. He had a good many
acquaintances in the Washington Light Infantry. He preached a

good sermon, and everybody was pleased with the venerable man of

God.

On Monday, the lyth day of March, I left the company in com-

mand of Lieutenant T. J. China, and went to the city, in obedience

to orders received the previous week, for the purpose of taking my
seat as a member of a court-martial. I went in the cart which be-

longed to the post, and was driven by Private Garner to the camp of

the regiment, commanded by Colonel L. M. Keitt. After a soldier's

breakfast with the Colonel and my friend, Dantzler, who had left the

First regiment and been promoted to be Lieutenant-Colonel, these

gentlemen kindly sent a detail of men to row me across Cooper
river to Charleston. Their camp was almost opposite White Point.

Colonel J. Foster Marshall was president of the court, Captain J. M.

Perrin, of Gregg's old regiment, who had been my much esteemed

friend in the Fort Sumter campaign, now a captain in Colonel Mar-

shall's regiment, was judge advocate. Colonel J. M. Gadberry, Major
Edward Manigault, Major White, and Captain J. V. Glover

were members of the court. The court sat at the Military Hall, on
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Wentworth street, in the room usually occupied by the officers of the

Fourth brigade, South Carolina militia. There was a great deal of

business before us. Our session was protracted till very nearly the

close of my term of service, and would have lasted longer, but for the

ability of the judge advocate and president. I was the junior officer

on the court in rank and age, and, according to the law governing

courts-martial, the duty of casting the first vote devolved on me. I

learnt then that old men are not as charitable in their judgment, nor

as lenient in punishment, as young ones. Captain Glover was next to

me in age and rank. Our views of the evidence and punishment

usually accorded. The older members of the court were more severe.

Knowing how much our army afterwards suffered by reason of lax

discipline, I am now inclined to think that the older members of the

court were right. Major Manigault and the writer of this are the only

members of that court who survived the war.

General Pemberton, soon after he took command, concluded to

evacuate both Cole's Island and the defence at the entrance to Winyah
Bay, below Georgetown. This latter move would open a large extent

of very productive country to the enemy and endanger the whole of

the northeastern portion of the State. Day by day we were losing

territory, upon which our armies were dependent for provisions.

These proposed movements caused great dissatisfaction among sol-

diers and people. The Governor and Council protested, but in vain.

The batteries on Cole's Island were ordered to be dismantled. After

the guns were dismounted, this order was countermanded. But it was

not long after the First regiment left it till that place was abandoned.

The defences below Georgetown were abandoned earlier, and on the

3d of April the Tenth South Carolina volunteers, which had been in

charge of these defences, reached Charleston and went into camp at

Mount Pleasant, where they remained till they went West. Gen-
eral W. J. Hardee was sent to expostulate with General Pem-

berton, but it was of no use. That general could not be induced to

rescind the orders which were working such dissatisfaction among
the people and with the army, and which were familiarizing them
with the idea of defeat. There was talk of sending Hardee to Rich-

mond with the protest of the State authorities, but I never knew what
was done about it. My convictions as to what should be done were

very decided, but I did what I could to sustain the military authorities

and prevent demoralization by unfavorable criticism, without refer-

ence to my own opinions. The truth of history compels me to say
now that it would have been better for our cause if General J. C. Pern-
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berton had never had command. Some of our generals did us more
harm than if they had been with our enemies.

The expiration of the term for which Company E had enlisted had
now almost arrived. I heard from some of my faithful friends at

Battery Island that efforts were being made by some ambitious spirits

in the company to re enlist the Wee Nees and elect a different set of

officers. I do not blame these aspirants. They now knew some-

thing of the art of war, and, very naturally, desired promotion. They
did me no harm in causing the company to declare their preference
for me above all others.

My friends were more alarmed than I was. Their devotion and

confidence fully compensated for any hardships which I had endured
in the line of duty. I sent an urgent application to General Pern-

berton to be relieved from further service on the court, so that I

might return to Fort Pickens and re-enlist my company. This re-

quest could have been granted by the general without the slightest

injury to the service, as all of the other members of the court were

present and there was a quorum for business without me. If he

deemed it necessary to have a full court, my place could have been

filled by an officer whose presence with his command was not so

necessary. My application was refused. No other course was left

me but to return to my post on Saturday afternoon after the court

adjourned for the day, and attend to the re enlistment of the men on

Sunday. Mr. Gale, the carriage merchant and maker, kindly loaned

me his pony for the trip. No other means of transportation could

be procured. All opposition melted away upon my arrival. The

matter of re-enlistment was talked over during the day, and the men
were assembled that night, the 6th of April, in their barracks, and all

who desired to re-enlist for the war under my command were called

upon to come forward. Almost the whole company responded

promptly, and I had once more very gratifying proof of the regard

of the men whom I had learnt to love. The necessary papers were

signed, an election was held, John G. Pressley was declared elected

captain, and Thomas J. China, Calhoun Logan, and Henry Mont-

gomery, Jr., lieutenants. The Wee Nee Volunteers were now in

the service of the Confederate States for the war, unconditionally.

The next morning I returned to the city and resumed my place on

the court-martial, which finished its business and adjourned before the

end of the week.

The Government had called on the State of South Carolina for addi-

tional troops. The Governor and Council had extended the call,
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and announced by proclamation that ten regiments would be raised,

troops to be received by companies, and field officers to be appointed

by the Governor and Executive Council. Captain Charles H. Simon-

ton agreed to join me and organize a regiment. As Captain Simon-

ton had two companies and I had then but one, it was agreed between

us that he should be colonel and I lieutenant-colonel of the proposed

regiment.

Before the expiration of the term of the First regiment, Captain

John V. Glover had reorganized his company, the Edisto Rifles, and

the St. Matthew's Rifles, another company of Orangeburgers, had

reorganized with Martin A. Sellers as captain, and both of these com-

panies declared their purpose to unite their fortunes with the Wash-

ington Light Infantry and Wee Nees. Thus was formed the nucleus

of the Twenty-fifth South Carolina volunteers.

There were eleven companies organized by the men and officers

constituting Colonel Hagood's First regiment. Eight remained with

that organization which was soon filled by the addition of two others.

Colonel Hagood was soon promoted to be brigadier-general, and

Colonel T. J. Glover, who succeeded him, fell gallantly leading that

command on one of the bloodiest fields in Virginia.

On the 1 3th day of April, 1862, Lieutenant R. A. Blum, then in

command of Company B, Washington Light Infantry, receipted to

me for ordnance stores at Fort Pickens and Green Creek Bridge,

and early in the morning of the i4th day of April, 1862, the Wee
Nees came up to the city, and thence to their homes, on a fur-

lough, which was granted to the whole company preparatory to

their entering upon their third term of service, for which they had

enlisted.

. The furlough of the Wee Nees was not as long as they had ex-

pected. In less than two weeks from the time they reached home an

order was sent to me to report with the company at Bamberg, in

Barnwell district. This did not accord with our plans. The men
had re-enlisted with the understanding that they were to form a part

of a new regiment. It was expected that when the companies which

intended to go into the new organization should be called together,

they would assemble in Charleston. The Washington Light Infantry

(two companies, "A and B") were in the field on James Island. It

will be remembered that they succeeded the Wee Nees as the garri-

son of Fort Pickens on Battery Island. I went at once to Charles-

ton, and, with the assistance of Captain Simonton, before I returned,

succeeded in having so much of the order as required the companies
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that were acting in concert with us to report at Bamberg counter-

manded.

On Wednesday, the 28th of April, 1862, I again left home with the

Wee Nee Volunteers and reported for duty in Charleston. The com-

pany was sent into quarters at Chisholm's Mill, where it remained for

a day or two, and then went to Secessionville to join the battalion.

I proceeded at once to Columbia for the purpose of presenting to the

Governor and Council the rolls of seven companies, and to ask that

they be organized into a battalion. I reached that city on the 2gth

of April and had an interview with Colonel James Chesnut, who was

acting as Chief of the Military Department of the State Government?*

The Council readily granted the request of the companies which I

represented, and orders were issued to organize them into a battalion

of the Twenty-fifth South Carolina volunteers, to be known as the

Eutaw battalion. Commissions were issued by General Wilmot G.

DeSaussure, then acting as Adjutant-General of the State, to Charles

H. Simonton, as Lieutenant-Colonel, and John G. Pressley, as Major.
The companies received and assigned to this battalion were : Wash-

ington Light Infantry, Co. A, Captain James M. Carson; Washing-
ton Light Infantry, Co. B, Captain E. W. Lloyd; Wee Nee Volun-

teers, Captain Thomas J. China; St. Matthew's Rifles, Captain Martin

A. Sellers; Edisto Rifles, Captain John V. Glover; Beauregard Light

Infantry, Captain R. D. White, and Ripley Guards, Captain W. B.

Gordon. The Washington Light Infantry and Beauregard Light

Infantry represented Charleston; the Edisto Rifles and St. Matthew's

Rifles were from Orangeburg District, and the Wee Nee Volunteers

and Ripley Guards from Williamsburg.

On the ist of May I reached Secessionville, on James Island, where

the two Orangeburg companies and Wee Nees were encamped.
These were soon joined by the three Charleston companies, and be-

fore the end of the month by the Ripley Guards and the Marion

Rifles, Captain W. J. McKerral, and Yeaden Light Infantry, Captain

Samuel L. Hammond, the last two companies having been, at their

own request, attached to the battalion since its organization. Very
few of the men in either of these two companies had ever been in the

field before. All of the other companies of the battalion had seen

more or less service.

On the I3th of May the enemy commenced operations against

James Island. Their gunboats came into Folly river and up the

Stono. Cole's Island was taken possession of, and they began to

push their way up to James Island. F. N. Bonneau, who had com-
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mand of a small gunboat, had ihe first engagement with them. His

boat was in the creek which separates Taylor's from James Island,

and one of the enemy's gunboats was a little above Battery Island in

the Stono. Bonneau fired six or eight shots; the enemy but three,

before they drew off. It was thought that Bonneau's shots had done

considerable execution. Before this affair, one of the vessels of the

enemy threw a few shells into the camp of the regiment of Colonel

C. H. Stevens. As the colonel had no artillery and could make no

effective return of the fire, he moved inside of our line of breastworks-

About the same date Captain G. H. Moffet and the writer went on a

private reconnoisance of the enemy's gunboats. We were discovered

by the man in the mast-head of one of the vessels, and fire was opened

upon us promptly. Their shells burst quite near, and we concluded

to restrain our curiosity to examine a gunboat till some more fitting

occasion.

June ist, 1862. Lieutenant James F. Izlar, of the Edisto Rifles,

was to-day sent out in command of a small detachment of sharp-

shooters to pick off men on the enemy's gunboats. His command
was made up of a detail from several different companies. He met

one of the gunboats and drove it down the river and out of the

reach of his rifles. The enemy replied with shell and grape-shot,

but without doing Izlar's command any damage. The lieutenant

reported the men as having behaved splendidly.

At this time the neck of the bottle shaped peninsula, on which

Secessionville is situated, had a strong work running across it from

the marsh, which separates James Island from Long Island, to the

marsh bordering the Salt creek, which separates the peninsula from

the mainland of James Island. This creek and marsh extend to

what was then known as the Secessionville road. This road led past

Secessionville by the Rivers House, which stood about three-quarters

of a mile from the neck or isthmus of the peninsula, and almost in

front of the work which I have mentioned. After passing the house

the road led across a marsh, on a good causeway, and thence by way
of Legare's Upper and Lower House to Battery Island. After pass-

ing Legare's Lower House, it ran quite near the creek which separates

James from Taylor's Island. Just below the Lower House a road

leaves it and goes across a causeway and bridge to Taylor's Island.

The marsh on the side of the peninsula, towards Charleston, is nearly

or quite half a mile wide. This marsh, and the creek near its middle,

was crossed on a military bridge, quite substantial but too narrow at

first for vehicles. It was afterwards built a little higher up towards
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the head of the marsh, and made wide enough for any purpose. This

bridge struck the mainland of James Island as one travels from Se-

cessionville towards the city, below Clark's House. A redoubt, in

which two or three heavy guns were mounted, had been built above

Clark's House. A line of breastworks commenced below Clark's

House and ran in a northeasterly direction to New Town Cut and

thence to Wappoo Cut, below the house of Dr. Robert Lebby, Jr.

Freer's Store, situated on the Fort Johnson road where the Secession-

vine roads leaves it, was outside of these works and about half a

mile west. A road led from the direction of Lawton's House (which
will be remembered as standing just above the remarkable clumrvof

pines so conspicuous from White Point) to and across the Fort John-
son road, and thence across the Secessionville road to the Presbyte-

rian church and beyond that church. About a half mile from the

church the road forked, one went by way of Dill's to the mouth of

Elliott's Cut on the Stono; the other led to Grimball's House and

then over a causeway, and intersected the road from Secessionville to

Battery Island near Legare's Lower House.

June 2d, 1862. Colonel Simonton received orders to-day to select

another camp inside of the line of breastworks, and across the marsh

in a northeasterly direction from Secessionville. Captain Moffet, our

adjutant, and I, had gone out and were looking for a suitable place,

when the enemy's gunboats in Stono river came up as far as Grim-

ball's House and opened fire on Secessionville. We heard the shel-

ling and returned to camp. The battalion marched across the bridge

by Clark's House, and went into camp on the road leading from the

Presbyterian church towards Lawton's plantation, where that road

crosses a marsh and some low grounds, and about three hundred

yards inside of the lines.

June sd, s862.This day opened with a fight between the pickets

of our army, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Ellison Capers, of

Colonel Stevens' regiment, and the enemy. Capers made the attack

alter the pickets of the enemy had opened fire on him. His force

consisted of the Charleston battalion and the Beauregard Light In-

fantry, Captain White, of the Eutaw battalion. A captain and about

eighteen or twenty men of the enemy were captured. Four of Cap-
tain White's men were wounded, and a few of the Charleston bat-

talion were killed and wounded. Colonel Simonton was ordered to

reinforce Capers, and I was sent in command of four companies:

Washington Light Infantry, Company A, Captain Carson ;
Wee

Nees, Captain China ; St. Matthew's Rifles, Captain Sellers ;
and
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Ripley Guards, that day in command of Lieutenant F. J. Lesesne.

The men were in excellent spirits, and were eager for the fight.

Capers' muskets could still be heard. We took the road to Seces-

sionville, but arrived at the scene of action just too late to join in the

pursuit of the enemy. We saw Capers returning with his prisoners.

We met Brigadier General S. R. Gist just before reaching the Rivers

House. He directed me to file to the right in the direction of Grim-

ball's, on the Stouo river, and after leaving the road about a quarter
of a mile to file to the left, pass through a strip of woods and take

position in front of a field, across which I was told to expect the

enemy. My instructions were to hold that position. We found our-

selves behind a ditch, on the banks of which the bushes had grown
into a thin hedge. The banks of the ditch would have afforded some

protection agaitist an attack of infantry, but were none against the

shot and shell from the fleet of gunboats in the Stono, about three-

quarters of a mile in front of us. It began to rain before we got
into position, and continued at intervals through the whole day and

nijht. We were soon thoroughly wet. Brigadier-General Mercer,

of Savannah, Georgia, a West Pointer, and once in the United States

army, who had for years been in civil life, was in command on the

island. General S. R. Gist was assisting him. The commanding,
general deeming our line too weak to withstand the attack, which

was momentarily expected, Colonel Simonton, with the remaining

companies of the Eutaw battalion, was ordered up. He soon joined

us, and took command of the whole battalion. Other troops were

also brought to the front. Our line of battle, when the colonel came

up, was parallel to the Secessionville road. We then changed front,

and took up a position in the woods at right angles to our first line.

Before the end of the day it became very evident that our generals
did not understand the topography of the island. This want of

acquaintance with the ground upon which we were operating ac-

counts for so many changes in our position during the day. After

occupying our new position for a short time we again changed
front, and got back to our first place behind the ditch-bank and hedge.
The enemy's gunboats opened fire upon us by the time we first got
into position in the morning, and continued to shell us furiously all

day. Their shells were mostly from rifled guns, and were percussion.
A great many of them failed to explode. If time-fuses had been

more generally used we could not have failed to suffer greatly from
their fire. In the afternoon the enemy attempted to advance across

the causeway below Rivers House. The shelling from the fleet be-
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came perfectly furious, and now a great many shells were bursting
around and over us, time-fuses being used. We were directed

to fall back through the woods on our right, and take position in a

field between the point of woods and the Secessionville road. Our
line of battle was now perpendicular to the one which he had last

been on. We were supporting the Preston Light Battery, which did

some splendid practice, sweeping the causeway, and compelling the

enemy to desist from their efforts to cross. After the enemy were

driven back, we were ordered to resume our former position. The

gunboats still kept up a furious shelling. Musketry firing com-
menced on our left and quite near us. In a few minutes about hadf

a company of men came running from that direction in confusion,

and reported that the enemy were upon us, and coming from to-

wards the left direction. We again changed front a*hd prepared to

meet them. After waiting awhile in our new position, and no enemy
appearing, it was deemed best to return to our place along the ditch

and hedge, where we could observe the field through which we had
been told the enemy would come. An advance was threatened on

our front, from towards Grimball's, and on our left flank from towards

Legare's. About dark, which was hastened by heavy clouds that

had been pouring down rain upon us in showers all day, a body of

troops were seen advancing in a well-preserved line of battle across

the field in our front. The men were directed to hold their fire for

short range, and every man got ready to make the most effective use

of his weapon. One man, near the left of the battalion, became so

eager for the fight, that he fired, but fortunately without effect.

Just then the discovery was made that the troops which had been

mistaken for the enemy were Colonel Johnson Hagood's regiment,

First South Carolina volunteers. Our feelings, when we discovered

how narrowly we had escaped what would have been our most painful

war experience, can be more easily imagined than described.

When night came on Colonel Simonton, with the battalion, was

directed to report to Colonel Hagood at the Rivers House. The
other troops, some two or three thousand, were ordered back to Seces-

sionville. The Eutaw battalion and First regiment were detailed, by
order of General Mercer, to hold the front during the night and re-

ceive the first shock of the enemy's advance, which was very confi-

dently expected early the next morning. The day had been spent

apparently in preparing for a general engagement. Colonel Hagood,
as he afterwards proved on many a bloody field, was well qualified

for the duty assigned him. An order was sent to him by General
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Mercer directing that the muskets of the command be discharged,

so as to be ready for the next day's work with freshly loaded guns.

The firing disclosed our whereabouts to the gunboats in the Stono,

and their fire, which had ceased at dark, was immediately re-opened
and continued through the night. It was found that only about one

musket in ten would fire. - It was impossible to extract the balls and

reload the guns, for want of ball screws. In arranging our pickets

for the night, some of the First regiment came in contact with the

pickets of the enemy and some firing ensued.

The field-officers of the First and the Eutaws held a council of war

to talk over the situation. Every indication pointed to a heavy fight

early the next morning. The men at the front had been wet all day,

and it was still raining. Two or three thousand troops were within a

mile, spending the night in comfortable houses at Secessionville. The
oldest veterans, with unserviceable arms in their hands, could hardly

be expected to stand the shock of well-armed troops in the vigor of

a first attack. Some of the companies of both the Eutaws and the

First had never been in a regimental line, even on drill, till within a

very few days before. It looked hardly within the range of possi-

bility that, under the circumstances, an unbroken front could be

maintained. The result of the conference was, that I was directed to

find General Mercer and, without asking to be relieved, lay our con-

dition before him, in the hope that he would send fresh troops to lead

in the expected fight of the next day. After a very fatiguing ride

and much inquiry, I found the general at Rev. Mr. Mellichamp's

house, about six miles in the rear. I was shown into his room, found

him in bed, and made the statement which had been agreed upon.
"Are the men supplied with bayonets?

"
inquired General Mercer.

"Yes, sir," said I.

"
Well, Major," was his reply, "tell Colonel Hagood to use the

bayonet in the morning."

"Very well, General, it will be done," I replied.

I got back to Rivers' about daylight and communicated to Hagood
and Simonton the result of my mission, having been nearly the whole

night in the saddle.

June ^th, 1862. The First regiment and the Eutaws marched

from Rivers House, as they had been directed by General Mercer,

confident that the fight would very soon begin. Notwithstanding the

fatigues of the last twenty-four hours and the unserviceable condition

of their arms, the men showed no hesitation. The gunboats ceased

shelling just before daylight. The enemy did not advance, and
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showed no disposition to bring on the general engagement, which

was so confidently expected. It was still raining. After remaining
in line of battle till u o'clock, all of the troops were withdrawn and

fell back within the breastworks.

June sth. Our pickets were posted in the woods, between the

Presbyterian church and Grimball's, the line being perpendicular to

the road and extending north towards Dill's House and south towards

Secessionville. The line crossed the road between the forks and

Giimball's. A reserve was kept at the forks of the road, and some-

times a larger reserve at the church. To day the detail from the

Eutaws consisted of a detachment of the Ripley Guards, commanded

by Lieutenant F. J. Lesesne. The rest of the pickets in our front

were a detachment from Colonel Stevens' regiment. The enemy ad-

vanced, and a brisk skirmish ensued. Stevens' men gave way ;

Lesesne, with his command, held the enemy in check. The detach-

ment from Colonel Stevens' regiment rallied and returned to the fight.

Mistaking Lesesne's men for the enemy, they opened fire on them.

They were for awhile under two fires. Succeeding first in driving
off the enemy, Lesesne displayed his handkerchief on the end of his

sword and surrendered, with his command, to his friends. Private

Isaac Browder was slightly wounded. No other casualties.

June 8th. Whole battalion went out for picket duty this morning.
Colonel Simonton and five companies remained at the cross-roads

with Preston's battery. I was posted with four companies at and
below the Presbyterian church. The enemy were discovered upon
taking our post, but soon disappeared. Spent a part of the night at

the Presbyterian church and the balance below the church, towards

Grimball's, at the forks of the road. About daylight our advance

pickets were pushed further down the road towards the camp of the

enemy, which was at Grimball's. In making the movement Private

Brown, of the Wee Nees, had a narrow escape. The squad that he
was with on the road came suddenly on about thirty of the enemy's

pickets. The enemy fired and fell back. Brown's rifle missed fire.

Three balls were put through his clothing. Private Meredith, of the

Edisto Rifles, had a shot and thinks he killed an officer.

June gth. We were relieved about half past 10 o'clock A. M. by
the Louisiana battalion, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel McHenry.
Soon after returning to camp, the Eutaws were again ordered out, and
took post behind the breastworks. This was done to be ready for a

possible attack, which a movement about to be made by the Forty-
seventh Georgia might provoke. This movement was a reconnoisance
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in force of the woods in front of the enemy's position. Colonel

Hagood, with the First regiment, was sent to reinforce the picket.

The Georgians pressed forward through the woods on the left of the

picket line. The Forty-seventh drove the enemy from their position

behind a ditch-bank and then fell back themselves, being in their

turn driven back. The enemy either rallied or were reinforced. The
woods were very thick, and the Forty seventh regiment became

separated in marching through. Captain Cone's company, upon

getting out of the woods, discovered a body of men near by. An
officer beckoned them on. Captain Cone, mistaking them for friends,

approached with his company, when fire was opened on him and

fifteen of his men were shot down and the captain wounded. The

fight became very severe. Captain Williams' company and Captain
Cone's were almost annihilated. The Forty-seventh then drew off,

leaving their dead and many of their wounded in the hands of the

enemy. Hagood and McHenry were entirely successful on the right.

They drove the enemy before them, killing a good many without any
loss on their part. The Eutaws remained in the trenches till half-past

2 o'clock the next morning, when they were ordered forward to meet

the enemy, reported advancing. We marched to the cross-roads,

where we spent the balance of the night. The shells from the enemy's

gunboats and batteries were falling all around us. Their infantry

did not succeed in passing our pickets, who were skirmishing with

those of the enemy nearly all night.

June loth. Battalion relieved from further watching shortly after

sunrise and marched back to our camp. The reported loss of the

Forty- seventh Georgia in the battle of yesterday was sixty-five killed,

wounded and missing.

June I2th. To-day the battalion was ordered to the front to pro-

tect Goodlet's regiment South Carolina volunteers, which was de-

tailed as a working party to cut down the woods east of the Seces-

sionville road, to prevent the enemy using it as a cover to attack the

works in front of Secessionville. Took position on the road between

the enemy and the working party. The enemy did not fire, though

they were quite near. It was not our purpose to interfere with the

working by bringing on an engagement.
It was reported to-day that one of our scouts had gotten near

enough to the enemy's camp to count seventy coffins for the killed

in the engagement yesterday, and to overhear their pickets discussing

the fight. They spoke of a mounted officer having been killed, and

said that they got the worst of the fight.
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General N. G. Evans arrived to-day from Adams Run with three

additional regiments. He is now the ranking brigadier on the island.

June I4lh> 1862. Eight companies of the battalion, under the

command of Colonel Simonton, marched to the Presbyterian church

for picket duty this morning. Three of these companies under my
command were sent forward to the forks of the road below the church.

The battery in front of Secessionville, under the command of Colonel

J. B. Lamar of the First regiment of artillery of South Carolina

volunteers, fought the enemy's gunboats in the Stono and a land

battery in front of GrimbaH's all day, and kept up a slow fire during
the night. The shells from the gunboats above Grimball's were pass-

ing over our heads all night. The Charleston battalion, encamped
on the Secessionville peninsula in the rear of Lamar' s battery, lost

one man, who was killed by a shell, which passed through five tents.

The man who lost his life was in one of them.

Our advanced pickets were pushed considerably nearer the enemy
than the advanced post occupied by the pickets which we relieved.

Our outposts were fired into early in the night. The fire was returned,

and our pickets fell back. Our post was at once re-established near

the point which it first occupied. Later in the night the enemy's

pickets resumed their firing, and kept it up at intervals in our front

all night.

Dill's house, which had been occupied by the enemy, was set on

fire by the pickets of the regiment on our right. The dwelling,
which was still occupied by the enemy, was fired by setting fire to the

out-buildings.

During the night a trooper's horse got through our lines and went

off towards the enemy's camp.

June r^th, Sunday. Battalion relieved, and spent a quiet day in

camp. Rev. A. Toomer Porter is our chaplain. He is an Episco-

palian minister, and the rector of the Church of the Holy Commu-
nion in Charleston. It had been said that he was a "

High Church-

man" in the extreme, but I found him a man of liberal views. He
is zealous in the discharge of his duties, a very agreeable companion,

untiring in his efforts to promote the comfort of the men, and very

popular with them. Two services are held on Sunday when it is

possible, and a meeting for prayer every night. His addresses and
sermons are much enjoyed, and are doubtless productive of much

good.

June idth, 1862. Orders were sent to Colonel Simonton just

before reveille to move at once with the battalion towards Secession-
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ville. The enemy are reported advancing on that place. The men

were under arms in a very few minutes, and the command marching
towards the Presbyterian church. Before reaching the cross-roads,

we were directed to file to the left and march across the fields towards

the woods between the battery above Clark's House and the Seces-

sionville road. These woods had been cut down a few days before,

and the trees left just as they fell. We were put in position by
Colonel Johnson Hagood (who was that day acting as a brigadier-

general) immediately upon the edge of the woods. The enemy were

advancing to attack the battery at the neck or isthmus of the Seces-

sionville peninsula, known as
" Lamar's Battery," and had sent the

Third Rhode Island and the Seventh Connecticut regiments to get

position, so as to enfilade the battery from across the marsh north of

Secessicnville. An attack on the heavy battery above Clark's House,

and on Boyce's Light Battery stationed near by, was probably also a

part of the purpose of these two regiments. Colonel C. H. Stevens

rode up and urged us not to fire, telling us that the troops in the

woods, that we could plainly hear, were a part of his regiment, driven

from the picket line. The Eutaws were eager for the fight, and had

the impression, which turned out to be correct, that the enemy and

not friends were in our front. In a very few minutes the enemy began

to make their appearance on our side of the woods. A group came

out in front of Company B, Washington Light Infantry (which was

on this occasion commanded by Lieutenant Blum), and private Jer-

vey shot one down. We restrained the men no longer, and firing,

which now began on the left of the battalion, extended towards the

right. The enemy were very near us, but owing to the thickness of

the woods very few of them could be seen. Their fire was in the

direction from which ours first came, and consequently was concen-

trated to a great extent on Company B. In a very few minutes Lieu-

tenant Grier, Sergeant F. Lanneau, Jr., and two men, were killed.

Lieutenant Samuel Burger and nine men were wounded, some of

them mortally. Two in Captain Sellers' company were also wounded,

Lieutenant F. J. Lesesne, of the Ripley Guards, was grazed by a

ball, and Private Walters, of the Wee Nees, had his gun shot through.

Sergeant Horton, of the Yeadon Light Infantry, was slightly

wounded. (I very much regret my inability to give the names of

all the private soldiers killed and wounded.) There were no casual-

ties in any of the other companies of the battalion. Our fire, as well

as that of the enemy, was very rapid, but did not last very long.

After the firing ceased, Captain Sellers was sent with a few men to

'
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ascertain if the enemy had left the woods. He soon returned with

three prisoners, whom he had taken, and reported that they had

gone, leaving their dead and wounded. There were six dead and

one mortally wounded in one spot in front of Company B. A detail

was then sent out to gather the arms and wounded. Six more

wounded prisoners were brought in, and arms enough, of the most

approved pattern, to replace the inefficient weapons, which, up to

this time, were in the hands of several of the companies of the bat-

talion. From the time we took our position, and for a long time

afterwards, in fact, till after the enemy retired from the field in front of

Secessionville, we were under a heavy artillery fire from the enemy's
fleet of gunboats in the Stono and from their land batteries. No

damage was done us by the artillery. Quite a number of Congreve
rockets were flying over and around us in very eccentric directions.

When we got into position, the men were ordered to lie down for

better protection, and were lying down when the fight commenced.

The field and staff-officers were in rear of Company B. After the

enemy began to come out of the woods, and Company B commenced

firing, I passed along the line to communicate with Colonel Stevens,

who was in the rear of our right, endeavoring to prevent the men

firing, still believing that the men in the woods belonged to his regi-

ment. As I passed along, one of the enemy fired at me over our

men from behind a stump. The ball struck the ground near my
feet. I pointed him out, and after the battle he was found with three or

four balls through his body. After assuring Colonel Stevens that the

enemy and not his men were in our front, and causing the companies
on the right to commence firing, I returned to my place. The bat-

talion behaved splendidly. I saw but two men during the day who
were not acting like heroes. Sergeant-Major Samuel W. Dibble

drove one from his hiding place behind a tree about four inches in

diameter, which he supposed in his fright covered his whole body.
Colonel Hagood stopped the other, who was making his way to the

rear and brought him back. No captain would claim either of them.

Every one was ashamed to acknowledge that they belonged to his

company, and I am not sure that either of them were of the Eutaws.

They probably belonged to some other command. May have been

some of the demoralized pickets who had been driven in. One com-

pany of Colonel Stevens' regiment had fallen in with us and behaved

very well. Both Stevens and Hagood acted very coolly. The
former was not at all to blame for causing us to hold our fire so long,

though this circumstance was unfortunate, as, had the whole battalion
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commenced firing as soon as it got into position, the enemy's fire

would not have been concentrated on one of our companies, nor

would we have fought at such close quarters.

The work across the neck of the Secessionville peninsula was about

fifty yards in length, and was a very well constructed line of entrench-

ments. The ramparts were about fifteen feet from the level of the

ground There was a ditch in front about ten or fifteen feet in width.

The exterior slope was so nearly perpendicular that it was impossible
to get up in front without scaling ladders. The enemy were not pro-
vided with these. The principal defect was the want of a glacis in

front, which would have prevented the enemy getting under the line

of fire. The left flank had a gentler slope and men could, with diffi-

culty, climb up. There were five heavy guns mounted in the work.

These guns were served by a detachment of Colonel Lamar's regi-

ment. The infantry supports were the Louisiana battalion, Lieutenant-

Colonel McHenry (since the war elected Governor of his State),

Charleston battalion, Lieutenant-Colonel Peter G. Gaillard, Smith's

battalion, Lieutenant-Colonel Smith, and a detachment of the Twen-

ty-second regiment South Carolina volunteers. Several companies
of these troops came up after the battle commenced. Some of the

companies present of Lamar's regiment had fortunately been ordered

to the battery that morning to assist in mounting some more guns.

Colonel J. B. Lamar was the ranking officer in the battery, and a very
brave man he was. The enemy formed under cover of the woods,

between Secessionville and Grimball's, and advanced very rapidly.

The pickets in front of Secessionville were from the Charleston bat-

talion and under the command of Captain T. Y. Simons. The

enemy drove them rapidly, without firing or being fired upon, and

reached the works with the pickets and in pursuit of them. Two
Federal regiments, supported by a large force in reserve, charged the

battery. They came up obliquely, directing their advance to the left

flank of the work. Their approach was a complete surprise. They
were so near, when the guns were manned, that it was found impossi-
ble to depress the pieces sufficiently to make them effective. Our

troops had to rely on the musket and bayonet. For awhile there

was a hand-to-hand fight in the battery. A captain was the first to

get into our work, and received, for his daring, a ball which ended

his career, but not before he had killed Captain Reed, of Lamar's

regiment. One of the Federal soldiers seized a man of that regiment

by the collar at one of the guns, and actually carried him off a

prisoner when driven out of the battery. The charge was daring,
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dashing and impetuous, but the enemy were at length repulsed with

terrific slaughter. They were rallied, reformed and advanced three

times, but did not succeed again in getting into our works. Colonel

Sargent, mounted on a cream -colored horse, displayed great gallantry

in rallying his broken regiment. It was of no use. The brave fellow

and his horse were killed by a shell that tore the animal almost to

pieces.

The enemy left all of their dead and many ol their wounded, and

a great many arms and accoutrements on the field. Our troops

buried two hundred and fifty-six of them and took one hundred and

seven prisoners, forty of whom were wounded. The Confederate

loss was thirty-six killed and sixty wounded. Among the killed were

several gallant officers and some of our best men. I wish I could

name them all, and offer a tribute to the memory of each one who,
on that day,

" Gave to the roll of death his glorious name."

I rode over a part of the field after the battle and, notwithstanding
the furious cannonading, I saw but two men and one horse killed by
artillery. All the others seemed to have been killed by musket balls.

An unusually large number were shot in the head, showing that our

troops fired too high. (This was, as I afterwards found, a very com-
mon mistake by the troops on both sides ) The enemy's wounded
were carefully looked after by our surgeons.

The ambulance corps was not then well organized. We were

obliged to send our wounded to the rear by details made upon the

occasion. Company B was never very large, and it required all of
them not disabled to carry their dead and wounded to the Field

Infirmary.

June 77, 1862. To-day we were assigned to the command of

Brigadier-General S. R. Gist. It was reported that he had been put
in command of the east end of the entrenchments and that we would

be moved nearer the city. Our pickets report as many of the enemy's

unsepulchred dead on the west side of the Secessionville road as were

left on the field. Some more of the enemy's dead left on the field

were buried to day by the Confederates. The enemy were perfectly

quiet all day.

June /#M.-^The enemy sent a flag of truce to inquire after their

dead and wounded. A suspension of hostilities was agreed upon
for the day to ^nable them to bury such of their dead as the Con-
federates had not Already interred. Before the truce was out, a gun-
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boat in the Stono fired on our picket line. Colonel Goodlet, of the

Twenty-second South Carolina volunteers, who was in command of

the Confederate pickets, rode boldly up to the Federal picket line

and demanded an explanation. As soon as the Federal general

could be communicated with, he sent an apology. The shots had

been fired by a naval officer who had not been advised of the armis-

tice.

June loth. Battalion on picket line to-day. Relieved Nelson's

battalion. Headquarters at the cross-roads, Colonel Simonton in

command. I was in command of the advanced pickets, with head-

quarters at the forks of the road between the Presbyterian church and

Grimball's. The enemy were perfectly quiet all day and night. Their

drums, bands and trumpets were distinctly heard. Terrific thunder

storm during the night. The mosquitos fearfully troublesome. Some
kind ladies of Charleston had provided us with coverings for our

heads made of pavilion gauze. The heat was so great that some-

times we could not use these coverings.

June 2oth. The battalion was relieved by Goodlet
1

s regiment,

Twenty-second South Carolina volunteers.

June 2jd. Battalion again on picket line. Some of the reserves

at the Episcopal church and a part at the Presbyterian church. Our

line was now from a point in front of the bridge across New Town

creek, in a southwesterly direction to meet the pickets in front of Se-

cessionville. The enemy's pickets and ours in sight on some portions

of the line. They tried to open communications with our pickets,

but were not encouraged.*

June 24th. Relieved by the Twenty-second South Carolina volun-

teers.

June 25th. All quiet along the lines to-day. Not a gun fired.

The works at the cross-roads, commenced some time ago, approaching

completion.

June 26th. Something, which was not communicated to the troops

at the front, induced General Pemberton to expect an attack upon

our entrenchments. Accordingly, the battalion was roused at 3

o'clock this morning and remained in line on the color-front till after

daylight.

June 27th. Battalion on picket to-day. Five companies under

* Later in the war a much better understanding was established between

pickets, but on James Island we never exchanged as many civilities as our

army in Virginia and the Federal pickets are said to have done.
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my command constituted the left wing of our advanced forces. The
head of the Secessionville avenue was made the picket headquarters.

The Secessionville battery opened fire on the enemy's battery, which

was being enlarged. The firing continued all the afternoon and

night, the shells passing over our heads. The artillery practice

was at first good, but there was afterwards a falling off in accuracy.

The enemy made no reply. Our picket line was along the Seres-

sionville road. That of the enemy was in plain view on the opposite
side of the field in our front and about two hundred and fifty yards
distant. Some of our pickets were sent up into trees the better to

observe the enemy. There was a dense growth of corn in a part of

the field, now in tassel. This field, being between the lines of the

two armies and on neutral ground, had so far escaped the fate which

overtook the balance of the crops on the island. The planters had

been sent off in May with their negroes and such stock as was not

needed for the use of the army. I had been appointed Provost-

Martial and superintended their removal. Their crops were left

standing in the field, and made the very best forage for our animals.

The men have been feasting on "roasting ears."

In the night a scouting party approached our line coming through
the thick corn. They were soon driven back, and, upon returning,

were fired into by their own friends. "Now, you have done it,"

some one in their line was heard to exclaim, "you have killed the

officer of the guard." A desultory fire was kept up by both lines

of pickets through the whole night.

June 28th. The Twenty-second South Carolina volunteers took

our places on the picket line this morning. Secessionville battery

still firing on the enemy and with greater accuracy than on the pre-

vious evening. The news of the rout of McClellan's army before

Richmond reached us and increased our rejoicing. The prospects

of the Confederate cause seemed to be brightening, and the end of

the war and a return to our homes seemed almost in sight.

The steamer Racer, of the British navy, came into Charleston har-

bor. Foreign vessels of war are always welcome visitors. We
desire that their officers should be witnesses of our ability to main-

tain our independence, and hope that a favorable report to their

government might induce recognition.

June 29th. Additional details reached us to-day of the defeat of

McClellan's army.

One large steamer, one ship and two schooners came into the

Stono to-day. [We learned afterwards that these vessels came for
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the purpose of removing the enemy's forces from James Island, but

at the time it was thought that they may have brought reinforce-

ments.]

June 3oth. At 3 o'clock A. M., the battalion was roused and held

on the color-front till after daylight, so as to be in readiness for any
movement that the enemy might make. Our generals thought that

if the vessels which came in on yesterday brought reinforcements, a

forward movement might be expected.

The Secessionville battery still reminding the enemy of their dis-

astrous failure of the i6th by an occasional shot.

July ist, 1862. The enemy reported this morning advancing in

three columns. One towards Secessionville, one towards the Pres-

byterian church, and the other towards the Episcopal church. All

of our forces on the island were soon under arms. The Eutaw

battalion and Fifty-first Georgia are formed just outside the line

of entrenchments in readiness to reinforce the picket at the Presby-

terian church, or to strengthen any other point where more troops

might be needed. Lieutenant-Colonel Simonton is sick and the

battalion is to-day under my command. The enemy did not continue

to advance.

At half-past 8 o'clock A. M., we started on another tour of picket

duty. I made my headquarters at the cross-roads. The picket line

was at the usual place below the Presbyterian church. We had a

day of perfect quiet all along the line
;
not a gun fired.

July 2d. The battalion was relieved this morning by Goodlet's

and Hagood's regiments. The enemy withdrew their forces trom

Dill's and GrimbaH's, but are reported to be still at Legare's.

Malarial fever is very common among the troops. Quinine is

regularly issued and taken as a prophylactic. It is now worth $9.60

an ounce, and very scarce. A decoction is also used, made by

steeping bark in whiskey, and is kept by the medical staff among the

hospital stores by the barrel. Many of the men are not fond of
"

bitters," and it is with difficulty that they can be made to take it.

Some who liked their "daily bitters" get a little more than they

need "
for their stomach's sake or their often infirmities."

July jd When the news of the defeat of McClellan's army was

fully confirmed, General Pemberton directed that the batteries all

along our lines fire a national salute. Some of the pickets at the

front were not apprised of the purpose, and a Georgia captain with

his command, supposing that the enemy had gotten to his rear and

were attacking the lines, came running in to the nearest point of the
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entrenchments. Charges of cowardice were preferred against him,
and we heard to-day that he was cashiered for his very natural mis-

take. The sentence seems a very unjust one.

July 4th. The enemy fired a national salute. A gun was fired

for each of the Confederate States as well as the United States.

Some prisoners, whom the Yankees released, brought us information

that five hundred and fifty of the enemy's sick and wounded have

been sent from this island to Fort Pulaski.

July gth. Lieutenant-Colonel Simonton returned and took com-
mand of the battalion now on the picket line established through the

camp lately occupied by the enemy at Grimball's, which place was
made the headquarters. Five companies were soon relieved, and
the other four left under my command. Pushed our outposts as far

down as Battery Island. After night-fall established a line across the

island from the Stono River to the causeway below Rivers House.

Some quartermasters' stores, but of no great value, had been left in

the enemy's camp, which the men of the battalion got. A great

many letters were picked up, some paper found with printed heads,

intended to be used when they got to Charleston, and would date

their letters from that city. From some of these letters we learned

that the Federal loss on the i6th of June, in killed, wounded and

missing, was estimated by them at eight hundred men. The camp
at Grimball's was entrenched with flanking arrangements. Regular

approaches had been commenced, but only one of their lines had

been finished. One battery in the second line was finished. There

is plenty of evidence near this one, in the marks of shot and shell, of

the effectiveness of the fire of the Secessionville battery. Sergeant

Haney, of a Federal regiment, is buried near by. This we learn

from his marked grave.

Captain James M. Carson, of Company A, picked up a memoran-
dum made by a Federal officer, showing the troops which had been

on the island and opposed to our forces. These troops were : Rock-
well's battery, Hamilton's battery, Rhode Island and New York bat-

teries
; Forty-sixth, Forty-seventh, Forty-eighth, and Seventy-ninth

New York volunteers
; Forty-fifth, Fiftieth, Fifty-fifth, Sixty-seventh,

Ninety- seventh, and One Hundredth Pennsylvania volunteers; Eighth
and Ninth Maine volunteers

;
Fourth New Hampshire volunteers

;

First and Twenty-eighth Massachusetts volunteers ; Eighth Rhode

Island, Seventh vjonnecticut and Eighth Michigan volunteers
; total,

eighteen regiments and four batteries. General H. W. Benham had

been in command and General Horatio G. Wright second in rank.
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Our whole force on the island never, at any time, amounted to more
than one-half of the land force of the enemy. If this large force had.

on the 1 6th of June, been brought against our defences in two or

three strong columns, their defeat would have been a matter of much

greater difficulty than the victory which we achieved at Secessionville.

Our lines were very long and the breastworks weak. To have de-

fended their whole length would have so scattered our forces that it

would have hardly been possible to resist the onslaught of such troops
as we met. They were adversaries worthy of our steel. Their gal-
lant impetuosity was not sufficient, however, to compensate for the

mistake made by General Benham in hurling his best regiments

against the strongest part of our works.

July loth, 1862. We commenced to-day to move our camp to a

point on the plantation of Dr. Robert Lebby, Jr., not far from Wap-
poo Cut. Left wing of the battalion, under my command, marched

to the new camp.

July nth. Right wing, with Colonel Simonton, came to the new

camp, which is named and designated as
"
Camp Connor." We were

now relieved from duty on the picket line. Sentinels around our

camp is the only guard kept by us.

July ijth. We had heard before this date that the Twenty-first

regiment South Carolina volunteers, of which R. F. Graham was

colonel, had eleven companies. I opened communication with the

colonel, having first ascertained that the Clarendon Guards, Captain
Y. N. Butler, were desirous of being transferred to our battalion.

Colonel Graham, knowing that he would not be allowed to retain

more than ten companies, readily consented to aid us in having
the transfer made, preferring that the men should be indulged in

their inclinations and that we be helped to complete our organi-

zation. The colonel had been first lieutenant in Gregg's First regi-

ment, and I had known him as an efficient officer in the Fort Sumter

campaign. The order of transfer was made and we received it

to-day. The Twenty-first regiment is stationed on Morris Island at

this time.

From the i3th to the 22d of July nothing occurred to break the

monotony of camp life, except the fearful increase of the sick-list.

Its daily range was /rom seventy to one hundred. Numbers were

every day sent up to the city hospitals. Nearly all of the sickness is

fever of a malarious character and very malignant type. Many of

the cases took on a typhoid condition and were protracted. One
man of the Ripley Guards died in camp ;

two from Marion Rifles
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and two from Company A, Washington Light Infantry, died in

Charleston.*

On the 22d day of July, 1862, the Clarendon Guards reported for

duty, and the Eutaws ceased to exist as a battalion and became the

Twenty-fifth South Carolina volunteers.

July 19 to August ji. There were no further active operations on

James Island during the summer. Picketing, watching arid waiting,

with plenty of drilling, were our occupations during the month of

August. General Taliaferro, of Virginia, was in command on the

island. Brigadier-Generals Hagood and Colquitt were also there,

and Colonel Simonton was still in command of a portion of the lines.

The new lines were commenced and soon completed. Why the old

lines were ever located on the ground occupied by them, was one of

the mysteries known only to the Engineer Department. The new

lines ran from a point opposite the neck of the Secessionville Penin-

sula to the Stono river, between Grimballs and Dills. They were

scarcely one-fourth the length of the old, and enabled the Confed-

erates, with a smaller force, to hold a much larger portion of James
Island. They were well constructed, with proper flanking arrange-

ments, and were very strong. They looked like works designed to

be held, and not for temporary shelter and protection. Their con-

struction diminished the chances of the capture of the island four-fold.

During the month the regiment broke camp at
"
Camp Pettigrew

"

and went to "Camp Gadberry," at Freer' s Store. I was, in general,

ably and cheerfully assisted by the line officers in maintaining disci-

pline. It might not, perhaps, be fair to attribute any part of their

zeal to an order issued while we were at the latter camp. (It is merely
mentioned now as a matter of history.) The order alluded to an-

nounced to the command that no private soldier would ever be pun-
ished for any negligence in the discharge of duty, which might, by
the exercise of diligence, have been prevented by the officer in charge,
but that officers alone would be held accountable, and their' s would

be a strict accountability. The principle was proper, and I had the

support of my subalterns in its enforcement. A necessity for invok-

ing it was seldom found. The knowledge that it would certainly be

*I regret that I am unable to give the names of.these men. They gave
their lives to their country, and are as much entitled to honorable mention
as if they had fallen in battle. Death is shorn of some of his terrors by the

glamour which surrounds his approach on the field of carnage. The greatest
heroism is required to meet the dread Conqueror amid the sufferings of the

hospital.
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enforced, was generally quite sufficient to deter any so disposed from

being either negligent or too indulgent.

The feebleness with which the enemy pressed the siege in our front

on the island, was more than compensated by their energy and ac-

tivity in the harbor and on Morris Island. A constant bombardment
of our forts and batteries was kept up by their ironclad fleet and land

batteries, which they had erected on that island. Their fleet consisted

of the new Ironsides, one of the most powerful vessels ever built, and
five or six monitors. The armament of the Ironsides consisted of

sixteen n-inch guns and two 2oo-pound Parrotts. Eich of the

monitors carried a 1 5-inch gun. The Confederate Battery Wagner,
known also as

" Fort Wagner," was built entirely across the island

where it narrows, thirteen hundred yards from Cummins Point and

twenty-seven hundred yards from Fort Sumter. This was a very

strong work, built on the most scientific principles. It was provided
with bomb-proofs and covered ways and was well armed, except
that there was a deficiency of mortars. The armament was arranged
for defence against an attack from the front, as well as offensive

operations against a fleet attempting to come in, but the guns on
the sea face did little damage to the fleet of ironclads. Battery

Gregg was situated at Cummins Point, and was built and armed

exclusively for operations against a fleet. On the nth of July
the enemy attempted to carry Wagner by assault, but failed.

On the i8th, as i have already said, a much more vigorous
and determined attempt was made. They were repulsed with

great slaughter, though this attempt came near being success-

ful. Some of the assailants actually got into the work, but were

either driven out, killed or captured. Finding that Wagner could

not be carried by assault, General Gilmore, on the igth, com-

menced a system of regular approaches. His first parallel was thir-

teen hundred and thirty yards from our works. On the night of the

23d of July the second parallel was completed, six hundred yards in

advance of the first. About the Qth of August a third parallel was

constructed, at a distance of five hundred yards from the fort. On
the 2ist of the same month the fourth was completed, about three

hundred yards from the fort, and approaches were commenced for

the fifth. Behind the third and fourth, heavy Parrott batteries were

erected, which pounded away on Fort Sumter incessantly night and

day, firing over Fort Wagner. Since the i8th of July the latter

work had been greatly strengthened by the Confederates. The ditch

was not short of twenty-five feet in width, and was lined with very
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sharp pikes. The distance from the bottom of the ditch to the top
of the parapet was about thirty feet. A torpedo was imbedded in

nearly every square foot of the glacis. It was impossible to enter

the fort from the front without the use of scaling ladders. The heavy

guns bearing on Sumter were frequently turned on Wagner, and

there was an incessant fire from sharpshooters and bombardment
from the enemy's mortars. By the 2ist, the walls of Fort Sumter
were breached on two sides. The south side, towards Morris Island,

was pounded to powder. It now presented the appearance of an

immense pile of brick and sand. The northwest face was also

breached. The shot passed entirely through. The whole fort pre-
sented the appearance of a shapeless mass of ruins. A few of its

guns, however, were still fit for service. General Gilmore thought
its condition was such that General Beauregard would listen to terms

of surrender, and on that day sent a demand for the evacuation of

Morris Island and Fort Sumter, accompanied by a notification that in

case of refusal Charleston would be shelled. Fire was opened on the

city and a few shells thrown in before Beauregard' s refusal was re-

ceived. A large number of non-combatants left the city. A great

many, who had paid no attention to General Beauregard's repeated

warnings, now became anxious to leave. For awhile, the railroads

were not able to carry the people and their household goods fast

enough. There were, however, many who still refused to leave.

The garrison of Fort Wagner was made up of two or three regi-

ments of infantry and a sufficient number of artillerists to man the

guns, and was changed every three or four days. Some of the troops

in and around Charleston had had more than one tour of duty in that

fort. The Twenty -fifth South Carolina volunteers were in daily

expectation of an order detailing them lor the post of honor and

danger, and were becoming impatient doing camp and picket duty,

while the other troops were doing the heavy and dangerous work of

the siege.

On the 26th of August the enemy on Morris Island attacked and

carried the Confederate rifle-pits, constructed behind a sand ridge

about two hundred yards in front of Fort Wagner. General Gilmore

immediately commenced his fifth and last parallel, just two hundred

yards from the walls of Wagner.
The long-expected orders for the Twenty-fifth to proceed to Wag-

ner at lengtli came, and we were to go on the 3oth of August to

form a part of the garrison. General Taliaferro, however, was of the

opinion that we could not be spared from James Island, and had
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influence enough at headquarters to get the order countermanded.
Our disappointment was considerably mollified when, on the morning
of the 3ist, we heard that, on the night before, the steamer engaged
in transferring troops had been mistaken by our batteries for a vessel

of the enemy's and sunk with all on board. Fortunately, it was not
in very deep water, and there were very few casualties. One man
swam to Mount Pleasant, almost entirely across the harbor, another

to Fort Sumter, and the rest were taken off by another boat.

September ist, 1863, Orders received this morning directing me
to conduct the Twenty-fifth to Johnson, there to take steamer to-

night for the purpose of being transferred to Morris Island to consti-

tute a part of the garrison of Fort Wagner, relieving one of the

regiments in that fort. These orders were not this time counter-

manded, and the regiment, in fine spirits, marched to Fort Johnson
in the afternoon. There we found a row-boat large enough to carry
one company. This boat was turned over to Company A, under

the command of Lieutenant H. B. Olney, which embarked upon it

and started late in the afternoon for Cummins Point. The rest of

the regiment was embarked on a steamer about dusk. The changes
of the garrison were always made at night to prevent the enemy from

sinking our boats, as nearly the whole of the harbor was under the

fire of their batteries. It was the custom to make a detail of 'boats

from our naval vessels in the harbor to transfer the troops from the

transport steamers to Cummins Point. The steamer, on which the

Twenty-fifth was embarked, stopped near Fort Sumter. The usual

detail from the navy failed to report, and the steamer was deficient

of sailors to man the few boats which she had on board. One boat

with a few men pushed off. The captain of the steamer offered me
a scow large enough to carry about fifty men if I could find oarsmen.

There was no difficulty in this. A number of men, mostly from the

Beauregard Light Infantry and Wee Nee Volunteers, expressed their

desire to go and ability to row. I soon had the scow full, and with

Dr. W. C. Ravenel, our surgeon, Lieutenant F. J. Lesesne, acting

Adjutant, and about fifty men and officers, started to Cummins Point,

When about half way, the monitors came up and commenced to

bombard Fort Sumter. The steamer, with the balance of the regi-

ment on board, being in great danger, returned to Fort Johnson.
The harbor was not very rough, the moon shone brightly, and

spurred on by the expectation of a shot from the monitors, my oars-

men made rapid progress. We were soon wading out of the water

under the guns of Battery Gregg. The boat drew so much water
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that she could not get near enough to the beach to enable us to land

on terra firma. Company A had reached Cummins Point, and, with

the men brought with me, I had a command of eighty or ninety.

There was no prospect of getting the remainder of the regiment
before the next night. This detachment was marched to Fort Wag-
ner, where I reported to General Colquit, who was then in command.
As I had not men enough to relieve any of the battalions or regi-

ments in the fort, he ordered me to return to the sand hills, between

Wagner and Gregg, and protect my command as well as I could.

All that part of the island was under the enemy's fire, and their shell

was continually dropping. We retired to what the soldiers called
"
private bomb-proofs." These were holes in the sand large enough

to hold two men. There a man was safe, except from shell bursting

immediately overhead or falling vertically. I did not find a
"
hole in

the ground" very comfortable, and so Lieutenant Lesesne and I

spread our blanket between two sand hills, and under the shelter of

a small bush passed the balance of a very disagreeably cold night.

The monitors bombarded Sumter all night. Battery Gregg, on Mor-
ris Island, Fort Moultrie and the batteries on Sullivan's Island kept

up the fight, and did some excellent shooting. The monitors would
belch out columns of flame from their 15-inch guns in their turrets.

When the shot from our batteries struck them, they would seem to

be covered by sheet-lightning. Fort Wagner and the enemy's bat-

teries in front exchanged shots all night, but not very rapidly.

September 2d. This morning the last parallel of the enemy, two

hundred yards from Wagner, was nearly completed. Both the gar-
rison and the enemy were working like beavers the former repairing

damages and the latter pushing forward their trenches. The garrison

kept up a slow fire. My detachment was detailed as a working

party for Battery Gregg, where another gun was to be mounted. I

marched them down there and turned them over to the engineer
officer in charge. Captain R. Press Smith, of the regular infantry,

was in command. Lieutenant Edgerton, of the same regiment, for-

merly a sergeant in the Washington Light Infantry, Company B, was

assisting him. The enemy poured their shell into Sumter, Wagner
and Gregg all day. At dusk, as instructed, I reported with my
detachment at Fort Wagner, and we commenced our tour of duty.

By 10 or ii o'clock the rest of the regiment arrived. The compa-
nies did not all come together, and they were stationed around the

parapet as they reported, relieving a North Carolina regiment, which

left the island by the same boats that brought the Twenty-fifth South
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Carolina volunteers. The Twenty-eighth Georgia, a small regiment,

occupied a part of the land face. The balance of the land face, all

of the sea face and flank wall outside, running from the fort to the

water, were occupied by the Twenty- fifth South Carolina volunteers.

Major Glover was assigned to the command of the flank wall and the

sea face. I had command of the land face and the general supervi-

sion of the whole regiment. The two regiments mentioned, and

several companies of the Second South Carolina artillery constituted

the garrison inside the fort. The Twenty-seventh Georgia was kept
in the sand hills as a reserve. Battery Gregg was garrisoned by a

company of regulars. These troops constituted the whole Confede-

rate force on the island. The fire of the enemy was not very brisk

during the night, but there was very little chance for any rest on the

part of our garrison. We were in our places on the parapet of the

fort all night. 1 made the salient angle regimental headquarters.

Major F. F. Warley, of the Second South Carolina artillery, was

Chief of Artillery and had the general supervision of all the guns.

During the night Colonel Lawrence M. Keitt, of the Twentieth South

Carolina volunteers, came down and relieved General Colquit, who

left the island.

September jd, Thursday. Enemy still approaching. One or two

of our guns and one mortar keeping up a steady fire. The men of

the Twenty fifth were in high spirits, a great many of them went to

work building defences with sand bags on the walls of the fort. They
constructed loop-holes in these defences, through which to shoot at

the enemy, whose works were provided with similar means of offense

and defence. Firing from these loop-holes had become very dan-

gerous, yet it was steadily kept up. As soon as light was seen

through one of these holes the Federal sharpshooters fired, and not

unfrequently succeeded in sending their balls through. Each side

fired at the flashes of the rifles of the other. Our men, after firing,

shoved their hats into the loop-holes to darken them before they drew

out their muskets, which, when reloaded, were put carefully back and

the hole covered by a man before the hat was withdrawn. One man,

Private Wallace, of Company C, received a ball in his piece, which,

happening to be of larger calibre than the enemy's gun, did not

lodge. He took it out, put down a charge of powder and sent the

ball back to its former owner. Musketry firing and hissing of balls

were incessant. The enemy did not to-day use their artillery very

briskly, but were hard at work in their trenches. Not a man could

be seen, but a long line of spades was visible as they were lifted up
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to throw the sand out of the trench on the side towards us. Our

James Island batteries and Fort Moultrie were cannonading the

enemy's trenches all day. The fleet came up, as was the custom, early

in the morning, and opened fire upon us, throwing n-inch and 15-inch

shells. They were often thrown with smill charges of powder, rico-

chetted along the water and striking near the top of the covered

ways, fell nearly vertically, searching every part of our work. Some
of the 15-inch shells were loaded with smaller shells, and when the

large shells burst the fuses of these would ignite and explode, scat-

tering their pieces in every direction, doing much damage. During
the day from one-fourth to one third of the men were kept on the

parapet. The rest were allowed to remain in the bomb-proofs. At

night-fall they were all turned out and kept at their places on the

parapet all night. The enemy had gotten so near that they could

hear us turning the men out. Their fire was then quickened, and

shot and shell came, literally, like iron hail. The garrison had a

great deal of work to do constantly repairing damages It was soon

apparent that this fort was near its last day. The exterior slope of

the salient was drifting slowly into the ditch under the enemy's fire.

When not visiting the rest of the command I was with that part of

the regiment stationed in the salient.

September qth, Friday. The enemy commenced a lively can-

nonade this morning. Quite a number of our sharpshooters' stands

were knocked down. Sharpshooters were still very brisk on both

sides, and continued so all day. The United States flag was put up
by the enemy at the head of their trenches now, about one hundred

yards from the salient. It was the opinion of the engineer officers

that the salient was the intended point of attack. My opinion was

that the intention of General Gilmore was to pass the fort at low tide,

and assail us from the rear. There was about fifty yards of hard

beach, at low water, between our flank wall and high water line. This

was one of the defects of the work. There was a time when a line

of palisades might have been driven down to high water mark. The

engineers thought that the salient would be the point of assault. This

would have been in accordance with a scientific approach and assault.

I expressed my dissent from the engineers, and urged Colonel Keitt

to allow me to strengthen our force of two companies left on the out-

side behind the flank wall, to meet any effort that might be made to

pass the fort. He agreed with the engineers, and did not deem it

necessary to increase the force on the outside.

The batteries on James Island kept up an unremitting fire and were
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doing some excellent practice, particularly the one at Shell Point,

called
"
Battery Simkins," in honor of the gallant Lieutenant-Colonel

Simkins, who fell during the assault on this fort on the i8th of July.

Major F. F. Warley was struck in the afternoon by a piece of shell,

which made a painful flesh wound on one of his legs. He was soon

after started to the city in Brigadier-General Ripley's boat, which

came down to bring dispatches. An account of the condition of the

fort was given Major Warley for General Beauregard. On the way

up to the city, one of the enemy's boats, commanded by Lieutenant

Charles Craven, of the navy, fell in with Major Warley and captured

him and his boat's crew, who were greatly outnumbered by Lieu-

tenant Craven's party. Major Warley had the presence of mind to

tear open the envelope containing the communication for General

Beauregard, and, after putting an oarlock inside, threw it overboard

before he surrendered. The enemy were in the habit of sending
boats from the creek between James Island and Morris Island, around

Cummins Point and between Sumter and Gregg, and out towards

the bar every night. Warley was captured by this boat picket. (I

have met Lieutenant Craven and heard from him an account of the

incident since the war.) Captain Thomas Huguenin, of the First

South Carolina infantry, who had, with his company, relieved Captain

R. Press Smith and the garrison of Battery Gregg, was ordered up
from that work and made Chief of Artillery in Warley's place. One

of Captain Huguenin's lieutenants was left in command at Gregg.

A more worthy successor of Warley could not have been selected.

Huguenin was without fear; had been trained at the Citadel Academy,
and was thoroughly acquainted with all of the duties of an artillery

officer.

Our working parties were hard at work all day repairing damages
occasioned by the enemy's fire.

Corporal Newcomer, of Company A, was killed and several men

wounded this afternoon. Several men were killed and a good many
were wounded of the other regiments of the garrison. The enemy's

fire slacked a little after nightfall. A calcium light was displayed,

but turned on the creek, which was lighted up brilliantly. Captain

Sellers and Company F (St. Matthew's Rifles) were with me in the

salient for two nights. I had been directed to remain in there when

my presence was not needed elsewhere. Both men and officers got

so they could sleep under fire when permitted to take a little rest.

The shells from Fort Moultrie passed directly over the salient, and

as they were now timed to burst just two hundred yards beyond us,
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the danger of a slightly premature explosion was great, when it is

remembered that Moultrie was nearly two miles away. Besides this

danger, and the danger from the enemy's shot and shell, the trenches

were now so near that pieces from our own mortar shells occasionally

came back into the salient.

September ^th t Saturday. The last parallel of the enemy was now

completed, and their guns and mortars behind it ready for action. In

the bombardment of to-day shot and shell from seventeen siege and

Cohorn mortars, and thirteen 100, 200, and 3OO-pound Parrott guns,

all in the enemy's land batteries, were incessantly poured into the fort.

These, with the fire of the 15-inch guns of the monitors, and the

sixteen n-inch broadside and 2oo-pound Parrott bow and stern guns
of the Ironsides, added to the thunders of Moultrie, Johnson, and the

batteries on James and Sullivan's Islands, made an artillery fight the

fury and grandeur of which can hardly be conceived. It is beyond

my powers of description, surpassing the most highly-colored ac-

counts which I have ever heard. No words in the English language
can exaggerate it. The mortar shells of the enemy, which could be

seen throughout their entire flight, fell so fast that they could not be

counted. The Parrott guns were so near that the explosion of their

shells in the fort drowned the report of the guns. Many men were

killed and wounded ;
some of them, without being struck, rendered

for a while completely insensible by concussion. All of our guns in

the fort were silenced. It was impossible for the artillerists to work

them under such a fire. When directed to any one spot, as it was

whenever our artillery opened, it became impossible for anything to

live, and the working of the guns was, therefore, out of the question.

It was impossible to stand even for a few minutes on any part of terre-

plein or parade of the fort, without being covered with sand thrown

up by the bursting shells. The hats of the soldiers got as much as

the rims would hold. Men could be seen ducking their heads and

instinctively leaning in the direction from which the enemy's shot were

coming, as in a hail storm. We kept about one-fourth of the in-

fantry behind the parapet, without any other protection. The suf-

fering of the men in the bomb-proofs from heat and want of water

was terrible. The supply of water brought from the city was very

inadequate. That got from the wells on the island was horrible.

Extreme thirst alone drove the men to drinking it, and it was almost

as much as a man's life was worth to visit a well for the purpose of

getting it.

A great many sights, too horrible to relate, which will remain in
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the minds of those of us who witnessed them as long as life lasts,

were to be seen. Private Moses A. Rawlinson, of Company G (Edisto

Rifles), was knocked from the parapet, where he was fearlessly doing
his duty as a sharpshooter, to the middle of the parade, a distance of

forty or fifty feet, going fully twenty feet in the air in his passage.

The brave fellow never let his rifle go, but fell with it in his hands.

Private Robert E. Dukes, of Company C (Wee Nee Volunteers), who
was one of the litter-bearers for the day, was standing by me at the

entrance of one of the covered ways. He and another member of

the infirmary corps (whose name I would like to mention, but I have

forgotten it) started to bring Rawlinson into the bomb-proof hos-

pital to the surgeon. I stopped them, because it seemed to me to be

almost certain death to go to him till the iron hail slacked a little.

I thought he was dead. In a few minutes he was discovered to move
a little. I then told them he must be brought in. They did their duty

fearlessly, but their tenderness to the poor fellow and their bravery
was useless. He died in a few minutes after he was brought in.

Lieutenant Henry Montgomery, Jr., of Company C, was killed about

ten or eleven o'clock in the morning. A piece of shell took off the

greater portion of his head. A Christian gentleman, true-hearted

patriot, and brave soldier was lost in him.

A good many of the mortar shells being visible, as they 'came

hissing and spluttering into our works, could be avoided. The Parrott

guns sent their shells without warning. The fort was now being so

rapidly demolished that it soon became evident that it could not

stand a much longer continuation of the bombardment. The parapet

of the salient was gone, and the ditch at that point was filling with

the drift. Other parts of the fort were going rapidly, and it seemed

that the bomb-proofs would soon succumb to this destructive fire.

There were two guns still mounted this morning on the sea face of

the fort. The one nearest the magazine was thrown from its carriage

by the enemy's fire, and the mass of ruins, made up of the platform

on which it had stood and the gun-carriage, was set on fire by the

exploding shells. This gun was heavily loaded, and when it fell was

pointing directly towards our magazine, in which a large quantity of

powder was stored. For a while it seemed that the magazine was in

great danger from the burning mass and from our own gun, which we

expected momentarily would be fired by the heat. As I have already

said, it was next to impossible for anything to live at any point upon
which the fire of the enemy was concentrated. The extinguishing

of the flames was, therefore, a work of difficulty and great danger.
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It was, however, done in time to prevent any greater calamity.

Private J. T. Barrineau, of the Wee Nees (Company C), distin-

guishing himself in his fearless and successful efforts to put out the

fire. He was the first to reach the ruins and go to work in this hell

of fire. Others, inspired by his example, went to his assistance.

The other gun, which Gilmore and Dahlgren seemed determined

should stand no longer, was on the sea face, south of the bomb proof

headquarters. The fleet and land batteries were crossing their fire

over it and doing their best to strike it. One of the stands for sharp-
shooters was very near it. This stand had been occupied by Private

W. A. Dotterer, of Company A, and Private M. Williams, of Com-

pany H. I regarded their destruction as so certain, that I did not

think the injury they were doing the enemy with their rifles was suf-

ficient to compensate for the loss of two such men, and allowed them
to leave the post and take shelter from the terrible storm in one of

the uncovered passages leading from one bomb-proof to another.

They were by no means safe there, but the danger was not so great
as on the parapet. It was not long before Major Bryan, the Assistant

Adjutant-General, called my attention to the abandonment of the post.

I told him that I had authorized it, as I did not think the damage done

the enemy was worth the sacrifice of the men. The Major said that

Colonel Keitt's orders were that the post should be filled. Dotterer

and Williams were present and heard the conversation. I turned to

them and said,
" You have heard the orders." Said Dotterer,

"
Well,

colonel, we will go, but our chance of returning is not worth ten

cents." They both went immediately back without the tremor of a

muscle, or the least appearance of fear. They kept up a steady fire

through the day, and managed to live by leaving the post after firing,

and returning when they had reloaded their guns. There was no

want of promptness on their part, nor loss of time in driving down

their cartridges when in a place not quite so much exposed as the

stand from which they delivered their fire. With every precaution

which they could possibly take, I deemed their escape little less than

a miracle. [When we left the fort and returned to our camp, I con-

sidered it my duty to recommend both of these men for promotion.

Captain Hammond made Williams a sergeant, and some months

afterwards Dotterer was killed in Virginia while acting as a lieutenant.

There was no vacancy, and consequently he was never commis-

sioned.]

A portion of our Signal Corps had been specially detailed to ob-

serve the signals of the enemy. Every dispatch signaled between
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General Gilmore, of the Federal army, and Admiral Dahlgren, of the

navy, was transmitted by our signal officers to General Beauregard
in the city, and such as he desired us to know were then sent to

Colonel Keitt for his information and guidance. One of these dis-

patches, which was read by Colonel Keitt to a few of us who were
in his confidence, detailed the plan of attack on Battery Gregg, which

had been agreed upon between Gilmore and Dahlgren. An arrange-
ment was made by which Dahlgren was to furnish the boats and
Gilmore the men, and Battery Gregg, at Cummins Point, was to be

surprised. But for this information, it seems almost certain that

Gregg would have fallen, and the Confederates on Morris Island cut

off from all hope of escape. The expedition was to come in boats,

with muffled oars, from the creek which separates Morris from James
Island, and when the keels of the boats struck the beach, the men
were to jump out and charge the battery. Captain Martin A. Sel-

lers, with his Company (F), and Company E, under the command of

Lieutenant A. J. Mims, with a detachment of fifty men from the

Twenty-eighth Georgia, under the command of Captain Hayne,
were detailed as reinforcements for Battery Gregg. The whole de-

tachment was put under the command of Captain Sellers. Com-

pany B, of the Twenty fifth South Carolina volunteers, under the

command of Lieutenant R. A. Blum, was a part of the force in charge
of the flank wall on the outside of the fort, and was nearest to the

sally-port. When the Georgians marched out they missed Captain

Sellers, and Captain Hayne halted his detachment and entered into

conversation with Lieutenant Blum, expecting, probably, to be able

to learn something of Sellers and the rest of the detail. The flank

wall and the ground behind it were as much exposed to fire as

any part of the interior of the fort, and upon this occasion there was

a perfect storm of shot and shell. Blum and Hayne were both killed

by the same shell, and at the same instant. The Georgians were left

without a commander, and if they had not been men of the most

indomitable courage would have sought shelter in the sally-port. I

went out to see whether Captain Sellers had gone, and found these

brave men seated quietly on the sand amid this terrific shelling. I

did not at first know why so many men were sitting idly there, and

inquired of one of them what it meant.
" We are the Georgians," said he, "sent to report to Captain Sel-

lers, and we have missed him."
" Where is your officer?" I inquired.
" He has been killed, sir

;
and we have no one to command us."
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"Well, you are certainly brave men," said I, "to remain here

without a commander in this terrible fire, and if you will just stay

where you are a little longer I will see that some other officer is sent

to lead you."
I went into the fort and reported what had occurred. Another

officer was sent, who led these brave men down to Cummins Point,

where they joined Captain Sellers and the rest of the detail. It very

seldom falls to the lot of an officer to witness such a display of heroism

as those fifty Georgians that day showed.

We lost in Lieutenant R. A. Blum an officer who had no superior

in the service. [When we were leaving the island, it was thought

that it would not be possible to bring away our fallen heroes, and

orders were issued forbidding any attempt to remove the dead. Lieu-

tenant Blum's company showed their love for him by concealing his

body, wrapped in a blanket, among them on the night of the evacua-

tion, and safely delivering their sacred trust to the mother who had

yielded up her noble son to our cause.]

The enemy came according to programme, but they were the par-

ties surprised. As soon as their boats struck the beach they were

greeted with a volley in their faces and a discharge of grape and

canister from the n-inch guns on the parapet of Battery Gregg.
Not a man landed, and their boats pushed off in confusion, returning,

as they left, a desultory fire. They were soon out of sight in the

darkness. We lost one man belonging to Company E, who was

killed by the sabot from one of the guns of Gregg fired over the

heads of our men on the beach. It was very hard to depress these

guns sufficiently to make them effective. The battery had not been

constructed with the expectation of an attack from that direction.

It was apparent that it would not be practicable to keep the whole

force on the parapet to-night as usual. It was determined to reduce

it as much as at all consistent with prudence, and depend on getting

the balance of the garrison out in time to meet an assault should the

enemy attempt one. The men were directed to protect themselves

as well as possible by keeping near the parapet, which afforded some

shelter, except against shell bursting overhead. The salient angle

became untenable, and only a small squad of Company F was left

there. In making our arrangements for the night, a good many men

were killed and wounded. I posted Lieutenant Ramsay, of

Company H (who had been before this time commissioned to succeed

F. C. Jacobs), with eight men in the angle made by the face and

flank of the bastion, and proceeded to make proper arrangements
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for the balance of (he land face of the fort. I returned in about ten

minutes and found Ramsay at his post alone. I inquired where his

men were. He said that they were all killed or wounded except one
and he had left him. I told him that I would send him another de-
tachment. The cool courage of Lieutenant Ramsay filled me with
admiration.

The bombardment was terrific and grand all night. The fleet with-

drew at the approach of darkness, as was their custom. The fire of

the Parrott guns slackened somewhat, but the mortars kept it up
incessantly. Four or five shells could be seen to start from a battery
behind their last parallel at the same instant of time. They would
come flaming through the air like comets, or rather like meteors,

bursting, as the enemy's gunners seemed to design they should,
sometimes in the air, sometimes on the parade and sometimes on the

parapet.

During the night it was reported that the enemy were advancing
to charge our works. It was a relief to men and officers to believe

that the last struggle was about to be made, and that this awful can-

nonade was about to be exchanged for musketry and a hand-to-hand

fight with the bayonet. The enemy displayed a calcium light, and

lighted up our works brilliantly. Except in the shadows, it was light

enough to read ordinary print. To have tried the experiment, how-

ever, would have been certain death. The men kept in the shadows

of the parapet and traverses. I made my headquarters at the maga-
zine on the land face, about the centre of that part of the regiment
under my immediate command. Lieutenant F. J. Lesesne remained

with me and rendered invaluable assistance, promptly bearing my
orders whenever and wherever required. Major John V. Glover had

the supervision of two companies, and was charged with the defence

of the sea face and the flank wall outside of the sally-port.

September 6th, Sunday. Daylight came at last, and with it the

quickening of the fire from the Parrotts of the enemy. The fleet

came up again and joined in the bombardment, and it soon became

as grand and terrible as it was on yesterday. The fort was going

rapidly. A large working party was constantly at work, but the

covered ways and entrances to the magazines and bomb proofs could

scarcely be kept open. The entrance to the covered way leading into

the salient was entirely closed by the sand-drift caused by exploding
shells. The bombardment was a repetition of yesterday's. Men fell

on every side, and the litter bearers and surgeons had as much as

they could do. It was the custom to send the wounded up to the
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city at night. Our opportunities permitted us to remove very few of

the dead from the island during the latter days of the siege.

The suffering of the men was somewhat allayed by digging wells

in the bomb-proofs. Tolerably good water was thus obtained, but

not in sufficient quantities. The heat was intense, and the air in

the bomb-proofs became very foul and hardly supported life. The

light of the lamps, kept constantly burning, could hardly penetrate

the gloom. Rev. A. F. Dickson, our worthy and efficient chaplain,

held the usual Sunday's religious services in the bomb-proof, and the

voices of the men singing the praises of God could be heard amid

the screaming of solid shot and bursting of shells.

To prevent as much as possible over-crowding of the reeking

bomb-proofs, Companies C and E were sent out to the sand hills

north of the fort. It must not be imagined that they were in a place
of safety. The enemy were dropping their shells all over the island

from Wagner to Gregg. When a message was sent from one work
to another it was borne by a mounted courier, who rode at full speed.
Whenever any signs of life were seen by the fleet, the Ironsides or the

monitors would sweep the island with their guns, sometimes being
near enough to use grape shot for that purpose. Private Hugh M.

Pressley, of Company C, was wounded by a piece of shell thrown at

him from one of the guns of the Ironsides. Major Bryan, A. A.

General for Colonel Keitt, not only to-day, but on every day during
the time he was in the fort, distinguished himself by his close atten-

tion to his duties, skill and valor. He is entitled to the gratitude of

his country, and carried away with him the lasting admiration of both

officers and men of the garrison. I think he deserves more credit

than any other one officer of the garrison.

About 2 o'clock P. M., Colonel Harris and Captain S. D. Lee, of

the Engineer Corps, came down from the city to inspect the fort and

report its condition to General Beauregard. Colonel Harris was of

the opinion that the fort could not be held longer. The work was,

in his judgment, untenable. Captain Thomas Lee was the engi-

neer in charge. He was completely worked down, but was still dis-

charging his duties bravely. Under his direction, the damages done

by the enemy's guns had been promptly repaired till the last parallel

of the besiegers was completed. It was then no longer possible,

and it was very hard to keep from being entirely buried by the

sand-drifts occasioned by the bursting shells. Constant work was

necessary to effect this. The parapet of the salient was entirely

gone, and the ditch in front filled for a space of fifty feet or more.
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At dark the enemy's sap reached the ditch at a point to the east of

this fill.

About 4 o'clock, after Colonel Harris and Captain Lee had made
their report, we received the order of General Beauregard, through
the Signal Corps, to evacuate the fort. The plan of evacuation had
been talked over and agreed upon by Colonel Keitt, Major Bryan,

Captain Huguenin. Captain Crawford, commanding Twenty-eighth

Georgia, Major Gardner, commanding Twenty-seventh Georgia, and

myself. It was a joint invention. No one of us can claim for him-

self the honor of its arrangement. The order of General Beaure-

gard did not fix the details nor change the plan that we had agreed

upon in anticipation of its reception. In the event of its not coming,
we had resolved to hold the fort while there was a man left. A sortie

had been talked of, and would probably have been made if the

general commanding had not come to the conclusion to make an

effort to save the garrison, or rather to permit us to make an effort

to save ourselves. The work could not have been held, but we were

resolved to sell our lives as dearly as possible, and I have no doubt

but that our resistance would have been a very honorable death

struggle. In accordance with our plan of evacuation, I was to have

the honor, with a part of the Twenty-fifth South Carolina volunteers,

of covering the retreat of all of the troops from the fort, except a

small party detailed under Captain Huguenin to blow up the maga-
zine and fire the last gun. On the approach of night the Wee Nees

and Beauregard Light Infantry (Companies C and E) were ordered

to march in from the sand hills. This, no doubt, created the impres-

sion on the enemy that the garrison was being changed, and that

fresh troops were coming in to take the place of those on duty. At

dusk, Captain Crawford, with the Twenty-eighth Georgia, moved out

of the fort. This regiment took with them a 1 2-pound howitzer to

be used (,if occasion required) by the Twenty-seventh Georgia in

covering the embarkation of the troops at Cummins Point. This

duty had been, at the request of Major Gardner, assigned to the

Twenty-seventh. A breastwork was hastily thrown across the island

not far above Battery Gregg, where they were to make a stand in the

event of our being followed by the enemy. Our guns had been silent

for thirty-six hours. We now re opened fire from the only mortar

which we had fit for use. The only other one in the fort was an old

Revolutionary piece, which I recognized as having seen at the Citadel

when I was a cadet. It had been spiked by the breaking of the

priming wire, and had been useless for several days. U thought that
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if the fort had been better supplied with mortars it could have been

held longer.) The firing was at irregular intervals. Besides this

mortar, one gun was also used. As soon as the Twenty-eighth

Georgia left, the portion of the wall occupied by them was covered

by spreading out the Clarendon Guards (Company I), now under the

command of Captain Joseph C. Burgess, who had been promoted

upon the resignation of Captain Y. N. Butler. The sharpshooters
were directed to keep up a steady fire, not so rapid as to create the

impression that it was 'done for effect, nor yet so slow as to induce

the belief that the garrison had been weakened. The firing was

more spirited than it had been during the day or on the previous

night. Fresh troops fired more rapidly than soldiers worn out by

days and nights of constant service. We were anxious to make the

enemy believe that this new life was occasioned by fresh arrivals.

This firing was an innovation of my own on the plan of evacuation,

not, however, inconsistent with it but rather an addition. The fire

of the enemy was kept up briskly, and their shells were falling all

around.

As soon as I had information that the Twenty-eighth Georgia
had embarked and that the boats were ready for another detach-

ment, I sent off Companies B, D, E, G and H. They, like the

Georgians, carried a 1 2-pound howitzer. We tried to conceal the

fact that we were evacuating the fort from our own men, and did

all that we could to lead them to think that the garrison was only

being changed. Great circumspection and caution was required.

The enemy were in our ditch and not more than fifty feet from us.

A panic among our men would have been at once fatal to the whole

movement. No troops could have behaved better than the garrison

of Fort Wagner during the evacuation.

Soon after dark, Lieutenant S. N. McDonald, of Company K ( Rip-

ley Guards), was mortally wounded while leading his company with

unflinching gallantry. Captain W. B. Gordon had been wounded

some time before, and First Lieutenant F. J. Lesesne was acting as

adjutant of the regiment. McDonald was consequently in command
of his company when he fell. He was carried away by his men.

There was no time to amputate his crushed leg or possibly the life of

this brave and valuable officer and good man might have been saved.

About the same time Company K lost one man killed and several

others wounded.

Lieutenant Lesesne was sent to command his company, and Lieu-

tenant James A. Ross, of Company A, an intelligent, active, adven-
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turous and brave young officer, was detailed as adjutant. He filled

the place as perfectly and satisfactorily as Lesesne had done.

The St. Matthew's Rifles (Company F), Captain Martin A. Sellers,

were posted behind the flank wall on the outside of the fort, after the

company which had occupied that dangerous post had been dis-

patched to Cummins Point. While the events just narrated were

transpiring inside of the fort, First Sergeant Carson of that company
was killed. Company F was one of the best companies of the regi-
ment. It was composed of men worthy of being commanded by the

great captains of history (as indeed were many of the men of the

other companies of the regiment). Sergeant Carson was one of the

best non-commissioned officers in the service. He would have done
himself credit in a much higher position, and. had he been spared,
would certainly have attained a rank more suited to his abilities.

His comrades, with their bayonets, dug a grave in the sand behind

the flank wall and buried him there. The booming of the enemy's
guns and bursting of shells were his funeral salute. Truly he was
buried with the honors of war !

A courier arrived from Cummins Point with the information that

the last detachment had embarked. I next sent off Companies A,
C and K. Colonel L. M. Keitt and his staff left about this time. I

had now with me inside the fort Company I onlv. Our suspense
was very great. Every slack in the enemy's fire caused our hopes
of escape to sink. The next shot was welcomed as the harbinger
of success. We knew then that our movements were not dis-

covered. Company I had been filling all the posts made vacant by
the withdrawal of the others. Any unsteadiness on the part of the

men would certainly have been most disastrous in its consequences.

They behaved with great coolness and nerve during the whole

time they were under my immediate observation, and it would be

impossible to use words of commendation to which they were not

entitled. Both they and the men of Company F, in the most trying

position ever filled by soldiers (covering a retreat with the full knowl-

edge that if pursued they must be overwhelmed by superior num-

bers), behaved with a courage that never was surpassed by the

veterans of any army.
A messenger at length came with intelligence that the last detach-

ment sent was off and the boats again ready. I led out Company I

in perfect order, and was joined at the sally-port by Captain Sellers

with Company F. Lieutenant F. B. Brown and ten men of Com-

pany I were detailed to report to Captain Huguenin. That officer,
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with this detail and a few more men of other commands, was directed

by Colonel Keitt to light a slow match communicating with the

magazine, in which was a quantity of powder, and so timed that it

would be blown up after he and the men with him had reached Cum-
mins Point. The last firing was done by Captain Huguenin and his

detachment after we left the fort. The journey to Cummins Point

was a perilous trip. Shells were falling and bursting all around and

over us. We kept in the shadow cast by the fort, which extended

nearly to Cummins Point. The calcium light of the enemy lighted

up the fort as brilliantly as on the previous night.

The sailors of the Confederate ironclad gunboats rowed the boats

upon which we embarked, and we were carried to steamers in waiting

just below Fort Sumter. An officer of the navy commanded each of

the small boats. The skill of the oarsmen was surprising. The
boats kept abreast, with the length of an oar from the gunwale to

the end of the blade separating them. The oars, thus interlocked,

never touched or interfered with each other. The bombardment of

Wagner by the enemy was still going on after we reached the steamers.

It had not then been discovered that the work had been evacuated.

The boats returned for Huguenin and his party, but before they came
back we heard firing of small arms in the direction of Cummins

Point, and great fears were entertained that the brave captain and his

detachment had been overtaken. In a few minutes, however, he and

the officers left with him and nearly all of the men arrived. The
boats which had returned from the steamers to Cummins Point for

Huguenin's party were overhauled by the Federal picket-boats as

they (the Federals) came out of the creeks and were making their

nightly rounds. We lost fifty-seven prisoners, a few of them naval

officers and the rest sailors and soldiers. Six of the men of Com-

pany I were among the missing. One sailor jumped out of one of

the boats and swam to Fort Sumter. Sending so many boats back

for so small a number of men was the only mistake made during the

evacuation and retreat. I never heard to whose oversight the error

was attributable. We reached Fort Johnson and disembarked in

safety. As soon as the news was communicated to our batteries that

the evacuation of Morris Island had been accomplished, they and the

gunboats in the harbor opened with all their guns on that island.

Three rockets were sent up, which was the pre-arranged signal for

opening fire. I went to the quarters of Colonel R. F. Graham, of

the Twenty-first South Carolina volunters, near Fort Johnson, where

I was entertained till the next morning.
.
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September fth, Monday. Returned to camp and, when all of the

detachments of the regiment had arrived, found that the killed,

wounded and missing footed up one hundred and thirty-two, nearly
one-fourth of the number taken to Fort Wagner. Besides six of the

men left with Lieutenant Brown, three others were missing. When
the men were all turned out of the bomb proof on the evening of the

6th, one man complained to me that he was sick and desired to re-

main in the bomb-proof. Ordinarily, he would have been excused

from duty, but it was then impossible. I could not tell him why my
orders were so peremptory that he should go with his company on

the parapet, because it was not a part of our plan that the men should

be informed that we were evacuating the fort. The poor fellow no

doubt returned to the bomb-proof, and did not discover that I had

not treated him with great harshness till he was captured. The other

two could not be accounted for.

I heard to-day full particulars of the plan of attack that was to

have been made on Fort Wagner at 9 o'clock this morning. Gilmore

and Dahlgren's correspondence was interpreted by our Signal Corps

as it was signalled between them. The fleet was to come up at the

usual hour and join the land batteries in the bombardment, which

was to continue with great fury till 9 o'clock, the hour of low tide.

During the cannonade, troops were to be massed behind the last

parallel. At the hour appointed for the assault the Ironsides was to

run up a red flag. The batteries and ships were at this signal to

cease firing. A brigade of infantry was to pass on the beach between

the flank wall of the fort and low water and attack us in the rear,

while another body of troops came over the last parallel and stormed

us in front. The rear walls of the fort could be climbed in many

places without much difficulty. Wagner was not constructed with

the expectation that an attack would be made from the rear. The

ditch in front of the bastion was filled by sand-drifts (the effect of the

enemy's shot and shell) for a space almost wide enough to admit a

company in line. General Beauregard did not inform us before the

evacuation that he knew the enemy's plan of attack, but this knowl-

edge, no doubt, hastened the order to evacuate. The attack from the

rear was the plan which I told Colonel Keitt (on the 3d. when I asked

him to allow me to increase the force behind the flank wall on the

outside of the fort) the enemy would be likely to pursue. I subse-

quently expressed the same opinion to Colonel Harris, but neither of

these officers agreed with me.

September 8th. The enemy's ironclad fleet came up this morning,
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and a tremendous artillery fight took place between these vessels and

Fort Moultrie and the batteries on Sullivan's Island. A night attack

was made on Fort Sumter, but the garrison was prepared and the

attack was a most signal failure. As none of the Twenty -fifth South

Carolina volunteers were engaged, it is not my purpose to describe

this attack or to say more than that quite a number of the enemy
were killed and captured with small loss to the Confederates.

September oth to ^oth. We were allowed several days of perfect

rest, which the men greatly needed. The enemy were very quiet

during the remainder of the month of September. We heard that

a deserter from one of the Georgia regiments went to the enemy
about the time the evacuation of Morris Island was completed, and

informed them that we were gone. The movement had been made
with so much skill that the statement was not credited. He was told

thai; he would be held as a hostage while a sergeant and a file of men
were sent around to the sally-port of Wagner to ascertain the true

condition of the fort. If the story proved false the deserter was to

be shot. The sergeant found that we had gone, and entered the fort

in time to extinguish the slow match which Captain Huguenin had

lighted to blow up the magazine. The regiment resumed the routine

of camp life, and one day was spent very much like the others.

Drills and dress-parades, guard-mountings and picketing with monot-

onous regularity filled up the time.

One of the topics of interest in camp was the two great guns

brought from England by a blockade-runner and mounted in White

Point Garden (the battery) in Charleston. They were enormous

pieces of artillery, about five feet in diameter between the trunnions

and the base of the breech, and carrying an oblong shot of seven

hundred pounds weight. One was badly damaged in firing some

experimental shots and had to be strapped with iron hoops. It was

found that the cracking of the metal was due to some mistake in

loading, and when directions were received from the maker, it was

said that they could be used without further danger of bursting.

They were two useless pieces of ordnance. I never heard of their

doing the enemy any damage.
October ist to November ^oth. The regiment moved from "

Camp
Gadberry" to the field immediately in front of the Presbyterian

church and on the opposite side of the road. The new lines, which

ran from a point on the marsh south of the neck of the Secessionville

peninsula to the Stono river above Dill's, were completed, and the

woods between the church and Grimball's, in which there had been
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so many skirmishes between the pickets of the two armies, were being

rapidly cut down. Wood was plenty, and the men were comfortable.

There was some fever, but in the main the command was healthy.

Private George Gist, of Company C (Wee Nees),got my permission

to beat up volunteers to build me a house, and I soon had a shanty'

made of poles and clap-boards (split by these kind-hearted soldiers),

with a good wide clay chimney, board bedstead and table, and was

as comfortable as a soldier in the field ought to be. There were

other shanties built by the men for themselves and some of the

officers of the regiment. Our camp began to present quite the ap-

pearance of a village. We used the Presbyterian church as our

chapel, and had some excellent discourses from Rev. A. F. Dickson,

and occasionally from other ministers of the Gospel, who were either

visiting the troops or connected with the regiments on the island.

Captain Thomas, of the Twenty-first South Carolina volunteers,

should not be forgotten. He was the pastor of the Baptist church

in Bennettsville, Marlboro district, and went into service in command
of a company composed largely of the young men of his congrega-
tion. His influence was highly beneficial to his regiment. His

bravery as a soldier was equal to his eloquence and fervor as a

preacher. Musician Mueller, chief of the regimental band, added

much to the interest of the religious services. The performers on

the brass horns, belonging to the band under his direction, made

music surpassing the finest organ. The sound was much more like

that of an organ under the hand of a first-class performer than any-

thing else which I have ever heard, but the music was decidedly

better. Every member of the band deserves special mention. The

sweet music which they discoursed beguiled camp life of much of its

tediousness.

Assistant Surgeon Dr. J. M. Warren was detached from the regi-

ment and sent to another command in Virginia. Dr. Warren was a

kind-hearted gentleman, able and intelligent, and thoroughly familiar

with the mysteries of his profession. Our loss seemed irreparable,

but we were exceedingly fortunate in having a gentleman, Dr. A. J.

Beale, of equal ability assigned to us in place of Dr. Warren. Dr.

Beale was a Kentuckian, and had been a lieutenant in Company D,

Ninth Kentucky infantry. He was engaged with his regiment in

the battles of Shiloh and Murfreesboro. At the latter place he was

severely wounded. He took up a gun which had fallen from the

hands of a disabled soldier, and dropping upon one knee to fire, was

hit by a ball which made six holes in his body, passing through both
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thighs and calf of one leg. He was taken prisoner, and confined in

Fort Delaware. While there he was promoted to be captain, but

when he was exchanged, finding his health much broken, he returned

to his profession, was made assistant surgeon, and assigned to the

Twenty-fifth South Carolina volunteers. The place made vacant by
the death of Lieutenant Blum, of Company A, was filled by the pro-

motion of the next lieutenant in rank of his company, and Lieutenant

Callahan was elected Junior Second Lieutenant. In Company K, after

the death of Lieutenant McDonald, the organization was completed

by the election of Charles Lesesne, Junior Second Lieutenant. S. I.

Montgomery became a lieutenant in Company C, and J. R. China

became junior second lieutenant of the same company. J. M. Fel-

der had been promoted in Company I after the resignation of Cap-
tain Y. N. Butler.

December ist to jth. Regiment moved to Secessionville, and

encamped between the line of houses and the marsh towards the

north. The field and staff officers occupied houses. Headquarters
were in the red-top house owned by Mr. Lawton. The post was

under my command. The garrison consisted of the Twenty-fifth

South Carolina volunteers, and two companies of the Second South

Carolina artillery, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Brown.

This place had been greatly strengthened since we occupied it last

July. Strong breastworks and formidable batteries had been built

along the creek south of the peninsula, and just in front of the line

of houses. A large bomb-proof had been constructed about one hun-

dred and fifty yards northwesterly from Lawton's House. Battery

Lamar, across the neck of the peninsula, had been put in first-rate

condition; in fact, the post was in a thoroughly defensive state.

December oth. The quiet of the post was disturbed this evening.

A steamer of the enemy's, going from the creek or river which

separates Folly Island from Taylor's and James Island towards Folly

Inlet, passed between this post and Long Island, opposite this place.

I ordered fire on her, but think that she was not hit. The enemy
returned our fire from a battery near Folly Inlet. The enemy used

percussion shells from long-range rifled guns. Some of their shells

passed over us and fell in the marsh beyond, some fell in our camp,
but very few exploded, and no damage was done. It was very evi-

dent that the enemy's guns were of longer range than ours.

December loth, 'J86j t
to March loth, 1864. Some time before

the assault of Fort Sumter, of 8th of September, Colonel Rhett and

his command (the First South Carolina regular artillery) were re-
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lieved from duty at that fort. Major Stephen Elliott (afterwards

promoted to be brigadier-general) was placed in command, with a

garrison made up of details from different regiments. No entire

regiment or battalion was sent, because it was not the purpose of

General Beauregard to send any officer there who would rank Major
Elliott. The honor of commanding that post was to be left to him.

For a considerable period of time details were made from the Twenty-

filth by companies to form a part of the garrison. Every company
in the regiment had the honor of being at least once at this post of

danger. Neither day nor night passed without the enemy sending

their compliments to Major Elliott and his brave garrison in the shape

of shot and shell. The Twenty-fifth South Carolina volunteers gave
its share to the roll of the noble dead who gave their lives to their

country on the spot where her flag first waved over captured works.

Thirteen men, one Georgian and twelve of the Washington Light

Infantry (Company A), were one night relieved from a tour of duty

on the parapet (or rather where the parapet had been, for Sumter

was now a shapeless mass of ruins) and allowed to take a little rest.

They spread their blankets on the floor of one of the casemates

towards the city; all, except one, were soon sleeping, and probably

dreaming of loved ones at home.
" Children in their low trundle

bed," were no doubt in the visions of some. This restless one', find-

ing that "Nature's sweet restorer" had departed his eyelids, got

up and went out to the parade ground of the fort. A shot came

ricochetting over the sea face, struck the key-stone of the arch which

supported the roof of the casemate, and the whole structure fell.

Twelve brave men answered to their names on

" Fame's eternal camping ground."

When the ruins were removed the next day, they were found

exactly in the position in which they went to sleep. I did not hear

the name of the Georgian. The men of Company A were, Sergeants

W. L. Owens and J. Adger Stevens; Privates S. W. Anderson, O.

J. Burn, S. L. Burrows, F. M. Burrows, James Calder, W. S. Gibson,

J. W. Jones, L. S. Lee, and W. N. Patterson.

The regiment remained at Secessionville all of the winter. For a

long time we had daily artillery duels with the enemy. Whenever

their steamers passed in reach of our guns we indulged in artillery

practice. Our attentions were promptly returned with interest. In

one of these fights Private Hugh M. Pressley, of Company C, had

one of the bones of his hand broken by a piece of shell, and suffered
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for a long time from the wound. Brigadier General Hagood, to

whose brigade we now belonged, came to the conclusion that the

damage we were inflicting on the enemy was not worth the ammuni-

tion which we were using, and sent me an order not to fire on the

enemy's steamers unless they came nearer than was their habit, or

unless they first opened fire on us. This order stopped our diversion,

and camp life sometimes became again a little monotonous. By way
of variety, however, we had a great many battalion drills and inspec-

tions, and frequently marched about two miles and a half to a field

near Freer's House and joined several other regiments in brigade drills.

On the 7th of February, 1864, General Beauregard had a grand
review of nearly all the troops on the island, and the day was ended

by a drill in evolutions of the line.

Before General Hagood stopped our daily exchange of compliments
with the enemy, an incident which, as such a thing has never, in the

history of modern warfare, so far as my knowledge goes, occurred

under fire, I deem worthy of special mention. Private Jack Lambert,

of Company C (Wee Nee Volunteers), and Miss Scott, of Williams-

burg District, were married. Chaplain A. F. Dickson performed the

marriage ceremony. The bride and groom were happy, and the

soldiers present enjoyed the occasion, though there were no great

festivities. I am not sure that General Gilmore gave a ball in honor

of the occasion, but he so often entertained us in that way that one

sent us just then would not have greatly interfered with the hilarity

of the wedding party.

Several times during the winter our supply of meat gave out, and

for weeks at a time we were on dry rations. The men and officers,

who were able to have supplies sent them from home, fared better

than those who were not so well provided. I am not sure that any
of the Twenty-fifth South Carolina volunteers got to eating rats,

which were very numerous and large at the post, but some of the

officers and soldiers of the artillery indulged in savory messes of

those delicate rodents. A fat rat was worth ten cents. On the nth

of January Lieutenant-Colonel Brown and Dr. Thomas Grimke in-

vited me to a rat supper. I went, but was not sufficiently hungry to

partake of the viands. The Colonel and Doctor pronounced the

repast excellent.

March nth to April 14th, 1864. The regiment was relieved from

further duty at Secessionville and went into camp just inside the new

lines, on the right hand side of the road leading from the Presbyte-

rian church to Dills'. The new camp was about four or five hundred
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yards from the church and a little further from the point where the

new lines struck the Stono river, and in a field between the road and
woods. Private George Gist again took charge of a volunteer detail

and soon built me a comfortable shanty, with mud chimney and wide

fireplace. Wood and timber were plenty and convenient, and a good
many shanties soon went up. The meat ration was being regularly
issued, and the command was as comfortable as we had been at Seces-

sionville. Till within a short time before this period, officers were
allowed to purchase supplies from the commissary at government
prices. An order was then issued prohibiting purchases, and putting
them on rations identical in kind and quantity as those drawn by the

men. This order worked great hardship to commanders of regi-

ments and posts, and officers of higher rank
; because such officers

frequently found it absolutely necessary to entertain visitors, both

official and private. Major Glover and I often wished, upon days of

inspection and other official visitations, and no doubt our guests did

also, for as many sweet potatoes as Marion set before the British

officer. The opinion was often expressed that the sacrifices made by
the patriots of the Revolution were very much overrated, especially

in the matter of rations. The new order worked such hardships that

it was soon countermanded, and we were allowed to purchase in lim-

ited quantities as previously. We found, while we were on short

rations, that orange leaves were a pretty good substitute for tea, and

young and tender shoots of the common chainey-brier ate a little like

asparagus. Sugar could seldom be had.

An act of Congress was passed giving the color-bearer of regiments

the rank of first lieutenant. Our Color-Sergeant, J. M. Pendergrass,

was promoted, as he well deserved to be. As lieutenant, he bore the

regimental colors as gallantly as he had done while a sergeant. He
was supported by as brave a color-guard as ever stood under the

folds of the " Stars and Bars." (The lieutenant was the only one of

the guards who survived the war, and he would probably have laid

down his life had he not been wounded and unable to bear his flag

through the streams of fire poured upon it in Virginia.)

To those who have no experience as soldiers, war and festivities

seem very incongruous. Yet nothing relieved the tedium of camp
life more than an opportunity in pleasant intercourse with ladies, to

forget for awhile that perhaps on the morrow carnage begins. Many
of the officers of the Twenty-fifth South Carolina volunteers, and of

other commands on James Island, had such opportunity, through the

kindness and hospitality of Major J. J. Lucas and his excellent wife.
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Mrs. Lucas gave an entertainment in Lawton's House, at Fort Pem-

berton (which the Major commanded), of the most recherche kind.

The band of the regiment, under Muller, furnished the music. A
good many ladies from Charleston ably sustained Mrs. Lucas. I have

never been a society editor of a newspaper, or I might be able to do

justice in a description of the scene. A brilliant assemblage of brave

men and fair women filled the Major's parlors. [The names of the

ladies present and a description of their dresses would no doubt in-

terest their daughters, who are now the leaders of fashionable society

in Charleston, and would be an interesting reminiscence of the war,

but unfortunately I am unable to give either.]

The enemy were not at this time on James Island, but were occu-

pying Taylor's, Battery and Cole's Islands. The narrow creek,

which separates Taylor's from James Island, constituted the line

between our forces and theirs. Our pickets were made up of details

from different commands, and a field-officer of the day was charged

with the supervision of the fort.

April i$th. Had charge of the picket line. The details to-day

consisted of a part of the Second regiment South Carolina volunteer

artillery. A gunboat went up the Stono, a little above Battery Island,

and opened an enfilading fire of time-fuse shells on my line. At the

same time a brisk fire was opened with rockets from Taylor's Island.

Two sizes were used, and for about a half hour the firing was very

rapid. I am inclined to think that on this occasion they were trying

experiments with some new kinds of rockets. The larger ones

would have weighed about forty or fifty pounds, and were about two

feet long. The smaller were about half the size. It was rather

interesting, but not so comfortable, to see an illustration of the
"
fable

of the boys and the frogs," we being in the place of the frogs.

However, we did not need to make the complaint which the frogs

did, for none of us were hurt. I think the experiment was not satis-

factory, as no more rockets were fired at our troops while the regi-

ment remained at James Island. Very few of them exploded. They
went in all sorts of zigzag and curvelinear directions and, failing to

explode, fell harmless. I got one or two of each size and sent them

to headquarters in the city.

April 16th to 3oth. In the spring of 1864, it became the purpose

of the Confederate Government to transfer a large portion of the

forces commanded by General Beauregard, and that General himself,

to the Army of Northern Virginia. Towards the close of the last

week in April, Hagood's brigade had orders to move. As soon as
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I ascertained that we were going to Virginia, I got permission to

march up to the city and wait there for transportation.

General Taliaferro, commanding on James Island, signified his

desire to retain Colonel Simonton. It was represented to him that

his promotion, which had been recommended, would now surely
come. He was told that it would be reported to the War Depart-
ment at Richmond that his services were so necessary that it was

thought best to send his regiment to Virginia without him. The
colonel consulted freely with me, and as it seemed that both his pro-
motion and mine would probably be the result of his remaining, I

concurred in opinion with him that it would be proper for him to

consent to remain on detached duty.

May ist, 1864. The regiment took up the line of march and

reached Charleston in the afternoon. We went into camp on the

Citadel Green. After posting a camp guard, I allowed all the men,
whose homes were in Charleston, to visit their families. Many of the

officers, and a large number of the men, when night came on, started

out with Chief Musician Muller and his band to serenade General

Samuel Jones, who was then commanding in the city. Captain

James M. Carson, of Company A, Lieutenant F. J. Lesesne, of Com-

pany K, Assistant Surgeon A. J. Beale, and one or two others,, were

the speakers at the general's quarters. After a merry time at head-

quarters, the party went on a general serenading tour. Music and

gaiety were the order of the night. I did not accompany them, but

le.irned from the doctor upon their return that they had "a rousing

good time." As it was certainly the last opportunity that many of

the officers and men would ever have of enjoying the freedom of the

dear old city which, for the last three years, they had so bravely

defended, I thought that for one night there would be no impropriety
in releasing them from the restraints of the rigid discipline to which

they had learnt to submit without complaint or murmur. They had

well earned such relaxation. I knew full well that when Galway, our

bugler, sounded the assembly, pleasure seeking would be laid aside,

and the men would be found in ranks. I also knew my brave men
well enough to feel assured that they would do nothing to tarnish the

fair fame of the Twenty-fifth. I had no cause to regret the liberty

which was allowed them. [I think the breast of every surviving offi-

cer must, as mine does, swell with pride when he thinks of the grand
old regiment which we led out of Charleston. How sad the thought
that so many of these heroes never again returned, but gave their

lives for their country's liberties, a useless, precious sacrifice.]
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May 2d, 1864, Sunday. A large number of the men and officers

availed themselves of the opportunity of hearing our former Chap-

lain, E. T. Winkler, D. D. The Citadel Square Baptist church was

nearer full of gray coats than it had ever been before (or ever has been

since). The presence of the men with whom he had served and who
never ceased to love him, together with the certainty that he would

never again look into the honest, war-worn faces of many of them,

seemed to inspire the speaker. His last exhortation and words of

love and advice were delivered with earnestness and eloquence.

May jo
1

. We took the cars of the Northeastern Railroad for Wil-

mington. Two companies of the Twenty-first were attached to my
command and went with us. In passing through Williamsburg a

few of the men, but, I am glad to say, in comparison with the number

of absentees from other regiments, very few, could not be restrained

from stopping at their homes to bid their families farewell. It would

have been one of the very greatest pleasures of my life to have had

it in my power to permit them all to say
"
good-bye

"
to loved ones,

but duty forbade, and I felt compelled firmly to refuse every applica-

tion for such indulgence. It was painful to refuse brave men permis-

sion to look into their homes when passing in sight of the smoke
from their own hearth-stones, around which wife and children were

sitting talking of father and husband, not knowing that they were so

near. Before we got beyond Marion Courthouse, we lost nearly all of

the men constituting the two companies of the Twenty-first South

Carolina volunteers. The men of the Twenty-fifth, in a very few

days, saw the necessity of the stringency of the orders in relation to

furloughs.

May 4th. We arrived at Wilmington and marched out of the city

to a field outside of the lines, to the west or northwest of the race-

course and went into camp. The Twenty-first regiment and Briga-

dier-General Hagood and his staff had preceded us. The Twenty-
first was encamped not far from us and nearer the city. The Twenty-
seventh, Eleventh and Seventh battalion constituted the balance of

the brigade, and were coming from Charleston as rapidly as transpor-

tation could be furnished. The men of the Twenty- first and the few

of the Twenty-fifth, who left us while on our way from Charleston,

began to come in by the next day after our arrival here.

The brigade was moving to Virginia as rapidly as the Quarter-
master's Department could furnish transportation. Some of the

companies of the Twenty-first had already gone under the command
of Lieutenant-Colonel Dargan. Major Glover, with companies F,
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G and , by order of General Hagood, reported to Colonel R. F.

Graham, who, with these companies and three of his own regiment,

started on the cars of the Wilmington & Weldon Railroad.

May jM. On the morning of this day the following order was

received by me :

HEADQUARTERS EAST LINES,

JAMES ISLAND, May $th, 1864.

Lieutenant- Colonel PRESSLEY,

Twenty-fifth South Carolina Volunteers:

Have the rest of your regiment at the Wilmington & Weldon

Railroad depot at 12 M. to take transportation to Richmond.

By command of

Brigadier General HAGOOD.
P. K. MALONEY,

A. A. G.

[This was the last written order ever received by me from our gal-

lant assistant adjutant-general, and I have therefore kept it, and now

insert a copy in these reminiscences. His own State was always

uppermost in the mind of this noble Carolinian, and the force of habit

caused him to forget that he had left her borders
;
hence the mistake

in dating his order "James Island" instead of "Wilmington."]
This order was promptly obeyed, and before the appointed time

the remaining companies of the Twenty-fifth were at the station near
"
Camp Cobb," a place from which we always moved with pleasure.

The recollection of that camp brings to mind nothing but discomfort.

We were not detained very long. General Hagood and his staff went

on the train with us. We had one car attached for their horses and

for one horse for each regimental commander of the brigade. The

rest of our horses and all of our baggage, except such as the men

could carry and our camp equipage, were left to come on by wagon

train in charge of Captain J. Elison Adger, our Quartermaster, and

Captain R. Press Smith, Sr., Quartermaster of the Twenty-seventh

regiment. There was no more efficient officer in the service than

Captain Adger. Had every quartermaster in the Confederate army

discharged his duties with as much promptness and fidelity, there

never would have been any complaint of that department. Captain

Smith, of the Twenty-seventh, was also a most excellent officer.

May 6th. At a point between Goldsboro and Weldon, we heard

of the landing of Butler and his army at Bermuda Hundreds. Gen-
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eral Hagood received a dispatch directing him to report to General

Pickett at Petersburg. Before the end of the day we heard that our

three companies, with Graham, had met Butler's forces.

Lieutenant-Colonel Dargan, with the part of the Twenty-first which

first arrived at Petersburg, had been sent to Drewry's Bluff. He was

soon ordered to leave that place and proceed at once to Walthall

Junction, a station on the Richmond & Petersburg Railroad, about

six miles from Petersburg. There, about 1:45 P. M., he was joined

by Colonel Graham and the companies under his command. The
colonel discovered that the enemy were in heavy force in his front,

and at once selected a position and formed line of battle along a road

on the edge of a field, about three hundred yards east of the railroad.

I extract from the report of Colonel Graham as follows :

"
I had

hardly formed my line of battle, when I was attacked by a force esti-

mated to be at least two brigades with several pieces of artillery.

They were driven back in confusion. They again formed for an

attack and attempted to turn my left flank. Perceiving this, I sent

all my force that could be spared to this point. They (the enemy)
were met with such a deadly fire that they retreated in confusion

from the field, leaving some of their dead and wounded on the field.

"
I cannot fail to mention the gallant conduct of both officers and

men. The right of the line was commanded by Lieutenant -Colonel

Dargan and the left by Major Glover, Twenty-fifth South Carolina

volunteers.
"

I lost in this action thirty-five men (two killed and twenty-eight

wounded of the Twenty- first South Carolina volunteers, and five

wounded of the Twenty-fifth South Carolina volunteers)."

The train which bore us went into Petersburg and stopped in front

of Jarratt's Hotel as the sun was setting. Both sides of the railroad

were lined with men, women and children, who cheered us as we

passed them. General Hagood went to report to General Pickett,

and we were left to wait at the place where we disembarked. We
had had nothing to eat since leaving Wilmington, except hardtack

and raw bacon, and our appetites were unusually good even for sol

diers. A genial gentleman came among the men inquiring for the

officer in command. When he found me he told me that his supper

was ready and that I was the person he was looking for. I told him

that I could not go with him, as I was momentarily expecting the

return of the general, and it would not do for me to be absent when

he came back. He insisted, and upon his assurance that he would

not detain me long, I found that inclination had so far mastered duty
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that, after putting Captain E. W. Lloyd, of Company B (who, since

we left Charleston, had been acting as major), in command, I went

with Mr. John Kevan to his house near by, where, around a table

loaded with good things, were seated some charming ladies. I soon

dispatched the last meal to which I sat for many a day thereafter, and

hurrying back, sent Captain Lloyd with Mr. Kevan to make way
with some more of the good things of that excellent gentleman.
Soon after night-fall General Hagood returned, and the command

was put in motion. We marched first to the commissary's store,

where our haversacks were replenished, and crossing the Appomat-
tox river on the iron bridge took the road toward Walthall. The
full moon made it almost as bright as day. General Roger A. Pryor,
who had resigned his commission and was acting in the capacity of

a scout, and one or two mounted couriers, had been sent to act as our

guides. They soon created the impression on my mind that they
were not well acquainted with the roads. By direction of General

Hagood, I made a detail of eight or ten picked men as our advanced

guard. These were followed by myself in company with the general
and his staff and our guides. A few paces behind us came the seven

companies of the Twenty-fifth. Our march was slow and cautious.

We did not know but that at any moment we would be fired

upon by the Federal pickets. We were not certain of our way, nor

whether the enemy might not be between us and our point of desti-

nation. The light of Butler's camp fires could be seen on our right,

but at a considerable distance off. Once or twice we halted and sent

our guides in advance to reconnoitre.

May jth, 1864. Reached Walthall Junction about two hours before

day. Here we found General Bushrod R. Johnson with a small brigade

of Tennesseeans, and Colonel Graham and his command. The bat-

talion under my command was put into line of battle in a wheat field

east of the railroad and a little to the right of Craig's House, and

not far in rear of the line occupied by Colonel Graham's command
on the 6th. Soon after we reached Walthall, the Twenty-seventh

regiment joined us, having reached Petersburg during the night,

and been sent immediately forward. When daylight came no enemy
was to be seen in our front. The companies which had been in the

fight of the 6th took their places in the regimental line, and the

Twenty-fifth had full ranks once more. We found ourselves in a

wheat field. On our right was a wood. In our front a road with a

growth of trees on each side, and a field on the further side. To the

left of this field were some densely wooded hills. There was con-
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siderable evidence in the field of the effectiveness of the fire of our

men.

We remained in line of battle till about 8 o'clock A. M., were

then put in motion and marched across a field and running stream to

the hills in a northeasterly direction from railroad station. The

Twenty-seventh led our forward movement, the Twenty-fifth followed,

and the Twenty-first brought up the rear. General Bushrod R.John-
son ranked Hagood, and had directed him to go into the woods and

feel for the enemy. The object of the movement was not made known

to the men, not even to the regimental officers. The men conse-

quently moved off with their knapsacks on their backs, but soon

discarded them and left them piled in the field before we reached the

woods. There was a considerable interval between the regiments.

We were not long in the woods before the Twenty-seventh was lost

to sight. The Twenty-fifth had proceeded about one-half or three-

quarters of a mile when brisk firing was heard in our front. The

Twenty-seventh had struck the enemy and the fight had commenced.

It was soon ascertained that Butler was advancing to attack us, and

General Hagood determined to fall back before him to the line of the

railroad. I was directed to halt the regiment and throw out three

companies as skirmishers. I detached Company B (Washington

Light Infantry), Company C (Wee Nee Volunteers), and Company
K (Ripley Guards) and led them forward. The firing soon became

very brisk in our front, though, owing to the density of the woods,

we could not as yet see the enemy. Their balls were striking the

trees all around and about us. As soon as I got our skirmish line

well established I put it under command of Major Glover and rode

back to where I had left the other seven companies. They were

gone, and for awhile I was on the field without a command. I was

not long in doubt, however, till I met an officer who informed me
that General Hagood had withdrawn my seven companies towards

the railroad. I soon overtook them marching back by the same

route which we had come. The men recovered their knapsacks as

we returned. I was directed by General Hagood to take post on the

railroad with my right resting a little to the left of Craig's House,

and to remain there till directed to move by him. During all of this

time the firing in the woods, from which we had come and where our

three companies and the Major were left, was very lively. We found

ourselves in an excellent position, the battalion which I now com-

manded being in a railroad cut, the sides of which were about breast

high. The Tennesseeans were on our right and the Twenty-seventh
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and Twenty-first South Carolina volunteers on our left, but, owing to

the character of the country, not in sight. The enemy's artillery

came up and took post in the field in our front, where their line of

battle had been on the 6th, and just beyond the road which I have

mentioned. Some of their pieces could be seen by us, though a good
view of their batteries could not be obtained because of the two rows

of trees and bushes on the sides of the road. I am unable to say
how many guns were pouring their fire upon us. Our artillery (six

pieces) was in our rear. None of the enemy's infantry could be seen

in our immediate front, and as their artillery was not in effective

range of our rifles we were for several hours spectators of the fight.

Their artillery did not pay my battalion much attention, but kept up
an incessant fire directed against the battery in our rear, which sent

them shot for shot. Both the enemy's shells and our own were

passing over our heads. One or two men were struck by pieces of

the sabots, I think, probably of our own shells. The enemy's battery

being further off, the sabots from their shells were likely to be lost

before reaching our line. One of their caissons was exploded by a

shot from our artillery. The Confederate battery suffered but little

damage.
We had not been in our position very long before we could see

long lines of the enemy's infantry coming in splendid order from the

woods in which the fight had commenced, and moving to our left

with the design, as it transpired later in the day, of turning our flank.

As these lines had passed over the ground where Major Glover and

our three companies had been left, and as I had not seen them since

we fell back, I became very uneasy for their safety, and for awhile

seriously feared that they had all been killed or captured. About 3

o'clock in the afternoon the firing on our extreme left became per-

fectly furious. The fight was raging there and it became very evident

that one side or the other must soon give way. General D. H. Hill,

whom 1 had observed riding over the field and displaying the utmost

coolness and disregard of danger, came up in my rear and inquired

for the commanding officer of the troops before him. I told him

that I was in command. He said:
"
Colonel, your brigade is getting

the worst of it on the left and I think you had better move with your

regiment in that direction."
"
Well, general," said I, "my brigadier directed me to remain

here till directed by him 10 move, but if you will take the responsi-

bility of my moving without his orders I will go at once."

I knew that he had no command, having been relieved of his com-
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mand of the western army and not having been assigned any other.

He was acting as a volunteer aid of General Beauregard, and that

general had not as yet reached Virginia.
"

I will take the responsibility of your moving," said he.

I at once started the battalion, marching by the left flank along
the railroad. We had not moved very far, till, greatly to my relief,

we found Major Glover and our three companies on the railroad

track. The pleasure of meeting our comrades, for whose safety we

had felt so much solicitude, was very much marred by learning that

they had sustained some loss. Private Tharin, of Company B, a

brave and highly estimable young man, was lying on the track shot

through the head. There had been other casualties. When our

skirmish line was driven in the major and his command were posted
where we found them, and had held their position since. He was

not at liberty to leave his post, and he and the companies under his

command could not accompany us. About the time that I found

Glover I met Captain Mazyck, of General Hagood's staff, coming
with orders for me to move towards the left. Hagood's orders had

been anticipated by General Hill's advice. The ground over which

we had been passing was of such a character that I could not have

used my horse, and he had been sent in charge of a man to the rear.

Mazyck directed me to leave the railroad, turn to the left at an acute

angle, and after marching about a couple of hundred yards further

to take position in the edge of a field, our line being parallel to the

railroad, with the woods about thirty yards in our rear. The enemy
had gotten possession of the railroad, and both the Twenty first and

Twenty-seventh had suffered severely. As soon as we got in line in

our new position we opened fire on the enemy on the railroad in our

front. I soon perceived that while the enemy's shots were passing

through our ranks and telling on our numbers, ours were doing
them no harm. The railroad cut and the embankment (where the

cut left the hill and reached the lower ground) effectually protected

them. Besides this, quite a number of men belonging to the Twenty-
first and Twenty -seventh were coming from the left, and passing in

confusion immediately in our rear. I concluded, under these circum-

stances, that there was danger of disorder in my ranks, and that we

might be swept back to the woods in our rear. The surest way to pre-

vent such a disaster was to move a force towards the enemy. I gave
the command, and the men moved forward with a yell. There was no

wavering or hesitation. [I was under the impression, till long after-

wards, that my forward movement was without orders from General
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Hagood, but that officer has informed me since the war that he had

sent one of his staff to bear an order to me to move, and that at the

same time he ordered the Twenty-first and Twenty seventh forward.

The order never reached me. Probably the officers seeing my com-
mand in motion concluded that I had anticipated the general's wishes,

and that it was unnecessary to deliver the order. It was not known
to me nor (do I think) to the regiment that the Twenty-first and

Twenty-seventh were moving upon the enemy.] The men were

somewhat exhausted by the rapid march to the left. About halfway
from where we started in our advance we came to a ravine which

afforded shelter from the enemy's bullets, then making sad havoc in

our ranks. I ordered a halt, to enable the men to take breath. It

then occurred to me that the enemy might make a counter move-

ment and charge us from their cover in the railroad. I happened to

be in the part of the line filled by Company G. Desiring to have a

look out kept on the movements of the enemy while we rested, and

knowing that such service was hazardous in the extreme, I called for

volunteers to go up the banks of the ravine and watch. Sergeant
M. V. Izler, and private J. T. Shewmake, of Company G, at once

responded. I had little expectation of seeing either of them alive

when we again moved forward up the slope of the ravine. I have

never seen minie-balls fly thicker than the shower poured upon us

from the time we commenced the forward movement till the enemy
left the railroad, and when it is remembered that for a few minutes

these two men were the targets for all of Butler's line in our front,

their heroism in exposing their lives to prevent surprise can be

appreciated. I recommended both of them for promotion. The

whole command behaved as gallantly as it was possible for men to do.

I know many of both officers and men deserve to be specially men-

tioned, but I could not observe the deeds of daring of each one. I

called on the men and officers to move forward, and if there were

any who were disposed to be laggards I did not see them. The

Beauregard Light Infantry, by their impetuosity, first destroyed the

correctness of our alignment. Before they were seized by the fervor

of battle our line was well preserved. But these gallant Irishmen

seemed determined to be the first to reach the enemy in their advan-

tageous position on the railroad track. That company soon got into

the shape of a V, with the apex towards the enemy. Lieutenant V.

Due was in the lead, and for a time was considerably in advance of

the battalion. The rest of the men were inspired by the same spirit

which moved the Beauregards, and all seemed determined that the
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honor of being first upon the enemy should be claimed by no par-

ticular company.

My attention was particularly drawn to Private R. D. Zimmerman,
of Company F. He was pressing nobly forward and passed me
several paces when I saw him turn back. As I passed him I noticed

that the brave fellow was endeavoring to stop the flow of his heart's

blood, which was spouting from his breast. His struggle was fruit-

less, he could follow us no further. Captain G. H. Moffett, our

Adjutant, showed himself every inch a soldier and behaved with his

usual gallantry. While we were moving forward, Lieutenant F. G.

Hammond, of Company H (Yeadon Light Infantry), informed me
that Colonels Graham and Dargan and Captain W. E. Stoney, of

General Hagood's staff had fallen, and that I was in command of the

brigade. I told him that that did not put me in command as Gene-

ral Hagood was still there and unhurt. The lieutenant went back to

his company, and I never saw him again. (He fell at Swift Creek

two days afterwards. ) Before we reached the railroad the enemy
broke and left in confusion. When we reached the track we swept
the field in our front with a murderous fire. We did not rest long. I

saw a line of bushes that I took for a hedge growing on the bank of

a ditch about two hundred or three hundred yards beyond the rail-

road, and I concluded that it would afford excellent shelter for my
men. The battalion again ordered forward, with a view of getting
nearer the enemy. We had not gone more than fifty or sixty yards

beyond the railroad when my sword fell from my hand. I became

conscious that I was struck. Ascertaining the extent of my injuries

and seeing that I could lead the brave men, who were all willing to

follow even into the jaws of death, no further, and that I must leave

to some one else the pleasure of finishing the day's glory, I directed

Sergeant W. V. Izler to pick up my sword and assist me to the rear.

I got back to the railroad, but was able to go but a few steps further.

By my direction Sergeant Izler left me and went in search of the

litter-bearers. While I was waiting for the return of Izler, General

Hagood passed me going towards the front. I asked him to look

after the regiment, as I was no longer able to command it, and I

directed the men who were with me to go to the front. They all

obeyed except one or two of the Twenty seventh regiment, who
assisted Sergeant Izler to bear me further to the rear, where we met

Dr. A. J. Beale, our assistant surgeon. He administered some res-

toratives to me, which, but for the fact that I was unable to walk,

would have made me forget my wound. A kind-hearted minister of
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the Christian church (a Mr. Wellon), in a spring wagon, looking for

wounded men came up, and, with the assistance of Sergeant Izler,

took me to the South Carolina hospital in Petersburg. As we were

leaving the field we met Lieutenant Shuler, of Company F, in charge

of some men who had gotten off the cars when we were on the way
to Wilmington and remained temporarily behind to bid their friends

adieu. The last order which I ever gave to any part of the regiment

was that these men be released from arrest and join their companies
at once. We lost in killed and wounded in this the last engagement
in which I had the honor of commanding the Twenty-fifth South

Carolina volunteers, the regiment which I loved so much, and the

men of which, I feel sure, had as high a regard for me, the following

officers and men.

Lieutenant-Colonel John G. Pressley severely wounded in shoulder.

Company A. Killed : Privates, J. J. Small and D. A. Mahoney.
Wounded : Sergeant W. D. Cochett, severely in wrist ; privates T.

B. Chapman, slightly in the head
;
W. B. Cowperthwaite, severely in

the head ; J. M. Mellichamp, slightly in arm
;
C. Provost, slightly in

shoulder ;
W. H. Steinmeyer, severely in shoulder ;

L. B. Love-

green, slightly in head.

Company B. Killed : E. B. Tharin.

Company C. Wounded : Private D. S. Wilson, slightly in arm

and breast.

Company D. Wounded : Private W. D. Beverly, severely.

Company E. Killed: Privates Thomas Ryan and R. W. Owens.

Wounded : Sergeant J. F. Sanders, slightly in two places ; Corporal

John Manning, severely in leg ; privates John Boyce, slightly ; A.

Vocelle, slightly in thigh ; S. Wetherhorn, slightly in abdomen.

Company F. Killed: Private R. D. Zimmerman. Wounded:

Captain Martin A. Sellers, slightly in arm ;
Color Corporal J. W.

Myers, mortally in abdomen ; Corporal John Pritchett, mortally in

abdomen ; Corporal T. W. Ulmer, severely in temple ; privates H.

F. Dantzler, slightly in leg ;
H. Griffin, slightly in breast ; J. Jones,

slightly in breast ; E. B. Stroke, slightly in arm.

Company G. Killed: Sergeant J. E. Rast ; private L. W.Jen-
kins. Wounded : Privates E. E. Inabinet, severely in leg ; J. M. O*

Holman, slightly ;
E. Ott, slightly in head ; S. R. Hall, severely in leg.

Company H. Killed : Private G. M. Howard. Wounded : Ser-

geant R. A. Horton, severely in hand ; J. H. Pricket, slightly in

head ;
W. H. Matthews, slightly in thigh.

Company I. Wounded : Sergeant R. F. Ridgway, severely in
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arm
;
W. A. Lowder, severely in hand

; privates Jesse Tobias,

severely in hip; P. W. Tobias, severely in chest; J. B. Hodge,

severely in abdomen ; J. H. Evans, slightly in face ;
Isaac Haily,

severely in chest ; John Pelt, severely in hand.

In this battle the Confederate forces, besides the artillery already

mentioned, aggregated twenty-six hundred men, of which fifteen hun-

dred were of Hagood's brigade, and the rest Bushrod R. Johnson's.

The Federal army greatly outnumbered us. Northern papers pub-
lished lists of killed and wounded from five brigades. The esti-

mated loss of the Federals was one thousand men, though prisoners

captured (of which there were twenty-one) put it much higher. The
Confederates lost twenty-three killed, one hundred and thirty-eight

wounded, and twelve missing. There were of these one Tennesseean

killed and six wounded
;

all of the rest were from Hagood's brigade.

General Butler's inefficiency is the only conceivable reason for his

not turning our right flank and cutting us off from Petersburg.

There were no troops between us and that city. The credit of saving

that place belongs to the brigades of Generals Hagood and Bushrod

R. Johnson.
At 10 o'clock on the night of the yth of May these two brigades

and the artillery fell back towards Petersburg, and before daylight on

the 8th crossed Swift Creek. Captain James F. Izler, of Company
G, Twenty fifth South Carolina volunteers, was left in command of

the pickets to protect the Confederate rear in this retrograde move-

ment. On the morning of the 8th the Captain withdrew his pickets

and rejoined the regiment. On the Qth of May the enemy advanced

and took position 'on the north side of Swift Creek, in front of the

Confederates.

I am unable to give an account of the desperate reconnoisance led

by General Hagood on the gth ofMay in order to ascertain the strength

of the enemy in front of the Confederate position. The general took

with him the Eleventh and Twenty-first, and a detachment of the

Twenty-fifth South Carolina volunteers, composed of Companies A,

C, H and K, under the command of Captain James M. Carson, of

Company A. Nor can I detail the incidents of the fighting near

Drewry's Bluff on the i3th, I4th, I5th and i6th of May. The regi-

ment, in these last-mentioned engagements, was commanded by

Major John V. Glover, an officer in every way most worthy of the

veterans of the Twenty-fifth. He furnished me with a list of the

killed and wounded in these battles, and I here give, them, with the

hope that some " survivor
"
may put on record an account of these
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operations as well as of the various other battles in which the Twenty-
fifth took part till it was captured at the surrender of Fort Fisher in

North Carolina. There was a small remnant left, some of whom fell

or were captured at New Town Creek, below Wilmington, and the

rest laid down their arms at the surrender of General Joseph E. John-
ston. Would that I could have shared the dangers and hardships
which fell to the lot of my comrades till our flag was folded forever;

but God willed it otherwise.

The casualties at Swift Creek on the gth of May, were as follows :

Company A. Killed : Private W. L. Jeter. Wounded : Corporal

J. H. Dickerson, slightly in the head and arm
; private E. F. Cross,

slightly in the face and arm
;

P. Gowan, slightly in thigh ; W. S.

Lanneau, slightly in thigh. Missing: Corporals T. W. Miller and

F. W. Locke.

Company C. Wounded : J. K. Gamble.

Company H. Killed : Captain T. L. Hammond
;
Second Lieu-

tenant F. G. Hammond
; Corporal W. A. Rochester; privates J.

Goin and W. Cunningham. Wounded : Sergeant E. W. Rush,

slightly in hand
;
Privates P. C. Dobbins, by concussion

; J. A. Car-

michael, severely in hand
;

P. P. Hodgson, severely in thigh.

Wounded and captured: Sergeant J. H. Fagin and Corporal K. Lamb.

Missing : Privates A. Thompson and L. D. Murphy.

Company K. Killed : First Lieutenant F. J. Lesesne, Corporal

J. J. Ard, privates P. H. Lesesne, F. J. N. Dennis, J. D. Wilder,

John Davis, J. G. Player, E. Ard, E. Browder, J. E. Cubstead,

W. D. Duke, W. R. Byrdick, W. V. Stukes. Wounded : Second

Lieutenant Charles Lesesne
; Corporals S. Mitchum, severely in

shoulder; W E. Mitchum, slightly in arm; C. M. Matthews, slightly

in thigh ; privates J. H. Hodge, stunned
;
W. Byrdick, severely ;

W. W. Thorn, severely in hip; B. R. Ard, slightly; J. C. Hodge,

severely in thigh; J. B. Tanner, slightly in thigh; S. Wilder, slightly.

Casualties in the trenches near Drewry's Bluff on the I3th, I4th

and 1 5th of May :

Company A. Killed: Private John Hall. Wounded: Captain

James M. Carson, severely in arm.

Company C. Killed : Sergeant S. Montgomery. Wounded :

First Lieutenant C. Logan, severely in leg ; privates William Guess,

severely in leg ; M. A. Brown, severely in thigh (found with thigh

amputated by Federal surgeons) ;
H. J. Brown, severely in arm and

breast
; J. H. Bradham, slightly in nose

;
H. L. Grayson. severely in

arm and side; J. F. Montgomery, severely in thigh; B. E. Dukes,
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severely in breast
; J. A. Feagin, mortally in breast. Wounded and

missing : R. B. Walters, severely in thigh. Missing: R. E. Duke,

F. J. Duke, J. A. Bradham, J. W. Joyroe, H. S. Garner, J. M.

Owens, S. W. Browder and J. H. Reagin.

Company D. Killed: Private B.Johnson. Wounded: Sergeant

W. D. Currav, severely in side; privates S. H. Read, slightly in

hand; N. N. Tart, slightly.

Company G. Wounded: Private O. J. Syphred, severely in side.

Company I. Wounded: Corporal H. V. Haily, severely in hand
;

privates T. M. Teats, mortally in abdomen
;
R. W. Burgess, mortally

in temple.

Company K. Wounded: Private L. Player, slightly in arm.

Casualties in battle near Drewry's Bluff on May i6th :

Field and Staff. Ensign J. M. Pendergrass, severely in shoulder.

Company A. Killed: Corporal F. M. Kellers; private W. A.

Dotterer, while in charge of a piece of artillery and displaying great

gallantry. Wounded: First Lieutenant H. B. Olney, severely in

shoulder and jaw ; Sergeant D. H. Jones, slightly in leg ; privates J.

L. Honor, severely in side and arms
;
P. H. Seabrook, slightly in

leg; J. B. McNamee, stunned.

Company B. Killed: Second Lieutenant J. E. Bomar; private

R. Blakely. Wounded : First Lieutenant S. J. Burger, leg fractured

(afterwards amputated) ;
Second Lieutenant R. M. Taft, mortally

(died on i8th) ; privates J. S. Caldwell, slightly in hand; J. J. Boyce,

slightly in head; J. F. Grady, slightly in breast.

Company C. Wounded : Captain Thomas J. China, mortally

(died on i8th); privates Isaac Montgomery, severely in head; D. M.

Smith, mortally (died on igth); J. Wilson, severely in side; H.

Tyler, severely in leg; S. A. McClary, slightly in leg; D. S. McClary,

severely in thigh; E. S. Ellis, slightly in head
; J. H. Young, slightly

in head.

Company D. Killed : Private R. Freman. Wounded : First

Lieutenant P. B. Bethea, slightly in leg ;
Second Lieutenant M. L.

Smith, severely in leg ; Corporal G. Turbiville, severely in leg ; pri-

vates G. Moore, slightly in arm
; P. Turbeville, severely in face ; M.

Turbiville, stunned
;
M. Allford, stunned.

Company E. Killed: Private J. Callahan. Wounded: Second

Lieutenant V. Due, slightly in head
;
Second Lieutenant G. M.

Lalane, severely in shoulder
; Sergeant J. E. Prince, severely in

wrist
; Sergeant S. H. May, slightly in leg ; Sergeant G. R. Dunn,

severely in leg ; Sergeant John McLeish, severely in ankle
; privates
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M. Broderick, slightly in leg ; H. Hodson, slightly in foot ; John
Martin, slightly in hand; L. Vocelle, severely in hand and hip.

Company F. Killed: Private L. Shurlmite. Wounded: Second
Lieutenant F. E. Shuler, mortally (died on the iQth); private O. S.

Davis, mortally (died on the lyth); B. A. Mclver, mortally in hip;

J. E. Heaner, J. W. Wannamaker, severely in nose; E. Speigner,

slightly in hand; R. Smith, slightly; C. Felder, slightly in ear, and

S. Ott, slightly in head.

Company G. Killed : Second Lieutenant G. H. Elliott, Corporal

J. R. Kennerley, Color Corporal M. L. Austin
; private G. W. B.

Fairy. Wounded : Sergeant B. P. Izler, severely in leg ; Sergeant

J. H. Hook, severely in arm; Corporal F. Kohn, severely in arm
;

private J. Ash, severely in leg (amputated) ; B. H. Sanders, severely
in thigh ;

E. H. Irick, severely in the shoulder and arm
; F. S. In-

abinet, mortally; J. H. Avant, slightly in shoulder; H. Brown, slightly

in leg ; M. Robinson, slightly in head, and H. Baily, slightly in

neck.

Company H. Killed : Private H. W. Matthews. Wounded :

Corporal F. W. King, slightly in leg, and Private S. E. Son, slightly

in arm.

Company I. Killed: Privates W. M. Rodgers and J. M. Bell.

In the engagement at Drewry's Bluff (i6lh May) the regiment

again covered itself with glory. In one charge it captured many of

the men, all of the guns, horses, and entire outfit of a battery of

field artillery. It paid for its fame with some of its noblest officers

and men. If Major Glover were writing this, he would, no doubt,

make special mention of many who distinguished themselves by their

deeds of daring on that bloody day. But he sleeps in the bosom of

the State for which he fought so gallantly, and as fate denied to me
the glory of participating in the events of that memorable occasion,

I am not able to designate any who may have distinguished them-

selves beyond their fellows. I cannot close these reminiscences, how-

ever, without mentioning three young men, one of whom fell on the

gth and two on the i6th of May. There were other equally noble

spirits in the regiment, but I found these three young men so con-

genial, and they were so often around the camp-fire of regimental

headquarters, that I became very intimate with them. It was im-

possible to know them without entertaining the highest regard and

admiration for them. I allude to Lieutenants F. J. Lesense, J. E.

Bomar and R. M. Taft. It would be hard to fix the limits of their

usefulness to their country had they been spared,
is
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The following list of casualties in the engagement at Clary's Farm
was also furnished me by Major Glover, but the memorandum is

without date.

Company A. Wounded: Privates D. C. Marsh, slightly in elbow,

and J. W. Carter, slightly in arm.

Company C. Wounded: Privates F. R. Parsons, mortally in leg,

and W. E. Graham, severely in hand (amputated).

Company D. Wounded : Privates A. Owens, and S. A. Owens,

slightly in hand.

Company F. Wounded: Privates J. W. Rucker, slightly in thigh;
C. Stroman, severely in the arm.

Company I. Killed: Private G. F. Gibbons. Wounded: Private

J. H. Richbourg, severely in side.

Major John V. Glover and the other mounted officers of the regi-

ment procured remounts from the horses of the battery captured on
the 1 6th of May at Drewry's Bluff. A few days afterwards the major
was kicked on the leg by his vicious horse. Though lamed, he con-

tinued to lead the regiment with his accustomed ability and gallantry

for two or three weeks afterwards, till a shot from the enemy's lines

took off his little finger. I am unable to state the place or date, but

it was near Richmond, where the command was fighting behind

breastworks. The major was sent to the hospital, where erysipelas

supervened on his wounds, and South Carolina lost another of her

brave sons, and the Twenty fifth South Carolina volunteers an officer,

honored, respected and loved by every officer and man of the regi-

ment.

Pegram Battalion Association.

The following addresses were delivered on the 3ist day of May,

1887, on the occasion of the dedication of a memorial window, erected

in memory of the dead of the Pegram Battalion Association, and the

depositing of a register of the same, at the Chapel at the Soldiers'

Home at Lee Camp. The following companies constituted the bat-

talion: "Purcell" Battery, of Richmond, Virginia; "Crenshaw"

Battery, of Richmond, Virginia; "Letcher" Battery, of Richmond,

Virginia;
"
Fredericksburg" Battery, of Fredericksburg, Virginia, and

" Pee Dee
"
Battery, of South Carolina commanded by Colonel Wm.

Johnston Pegram until he fell mortally wounded at Five Forks, April

ist, 1865:
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ADDRESS OF REV. H. MELVILLE JACKSON, D. D.

Religion an Element of Strength in the Soldierly Character.

When Aeneus related to the enamoured Queen of Carthage the

story of Trojan woes, he could say that no inconsiderable part of

those sufferings were borne by himself. And so, it seems to me, that

one who is entitled to speak on an occasion of this sort, should have

been a participator in the deeds whereof he speaks, a fellow-sufferer

with those who suffered and a fellow-reaper with those who gathered

glory on the fire-swept fields of war.

And, although I have not this title to speak, yet I yield to none in

devotion to the principles which were then submitted to the arbitra-

ment of arms, in grateful veneration for those who survived and

loving reverence for those who died. They endured no hardship
which does not enlist my sympathy, they won no glory which does

not excite my enthusiasm and command my admiration. If this

constitutes a title, I feel that I am not altogether unworthy to appear
in your presence to-day and undertake to perform the duty which

you have assigned me.

In the years which have ensued since the God of Peace breathed

peace on this torn and distracted country, we have had time to make up
our estimate of the Southern soldier. We have thought, and do verily

believe, that neither the phalanxes of Macedonia, nor the legions of

Rome, nor the disciplined battalions of Prussia, nor the sturdy brig-

ades of Britain, nor the war- intoxicated soldiery of France, surpassed
either in endurance or in valor the veteran armies which contested

the long series of battles from Manassas to Appomattox. The esti-

mate of the Southern soldier has been formed, has already passed

into history, and will be perpetuated on her page.

There is, however, one element of strength in the soldierly char-

acter, contributing no little to the achievements of the armies of the

Confederacy, which the historian is liable to overlook. The deep

religious sentiment which pervaded the Southern armies, and ani-

mated alike both officers and men, will scarcely be included by the

annalist among the contributory elements of success in war. And

yet it is that element which I propose to emphasize to-day. Two

distinguished chaplains of the war, Dr. W. W. Bennett in a book

entitled "The Great Revival in the Southern Armies," and Dr. J.

Wm. Jones in a work,
"
Christ in the Camp," which I understand is
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shortly to appear, have treated this subject at large ;
but I am very

sure that neither will resent the appearance on the field of an humbler

ally in the laudable effort to present the Southern soldier in his

noblest aspect as a Christian warrior.

I shall allow myself large latitude to-day. I shall endeavor to

refute what is perhaps the popular impression, that a soldier is a reck-

less dare-devil, fearing nothing in the heavens above or in the earth

beneath. I shall endeavor to show that Cromwell was right when he

said :

"
Truly I think he that prays and preaches best will fight best.

I know nothing that will give like courage and confidence as the

knowledge of God in Christ will."

It were easy to make out an a priori case. It were easy to show that

the religion of Christ enters into the individual, enhances and exalts

the faculties and powers of mind and soul, supplies him with new
and stronger motives for doing everything that is right, and there-

fore, all other things being equal, a man should be a better soldier,

as he should be a better farmer, merchant, physician, lawyer or arti-

san, because he is a Christian.

But I shall approach this subject from another standpoint. 1 shall

lay down the proposition, that the annals of religion have given us

the best exemplars of generalship, of heroic action, and of personal

bravery which, in all ages of the world, the history of war contains.

I am aware that on the first statement of this proposition it will be

questioned, if not denied. The objector will point to the heroes,

whose deeds have been preserved in classic literature, and whose

faith was in false gods ;
he will point to an Alexander, a Hannibal

and a Caesar
;
he will point to the intrepid valor of the Spartan and

the irresistible courage of the Roman, and say,
" These men owed

nothing to a religious faith
; produce, from any quarter, names

worthy to be compared with them."

In matters such as these we are very much controlled by traditional

estimates. The splendid literature of the Greeks and Romans has

immortalized the deeds of their heroes, the battles won by their

armies, and the victories achieved by the strategy of their generals ;

and that literature has moulded the thought of the world. The esti-

mates thus formed have become fixed ;
and Alexander and Caesar

and Hannibal have become the world's standard in generalship, and

the Spartan and the Roman have become the world's standard in

courage and intrepidity. It may be rank heresy to question the

unbroken tradition of the centuries
; but, for my part, I have never

regarded these estimates as final.
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For instance, have you ever seriously asked upon what grounds
the world-wide fame of Julius Caesar rests ?

Mainly upon the conquest of Gaul and Germany, does it not?

And while no sane man will deny the military skill and strategy and

resource of the Roman commander, yet, after all, it was the conquest
of an undisciplined rabble of badly armed and half naked savages

by the superbly equipped, mail-clad, and disciplined legions of Rome.
And I would venture to put over against the campaigns of a Caesar,

the achievements of a Joshua, who, at the head of an army composed
of the escaped slaves of Egypt, with no weapons except such as they
were able to forge in the desert or wrest from the hands of their ene-

mies, undertook the conquest of the powerful nations of Moab and

Ammon and Philistia and Canaan.

I understand very well that one may say that the Jewish commander
had divine assistance, which the Roman had not. I do not deny
that ; but I distinctly affirm that the student of military history, con-

sidering the human elements alone, will find in the great captain of

the Hebrews, whose soul was on fire with zeal for Jehovah's cause

and whose dauntless faith was fixed on the Lord his God, the peer of

any captain of any age.

And I will ask you to suppose for a moment that the heroic action

of Gideon had occurred on Grecian soil, and had been preserved in

classic in place of sacred literature? Who does not know that it

would have passed into history as one of the world's exemplars of

heroism, and occupied a place beside Thermopylae of ancient and

Balaklava of modern times? But, alas, being recorded in sacred

history, its fate has been to degenerate into a joke, and the name of

that gallant border chieftain can scarce be mentioned without exciting

a smile.

In the hill country of Benjamin, where the mountainous region

falls away to the valley of the Jordan, there is a deep gorge or fissure,

caused by some convulsion of nature, called the Valley of Michmash.

Over against each other, across this yawning and precipitous chasm,

stand opposing cliffs. On yonder side of the chasm an army of the

Philistines, numbering many thousands, has pitched its tents; on this

side a little band of Hebrews, numbering about six hundred, occupy
a strongly entrenched and fortified camp. It seems only a question

of time when this gallant band must succumb to an overpowering

force. Jonathan, that noble prince and superb soldier, is in command

of the little army of the Israelites. He gazes across the intervening

chasm upon the outstretched camp of the Philistines, and meditates
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a project of surpassing bravery. He has determined to scale that

cliff with his drawn sword in his hand, and attack that mighty host

single-handed. What utter madness ! A single sword against an

armed multitude ! No matter. The Lord God of Israel will nerve

his arm
;
and if it be madness, it is just such madness as a religious

faith is capable of inspiring. To morrow, at the dawn of day, we
see the valiant young prince scaling that craggy steep, and behind

him steals his courageous armour-bearer. Now he draws himself up
on the summit of the rock, and in an instant his terrible sword strikes

the sentinel posted there to the earth. On he goes toward the camp
of his enemies, like a young god infuriate

;
and as he goes he slays.

Twenty Philistine warriors fall before him, and his armour-bearer

slays after him. He reaches the camp, and the sleeping enemy
start up from slumber and come forth from their tents in dazed and

stupid amazement, while the sword of Jonathan deals wide havoc.

Confusion seizes the Philistine host. In the uncertain light of the

dawn each man takes the other for an enemy, and treacherous allies

embrace the opportunity to break a hated allegiance and turn their

swords against their late comrades.

The confusion grows wider, and grows wilder. Utter panic and

rout ensue. A great army, lately flushed with victory, is in full

flight, and on its rear, reaping a harvest of death, flashes and gleams
in the morning light the single sword of Jonathan.

I search in vain the annals of war for an action parallel with that

in the superb audacity of its conception and in the splendid valor

with which it was executed. And yet, not one in ten of you all ever

heard of it before. There it is, recorded on the page of Holy Writ,

but it never arrested your most casual attention. If Herodotus had

told the story, or Plutarch, or Walter Scott, you would have heard

it a thousand times in your childhood, and you would have told it

again and again to your children after you.

A distinguished divine, recently speaking in this place, said of a

certain Psalm upon which he was commenting: "This is the soldier's

Psalm." He might with equal propriety have said of the whole book

of Psalms: "This is the soldier's book." How full it is, from begin-

ning to end, of allusion to the camp, the battle and the weapons of

a warrior. We read these glorious old hymns of antiquity, and we

need no man to tell us that they are the devotional expressions of

the mighty heart of a soldier. The Lord God, to him, is one who

teacheth his hands to war and his fingers to fight.

His prayer is the prayer of a soldier :

"
Fight against them that
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fight against me Take hold of shield and buckler and stand up for

my help." His conception of a protecting providence is expressed
in such terms as "fortress" and "defence" and "a shield upon my
right hand."

Beyond all doubt the soldier-king of Israel was a great warrior.

His earlier history, when hunted through the mountain fastnesses

from cave to cave, reads like the romantic story of a Wallace or a

Bruce
;
his later history, when his victorious armies established the

supremacy of his little kingdom over surrounding nations, and held

in check the rising power of Syria on the east and the mighty empire
of Egypt on the south, will place him in the front rank of the cap-
tains of war.

But the greatest soldier which Israel ever produced was the re-

nowned Judas Maccabeus. I will go even farther. I will say that I

do not believe the whole world ever produced his superior. To my
mind there is no grander figure in history. In him were united the

bravery of a Julius Caesar, the military genius of a Napoleon Bona-

parte, and the religious enthusiasm and fiery energy of a Stonewall

Jackson. Taking up arms at a time when his country was a Grecian

province, all its fortresses garrisoned by Grecian armies, his country-
men corrupted by Grecian luxury, he collected a little band from the

number of those who were yet jealous for the Lord of Hosts and for

the honor of His name, and won a series of victories unparalleled in

the annals of war. City after city was reduced by his invincible

arms, and their garrisons expelled, until the last shackle was struck

from Israel. Mighty armies under experienced generals were sent to

crush him, but were defeated in detail and driven back with disaster.

I have no intention of wearying you with an extended account of

these wonderful triumphs. I think one memorable engagement will

suffice. An army of forty thousand men, under the Generals Gorgias
and Nicanor, had penetrated into the very heart of the devoted

province, and were encamped at Emmaus. To oppose this formi-

dable force, Judas had a little army of six thousand patriots encamped
at Mizpeh, by the Eben-ha-ezer, "the stone of the helper," which

Samuel had erected centuries before.

The disparity of force was great enough one would think, but the

indomitable Jewish leader assembled his army and made proclama-

tion that all who had built a house, or planted a vineyard, or mar-

ried a wife in the past year, and all who were afraid, were at liberty

to withdraw from his standard. Three thousand left the ranks;

three thousand stood in their place ;
three thousand now against
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forty thousand. Tremendous odds ! But these men are fighting for

God, and they know no fear. "In God is our help," was the battle-

cry which went up from that devoted band.

The army of the invaders divides; one part remains encamped at

Emmaus under Nicanor; the other part, under Gorgias, makes a

detour through the mountains to surprise Judas and destroy him in

his tems. This is his opportunity, and with the instinct of genius he

seizes it. With the celerity of movement for which he was famous,
and in which he is unequalled in ancient or in modern times, except,
as I think, by the "foot cavalry

"
of Stonewall Jackson, he descended

upon the camp of Nicanor, and when Gorgias had reached the moun-
tain top, where he expected to find his victim, he could behold the

conflagration which proclaimed the rout and destruction of the main

body of the invading army.
Nor is he left long to brood over his disappointment. Before

night-fall of that eventful day, and before he could extricate himself

from that mountainous region, he is attacked in one of its defiles with

such impetuous fury that his army melts in a moment, and flees in

terror, with the avenging swords of the patriots driving them like the

scourge of God. The discomfited generals return to the regent

Lysias, and declare that "the God who fought for the Jews is indeed

mighty, and it is worse than useless to attack them."

Now it seems strange to me that this great general, who fought a

score of battles, and always at the odds of about one man against ten,

but yet who never lost an engagement, who achieved the indepen-
dence of his country, and who wrested freedom from the mighty
power of the Grecian Empire, has not been accorded the place in

the estimation of the world to which his signal prowess and military

genius entitle him. I know no reason except that which was alleged

by Tacitus in a similar instance, when he says of the Greeks, that

they "never admire any exploits but their own." Grecian literature

is silent respecting Judas Maccabeus, and Grecian literature has

moulded the thought of the world.

Surely it is not enough to do deeds of glory. Their formative

influence, their inspiring example, is lost to the world unless they are

embodied in an imperishable literature. And I assert that no more

imperative duty lies before the South than to secure the preservation
of the records of our recent war. I do not mean so much the records

of extended campaigns, which I have no doubt the military historian

will faithfully chronicle, but the personal acts of devotion and deeds

of prowess, which shed the light of a higher glory on the dark page
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of war, and which will be the pabulum of inspiration for generations

yet unborn.

My proposition is : That religion is an element of strength in the

soldierly character. My proposition is : That the annals of religion

will afford the best examplars of heroic action. In support of this

proposition we are following those annals down the centuries, and

noting the conspicuous figures of history; and we pass now from

Judaic to Christian times.

I shall not weary you with instances
;
but my discussion would

surely be incomplete without passing notice of that outburst of re-

ligious fervor, which moved all Europe to war, sent army after army
against the Mohammedan power of the East, and was the occasion

of such abandon of devotion, such prodigies of valor, and such

hardly-won meed of glory as the world has scarcely seen the like,

before or since.

The beginning of the Crusades was farcical enough. I know of

no more ludicrous spectacle than Peter the Hermit, clad in his monk's

cowl and astride of a diminutive donkey, leading a motley host of

men, women and children, armed with sticks, stones, hammers and

pitchforks, and other such weapons, across Europe to exterminate

the Turk. An expedition farcical surely, if its termination were not

so tragical. Cut off to a man
;
the whole host of them slaughtered

in heaps by the remorseless scimitar of the Saracen
;
the spot where

they fell marked for long years by their whitening bones.

But, if the beginning was ridiculous, the sequel was glorious ; when
the flower of the chivalry of all the nations of Europe gathered to

the standard of Godfrey, an army of the choicest spirits that ever

assembled on a field of battle, sworn on the red cross of the Crusade

to recover the sepulchre of the Son of God, or die in the effort.

Twenty thousand men, each man of them a hero in battle and an

expert in arms, stormed at the walls and tower and gates of Jerusa-

lem, reputed impregnable, and defended by an army of seventy
thousand Saracens. The besieged more than three times the number

of the besiegers. When was it ever heard that a walled and fortified

city was carried by assault on such terms ? And yet Jerusalem was

taken
; how, no man knows. The Arab chroniclers dismiss the whole

matter curtly, saying :

"
It was the will of God that the city should

be taken, and so the Christians, rushing on as one man, took it God
curse them."

I have often tried to picture to myself the scene which a battle-

array, in the times of the Crusades, would present to the eyes of a
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spectator. No dense clouds of sulphurous smoke hung over a field

of battle in those days, enveloping and concealing the action.

There was no refuge in rifle-pits, and no long-range batteries deal-

ing death across the interval of miles. Doubtless the spectacle was

imposing and inspiring.

The sunlight gleaming on the burnished armour of the steel-clad

knights ; the gay trappings of the caparisoned steeds
;
the standards

of the chieftains unfurled to the breezes, resplendent with armorial

bearings ;
the blare of the trumpets sounding defiance and uttering

the signal of battle
;
the evolutions of the glittering lines

;
the fierce

onset of the knights with lances couched and bodies bent to the pom-
mel; the swords leaping from their scabbards and clashing on shields

and helmeted heads ; the terrible crash of the battle-axe oh, it

seems to me that a man must needs have been a man, with a heart

that knows not how to tremble, with a frame of iron, and with sinews

of steel, to engage in such warfare as that. Give me, then, a man
whose physical frame has been developed as befits a frame which en-

shrines an immortal soul. Give me a man who is endowed with all

the natural qualities of a true manhood. I will baptize him with the

fire of a religious enthusiasm
;

I will kindle in his soul the zeal which

is born of faith in the everlasting God ;
I will send him forth on such

a field, armed in a righteous cause, and he will be invincible.

Gentlemen, religion is a force which enters the innermost recesses

of the heart, and stirs the deepest powers of the soul. There is many
a fool who thinks it a fit thing for women and children, but somehow
detrimental to manliness and incongruous with the most exalted types

of character, as they are manifested in the stirring action of life. It

is this idea I combat. Believe me, religion strengthens, ennobles. It

gives bones of iron and sinews of brass. In every righteous cause it

enters as an ally heaven-born, and endowed of heaven with the

heroic virtues of the archangels about the throne. It is no weak,

nerveless, effeminate thing. It tones the tension of the soul to a pitch

of heroism which earth-born spirits may strive in vain to reach.

It is night. It is the eve of the battle of Hastings. To-morrow

shall be fought the fight upon which hang the destinies of Enghnd.
I stand on the area between the embattled hosts, the area which shall

to-morrow be contested with stubborn valor, and which shall run red

with brave blood. The moon sheds her sweet light, as though she

were shining on human loves, and happiness, and sweet peace, and

the stars blink and twinkle in the skies. Yonder is the camp of the

Normans, and there the tents of the Saxons. I stand between. Upon
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mine ears, from this side, comes the noise of revelry, the music of

the dance, the merriment of men who linger long with the cup; from

that side there steals upon the night air the low chant of devotion,

and I hear the murmur of a multitude in worship of the Lord God
of Hosts. Do I need one to tell me how the battle will go on the

morrow? Ring down the curtain. Spill no human blood. The

destiny is forecast and fixed. The devotee will conquer the reveler

as surely as the trumpets shall sound the onset of battle.

Oh, Religion, what deeds of valor hast thou inspired! What
names of glory, unsurpassed, unequalled, hast thou dictated to fame

that their deeds should be blown upon the four winds and heralded

to the ages !

The long catalogue runs synchronously with the centuries. The
record is not closed, the record is never closed. Our own times, our

own century, adds its resplendent quota ;
heroes worthy to be cata-

logued with the patriots of Thermopylae and the chivalry of the

Crusades. We nominate a Havelock, we nominate a Gordon, we

nominate a Lee, we nominate a Jackson, we nominate a Pegram, as

names worthy to be inscribed on the immortal scroll which bears the

record of the lives whose sacred fires were kindled at the altar of a

religious faith.

The historian, when he formulates for posterity the estimate of the

Southern soldier, is liable to overlook the religious element as one of

the factors of strength in the almost invincible armies of the South.

He will not understand that the training which should fit him to

do deeds of glory was not in the manual of arms, nor in the evolu-

tions of tactics, but in the inculcation of the principles of a religious

faith.

A mother's knee seems a strange place to train a soldier, but I tell

you that there is the school of the heroes of all the ages ; wanting

that, the schools of war and camps of instruction will never suffice to

train a race of patriots or develop a nation of warriors. Thanks be

to God, the people of the South are still in the main a religious

people. Festering and pestilent scepticism has made no considerable

inroad among us, destroying faith, corrupting morals and tainting

virtue. Still for us there is a God in the heavens reigning over all;

still a right and a wrong; still a commanding respect for all that is

noble and true and good. And when mothers sent their sons to

battle, they sent youths whose souls had been made stalwart by the

strengthening principles of a religious faith.

This is not the estimate of a prejudiced and partial judge. After
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the battle of Gettysburg a Federal chaplain, preaching to Federal

soldiers, paid this high tribute to the Southern armies:

"The Southern army," said he, "is one which, from its com-

manding generals to its lowest privates, is pervaded with the sense

of dependence upon God. The highest councils of its military

leaders are opened with prayer for His divine guidance and benedic-

tion. Every battle is planned and every campaign conducted in

the spirit of prayer.
" More than this ; every soldier is taught to feel that the cause in

which he contends is one that God approves; that if he is faithful to

God, His almighty arm will protect, and His infinite strength ensure

success. Thus believing that God's eye of approval is upon him,

that God's arm of protection is thrown around him, the Southern

soldier enters the field of battle nerved with a power of endurance

and a fearlessness of death which nothing else can give.

"You may call this fanaticism, enthusiasm, or what you will, but re-

member, you are fighting an enemy that comes from the closet to the

battlefield; that comes from its knees in prayer to engage in deadly

strife; that comes in the belief that its battles are the battles of

Jehovah; that His smile is resting upon its banners and will ensure

success.
" With what indomitable strength," said he, "does such a con-

viction, whether true or false, endue men ? What power it has to

make every man a hero, and every hero, if need be, a martyr."

I want no higher encomium than that; I want no better testimony
to the truth of the position I assume. Far be it from us to assert

that the armies of the South were armies of saints.

I do not assert that ;
but I do affirm that, perhaps, never in the

world's history were gathered together such large bodies of men
who were so generally pervaded by a deep and strong religious

spirit.

How many of its leaders were great whole-hearted Christian men.

Polk was a bishop; Pendleton, a clergyman, and D. H. Hill a

religious author. Call the roll of brigadiers, and you will be aston-

ished to find how large a proportion of them were God-fearing men.

Joseph E. Johnston, eminent for military skill, consecrated his

talents to the service of God. Lee is the noblest type of a Chris-

tian warrior that our century has produced; nay, stands peerless

among the sons of men of every nationality and of every age. In

the crisis of many a fight the right arm of Stonewall Jackson was

seen uplifted in prayer to the God of battles, and many a long night
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that stout-hearted soldier was putting forth in petition all the energies

of his indomitable spirit which on the morrow would be thrown into

action.

As with the leaders, so with the rank and file. Soldiers, veterans

of many a bloody field, as your memory goes back to those days,
what are the scenes which you love to recall in your tenderest

moments ? Are any pictures graven deeper in your recollection than

the evening prayer-meeting, the group around the camp-fire singing
the grand old hymns of the Christian religion, and the Sunday ser-

vices, when your faithful chaplains told you of the love of Jesus, and

exhorted you, by all you held most dear, to patient endurance and

valiant bearing ? I do not know ; but it seems to me those are the

things which would outlive the memory of the charge and counter-

charge of stern resistance and fierce fight.

Let me show you a scene. The battle is raging far and near.

There, in an advanced and exposed position, is a line of sharp-
shooters thrown out to check the onset of a furious charge. The
ammunition of one of those men is exhausted. He can fight no

more. He lies there with the storm of shot and shell bursting over

his head, and he takes from his pocket a little Bible and reads. He
shuts the book and his eyes close in prayer. Storm on, ye fiends of

war! rage on, ye hurtling hurricanes of battle! Behold there, in

the midst of your din and turmoil and wild uproar, the unshaken

heart of a soldier is communing with his God communing low and

softly as the sweet prattle of a child in twilight prayer!
Where was it ? At Frasier's Farm, was it not, that a passing officer

saw a soldier kneeling? He approached him, touched him, when,

lo! he was dead, stark and cold, and stiffened in the attitude of

prayer.

Tell me, O thou sainted spirit, what was the swift petition which

winged its way from thy dying lips ?

I know it was brief, terse, incisive:
" O God grar.t victory to our

arms this day : O God bless the loved ones far away in the home on

the hillside: O God receive my spirit;" and the brave head fell for-

ward, and the lips that never quivered were stilled forever, and the

light was quenched in a dauntless eye.

Ask the devoted priests of this religion, who ministered in camp,
in hospital, ami under the shade of the trees where the wounded *ere

borne out of the thick of the fight; ask a Jones, a Bennett, a Dun-

can, a Granbery, a Quintard, and the host of kindred spirits who

went up and down through the armies of the Confederacy preaching
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the Cross of the crucified Christ; ask them what was the message
they received from the lips of the dying? Was is not something like

this :

"
Tell my mother I died for my country, in the fear of God and

in the faith of Jesus Christ. Go, messenger; go tell her, who gave
me my being, that the lessons I learned in the long ago at her knee,

nerved my arm in battle and comforted my soul in death. Go tell

her that hers is the honor I won, hers the glory I reaped, and mine

the proud consolation that I have been true, in life and in death, to

my God, my country and to her."

And now, does one need to ask will such men fight ? I tell you
that is the stuff of which heroes are fashioned and martyrs made. I

tell you that there is no deed of high emprise they will not dare; there

is no peril in the presence of which their cheeks will blanch ;
there is

no foe before whom their hearts will quail.

And standing here this day I charge the historian of these times

that he shall not fail to tell to future ages that the Southern soldier

was a Christian warrior, and that he was brave, he was irresistible,

because his faith was in God and in the justice of his cause. But

that cause was lost, that faith was apparently misplaced.

Gentlemen, the beautiful window which we are here to dedicate this

day to the memory of our dead, is veiled; a curtain shrouds it from

your view. Presently that veil shall be withdrawn, and you will look

upon it as it came from the hand of the artist. It is an allegory.

There is a veil over it all. But I look on. The hour shall surely
come when God will draw it aside, and we shall see the wonders of

His ways and the glorious vindication of His providence.
And I know not what legend you have inscribed upon that win-

dow, but I would write there to-day, memorial though it be of those

who fell in a cause that was lost :

"
In the God of battles is the

soldier's trust."

H'DQ'RS PEGRAM BATTALION ASSOCIATION,

RICHMOND, VA., June ist, 1887.

Rev. H. MELVILLE JACKSON :

DEAR SIR The Pegram Battalion Association return

their sincere thanks for th^ beautiful address delivered on the 3ist

ultimo, at the dedication of their Memorial Window, erected in the

Chapel at Lee Camp Soldiers' Home, and most earnestly request a
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copy of same, that it may be published and thereby handed down to

future history.

Very respectfully,

THOMAS ELLETT, President.

300 W. FRANKLIN ST.,

RICHMOND, VA., June 4th, 1887.

THOMAS ELLETT, Esq.,

Pres't Pegram Battalion Association:

DEAR SIR I thank you for the kind expressions which your
letter of the ist contains, and in accordance with the wish you
express, I herewith send you a copy of the address delivered on the

occasion of the unveiling of the Memorial Window at the Soldiers'

Home.
Very truly yours,

H. M. JACKSON.

ADDRESS OF HON. JOHN FITZHUGH LAY, LATE COLONEL OF CAVALRY,
CONFEDERATE STATES ARMY.

To you, Major Randolph, Chairman of the Executive Committee,

and to you, gentlemen, the authorities of Lee Camp, the Soldiers'

Home, and of this beautiful Chapel, and as such, the custodians of

its records, I address myself:
The "

Pegram Battalion Association
"

have conferred upon me
the proud distinction of delegating to you a valuable trust in the

presentation of this register. As the
"
Vestal Virgins

"
kept the

sacred fires at the Temple of Vesta at Rome, so are you to keep and

guard this. Remember, it embodies the names and memories of

some of our "household gods." Gratefully I have accepted the

duty, not that, when so many voices more eloquent than mine were

easily to be had, I saw any fitness in the selection of myself. Yes,

one perhaps. When I recall the eventful scenes of the memorable

day of the battle of First Manassas, let me briefly recall some of

them pertinent to my subject.

It was a lovely Sabbath morn, all the surroundings of Nature in

perfect harmony, nothing in them to portend the coming storm; each
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soldier as he arose in the early morn, and gazing around, could say
in the language of the good old missionary hymn,

"Every prospect pleases,

And only man is vile."

Nothing but the passions of man were to disturb its solemn quiet.

This was not long to last. Soon the bugle-call, the tap of the drum,

the strains of martial music, the tramp of heavy bodies of moving

troops broke upon the stillness of the air, and gave evidence of a

coming strife. With elastic step, and with the proud confidence of

new troops, we marched into position ;
we not only thought that we

were invincible, but that we could whip "the world." We had read

and believed

"To hearts that the spirit of Liberty flushes.

Resistance is idle numbers a dream!

They burst from control, as the mountain stream rushes

From its pillows of ice in the warmth of the beam !

"

Later in the day we reflected that this was pretty poetry, em-

bodying a noble sentiment, but somehow had so far not prospered
us. Many, and I among them, found ourselves a mile in rear of

the position we had assumed in the early day, and with no bril-

liant prospect of recovering our lost ground (we did so subse-

quently); and I tell you from the standpoint of that day things

were very doubtful; my heart, and the hearts of the stoutest,

almost quailed with silent apprehension the scales of battle so

hung upon an equipoise, that a breath might disturb them. We
expected reinforcements we hoped for them we prayed for them

eagerly we sent for them as Elijah of old from Mount Carmel

sent his servant to watch for the coming cloud, even if "no bigger
than a man's hand." They came at a late, but most opportune
hour. There dashed upon the field in gallant style a battery, at the

time engaged under orders from General Joseph E. Johnston, in

rallying some broken troops. I was ordered by him to guide this bat-

tery into action. Ldid so; but here let me pause to say a word descrip-

tive: This battery, subsequently, but not then, a part of this military

organization, had its origin and existence in the loyal heart and

generous purse of one of my oldest and best esteemed friends,

then and now one of your oldest, most valued and valuable citizens,

from whom it took its name John Purcell. It was commanded by

my almost life-long friend, Lindsay Walker, as gallant a soldier as
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ever carried a gun into action, and next in command, the "boy"
soldier, Willie Pegram, whom I had known and loved from his baby-

hood, and who in the beginning of the war, seemed like
"
Minerva,"

to have sprung armed from the god-king of war. I do not unsex him

in the simile, for with all the manliness of any man, he had all the gen-
tleness and tenderness of a woman. As charged against King David

of old by his brethren, I could not resist, in the
"
haughtiness of my

heart" and though temporarily absent from my own command

resting upon my horse to see this "battle." Rapidly they wheeled

into position ;
I saw the boy soldier leap from his horse, and with a

comrade (I wish I could give his name) sight the first gun and fire

it
;

I saw its first shot surge through the advancing column of the

enemy, and then like lightning flashes, shot after shot ploughing

through their ranks, like some "cyclone of desolation
"
through a

narrow valley, leaving carnage in their tracks and aiding far to

produce the demoralization which resulted in the memorable panic
of that day. I can never forget I do not wish even to forget this

scene, and when I recall it I feel there may be fitness, perhaps, in

my voicing them, at least, in the solemn ceremonies of this day.

Called, with his equally gallant and lamented brother to distant

scenes of war in the west, I only once again saw this gallant hero

and Christian warrior. Sad, is it not ? to think that at the early age
of twenty-three years almost a bud, but a bud which had wonder-

fully blossomed he should lay down his life, a sacrifice upon the

altar of his country, but not before he had given his name to this
"
battalion," and it and himself to history ;

not before he had thrice

been recommended for promotion by gallant corps commanders, and

with an endorsement from General Lee of which any man might
well be proud:

"
I would approve, but I cannot spare him from my

command !

"
Better than promotion better die a colonel with this

encomium, than \hz generalship he had earned. Peace to thy ashes,

brave and gentle comrade and friend.

Time forbids that I mention other names. I would love to mention

them the
"
Crenshaw," the outcome of another loyal and brave

heart from our midst the Letcher and the Fredericksburg batteries,

with their noble men and officers and last, but not least, the Pee

Dee Battery from our gallant and plucky little sister State, South

Carolina. We will never forget any of you, and this register en-

shrines your noble dead.

But the shadows of the coming evening warn me that I must not

linger. I can only present you this record as a whole the register
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of names and memories to be treasured of those, many of whom
gave their lives, and all risked them, for a holy cause.

To us, the survivors of the war, the Confederacy as a government
is dead as our buried heroes beyond the power of human resur-

rection, even if we so willed it
; but, though dead, it liveth to us in

its memories, so sad, yet at times so joyous, in its regrets mingled,
but never remorseful. No true heart that ever wore the gray will

ever apologize for so doing. We regret nothing that we did. Our

regrets are, naturally, that we failed to accomplish that for which we

hoped, for which we fought, and for which these brave men died.

Our regrets are for desolated homes and hearts, for so much blood

and treasure seemingly shed and expended in vain. Did I say

seemingly ? Yes. The gifted and eloquent orator who has just ad-

dressed you, and whose words linger in our ears, has given you a

beautiful allegory in that window a moment since obscure and dark

now unveiled, a radiant thing of beauty. So some of these days
when the veil is taken from our eyes we may see and understand the
" Divine" wisdom which hath ordered it all. I thank him for the

thought (comforting, as beautiful) ;
and our memories, how they

brighten at the remembrance of scenes, of comrades and camp.

Why I can quicken the blood of these old soldiers here if I tell them

of the camp, the bivouac, the march, the simple jest, the song and

the buttermilk raid. Then the excitement of the battle, softened by
the memory of some comrade, our "

chum,
' '

who, with light heart and

merry eye, called out,
"
Good-bye, old fellow ! take care of your-

self till I see you again." He never saw us again. We saw him a

few hours later, cold and stiff, with lifeless eyes upturned to heaven;

and then we remember that some of them left widows and orphans
a sacred legacy to be treasured

;
and comrades, many dependent in

advancing years. I thank God this home, where day by day earthly

wants and comforts are supplied to these time-worn and war-scarred

veterans (their earthly refuge), this sacred building, in which each

recurring Sunday they may worship and listen to the words of

heavenly wisdom (to prepare them for their final march and eternal

encampment) speak aloud the fact that we have not forgotten to

remember them, nor will our children after us.

My comrades ! this is not a roll of the living but of the dead.

It is not the only roll of honor. There is another, of mingled staff,

infantry, cavalry and artillery, of officers and privates. Upon this

may be found the names of Lee, Jackson and Stuart, of Sydney

Johnson, Zollicoffer and Forrest (names we have honored), and some
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of whose memories we almost worship. Neither of these rolls arc

yet complete. As the years glide by other names will be added.

Sooner or later you and I must appear before the one or the other.

It may not be a pleasant thought, but it is a fact in the future, which

should remind us so to live, that when we are enrolled our com-

rades will not be ashamed of our companionship.
And there may be a third roll of honor of which I love to think.

When the
" Mother of the Gracchi

" was asked for her jewels, she

pointed to her sons ;
when the sons of the Confederacy were asked

for their jewels, little of diamonds, pearls, sapphires, silver or gold,

could they show from the wreck, but with proud confidence they

could point to the mothers, wives, daughters, sisters and sweet-

hearts of the Confederacy, more precious than all the crown-jewels

of the combined kingdoms of the world. If the men fought the bat-

tles, who encouraged ; nay, armed and uniformed them for the fray?

Who toiled for them, suffered and wept for them? Who nursed

them ? Go to the bed-side of yonder soldier-boy, far from home and

loved ones, fever-tossed, or with suffering wound, talk to him of

diamonds, and he will turn his face to the wall. What interest has

he in them ? But let him but hear the gentle voice, or feel the sooth-

ing hand of the ministering angel standing by his hospital cot, he

will turn his softened glance, and say of diamonds

" About her neck, they gleam in lustre bright,

Like stars that shimmer on the zone of night!

But more than Afric's flawless gems I prize.

Soft pity's jewels! in her loving eyes."

There is such a roll not perhaps on parchment, but engraved

with diamond pen, and hung upon the tablets of our hearts "like

apples of gold, in pictures of silver." God bless, and may we cherish

the memories ever, of the "Women of the Confederacy."
One closing thought and I am done. The war is over we gaze

backdown an avenue of nearly twenty six years
"
Distance but

lends enchantment to the view
"

but so should all unpleasant memo-
ries recede all bitterness of feeling should pass away peace and

fraternal feeling exist now with soldiers once opposed. As we were

good Confederates then, so now we should be good and loyal citi-

zens of a common government which affords us its protection, and to

which we have given our allegiance. We were brethren before the

war (it was an internecine war), we are brethren again. There were

not desolated homes with them, because the scene of war was con-
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fined to us, but there were desolated and anguish torn hearts, sad

memories, vacant chairs, voids created, never again to be filled on

both sides. We should sympathize with each other, as the brave

soldier of either side felt for and gave the last drop of his canteen

to a wounded or dying opponent. The household before the war,

and after the war! both sides! a gifted divine and poet of South

Carolina, in his elegant essay "God in history," has sweetly sung.

I give you his words :

" Fair faces beaming round the household hearth,

Young, joyous tones in melody of mirth,

The sire, doubly living in his boy,

And she the crown of all that wealth of joy!
These make the home, like some sweet lyre given
To sound on earth the harmonies of heaven.
* * * ****#
A sudden discord breaks the swelling strain;

One chord has snapped the harmony again

Subdued and slower moves, bat nearer more
Can pour the same glad music as of yore ;

Less and less full the strains successive wake,
Chord after chord must break and break and break !

Until on earth, the lyre dumb and riven,

Finds all its chords restrung to loftier notes in heaven."

Upon some quiet summer evening you may gaze upwards and see

the tints of the blue and gray so commingled in the sky that human

vision, at the immeasurable distance, fails to separate them, and may
it not be a happy speculation that departed spirits of the blue and

the gray once opposed in angry contest, now in blended harmony
inhabit those airy mansions

;
and the spirits of our own departed

comrades, where are they ? (I am not of those who would "rashly

climb where angels fear to tread," or seek unduly to penetrate into

mysteries not revealed.) May it not be that in a time like this, in a

place like this, apart from the bustle and din of the busy and social

world, in the "quietude of silence," may we not think dream, if

you choose in reverence that they hover around us, that we seem

to hear the rustling of their wings in the air, and gentle whisperings

of their voices :

Comrades! you are thinking of us; we are watching over you,

waiting for you; and the utterances of a prayer like this:

"Teach them, dear Father, their vices to shun,

Teach them to worship, that when life is done,

They may cross the dark river, Thy judgment appease,

And rest (with \&) 'nealh the shade of unwithering trees."
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And inspired by such thoughts, may not here to-day the living

blue and gray, or wherever hereafter assembled, in heart and voice

unite in the anthem of "Glory to God! on earth peace, good will,"

which, swelling in one grand diapason of harmony, may rise above

earth and find its echoes amid the stars and planets, thence caught

up higher by angel voices and wafted across the
"
sea of glass," sink

in sweet, declining cadence before the
"
throne of God."

To you, sirs, I deliver this register. I know I commit it to worthy
hands.

RESPONSE OF MAJOR NORMAN V. RANDOLPH.

Mr. President:

It is with mingled feelings of sorrow, pleasure and pride, that

I accept the register of the dead so eloquently tendered by Judge

Lay. Sorrow for the gallant men who laid down their lives for their

country and the cause they believed to be just. Pleasure in being

able to participate in the ceremonies to-day, which tell us that time

has not dimmed our love and admiration for our dead comrades.

Pride in the remembrance of the glorious deeds won by Pegram's

Battalion on sixty-three hard-fought battlefields.

I am sorry that one more gifted by nature than myself has not been

chosen to respond. But, sir, no one could have been selected who

reverences the name of Pegram more than I. Willie Pegram was

my school-mate. I knew him as a boy ;
I knew him as a man

;
I

knew him as a soldier. It was my good fortune to serve part of the

war on the staff of his knightly brother ;
and there I learned to know

him better as a soldier than I had as a boy.

To you men who served under him, nothing I can say will add to

your love, respect and admiration in which you held him. As a

Christian, as a gentleman, as a soldier. Brave as he was generous,

generous as he was just. Young men and old, think of it ; twenty-

three years of age and a colonel of artillery. The commander of

twenty guns that belched forth defiance in every general battle in

which the Army of Northern Virginia was engaged, and every gun

captured from the enemy. And, sir, after four years of constant

fighting, he had the proud pleasure of saying to his commander,
"

I

have never lost a gun."
This certainly is a glorious record for a soldier ;

but while I give

willing praise to the young and gallant commander, my admiration
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and respect goes out to the brave men who, in the presence of death,

served his guns, and on more than one occasion turned defeat into

victory, and by this matchless courage won for him the stars he wore

and praise from Stonewall Jackson.
As the star of the Confederacy set behind the hills of Appomattox

and victory no longer perched on the tattered banner of his battalion,

the soul of the commander took its flight ;
and standing before the

throne of his Maker, amid the hosannas of the angels, received the

reward of the just, "well done, thou good and faithful servant."

Mr. President, the memorial window you unveil to-day in this

house, dedicated to the service of God, to William Johnson Pegram
and the two hundred gallant men who died by his side, is a fit testi-

monial of the respect and love we will ever bear them.

H'DQ'RS PEGRAM BATTALION ASSOCIATION,

RICHMOND, VA., June ist
t 1887.

Judge]OUT* F. LAY:

DEAR SIR The Pegram Battalion Association return

their sincere thanks for the beautiful address delivered on the 3131

ultimo, at the presentation of the register to the Chapel at Lee Camp
Soldiers' Home, and most earnestly request a copy of same, that it

may be published and thereby handed down to future history.

Very respectfully,

THOMAS ELLETT, President.

Notice of Chew's Battery.

FORT YATES, DAK., February ijth, 1887.

Editor Southern Historical Society Papers :

SIR Having read much of your valuable history of the

war, giving battles, heroic^ charges and repulses by different com-

mands, I have never seen i ^-ntioned one battery, viz. : it was organ-

ized in Charlestown, Jeffers^r county, Virginia, in the early part of

1861, by Captain John Chew, with James W. Thompson as First

Lieutenant, Tuck Carter Second Lieutenant, and John J. Williams

Third Lieutenant, and was assigned to Ashby's (afterwards known
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as Rosser's) brigade, as a light battery. After the battle of New
Hope, Virginia, Lieutenant Thompson was promoted major on Fitz-

hugh Lee's staff (he was afterwards killed at the battle of High
Bridge and interred at Stonewall Cemetery, Winchester, Virginia),

Carter Captain, Williams First Lieutenant, and Yancy Second Lieu-

tenant. After our misfortune at Woodstock or Tom Brook, in Octo-

ber. 1864, losing part of our guns, we moved in the vicinity of

Staunton, feeling the loss of our guns and being laughed at by our

comrades in the cavalry. The men of the battery talked of making
independent raids and trying to recapture their guns, or gain new

laurels, but they had not long to wait. General Rosser started on

that famous raid which resulted in the capture of General Kelly and

his entire army of four thousand men at New Hope, West Virginia,

including a large number of animals, wagons, arms and ammunition,
and other valuable property. Lieutenant Carter and fifteen men of

the battery volunteered to join in the raid. Many others would have

joined but could not for want of mounts. The morning the attack

was made, Lieutenant Carter and his fifteen men were ordered to

charge and take a battery inside the enemy's 'works, and well they

did it too, Lieutenant Carter himself shooting down No. 4 as he was

in the act of pulling the lanyard. The guns were turned on the

enemy and used with good effect. It is the only time during the war

that I ever heard of a battery charging and taking a battery. It was

a glorious charge and, in my opinion, worthy of publication.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

LEWIS BRADY,
Laic Private Chew's Battery,

Breathed"s Battalion, Stuart's Horse Artillery.

Terms of Capitulation of the Command of Lieutenant-General Richard

Taylor.

HEADQUARTERS DEP'T ALA., Miss. AND E. LA.,

MERIDIAN, Miss., May 6, 1865.

General Order, No. 54 :

I. The surrender of General Lee's army, on the gth of April,

and of General Johnston, on the z6th of April, included all Con-

federate forces east of the Mississippi, excepting the small army
under my command, and virtually ended the war, so far as any
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promise of ultimate success east of the Mississippi was concerned.

With the Mississippi impassable for troops, it was impossible to with-

draw towards the west, and we could accomplish no good by pro-

longing a useless struggle here, against overwhelming numbers.

Once convinced of these facts, my duty, as Departmental Com-
mander, was to stop the further loss of life and devastation of States

already impoverished by war; and, whilst still in my power to do

so, make such terms for my troops as would preserve their honor,
and best protect them and the people generally within my Depart-
ment from the further ravages of war. That duty has been per-
formed and the terms of surrender are appended. All was conceded
that I demanded. I demanded all that was necessary or proper.
We preserve in the strictest sense what are technically known as
"
Military Honors." The troops will turn in their arms to their own

ordnance officers. They are to be paroled by commisioners selected

for that purpose. They are to be subjected to no humiliation or

degradation. Both officers and enlisted men are to retain their pri-
vate horses. Troops will preserve their present organizations, officers

remaining with their ^commands, until paroled and sent home in a

body. They will have transportation and subsistence to their homes
furnished at public expense.
The intelligent, comprehensive and candid bearing, pending nego-

tiations, of Major-General Canby, U. S. A., to whom I have sur-

rendered, entitle him to our highest respect and confidence. His

liberality and fairness make it the duty of each and all of us to faith-

fully execute our part of the contract. The honor of all of us is

involved in an honest adherence to its terms. The officer or man
who fails to observe them is an enemy to the defenceless women and

children of the South, and will deserve the severest penalties that

can disgrace a soldier.

II. Memorandum of the conditions of the surrender of the forces,

munitions of war, etc ,
in the Department of Alabama, Mississippi

and East Louisiana, commanded by Lieutenant General Richard

Taylor, Confederate States Army, to Major-General Edward R. S.

Canby, United States Army, entered into on this 4th day of May,
1865, at Citronelle, Alabama:

i. The officers and men to be paroled until duly exchanged or

otherwise released from the obligations of their parole by the

authority of the Government of the United States. Duplicate rolls

of all officers and men surrendered to be made, one copy of which
will be delivered to the officer appointed by Major-General Canby
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and the other retained by the officer appointed by Lieutenant-General

Taylor; officers giving their individual paroles, and commanders of

regiments, batteries, companies or detachments, signing a like parole

for the men of their respective commands.

2. Artillery, small arms, ammunition and other property of the

Confederate government to be turned over to the officers appointed
for that purpose on the part of the government of the United States.

Duplicate inventories of the property surrendered to be prepared
one copy to be retained by the officer delivering and the other by
the officer receiving it for the information of their respective com-

manders.

3. The officers and men paroled under this agreement will be

allowed to return to their homes with the assurance that they will

not be disturbed by the authorities of the United States, so long as

they continue to observe the conditions of their parcle and the laws

in force where they reside, except that persons resident of Northern

States will not be allowed to return without permission.

4. The surrender of property will not include the side-arms or

private horses or baggage of officers.

5. All horses which are in good faith the private property of en-

listed men will not be taken from them, the men will be permitted to

take such with them to their homes to be used for private purposes

only.

6. The time and place of the surrender will be fixed by the respec-

tive commanders, and will be carried out by commissioners appointed

by them.

7. The terms and conditions of the surrender to apply to the offi-

cers and men belonging to the armies lately commanded by Generals

Lee and Johnston, now in this Department.
8. Transportation and subsistence to be furnished at public cost,

for the officers and men after surrender, to the nearest practicable

point to their homes.

(Signed) R. TAYLOR,
Lieutenant- General.

(Signed) ED. R. S. CANBY,

Major- General.

III. To settle all doubt or difficulty hereafter as to the meaning of

the term " Northern States
"

in paragraph 3. Major-General Canby
has applied to the War Department at Washington for full instruc-

tions. Until he receives an answer, Major-General Canby agrees
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that all officers and men whose positions may depend on the con-

struction placed on said paragraph shall remain together at any point
within his department they may select, and be there provisioned and

cared for at public expense.

IV. In negotiating with Major-General Canby for terms for my
troops, I called his attention to the necessities of the people of the

States and parts of States commanded by me. He will be found

liberal and just animated by an honest desire to do all in his power
to prevent unnecessary hardship and suffering. My advice, there-

fore, to all is to yield to the circumstances which surround them, and

to honestly and faithfully perform those duties as citizens upon which

must depend their future prosperity and happiness.

R. TAYLOR, Lieutenant- General.
Official :

W. F. BULLOCK, JR., A. A. General.

The Merrimac and Monitor.

[Speech of the Duke of Somerset, first Lord of the Admiralty, in

the British Parliament on the battle between the Merrimac and Moni-

tor. From the Delta of May 15, 1862.]

The great naval set-to in Hampton Roads has set all Europe in

motion. The navies of that portion of the globe are all demon-

strated to be no better than old lumber. The British Parliament, in

both branches, has had the question up, and the following speech
from the Duke of Somerset, first lord of the Admiralty on the sub-

ject, will be found interesting and instructive. The duke said, in

reply to inquiries in the House of Lords, that

He was much obliged to the noble earl for having brought this

subject before the House. In the summer of 1859, the Legislature

was very anxious to have the navy increased, and to augment the

number of line-of-battle ships. Such was the state of things when

he came into office, when he found the programme of the former

government included two iron-cased ships. So far from his not fol-

lowing that programme, he had found it necessary to increase the

number of iron-cased ships from two to six. The first that was con-

structed was the Warrior, and then the Black Prince. He was not

quite satisfied with those vessels, and he therefore called upon the
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department to reconsider the question, with a view to a smaller kind of

vessel. In consequence of that, the Defense vessels were laid down.
Those vessels were half the tonnage of the Warrior. He was not

quite satisfied even with those vessels, as their plates, he thought,

ought to be carried further round, and then vessels of the Resist-

ance class were laid down. All these vessels were built by contract ;

but it had been found impossible to build such vessels in a specific

time. With regard to the armament of the vessels, the Admiralty,

seeing what was coming, gave orders last summer to build three

ships of upwards of six thousand tons each, that would carry any
sized guns. They would have forty guns each, protected all round

with plates. That made ten vessels built and building, five of which

would be afloat and effective in the course of the present year. He
had also, in the course of last year, ordered five ships to be cut down
to carry thirty-two guns each, protected all round. These vessels

would be four thousand horse-power, five of them would be com-

pleted this year, giving ten iron ships completed this year. Siill he

did not think our ports were sufficiently defended, and therefore he

ordered a cupola-vessel on Captain Cole's plan. The experiments
that were made in that case had been attended with the most satisfac-

tory results. It was, first of all, found that the firing was much more

rapid from the cupola than from the ordinary ship ;
and it was after-

wards ascertained that the cupola has an extraordinary power of

resisting any fire directed against it. The test to which it had been

subjected was such as hardly any vessel would have to undergo in an

action. There had first been fired at it eight or ten 4O-pounders, then

sixteen or twenty 68-pounders, and finally about forty 100 pound-

ers, and yet the cupola sustained little or nc injury. Only one of its

plates had been injured, and it was afterwards found that that plate

was constructed of bad iron. Those experiments had been made

last Autumn, but he had not thought it necessary to commence at

once the construction of a vessel with a cupola ; he had delayed any
action in the matter until the assembling of Parliament; and in the

estimates a vote was inserted for the building of such a ship. That

vote has been passed, and the construction of the vessel was to be

commenced in the course of a few days. The length of that vessel

would be about two hundred and filty feet; its tonnage would be a

little over two thousand tons, and it would not draw twenty feet of

water. He believed that it would be found to be a ship of a very

effective description. It was to be an entirely new vessel, but he

believed that the principle of its construction might be applied to
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some of our ships, by cutting them down for the purpose. It was a

vessel that could go all round the coast, but it had neither masts nor

yards, and he felt persuaded that it would be found very effective for

the protection of our shores. The Admiralty were at present con-

structing six different kinds of plated vessels, but he was not quite
satisfied with any of them, because the iron-plating hung heavily on
all their sides without giving them the utmost conceivable amount of

strength. We could cut down twenty of our line of battle ships, and

adapt them, with iron plating, for coast and shallow water-service,

and that change could be effected at a comparatively small cost,

while we should, during these alterations, still possess a powerful
fleet of about forty vessels. He believed, therefore, that if we were

compelled to engage in a maritime war, in which we should have to

fight with iron ships, we should be quite prepared for the contest.

He would next proceed to say a few words with respect to the recent

sea-fight in America. It had been said that that fight altered every-

thing in maritime warfare. He was not of that opinion, and he

should state what he thought it left unchanged. He believed that it

in no way changed the opinion, which all naval authorities had already

held, that a timber-ship could not resist an iron ship. But it made
this great difference in our case, that hitherto we had only wooden

ships to encounter on distant stations, while we must henceforth be

prepared to encounter iron vessels. We should certainly have to

meet that altered state of things : but he believed that the cost of

meeting it would not be so expensive to us as many people seemed

to imagine. There was another point which he wished to notice.

He perceived lhat many persons in this country had come to the

conclusion that those iron ships were invulnerable. But he should

say that he had arrived at a different opinion. He believed that they

were very far from being invulnerable. As against wooden ships

they were " invulnerable"
;
but his belief was, that when iron ships

met iron ships then invulnerability would not be found so secure.

They were told that an iron ship could run down its opponent. Now,
the Merrimac was a vessel of three thousand tons, and it had run

down a sailing vessel that was at anchor. But he did not think that

fact was conclusive. He believed that many of our wooden ships

would have done the same thing, and it would necessarily not be so

easy to run down a steamer, as such a vessel would be much better

able to avoid the collision. It appeared, too, that the Merrimac had

been injured in that operation. He would next proceed to notice the

other vessel, the Monitor. That was a vessel of a very curious form.
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Mr. Ericsson, if he was the author of a communication which had
been attributed to him, stated that she was quite a new vessel, and
that he had built her partly as an admonition to the British govern-
ment. He (the Duke of Somerset) was obliged to the people of

America for their admonition, and still more obliged to them for their

experiments. If they would only make a few more of these experi-
ments they would save the naval authorities in this country a good
deal of trouble in firing at their target at Shoeburyness. The Afoiii-

tor appeared to be something between a raft and a diving-bell. She
was only two feet above water when the water was smooth. It was

impossible to stand on her deck, and except in a calm sea her deck

would be under water.

Her crew, therefore, had to live under water, and to breath through
a pipe that came down through the deck. She had a cupola that

was plated with layers of iron of one inch of thickness over another;
and it was found that such a plate was much less solid than iron of

the same thickness formed of one mass. He also learned from an

account published in a Montreal paper that the Monitor, in her

voyage from New York, was very near being lost
; that the waves

broke over and extinguished her fires, and that but for a steamer

which was employed to tow her, she must have gone down
; and

further, that her crew narrowly escaped suffocation during the fight ;

that living in such a vessel was a sort of Calcutta Blackhole exis-

tence, and that the eyes and nose of nearly every man at the guns

literally shed blood. Another important question was the nature of

the armament which these vessels carried. All the American guns
were Dahlgren, or shell guns, and every one knew that shells were

wholly ineffective against iron plates. The force, too, with which a

projectile struck depended on its velocity, and it appeared that the

velocity of the shells fired from the Dahlgren, which was a rifled gun,
was only nine hundred feet per second, while our 68-pounders gave
a velocity of fifteen hundred feet per second. The velocity of a pro-

jectile from a smooth-bore gun, at a distance of only two hundred

yards, was much greater than that of a rifled gun, and amounted to

seventeen hundred feet per second. Now his belief was, that those

American vessels would not have withstood such a shock as that, and

in all probability, before the lapse of two years, much larger guns
would be constructed and we should have to come back to smooth-

bore guns for firing at near objects. We should require three classes

of vessels. There must be fast sailing ships as well as heavily armed

vessels. It was said recently, when a force was sent to Canada,
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11 Why do you not convoy the ships ?
"

Why, that was like saying,

"Why do you not set a pony to catch a race-horse." Our heavy

ships could not possibly catch up with the fleet merchantmen of the

present day. It was absolutely necessary, therefore, that we should

have vessels that could cruise at sea. With regard to wooden ships,

he thought we ought to hold out our hand. No new line-of-battle

ship of wood had been laid down since he had been in office. With

regard to the vessels on Captain Coles' plan, he believed if we had

many of those vessels it would make the approach to Portsmouth

harbor almost impossible. Considering, however, that forts could

carry any sized guns, we ought not hastily to give up the forts.

[Hear, hear.] With reference to the action between the Merrimac

and the Monitor, he might say that it was anything but conclusive,

because the Monitor was so low in the water that the guns of the

Merrimac could not be brought to bear on her opponent. He had

now, to the best of his ability, stated what the views of the Admiralty
were on the subject which the noble earl had brought under the con-

sideration of their lordships.

Heroism of James Pleasants, of the Gcochland County Cavalry.

[Extract]

In Goochland county court 2ist March, 1864. On motion of Walter

D. Leake, Esq., the following preamble and resolutions offered by
him were unanimously adopted by the court and ordered to be spread

upon its minutes :

"WHEREAS, In the savage war of invasion waged against us by
our cruel and implacable Northern foe, the defence of our wives and

children, our homes and firesides, depends upon the patriotism and

prowess of our citizen soldiery, and the country ought to hold in

sacred remembrance the deeds of heroism and bravery of the pri-

vates in the ranks, therefore

"
Resolved, That the cool bravery and patriotic ardor of Private

James Pleasants, of the Goochland cavalry, in killing one of the

enemy and capturing thirteen others and sixteen horses in the recent

raid of Dahlgren in our county, were in keeping with the character

which this young soldier has won in the army, and the court orders

these proceedings to be put upon the records of this court as a
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memorial of its appreciation of genuine courage and unshrinking

patriotism.
"
Resolved, That a copy of these proceedings be transmitted by

the clerk of this court to Private James Pleasants, of the Goochland

cavalry, and also to the editors of the Richmond newspapers, with a

request that they publish the same in their respective papers.
' ' A copy Teste :

"WM. MILLER, Clerk."

Account of the Skirmish at Swift Creek.

By Lieutenant- Colonel GEORGE C. CABELL, Eighteenth Virginia Infantry.

About the gth of May, 1864, the Eighteenth Virginia, tempora-

rily attached to Corse's brigade, was ordered from Kinston, North

Carolina, to Petersburg. On the loth, we reached Stony Creek late

at night and left the train at that point, finding that the track had

been torn up by the enemy. The regiment marched from this point,

and about daylight on the nth reached Meherrin depot and river,

a point some fifteen or more miles from Petersburg, where we- were

met by a train of cars and taken to Petersburg. On the nth we
reached Petersburg; remained there a few hours, drew provisions,

marched out in the direction of Richmond and bivouacked on side

road. On the I2th, resumed march in the direction of Richmond;
had been marching an hour or two when a violent storm arose, suc-

ceeded by a remarkably heavy rain; troops were halted just after

crossing Swift Creek in direction of Richmond storm abated. On
the Petersburg side of the creek our rear guard was very heavily

attacked by some regiments of the Yankee general, Baldy Smith, of

Butler's command. My regiment was sent to the creek, and just

below the ford, to reinforce our rear guard and to check the enemy.
The enemy came up in large force and made a number of efforts to

cross the creek, but were as often repulsed; the skirmishing, or rather

fighting, along this line was, at times, very heavy. Our troops were

well posted and were able to inflict much more loss on the enemy
than they could on us. Every effort to cross the creek by the enemy
on the evening of the I2th, proved fruitless. Firing ceased about

nightfall. At 9 P. M., I was ordered quietly to withdraw in the

direction of Drewry's Bluff, which I did, retiring to our fortifica-
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tions. The next day, the 131!!, the enemy followed us up, and there

was heavy skirmishing, with occasionally hard fighting on this day
and the i4th. At this time General Hoke seems to have had com-

mand of the division with which I was acting. On the I4th, man-

ning the fortifications to our right was Ransom's (Matt.) brigade.

About it o'clock on this day, Ransom's brigade was outflanked and

driven from their position. This necessitated a change in our posi-

tion. Corse was moved to the right to aid Ransom. After some

fighting Ransom got again into line some distance in rear of his

former line. Corse moved again to his left and had heavy skirmish-

ing the entire evening. On the night of the I4th, we retired to our

inner lines of fortifications. All day of the I5th. in front of and

around our lines, the skirmishing was very heavy and the artillery

practice most severe. I lost a number of my men on each of the

days, viz: I3th, 1 4th and I5th. At night on the 15th a consider-

able force of the enemy stealthily approached our works in front of

the Eighteenth regiment; whether for scouting and reconnoitering

purposes, or to attack, I never knew. They were discovered and

driven off with considerable loss.

Charge of Black's Cavalry Regiment at Gettysburg.

By P. J. MALONE, of its Color- Guard.

ORANGEBURG DISTRICT, S. C, January 6th, 1867.

Colonel JOHN LOGAN BLACK,

Ridgeway, South Carolina :

DEAR COLONEL, I have taken the earliest opportunity to attend

to your request, and trust that the sketch herewith given, though

hastily drawn from materials only in memory, may fully comprehend
the object you contemplate. You may find that I am occasionally

led into the recital of facts irrelevant to the matter of inquiry, but

they are concomitant facts, and serve to illustrate the statement I de-

sire to make more fully than could be accomplished did I avoid all

digression.

It is the history of a single charge that I propose to write, but no

leaf in the history of any revolution bears record of a prouder

heroism, a more invincible courage, than was on that day exhibited
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along our depleted ranks. I find it impossible to speak with cer-

tainty of our arrival on the field of Gettysburg, or of our position at

the fatal hour of encounter.

The more prominent incidents of the terrific scene are still pictured

on my mind ; but it is rather with the vividness of a strange, wild

dream, in which much has faded from the waking memory, than as

any past event of real life that I now contemplate them.

About 2 o'clock in the afternoon of July 3d, 1863, our brigade

moved to its position on the left of the army. There was one inces-

sant roar of artillery and the ground was shaken, while to the north-

west cumulous clouds of smoke rose above the unbroken thunder of

six hundred guns. For a time the tremendous reverberations ren-

dered it difficult for one at a distance to determine the direction of

the battle, but knowing the position it was easy to divine that, as the

din became less distinct, we were steadily forcing the enemy at every

point. At the time our brigade was thrown from the serried form

of the phalanx across the field which was so soon to become our

battleground, it seemed the resistance of the enemy became more

stubborn, the smoke became denser and darker, and curling up filled

the immense sky.

We were in ignorance of the juxtaposition of the enemy's cavalry,

but anyone without risking his dexterity might have ventured to pre-

dict that the quietude of this part of the field was soon to be broken

by the clash of sabres, the shout of triumph and the agonizing cry

of death.

The quick eye of our stalwart leader, his rapid movements from

regiment to regiment, his hurried, yet confident, tone of command,
and above all his frequent anxious glances towards a certain dense

oak forest one mile away, were indications sufficient of this even

before the skirmishers had engaged one another on the intermediate

ground. Soon a battery opened upon us from the enemy's line.

They managed their guns with admirable precision, and although

branches of trees were rifted from their trunks and shells exploded in

our very ranks, little damage was done. At this time our regiment

was calmly awaiting orders for the engagement. The battle had

opened. I was of the color-guard on the right of J. H. Koger, the

bearer of the standard, whose heroism in keeping it proudly in the

face of the enemy, and afterwards in bearing it in triumph from the

field, where he had narrowly escaped death and capture, became so

well known. On my right was Sergeant T. P. Brandenburg, whom

you will remember as a peerless soldier and truly imperial spirit.

13
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We were not long left quiet. General Fitz. Lee encountered the enemy
on our right, and being overwhelmed by numbers it became necessary

for us to attack them at our front, to divert their attention from his

brigade. General Hampton proposed to lead our regiment. We
started out in fine style, and one continued shout arose from the charg-

ing column. The enemy now appeared in a black compact line, and

at a casual view appeared rather a continuation of the forest. The

intervening ground over which we were passing was so crossed and

seamed with fences and ditches as to greatly impede our progress,

and the sharpshooters, concealed wherever concealment was possible,

found in the moving mass of beings an excellent mark for their rifles.

It was, no doubt, by one of these chance balls that I was wounded.

We had not advanced beyond two hundred yards from the cluster of

trees where we had taken shelter, when I was struck, the ball entering

my right side, penetrating into the abdominal cavity and lodging

against or in the region of the kidneys. Believing it to be no more

than the fragment of a shell, which had struck without breaking the

surface an impression strengthened by the fact that these missiles

were bursting all around I kept on with the regiment. We were

soon at the sabre-point and fighting desperately. The color-guard,

from some mysterious circumstance, became precipitated from its

posture to the head of the column and met the enemy at a small

opening in a fence, which soon became so blockaded by the regiment

as to prevent those in the rear coming to the assistance of the few

who had first entered the enclosure, or any of us who might be

wounded to secure our escape to the hospital. General Hampton, I

was informed, here engaged a number of the enemy, and cut his way

through them with Achilleian valor, bearing upon his noble form the

marks of cruel wounds.

At this critical juncture my right side and arm became paralyzed,

the sabre fell from my hand, and large cold drops of sweat collected

upon my face. Surgeon Joseph Yates, seeing my unfortunate condi-

tion, rode up and assisted me over the fence. Having my blankets

rolled up and fastened to the front of my saddle, I fell upon them,

being no longer able to sit erect; while my horse, infuriated by the

crash of cannon, the explosion of shells, and sight of blood, rushed

desperately to the rear. Before I reached the temporary hospital

established on the field, I overtook Private W. D. Shirer, of Com-

pany E, whose right arm had been broken. He was in the very

acme of pain. This unfortunate young man died from the effects of

the wound, about three weeks afterwards, at Gettysburg. I have no
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recollection of my arrival at the hospital. Sinking into a state of

insensibility, I was carried thither by those appointed for that pur-

pose. When aroused to consciousness Corporal H. L. Culler, of

Company E, Private Ch. Franklin, of Company B, and Private

,
of Company A, and Private

, of Compapy H, were

around, wilh hundreds of others, friends and foes, receiving medical

attention. I would mention the conduct of Surgeon Joseph Yates as

worthy of the highest admiration. Nor should the admiration be

confined to his conduct on this occasion. Temperate, humane, un-

tiring in his energy, unflagging in his zeal, he was still as brave as

Julius Caesar. My last recollections of him on that ill-starred field

place him at the head of the regiment, cheering it on with the most

gallant bearing. Indeed this was the only objection that could be

urged against him, and even then it was rather that he endangered
his own life than that he neglected the lives of others.* I certainly

do not derogate from the medical branch of the late Confederate

army when I say that, after an extensive acquaintance with medical

officers, I have found none worthy to take rank with him. I would

not that my admiration for the merit merge into flattery of the man.

I have therefore given an expression to what I know of a young man

who promises to become eminent in his profession, and who stood up
like a man and a hero at a time and in a station when it was hardly

discreditable to appear otherwise.

Upon inquiry of a surgeon as to the probability of my recovery, I

was candidly but kindly informed that the "chances were against

me." The medical opinion was opposed to the performance of an

operation, as such would render the "chances" of recovery still more

precarious. I was utterly prostrate, and sank from sheer exhaustion

if any effort was made to raise me up. The next day we were

informed that our army was retreating, and that, as we could not

be removed, our capture was certain. Surgeon Yates remained

with us. When taken, we were sent to Gettysburg Hospital where

our treatment, though kind, was rendered repugnant by the flip-

pancy of some of the United States surgeons. One, for instance,

passed where Corporal Culler and myself were lying and remarked

that we "must die in any event." Culler was shot through the

body and, though expecting this announcement, his spirits sank and

The rare occurrence of a man being a rrestedforfighting Hie cnettiy was

presented after this battle. Surgeon Yates was soon released, however, on

account of the circumstances of the case.
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he groaned heavily when he heard it. In three days he was a corpse.

We were then removed to New York, where we received the most

considerate attention. Here I made the acquaintance of many excel-

lent ladies and gentlemen from the Southern States. My health

improved slowly and, as I was young at the time, I have EO far out-

grown the misfortune as to feel no inconvenience from it. My regret

is that thousands were less fortunate. It may not be inappropriate

to speak a word of the friends of our soldiers in New York. They
have been known to perform much in the face of contumelious detrac-

tion worthy of historic note. I left New York impressed with the

idea that the heroism of the soldier is not the highest attribute of the

man. True, they were among our enemies, but from this very cir-

cumstance they were enabled to render us most important services.

This they did with an enthusiasm truly Spartan. Never shall I forget

them, and I am proud to know that this sentiment is reciprocated by
thousands who have shared in their kindnesses, and left for their

homes wondering at a nobility of nature, which increases the esti-

mate of mankind, and an identity of hope they had little thought to

find in a land which echoed with curses against them and their cause.

In conclusion, Colonel. I have the honor to be,

Yours respectfully,
P. J. MALONE.

Letter from General R. E. Lee to General W. N. Pendleton.

HEADQUARTERS ORANGE, September 75, 1863.

Brigadier- General W. N. PENDLETON:

GENERAL, Your letter of the 8th instant, inclosing one from

Major Page, reached me at a time when I was pressed by business

that had accumulated during my absence. I cannot now give the

matter much attention, and have only been able to read partially

Major Page's letter. I think the report of my dissatisfaction at your
conduct is given upon small grounds, the statement apparently of

your courier, upon whom I turned my back. I must acknowledge
I have no recollection of the circumstances, or of anything upon
which it could be based. The guns were withdrawn from the heights

of Fredericksburg under general instructions given by me. It is

difficult now to say, with the after-knowledge of events, whether

these instructions could at the time have been better executed, or
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whether if all the guns had remained in position, as you stale there

was not enough inf.mtry supports for those retained, more might not

have been captured.

I am, very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

R. E. LEE, General.

P. S. I return Major Page's letter and the copy of your report.

R. E. L.

Lieutenant-Gsneral Folk's Order on Assuming Command in Mississippi.

HEADQUARTERS MERIDIAN, Miss.,

December 23, 1863.

The distinguished General, who has been in charge of the Depart-

ment of the Southwest, having been relieved, the undersigned, by
order of His Excellency, the President, assumes command.

While it is a cause of regret that we are to lose the services of so

experienced an officer, whose high military qualities have so long

given a feeling of security to the Department, and commanded the

confidence of the troops, yet as these services are to be transferred

to a more important field, we shall all without doubt submit to the

sacrifice with cheerful acquiescence.
In taking charge of the Department, the Lieutenant- General com-

manding is not insensible to the importance of the duties devolved

upon him, or the difficulties by which he is surrounded.

The extent of the territory embraced in the command ;
its geo-

graphical position, iis seaports, its river coast, its resource in men

and material still untouched and available constitute it a fieid of

the highest importance to the Confederacy in its military aspect.

Its difficulties and embarrassments, whatever they may be, are not

inherent nor insurmountable. Chargeable mainly to the fortunes of

war, they aie to be regarded as trials of our fidelity to the cause we

have espoused, and tests of the sincerity and depth and earnestness

of our devotion to its final triumph. Reverses as well as successes

are the allotments of war. Let us hope that the future may be

more generous than the past. And when we consider the high sol-

dierly qualities of the army belonging to this command, and call to

mind the lofty traits of character which have ever distinguished the

population comprised wuhin iis limits, we cannot but feel that the
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time has come when for us there is to be a more favorable turn of

the wheel of fortune. We may, nevertheless, remember that it was

a maxim among the religion of the heathen that the gods helped
those who helped themselves a maxim which the teachings of a

purer and truer faith have served to confirm and establish.

Our cause is not less the cause of truth, of honor, and of God,
now than it was the first day we took up arms against the barbarous

horde of fanatics and of Puritan and German infidels who have for

three years sought to despoil us of our political rights, rob us of our

property, destroy our social life, and overturn and crush our altars.

The hate of these men has not been abated by the plunder and deso-

lation and bloodshed upon which it has fed, but has rather been

deepened and intensified. From them, should they succeed, we are

to expect nothing but universal confiscation of our property, abject

social degradation or death.

The Lieutenant- General commanding, therefore, confidently trusts

that under a sense of such a hopeless future, the inspiration of our

just cause, and the encouragement and example of our noble women,
who everywhere regard our invaders with loathing and abhorrence,

all past grievances among ourselves, real or supposed, may be for-

gotten ;
and while the gallant men who compose our army in the

field will resolve afresh to renew their vows of undying resistance to

our enemy, those who have not yet taken up arms will come forward

promptly to swell the ranks of our battalions, and share with their

countrymen the duly and the honor of breaking the power of the

oppression. The vigorous employment of our own resources, with

unity, harmony,, and an unflinching determination to be free, cannot,

under God, but crown our efforts with triumphant success.

L. POLK,
Lieutenant- General Commanding.

The Thiriy-eighth Virginia (Steuart's Brigade) at Battle of Five Forks.

By Colonel GEORGE K. GRIGGS.

The regiment with the division was relieved from the trenches on

the night of the 4th of March, 1865, and proceeded on cars to

Farmville, Virginia, on the loth to intercept the forces under General

Phil. Sheridan, of the United States army. The regiment remained

in the vicinity of Farmville until the i3th, when it left for Richmond.
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Arriving on the I4th, it proceeded to Alice's station, and continued

to follow after Sheridan until he crossed to the south of James river,

when, on the 26th of March, the regiment proceeded to Battery 45,
south of Petersburg, and threw up fortifications, but left on the 3Oth
to meet Sheridan again, who was approaching from Dinwiddie Court-

house, acting as rear guard for the division. It continued to skir-

mish with the enemy during the day, and bivouacked at night at

Five Forks. The division moved on the 3Oth at 8 A. M., and

engaged the enemy about 2 P. M., driving him until dark stopped

operations. The regiment did not become actively engaged.
The enemy bringing up a heavy force of infantry at night, the com-
mand commenced falling back at $

l/2 A. M. on the ist of April :

halting at Five Forks, it proceeded to throw up rifle-pits. The

enemy attacked in the evening, first with cavalry, but finally bringing
his infantry into action. Every front attack was successfully re-

pulsed, but with Pickett's and Johnson's divisions of infantry and

Fitzhugh Lee's cavalry, to oppose thirty-five thousand infantry and

all of Sheridan's cavalry, the contest was too unequal. Early in the

action Colonel Griggs (with the Thirty-eighth) was ordered from his

brigade, and to go to the left of Brigadier-General Ransom, which he

did at a double quick. Finding no troops but a few cavalrymen, who
left to join (they said) their command, he deployed his regiment into

single file, and opened a destructive fire upon the enemy, who were

marching in view, to the rear of their line of battle, in three columns

to our left. Colonel Griggs dispatched a courier to brigade and

division headquarters to report this movement of the enemy, and

continued to deploy his regiment and fire upon the enemy, and kept

his front in check
;
but there being no troops on his left, the enemy's

column soon passed to the rear of his line and opened upon his front

and rear. Many of the men having expended all their ammunition,
and the enemy rapidly closing all means of escape, the few men left

were ordered to retire. After cutting through the lines of the enemy,

Colonel Griggs reported in person to General Pickett the condition

he was in. The general replied, "He knew it, but could not help

it had done all he could." The regiment fought odds of about ten

to one, in full view of the enemy, where each private could see for

himself the odds against him. Yet there seemed no unusual excite-

ment or fear among them, and some were seen to club their muskets

after they had fired their last round of ammunition.

GEORGE K. GRIGGS,

Colonel Thirty-eighth Virginia.
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Confederate Humanity An Incident.

By Rev. HENRY M. WHITE, D. D.

WINCHESTER, VA., April 2ot/i, 1887.

Editor Southern Historical Society Papers :

The following fact may be worthy of a place in the historical

papers of the
" War between the States," and I send it to you as my

personal testimony. It took place under my eye when acting as

chaplain in the Army of Northern Virginia. I say acting, for, although
in the service for several years, I never held a commission.

At the battle of Pole Green church, on the ist day of June, 1864,

Lieutenant John W. Diuguid, of the Salem Flying Artillery, was

severely wounded in the thigh and taken, with others, to the Central

railroad to be sent on to a hospital in Richmond. When I saw

those in charge sending off many Federal soldiers and leaving him,

I protested because he was a Confederate soldier. Their reply was,

"our orders are to send on first the most severely wounded, irre-

spective of uniform." He was kept the greater part of a day in the

hot sun, and died soon after reaching Richmond.

Very sincerely yours,

H. M. WHITE.

The Lost Cause.

A MASTERLY VINDICATION OF IT BY JUDGE J. A. P. CAMPBELL.

Ill an Address Delivered at Canton^ May i, 1874, on the Occasion of
the Decoration of the Graves of Confederate Soldiers.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, We have assembled to commemorate

the day set apart among us as a memorial of the Confederate struggle

for independence. The observance of memorials of great epochs is

proper and sanctioned by custom. People usually celebrate their

successes we, our grand effort for freedom and right, which de-

served, but did not achieve success. There is danger that, with the

lapse of time and change of circumstances amid the cares of life, the

survivors of the Confederate cause may forget, or neglect, the duty

they owe to those who fell victims to the contest and to themselves.
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It is right to keep alive, by repeated consideration, the spirit of

patriotism which inspired our Southern movement and led to the

sacrifice of the brave soldiers of our cause, whose graves we will this

day decorate with flowers in token of affectionate remembrance of

their sacrifice and the cause for which they died. This is not incon-

sistent with our present relations to government, but shows only a

just appreciation of that spirit of patriotism which animated our

people, and will ever inspire them under any government. Fond
recollection of the dead implies no want of affection for the living.

Fidelity to the Confederate government by its citizens in trial and

danger, is an earnest of the same to another. He, who being of it

was not loyal to the Confederate cause, may well be doubted in his

profession of fidelity to another.

Sad, indeed, is our situation, and dark and gloomy the prospect
before us as a people. There is everything in our present surround-

ings to call for the display in the peaceful walks of civil life, of the

virtues which found exemplification for other objects during the late

war. Our best commemoration of the heroes of the Confederate

struggle will be an imitation of their example of self denial, patient

endurance of evils, courage in contending with adverse circumstances,

industry and economy. These virtues, which accomplished so much
in war, will bring their reward in time of peace. During the war it

was not alone on the march, in camp or on the field of strife that

patriotism was illustrated or heroism displayed. Foilitude, courage,

heroism and patriotism were exemplified outside the lines of martial

hosts. In the enthusiasm of patriotic devotion to our cause, our

people vied in common efforts for its welfare. Hands unused to toil

were busily employed in its behalf. Luxuries were dispensed with

before necessity required it even necessaries were restricted. It was

esteemed a badge of honorable distinction to be able to do most to

render one independent of the adverse circumstances upon us and

advance the general welfare. Beautiful female forms were seen ar-

rayed in the tidy workmanship of their own tender hands and never

appeared more lovely. We were knit together by a sense of com-

mon interests and common danger. We were called on at home as

well as on the march, in camp, or on fields of blood to exhibit the

highest virtues of the soul; and while the more striking and capti-

vating exhibitions were found on the battlefield in the perilous hour

" For Fame is there to see who bleeds,

And Honor's eye on daring deeds"
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we should, in doing homage to these, cultivate a holy affection for

those less striking virtues which found exhibition at home.

"The wife who girds her husband's sword,
'Mid little ones who weep or wonder,

And bravely speaks the cheering word,
What though her heart be rent asunder;

Doomed nightly, in her dreams, to hear,

The bolts of death around him rattle,

Hath shed as sacred blood as e'er

Was poured upon the field of battle.

"The mother, who conceals her grief,

While to her breast her son she presses,
Then breathes a few brave words and brief.

Kissing the patriot brow she blesses;

With no one but her secret God
To know the pain that weighs upon her,

Sheds holy blood as e'er the sod

Received on Freedom's field of honor! "

It i? well for us to recur to the principle underlying the Confederate

movement. Never was a cause apparently less understood or more

maligned. The history of the world furnishes many instances of

revolutions, rebellions and wars for insufficient causes. The mainte-

nance of the claims of an individual or family to supreme authority,

trivial complaints, trifling affronts, desire for aggrandizement, pride
and ambition, have been prolific causes of popular uprising or

national contests. But none of these actuated our movement. It

sprang from a spirit of independence, which is hereditary and part
of our being ;

a belief in the right and a sublime determination to

maintain it. If successful, it would have been pronounced right,

Failure dorit make it wrong.
The impelling cause was far greater and more justifiable than led

to the American Revolution, and the different result can't change the

dictates of justice and the decision of right reason. The spirit which

has ever animated and will ever inspire the resisters of oppression,

impelled the Southern people. To judge fairly and determine justly,

their action must be estimated from their standpoint. This is the

rule applied to individuals and is applicable to masses. We must

transport ourselves to their situation, circumstances and surroundings,
see as they saw, believe as they believed, feel as they felt, and con-

sider the justice and reasonableness of their apprehensions from what

they saw and felt. Doing this, it is discovered that the movement
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sprang from the principle of self-preservation the mainspring of

human conduct, innate in the soul. For many years a bitter contest

of words had been waged between North and South, originating in

conscience and sentiment, gathering force as it progressed, and quick-
ened into fervid zeal by union with party efforts, until it culminated

in party triumph in the election of a president on a platform of hos-

tility to an overshadowing interest of Southern society. Then it was

that apprehension of insecurity was aroused, and the momentous

question arose : what should be done to secure safety and obtain

protection to great interests, ramifying society and deemed to be

seriously imperilled. The determination was to seek safety by with-

drawing from a union, which it was thought was about to be made
an engine for the destruction of our rights. There was nothing un-

natural or unprecedented in this; there was no hostility to the people
of the North

; there was no dissatisfaction with the Constitution,

which had been left to us, as to them ; there was no objection to the

union of the Constitution ; war was not desired nor sought by us,

but was deprecated, and tried by every peaceful means to be averted.

War resulted ; a long, a fierce and terrible war, waged by the United

States for subjugation and by the Confederate States for existence.

For a long time the contest seemed doubtful, but finally victory was

declared for the United States and the Confederate flag was furled

forever, and in its folds were enclosed the hopes of millions who had

proudly gazed upon its stars and bars and fondly hoped that it would

wave forever, an emblem of the right of self-government the banner

of a free people. No national standard was ever raised more justly

nor rallied to by a nobler band of brave hearts
;
no contest was ever

maintained more gallantly ;
choicer spirits were never sacrificed at

any shrine
;

fairer hands never toiled for any object ;
sweeter voices

never were heard in prayer for any effort
; purer hearts were never

enlisted in any cause. But still it failed. Sacrifices and prayers and

efforts were, all combined, insufficient to bring final victory to our

standard. Splendid battles were fought and victories won all for

naught as to the result. While recent history suggests to the

thoughtful observer that the day is not distant, if not at hand, when

even ardent votaries of the Union cause may well doubt if the sub-

jugation of the South, with its consequences, was altogether beneficial

to the cause of human progress and Republican government, the

misrepresentations of current history are such that there is danger

that the Confederate cause, so overwhelmingly just and defensible

before the tribunal of truth and impartial history, will be so covered
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with obloquy from distortion of facts and suppression of truth as to

be misjudged by posterity. It devolves on the survivors of the

Confederate period to preserve the truth of their history, and hand

down, from generation to generation, a correct account of the im-

pelling cause of the unfortunate struggle, in order that the cruelty of

injustice to our motives shall not be added to the pangs of defeat.

The world has done justice to Southern valor, but the just meed
of merit has not been awarded to the motives of the Southern

people.
If the apprehension of danger did not justify our movement, surely

the anticipation of the result of subjugation, as practically illustrated

in its consequences, has furnished ample vindication of the heroic

effort to avert it ! What just historian of the future, with the expe-
rience of the Southern people since the war, will blame their move-
ment for independence, if he shall grant their prescience to anti-

cipate what has befallen them at the hands of the government of the

United States ? Who can view the wreck and ruin around us, the

subversion of society, the ascendancy of ignorance, the elevation of

incompetency, the depreciation of virtue, integrity and intelligence,

and the cruel exactions from industry, as exemplied in the recon-

structed States, as the direct effect of the policy of the victorious

government, without according the highest praise to the statesman-

ship which foresaw, and the valor which struggled to avert such dire

calamities?

It is a truth that the Southern movement sprang from just such

anticipation. The oft-repeated charge that ambition incited the

movement is false, and proceeds from ignorance or malice. The
course of the Southern people was that by many illustrated by a

single individual, who seeks to avoid injury by withdrawing from an

association, the continuance of which he considers to be fraught with

evil to his interest.

It was an exercise of the right inherent in every people to change
their governmental relations when government ceases to effectuate

the object of its institution.

Government is not itself an end. It is but a means to an end, and
that is for the welfare of the people for whom it has been instituted,

and, failing in this, it has no sanctity. The doctrine of the Divine

right of Kings and the sanctity of government in itself is an exploded

fallacy of the past.

The movement of the Southern people, impelled by a sense of

danger, and animated with the determination to avert it, presents one
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of the sublimest spectacles ever exhibited in the world's history.

Born to an inheritance of freedom
; jealous of the glories of the

Union, of which the South was so large and important a part, and to

the formation of which her people had contributed so much, her sons

reverenced the Constitution of their fathers and the Union it formed,

and shrank with awe from the idea of being deprived of either.

Proud of the historic memories of the fortitude and heroism of the

men and women of the South in the Revolution, their descendants

were full of admiration of the structure they reared; and taught to

view the Constitution these patriots had made as the palladium of

their rights, the Southern people clung to its plain provisions, and

rendered the homage of devoted hearts to the Union it formed.

So strong was Southern devotion to the Union, that the idea of

dissolving it had for a long time to be endured before it was em-

braced, even after thoughts of danger to the rights of the South were

associated with its continuance. The resources of the brightest

intellects and most patriotic hearts of the statesmen of the South

were exhausted in devising expedients to save the Union, by staying

the march ofaggression, which threatened to endanger it. The various

compromise measures which for a time allayed excitement and quieted

apprehension are an evidence of this. The suggestion of a dual

presidency was a device of the great intellect and patriotic soul of

America's greatest statesmen to protect the South, and yet preserve

the Union. The idea of nullification sprang from the same desire.

The non-preparation of the Southern States for the necessities of war

is an evidence of the hopeful trust of her people in fancied ability to

preserve the Union and enjoy their rights. If hostility to the Union,

and desire to break it, were felt by the people of the South, their

course was marked by inexplicable and unexampled folly, for it is

part of history that no preparation whatever had been made by the

South for war when it was found to be iminent. Neither military

organization, nor armaments, nor provision for them, existed. The
truth is, that disunion and war were a surprise to the South, and were

accepted as a dire necessity to avert what seemed to be a greater evil.

The charge that the Southern people were hostile to the Union, and

desired to overthrow it, is a groundless calumny, falsified by their

history. Her sons were foremost in the Revolutionary struggle, her

statesmen conspicuous in the councils of the government. The ban-

ner of the Union was never unfurled on land or sea, where danger

was to be encountered and death endured in her service, when South-

ern men did not rally around it. The brightest laurels of the wars
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of the Revolution, of 1812, and of 1846, were plucked on fields of

carnage by Southern soldiers, while the whole people of the South

rendered the homage of patriotic hearts to the glories of the Ameri-

can Union. That it might be perpetual was the fervent wish of every
Southern soul It was in large measure the work of Southern minds

and hands. The Declaration of Independence itself was the offspring

of Southern intellect. Southern valor contributed largely to main-

tain it. The Constitution was, in a great degree, the work of South-

ern men. Southern statesmen shaped and moulded the policy of

the government, and the whole South felt just pride in the triumphs
of the Union, so largely their own. It was not until the mournful

conviction forced itself on the great Southern soul, reluctant to accept

it at last, that this Union of States, created by the conjoint efforts of

South and North, was about to be employed as an engine to destroy

the South, that affection and reverence for it were weakened, and a

determination made to abandon the Union and save the Constitution;

and when the Union was abandoned by the Southern people, they

immediately formed a union of their own, and built it upon the Con-

stitution they had so long revered.

They thus evinced, unmistakably that Union was desirable, and that

the Constitution was acceptable, and among the first acts of the Con-

federate government, thus formed, was to try to establish terms of

friendship with the United States, thus showing that no hostility was

felt to the people, or to the government of the United Slates.

A calm retrospect of the history of the United States affords just

grounds for wonder that the sectional controversy, which culminated

in attempted separation and war, was not terminated in their favor

by the Southern States in the day of their power. The philosophic
historian of the future, who, from the lofty eminence of truth, far

removed from the impure atmosphere of prejudice and hate, by the

clear light of the collected facts of history, shall view the course of

events in the United States, will discover and record the solemn truth,

that a reverential love for the Constitution and the Union, alike

formed by our fathers, caused the people of the South to cling to the

Union to their own peril, with a fatal delay ; and that when a sense

of danger proved stronger than sentiment it was too late. It was in

the power of the South to have established a separate government,
and assumed the guardianship of its own peculiar interests, for years
after it became manifest that this alternativoor despoilment would be

forced upon it. As the Southern States had borne a full part in

achieving American independence, and formed the Constitution and
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Union, their people felt a just pride in the Union to which they had
contributed so much, and shrank from the abhorrent thought of

abandoning it until affection was lost in the realization that danger
was imminent.

Content with their institutions, and willing to allow others the full

enjoyment of all their rights, the South sought not to meddle with

the affairs of others, and asked only to be let alone in the quiet en-

joyment of their own. But they were denied this, and continually
were offended by the querulous voice of opposition to their peculiar
institution and threatened with aggression.
The feeble cry, which at first was uttered to unburden tender con-

science, awakened by an imaginary responsibility for fancied sin

committed by other people, oblivious of, or inattentive to its own,
became at length the triumphant shout of a victorious host, arousing
the too confiding South from its fancied security in the Union in

which it was thus exposed ; and then, when it was too late, was

attempted what might sooner have been easily accomplished.
The Southern people had beheld with painful solicitude the growth

of a sentiment hostile to their interests from small beginnings to a

vast political power, which at last exhibited strength sufficient to con-

trol a Presidential election, and culminated in a party triumph, hos-

tile to their dearest rights.

What were they to do ? Were they to sit still and look supinely
on and take no step to avert threatened injury? Were they to imi-

tate the simple, who passeth heedlessly on, and is punished ; or the

prudent who foreseeth the evil, and avoideth it? The suggestion is

readily and tauntingly made; they did not avoid it, but aggravated
the evil they feared by the course pursued. The declaration is more

easily made than proved. Who can say what would have been the

result of quietly waiting the course of events? Has power ever been

known to curb itself? Have enthusiasm and fanaticism ever placed

impassable bounds to their excess? Would sentiment and religious

fervor, quickened into zeal, and pressed into partisan service, have

been contented with moderation in the exercise of official power?
Would not the progress made and triumph gained soon have

demanded greater? Let history answer.

It is probably true that delay of action by the Southern people
would have left them for a time in enjoyment of their rights ;

but how

long, no one can tell or plausibly conjecture. We might have

escaped the contest, to be precipitated upon our children or theirs ;

but a time surely would have come when the alternative would have
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been presented of despoilment or resistance. How long it would

have been postponed no one can tell. Whether our people acted

wisely in doing as they did, or would have been gainers by delay, or

were culpable in loving the Union so well and deferring action so

long, must forever remain unanswered because unanswerable.

All I seek to maintain is that, whether wise or unwise, the course

of the South was justified by wtll-founded apprehensions of danger
of great injury, as indicated by demonstrations apparently hostile

and threatening on the part of the North
;
and that the indictment

against the Southern people for wantonly and capriciously surrender-

ing the ties that bind them to the Union is calumnious and unmain-

tainable.

The false view so often urged, that mad ambition incited prominent

leaders, who misled the Southern people, is wholly groundless.

Never was the enthusiasm of the masses more nearly universal. His-

tory records no instance of greater approximation to unanimity

among a people than characterized our Southern movement. True,

there were differences of opinion as to what was best to be done, but

the apprehension was general and the conviction universal that dan-

ger was iminent and that something must be done, in some way, to

avert it. Surely the universality of the apprehension was an indica-

tion of some just ground for such widespread concern. All classes

and conditions shared the feeling. The non-slaveholder of the day,

most generally, was found in the front rank of the advocates of

action, while those who hesitated and were disposed to delay were

ofttimes most largely interested in the great institution supposed to

be directly imperilled by the crisis upon the country.
When the mists of prejudice which now, to some extent, envelop

it shall have been dispelled, and our cause shall be seen as it was by
the unobstructed view of impartial history, full justice will be done

to the motives of the Confederates, as has already been done to their

valor.

The valor of our people compelled recognition, for it was so con-

spicuous, so tangible and manifest it could not but be seen, admired

and acknowledged. But motive is not thus capable at once of secur-

ing recognition, and the subjection of our motives to persistent mis-

representation has partially succeeded in obscuring from view the

true impelling cause of our action ;
and besides this, we encountered

the prejudices of the civilized world in our struggle for the mainte-

nance of an institution which had received its condemnation.

It devolves on us, who were part of it, to vindicate the truth of cur
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history and preserve our self-respect in the same spirit in which we

render true allegiance to our present government.

I will not be understood as counseling the cherishing of a feeling

of bitterness to the government of the United States. Far from it.

I affirm that the same principle which animated the ardent Confede-

rate in expousing the cause of the Confederacy will inspire his devo-

tion to any government of which he is a citizen. In both cases it is

love of country an extension of the principle of self-love, born in

every heart and going forth to family and country in its enlarging

circle. A man loves his country, partly because it is his, partly from

association, and partly from sentiment and duty in return for its bene-

fits and protection. The government of the United States, in return

for justice and kindness and trust, could find no truer, braver, more

attached people than the late Confederates. If there has been back-

wardness on the part of the people of the Southern States to accept

in full the results it was because they involved a complete revolution

of all their thoughts and feelings and sentiments that their traditional

ideas were shocked, their pride mortified, their sentiments offended,

their sense of propriety disregarded that their whole moral nature

has been violently outraged in what they have been called to endure.

No wonder they were not ready to sing paeans to the Union which

called them to submit to so much that is distasteful, when the"y had

so recently mourned the cause they loved so well and for which they

had endured so much. Surely, enlightened statesmen can properly

appreciate and tolerate a feeling like this! and can realize the truth

that they who were faithful,' amid the terrible troubles of war, to the

cause they espoused, will in time of trial prove equally faithful to

another.

It was natural, after the war had ended, by triumph on one side

and defeat and subjugation on the other, that the ecstasy of delight

on the one side should produce corresponding depression and bitter-

ness on the other side of those chafing under defeat and goaded by
the harassing taunts of the victors, as well as suffering under their

inflictions. It is hard for the human mind to forget or forgive inju-

ries, and between North and South there were mutual crimination

and recrimination of real or imaginary grievances. Each party con-

sidered itself right and the other wrong, and had all the intensity of

self-justification and condemnation of its adversary incident to such

belief. The part of true wisdom and statesmanship is to accord to

each a belief in the right, from its standpoint, and to do justice to
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the impelling motives of both, and without wrangling over the no

longer practical question of right, to admit the high qualities exhib-

ited in the contest wherever found.

I presume, if we had been in the North with the sentiments, ideas

and interests incident to that position, we would have been in favor

of war to maintain the Union, but being in the South, with the views,

feelings, ideas and interests of that section, we yielded to them and

were Confederates. I don't think a Northern man is to be blamed

for going with the North, and vice versa. Locality has very much
to do with our views and actions.

" There lives in the bosom a feeling sublime,

Of all it is the strongest tie;

Unvarying with every change of clime,

And only with life does it die:

'Tis the love that is borne for that lonely land,

That smiled at the hour of our birth ;

'Tis the love that is planted by Nature's hand
For our sacred native Earth."

We are to a large extent creatures of education and the victims of

circumstances.

I would have been ashamed of any of my kindred if, being of the

South, they had not united with the South in her heroic struggle,

and am willing to accord to the people of the North the propriety of

the same conduct I claim to have been right here.

It is a great misfortune that the clearing away of the smoke of the last

battle of the war was not the signal for the subsidence of the passions

it excited; that statesmanship did not rule and guide the councils of

the victorious government, and that the idea of merely preserving

the Union, which had rallied all classes at the North in support

of the war to that end, did not find its fulfillment in the disband-

tnent of armies and the resumption of the former relation of the

Southern States to the Union. It is sadder still to reflect on what

might have beer; our condition, if passion and prejudice had not

exerted their baleful influence and prevented us from the wise use of

our opportunities. But it is not wise to repine, though it is a dic-

tate of wisdom to profit by experience and adopt the salutatory sug-

gestions of the past in our present and future. Animated by these

sentiments I cherish devotion to the memory of the Confederate

cause, for which so many gave their lives, and which is hallowed to
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most of us by the recollection of dear ones sacrificed in its struggle.

I would preserve, fresh as the flowers of spring, the recollection of

all the virtues displayed in the Confederate contest.

Though a lost cause though branded by authority of the victor

as treason, and its followers as traitors, I, for one, am not ashamed of

it. My holiest memories cluster around it. No power can storm

the fortress of a resolute heart. When the Confederate banner was

furled, we, as Confederates, in sadness accepting the result, while

weeping bitter tears of unfeigned sorrow, and experiencing the poig-

nancy of keenest grief at the termination of our efforts and disap-

pointment of our fond hopes, in good faith assumed allegiance to

our present government, and have maintained it
; but it would be

hypocrisy to pretend it was by choice, as it is treason to the memory
of our gallant dead to confess the heart-condemned falsehood that

our cause was not just. Our cause was just, our purpose honorable

and upright, and attempted to be maintained by as noble a band as

ever struck valiant blows for freedom and right. Falsehood cannot

blacken it, malignity and calumny cannot disgrace it, misapprehen-

sion cannot dishonor it. It can never become odious until the men
and women of the South forget what they owe to the memory of the

gallant dead. Can this day ever come? Never, while the highest

virtues of manhood find worshippers. Patriotism will always com-

mand respect. It is a principle inseparable from ourselves as social

beings. Heroism excites admiration wherever displayed. It de-

mands and receives tribute from the human heart, even though

exhibited by the savage Modoc. When beheld in upholding the

right, admiration swells into enthusiasm. We but do honor to the

nobler impulses of the soul in cherishing with grateful and affec-

tionate remembrance the memory of our sleeping heroes, and are

only true to ourselves, in annual commemoration of their sacrifices,

by decorating their nameless graves. They were patriots. They
loved their country and died for it. They were heroes, and dis-

played their heroism in gallantly striving to maintain the right.

Then let choicest flowers be thickly strewn by fair hands and pure

hearts above our sleeping heroes, and if the unbidden tear shall drop,

betokening awakened sympathy with a cause for which they fell, let

not carping envy sit in judgment on the sacred grief of the heart

and call it treason. Let us ever preserve a memorial of our struggle

and its patriot heroes. The rainbow which spans the heavens amid

the cloud, and with its varied hues of unrivalled brilliancy ravishes

with its beauties all beholders, is a memorial of the covenant made
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by God with all flesh to spare the earth from devastation by another

flood. The Passover, so scrupulously observed every year by the

children of Israel, by command of God, is a memorial of their great
deliverance from Egyptian bondage. And the Lord's Supper, insti-

tuted by Christ for the observance of His followers, is a memorial of

His sufferings and death, to show them forth until He comes. And

though your Memorial Day is designed to commemorate no cove-

nant, nor deliverance, nor salvation, it is becoming the fair women
of this land to observe with annually recurring punctuality a memo-
rial of the privations, hardships, perils and deaths of the noble mar-

tyrs to a cause they deemed right and loved unto death. Greater

love can no man have for any cause than to be ready to die for it,

and whether right or wrong we need not stop to inquire, for he is

in truth a martyr who believes himself right and seals his faith with

his life. Then let this Memorial Day be a permanent ordinance of

Southern society, to be observed, with appropriate ceremonies, from

generation to generation, as preservative of the memory of the heroic

men who gave their lives for their country. And as the children of

Israel when, annually commemorating the Passover, memorial of

the greatest event in their national history, they were in after years

asked by their children "What meaneth this?" recounted the sub-

lime history of their great deliverance by the direct interposition of

Jehovah, and thus kept fresh in the minds of every generation the

wonderful event, as well as testified their grateful appreciation of it

before those far removed from it in point of time
;
so let us, as a

people, with each returning spring, celebrate the day chosen as a

reminder of our heroes, and thereby preserve the memory of their

struggle and sacrifice, as well as testify our grateful remembrance and

just appreciation of the cause for which they died. And when our

children shall inquire, what mean these things? though we cannot

with pride point to national deliverance, let us with fearless courage

vindicate the memory of our dead from the aspersions of malignity,

and narrate the true history of our Confederate struggle. Let us

tell them that their fathers were impelled by an apprehension of dan-

ger seriously threatening momentous interests, and a natural desire

to avert it
;
that they were aroused by a conviction of the neces-

sity of action to avert calamity and obtain security to valuable rights;

that their fathers of 1776 asserted independence of interference with

their local interests and took up arms to sustain their course, and

that the people of the South were more seriously threatened, and

had far greater interests imperiled, and saw a government made for
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common defence and general welfare about to be wrested from the

purpose of its institution and employed as an instrument of their

oppression and destruction
;
and thus situated, and thus believing,

they imitated the example of the patriots of 1776, and sought, in

peace and quiet, to assume the management of their own matters;
that they declared their withdrawal from a Union that threatened

the safety of their rights and institutions
; that they formed a con-

federate government, taking the Constitution of the United States as

its construction, wilh slight changes, and thus showed beyond dispute
that their dissatisfaction in the Union was not with the Constitution, but

with its threatened perversion ;
that by duly accredited agents they

sought earnestly to avert the calamity of war with the United States;

that these efforts were unavailing, and in spite of all their peaceful

overtures, war did come, a long, devastating and calamitous war
; that

its shock was met wilh firmness and sustained with enthusiasm
; that

men rushed to arms ; mothers surrendered sons, and wives their

husbands, to the call of patriotism ;
that the sound of the fife and

drum was heard in every village, and hills and dales resounded with

the notes of martial music and echoed with the soldier's measured

tread, while fair hands were busy in every household with prepara-

tion for the soldier's outfit, and Heaven's throne was besieged with

importunate prayers from pulpits and altars for blessing on the

youthful Confederacy, in which were centered the hopes of millions

of trusting hearts
;

that after well sustained efforts, through four

years of the varying fortunes of war, after ten thousand heroic deeds

and deaths, the sun of the Confederacy set forever, in gloom and

darkness ; its bright banner, all covered with glory and renown, was

furled on land and sea; its gallant soldiers dispersed; its music

hushed
; its votaries smitten with sadness and grief. But though

lost it was not dishonored. Its history, though brief, was dazzling

with brilliancy. Its arms, though unsuccessful, filled the world with

their renown. Its struggle though a failure, showed the world how
a brave people could dare and suffer and toil and die to maintain

their rights; and recreant to the high trust committed to them will

the survivors of the sad contest be, if the time shall ever come when

the dead heroes of the struggle shall be forgotten, or their memory
permitted to be tarnished with the uncontradicted slanders of igno-

rance or hate.
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Address of Colonel Edward McCrady, Jr.

Before Company A (Gregg's Regiment}, First S. C Volunteers, at the

Reunion at Williston, Barnwcll county, S. C., 141/1 July, 1882.

It is with divided feelings, my comrades, that we meet upon this

occasion. It is indeed doubtful which emotion is the stronger, that

of pleasure in once more grasping the hands of those of us who
survive, or of sadness in missing those who are not here to answer
to our roll-call. And so it must be with us on all such reunions as

this. Our bands are daily becoming smaller and smaller. No vol-

unteers nor recruits can now be enrolled in our ranks
;
nor any con-

scripts sent, unwillingly, to join us. In a few short years the coming
generation will look with curiosity, at least, if we may not bespeak
reverence, upon any one who may live to say that he fought at Ma-
nassas or Gettysburg, who can tell how he marched with Jackson to

victory, and perchance how at last he laid down his arms with Lee
at Appomattox. Is it not natural, then, that we should draw closer

together while we live, and that we should sometimes meet, as we
have done to-day, to recall the times when together we offered our

lives and shed our blood for our State, and suffered cold and hunger
and thirst and sickness for the faith in which we were reared, and for

the cause which we still maintain to have been righteous even though
lost?

For what, then, did we fight ? It is well, my comrades, that we
who survive should take such occasions as this to tell to those who
are growing up around us what were the great causes which impelled
the young and the old of that time, the rich and the poor, the learned

and ignorant, to take up arms and risk their lives in battle.

It has been said by a great historian that "a man who risked and
lost his life for a cause he believed a just one, though he was mistaken

in so believing, is not among those whose fate deserves the most com-

passion, or whose career is least to be envied." But we were not

mistaken in the cause for which we fought. We did not fight for

slavery slavery, a burden imposed upon us by former generations
of the world, a burden increased upon us by the falsely-pretended

philanthropic legislation of Northern States, which legislation did not

emancipate their slaves, but forced them to be sent to the South and

sold here was not the cause of the war, but the incidents upon
which the differences between the North and the South, and from
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which differences the war was inevitable from the foundation of our

government, did but turn.

That it was not slavery in itself for which we fought, is shown by
the thousands and thousands of volunteers who owned no slaves, and

yet who were the first to hasten into our ranks. Take the instance

of our own State. The census cf 1860 shows that there were but

26,701 slaveholders in South Carolina, and yet she gave 44,000 vol-

unteers during the first eighteen months of the war. Supposing,
then, that every slaveholder went into the service, we would have

over 17,000 volunteers from the State who owned no slaves. But as

you and I, my comrades, well know, the slaveholders, as a class, were

by no means more prompt in offering their services than those who
did not own slaves

; and, you recollect, there was a provision in the

Conscript Act actually exempting from service those who owned and
worked a certain number of slaves. I think we may safely assume

that two-thirds of the volunteers owned no slaves.

I say it was not for slavery for which we fought, but that it was for

the sovereignty of our State and for the supremacy of our race. The
instinct of our people felt that the one was involved in the other.

We fought for State's rights and State's sovereignty as a political

principle. We fought for the State of South Carolina, wilh a loyal
love that no personal sovereign has ever aroused. But more, you
and I, my comrades, whether owning slaves or not, could not but

foresee, wilh the conviction of certainty, the calamities that would, that

must follow, that have followed the emancipation of the negro by the

fanatical party which, by a mere minority of votes, obtained posses-

sion of the government in 1860. We of this generation had no part

in the establishment of slavery in this country as early as 1741 South

Carolina unsuccessfully endeavored to check the importation of slaves

with which the mother country was crowding the province ; but we
were born to the question : what was to be done with an institution

which we had inherited from England, which had been augmented

by the casting off the slaves of the North upon the South ? Northern

philanthropists who had sent and sold their slaves to the South might

safely, if not honestly, advocate their emancipation. But with us the

question was not only as to the positive good or evil of the institu-

tion, but what would the negro be, and what would we do with him,

and what would he do to us if freed ?

Had slavery never existed, I believe the war between the two sec-

tions of this country was inevitable, and, as we know, had all but

commenced in 1832 ; while on the other hand its existence rendered
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the political principle of State sovereignty more than a sentiment and

a theory, and made it a practical question, essential to the South, in

dealing wilh that institution.

We were so unfortunate as to permit the great underlying question

at issue between the North and the South to turn, apparently, solely

upon a matter on which the fanaticism of the world had been aroused.

But I maintain, with Mr. Stephens, that while
"
slavery, so-called,

that legal subordination of the black race to the white, which existed

in all but one of the States when the Union was formed, and in fifteen

of them when the war began, was unquestionably the occasion of the

war the main exciiing proximate cause on both sides on the one

as well as on the other, it was not the real, ultimate cause, the causa

causans of it." (Volume I, p. 28.) Further, I believe and maintain

that from the origin of our government the war was inevitable, had

slavery never existed.

The war was not commenced in December, 1860, when this State

seceded, nor in April, 1861, when we fired into Fort Sumter. Its

seeds were in the Constitution, and it was declared in the Kentucky
and Virginia Resolutions in 1798. The Convention which framed the

Constitution was itself divided into the two parties which, after sev-

enty years of discussion in the Senate chamber, adjourned the debate

to the battlefields of our late war. The one as the "National parly,'*
under the leadership of General Hamilton and the elder Adams, and

the other as the
'

'Federal party" under Jefferson, at that early day

organized the forces for strife, and warred over the Virginia and Ken-

tucky Resolutions and the Alien and Sedition Laws with a bitterness

not exceeded in 1860.

As it is so often said that whatever may have been the nice theo-

retical distinctions as to the forms of government, the North became

in favor of a strong consolidated central government, because its

interests were in manufactures and protection, while the South was

State's Rights in the defense of slavery, and that thus the real cause

of the war was the antagonism between free labor and slave labor, I

would call attention to the fact that as early as 1796, a year before

the first slave had been freed in the United States, when slavery still

existed in every State in the Union, North as well as South, even

then the different 'political theories of the government had already

found for themselves more decidedly "local habitations" than names.

Washington, in his farewell address, observes :

"In contemplating the causes which may disturb our Union, it

occurs as a matter of serious concern that any ground should have
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been furnished for characterizing parties by geographical distinctions

Northern and Southern, Atlantic and Western whence designing
men may endeavor to excite a belief that there is a real difference of

local interests and views."

Curiously enough, and may we not add pitifully, too, we read in

his original drafts of this address a passage stricken out and on the

margin, opposite the words, "not important enough" which, when
we come to examine, we find still more strongly indicated his appre-
hension for the Union from this very cause, i. c., the geographical
location of parties.

It is well-known that Mr. Jefferson, the author of the Kentucky
Resolutions, was opposed to slavery ;

while on the other hand the

only vote in the First Congress against the exclusion of slavery in

the great Northwestern Territory the munificent, or rather we
should say under all the circumstances, looking now at it in the light

of subsequent history, the prodigal and extravagant contribution of

Virginia to the Union came from the State of New York. As Mr.

Davis, in his work on The Rise and Fall of the Confederate Govern-

ment, observes, "it was for climatic, industrial and economical, not

moral or sentimental, reasons that slavery was abolished in the North-

ern, while it continued to exist in the Southern States." It was the

climate and the soil that forbade African slavery there and not philan-

thropy. Let us look at the facts.

Vermont claims the honor of having first proposed to exclude

slavery by her Bill of Rights in 1777, in anticipation of her separa-
tion from New York, but the census of 1790, the year before the

separation took effect, shows that her frosts and snows had effectually

done the work before, as there were, in fact, but seventeen slaves in

the State to be emancipated.

Slavery was introduced into Massachusetts soon after its first settle-

ment, and was so "
tolerated

"
there that as late as 1833 her Supreme

Court could not say by what act, particularly, her institution was

abolished. (Wine/tendon \. Hatficld, 4 Mass. 123; Commonwealth

v. Aves, 1 8 Pick. 209.)

New Hampshire did not think it worth her while to pass an act to

free the hundred and fifty-eight slaves which only remained in that

State in 1790, and so one of them lived a slave in that free State as

late as 1840.

In the plantations of Rhode Island slaves were more numerous

than in the other New England States, as, indeed, they well might

be, when the merchants and sailors of this little State were the greatest
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traffickers in the slave trade ; but as the negro could not live in her

latitude, the Rhode Islanders the great negro traders provided a

scheme of emancipation, which took a lifetime to work out, leaving
in 1840 five slaves still in that State.

Connecticut was too much interested to indulge her philanthropy
at the expense of a sudden emancipation. In 1790 there were 2,750

slaves, and so, like Rhode Island, she adopted a gradual plan of

emancipation, by the slow and prudent workings of which, seventeen

only of her slaves remained as such in 1840.

Pennsylvania was in the same situation, having 3,737 slaves in 1790,
and she, too, provided for gradual emancipation. The census of 1 840
showed sixty-five negroes still in slavery ;

and in this State of Brotherly
Love, as late as 1823, a negro woman was sold by the sheriff to pay
the debts of her master.

In New York, in which in 1790 there were 21,324 slaves, a similar

act of gradual emancipation was passed (1799), by the operations of

which, in 1840, all but four slaves had been gotten rid of, whether by
emancipation, death, or shipment for sale at the South, can only be

conjectured.
New Jersey, though adopting the same scheme, was slower in get-

ting rid of her slaves, 674 still remaining in 1840.

Now, my comrades, what did this scheme of gradual or future

emancipation mean? You will at once see that if our Northern
brethren had been earnest in freeing these people, in accordance with

their righteous abhorrence of the institution of slavery and with their

zealous love of universal freedom, they would all have been as phi-

lanthropic and disinterested as Vermont with her seventeen slaves,

and would have emancipated their negroes as suddenly and more

immediately than Mr. Lincoln did ours by his famous proclamation.
But such a course would have cost their citizens just the market value

of their slaves. What, then, could they do with these negroes ?

The negroes came from a warmer climate, and could not live and

thrive and be profitable with them. It was expedient, therefore, as

an economical measure, to get rid of the burden of their support,
and the plan of emancipation, at a given time in the future, would

accomplish the purpose. How ? Mark you, it was the negroes their

slave traders had landed upon their shores they wished to get rid of

not slavery. A provision of the law, then, that at a given day in

the future all sl.ives would be free,"would accomplish the purpose,
because under such a law the owners of slaves did not lose the value

of their slaves, but were only required by a given time to send them
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to the South and to se'l them there. This was the result of all the

emancipation acts of the Northern States. The Northern people, as

usual, beat us in the bargain. They sold their slaves to us, took our

money for them, then freed them without paying for them, and then

took credit for their philanthropy in freeing the negroes they had

sold to us.

Let us look at the conduct of our Northern brethren in another

connection, and that in the worst feature with regard to slavery, and

in doing so let us bear in mind that the superior morality and love

of freedom in the North is supposed to have been peculiarly evinced

in the suppression of this institution. If the Northern people were

so zealous in freeing the negroes from slavery, had they not been as

active in putting them into slavery ?

There is an old proverb, that the receiver is as bad as the thief.

Unless history very much belies them, the righteous New Englanders,

notwithstanding their pious abhorrence of slavery, have given a new

reading to this old saw, i. e., that the receiver is worse than the thief.

They thought it no sin to fit out ships to steal negroes to sell to

Southerners, but their righteous souls were vexed at the idea that we

should keep them in slavery after purchasing them.

During the four years that the ports of this State were opened for

the slave trade ( 1804 1807), of the 202 vessels that arrived in Charles-

ton harbor with slaves, 61 claimed to belong to Charleston, and exactly

the same number avowedly belonged to New England (/. <., Rhode

Island 59, Boston I, Connecticut i); 70 belonged to Britain. Of

the oilier 10, 3 belonged to Baltimore, 4 to Norfolk, 2 to Sweden,

i to France.

I say the same number (61) claimed to belong to Charleston as

avowedly belonged to New England, and, in using this expression, I,

of course, mean to express my doubt if they did. I mean to say that

a great number of these vessels which were claimed to belong to

Charleston did not belong to Charleston, but were in fact owned by
New Englanders or Old Englanders. If we look at the list of con-

signees we will see that I am not probably mistaken in this suppo-

sition. Of the 202 vessels which brought in slaves, but 13 consignees

were natives of Charleston, while 88 were natives of Rhode Island,

91 of Boston, and 10 of France. We may be very sure that every

vessel really owned in Charleston was consigned to a Charlestonian,

and we will not be very far wrong if we assume that all the 88 vessels

bringing slaves to Charleston, consigned to natives of Rhode Island,

in fact belonged to Rhode Islanders, or at least to New Englanders.
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But there is further evidence that I am not mistaken in charging
that Rhode Island had much more to do with this negro importa-
tion than the people of this State, for it appears that but 2,006 of

39,075 slaves brought into Charleston were imported by our mer-

chants and planters, while Rhode Islanders imported for us 8,338.

(See Judge Smith's Statistics Year Book City of Charleston, 1880.)

Again. More than fifty years after this, in 1858, the London Times

charged that New York had become "the greatest slave-trading mart

in the world"; and Vice-President Wilson, in his work upon the

Rise and Fall of the Slave Power in America, quotes from the

New York daily papers that there were "eighty-five vessels fitted

out from New York, from February, 1859, to July, 1860," for the slave

trade; that "an average of two vessels each week clear out of our

harbor, bound for Africa and a human cargo ;

" "
that from thirty to

sixty thousand (negroes) a year are taken from Africa to Cuba by
vessels from the single port of New York." (Rise and Fall of
Slave Trade in America, Volume II, page 618.)

Is it not absurd, with these historical facts upon record, for the

Northern people, especially the New Englanders, to charge us with

the
" moral offence

"
of slavery?

Slavery as an institution was doubtless the incident upon which
the differences between the people of the North and the South set-

tled and concentrated, but the moral offence of it that so aroused the

fanaticism of the world was not the cause of the war. When slavery
was prohibited in the Northwestern Territory in 1787, with the unani-

mous consent of the Southern delegates in Congress, but three of

the Northern States had determined to put an end to slavery within

their own borders, and of these three Rhode Island and Pennsylvania
freed no slaves then living, but only provided that those born after

a certain time should be free; Vermont alone emancipated her seven-

teen slaves. Franklin, it is true, had organized an Abolition Society
in 1787, but for many years, during which the "Federal" and

"National" parties continued their controversies as to the form of

government, it was only proposed to bring to bear upon the insti-

tution of slavery the sentiment of the people of the States. The

power of the Federal Government to interfere in the matter was
not even thought of.

The admission of Missouri, in 1820, no doubt was strenuously re-

sisted because her Constitution permitted slavery, and was only

passed by Congress upon the compromise that slavery should not be

introduced in the territories belonging then to the United States lying
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north of 36 30". But a moment's reflection will show that "the
moral offence" of slavery could not have entered into the consider-

ation of this compromise. For if slavery was wrong north of 36

3<D\ was it not wrong also south of it ? The opposiiion to the ad-

mission of more slave States arose from the fact that such Slates, by
the Constitution, had representatives in Congress and in the Electoral

College, not only for the white freemen, but for three- fifths of their

slaves also, which greatly added to their representation and power.
That compromise was nothing more than the adjustment of the

balance of political power between the States. The admission of

new States upon one condition or another, however affecting the

interests of the slave States, was a fair subject of discussion. There
was nothing in principle why a strict State's Rights Federalist might
not have resisted the admission of another slave State, nor that one

of the National party should not have advocated it. From other

considerations, the Northern people were for the most part Consoli-

dationists and Nationalists
;
while the Southern people were strict

constructionists of the State's Rights school, and upheld slavery.

This was a coincidence of momentous consequence, but philosophi-

cally speaking, as regards slavery, it was nothing more.

And so it happened that for fifty years after the adoption of the

Constitution, while the "National party" and the "Whig party"
on the one hand, and the "Federal party" and the "Democratic

party
" on the other, warred over the principles of the government,

the opponents of the institution of slavery increased in numbers and

energy, but without connection with the politics of the country. But

during this time this party in favor of a strong centralized National

Government had, under one name or another, gathered much strength.

As early as 1789 it had procured the passage of the famous 251)1 Sec-

tion of the Judiciary Act, which allows an appeal from the final judg-

ment of a State court to the Supreme Court of the United States in

cases involving the construction of a law or treaty of the United

States, thus asserting for the Federal Government the judicial con-

struction of its measures as against the judicial views of the State.

At the same session another point was gained by the National party.

Under the provision of the Constitution that makes it the duty of the

President
"
to take care that the laws be carefully executed," the

National party carried the point that the President, without the sanc-

tion of Congress, had the power to remove an officer of the govern-

ment, the tenure of whose office was not fixed by the Constitution;

and about the same time General Hamilton opened the question of
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the right of Congress to impose duties to encourage manufactures.

Here, then, were three distinct issues the real grounds of difference

which culminated in our war.

Next followed the contest over the Virginia and Kentucky Resolu-

tions and the Alien and Sedition Laws, which resulted in the election

of Mr. Jefferson over Mr. Adams as President, and the temporary
check to the rapid strides of the government to consolidation. But

it was only a check Mr. Jefferson could recover no lost ground for

the Slate's Rights party. Then, unfortunately, came the war of 1812

with Great Britain, absorbing the attention of his successor, Mr.

Madison, arresting all efforts to carry out the doctrines and policy

which had brought the party into power, and giving a strong impulse
to centralization.

It is difficult to keep up with all the changes of names and organi-

zation of the parties during the fifteen years succeeding the war of

1812, but a study will show that under whatever name or disguise

assumed, the great struggle still was between the State's Rights, or

local government, and National, or centralized government. The
first measure of the old National party, then calling themselves

" The
National Republican Party," in 1828 was the act known at the time

as the "Bill of Abominations," which, throwing aside the pretense

of revenue, openly imposed a tax for protection a measure which

forms a prominent chapter in the history of this State.

As you all know, upon the passage of this act Mr. Calhoun coun-

selled resistance. Whether our great statesman contemplated, by
the resistance he advised, a forcible resistance or a resistance through
the courts, it is useless now to discuss; its discussion would only
revive the domestic dissension of the Nullification and Union parties

of 1832. It is enough that a large party in the State understood his

advice to be resistance by force, and acted upon it
;
and that the

State took measures to maintain by arms its denial of the right of

Congress to impose upon it duties not authorized by Us construction

of the Constitution, and that in doing so it had the support of many
of the ablest statesmen of the country and the volunteered aid from

the people of other States
;
while on the other hand General Jackson,

as President, openly marshalled the forces of the Union to war upon
the State, and upon those who upheld her.

The issue, which was so imminent, was avoided by mutual conces-

sions of ihe United States and State Governments. But I desire to

call your attention, my comrades, to the fact that the late war in which

we took part had all but commenced in 1832, and that the real ques-
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tion then was the same, the incident only different. The question
in 1832 and in 1860 was as to the sovereignty of the State. The
incident in 1832 was the tariff; the incident in 1860 was slavery.
Well would it have been for us had the question in 1860 turned upon
the same incident as that in 1832. Would that we might have fought
and shed our blood upon the dry question of the tariff and taxation,

instead of one upon which the world had gone mad.

I cannot but think that our Convention of 1860 made a great mis-

take in the declaration of the causes which induced the secession of

the State, in resting our justification alone upon the conduct of the

Northern people in regard to slavery, however gross a violation of

the Constitution such conduct was ; and it is a matter of satisfaction

to us, my comrades, that our first and beloved commander, General

Gregg, as a member of that Convention, opposed the adoption of the

declaration on this very ground. I cannot but agree with him, and

think that the justification of the secession of the State was much
more satisfactorily set out, and rested upon much better grounds in

the address to the people of the other Southern States, in which was

so ably and well shown that the issue was the same as that in the

Revolution of 1776, and like that turned upon the one great prin-

ciple, self-government, and self-taxation, the criterion of self govern-
ment.

This latter address went on to show that the Southern States stood

exactly in the same position toward the Northern States that the Colo-

nies did towards Great Britain. The Northern States having the

majority in Congress, claimed the same power of omnipotence in

legislation as the British Parliament. That the "general welfare"

was the only limitation of either, and the majority in Congress, as in

the British Parliament, were the sole judges of the expediency of the

legislation this
"
general welfare

"
required. That thus the govern-

ment of the United States had become a consolidated government,
and the people of the Southern States were compelled to meet the

very despotism their fathers threw off in 1776.

If, then, my comrades, our cause was just, as just as that of our

forefathers in 1776, and one for which we might well indeed have

endured hardship and risked our lives and shed our blood, need we
be ashamed of the fight we made for it ?

It is said that when the war commenced we vaunted that
"
a single

Southern soldier could whip three Yankees." Well, it was a very

foolish boast, if made; as foolish as that of General Grant, about

which I shall speak, and one which you, my comrades, will agree
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with me, was not heard among the men who had the whipping to do

We who did meet "
the three Yankees," know well that we met men

as brave as ourselves, if differing with us in temperament and in the

manner of their warfare. But we did meet "
the three Yankees." and

it did take, if not three, at least two and a half to one to destroy our

armies at last. The total number of men called under arms by the

Government of the United States, between April, 1861, and April,

1865, amounted to 2,759,049, of whom 2,656,053, were actually em-

bodied in the Federal armies. Foreign military authorities have put

down the number of men embodied in the Confederate armies as

1,100,000. But this we know to be a great exaggeration, taken from

Northern sources; for even "
robbing the cradle and the grave," there

was scarcely a million of men able to bear arms in the Confederate

States, nor did we have arms to put in their hands had we so many.
Let me give you here, my comrades, my version of General Grant's

famous unfulfilled boast, that
" he would fight it out on this line if it

took all the summer." I refer to this often quoted saying as a boast,

because it has been generally so understood
;
but I have always

rather regarded it as a pledge or promise demanded of him alike

by the manhood of the North as by the timidity of the officials at

Washington.
When the Confederate Government determined to subordinate mili-

tary considerations to political, it required no greater strategical skill

than was possessed by us of the line to perceive that we had offered

to our enemy a most vulnerable point, which, unlike that of Achilles,

was not only the most vulnerable, but the most vital point of the

Confederacy, that its throat all through the war was bared to the

knife whenever the Federal generals should be allowed to destroy

rather than attempt to whip us
;
that the James river was the sure,

if not easy, road to the Confederate capital. McClellan was too pro-

fessional a soldier to be willing to strike anywhere else while that was

open to him; so, in the spring of 1862, he essayed the task with a force

of 153,000 men, against which General Johnston had present for duty
but 53,688 just about one to three. After a month's resistance

McClellan approached Richmond on June 20, 1862, with a force of

115,102, against which General Lee, in the Seven Days' battle, had

but 80,762, scarcely more than one to two. Yet, with this force,

McClellan was driven back to his gunboats. But, notwithstanding
this reverse, the manhood of the North demanded again a fair fight

on an open field, and an answer to this boast that we would fight

three to one. No victory by mere strategical skill, aided by gun-
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boats, would appease the Northern desire that the Army of Northern

Virginia should be whipped on a fair field. So Pope was tried; and

you recollect, my comrades, that after a march of sixty miles in two

days, on three ears of green corn apiece for rations, we broke our fast

on Westphalia hams, Mocha coffee, and sherry wine out of his stores,

and sent him back to Washington to tell that he was mistaken in

telegraphing that he had captured Jackson and his corps. During
those two terrible days (August 28-29), before Longstreet came up,

our corps of 17,309 men withstood Pope's army of 74.578 you re-

collect with what terrible sacrifice to our brigade; and in the great
battle of the 3Oth, after Longstreet had joined us, we had but 49,077
of all arms, and yet we gained a second victory on Manassas plains.

At Sharpsburg you fought 35,255 under Lee against 87,164, which

McClellan states in his official report that he had in action. At

Fredericksburg, in which our brigade again suffered so severely, and

where we lost our beloved leader, General Gregg, we fought 78,000

under Lee against 100,000 under Burnside, and at Chancellorsville

57,000 under Lee and Jackson defeated 132,000 under Hooker. At

Gettysburg 62,000 under Lee made a drawn battle against 105,000

under Meade.

When, then, Grant came, he found himself required to promise
that he would not repeat the Vicksburg strategy, but would march

straight to meet us in the open field. He might have all the men he

wanted, provided only he would undertake to move straight on and

crush us without the adventitious aid of the naval forces striking us

where we were unable to resist. Such, I suppose, was somewhat the

occasion of his promise to
"
fight it out on this line if it took all the

summer." Did he fulfill his promise?
On the ist of May, 1864, General Grant had 120,380 men of all

arms, to which was added, before he commenced active operations,

20,780, giving him a total of 141,160 men at the opening of the cam-

paign, against which Lee had present for duty but 63,984. With

these enormous odds in his favor he "fought it out" but a single

month, during which time to quote from our old friend, the Adju-
tant-General of the Army of Northern Virginia, Colonel Taylor, from

whom I have taken most of these figures there had been an almost

daily encounter of hostile arms, and the Army of Northern Virginia

had placed hors de combat of the number under General Grant a

number equal to its entire numerical strength at the commencement

of the campaign ;
and notwithstanding its own heavy losses and the

reinforcements received by the enemy, still presented an impregnable
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front to its opponent, and constituted an insuperable barrier to General

Grant's
" On to Richmond."

Let me use the language of a foreign writer to describe the scenes

of the second great battle of Cold Harbor, which brought to an end

Grant's promise to fight it out on that line:

"But the June of 1864," says Colonel Chesney, "found Grant

almost in sight of the city, upon the very ground which McClellan

had held on the banks of the Chickahominy two years before. Four
times he had changed the line of operation chosen in obedience to

Lincoln's strong desire, on which he had declared his intention to

'fight it out all the summer.' Four times he had recoiled from the

attempt to force his way direct to the rebel capital, for his indomi-

table and watchful adversary ever barred the way. Once more, on

the morning of June 3d, he flung his masses fiercely against the line

held by Lee, which ran across the very field of battle where that

General had won his first triumph over McClellan. The result was

so fearful and useless a slaughter that, according to the chief Union

historian, when 'later in the day orders were issued to renew the

assault,' the whole army correctly appreciating what the inevitable

result must be, silently disobeyed."

Again, the same writer says :

" The most eulogistic biographer of

the great Federal general speaks as though it were under his breath

when he tells the story of the battle of Cold Harbor. ' There was
a rush,' says such an one; 'a bitter struggle, a rapid interchange of

deadly fire and the (Federal) army became conscious that the task

was more than it could do.' The testimony of Swinton, himself an

eye-witness, is more emphatic and complete :

'

It took hardly more
than ten minutes to decide the battle. There was along the whole

line a rush the spectacle of impregnable works, a bloody loss, a

sullen falling back, and the action was decided.'
'

What an ignominious end to a boast, or what a failure in the ful-

fillment of a promise that he would fight his way to Richmond over

the land route if it took him all the summer ! By the first of June
Grant had not only failed in this boastful promise, but he had so lost

the confidence and command of his grand army that it absolutely

refused his order to advance again.

The, summer had thus scarcely begun when Grant was obliged to

abandon the idea of fighting it out on the line he had been so ready
to undertake. But abandon it he must, for he had learnt by bitter

experience, as Colonel Chesney observes, that the "
continuous ham-

mering" in which he had trusted, might break the instrument while
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its work was yet unfinished. Not even the vast resources on which

he had power to draw could long spare 20,000 men a week for the

continuance of the experiment. He had lost in the first three weeks

of battle with Lee 60,000 men
;
and as Lee had only commenced the

campaign with 63,000, Grant could not but reflect that had their

armies been equal Lee would not have left him a vestige of his with

which to retreat.

But with the abandonment of his boast or promise came the begin-

ning of the end to us. From this time forth Grant contented him-

self with resuming the work from which McClellan had been called

in disgrace, but unlike McClellan he was furnished with all the men
and material a siege required. Butler had joined him, and he now
had 150,000 men with which to commence the slow but sure if not

glorious work of wearing out the remnant of the Army of Northern

Virginia.

In speaking of that last terrible struggle of nearly a year, let me
use the language of the distinguished English soldier and essayist

rather than my own :

" Not in the first flush of triumph when his

army cheered his victory over McClellan," writes Colonel Chesney,
"not when hurling back Federal masses three times the weight of his

own on the banks of the Rappahannock, nor even when advancing the

commander of victorious legions to carry the war away from his loved

Virginia into the North had Lee seemed so great, or won the love

of his soldiers so closely as through the dark winter that followed.

Overworked his men were sadly, with forty miles of entrenchments

for that weakened army to guard. Their prospects were increasingly

gloomy as month passed by after month bringing them no reinforce-

ments, while their enemy became visibly stronger. Their rations

grew scantier and poorer, while the jocund merriment of the invest-

ing lines told of abundance, often raised to luxury by voluntary

tribute from the wealth of the North."
" But the confidence of the

men in their beloved chief," says Colonel Chesney,
" never faltered,

their sufferings were never laid on 'Uncle Robert.' The simple

piety which all knew to be the rule of his life acted upon thousands

of those under him with a power which those can hardly understand

who know not how community of hope, suffering and danger fairly

shared amid the vicissitudes of war quickens the sympathies of the

roughest and lowest, as well as those above them."

In Lee's own language the line of defence "stretched so long as

to break," at last gave way, and the end came. A single Southern

soldier had not in the long run been able to whip three Yankees,
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however gloriously he had fought. Numbers, material and disci-

pline at last triumphed over individual heroism. I need not recall

the agony of those last days. Let me rather quote again from

Colonel Chesney's memoir of General Lee. He says: "The day
will come when the evil passions of the great civil strife will sleep

in oblivion, and North and South do justice to each other's motives

and forget each other's wrongs. Then history will speak with clear

voice of the deeds done on either side, and the citizens of the whole

Union do justice to the memories of the dead, and place above all

others the name of the great chief of whom we have written. In

strategy mighty, in battle terrible, in adversity as in prosperity a

hero indeed. With the simple devotion to duty and the rare purity

of the ideal Christian knight he joined all the kingly qualities of a

leader of men."

It was in one of these last terrible days, my comrades, that your
first captain and your last colonel fell, mortally wounded. In the

fight at Hatcher's Run, on the 3Oth March, 1864, Colonel C. W.
McCreary was shot through the lungs and died as he was carried to

the breastworks. I need not remind you how admirable a soldier

he was, how brave in battle, how skilfully he could handle a regi-

ment in action, and how gentle he was to all around him. Educated

in the State Military Academy, he was fully prepared for the com-

mand of the regiment to which he succeeded and which he led so

gallantly and successfully in many engagements. I can still hear his

voice ringing through the din of battle as he aligned the regiment

for some desperate work. You had reason to be proud of him while

he lived, and to mourn him when he died, and should now revere

his memory.
It is, my comrades, one of the greatest misfortunes of our defeat

that not even the names of those who fought and bled and died in

our glorious struggle have been preserved, and that unless collected

and enrolled by us now will soon be forgotten and their memory lost

with the cause for which they warred. Let it be the sacred duty,

then, of those of us who survive to gather up the names of our fellow-

soldiers, and let these lines, from the pen of one who served his

State from the first to the last of the war, be the epitaph of those

who, like him, have passed away :

"
Believing

That they fought, for Principle against Power,
For Religion against Fanaticism,,

For Man's Right against Man's Might,
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These Men were Martyrs of their Creed ;

And their Justification

Is in the holy keeping of the God of History.

But, for as much
As alike in the heat of Battle,

In the weariness of the Hospital,

And in the gloom of hostile Prisons,

They were FAITHFUL UNTO DEATH,
Theirs is the Crown

Of a loving, a glorious, and an immortal

Tradition,

In the Hearts, and in the Holiest Memories

Of the Daughters of their People;
Of the Sons of their State;

Of the Heirs Unborn of their Example ;

And of all for whom
THEY DARED TO DIE."

Field Telegrams from Around Petersburg, Virginia.

[In Volumes III, VII, and XIV were published a number of these

telegrams. The following will also be found of interest.]

H'DQ'RS, i2th August, 1864.

General R. S. EWELL, Chaffiris Bluff :

Deserter reports that men at Dutch Gap are volunteers paid

forty cents extra for digging. Their purpose being to dig a canal.

If they cannot be stopped, arrangements must be made to make the

canal useless by choosing positions and erecting batteries. See what

can be done.
R. E. LEE.

H'DQ'RS, i2th August, 1864.

General J. A. EARLY, via Woodstock, Va. :

Dispatch of nth received. Anderson has been advised, com-

municate with him.
R. E. LEE, General.
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H'DQ'RS, i^h August, 1864 9:/j A. M.

General C. W. FIELD, Chain's Bluff:

What is the character of the force advancing against your left ?

Concentrate the cavalry in that quarter and dispose your infantry to

resist it.

R. E. LEE, General.

H'DQ'RS ARMY NORTHERN VIRGINIA,

iqth August, 1864.

Major- General WADE HAMPTON,
Charlottesville, Va. :

Halt your command; return towards Richmond. Gregg's division

is crossing at Deep Bottom. Send back an officer to ascertain posi-

tion.

R. E. LEE.

H'DQ'RS, i4th August.
Major A. L. LAND, Dunlop's:

Your telegram received. The two regiments will number
about two hundred each. Communicate with General Wilcox when

they can be transported. After these troops have been taken away,
trains for two brigades (say twenty-five hundred men) are to be kept
at Landy's.

W. H. TAYLOR.

H'DQ'RS, iqth August, 1864.

General WADE HAMPTON, Beaver Dam, Va. :

Halt your command and return towards Richmond. Gregg's
division is crossing at Deep Bottom. Send back an officer to ascer-

tain position.
R. E. LEE, General.

H'DQ'RS, i4th August, 1864.

General C. W. FIELD, Chaffin* s Bluff:

Have sent to halt Hampton and ordered cavalry from this
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side. If unnecessary let me know. Aid the cavalry all you can and

drive back enemy.
R. E. LEE.

General C. W. FIELD, Chain's Bluff:

Hampton will be with you this evening. Two brigades go
from here. Major Anderson, with five hundred cavalry, ordered from

Richmond. This may be a feint to draw troops from here. Watch

closely, and return the troops from here at the earliest moment.

R. E. LEE.

Mr, Potts :

General Hampton is, to-day, on the cars from Richmond to

Charlottesville. Send this to Richmond, or request them to have it

delivered to him on the route, if practicable. It is very desirable for

General Hampton to get it.

W. H. TAYLOR.

H'DQ'RS ARMY NORTHERN VIRGINIA,

12:15 P. M., 14th August, 1864.

General C. W. FIELD, Chaffivfs Bluff:

You do not say whether the force of enemy is infantry or cav-

alry. You must call reinforcements from Richmond. There are

none here. Give hour of dispatch.
R. E. LEE, General.

H'DQ'RS, J4th August, 1864 6:15 P. M.

General R. S. EWELL, Richmond:

I wish Hampton to return to Richmond, as soon as practica-

ble, with his whole command. You must reinforce Field from Rich-

mond. Where do you expect them from this side?

R. E. LEE, General.

i5th August, 1864.

General R. E. LEE, Chaffiri's Bluff:

Mosby telegraphs, Upperville i3th, attacked enemy's supply
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train, near Berryville, that morning. Dispersed guard, treble his

number; captured and destroyed seventy-five (75) loaded wagons ;

brought off over two hundred prisoners, including several officers
;

between five and six hundred horses and mules
; upwards of two

hundred head of fine beef cattle, and many valuable stores. Con-

siderable number of enemy killed and wounded. His loss two

killed and three wounded.
W. H. TAYLOR, A. A. G.

i$th August, 1864.
General R. E. LEE, Chaffin's Bluff:

One of Bearing's scouts, said to be generally correct, reports

Hancock's Second corps went to City Point and came back again

yesterday. Fields' capture of prisoners from this corps yesterday
seems to contradict this. Perhaps you have positive information.

Dearing also reports enemy have withdrawn their pickets from

Carey's Church. Hill reports enemy has strengthened his force in

his front. At daylight three brigades were seen moving to enemy's
left. Hill's pickets report wagons or artillery moving from n until

3 o'clock last night to our left.

W. H. TAYLOR, A. A. G.

i5th August, 1864.

General R. E. LEE, via Chaffiri s Bluff :

General Hampton telegraphs from Richmond his command is

moving back, and he awaits instructions there. Cars are at Dunlop's
for two brigades. If not needed for this purpose, Colonel Corley
would like to use them for LifHis.

W. H. TAYLOR, A. A. G.

i6th August, 186411 P. M.
Colonel C. MARSHALL,

A. D. C. to General LEE, Chaffin's Bluff:

Telegram received. Will send articles requested at once. Tell

General brigade left for Richmond ten minutes to 10 o'clock. All

quiet here.

W. H. TAYLOR, A. A. G.
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NEAR PETERSBURG, VA., Aug. 18, 18647:30 P. M.

General R. E. LEE, Chaffiri's Bluff:

General Heth reports having driven enemy about one mile

below Davis' House. Over one hundred and fifty prisoners taken,

representing three divisions of Fifth corps. Heth desired reinforce-

ments to complete his success. He has already all I can spare

(three brigades of infantry), which must return to vicinity of lines

during night.
G. T. BEAUREGARD.

DUNN'S HILL, i8th August, 186410:45 P. M.

General R. E. LEE, Chaffiri s Bluff:

General Hoke reports that the railroad to City Point has been

used a great deal to-day by the enemy, and that they are still doing

so
; also that bands of music have been heard in that direction, indi-

cating the movement of troops.
G. T. BEAUREGARD.

NEAR PETERSBURG, VA., Aug. loth, 1864 0:20 A. M.

General R. E. LEE, Chaffiris Bluff:

Captured Yankee captain. Says object of expedition was to

break up Weldon railroad and so weaken our forces in front as to

increase chance of breaking our lines, intimating use of another move

The fire of our batteries this morning must have disconcerted

enemy's plan.
G. T. BEAUREGARD.

PETERSBURG, August loth, 1864.

General R. E. LEE, Chaffiri's Bluff:

Colonel Simmons, of Thomas' brigade, reports that a brigade

of infantry passed pontoon bridge this A. M. about 7 o'clock, mov-

ing this way. Artillery or wagons were passing bridge all night.

G. T. BEAUREGARD.
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PETERSBURG, VA., Aug. ioth, 1864 1:30 P. M.

General R. E. LEE, Chaffiri s Bluff :

General Wilcox reports passing of wagons or artillery all

night over pontoon bridge from north to south side of Appomattox.

G. T. BEAUREGARD.

NEAR PETERSBURG, Aug. loth, 18648:00 P. M.

Captain A. R. CHISHOLM, A. D. C.,

Spotswood Hotel, Richmond, Va. .-

Should you not be able to obtain an answer to my letter, see Secre-

tary of War on subject, and return soon as practicable. We have

just defeated enemy on Weldon road near here, capturing large
number of prisoners.

G. T. BEAUREGARD.

NEAR PETERSBURG, VA., Aug. 2oth, 18648:15 A. M.

General R. E. LEE, Chaffiris Bluff:

General Hill reports enemy still occupying part of Weldon
railroad, where he is fortifying. Am endeavoring to make necessary

arrangement to dislodge him to-day if practicable.

G. T. BEAUREGARD.

August 2oth, 1864 P. M.

General R. E. LEE, Chaffiri s Bluff :

Dispatches of 1:00 and 1 145 o'clock P. M. just received. Pris-

oners state the Second corps has relieved Ninth corps in trenches.

Signal stations reporting movement of troops would seem to confirm

this. Every available man who can be spared from trenches has

been withdrawn. Shall try attack in the morning with all the force

I can spare. I will call on Wilcox for a brigade, as instructed.

G. T. BEAUREGARD.
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NEAR PETERSBURG, VA., Aug. 2oth, 18647 ? M.

General R. E. LEE, Chaffiri s Bluff:

Expect to attack early in the morning. Have already taken

one brigade from Hoke and another from Johnson, extending their

commands in the lines to utmost. No available force shall be left

behind. Am happy to hear of Early's success.

G. T. BEAUREGARD.

2ist August, 1864.
General G. T. ANDERSON,

Commanding Brigade, Dunlop s :

Camp your brigade for to night at some convenient point near

where you are landed from the cars. Notify army headquarters
of your location. Extend same orders to dismounted cavalry.

W. H. TAYLOR, A. A. G.

NEAR PETERSBURG, V^.,Aug. 24, 1864 2:45 P. M.

- General WHITING,

Commanding Third District, Wilmington, N. C. :

In case of urgent necessity call on General Baker at Goldsboro

for assistance. I believe it will prove to be only a feint.

G. T. BEAUREGARD.

NEAR PETERSBURG, Aug. 24, 18642:45 P. M.

Brigadier -General BAKER,

Commanding Second District, Goldsboro, N, C. :

General Whiting is authorized to call on you for assistance should

he be hard pressed. Aid him as much as your means will permit.

G. T. BEAUREGARD.
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PETERSBURG, VA., 2$th August, 1864.

Major- General GEORGE E. PICKETT, Hancock's House :

You will please send at once the following dispatch by signal,

via Dunn's House, to General Beau regard:

General G. T. BEAUREGARD :

Have felt enemy in my front, and discovered force all pre-

pared on my line.

GEO. E. PICKETT, Major -General.

An answer will be sent you by signals, which will be unintelligible

to you. Take no notice of it.

W. H. TAYLOR, A. A. G.

PETERSBURG, VA., 25th August, 1864.

Honorable Secretary of War, Richmond, Va. :

General Early reports from Charleston that he has forced the

enemy back to Harpers Ferry.
R. E. LEE.

PETERSBURG, VA., 27th August, 1864.

Hon. JAS. A. SEDDON, Secretary of War, Richmond, Va. :

General Archer is on duty with his brigade. Officers capa-
ble of duty cannot be spared. Generals H. H. Walker at Savannah,

and A. L. Long at Lynchburg, at present incapacitated for field ser-

vice, might be available for a court. General J. G. Martin with

Holmes also. R. E. LEE.

PETERSBURG, VA., 28th August, 1864.

Governor WM. SMITH, Richmond:

My telegram of the 26th, asking that the militia on duty in

Petersburg may be continued thirty days is unanswered. Their ser-

vices are necessary. Please answer.

G. T. BEAUREGARD, General.
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NEAR PETERSBURG, VA., Sept. 2d, 1864 8:00 P. M.

Major-General W. H. C. WHITING,

Commanding Third Military District, Wilmington, N. C. :

Every exertion will be made to reinforce you in time from all

points. Governor Vance has already been called upon to imitate

Governor Brown of Georgia. Federal soldiers appear much dis-

couraged. They fight badly. I will visit Wilmington soon.

G. T. BEAUREGARD.

PETERSBURG, VA., September jd, 1864.

General W. H. C. WHITING, Wilmington, N. C. :

General Baker at Goldsboro has been ordered to hold all his

disposable troops in readiness to aid you should you need them.

Governor Vance and General Holmes have been requested to send

you such troops as can be spared from the reserves.

G. T. BEAUREGARD, General.

PETERSBURG, VA., September jd, 1864.

Governor Z. B. VANCE, Raleigh, N. C. :

General Whiting apprehends an attack. Send him all the

troops you can.

G. T. BEAUREGARD, General.

PETERSBURG, VA., loth September, 1864.

General G. T. BEAUREGARD, Wilmington, N. C. :

Are there any guns not required at Wilmington suitable for

defense of James river?

R. E. LEE.
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PETERSBURG, VA., September nth, 1864.

General G. T. BEAUREGARD, Wilmington, N. C. :

About 2 A. M. yesterday enemy broke through picket line

in front of Hill's corps. It was soon restored. Loss slight. Casual-

ties in Hoke's and Johnson's three killed and sixteen wounded.

GEO. WM. BRENT, A. A. G.

WILMINGTON, N. C., September i2th, 1864.

General R. E. LEE, Commanding, Petersburg, Va. :

Everything here is in as good condition as means and circum-

stances will permit. Practised artillerists and proper infantry sup-

port are most needed at present. No heavy guns can safely be

spared from here.

G. T. BEAUREGARD.

PETERSBURG, VA., September i$th, 1864.

General ]. A. WALKER, Burkesville, Va. :

The enemy seems to be moving. Instruct your commanders

at bridges to be alert.

GEO. WM. BRENT, Col. and A. A. G.

Hon. R. M. T. Hunter Post-Bellum Mortality Among Confederates.

Address delivered before the Confederate Survivors' Association at

its Quarterly Meeting in Augusta, Ga., Aug. 2d, 1887.

By Col. CHARLES C. JONES, JR., LL.D., President of the Association.

Comrades, Since our pleasant reunion on the 26th of April last,

five of our companions have joined the legions encamped on the

further shore. Robert Wallace, second lieutenant of the Washing-
ton Artillery, died on the loth of May ; J. C. Allen, private in Com-

pany A, Cobb's Legion of Cavalry, on the 28th of the same month;
William Delane, private in Company A, Fifth regiment Georgia

infantry, on the Qth of June; Charles A. Platt, captain of the same
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company, on the 2ist of July, memorable as the anniversary of the

first battle of Manassas, and to-day we receive the afflictiye intel

ligence that our comrade, Theodore D. Caswell, Lieutenant-Colonel

of the Second Battalion, Georgia Sharpshooters, is lying dead in

Asheville, North Carolina.

The strong hand of mortality has also been laid upon two noted

Confederates. William Smith, a war-governor of Virginia and a

Major-General in Confederate service, departed this life at his home
in Warrenton, Virginia, on the i8th of May. at the advanced age of

ninety years; and, on the i8th of July, Robert Mercer Taliaferro

Hunter quietly ended his long and honorable earthly career.

Born in Essex county, Virginia, on the 2ist of April, 1809, Mr.

Hunter acquired his collegiate education at the University of Vir-

ginia. Having completed his professional preparation at the Win-

chester Law School, he was called to the Bar in 1830. In early

manhood his active interest in public affairs, an honorable ambition

for preferment, and the exhibition of unusual abilities, were recog-

nized and rewarded by an election to the Virginia House of Dele-

gates, of which he remained a member for three years.

In 1837 he was advanced to a seat in Congress, which he filled for

two consecutive terms. Returned to the National Assembly in 1847,

he presided over the Twenty-Sixth Congress as Speaker of the

House of Representatives. From his earliest participation in national

affairs he manifested an intellectual superiority, an independence of

thought and action, and broad views of measures and government
which, maintained and heightened during subsequent years, secured

for him an enviable reputation for integrity, political sagacity, and

wise statesmanship. Possessing uncommon intellect, and exhibiting

admirable traits of character, he was an earnest student, an engaging

speaker, was gifted by nature with a noble presence, and was in

every way a man of commanding influence. In 1847 he became

a Senator of the United States, and continued to be a prominent
member of that august body until, in 1861.. Virginia severed her

connection with the Union.

When the State of Virginia passed her Ordinance of Secession

and sanctioned a resolution adopting the constitution of the Provi-

sional Government of the Confederate States of America, a delega-

tion, consisting of Mr. Hunter, and the Honorable William C. Rives,

John W. Brockenbrough, and W. R. Staples, was elected to repre-

sent that State in the Provisional Congress at Montgomery. Upon
the adjournment of that Congress to meet at Richmond, the desig-
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nated capital of the infant Republic, Mr. Hunter was again chosen

as a delegate from the Old Dominion.

It will be remembered that Mr. Toombs resigned the portfolio of

the State Department and accepted service in the field with the

rank of Brigadier-General. In this emergency President Davis

summoned Mr. Hunter to his Cabinet. He accepted the appoint-

ment of Secretary of State, and discharged the duties of that respon-

sible position until the organization of the Confederate Senate, when

he became a member of that body, and retained his seat, as the

leading Senator from Virginia, until the close of the war. The valu-

able services he rendered, both in the National Assembly of the

United States and in the Confederate Congress, are well remembered.

The conspicuous part borne by him when, at the instance of Mr.

Davis, and in association with Vice-President Stephens and Judge

Campbell, he participated in the Fortress Monroe Conference, is

fresh in our recollection.

Subsequent to the conclusion of the war Mr. Hunter was for some
time the treasurer of his native State. Of late years he has led a

retired life, toiling for bread in the midst of disappointments and

losses. At the last, we doubt not, he welcomed surcease from labor

and anxieties in the repose of a simple but honored grave.

Thus do we inscribe a page in memory of one who held high
office and discharged important duties in the civil service of the

Confederacy.

Although only twenty-two years have elapsed since the fall of the

Confederacy, the catalogue of the dead who, while in life, bore pro-
minent parts in the maintenance of that government, is remarkable.

Not the flight of time only, but burthensome losses, weighty dis-

appointments, mental and physical tension, and unusual afflictions,

have had much to do in bringing about a heavy mortality. This

will increase during the next decade in a greater than geometrical

ratio, and very soon there will be none among the living who bore

personal allegiance to the Confederate flag. The youngest survivor

of the Confederate Army and Navy well-kept benedict, or spruce
bachelor though he be must surely have attained at least to his

fortieth year. The head of the average soldier is silvered with age,

and multitudes who were in the meridian of life when the storm

raged have succumbed to the inevitable law which fixes the bounds

of human longevity.

Let us see, in a general way, how the record stands.

Our venerable president still lives, and at Beauvoir enjoys a serene
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old age beneath the grateful shadows of Southern live-oaks and

magnolias; but the vice-president of the Confederacy four years

ago terminated his active and useful career.

Of those who held the portfolio of State, Robert Toombs, R. M.

T. Hunter, and Judah P. Benjamin, all are dead.

Of the four attorney-generals, only two, ex-Governor Thomas H.

Watts, and the Honorable George Davis, survive.

Mr. Memminger, of the Treasury Department, still lives.* The
other secretary, the gifted George A. Trenholm, has, for years, been

sleeping that sleep which knows no waking.
Of the five Secretaries of War, Leroy Pope Walker, Judah P. Ben-

jamin, George W. Randolph, James A. Seddon, and John C. Breck-

inridge, not one is alive.

The accomplished Adjutant-General. Samuel Cooper, A. C. Myers,

Quartermaster-General, L. B. Northrup, Commissary-General, Gene-

ral I. M. St. John, Chief of the Bureau of Subsistence, General Josiah

Gorgas, Chief of Ordnance, General J. F. Gilmer, Chief Engineer,

General John H. Winder, Commanding Prison Camps, Robert Ould,

Chief of the Bureau of Exchange, and I. H. Carrington, Acting

Provost-Marshal General, are, I believe, all dead. Quartermaster-

General Alexander R. Lawton, now verging upon seventy, repre-

sents the United States at the Austrian court.

Rufus R. Rhodes, Commissioner of Patents, is thought to be no

longer among the living.

Turning to the Navy Department, we find upon the death-roll the

names of Secretary Stephen R. Mallory, of Commodore F. Forrest,

Chief of the Bureau of Orders, of Admirals Franklin Buchanan and

Raphael Semmes, of Commodores Tattnall, Maury, Whittle, Hollins,

Ingraham, and of many other prominent officers.

Postmaster-General John H. Reagan lives, and is a member of the

National Legislature.

Of the commissioners who represented the Confederacy abroad,

James M. Mason and William L. Yancey, accredited to Great Brit-

ain, John Slidell, accredited to France, P. A. Rost, accredited to

Spain, John T. Pickett, accredited to Mexico, Bishop Lynch, ac-

credited to the States of the Church, and John Forsyth, Martin J.

Crawford, A. B. Roman, and Charles J. Faulkner, accredited to the

United States, are dead. The octogenarian, A. Dudley Mann,

accredited to Belgium, resides in France. The Honorable Lucius Q.

* Hon. Charles G. Memminger died March 7, 1888, in Charleston, S. C.
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C. Lamar, accredited to Russia, is a member of President Cleve-

land's Cabinet, and General William Preston, accredited to Mexico,

rejoices in his broad acres in the blue-grass region of Kentucky.

Among the Consular, Confidential and Foreign Agents of the

Confederacy we note the demise of C. C. Clay, Jacob Thompson,
James P. Holcombe, Charles J. Helm, Colin J. McRae, George N.

Sanders, J. L. O'Sullivan, and of others holding less important

positions.

Of those who bore rank as full generals in the armies of the Con-

federacy only two survive Generals Joseph E. Johnston and G. T.

Beauregard. General Albert S. Johnston fell in the memorable bat-

tle of Shiloh, and Generals Robert E. Lee and Braxton Bragg died

since the cessation of hostilities.

There were two generals with temporary rank E. Kirby Smith

and John B. Hood. The former lives, and the latter, in dying, com-

mended his orphans to the care of the soldiers of the Confederacy.

Twenty-one officers were complimented with the grade of lieu-

tenant-general. The only survivors are Generals James Longstreet,

E. Kirby Smith, D. H. Hill, Stephen D. Lee, Wade Hampton, Jubal

A. Early, Alexander P. Stewart, Joseph Wheeler, Simon B. Buckner,

and John B. Gordon.

Of the one hundred who were commissioned as major-generals in

Confederate service, if my information be correct, only forty-five are

now numbered among the living.

Of four hundred and eighty who rose to the grade of brigadier-

general, an inquiry, by no means partial, inclines me to the belief

that there are not two hundred in life.

With the exception of Thomas H. Watts, of Alabama, Joseph E.

Brown, of Georgia, Zebulon B. Vance, of North Carolina, M. L.

Bonham and A. G. Magrah, of South Carolina, Isham G. Harris, of

Tennessee, and perhaps Richard Hawes, of Kentucky, all the war-

governors of Confederate States are dead.

We have not sufficient data to speak with certainty in regard to

the senators and representatives in Confederate Congress, but we do

know that the mortality among them has been commensurate with

that which has occurred in other departments. Of those who tarry

with us, not a few have almost reached the last span in the bridge of

life, and must soon fall into the dark stream which bears away the

generations of men.

The Constitution of the Confederate States was signed by forty-

nine delegates. All who affixed their signatures to that memorable
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document are dead except C. G. Memminger, W. Porcher Miles
and William W. Boyce, of South Carolina, Augustus R. Wright, of

Georgia, David P. Lewis and Jabez L. M. Curry, of Alabama, W. P.

Harris, Alexander M. Clayton and J. A. P. Campbell, of Mississippi,
Alexander de Clouet, of Louisiana, and Thomas N. Waul and John
H. Reagan, of Texas.

And who can furnish even a partial roster of the field, company,
and non-commissioned officers, privates, subordinates in various

departments, and servants of the Confederacy, who have died since

the final surrender? Surely none, save the Recording Angel, is

competent for such a task. Wounds, bruises, poverty, desolation,

exposure, want and disappointments, have exerted a potent influence

in shortening the lives of many who escaped death upon the march,
on the field of battle, or in prison camp and hospital. In the natural

order of affairs the multitude of those who have thus gone to their

graves must be great. Sad as the fact is, we may rest assured that

with the close of this century there will remain comparatively few

competent, from personal experience, to narrate any of the incidents

connected with the Confederate struggle for independence.
This being so, the obligation is laid upon all who can to perpetuate

in enduring form the true philosophy of events, the genuine circum-

stance of the action, the inspirations, the exalted aspirations, the

patriotic impulses, the heroic endeavors, the illustrious achievements,

and the grand memories which impart to the defensive war, main-

tained by Confederates, an importance, an interest, a dignity, an ele-

vation, and a sanctity beyond compare in the history of kindred

revolutions.

Unfortunately, the historian too often busies himself so largely with

laudations of the victor that justice is lamely meted out to the aims

and the exploits of the vanquished. There is, however, apart from

recorded history a general sentiment, an honest appreciation of fact,

a faithful narrative of event, a true interpretation of purpose, which

may be transmitted from sire to son, and which will prove very potent
in forming the judgment, moulding the thought, and shaping the

appreciation of the rising generation. Let us see to it, my com-

rades, that we are not misinterpreted by our sons. Our children

should be thoroughly taught the noble lessons inculcated by the lives

and acts of those who died for country and for right. A proper

conception and a due observance of the principles and conduct of

those who, in the past, illustrated the integrity, the virtues, and the

valor of the old South, will best ensure the manliness, the honor and
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the courage of the future. The present, alas ! is essentially a utili-

tarian age. It is iconoclastic in its tendencies, and lamentably
debauched by commercial methods. Ennobling sentiments and

worthy purposes are too often supplanted by schemes for the accu-

mulation of wealth, and the sordid manipulation of money-making
enterprises. I fear me, in losing our distinctive characteristics, we
are lowering the standard of our fathers.

While life lasts, let us proclaim in our walk and conversation, and
illustrate in our conduct the vital influence of a consecrated past
the elevating sway of hopes and principles dear to the hearts and

consciences of all who venerate truth, admire fortitude, abhor ques-
tionable thoughts and acts, and acknowledge the claims of neighbor,

country, and God. In the light of that bravest epoch in the history of

nations, with all its heroic actors, noble deeds, and marvelous exam-

ples of self-sacrifice, virtue, and high emprise, let no word of apology
be uttered in the present. Let no sentiment be cherished which is

not loyal to the traditions of that wondrous period. Let no act be

committed which does not savor of reverence for its inspirations and

deeds. And thus, when all who participated in the struggle shall

have passed away, the blessed memories which appertain to the dead

nation and peoples will remain unimpaired, and the examples of

patriotism, of self-sacrifice, of heroism, and of sublime endeavor will

stand for the honor of the days that are gone, and challenge the

emulation of the ages.

In time to come, as now, when the names and valorous deeds of

those who died in defense of home and right are repeated, in glad
acclaim will admiring hearts respond :

"
Roll back, O Time, the sacred scroll

On which is told their story :

For by the light that falls to-day
We'd read their quenchless glory.

For no historic page proclaims
Such deeds of high endeavor

As those the South enshrines within

Her heart of hearts forever.

" Awake ! fond memories of the past,

E'en though ye bring us weeping :

Unroll, O Time! the precious scroll

We gave into your keeping.
Flash all the golden letters out

That tell their glorious story :

Proclaim from every mountain peak
' Dead on the field of glory.'

"
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Roll of the Rockbridge Battery of Artillery, April 10, 1865.

This roll was furnished by Private Calvin Wilson, of the battery,

who writes :

"
It was copied by me from the orderly sergeant's book

at Appomattox Courthouse at the time of the surrender.
" We left Richmond with two guns ;

the two guns belonging to

the first section having been, by order of General R. E. Lee, turned

over to the Otey Battery which relieved us on the north side of James
river near Laurel Hill Church. Two other guns of an improved

style were to be furnished us from the Tredegar Iron Works.
" Somewhere between Cumberland Church and Appomattox Court-

house, a 3-inch rifled gun, which had been spiked and abandoned

during a dash of Federal cavalry, was picked up by the first section

of our battery and carried on to the surrender, the second section

with Law's Alabama brigade having been detailed as a rear guard
for our army."

Captain A. Graham. Present.

First Lieutenant Wm. Brown. Captured at Gettysburg, Absent.

Second Lieutenant J. C. Davis. Present.

Junior Second Lieutenant John W. Jordan. Present.

First Sergeant Sam'l C. Smith. Present.

Second Sergeant Wm. L. Strickler. Present.

Third Sergeant David E. Moore. Present.

Fourth Sergeant Norborne S. Henry. Present.

Fifth Sergeant John E. McCauley. Present.

Quartermaster-Sergeant John V. Moore. Captured at Gettysburg.

Absent.

First Corporal A. S. Whitt. Present.

Second Corporal Wm. M. Wilson. Present.

Third Corporal Wm. F. Johnston. Present.

Fourth Corporal Wm. N. Bumpus. Present.

Fifth Corporal Henry T. Darnall. Present.

Sixth Corporal Wm. Carson. Present.

Seventh Corporal Wm. H. McCauley. Mortally wounded at Cum-

berland Church. Absent.

Eighth Corporal Henry Boteler. Present.

Private Adkins, Blackburn. Present.

Agner, A. Present.

Agner, J. Present.
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Private Agner, S. Absent.

Armistead, Chas. J. Present.

Bacon, E. Present.

Bacon, P. Present.

Baldwin, Wm. L. Present.

Barger,
-

. Present

Barton, . Sick at home. Absent.

Black, . Present.

Blain, Daniel. Present.

Boiling, . Absent.

Brown, H. Signal Corps. Absent.

Brown, John M. Present.

Byers, G. Newton. Present.

Chapin, . Absent.

Coffee, . Absent.

Compton, Robt. Present.

Conner, A. Present.

Conner, F. At home sick. Absent.

Conner, Henry. Present.

Conner, J. Present.

Cooke, . Present.

Cox, . Absent.

Craig, John B. Present.

Cochran, F. J. At home sick. Absent.

Dandridge, Stephen. Present.

Darnall, A. M. Captured at Tighlman's Gate, 1864. Ab-

sent.

Davis, C. Present.

Davis, J. M. M. Present.

Dixon, Henry. Present.

Dold, Calvin M. Present.

Estill, W. Present.

Ford, James. Wounded. Absent.

Friend, Benj. C. Present.

Gibson, Robt. Present.

Gilliam, Wm. Absent.

Ginger, George. Absent.

Ginger, W. Captured at Gettysburg. Absent.

Gold, Alfred. Sick at home. Absent.

Gooch, . Present.

Gordon, Wm. Wounded. Absent.
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Private Heischell, . Present.

Hide, E. P. Present.

Hitner, John K. Sick at home. Absent.

Holmes, . Sick at home. Absent.

Johnson, Thos. E. Sick at home. Absent.

Kean, Otho G. Present.

Lacy, . Absent.

Leathers, . Present.

Leach, James M. Present.

Letcher, Samuel. Present.

Lewis, Henry. Present.

Lewis, James P. Present.

Link, David. Sick at home. Absent.

McCampbell, W. Present.

McClintic, W. Present.

McCorkle, T. E. Present.

McCorkle, T. M. Absent.

McCorkle, W. Present.

McCrum, Barton. Present.

McGruder, D. N. Present.

McGruder, Horatio. Present.

Marshall, John. Present.

Martin, . Captured at Gettysburg. Absent.

Mateer, Samuel. Present.

Meade, Frank A. Present.

Minor, Launcelot. Wounded at Cumberland Church. Absent.

Montgomery, B. Present.

Moore, Ed. Present.

Moore, John H. Present.

Moore, L. Absent.

Mooterspaw, W. Present.

Morgan,
-

. At home sick. Absent.

Myers, John. Present.

Page, Powell. Present.

Paine, James. At home sick. Absent.

Paine, M. Absent.

Paxton, . Wounded. Absent.

Phillips,
-

. Wounded. Absent.

Pollard, . Present.

Pugh, George. Present.

Pugh, John. Present.
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Private Rader, . On Furlough. Absent.

Rawlings, J. M. On furlough. Absent.

Reintzel. Wounded. Absent.

Robertson, John. Present.

Root, Erastus. Present.

Ruffin, J. R. Present.

Sanford, . Present.

Schermerhorn, . Absent.

Shaner, Joseph. Present.

Shaw, C. A. Present.

Shoulder, . Present.

Silvey, James. Present.

Schmidt, Adam. Wounded. Absent.

Smith, J. M. Sick. Absent.

Strickler, A. Absent.

Strickler, J. J. Present.

Stuart, William C. Present.

Swann, William M. Present.

Swisher, B. Present.

Swisher, G. Present.

Swisher, S. Present.

Tate, James F. Present.

Taylor, Charles. Absent.

Taylor, Stevens. Present.

Thompson, J. Present.

Thompson, L. Present.

Thompson, S. Present.

Tidball, Thomas. Present.

Timberlake, . Absent.

Trevy, . Present.

Trice, . Present.

Tyler, A. Present.

Tyler, D. G. Present.

Vanpelt, . Absent.

Wade, Thomas. Present.

Williamson, Thomas. Absent.

Wilson, Calvin. Present.

Wiseman, . Absent.

Withrow, John. Present.

Wright, . Wounded at Spotsylvania C. H. Absent.
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Southern Genius.

HOW WAR DEVELOPED IT IN AN INDUSTRIAL AND MILITARY WAY.

[An address delivered by General M. C. Butler, United States

Senator from South Carolina, before the Association of the Army of

Northern Virginia at its annual meeting held October i8th, 1888, in

the Hall of the House of Delegates, Richmond, Virginia.]

The meeting was called to order at 8:15 o'clock P. M. by the

President of the Association, General William B. Taliaferro, who in

graceful terms introduced the orator of the evening.

My Comrades of the Army of Northern Virginia,

Ladies and Gentlemen :

In the remarks I submit to your Association to-night I shall at-

tempt no abstract consideration of policies or principles, no philoso-

phic discussion of the course and current of events, or of the effect

and influence of results on the great and stirring times of our gene-
ration. The occasion would scarcely justify it, and such a line of

thought would be aside from the purpose I have in view, which is to

present some of the proofs of the powers of our Southerners in

great emergencies.
I shall do this in plain narrative form, and without effort at rhetoric

or declamation. I trust I shall not entirely exhaust your patience
and forbearance in delivering this address hastily prepared amid

engrossing official duties, and that you will make due allowances for

its crudities and imperfections.

The late war between the States destroyed a good many fallacies

and delusions theretofore prevailing in regard to the qualities of the

Southern people. Their capacity for the conduct of affairs, their

genius for the organization and operation of large armies and fleets,

their inventive talent for meeting and overcoming unexpected and

great difficulties and providing for impending exigencies, and their

energy and practicability had always been denied by their Northern

cousins, and were not known to themselves.

It will be remembered that when, in the spring of 1861, the first

levies of three months' troops of seventy-five thousand men were

provided at Washington to put down the so-called rebellion, it was

currently asserted at the North that no longer enlistments would be
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necessary, as the
" Rebel" forces would easily be dispersed in that

time, and a peace conquered.

The result of the first battle of Manassas was a startling awaken-

ing to the folly of such a boast, and staggered the confidence, so

hastily and unwisely adopted by a misapprehension of the Southern

character.

On the other hand, the success of the Confederate arms at Manas-

sas was, at the same time, damaging to the Southern cause by cre-

ating over-confidence, and causing the Southern people to under-

estimate the fighting qualities of the Northern soldier.

It was no uncommon thing to hear it said in the early days of the

conflict that "one Southern man could whip five Yankees," incon-

siderately failing to bear in mind that the Yankees were largely the

same race as ourselves, and undervaluing the fact that organization

and discipline will make good fighting soldiers of almost any race.

So that the war relieved us also of many errors into which we had

fallen in measuring the character of the Northern people.

Assuming then, that the personnel of both armies were equal in

courage, in fortitude, in intelligence, and in all those qualities that

make good soldiers it cannot be denied that the South was greatly

at a disadvantage, in comparison with the North, in every other

particular.

In the first place, the North was largely superior in numbers in

the numbers of her own people, and unlimited in the drafts which

she could make on foreign countries. She had a thoroughly

equipped, organized, regular army organized, by the way, in its

perfect staff appointments, by that greatest of war secretaries the

United States Government ever had, Mr. John C. Calhoun, and

developed and improved upon by one equally great in all the essen-

tial elements of statesmanship, Mr. Jefferson Davis an army capable

of almost indefinite expansion. She had also a navy in fighting

trim, organized for prompt action, with a large merchant marine sub-

ject to her demands, all manned with trained sailors and seaman.

The North had a government, complete in all its departments, in full

vigor and operation, well supplied with revenue and material of war.

She had workshops for the fabrication of arms, material to supply

them, and the whole civilized world from which to draw whatever

was best and most desirable in modern improvements.
On the other hand what had the South ? She had, it is true,

separate State governments, with power to enlist troops and defend

their own borders, but these the North also had, in addition to her
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other advantages. There was no general government; no organized

army or navy ; no quartermaster, subsistence, ordnance or medical

department; no vessels of war; no arms or ammunition or other

war material, except such as fell into her hands with the capture or

surrender of United States forts, arsenals or magazines within her

borders; no levies to draw upon, except her own sons, to supply
the ranks of her armies and ships, when called into being; no money,

except that supplied by the States in their individual capacity.

I think, therefore, it may be safely claimed the North had every

advantage except in the pluck and prowess and patriotism of her

soldiers.

A distinguished German, Colonel Von Scheliha, Lieutenant-Colo-

nel of Engineers in the Confederate Army, in his Treatise on Coast

Defence, states the conditions of the two sections very fairly and

fully when he says :

" As an almost exclusively agricultural region the South had left

to the North not only the manufacture of arms, powder, shot, and, in

general, implements of war, but also of the necessary accessories

railroad iron, locomotives, cars, wagons, steam-boilers and engines,

telegraph wire, carpenters' and entrenching tools, spikes and nails,

chains and cordage, harness and saddles, cotton and woolen fabrics,

shoes, agricultural implements, chemical preparations and drugs ; in

fine, of all the things absolutely necessary for the maintenance of an

independent warfare.
" For this reason the South was still wanting in manufacturing

establishments of all kinds when the first gun fired at Fort Sumter, in

Charleston harbor, gave, on the I2th of April, 1861, the signal for

the commencement of hostilities in good earnest. Necessity, the

mother of invention, taught the Confederates who, by a strict

blockade of all their ports, were soon to find themselves isolated

from the balance of the world to develop the rich, heretofore hardly

imagined, resources of their land.
"
Foundries, powder mills, and other establishments for the manu-

facture of implements and equipments of war sprang up as if by

magic; but here another difficulty was encountered, in the fact that

the tide of immigration had hitherto turned almost entirely to the

Eastern, Middle, and Western Stales, the inducement of higher wages

offered by certain Southern capitalists being, in the opinion of the

immigrants, more than counterbalanced by the greatly exaggerated

ger of climatic diseases.
II The South thus found herself, in a great measure, deprived of
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skilful and experienced mechanics, a want that made itself sorely felt

during the whole war, as the full capacity of the fine works at Rich-

mond, Savannah, Augusta, Selma and Mobile, from scarcity of work-

men, could at no time be taken advantage of. By the fall of New
Orleans, in the earlier part of the war, an even greater want of

foundrymen, and especially ship-carpenters, was created in the Con-

federacy."

And again he says :

"
In regard to sea-coast defence two things resulted then from this

combination of unfavorable circumstances in the condition of the

South. Southern engineers were compelled, in the first place, to recog-
nize the inefficiency of the existing modts of defence, and to draw on

their scientific knowledge and on their ingenuity for new ones
;
and

secondly, the shifts to which they were reduced originating new com-

binations and improved methods, which, in some cases, proved to be

of the highest value." These observations of an intelligent, well

informed foreigner describes graphically and explicitly our true con-

dition. The forts for sea-coast and harbor defence had been con-

structed when the largest guns in use were 8-inch Columbiads, so

that they were wholly inadequate to resist high-power modern guns

brought to bear upon them by the Federal fleets. New modes of

defence had to be improvised, and there is perhaps nothing in the

history of warfare in any age that surpassed the skill and ingenuity
of the Confederate officers and engineers in providing against our

weakness. The torpedo system of the Confederate Government
worked a revolution in naval warfare.

The limits of an address like this will, of course, not permit me to

go into details to establish this assertion, but an examination of all

authorities, Confederate, Federal and foreign, will fully justify it.

The wonderfully inventive genius and energetic action of the Con-

federate officers and engineers astounded the world by their achieve-

ments in this hitherto practically untried science in naval warfare.

They not only made it most effective for sea-coast and harbor de-

fence, but terrible as an agency of attack upon hostile ships of war.

Not only that, they brought the torpedo system to such a high state

of perfection that little or no advance or improvement has since

been made in it.

Considered in the light of the exigencies to be promptly met and

difficulties to be overcome, in the language of a distinguished United

States naval officer, Lieutenant Soley,
"
they were little less than

phenomenal."
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Another writer of accepted authority, Lieutenant Commander
Barnes, United States Navy, after giving a history of the torpedo
ami its partial, but ineffectual, use by the Russians against the allied

fleets in the Crimean war, says :

"
Having traced the history of the torpedo from its first inception

to its use in recent European wars, we shall now advance into a more

interesting period of its history, when its employment was accom-

panied by results so unexpected and extraordinary, that it seems to

have sprung with one bound into the foremost rank of the novel and
tremendous engines of war which have so completely changed the

aspect of modern battlefields and scenes of naval conflicts. This

sudden and astonishing development of a previously derided and

apparently insignificant theory has been due, first, to the naval supe-

riority of one of two parties to a stupendous contest, which called

for all the ingenuity and boldness of which the weaker side was capa-
ble to counteract ; and, secondly, the appearance upon the scenes of

conflict of ironclad ships impenetrable by ordinary artillery and

indestructible by the usual machinery of war."

And again
" Under such a pressure, the pressure of dire distress and great

necessity, the Rebels turned their attention to torpedoes as a means

of defence against such terrible odds, hoping by their use to render

such few harbors and streams as yet remained to them inaccessible,

or in some degree dangerous to the victorious gunboats.
* * * * *****

" Within a very short period after the inception of the design a

system was formed, so far perfect and complete that our progress

upon the water was materially checked."

These and other equally well accredited testimonials establish the

primacy and supremacy of Confederate officers in the employment
of these novel and terrible engines of naval warfare, and pronounce
the highest encomiums upon their surpassing skill and ingenuity.

Who introduced the first ironclad "upon the scenes of conflict ?"

The history of the Merrimac vouches the fact that the first iron-

clad ship of war ever used in battle was designed and prepared for

action, and first carried into action, by Confederate officers, thus still

further revolutionizing the science and art of war.

Modern builders of war-ships have made little progress on the

design of the Merrimac, and the gallant and distinguished Con-

federate naval officers who prepared and fought her in that memor-

able naval conflict of the 8th and gth of March, 1862, may well
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claim, as they certainly deserve, the eminent distinction of having
been the first to discover and employ armored ships of war in battle,

certainly ships of this style.

They startled naval constructors and officers in the civilized world

by the rapidity, audacity and novelty of their original methods, and

will be known through all ages for their wonderful achievements.

Maury, Buchanan, Brooke, Jones, and their assistants, are the central

figures, around whom revolve to the present day the changes from

the old to the new in naval warfare. And Ericsson of the North

is the originator of another type. Together, they form a group of

which any country may well felicitate itself.

It would require a volume to recite in detail the wonderfully in-

genious inventions of Confederate officers in different waters and

regions of the South to meet and overcome difficulties and obstacles

that obstructed their professional paths, to recount the daring and

novel expedients resorted to by them to carry on the unequal con-

test, and to illustrate their unexampled ability in the face of over-

powering opposition.

The historian who comes after us will do justice to their brilliant

achievements, and rank them with the most conspicuous naval heroes

of any age.

Coming now to the military operations of the Confederate armies,

I shall avail myself of a letter lately received from Professor William

LeRoy Broun, President of the Alabama Polytechnic Institute, who
held the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel of Ordnance under the Con-
federate States Government, and give it in full as a part of this ad-

dress. It is a most interesting contribution to the subject I have

chosen, and well worthy of preservation. It is as follows :

AUBURN, ALABAMA, October 2, 1888.

Hon. M. C. BUTLER, United States Senate :

Dear Sir, In reply to your letter asking for any information

in my possession in regard to the difficulties the Southern people had
to overcome during the war in providing themselves with arms, I

take pleasure in submitting the following, which may, in some de-

gree, illustrate your subject, and shall be gratified if any of the facts

will serve your purpose.

Early in 1863 I was taken from the artillery service and appointed
Lieutenant-Colonel in the Ordnance Department, and assigned to

duty as commandant of the Richmond arsenal. Prior to that, I was
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appointed by Secretary Randolph president of a Board of Examin-

ers, and, in conjunction with other officers of the board, conducted

in the armies of the Confederacy examinations for the purpose of

selecting competent ordnance officers. This was an early appli-

cation of the
"

Civil Service System
"

to the military department.
The arsenal in Richmond was located near the river, below Cary

street, in a number of large brick houses formerly used as tobacco

manufactories. On the island, connected by a foot-bridge, was the

cartridge-house, where female employees made the cartridges then

used. It employed from one thousand to fifteen hundred operatives,

and furnished the chief part of the ordnance supply used by the

Confederate armies.

In the early part of the war ordnance stores were bought in

Europe, and in many instances reached their destination despite the

blockaded forts. With these the troops were armed during the first

year.

After the Seven Days' battles around Richmond, large numbers of

Enfield rifles were secured from the battlefield and carried to the

arsenal, repaired and issued to the troops to take the place of the old

Austrian rifles and smooth-bore muskets with which many were first

provided. Subsequently the blockade became more stringent, and

the supplies were becoming exhausted. All the arms used by the

Confederates were muzzle-loaders, and it became a matter of ex-

treme importance to furnish a supply of percussion caps. The
machines then used by us, modelled after the old United States

machines, failed to do the work with sufficient rapidity.

In this emergency an ingenious mechanic from Lynchburg, Vir-

ginia, invented and made a machine by which we were enabled in

twenty-four hours to make, fill and press a million of caps. But in

a short time our supply of sheet copper was exhausted, and after the

occupation of Chattanooga by the Union troops and the loss of our

copper mines in Tennessee, we were placed in a serious dilemma.

We had no copper no mines and the blockade was very stringent

it was impossible to obtain it. In this emergency, in the spring of

1864, an officer was sent to North Carolina by my order and with

the approval of the Chief of Ordnance, Colonel Gorgas, and directed

to purchase, cut up, and ship to the Richmond arsenal all the tur-

pentine and brandy stills he could find. He was very efficient and

successful, and with the copper of these old stills we made all the

caps used by the army for the last year of the war.

Percussion caps were filled with fulminate of mercury, made from
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mercury and nitric acid. The nitric acid was made at the arsenal

of nitre and sulphuric acid the nitre was made under the manage-
ment of special officers from artificial nitre beds, and the sulphuric

acid was made in North Carolina. There were no private manu-

factories, and these essential materials were all made during the war

by the officers of the Confederate Government. Towards the close

of the war our supply of mercury, of foreign importation, became

exhausted. This was an extremely serious situation, as no mercury
could possibly then be obtained in the limits of the Confederacy.
We began to experiment in substitutes, and fortunately found in

Richmond two chemicals, chlorate of potash and sulphuret of

antimony, which, when properly combined, we found answered our

purposes satisfactorily, and the battles of the last few months of

the war were fought with caps filled with this novel substitute. Our
lead was obtained chiefly, and in the last years entirely, from the

lead mines near Wytheville, Virginia. The mines were worked night

and day, and the lead converted into bullets as fast as received. And
the amount used, as shown by the reports, confirmed the old state-

ment made in reference to the wars in Europe that for each man
killed in battle his weight in lead is used. The old regulation shrap-

nel shells were filled with leaden balls and sulphur ;
we had neither

lead nor sulphur to spare and used instead iron balls and asphalt.

The Tredegar Works made very superior cannon, field and siege,

and when the copper was exhausted we planned a light cast-iron

(banded with wrought-iron") i2-pounder, that, in all respects, was

equal to the bronze Napoleon. But our best field guns, and in large

numbers, were taken from the Federals captured in battle.

We had no private manufactories to assist, and frequently every-

thing had to be done by the department and the army. During the

winter men from General Lee's army cut the timber and shipped it

to Richmond, with which artillery carriages were made on which to

mount the guns to fight the battles in the spring.

Men followed the army and collected the hides of the slaughtered

animals, with which to cover the saddle-trees made of timber cut by
details from the men in the field.

The out-put of the army, brought from Harpers Ferry to Rich-

mond, was wholly inadequate. Our arms were of foreign importa-

tion somewhat, but mostly captured from the enemy. At the close

of the war the Richmond arsenal, the main one in the Confederacy,

could not have armed five thousand troops.

To make nitre a special bureau was organized; and on a large
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scale, throughout the Confederacy, artificial nitre beds were early

formed, and an abundant supply was furnished with which to manu-

facture gunpowder.
The large arsenal at Augusta, Georgia, under the management of

Colonel Rains, was especially devoted to the manufacture of powder.

Towards the close of the war it was making an abundant supply of

very superior character, equal and superior to the best importation

from foreign sources. In the explosion of the magazine by my order,

on the morning of the surrender of Richmond probably the last

official act of the Confederacy in Richmond a large amount of this

superior powder was destroyed, and its force manifested by a de-

struction not contemplated.

When we consider the absence of manufactories and machinery,

and of skilled mechanics in the South at the beginning of the war,

its successfully furnishing ordnance supplies for so large an army

during the four eventful years is a striking evidence of the wonderful

energy and resources and ability of its people to overcome difficulties.

The success of the Ordnance Department was, in a large measure,

due to the intelligence and devotion of its officers, selected by the

sifting process of special examinations.

I must add this, that never was an order received from General

Lee's army for ammunition that it was not immediately supplied,'even

to the last order of sending a train-load of ammunition to Petersburg

after the order was received for the evacuation of Richmond.

Very respectfully yours, etc.,

WM. LERov BROUN.

I shall not apologize for quoting this letter at length, because it

is full of interesting information, and I thank the author for his

prompt response to my request, and for the valuable contribution

he makes to the subject I am discussing. His letter tells, in a brief

and concise form, the story of difficulties, and the ability with which

they were overcome by a devoted people. It discloses how full of

expedients the Southern people were and with what singular inge-

nuity and energy they put them in practice.

It would be highly instructive and interesting if I could procure,

in this connection, statements in regard to the other great bureaus of

the Confederate Government the quartermaster, subsistence and

medical and lay before you what was accomplished by them, and

enumerate some of the disadvantages under which the distinguished
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heads of these bureaus labored. They were organized without even

a nucleus, and organized and put in vigorous operation after active

hostilities had begun, and while armies were fighting in the field.

The staff corps, including the adjutant and inspector-general's and

engineer departments, were equal to any in the military establish-

ments of modern times, and although material to supply them was

scarce, they were able to meet the exigencies of a stupendous de-

structive war in a satisfactory manner, and kept armies in the field

which often defeated, by their irresistible courage and discipline,

the finest armies in Christendom. They enabled these armies to

continue an unequal struggle for four years, and command the admi-

ration of the world by their dashing courage, fortitude and sacrifices.

Now, when we can look back and calmly survey the fields of our

embarrassments, and dispassionately contemplate what was accom-

plished in the face and in spite of them, it does appear "almost

phenomenal."
Who of those trying days does not recall the shifts which the

Southern people had to adopt to provide for the sick and wounded:

the utilization of barks and herbs for the concoction of drugs, the

preparation of appliances for hospitals and field infirmaries? What

surgeons in any age or in any war excelled the Confederate surgeons

in skill, ingenuity or courage ?

Who does not recall the sleepless and patient vigilance, the heroic

fortitude and untiring tenderness of the fair Southern women in pro-

viding articles of comfort and usefulness for their kindred in the field,

preparing with their dainty hands from their scanty supplies food and

clothing for the Confederate soldiers, establishing homes and hos-

pitals for the sick and disabled, and ministering to their wants with a

gentle kindness that alleviated so much suffering and pain ? Do the

annals of any country or of any period furnish higher proofs of

self-sacrificing courage, self-abnegation and more steadfast devotion

than was exercised by the Southern women during the whole pro-

gress of our desperate struggle ? If so, I have failed to discover it.

The suffering of the men from privations and hunger, from the

wounds of battle and the sickness of camp, were mild inconve-

niences when compared with the anguish of soul suffered by the

women at home, and yet they bore it all with surpassing heroism.

No pen can ever record the half of their sacrifices, and no tongue

can ever do justice to their imperishable renown. The shot and

shell of invading armies could not intimidate, nor could the rude

presence of a sometimes ruthless enemy deter their dauntless souls.
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To my mind there has been nothing in history or past experience

comparable to their fortitude, courage and devotion. Instances may
be cited where the women of a country battling for its rights and

liberties have sustained themselves under the hardest fate, and made

great sacrifices for the cause they loved and the men they honored

and respected, but I challenge comparison in any period of the world's

history with the sufferings, anxieties, fidelity and firmness of the fair,

delicate women of the South during the struggle for Southern inde-

pendence and since its disastrous termination. Disappointed in the

failure of a cause for which they had suffered so much, baffled in the

fondest hopes of an earnest patriotism, impoverished by the iron

hand of relentless war, desolated in their hearts by the cruel fate of

unsuccessful battle, and bereft of the tenderest ties that bound them

to earth, mourning over the disrnalest prospect that ever converted

the happiest, fairest land to waste and desolation, consumed by anx-

iety and the darkest forebodings for the future, they have never

lowered the exalted crest of true Southern womanhood, nor pandered

to a sentiment that would compromise with dishonor. They have

found time, amid the want and anxiety of desolated homes, to keep
fresh and green the graves of their dead soldiers, when thrrft and

comfort might have followed cringing and convenient oblivion of the

past. They had the courage to build monuments to their dead, and

work with that beautiful faith and silent energy which makes kinship

to angels, and lights up with the fire from heaven the resistless power
of woman's boundless capabilities. When men have flagged and

faltered, dallied with dishonor and fallen, the women of the South

have rebuilt the altars of patriotism and relumed the fires of devo-

tion to country in the hearts of halting manhood. They have borne

the burden of their own griefs, and vitalized the spirits and firmness

of the men.

All honor, all hail to woman's matchless achievements, and thanks,

a thousand thanks, for the grand triumph and priceless example of

her devoted heroism. Appropriately may she have exclaimed :

" Here I and sorrow sit,

This is my throne, let kings come bow to it."

And yet even to this day, in certain minds, the "staying qualities"

of the Southern people is denied. Quick to anger they say, im-

petuous, irascible, but unequal to continuous effort or the accom-

plishment of great ends. To the world at large, this delusion was

dispelled by their conduct in the great war. In the few minds
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diseased by prejudice and malignity it may be denied, but we can

afford to interpose the recorded facts of history to offset these, and

pity the bigotry that will gainsay them.

A recent writer in one of the periodicals of the day has graphi-

cally described the straits of the Press of the South, in the following

language :

"
Side by side with the reports of battles and the records of peace

commissions, congresses and legislatures, the blurred columns of the

Confederate Press were wont to teem with domestic recipes for cheap
dishes, directions for raising and utilizing various vegetable pro-

ducts, instructions for making much of little in matters pertaining to

every phase of household life. Hard by a list of dead and wounded
would stand a recipe for tanning dog skins for gloves; while the par-

agraphs just succeeding the closing column of the description of a

naval engagement off Hampton Roads were directions for the use

of boneset as a substitute for quinine.

"The journals of that day were printed usually upon the poorest

paper, made of straw and cotton rags, and so brittle that the slightest

touch mutilated it. The ink, like the paper, was of the cheapest
and commonest, and left its impression, not only on the face of the

sheet, but on the hands no less than on the mind of the reader.

Few fonts of new type found their way into the Confederacy during
the war, and at the end of four years the facilities for printing had

come to a low ebb. It was no uncommon thing for publishers to

issue half sheets in lieu of a complete paper, with scarcely an apology
to subscribers for the curtailment of their literary and news rations.

It was generally understood that this happened only through stern

necessity, and not from any disposition on the part of the newspaper
men to give less than an equivalent for the subscription price.

" Sometimes the journal which on yesterday appeared in all the

glory of a six-column page was to-day cut down to a four- column

half sheet, or publication was suspended with the announcement that

the stock of materials had been exhausted, and that as soon as the

office could be replenished publication would be resumed. Eagerly
as the rough sheets were looked for, and closely as they were read,

a diminution of matter in them, or a failure to appear, caused only

passing comment or dissatisfaction. Men's minds were so filled

with the thousand things that each day brought forth about them,

there were so many rumors in the air, and news flew so rapidly,

even without newspaper aid, as to cause them not too greatly

to miss that which to-day has come to be one of the veriest neces-
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sities of American life a daily journal full of all the doings of all

the world.
" Sometimes even the coarse straw paper failed the publishing fra-

ternity, when an edition was absolutely imperative, yet in such emer-

gency the inventive talent never deserted them. It was considered

a wonderful journalistic feat on the part of its publishers for The

Vicksburg Citizen, during the siege of that city, to make its appear-
ance, when all other resources had failed, upon wall-paper.

"
Publishers of books and sheet-music occupied a scarcely less

helpless condition than the newspaper people. Their sole grounds
of superiority consisted in the fact that the demands upon them were

not so urgent. The girl who sang to her soldier-lover the popular

songs of that time,
'

Lorena,'
' When This Cruel War is Over,'

' The Standard Bearer,' or
'

Harp of the South,' which were all

duly advertised
'

at the retail price of $1 per sheet
;
the trade sup-

plied, however, at half off, with an additional discount where one

hundred of one piece are ordered,' did not experience that imme-

diate and insistent need of the song and its music which men and

women alike felt for the newspaper that would tell them where the

last battle had been fought, which army had been victorious, who
had been promoted, and who had fallen. The fateful column .might

contain evil or good report of some dear one, and its coming was

full of interest and apprehension. Yet the sheet-music, printed, like

the newspapers, in the roughest style, upon the commonest paper,

with now and then a caricatured lithographic likeness of some Con-

federate general on the title-page, continued to be sold and sung,

even though its price ran from $r to $2 per sheet.
"
War-songs and war-music were the order of the day, and the

soldiers in the camps and the small boys in ragged jackets shouted

with an equal zest,

The despot's heel is on thy shore !

or,

Farewell forever to the star-spangled banner!

from diminutive paper-covered books of martial ballads. The little

song books cost anywhere from two and a half to five Confederate

dollars, and their contents, with a few notable exceptions, were as

mediocre as the paper on which they were printed. The sentiment

was there, nevertheless, and this was cared for by the singers more

than the music or the lyrical or literary excellence of the songs.
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' The missionary and religious publishing houses never ceased

their praiseworthy labor of printing tracts and pamphlets for distribu-

tion among the soldiers, but publications of a more ambitious or

secular standard were very few. Now and then some adventurous
firm in Richmond, or Charleston, or New Orleans, would issue a

badly-printed edition of a new novel, reproduced from a copy smug-
gled in

'

through the lines,
'

or brought by the blockade runners
from Nassau. Still, even 'John Halifax, Gentleman,' and ' Les

Miserables,' which first appeared in the South in this way and this

dress, lost much of their attractiveness in their Confederate garb of

inferior ink, bad type, and worse paper." A. C. Gordon in The.

Century.

Some of the sentiments which found their expression under such
circumstances are as imperishable as the human language, and will

survive the brilliant exploits of war and outlive the glamour of mili-

tary glory.

I need not advert to the perfect form of constitutional govern-
ment, brought into being by Southern men, nor do more than refer to

the Constitution framed by her statesmen, to prove their capacity for

the conduct of affairs, and to disprove the charge that they aimed at

the subversion of republican government.
The Confederate Government and the Confederate Constitution

was an improvement in many essential particulars on the one under

which they had lived, and to which they have renewed their alle-

giance. In principle they are the same, but in detail they differ.

The laws passed by the Confederate Congress, composed ex-

clusively of Southern men, may well challenge comparison in wis-

dom, in simplicity, in sufficiency with the statutes of any country.

They are matters of record, and I cannot and need not do more
than refer to them to illustrate how well equipped and capable South-

ern statesmen were for the successful conduct of constitutional

government.
And I need only call attention to the messages of that illustrious

man, the chief executive of the Confederate Government, profound
in their knowledge and acquaintance with the truest science of human

government, to the reports of his chief Cabinet officers, to prove
how well fitted they were for the administration of a republican

form of government. Nor is it needful to do more than invite criti-

cism of the opinions and decisions of the judges who adorned the

Confederate courts, to demonstrate their capabilities for judicial

administration.
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If I were to venture into the domain of criticism myself, I should

be tempted to complain that all departments of the Confederate

Government hewed too closely to constitutional lines for the most

efficient results in times of revolution. But if this be true, it only
shows how devoted they were to the principles of a government
restrained by constitutional limitations.

The strategic and tactical talent of Confederate generals, their

capacity to organize large armies, to discipline and supply them from

scanty and constantly diminishing stores, their executive ability, their

fertility in expedients ;
in fine, their genius for war will not, I think,

be questioned by any fair-minded critic. And the dash and elan of

the private soldier, his aptitude for arms, his powers of endurance,

his audacity and pluck in battle, his tenacity, his intelligent confor-

mity to the rigid rules of discipline, will be readily admitted by the

most hypercritical observer.

Our enemies of that day, in fact, the military students of all coun-

tries, learned some valuable lessons in the art of war from Con-

federate soldiers, and the former turned many of them upon us, and

thereby compassed our discomfiture and ultimate defeat.

I think we may, therefore, safely claim, without the charge of vain-

glory and boasting, that the Southern people, in their prolonged and

desperate struggle for a separate existence, developed a wonderful

civil, military and industrial genius, and may confidently rely upon
the judgment of impartial history for their vindication in that behalf.

The same elements exist with us to day, intensified in the crucible of

adversity, and will exert themselves in bringing their section abreast

with the foremost regions of the enlightened world, and thereby

contribute, as they have always done, to the success and permanency
of republican institutions in America

;
and to the glory and great-

ness of that Union to which they have, in good faith, renewed their

allegiance.

On motion of William L. Royall, Esq., it was

Resolved, That the thanks of the Association be tendered General M. C.

Butler for his able address, and that he be requested to furnish a copy of it

for publication.

On motion of Hon. Theodore S. Garnett, of Norfolk, Virginia,

it was
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Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed to nominate officers of

the Society for another year.

Whereupon the Chairman appointed as a committee on nomina-

tion, Messrs. T. S. Garnett, John B. Gary, Robert Stiles, Frank D.

Hill and Joseph V. Bidgood. Before the committee retired the

President, General Taliaferro, briefly addressed the Association, ex-

pressing his appreciation of the honor with which he had been

invested for several years one which he held to be among the

greatest that could be conferred on man. His descendants to the

third and fourth generation, he declared, would be proud of the fact

that he had been thus distinguished by his fellow-soldiers and patriots.

But he thought that the enviable honor should not be monopolized

by one man, and he hoped that it would now be conferred upon some

one among the many worthy then present.

On motion of Hon. George L. Christian, it was

Resolved, That Comrade Carlton McCarthy be appointed a committee of

one to solicit subscriptions in sums of one dollar or less for a monument to

the private soldiers of the Confederate States Army, said monument to be

erected on Libby Hill.

The committee on the nomination of officers returning, reported
the following, who were unanimously elected :

President, General William H. Payne, of Fauquier county ;
Vice-

Presidents, General John R. Cooke, of Richmond city ;
Colonel

Charles Marshall, of Baltimore, Maryland; Hon. James H. Skinner,

of Staunton
; Captain Philip W. McKinney, of Farmville

; General

Thomas T. Munford, of Richmond city; Treasurer, Robert S.

Bosher, Esq., of Richmond city; Secretary, Private Carlton Mc-

Carthy, of Richmond city. Executive Committee : Colonel William

H. Palmer, Colonel Archer Anderson, Major Thomas A. Brander,

Hon. George L. Christian, and John S. Ellett, Esq.
The meeting being adjourned, the Association then repaired to the

refreshment rooms of Captain Andrew Pizzini, Jr., where a choice

and bounteous collation was served, and a season of joyous greeting
and interchange prevailed.
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"Battle of Shiloh."

Refutation of the so-called
' ' Lost Opportunity, on the Evening

of April 6th" 1862.

By <r<rra/ THOMAS JORDAN, Adjutant- General of the Confederate Forces
that were Engaged.

Although I have shown in a former article, published in the New
Orleans Picayune, that under the rules which would govern in the

courts of justice, the report of General Bragg would not be taken as

evidence of anything, waiving the illegitimate furtive nature attached

to the whole of it, I propose to show that even had it been actually

written when and where pretended on its face, and had it ever reached

me and subsequently in due official course been handed to General

Beauregard, all the same the sub-reports of all the brigade and

regimental commanders of his corps concurrently contradict the

statement of that report, which in effect alleges that he had set on

foot a hostile movement against the last Federal position of the 6th

of April, that had "
every prospect of success, but which was stopped

by an order" from General Beauregard to "withdraw the forces

beyond the enemy's fire."

Beginning with General Chalmers, whose report is dated six days
after the battle, and of whom Bragg found it pertinent to say that

while he could not "exceed the measure of my expectations
"

never were troops and commander more worthy of each other," that

officer, thus lauded, gives this vivid sketch :

"
It was about four o'clock in the evening, and after distributing

ammunition, we received orders from General Bragg to drive the

enemy into the river. My brigade, together with that of General

Jackson, filed to the right and formed facing the river, and endeavored

to press forward to the water's edge, but in attempting to mount the

last ridge we were met by a fire from a whole line of batteries pro-

tected by infantry, and assisted by shells from the gunboats. Our

men struggled vainly to ascend the hill, which was very steep, making

charge after charge without success, but continued to fight until

night closed hostilities on both sides. During the engagement,

Gage's battery was brought up to our assistance, but suffered so

severely that it was soon compelled to retire. This was the sixth

fight in which we had been engaged during the day, and the men

were too much exhausted to storm the batteries on the hill, and they
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were brought off in good order, formed in line of battle, and slept on

the battlefield, where I remained with them."

General J. K. Jackson, of the same division (Withers' s), of Bragg's

corps, reporting on the 26th of April, 1862, or twenty days after the

battle, is equally specific upon all the points involved in this passage
of his report:

" My brigade was ordered to change direction again, face toward

Pittsburg, where the enemy appeared to have made his last stand,

and to advance upon him, General Chalmers's brigade being again on

my right.
* Without ammunition and with only

their bayonets to rely on, steadily my men advanced under a heavy
fire from light batteries, siege-pieces and gunboats. Passing through
the ravine, they arrived near the crest of the opposite hill upon
which the enemy's batteries were, but could not be urged further

without support. Sheltering themselves against the precipitous side

of the ravine, they remained under this fire for some time. Finding
an advance without support impracticable, remaining there under fire

useless, and believing any further forward movement should be made

simultaneously along the whole line, I proceeded to obtain orders

from General Withers, but before seeing him was ordered by a staff-

officer to retire. This order was announced to me as coming from

General Beauregard, and was promptly communicated to my com-

mand. In the darkness of the night which had fallen upon us my
regiments became separated from each other, etc. Thus closed Sun-

day, April 6th, upon my brigade."

But, as may likewise be seen from General Jackson's report.it was

already so late that in the darkness he lost his brigade, and, unable

even to find it the next morning, was assigned
"
by some staff officer,

not now recollected" (Colonel Jordan, as it happened), "to the

command of other troops during the Monday's battle." (Rebellion

Records, Volume X, Part I, page 555.)

Colonel Deas, commanding another brigade of the same division

and corps (Bragg's), reporting as early as the 25th of April, 1862,

through Withers, states of this stage of the battle :

"
Here, in the hot pursuit, the Twenty-first and Twenty-fifth Ala-

bama became separated from me in the woods, and before I had time

to find them I received an order from General Withers to form on the

extreme left, where I remained until night came on (with the Twenty-
second Alabama and First Louisiana, two hundred and twenty-four

men, with fifteen rounds of ammunition), and then attempted to get

back to the camp I had left (Federal), but got to a different one. My
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men being now completely exhausted, and not having had anything
to eat since morning." (Rebellion Records, Volume X, Part I, page
438.)

Now, as to the colonels of the regiments of this division ( Withers's),

here are their statements touching the last hours of the 6th of April,

statements that were before Generals Bragg and Withers when they
wrote their reports. Lieutenant-Colonel W. D. Chadwick, com-

manding Twenty-sixth Alabama, as early as April izth reports

that :

"
Having only about two hundred men left, and seeing that they

must all be sacrificed it I remained, without gaining any material

advantage, I withdrew them to a wood in the rear of a field and

awaited orders. Finding no one to whom I could report, and the

men being quite exhausted, I moved back to the enemy's camp, near

where we had entered in the forenoon. * * * Colonel Collart

was able to join us at that place, and ordered the regiment a few

hundred yards further back, where we spent the night." (Rebellion

Records, Volume X, Part I, page 546.)

Colonel Joseph Wheeler (commanding Nineteenth Alabama, Jack-
son's brigade, Withers's division) states, that having been ordered to

charge the enemy with his regiment to the river, after passing through
the deep ravine below the lowest camp, the regiment was halted* (by
whose orders he does not report) within four hundred yards of the

river and remained ready to move forward for half an hour, when

night came on and we were ordered to the rear. {Rebellion Records,

Volume X, Part I, page 559). Colonel John C. Moore, commanding
Second regiment of Texas infantry, under date of April iQth, 1862,

reports to General Withers :

"After advancing about half a mile we came to a deep ravine and

formed ourselves in front of a heavy battery of the enemy at the dis-

tance of four hundred or five hundred yards. They opened on us

a lire of shot and shell which did but little damage, as the balls gen-

erally passed over our heads and across the ravine. After having

kept up this fire a considerable time, they then changed the position

of some of the guns, placing them so as to bring us a raking fire up
the ravine from our right. Seeing this state of things, we made a

rapid retreat from our unpleasant position and proceeded back to the

camp last taken, having been told that we would here receive further

orders. It was dark when we reached camp, and after waiting an

'hour or so we bivouacked near this encampment in a drenching rain.

First Lieutenant Daniel Gallaher was sent to look for ammunition
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soon after we took this camp. He did not return, and is supposed
to have been taken prisoner." (Ibid, page 562.)

The foregoing statements, especially of the three brigade com-

manders, Chalmers, Jackson, and Deas, as well as of Colonel Wheeler

(a graduate of West Point) and Colonel Moore, certainly give such

a picture of the condition of their several brigades and regiments

that, had General Withers been brought before a court-martial for

the statement in his official report, made on the 2oth of June, 1862,

which we shall cite, any such court must have found him guilty of

conduct that I need not specify at this time. The language in ques-
tion is as follows :

"This division was moved promptly forward, although some regi-
ments had not succeeded in getting a supply of ammunition, and had

just entered a deep and precipitous ravine when the enemy opened a

terriffic fire upon it. Staff-officers were immediately dispatched to

bring up all the reinforcements to be found, and the order was given
to brigade commanders to charge the batteries. These orders were

being obeyed when, to my astonishment, a large portion of the com-

mand was observed to move rapidly by the left flank from under the

fire of the enemy. Orders were immediately sent to arrest the com-

manding officers, and for the troops to be promptly placed in position

to charge the batteries. Information was soon brought, however,
that it was by General Beauregard's orders, delivered thus directly

to brigade commanders, that the troops were being rapidly led from

under the fire of the enemy's gunboats. Thus ended the fight on

Sunday, and thus was this command disorganized, an evil sorely feH

the next day." (Ibid, page 533.)

All the more unwarranted does such language appear from his

own immediate admission, that simultaneously with this order to

retire out of action, Bragg having placed him in command of all the

troops on the right, and "
it being now near dark, the order was

given to fall back half a mile and bivouac for the night." And just

here it is noteworthy, that Withers did not lodge that night with the

troops of his own division, but with Colonel Martin, of Breckin-

ridge's division, from which the charitable deduction is, that he was

unable to find his own troops; for, otherwise, it was his duty to be

with, and attend to, their reorganization and readiness for the next

day. Hence, if there be significance in words, he makes il clear that

such was the absolute lateness of the hour, that had the attempt been

made to carry the Federal batteries whose fire he characterizes as"

terrific with such troops as were there assembled, it would have
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resulted in an awful butchery and dispersion of all employed in so

insensate, so preposterous an undertaking; and such must be the ver-

dict of any military man who may studiously read the reports of the

subordinate officers of Withers's three brigades, and bear in mind the

formidable line of fifty-odd pieces of artillery which Webster had

improvised, and which Buell had so opportunely supported with

Ammen's fresh brigade. Nor was it materially different with the

other division of Bragg' s corps, for Ruggles who commanded it, and
who did splendid service that day, especially in the capture of Pren-

tiss, reports :

"
Subsequently (to Prentiss' surrender), while advancing towards

the river, I received instructions from General Bragg to carry for-

ward all the troops I could find. I received from Colonel Augustin
notice of General Beauregard's orders to withdraw from the further

pursuit, and finding soon afterwards that the forces were falling back,
I retired with them, just as night set in, to the open field in the rear,

and as I received no further orders, I directed General Anderson and
Colonel Gibson to hold their troops in readiness, with their arms

cleaned, and cartridges supplied for service the next day." {Ibid,

page 472 )

General Patton Anderson thus describes the situation with his

brigade :

" The sun was now near the western horizon, the battle around us

had ceased to rage. I met General Ruggles, who directed me to

take a road which was not far to my le(t, and to move down it in the

direction of the river. I had not proceeded far, when overtaking
me he ordered a halt till some artillery could be taken to the front,

when he would give me further directions. Soon after halting,

several brigades, composing portions of Generals Polk's and Har-

dee's commands, filed across the road in front of me, and moved off

to the left at a right angle to the road, and commenced forming line

of battle in an open field and woods beyond. Several batteries

passed down the road in the direction of Pittsburg. One soon re-

turned, and filed off into the field where the infantry was forming.

The enemy's gunboats now opened fire. General Ruggles directed

me to move forward a short distance, and by inclining to the right

to gain a little hollow, which would probably afford better protection

for my men against shell than the position I then occupied. I gained
the hollow and called a halt, ordering the men to take cover behind

the hill and near a little ravine which traversed the hollow. We
occupied this position some ten or fifteen minutes, when one of Gene-
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ral Ruggles's staff directed me to retire to the enemy's camp beyond
the range of his floating guns. In filing off from this position

several men were killed and many wounded by the exploding shells

of the enemy. It was now twilight. As soon as we had placed a

hill between us and the gunboats the troops moved slowly, and

apparently with reluctance, from the direction of the river. It was

eight o'clock at night before we had reached a bivouac near General

Bragg' s headquarters, and in the darkness of the night the Twen-

tieth Louisiana and portions of the Seventeenth Louisiana and Con-

federate Guards got separated from that portion of the command
with which I was encamped on other ground. By the assistance of

my staff the whereabouts of the whole command was ascertained

before we slept." (Ibid, page 499.)

Colonel Randall Lee Gibson is very meagre in his report as to

what his brigade did after 3 P. M.; but here is all that he says of

what was done after Prentiss' surrender :

"
In obedience to orders, we moved with the main body of the

army towards the river. I was given command by Brigadier-General

Ruggles to retire my command from the fire of the gunboats. In

this movement considerable disorder ensued, owing to the fact

that all the troops were closely massed. My whole command was

kept together for the night, except the Nineteenth Louisiana volun-

teers, Colonel B. L. Hodge, who, in spite of exertion of his own,

did not succeed in reporting to me until after the battle of the

7th." (Ibid, page 480.)

As for Colonel Pond, commanding the Third brigade of Ruggles' s

division of Bragg' s corps, touching his operations after 4 P. M ,

relating a charge made by his forces pursuant to an order from Gene-

ral Hardee, he says :

" This brought my troops under the fire of the enemy's batteries

and three of his regiments in an oblique column instead of line of

battle, and the fire became so destructive that the troops recoiled

under it. (Hurlbut's division, see Rebellion Records, Volume X,
Part I, page 205.) The Eighteenth Louisiana (Monton's) suffered

severely in this charge, also the Orleans Guards; the Sixteenth

Louisiana less than either, being on the right, and consequently in

what might be called the rear of the column. As my troops were

advancing to this charge, we again received a severe fire from our

own troops on the right, which, added to the fire from the enemy,
almost disorganized the command. In order to reform, we were

compelled to fall back about one hundred and fifty yards to the
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enemy's main camp, where we rejoined Colonel Looney with 1m
regiment.

* * The charge made on the enemy's battery, in which
the Eighteenth regiment suffered so severely, was not in accordance
with my judgment.

*
I was alone (in the quarter of Owl Creek),

without anything to support my own rear or the left of the general
line, and therefore felt it my duty to take any step with extreme cau-

tion, and to keep my force in hand to hold Owl Creek against any
and every contingency.
"When night came," as he goes on to state, he found himself

"
considerably in advance of our general front, and so fell back with-

out orders," be it noted, from his corps commander, and "slept
within a mile of the river, and four hundred yards of the Federal

line." (Ibid, page 518.)

It is to be noted that the Eighteenth Louisiana lost two hundred
and seven officers and men either killed or wounded in this ill-judged

charge. This brigade was not in the quarter of the field with Gene-
ral Bragg, and I refer to the reports of Colonel Pond, Colonel Mon-
ton, Major Gober (Sixteenth Louisiana), Colonel Marshall]. Smith
and Colonel Looney, Thirty eighth Tennessee, chiefly to show that

no order reached them to retire, and that, up to the very edge of

night, they were being employed on the Confederate left by orders

of General Hardee in desultory, resultless, though bloody conflicts.

Colonel Fagan, of Gibson's brigade, writing as early as the 91h of

April, states :

"
It was late in the afternoon when the enemy was repulsed, and

was followed in the direction of the river (after the capture of Pren-

tiss). That night we slept in the enemy's tents, worn with fatigue,

decimated in numbers, but elated that such a hard-fought day had

such a glorious close." (Ibid, page 488.)

Evidently Colonel Fagan had not heard of the
"
Lost opportu-

nity
" when he wrote, nor had Colonel H. W. Allen at the date of

his report of April loth, neither had Captain Dubroca (of the Thir-

teenth Louisiana), who commanded the regiment at the close of the

action. Colonel Hodge, of the Nineteenth Louisiana (Gibson's

brigade), is thus specific as to the lateness of the hour :

"
After the enemy were driven from this stronghold (which Pren-

tiss and Wallace had held), we, with several brigades, moved towards

the river. It was then nigh sunset. In accordance with your order

(Gibson's) we commenced falling back about dusk, and being sepa-

rated from the brigade, I conducted the regiment to the camp of the

enemy, where I had established a temporary hospital during the day.
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I was in the saddle till a late hour of the night, endeavoring to find

your headquarters, but unable to do so" (Rebellion Records, Volume
X, Part I, page 493.)

Captain W. G. Poole, commanding the Florida battalion, as early
as April 1 2th reports that, after the successful affair with Prentiss,

his battalion, with a portion of the brigade (Patton Anderson's) pro-
ceeded forward within range of the heavy guns on the Tennes-
see river, where "we were for some time exposed to the enemy's
shells.

* * * We then fell back to the enemy's camp and
bivouacked for the night." (Ibid, page 505).

Colonel Charles Jones (Seventh Louisiana), as early as the nth of

April reports that, after taking part in the successful operation against

Prentiss, General Anderson, his brigade commander, came up with

the Twentieth Louisiana and ordered the line formed:
" At this moment I was wounded in the left arm with a minie-ball

and retired. After having my wound dressed, I immediately returned

to the field in search of my command. Fell in with General Rug-
gles and reported myself to him. He invited me to remain with

him, as the action was drawing to a close. The enemy having
retired and left us in possession of the field, and being unable to

find more than fifty of my command, I, with my adjutant (also

wounded), retired with this
,
small force to the ambulance depot to

assist the wounded, and retired for the night." (Ibid, page 506).

Colonel W. A. Stanley (Ninth Texas), of the same brigade and
division of Bragg's corps, reported on the i5th of April :

"In the meantime firing continued incessantly on our right; we
were then ordered to join the command in that direction, which was

reported to have the enemy badly routed and driving them toward

their gunboats. After proceeding some distance we found ourselves

in the range of shot and shell fired from the boats and vicinity. At
this point night put a close to the action of the day of the 6th. We
retired from this point to form our encampment for the night, our

troops being more or less scattered, some having been completely
exhausted by the fatigues of the day. We then formed in two

groups, leaving one to encamp on the battlefield and the other near

the general hospital." (Ibid, page 509).

Such is the uniform statement made immediately after the battle

by all the officers of Bragg's corps, whose reports have been pub-
lished, and not a word is to be found to justify Generals Bragg and
Withers in the assertion that the forces under them at the time the

precautionary order was received to withdraw out of the immediate
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fire of the gunboats, would have been able, before the darkness of

night set in, to carry the ridge occupied by Webster's fifty-odd

guns, supported by Ammen's brigade of Buell's army, as also by
the remains of Hurlbut's, Stuart's and W. H. Wallace's brigades,
and certain other fragmentary commands that had been organized at

the river-side by Grant out of the best material of his broken regi-

ments. Upon this point Ammen's personal diary, dated on the 7th
of April, is much more specific and full than his official report, that

I must be excused for quoting at length from my former West Point

professor as follows:

"General Nelson went over in the first boat with the Thirty-Sixth
Indiana, Colonel Grose ; General Nelson ordered me to remain and
see my brigade over. * * * * On the top of the banks near

some buildings I found the Thirty-Sixth Indiana partly formed in

line.
* * * *

Here, too, were Generals Grant, Buell, and Nel-

son,
* * * * General Grant directed me to support the battery

about sixty to one hundred yards to the left of the road, which was
done as soon as the line could be formed, probably three or four

minutes, Generals Buell and Nelson, assisting. The Thirty-Sixth

Indiana, and part of the Sixth Ohio volunteer infantry, were

placed in position behind the crest of the hill, near the battery, .the

left protected by a deep ravine parallel to the river and having
water in it."

General Buell himself, who had reached Pittsburg Landing ahead

of Ammen, with his Chief of Staff, Colonel Fry, reports on the 15th
of April, 1862:

"
It (Ammen's brigade) was immediately posted to meet the attack

at that point and, with a battery of artillery which happened to be

on the ground and was brought into action, opened fire upon the

enemy and repulsed him. The action of the gunboats also con-

tributed very much to that result. The attack upon that point was

not renewed, night having come on, and the fire ceased en both

sides." (Ibid, C. 299).
" The right about three hundred yards from the landing. General

Buell selected the position, and was with us when the Rebels reached

the crest of the hill, received our fire, were shaken, fell back, ad-

vanced again, etc. The assaults of the enemy were met by our

troops and successfully resisted. About five minutes after we were

in position, the Rebels made the first attack, and kept on a quarter

to half an hour (dusk) when they withdrew. Our loss was only

one man killed. We were down the slope of the hill, and, the
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enemy firing before they depressed their pieces, the balls went over

our heads; our men, in the hurry, fired the same way, the balls fol-

lowed the slope of the ground and were destructive." (Rebellion

Records, Volume X, Part I, pages 333-34).
The hour that Ammen's brigade marched up the hill from Pitts -

burg Landing, and the lateness of the repulse, is thus reported by
General Nelson as early as April roth :

" At 5 P. M. the head of my column marched up the bank at Pitts-

burg Landing, and took up its position in the road under fire of the

Rebel artillery, so close had they approached the landing. I found

a semi-circle of artillery, totally unsupported by infantry, whose fire

was the only check to the audacious approach of the enemy. The
Sixth Ohio and Thirty-sixth Indiana had scarcely deployed when
the left of the artillery was completely turned by the enemy, and the

gunners fled from their pieces. The gallantry of the Thirty-sixth

Indiana, supported by the Sixth Ohio, under the able conduct of

Colonel Ammen, drove back the enemy and restored the line of bat

tie. This was at 6:30 P. M., and soon after the enemy withdrew,

owing, I suppose, to the darkness." (Ibid, page 324).

Further, and finally, General Prentiss in his report fixes the hour

when he surrendered, after one of the most resolute, obstinate de-

fenses of an untrenched position that was made during the whole

war, namely, at 5:30 P. M., while Colonel Gedde, of the Eighth

Iowa, did not surrender his forces at this point until 6 P. M. Colo-

nel Grose, of the Thirty-sixth Indiana, also reports, on the 8th of

April, that
"
the firing continued until near dusk," (Ibid, page 337);

while Lieutenant-Colonel Nicholas L. Anderson, Sixth Ohio, reports
that his regiment was disembarked at about five o'clock on the

evening of the 6th of April, and marched up the hill as quietly as

possible,
" and that under Ammen's orders it was placed in support

of a battery," (Ibid, page 339). Further, Colonel F. C. Jones

reports that
"
the Twenty-fourth Ohio was landed at 5:30 P. M.

and formed in line of battle on the river hill," (Ibid, page 339).

General Hurlbut's report (April I2th) likewise serves to throw light

upon the Federal and Confederate situation after the capture of

Prentiss, and he was forced back to the river :

" On reaching the

24-pound siege guns in battery," he states, "I again succeeded in

forming line of battle in rear of the guns, and by direction of Major-
General Grant I assumed command of all the troops that came up.

Broken regiments and disordered battalions came into line gradually

upon my division. Major Cavender posted six of his 2O-pound
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pieces on my right, and I sent my aid to establish the light artillery,

all that could be found on my left,
* * * many gallant soldiers and

brave officers rallied steadily on the new line. * * * In a short

time the enemy appeared on the crest of the ridge, led by the Eigh-
teenth Louisiana, but were cut to pieces by the murderous and steady
fire of our artillery. Dr. Cornyn again took charge of one of the

heavy 24-pounders, and the fire of that gun was the one on which

the fire of the other pieces concentrated. * * *
Captain Gwin,

United States Navy, had called on me, by one of his officers, to mark
the place the gunboats might open fire. I advised him to take a

position on the left of my camp ground and open fire as soon as our

fire was within that line. He did so.
* * * And his fire was

most effective in stopping the advance of the enemy on Sunday after-

noon and night. About dusk the firing ceased." (Ibid, page 205.)
All the sub-reports of the officers of his division confirm this state-

ment, that the contest only ceased at about dusk, and that not until

night came on did the enemy (Confederates) withdraw.

If more evidence be necessary to show the absolute groundlessness
of General Bragg's averment, in effect that he would have carried

the Webster position notwithstanding the heavy battery of fifty-odd

guns that garnished it and the gunboats whose fire swept all the

approaches thereto, certainly further credulity must now cease before

the words of his staff-surgeon, the eminent Dr. J. C. Nott, of Mobile,

written as early as November 6th, 1867. After saying that he had

ridden by the side of General Bragg through the greater part of the

day ; had been with him at the close of the battle, and rode away with

him after the battle was over, Dr. Nott added that, when beside

Bragg on horseback at the close of the day, he heard him give orders

to withdraw the troops from the field, and also for their disposition

for the night, and that his
"
impression at the time was that General

Bragg gave the order of his own responsibility."
* * * "Our

men," explains Dr. Nott,
"
immediately in front of whom we were

standing, were too much demoralized and indisposed to advance in

the face of the shells (from the gunboats), which were bursting over

us in every direction, and my impression was (this was also the con-

clusion of General Bragg) that our troops had done all that they

would do, and had better be withdrawn. The scene in front of

General Bragg and myself was one of considerable confusion. * * *

If he had received and disapproved such an order (to retire), it is

probable that something would have been said about it." {Military

Operations of General Beauregard, by Colonel Roman, page 535.)
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Captain Clifton H. Smith, who carried to Bragg the order that Gen-

eral Beauregard really did give, slates that it was in these words :

" Ride to the front and instruct General Bragg to arrest the conflict

and reform the lines." Smith also writes that he found Bragg "in

a slight ravine in rear of Ruggles's division, accompanied by his staff

and escort.
* He had evidently but just retired from some

portion of his line of battle. General Ruggles himself was immedi-

ately at hand. * * *
I am confident none of his troops in that

immediate quarter were in offensive action at that moment
;
for I can

only remember hearing a dropping fire of musketry, and not the

regular roll of a line of battle in action, which, once heard, is ever

after easily recognized. I communicated your (Beauregard) order

to General Bragg in the exact words I had received it, without one

syllable of comment. He (Bragg) transmitted the same to his division

commanders. General Bragg turning to me asked, can you
conduct me to the place where General Beauregard is at present ?

I replied in the affirmative, and we left the front, riding towards the

point where I had parted with you (Beauregard), and where I had

left you in conversation with General Prentiss. When I

reached General Bragg the troops appeared to me to be essentially

at a standstill, judging from the character of the firing and the con-

dition of those presented to my view. * * I perfectly recollect

walking with him (Bragg), after dismounting, to the spot where you

were, and calling his ( Bragg* s) attention to the fact that he was in

your (Beauregard's) presence. It was quite dark, and he was at

first unable to distinguish you. The darkness settles in my mind

the time of our return to your headquarters." Smith further states,

circumstantially, that the distance traversed by Bragg and himself

was between one and two miles no more; that is, not exceeding

twenty minutes in time. As will be seen in his report of February

7th, 1863, General Hardee connects himself with what I may here

properly call by its right name, the conspiracy of the story of the
" Lost Opportunity at Shiloh," in words which rather suggest than

outrightly express blame and criticism, to-wit:

"Upon the death of General Johnston, the command having
devolved upon General Beauregard, the conflict was continued until

near sunset, and the advance divisions were within a few hundred

yards of Pittsburg, where the onemy huddled in confusion, when the

order to withdraw was received. The troops were ordered to bivouac

on the field of battle. Exhausted by fasting and the toils of the day,

scattered and disordered by continued combat of twelve hours, many
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straggled to find food amid the profuse stores of the enemy, or shel-

ter in the forest." {Rebellion Records, Volume X, Part I, pages

569. 570).

This paragraph is all literally true, but it does not give the whole

of the truth of the situation, and, whether framed or not to that end, it

has been used to give gravamen to the theory, that but for the order to

withdraw out of action so complete a victory must have been gained,
late as it was, or after sunset, as to have prevented any serious battle

the next day. This preposterous supposition people are asked to

accept, and Hardee is adduced in effect by Colonel William Preston

Johnston as having been of that belief. Hardee, who virtually con-

fesses that at sunset his men had been fighting twelve continuous

hours without food, and that his own corps was so utterly out of his

own hands, that he had to seek that night a sleeping place with Colo-

nel Martin, of Breckinridge's reserve division.

Of his subordinates, who were in that quarter of the field where

Hardee was personally present (the Confederate left), Brigadier-

General Cleburne, as distinguished subsequently for soldierly ability

as for personal intrepidity, reports that after having exhausted his

ammunition and been obliged to replenish it after much delay, he

again advanced and continued to move forward until checked by a

heavy fire from the enemy's field artillery (Hurlbut's and McCler-

nard's troops, as may be seen) and gunboats. When this firing

ceased, he again advanced until halted by an aid from General Beaure-

gard, who informed him that he was not to approach nearer the river.

"
It was now dark," says Cleburne, "so I returned and encamped

near the Bark road. Every fifteen minutes the enemy threw two

shells from his gunboats, some of which bursted close among my
men." (Ibid, page 582). I may also add that from about two

thousand seven hundred officers and men on the morning of the

6th of April, Cleburne found his brigade muster but eight hundred

on the morning of the yth. (Ibid, page 582). Brigadier-General

Wood, who commanded Hardee's third brigade, says that under

orders from General Hardee to move to the centre and front, he

took his troops under and beyond the shells of the gunboats, until,

coming on a line of troops (Confederates) in his front, he halted and

ordered the men to rest, selecting a position the most secure from

the shelling. From the shells, however, at this point he lost ten

killed and wounded. "
In a short time I saw," says General Wood,

"
the line on my front moving to the rear around my right. A staff-

officer then ordered me to fall back to the encampment we had last
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passed, and to allow my men to get something to eat and rest for the

night." {Ibid, page 593). Here, as we see, were two lines of Con-

federate troops, not about to rush upon and capture the enemy, but

inert when the order to fall back for the night reached them ! Un-

happily, General Breckinridge made no report. But Colonel Trabue,

one of his brigade commanders, has given a very full narrative of

his most effective operations during the day, Irom which I had occa-

sion to quote in the third paper of this series, and from which it is

to be seen that, after halting to allow two of his regiments to ex-

change their guns for Enfield rifles captured from Prentiss, he moved
forward to rejoin Breckinridge, who, with Stratham's and Bowen's

brigades, was occupying the front line, being on the crest of the hill

(or high land), overlooking the narrow valley of .the Tennessee

river, on which and near by was Pittsburg Landing. "Having
been halted here for more than an hour," says Trabue, "we endured

a most terrific cannonade and shelling from the gunboats.
*

From this position, when it was nearly dusk, we were ordered to

the rear to encamp, which movement was effected in good order
* * *

in darkness of the night." {Ibid, page 616;. Colonel

Martin, who commanded Breckinridge' s second brigade, after Bowen
was wounded, also reports that when within from three hundred to

four hundred yards of the river, the enemy opened on "
his troops

with their gunboats and two batteries in position near the river bank,

which sounded terribly and looked ugly and hurt but few. Our men

began to discover the fact." (Ibid, page 622)*. He does not say,

however, that any order was given by General Bragg either to ad-

vance or to prepare to advance, all this time, or that any advance or

assault was made. But he goes on to say :

"
Being near night, I fell back, by an order from General Bragg,

to the first encampment in the tents furthest from the river, where we

stayed all night.
* * *

Major-General Hardee and General

Withers came to our encampment where they remained all night."

{Ibid, page 622).

Dunlap, commanding the Ninth Arkansas of the same brigade,

thus reports, April I4th, 1862 :

"
Continuing to follow the enemy until the position became of ex-

treme peril, placed, as we were, between two batteries, both pouring
destructive volleys of grape and cannister into our ranks. In this

position we received orders to fall back to a safe position and await

further orders. By this time night came on."

Colonel Martin withdrew,
* * this closed the fighting of the 6th
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of April, he stated, adding that the loss of the regiment was about

one hundred killed and wounded. (Ibid, 625.) And this brings us

to General Polk, the last of the three corps commanders of the Con-

federate army at Shiloh, referred to by Colonel Johnston as having
believed that the

"
victory was won and would have been consum-

mated by the capture of Grant's army," * * but for Beauregard's
"order of withdrawal," late as it was when that order reached any-

body; that is to say. on the very edge of dusk, and before even the

partial execution of which the darkness of night had settled upon
both armies to such an extent that corps and division and brigade,

and even regimental commanders, were separated from their com-

mands until the next morning, and even later. General Polk, it is to

be noted, fixes five o'clock as the time that his "line" attacked the

enemy's troops, the last that were left upon the field, in an encamp-
ment "to his right." The attack was made front and flank. The
resistance was sharp but short. (Rebellion Records, Volume X,

pages i and 409.) This refers to the attack upon and surrender of

Prentiss, which Prentiss himself reports took place at 5:30 P. M.

The details which General Polk describes as incident to that surren-

der, including the arrangements for sending two thousand prisoners

to the rear, with the disposition of their arms, could hardly have

occupied less than half an hour. That must have made it al least

as late as six o'clock before such disposition could be made and leave
"
the field clear," as he says it was, before the troops with him now

united with those of Generals Bragg and Brcckinridge, as also Cheat-

ham, with one brigade of his own (Polk's) corps could possibly be

ready to advance in that vigorous manner which he asserts must have

made it "the most brilliant victory of the war," as there was "an

hour or more of daylight still left." {Ibid, page 410.) Of course,

as the sun went down not later than 6:25 on the 6th of April, on the

field of Shiloh, General Polk, writing nearly six months after the

battle, indisputably was in error as to the actual hour, as well as to

the readiness of his troops for any further vigorous operations that

day. However, from my personal knowledge of Generals Polk,

Bragg and Hardee, I am led to say that General Polk was the only

one ol them who could have believed when he wrote the substance

of what I have quoted that it was still in the power of Confederate

forces he specified to have captured what remained of the Federal

army, some twenty-odd thousand men at least, exclusive of Ammen's

brigade, notwithstanding the lateness of the hour, and notwithstand-

ing that the troops were disarrayed and for the most part out of the
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hand of their proper commanders, from corps to companies, as is not

honestly deniable. We must now see, however, from the reports of

his several division, brigade and regimental commanders, as to the

condition of their respective commands, whether there were really

any rational grounds for General Folk's belief that his troops were

capable of the vigorous assault that was essential to make the Con-

federate operations at that late hour a triumphant success. General

A. P. Stewart, a professionally educated soldier, who fell into com-

mand of Folk's first division by the disablement of General Clark,

reports that after the capture of Prentiss, in which his immediate

command had no part, under the orders of General Polk, he moved
toward " our left to the support of some Louisiana regiments" (with

the Second and Thirty-third and Fifth Tennessee regiments.)
"
In passing through the woods," Stewart continued, "the Fifth

Tennessee became separated from us. The other two moved for-

ward to a road, and thence by the left flank along the road to the

camp where prisoners were captured. We finally took position,

under the orders of General Breckinridge, to aid in the pursuit of

the enemy, which was checked by the fire of the gunboats!"

Nothing here assuredly indicated the existence of that ardor of

which their corps commanders say so much in reports which they

avoided to dutifully render to General Beauregard, while calling so

promptly for those due from their own subordinates an avoidance

of duty in which, I take this immediate occasion to say, they were

favored by my illness and absence from the duties of my office from

about the middle of May up to the very eve of Beauregard's separa-

tion from the army. But for this casualty I am very sure the reports

in question would have been elicited before the close of May, and I

dare to say, moreover, they would have reached my office at least

those of Bragg and Hardee essentially free from, or not stuffed and

effusing with that suggested and directed blame of their commanding

general, which have made the reports subsequently transmitted with-

out even approximate similars in the whole round of official military

literature. How little prepared, after the surrender of Prentiss, three

of his regiments, the Twelfth, Thirteenth and Twenty-second Ten-

nessee regiments of Stewart's division, were to vigorously assail the

enemy in the manner so sanguinely fancied by General Polk, is shown

by Colonel Russell, their brigade commander, in these definitive

words :

" The prisoners being disposed of, I made preparations to move
the forces under my command forward toward the river, but Colonel
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Freeman (Twenty-second) reported his regiment out of ammunition.

The Twelfth and Thirteenth regiments coming up at this time, being
in the same condition, I ordered details to proceed to the enemy's

camp and supply them. This being done, General Cheatham di-

rected a line to be formed in rear of the encampment and await

further orders. The gunboats kept up an incessant fire of shot and

shell. After waiting in this position some time, orders were received

from General Bragg to fall back out of the range of the gunboats
and encamp for the night." (Ibid, page 418.")

The Eleventh Louisiana, another regiment of Russell's brigade,

having become separated from the other regiments apparently much

earlier in the day, its Lieutenant Colonel, R. H. Barrow, gives a

sketch of the disjointed condition in which his regiment, for example,

had fallen as early as 3 P. M.
" The engagement was now general ;

the fighting desperate ; our

men hurried from point to point as exigencies required, until those

who had up to this time remained together were greatly cut up and

divided, rendering it impossible to rally any considerable number

upon any one point. From this time and in this manner a large

majority, if not all of our men, I believe, continued to fight through-

out the day. I was ordered toward evening by Captain Blake (of

Folk's general staff) to take my position with what men I had on

the extreme (Confederate) left, where I remained (unengaged evi-

dently) until the fighting of the day had ceased ;
after which I started

back to find our hospital, hoping there to find the majority, if not all,

of our regiment assembled." (Ibia, page 427.)

He did not find it, however, in the night, and was able next morn-

ing only to assemble some sixty-odd of his men. Lieutenant-Colonel

J. H. Bell (Ibid, page 423) confirms Colonel Russell's report, just

cited, as also does Colonel A. J. Vaughan, Thirteenth Tennessee, in

these terms :

" At this time heavy firing commenced on our right, and I was

ordered to support it. I did so, where I met with General Cheatham.

who ordered me to remain where I was until further orders. Here

I received an order from Colonel Russell to fall back to the rear of

his regiment (Twelfth Tennessee), and proceed down the river until

we came under the fire of the enemy's gunboats. It being now

about dark, I was ordered back to an encampment, where I took

quarters for the night." (Ibid, page 425. )

Major James A. Neely commanding Thirteenth Arkansas, of Stew-

art's brigade, reports that having been severely handled and beaten
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back in a somewhat early part of the day, until reinforced by General

Beauregard, he returned into action and pursued the enemy to near

the river, where he remained with the regiment
" under the bombs from

the gunboats until dark. We then repaired southeast, near General

Stewart's hospital, at which we encamped for the night." (Ibid,

page 432. ) And here is a report which certainly does not accord

with the story of the readiness and organization of the troops in the

advance, after Prentiss was overcome, for a vigorous onset in such

force as to assure the capture of Grant's army at the river side. I

refer to these words in the report of Lieutenant-Colonel Strahl, com-

manding the First regiment Tennessee volunteers :

"
I then marched the regiment a short distance to the rear, had

the men wipe out their guns, many of them being so dirty they

could not load, fill their cartridge-boxes and replenish their canteens

with water. We then marched forward into line, and continued in

line until after dark, when we fell back in order to get out of reach

of the shells from the gunboats." (Ibid, page 432.)

Lieutenant-Colonel C. D. Venable, commanding the Fifth Ten-

nessee, of Stewart's brigade, judging from his report, could not have

been part of that puissant force which was about to swoop down

upon, throttle and carry of from under the guns of the naval vessels

the whole Fedral army after 6 o'clock in the afternoon of an April

day ;
for after having, by a movement of his regiment, as he reports,

"
closed the only avenue of escape

' '

for General Prentiss, and thus

assured his capture, he next flanked to the left about three hundred

yards and halted to rest; but, in a few moments, "the shelling from the

gunboats was so severe as to be unbearable, killing and wounding
several of (his) men," whereupon he "

retired to a ravine and re-

mained until dusk, and then moved back and encamped for the

night." {Rebellion Records, Volume X, Part I, page 434.) Again,

Colonel A. W. Campbell, commander of the Thirty-third Tennessee,

of the same division (Stewart's), as may be seen, having expended
the ammunition ol the right wing of his regiment, he halted it until

ammunition could be procured, which detained them for some dme,
"

fter which, advancing toward the river until night, we returned to

the cross-roads and bivouacked near the cross-roads." {Ibid, page

435.) And now I have to quote the report of General Cheatham,

dated April 30, which is wholly irreconcilable with and subversive of

the story of the "Lost Opportunity": "Broken and routed he

(enemy) apparently, from all directions, seemed flying toward the

river, and our own forces as generally closing upon him.
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With the balance of my command I pressed forward and joined

Colonel Maney, who had now become my advance, and had in pur-

suit captured and sent to the rear many of the enemy. About this

time a halt was made for the purpose of some concentration of our

forces for a concerted attack upon the enemy, then understood to have

concentrated on the river bank, under the shelter of the gunboats,

from which, at the time, an active shelling was being kept up on our

advance. My own and other commands came rapidly forward, but

many regiments having entirely exhausted their ammunition, a halt

of some time was necessary for the purpose of replenishing. The

day was now far advanced, and before the proper preparations were

made darkness prevented further operations that day, and all com-

mands were withdrawn for the night out of range of the shells from

the enemy's gunboats." (Ibid, pages 439-40.)

It goes without saying that all the reports of his officers confirm

General Cheatham's lucid explanation of the last hour of the 6th of

April, but I will only cite the following from Colonel George Maney,

commanding one of Cheatham's brigades:
"
During a constant press forward, the best means of securing the

advantage already gained, I made but a short halt (after capture of

Prentiss) in the position from which the enemy had been driven, and

with the First and Ninth Tennessee regiments continued my advance

as rapidly in the direction of his flight. He (Hurlbut) made no rally

before my command, * * and I was halted near, for the purpose,

as I understood, of allowing some concentration of our troops for

attacking the enemy at the rear and near his gunboats. Our force

came rapidly up, but it was already quite late in the day, and they

halted near a deserted camp of the enemy, a shorter distance in my
rear and to the right, for the purpose of replenishing their ammuni-

tion. I held the position at which I had been halted until dark, the

enemy all the while keeping up an active shelling from his gunboats,

which proved, however, more noisy than destructive. At dark, find-

ing our troops generally retiring, and understanding it was the order

for all to do so, I withdrew my command for the night, and this ended

their part in the battle of Sunday." (Ibid, page 455).

I will close this part of the issue raised with Colonel Johnston, by

the statement of Colonel David Urquhart, of the staff of General

Bragg, of August 2d, 1880, in answer to a letter from me that after

leaving me he rejoined General Bragg:
" Who I found engaged with the Federal troops, who were now
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disputing every inch. At about sunset an order came from General

Beauregard to withdraw, collect and reorganize the troops, all of

whom had become greatly broken and intermixed. * * At

the time this order was given, the plain truth must be told, that our

troops at the front were a thin line of exhausted men, who were

making no further headway, and were glad to receive orders to fall

back. * * * Several years of subsequent service have impressed me

that General Beauregard's order for withdrawing the troops was

most timely; otherwise the collection and reorganization of troops,

that took place that night, could not have been made, and the army
would not have been in condition to make the obstinate head which

it did on the next day against Grant and Buell's combined armies, up
to the moment in the afternoon when it was withdrawn, carrying off so

considerable a part of the enemy's artillery and in such good order

that Buell's and Grant's armies did not venture to follow." {Military

Operations of General Beauregard, Volume I, page 551).

My summary of so much of the published official documents as

bear at all upon the question of the alleged
" Lost Opportunity,"

revived so strenuously in sheer assertion by Mr. Davis and his aid-

de-camp, is now concluded. Its fullness will be justified to the reflec-

ing, as it could not be shortened without falling fatally short also of

the real object which has incited me to write my papers ;
that is, to

present so vigorous an analysis and exposition of the unquestionable

documentary official history of certain mooted phases of the cam-

paign and battle of Shiloh as must leave no foundation hereafter for

two honestly entertained opinions among those who, in the pursuit

of the truth of history, or from any other cause, may have been at

the pains, after reading my papers, to compare their citations with

the documents from which they are taken. Without at least as minute

an inquisition, the discussion thus recently revived by Mr. Davis and

Colonel Johnston would be as endless as any human affair can be.

Colonel Johnston has asserted explicitly that it was "
the opinion of

almost all the officers and men at the front the victory was won, and

would have been consummated by the capture of Grant's army with-

out any order of advance from General Beauregard, by the generals

actually there, and therefore it was his order of withdrawal which

broke up and disintegrated the victorious battle array, as a night was

given for the reinforcements of Buell and Lew Wallace to come up."

Such a statement becomes simply shameful, under the light of the

closely contemporaneous statements of every division commander,
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except one (Withers); of all the brigade and regimental commanders
of each Confederate corps, including the reserve whose reports have

reached the light ;
that is, of nearly all commanders present in the

battle. It is also shameful to ignore, as he has done, the revelations

of the reports of Generals Buell, Nelson and Colonel Ammen's diary,

as also the disclosure of the available Federal defensive resources at

the time, to be found in the reports of Generals Hurlbutand McCler-

nand. Any student of history, or soldier, who may follow the same

line of research that I have, will see that my summary is essentially

judicial, because it sets forth in its integrity all that is officially reported

contemporaneously on either side of the question, and I challenge

the production of a word that I have omitted which can be said to

run counter to the unbroken chain of documentary proof which I

have adduced. Into the discussion of the further matters relating to

General A. S. Johnston's connection with the campaign and battl6

of Shiloh, asserted and reasserted by his son (Colonel Johnston) so

persistently.it is not my purpose to follow him, unless made unavoid-

able hereafter. I will say, however, that it were very easy to demon-

strate that his story that in the month of January, 1862, General A. S.

Johnston had in his possession a map with "Shiloh church" marked

upon it by the engineers, and had pointed out to Colonel Bowen that

there "the great battle of the southwest will be fought" is not one

whit more historical or less imaginary than the ancient fable of the

voyage of Arion to Parnassus on the back of a music loving dolphin.

I may also say that Colonel Johnston seems to aim to present his

father as exercising a brawny physical power and influence upon the

battle of Shiloh, not unlike that ascribed to Marlborough at the battle

of Blenheim, by the English poetaster, Philips, in these lines :

"
Churchell viewing where

The violence of Tallard most prevailed,

Come to oppose his slaughtering arms. With speed

Precipitate he rode, urging his way
O'er hills of gasping heroes and fallen steeds

Rolling in death. Destruction, grim with blood,

Attends his furious course. Around his head

The glowing balls play innocent, while he,

With due impetuous sway, deals fatal blows

Among the flying Gauls. In Gallic blood

He dyes his reeking sword, and strews the ground
With headless ranks. What can they do ? Or how
Withstand his wide destroying sword?"
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And now, in conclusion, I challenge those who have brought on

this discussion to make up the issue tangibly as one purely of histori-

cal and military import and concern that is, divested of all family

vanities and personal ambitions, for submission, in effect, to the judi-

cial decision of a few such men as Judge Campbell, Secretary Lamar,
Senators Vance, Pugh, Colquitt and Eustis, Governor Haygood,
General E. P. Alexander, or many score of such other gentlemen of

the South whom I could name as capable of deciding according to

the clear documentary evidence. But let the issue be made so broad

as to embrace several subjects which have not been touched upon in

my papers. For example to begin with,
" Was the military situation

on the part of the Confederates in the department under the com-
mand of General A. S. Johnston such as to make the loss of Fort

Donelson an inevitable result? Or, in other words, was it not in the

power of General Johnston, in February, 1862, with the resources of

men and transportation at his position, immediately after General

Grant invested Fort Henry, to have readily concentrated upon and

overcome him with a decisively superior force ? Or, in fact, did not

the failure on the part of General Johnston to essay such an enter-

prise, as early as the yth of February, 1862, cause the loss of Fort

Donelson from the outset with the ten thousand troops sent thither

after the capture of Fort Henry, and thus make the immediate aban-

donment of Bowling Green and Columbus absolutely a necessary

consequence, with the early abandonment also of Nashville and Mid-

dle Tennessee? Let the issue also embrace the question, whether

there was not such tardiness and hesitancy on the part of the Con-

federate movement from Murfreesboro to Corinth, that the junction

of Johnson's forces with those of Beauregard at that point, late in

March, 1862, was a sheer casualty, due to the want of enterprise on

the part of the Federal general to so interpose the forces at his dis-

position between the divided fragments of his adversary as to make
their concentration at Corinth an impossibility ? That is to say, was

it not in the power of the Confederate commander-in-chief to have

assembled his forces a week earlier than he did, and therefore been

in the condition to fight General Grant at latest on the first instead of

the 6th of April, 1862?"

THOMAS JORDAN,
61 Broadway, New York, September i, 1887.
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They Wore the Gray. The Southern Cause Vindicated.

An Address by Hon. PETER TURNKY, Chief Justice of the Supreme Court

of Tennessee, before the Tennessee Association of Confederate

Veterans, at Nashville, August 8th, 1888.

" The objects of this association being social, historical and benevo-

lent, and its labors being directed to cultivating the ties of friendship
between the survivors of the armies and navies of the late Confederate

States, to keeping fresh the memories of our comrades who gave up
their lives for the cause they deemed right, to the perpetuation of the

records of their deeds of heroism, to the collection and disposition,

in the manner it deems best, of all materials," etc. , we cannot and

must not in anywise in the least sympathize with that spirit of seem-

ing apology we sometimes meet.

We retract nothing, and believe the cause in which our comrades

fell was just ;
that they and we were not traitors or rebels against the

authorized action of that government from which we seceded; other-

wise it would be unlawful and immoral to attempt to keep alive and

perpetuate the memories of those who fell, or to preserve for history

the records of their deeds of heroism. Nothing unpatriotic, immoral,

unlawful or treasonable should be the basis of any association. It

would be unpardonable in us to perpetuate, by positive activity, that

cause of ours which would brand us as rebels against law, and teach

our children that we have violated morals, order and social and politi-

cal obligation.

We are proposing to do none of these things. A conviction of

right and duty impelled us to enter the service of the Confederate

States as soldiers
;
our comrades who gave up their lives, did so in

obedience to love of country and its constitutional foundation. The

Confederate States were not and are not responsible, morally, legally

or politically, for any drop of blood spilled in the late war between

the States. Under the principles of the Union, as it then existed, the

right of secession was clear. In support of this right, I will say but

little else than cite authority. The agitation of the slavery question

in its several aspects, with centralization for its great purpose, was a

main cause of trouble and separation. The words of the Constitu-

tion were :

" No person held to service or labor in one State under

the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall in consequence of any

law or regulation therein, be discharged from such service or labor,

but shall be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such service

or labor is due."
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Of this clause Judge Story, in delivering the opinion of the Su-

preme Court in Prigg v. Pennsylvania, said: "It cannot be doubted

that it constituted a fundamental article, without the adoption of

which the Union could not have been formed." 16 Peters. It must,

therefore, of course, have been a condition of the Union's continu-

ance.

We will see how this provision of the Constitution was observed

and treated by the abolition or free States. Between the years 1810

and 1850 the losses to the South in fugitive slaves amounted to

$22,000,000, an annual loss for that period of $550,000. The ratio

of loss increased as the slave population increased. To what it

amounted at the date of secession I am unable to state just now.

The curious, however, may readily ascertain. The census for 1810

gave a slave population of 1,191,400; that of 1820, 1,538,100; that

of 1830, 2,009,030; that of 1840, 2,487,500; that of 1850, 3,204,300;

that of 1860, 3,979,700. Estimating the average value at $300, the

South lost by the emancipation $1,193,910,000, exclusive of at least

$6,500,000 in fugitives between the years 1850 and 1861.

The claim of the party of coercion, that morality justified the in-

fliction of that loss on the South, is met and fully answered by their

head, President Lincoln, who said in the Hampton Roads' confer-

ence,
"
that the people of the North were as responsible for slavery

as the people of the South." History shows the North to be equally

responsible at the least, and I undertake to say more so, and I feel

sure that I am able to prove it should it ever become necessary.

About the first of May, 1850, the New York State Vigilance Anti-

Slavery Committee, of which the famous Gerritt Smith was chair-

man, held its anniversary meeting in public in the city of New York.

I give a single passage from its official report :

"The committee have within the year, since the ist of May. 1849,

assisted one hundred and fifty-one fugitives (for that you know is

our business) in escaping from servitude." I cite this as one of many
specimens of the respect the anti-slavery people had for constitu-

tional guaranties and protections.

In speaking upon the clause of the Constitution just cited, Mr.

Seward, of New York, said in the United States Senate on March

ii, 1850: "The law of nations disavows such compacts, the law of

Nature written on the hearts and consciences of freemen repudiates

them. I know that there are laws of various sorts which regulate

the conduct of men. There are constitutions and statutes, codes

mercantile, and codes civil; but when we are legislating for States,
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especially when we are founding States, all these laws must be

brought to the standard of the law of God, must be tried by that

standard, and must stand or fall by it. To conclude on this point,

we are not slaveholders, we cannot in our judgment be true Chris-

tians or real freemen, if we impose on others a claim that we defy all

human power to fasten on ourselves." He also said :

" Wherein do

the strength and security of slavery lie ? You answer, that they lie

in the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution and

laws of the slaveholding States. Not at all. It is in the erroneous

sentiments of the American people. Constitutions and laws can no

more rise above the virtue of the people than the limpid stream can

rise above its spring. Inculcate the love of freedom and the equal

rights of man under the paternal roof; see to it that they are taught

in the schools and in the churches. Reform your code. Extend a

cordial welcome to the fugitive who lays his weary limbs at your

door, and defend him as you would your paternal gods. Correct

your error, that slavery has any constitutional guarantee which may
not be released and ought not to be relinquished. Say to slavery,

when it shows its bond and demands the pound of flesh, that if it

draws one drop of blood its life shall pay the forfeit. Inculcate that

free States can maintain the rights of hospitality and humanity ;

that executive authority can forbear to favor slavery." Thus it was

urged, and attempted to be taught, that the Constitution was the em-

bodiment of crime and oaths to support it of no effect or binding
force. That we must regard such obligations as baubles, as things

to deceive, as snares to entrap. We were asked to make such doc-

trines a part of our education and a controlling feature of our reli-

gion. To make perjury a pillar of Church and State, and the crime

of larceny a commendable virtue. The seeds so sown bore fruit.

Article IV, section 2, of the United States Constitution, ordains :

"A person charged in any State with treason, felony, or other crime,

who shall flee from justice and be found in another State, shall, on

demand of the executive authority of the State from which he fled,

be delivered up to be removed to the State having jurisdiction of the

crime."

In two instances, Kent and Fairfield, Governors of Maine, refused

to comply with this provision on requisitions by the Governor of

Georgia for negro thieves.

Governor Seward (afterwards Senator), of New York, made a

similar refusal to the same State, saying it was not against the laws

of New York to steal a negro. He made a similar refusal to Vir-
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ginia. These Governors were sworn to support the Constitution of

the United States, and certainly understood its plain command.
In 1793, while Washington was President, an act was passed to

carry out the provision for the return of fugitive slaves. It was

adopted unanimously in the Senate, and nearly so in the House. The
Federal and State courts held it to be constitutional, and yet these

Governors refused to execute it.

On the yth of January, 1 86 1, more than two weeks after South Caro-

lina had passed her ordinance of secession, Mr. Toombs, of Georgia,
in a speech in the Senate, said :

" The Supreme Court has decided

that by the Constitution we have a right to go to the territories

and be protected with our property. Mr. Lincoln says he does not

care what the Supreme Court decides, he will turn us out anyhow.
He says this in his debate with the Honorable Senator from Illinois,

Mr. Dunlap. I have it before me. He said he would vote against
the decision of the Supreme Court."

This charge against Mr. Lincoln was never denied by himself or

friends.

Instances of disregard of the Constitution by those sworn to ob-

serve it, might be readily multiplied, but I only want to make promi-
nent the principles moving the South to its course

Having seen our rights under and by the Constitution, I will turn

attention to that course. The Southern States claimed they were

sovereign, having all powers except such as were specially delegated

to Congress. They demanded that property in slaves should be en-

titled to the same protection from the Government of the United

States, in all its departments everywhere, which the Constitution con-

fers upon it the power to extend to any other property ; provided,

nothing shall be construed to limit or restrain the right now belonging
to every State to prohibit, abolish, or establish and protect slavery

within its limits. That persons committing crimes against slave prop-

erty in one State and fleeing to another, shall be delivered up in the

same manner as persons committing crimes against other property,

and that the laws of the State from which such person fled shall be

the test of criminality. That Congress should pass efficient laws for

the punishment of all persons in any of the States who shall, in any
manner, aid and abet invasion or insurrection in any other State, or

commit any other act against the laws of nations, tending to disturb

the tranquility of the people or government of any other State. That

the people of the United States should have an equal right to emi-

grate to and settle in the present or any future acquired territories,
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with whatever property they might possess, and be protected in its

peaceable enjoyment until such territory may be admitted into the

Union, with or without slavery, as she may determine, on an equality
with all existing States. As the Supreme Court has decided, and as

the
"
originally small party

" now decides in principle, when in its

June platform of 1888 it declares : "The government by Congress
of the territories is based upon necessity, only to the end that they
become States in the Union

; therefore, whenever the conditions of

population, material resources, public intelligence and morality are

such as to insure stable government therein, the people of such ter-

ritories should be permitted to form for themselves constitutions on
State government and be admitted into the Union." Time and cir-

cumstances work wonderful changes. What howls were raised by
that party a few decades back, and now with what deafening cheers

it greets them ! How many of you, my friends, even hoped to see

the day when the party of coercion would not only endorse, but

actually adopt a chief article of your faith in the right and act of

secession? I answer, not one. Nevertheless, you have seen it.

Wonder of wonders !

All our demands were reasonable and conformable to the Consti-

tution, still they were stubbornly refused by those high in authority

who had sworn to support the Constitution, and who were followed

in their course by the people they represented.

After all this and after South Carolina had seceded, the other States

of the South were so anxious to continue the Union under the Consti-

tution and to stand by and perpetuate its principles, a peace congress

was called. Virginia, taking the lead, called that congress which met

in Washington city in February, 1861. Judge Chase, a leader of the

anti-slavery movement, afterwards Mr. Lincoln's Secretary of State and

later Chief Justice of the United States, was a delegate to that con-

gress. As such delegate, he, on the 6th of March, made a speech,

in which he said : "The result of the national canvass which recently

terminated in the election of Mr. Lincoln has been spoken of by some

as the effect of sudden impulse or of some singular excitement of the

popular mind, and it has been somewhat confidently asserted that,

upon reflection and consideration, the hastily formed opinions which

brought about the election will be changed. It has been said also

that subordinate questions of local and temporary character have

augmented the Republican vote, and secured a majority which could

not have been obtained upon the national questions involved in the

respective platforms of the parties which divide the country. I can-
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not take this view of the presidential election. I believe, and the

belief amounts to absolute conviction, that the election must be

regarded as a triumph of principles cherished in the hearts of the

people of the free States. These principles, it is true, were origi-

nally asserted by a small party only, but after years of discussion

they have by their own value, their own intrinsic soundness, obtained

the deliberate and unalterable sanction of the people's judgment.
Chief among these principles is the restriction of slavery within State

limits; not war upon slavery within those limits, but fixed opposition

to its extension beyond them.

"Mr. Lincoln was the candidate of the people opposed to the

extension of slavery. We have elected him. After many years of

earnest advocacy and severe trial we have achieved the triumph of

that principle. By a fair and unquestionable majority we have

obtained that triumph. Do you think we who represent this majority
will throw it away ? Do you think the people would sustain us if

we undertook to throw it away ? I must speak to you plainly, gen-
tlemen of the South. It is not in my heart to deceive you. I there-

fore tell you explicitly that if we of the North and West would

consent to throw away all that has been gained in the recent triumph

of our principles, the people would not sustain us, and so the con-

sent would avail you nothing. And I must tell you, further, that

under no circumstances whatever will we consent to surrender a prin-

ciple which we believe to be sound and so important as that of

restricting slavery within State limits."

Here was a positive assertion that Lincoln and the party which

elected him would not respect the decision of the Supreme Court.

Then, if the Constitution, as construed by that court, a tribunal con-

stituted for the purpose, was to be so emphatically disregarded and

ignored, what remedy was left for the South ? If that organic law,

by the terms and assurances of which the States became parts of the

Union, is repudiated, was the South required in morals or good faith

to quietly submit? I answer, No. Mr. Chase proceeds: "Aside
from the territorial question, the question of slavery outside of the

slave States, I know of but one serious difficulty. I refer to the

question concerning fugitives from service. The clause in the Con-

stitution concerning this class of persons is regarded by almost all

men, North and South, as a stipulation for the surrender to their

masters of slaves escaping into free States. The people of the free

States, however, who believe that slave-holding is wrong, cannot and

will not aid in the reclamation, and the stipulation, therefore, becomes
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a dead letter. * * * You, thinking slavery right, claim the ful-

fillment of the stipulation ; we, thinking slavery wrong, cannot ful-

fill the stipulation without consciousness of participation in wrong."
This leaves no room to question the policy marked out by Mr.

Lincoln. The speech of Mr. Chase, his chief adviser, distinctly an-

nounced that, in two essentials, the Constitution should not be ob-

served and executed. He avows that the Constitution shall not be

the law of the land, but that the will of the party coining into power
shall be that law, a declaration in words that the Constitution is a

dead letter. The course to be pursued was the usurpation of the

powers of government and their absorption in centralization It is

admitted that that party understood the Constitution as we did, but

that for years it had been its settled and fixed determination not to

execute it. That while it would solemnly swear to execute it, it

would not do so. That it had triumphed on its purpose and princi-

ple of disobedience, and it would avail itself of that triumph and sub-

vert and overthrow the principles of the government and obliterate

the Constitution it must swear to maintain, and bv virtue of which

only it could take control and management. Try the questions by
the rules laid down by Mr. Chase for his party, and who are the

rebels, the traitors, the conspirators against the government ? The

assertion that the Southern States are is the cap, the climax of delibe-

rate and criminal impudence or inexcusable ignorance. The entire

speech of Mr. Chase is interesting as part of the history of its time

and the spirit of the party about to take control of the government.

All Southerners, especially those of Confederate blood and extraction,

should read it. They will find in it much to defend us against the

charges of treason, conspiracy and rebellion, and much to shift these

charges to the shoulders of others. It proves, as was said by Hon.

C. J. Ingersoll, of Pennsylvania, in the House of Representatives on

the 9th of June, 1841, that
" The abolition agitation is" (was) "a

conspiracy in the true definition of that offense. It is the combina-

tion of many to break law, which is the definition of conspiracy ;

none the better that the conspirators are, many of them, persons of

fair character and perhaps pious designs."

The South was left without protection of constitutional guaranties

and without hope in the decisions of the court of last resort, it must

therefore resort to its only remedy, secession. It was outlawed.

The Constitution denounced as
"
a dead letter." The evils likely and

almost certain to flow from the teaching of Judge Chase's "origi-

nally small party" were seen and dreaded by the best and most
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patriotic minds of the North. Daniel Webster, who had no superior

as a statesman, who was regarded the best constitutional lawyer in

the land, and whose patriotism embraced thy whole country, was

alarmed, and gave the best efforts of his life to check and paralyze
the lawlessness of the

"
originally small party." In a reception speech

made in New York on the i5th of March, 1837, he said:
" We have slavery already amongst us. The Constitution found

it in the Union, recognized it, and gave it solemn guaranties. So
the full extent of these guaranties we are bound in honor, in justice,

and by the Constitution. All the stipulations contained in the Con-

stitution in favor of the slaveholding States which are already in the

Union ought to be fulfilled, and, so far as depends on me, shall be

fulfilled in the fullness of their spirit and to the exactness of their

letter. Slavery as it exists in the States is beyond the reach of

Congress. It is a concern of the States themselves ; they have never

submitted it to Congress, and Congress has no rightful power over

it. I shall concur therefore in no act, no measure, no menace, no

indication of purpose which shall interfere with the exclusive au-

thority of the States over the subject of slavery as it exists within

their respective limits. All this appears to me to be matter of plain

and imperative duty." At Buffalo, on the 22d of May, 1851, he said:
' ' There is but one question in this country now, or, if there be

others, they are but secondary, and so subordinate that they are all

absorbed in that great and leading question, and that is nothing more
nor less than this :

' Can we preserve the union of the States, not

by coercion, not by military power, not by angry controversies, but

can we of this generation you and I, your friends and my friends

can we so preserve the union of these States by such administration

of the powers of the Constitution as shall give content and satisfac-

tion to all who live under it, and draw us together, not by military

power, but by the silken cords of mutual, paternal, patriotic affec-

tion ? That is the question, and no other.' Gentlemen, I believe in

party distinctions; I am a party man. These are questions belong-

ing to party, in which I take an interest, and there are opinions
entertained by others which I repudiate. But what of all that ? If

a house be divided against itself it will fall and crush everybody in it.

We must see that we maintain the government which is over us; we
must see that we uphold the Constitution, and we must do so with-

out regard to party. The question, fellow-citizens (and I put it to

you now as the real question), the question is, whether you and the

rest of the people of the great State of New York and of all the
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States will so adhere to the Constitution, will so enact and maintain

laws to preserve that instrument, that you will not only remain in the

Union yourselves, but permit your brethren to remain in it ? That

is the question. Will you concur in measures necessary to maintain

the Union, or will you oppose such measures? That is the whole

point of the case." After giving a history of the formation of the

Union, Mr. Webster proceeds :

"
Now, I am aware that all these

things are well known; that they have been stated a thousand times;

but in these days of perpetual discontent and misrepresentation, to

state things a thousand times is not enough, for there are persons
whose consciences, it would seem, lead them to consider it their duty
to deny, misrepresent, and cover up truths.

"
Now, these are the words of the Constitution, fellow-citizens, which

I have taken the pains to transcribe therefrom, so that he who runs

may read :

" ' No person held to service or labor in one State under the laws

thereof escaping into another, shall, in consequence of any law or

regulation therein, be discharged from such service or labor, but

shall be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such service or

labor may be due.'
"
Is there any mistake about that ? Is there any forty shilling attor-

ney here to make a question of it ? No
;

I will not disgrace my
profession by supposing such a thing. There is not in or out of an

attorney's office in the county of Erie, or elsewhere, one who could

raise a doubt, or particle of doubt, about the meaning of this pro-

vision of the Constitution. He may act as witnesses do sometimes

on the stand. He may wriggle and twist, and say he cannot tell or

cannot remember. I have seen many such efforts in my time on the

part of witnesses to falsify and deny the truth. But there is no man
who can read these words of the Constitution of the United States

and say they are not clear and imperative.
' No person,' the Con-

stitution says, 'held to labor or service in one State under the laws

thereof, escaping into another, shall, in consequence of any law or

regulation therein, be discharged from such service or labor, but

shall be delivered up on claim of the party to whom such service or

labor may be due.' Why, you may be told by forty conventions in

Massachusetts, in Ohio, in New York, or elsewhere, that if a colored

man comes here he comes as a freeman, that is non sequifur. It is

not so. If he comes as a fugitive from labor, the Constitution says

he is not a freeman, and that he shall be delivered up to those who

are entitled to his service. Gentlemen, that is the Constitution. Do
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we or do we not mean to conform to it and to execute that part of

the Constitution as well as the rest of it ? I believe there are before

me here members of Congress. I suppose there may be here mem-
bers of the State Legislature or executive offices under the State

government. I suppose there may be judicial magistrates of New
York, executive officers, assessors, supervisors, justices of the peace,

and constables before me. Allow me to say, gentlemen, that there

is not, there cannot be, any one of these officers in this assemblage
or elsewhere who has not, according to the form of the usual obliga

tion, bound himself by solemn oath to support the Constitution.

They have taken their oaths on the Holy Evangelists of Almighty
God, or by uplifted hands, as the case may be, or by solemn affirma-

tion as is the practice in some cases
;
but among all of them there is

not a man who holds, nor is there any man who can hold, any office

in the gift of the United States, or of this State, or of any other

State, who does not bind himself by the solemn obligation of an oath

to support the Constitution of the United States. Well, is he to

tamper with that ? Is he to palter ? Gentlemen, our political duties

are as much matters of conscience as any other duties. Our sacred

domestic duties our most endearing social relations are not more

the subjects for conscientious consideration or a conscientious dis-

charge than the duties we enter upon under the Constitution of the

United States. The bonds of political brotherhood, which hold us

together from Maine to Georgia, rest upon the same principles of

obligation as those of social and domestic life."

At Capon Springs, Virginia, June 28, 1851, Mr. Webster said:

"The leading sentiment in the toast from the Chair is, 'The Union

of the States.' The Union of the States; what mind can comprehend
the consequences of that union, past, present, and to come. The
union of these States is the all-absorbing topic of the day. On it all

men speak, write, think, and dilate from the rising of the sun to the

going down thereof. And yet, gentlemen, I fear that its importance
has been but insufficiently appreciated.

" How absurd it is to suppose that when different parties enter into

a compact for certain purposes, either can disregard any one provi-

sion, and expect, nevertheless, the other to observe the rest. I intend,

for one, to regard and maintain and carry out to the fullest extent the

Constitution of the United States, which I have sworn to support in

all its parts and provisions. It is written in the Constitution :

' No

person held to service or labor in one State under the laws thereof,

escaping into another shall, in consequence of any law or regulations
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therein, be discharged from such service or labor, but shall be de-

livered up on claim of the party to whom such service or labor may
be due.'

" That is as much a part of the Constitution as any other, and as

equally binding and obligatory as any other on all men, public or

private. And who denies this ? None but the abolitionists of the

North. And, pray, what is it they will not deny ? They have but

the one idea, and it would seem that these fanatics at the North and
the secessionists at the South are putting their heads together to

defeat the good designs of honest and patriotic men. They act to

the same end and the same object, and the Constitution has to take

the fire from both sides. I have not hesitated to say, and I repeat,

that if the Northern States refuse, wilfully and deliberately, to carry
into effect that part of the Constitution which respects the restoration

of fugitive slaves, and Congress provides no remedy, the South

would no longer be bound to observe the compact A bargain can-

not be broken on one side and still bind the other side.
"

I say to you, gentlemen, as I said on the shores of Lake Erie

and in the city of Boston, and as I may say again in that city, or

elsewhere in the North, that you of the South have as much right to

receive your fugitive slaves as the North has to any of its rights and

privileges of navigation and commerce.
"

I am as ready to fight and to fall for the constitutional rights of

Virginia as I am for those of Massachusetts
"

Now if Daniel Webster, whose greatness of mind and nobility of

soul are better and more impressively and significantly expressed by
the isolated name "

Daniel Webster,
"

than they would be by the

use of any or all the adjectives of our language defining those vir-

tues, and whose patriotism was as broad as the land; who loved the

Union for its constitutional ties and guaranties, and who hated slavery

in every form, and was willing to use all lawful means for its abo-

lition if he, with his universally known character and convictions,

was ready to fight and to fall for the constitutional rights of the South,

where was the wrong or even the slightest mistake on the part of

the Southern man who had been reared in the education that the

institutions of the South were sound in law and in morals ?

He told us we had the constitutional right to the property. That

if the North disregarded the contract in any one particular we were

released from all obligation to observe the rest.

Trying the principles of the "originally small party" of Mr.

Chase, Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Seward by the plain and incontroverti-
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ble rules of constitutional law as laid down by Daniel Webster, we

find they can only exist in the palpable and gross violation of the

Constitution as it then was.

Mr. Webster's argument is so full, clear and exhaustive that I will

not be guilty of the folly of attempting to add to or elucidate it. I

commend it to the attention and perusal of all Southern men and

women. Its teachings should be transferred to our school-books to

supersede and paralyze the false and poisonous manufacture of his-

tory that has found its way into so many of the books that have been

introduced into the schools of the South, with the purpose to mislead

and disease the minds of our children as to the purpose, policy and

good faith of our separation from the government of that
"
originally

small party" so much condemned, if not despised, by Mr. Webster,

and to which he administered such rebukes as to induce us to believe

he could and would keep it in check, and perhaps obliterate it.

If Daniel Webster could have been spared to the Union there

would not, in my opinion, have arisen cause for separation. His

death in October, 1852, unbridled the fanaticism of that "originally

small party
" and brought it into power eight years later, when it

proposed to conduct the Government on its peculiar sentiments of

morality regardless of the constitutional limitations and restrictions

which had been upholden and enforced by the Supreme Court for

more than seventy-five years. It was the "higher law party" acting

without warrant of authority, and in violation of that compact of

which Mr. Webster said one party could not disregard any one pro-

vision and expect the other to observe the rest. That great man
loved law, system, order

;
had great respect for the ability, patriotism

and integrity of the Supreme Court of the United States, and would

certainly, I think, have acquiesced in its decision made at December

term, 1856, that Congress had no power to exclude slavery from the

territories. His course through life warrants the conclusion that he

would have urged it as a settlement of that agitation.

Our affairs having reached the crisis indicated, the work of seces-

sion began. The question is : Did we have that right which we ex-

ercised in the hope that war would not follow. We proposed to quit

in peace.

The first authority I rely on in support of the right is a speech of

Mr. Lincoln (head and leader of coercion) made in the House of

Representatives on the I2th of January, 1848. He said : "Any peo-

ple, anywhere, being inclined, and having the power, have the right

to rise up and shake off the existing government and form a new one
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that suits them better. This is a most valuable, a sacred right ;
a

right which we hope and believe is to liberate the world.
" Nor is it confined to cases in which the whole people of an existing

government may choose to exercise it. Any portion of such people
that can may revolutionize and make their own of so much of the ter-

ritory as they inhabit. More than this, a majority of any portion of

such people may revolutionize, putting down a minority intermingled
with or near them, who may oppose their movements. Such

minority was precisely the case of the Tories of our own Revolution.

It is a quality of revolutions not to go by old times or old laws, but

to break up both and make new ones."

There is no room for enlargement, expansion or extension of this

view of Mr. Lincoln on the right of revolution in any form it may
take.

Mr. Rawle, an eminent jurist of Pennsylvania, who had been United

States District Attorney under President Washington and had been

offered by him the Attorney-Generalship of the United States, and

who was a firm supporter of the administration of the elder Adams,
wrote in 1825: "Having thus endeavored to delineate the general
features of this peculiar and invaluable form of government, we shall

conclude by adverting to the principles of its cohesion, and to the

provisions it contains for its own duration and extension.

"The subject cannot, perhaps, be better introduced than by pre-

senting in its own words an emphatical clause in the Constitution :

'The United States shall guarantee to every State in the Union a re-

publican form of government, shall protect each of them against in-

vasion, and on application of the Legislature, or of the Executive

when the Legislature cannot be convened, against domestic vio-

lence.
'

"The Union is an association of the people of republics : its pre-

servation is calculated to depend on the preservation of these repub-

lics. The principle of preservation, although certainly the wisest

and best, is not essential to the being of a republic, but to continue a

member of the Union it must be so presumed, and therefore the

guarantee must be so construed.
"

It depends on the State itself to retain or abolish the principle of

representation, because it depends on itself whether it will continue

a member of the Union. To deny this right would be inconsistent

with the principles on which our political systems are founded, which

is that the people have in all cases to determine how they will be

governed. This right must be considered as an ingredient in the
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original composition of the general government, which though not

expressed, was understood, and the doctrine heretofore presented to

the reader in regard to the indefeasible nature of personal allegiance,

is so far qualified 'in respect to allegiance to the United States. It

was observed that it was competent for a State to make a compact
with its citizens, that the reciprocal obligations of protection and alle-

giance might cease on certain events
;
and it was further observed

that allegiance would necessarily cease on the dissolution of the

society to which it was due.
" The secession of a State from the Union depends on the will of

the people of such State. The people alone, as we have seen, hold

the power to alter the Constitution. The Constitution of the United

States is, to a certain extent, incorporated into the Constitutions of

the several States by the act of the people. The State Legislatures

have only to perform certain organical operations in respect to it.

To withdraw from the Union comes not within the general scope of

their delegated authority. There must be an express provision to that

effect inserted in the State Constitutions. This is not at present the

case with any of them, and it would perhaps be impolitic to confide

it to them. A matter so momentous ought not to be entrusted to

those who would have it in their power to exercise it lightly and pre-

cipitately, upon sudden dissatisfaction or causeless jealousy, perhaps

against the interests and wishes of a majority of their constituents.

In the present Constitution there is no specifications of number after

the first formation. It was foreseen that there would be a natural

tendency to increase the number of States with the increase of popu-
lation then anticipated and now so fully verified. It was also known,

though it was not avowed, that a State might withdraw itself."

This comes from one who was an officer under the first Adminis-

tration, and familiar with the interpretation of the Constitution by its

framers.

Senator Wade, of Ohio (afterwards Vice President of the United

States), in the United States Senate on February 23d, 1855, said :

" Who is to be judge in the last resort of the violation of the Consti-

tution of the United States by the enactment of a law ? Who is the

final arbiter, the general government or the States in their sove-

reignty ? Why, sir, to yield that point is to yield up all the rights

of the States to protect their own citizens, and to consolidate this

government into a miserable despotism. I tell you, sir, whatever you

may think of it, if this bill pass collision will arise between the State

and Federal jurisdiction conflicts more dangerous than all the wordy
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wars which are got up in Congress. Conflicts in which the State

will never yield ;
for the more you undertake to load them with acts

like this, the greater will be their resistance."

"I said there were States in this Union whose -highest tribunals

had adjudged that bill to be unconstitutional, and I was one of those

who believed it unconstitutional, and that under the old resolutions of

1798 and 1799 a State must not only be the judge of that, but of

the remedy in such case." There was no menacing there, no string-

ing together of words for sound's sake, but a solid shot straight to

the mark from anti-slavery quarters.

In his address in 1839 before the Historical Society of New York,
Mr. John Quincy Adams said :

" With these qualifications we may
admit the same right as vested in the people of every State in the

Union with reference to the general government, which was exer-

cised by the people of the united colonies with reference to the

supreme head of the British Empire, of which they formed a part,

and under these limitations have the people of each State in the

Union a right to secede from the Confederate Union itself. Here
stands the right. But the indissoluble union between the several

States of this confederate nation is, after all, not in the right but in

the heart. If the day should ever come (may Heaven avert it) when
the affections of the people of these States shall be alienated from

each other; when the paternal spirit shall give way to cold indiffer-

ence, or collision of interest shall fester into hatred, the bonds of

political association will not long hold together parties no longer at-

tached by the magnetism of conciliated interest and kindly sympa-
thies; and far better would it be for the people of these dis- United

States to part in friendship than to be held together by constraint.

Then will be time for reverting to the precedents which occurred at

the formation and adoption of the Constitution, to form a more per-

fect union by dissolving that which could no longer bind, and to

leave the separated parts to be reunited by the law of political gravi-

tation to the centre." Acting upon this principle, the Legislature of

Massachusetts, the home of Mr. Adams, in 1844, resolved
"
that the

project of the annexation of Texas, unless arrested on the threshold,

may drive these States into a dissolution of the Union." On the

same subject on February 22, 1845, it resolved, * * * "and as

the powers of legislation granted in the Constitution of the United

States to Congress do not embrace the case of the admission of a

foreign State or foreign territory by legislation into the Union, such
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act of admission would have no binding force whatever on the people
of Massachusetts."

Here we have the unequivocal assertion of the right to secede.

In 1814, on the call of Massachusetts, several of the New England
States met in convention in Hartford and promulgated the following:

"It is as much the duty of State authorities to watch over the

rights reserved, as of the United States to exercise the powers which

are delegated.
"
In cases of deliberate, dangerous and palpable infraction of the

constitutions affecting the sovereignty of the people, it is not only
the right but the duty of such State to interpose its authority for

their protection in the manner best calculated to secure that end.

When emergencies occur, which are either beyond the reach of the

judicial tribunals, or too pressing to admit of the delay incident to

their forms, States which have no common umpire must be their own

judges and execute their own decisions."

We, of the South, were watching over not only our reserved

rights, but also those guaranteed to us as well. We had the delibe-

rate, dangerous and palpable infraction of the Constitution. Emer-

gencies had reached beyond the cure of judicial tribunals, for the
"
originally small party" positively refused to recognize and obey

the courts, and the time had come when we might, as the Hartford

convention said we had the right to do, become our own judges and

execute our own decisions.

The principles set forth by that convention were signed by a num-

ber of the leading men of that day, and amongst them Nathan Dane,

founder of the professorship of law in the Cambridge University, and

who was author of the ordinance for the government of the North-

western Territory in 1787. He, like Rawle, understood what was

meant by the powers of the Constitution. He lived in their day and

with them, and we may regard his utterances as an authoritative con-

struction of the instrument.

On the gth of November, 1860, Horace Greeley wrote : "The tele-

graph informs us that most of the cotton States are meditating a

withdrawal from the Union because of Lincoln's election. Very

well, they have a right to meditate, and meditation is a profitable em-

ployment of leisure. We have a chronic, invincible disbelief in

disunion as a remedy for either Northern or Southern grievances. We
cannot see any necessary connection between the alleged disease and

the ultra heroic remedy. Still we say, if any one meditates disunion
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lei him do so unmolested. That was a base and hypocritic row that

was raised at Southern dictation about the ears of John Quincy
Adams, because he presented a petition for the dissolution of the

Union. The petitioner had a right to make the request, it was the

member's duty to present it, and now if the Cotton States consider

the value of the Union debatable, we maintain their perfect right to

discuss it. Nay, we hold with Jefferson to the inalienable right of

communities to alter or abolish forms of government that have be-

come oppressive or injurious, and if the Cotton States decide that

they can do better out of the Union than in it, we insist on telling

them go in peace. The right to secede may be a revolutionary one,

but it exists nevertheless, and we do not see how one party has a

right to do what another party has a right to prevent. We must ever

resist the asserted right of any State to remain in the Union and

nullify or defy the laws thereof. To withdraw from the Union is

quite another matter. And whenever a considerable section of our

Union shall deliberately resolve to go out, we shall resist all coercive

measures designed to keep it in. We hope never to live in a Re-

public whereof one section is pinned to the residue by bayonets.
'

Let the people reflect, deliberate, then vote, and let the act

of secession be the echo of an unmistakable popular fiat. A judg-
ment thus rendered, a demand for separation so backed, would either

be acquiesced in without the effusion of blood, or those who rushed

upon the carnage to defy and defeat it would place themselves clearly

in the wrong."

Judge Story, in his commentaries on the Constitution, says :

" The
obvious deductions which may be, and indeed have been drawn from

considering the Constitution as a compact between the States, are

that it operates as a mere treaty or convention between them, and has

an obligatory force upon each State no longer than it suits its pleasure

or its consent continues
;
that each State has a right to judge for

itself in relation to the nature, extent and obligations of this instru-

ment, without being at all bound by the interpretation of the Federal

government or by that of any other State, and that each retains the

power to withdraw from the confederacy and dissolve the connection,

when such shall be its choice, and may suspend the operations of the

Federal government and nullify its acts within its own territorial

limits whenever, in its own opinion, the exigency of the case may
require. These conclusions may not always be avowed, but they
flow naturally from the doctrines which we have under considera-

tion."
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Judge Tucker, professor of law in the University of William and

Mary in Virginia, and one of the earliest commentators on the Con-

stitution, in 1803, wrote "
the Constitution of the United States, then,

being that instrument by which the Federal government hath been

created, its powers defined and limited, and the duties and functions

of its several departments prescribed, the government thus established

may be pronounced to be a confederate republic, composed of several

independent and sovereign democratic States united for their com-

mon defense and security against foreign nations, and for purposes
of harmony and mutual intercourse between each other, each State

retaining an entire liberty of exercising, as it thinks proper, all those

parts of its sovereignty which are not mentioned in the Constitution

or act of union as parts that ought to be exercised in common. In

becoming a member of the Federal alliance, established between the

American States by the articles of confederation, she expressly re-

tained her sovereignty and independence. The constraint put upon
the exercise of that sovereignty by these articles did not destroy its

existence."
" The Federal government, then, appears to be the organ through

which the united republics communicate with foreign nations and

with each other. Their submission to its operation is voluntary ;
its

councils, its engagements, its authority are theirs, modified and

united. Its authority is an emanation from theirs, not a flame in

which they have been consumed, nor a vortex in which they are

swallowed up. Each is still a perfect State, still sovereign, still inde-

pendent and still capable, should occasion require, to resume the

exercise of its functions as such in the most unlimited extent."

In speaking of our separation from Great Britain, Chancellor Kent

says :

" The principle of self-preservation and the right of every com-

munity to freedom and happiness gave sanction to this separation.

When the government established over any people becomes incom-

petent to fulfill its purposes, or destructive to the essential ends for

which it was instituted, it is the right of the people, founded on the law

of nature and the reason of mankind, and supported by the soundest

authority and some illustrious precedents, to throw off such govern-

ment, and provide new guards for their future safety."

With a single exception I have confined my citations of authority

to the Northern anti-slavery States, the home of the "originally
small party." No Southern man, no slaveholder, ever more clearly

announced and advocated the sovereignty of the States, or that the

Constitution was a compact between the States, or that one party
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could not violate it in one or more particulars, and require or expect
the other to observe the residue. No stronger argument can be

made that the Constitution is a whole, and, to be binding on one

side, must be obeyed as a whole by the other. The Constitution

was the chain that linked the States in union ; the breaking of one

link dissolved the tie.

The authorities all tend to the one inevitable conclusion, that the

Union exists alone by the Constitution, and its observance in every

particular. Being the terms of union, one, party may not be per-
mitted to violate it in any particular, and insist on its observance by
the other as to any of its terms, whatever they may be. The right to

its enforcement as a whole, or its rejection as such, is inalienable and

indestructible.

In the investigation of the question, my trouble has not been in

finding authority of the highest and clearest and most convincing
character. It has been in avoiding its multiplicity. I have relied on

testimony of those not at all in sympathy with the institution of

slavery, passing by the opinions and utterances of Southern states-

men and jurists.

Under the condition of things, as slightly, and but slightly, por-

trayed in this addrebs, the Southern States began the work of seces-

sion and organizing a new government ; they hoped, as they right-

fully might, that they would not be interfered with, that there would

be no war. In this they were mistaken, the
"
originally small party,"

which had then come into power, ordered the relief squadron with

eleven ships, carrying 285 guns and 2,400 men, from New York and

Norfolk to reinforce Fort Sumpter, peaceably if permitted, forcibly

if they must. This was of itself an act of war.

After several attempts and failures on the part of General Beaure-

gard to have some understanding with Major Anderson, seeing that

unless he took action his forces would be exposed in front and rear

and perhaps destroyed for usefulness, he fired the first gun of the war.

This he did in self-defence. He was in command of forces of a

government foreign to that of the United States. The harbor of

Charleston belonged to the Confederate States, or rather to the inde-

pendent government of South Carolina. Being then the property of

another government, there was no authority vesting with or in the

government at Washington to interfere with it. It was that gov-
ernment's duty to withdraw its troops, at least when demand was

made by General Beauregard. Failing to do so, it became his

imperative duty to take the necessary steps to remove them, and
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to resort to such force, mild or violent, as would bring about that

removal.

It became necessary to strike the first blow that blow was in self-

defence.

The overt act on the part of the United States justified it. Neither

nation nor individual is required to wait until stricken after the assail-

ant has ussumed the attitude of offence with the present ability to

strike.

The squadron was ordered to Fort Sumter to attack ;
the order

will bear no other interpretation. There can be no authority to

order the reinforcement of a foreign port in times of peace and with

hostile demonstrations. That was an act of war ; was the first as-

sault, the inauguration of the war by the United States. If ever

there was a case of pure, unmitigated, unmixed and positive justifica-

tion and self-defence, the law and the testimony mark that case for

the Confederate government and Confederate soldier.

We yielded to the logic of force. The right still lives.

A new government has been built upon the downfall of the old

ones. We have promised our allegiance to it. We will keep the

faith plighted
"
at all hazards to the last extremity so long as the

Constitution is respected." The element of evil and discord has

been removed. Old things have passed away, and there will be, we

venture to hope, no other cause for sectional jealousy. Our devo-

tion to the Constitution at all times ; our conduct as soldiers for four

years, battling from field to field, from time to time holding in check

one million five hundred thousand soldiers with six hundred thousand

give assurance that we will always be worthy citizens of a constitu-

tional Union, and may be confidently relied on in times of need.

I know that in many things I have repeated an often told story,

but, in the language of Mr. Webster,
' '

to state things a thousand

times is not enough in these days of misrepresentation, for there are

persons whose consciences, it would seem, lead them to consider it

their duty to deny, misrepresent, and cover up truths."

In this effort, my purpose and desire have been to awaken the

Southern man and woman to the importance of having their children

study our lost cause from constitutional, legal and historical stand

points, that they be not misled. It is time we were seeing after their

school-books ourselves, and not trusting too much to others.

Our cause was worth all we sacrificed to it. Though lost, it de-

serves vindication. Its defence by our arms at least checked central-

ization. Understanding the principle of self-government, for which
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our comrades battled and died, our children will stand at their graves
with love, admiration and approval of their course, and offer up the

prayer,
" God bless and perpetuate their memories."

I am thankful for this opportunity and this occasion to defend the

right.

The Blue and the Gray United.

THE CHICKAMAUGA MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION.

In December last a patriotic movement, which is enlisting warm
and general interest, was inaugurated in Washington, D. C., to

organize a joint memorial association of Union and Confederate

veterans, to acquire and preserve the battlefield of Chickamauga
and mark it with suitable tablets and monuments.

Its claims were earnestly pressed in a communication (which is

herewith reproduced) to the Cincinnati Commercial Gazette of De-

cember 8th last, from General H. V. Boynton, of Washington, D. C.,

whose efforts towards organization have since been untiring :

The idea originated at the recent reunion of the Society of the

Army of the Cumberland at Chicago. A committee was appointed
to take the matter into consideration and report to the Society next

September at its meeting at Chattanooga. A conference will soon be

held at Washington between representatives of that committee and

ex -"Confederate officers who served on that field, with a view of con-

sidering a plan and taking immediate preliminary steps toward its

accomplishment. Some of the most distinguished of these officers

are now in Congress or the Departments. Those who have thus far

considered the matter have in mind an organization formed after the

general plan of the Gettysburg Memorial Association, only differing

from it in any essential feature in its being a joint association of both

Union and Confederate veterans, and in having all States, North and

South, concerned in the project that had troops engaged on that

field, provided they make appropriations to mark the positions of

their soldiers with appropriate monuments or tablets.

There is no other great battlefield of the war where Northern and

Southern veterans could meet harmoniously and with equal satisfac-

tion to preserve the field of their magnificent fighting. The Union

army fought there for Chattanooga and won it. The Confederate
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army held the field. Its preservation as one of the great historical

fields of the war would signify for both sides, more than anything

else, the indelible marking of the theater upon which each of the

two armies engaged performed as stubborn, brilliant, and bloody

fighting as was done upon any of the great battlefields of the war.

The project is based upon the belief that the time has fully come

when the participants in the great battles of our civil war can, while

retaining and freely expressing their own views of all questions con-

nected with the war, still study its notable battles purely as military

movements. There is no other general enagagement in which the

percentage of losses for each army was so great. There was no en-

gagement in the great battles of modern Europe where the propor-

tionate losses were as great as those of both sides at Chickamauga.
The total loss of each army was over twenty-five per cent, of all en-

gaged. General Longstreet's loss, chiefly incurred in four hours of

one day's fighting, was thirty-six per cent. To illustrate this feature

of the project, a brief recapitulation of facts heretofore stated in this

correspondence will amply suffice :

"The casualties in Jackson's brigade of Cleburne's division, which

assaulted on Baird's front, was thirty-five per cent., while the Fifth

Georgia of that brigade lost fifty-five per cent., and the First Con-

federate Regulars forty-three per cent. Gregg's brigade, of Buck -

ner's corps, lost 653 out of 1,425. Helm's Kentucky brigade, on the

Union left, lost seventy-five per cent, of its strength. Bate's brigade
lost seven officers killed and sixty-one officers wounded, and the

total casualties were 607 out of 1,316. All his field officers except

three were killed or wounded. The losses in Govan's brigade, of

Walker's corps, exceeded fifty per cent. Deas, who fought in front

of Steadman's assault, lost 745 out of 1,942. Walthall, of Walker,

lost 705 out of 1,727. On the Union side, Steadman in four hours

lost 1,787 out of 3,700, and all were killed and wounded but one.

Brannan's division had 4,998 engaged. Its casualties were 2,174, or

thirty- eight per cent. The loss in Van DerVeer's brigade, of this

division, in four regiments and one battery, was 840 out of 1,788

engaged, or forty-nine per cent. Croxton's brigade, of the same divi-

sion, made up of five regiments, lost 938. Of Van DerVeer's regi-

ments, the Ninth Ohio lost fifty per cent., the Thirty-fifth Ohio a

small fraction less than fifty per cent., the Second Minnesota 192,

or exactly fifty per cent., and the Eighty-seventh Indiana about half

of its number. General Wood lost 1,070 in two brigades."

These figures become the more significant when compared with
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the statement of losses in the world's noted battles. General Wheeler,
the distinguished Confederate cavalry commander, thus vividly pre-
sented this question at the gathering of the Society of the Army of

the Cumberland and Confederates at Chattanooga in 1881 :

" Waterloo was one of the most desperate and bloody fields

chronicled in European history, yet Wellington's casualties were less

than twelve per cent., his losses being 2,432 killed and 9,528 wounded
out of 90,000 men; while at Shiloh, the first great battle in which

General Grant was engaged, one side lost in killed and wounded

9,740 out of 33,000. while their opponents reported their killed and

wounded 9,616, making ihe casualties about thirty per cent. At the

great battle of Wagram Napoleon lost but about five per cent. At

Wurzburg the French lost but three and a half per cent., and yet the

army gave up the field and retreated to the Rhine. At Racour Mar-

shal Saxe lost but two and a half per cent. At Zurich Massena lost

but eight per cent. At Lagriz Frederick lost but six and a half per
cent. At Malplaquet Marlborough lost but ten per cent. .and at

Ramillies the same intrepid commander lost but six per cent. At

Contras Henry of Navarre was reported as cut to pieces, yet his

loss was less than ten per cent. At Lodi Napoleon lost one and one-

fourth per cent. At Valmy Frederick lost but three per cent., and at

the great battles of Marengo and Austerlitz, sanguinary as they were,

Napoleon lost an average of less than fourteen and a half per cent.

At Magenta and Solferino, in 1859, tne average loss of both armies

was less than nine per cent. At Koniggratz, in 1866, it was six per
cent. At Worth, Specheran, Mars la Tour, Gravelotte and Sedan,

in 1870, the average loss was twelve percent.
" At Linden General Moreau lost but four per cent., and the Arch-

duke John lost but seven per cent, in killed and wounded. Americans

can scarcely call this a lively skirmish. At Perryville, Murfreesboro,

Chickamauga, Atlanta, Gettysburg, Missionary Ridge, the Wilderness,

and Spotsylvania, the loss frequently reached and sometimes exceeded

forty per cent., and the average of killed and wounded, on one side

or the other, was over thirty per cent."

And when it is considered that this degree of bitter fighting was

persistently maintained by both sides throughout the two entire days
without any defensive works deserving of the name, and for the most

part without any at all, except as the natural features of the ground

supplied them in part to the Union side, it is readily seen that there

is no other field of the war which more fully illustrates the indomita-

ble courage and all the varied fighting qualities of the American
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veteran. A large number of organizations on both sides in that

battle came out of it with a loss of every other man who entered it

killed or wounded.

The assaults on the Confederate side were without parallel in the

war. Longstreet's charge at Gettysburg was a single effort. But

Longstreet's entire wing at Chickamauga assaulted time and again
on far more difficult ground than the slopes of Cemetery Hill. There
were three general assaults which each deserve to rank with Pickett's

charge, while the Union defence of Horseshoe Ridge is without

parallel in the war. So thin a line of heroes never before successfully

withstood such tremendous assaults. Of the whole battle, from

opening to close, there was never truer thing written than General

Hindman's words in regard to his conflict with Granger's troops :

"
I have never known Federal troops to fight so well. It is just to

say, also, that I never saw Confederate soldiers fight better." And
Kershaw, of Longstreet's Virginia troops, who had seen all the fight-

ing in the Army of Northern Virginia, said of one of the Confederate

assaults which Brannan repulsed :

" This was one of the heaviest

attacks of the war on a single point."

Surely the ground of such fighting deserves to be preserved for

pilgrimages and historic study. To illustrate the attainments of

soldierly endeavor with which the veterans of each army distinguished
themselves in our war, there is no spot of fighting ground in which

each can take a greater pride.

It is a field where no material changes have occurred since the

battle. The roads and farm clearings, the wood and the farm-houses

remain almost the same. The necessary work of restoration would
consist only in clearing out underbrush at a few points.

A brief statement of the organization and purposes of the Gettys-

burg Memorial Association will aid in indicating the general outlines

of a plan which will apply, with modifications to be mentioned, to

the field of Chickamauga: The Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial

Association was formed for the purpose of holding and preserving
the battle-grounds of Gettysburg, with their natural and artificial

defences, and perpetuate the same, with such memorial structures as

might be erected thereon in commemoration of the heroic deeds and
achievements of the actors in that great contest.

It was incorporated by act of the General Assembly of Pennsylvania,

approved April 30, 1864, by which act, and a supplement thereto,

approved April 24, 1866, ample powers and authority are conferred

for the accomplishment of its purposes, including the purchase of
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lands, laying out of roads and avenues, the erection of suitable memo-
rial structures, etc. The property of the Association "

shall not be

subject to attachment or execution, and the lands acquired for the

purpose of said Association, with its personal property and the im-

provements and appurtenances, shall be forever exempt from taxation

and also from the payment of an enrollment tax."

The Association is managed by a President and Board of twenty -

one Directors, elected annually by the members, together with the

ex officio Directors from States contributing to its support. The

membership fee is ten dollars, entitling the party to a handsome steel-

plated engraved certificate, a vote in person or by proxy in the elec-

tion of officers of the Association, and participation in its general

management. A large majority of the certificates of membership are

now held by veterans and Posts of the Grand Army of the Republic,

who thereby control the franchises of the Association. Its aims and

purposes are national, with a membership widely scattered over

different States.

By the charter the Governor of Pennsylvania is made ex-officio

President of the Association, and the Governors of such States as

shall, by legislative appropriation, contribute funds for its support are

made ex-officio members of the Board of Directors, with power (if

unable to be present) to substitute, under the official seal of the State,

some one of its citizens to represent the State in the meetings of this

Board. In furtherance of its design, the Association, from time to

time, as funds in the treasury justified, has purchased land, and now
holds in fee simple nearly five hundred acres, embracing the grove
where General Reynolds fell, the two Round Tops, the Wheat Field,

East Cemetery Hill, Gulp's Hill, the entire Union line of battle from

Cemetery Hill to Round Top, the Union line of battle from Fairfield

road to Mummasburg road, etc. It has also the care and custody of

about forty acres of land owned by General Crawford, including the
44
Devil's Den" and the ground lying between the Wheat Field and

the Round Tops. About thirteen miles of driveway along the Union

lines, reaching various points of interest, have been constructed, a

large portion of which is substantially inclosed with wire fence.

In the case of Chickamauga the incorporation of the Association

would be under the laws of Georgia. The Governors of each State

that might co-operate would be members of the Board of Directors.

In the Union army eleven States had troops in the battle, besides

the forces of the regular army. In the Confederate army every

Confederate State and Kentucky and Missouri were represented.
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The Union army had one hundred and ninety-five separate organiza-
tions on the field, of which thirty-six were batteries. The Confederate

army had two hundred and seventy-four organizations, of which fifty

were batteries. The Confederate regulars were also represented by
six organizations.

These were divided among the States as follows :

Union Illinois, 36; Indiana, 42; Kansas, 2; Kentucky, 18; Michi-

gan, 8; Minnesota, 2; Missouri, 3; Ohio, 56; Pennsylvania, 7 ;
Wis

consin, 9 ; Tennessee, 2
;
United States regulars, 9.

Confederate Alabama, 43; Arkansas, 17; Florida, 7; Georgia,

35 ; Kentucky, 7 ; Louisiana, 13; Mississippi, 21
; Missouri, 2; North

Carolina, 4; South Carolina, 18; Tennessee, 68; Texas, 18
;
Vir-

ginia, 7 ;
Confederate regulars, 6.

The Directors of the Gettysburg Association include the Governors

of the contributing Northern States and the officers of those Grand

Army Posts and other like military societies which have taken part

in the work. The Chickamauga Association would be a much more

comprehensive organization.

The incorporators would probably include two or three veterans,

who were distinguished on the field, from each of the States which

had troops there. If it were thought best to purchase the whole

field, or such portions of it as could be obtained, the first cost to each

State interested would be a trifle. The general government is also

a party in interest. If the ground should be purchased, there would

be no need of the present occupants changing either residence or

their farm operations. It would in every sense be better to have them

remain on the field. There might be remission of taxes, or proper

slight annual payments as return for the limitations upon materially

changing the natural features which might be necessary. But all

these will be matters of discussion at the forthcoming conference. In

any view, the movement cannot but prove of great advantage to all

present owners. Once established, and taken in connection with the

scenes of deepest military interest about Chattanooga where the

grandest spectacular battles of the war raged for three days these

fields would soon become a point of national resort
;
and no better

place to study the fighting powers of American soldiers, or to become

possessed with a comprehensive knowledge of some of the most

brilliant deeds of arms in the story of wars, can anywhere be found.

H. V. B.

The preceding plan, which is copied after the organization for the
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battlefield of Gettysburg, is meeting with general favor with nume-
rous prominent Union and ex-Confederate officers. The following
are among the letters of commendation received by General Boynton:

Senator Walthall, of Mississippi, commanded a brigade in Lid-

dell's division of Walker's corps, and fought brilliantly with the

forces which opened the battle on the Union left on Saturday, and

with those who were engaged to the last on the Union left on Sunday.
He writes as follows :

LETTER FROM GENERAL WALTHALL.

General H. V. BOYNTON:

U. S. SENATE, WASHINGTON, D. C,
December jp, 1888.

MY DEAR SIR, I have received your note, inclosing the out-

line of an organization proposed for the purpose of acquiring and

preserving the battlefield of Chickamauga, and asking some expres-
sion from me on the subject. I agree with you that it is most desi-

rable to preserve and mark this historic field, and approve the general
features of the plan proposed. If I can contribute in any way to the

success of the project I will be glad to do so. There were twenty -

one Mississippi regiments engaged at Chickamauga, five of them

under my command, and I am anxious that all these troops, as indeed

all others, should occupy their proper place in the history of this

great battle.

Very truly yours,
E. C. WALTHALL.

LETTER FROM SENATOR GIBSON.

Senator Randall Gibson was first in command of two regiments of

Louisiana troops, but after the wounding of General Adams, com-

manded the latter's brigade of Breckinridge's division in the brilliant

charge around the Union left on Sunday, which, for a time, until met

by Van DerVeer, seriously threatened the overthrow of that wing of

the Union army. General Gibson says :

UNITED STATES SENATE,

WASHINGTON, D. C., December 75, 1888.

MY DEAR GENERAL I am in receipt of your favor of the loth

instant, inclosing a printed letter proposing the organization of an
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association of the officers of the two armies, who were engaged in

the battle of Chickamauga, for preserving the battle lines and mark-

ing the main points on the field with suitable monuments. I will be

very glad to aid you so far as I can in this work, and to furnish what-

ever information I may possess of the position of the division (Breck-

inridge's) to which I belonged. I return the newspaper slip.

Yours faithfully,

R. L. GIBSON.
General H. V. BOYNTON.

LETTER FROM REPRESENTATIVE WHEELER.

No one in the Army of the Cumberland need be told who General

Wheeler is, for either in fact or in rumor, and generally the former,
he was always around. He commanded Bragg' s cavalry corps at

Chickamauga. He writes :

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, U. S.,

WASHINGTON, D. C, December 12, 1888.

General H. V. BOYNTON :

MY DEAR GENERAL, Pray accept my acknowledgements of

the compliment involved in your implied suggestion that I might add
to or improve in any way your admirable plan for the organization
of a Chickamauga Memorial Association.

I think the design most desirable, and concur most heartily and

cordially with your views as to why it should be carried into effect,

and the plan proposed seems to me to be so perfect that I could not

presume to suggest any alteration.

I shall be most happy to co-operate with you in the execution of

the project in any way in my power.
Sincerely yours,

Jos. WHEELER.

COMMUNICATION FROM GENERAL WRIGHT.

General Marcus J. Wright has long been the agent of the War
Records office for the collection of Confederate records. He com-
manded a brigade in Cheatham's noted division, and did hard work

throughout the fight. He thus approves the plan :
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WASHINGTON, D. C, December 18, 1888.

Editor Cincinnati Commercial Gazette :

I have read with a great deal of interest General Boynton's
letters suggesting an organization of Union and Confederate officers,

who were engaged in the battle of Chickamauga, for the purpose of

preserving the battle lines, securing a charter from the State of

Georgia, and erecting historic monuments on the field. I have con-

versed with a number of my Confederate comrades on the subject,

and it seems to meet with general approval.

I fully agree with General Boynton that
"
there is no other battle-

field of the war where the Northern and Southern veterans could

meet so harmoniously and with equal satisfaction to preserve the field

of their magnificent fighting. Its preservation as one of

the great historical fields of the war signify for both sides, more than

anything else, the indelible marking of the theater upon which each

of the two armies engaged performed as stubborn, brilliant and

bloody fighting as was done upon any of the great battlefields of the

war."

General Boynton's suggestions in a general way, for a plan of

co-operation between Union and Confederates, will doubtless be

adopted. I am quite sure that the ex-Confederates will enter heartily

into the movement.
MARCUS J. WRIGHT.

Doubtless " THE MILITARY ORDER OF AMERICA," a bill to in-

corporate which was introduced in the House of Representatives by
General Joseph Wheeler, was the natural outgrowth of the preceding
movement. The bill names forty-three incorporators. Thirty-seven

of these are well-known citizens of the District of Columbia, one of

Maine, one of New York, two of Maryland, one of Tennessee, and

one commanding the United States troops at Denver, Colorado.

Thirty-eight are ex-Union soldiers and five ex-Confederates. Thirty-

five are members of the Loyal Legion. Eleven served as privates

during the war of the rebellion, and every rank in the army, from

sergeant to major-general, is represented. Section 2 of the bill pro-

vides :

" That in view of the great truths that Almighty God, the ruler

of nations, has cemented the United States of America in the blood

of more than a hundred battles, made of enemies in war friends in
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peace, and that all the participants in the late war of the rebellion

will soon be mustered on the far shores of the infinite

" The object, purposes and powers of said corporation shall be, and

the same are hereby, limited to the erection and provision of a me-

morial building at the national capital that shall be a suitable monu-
ment to the valor, patriotism and fidelity of the American soldiers

and sailors in the days of George Washington, and the establishment

therein of a war-museum and library ;
to perfect the fraternization of

Appomattox; perpetuate the memories of the heroic dead; strengthen

the renewed bonds of union between the States; to educate their chil-

dren, so as to forever insure the nation from the perils of another

civil war from any cause, and to promote purposes fraternal, chari-

table, loyal and historical, in no sense partisan."

The order, it is said, will consist first of the men who were regu-

larly enlisted or mustered in either of the contending armies during
the war

; second, of the citizens who have reached a required age;

third, of such patriotic citizens as desire to contribute to its success.

One-half of all admission fees and fixed dues from members to go to

a building fund, to be used first for the erection of the memorial

building until completed, and then for the erection of the war-museum

and library.

It is not proposed to ask Congress for anything more than a per-

petual charter, permission to erect the building upon one of the pub-
lic reservations, and copies of the books sent by the publishers to the

Congressional library. It is anticipated that every State in the Union

will, in behalf of the men each sent to the armies, contribute liberally.

The interest so just, grows more widely pervading, and is happily

crystallizing into definite measures for durable and effective organi-

zation.

A joint meeting of the Union and Confederate veterans, who were

engaged at Chickamauga, was held in the room of the Senate

Committee on Military Affairs in Washington on February I4th.

The object was to devise a plan for preserving that field and mark-

ing the positions of all the forces that participated in the fight.

General Henry M. Cist, of Cincinnati, chairman of the committee

of the Society of the Army of the Cumberland charged with this

subject, called his committee here last night. It organized and

invited co-operation from the ex Confederates present. The meeting
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here noticed was the result. There were present Generals Rosecrans,

Baird, Reynolds, Cist, Manderson and Boykin, and Colonel Kel-

logg, of the Union officers, and Generals Bate of Tennessee, Col-

quitt of Georgia, Walthall of Mississippi, Wheeler of Alabama,

Wright of Tennessee, and Colonels Bankhead of Alabama, and Morgan
of Mississippi.

The plan of preserving and marking the field of Chickamauga
under the auspices of the joint memorial corporation representing
all the States that had troops there, patterned in general after the

Gettysburg Association, was cordially approved. Generals Cist and

Colquitt were appointed a committee, with power to add four to

their number, to prepare an act of incorporation and correspond
with the leading officers from each State whose troops fought at

Chickamauga, with the view of securing the proper list of incor-

porators. The committee met again the following day when General

Cist and Senator Colquitt completed their sub-committee by adding
Generals Baird, Walthall, Wheeler, Wright, Boynton, and Colonel

Kellogg. It was agreed that each side should name fifty of the lead-

ing veterans of that field and some civilians, North and South, who
have prominently identified themselves with the project as corpora-
tors of a joint Chickamauga Memorial Association for preserving and

marking the battlefield. Senator Colquitt will then draw up articles

of incorporation and obtain a charter under the laws of Georgia.

Fervently is a God-speed invoked on this patriotic quickening
so invested with balm and healing.

B. F. Cheatham, Major-General C. S. A.

A Tribute to his Memory by Bishop C. T. QUINTARD.

[Read by Captain J. J. Crusman at a reunion of Confederate

veterans, held at Clarksville, Tennessee, October 3, 1888.]

To POLK G. JOHNSON, Esq., Clarksville:

MY DEAR FRIEND I have delayed my reply to your last

kind letter in order that I might say definitely whether it would be

possible for me to join you at the grand gathering on the 4th of Oc-

tober. To my very great regret I am obliged to decline your gene-
rous hospitality. My pressing official duties will oblige me to be in a

distant part of the State on the 4th. I greatly regret this, as I am
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most anxious to meet the members of Forbes' Bivouac, of which I

am rejoiced to be a member. Then, too, I wished to attend the

meeting that I might embrace the occasion to pay some fitting tribute

to my dear friend, that true man and grand soldier, the late Major-
General B. F. Cheatham. During and after the war I was brought
into such intimate association with him that I learned to appreciate
his high character. He was a man of admirable presence. In man-
ners he was free without frivolity cheerful, kind-hearted and ever

easy of access. He was a gentleman without pretension, and a poli-

tician without deceit; a faithful friend and a generous foe; strong in

his attachments and rational in his resentments. He was clear in

judgment, firm in purpose, and courageous as a lion. He was faith-

ful in expedients, prompt in action, and always ready for a fight. He
won victory on many a well-contested field

; but, best of all, he ruled

his own spirit.

Born in Davidson county in the year 1819, he was brought up
upon his father's farm

; accustomed to work from his boyhood, he

was never ashamed of it after he became a man.

In 1846 he went to Mexico as captain of a company in the First

Tennessee regiment. With this company he fought at Monterey,
and there first attracted marked attention for his promptness, skill

and daring courage. His regiment, foremost amongst the bravest,

baptized in its own blood, came forth from the conflict the
"
Bloody

First," a cognomen significant of its fearful christening. After the

battle, Captain Cheatham volunteered, with characteristic courage
and humanity, to remain and bring in the wounded who, during the

long and arduous conflict of the day, lay where they had fallen on the

field. With his regiment he had participated in the preceding battles

of Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma. After the time for which his

company had enlisted had expired, he returned to Nashville and

raised a regiment, of which he was made colonel by acclamation.

On reaching Vera Cruz as senior colonel, he had command of a

brigade and joined General Scott on his march to the capital of the

country. He participated in nearly all the battles around the City

of Mexico.

The late war found him engaged in the peaceful pursuits of agri-

culture. In May, 1861, he was made a brigadier-general of the Con-

federate army, and was sent to the assistance of General Pillow at

New Madrid. He remained with the army in Missouri till it crossed

over to Tennessee and Kentucky ; repulsed the Federal gunboats,

Lexington and Conestoga> in the first naval engagement on the Mis-
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sissippi ;
rallied our scattered troops at Belmont, attacking the enemy

in flank and putting them to flight, and pursuing the fugitives to their

gunboats. At the battle of Shiloh he was under fire, with his com-

mand, all the first day on the extreme right and, till after two o'clock

of the second day, the extreme left. Here he received his well-merited

commission as major-general of the Confederate States army, bear-

ing date March, 1862. In the Kentucky campaign he led the van of

the right wing, and at the battle of Perryville his division bore the

brunt of the conflict and won brilliant honors. During the battle he

rode along the lines, through an incessant shower of shot and shell,

calmly smoking his pipe, and breathing the very soul of chivalry and

enthusiasm into his men.

That day he captured three or four batteries. Lieutenant-General

Polk, in his report of the battle of Perryville, says: "To Major-
Generals Hardee and Cheatham I feel under obligations for the judg-
ment and skill manifested in conducting the operations of their

respective commands, and for the energy and vigor with which they
directed their movements. Few instances are on record where such

successes have been obtained against such disparity of numbers."

At Murfreesboro, in the two actions of Chickamauga and Mis-

sionary Ridge, and during all of Hood's campaign, and on many a

field beside, he exhibited the most perfect self-possession, the utmost

disregard of peril, the sublimest enthusiasm of heroic battle
;
while

in the disposition and management of his forces he united the dis-

cernment of the commander to the ardor of the soldier. Wherever

he appeared he gave a new zest to the conflict and a new impulse to

victory. On Hood's campaign it has been charged that Cheatham

failed to give battle when the "enemy was marching along the road

almost under the camp-fires of the main body of the army." It is

sufficient to say that Cheatham possessed in an eminent degree that

indispensable quality of a soldier which enabled him to go wherever

duty or necessity demanded his presence. He understood thoroughly

that it was better that a leader should lose his life than his honor
;

and we may believe his statement that
"
during my services as a

soldier under the flag of my country in Mexico, and as an officer of

the Confederate armies, I cannot recall an instance where I failed to

obey an order literally, promptly and faithfully." We may accept

the statement of Major D. W. Saunders, A. A. G., of French's

division. "The assumption that Scofield's army would have been

destroyed at Spring Hill, and one of the most brilliant victories of

the war achieved had it not been for the misconduct of Cheatham, is
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one of the delusions that has survived the war. No circumstance

or incident that his strategy developed can be found that justifies

Hood's attack on the military reputation of General Cheatham."

The truth is plainly brought out in the letter of Governor Isham G.

Harris, addressed to Governor James D. Porter:

Governor JAMES D. PORTER :

DEAR SIR * * * General Hood, on the march to Frank-

lin, spoke to me, in the presence of Major Mason, of the failure of

General Cheatham to make the right attack at Spring Hill, and cen-

sured him in severe terms for his disobedience of orders. Soon after

this, being alone with Major Mason, the latter remarked that General

Cheatham was not to blame about the matter last night.
"

I did not

send him the order !

"
I asked him if he had communicated the fact

to General Hood. He answered that he had not. I replied that
"

it

is due General Cheatham that this explanation should be made!"

Thereupon Major Mason joined General Hood and gave him the in-

formation. Afterward General Hood said to me that he had done

injustice to General Cheatham, and requested me to inform him that

"he held him blameless" for the failure at Spring Hill
;
and on the

day following the battle of Franklin I was informed by General Hood
that he had addressed a note to General Cheatham assuring him that

he did not censure him with the failure to attack.

Very respectfully,

ISHAM G. HARRIS.

Memphis, Tenn., May 20, 1877.

The communication referred to in the letter of Governor Harris

was received by General Cheatham, and was read by Governor Har-

ris, General Porter, Major Cummins, of Georgia, and Colonel John
C. Burch

;
but General Cheatham, as he says, "not having been in

the habit of carrying a certificate of military character," attached no

special value to the paper, and lost it during the campaign in North

Carolina.

The story of his military career is yet to be written, and this Com-
monwealth of Tennessee will have no brighter page in its history. I

must write briefly of the close of the great chieftain's life.

On the 23d of January, 1866, it was my privilege to receive him

by Holy Baptism into the church. On the i5th of March following,

I officiated at his marriage to Anna Robertson. Subsequently they
both renewed the vows of Holy Baptism in the Rite of Confirma-
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tion. I gave them their first communion. I was with the General

the week before his death,

" When subtle pain

Wrung his sad soul and racked his throbbing brain,

When weary life, breathing reluctant breath,

Had no hope sweeter than the hope of death."

And in that solemn hour when the battle was fought out, and the

weary fainting soldier felt that the sword and shield were slipping

from his stiffening hand, I gave him the most comfortable sacrament

of the body and blood of his Saviour, and his lips breathed out his

trust in his dear Redeemer.

I officiated at his funeral, at the request of his family taking the

entire service both at the church and at the grave.

He was a great and a good man
;
he was great wherever duty

called, whether on the battlefield or in the walks of private life.
"

I

have never seen the day," said Judge John Lawrence, an ex-Con-

federate soldier, "when I did not want to take off my hat to the

great man and hold his honest hand." He was as brave as the spot-

less Bayard, and as chivalrous as Philip Sidney.

I have written this sketch hastily, and with few records from which

to gather the facts, but the writing has brought before my mind a

thousand sad, though sacred memories recollections of the dear

boys of the First Tennessee regiment, whose Chaplain I was, of offi-

cers and men with whom I was associated during all the war. Many
have gone to their rest, the young have grown old, but ever fresh

and green will their memory remain in my soul. I cannot better

close than by quoting the following poem by the late General Charles

G. Halpine, of the Federal army :

There are bonds of all sorts in this world of ours,

Fetters of friendship and ties of flowers.

And true lovers' knots I ween ;

The girl and the boy are bound by a kiss.

But there's never a bond, old friend, like this

We have drunk from the same canteen !

It was sometimes water, and sometimes milk,

And sometimes applejack, fine as silk,

But whatever the tipple has been,

We shared it together, in bane or bliss,

And I warm to you, friend, when I think of this

We drank from the same canteen !
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The rich and the great sit down to dine,

And they quaff to each other in sparkling wine,

From glasses of crystal and green ;

But I guess in their golden potations they miss

The warmth of regard to be found in this

We have drunk from the same canteen !

We have shared our blankets and tents together,

And have marched and fought in all kinds of weather,
And hungry and full we have been

;

Had days of battle and days of rest,

But this memory I cling to and love the best

We have drunk from the same canteen !

I beg you to make my cordial salutations to the members of

Forbes' Bivouac and to my friends generally.

I am, very faithfully yours,

CHARLES TODD QUINTARD.

Fulford Hall, Sewanee, Tenn., September 28, 1888.

The Second Virginia Regiment of Cavalry, C. S. A.

A Tribute to its Discipline and Efficiency, and Defiant Resolutions

passed by it February 28th, 1865.

The following documents were furnished by General Thomas T.

Munford, who writes,
"

I could ask no prouder epitaph than to have

been the colonel of the Second Virginia regiment of cavalry."
* * *

The communication of General Lee, our then brigade commander,

was read after a grand review of the cavalry near Fredericksburg,

Virginia."

The second paper will
"
exhibit the animus of the men who bore

Virginia colors. It was published contemporaneously in the Lynch -

burg Virginian :
' '

HEADQUARTERS LEE'S CAVALRY BRIGADE,

January nth, 1863.
Colonel MUNFORD :

SIR, I desire to express to you officially my warmest

thanks for the excellent marching and military bearing of your regi-

ment upon review yesterday.
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The commander-in-chief, General R. E. Lee, was particularly

complimentary on your large numbers, the discipline exhibited, and

fine appearance of your regiment.

Be kind enough to communicate to your command in the proper
manner the contents of the within note, and oblige,

Yours truly,

FITZ. LEE,

Brigadier- General Commanding.

FITZ. LEE'S DIVISION, A. N. V.,

NEAR FREDERICKSBURG, VA., 28th February, 1865.

At a called meeting, held in the camp of the Second regiment Vir-

ginia cavalry, the following preamble and resolutions were offered

by Colonel Munford and unanimously adopted :

The officers and men of Second Virginia cavalry, Wickham's old

brigade, Fitz. Lee's division, here assembled, have seen with deep

indignation the ignoble terms offered by the President of the United

States to the Confederate States Peace Commission. We would feel

degraded and net possessed of common manhood could we accept

such terms from such a source. The proud freemen of these States

are told that they can have peace on no other terms than abject sub-

mission. Then we welcome war. War with all its horrors is better

than life without the right to liberty and property. We are told that

the guarantees provided by our fathers to protect our institutions have

been absolutely abrogated, that the idea of rights, declared by the

representatives of the people,
" which do pertain to them and their

posterity," as a basis and foundation of government, is an utter fal-

lacy. That all links which bind society together, and the social ties

which hallow social and domestic life, have been decreed dissolved.

That instead of redress for grievances, for which this war was com-

menced, our efforts for peace have produced "from our imperious

and vindictive administration increased insult, oppression and a

vigorous attempt to effect our total destruction." That our slaves,

after having been tempted by every artifice to join the enemy, are

not only trained and employed against us, but are now openly pro-

claimed to be free, without preparation for the change, without pro-

viding security to the master or protection to the slave ; and without

home, shelter or property for the latter, other than that obtained by
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indiscriminate plunder and murder. That all the residue of our

property has been subjected to confiscation, and that our substance

is to be taken to pay the expenses incurred by our enemies in a war

now waged by them to replenish their exhausted treasury. That the

wanton ruin already brought upon our people is not only to be

patientlyand meekly endured without atonement or redemption, but

we are to expect a double measure of desolation as a punishment for

our offences. That even in case of submission Virginia, our own
beloved Commonwealth, is not to be restored to her ancient bound-

aries, but our territories are to be partitioned among rulers not

recognized by our people nor sanctioned by our laws. That Vir-

ginia, with her proud record and acknowledged fame, is to be sub-

jected to the dominion of Bozeman and Pierpoint,* and the bones of

the mighty dead and the monuments of our greatness are to be

placed under their guardianship and care. Under these circum-

stances, we are driven, no less by
"
the eternal law of self-preserva-

tion" than by the exalted sense of patriotic duty, to continue our

resistance and to fight on, fight ever, with a renewed devotion to our

cause and a holy purpose under Divine favor to purchase our inde-

pendence ;
therefore

Resolved, That we deem no sacrifice too great and no loss too

heavy which will ensure our eternal separation from the dominion of

our hated foes. In the language of our national anthem we pro-

claim :

" Let independence be our boast,

Ever mindful of its cost,

Ever grateful for the prize,

Let its altars reach the skies."

Resolved, That no nation is worthy of liberty that will not defend

it against all invaders. That the people who prefer to submit to the

degradation of begging another government for the privilege of

living in their own homes, of using their own property, and of

acquiring happiness in their own way, arc too pusillanimous to war

for liberty and life. That we hold them, therefore, who would

endeavor to reconstruct the Union, thus desecrated and perverted

from its original purposes, to be traitors to our government and

enemies to their country.

*
Bogus governors.
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Trial of John Brown.

ITS IMPARTIALITY AND DECORUM VINDICATED.

The death of Hon. Andrew Hunter, which recently occurred at his

residence at Charlestown, in Jefferson county, West Virginia, has

revived interest in the trial of John Brown and his associates, in

which Mr. Hunter bore so conspicuous and distinguished a part.

A well-known German writer, Dr. Herman Von Hoist, Privy Coun-

cilor and Professor in the University of Freiburg,* has announced

that Brown's trial was not a fair and impartial one. Dr. Von Hoist

has written several valuable and able works on the institutions of this

country, and has usually been careful and, for a foreigner, singularly

accurate in his statements. In the judgment instanced, he has erred

I assume not wilfully, but in ignorance of the facts. In proof of this,

I give the following account of the celebrated trial from notes taken

at the time.f The crime for which Brown was tried, convicted, and

executed may be briefly summarized passing over the troubles in

Kansas and on the Missouri borders (in which Brown played no

inconsiderable or law-abiding part) growing out of the agitation of

the slavery question.

In August, 1859, he began his operations to take possession of

Harper's Ferry, in Virginia, with the avowed purpose of freeing the

slaves. There was an arsenal there, and a large number of guns

stored in it. His confederates have been stated as being in number

twenty-two besides himself; of these, six were colored men.|

* The Constitution and Democracy of the United States. Von Hoist.

t The Life, Trial, and Conviction of Captain John Brown, known as " Old

Brown of Ossawatomi," with a full account of the Attempted Insurrection

at Harper's Ferry. Compiled from Official and Authentic Sources. New
York : R. M. Dewitt. See also a Report of Colonel R. E. Lee to the War

Department, of date October 19, 1859^^. Com. No. 278, XXXVI Con-

gress, First Session which document gives also the
"
Provisional Constitu-

tion and Ordinance for the.People of the United States," devised by Brown.

t The venerable Judge Richard Parker, who presided at the trial, writes,

of date February 19, 1889, as to this computation : "There is at least doubt,

as on the trial a witness proved he had counted the party as they crossed the

bridge at the Ferry, and they were from seventy-five to one hundred in

number, and another witness stated that he saw at least one hundred of

them in the town also Brown stated that he expected large reinforcements."
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On the 1 6th of October, with eighteen of his men, he proceeded
to Harper's Ferry, broke down the Armory gate, and overpowered
the watchman on duty. By midnight he had distributed his men as

patrolmen over the village. He had sent out men to capture and

bring in neighboring farmers with their negro slaves, and had a num-
ber of the citizens of the place as prisoners.

When the citizens became informed of what had happened, they

hastily armed themselves, and several volleys were exchanged, result-

ing in the killing of a number of persons, several of them being citi-

zens not engaged in the matter. Brown with his force entered the

engine-house (the ruins of which are still to be seen, and which is

remembered as "John Brown's Fort "). A detachment of marines had
been ordered from Washington under command of Colonel Robert
E. Lee, and immediately upon their arrival the "Fort" was sur-

rounded. Brown's force in the "Fort" had been reduced to six.

He was summoned to surrender, but refused, unless terms were

granted him, which was refused, and the marines attacked the
"
Fort." Many shots were fired on both sides, and finally a batter-

ing ram was improvised, consisting of a ladder, and an entrance

effected, and all inside were captured. In the meantime several

militia companies had also assembled. Under guard of a detachment
of the marines the prisoners were transferred from Harper's Ferry for

trial by the Circuit Court at Charlestown, over which Judge Richard
Parker presided. Brown's avowed object was to free the slaves

peaceably if he could, but forcibly if he must and after his arrest

asserted that if the people had let him alone, and permitted their

negroes to be taken away from them without resistance, there would
have been no bloodshed

; but the latter was provoked by the owners

not permitting this, and hence killing ensued. In contemplation of

an easy accomplishment of his project, Brown had prepared and

printed a form of government which he was to set up, and of which

he was to be the chief.

The Governor of Virginia at the time was Hon. Henry A. Wise,
who immediately repaired to the scene of murder. By many he was

urged to assemble a drumhead court-martial and administer sum-

mary and well-deserved justice; but he would not consent to this,

preferring to leave the matter to the civil courts as being superior to

military rule. All the safeguards and protection of a fair trial were

to be accorded the prisoners ;
and to show to the present generation

of readers that Dr. Von Hoist's conclusions are erroneous is partly

the object of this article ; the other object is to duly inform the gene-
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ration that has come on the stage since the terrible events we have

briefly sketched that there lived in that time a good, great, but unam-
bitious man a lawyer in every sense of the word, and therefore a good
man, for no man can be a thorough and conscientious lawyer without

being a good man. This man was Andrew Hunter, of Charlestown,
who was designated by Governor Wise to conduct the prosecution.
As is customary in all communities, when a crime is alleged, the

accused is brought before an examining court, whose duty it is to

hear evidence, and if a i>rima facie case is made out and a felony

charged, the prisoner is remanded for investigation by the grand jury.

Consequently, on October 25th, 1859, a court consisting of eight

magistrates was assembled, and, after hearing evidence, committed

Brown and the other prisoners to jail to await the action of the

grand jury. On this examination Hon. Charles J. Faulkner a dis-

tinguished citizen and member of Congress, appeared for the accused,

with Mr. Lawson Bolts, both being assigned by the court.

Hon. Richard Parker presided as judge of the Circuit Court, and

considering the condition of public feeling at the time and the degree
of apprehension pervading all classes, his charge to the grand jury

is a masterpiece of calmness and moderation. He admonished them

that prejudice and animosities were to find no abiding place in their

councils; that they were to inquire and ascertain if crime had -been

committed, and if so, by whom committed, and so present. Alluding

to Brown and his confederates he said,
" As I before said, those

men are now in the hands of justice. They are to have a fair and

impartial trial. We owe it to the cause of justice as well as to our

own characters that such a trial should be afforded them."

The grand jury returned an indictment contain!ngfour counts, for:

1. Treason.

2. Insurrection and inviting slaves to insurrection.

3. Murder.

4. Murder, with John Copeland as accessory. This indictment

embraced all of Brown's confederates who were captured with him.

On the 27th of October, 1859, the case was moved for trial, the

Commonwealth being represented by Messrs. Harding and Hunter,

and the defense by Messrs. Bolts and Green. An ineffectual effort

was made on the part of the defense for delay, and the trial pro-

ceeded. Of course a full account of the evidence and argument of

counsel cannot be expected in this article. Mr. Harding, the junior

counsel for the State, opened on the law and was followed by Mr.

Botts, and he by Mr. Hunter, who stated his purpose to avoid at
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that time anything by way of argument or explanation not imme-

diately connected with the particular issue to be tried, and to march

straight forward to the attainment, so far as may be in our power,
of the ends of justice, by either convicting or acquitting the prisoners

at the bar. He then calmly and forcibly stated the law of treason

against the State the crime of conspiracy and inciting insurrection.

The witnesses were then called and the examination commenced
this was the second day and continued till 7 o'clock in the evening,

when the court adjourned. On the third day George H. Hoyt, of

Boston, appeared as associate counsel for Brown.* The testimony
was resumed, and continued for the prosecution until late in the

afternoon. The defense then called witnesses. During this session

of the court Brown addressed the court as follows: "I discover

that notwithstanding all the assurances I have received of a fair

trial, nothing like a fair trial is to be given me as it would seem,"
and he continued in that strain for some time, complaining that his

witnesses had not been subpoenaed; but it turned out that he was

mistaken for they had been served, and subsequently appeared in

court, and such of them as were deemed important were examined.

On the 4th day, Hon. Samuel Chilton, then of Washington, D. C,
but who had served in Congress from the present Eighth District of

Virginia a lawyer of great power and ability and Harry Griswold,

of Cleveland, Ohio, appeared as counsel for the prisoner, and Messrs.

Botts and Green withdrew from the case, having been dismissed by
Brown the day before. Both made appeals for delay on the ground
of recent employment in the case and consequent want of prepara-

tion, but the court directed the case to proceed. This was Satur-

day. The testimony was closed, and the case opened to the jury

by Mr. Harding for the prosecution. When he concluded, the court

adjourned to Monday following at 9 A. M. Upon assembling, pur-
suant to adjournment, Mr. Griswold opened for the defense and

made as able an argument as almost any one could have made under

the circumstances, and never once complained of the fairness of the

trial. He argued that treason against the State of Virginia could

not be committed by Brown, because Brown was not a citizen or

resident. His arguments on the other points was such as is usual

in criminal cases of a desperate character, and dwelt upon the doc-

trine of reasonable doubt. In Brown's confession, or statement of

*Hon. D. W. Voorhees states that George Semat, from Boston, accom-

panied him as like counsel.
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his object in coming into the State with armed men and committing
violence, he said that he had received aid and comfort and had the

sympathy of a large number of people in the North. This Mr.

Griswold flatly and unqualifiedly denied and as a Northern man

repudiated. Mr. Chilton followed Mr. Griswold and made a very
forcible argument, mostly on the law points raised by Mr. Griswold,

particularly on the law of treason.

Then Mr. Hunter closed for the State in a calm, clear, forcible,

and unanswerable argument on the law and the facts an applica-
tion of the facts to the law such as would have done credit to any
advocate in any age. He made no appeal to passion or prejudice. In

his speech during the third day of the trial, on the motion to post-

pone, he had said:
"

I do not rise for the purpose of protracting the

argument, or interposing the slightest impediment in the way of a

fair trial. This is fair. * * and so far as I am concerned, I have

studiously avoided suggesting anything to the court which would in

the slightest degree interfere with it." And this sentiment pervaded
his whole conduct of the case. Among those with whom he lived,

who cherish his memory and mourn his loss as people mourn for

a great and good man taken from amongst them, no further evidence

of his fairness in all things, particularly in a matter involving the

life of a human being, need be given, but there are people 'in the

United States, unfortunately too many of them, who have fallen into

the same error that Dr. Von Hoist has, and it is to convince them,

if possible, of their great mistake that we have given so much time

to this point. And we are not done with witnesses. It will be remem-
bered that Hon. D. W. Voorhees, now United States Senator from

Indiana, then one of the rising young men of the times, and whose

eminence and eloquence have fulfilled the promises of early manhood,

appeared for one of the prisoners, John E. Cook, and made such a plea

for mercy as is rarely heard in a court of justice. In a letter to Miss

Florence Hunter, of date January 7, 1889, Mr. Voorhees says: "The
court itself was a model of judicial decorum, dignity and fairness.

If justly represented by the pen of the historian, it would pass into

history as the most temperate and conservative judicial tribunal ever

convened, when all the surrounding circumstances are considered."
"
Throughout all this great historic scene your father was

a grand, consulting, concurring, and to a great extent, a guiding

spirit. He prosecuted, it is true, the picket line, as it were, of the

war that was coming on between the sections, but he did it in the

spirit of the Christian gentleman, without a single tone of malevo-
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lence or of exasperated resentment." After the war was over Mr.

Hunter and Mr. Voorhees met in Washington, and of that meeting
the latter says : "He had suffered severely by the war; his house

had been burned and his home desolated by his kinsman," (Major-
General David Hunter, United States Army), "and yet his temper
in talking of these things was the sweetest and most charitable I

have ever known. He not only found no fault, had no censure, but

even found excuses and suggested reasons for conduct which to my
eyes was simply brutal. Such was your father as I knew him and

as he appeared to me. I saw him a few times afterward, and he

always appeared the same a gentleman of commanding intellect,

broad and generous sympathy, and lofty and chivalrous instincts."

No further evidence of the purity of character, eminence and fair-

ness as a lawyer, of Andrew Hunter need be produced. But as

regards the fairness of Brown's trial, there is still another witness,

whose statement, while not under oath, was made under circum-

stances of solemnity that far exceeded those surrounding the ordi-

nary witness. As is well known, Brown was convicted. At this

result probably no one was less surprised than himself. On the 6th

day of the trial he was called to the bar and asked if he had anything

to say why sentence should not be pronounced upon him. In a clear

and distinct voice he said he had, and denied everything except an

intention to free slaves
;
he intended to have made a clean thing

of that matter, as he had done the winter before in Missouri
;
he

designed to do the same thing here on a larger scale
;
he never

intended to commit murder or treason, and thought it unjust that he

should suffer such a penalty. He attempted a justification of his

efforts, and continuing, said:
" Let me say one word further. Ifeel

entirely satisfied with the treatment I have received on my trial. Con-

sidering all the circumstances, it has been more generous than I

expected." This is the statement of the person most interested in

the trial and its result, notwithstanding he had on two or three occa-

sions during the trial found fault with the ruling of the judge, but

never with the conduct of counsel for the prosecution. When the

final scene in the courthouse was about to be enacted ; standing in

the shadow of the gallows, as it were; cut loose from the world ;
a

dead man in all except that he still retained breath and speech, and

with that breath and speech which he knew must soon cease he

declared :

"
I feel entirely satisfied with the treatment I have received

on my trial." The testimony of this last and most important witness

is commended to the fairness of Dr. Von Hoist.
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It is not intended in this article to discuss the character or the

motives of John Brown. This is left to future historians. He was,

if not a lunatic, a dangerous and determined fanatic, who proposed
to override the laws of his country, and achieve by unlawful methods

his cherished ideas. He announced on his trial that his sole object

was the freedom of the slaves. Years before his untimely crusade,

some of the ablest of Southern statesmen had formulated plans for the

emancipation of slavery, which, but for the mischievous and unlawful

interference of such fanatics as Brown, would have been accomplished
in peace and under the forms of law. That he was honest in his

motives, misguided as were his acts, it is not in our province to dis-

cuss. He is, however, sent down to posterity as a saint and a martyr
from certain sources, and is extolled in song and story. The cause

for which he owned he yielded up his life, the abolition of slavery,

became triumphant after the bloodiest war recorded in the annals of

the world. It has been honestly accepted by the people most affected

by it, and by the civilized world as a proper solution of the question,
but the means by which it was brought about may still be a subject
of doubt. Regarding the matter of John Brown's thorough devo-

tion to the abolition of slavery, outside of personal interests, it is

proper to state that Hon. Eli Thayer, in letters to the Boston Herald
and New York Sun, shows conclusively that Brown committed with

his own hands six deliberate murders. Thayer says :

"
In Kansas he

(Brown) dragged from their beds at midnight three men and two

boys and hacked them in pieces with two-edged cleavers in such a

way that the massacre was reported to be the work of Indians." He
says further that Brown traveled under false names, claiming at one

time in Virginia to be a geologist. In several places he professed to

be a Dr. McLain, a specialist in hernia, and examined all the negroes
whose masters would permit him to do so. In a Presbyterian family

he would be a Presbyterian minister, while in a Baptist family he

would be a Baptist minister, and so on. He was a chameleon in reli-

gion, and could change to suit the spot he found himself on. And
to show that Brown's professions for the negro were strongly inter-

mingled with personal greed, Mr. Thayer says:
"
In Missouri he stole

about $4,000 worth of oxen, mules, wagons, harness, and such valu-

able and portable property as he could find." Such is the estimate

of John Brown from the pen of a man who would have no inclination

or inducement to do his memory an injustice.

The presiding judge in this historic trial was the Hon. Richard

Parker, of Winchester, Virginia, now in his seventy-eighth year.
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His great grandfather was Judge Richard Parker, who presided in

one of the eastern circuits of Virginia, and died in 1813 at the

advanced age of eighty-four. The first Judge Richard Parker had

five sons in the Revolutionary army. William Parker, grandfather
of the present Judge Parker, was a farmer, and he makes the only
break in the line of judges in four generations.

Judge Parker served one term in Congress in 1848. The jailer

having Brown in charge proposed to bring him into court under a

guard of soldiers
; Judge Parker replied that he would not permit

armed men in any court of justice over which he presided, and

directed the jailer to select four or five men of courage and repute
who would see that not a hair of his head was touched.

In conclusion, we append the following extract from the speech
made by Hon. D. W. Voorhees in defense of Cooke, one of the

parties who was connected and executed with John Brown:
" The mission on which I have visited your State is to me and to

those who are with me one full of the bitterness and poison of calamity
and grief. The high, the sacred, the holy duty of private friendship
for a family fondly beloved by all who have ever witnessed their

illustrations of the purest social virtues, commands, and alone com-
mands my presence here. And while they are overwhelmed by the

terrible blow which has fallen upon them through the action of the

misguided young man at the bar, yet I speak their sentiments as

well as my own, when I say that one gratification, pure and unal-

loyed, has been afforded us since our melancholy arrival in your
midst. It has been -to witness the progress of this court from day
to day, surrounded by all that is calculated to bias the minds of men,
but pursuing with calmness, with dignity and impartiality the true

course of the law and the even pathway of justice. I would not be

true to the dictates of my own heart and judgment did I not bear

voluntary and emphatic witness to the wisdom and patient kindness of

his Honor on the bench; the manly and generous spirit which has

characterized the counsel for the prosecution ;
the true, devoted and

highly professional manner of the local counsel here for the defense;

the scrupulous truthfulness of the witnesses who have testified, and the

decorum and justness of the jurors, who have acted their parts from

the first hour of this court to the present time. I speak in the hear-

ing of the country. An important and memorable page in history is

being written. Let it not be omitted that Virginia has thrown around

a band of deluded men, who invaded her soil with treason and mur-

der, all the safeguards of her constitution and laws, and placed them
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in her courts upon an equality with her own citizens. I know of

what I speak, and my love of truth and sense of right forbid me to

be silent on this point."
M. J. W.

Washington, D. C., February\ 1889.

General M. P. Lowrey.*

AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

RIPLEY, Miss., September 30, 1867.

Colonel CALHOUN BENHAM :

DEAR SIR This is the earliest day possible for me to com-
mence the work that you requested at my hands, and even now I am
waiting for some facts for which I have written to other parties, and

which I hope to receive in a few days. I hope, however, that you
will not be detained in your work on account of this delay, as such a

book as you propose to write must not be hastily gotten up. For it

is a matter of great importance that it be prepared with the greatest

care, and be scrupulously correct
;
as it will amply repay the labor

required, and will not only be highly prized and extensively read by
this generation, but will be read with interest by generations yet un-

born. For want of all the material to give you, in that which I pro-

pose to write, first I will give you a few facts in relation to my own

history, for which you asked me. These will be brief, and such of

them as you think proper to give to the world you will please give

entirely in your own language, making no verbatim extracts from

what I shall write.

I was born in McNairy county, Tennessee, the 3oth of December,
1828. My father died when I was a small boy, leaving my mother ( who

yet survives) with a large family of children to raise, and with but little

means. I was the youngest of five sons, all of whom are yet living.

I had two sisters younger than myself, one of whom died in child-

hood
;
also four sisters older than myself. My mother was not able

to give me a good education, and as the first resolution of any im-

* Furnished Mr. Joseph M. Brown, of Atlanta, Georgia, by Hon. L. H. Man-

gum, Washington, D. C. (who served on the staff of General P. R. Cleburnc,

C. S. A.), and published in the Kennesaw Gazetted November 15, 1888.
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portance that I ever formed was to make a fortune, I neglected the

cultivation of my mind in early youth. In my fifteenth year my
mother removed to Farmington, a little village in Tishomingo county,

Mississippi, four miles from where Corinth is now situated.

In my eighteenth year I volunteered in a company that was being

raised for the Mexican war, but the call on our State was filled before

the company was fully organized, and we were not received.

Then, in my nineteenth year, when recruits were called for to fill

up the ranks of the Second Mississippi regiment, I volunteered, went

to Mexico, remained in the service until the close of the war, and was

mustered out of service with the balance of my regiment at Vicks-

burg, Mississippi, in July, 1848, having been a soldier nine months and

five days. I was a private in Captain Alex. Jackson's company, of

the Second Mississippi regiment. This regiment was first com-

manded by Colonel Reuben Davis, but when I was with it, it was

commanded by Colonel Charles Black, who was in the late war a

while as brigadier-general in the Confederate army, and afterwards

Governor of Mississippi. I was not in any battle in the Mexican

war, as our regiment was never engaged. The regiment was well

drilled, and was kept under good discipline ;
and here I formed a

taste for military discipline and tactics. At twenty-one years of age
I was married to Miss Sarah Holmes, of Tishomingo county, who
was a daughter of Isham Holmes, a thrifty farmer, who lived near

Rienzi.

I had professed the Christian religion in my seventeenth year, and

became a member of the Baptist church. After a long struggle with

my almost unconquerable resolution to become rich a struggle be-

tween worldly interest and Christian duty in my twenty-fourth year

I yielded to the call of my church, began the work of the gospel min-

istry and devoted my whole time to the pursuit of knowledge and to

the other duties of my profession. From the very beginning of this

arduous undertaking I received great encouragement, both from the

church and from the world. I was favored with large and attentive

congregations, and my first labors were crowned with encouraging
success. I was soon called to positions that opened the way to use-

fulness gave me a support for my family opportunities to improve

my education, and to give myself wholly to my profession. As I

had gained a victory over my ambition to gain wealth, this was all I

asked, and I never indulged a moment's thought of turning from the

holy calling to make money, or for any civil or military position.

At the beginning of the late war I lived at Kossuth, a little village
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nine miles southwest of Corinth was quietly pursuing my theological

studies had the pastoral care of some religious congregations to

whom I was much attached, and who cherished the warmest affection

for me as their spiritual guide and instructor. In political questions
I took no part, as I did not think it became a minister of the gospel
to engage in the heated discussions that then prevailed throughout
the country, and naturally led to the indulgence of immoderate feel-

ings and passions. But our people were all aroused, and were, to a

man, for the Confederacy. My feelings ran in the same channel, and

there was no neutral ground to occupy. I was called out in several

public meetings, and gave free expression to my sentiments. I was

also appointed beforehand to address public meetings, and was thus

brought prominently before the public in a manner I had endeavored

to avoid. As I had had some experience in military service in the

Mexican war, I was soon urged to accept the command of men, and

was more than once waited on and urged to do so, but positively

declined.

But in the fall of 1861, the Legislature of Mississippi passed an

act calling out ten thousand men for sixty days, to arm and equip
themselves for an emergency. My neighbors raised a company and

elected me captain of it, urging that I could go with them for sixty

days and that it was my duty to do so. I could not refuse. In a

few days I was with my company at Corinth, the place of rendezvous;

and at the organization of a regiment, I was almost unanimously
elected colonel of it. About the first of December, my regiment

being fully organized (which was numbered at the State capital
"
the

Fourth regiment of sixty days' volunteers"), I was ordered to Bowl-

ing Green, Kentucky, with other State troops, all of which were

commanded by General Reuben Davis, who had been made a major-

general in the State service. My men having left comfortable homes
in the cold winter, and being unused to camp-life, nearly all got sick.

Measles and pneumonia prevailed to an alarming extent, and many
good men died. At the close of our term we were discharged, and

I felt that my military career was at an end. I attempted to return

to civil life and to the care of my Christian congregations.

But after the fall of Fort Donelson, the clamor for my services in

the field so increased that it was irresistible. Many who had been

with me in the sixty days' State service, and who wanted to volun-

teer for the war, begged me to go with them. Old ladies and old

gentlemen earnestly entreated me to go with their sons. Tishomingo

county had lost a regiment at Fort Donelson (the Twenty-sixth Mis-
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sissippi), and our people resolved to put another in the field in its

place, and I was selected to raise and organize it. Our State was

threatened with invasion, and Tishomingo county was the threatened

point. All felt that every man who could bear arms should rise up
and stand between his home and the enemy, and he who would not

do so was deemed unworthy to be called a Mississippian. Churches

felt that they had no use for pastors then fighting men were in

demand.. I was restless, and my blood was hot within me. The

thought of sitting still until the enemy would overrun my home and

family was more than I could bear. The result is soon told: I raised

and organized the Thirty-second Mississippi regiment in a little less

time than any other regiment was ever raised and organized in north

Mississippi. The regiment was organized at Corinth on the third of

April, 1862, and I was unanimously elected colonel. This was a few

days before the battle of Shiloh
;
but at the time of that battle the

regiment had not been equipped or armed, and was not in the fight,

but we received prisoners and captured property, and accompanied

prisoners to the interior.

After the battle, my regiment was assigned to Brigadier-General

S. A. M. Wood's brigade of Hardee's division. I was very soon

the senior colonel in the brigade, except Colonel W. B. Wood, of the

Sixteenth Alabama, who was for nearly a year absent from the

army. Then, in the absence of the brigadier-general, I was entitled

to the command. I was frequently thrown in command of the

brigade before the commencement of the Kentucky campaign.

At Chattanooga, before the campaign commenced, the army was

reorganized. General Hardee was placed in command of a corps
and Major-General Buckner placed in command of our division. As
soon as the army entered Kentucky, General Buckner left the division

for a time, to encourage the enlistment of Kentucky troops, and Gen-

eral Wood, being the senior brigadier, was placed in command of the

division, which left me in command of the brigade. I had engaged
in some active skirmishing about Corinth, but the battle of Perryville

was the first regular engagement I was ever in. Just before the com-

mencement of the battle, General Buckner resumed the command of

the division and General Wood of the brigade, which sent me back

to my regiment. But before we got near the enemy General Wood
was slightly wounded by a shell, and I resumed the command of the

brigade. So, I commanded a brigade in the first battle I was ever

engaged in. But I was soon painfully wounded in my left arm, by
which I was disabled about eight weeks. At the battle of Murfrees-
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boro, my regiment was detached for special service, and did not engage
in the first day's fight, but took an active part in the skirmishing that

followed it, and I was left to bring off the brigade in the retreat from

that place.

Early in 1863. at Tullahoma, the Forty-fifth Mississippi regiment
was consolidated with mine, and I was placed in command of the con-

solidated regiments. Up to this time I had but little opportunity to

drill my regiment, but at Tullahoma, in the spring of 1863, we drilled

for several months, and my regiment became very proficient in drill.

In an inspection by General Hardee of each regiment of Wood's

brigade, drilling separately, my regiment was pronounced by him the

best drilled regiment in the brigade, and the regiment was compli-

mented in a general order. In the small fights and skirmishes that

preceded the retreat from middle Tennessee in July, 1863, my regi-

ment took an active part.

The next regular battle in which I was engaged was that of Chicka-

mauga. In that, after a gallant charge, made by Cleburne's division

on the evening of the first day, in which we drove the enemy from a

strong position, and in which my regiment charged gallantly through
an open field on the most exposed part of the line, General Cleburne

complimented me personally ;
but the gallantry displayed was not

mine, but that of my men. In the engagement the next morning,
when we charged the enemy's works and were repulsed with heavy

loss, my regiment was, I think, in the most exposed part of the

line, but held its position until all the troops had retreated, both

on the right and left, and then was the first regiment to rally and

form for another onset. I was again complimented by General Cle-

burne, and I and my command were favorably noticed in his official

report, as you are aware. My promotion immediately followed this

engagement, with the circumstances of which you are well acquainted.

My appointment as brigadier-general was on the 4th of October, 1863.

I had then served as colonel eighteen months besides my sixty days'

service with State troops. I count from the time of my election
;
but

under authority of the war department I had raised and organized

the regiment, acting in the capacity and with the rank of colonel.

You remember that after my promotion to brigadier-general I was

assigned to the command of the old brigade with which I had served

from the beginning, and which I had often commanded. From the

foregoing you will observe, also, that I had never commanded less

than a brigade.

I know you remember all about the part I took in the battle of
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Missionary Ridge, as you were on my line several times during the

day and brought me the order at night to retreat. I selected the

position I occupied on the right, without a guide and without knowing
the country, occupied it and fortified it under the fire of the enemy, and

held it, protecting the right flank of our army all day. At Ringgold,
or Taylor's Ridge, my brigade was at first held in reserve in the

gap ;
and General Polk, having been sent over behind the right hand

hill, had sent the First Arkansas regiment upon the hill to watch the

movements of the enemy. When General Cleburne saw heavy
columns of the enemy moving rapidly to his right, he gave me a ver-

bal order, I think in these words :

" Go upon that hill and see that

the enemy don't turn my right." I moved by the right flank and,

with much difficulty, climbed the rugged hill. I got my horse up the

hill with much difficulty, but my field-officers all left their horses and

went up on foot. On reaching the top of the hill, I heard firing on

the right about a quarter of a mile ahead of me. I left a staff officer

to close up the command in haste, and hurry them on, and I went in

full speed to see what the firing meant. On reaching the place, I

found the First Arkansas standing alone against a large force of the

enemy, who had already reached the summit. They felt that they
were overpowered, and were just about to give away, but I dashed

up to them and encouraged them, by assuring them that my brigade
was just at hand. They gathered courage and held their ground.
I dashed back in full speed, and knowing that the position would be

entirely lost if I waited to bring my whole command at once, as the

line had to be changed, I threw forward a regiment at a time, leading
each regiment in person, and by a dash drove the enemy from the

top of the hill. As I brought up my last regiment, I discovered that

Brigadier-General Polk had hastily formed his brigade still further to

the right, and was hotly engaged. A staff-officer came from him in

full speed asking me for help, saying that the enemy were charging
in massed column on the position then held by the First Arkansas,

which, having been so long engaged, were out of ammunition. I

took the Forty -fifth Alabama, which I was just then bringing into

position, and went in double-quick, threw them in rear of the First

Arkansas, and moved them up in time to repulse the enemy. The

victory was ours, and the enemy was gone down the hill in perfect

confusion. A deafening shout of triumph went down our line, and

General Polk, as if enwrapped in the glory of our success, dashed

up to me, and seizing me by the hand exclaimed, "Just in time to

save us, General !

" The men, observing the rapture of their brig-
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ade commanders, again pierced the heavens with their shouts of

triumph, greatly to the annoyance, no doubt, of the discomfited

columns of the enemy. This was the most glorious triumph I ever

witnessed on a battlefield. And there is nothing more certain than

that tardy movements would have resulted in not only loss of that

position, but the defeat of the entire division, and the loss of the

trains and artillery of the army. This was on the 27th of Novem-
ber, 1863.

I took an active part in the campaign that opened at Dalton on

the yth of May, 1864. You remember the effort made by the enemy
on the New Hope church line on the 27th of May, 1864, to turn our

right flank, in which Cleburne's division by a dash defeated the

enemy. In that engagement, Granbury, having formed his brigade

rapidly on the right of Govan, had nothing but a few cavalry on his

right, and these were rapidly giving away before heavy columns of

Yankee infantry. My brigade, then being in reserve to Tucker's

brigade, was ordered at 5 P. M. to move rapidly to the right. We
went about a mile and a half, most of the way in double-quick.
General Cleburne met me on the way, and with his usual calmness

told me that it was necessary to move rapidly. He then explained
to me the situation, and as he left hastily he said,

" Secure Gran-

bury 's right." Granbury was hotly engaged, and the enemy had

already passed to the rear of his right flank, and was pressing on.

I found the Eighth Arkansas, of Govan's brigade, hastening to the

rescue, and as they were ahead of my command I ordered them to

move up rapidly to Granbury's right, and as soon as one of my regi-

ments had passed their right flank threw them forward to meet the

advancing foe
; and as the regiments moved up I threw them for-

ward in rapid succession, and we drove the enemy back in handsome

style. We pursued and drove him from a hill that commanded

Granbury's whole line. This was the key to the whole situation, and

it would have been impossible for Granbury to have held his ground
with the enemy on that hill. This hill was taken by a gallant charge
of the Thirty third Alabama of my brigade ; but they seemed to

perceive the advantage they had lost, and made several efforts to

regain it. The Thirty-third Alabama lost heavily for so short an

engagement, and at one time the men wavered, and the position

would have been lost but for the immediate presence of the gallant

Colonel Adams and myself. I went to his assistance when he was

in the midst of his men under a terrible fire, rallying and encourag-

ing them, regardless of danger. I dashed into their midst on old
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"
Rebel," my favorite horse, and the position was held. Here again

a victory was secured by a dash, that could have been secured in no

other way. Granbury's gallant Texans fought as but few troops
would have fought, and the destruction of the enemy in their front

was perhaps the greatest that occurred during the whole war, con-

sidering the number engaged and length of time. But the position

could not have been held had not the right flank been secured, and

I am quite sure this could not have been done if I had waited

to put my whole brigade in position, and move them all up at

once. Indeed it was one of those times in which the victory

trembled in the scale, and the lives of many men, and probably the

destiny of an army, hung upon a moment of time. This engagement
was on Pumpkinvine creek, just above Pickett's mill, and a little

north of a road known as the Acworth road.

I continued with the army, and participated in all the fighting of

all that arduous and bloody campaign, commanding my own brigade
in all the battles except Jonesboro, in which I commanded the divi

sion. You remember the engagement of the 226. of July, near

Cobb's mill. In that engagement, after my own brigade had been

cut to pieces, having lost half its number, I discovered an oppor-

tunity to make an assault on the enemy's flank, and got permission
to make the attack with Mercer's brigade and some detachments that

had just been brought up from the picket line, which we had left the

night before. General Maney, in command of Cheatham's division,

who ranked me, had discovered the opportunity, and was forming to

make the movement, and I, not knowing it, marched up to his line.

I could not move on without running over his line, which my respect

for him and his rank would not allow. You were present, and I

know you remember how by his tardy movements the opportunity
was lost. But I would not like for anything in my personal history

to reflect upon another officer.

On the night of the 3Oth of August General Cleburne took com-

mand of Hardee's corps and I of Cleburne's division to move to

Jonesboro'. General Hardee went by the train and took command
of the forces. On the 3ist I made an attack with the division on the

enemy's right flank and drove the dismounted cavalry from their

works, and we continued to pursue them for at least a mile. This was

the only success achieved by our forces that day. I was then ordered

back to relieve Lee's corps on our right, which had been ordered

back in the direction of Atlanta. It was in the night when I reached

the place, and I found works commenced on a part of the line ; but
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I had to form in one rank and continue the line further to the right.

The next day, the first of September, having been deprived of Lee's

corps, we fought the enemy five or six to one and held him in check

all day. I, with Cleburne's division, occupied the extreme right.

On the evening of that day the enemy moved in overwhelming force

to turn our right flank. The movement was discovered by General

Hardee, and he came to me in person, manifesting more excitement

than I ever saw him at any other time, and told me that he had

ordered additional forces to report to me, and for me to select a line

and put them in position at once. I saw the necessity of retiring the

right of the line, so as to form a crescent, so as to deceive the enemy
by making them think they had found our skirmish line, and driving
them back they would come upon the abatis and form for a desperate
attack on our main line. Finding this but a skirmish line they would

have to form again, and be thus detained until night, thus favoring
us with an opportunity to retire. The plan worked well, and the

result was that they did not find our right flank at all. This plan

saved us that day. We retired that night to Lovejoy station, and I

continued in command of the division about a week. The evening
of the 2d, at Lovejoy, the enemy assaulted the position of the line

occupied by my old brigade and were handsomely repulsed with

considerable loss.

There is nothing else worthy of notice in my military history until

the beginning of active service in the campaign into Middle Ten-

nessee. When the enemy began the retreat from the vicinity of

Columbia, Tennessee, a large portion of our army crossed Duck river,

at Davis* ford, five miles above Columbia. My brigade crossed first

early on the morning of the 2Qth of November, and moved in ad-

vance all day. We moved to intercept the enemy at Spring Hill,

but were compelled to move cautiously, for we were expecting con-

tinually to meet the enemy. The enemy made one bold demonstra-

tion on our moving columns in the evening, I suppose for the purpose
of detaining us. General Hood was with me in person a good part

of the day, and directed me to attack the enemy wherever I found

him, without regard to his numbers or position. Late in the even-

ing General Forrest attacked the enemy at Spring Hill, and I moved

rapidly to his assistance. The enemy had moved out one mile from

the village, and had made strong breastworks of fence rails, and

occupied a strong position, from which the cavalry had failed to move

him. The moment I arrived on the ground I formed line and moved
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against the enemy, drove him from his works and pursued him about

a mile through an open field. As soon as Granbury could come up
and form he followed to my left, and Govan was brought up and was

held in reserve. Granbury did not get into the engagement, as the

whole of the enemy's line to my left gave way as my line advanced,

but the line to my right stood firm, and as I advanced I left them in

my rear.

Here I will introduce an interesting incident in General Cleburne's

conduct. As I passed the enemy on my right, the officers by great

efforts kept their men in position, and from the cheering and waving
of swords and hats which I observed, I thought they were going to

charge me on my right flank. I saw Cleburne on the field, dashed up
to him and told him that the enemy was about to charge me on my
right flank. With his right hand raised, as though he held a heavy

whip to be brought down upon his horse, and in a tone that mani-

fested unusual excitement, he exclaimed,
"

I'll charge them !" And

dashing back to Govan' s brigade he brought them up and did make
a successful charge, driving the enemy in confusion from his position.

In the engagement at Franklin my brigade was in the second line.

The enemy was driven from his first line, but checked our forces at

his second line. I brought up my brigade, and under the most

destructive fire I ever witnessed, I threw my brigade into the outside

ditch of his massive works, and my men fought the enemy across the

parapet. Up to this time about half my men had fallen, and the

balance could not scale the works. It would have been certain death

or capture to every one of them. I went on my horse to within

thirty feet of the works, where I had my horse wounded, and when
I saw that nothing more could be done I went to the rear, and began
the work of gathering up the fragments of our division. I then

commanded the division a few days before the battle of Nashville,

when Brigadier-General Smith, who ranked me by four days in date

of appointment, came to the division, and was entitled to the com-

mand of it. The first day of the fight I commanded my brigade,

which was near the extreme right, where we handsomely repulsed

several severe assaults of the enemy. On the next day I was put in

command of Cheatham's division, which was then on the extreme

left. General Cheatham was commanding the corps, and General

John C. Brown had commanded this division until he was wounded

at Franklin. The division was in line of battle when I was ordered

to take command of it. The enemy soon assaulted us heavily in
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front, and continued a heavy flank movement to our left. I was

compelled to take one brigade from the works to extend my line to

the left. Soon Govan's brigade was driven from a hill immediately
in our rear. I was then compelled to send my strongest brigade to

that point, which left me to hold the works with a single rank, thinly
scattered along the works. The brigade I sent to the hill in the rear

soon regained the hill ; but about the same time Bate's division on

my right gave way, and the enemy poured through by thousands in

my rear, my line being nearly at a right angle with the main line.

My line was soon thrown back, the enemy surrounding me in the

shape of a Horseshoe, I only left the heel to go out at. At first I saw
no chance for myself or any considerable portion of my division to

escape capture. But at the only point where escape might be
rendered possible, and by my own efforts, assisted by Lieutenant A.

J. Hall, my aide-de-camp, a few men were rallied, who held the enemy
in check until most of my men passed out and joined our broken

and discomfited masses in their inglorious retreat. It was at this

point that old "Rebel," my favorite war-steed, was killed. I had

ridden him in all the engagements I had ever been in except two,
and he had been four times wounded.

I continued in command of this division nearly four months.. At

Chesterville, South Carolina, I got leave of absence and went to

Richmond to tender my resignation, which was accepted on the I4th
of March, 1865. My reasons for resigning were as follows:

1. I saw that the cause was lost.

2. I had been separated from the men and officers with whom I

had borne the
" burden and heat of the day," and to whom I was

endeared by a thousand sacred ties, and although I was willing to

stand with our broken forces until the end of the struggle, I was

unwilling to mourn with strangers at the funeral of
' ' The Lost Cause.

"

3. Our armies were, by an act of Congress, to be reorganized, and

there was a surplus of officers of all grades, anil I preferred to leave

the offices to those who were more ambitious for military honor and

position than myself. My highest ambition as a soldier was to do

my whole duty, and advance the interest of that cause which was as

dear to my heart as life.

I have now given you a sketch of my course, from which you may
glean whatever may tend to the answering of your purpose. I feel

much more interest in my character and reputation as a Christian

and a minister of the gospel than as a soldier, and that you may
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know my standing as such I will give you a few items. I often

preached in camp. While in camp at Dalton, Georgia, in the spring

of 1864, there was a general revival of religion in the army, and I

participated in it, preaching very often to my command. Within

two weeks I baptized over fifty of my own men in a little creek near

the camp. I believe my religious character gave me influence with

my men in camp, on the march and in the field. While our division

was in camp at Jonesboro', Georgia, the i6th of September, 1864,

having been set apart by the President as a day of fasting and prayer,
on that day I preached to a large congregation of soldiers from this

text :

"
Call upon me in the day of trouble

;
I will deliver thee and

thou shall glorify me." Psalms 50 : 15. Soon after, the following

note was clipped from a Montgomery paper :

"A PREACHER GENERAL. Brigadier-General Lowrey, of the

Army of Tennessee, is a member of the clerical profession a fact

which is not perhaps generally known. We have a letter dated

Jonesboro', Georgia, September isth, which says :

"' We have had the pleasure of listening to a very impressive and

eloquent sermon from Brigadier-General Lowrey. The General is a

man of superior acquirements, and is always heard with increasing

interest. A faithful soldier of the cross, as well as of his country,

devout and brave, he unites, more than any living man, perhaps,

those cardinal virtues of mind and heart which combine to make the

noble, true, conscientious, Christian warrior.'
'

After the close of the war I settled in Tippah county, Mississippi,

an adjoining county to the one in which I had formerly lived, and

resumed regular engagements as a minister of the gospel. I also

engaged as a stated contributor to a religious paper, the Christian

Index, published in Atlanta, Georgia, and yet continue my contri-

butions.

I have made this sketch much more lengthy than I intended when

I commenced ;
but those portions of it which are connected with the

operations of my command embrace items of information that may
be left out in other sketches that I propose giving you. Hoping you
will pardon the delay, and any imperfections, or apparent want of

modesty in writing about myself,

I am, as ever, yours,

M. P. LOWREY.
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The Battle of Chickamauga, igth and 2oth of September, 1863.

Report of Action of the Third South Carolina Regiment in the

Battle of the Chickamauga.

HEADQUARTERS THIRD SOUTH CAROLINA REGIMENT,
Near Chattanooga, Tennessee, October loth, f86j.

Captain C. R. HOLMES, A. A. G. :

CAPTAIN, I have the honor, in obedience with circular of

the yth instant from brigade headquarters, to submit the following

report of the recent operations of my command. The train convey-

ing my regiment and James's battalion reached Greenwood Mills, on

the Western and Atlantic railroad, about 2 o'clock P. M. on Friday,
the 1 8th September ultimo, when I reported to Brigadier-General

Kershaw, who had preceded me, and who ordered me into camp
with that portion of the brigade which had already arrived at that

point. Early the next morning we marched under General Kershaw's

command to the neighborhood of Ringgold, where we remained in

line of battle to guard a gap in the mountains until a short time

after dark, when we took up the line of march for the Chickamauga.
After a fatiguing and remarkably dusty march we reached the. river,

and crossed it at Alexander's bridge, and bivouacked on the left of

the road, near three hundred yards from the bridge, about i o'clock

at night. About 9 A. M. the next morning (Sunday) we were put
on the march and moved towards the left of our guard line of battle.

After going about a quarter of a mile, we were massed in columns

of regiments and rested in reserve for about an hour, when we were

advanced by the flank a short distance, and thrown in line of battle

about two or three hundred yards behind and parallel to a line of

breastworks in the woods, and running, I judge, nearly north and

south. The engagement had by this time fairly opened in our front,

and we immediately advanced towards the firing, in a westerly direc-

tion, crossing (what I understood was) the Lafayette road just to the

left of a small house on the left of the road as you approach Chatta-

nooga, and thence through the woods in front, until we reached the

fence on the edge of a large corn and stubble field. Here we met a

portion of General Hood's division returning in disorder under a

feeble fire from the enemy, who seemed to be forming in front, and

on a line nearly perpendicular to our line of battle. By order from

General Kershaw I changed front forward on my first company, and

the other battalions conforming to the manosuvre of mine as the
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directing one, our line was placed in a position to continue the

advance, which we immediately resumed. Our direction was now

diagonally across the fields. The enemy's line in front of my regi-

ment rested on the summit of a commanding hill on the west or

farther side of the field, along which ran a thickly wooded forest, and

I had to encounter their fire, delivered from this advantageous posi-

tion, before they were driven from it, and after they gave way 1 suf-

fered considerably while passing over this hill by a fire delivered

from the high ground in the woods beyond the field.

We passed two or three pieces of artillery on this hill, which I

suppose the enemy had failed to put into position before we were

upon them. We pressed forward, crossed the fence (which was

afterwards used for making breastworks), and passed about one hun-

dred yards into the woods, where we were halted by General Ker-

shaw, as I understood, until General Humphries could come up on

our right.

Soon afterwards, hearing firing on our right, which I suppose was

General Humphries, we were again ordered forward. We pressed
on under a very severe infantry and artillery fire, from which my
regiment suffered very heavily until we got within about fifty yards
of the enemy's line posted on a strong and elevated position on

(what I am informed was) Peavine ridge.

Here the fire directed against my regiment was very deadly. In

the meantime, the regiment immediately on my right (and which had

already obliqued much too far to the right of mine) veered still

further to the right, and left a gap between us, I suppose, of at least

three hundred yards. With my right flank thus exposed, and my
line terribly thinned by the galling fire that still raged in my front,

and with no signs of a continued advance on my left, I found it im-

possible to advance farther with any advantage, and I, therefore,

halted and returned the enemy's fire as effectively as I could. I

directed an officer to report my surroundings to General Kershaw,
who sent an order to retire behind a low ridge just in front of the

fence, which ran along the northern side of the field and which we
had just before crossed. Here the line was reformed and, seeing the

importance of holding this position, I directed my men, in the lull of

battle which then ensued, to bring forward the rails from the fence

mentioned to make a rude breastwork just behind the crest of the

ridge, where we had taken position. Soon afterwards the enemy
advanced against us, but were very handsomely repulsed by the cool

and deliberate fire of our then thinned line. An irregular fire was
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then kept up until, at length, reinforcements came up in General

Grade's brigade, which passed over my line and attacked the enemy
in the position in which we had last assailed him

; but, so far as I

could discover, with no better success. After these reinforcements

became engaged, my regiment took no active part in the action as,

on account of my heavy losses and of the importance of holding the

line then occupied in case of failure of the pending attack, I under-

stood that I was to act on the defensive. The wisdom of this order

was afterwards illustrated. When Gracie's brigade failed to carry
this strong position of the enemy, they retired, with other troops that

had been unsuccessfully thrown against the same point. Night was

now near and the battle thus terminated in my immediate front. My
regiment, with those associated with it, became engaged about 12 M.

(I suppose), and continued so until about 4 o'clock P. M. without

relief or reinforcements
;
but we drove the enemy nearly half a mile,

and were only stopped when we encountered him in large force in

the strong position mentioned. And, though we did not succeed in

forcing this position, the enemy eagerly availed himself of the cover

of night to retreat from it. A list of casualties is herewith submitted.

It will be seen that the losses in the regiment were heavy. Among the

gallant men who fell that day was Captain W. A. Williams, Company F,

who was acting major of the regiment when he was killed. He was

an excellent officer and an estimable man, and his death is a serious

loss not only to his company, but to the regiment. Among the most

seriously wounded wer^ Lieutenants Pitts and Cunningham, each of

whom lost a leg by amputation. They are, therefore, unfortunately

lost to the service. Captains Richardson and Swygort and Lieutenant

Johnson were severely wounded. Captain Todd, acting Lieutenant-

Colonel, and Adjutant Y. I. Pope were also severely wounded. Other

officers were slightly wounded whose names will appear on the accom-

panying list of casualties. After Adjutant Pope was wounded, I

detailed Lieutenant John W. Watts to act in his place. He and

Sergeant- Major E. M. Hix were of great assistance, and discharged

the duties of their offices with entire satisfaction to me. The con-

duct of officers and men generally was praiseworthy and highly

creditable. I am glad to be able to report that all of my dead were

well buried, and the unfortunate wounded were conveyed to the

infirmaries where they received proper attention.

I have the honor to be, your obedient servant,

JAMES D. NANCE,
Colonel Commanding.
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Report of Captain JAMES T. HUNTER, Commanding Fourth Texas

Regiment in the Battle of Chickamauga.

IN THE FIELD NEAR CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE,

September 28th, 1863.

Lieutenant KERR, A. A. A. General:

During the absence of my seniors in command, the duty
devolves upon me of making a report of the part enacted by the

Fourth Texas regiment on Saturday and Sunday, the igth and 2Oth

September, 1863.

Therefore, I have the honor to respectfully submit the following :

At 3:30 P. M., on the evening of the igth, the brigade was ordered

forward, we occupying our natural position in line of battle. We
had advanced but a short distance when we met quite a number of

men returning (command not known). Soon after a sharp fire com-

menced on the left of the brigade, and extended down the line to the

right. Up to the time we met this line, our progress had not been

impeded except by a line of skirmishers and a heavy fire of grape
and canister. The regiment moved up in fine style, and met and

charged the enemy gallantly, driving them from their position. They
then took refuge behind a house, some fencing, trees, etc. Here a

desperate struggle ensued, and here it was that Colonel Bane, whilst

gallantly discharging his duties, received a wound which compelled
him to leave the field (the command consequently devolved upon

Captain Bassett). Here, too, fell the gallant Lieutenants Bookman
and Killingsworth ;

also Ed. Francis, our color-sergeant, and many
brave and gallant men. In driving the enemy from this position the

fighting was desperate. As many as two individual hand-to-hand

engagements with the bayonet occurred. In taking this position we

forced them to desert a battery that occupied a position in front of

the left of the regiment ;
but by this time our line becoming deranged,

we fell back some two hundred yards in the timber, reformed the

regiment, moved up and held position a short distance in front of

the house until recalled by order about sunset.

On the following day, about noon, we again moved forward in the

same position in line we had occupied the day previous. We moved

immediately in rear of another line, and consequently had gone a

considerable distance before we received a heavy fire except from the

enemy's batteries. On arriving at a field about one mile from where
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the advance commenced, the enemy appeared on our right flank.

This made it essential tha't our direction should be changed. This

was done on the move by making a wheel to the right. We moved
direct against their position, which was a very strong one, they

occupying an eminence covered with heavy timber. On our gaining
the height they deserted it. After holding the position a short time

the line on our left gave way, crying out
"
they were flanked," and

consequently we fell back across the field, and reformed in the tim-

ber. In crossing this field the gallant and highly esteemed Captain

Jo. Billingsley fell. Several other gallant men fell in this fight, and

a number of men and officers were wounded. After our line was

reformed a temporary breastwork was constructed. We were here

exposed to a heavy fire from the enemy's artillery ;
and here it was

that Captain Bassett, who had ably and gallantly commanded the

regiment since the wounding of Colonel Bane, received a severe

wound by a fragment of shell, which deprived us of his services.

This closed the operations of the regiment in the two days' fight.

I cannot close without adding my testimony to the gallant bearing
of both men and officers. With a few exceptions, their conduct has

never been surpassed on any of the many fields on which they have

been engaged.
A full list of casualties has already been furnished.

I am, respectfully, etc.,

JAMES T. HUNTER,

Captain Commanding Fourth Texas Regiment.

Report of Captain T. T. CLAY, Commanding Fifth Texas Regiment
in the Battle of Chickamauga.

HEADQUARTERS FIFTH TEXAS REGIMENT,
On Battlefield, September 2ist, 1863.

To Lieutenant JNO. W. KERR, Acting A. A. G. :

SIR, Major J. C. Rogers and Captain J. S. Cleveland having

been wounded in the actions of the igth and zoth instant, the former

upon the first day, and the latter upon the last day, the duty de-

volves upon me therefore to make the report of the part taken by
the Fifth Texas regiment in the late engagement. I have the honor

therefore to submit the following:
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At 3 o'clock P. M. Saturday, the Fifth Texas regiment, under the

command of Major Rogers, being in line of battle, was ordered for-

ward through a thick wood on a side hill, and just before we struck

the flat some of our men were struck down by the shells of the

enemy, but we pressed forward, and on the edge of the woods, bor-

dering the road to Chattanooga, we encountered the enemy in force.

They delivered but one volley, and fell back across the road. The

regiment pressed them and urged them into a field, across which

they fled. The enemy up to this time were in possession of this

entire field; but where the Fifth Texas engaged them, the woods

extended much farther out in the direction of the enemy than it did

upon our immediate right or left, and we were thus covered by the

timber in our advance some two hundred yards further forward than

our friends on our flanks. Our numbers being thus hid from the

view of the enemy, the impression prevailed among them, both

upon the right and left of us, that they were flanked, and after de-

livering a feeble fire into our flanks they fled across the field to the

cover of the woods beyond, and it was with the greatest difficulty

that our men could be held back from their pursuit. After a time

Major Rogers, assisted by Captain Cleveland, succeeded in getting

the regiment in line on the side of a ravine running near and parallel

to the field. Here we remained for one hour or more, the enemy

giving us occasional volleys from their small arms, and throwing over

us charge upon charge of grape and canister. We held them in

check, preventing any forward movement in our immediate front or

flanks, and we thus remained until ordered to fall back, Major

Rogers having sent repeatedly in the meantime to notify our friends

upon our left of our position. After falling back some two hundred

and fifty yards we were halted, and in a short time the enemy ad-

vanced and showed themselves about fifty yards oft". Major Rogers
ordered us to charge, and we threw ourselves upon them at a run, the

enemy falling back in great disorder. The men followed the fleeing

enemy to a ravine in the field, the brave Major Rogers all the time

urging them forward, until he saw that our friends had failed to come

up upon our right and left, when the order was reluctantly given to

fall back. We were here exposed in going in and returning to an

incessant shower of grape and canister from a battery on the oppo-
site side of the field. It was in falling back from this field to our

original position that the gallant Major Rogers fell from a severe

wound, and the regiment is thus deprived for a time of the services

of one of its best officers. In this last charge the regiment sustained
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its greatest loss in men and officers. On falling back, under cover of

the woods, Captain Cleveland reformed the regiment, and ordered

Lieutenant Fuller forward with some twelve or fifteen men, who held

the ground until our wounded were removed. This was about 6

o'clock, and we were ordered back some hundred and fifty yards,
where we lay in line of battle until the next morning, September
2oth, 1863.

At daylight on this morning (zoth) we were aroused and remained

drawn up in line for some time, when we were moved by the right
flank about half a mile, where we were held in line of battle until

about 10 o'clock A. M., when we were ordered to lay down to allow

Folk's corps to pass over us to the front, but they never appeared
on that portion of the field. We remained thus until about n
o'clock A. M., a spirited fire being kept up upon our right and left,

when we were ordered up and forward, there being, as we were told,

two lines of battle (Confederate) in front. Captain Cleveland, pre-
vious to our advance, addressed a few encouraging words to the

regiment and placed himself in front of the colors, where he remained

as long as I saw him. We were moved forward in quick time across

a wooded flat, and before we gained the hill beyond the enemy hailed

down upon us a perfect shower of shot and shell
;
but we pressed

forward and, just after crossing a small field, we found the enemy's
first line of breastwork, but we encountered no one here, the enemy
having fled precipitately. About three hundred yards further on we
crossed the Chattanooga road, and, on entering a thicket beyond,
we were hid for a time from the rest of the brigade, and here an order

came from our right to fall back, and Captain Cleveland, supposing
it was a general order, commanded us to fall back, and the regiment

dropped back about a hundred yards, but, failing to see that our

left had done so, he halted us, and had just got us in line, when an

order came from General Robertson for the regiment to press for-

ward. The regiment soon pressed forward, and by the time we had

entered the field beyond the road before mentioned, the balance of

the brigade, assisted by a portion of the Fifth, had run over and cap-
tured a battery on our left. We were advancing rapidly across this

field to rejoin our brigade when we received a fire into our right

flank, the enemy being in the woods to our right. The regiment

immediately made a right half wheel, and fired a volley which proved
so fatal that they scattered and fled. Captain Cleveland, taking the

flag and a portion of the regiment, moved off and joined the brigade,

and just as he reached the woods upon the heights, the brigade com-
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menced to fall back, recrossing the field, and, in doing so, this gallant

officer received a severe wound in the fleshy part of the thigh.

When Captain Cleveland moved off to join the brigade, he left me
and some twenty- five or thirty officers and men to hold in check

the enemy that were then making their appearance in this quarter.

This we did, and, at the same time, drove a body from their breast-

works near by, causing them to set fire to them and their knapsacks.

We here took several prisoners, and three pieces of artillery. The

artillery we held until the Eighth South Carolina came up and a

brigade was brought up by General Law, when we were ordered to

join our brigade on the left. I was then put in command of the

regiment, and we were shortly moved to the right, where we were

held until nearly night, when we were carried forward to the left, and

our brigade took possession of the heights, relieving General Ker-

shaw's brigade, the enemy, in the meantime, evacuating the field.

We had one officer killed and seven wounded, twelve non-commis-

sioned officers and privates killed, eighty non-commissioned officers

and privates wounded, and twelve missing, making our total loss, in

killed, wounded and missing, one hundred and twelve, a list of which

has already been furnished.

T. T. CLAY,

Captain Commanding Fifth Texas Regiment.

The Twentieth Georgia Regiment at the Battle of Chickamauga.

The Twentieth regiment of Georgia volunteers reached the vicinity

of Ringgold on the night of the I7th of September, 1863. Early
on the morning of the i8th it moved along with the brigade to the

suburbs of that place, and there remained until about sunset, when
we were marched to a point near Reed's bridge, going into bivouac

about 12 o'clock that night. The morning of the igth we crossed

at Reed's bridge, and, bearing to the left, took position in front of

what I think was the position occupied by Walker's division of

reserves. About 2 o'clock P. M. we advanced upon the enemy, and

soon became hotly engaged. The enemy slowly gave way before us,

for a distance of two miles or more, until our line had crossed, nearly

at right angles, the main public road leading from Lafayette, Geor.

gia, to Chattanooga, Tennessee. In the farther edge of this road,

near a small framed house, had been planted a battery of four guns.

The enemy succeeded in carrying back his cannon, caissons, etc., by
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hand, after losing several horses and a number of artillerists. At
that point we could make no further advance in consequence of

greatly depleted ranks and want of artillery on our side, while the

enemy was superior to us, five-fold in numbers, in position naturally

stronger than ours, rendered stronger still by a rudely constructed

breastwork of logs, with three batteries in full play upon our line.

That position we held until the firing ceased at nightfall, when, being

considerably in advance of the troops on our right, we were with-

drawn some three hundred yards, and the whole line ordered to be

dressed. The loss in killed and wounded on the igth was about one
hundred

; probably one hundred prisoners captured.
We lay under arms that night with orders to be ready for action

by dawn following, not however to advance and renew combat until

firing should be heard nearing us on the right coming down the line,

as it was not deemed advisable to press the enemy too hotly below

his centre until General Folk's corps had driven his left (our right)

across the Chattanooga road, so as to cut off the best road of retreat.

For some reason, I have never learned, General Folk's troops did

not begin the fight of Sunday, the 2oth, before 10 o'clock A. M., or

very little before. At the appointed signal we began to advance,
and had proceeded but a few hundred yards before coming up with

a brigade (I think from Arkansas) at a halt. We passed it, obliquing
somewhat to the left, and soon engaged the enemy. Six regiments
of infantry were supporting a battery of four (4) guns ; at least,

in capturing the battery (which we did), six infantry regiments
had representatives among the prisoners, besides the artillerists.

In charging this battery it was that General Benning had his horse

killed under him. With his pocket-knife he cut the traces, etc., of

another from a caisson, mounted him bareback, and in a few moments,
so mounted, led another charge upon a battery of four (4) guns,
which was also captured by his brigade. The officer in command of

that battery stood to his post, discharging his pistol as we advanced

until we were within twenty feet of him, when he fired at and shot

down a private of Captain Breazeal's Company, A (I regret that I

cannot recall his name, though I knew him well), who was rushing

a few feet in advance (and directly in advance of myself) for the

colors. That shot emptied the officer's pistol. Then it was he pro-

posed surrender. Before I could tell him that his conduct was, in

effect, raising the
"
black-flag" he was riddled with bullets. Flight

was as dangerous as standing, and he doubtless determined to do all

the harm he could, then take his chances for safety in surrender. I
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could not have saved him if I would very sure am I, that I would
not if I could. Here there was a cessation of activity on our part
for more than an hour, awaiting reinforcements. None came. Col-

lecting our own brigade, along with Law's Alabamians and some of

Robertson's Texans, we began advancing, and happily striking the

enemy at a weak point, penetrated his line, whereby fully one-fourth

of Rosecrans's army was completely cut off. Information was

immediately transmitted to the rear, but no advantage was taken of

it. Governor I. G. Harris or Judge D. S. Terry can give you full

and valuable information upon this point particularly as to the

parties upon whom blame for the failure should justly rest.

Here we lay until about 4 o'clock P. M., when we were ordered to

a position up the Chattanooga road to repel an attack from Granger's

corps, advancing rapidly, as was reported, from that direction. We
found there A. P. Stewart's corps. We took position immediately
in his front. Generals Law and Benning (officers of great but most

signally unappreciated merit, then and afterwards, by those high in

command) rode to the front and, after a hurried reconnoissance, sug-

gested the propriety of bringing up some twenty pieces of artillery

and opening upon Granger's advancing forces from directly up the

Chattanooga road. It was done with a grand success. If any of his

infantry bore part in that evening's fight, it was not in our imme-
diate front unless, indeed, losing a large number of prisoners may
be construed to mean "bearing part." They fired no muskets, and

their cannon did but little damage.
Our loss in the regiment was about fifty on the 2oth, among them

a most valuable officer. Captain W. W. Breazeal was as modest as

a woman, as affectionate as a girl, as brave as a lion, and a truer

heart than his never quickened its pulsations at the mention of liberty.

The whole brigade was eager for pursuit that night, hungry and

worn as the men all were. Pursuit was not ordered then, nor the

next day ;
and so the full fruits of a fairly won victory we were not

permitted to taste of.

I never met the Western army except at Chickamauga and at

Lookout Valley trat insensate night blunder ! I saw at Chicka-

mauga what I never saw in Virginia, or Maryland, or Pennsylvania.

At Chickamauga we broke the enemy's lines three separate times on

the igth of September in the space of half a mile. They reformed

twice in an open, level corn-field without cover from a stinging fire,

True, they did not allow us to approach nearer than one hundred

yards before breaking. The Virginia troops stood firmer, allowed
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closer approach, but when once broken, I never knew them to rally

under fire. At Second Manassas the Twenty-ninth New York stood

until it was necessary to use the bayonet. At Gettysburg four regi-

ments maintained unbroken front until the hostile colors almost

kissed.

A large number of prisoners (over one thousand) were captured

Sunday, but as Stewart's men had part in the capture, I cannot say
what number thereof properly belonged to the brigade. It was at

Benning's suggestion that Stewart made any captures at all, however,
for I heard it made and Stewart assent.

The Siege of Knoxville.

Report of the Operations of Third South Carolina Regiment from
the 4th November to the 22d December, 1863.

H'DQ'RS THIRD SOUTH CAROLINA REG'T,
NEAR RUSSELLVILLE, TENN.,/awary 6, 1864.

Captain C. R. HOLMES, A. A. G.:

CAPTAIN In obedience to instructions from brigade head-

quarters, I have the honor to submit the following report of the

operations of the command from the time it left Chattanooga to its

arrival at this camp :

Nothing of special interest occurred to the regiment from the time,

4th November, the date it left Chattanooga, to the 8th November,
when we arrived at Sweetwater, or to the i4th November when we
arrived at London, nor until the lyth, when we reached Knoxville,

although after the isth instant we were constantly in the presence of

the enemy, who were retiring upon that town.

On the evening of the lyth, when within three miles of Knoxville,

I was ordered by Brigadier- General Kershaw to cross the railroad

on my left and flank the enemy's advanced line of skirmishers, which

crossed the railroad perpendicularly about two miles from town and

extended at least to the woods on the west side. I immediately sent

scouts in advance and followed with the regiment, crossing Second

creek and the railroad, and making into the woods beyond, when I

turned to the right and marched parallel to the railroad.

After going in this direction about a third of a mile I discovered,
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from my own observations as well as from the reports of my scouts,

that the enemy's skirmishers had withdrawn to the east side of the

railroad, but they were plainly visible in a line perpendicular to the

railroad and running over the hill which was carried by assault the

following evening. I was then on their flank, but too far to deliver

an effective fire.

Upon a reconnoissance made by myself and scouts, I found that I

could not push further to the north so as to come more in the

enemy's rear without disclosing the movement to their videttes, who
were still on the west side of the railroad, and in an open field to the

north of the woods. I therefore concluded to work my way as

quickly as possible to the edge of the woods next to the railroad, and

then make a dash upon their flank. Accordingly, after throwing

Captain Nance's company on my left, deployed as skirmishers, to

report any movement of the enemy, and to guard against any flank

attack from that direction, I moved out of the woods unperceived by
the enemy, and simultaneously opened fire and charged on their

right flank. They immediately broke and retired beyond the hill

on which they were posted, but just before we reached the railroad I

discovered for the first time a considerable body of troops, who were

unmasked by our passing from behind a thicket of small pines, posted
on the railroad about five hundred yards to our left, some of whom
were mounted and others dismounted. Under these circumstances

I halted at the railroad, where I found protection for my men behind

the embankment, and engaged the enemy who changed front and

returned my fire from behind the brow of the hill intending to act

as circumstances might dictate. Just beyond the railroad was an

open meadow, which it was unadvisable to enter while the enemy's

cavalry was on my flank. There was no sign of an advance of our

line of skirmishers (whose left rested on the railroad) to connect with

my right. Captain Nance reported a large body of cavalry facing

around my left and to my rear towards the woods from which I had

just emerged ;
and a fire at the same time being opened on my left

from up the railroad, I determined, upon consultation with my field-

officers, to retire by the same route by which I approached. I did

so, and after some time, having reached the woods, I received an

order from General Kershaw through Lieutenant Dwight, A. A. G.
,

to rejoin the brigade on the London road. I did so immediately.

Not knowing the exact purpose of my orders, I cannot say how far

the design was executed, but if not fully carried out it was as much
so as circumstances would allow.
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A list of casualties in this affair is herewith submitted. Among
the wounded was Lieutenant Wade Allen, who was struck while

bearing a message from me to Captain Nance. I regret to state that

he fell into the hands of the enemy when we retired from Knoxville.

On the morning of the i8th, by order, I took my position in line of

battle, and after marching near to Mr. M. M. Armstrong's house I

was halted in a ravine to the left of the road, where I remained until

late in the afternoon. During the whole day there was heavy skir-

mishing in front and considerable cannonading from our batteries,

the effort being to carry a high hill on the left of the road, and just

to the southwest of Mr. M. M. Armstrong's house.

I received an order about 4 P. M. from General Kershaw, through
Lieutenant Doby, A. D.C., to carry the enemy's rail defences situated

on this hill, but not to advance beyond them. I was told that the

line of these works was indicated by two cedar trees on the top of

the hill, and I directed my men not to stop short of these trees, but

not to go beyond them. We then advanced in excellent condition,

under heavy fire, until we reached the cedars. But perceiving that

the trees were short of the works, I urged my men forward by every

means in my power, but perhaps because of the general direction,

"not to go beyond the cedars," and on account of having once

halted and the difficulty of renewing the advance under such a terri-

ble fire, there was some hesitation, which was further increased by
the regiments on my right failing to come up in time on account of

natural obstacles encountered in their advance. At length the left of

the regiment reached the breastworks, when cries of
" we surrender

"

issued from their ranks. I ceased firing and went forward to receive

the surrender, but, upon being fired on, I immediately renewed the

firing and soon took possession of their works, after killing about

seventeen of their men and taking several prisoners, a few of whom
were wounded. It is but truth to state that this was the most desperate

encounter in which my command was ever engaged, and as it was

perhaps one of the most brilliant charges of the war, I cannot speak

too highly of the conduct of my comrades. In reference to the

alleged bad faith of the enemy in pretending to surrender, it is a

charitable construction, and perhaps not an unreasonable one, to sup-

pose that they did not understand each other, rather than that they

intended to deceive.

A list of casualties from this assault is herewith submitted. Among
the mortally wounded was First Lieutenant D. S. Moffitt. Circum-

stances had often thrown him in command of his company for long
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periods, and his competency as an officer was well tried and well

established. He was efficient and gallant, and his loss is a severe

one to his company and regiment. Among the killed and wounded
were many of the best spirits in the command. As we advanced to

the charge that memorable evening, we overtook at the foot of the

hill the skirmishers, commanded by Major William Wallace, Second
South Carolina regiment, who, with his command, joined us, and
contributed their share to the brilliant success. Major Wallace was

conspicuous for gallantry and coolness, and it is with pleasure I make
this honorable mention of him. We entrenched ourselves that night
in that position, where we remained for several days. Besides picket-

ing and lying in the trenches, nothing occupied us until the night of

the 3d December, when we retired from Knoxville. We marched
in the direction of Rogersville, the neighborhood of which we reached

on the Qth of December. On the i4th we returned as far as Bean's

station, where in the afternoon the brigade, as well as other portions
of the corps, became engaged with the enemy's mounted infantry.

Although my command was on the field, and in proper position,

it did not become very actively engaged. After nightfall I was

ordered by General Kershaw to march across the fields on the left

of the valley until I came to the road, and there to halt and report.

I came into the road just at McGill's house, where I halted and

reported as ordered, and soon afterwards was directed to establish

pickets in my front, and go into camp with the rest of the brigade.

Near the house of McGill I captured several inferior horses, saddles

and bridles, enough bacon and crackers to ration my command for

about two or three days, besides other articles of inconsiderable value.

On the morning of the i8th, by order, I assumed command of the

brigade, but as nothing special occurred after that date, I may com-

plete the report of the operations of the command by saying that it

remained at Bean station until the 2Oth December, when we took up
the line of march for this point, which we reached on the 22d De-

cember, 1863. Besides lists of casualties, already referred to, you
will observe a list of men left behind in front of Knoxville, who have

fallen into the hands of the enemy.

I am, very respectfully,

JAMES D. NANCE, Colonel Commanding.
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Notes on the Battle of Cedar Creek.

By Major G. B. GERALD, Eighteenth Mississippi Regiment.

In regard to the battle of Cedar Creek, General Early was certainly

incorrect as far as my brigade is concerned. After the line com-
menced on our left to retreat, we remained in position until Gordon's

division had all fallen back and in great disorder, and the brigades of

our own division following suit up to ours, which was the extreme right
of Kershaw; and then, with no troops for a considerable distance

on our right and the field to the left a mass of fugitives. Colonel

Sims, of the Twenty-first regiment, at this time in command of the

brigade, consulted me and we both deemed it prudent to withdraw

the brigade, which was done under fire and in reasonable order,

for a half mile, or about that distance, when the brigade was halted

on the brow of a hill and formed by him on a stone fence fronting

to the enemy, and all the regiments in their places.

Colonel Sims was killed in a few seconds alter we halted, and the

command devolved on me. On our left were a few hundred men of

our division in irregular order, on our right General Ramseur's

division (or part of it, rather) formed. I passed up and down the

whole length of my brigade, seeking to inspire among my men a con-

fidence of holding them in check and of repairing the disaster. About

an hour after we had halted, General Ramseur rode up to me and

asked if I thought I could hold my men in their position until night.

I answered I could, I thought, if my ammunition did not fail, and

that I had sent several couriers to the rear for the same and none

had returned. He proposed to send some of his, and turned to ride

to his command, and, as I afterwards learned, was mortally wounded

before he rode fifty yards from the right of my line. His men soon

gave way, and the enemy pressing upon the disordered line on our

left, they retreated in the utmost confusion. I gave the order for my
brigade to retreat, and designated a piece of woods as a point for the

regiments to rally, but before the retreat was advanced fifty yards
the men began to break into squads and hurried away. All efforts to

pursue order now became useless, and in a few moments the organ-

ization of the brigade was gone ; myself and staff were on foot, and

I had been wounded twice (slightly) in the arm and once in the foot,

and from the latter I was suffering a great deal. I attempted to form

a skirmish line of a few scattering men that still remained with me,

and partially succeeded in presenting some show of resistance until I
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reached the hill overlooking the creek, and I then halted with the

squad, placing them in some Federal breastworks, hoping and be-

lieving that there had been enough men rallied and formed, or would

be, to prevent the enemy from crossing.

I had been here but a few moments when an officer, riding rapidly
from the left towards the bridge, informed me that I had better leave

unless I wished myself and men captured, as the Federal cavalry
had crossed the creek* I then ordered those who had stood by me
to the last (about forty men) to get away the best they could, and

leaning upon the arm of a faithful soldier (private Bass) of my own

regiment, I hobbled off the field thoroughly disheartened, crossed

the bridge under the fire of the advancing infantry and passed in

twenty yards of the Federal cavalry, who were hurrahing over our

captured artillery, and made the best of my way through the rapidly

and, to me, most welcomely approaching night by a circuitous route

to Fisher's Hill, having picked up upon the road almost half of what

was left of my brigade.

I do not know the strength of my brigade when it entered the

fight, but I don't think it could have much exceeded five hundred
;

my regiment I know went under fire that morning with ninety-two

muskets. I am also fully satisfied that when the brigade was formed

behind the stone fence referred to, after the first retreat, that it con-

tained as many men as Ramseur's whole division (I think my
brigade at this lime contained two hundred and fifty men), and the

crumbling ashes of the gallant dead of my own brigade who fell be-

hind this wall, bravely defending their country, their liberty and their

flag, will not permit me to remain silent when opportunity offers to

controvert the report of General Early, which, as well as I remember,

says that Ramseur's division and some scattering men of Kershaw's

were all that halted after the first retreat and attempted to retrieve

the disaster. As to the amount of straggling in the morning,

referred to by him, I can only say in regard to my own regiment

that upon the retreat that evening there was from its ranks less strag-

gling than I ever saw before in battle. I don't pretend to deny but

that the last scene was a disgraceful one, but
"
render unto Caesar

the things that are Caesar's." I had on that morning sought to im-

press on my men the necessity for remaining at their post and gain-

ing a victory, and to their crec \ can I say that until the last retreat

they obeyed me.

Very truly yours,
( G. B. GERALD.
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Notes by General H. L. Benning on Battle of Sharpsburg.

SHARPSBURG, ijth September, 1862.

My report of this battle you have in print,* I suppose, but I know
a few facts which I wish to state in justice to General Toombs.
Toombs was nominally in command of a division, consisting of his

brigade, Anderson's brigade, and Drayton's brigade; but at Sharps-

burg he had only one regiment of Drayton's brigade, the Fiftieth

Georgia; five companies of the Eleventh Georgia, of Anderson's

brigade, and his own brigade. The rest of the division was imme-

diately under General Jones. Two regiments of Toombs's brigade,
Fifteenth and Seventeenth, and the five companies of Eleventh Geor-

gia, had been sent off after the enemy's cavalry that had escaped from

Harpers Ferry, so he was reduced to the Second and Twentieth

Georgia under my command, the former having about 120 or 130
men and officers, and the latter about 220 or 230, and to Kearse's

regiment, Fiftieth Georgia, consisting of from 130 to 150. Besides,

he had Richardson's battery, four guns.
The Second and Twentieth held the bridge until i o'clock P. M.

The Fiftieth on their right left its position. The enemy about i

o'clock advanced a very long line, with its centre about opposite the

bridge and the flanks far beyond ours. These flanks, having nothing
to oppose them in their front, waded the creek, which, though wide,

was shallow, and came around to envelop the Second and Twentieth.

I then ordered them back. In fact, their ammunition was exhausted.

Lieutenant McCrimmon, of the Twentieth Georgia, with sixteen

men, not all under him, was captured at the mouth of the bridge,

the enemy who had waded the creek above coming in behind them

to their surprise, while occupied with the enemy in front at the other

end of the bridge. When the seventeen men surrendered, the enemy

enraged were about to massacre them, saying they had fought too

long against such odds. A colonel rode upon the bridge and remon-

strated with the men and mollified them, and then sent the prisoners

under guard to General Burnside's headquarters. As they marched

off, this colonel rode down to the water's edge to let his horse drink;

whilst there a shell from one of our guns burst near him and killed

him.

About the same time the other two regiments and the five com-

*
It was never printed and cannot be found. E. P. A.
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panics returned from their pursuit of the cavalry, worn down by
marching day and night. I took command of them, and was ordered

by Toombs to place them behind a stone fence far to the right of the

road from the bridge, and stay there till relieved by some of A. P.

Hill's troops from Harpers Ferry. In about two hours General

Gregg came and relieved us, and then we started to the rear to rest,

as we had been informed we should.

As we moved off we saw the enemy's lines, one after another, ad-

vancing from the bridge on our lines that held Sharpsburg, but soon

we got out of sight; presently Captain Troup, General Toombs's aid,

met me and said, "the General (Toombs) wished me to move
faster." I increased the speed a little. He soon returned and urged
me to go faster. I did so. In a few minutes he galloped rapidly
back and said the general required me to double-quick. The double

quick was commenced. Troup led the way. Soon we turned down
a lane, a road to the right, which led into Sharpsburg. I asked what
it meant. He said the enemy have Sharpsburg. A field of rank

corn intervened and kept them from view. As soon as this corn was

passed, their line became visible at an order arms, occupying our late

line, about one hundred yards distant, with three captured guns of

Mclntosh's battery between us and them. Their line extended from

the corn over to the road running from the Antietam bridge, its

right being in the orchard. I halted the Fifteenth and Seventeenth,
and the five companies of the Eleventh Georgia, as soon as the head

of the line got as far as I thought it could, and yet leave a few of the

rear men behind the corn, so as not to expose our .weakness. The
men fired as each came up, and by the rear rank. No time to form.

The fire on both sides was very spirited but not effective they shoot-

ing over us, we under them. Very soon our fire improved and

became deadly. In ten or fifteen minutes their line showed signs of

wavering. At this moment a shot or two from a gun went quartering
over us and struck near them; they broke and ran under the hill, and

were out of sight in less than a minute. We then advanced, re-

covered Mclntosh's three guns, and continued to advance, until by
night the enemy were nearly all forced back across the Antietam.

These men, Fifteenth and Seventeenth, and five companies of

Eleventh Georgia, some of the Twentieth Georgia, and some of the

Second, did all the fighting at the place where the enemy first broke,

and nearly all afterwards. There were some troops on our right in

the corn. General Branch was killed there by a sort of random shot,

as I heard, and others of A. P. Hill's troops came up before night,
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but none of them had much part in the fight ;
none of them had any

part in first breaking the line. I give the above detail for the benefit

of General Toombs, as I have understood that the credit of retaking

Sharpsburg was perhaps claimed for General A. P. Hill. Toombs
is the man, however. Jones's division (I think it was) was driven

from Sharpsburg. The plan was conceived by Toombs, acting on

his own views in the manner aforesaid with the troops aforesaid. *

Troup, his aid, he sent to General Lee for artillery. Troup found

Lee just after Jones had found him and had reported to him the loss

of Sharpsburg. Troup said to General Lee that if General Toombs
had some artillery he thought he could drive them back quite across

the creek.
" What !" said General Jones, J" haven't the enemy got

Sharpsburg?" "No," said Troup, they had it, but have been

driven out, and we have it. Then General Lee said,
"

tell General

Toombs to take any guns he can find, and use them as he thinks

best," he and General Jones evidently highly elated. Troup told

me these facts himself. Of course I give the substance only of the

conversation.

Hagood's Brigade.

Its Services in the Trenches of Petersburg, Virginia, 1864..

[An address by General Johnson Hagood before the Survivors'

Association of Charleston District, South Carolina, April 12, 1887,

at Charleston, South Carolina.]

The Survivors' Association of Charleston District, including the

present county of Berkeley, held its annual meeting at the German

Artillery Hall April 12, 1887. The following officers were elected

for the ensuing year : President, W. Aiken Kelly ;
First Vice-

President, John S. Fairly ;
Second Vice- President, A. G. Magrath,

Jr.; Third Vice President, Zimmerman Davis; Fourth Vice-Presi-

dent, D. B. Gilliland
; Secretary, J. W. Ward

; Treasurer, H. F.

Faber.

The following ex-Confederates were admitted to membership : F.

W. Wagener, James F. Izlar, F. L. Meyer, F. C. Schulz, E. T.

Legar6, W. W. White, F. W. Lesemann, W. H. Bartless, A. H.

* See report of Colonel Corse of Seventeenth Virginia of his capture and

recapture.
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Prince, Joseph Riddock, James Campbell, W. H. Sutcliffe, Louis

Elias, Wade H. Manning, the Rev. Robert Wilson, D. D.
,
and T.

L. Ogier, M. D.

An invitation to attend the unveiling of the Calhoun monument
was accepted, and an appropriately engraved certificate of member-

ship was adopted.
General C. I. Walker then addressed the meeting in feeling terms

on the death of General Arthur M. Manigault, a member of the As-

sociation. Colonel Zimmerman Davis introduced resolutions of

regret at the death of General Roswell S. Ripley. General Huguenin
referred eloquently to the life and public services of the late General

J. C. Minott, and Colonel John S. Fairly proposed resolutions of

regret on the death of Captain Thomas M. Miller, a brother member
of the Association, which were unanimously adopted. After this, the

members and invited guests adjourned to the adjoining hall, where

an elegant supper was served.

At the head of the table were seated President Kelly, with General

Johnson Hagood and Colonel P. C. Gaillard on either side. Among
the guests were Dr. G. B. Lartigue, of Barnwell, formerly of General

Hagood's staff; General James F. Izlar, of Orangeburg, and Captain
W. H. Bartless, of Beaufort, ex-captain of the Yeadon Light Infantry.

President W. Aiken Kelly, after a brief and eloquent introduction,

proposed the first toast of the evening :

" The Annual Reunion of the Survivors' Association of Charleston

District Always hailed as the occasion when we can fight our battles

over again, and recall the reminiscences of the eventful past."

Responded to by General Johnson Hagood, who spoke as follows :

GENERAL HAGOOD' S ADDRESS.

Gentlemen of ike Survivors' Association I have been requested

by your committee to prepare for this occasion a sketch of the ser-

vice of Hagood's brigade in the trenches at Petersburg. It gives me

pleasure to do so. Some detailed account of the part borne by one

brigade in that siege is indicative of the service of others, and while

the narrative must necessarily be largely personal to the men whom
I had the honor to command, the record of their devotion is that of

all who there
"
followed the sword of Lee."

After the disastrous repulse at Cold Harbor in June, 1864, Grant

lingered for a few days on that front of Richmond, and then deter-

mined to transfer his operations to the south side of the James,
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making Petersburg his immediate objective. In the arrangement at

that time of the defences of the Confederate capital, this position
constituted their right flank, and covered the communication with the

South and West, upon the maintenance of which depended a suc-

cessful defence. By the i3th the Federal army was in full march
from Cold Harbor. Lee followed, intervening between it and Rich-

mond on the north side of the James, as it was still open to Grant

until he had crossed that stream to turn directly upon the capital.

In this movement Hoke's division, of which Hagood's brigade was
a part, followed in reserve. At 5 P. M. on the I4th it was ordered

back some eight miles to the vicinity of the pontoon bridge near

Drewry's Bluff. Here it was in position to return to Lee or go
speedily to Beauregard at Petersburg. The passage of the James at

Harrison's Landing developed fully Grant's design, and Lee, ordering
Hoke to Beauregard, followed with the remainder of his army.
Hoke crossed the river at 1 1 A. M. on the I5th and marched by the

turnpike ;
but when opposite Chester station was informed that par-

tial transportation by rail awaited him, and was directed to hurry
forward his command. Hagood's brigade was at once dispatched

by rail
; Colquitt followed some time after, and the remaining brigades

continued their march on the pike.

At noon on the I5th Smith's corps of the Federal army,' being
Grant's advance, was before the eastern defences of Petersburg,
manned by Wise's brigade and the local militia, composed of the

boys and old men of the city. After consuming the evening in

reconnoissance and preparation, Smith assailed with a cloud of skir-

mishers and easily carried the works, capturing some artillery and

prisoners. Just after this success Hancock's corps arrived; but the

enemy, instead of pressing on and seizing the town, which lay at his

mercy, determined to await the morning before making a decisive

advance.

Hagood's brigade reached Petersburg at dark, and while the men
were being got off the cars and formed in the streets, its commander

proceeded to Beauregard' s headquarters to report for orders. Gene-

ral Beauregard was on the lines, and Colonel Harris of his staff was

instructing General Hagood to move out on the Jerusalem plank

road and take position where it issued from the lines, when a courier

arrived announcing that the enemy had carried our works from bat-

tery No. 3 to battery No. 7 inclusive, and that our troops were in

full retreat. Hagood was now instructed to move out immediately

upon the City Point road (the road uncovered by this success of the
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enemy) and take a position to check his advance, and upon which a

new defensive line might be established. It was a critical moment.
The routed troops were pouring into the town, spreading alarm on

every hand, and there was no organized command available for

resisting the advance which the enemy was supposed to be making,
except this brigade and Tabb's Virginia regiment, which still held a

portion of the lines. It would be daylight before Hoke's division

could all get up, and the main body of Lee's army was miles away.
In this emergency Beauregard directed the withdrawal of the troops
on the Bermuda Hundreds line (between Petersburg and Richmond)
and their transfer to the threatened point. Finding these lines aban-

doned, Butler next day took possession of them, and even essayed
to renew his efforts against the Petersburg and Richmond railroad.

With the arrival, however, of the main body of the Confederate army,
he was without much trouble again remanded to the limits within

which he had been consigned by the previous battle of Drewry's
Bluff.

It was after dark when General Hagood received his orders, and

being entirely ignorant of the localities, as well as unable to learn

much from the confused and contradictory accounts of the volunteer

guides who accompanied him, when he reached the fork of the City
Point and Prince George roads, just beyond the New Market race

course, he halted the brigade, and leaving it under Colonel Simon-

ton, rode forward, accompanied by Captain Molony and Lieutenant

Martin, of the staff, to make a personal reconnoissance. He encoun-

tered the enemy's picket on the latter road at the ford, where it

crosses Harrison's creek, inside of the original line of defences.

The reconnoitering party had nearly ridden into it when they were
warned by a wounded Confederate by the road-side. They were
not fired upon. Turning across the fields toward the City Point road,

General Hagood was opportunely met by a courier with a map from

Colonel Harris, who had also the foresight to send with it a bit of

tallow candle and matches.

General Colquitt at the same time coming up ahead of his brigade,
in conference with that officer, and with the aid of the map, the line

of Harrison's creek was determined on, and Hagood' s men put in

position. Colquitt' s brigade arriving, took post on the right, and

extended the line across the Prince George road, having first brushed

out the picket at the ford with skirmishers. Harrison's creek emp-
tied into the Appomattox in rear of Battery No. i, which was the

initial point of the 'original defences, and on the bank of the river.
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Its west fork crossed these defences near No. 15. The line now
taken was, therefore, the chord of the arc of our captured or aban-

doned works, and ran along the west bank of the main creek and its

western fork, having very good command over the cleared and culti-

vated valley in its front. The old line from Battery i to Battery 2

was held by Tabb's regiment, and it was relieved by the Twenty-
seventh South Carolina. The brigade left thus Bested on the river,

and its right extended to near the Prince George road. The Con-

federates immediately and rapidly intrenched themselves.

The next morning, the i6th of June, was the anniversary of the

battle of Secessionville, and the first shell fired by the enemy in the

gloaming, and when it was yet entirely too dark to know more than

the general direction in which to aim it, killed Captains Hopkins and

Palmer and Lieutenant Gelling, of the Twenty-seventh regiment, who
had all served with distinction in that battle, and the first of whom
had been then severely wounded. The same shell also wounded
several enlisted men of the Twenty-seventh. The brigade comman-

der, wearied out, had fallen asleep some half hour before, and this

shot awaked him. Its successors from the same battery showed that

the position of the Twenty-seventh was completely enfiladed, and the

morning light made evident a fact that had not been appreciated in

the night this regiment was advanced beyond the general line. It

was accordingly at once drawn back to the west side of the creek.

Two field-pieces, abandoned by our troops the day before on the City

Point road, beyond our present position, were also brought in. They
were found to be spiked, and were, therefore, sent to the rear.

The enemy shelled Hagood furiously all day, and the skirmishers

on his front were constantly engaged. The Federals several times

appeared to be forming for battle beyond rifle range, there being no

artillery on his portion of our line, and about dark assailed his centre.

They were repulsed after keeping up the effort for an hour, never

having got nearer than seventy-five yards to his entrenchments. On

Hagood's right the enemy's assault was better sustained, and they

suffered heavily, They met with no success. Lieutenant Allemong,

of the Twenty-seventh regiment, was killed to-day.

On the 1 7th the same heavy shelling and skirmishing continued on

our front. About half-past 6 the enemy again assaulted heavily the

brigade on our right, and were repulsed with considerable slaughter.

Still further to the right several assaults were made during the day,

one of which met with some success, but the Confederates rallying

drove them back. The loss in the Federal ranks to-day was ac-
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knowledged to be four thousand. They claimed to have captured
four guns, and probably got in addition some two hundred prisoners.

Their long range artillery practice on Hagood's front was accurate,

as it always was when there was no artillery to reply, and the brigade
suffered several casualties.

In the meantime General Beauregard had determined on taking a

more compact and shorter line of defence than the one now occupied,
and during these two days' fighting it had been partially prepared
for occupation. It was this last line which was held during the siege
that ensued. It was some eight hundred yards nearer the city, and,

like the line first taken, was the chord to an arc of the original de-

fences, still more of which was now abandoned. This line was at

first a simple trench with the parapet on the further side, and though
it was afterwards amplified it retained the general character of a

trench and was known as "The Trenches," in distinction from the

portion of the original lines retained by us. The last were artillery

redoubts connected by infantry breastworks. The "trenches" op-

posed Grant's front of attack
;
the remaining portion of the enceinte

was not assailed until, perhaps, the closing day of the siege in 1865.

At 1:30 A. M. on the i8th, Hagood's brigade moved back on the

new line to the position assigned it. His left was again on the Ap-

pomattox, thence running southward nearly at right angles to the

river, his line crossed the City Point road and extended to the emi-

nence known as Hare's Hill, where Colquitt prolonged the general
line. The New Market race course was in front of the right of the

brigade, and the approach to its position was generally level. By
daylight the Confederates were quietly in position and diligently

strengthening their incomplete works.

Shortly after daylight the enemy advanced upon our old works,

and finding them abandoned came on with vociferous cheers. As

soon as their skirmishers encountered ours in the new position, their

line of battle halted and heavy skirmishing commenced. This con-

tinued until about 2 P. M.
,
the skirmishers alternately driving each

other. The brigade lost several killed and wounded and a few

prisoners, but inflicted an equal or greater loss upon the enemy and

captured twenty-five or thirty prisoners.

At 2 P. M. the enemy formed for assault upon the portion of the

brigade between the river and the City Point road, and a little later

moved forward. A regiment was pushed up along the bank of the

river, under cover of the grove and buildings of the younger Hare,

some two hundred and fifty yards on our left front. It came in
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column, and as soon as its head was uncovered endeavored to deploy.

The remainder of their force came forward in line of battle. A rapid

fire was opened upon the column as soon as it showed itself, and

upon the line at about three hundred yards. The column never suc-

ceeded in deploying, and the line broke after advancing about fifty

yards under fire. They were rallied and again brought forward, but

were repulsed in confusion and with heavy loss. The voices of the

Federal officers in command could be plainly heard. The Twenty-
first, Twenty-seventh and Eleventh regiments repulsed this attack.

South of the City Point road the Seventh battalion and Twenty-fifth

regiment were not at this time assailed. Later in the afternoon,

when the enemy made a general assault upon the Confederate lines

to the right, the Twenty- fifth fired a few volleys obliquely into the

assailing lines moving over Hare's Hill. The skirmishing here, how-

ever, in the morning was particularly heavy and obstinate. Major
Rion. of the Seventh, commanded the brigade skirmishers with his

usual gallantry. He was wounded in the arm, but continued in the

field until night. Lieutenant Felder, of the Twenty-fifth, was also

wounded, and Lieutenant Harvey, of the Seventh, was killed.

These three days' fighting resulted, on the part of the Confederates,

in taking a line of defence which, constructed and from day to day

strengthened and developed under fire, grew into formidable siege

works, impregnable to all direct attack. On the Federal side the

loss of ten or twelve thousand men in the three days was proof that,

even in their present incomplete condition, held by such men as Lee

commanded, they could not be carried by assault. Grant accord-

ingly sat down regularly before the place and ordered siege opera-

tions begun.

Compared with the enemy's, the Confederate loss was inconsid-

erable. In Hagood's brigade the casualties of the three days amounted

to two hundred and twenty, of which thirty-six were killed. The

loss in the character of the officers killed was, however, severely felt.

Ward Hopkins was the senior captain of the Twenty-seventh regi-

ment, and, after Colonel Gaillard, commanded the confidence of the

men perhaps as much as any officer in it. His loss was a calamity

to the regiment. Captain Palmer was a graduate of the State Mili-

tary Academy and an efficient officer. Lieutenants Allemong and

Harvey were also good officers. Lieutenant Gelling was the adju-

tant of his regiment, and his brigade commander had had occasion

to notice and specially commend his conduct at Cold Harbor.

On the 2ist Grant extended his line of investment somewhat more
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to his left, gaining no material advantage and losing three thousand

men to Lee in the operation. His cavalry were at the same time

dispatched against the railroad communications of Petersburg to the

south and west, and succeeded in doing some slight damage, when

they were encountered by the Confederate cavalry at Stony Creek

and completely overwhelmed. A remnant escaped into the Federal

lines before Petersburg, having lost their entire artillery and train

and a thousand prisoners.

There now occurred an episode in the siege that attracted no gen-
eral attention, but was a bitter experience to Hagood's brigade, which

bore the consequences of its miscarriage. Grant's line had by this

time extended a considerable distance from the river, and his com-

munication with his base at City Point was behind his right flank,

which rested on the river. General Lee, in conjunction with General

Beauregard, determined to assume the offensive, drive in Grant's

right wing, seize his line of retreat, and, forcing him away from his

base, inflict such a blow as would raise the siege if not put an end to

the campaign. The plan appeared feasible. The morale of the

Confederate army was at its highest ;
that of the enemy at probably

its lowest during the campaign, and the great disparity of losses

inflicted by Grant's sledge-hammer style of fighting had brought the

two armies at this time to no insurmountable inequality of numbers,

other conditions being favorable.

Accordingly, a powerful battery of forty-four field- pieces was, on

the night of the 23d June, got into position on the north bank of the

Appomattox, here quite narrow, to enfilade the enemy's line, and

Fields's division of Longstreet's corps, with other troops, was massed

behind Hagood's position, next the river, to follow up the attack

which the latter was to lead. Anderson's brigade headed Fields's

column, and Benning's brigade, under Colonel DuBose, was next.

The following official papers narrate what followed

"H'DQ'RS HAGOOD'S BRIGADE,
" HOKE'S DIVISION, 26th June, 1864.

"Captain Otey, A. A. G. :

" CAPTAIN I am required to make a full report of the opera-

tions of my brigade in front of Petersburg on the 24th instant. My
brigade occupied the left of our line of entrenchments, resting on the

south bank of the Appomattox, the Twenty seventh, Twenty-first

and Eleventh regiments filling the space from the river to the City
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Point road, and the Twenty-fifth and Seventh battalions extending

along the lines south of the road. The enemy's entrenchments were,

at this point, parallel to ours, at a distance of near four hundred yards,

an open field, with a rank growth of oats upon it, intervening. Each
side had slight rifle-pits a short distance in front of its entrenchments.

Our line of entrenchment was single. The enemy appeared to be

entrenched in three lines close together, and the attack developed
the fact that in their first line they had four and a half regiments,

numbering some sixteen hundred or seventeen hundred men.
"
My division commander had instructed me the night before to be

ready for movement in the morning, without indicating what it would

be. About dawn on the 24th, he, in person, informed me that a

general engagement was contemplated that day, and instructed me
in detail as to the part my brigade was to take in bringing it on. A
heavy cannonade was to be opened from the north side of the river

upon the enemy's position, and five minutes after it had ceased I was

to charge the portion of the line between the river and the City Point

road, with the Twenty-seventh, Twenty- first and Eleventh regiments.

He informed me that I was to be closely supported by Anderson's

brigade. When we had succeeded in driving them from their first

line, Anderson was to occupy it until his supports arrived, when he

was to press on against their second and third lines, while pivoting

nay three regiments on their right and bringing up the other two

regiments of the brigade, I was to form along the City Point road

perpendicular to my first position, then, taking the enemy's first line

as a directrix, I was to clear Colquitt's front as far as Hare's Hill.

" While General Hoke was still explaining the plan of battle to me,

Lieutenant Andrews reported from General Anderson, stating that

the latter was in position and had sent him to keep in communication

with me. In consultation with General Hoke my plan of attack was

settled and every preparation made.

"The artillery opened precisely at 7 A. M. and ceased precisely at

7:30. At 7:20 A. M. I sent Lieutenant Andrews to General Ander-

son to say I would move in fifteen minutes. He left me with speed.

A delay of several minutes, however, occurred in my movement, and

at precisely 7:42 I advanced. I am so far thus accurate as to time

because I did not see my support ;
did not know their exact distance

in the rear; and, being governed in my instructions by time, noticed

the watch closely.

"My advance was made with four hundred picked men and officers

as skirmishers, followed by the remainder of the three regiments
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(about five hundred and fifty men) in a second deployed line at close

supporting distance. Lieutenant-Colonel Nelson, Seventh battalion,

commanded the skirmishers. I took direction of the second line.

The attack was make. The enemy were driven from their rifle-pits

without resistance of moment
;
their first line was gained, and a por-

tion of it captured ;
some thirty prisoners were taken and sent to the

rear, and the enemy's whole line was seriously shaken, his men in

numbers running from the works.
"
Discovering our small force, and the attack not being followed

up, his first line rallied, reinforcements were rapidly pushed up from

his rear, and we were compelled to fall back. This was done slowly,

and the enemy endeavoring to follow us, was driven back. My men,

tinder orders, laid down amid the oats about half-way between the

two hostile entrenchments to await Anderson's advance, and then go
with him. Numbers of them, however, got back to our rifle-pits,

and were permitted to remain there with the same orders as the

more advanced line. None of them came back to our entrenchments,

except a few skulkers, whom every attack develops, and in this case

I am happy to say they were very few.
" How much time was occupied in these movements I am unable

to say, as I did not look at my watch again. When the vigor of my
attack was broken and my men had begun to fall back, the left of

Benning's brigade, moving by a flank and coming from across the

City Point road, reached the right of the entrenchments I had left in

advancing, and then stopped. A discussion between Major-Gen-

erals Hoke and Fields ensued, and after some delay this brigade

moved in and was ready to advance. The report of Colonel DuBose,

commanding Benning's brigade, will show the time of his arrival and

the then condition of affairs. General Anderson's report will explain

the delay in his arrival. Major-General Hoke was on the ground

during the whole morning, and can speak of his personal knowledge.

"The order of attack being countermanded, I kept out all day as

many of my men as the rifle-pits would hold, withdrawing the re-

mainder by squads. At night all were withdrawn. My loss was

about a third of the force engaged, twenty-five being killed, seventy-

three wounded and two hundred and eight missing, making an aggre-

gate of three hundred and six. The gallant Lieutenant-Colonel

Nelson, of the Seventh, Captains Buist and Mulvaney and Lieutenant

White, of the Twenty-seventh, Captain Rayser and Lieutenant

Riley, of the Eleventh, and Lieutenant Clements, of the Twenty-

first, are missing. Lieutenants Huguenin and Trim, of the Twenty-
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seventh, Lieutenants Ford and Vandeford and Chappell, of the

Twenty-first, and Lieutenant Smith, of the Eleventh, are wounded,
and Captain Axson, of the Twenty-seventh, was killed at the head

of his company.
"

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

"JOHNSON HAGOOD,
"
Brigadier- General Commanding'

'

"
H'DQ'RS HOKE'S DIVISION, July 2, 1864.

" CAPTAIN In obedience to orders from department headquarters,
I respectfully report that a plan of an attack upon the enemy was

settled upon on the 23d June, 1864, which plan is fully known to the

commanding general. On the night of the 23d June General Hagood
was made familiar with the mode of attack sufficiently for him to

make the necessary arrangements. No other officer of my command
was aware of the intended advance. This precaution was taken fear-

ing that by some means the enemy might learn our intentions and

prepare for us. .'

"
In accordance with the plan my arrangements were made, which

are fully and properly given in the enclosed report of General Hagood.

Dividing my forces to the left into two heavy skirmish lines, one to

be supported by the other, and the whole to be supported by Briga-
dier-General Anderson's brigade of Fields' s division, formed in line

of battle behind the hill in rear of the entrenchments then occupied

by Hagood's left. As was directed, the artillery from the batteries

on the north side of the river opened fire upon the entrenchments of

the enemy as soon as the morning mists had cleared away, and con-

tinued its fire with great accuracy, but no execution, for half an hour.

After the lapse of five minutes the fire of these guns was directed

upon the batteries of the enemy, drawing in a great degree their fire

from the advancing infantry, which, as far as I could see was the

only service rendered by our guns. Indeed, I fear we were injured

more than we gained by their use, as it notified the enemy of our in-

tended attack. My intention was to attack immediately after our

guns opened upon the enemy's batteries ;
but as General Anderson

had not reported I delayed, and immediately one of his staff-officers

appeared, by whom General Anderson was informed that in fifteen

minutes the advance would certainly take place, which would give
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him time to reach the entrenchments then occupied by General

Hagood. At the time appointed the advance was ordered, and im-

mediately my second line followed. The first line gallantly entered

the entrenchments of the enemy and did their duty nobly, and (as

was witnessed by General Lee himself) succeeded not only in break-

ing the enemy, but drove them from their works. It was never

expected that the entrenchments of the enemy could be held by these

two lines of skirmishers, but that they should occupy them till the

line of battle should come up. I asked Major-General Fields, who
was on the ground, to order General Anderson forward, as a moment's

delay would be fatal. He immediately sent the order, which had

been previously sent, to General Anderson to go forward. It is

proper here to state that this was my third effort to get General An-
derson forward after my first notice to him that

"
in fifteen minutes I

would certainly move forward." Some time after General Fields's

second order was sent to General Anderson, he received a note from

him saying that the entrenchments were still occupied by General

Hagood's troops. In this he was greatly mistaken, as will be seen

by General Hagood's report; and, if necessary to prove this mistake,

Colonel DuBose, commanding Benning's brigade, will corroborate

the fact that the entrenchments were then free of troops, except some

stragglers, of whom I am sure no command is exempt. Colonel

DuBose had by this time moved up in line of battle on the right of

General Anderson's position, and after reaching the trenches moved

by a left flank down them, and occupied the point in them which Ander-

son was to have taken. After some time (I suppose an hour) General

Fields put another brigade in the trenches on the left of the City
Point road with a view to attack, and seemed anxious to do so ; but

I advised against it, as the enemy had had time and had made all

preparation for us, and I felt assured he would sustain a heavy loss

and accomplish nothing. At this time orders were received from

General Lee for me to report to him in company with General Fields;

and, hearing the condition of affairs, he directed the attack aban-

doned.
"

I was much troubled at the loss of my men, who did their duty

truly and well, without results which to me appeared certain and

surely ought to have been reaped. It is not my desire to place

blame or responsibility upon others
;

I fear neither. In making the

foregoing statements I merely give facts to the best of my knowledge,
and the commanding general can draw his own conclusions. I have

unofficially heard that both I and my command were censured by
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the commanding general. My regret is in attempting this attack

without full command of all the forces which were to participate.

Both the plan of battle and attack were good, but failed in the exe-

cution. The enemy became extremely uneasy along his entire line

when the attack was made, and had we been successful at that point,

our results would have been such as have not been heretofore equalled.

General Hagood did everything in his power to give us success, and

desired to push forward when, in my judgment, it would have been

hazardous. Very respectfully,

" R. F. HOKE, Major- General.

"To Captain John M. O/ey, A. A. G."

(Endorsement. )

"
Respectfully forwarded to General R. E. Lee for his information.

It will be seen by the reports of Generals Hoke and Hagood that

they are not responsible for the failure of the attack on the 24th ult.,

which would undoubtedly have been successful had the supports ad-

vanced in time. General Hoke is mistaken, if he refers to me, when
he says :

'

I have heard unofficially that both I and my command
have been censured by the commanding general.' I stated only that
'

the success would have been most brilliant had the skirmishers been

properly supported.' His report and that of General Hagood prove
the correctness of my assertion.

"General Hoke says on second page of his report: 'After a

lapse of five minutes the fire of the guns
'

(*. e.
, forty-four guns on

the north side of the Appomattox,)
' was directed upon the batte-

ries of the enemy, drawing in a great degree their fire from the

advancing infantry, which, as far as I could see, was the only service

rendered by them. Indeed, I fear we were injured more than we

gained by the use of our guns, as it notified the enemy of our in-

tended attack.' The object of opening the fire of the batteries,

referred to during the half hour preceding the infantry attack, was to

demoralize the enemy's troops occupying the defensive lines which

were to be attacked, and which were enfiladed and taken in reverse

by those batteries. It was expected also that the heavy artillery fire

would throw into confusion any supports the enemy might have con-

cealed in the woods near his line. The best proof of the entire suc-

cess of the plan is the facility with which an unsupported line of skir-

mishers got possession of those lines, with a loss of only twenty-five
killed and seventy- two wounded. I am decidedly of opinion that,
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regard being had to locality and attending circumstances, no better

results could have been obtained than by the plan adopted, and

which failed only because not properly supported.

"G. T. BEAUREGARD, General.

"Headquarters Department North Carolina and

South Carolina, 5th July, 1864."

Thus failed a brilliant design which might have given a different

complexion to the history of this famous siege. The reports given
are the only official papers in connection with it that have come to

the knowledge of the writer. No court of inquiry was held. So

carefully was the knowledge of the intended movement guarded,
and so completely did it fail in the very beginning of its execution,

that its purpose appeared at the time not to have been suspected by
either anny, and to the men and officers of the line of Hagood's

brigade it appeared inexplicable why they had been rushed upon a

triple line of entrenchments, garnished with artillery and manned
with four-fold their number of infantry. Some of their best blood

paid the penalty.

Colonel Nelson was standing by Hagood's side on the right of

the line when Hoke's aide brought the order to advance. The men
who had been told off to follow his lead were intently watching him,

and when he was directed to go, without speaking he drew his hand-

kerchief from his breast and raised it aloft. The men sprang over

the parapet with a yell, and rushed upon the enemy across the inter-

vening space, he moving upon the right of the line. When they
were driven back and had laid down amid the oats, keeping up their

fire and awaiting the coming of the supports, he moved erect along the

whole length of his line, and shortly after reaching the left disap-

peared. Subsequently it was learned that he was killed. Thus fell

a devoted patriot, a gallant soldier, a courteous gentleman.

Captain Axson was a valuable officer. He was mortally wounded

early in the charge, and lingered painfully for some hours, where

succor could not reach him. Captain Mulvaney was captured upon
the enemy's works waving his cap and cheering on his men. Lieu-

tenant Trim lost his arm, and was put on the retired list. Lieutenants

Smitfy, Vandefordand Chappell died of their wounds. Chappell was

a young officer, whose good conduct at Walthall Station, and again
at Drewry's Bluff, had attracted the attention of the brigade com-

mander, and had in each instance procured him a compliment on

\
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the field. At first he seemed likely to recover from his wound and

he had obtained an invalid leave. When pulling on his boot, pre-

paratory to leaving the hospital for home, he ruptured an artery

near which the ball had passed and bled to death. Some days after

he had been wounded, General Hagood had sent him a handsome

pistol captured from a Federal officer, with a note saying that it was

intended as a testimonial of his uniform gallantry and good con-

duct. When the surgeon informed him that the blood could not be

staunched, and that he must die, he called for his pistol and had it

laid beside him on his cot. The pistol with its history was carefully

forwarded to his widowed mother as a memorial of her noble boy.

There was slain, too, upon this field, among the non-commissioned

officers, Pickens Butler Watts, First Sergeant of Alston's company,

Twenty-seventh regiment, the most distinguished soldier of his rank

at that time in the brigade. He had been mentioned for conspicuous

gallantry in every battle in which his regiment had been engaged in

this campaign, and in the pursuit of the routed Federal army into

its lines at Bermuda Hundreds, when weak from sickness he had

fainted on the march, he declined to use an ambulance, but recover-

ing, pushed on and at nightfall was in the ranks of his company,

skirmishing with the enemy. Eldred Gault, sergeant-major of the

Eleventh regiment and brother of its colonel, was also wounded in

this affair and died some days later.

On the morning of the i8th of June, when Beauregard retired

from the Harrison creek line to the one now held, the latter, from

the bank of the Appomattox to near the Jerusalem plank road, where

it ran into the line of the original defences, was in some places a

trench not over two feet deep ;
in other places not a spade had been

put in the ground, the line had been merely marked out by the

engineers. The enemy following up immediately, this portion of

the defences, as previously noticed, was constructed in the intervals

of battle or under the constant fire of sharpshooters; and conse-

quently remained a siege trench the men standing in the ditch from

which the earth was taken that formed the parapet and the latter

having no exterior ditch and but little elevation; in place of which,

to impede an assailing column, resort was had to abattis, chevaux-

de-frise, palisades, back-water, etc. Very little artillery was placed

on the line of the infantry trench. Generally the mortars and guns

used were placed in suitable positions in rear. There were few, ii

any, guns used by the defence of heavier calibre than a Cohorn

mortar or a field-piece. In the progress of the siege, with incessant
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labor night and day, the Confederate works were strengthened in

profile, drained, traversed and covered approaches made. There

were few, if any, bombproofs ;
and the men had no shelter from the

weather save an occasional tree on the line, or their blankets hoisted

after the fashion of the tent d* abris.

Grant's lines conformed to the general direction of the defence, at

distances ranging from two to four hundred yards, and between the

opposing lines each side had its rifle-pits occupied by a picket-line

at night, which was withdrawn in the day. At the Jerusalem plank-

road the lines ceased their parallelism, and the Federal line pro-

ceeded southerly toward the Weldon road, where bending back it

eventually rested upon the Blackwater Swamp, thus ensconsing the

besieging force in a complete entrenched camp. Upon the latter

portion of their lines collision was only occasional, and partook
of the nature of field fighting. But from the Jerusalem plank road

back to the Appomattox the fire of artillery and sharpshooters

was incessant, frequently continuing night and day, never ceasing
from dawn till dark.

The morning of the igth opened with heavy firing from sharp-

shooters, which continued all day, and ceased at night on Hagood's
front. For this and several days the casualties were numerous from

the imperfect protection as yet secured by the men. There were two

Napoleons on Hagood's line where it crossed the City Point road, and

on the 2ist he caused one of them to be arranged for vertical fire by
depressing the trail in a pit until the gun had an angle of forty-five

degrees elevation, and firing with small charges. He had seen it

done at the siege of Charleston; and here, as there, it answered

admirably as an expedient. On the 23d eight Cohorns were placed
in position, in rear of his left, and subsequently another battery of

these was established behind his right, when it joined Colquitt. The

enemy had mortar batteries in our front by the 27th, but the fire

from these did at no time much damage on this portion of our line.

He found it difficult to drop his shell upon the thin riband of a

trench running parallel to him, and falling front or rear of it, they
did no harm. When they fell in the trench, which was seldom, the

frequent traverses limited their destructice effect. The most galling

artillery fire to which the brigade was subjected was from Hare's Hill,

whence its line was partially enfiladed. The enemy now also erected,

at some distance in rear of his right, a battery of Parrotts, and com-

menced shelling the city. The portion of it within range was soon

abandoned by the inhabitants, though some remained, taking refuge
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in their cellars when the bombardment was heavy. After making
his own works in our front secure from assault, Grant at first ap-

peared to have resorted to regular approaches by zig-zags and par-

allels, but these were discontinued after little progress had been

made, and the impression prevailed on the Confederate side that he

had resorted to mining Accordingly, counter-mines were commenced

at the points where the hostile lines were nearest. In the construc-

tion of these the shaft, with a cross section of six by four feet,

generally began to be sunk some thirty or forty feet behind the in-

fantry trench, and descended at an easy grade till it reached the

water-bearing stratum at the particular point, which was seldom over

thirty feet beneath the surface. Then pushing forward until from

sixty to a hundred feet in front of the trench had been gained, the

gallery was extended laterally right and left for a greater or less dis-

tance to cover the menaced point. This was the general outline of

their construction, but some were very elaborately executed, rami-

fying in every direction. All were ceiled with plank and scantling

as the work advanced, and were lighted and ventilated by perpen-
dicular shafts. Holes were also bored with earth augers from the

galleries horizontally towards the enemy to serve as acoustic tubes

in conveying the sounds of hostile mining. Sentinels were kept in

the galleries night and day, and their cool, quiet aisles were delight-

ful retreats from the heat and turmoil of the trenches. It must be

confessed, however, that there was something in the dank stillness

that reigned within them which, with the ever present death above-

ground, was suggestive of the grave.

About the 28th of July the Federal commander was discovered trans-

ferring troops to the north side of the James, and Lee began to send

over troops to meet this threat against Richmond. On the 2gth,

Grant suddenly brought back his troops, and on the 3Oth July, at

daylight, sprung a mine under the salient on the Baxter road, held by
Elliott's South Carolina brigade. The breach was immediately as-

sailed and occupied, but the enemy were unable to get beyond the

Crater, where he was held at bay until the arrival of reinforcements

expelled him, and our original lines were re-established. This was,

perhaps, the most prominent event of the siege, but it is not within

the scope of this sketch to go into its details, Hagood's brigade being
in no way connected with it. The fighting over the Crater was des-

perate, the Confederates sustaining twelve hundred casualties, and

inflicting a loss of over six thousand upon the enemy, of which

eleven hundred were prisoners.
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The ordinary details from the troops for guard and picket and

fatigue duty were very heavy. All the men were required to sit in

line of battle upon the banquette, arms in hand and officers at their

posts, for the half hour preceding and the half hour after dark.

From this time till an hour before daylight one-half of the men, not

on other duty, were kept awake at a time in the same position, while

the other half were allowed to get what sleep they could in the bot-

tom of the trench, their arms and accoutrements laid aside, but near

at hand, and disturbed by the frequent passage of inspecting officers

or fatigue parties blundering along in the dark over their prostrate
forms. From an hour before day until after good daylight all were

aroused and stood to arms fully equipped and prepared to repel as-

sault. Again, during the day only one-half were allowed to lay off

their equipments at a time, and none were permitted, day or night,

to leave their assigned places in the trench without special permission.
The company officers remained at all times with their men in the

trench
;
the field officers and brigade staff had their respective pits

some six feet in rear of the general trench, and were permitted to use

them except when the men were standing to arms. Division com-
manders were from six hundred yards to half a mile in rear, and

generally occupied houses in the suburbs. Generals Lee and Beau-

regard had their headquarters near each other on the hill north of

the Appomattox, near Pocahontas bridge, and, with their staffs, were

in tents. The men in the trenches served as sharpshooters by regu-
lar detail. The constant use of the shoulder in shooting produced
bruises and soreness, so that they accustomed themselves to resting

the rifle on the parapet and firing it as a pistol. The accuracy of

their fire was frequently spoken of by letter-writers to the Northern

papers, and our men, as at Wagner, became very fond of it. It was

a relief to the passive endurance which made up so large a part of

their duty.

Such severe service, continued day in and day out for so long a

time, was trying to the last degree upon men already jaded by an

active campaign. For some time during July not a field-officer was

present for duty, and four out of the five regiments of the brigade
were commanded by lieutenants. To preserve anything like organi-

zation and efficiency, General Hagood was compelled to consolidate

companies temporarily and to assign to duty, as commissioned offi-

cers, non-commissioned officers and even privates. In doing this, he

selected men who had hitherto been mentioned for good conduct in

battle. Not a day passed without more or less casualties, and from
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the fact that the wounds were generally in the head or upper part of

the person, and from the enfeebled state of the general health of the

men, they were mostly fatal. Diseases of a low nervous type carried

the men to the field infirmary, and at one time there were five hun-

dred cases in Hagood's alone. These field infirmaries were places
in the woods by some roadside in the rear of the city, provided
sometimes with a few tents, never with enough, and sometimes with

none, where the men were sent whom it was thought possible to

restore to duty in a short time, and where the surgical operations
were performed. The regimental surgeons were here. The assistant

surgeons were in some place more or less sheltered, as near as one
could be found to the lines. Litter-bearers brought the wounded to

them, and after temporary treatment they were dispatched in two-
horse ambulances to the infirmary. The various post hospitals in

Petersburg, Richmond, and even further off, received the severe

cases. These hospitals were generally well managed, but the field

infirmaries were the scene of much suffering, partly unavoidable and

partly from mismanagement. It depended entirely upon the fidelity

and administrative ability of the senior surgeon of a brigade how
each was managed. The brigade commander was expected to exer-

cise a supervision over them, which his duties in the trenches pre-
vented from being more than nominal, and the higher medical officers

were not, within the writer's observation, particular enough in super-

vising their brigade subordinates.

The foregoing narrative has given the outline of the military
events and surroundings the naked skeleton of the history ;

but it

is difficult to convey to one who has not had a similar experience an

idea of the actual reality, of the labor and sufferings of the men, who
for those long hot summer months held, without relief, the trenches of

Petersburg. The following extracts from the journal (MSS.) of Lieu-

tenant Moffett, then acting inspector on the brigade staff, and who

gallantly and faithfully discharged his full share of the duties per-

formed, presents vividly the life we led :

"Seldom," says he, "are men called upon to endure as much as

was required of the troops who occupied the trenches of Petersburg

during the months of June, July and August. It was endurance

without relief; sleeplessness without excitement
; inactivity without

rest
; constant apprehension requiring ceaseless watching. The ner-

vous system was continually strained, till the spirits became depressed

almost beyond endurance. * * * *
Day after day, as soon as

the mists which overhung the country gave way to the dawn, and
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until night spread her welcome mantle over the earth, the sharp-

shooting was incessant, the constant rattle of small arms and the

spiteful hissing of bullets never ceased, and was only drowned by the

irregular but daily bombardment from heavier metal. No place

along the line could be considered safe; the most sheltered were pene-
trated by glancing bullets, and many severe wounds were received in

this way. The trenches themselves were filthy, and, though policing

was rigidly enforced, it was impossible to keep down the constant

accumulation. Vermin abounded, and diseases of various kinds

showed themselves. The digestive organs became impaired by the

rations issued and the manner in which they were prepared. Diar-

rhoea and dysentery were universal ; the legs and feet of the men
swelled until they could not wear their shoes, and the filth of their

persons from the scarcity of water was almost unbearable. But all

of this they endured, and, although in a few instances desertions oc-

curred, and even self-mutilation was resorted to, to escape the horrid

nightmare that brooded upon spirits not highly enough tempered to

endure it, the great majority of men stood all their sufferings with

unflinching constancy, and never yielded till disease drove them to

the field infirmary."
* * *

Such was the life of the soldier in the trenches
;
and the following

verses, appearing anonymously in a Petersburg paper during the

siege, depict what was its frequent ending. The verses may lack

smoothness, but those who were there will recognize the realism of

the picture :

"
Dirty and haggard,
Almost a blackguard,

They bore him away
From the terrible fray ;

From the clash and the rattle,

In the front rank of battle,

Almost dead, shot through the head,

They reached his gory ambulance bed.

" The ambulance jolts,

But the driver bolts,

And away he flies,

Drowning the cries

Of the poor private,

Glad to arrive at

The hospital door, where to be sure

The surgeon, he thinks, can effect a quick cure.

"So wan and pale,

With plaintive wail,

All alone he dies
;
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But nobody cries.

Bear away the clay,

To the dead-house ; away !

Who cares ! who ever sheds tears

Over ragged and dirty soldiers' biers !

"A box of pine,

Say three feet by nine,

They place him in ;

Away from the din

Of battle and strife,

Then hurried for life,

Under the stones to bury the bones

Of the poor soldier whom nobody mourns.

"
In his home far away,
A letter some day,

Perhaps may tell

How the poor soldier fell.

Then tears, ah ! how deep,
The loved ones will weep,

When they hear that the bier

Of him they so loved, awoke not a tear."

Hagood's brigade served sixty-five consecutive days in the trenches

of Petersburg, entering them with an aggregate of twenty-three, hun-

dred men and officers. When withdrawn on the 2oth of August, to

participate in the fighting on the Weldon road, incident to Grant's

turning operations, but fifty-nine officers and six hundred and eighty-

one men remained present for duty.

General Hagood's address was received with enthusiastic applause,

which was indefinitely prolonged when Colonel P. C. Gaillard, his old

comrade in arms, walked up and congratulated him.

Soon after the conclusion of General Hagood's address, the second

regular toast was proposed by Colonel John S. Fairly :

"Our Dead
" Nor shall their glory be forgot

While Time her record keeps,

Or Honor guards the hallowed spot
Where Valor proudly sleeps."

Drank standing and in silence.

Third toast, by D. B. Gilliland, fourth vice-president :

" The Confederate Soldier Poorly paid, clad and fed, with little

training or rigid discipline, he endured more, accomplished more,

and fought better than any soldier in any army in any age."
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In response, Colonel Zimmerman Davis read a letter from a dis-

tinguished officer of the English army, who also served in the Con-

federate army, paying a glowing tribute to the exalted heroism and

indomitable valor of the individual men composing the Confederate

army.
Fourth toast, by Captain A. W. Marshall :

" The Infantry They
stood like a stone wall." Responded to by the Rev. Robert Wil-

son, D. D.

Fifth toast, by Dr. F. L. Frost : "The Artillery' A little more

grape, Captain Bragg.'
'

Responded to by the Rev. C. E. Chi-

chester.

Sixth toast, by Colonel Zimmerman Davis :

" The Cavalry The
men who were always fighting." In response, a letter was read from

General M. C. Butler, warmly commending the Soldiers' Home estab-

lished at Richmond, Va.

Toasts to "Our Southern Women" and "The Press" were pro-

posed and fittingly responded to, and after many volunteer toasts

and a social interchange of war reminiscences and adventures o'er

flood and field, the assemblage dispersed.

Seal of the Southern Historical Society and the Great Seal of the Confed-

erate States of America.

A seal of the design herewith presented was adopted by the Execu-
tive Committee of the Southern Historical Society, in meeting held

October 26th, 1888, and it will be observed that it decorates the title-

page of this volume also.
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The design, offered by the Secretary, was, as is obvious, adapted
from the familiar great or broad seal of the late Confederate States

of America, and it may be assumed that there will scarce be division

in sentiment as to its peculiar appropriateness as the insignia of the

body charged with the just preservation of the muniments of that

obliterated government and quieted cause. The seal, which is one

and one-half of an inch in diameter, may be thus described : a sol-

dier mounted the horse in motion (adapted from the equestrian

statue of Washington, by Crawford, in the ground of the State

Capitol of Virginia), within a circle. This circle surrounded with a

wreath composed of the staple vegetable productions of the Southern

States corn, wheat, cotton, tobacco and sugar and within outer

circles the legend, "THE SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY, ORGAN-
IZED MAY i, 1869," and the motto,

" DEO VINDICE," with the

further inscription, within the smaller circle and immediately above

the equestrian figure,
" Re- organized August 15, 1873."
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The seal, which is excellently engraved, was generously executed,

without cost to the Society, by Mr. M. S. O'Donnell, Boston, Massa-

chusetts.

It seems meet that some account of the origin of the famous pro-

totype of the seal of the Society should be given here. Further, a

recent publication in that admirable exponent and enlightened medium,
the New Orleans Picayune, happily gives so many ungarnered details

of the adoption of the Great Seal, that it becomes a duty to aid in

their permanent preservation.

The Great Seal of the Confederate States of America was engraved
in 1864, by the late Joseph S. Wyon, of London, England, prede-

cessor of Messrs J. S. and A. B. Wyon, chief engravers of Her

British Majesty's seals, etc., and reached Richmond not long before

the evacuation of the city, April 3, 1865. It was of silver, and in

diameter measured nearly four inches. At the evacuation it was

overlooked by the Confederate authorities, and subsequently fell

into the possession of the late genial and accomplished Colonel

John T. Pickett, of Washington, D. C., who, after having a number

of electrotype copies in copper, silver and gold plating made from

it, presented the original to Colonel William E. Earle, of Washing-

ton, D. C. This last gentleman, on December 271)1, 1888, formally

presented it to the State of South Carolina. The announcement of

the gift elicited from the Picayune, in its issue of January 6, 1889,

the interesting report of an interview, by one of its representatives,

held with Hon. Thomas J. Semmes, of New Orleans, which follows:

" Mr. Semmes said it always afforded him pleasure to converse on

the events of the war, particularly the transactions of the Confede-

rate Senate. He was attorney-general of Louisiana in 1861. When
it became necessary to elect to the Confederate Senate, organized

under the new constitution, Mr. Semmes and General Edward T.

Sparrow were chosen senators from this State. In drawing for terms

he drew that for four years, while General Sparrow drew that for

six years. This was at Richmond, Va., in February, 1862.
"
In speaking of his services in the Senate, Mr. Semmes said he was

appointed a member of the finance committee in conjunction with

Hon. R. M. T. Hunter, of Virginia, and Hon. Robert Barnwell, of

South Carolina and a member of the judiciary committee, of which

Hon. B. H. Hill was chairman. He was also chairman of the joint

committee on the flag and seal of the Confederate States. He drafted,

under the direction of Hon. R. M. T. Hunter, the
'

tax in kind
'
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bill, which practically supported the Confederacy during the last two

years of the war*

"As member of the finance committee, he advocated the sealing

and calling in of the outstanding Confederate currency, on the ground
that the purchasing power of the new currency to be issued in ex-

change would be greater than the total amount of the outstanding

currency in its then depreciated condition. He made a report from

the judiciary committee adverse to martial law.

"Upon being questioned as to the seal which he had designed, Mr.

Semmes said it was a device representing an equestrian portrait of

Washington (after the statue which surmounts his monument in the

capitol square at Richmond), surrounded with a wreath, composed
of the principal agricultural products of the Confederacy, and having
around its margin the words : 'Confederate States of America, 226

February, 1862,' with the motto, 'Deo vindiee.'
"
In the latter part of April, 1864, quite an interesting debate was

had on the adoption of the motto. The House resolutions fixing the

motto as
' Deo Duce Vincemus

'

being considered, Mr. Semmes
moved to substitute

' Deo vindice majores aemulamur.' The motto

had been suggested by Professor Alexander Dimitry. Mr. Semmes

thought
' Deo vindice

'

sufficient and preferred it. He was finally

triumphant."
In this connection it is appropriate and interesting to reproduce

the speech made by Mr. Semmes on that occasion. It was as follows:

"MR. PRESIDENT I am instructed by the committee to move to

strike out the words " duce vincemus
"

in the motto and insert in lieu

thereof the words " Vindice majores aemulamur,"
" Under the guid-

ance and protection of God we endeavor to equal and even excel our

ancestors." Before discussing the proposed change in the motto, I

will submit to the Senate a few remarks as to the device on the seal.

"The committe has been greatly exercised on this subject, and it

has been extremely difficult to come to any satisfactory conclusion.

This is a difficulty, however, incident to the subject, and all that we
have to do is to avoid what Visconti calls

' an absurdity in bronze.'

"The equestrian statue of Washington has been selected in defer-

ence to the current popular sentiment. The equestrian figure im-

pressed on our seal will be regarded by those skilled in glyptics as to

a certain extent indicative of our origin. It is a most remarkable

fact that an equestrian figure constituted the seal of Great Britain

from the time of Edward the Confessor down to the reign of George
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Ill, except during the short interval of the protectorate of Cromwell,

when the tria) of the King was substituted for the man on horseback.

Even Cromwell retained the equestrian figure on the seal of Scotland,

but he characteristically mounted himself on the horse. In the reign

of William and Mary the seal bore the impress of the king and

queen both mounted on horseback.
"
Washington has been selected as the emblem for our shield, as a

type of our ancestors, in his character of princeps majorum. In

addition to this, the equestrian figure is consecrated in the hearts of

our own people by the local circumstance that on the gloomy and

stormy 22d of February, 1862, our permanent government was set

in motion by the inauguration of President Davis under the shadow
of the statue of Washington.

" The committee are dissatisfied with the motto on the seal pro-

posed by the House resolution. The motto proposed is as fol-

lows: 'Deo Duce Vincemus' (Under the leadership of God we will

conquer).
" The word ' duce

'

is too pagan in its signification, and is degrading
to God, because it reduces him to the leader of an army; for scarcely
does the word '

duce' escape the lips before the imagination suggests

'exercitus! an army for a leader to command. It degrades the

Christian God to the level of pagan gods, goddesses and heroes, as

is manifest from the following quotation;
'Nil desperandum Tenero

duce' This word duce is particularly objectionable because of its

connection with the word ' vincemus
'

(we will conquer). This con-

nection makes God the leader of a physical army, by means of which

we -will conquer, or must conquer. If God be our leader we must

conquer, or he would not be the God of Abraham, and of Isaac, and
of Jacob, nor the God of the Christian. This very doubt implied in

the word ' vincemus
'

so qualifies the omnipotence of the God who is

to be our 'leader,' that it imparts a degrading signification to the

word 'duce
'

in its relations to the attributes of the Deity.
" The word ' vincemus '

is equally objectionable because it implies
that war is to be our normal slate

; besides, it is in the future tense

'we will conquer.' The future is always uncertain, and .therefore,

it implies doubt. What becomes of our motto when we shall have

conquered ? The future becomes an accomplished fact, and our

motto thus loses its significance.
"
In addition to this there are only two languages in which the words

will and shall are to be found the English and the German and in

those they are used to qualify a positive condition of the mind and
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render it uncertain ; they are repugnant to repose, quiet, absolute and

positive existence.
" As to the motto proposed by us, we concur with the House in

accepting the word ' Deo ' God. We do so in conformity to the

expressed wishes of the framers of our Constitution, and the senti-

ments of the people and of the army.
" The preamble of the Provisional Constitution declares that

'

We,
the deputies of the sovereign and independent States of South Caro-

lina, etc., invoking the favor and guidance of Almighty God, do or-

dain,' etc.

"
In this respect both our Constitutions have deviated in the most

emphatic manner from the spirit that presided over the construction

of the Constitution of the United States, which is silent on the sub-

ject of the Deity.
"
Having discarded the word '

duce,' the committee endeavored to

select in lieu of it a word more in consonance with the attributes of

the Deity, and therefore more imposing and significant. They think

success has crowned their efforts in the selection of the word '

vindex,'

which signifies an assenter, a defender, protector, deliverer, liberator,

a mediator and a ruler or guardian.
' Vindex '

also means an aven-

ger or punisher.

"No word appeared more grand, more expressive or significant

than this. Under God as the asserter of our rights, the defender of

our liberties, our protector against danger, our mediator, our ruler

and guardian, and, as the avenger of our wrongs and the punisher

of our crimes, we endeavor to equal or even excel our ancestors.

What word can be suggested of more power, and so replete with

sentiments and thoughts consonant with our idea of the omnipotence

and justice of God ?

" At this point the committee hesitated whether it were necessary

to add anything further to the motto
' Deo Vindice.' These words

alone were sufficient and impressive, and, in the spirit of the lapidary

style of composition, were elliptical and left much to the play of the

imagination. Reflection, however, induced us to add the words
'

majores aemulamur,' because without them there would be nothing

in the motto referring to the equestrian figure of Washington. It

was thought better to insert something elucidative or adaptive of the

idea to be conveyed by that figure. Having determined on this

point, the committee submitted to the judgment of the Senate the

words '

majores aemulamur,' as best adapted to express the ideas of

'our ancestors.' 'Patres' was first suggested, but abandoned be-
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cause
'

majores
'

signifies ancestors absolutely, and is also more sug-

gestive than
'

patres.' The latter is a term applied to our immediate

progenitors who may be alive, whereas '

majores
'

conveys the idea

of a more remote generation that has passed away.
" That being disposed of, the question arose as to the proper signi-

fication of the word 'aemulamur.' Honorable emulation is the

primary signification of the word
; in its secondary sense it is true

it includes the idea of improper rivalry, or jealousy. But it is used

in its primary and honorable sense by the most approved authors.
" The secondary and improper sense of the aemulari is excluded

in the proposed motto by the relation it bears to
' Deo vindice.'

This relation excludes the idea of envy or jealousy, because God, as

the asserter of what is right, justifies the emulation, and as a punisher
of what is wrong checks excess in case the emulation runs into im-

proper envy or jealousy. In adopting the equestrian figure of Wash-

ington, the committee desires distinctly to disavow any recognition
of the embodiment of the idea of the 'cavalier.' We have no admi-

ration for the character of the cavalier of 1640 any more than for

his opponent, the Puritan. We turn with disgust from the violent

and licentious cavalier, and we abhor the acerb, morose and fanatic

Puritan, of whom Oliver Cromwell was the type. In speaking of

Cromwell and his character, Guizot says that
' he possessed the faculty

of lying at need with an inexhaustible and unhesitating hardihood

which struck even his enemies with surprise and embarrassment.'
" This characteristic seems to have been transmitted to the de-

scendants of the pilgrims who settled in Massachusetts Bay to enjoy
the liberty of persecution. If the cavalier is to carry us back to

days earlier than the American Revolution, I prefer to be trans-

ported in imagination to the field of Runnymede, when the barons

extorted Magna Charta from the unwilling John. But I discard all

reference to the cavalier of old, because it implies a division of

society into two orders, an idea inconsistent with confederate in

stitutions."

Mr. Semmes moved to amend by substituting "vindice" for

"duce," and it was agreed to.

In taking his leave, the reporter was informed by Mr. Semmes that

he did not know the seal was in existence and was glad to learn that

it had been presented to the State of South Carolina, the first State

which seceded from the Union.
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The Old South.

[An address by Lieutenant-General D. H. Hill, on Memorial Day,

June 6th, 1887, at Baltimore, before the Society of the Army and

Navy of the Confederate States in the State of Maryland.]

Comrades of the Society of the Army and Navy
of the Confederate States in the Stale of Maryland :

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN Years and years ago, "the time

whereof the memory of man runneth not to the contrary," I was a

subaltern artillery officer in the United States army. There was

great striving with the young lieutenants of that day to be stationed

at Fort McHenry ;
for they said that everybody in the world knew

that the most beautiful and graceful ladies in the solar system were

in the city near by. I give this as a reminiscence of the long ago,

and not as a piece of flattery, or as an endorsement of the astronomi-

cal opinions of the lieutenants of artillery of that pre-historic period.

But to-day, the battle-scarred veterans all over the South pay a

higher and grander tribute than that to the mere beauty and grace
of the ladies of the present generation, when they tell, with tearful

eyes and husky voices, of the kindness and sympathy shown them

while they were hungry, ragged, sick and suffering prisoners of war.

In all ages of the world, poetry and song have embalmed the minis-

trations of mercy of the beautiful to the brave
;
but these offices of

charity rise into the sublime, when the gentle ministrants receive

scorn, contumely and contempt for their gracious deeds to the

friendless, the hated and the despised. May God bless the noble

women of Baltimore forever and forevermore.

But there came a time when my people owed a still deeper debt of

gratitude to your generous city. It was the time of the gentle

fanning of spring breezes, of the rustling of the new born leaves on

the trees, of the wafting of perfumery from buds and flowers, of the

busy humming of freshly-awakened insect life, of the gladsome

singing and love-wooing of birds. The booming of cannon and the

ringing of church bells told of the rejoicing of twenty- five millions

of people over a restored Union. There was gladness everywhere
but in the eleven States scorched and withered by the hot blasts of

war. Lee had surrendered, and sorrow had filled the hearts of those

stern warriors who had battledfor four years with the world in arms.

But the grief of surrender had turned into sullen despair, when they
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came back in this joyous springtime to their suffering families to find

desolation and destruction everywhere ;
blackened ruins marked the

sites of the stately mansions of once lordly planters ;
the fields, once

white with the world's great staple, were now fenceless and unplowed ;

"the fig tree had not blossomed, neither was there fruit in the vine
;

the labor of the olive had failed, and the fields yielded no meat
;
the

flocks had been cut off from the folds, and there were no herds in

the stalls"; the cities were without business, trade and commerce,
and grass was growing in the streets of the villages almost deserted

of inhabitants.
" The elders had ceased from the gates, the young

men from their music (yea, the best and the bravest of them filled

bloody graves.) The joy of their heart had ceased, and their dances

had been turned into mourning. The crown had fallen from the

head of their beautiful South-land, and the Lord of Hosts had seemed

to cover Himself with a thick cloud so that the prayers of widows

and orphans could not pass through."
It was at this time, when our whole people were shrouded with a

pall of gloom and anguish, and absolute starvation was imminent in

many places, that the generous heart of your city throbbed with one

simultaneous pulsation of pity. Then both sexes, all classes and

conditions, friends and foes alike, forgetting political and sectional

differences, vied with one another in sending relief to the afflicted

South.

In the name of my countrymen, thus rescued from despair and

death, I invoke the blessings of Almighty God upon the heads of

their deliverers, whatever be their religious creed or political faith
;

whatever be the skies of their nativity or their opinion of the right-

eousness or unrighteousness of the Southern cause.

My subject is the Old South
;
the Old South of pure women and

brave men
;
the South of Washington and Jefferson ;

of Carroll and

Rutledge ;
of Marshall and Taney ;

of the Pinckneys of Maryland
and South Carolina (for they were of the same stock) ;

of Andrew

Jackson and Winfield Scott
;
of Decatur, McDonough and Tatnall

;

the generous Old South which, rich, prosperous and peaceful under

British domination, cried,
"
the cause of Boston is the cause of us

all," and had her sons slain and her land desolated in defence ol

her Northern sister; the magnanimous Old South which, without

ships and commerce, hoisted in 1812, in the interest of the carrying

trade, the banner inscribed "Free Trade and Sailors' Rights;" the

chivalrous Old South, crying out in the person of Randolph Ridgely,
when Charley May was about trying the novel experiment of a
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charge of cavalry upon a battery of Mexican artillery,
"
hold on.

Charley, till I draw their fire upon myself." Ah ! my countrymen,
that Old South did many unselfish deeds which, in the slang of the

day, "didn't pay." But the world was made purer, nobler and

better by them, and they should be as ointment poured forth, fragrant

through all the ages.

Christopher Columbus has justly been considered mankind's

greatest benefactor, and surely no one ever did great deeds under

more adverse circumstances. Crowned heads had tantalized him

with hope, but to baffle his expectations; jealous courtiers sneered at

him; men of science called him a dreamer and a madman; his own

sailors were insubordinate and mutinous. Through it all, this won-

derful man had borne himself grandly, never losing heart or hope
until success had crowned his efforts. The fame won by Columbus

stimulated the enterprise of the world for the next three hundred

and fifty years, until all the highways and byways of the ocean had

been thoroughly explored, and all its creeks, bays and estuaries had

been thoroughly surveyed. Then discovery ceased, and it was said

that there were no more continents, no more islands, no more coral

reefs, no more sand-bars to be found in all the wide waste of waters.

This lull in discovery ceased until 1868, when an enterprising brother

from somewhere north of Mason & Dixon's line announced to the

startled world that he had discovered a hitherto unknown region of

vast extent, with fertile soil, varied and wonderful products, the

loveliest scenery and the finest climate on the globe cities, towns,

villages and a vast rural population all speaking the English lan-

guage, though it was not told whether they were Christian or heathen.

The great navigator had called his discovery the New World, and

other navigators had called theirs New Caledonia, New Zealand,

New Britain, New Hebrides, New Holland, etc. ;
this land navigator

of the year of grace 1868, called his discovery the New South.

The thing stranger to me than even finding this hitherto unknown

land is, that the English-speaking race discovered there have adopted

the name given them, are proud of it, brag about it, and roll it as a

sweet morsel under their tongues. All other barbarians have ic-

sented the name imposed upon them by their discoverers, and have

clung to their old names, their old ideas, and their old traditions.

It will be my business at this time to speak to you, Veterans of

this Association, of the Old South for which we fought and for which

so many of our comrades, as dear to us as our own heart's blood,

laid down their precious lives. I would tell you, young people of that
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dear Old South which has passed away, that you may admire ana

imitate whatever was grand and noble in its history, and reject what-

ever was wrong and defective.

Dr. Channing, of Boston, one of the ablest and fairest of the many
gifted men of the North, said more than forty years ago, that the

great passion of the South was for political power and the great pas-

sion of the North was for wealth. I quote his words: "The South

has abler politicians than the North, and almost necessarily so, be-

cause its opulent class makes politics the business of life.
* * *

In the South, an unnatural state of things turns men's thoughts to

political ascendancy, but in the Free States men think little of it.

Prosperity is the goal for which they toil perseveringly from morn-

ing until night. Even the political partisan among us (the Northern

people) has an eye to property and seeks office as the best, perhaps
the only way of subsistence."

This was a frank confession from a Northern scholar and thinker,

that Northern politicians sought office with an eye to property and

subsistence, while ambitious Southerners sought for place and power
from love of political supremacy. Now, the motive of the latter

class was not good, but these lovers of high position did have a

restraining influence upon the lovers of money. The scandals that

have brought shame upon the American name occurred when the

Old South was out of power. Who has not heard of the Credit

Mobilier swindle, in which high Government officers, Senators and

Representatives, were implicated ? Then there were frauds known
as Emma Mine stock, Seneca Stone contract, Whiskey Ring swindles,

Pacific Mail subsidies, sales of Sutlers' Posts, steals of Government

lands, back salary grabs, Star Route robberies, etc., etc. When
Southern statesmen had a controlling influence, these knaveries were

unknown, because they were impossible. No official from the Old

South, whether in Cabinet, Congress, Foreign Mission or public

position of any kind was ever charged with roguery. No great

statesman of that period ever corruptly made money out of his office.

Calhoun, Clay and Webster were comparatively poor. Some of

our greatest presidents were almost paupers, notably Jefferson, Mon-
roe and Harrison.

Dr. Channing gave the distinction between the North and the

South with great candor and fairness. But we might still inquire :

Why did the North seek property as the chief good, and why did

the South seek political supremacy as the chief good ? The reason

of the difference between the two sections seems to me perfectly
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plain. It was not a race difference between the two peoples, for they
were of the same blood and the same speech. The ambition of each

section as to the avenues in which it should seek its own self-aggran-

dizement was determined by its surroundings. The Northern States

of the Old Thirteen had magnificent bays and harbors, but a bleak,

inhospitable climate, in which African slaves could not thrive, and a

soil not adapted to producing the things which the world specially

needed. The people of that region then freed or sold into the South

the negroes whom they had brought from Africa and whom they
found to be unprofitable slaves in their latitude. Naturally, these

Northerners turned away from unremunerative agriculture to the

wealth-giving sea and became the boldest and hardiest navigators the

world had ever seen ; but with all their courage, pluck and energy

they were averse to war and personal conflicts as interfering with

the peaceful gains of trade. They were too busy to be turbulent.

They put thousands of ships upon the ocean as fishing-smacks,

whalers and merchantmen. Their shipping interests called for great
centres of trade and for foundries and machine shops. They built

great cities and huge dock-yards; they opened vast mines and estab-

lished rich factories. They became money-getting from the situation

in which their surroundings had placed them. Anglo-Saxon energy
and indomitable will had made them masters of whatever was at first

unfavorable in their situation.

The South had but few ports, and these were in unhealthy places ,

it had a climate well suited to the African and a soil well adapted to

produce those things which the world most needed. Hence the peo-

ple of the Old South maintained slavery and devoted themselves

almost exclusively to agriculture. They built no great cities, for they

had no trade ; they developed no mines and erected no factories, for

their laborers were better at field work than at anything else. The
Southern men of property went to the country and became feudal

lords of black retainers, the best fed, the best clothed, the gayest,

happiest, healthiest, strongest serfs the world had ever seen. The
towns and villages at the South were shackly, mostly with unpaved
and unlighted streets. The rural mansions were spacious and com-

fortable, seldom grand or elegant. An agricultural people are seldom

rich, and the profuse hospitality of the Southern planter kept him

generally straitened in his means. The Old South labored under a

more serious disadvantage ;
there were few literary and scientific men

among them. History shows that the great men of the world have

been born chiefly in the country, and that they gained distinction,
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not there, but in cities and towns. The fire may be hid in flint for

countless ages and the spark only be given out when the flint is

struck by the steel. So the intellectual giants, reared in the free,

fresh air of the country, have only given out their grand thoughts
under the influence of other minds in populous places.

Thus, the men of the Old South, being cut oft from wealth, from

mining, manufacturing, commerce, art, science and literature, found

but two fields open in which they could distinguish themselves war

and politics and into these they entered boldly and successfully, and

became leading statesmen and renowned warriors. So the surround-

ings of the Old South determined the destiny of its sons, just as the

surroundings of the North determined that of its sons. Exceptional
cases occurred at the South where fame was won outside of politics.

Thus Audubon, of Louisiana, was the first, as he is the most distin-

guished, of American ornithologists. Washington Allston, of South

Carolina, ranks among the foremost of American painters. M. F.

Maury, of Virginia, has done more for navigation than any one of

this century, and he received more medals, diplomas and honors as a

man of science from European nations than any other American.

John Gill, of Newberne, North Carolina, is the true inventor of the

revolver, that has revolutionized the tactics of the world. Dr. Clemens,

of Salisbury, North Carolina, is the true inventor of the telegraph,

which has made almost instantaneous the intercourse between the

most distant nations of the earth. McCormick, of Virginia, was the

first to put the reaper into the field, which has done so much to

develop the vast grain fields of the West. Stevens, of South Caro-

lina, was the first to use iron as a protection against artillery, and

thus the whole system of naval warfare has been changed. Dr.

Reed, of Tuscaloosa, Alabama, is the inventor of rifled cannon,

which have made useless fortifications of stone and brick. Richard

Jordan Catling, of Hertford county, North Carolina, is the inventor

of the terrible gun that bears his name. The Georgians claim that

their countryman. Rev. F. R. Goulding, is the inventor of the

sewing-machine. General Gabriel J. Rains, by the construction

of a peculiar friction primer, made the use of torpedoes success-

ful in the Southern waters during the civil war, and demonstrated

that weak maritime nations could be protected against the most

powerful. The Le Contes, of Georgia, are to-day among our

foremost men of science. Dr. J. Marion Sims, of South Carolina,

had more reputation abroad than any other American physician. In

literature, we have had such men as Marshall, Kennedy, Gayarre,
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Wirt, Gilmore, Simms, Hawks, Legare, Hayne, Ryan, Timrod, the

Elliotts, of South Carolina, Tichnor, Lanier, Thornwell, Archibald

Alexander and his sons, Addison and James W , Bledsoe, Mrs. Welby,
Mrs. Terhune, &c. Brooke, of Virginia, solved the problem of deep
sea sounding, which had so long baffled men of science. But the

other day, General John Newton, of Virginia, was at the head of the

Engineering Department of the United States. Stephen V. Benet,

of Florida, is now head of the United States Ordnance Department,
and Dr. Robert Murray, of Maryland, is Surgeon General.

Most of the Southern inventions were lost to those whose genius

devised them, because the Old South had no foundries or machine

shops in which they could be made, and no great centres of trade by
which they could be put upon the market. With rare magnanimity,
Southern congressmen had voted for protective tariffs fishing boun-

ties, and coast-trade regulations, which did so much to build up the

big cities and great commerce of the North and to fill its coffers to

overflowing. Even Mr. Calhoun had voted to protect
"
infant indus-

tries," believing that the infants would in the course of time learn to

crawl and walk, and do without pap. But that time has not yet

come. Thomas Prentice Kettell, a Northern man, estimates that in

these three ways the Old South contributed from, 1789 to 1861,

$2,770,000,000 of her wealth to Northern profits Our statesmen

knew, surely, that their own section would never get one dollar in

return from this enormous expenditure. But they were patriotic enough
to be willing to make the nation rich and prosperous, even at the ex-

pense, for a season, of their own beloved South. My countrymen !

that Old South was a generous Old South. The world scoffs at such

generosity, and says
"

it don't pay." The Old South believed with

the wise man, that "A good name is to be chosen rather than great

riches, and loving favor rather than gold and silver." But the world

does not think with Solomon and the Old South, and chooses great

riches rather than the good name, and gives its loving favor to the

holders of the gold and silver. But while the Old South had some

success in literature, art and science, the character of its people

ought to be judged mainly by what they accomplished in the two

departments to which their efforts were mostly restricted politics

and war. Did the Old South give to the country wise statesmen and

brave warriors? This will be the subject of the present investigation.

Mr. Bancroft says: "American Independence, like the great rivers

of the country, had many sources, but the head spring which colored

all the stream was the Navigation Act." The whole of New England
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was in a blaze of fury because of it. The effect of it upon their com-

merce and shipping interest was most disastrous, and they believed

that ruin impended over them. The Old South was equally excited,

though it had no carrying trade and was in no wise affected by the

Act. But an agricultural people, living much by themselves, develop

large individuality, and are always liberty- loving. Hence, though
in many respects the gainers by intercourse with England, the sons

of the Old South stoutly resisted all encroachments upon their free-

dom by the Mother Country a term of endearment they still loved

to use. The Old South denounced the Navigation Act, which did

not hurt its interests at all, just as severely as it did the Stamp and
Revenue Acts. All were blows at the inalienable rights of freemen,

and all were alike opposed. Christopher Gadsden, of South Caro-

lina, in a speech delivered in Charleston in 1766, advocated the inde-

pendence of the Colonies, and he was the first American to proclaim
that thought. The first American Congress met in Philadelphia on
the 7th of October, 1774. Peyton Randolph, of Virginia, was elected

President of that body. On the 2oth of May, 1775, the Scotch-Irish

of Mecklenburg county, North Carolina, absolved all allegiance with

the Crown of Great Britian, and set up a government of its own.

On the 1 2th of April, 1776, the Provincial Congress of North Caro-

lina took the lead of all the States in passing resolutions of independ-
ence. On the 7th of June of that year, Richard Henry Lee, of Vir-

ginia, moved: " These united Colonies are, and of right ought to be,

free and independent States." It was upon this motion in the Conti-

nental Congress that the separation from Great Britain took place.

It was a Virginian who wrote the Declaration of Independence. It

was a Virginian who led the rebel armies to victory and to freedom.

It was a Southerner Charles Pinckney, of South Carolina whose
draft of the Constitution was mainly adopted.

Thus, independence was declared upon the motion of one South-

erner; its principles were set forth in the Declaration written by
another Southerner. A third led the armies of the rebel colonies to

victory, while a fourth framed the Constitution, which, though
denounced at one time by the South-haters as

" a covenant with

death and a league with hell." has lived for a hundred years, and is

likely to live for many hundreds more.

You of this newly discovered region need not be ashamed of your
ancestors and blush that they lived in the Old Bourbon South. That

Bourbon regime lasted for eighty years, the grandest and noblest of

American history. Eleven of its seventeen Presidents were of South-
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ern birth. Fifty-seven years of the eighty were spent under the ad-

ministration of Southern- born Presidents. Washington, Jefferson,

Madison, Monroe and Jackson, each served eight years, in all forty

years just one-half the life of the Nation. Of the six Northern

Presidents John Quincy Adams was elected by the House of Repre-
sentatives and not by the people, and contrary to the wishes of the

people. Nor was Mr. Fillmore elected to the Presidency, but on the

death of General Taylor succeeded to the office and served out the

unexpired term. So during the existence of the Old South, John
Adams, Van Buren, Pierce and Buchanan were the only Northern

Presidents elected by the people. A remarkable thing is, that all the

Southern Presidents were re-elected by the people, except Mr. Polk,

and he did not seek a renomination. This fact speaks volumes for

the capacity of Southern men for the administration of affairs. An-
other curious fact is, that every Northern President had associated

with him as Vice- President a man from the Old South. Thus, the

first Adams had Jefferson, the second Adams had Calhoun, Van
Buren had R. M. Johnson, Pierce had W. R. King, and Buchanan

had Breckenridge. On the other hand, Jackson served one term as

President with a Southern man, Calhoun, as Vice- President ;
Harri-

son and his associate were both born in Virginia ;
Lincoln and John-

son were both born in the South.

This period of eighty years has been called by the North :

" The
Era of the Domination of the Slave-power." Without raising an

objection to the discourteous phraseology, I would simply say that it

is an admission that the South had marvelous success in its desire for

political supremacy one of the two objects of its ambition. Before

passing to our second question :

" Did the Old South produce brave

and successful warriors?" I will allude to a few characteristic inci-

dents of the Old South, which do not bear materially upon either of

the two questions under consideration.
"
In the year 1765, on the passage of the Stamp Act, Colonel John

Ashe, Speaker of the House of Commons of North Carolina, in-

formed Governor Tryon that the law would be resisted to every extent.

On the arrival of the British sloop of war Diligence in the Cape Fear

river, he and Colonel Waddell, at the head of a body of the citizens

of New Hanover and Brunswick, marched down together, frightened

the captain of the sloop so that he did not attempt to land the

stamped paper. Then they seized the boat of the sloop, and carried

it with flags flying to Wilmington, and the whole town was illumi-

nated that night. On the next day they marched to the Governor's
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house and demanded that Governor Tryon should desist from all at-

tempts to execute the Stamp Act, and forced him to deliver up
Houston, the Stampmaster for North Carolina. Having seized upon
him, they carried him to the market-house, and there made him take

an oath never to attempt to execute the duties of his office as Stamp-
master.

"
It was nearly ten years after that the Boston tea-party assembled,

when a number of citizens, disguised as Indians, went on board a

ship and threw overboard the tea imported in her. This was done

in the night by men in disguise, and was directed against a defence-

less ship. But the North Carolina movement, ten years earlier in

point of time, occurred in open day, and was made against the Gov-

ernor himself, ensconced in his palace, and by men who scorned dis-

guise." Senator T, L. Clingham.

Every school-boy knows of the Boston tea-party of 1773; how

many of my intelligent audience know of the Wilmington party of

1765? Yea, verily, the Old South has sorely needed historians of

its own.

Virginia gave seven Presidents and many illustrious statesmen and

warriors to the nation. She gave Patrick Henry, the war-trumpet
of the revolution, Washington, its sword, and Jefferson, its mouth-

piece. When independence and white-winged peace came to the

colonies, she gave to the Union that vast northwest territory, out of

which have been carved the great States of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan and Wisconsin.

Oh, but generosity does not pay. Possibly the
" mother of States

and statesmen
"

thought so when the soldiers of these five great

States swarmed over her soil, and grand old Virginia became Dis-

trict No. i.

I'll now take up the second question:
" Did the Old South furnish

brave soldiers?" The commander-in-chief in the rebellion against

Great Britain was the Southern-born Washington, of whom Byron
lamented that the earth had no more seed to produce another like

unto him, and of whom Wellington said :

" He was the grandest,

the sublimest, and yet withal the plainest and simplest character in

the world's history." That the Old South did its duty in this war,

I will try to show, notwithstanding imperfect records and deceptive

pension rolls. Tlie Old South went nobly to the assistance of their

Northern brethren, who were first attacked, and nearly all the battle-

fields of the North were drenched with Southern blood. In the

retreat from Long Island, Smallwood's Maryland regiment distin-
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guished itself above all the continental troops, losing two hundred
and fifty-nine in killed and wounded. The Virginians made up a

large portion of the army of Washington at Trenton and Princeton,

where the wails of despair of the American people were changed
into shouts of victory. Two future presidents of the United States

of Southern birth were in those battles, one of whom was wounded.

The only general officer there slain was in command of Virginia

troops. Southern blood flowed freely at Brandywine and German-

town, and, in the latter battle, a North Carolina general was slain,

whose troops suffered greatly. It was General George Rogers
Clarke, of Virginia, who, with a Virginia brigade, chastised the In-

dians, that committed the massacre in the valley of Wyoming. He
made a Stonewall Jackson march to the rear, penetrated to the

Upper Mississippi, captured the governor of Detroit, and took large

booty in his raid. At Monmouth and Saratoga Southern blood was

commingled with the Northern in the battles of freedom. In the

battle of Saratoga, Morgan's Virginia Riflemen greatly distinguished

themselves and slew General Eraser, the inspiring spirit of the

British army. The guerilla troops, under Sumter, Marion, Moultrie,

Pickens, Clarke, etc., drove the British step by step back to Charles-

ton, where they were cooped up till the end came. It is my delibe-

rate opinion that no battles of the Revolution will compare in bril-

liancy with the defence of Moultrie, the defeat of Ferguson at King's

Mountain, and the defeat of Tarletoji at Cowpens, all fought by South-

ern troops on Southern soil. In the last fight the victory was won
when almost lost by the cavalry charge of William Washington,
and the free use of the bayonet by that peerless soldier, your own

John Eager Howard. The old tar-heel State, on the i6th of May,

1771, in the battle of the Alamance, poured out the first blood of the

Revolution in resistance to British tyranny. The battle of Guilford

Courthouse, fought on her soil solely by Southern troops, gave Corn-

wallis his first check in his career of victory, and led eventually to

his capture. The first victory of the Revolution was won at Moore's

Creek Bridge, in North Carolina, by Caswell and Lillington, in which

one thousand Scotch loyalists were captured. Who knows of that

battle? Oh ! modest tar-heel State, in the slang of the newly-dis-

covered country, "modesty does not pay." Nevertheless, true

courage and true modesty walk hand in-hand. One word as to the

misleading rolls of the Revolution. I was born in the Scotch-Irish

settlement of Carolina, which furnished troops to Sumter, Pickens,

Davie, Davidson, Shelby, etc., etc. These men were never regularly
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enrolled ; they gathered together for battle, and went back to their

plows when the fight was over. There were no Tories in that re-

gion ;
it was thoroughly Whig. But I never heard of more than one

pensioner in all that country. These men scorned the bounty of the

government for simply doing their duty. No official records ever

bore the names of those gallant partisans, whose daring deeds are

known only to the Omniscient. There were no horn-blowers and

quill-drivers among them.

If we come to the war of 1812, all will concede that Jackson, of

North Carolina, and Harrison, of Virginia, gained the most laurels,

as shown by the elevation of both of them to the presidency. All,

too, readily concede that the brilliant land-fights of that war were in

defence of New Orleans, Mobile, Craney Island and Baltimore, all

fought by Southern troops on Southern soil.

Although that war was waged in the interests of the maritime

rights of the North, it soon became unpopular in New England, be-

cause it seriously damaged trade and commerce. The Hartford

Convention shows how deep was the defection in that region. The

doctrine of secession was taught there half a century before the

South took it up.* Hence, in this war, the old South furnished

more than her proportion of troops. Southern troops flocked North,

and, in the battles in Canada, a large number of general officers were

from the old South : Harrison, Scott, Wilkinson, Izzard, Winder,

Hampton, Gaines, Towson, Brooke, Drayton, etc. Kentucky sent

more men for the invasion of Canada than did any other State.

All honor to the United States sailors of the North, who had no

sympathy with the Hartford Convention, and nobly did their duty-

Perry, Bainbridge, Stewart, Lawrence, Porter, Preble, &c. The

*In Barnes' History of the United States, the author tells us (page 167) of

the ravaging of the Southern coast in the war of 1812 by the noted Admiral

Cockburn. He says: "Along the Virginia and Carolina coast he (Cockburn)

burned bridges, farm-houses, and villages ;
robbed the inhabitants of their

crops, stock, and slaves; plundered churches of their communion services,

and murdered the sick in their beds." And then the author explains why
the Southern coast was devastated and the New England coast was not dis-

turbed. This explanation is in a foot-note, which reads as follows: "New

England was spared because of a belief that the Northern States were un-

friendly to the war and would yet return to their allegiance to Great Britain."

This is the statement of a Northern writer, and not the fabrication of an

enemy. How did the belief start among the British people that New Eng-
land wished to return to its allegiance to the

" Mother country?"
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" Don't Give up the Ship
"

of dying Lawrence is a precious legacy
to the whole American people.

But the unmaritime South claims, among the naval heroes of that

period, Decatur, of Maryland ; MacDonough, of Delaware
; Jacob

Jones, of same State; the two Shubricks, of South Carolina; Jesse
D. Elliott, of Maryland ; Blakely, of North Carolina, etc. A very

large proportion of the naval heroes of the war of 1812 came from

Maryland.
In the Mexican war, the commanders-in-chief on both lines were

born in Virginia, one of whom became President for his exploits, and

the other an unsuccessful candidate for the Presidency. This war

was unpopular in the North, and hence the South furnished the

troops to carry it on, out of all proportion to her population. The
Old South, out of a population of 9,521,437, gave 48,649 volunteers

for the Mexican war, and gave also the rifle regiment, recruited

within her borders, making in all 50,000 soldiers. The North, out

of a population of 13,676,439, gave but 24,698 volunteers. All

New England gave 1,057 volunteers. (I use the American Almanac

for these figures, and the census report of 1850).

It will be admitted, without question, that Butler's South Caro-

lina regiment and Davis' Mississippi regiment gained more reputa-

tion than the other volunteer regiments. I think it will be equally

admitted that Quitman's Southern division of volunteers had the

confidence of General Scott, next to his two divisions of regulars.

Scott's chief engineers on that wonderful march from Vera Cruz to

the City of Mexico were Swift, of North Carolina, and R. E. Lee,

of Virginia. His chief of ordnance was Huger, of South Carolina.

The most brilliant exploit of that war was the attack of Tatnall,

of Georgia, in a little gunboat, upon the castle of San Juan D'Ulloa

and the land batteries at Vera Cruz. If there was anything more

daring in that war, so full of great deeds, my eyes were not so fortu-

nate as to behold it.

The bold, bluff tar of that day had a gentle, loving heart, full of

kindly sympathy with his own race and lineage, as shown by rowing

through shot and shell to offer such assistance as international law

permitted to the British Admiral suffering under the murderous fire

of the Peiho forts in China.
" Blood is thicker than water

"
was the

grand sentiment of the grand sailor, as he hurried to the rescue of

the sufferers of his own race and blood. These things don't pay;

nevertheless, it would be a cold, miserable, selfish world without

them.
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Maryland had no reason to suppose that her sons had degenerated
from the days of Otho Williams, John Eager Howard, and William

Smallwood, when the Mexican war brought out such men as Ring-

gold, the first organizer of horse artillery; Ridgely, his dashing

successor; and Charley May, the hero of the cavalry charge upon
the Mexican battery.

Coming down to the Civil War, the President on the Union side

was a Southern-born man, his successor was born in North Carolina,

and the commanding General, who first organized his troops, was a

Virginian. His great War Secretary, the Carnot of that day, was

born in Edgecombe county, North Carolina, though he would never

admit it.

The Union Generals who struck us the heaviest blows, next to

those of Grant and Sherman, were from our own soil. From West
Point there came forth forty-five graduates of Southern birth, who
became Federal Generals. I have their names, from George H.

Thomas and George Sykes to David Hunter and John Pope, with

the States of their nativity, viz : George H. Thomas, Va.; George

Sykes, Del.; E. O. C. Ord, Md.; R. C. Buchanan, Md.; E. R. S.

Canby, Ky. ; Jesse L. Reno, Va.
; John Newton, Va.; R. W. John-

son, Ky.; J. J. Reynolds, Ky. ; J. M. Brannan, D. C.; John Buford,

Ky.; Thomas J. Wood, Ky.; John W. Davidson, Va.; John C. Tid-

ball, Va.
;
Alvan C. Gillenn, Tenn.

;
William R. Terrill, Va.

;
A. T.

A. Torbert, Del.; Samuel L. Carroll, D. C.
;
N. B. Buford, Ky.;

Alfred Pleasanton, D. C.; O. M. Mitchell, Ky.; George W. Getty,

D. C.
;
William Hayes, Va.; A. B. Dyer, Va.

; John J. Abercrombie,

Tenn.; Robert Anderson, Ky. ;
Robert Williams, Va.; Henry E.

Maynadier, Va.; Kenner Garrard, Ky. ;
H. C. Bankhead, Md.; H.

C. Gibson, Md.; John C. McFerran, Ky.; B. S. Alexander, Ky.; E.

B. Alexander, Ky.; Washington Seawell, Va.; P. S. Cook, Va.; G.

R. Paul, Mo.; W. H. Emory, Md.; R. H. K. Whitely, Md.; W.
H. French, Md.; H. D. Wallen, Mo.; J. L. Donaldson, Md.; Fred

T. Dent, Mo.; David Hunter, Va.
; John Pope, Ky. Most of these

were good officers, and some of them were superb. I could name

six or eight of them who did the very best they could for their native

land by going on the Federal side. In addition to these forty-five

West Point Southerners in the Federal army, some of the high offi-

cers of that army were born in the South, but not educated at West

Point; Joseph R. Hawley (now Senator from Connecticut), John C.

Fremont, the three Cnttendens, Frank Blair, &c.

If we come to the United States Navy, we find abundant proof of
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Southern prowess. Farragut, of Tennessee, was considered the

hardest fighter and most successful commander, as shown by his

elevation to the highest rank that of Admiral a rank specially
created in order to honor him. Winslow, of North Carolina, was
made a Rear -Admiral for sinking the Alabama. Goldsborough, of

Maryland, was made a Rear-Admiral for the capture of Hatteras.

Many other names of gallant Southerners will readily occur to you
who are more familiar with the United States Navy than I am.

I will refer to but five points more in connection with the Civil

War:

ist. Disparity of Numbers, The population of the eleven States

that seceded was, in 1860, 8,710,098, of whom 3,520,840 were slaves.

That of the other States and Territories was 22,733,223, giving an

excess over the whole seceded population of 14,023, 125, and over the

white population of 17,543,965; the excess of population being nearly
double the whole population of the States in revolt, and more than

three times the white population of those States. These be tremen-

dous odds, my countrymen, and the Old South need not be ashamed
of her sons who contended for four years against them.

But as the job of
"
suppressing the unnatural rebellion" still

dragged its slow length along, 54,137 sympathetic Union men- in the

Rebel States joined the Federal army, and 186,017 "brothers in

black
"
were in some way induced to enter the same service. Secre-

tary Stanton assured the world that "the colored troops fought

nobly," and that without them "
the life of the nation could not have

been saved." There is another interesting aspect of the numerical

statistics. The seceded States are supposed to have had, from first

to last, 700,000 men in the field, and you must admit that this is a

very large number out of a population of five millions.* The other

belligerent had in the field, from first to last, 2,859,132, or more than

*Macaulay, in his essay on Frederick the Great, says: "The proportion
which the soldiers in Prussia bore to the population seems hardly credible.

Of the males in the vigor of life, a seventh part were probably under arms."

Doubtless, Macaulay would have thought it not at all credible that the South

put into the field, not one-seventh of the males in the vigor of life, but one-

seventh of the entire white population, including men, women, and chil-

dren. General Grant expressed tersely the draft made upon the male

whites of the South, when he said: "The Confederacy robbed the cradle

and the grave to recruit its armies."

It is plain that 700,000 soldiers is a high estimate for the Confederate forces

from first to last.
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four times the Confederate forces. Where did these immense hosts

come from? The Southern States on the border slave-holding

States furnished in all 301,062, and thus the entire South gave to

the Union army 541,216 righting men. From what quarter of the

globe did the remaining two millions and three hundred thousands

come?

Rosengarten, in his book, the
" German Soldier," puts down the

number of Germans in the Federal army at 187,858. I don't know

certainly, but I suppose that the Irish soldiers were as numerous as

the German in the Federal army, for the Irish seemed to lead every
attack and cover every retreat Sumner's Bridge, Marye's Heights,

Sharpsburg, Chickamauga always fighting with the indomitable

pluck of their race. I once complimented for their gallantry some

Irish troops in our service, and I modestly claimed that I had Irish

blood in my own veins. But as I had broken up some barrels of

whiskey a short time before, they would not own me, and I heard

that they said:
" Af the owld hapocrit had one dhrop of Irish blood

in his veins, he would never have smashed whaskey as he did."

Then there were in the Federal army Russians, Austrians, Hungari-

ans, Slavs, Magyars, and Teutons alike Scandinavians, Englishmen,

Scotchmen, Frenchmen, Spaniards, Portuguese, Italians, Canadians,

and the inhabitants of the far-off isles of the sea. I think, then, that

it is true that the seceded States and the border slave-holding States

gave more native-born soldiers to the Union army than did the North

give of her native-born sons to that army. Surely, then, General

Sherman was mistaken in saying that the Civil War was 'a war of

races, the South against the North. This is hardly fair to Farragut
and Thomas and their gallant associates of the army and navy, and

the half million of brave men who fought with them.

2d. Disparity of Resources. Oh! my dear brethren of the loyal

North, do not taunt us with our poverty, when your own writer,

Thomas Prentice Kettell, tells the world that the South gave $2,770-

000,000 of her wealth to swell Northern profits. If that money were

given back to us, we could get up a "big boom" sure enough, and be-

come a veritable New South. As it was, we were very poor in military

resources in 1861. We were without mines, without factories, foun-

dries, machine shops, roller mills without mechanical appliances of

every kind. We rushed into war, not only without ships of war and

trade, but without a single mill to make powder in the whole Con-

federacy, and without even a single machine to make percussion caps.

We had been dependent upon the North for everything, even for the
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paper upon which the Ordinances of Secession were written, and for

the ink and pens used in the writing. There never was a people on

earth so destitute of all means of making war material and of supply-

ing comforts and conveniences for those in camps and for those at

home. From first to last, we had to depend largely upon the spoils

taken from the enemy with Stonewall Jackson as Quartermaster and

Commissary General. From first to last, ours was the worst fed,

worst clothed and worst equipped army in the world, deficient in

medical stores, in ordnance stores, in wagons, tents, shoes even in

artillery and rifles. Theirs was the best organized, the best equipped
and the most pampered army in the world, with abundant commis-

sariat, medical supplies, transportation, ordnance stores, etc., etc.

A young rebel lieutenant, who had been accustomed at home to a

dram before each meal, and at frequent intervals between these three

periods, was asked when the war would be over.
"

I am no military

man," groaned he.
"

I know nothing of military affairs
;
but one

thing I do know, and that is that the Confederacy has started the

biggest temperance movement the world ever saw."

You all know how readily the Irish of the two armies affiliated

when they came together as captors and prisoners. At Second

Manassas I was amused at a conversation between some Federal

Irishmen and their countrymen in my division, who were in charge
of them. One of the Irish prisoners complained to one of my Irish-

men that he had not had anything to eat in twenty-four hours. My
man replied :

" And are you after complaining of such a thrifle as

that ? Why, Pat, me boy, in the Southern Confederacy we have one

male (meal) a week and three fights a day."

3d. I wished to say a few words in regard to the Confederate

Navy, and I regret that I am so ignorant on this subject. I had the

honor to know a few, and a few only, of our naval heroes, but these

were all grand men. Among them were Semmes, the Chevalier

Bayard of the ocean; J. J. Waddell (of an illustrious North Carolina

lineage), almost the peer of Semmes as a successful cruiser
;
M. F.

Maury, the greatest benefactor to the merchant and naval marine

the world has ever known ; the brave W. F. Lynch, the Christian

scholar and explorer; the gallant Pegram, Hunter, Alexander and a

few others. I was proud before the civil war of the fame of Tatnall,

Ingraham and Hollins, and was glad that they cast in their lot with

their own people. I always regretted that I never saw your own
Franklin Buchanan, the hardest fighter on our side, as Farragut, of

Tennessee, was on their side. These two Southerners rose to the
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highest rank in their respective navies. But what I know so little, I

do not wish in my ignorance to make distinctions. I have intro-

duced the subject merely to express a long-felt opinion, viz: that it

required a higher and nobler patriotism for our sailors to leave the

navy than for our soldiers to leave the army, for the following very
obvious reasons: ist. The flag to the sailor not only told him in

foreign lands of his own country, but it spoke of his far-off home,
with all its endearments. It was hard for him to give up the old flag

with all these sacred associations. 2d. Our army officers gave up
generally subordinate positions to command regiments, brigades,

divisions, and armies. The naval officers gave up fine positions on

great ships of war to serve in little tubs of vessels, of which they

must have been ashamed. 3d. The true sailor is a sailor and not a

land-lubber. He never gets off his sea-legs on shore. Our patri-

otic naval officers knew certainly that the failure of our cause would
drive them from sea, and compel them to seek business on land, in

which they would feel as awkward as Commodore Trunnion on the

fox-hunt. All honor to the noble men who put country above self

and self-interest. The Old South had thousands of unselfish men,
but I put these in the forefront of them all.

4th. Indebtedness of the Nation to the Old South. The statesmen

of the Old South were all broad-gauge men, with nothing narrow

and contracted about them. They had fully the instincts of the

Japhetic race for land-grabbing, and they were eager to fulfil the

prophecy in regard to the enlargement of Japhet's borders. We
find, accordingly, that every inch of territory that has been added to

the area belonging to the original thirteen States has been added

under Southern Presidents, and all has been acquired, save bleak

Alaska, during the
" Era of the Domination of the Slave-power."

When Jefferson came to the executive chair the whole Union com-

prised but 830,789 square miles. By his wise policy and diplomacy,
he won, without one drop of bloodshed, for the paltry sum of $15,-

000,000, that vast territory out of which have been carved nine great

States and six large Territories, embracing in all 1,282,005 square

miles, or 415,216 square miles more than the United States possessed

before his administration. That is, he doubled the area of the

United States, and had this respectable slice left over. Mr. Blaine,

in his recent speech at St. Louis, said in reference to this grand
achievement: "In the annals of American greatness, Jefferson de-

serves to be ranked as the second Washington.
Monroe found a troublesome neighbor in Florida, and by the pay-
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ment of $5,000,000, with a few hangings by Andrew Jackson thrown

in, he made loyal citizens of the United States out of the Spaniards
and mongrel breeds in that territory, and enlarged the area of the

Union by 58,680 square miles. Next came the annexation of Texas,

under Tyler, and the Mexican war, under Polk, which added to the

Union two huge States and four huge Territories and 855,410 square
miles. These were notoriously Southern measures, advocated by
Southern statesmen, and carried out by Southern Presidents, spite of

the opposition of the South-hating philanthropists. This policy

enlarged our territory 2,196,095 square miles, nearly trebled its area,

extended the power of the government from the Atlantic to the Pa-

cific, and gained the richest mineral, farming and grazing grounds
on the globe. With prophetic vision, Southern statesmen had seen

that our country must extend to the Pacific, and from its ports carry

on a trade with the populous nations of the East. Think of it, but

for the Old South, a Spanish province would bound the United

States on the south, and the Mississippi river, under the control of

France, would bound it on the west. Compare, ye English-speaking

Americans, the United States which Jefferson found with the United

States which Polk left, and then you will form some conception of

the indebtedness of the nation to the Old South. .

Next came the purchase of Alaska, and the gain of 577,000 square
miles of territory. By a singular providence, this acquisition was

advocated by the South-hating philanthropists, and consummated by
a Southern President. Southern men favored it, not that they ex-

pected to gain anything thereby, but the land-grabbing instinct was

strong in them, and they knew that the wives of their neighbors in

the loyal North would need furs and sealskin sacques. Thus we see

that, under Southern Presidents, the area of the United States has

increased from 830,789 square miles to 3,603,884 square miles ; that

is, it is now four times as big as it was. There is not a man of intel-

ligence in the Union who does not know that this vast increase has

been due to Mr. Jefferson and the Old South.

Oh! men of the loyal North, in view of what the Old South has

done in quadrupling the national domain, with all of the inestimable

advantages thereof, jlet us cry quits and stop talking about Jeff. Davis

and the sour-apple tree, and talk rather of Jefferson, Monroe, Tyler,

Polk and Johnson. Probably, too, a few words might be whispered
in commendation of the Old South for its Japhetic proclivities, for its

gift of Washington, and a long line of statesmen and warriors, and
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for its donation out of its poverty up to this date of more than three

billions of dollars to swell the wealth of the North.

5th. Results of the War. I would place first of these the general

diffusion of love for the Constitution of the United States. Time
was when the South-hating philanthropists denounced it as

" a cove-

nant with death and a league with hell," gotten up by the slave-

power in the interests of slavery. But in 1861, the philanthropists

experienced a change of heart, and ever since have talked of the

Constitution as that "sacred instrument," that "bulwark of free-

dom," that "palladium of liberty," etc., etc. I am glad of their

conversion, suspiciously sudden though it was, and I hope that they

will never fall from grace. As a stalwart Presbyterian, I believe in

the perseverance of the saints.

2d. Change of views in regard to the intellectual, moral and social

status of the Negro. The philanthropists used to tell of the cruelty

and brutality of slaveholders to their slaves, and said that they had

reduced the negroes to the lowest state of ignorance, barbarism and

bestiality. But in the reconstruction period, the philanthropists

underwent a radical change of views and discovered that these ne-

groes, whom they had described as more savage and degraded than

the barbarians on the Congo, were not merely enlightened and civil-

ized enough to be freemen and voters, but also to be United States

Senators and Congressmen, Foreign Ministers, Consuls and Mar-

shals, Governors of States, Judges, Members of State Cabinets, &c.

I am glad that the philanthropists found out that the Old South had

trained its slaves so carefully for these high and responsible duties.

No other masters in the world's history ever gave such training to

their slaves. The i3th, I4th, and I5th amendments to the Constitu-

tion of the United States are the grandest possible eulogies to the

Old South.

But there was one great error in this training. The simple-hearted,

confiding Southern masters, always careless of their own money, did

not teach their slaves to be cautious about their investments, and

tens of thousands of these credulous creatures put their money in a

bank in Washington, established by the philanthropists, and lost

it all.

3d. Development of Great Men. I love to hear the praises of the

wonderful deeds of McClellan, Grant, Meade, and Hancock, for if

they were such great warriors for crushing with their massive

columns the thin lines of ragged Rebels, what must be said of Lee,
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the two Johnstons, Beauregard, and Jackson, who held millions at

bay for four years with their fragments of shadowy armies ?

Pile up huge pedestals and surmount them with bronze horses and

riders in bronze. All the Union monuments are eloquent of the

prowess of the ragged Rebels and their leaders. Suppose the tables

had been turned, and that either of the five Southerners named above

had been superior to his antagonists in all the appliances and inven-

tions of war, and had been given, moreover, an excess of two mil-

lions of men over them, how many statues, think ye, my country,

men, would there be of bronze warriors and prancing chargers ?

The Congressmen from the Old South have voted liberally for all

legitimate pension bills to Union veterans, for they know what a

tough job it was for the 2,859,132 Union soldiers, with their magnifi-

cent outfit, to overcome the 700,000 Rebels, poorly fed, poorly

clothed, and poorly equipped. These pension bills are splendid

tributes to the pluck, patience, perseverance, and fortitude of the

chivalry of the Old South.

I love to hear the philanthropists praise Mr. Lincoln and call him

the second Washington, for I remember that he was born in Ken-

tucky, and was from first to last, as the Atlantic Monthly truly said,

"a Southern man in all his characteristics." I love to hear them

say that George H. Thomas was the stoutest fighter in the Union

army, for I remember that he was born in Virginia. When the old

lady of the Old South hears the eulogies upon these men, she pushes
back her spectacles that she may have a better view of the eulogists,

and says:
" These were my children." Then the old lady adds:

"
I

have another son born in Kentucky, and he is not a step-son, nor

did I raise him to die on a sour apple tree."

The Battle of Cedar Creek.

BY A SURGEON OF THE CONFEDERATE ARMY.

[Richmond Dispatch, December 27th, 1888.]

The battle of Cedar Creek, fought on the igth of October, 1864,

was a very remarkable one, and differed from any other of equal

magnitude fought during the war, in the fact that on that day each

army was completely routed and driven from the field by the other,

first the army of General Sheridan by that of General Early, and

afterwards the army of General Early by that of General Sheridan.
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There was also a singular coincidence between the battle of Cedar

Creek and the battle of Winchester, fought exactly one month pre-

viously. When General Sheridan advanced on Winchester only
Ramseur's division was ready to meet him. General Early and the

rest of his troops were some distance off and reached the field of

battle by a forced march and in detail. The result was that, after a

hard day's fight, our men were compelled to retreat with a heavy
loss in men and officers, including Generals Rodes and Godwin, who
were killed on the field of battle.

So, when General Early attacked Sheridan at Cedar Creek, the

latter was at Winchester, and woke to find his army routed and in

full retreat. This gave occasion to his famous "
ride

" made to meet
and rally his fleeing soldiers.

The evening before the battle, the ominous order to
' '

prepare
rations

"
was received. A short time before daylight the ordnance

and medical officers were ordered to move out on the Valley pike
and to take their wagons to the foot of Fisher's Hill

;
the one con-

taining the implements of death and destruction, and the other band-

ages, medicines and surgical appliances to repair the mischief the

first might do.

The troops had left some time previously, but so well had the

secret of the plan of attack been kept that we had no idea of the

direction they had taken.

It was a beautiful October night, clear and frosty. Around were

the mountains, their grandeur but half revealed in the darkness.

Above, the starry and resplendent heavens. So calm, so tranquil, so

peaceful the scene that it seemed a sacrilege to break its stillness by
war's rude alarms, or to mar its loveliness by strife and bloodshed.

Just as day was breaking and faint streaks of light appeared in the

east, the sound of musketry and the cheers of the troops down the

creek disclosed the attack and the plan of battle. Our army had

been moved quietly down the creek and around the end of Massa-

nutton mountain by a very difficult route, under the cover of night,

and had made a complete surprise of the enemy's camp.
The line of fire moved rapidly up the creek, showing that the

attack met with little resistance. The boom of cannon captured from

the enemy and turned upon their fleeing owners, mingled with the

sound of musketry. Soon the bridge was reached and cleared, and

our artillery and ordnance wagons passed over to assist in the attack.

On the extreme right of the enemy time had been given for the

troops to form, and the resistance was stubborn. But early in the
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day the lull and final cessation of firing in the distance showed that

the battle was over and the field in possession of our troops.

The surgeons, with due regard for the safety of the wounded, did

not cross over the bridge, but established their hospitals on the

western side. Very soon after a battle commences the wounded

begin to come in first those who can walk, holding a wounded hand

or arm with the uninjured one, and then those more seriously

wounded in ambulances. One of the first to reach the hospital that

day was a young lieutenant, bright and handsome, whom I had met

while on a visit to a family in Winchester a short time previously,

whose left eye had been completely destroyed by a bullet.

Late in the evening there came a rumor that our troops were fall-

ing back. It was discredited at first, but soon a surging mass of

men crossing the bridge and filling the plain at this end of the bridge

confirmed the report. The wounded were hastily placed in the am-

bulances, which, with the medical wagons, were sent to the rear.

The line of Cedar Creek offered an excellent position for rallying

the troops and checking the advance of the enemy, none of whom
were then in sight. The officers went among the men and begged
them to form in line of battle. But the commands were all mixed

up, discipline was utterly lost, and as fast as a line was formed it

would break and melt away like a rope of sand. The men were all

the time drifting to the rear like a herd of cattle. There can be no

question that a bold and resolute stand at this point would have

checked the advance of the enemy.
The men were not cowards. Most of them were veterans who had

seen honorable service in nearly all of the great battles fought by the

Army of Northern Virginia. But they had become separated from

their commands. Men who will fight bravely and give prompt obe-

dience to orders when side by side with their comrades and under

the control of officers whom they have been accustomed to obey ,
will

lose their enthusiasm when separated from their companions, and

pay no attention to the commands of an officer whom they have

never seen before.

While futile efforts were being made to rally our troops, the sharp

crack of rifles was heard on our left. Looking in that direction, I

saw some ten or twelve men Sheridan's dismounted cavalrymen

lying flat upon the brow of a hill about two hundred yards off, and

firing deliberately down upon our men below.

Although there were at least one thousand men in the disorganized

throng below, nearly all of whom had their muskets, only one man
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returned their fire. They scattered and quickly got out of range,

retreating in the direction of Strasburg. The pike was filled with

artillery, wagons, and ambulances. One of the wagons, in passing

over a bridge covered with loose plank, ran too near the end and

overturned, throwing off the plank. This blocked the way and

caused the capture of a large number of wagons and pieces of artillery

by a few of Sheridan's cavalry who had pressed on in pursuit.

General Ramseur, who was wounded, was in one of the ambu-

lances. A cavalryman rode up and asked the driver who was in the

ambulance. General Ramseur ordered him not to tell, whereupon
the driver replied, "The General says I must not tell." The trooper
called to his companions that there was a General in the ambulance,

and it was quickly surrounded and the General captured.

By this time it was dark and the pursuit was stopped ;
but the

retreat of our army continued until late in the night, and the road

was lined for miles by fires, around which the wearied soldiers slept.

C. S. M.

Appomattox Co.
,
Va. , December 10, 1888.

Colonel Eugene Waggaman, Who Led the Tenth Louisiana Regiment in

the Famous Charge at Malvern Hill.

[New Orleans Picayune, February loth, 1889.]

But few of Louisiana's sons fail to add brilliancy to her laurels by
their gallantry in war. Of those who fought in the great struggle
between the States, none have a nobler record than those who were

taught bravery in her homes; and of the gallant men who went to

the front from this State, none are held in higher regard, none fought
with truer conception of the "cause" from beginning to end, than

Colonel Eugene Waggaman. He entered the war with more than

man's usual portion of wealth and honors and history already pos-
sessed. He had only the triumph of his principle to gain by victory.

He had wealth and luxury to lose by defeat. But he was one of the

first to volunteer to defend the South, and when the war with its

mournful end was over,, his name had been made worthy of those

borne by his fathers, and in the hearts of the men he had commanded
for four years he had gained a place which will be occupied by memor
ries of his deeds as long as a Confederate soldier lives.

Colonel Waggaman comes of families not simply titled, but his-
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toric in each generation. His ancestrage can be traced far back

among the noble families of Europe. His great grandfather was the

Baron Rudolph von Brouner, who, after an eventful life, came to

Louisiana with the commission of the King of Spain, as a coman-

dante of the province of Louisiana. He was a Swiss, and com-

manded a regiment of Swiss infantry, which saw service under three

kings. The first of these was Amadee I. of Italy, who presented to

Von Brouner the title of baron, a medallion, a gold snuff-box con-

taining the portrait of the king and ornamented with diamonds, and

other tokens of friendship and appreciation. The services of the

Swiss were next enlisted in the cause of the last Stanislaus of Poland,

after which they came to Louisiana to preserve the interests of the

Spanish dominion. With him to America, as his bride, the Baron

brought Christine Carbonari, of the celebrated Spinola family. Two
daughters were the issue of the union, one of whom married Cyril

Arnoult, a Flanders merchant who had settled in New Orleans and

participated in the battle of January 8th, 1815. Their daughter,
Camille Arnoult, married George Augustus Waggaman, a Mary-
lander, whose forefather, Bartholomew Ennals, had settled in Dor
Chester county, Maryland, shortly after the foundation of the colony

by Lord Baltimore.

George Augustus Waggaman, the father of Colonel Eugene Wag-
gaman, speedily became prominent in this State. He became a judge
in the Federal courts, then Secretary of State for three Administra-

tions, and finally, in 1831, was elected to the United States Senate

for six years. He was one of the leaders of the Whigs, and took an

active part in the excited political occurrences of that time. So bit-

ter did the partisan feeling become, and so earnest and fiery were the

leaders, that a duel resulted. Denis Prieur was leader of the Demo-
crats. The encounter took place under the oaks at Metairie ridge.

Senator Waggaman did not desire the life of his opponent. With

his first shot he attempted to
"
wing" him, but failed. At the second

exchange Prieur's bullet cut the femoral artery of Waggaman's leg.

This was on the 2oth of March, 1843. On the 22d the Senator died

of gangrene, having refused until too late to have his leg amputated.
Had he lived six months longer he would have been made Minister

to France by President Tyler, who had married his cousin, and who
was his personal friend.

Senator Waggaman's children were: i. Henry St. John, who be-

came a lawyer and died at an early age; 2. Christine, who married

Sanfield McDonald, the first Prime Minister of Ontario, Canada, and
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who refused the order of knighthood offered by Queen Victoria;

3. Eugene, who is the subject of this sketch; 4. Mathilde, who
married Judge Henry D. Ogden; 5. Eliza, who married John R.

Conway, and Camille, who died in youth.

Eugene Waggaman was born in this city in a building corner Cus-

tomhouse and Royal, which has since been burned, on the i8th of

October, 1826. He was educated at Mount St. Mary's College,

Maryland, and graduated from there as valedictorian of the class

of '46.

Returning to this State from school he took charge of his mother's

and his own sugar plantation in Jefferson parish, and at the age of

twenty five years married Miss Felicie Sauve, the daughter of Pierre

Sauve of the same parish. During the years 1858-' 9 he was a mem-
ber of the State Legislature which called the constitutional conven-

tion. In the next the war had come. With the martial blood of his

ancestors tingling in his veins, he at once prepared for the fight. He
raised in his own parish a company of cavalry known as the Jefferson

Chasseurs. These were the young men of the plantations accus-

tomed to the saddle from infancy, and perfect masters of their ani-

mals. Being chosen their captain, he went on to Montgomery, the

seat of the Confederate Government, and offered the services of his

company.
The value of cavalry was not appreciated by the new government.

The Virginia campaigns had not yet happened to teach them the les-

son. The cavalry was declined as too costly to support, and Cap-
tain Waggaman was compelled to return and so declare to his men.

But he was determined. He asked the company to fight on foot,

but not one man complied. Coming to New Orleans he enlisted as

a private in the Tenth Louisiana Regiment, commanded by his

cousin, Colonel Mandeville Marigny. Before the regiment left, he

became captain of the Tirailleurs d' Orleans, a company composed
in large measure of foreigners Greeks, Italians, Indians, Spaniards,
and representatives of all the southern European nations. To drill-

ing and molding this strange mass he devoted himself with telling

effect, and to the end they were amongst the most loyal to the cause.

The Tenth Louisiana went to Virginia and shared in all the battles

of the retreat. Promotion was rapid in the regiment where, out of

the forty officers allowed it at one time, thirty-one were killed or

wounded. So not many months of active service had been seen by
the regiment before Captain Waggaman was made a lieutenant-colo-

nel, commanding the Tenth Louisiana.
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On the ist of July, 1862, came the battle of Malvern Hill, and with

it came glory and fame to the Tenth. The story of the battle is

well known, but the account of
"
that charge, less famous, but equally

as desperate as that of Balaklava," will bear repetition. The follow-

ing narrative of it is taken from the Military Record of Louisiana,

by the late lamented Napier Bartlett, published some fifteen years

ago, viz :

" A daring attempt in the first place had been made to flank Mal-

vern Hill
;
but this movement had been met by a superior flanking

party of the enemy. The brigade now pressed forward across the

open field fronting Malvern Hill with the ardor of young soldiers

panting for their first laurels, and ignorant of the madness which had

doomed so many of their numbers to cruel wounds or certain death.

As they advance the troops on the flank give way, though all of

Semmes' brigade continued on gallantly in spite of the waning light.

When within five hundred yards of the Federals the brigade reformed,

and the desperate cry rang out, 'Fix bayonets charge!' com-

mands almost equivalent to a death sentence. But with the natural

ardor of the troops from the Pelican Slate, the men labored up the

crest of the plateau immediately in front of thirty-three pieces of

artillery. Up the hill they go at a double-quick, Colonel Wagga-
man jumping imprudently far in advance of the regiment, but the

men tearing on after him. On the last fifty yards of the charge comes
the strain. It lasts but five minutes. In that time one hundred and

twenty-seven men are lost out of two hundred and seventy-two. So

withering was the storm of shell and bullets with which they were

received that at one time they walked over a whole regiment who
were lying down, colors and all, and who appeared in the dusky twi-

light to be so many corpses. Onward still the little band pursued
its way, although unsupported by the other troops, until it crossed

bayonets with the Federal infantry. It thus happened (one of the

rarest occurrences of the war) that the whole of the Tenth Louisiana

engaged in a bayonet struggle along almost their entire line, with a

force fifteen times greater than their own number. The advanced

line of the Federals having been driven back, the Tenth finds itself

among the cannoneers. While Dean, a brave Irishman, was receiving

his death wound at the side of the leader of the Tenth by a bayonet

through the neck, the latter succeeded in knocking up the muskets

in his immediate front and in cutting a path as far as the second line

of the enemy's artillery. His death seemed inevitable. Cries of

'Kill him,' 'bayonet him,' sounded on all sides. His command,
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which it may be said in passing, had been ordered forward by a

military error, and never for a moment had a ghost of a chance of

success, were of course nearly all either killed or captured by the

formidable line in their immediate front. Those of the Tenth who
succeeded in stumbling back over the bodies of their fallen comrades

owed their escape to the darkness."

Colonel Waggaman was captured, and with some sixteen others,

including Captain I. L. Lyons, was taken to Fort Warren, near Bos-

ton, where they remained until exchanged. They were everywhere
treated with courtesy, and one pleasant incident, at least, mingled

softening remembrances with those of his imprisonment Just before

his capture he had thrown away his sword to prevent surrendering
it. This was a weapon valuable both for the quality of its steel, its

make and the fact that it had been in use by the family for over one

hundred and fifty years. At <he exchange, this sword was returned

to him by Assistant Adjutant-General Thomas, who had been spe-

cially commissioned to do so.

After the exchange Colonel Waggaman was sent back to Louisiana

as a recruiting officer, but was shortly afterwards recalled to Virginia

by special order of General Lee. He took Stafford's command of

the Second Louisiana Brigade. He did brilliant fighting in the

second Valley campaign. He was wounded in the forearm at Win-

chester, but even while suffering from his inflamed wound continued

in command. At Petersburg he led the Second brigade in another

desperate charge, and again saw perilous action^when the brigades

were covering the retreat.

Then Appomattox and surrender came. There it was Colonel

Waggaman's sad honor to surrender all that was left of the 16,000

men who composed the Louisiana brigades. When they had been

drawn up in ranks for the ceremony, Colonel Waggaman begged of

them the privilege of becoming the depositary of a piece of the

brigade's battle flag. This was willingly granted. The flag had to

be surrendered, but a piece could be taken from it. With that sword

which had saved his life at Malvern Hill he cut a section including

the lateral side and two stars. This he has sacredly preserved with

the same old saddle-bag and papers in which it was placed, to be

transmitted as his most valuable heirloom to his children. Only one

person has ever induced him to part with a portion of it. That one

was the daughter of his old commander Miss Mildred Lee. He

gave her, some twelve years ago, a small piece, including one of the

stars, and in return received a splendid portrait of her father.
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At Appomattox every respect was shown the Louisiana soldiers.

At the surrender they marched with heads as erect as ever. When

they impinged on the line of the conquering army, the victors

shouldered arms with grave faces on which was neither smile of cyni-

cism nor suggestion of the defeat of their adversaries.

Colonel Waggaman returned to New Orleans with the remnant of

the Louisiana troops. His fortune was shattered, and he has since

shown as much fortitude of body and character in supporting his

large family as he did while leading his regiment on the Virginia

fields. Several times since his State has called upon him for his ser-

vices, and every time he has responded faithfully and well.

Two Cavalry Chieftains.

[New Orleans Picayune, August i2th, 1888.]

The other day, when the great soldier who commanded the United

States army had closed his mortal career and had passed over the

dark river to the silent encampment whither so many of his late.com-

panions in arms and so many of those against whom he had fought

had preceded him, old soldiers all over the country, without regard

to the flag under which they had served, eulogized the distinguished

general and recalled incidents of his splendid career, of which they

happened to have knowledge. Among these was a recital by Senator

Plumb, of Kansas, himself a gallant soldier, who related an account

of an interview he had once had with General Sheridan in regard to

his celebrated cavalry raid on Richmond on the nth of May, 1864.

Colonel Plumb's story has been printed before, but it is worth repeat-

ing :

"I always think of Sheridan in connection with a conversation I

had with him.
'

General,' I said,
'

you were in the West before you
came East. What was your opinion of the Army of the Potomac '

You remember it was characterized about that time as not doing its

share of the work.
" '

Oh, the Army of the Potomac was all right,' said Sheridan,
' the

trouble was the commanders never went out to lick anybody, but

always thought first of keeping from getting licked.'

"Sheridan," continued the Senator, "came East when the cavalry

of the Army of the Potomac was not in good condition, and Grant
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gave him the task of reorganizing it and raising its efficiency. He
had worked some time when General Meade sent him over the Rap-

pahannock on a reconnoissance. Sheridan came back and, in making
his verbal report, alluded to a brush he had with Stuart's cavalry.
' Never mind Stuart,' said Meade, interrupting,

'

he will do about as

he pleases anyhow. Go on and tell what you discovered about Lee's

forces.
'

" That made Sheridan mad and he retorted :

' Damn Stuart, I can

thrash hell out of him any day.' Those were times, you know, when

men's utterances, like their deeds, were not fashioned upon the

models of these days of peace. Meade repeated the remark to Grant,

who asked,
'

Why didn't you tell him to do it?
'

"Not long after, Sheridan got an order to cross the river, engage
Stuart and clean him out.

'

I knew I could whip him,' said Sheri-

dan,
'

if I could only get him where he could not fall back on Lee's

infantry, so I thought the matter over, and to draw him on, started

straight for Richmond. We moved fast and Stuart dogged us right

at our heels. We kept on a second day straight for Richmond, and

the next morning found Stuart in front of us, just where we wanted

him. He had marched all night and got around us. Then I rode

him down; I smashed his command and broke up his divisions and

regiments and brigades; and the poor fellow himself was killed there.

Right there, Senator, I resisted the greatest temptation of my life.

There lay Richmond before us and there was nothing to keep us

from going in. It would have cost five hundred or six hundred lives

and I could not have held the place, of course. But I knew the

moment it was learned at the North that a Union army was in Rich-

mond, then every bell would ring, and I should have been the hero

of the hour. I could have gone in and burned and killed right and

left. But I had learned this thing that our men knew what they

were about. I had seen them come out of a fight in which only

a handful were killed, discontented, mad clear through, because they

knew an opportunity had been lost or a sacrifice, small as it was,

had been needlessly made, and I have seen them come out good-

natured, enthusiastic and spoiling for more when they had left the

ground so thickly covered with dead that you could have crossed

portions of the field on the bodies alone. They realized that not-

withstanding the terrible sacrifice, the object gained had been worth

it. They would have followed me, but they would have known as

well as I that the sacrifice was for no permanent advantage.'
'

Senator Plumb was not an eye-witness of the battle of Yellow
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Tavern, and his story, while in the main correct and not intentionally

inaccurate, is, nevertheless, not wholly consistent with actual events.

Here is Governor Fitzhugh Lee's account of that battle in which he

participated. His narration was made in an address delivered on

the 1 8th of June of the present year when a monument, erected on

the spot where General Stuart fell, was dedicated. He said :

"
Probably the Confederate capital was never in such danger of cap-

ture, from the moment it was first beleaguered by the hosts of the

enemy to the time of its final fall, as it was on the day of the fierce

battle at Yellow Tavern. At that time Lee was confronting Grant

and his powerful army near Spotsylvania Courthouse. General But-

ler was pressing close upon the lines near Petersburg, while Rich-

mond nearly stripped of troops, depended chiefly for defense upon

the local forces, composed of the employees in the government offices

and workshops. It was at this critical moment that General Grant

sent out a strong force of cavalry under Sheridan, whose reputation

as a cavalry commander was already at its highest, to march rapidly

upon Richmond and capture it before the city could be reinforced.

On the 8th of May, 1864, the Federal cavalry corps was concen-

trated near Fredericksburg, and on the morning of the Qth marched

by Hamilton's Crossing to the Telegraph road, and moving to the

right of General Lee's right flank, marched to Beaver Dam station

on the Newport News and Mississippi Valley railroad, and from that

point by the Louisa or "Old Mountain Road," via Glen Allen, a

station on the Fredericksburg railroad, to the Yellow Tavern. His

command consisted of three divisions under Generals Merritt, Wil-

son, and Gregg, numbering, according to the official returns of the

Federal army, dated May n. 18^4, 9,300 men in the saddle. His

brigade commanders were Custer, Devins, Gibbs, Davies. J. Irvin

Gregg, Mclntosh, and Chapman.
General Stuart followed these seven brigades of Sheridan with the

three brigades of his command, viz: Lomax's and Wickham's of

Fitz Lee's division, and a North Carolina brigade under General

Gordon, making a total effective force of some 3,000 troopers. On
the morning of the nth General Stuart intercepted, at Yellow Tav-

ern, Sheridan's line of march, and succeeded in interposing his

small force between Richmond and the Federal cavalry. The battle

was desperate and bloody, but it resulted in the saving of the Con-

federate capital at the cost of many a precious life. General Stuart

was mortally wounded during the last part of the fight and died the
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next day. General Sheridan, repulsed and defeated, abandoned his

raid and escaped down the Chickahominy.
The battle commenced early in the forenoon, and continued with

much charging and counter charging until late in the afternoon, for

General Stuart did not fall until about 4 o'clock. If General Sheri-

dan had not been intercepted and so vigorously repulsed by Stuart's

greatly inferior force, he might have ridden into Richmond in the

morning, but opportunity was offered by the delay of many hours

created by Stuart's force, and successful opposition, for infantry to be

concentrated in the formidable works on that side of the fateful capi-

tal where the battle was fought, and then it was scarcely possible for

cavalry to have entered the city. Richmond was entirely surrounded

by a ditch and embankment, impassable for cavalry, and after the

works were properly manned by infantry, as they were on that occa-

sion, it is safe to say that it would have been extremely imprudent
for General Sheridan to have attempted to ride into the city, and he

evidently thought so too. The Northern people would almost have

deified
"

Little Phil" had he occupied the Confederate capital even

for an hour even long enough to have burned it.

If people could only know beforehand what they subsequently

learn, many signal failures would have been converted into magnifi-

cent successes. Richmond was impregnable for four years against

all assaults, because the Generals who were sent to capture it lacked

the power and the knowledge requisite to the accomplishment of so

great an enterprise. They saw their mistakes only when too late.

It was the same way with the Confederates. These post mortem

views are valuable to the student, but they are thoroughly worth-

less as a basis for the fame of any soldier who might have succeeded

had he known how.

\
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Bonneau, Capt. F. N., 135.

Bookman, Lt., 380.
Books and newspapers of the South, 293.
Bookter, Col. E F., 19, 21.

Bookter, Lt. N. R., 21.

Hi KIM shorn'. Battle of, 24.

Bosher, Robert S., 296.
Botts, Lawson, 359.
Bowen, Gen

, 310.
Bowles. Capt.. 70.

Boyce, Hon. W. W., 275
Boyce's Light Battery, 143.

Boyd Guards, 15.

Boykin. Major F. M., 83.

Boykin, Gen , 349.
Boynton, Gen. H. V., 339.

Boyles, Lt.J. R.. 20.

Bozeman, (rov. A. L, 356.

Brady, Lewis. 215
Bragg. Gen. Braxton. 99, 274, 397, 303, 307.
Branch. Gen. L. O'B., 394.
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Brander, Major Thos. A.. 296.
"
Brandon," James river, 93.

Branham, Lt., 68.

Brannan, Gen., 342.

Branson, l.t. H. L., 59.

Bratton, Gen. John, 15, 16: Report of his bri-

gade, with losses, 18.

Bratton, Mrs .patriotism of, 8.

Bratton, Col. Wm., 7, 8, 16

Breazeal, Capt. W. W., 385, 386.

Breckinridge, Fort. 64.

Breckinridge, Gen. John C., 48, 58, 60, 62, 64, 66,

273. 300. 310.
Brent, Col. Geo. Win., 270.
Brevard, 6.

Brice, Capt. I. M., 15.

Brick Church, 66.

Brinton, Surgeon J. H., 80.

Brockenbrough, Hon. J. W., 271.
Brockinton, Serg't B. P., 126.

Brooke, Commander J. M., 286.

Brouner, Baron Rudolph von, 447.
Broun, Col. W. Leroy, 66, 289.
Brown, Bailey, 83.

Brown, Col., 96.

Brown, Lt. F. B., 169, 171.

Brown, Gen. John C., 374.
Brown, Gov. Joseph E., 269, 274.

Brown, Joseph M., 365.
Brown, Capt. J. Mike, 15.

Brown, Lt.-Col., 174. 176.

Brown, Serg't P. A. H., 91.
Brown's Trial, John, its impartiality and deco-
rum vindicated, 357.

Brown, Lt. Wm., 277.

Bryan's Loyalists, 10.

Bryan, Major, 162, 167
Bryan, Capt. Pliny, 95.

Buchanan, Admiral F., 273, 286.

Buchanan, Lt. J. S., 59.

Buchanan, Adj't W. ~C., 20.

Buck Head Guards, 15
Buckner, Gen. S. B., 274,368.
Buell, Gen., 305, 316, 317.
Buford, Col. A., 5, n, 17, 32.

Buist, Capt., 404.
Bullock's Creek, 13.

Bullock, Col. W. F., 218.

Bull Run, 94.
Bull's Gap, Tenn., Engagement at, 62, 65.
Burch, Lt. John C., 352.
Burgess, Capt. Joseph C., 168.

Burger, Lt. Sam'l J., 143, 192.
Burgoyne, Gen. John, 9.

Burke, Lt. Edmund, 92.
Burks, Lt. James L., 60.

Burn, O. J., 175.

Burnside, Gen. A. E., 31.

Burroughs' Battery, 60, 61.

Burroughs, Lt. John J., 60.

Burroughs, Capt. W. H., 60, 62, 64, 65.
Burrows, F. M., 175.
Burrows, Serg't M. M., 91.
Burrows, S. L., 175.

Butler, Gen. B. F., 190.
Butler, Major, 76.

Butler, U. S. Senate- M. C., Address
" Southern

Genius." 281, 416.

Butler, Lt. W E , 59.
Butler, Capt. Y. N., 152, 168.

Byrne's Battery, 58, 59, 61.

Byron, Lord, 432.

Cabell, Col. Geo. C., 223.
Cabell. Prof.J. L

, 58.
Cairo, 81.

CaldwelPs History of Gregg's Brigade, cited,
21, 22.

Calder, James, 175.

Calhoun, John C., 254, 282; monument to, 396.

Callahan, Lt., 174.
Cainden District, S. C., Heroes of, 1776-1861, 3,

5, 7 ; Battle of, 10, 12.

Campbell, 9.

Campbell, Col. A. W., 314.

Campbell, James, 396.

Campbell, Hon. John A. ,318.
Campbell, Hon. J. A. P., 232, 275.
Campbell, Gen. Wm., 12.

Campbell, Lt. W. F., 59.

Cambridge University, 13.

Cameron, Simon. 57, 83.

Camps Cobb. 181 ; Connor, 151; Gadberry,
152 ; Lee, 47 ; Pettigrew, 152.

Canby, Gen. E. R. S., 216.
Cannon made by the C. S. A., 258.
Canton, Miss.. Decoration of graves at, 232.
Caps, Percussion, made by C. S. A., 287.
Carbonari, Christine, 447.
Carey, Lt. James, 92.

Carrmgton, Major I. H., 273.
Carrol, John, 9; Thomas, 9.

Carroll, Col., 71.

Carson, ''apt. James M., 134, 150, 190.

Carson, Serg't, 169.

Carter, Col. Thos. H., 61.

Carter, Lt. Tuck, 214.
Cary, Col. John B., 296.

Caskey, t apt.. 22
Caswe'll, Col. T. D., Death of. 271.
Catawba river, 10.

Cavalry, Two Chieftains of, 451.

Cavalry, Value of, 448.
Cavender, Major, 306
Cawood. Lt. C. H., 92.
Cecil's Ford, 67.
Cedar Creek, Battle of, 15, 443 ; Notes on, 391 ;

Guards, 15.

Century Magazine, cited, 28.

Chadwkk, Col. W. D., 299.
Chaffin's Bluff, 261.

Chalmers, Gen. J. R., 297.

Chameleon, steamer, 106.

Chancellorsville, Battle of, 20, 257.

Channing, Dr. W. E., 426.

Chappell, Lt., 405, 409.
Charleston, S. C., Siege of, 7 ; College, 13 ;

Sur-
vivors' Association of, 395.

Charlotte, n.
Chase, Hon. S. P., 323
Cheat Bridge, 86; Mountain, 89.
Cheatham, Gen. B. F.. 72, 77, 82, 313, 372 ; Tri-
bute to, 349.

Chenowith, Lt., 86.

Chesney, Col., cited, 4, 258.
Chesnut, Col. James, 134.
Chester Blues, 15, 17.
Chester District, S. C., 7, 9, 14, 16, 18, 22.

Chew's. Capt. John C., Battery, 14.

Chichester, Rev. C. E., 416.

Chickamauga, Battle of, 369 ; losses in, 377, 380 ;

valor in. 340, 351 ; Memorial Association, 339.
Chilton, Hon. Sam'l, 360.

China, Capt. Thos. J., 116, 130, 132,134; killed.

192.
Chinn House, 24.

Chisholm, Capt A. R., 266.

Chisholm s Mill, 134.

Christian, Hon. Geo. L., 296.

Christiansburg. 67.

Cist, Gen. Henry M., 348.
Citadel Academy, 159.

Clagett, Capt. T. H., 91, 97.

Clark, 104.

Clark, Gen., 312.
Clarke, Gen. Geo. Rogers, 433.

Clarksville, Tenn., Confederate Reunion 31,350.

Clary's Farm, Engagement at, 194.

Clay, Hon. C. C., 274.

Clay, Capt. T. T., 381.
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Clayton, Hon. A. M.. 275.

Cleburne, Gen. P. R., 309, 365 ; Daring of, 374.
Clemens, inventor of tne telegraph, Dr., 438.
Clements, Lt., 404.
Cleveland. 12

Cleveland, Capt. J. S., 381.

Clyburne. Major T. F., ai.

Cobb's Mill, Battle of, 312.

Cochran, Lt. I. Henry, 65, 68.

Cockhiirn, Admiral, 434.
Cold Harbor, Battle of, 19, ai, 54. '58, 377-
Coleman, Capl. W. I* , 33.

Coles' Island. 120, 126, 131.

Coles' Plan of Monitor, Capt., 219.

Collart, Col.. 290.

Colleges and schools in S. C., 3.

Colquitt, Gen., 132, 156, 298, 349.

Columbia, S. C., 30.

Columbus, Ky., 81.

Cone, Capt., 141.
Confederate Army i86i-'5, numbers of. 256;
contrasted with Federal, 257; cause, 410;
constitution and government, 294 ; currency,
177; generals, ability of, 252 ; humanity, 232 ;

navy, 439; soldier, armaments of, 129; grim
humor of, 48 ;

rations of green corn to, 257 ;

truce flag, trading of, 52; sufferings of, 416;
valor of, 342.

Confederates, post-bellum mortality among,27O.
Confederate States steamers, Charm, 72, 78 ;

Kentucky, 78.
Constitution of the United States, 319, 336.
Conway, John R., 448.
Cookc, Gen. John R., 69, 296.

Cooke, John E., 361.

Cook, John F., 123.

Cooper, Gen. Sam 'I, 273.

Copeland, John. 359.

Corinth, 97 ;
battle of, 368.

Corley, 87.
Corley, Col. J. L., 264.
Corn wall is, Surrender of Lord, 4, n, 12.

Corruption, Political, 426.

Corse, Col., 395.
Corwin, Dr., 307.

Cosby's Cavalry, Gen., 62, 64.

Cowan, Major R. E., 87.

Cowley, Lt.,5o.
Craig, Adj't. 54.
Crater, Battle of, 25, 411.

Cravin, Lt., 150.

Crawford, 7; Capt., 167; Gen., 342; Lt., 10;
Hon M,j.,273.

Creswell, J. D., 104.

Crittenden, Gen., 62, 68.

CrUu-nden, Lt. J. B., 92.
Cruseman, Capt. J. J., 349.
Cullen, Corp. H. L., 227.

Culp. Col., 22, 25.

Cumberland, Society of the Army of, 339.

Cummins, Capt. E. H., 95, 107.
Cummins Point, or Battery Gregg, 104, 153.

Cunningham, Lt.,379.
Curry, J. L. M., 275.

Dahlgren, Admiral, 105, 162.

Dahlgren, Col., Raid of, 222.

Dalton, Ga., Battle of, 371.
Dane, Nathan, 334.

Dantzler, Lt. O. M., 120, 129.

Dargan, Col., 180. 188.

Davidson, Capt. M. T., 91, 97.

Davie, Col. W. R., 9, 10, 11.

Davis, Col. B. F
, 35.

Davis, Hon. George, 273.
Davis, Capt. H. C., 18, 20.

Davis, Henry C., 34.

Davis, Jefferson, 35, 93, 100, 249, rja, 282, 316.
Davis, Capt. J. B., 14, 15.
D.IVI.S. I.t. J C.. 277.

Davis, Col. Reuben, 366.
Davis. Col. Zimmerman. 395, 396, 416.

Dearing, Gen. James, 264.
Deas. Col., 208.

De Clouct, Hon. Alex., 275.
De Grasse, Count, 4.
De Kalb, Baron, 9.
De Lagnal, 88.

Delane, Wm., 270.
De Lancey. Lt.

j. W., 19.
Derrick's Battalion, 48.
De Saussure, Col , death of, 15.
De Saussure, Gen. W. G., 134.
Deshields, Major, 114.

Dibble, Serg't-Major S. W., 144.
Dickinson. Capt. Geo. C., 68.

Dickson, Rev. A. F., 166, 173, 176.

Dimilry, Prof. Alex., 418.

Discipline in the Union army, 56 ; in the Con-
federate, 69.

Diuguid, Lt. John W., 232.

Doby, Lt., 389.
Dodson. Lt. W. G., 58, 61, 62.

Doggett, Lt. J. L..92.
Dottera, W. A., 262.

Dougherty, Gen., 61.

Douthat, Capt. H. C., 60, 65, 66
; Battery, 61

Dowdall, Theodore. 63.
Dranesville, Battle of, 16.

Drayton, Gen., 393.

Drewry's Bluff, 190; engagement at, 193, 408.
Du Barry, 104.

Dublin, Va , 67.
Du Bose, Gen., 406.
Dubroca, Capt., 303.
Dudley, Major Thos. U., 65.
Due or Dew, Lt. V , 187, 192.
Duel of Waggaman and Prieur, 447.

Duke, Gen. Basil, 59, 61, 62, 64, 65.

Dukes, Robert E., 161.

Dukes, W. D., 129
Duncan, D D., Rev. J. A., 205.

Dunlop, Senator, 322.

Dunlop, Capt. W. S , 21.

Dunnavant, Col. R. G. M., 18.

Dunn's Hill, Va., 265.
Dutch Gap, Va., 261.

Duvall, Lt. Eli, 92.

Dwight, Lt., 388.

Earle, Col. Wm. E., 418.

Early. Gen. J. A. .67, 103, 261, 268, 274, 391,444.
Kchols, Gen. John, 66, 67, 68.

Edgar, Col. Geo. M., 47.

Kdgerton, Serg't. 104; Lt., 156.
Edisto Island, 128

; Rifles, 125, 132.

Elias, Lewis, 396.
Elliott, killed. Lt. G. H.,193.
Elliott, Major, 105.

Elliott, Gen Stephen, 22, 25, 175, 411.

Ellison, Capt. Robert, 13.

Elicit, John S., 296.

Elk-It, Capt. Thos
, 207.

Elmore, Lt. T. C., 59.

English's Ferry, 67.

Ericsson, John, 221.

Eutaw Battalion, S. C., 116, 134.

Evans, Gen. N. G., 22, 142.

Ewell, Gen. R. S., 261.

Faber, H. T., 395.

Fagan. Col., 303.
Fairfield District. S. C., 3, 8, 9, 14 ; volunteers
from, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22, 26,31,34; Fencibles, 15.

Fairfield, Gov., 321.

Fairly, Col. John T., 395, 396, 415.
Falling Waters, Battle of, 20.

Fant, Adj't, 25.

Faulkner", Col. C. J., 273, 359.
Faulkner, Lt. J. R., ai.
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Farmville, Va., 66.

Federal army i86i-'s, numbers of, 256, 437 ;

Germans in, 438 ; Irish in, 438 ; gallantry and
discipline of, 386 ;

losses before Petersburg,
401.

Felder, Lt., 401.

Fellows, Lt., 20.

Ferguson, Major P., 8.

Field, Gen C. W.. 262, 404.

Finney, Major R. H., 69.

Fishing Creek, Battle of, 5, n, 12, 13, 32.

Fitzgerald, Capt. Edward, 78.
Five Forks, Battle of, 25, 230.

Flournoy, Capt., 88.

Folly Inlet, 174.

Foote, Commodore, 95, 97.

Foote, D. D., Rev, W. H., 4, 34.
Forbes, Lt. R A., 92.
Ford, Lt., 405.
Forrest, Commodore F.. 273.

Forrest, Gen N. B., 373.
Forsyth, Hon. John, 273.
Forts Breckinridge, 64; Donelson, 318, 368;
Henry, 318 ; Johnson, 118, 158, 170 ; McHenry,
423; Moultrie, 12, 156, 158, 159, 172; Pickens.
125; Sumter, 15, 22, 25, 153, 170, 174, 337;
Wagner, 153, 167, 171.

Ford's peril, John, 49.

Francis, Color-Serg't E., 380.
Franklin, Battle of7374-
Franklin, C., 227
Frazier's Farm, Battle of, 19.
Frederick the Great, 34.

Fredericksburg, Battle of, 20, 24, 259.

Freeman, Col. J. Thomas, 70, 74.
Freemantle, Gen. Arthur, 108.

Frost, Dr. F. L.,4i5.
Fry, Col., 305.
Fulkerson, Col., 88.

Fuller, Lt., 382.
Fussell's Mill, Battle of, 21.

Gadberry Camp, 152, 172.

Gadberry, Col. J. M., 23, 130.
Gadsden, Christopher, 430.
Gaillard, David St. P., 34.
Gaillard, John. 13.

Gaillard, Col. P. C., 396, 416.
Gallaher, Lt. Daniel, 299.
Gardner, Major, 169.
Garner, 130.
Garnett. Col. R. S., 83. 86, 88.

Garnett, Hon T. S., 295.
Gaston, Esther, 7, 10, 17.

Gaston, Justice John, 13.

Gaston, Joseph, 10.

Gaston, Capt. Joseph Lucien, 17, 22.

Gates, Gen. Horatio, 9, 11.

Galling, Gen. R. J., 428.
Gault, Serg't-Major Edward, 409.
Gavin, Lt. J. A., 21.

Gedde, Col., 306.

Gelling, Lt., 399.
Generals in the war i86i-'5 from the North
and South, 436.

Georgia Volunteers, 88, 159, 384.
Gerald, Col. G. B

, 392.
Germans in the Federal army, 438.
Gettysburg, Battle of, 20, ai, 27; Charge of

Black's Cavalry at, 224 ; Memorial Associa-
tion of, 342.

Gibbon, Gen. John, 108.

Gibson, Col. ,301.
Gibson, Gen. R. L., 302 ;

Letter of, 345.
Gibson. W. S., 175.

Gill, John, inventor of the revolver, 428.
Gilliam, Gen , 62.

Gilliam, Surgeon, 114.

Gilliland, D. B., 395, 415.
Gilmer, Gen. J. F., 273.

Gilmore, Gen., 105, 153, 162.

Giltner's Cavalry, 66.

Gist, Geo., 173, 177.
Gist. Gen. S. R., 137, 146.
Glade Mountain, 65.

Glover, Major J. V., 130, 133, 134, 157, 165, 185,

190, 193.

Glover, Col. Thos. J., 120, 133.
Gober, Major, 303.
Goff, Gen. David, 83.
Goodlett, Col., 147, 149,

Gordon, Gen. John B., 108,203, 274>39'-
Gordon, Capt. W. B., 134, 168.

Gorgas, Gen Josiah, 273, 287.

Goulding, Rev. F. R., 428.
Govan, Gen , 371.
Grade's, Gen. A., Brigade, 21, 379.
Grafton, 83.

Graham, Capt. A., 277.
Graham, Lt. lames R., 60,64.
Graham, Col. R. F., 151, 170, 181, 188.

Granbury, J. C., Bishop, 205.

Granbury, Gen., 371.

Granby, 12.

Granger, Gen., 386.

Grant, Gen. U. S.,3o; career of, 257 ; "On to
Richmond "

of, 258, 341.
Granville's Trade Laws, 6.

Gravelly Run, Battle of, 21.

Greeley on Secession, Horace, 334.

Gregg, Gen. Maxcy, 117 ;
his regiment, 14, 394 ;

loss in brigade at Cold Harbor, 19.

Gregory, Serg't E. S., 91.
Green, 359.
Green, Gen. Nath'l, 12 ; Johnson's Life of, 6.

Grier, Lt., 143.

Griggs, Col. Geo. K., 230, 257.

Grimball, 104.

Grimke, Dr. Thos., 126, 176.

Griswold, Harry, 360.

Grose, Col ,305.
Grover, Gen., 20.

Guilford C. H., Battle of, 433.

Gwin, U. S. Navy, Capt., 307.

Hagerstown, Battle of, 20.

Hagood, Gen. J., 26. 116, 133, 138, 143, 144, 149.

152, 176, 190, 318; his brigade in the trenches
before Petersburg, 395 ; report of, 402.

Hagood, Camp, 117.

Hall, Lt. A. J.,375
Halpine, Gen. Chas. G., 353.
Hamilton, Capt., 70.

Hammond, Lt. F. G., 188

Hammond, Capt. S. J., 134, 162.

Hammond, Capt. T. L., killed, 191.

Hampden, 112.

Hampton, Anthony, 13.

Hampton, Edward, 13.

Hampton, John, 13.

Hampton, Richard, 13.

Hampton, Wade, 13, 04, 226, 262, 274.

Hampton Roads Conference, 320.
Hancock, Gen. W. S., 30, 48, 264.

Hancock, Md., 90.

Hanging Rock, Battle of, 5, 9, 10, 17, 30, 33.

Hanna, 9.

Hansbrough, Col., 88, 90.

Harden, Capt. O., 15.
Hare's Hill, 401, 410.

Hardie, Gen. W. J., 131, 301, 309. 368.

Harding, 359.

Harman, Major, M. G., 87.

Harpers Ferry, 20, 85, 268.

Harper's History of the Rebellion, deprecated,
3, 31-

Harris, Lt. Chas., 59.
Harris, Col., 377.
H.-rris, Col. D. B.. 116.

H..rris, Gov. Isham G., 274, 352, 386.
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Harris, Hon. W. P., 275.

Harrison, Miss Belle, 93
Harrison, Lt. Geo. .,92.
Harrison, Capt. J. R

, 15
Hartford Convention, 334, 434.
H.ii vi-y, Lt., 401.

Hastings, Battle of, 202.

HaskelT. Caj.t W. T., ai

Hatch, 105.
Hatch, Col., 82.

Hatcher's Run, 160.

Havelock, 203.
1 l.iwi-s, Gen. Jtichard. 274.
Hawkins, Major Dick, 107.
1 1. iv in-

, Capt., 163.

Heck, Col. J. M.,87, 88, 89.
Helm. Hon. C. J., 274.
Heth, Gen. H., 69, 265.
Hewitson. Capt. R. h. B.,27-
High Bridge, Battle of, 215.
Hill, C,en. A. P., 19, 112, 394.
Hill, Hon B. H., 418
Hill, Gen. D. H., 185, 204, 274 ; address,

" The
Old South," 423.

Hill, Frank D., 296.
Hill, Col. J. Irwin, 10.

Hinnant, Capt. J. A., 20.

Hix, Sern't-Major E. M , 379.
Hodge, Col. B. L.,3O2.
Hoke, Gen . R . F .

, 265, 397, 404 ; report of, 405 .

Holcombe, Hon. J. P., 274.
llollms, Commodore Geo N., 373.
Holmes, Capt. C. R.,387-
Holmes, Prof. Geo F., 56.
Holmes, Isham, 366.
Holmes, Sarah, 366.
Holmes, Gen. T H., 269.
Hood, Gen. J. B., 274, 352, 373, 377.
Hooker, Gen. Joseph, 31.

Hope, Island of, 22, 25.

Hopkins. Capt. Ward, 399, 401
Horton. Serg't, 143.
Houk. Capt., 8, 16.

Howard, Col. John Eager, 433.
Howe's History of the Presbyterian Church, 7,

10, 13

Hoyt, Geo H...^o.
Huger, 104

Huger, Frank, 105.

Huger, Gen. Isaac, 10.

HugutMiin, Gen
, 396.

Huguenin, l.t ,404.
Huguenin, Capt. Thus

, 159, 170.
Humor of Confederate soldiers. 48.

Humphreys, Gen., 25, 70, 378; his "Campaign
i864-'5," cited, 25, 30.

Humphreys, Wm., 13.
Hunt, Gen. H. J ,30.
Hunter, Andrew, 3.
Hunter, Geh- David, 40.
Hunter, R. M. T. " Post-Belhim Mortality
among Confederates," address of Col. C. C.
Jones. Jr., 270, 418.

Hurlbut, Col., 302, 305, 309, 317.

rnboden, Gen. J D.,27-
ngersoll, Col. C. J-,325-
iigrahain. Commodore, 273
nsh in Federal army, 438.
ronsides. Gunboat, 160

rving, Serg't J . K .
, 91 .

stand. Taylor, 178; Battery- '7**: Cole, 178;
lames, 178.

*ler. Gen. J. F , 135, 190, 395.
/ler, Serg't W. V.,i87, 188.

Jackson, 25, 88.

Jackson, (Capt.) Alex. ,366.
Jackson, Andrew, 7, 10, n
Jactaon, Col., 88.

Jackson, Rev. Dr H. M., address of, 195, 207
Jackson, Gen J. K., 298
Jackson, Mrs., 7.

Jackson, Robert, 7, 10.

Jackson, ('apt. W. H.,71.
Jackson, Gen. T. J., 15, 19; his "Scabbard
Speech," 36, 46; characteristics of, 44; dif-

ference with Gen. Loring, 90; 94, 112, 2ov
Jacobs, Lt. F. C., 164

James' Battalion, 31.
James Island, 126, 147, 150.
Jefferson, Thos., 249, 254-

Jefferson Chasseurs, 448.
It-nkiiis, Lt. J . M ,20.
Jervey, Henry, 34
Johnson, Gen. B. R , 183, 231.
Johnson, Col. Edward, 88, 90.
Johnson, Lt., 370.
Johnson. Lt. Polk G., 107, 349.
Johnson's Tour, cited, 14.

Johnson's Traditions of S. C-, 9.

Johnston, Gen. A. S., 69, 274, 308, 317.
. s E., 25. 68

cited, 85, 98, 204 ; forces of in 1862, 256, 294, 30*.

Johnston. Gen. Jos. E., 25, 68 arrative,"

Johnston,
Major J. Stoddard, 58, 61, 68.

ohnston. Cof. Wm Preston, 309, 317.
Jones, Cadwalader, 19, 20, ai .

Jones, Col. Charles, 304.
Jones, Jr., Col. C. C., address of, 270.

Jones, E., 96.

Jones, Capt. Klcan, 91, 98.
Jones, Capt F C., 306.

Jones, Gen., 393.
Jones, J. W , 175.

Jones, Rev. Dr. J Wm., 195, 205.

Jones, Gen. Sam., 179.
Jonesboro', Battle of, 372.
Jones' Farm, Battle of, 21 .

Jordan, Lt. J. W., 277
J 01 dan, Gen. Thomas, 297, 318-

Joshua as a military leader, 197.

Kearse, Col , 393.
Keitt, Col. L. M., 130, 157, 169
Kellers, Corp. F. M., 192.

Kellogg, Col. S. C.,349
Kelley, Gen., 215.
Kelley. W. Aiken, 395.
Kent, Gov., 321.
Kentucky Regiment, First, 16.

Kerr, Lt J. W..38i.
Kerr, Capt. R. M., 20, ai.

Kersey, Capt Wm. , 50, 64, 65.
Kershaw District, S. C., 14, 18, 26.

Kershaw, Gen. J. B., 18, 377, 387, 388.
Kettell. T. P., 4*9
Killingsworth, Lt., 380.
Kilpatrick, Gen., 30.

King's Battery, 57, 60.

King's Mountain, Battle of, s. 12.

Kinston. Battle of, 25
Knoxville, Siege of, 387.

Lacy, 10

Lalane, Lt. G. M., 192
Lamar, Col. J. B., 142, 145.
Lamar, Hon. L. Q. C., 274, 318
l.amar's Battery, 143, 174.

Lambert, married, Jack, 176.
Lancaster co.

, S. C. , 9, 14, 18, 22, 28.

Lance, 104.

Lanneau, Jr., ^erg't F., 143.

Louisiana, Pointe Coupee Battery, 70
Lartigue, Gen. G. B., 117, 396.
Latham, Gen. R., 83.
Latrobe, Col. Osman, 107.
Lauman.t'ol J.G.,8o.
Laurel Hill, 87.
Law. Gen. E. M.. 384, 386
Lawrence, Serg't, 104.
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Lawlon, Gen A. R., 373
Lawton, Mr.. 174.

Lay, Col. John F., Address of, 207.
Lead Mines Max Meadows, 60; Wytheville,

288.

Lecky's Kngland, cited, 33.
Le Conte, 428.
Leftwich, A. T. 105.

Lee, Capt., 166.

Lee, Gen. Fitzhugh, 226, 231, 354, 453-

Lee, Gen. Harry, 9
Lee, L. S., 175.

Lee, Miss Mildred, 450.

Lee, Gen. R. E., 9, 30, 58, 67, 83, 107, 112, 129,

203. 261, 274, 385, 358, 395 ; Letter of, 228.

Lee, Kichard Henry, 429.

Lee, Gen. Stephen D., 88, 166, 274, 373.
Lee Camp Soldiers' Home, 194
Lee's Memoirs, cited, 9.

Legare, 104.

Legare, E T., 395.

Lesemann, F. W., 395
Lesesne, Lt. Charles, 174.

Lesesne, Lt. F. J., 137, 143, 155, 165, 168 ; killed,

'. 93
Letcher, Gov. John, 84.

Lewis, Col., 114.

Lewis, Hon D. P., 275.

Lexington, Va., in 1861, 37.

Libby.Jr., Dr. Robert, 151.

Libby Hill, monument, Richmond, 296.

Lincoln, A., 320; on secession, 322, 433
Lindsay, Lt. A. J., 92.

Lindsay, Lt. H. C.,92.
Little Run Guards, 15.
Live's Battery, 59
Logan, Lt. Calhoun, 116, 132.

Logan, Col. John A., 77.

Logwood, Col. T. H.,71,73-
Lomax, Gen. L. L.,453-
Long, Gen. A. L.. 268.

Long Island, S. C., 135.

Longslreet, Gen James, 103. 108, 274.
Lookout Mountain, Battle of, 386.

Looney, Col., 303.
Loring, Alonzo, 83.

Loring, Gen. W. W.,89, 90.
Lost Cause Vindicated, The, 232.
Louisiana Troops, 448, 450.

Lowery, Gen. M. P., Autobiography of, 365.

Lloyd, Capt. E. W., 134, 183.

Lucas, Maj. J. J., 177*
Lucas, Maj. J. L., 120.

Lyles, Capt. T. H., 20.

Lyles, Capt W. B., 17.

Lynch, Capt. J. P., 59, 60, 61, 62, 65 ; Battery
of, 58; captured, 64, 66.

Lynch, Commodore W. F., 439.

Lynch's Creek, Battle of, 26.

Maccabeus, Judas, 199.

McCampbell, Lt. John, 59
Macaulay's Hampden, cited, 33.

McCarthy, Capt. Carlton, 296.

McCaule, Rev. Thos H.,i3
McChesney, Capt., 88.

McLain, Dr., 363.

McClellan, Gen. Geo.,
r

3o, 31, 89, 256; forces

of, 1862, 256, 317.
McClernand, Gen. , 71,80.
McClung, Capt., 58; Battery of, 61, 66.

McClure, Maj. E. C., 15, 16.

McClure, Capt. John, 7, 8; killed, 10.

McComb, Gen. Wm., Staff of, 107.

McCorkle, Major, 20.

McCormick, Cyrus H., 428.
McCown, Gen. J. P., 70, 95.

McCrady, Jr., Col. Edw., Address of, 3, 246.

McCreary, Col. C. M ,
260.

McCrimmon, Lt., 393.

McCullock, Lt. R. E., 107.
McDowell. Gen., 19,94-
McDowell, Rev. James, 128

McDowell, Lt. S. N., 168, 174.
McGowan, Gen S.

, 21, 27.

McGrath, Hon. A. G., 274.

McGrath, Jr., A. G.,395.
McHcnry, Col., 140, 145.

McKeener, Capt., 81.

McKinney, Capt. P. W., 296.

McKirrel, Capt W. J., 134.

McKnight, Lt. J. L., 21.

McKnitt, 6.

McMahon, Major, 66.

McMaster, Col. F. W., 22, 24, 25.

McMeekin, Capt. H., 18, 19.

McNairy, Col., 78.

McRae.'Hon. C. J , 274.
Mclntosh's Battery, 394.
Madison, President James, 254.
Madrid Bend, 95.
Madrid, New, 70.

Magruder, Gen John B., 93, 98
Malonc, P J., 224.

Mallory, Hon. L. R., 275.
Malvern Hill, Battle of, 19, 429.
Manassas, Battle of, 257, 282; second, 19, 21.

Manassas Junction, 93.
Manderson, Gen., 349.
Maney.Gen. Geo., 315, 372.
Mangfum, Hon. L. H.,365.
Manigault, Gen. A. M., 3:, 396.
Manigault, Major Edward, 130.
Mann, Hon. A. Dudley, 273
Manning, Capt. J. H., 91.
Manning, W. H.,396.
Marginalia, cited, 28.

Mangny, Col. M.,448.
Marion, 6j.
Marjon, Gen. Francis, 9, 12, 177.
Marion Rifles, 134.

Mark, Col., 71, 72, 73, 76.
Markoe, Jr., Capt F., 92, 103
Markoe, John, 127.

Marlborough, Duke of, 112, 341.
Marshall, Capt. A. W., 416.

Marshall, Col. Chas., 264, 296.
Marshall, Col. J. Foster, 130.

Martin, 104.

Martin, Capt., n.
Martin, Col., 300, 310.
Martin, Gen. J. G., 268

Martin, Lt. 398.

Mason, Major, 352.
Mason, Hon. James M., 273
Maryland, Society of; C S. Army and Navy

of, 423 ;
in the Mexican War, 436.

Massena, Marshal, 341.

Maury, Com. M. F., 273, 286, 428, 439
May, Col. Chas., 425
Mazyck, Capt., 186

Meacham, Capt., 22.

Meade, Gen , 30.

Means, Serg't-Maj B. W., 17.

Means, Capt. E. J., 15.

Means, Col. and Gov. J. H., 22, 23.

Means, Col. Ro. Stark, 22, 24
Mecklenburg Dec. of Independence, 4, 429.

Mellichamp, Rev. Mr., 130, 139.

Memminger, C. G., 273, 275
Memminger, Lt. C. G.,92.
Menott, Gen J . C .

, 376.

Mercer, Gen. H. W., 137.
Merrimae and Monitor, Speech of Duke of
Somerset on, 218, 288.

Merrill, Gen. W ,
108.

Mexican War, troops in from North and South,

350, 366, 435.
Mifes, Col. ,36.
Miles, Hon. W Porcher, 273, 275.
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Mill.ird. Va . 19.

Military Order of America, .ur-

Miller, Col. J. L., 19.30, 21

Miller, i apt Tho. M., 396.

Millt-r, Stephen D . 13

Miller.derk. Wm., 22.?.

Mills, Major Julius, 22.

Mills, Hon. RogerO..,34
Minis, I.t A. J., 163

MiniiiK In-fore Petersburg, 4".
Mm..r, Prof. J. B , 58
M:n.r, I.t , 63.

Miiioll, (ii-n J C., 376.

Missionary Ridge. I'.iittk- of, 351, 370.

Mississippi Volunteers, 73-
Mitchell's Ford, 94
MoH.-v's Meeting-house, 8.

Moffitt, 1-t D S
, 389,413.

Mortal, Capt. G. H.. 135, 188.

Moloney, Capt P. K., 119, 123, 181, 398.

Montgomery, Jr., I.t Henry, 116, 132, 161.

Montgomery, Serg't S . 191.

Moodii-, J- P-, 104.

Moody, Capt. J- M ,
20

Moore, John, 9
Moore, Capt. W. S

, 107.

Moore, Col. John C , 299.

Moreau, den. ,34'
Moorman, Capt., 88.

Morgan, Col., 349-

Morgan, Gen. Daniel, 12.

Morgan, Gen John H .
, 59 ;

death of, 63.

Morris Creek Bridge. N. C., 433.

Morris, Gen , 87.
Morris Island, 15, 26, 104, 151, 154: evacuated,

170.

Moshy, Col. John S., 264.

Morton, Capt. T. C.,47, 50.

Moultrie, Fort, 12, 156.

Mount Pleasant, 131.

Mount Zion Schools, 12, 13.

Mouton, Col., 302.
Muller. Musician, 178.

Mulvaney, Capt , 44-
Mimfonl, Gen. T. T., 296, 354.
Munson's Hill, 95-

Murfreesboro', Battle of, 351, 368.

Myer, Gen. A. J.,94, i3-
Myer, F. L., 395-

Myers, Col. A. C , 273

Nance, Capt., 388-
Nance, Col. J. 1>

, report of, 379, 390.

Napoleon I, Army of, 69, 341 .

Nashville, Fall of, 128

Naval Engagements, 135.

Naval Heroes from the North and South, 435.

439
Navarre, Henry of, 341-

Neely, Col., 73.

Neely, Major James A., 313-

Negroes in the Federal army, 437 ; results of

enfranchisement of, 442.

Nelson, Col , 404.

Nelson, Gen. , 305. 317
Nelson, Col. P H., 26.

Newbern,67.
Newcomer, Corp'l, 159.
New Hope, W. Va., 214
New Madrid, 97.
New Orleans

"
Picayune," 418, 446, 451.

New River, 67.

Ninety-six, 12, 13.
Nitre Bureau of the C. S. A., 288.

Norris, Major Wm. . 91, 92, 93, 98.
Northern Neck Soldier's Reunion, 109.

Northrup, Col. L. B
, 273.

Northwest Territory, 432.

Nott, Dr. J. C., 307.

Obenchain, President W \

o'< am. Major, 120.

Oconee, 18.

0-|>.iiinell. M.S. 4:8.

Ogden, Hon. H D ,448.
Ogin. Dr T I. ,396.

Ogteiby, Col .81.

Olney, I.t H. B , 185

Openchuin, Lt F. G..6o.
Old. Gi-n K O. C ,68.
Orr's kitk-s, 19.

Ordnance, Manufacture of, by the C. S. A., 287 ;

from KiiKland, 172.
O'Siillivan, Hon. J. L., 274

Otey, Capt I M., 402, 407.
Ould, Hon. Robert, 273.

Owens, W. L., 175.
Owl Creek, 303.
Ox Hill. Battle of, 20

Paducah. Ky., 81

Page, Major, 228.

Page, Major R. C M .
, diary of, 58, 61 ,

68.

Palmer, Capt., 399.
Palmer, Col V\ . H , 296
Palmetto Regiment, 15, 19

Parker, Judge Richard, 357.
Parker, Wm , 364.
Parton's Andrew Jackson, 6, 7, 10.

Patrick, Gen M. R.,68.
Patterson, W. N , 175.

Haiti, Carlo, 97.
Patton, I.t., MI 55
Payne, Gen. W. H., 296.
Peace Congress, The, 355.

Pearce, Serg't A. W.,91
Pearce, Lt. J. L., 58, 61,62.
Pegram Battalion Association, Dedication ol

Memorial Window to dead of, 194 ;
Address

of Rev. H. M.Jackson, D. D., 195; Address
of Col. J. F. Lay. 207; Address of Major
N. V. Randolph, 213.

Pegram, Col. John, 88

Pegram, Col. W. J , 194, 203.

Pemberton, criticized, Gen John C., 130, 132,

149.

Pendergrass, Lt. J M., 177, 192.

Pendleton, Gen. W. N., 108, 204 ;
letter to from

Gen. Lee, 228.

Pensions to Union soldiers, 443.

Perkins, Fort, 132.

Pen-in. Capt. J. M., 130

Perryville. Battle of. 351 .

Petersburg, Battle of, 21, 26; Field Telegrams
Around, 261; in the trenches before, 396:
losses in, 401 ; mortality of troops, 413.

Pettigrew, Camp, 152.

Phillipi, Surprise at, 87
Phinney, Capt , 17

Picayune, New Orleans, 418, 446, 451.

Pickens, Commodore A. ,9, 12, 13.

Pickett, Col. Edward, 70,75.
Pickett, Gen. Geo. K., 20, 112, 182, 231, 268.

Pickett, Col John T., 273, 48-
Pierpoint, Gov. F. H.,356.
Pillow, Gen G . J .

, 70. 74, 81, 350.

Pinckney, Chas C .13, 49-
Pinckney, Major Thos , 10.

Pitts. Lt.,370.
Pizzini, Jr . Capt A., 296.

Platt. Capt. J A. , Death of, 270
Pleasants, James, Heroism of, 222.

Plumb, U.S. Senator, 451.
Pole Green Church, Battle of, 232.

Polk, Gen. L.
, 43, 69, 80, 81, 204; address of, to

army. 229; criticizes Gen. Pillow, 74 ; 301,311,

37! 385-
Polk. Capt Marshall T., 71.

Polybius, 93.
Poole, Capt. W. G., 304.
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1'oore, Major, 66.

Pond, Col., 303.

Pope, Gen. John, 31, 97, 257.

Pope, Capt. V. I., 379
Porter, Rev. A. Toomer, 142.

Porter, Gov. James D., 352.
Porterfield, Col. Geo. A., Narrative of Services,

i86i-'2, 82, 88.

Port Royal captured, 122.

Powell, Serg't J. I,.,<i_'.

Pratt, Capt , 48, 52.

Pray. Lt. A. W., 20.

Prentiss, Gen., 301, 306 : his cavalry, 62, 64.
Presidents of the U. S. born North and South,
43', 436.

Pressley, H. M.. 175.

Pressley. Col. J. G., 116. 134, 189
Preston, Gen. John S , 32.

Preston, Col. J. T. L.. 44.
Preston. Gen Wm., 274.
Price, Gen. Sterling. 81.

Prjeur. D., and Col. E. Waggaman, Duel of, 447.
Prince. A. H., 396
Pryor Gen. Roger A., 183

Purcell, John, 208.

yuarles, Gen., 107.
Ouinine, Price of, 149

yuintard, Bishop C. T., 205 ; his tribute to Gen.
B. F. Cheatham, 349

Racer, British steamer, 148.

Rains. Col. 289.

Rains, Gen. G J., 428.

Ramsay, Col., 88.

Ramsay. Lt., 164
Ramseur, Gen S. D.,39i 446.

Randolph, Hon. Geo W
, 273.

Randolph. Capt. M. L ,91.

Randolph. Peyton, 429.
Rats as food, 176.

Ravenel, Surgeon W. C., 155.

Rawdon, Francis, Marquis of Hastings, 7, 9.

Rawle on the Constitution, Wm., 331.

Rawlinson, M. A., 161.

Rayser. Capt.. 404.
Read, Capt E. J , 54 55
Reagan, Hon. John H., 273. 275.
Rebellion Records, cited, 16, 25.

Reed, ''apt., 145.

Reed, Dr. 428.
Reeves, Lt. Wade, .M .

Religion the inspiration of the soldier, 195, 206.

Revolution, First victory of the, 433.

Reynolds, Gen.. 342, 349.
Rhea, Lt. Matt., 75.
Rhett. Col., 174.

Rhodes, Hon. B R , 273.

Rice, H. W., 104.
Rice. Rev. W. D . 128.

Richard, apt , 88
Richardson. Capt , 379; his battery, 293.

Kichardson, Gen Richard. 7.
Richmond College, 47.

Richmond, Va., Siege of, 454.
Rich Mountain, 87.

Riddock, Joseph, 396.

Ridgeley. Major Randolph, 424.

Riley, Lt.. 404.

Ringgold, Battle of, 370.

Rion, Col. Jas. H., 15, 23, 401 ; Battalion of, 25.

Ripley Guards, 134.

Ripley, Gen. R. S , 159, 396.

Ritchie, Miss Jennie, 93.
Rives. Hon. W. C., 68, 271.
Rives. Lt. W. H , 21

Robertson, Miss Anna, 352.

Robertson, Gen., 383, 386.
Robinson, Capt.. 114.

Rockbridge Battery Roll, 277.

Rockbridge Rifles, 42.

Rocky Mount, Battle of, 8, 9, u, 32.

Rogers, Major 382.
Roman Hon. A. B., 273.

Rose, S., 96.

Rosencranz, Gen., 31, 89, 349, 386.
Ross. 9
Ross Lt. James, 168.

Rosser. Gen. T. L., 215.
Rost, Hon P. A., 273.
Rouse, Capt. Milton, his vindication. 35.

Royall, W. L . 295
Rucker, Gen. E., 96, 97.

Rudgeley's, u.
Ruffin Lt. E. T.,92.
Ruggles, Gen. Daniel, 301, 308.
Russell. Col.. 312.

Russell, Col R. M., 70, 74.

Rutledge, Gov. John, 7

St. Francis river. Arkansas, 81.

St. John. Gen. I. M., 273.
St. Matthews' Rifles. 132, 134.
Saltville, Va., 59. 65.

J-anders, Hon. Geo. N., 274.

Sargent. Col
, 146.

Saunders, Major D. W., 351.
Sauve Felicie, 448.
Savannah. Ga., 4.

Sawyer's Battery, 59 64, 65, 66.

Saxe, Marshal, 341.
Scales. Capt., 114.

Schley. Lt W. C.. 92.
Sealof the C. S A., 416; of the Southern His-

torical Society. 416 ;
of England, 49.

^ecessionville Battle of, 139.
Secrest, Col. A. J.. 15.
Seddon Hon J. A. .66. 273.
Sellers, Capt. Martin A., 132, 134. 143, 159, 163,

169.
Semat. Geo., 360.
Semmes, Gen. P. J., 449.
Semmes, Admiral Raphael. 273, 439.
Semmes, Hon. Thos. J., 418.

Semple. Capt., 61 63, 65, 67.
Seven Days' Battles, forces engaged in, 256.
Seven Pines, Battle of, 17, 19, 22.

Sevier. Gen. John, 12.

Seward. Wm H., 320, 321.

Sharp, Lt. M. R., 20.

Sharpsburg. Battle of, 20, 24, 257 ;
notes on, 373.

Shedd, Capt. John, 15.

Shelby, Gen. Isaac. 12.

Shepherdstown, Battle of, 20.

Sheridan, Gen. Phil. H., 231, 451 ; his famous
ride 444 ; raid. 452.

Sherman Gen. W. T., his march, 4, 30; retalia-

tory order, 31, 32; army 18, 125
Shewmake, J. T., 187.
Shiloh. Battle of, refutation of so-called " Lost
Opportunity on the evening of April 6, 1862,"
bv Gen T. Jordan 297 ;

losses at, 341.
Shiloh Chapel, or Pittsburg Landing, 97.
Shirer, W. D., 226.

Shuler. Lt. F. M., killed, 193.
Shulz F. C., 395.

Signal Corps of the C. S. A., 93 ;
officers of, 91 ;

secret cipher of, 101, 163, 171.
Simkins' Battery, 159.
Simkins, Col., 159
Simmons. Col. 26<>.

Sjmons, Capt T. Y., 145.
Simonton. Col. C. H., 129, 133, 134, 142, 150, 178,

398.
Sims, Col., 391.
Sims, Dr. J Marion. 13, 428.

Singletary, 129.

Skinner, Hon. James H., 296.

Slaughter, Gen., 97.
Slave Law, Fugitive, disregarded, 320, 322.
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Slave population of the South, Value of, 330.
Slaves in the Federal army, 437.
Slavery not a cause with the South, not estab-

lished by it. 247 ; in North and East, 249.

SlicU-11, Hon. John, 173.

Smith, Lt. A. B., 59.

Smith, Capt . 88.

Smith, Col ,97.
Smith (Gen.), Baldy. 26.

Smith's Battery, 72.
Smith (Gen.), C. F.,8i.
Smith (Capt ), Clinton H

, 308.
Smith (Gen.), E Kirby, 98. 102, 274
Smith (On.). F. H.,43.
Smith, Gerrit, 320.
Smith (Serg't), J. B

, 92.
Smith, Lt.. 405
Smith (Col.), Marshall J., 303.
Smith (Lt ) M. L ,192.
Smith (Col.), Preston. 72.
^mith (Capt.). R. Press , 156. 159, 181.

Smith (Gen. and Gov.j. Wm , 271
^mith (Judge). Wm., 13
Soldiers' Home Richmond, 416.

Soley, Lt.. 282.

Somerset. Duke of, 218.

Songs and Music in the South, 293.
South Carolina Settlers of, 5, 13; volunteers

First regiment infantry. 14, 18, 117, 138, 152,

246; Orr's, 15, 19; Second, 26; Third, at

Chickamauga. 377 ; at Knoxville. 387 ; casu-
alties in at Walthall's Station. 189; at Swift
Creek and Drewry's Bluff, 191 ; at Clary's
Farm, 194; Sixth. 15. 16. 17 24; Seventh. 26;
losses in battle. 28; Twelfth, 15 19; Thir-
teenth, 18, 19 ; Fourteenth, 18. 19 ; Fifteenth,
18,19, '3'; Seventeenth, 22. 24; Eighteenth,
24; Twenty-first. 152; Twenty-third, 26;
Twenty-fourth. 26; Twenty-fifth. 132. 152;
First cavalry. 26 ; Sixth, 26: First artillery,
Ma-

South. The. Education in, 34 ; indebtedness of
the Nation to. 440 : New, 425 : Old (Address
by Gen. D. H. Hill), 425; meagre resources
of. 282, 427. 438 ; patriotism of, 33, 354 ; pro-
portion of males in army. of, 437.

Southern-born Generals in the Federal army,
436; in the \.'. S. army. 437; genius devel-
oped by the war, 281 ; religious sentiment of
the soldiers, 195; their heroism, 222. 416;
fortitude and sufferings of, 290 ; resorts of
necessity and inventions, 292.

Spartan Scytale Cypher, 103.

Spinola. 447.

Spotsylvama. Battle of. 21.

Spring Hill, Battle of, 352, 373.
Stafford, Gen , 450.

Staley's Creek. 65.

Stamp Act. The, 3, 6, 431.
Stanley, Col. W. A., 304.

Staples, Hon. W. R.. 271.
Steadman, Col. James M , 16.

Stedman. Lt. A. J., 92.

Steele, Capt., 25.

Stephens, Hon. A. H., 273.
Sterrett, Capt., 88.

Stevens, Col. C. H., 136, 140, 143, 144.

Stevens, Gen.. 428.
Stevens, J. Adger, 175.

Stevens, Rev. Mr., 128.

Stewart, Gen. A. P., 244, 312, 387.
Stewart, Major. 72.
Stewart, Capt. R A., 70.
Stiles, Maior Robert. 206

Stoney. Capt. W. E , 188
Stoneman Gen. Geo., 63, 65, 66.
St.)ii.-wall Brigade. 15.

Story, Justice Joseph, 335.

Stovalf, Adj't W. H., 79.
Stover, Lt. J. W., 20.

Stover, Capt. W. J., 21.

Strahl, Col., 314.
Strait, i. apt. G. L., 15.
Stratham Gi-n.. 310.
Strother, Gen. Wm.. 13.

Stuart, (ion. J. K. B., 16, 112, 305; death of,

35-
Suuley's Ford, 94.
Sullivan's Island, 7, 104.
Summers. Hon. Geo. W.. 84.
Sumter, Fort. 14, 22, 25. 26, 104, 117, 153, 357.
Sumter, Gen Thos., 5, 8, 9, 10, n, 12.

Sunderland Station, Battle of 21.

Surrender of Lee, 67.
Swann, Capt. John, 48. 51, 54.
Swift creek. Skirmish at, 223.
Swyford, Capt., 379.

Tabb. Col., 398.
Tabb, Lt. Geo. E., 92.
Tail, killed, Lt. R. M., 192, lyj.
Talbot, Lt. G. O.. 59, 60.

Taliaferro, Col., 88.

Taliaferro, Gen. W. B., 152, 178, 181.

Tappan, Col , 69, 74.
Tariff issue of 1832, 255.
Tarleton, Col B., 5, 7, 10, n ; Memoirs, cited,

12 ; quarter of 32.

Tatnall, Commodore Josiah, 273, 434.
Taylor's Creek, Tenn., 62.

Taylor's Island, 135.

Taylor's Ridge, Battle of. 370.
Taylor, Gen. Richard, Terms of Capitulation

of, 215.

Taylor, Col. Thomas, u, 13.

Taylor, Col Walter H., 257, 262.

Tea Party. Boston, 432.
Tea, Substitute for, 177.

Teamsters, Battle of the, 27.
Tennessee Association of C. S. A. veterans,

3I9-
1 ennessee volunteers, 70, 73, 82.

Terry, Judge D. S
, 386

Texas, Fourth and Fifth regiments. 381 .

Tharin, Private. 186.

Thayer. Hon. Eli, 363.

Thomas, Gen. Geo, H., 443.
Thomas. Gen Lorenzo, 450.

Thompson, 7.

Thompson, Hon. lacob, 274.

Thompson, Gen. Jeff., 70.

Thompson, Maj. James W., 214.

Thornwell, Rev. Dr. Jas. H,, 13.

Todd, Capt., 379.

Toombs, Hon. Robert, 272, 322, 393.

Torpedo System of the South, 282.

Totopotomoy Creek, Incidents of skirmish
at, 47.

Townsend, Gen. E. D., 81.

Trabue, Col., 310.

Trask, Capt.. 71.

Tredegar Iron Works. 288.

Trenches before Petersburg, 395.
Trenholm Hon G. A , 273.
Tievillian's Station, Battle of, 26.

Trim. Lt . 404.

Troops, Disparity in number of between North
and South, 437.

Troup, Capt., 394
Trudeau. Gen.. 96, 97
Turnbull. Col. Geo. , 8, u.

Turney. Hon. Peter, Address of, 319.
Tutwiler, Serg't H. A., 92.

University of Virginia. Efforts of for materials
for a history of the late war, 56.

Urquhart, Col. David, 315.

Vance. Gov /. B., 269, 274, 318.
Vandeford, Lt.. 405.
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Vanderhorst, Col. John. 13.

Vaughan. Gen. A. J , 58, 76, 313: his cavalry
brigade, 61, 62, 64. 67.

Venable Col C. S , 314.

Vicksburg, Miss , 25 257
Von Hoist. Dr. Herman, 357.
Voorhees. Hon. D. W., 360.

Vprlandigham. Capt..- 19.

Virginia Cavalry, The Second, its efficiency
and defiant resolutions, 354,

Virginia Infantry, 88; Twenty-sixth Battalion,
47 ; Eighteenth Regiment, 223, 230.

Virginia Military Institute cadets in 1861, 39 ;

State arsenal at, 40.

Virginia's dead, 116.

Waddill.Capt.J. I..439.
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"
Progress of Medicine in the South."

Address of the President before the Southern Surgical and Gynecological
Association, at the Meeting held in Nashville, Tenn., November 13, i88g.

BY HUNTER McGuiRE, M. D., LL.D.,
Late Medical Director " Stonewall "

Jackson (2d) Corps, Army of Northern Virginia, C. S. A.

Mr. President and Fellows of the Southern Surgical and Gyneeco-

logical Association, Ladies and Gentlemen :

It is with unassumed diffidence that I appear before you to-night
as the presiding officer of this body, and I approach with great hesi-

tation the task of delivering the annual address, in compliance with

the established usage of all assemblies of this kind in America.

I feel confident that there are many present who would fill the

office with more ability, and that it would have been better for our

Society if another had been chosen in my stead. I desire, in the

commencement of my remarks, to return my thanks to my fellow

members for the honor they have conferred upon me by calling me
to preside over the deliberations of this, our Southern Association.

It has been suggested that there was no need for the existence of

this Society; that the State, national and international medical asso-

ciations were sufficient for all that was required for the progress and

development of medical science. This was a mistake, as I hope I

may be able to show. There is need, throughout the whole South,
for county and State associations, and a special need for the exist-

ence and perpetuation of this organization.

It goes without saying that union and co-operation have become
as indispensable to scientific bodies as in the material walks of life.

In all human enterprises, every advance accomplished is by co-opera-
tive work. In this way laws are perfected ; agriculture improved ;

philosophical investigations consummated ; political and philan-

thropic reforms attained ; by it railroads and canals are built ; just
and equitable laws enacted

;
civilization extended

; tyranny and op-

pression overthrown
;
the gospel preached, and civil and religious
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liberty secured. By union and co-operation alone can the science of

medicine be advanced. Isolated, individual men who, in the pride

of self-reliance and self-sufficiency, reject the aid and sympathy of

their contemporaries, are failures. They may have great ability, they

may be faithful and enthusiastic workers in the departments to which

they have devoted themselves, but in the end they are disappointed,

because they have over-estimated their individual strength, and have

not sought the companionship and concurrence of others. No class

of men appreciate the value of co-operation more than the medical

men throughout the world. Germany, Austria, France, and Eng-
land have for years shown how co-operation can bring about medical

progress, through the deliberations of the respective assemblies that

are annually held in these countries. The people of this country,

also, in their State and general societies, have added much to the

development of medical learning. So highly is co-operative work

appreciated by the medical world, that the necessity for an interna-

tional congress a few years since became imperative. I need not tell

this audience what it has already accomplished. At its last meeting,
held in Washington, the nature and extent of its labors can only be

understood by the examination of the five volumes that contain the

contributions of its members ;
the work is a medical library in itself.

America, ever alert, energetic and industrious, always anxious to

obtain and practically apply that which is best, has been no laggard
in her endeavors to promote the advancement of medical science.

Through the American Medical Association how much has been ac-

complished ? In its grand meetings are brought together some of

the ablest men of the land. Historic figures many of them have

become, and the fruit of their labors will hand them down through

ages as among the foremost of their day and generation. Her sister

society, the American Surgical Association, although younger, has

just cause to be proud of her work. Her field is necessarily restricted

to one of the great divisions of medicine a division of the highest

importance. That the field has been well worked, that the harvest

has been rich and abundant, and that it has been gathered into our

store-houses, I take it for granted none will deny. So I might refer

to other associations, and to the congress of these associations, did

time permit.

It may be said with truth that, until of late, the South has not kept

pace with the North in medical progress and development. This

has arisen from a variety of causes. Prior to the late war slavery

was antagonistic to the development of dense populations ;
fertile
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areas were monopolized by the large planter, and he generally occu-

pied more space than his agricultural needs required. He believed

in what he called "plenty of elbow room." He was opposed to

outside intruders, and desired neither the development of towns nor

the growth of cities in his vicinity. Criticise this policy as you may,

condemn it if you will, I am not engaged in defending it, but am

merely stating patent facts, in order to account for the manner in

which it retarded the development of medicine. While this was

true, yet this state of society produced splendid men and women,

probably the grandest on this continent. Culture, grace, elegance,

self-reliance, were its legitimate offshoots. Orators, poets, statesmen,

soldiers, scientists, lawyers, ministers and physicians, the first and

greatest in the whole land, came out of it. What orator have we

like Henry or Yancey, what poet like Poe, what scientist like Matthew

F. Maury, what statesman like Jefferson, what jurist like Benjamin,

what divine like Hoge, what soldier like Stonewall Jackson, what

surgeon like Sims ? And the women how can I describe them !

They were as cultured as they were refined ; they were as beautiful

as they were queenly, the loveliest of sweethearts, the noblest of

matrons.

Let us look for a moment and see from whence these people of the

South came, and what they have done.

The colonial settlers of the southern portion of North America

were kindred by ties of blood, by association, and by the laws of

common inheritance. They came to this country deeply imbued

with the idea of civil liberty. In many instances they were descended

from a superior element of the English people. The blood of the

cavalier coursed through their veins ; they were prepared to organ-

ize a government, to undertake the herculean task of creating a

country out of chaos. And they accomplished it.

To these settlers were soon afterwards added another stream of

emigrants, who came into the South through Maryland and Virginia,

and through the seaports of the Carolinas and Georgia. These were

the God-loving, tyranny-hating Scotch- Irish, who have left their dis-

tinguishing characteristics, to this day, upon the people of every

State in the South, from Maryland to the Rio Grande.

When the struggle came for the defense of their rights against the

mother-country, how quickly her sons took up arms in defense of

the common cause, and how nobly they performed their part it is

useless to say, for is not the history of the time filled with accounts

of their patriotism and achievements ? At the council board, on the
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platform, and in the field, they stood pre-eminent. The enunciation

of principle, the declaration of rights, sprung from the fertile brain of

a Southerner, and to-day the readers of American history recognize

in Jefferson the foremost thinker of his age. Well has a New Eng-
lander, in speaking of Washington and the Southern soldiers of

1776, recently said: "We must go back to Athens to find another

instance of a society, so small in numbers, and yet capable of such

an outburst of ability and force." Without the men of the South,

the Revolution of 1776 would have gone down into history as the

rebellion of that period.

How wonderful it is, that in the comparative seclusion and solitude

of an agricultural country, the men should have been reared whose

writings on Constitutional government embodied the wisdom and the

experience of the patriots of all ages, and whose State papers actually

formed the mould in which the constitution of the United Colonies was

shaped ;
and that then, after Southern statemen had formed the most

perfect government the world ever saw, that Southern soldiers should

have made it an accomplishedfact by their skill, valor and endurance.

Edmund Burke, in his speech before the British Parliament March

22, 1775, on the conciliation of the American Colonies, spoke thus

of our people :

" There is, however, a circumstance attending these Southern

Colonies which, in my opinion,
* makes the spirit of

liberty still more high and haughty than in those of the northward.

It is that in Virginia and the Carolinas they have a vast multitude of

slaves. * * * And these people of the South are much more

strongly and with a higher and more stubborn spirit attached to lib-

erty than those in the northward. Such were all the ancient Com-
monwealths

;
such were our Gothic ancestors; and such, in our day,

the Poles ; and such will be all masters who are not slaves themselves.

In such a people the haughtiness of domination combines with the

spirit of freedom, fortifies it and renders it invincible."

Men of Southern birth and Southern rearing were the successful

generals in the war of 1812, and the central figures in 1846. The

acquisition of territory was made during the administration of

Southern men. Louisiana, Florida, Texas, and California were ac-

quired during their terms of office. Upon the Supreme Court bench

of the United States they are to be conspicuously found. The Chief

Justiceship was held continuously for sixty-three years by Southern

men. I need not speak of the orators and statesmen produced in

every State in the South they are household names.
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History but repeats itself like occasions produce like results.

The patriot of to day is but the reflex of the patriot of the past. In

our late civil contest if it be proper to call it so for was it not

rather two sovereignties waging war, the one against the other?

the men of the South once more displayed the same great qualities

that had characterized their ancestors in the American Revolution.

Modern Europe stood aghast at the daring of a people they had

been taught to regard as effeminate. They had expected that an

ephemeral struggle would be made near akin to those which had

frequently taken place among the mixed Spanish population to the

south of us. Climate, temperature, the pernicious effects of slavery,

were all believed to have had their influence, and to have produced a

weak and vacillating people. Had luxury enervated them, had they
become effeminate, had the increase of wealth and the impress of

slavery rendered them physically and intellectually inferior to the

men of the North ? If any so believe, let the deeds of arms that

have passed into history speak. Examine the details of the well-

contested battlefields and see if such a declaration is true. Jackson,

Lee, Johnson, Claiborne, Stuart and Forrest ! What tender thoughts,
what hallowed associations gather around the names of these bright

stars in the Southern constellation ! Does all history, does eveh the

field of romance furnish heroes superior or patriots more noble?

They were the leaders of an equally brave and noble people, who,
when all save honor was lost, submitted to the inevitable with a dig-

nity born only of true greatness.

And now of the Confederate surgeon let me say a word. How
can I express, in adequate terms, my admiration for him ! He pos-
sessed virtues peculiarly his own. Coming from civil life, it was

wonderful to see how rapidly he adapted himself to the discipline of

the army and conformed to the requirements of military life. The

hardships he endured and the privations to which he was subjected
soon transformed him from a novice to a veteran, and I can say, with

truth, that before the war ended some of the best military surgeons
in the world could be found in the Confederate army. His scanty

supply of medicines and hospital stores made him fertile in expedi-
ents of every kind. I have seen him search field and forest for

plants and flowers, whose medicinal virtues he understood and could

use. The pliant bark of a tree made for him a good tourniquet ;
the

juice of the green persimmon, a styptic ; a knitting needle, with its

point sharply bent, a tenaculum, and a pen-knife in his hand, a scalpel
and bistoury. I have seen him break off one prong of a common
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table-fork, bend the point of the other prong, and with it elevate the

bone in depressed fracture of the skull and save life. Long before

he knew the use of the porcelain-tipped probe for finding bullets, I

have seen him use a piece of soft pine wood and bring it out of the

wound marked by the leaden ball. Years before we were formally
told of N<laton's method of inverting the body in chloroform narco-

sis, I have seen it practiced by the Confederate Surgeon. Many a

time I have seen the foot of the operating-table raised to let the

blood go, by gravitation, to the patient's head, when death from

chloroform was imminent, and I will add that, in the corps to which

1 was attached, chloroform was given over 28,000 times, and no

death was ever ascribed to its use. Many of the medical officers of

this corps were wounded or killed on the field. One, I saw fall at

Strasburg, amid the cheers of soldiers at the evidence he gave of de-

votion to duty. Another, at Sharpsburg, facing an assault before

which even veterans quailed and fled, and a third I found upon the

bloody field of Cold Harbor dying with a shell-wound through his

side. As I knelt down beside him and told him his wound was

mortal, he answered,
"

I am no more afraid to die than I was afraid

to do my duty." They were splendid specimens of a noble race a

race whose achievements astonished the world and wrung from the

foe himself a full measure of praise. During the terrible six days
which followed the retreat of our army from Richmond, the medical

men, by their unswerving devotion to duty and cheerful support,

contributed no little to inspire the heroism which turned our defeat

into honor, and made Appomattox one of the proudest memories of

the war.

The social condition of the South, while it offered unusual and

rare advantages to her sons generally, denied to the medical men,
save in exceptional instances, the opportunities which were conducive

to the progress and development of medicine. This peculiar Society

gave to them, however, boldness of thought, independence in inves-

tigation, and they possessed the courage of their convictions ; they

thought well and they thought clearly ; they fought their way into

position at every leading medical centre in the country. Many of

them started life in small towns or rural districts
;
and after testing

their strength and gaining the confidence born of experience, they

generally moved to the larger cities, North or South. Is it more

than necessary to mention Frick, Goodman and Smith, of Mary-

land; Hartshorne, Chapman, Horner, Mitchell, Mutter, and J. L.

Cabell, of Virginia ; Jones, Chas. Caidwell and Dickson, of North
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Carolina ; Geddings, Bellinger, Toland, and Sam. H. Dickson, of

South Carolina ; Meigs, Arnold, Bedford and Anthony, of Georgia ;

Eve, of Tennessee ;
Nott and Baldwin, of Alabama ; Stone and Jones,

of Louisiana
; Dudley, McDowell and Yandell, of Kentucky, to re-

call to your minds the great instructors in medicine in this country ?

How well they performed their part is prominently shown in the

lasting impressions they have left behind them. Historic they are,

and historic they will continue to be ;
untold generations will arise to

bless them, and they will not fade into obscurity through the lapse of

time.

How can I speak except in terms of reverence and praise of the

practitioner who remained with his country clientele, and yet estab-

lished national reputation ; struggling under disadvantages which

can only be appreciated by those similarly situated with paucity of

material, and the absence of professional association with the requi-

site elements of success arrayed against him he must be a man of

genius who advances an idea, demonstrates a fact, constructs a prin-

ciple, or invents an operation of sufficient importance to arrest the

attention of the medical world
; truly he must be a man of profound

genius.

Of such men were Crawford Long, of Georgia ; Mettauer, of Vir-

ginia ; McDowell, of Kentucky ; Sims, of Alabama Sims, the

greatest and grandest of all the men who have recently passed away.

Satisfying the requirements of a continent, he traversed the ocean in

order to give to Europe the benefit of his learning and experience.

He claimed among his patients one or more members of the crowned

heads of Europe. The relief that he afforded suffering humanity

from diseases that before his day were classed as incurable, can only

be estimated by those who have examined the subject in detail. He

was the pioneer of gynaecological and abdominal surgery. The funda-

mental truths established by him will be remembered, their utility

recognized, and their principles applied, so long as surgery is a

science.

He passed away in the full zenith of his glory, renowned, beloved

and respected. The bronze statue, that is to be erected by his pro-

fessional friends over his mortal remains, will bear but feeble attesta-

tion to the reverence with which he is regarded by the civilized

world.

Would that good taste and the proprieties of this occasion per-

mitted me to mention the names of men in the profession, living now

in the South, who have achieved for themselves great renown.
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Some of these gentlemen I see before me to night, and I congratulate

them upon the fame fairly won by their genius. To the medical stu-

dents here in such numbers this evening, these distinguished men
will say, as they of all others know, that genius is only hard work
well directed. Some future speaker, filling the place I occupy now,
in fitter and more eloquent words, will tell another audience the

names of these men, and they will go down into history as great and

grand as those that I have just mentioned.

Organization must be our watchword. In a country, where all is

progress, where material resources are being rapidly developed, the

medical men of this section must not prove laggards.

Agriculture is in a state of progressive advancement. Our min-

eral wealth is at last appreciated and turned to valuable account;
the hum of the loom, the ring of the anvil and the sound of the forge
resound throughout the land. Our waste places are no longer deso

late
;
the increased growth of agricultural products is amazing. The

cotton crop of 1888 is more than double the crop of 1860 the time

at which was believed the South had reached her hey-day of pros-

perity.

Last yeaj* (1888) the value of the crops in the South was the

largest on record, and yet this year (1889) the value of her agricul-

tural products alone, it is estimated, will be increased $125,000,000.
Statistics show her rapid growth in other industries to be fully as

great, if not greater. And this is the legitimate outcome of the

courage, sagacity and industry of her own people a people born

and reared under the Southern sun. For there is no new South
;

the blood of her patriots of the past flow in the veins of her people

to-day, unmixed by any other strain. Blessed with an unequalled

climate; with fertile lands, whose products are most varied and

abundant
;
with coal, minerals and precious stones in quantities ex-

ceeding the wildest imaginations ;
inhabited by a people who have

shown to the world their patriotism, endurance and valor
; with the

surplus negro population relegated to Mexico, towards which coun-

try, in the providence of God, it is now drifting, the South is

advancing and improving in every way.

Villages are springing up in every direction, towns and cities are

being located at all important commercial points, and those already

established are marked by annual increase both in wealth and popu-
lation. All these things tend to the advancement of the object we

have in view ; already there is scarcely a community that is not suffi-

ciently dense to furnish clinical material to those engaged in active
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practice. How much there is to be learned about diseases peculiar

to this South land of ours the manner in which malaria affects the

population, where the miasma is generated ;
the way it modifies and

alters other diseases and surgical conditions existing in the same

sections
;
how acute attacks show themselves

;
in what way chronic

malaria exhibits itself and the pathological changes it brings about

all these should be studied. The effect of prolonged heat in summer

and damp cold in winter are conditions worthy of your attention.

The drainage of our wet alluvial regions, and the general improve-

ment of our hygienic conditions, are grave problems to solve.

We cannot afford to become mere borrowers, we must be contribu-

tors to this our beloved science. Remember, the thought of to-day

may be the dogma of to-morrow. He who elucidates an idea, estab-

lishes a fact, or creates a system, is an universal benefactor of man-

kind. How this should stimulate the good men to become workers

in this direction.

Modern inventions have annihilated space as to time, and by so

doing have brought into a common fold the scientific men of every

country and clime. The thought of to-day, to-morrow is the prop-

erty of mankind.

For all these reasons, gentlemen of the Association, it becomes a

matter of paramount importance that you should stimulate your

brethren to organize societies in every section of the South. Never

leave off trying until county societies are established and actively at

work in every county in each Southern State. Foster and en-

courage the State and district societies ;
establish close relations with

them, and when desirable, induce their members to become your

members. If the plan proposed is even partially carried out, before

many years this society will become one of the most important in

this country.

One thing more is needful for the elevation of the moral as well as

the scientific status of our profession, and that is harmony and good-

will for our fellow workers. Nothing contributes to this so much as

these annual reunions
; by these meetings rivalries cease, distrusts

are dispelled, and kindly relations established ;
old friendships are

confirmed, new friends made, and greater tolerance and charity

prevail. We are made to see that in the sometimes meagre and

uncertain scientific facts in our calling, there is reason for honest

difference of opinion. To these meetings every patient and con-

scientious worker can bring his contribution and add it to the

common stock of ascertained knowledge. Let us cultivate a broad
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and generous appreciation of each other's work; let us eliminate

every particle of envy at the success of others
; let us heartily com-

mend all who have enlarged the boundaries of our science or who
have improved its art. Let us remember that the man who can

appreciate what is excellent in others, is the man most likely to

accomplish what is excellent himself.

Gentlemen of the Southern Association, let our motto be, lofty

aim and united action. As Southern men, let us show to the world

that, under changed conditions, we have still the stamina of our
forefathers. As members of our beloved profession, let us strive to

be first in scientific attainment, first in integrity, first in high purpose
for the good of mankind.

Confederate Surgeons.

An Address before the Association of the Survivors of the Confederate

Surgeons of South Carolina, at the Annual Meeting held at

Columbia, S. C., November, 1889.

BY F. PEYRE PORCHER, A. B., M. D.,
Surgeon to the Holcombe Legion, to the Confederate Hospital, Fort Nelson, Norfolk Harbor,

and the South Carolina Hospital, Petersburg, Virginia.

Fellow Survivors of the Medical Departments of the Army and

Navy of South Carolina :

MR. PRESIDENT, It was a happy inspiration which prompted us to

gather in this capital of South Carolina three years since to organize
an association of the surviving surgeons of the separate depart-
ments of the army and navy. It partakes of the character of a

Medical Cincinnati Society, which is right and proper, as it proposes
to transmit to those of immediate descent, certain rights and privi-

leges which have been dearly purchased.
If men were born free and equal, they did not long remain so

for distinctions very soon arose based on difference of conduct, of

character, or talents. If your ancestors fought and bled, and gave
their property or their lives freely for their country, whilst ours re-

mained at home in inglorious ease, or were money-changers, and

wholly devoid of patriotism, we must naturally expect that superior

respect and position other things being equal should be accorded

you, and, by virtue of a more honorable past, you should receive a
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fuller recognition from society and the world. As Pinckney and Rut-

ledge, Moultrie and Marion, Pickens, Gadsden, Sumter, Richardson,

and Bratton left to their descendants a record of good birth, charac-

ter and capacity, there was presumptive evidence that such superior

hereditary qualities would be maintained. Can there be any doubt,

also, that Hampton, Butler, Anderson and Kershaw
; Gregg, Ha-

good, Evans, Bratton and Jenkins ; McGowan, Elliott, Conner, Mani-

gault, Aiken and Capers ;
Barker and Gaillard, McMaster and

Haskell
;
the Wallaces, and

" Hundred others whom we fear to name,
More than from Argos or Mycenae came,"

must justly transmit to their descendants some of the fame which

they so dearly acquired, and that the halo which surrounded their

brows will not entirely disappear in the lapse of time.

So we hope to transmit to the descendants of the survivors, testi-

monials to the conduct and behavior of their proavi.

It is becoming and necessary that a record should be kept of what

was accomplished in those four years of a most bloody and disas-

trous war, when responsible acts, often requiring the greatest personal

coolness and courage, were performed by men of our profession,

who had been wholly untrained in the art and requirements of actual

warfare. It must be noted, also, that they quietly fulfilled the most

arduous, delicate and responsible duties unaccompanied by the ordi-

nary expedients which are resorted to to incite and cheer the soldier
;

they were men who it was not deemed necessary to stimulate by
adventitious aids, by mention in the gazettes, by brevet ranks con-

ferred, by commendations read at the head of regiments, or reports

sent up to headquarters when the battle ended and the records of

victory or defeat were recited.

They stood in need of no such aids, artificial or natural. These

were the men who would only be referred to if fate so willed it in

the list of casualties
;
and even in grave official histories of the cam-

paigns, it is seldom that the presence, acts or the self-sacrifices of the

medical staff would be recorded. In proof of which, since the war,

we have seen no statement regarding the position, the conduct or the

services of the medical department of the army in the great contest

in which they played a most essential, if not the most conspicuous

part.

Nor did they ask or expect fame, either present or posthumous.

For conscious that, as members of a noble profession, the special
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duties they were called upon to execute were of a high and exalted

order, the approval of their immediate commander, the confidence

of the sick or wounded these, with the support of their own con-

science, must be their supreme and only ambition.

With a sphere so limited, with reward so meagre and inadequate
in comparison with those bestowed upon their military associates of

similar or superior rank, we are now entitled to award them the

highest credit for the unselfish performance of duty whether done
within the walls of a hospital, to the sick or wounded soldier in

his quarters, or, as was often the case, in the face of the enemy, sur-

rounded by danger and death, and equally exposed with the private
soldier to shot and shell and to death-dealing missiles from those

"instruments of precision" as they were called which sped with
" damnable iteration," the

"
leaden messengers

That ride upon the violent speed of fire."

And your speaker is fully warranted in rendering this tardy justice,

as he cannot claim to have fully participated in the special exposures
which you encountered.

To prove the devotion and the heroism of the surgeon and his

youthful assistants, we would briefly recall some scenes which oc-

curred at Petersburg, Va., near the close of that period when the be-

leaguered town was being shut in by a cordon of earthworks, crowned
with batteries belching forth their bolted thunders, the lines of the

enemy were being pressed in closer and closer, the fire of every

species of armament was converging upon that devoted centre, and
the roar of cannon and the detonation of small arms " would deafen

you to hear." So incessant was the cannonading from some quarter
of the heavens, and so great the roar of artillery, that it seemed to the

doomed city that a battle was almost constantly in progress.
The surgeons and assistant surgeons, the generals and the officers

lived with their men in the open fields, in trenches swept by the fire

of the enemy, literally in ditches and holes burrowed in the earth,
half filled with water from which they were sometimes in the rainy
season driven out like rats. Half starved, upon the coarsest food, in

cold and storm and rain, exposed to every hazard these, our breth-

ren of the medical department, quailed not
; they patiently submitted

to every hardship, often with systems shattered by privation and ill-

health, whilst they performed services which required skill, care and
serene courage.

No extended reference can be made here to privations endured in
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prisons ; and more than one example exists of voluntary surrender

by surgeons in order that they might not be separated from their sick

and wounded.

Even those in the comparative shelter of hospitals especially those

placed near to the immediate theatre of the war, had by no means

light duties to perform, nor were unexposed to the dangers of the

battlefield whilst in attendance upon the sick and wounded. They
also were quite within range of shot and shell. Shells passed fre-

quently over the South Carolina hospital at Petersburg. One struck

within a few feet of the fourth ward, another entered the ninth, and

a third passed through one of the tents provided to relieve the hos-

pital over-crowded with the sick and wounded. Before it became

no longer tenable and was evacuated, the surgeon had to distribute

the amputations including also two resections of the shoulder

among his five assistants
;
and the whole of three entire days and

nights, without cessation, were required to complete the work.

Batteries like Wagner, it is no exaggeration to say were ofttimes

wrapped in a gloom more sulphurous and fiery than that of Phlege-

thon or of Tartarus made more terrible by the crash of those bolts

of steel, impelled with vengeful fury, which rained upon them by day
and by night. The defence was so desperate and destructive that the

troops and their medical attendants had to be frequently relieved.

Sumter, Mobile and Vicksburg were scarcely more endurable.

These facts are mentioned to show some of the reasons which jus-

tify us in recalling at our annual meeting the events of the past ; that

our associates and those who come after, may know how the medical

department comported itself in the trials of that great and bloody

war, which to many of us in memory seems now but a dream of the

past.

In our opinion no sufficient tribute has ever been paid to the

matchless organization of the medical department of the Confederate

army as presented by the surgeon-general's office
;
and we regret

that more has not been said and earlier, in order that before the

death of that incomparable officer, Surgeon Samuel Preston Moore,
he may have learned how much his services were esteemed. A native

of Charleston and a man trained in the army, with all its ideas of

discipline, its rigidity and its formality, he may have contracted

certain habitudes which deprived his manners not of the repose
"which stamps the caste of Vere de Vere," for of that he had

enough and to spare but of that softness and suavity which are used

in representative democracies and in all non-military communities.
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Within his domain, which was a very extensive one, he had abso-

lute power and the fiat of an autocrat
;
the Emperor of the Russias

was not more autocratic. He commanded and it was done. He
stood in terrorem over the surgeon, whatever his rank or wherever

he might be from Richmond to the trans Mississippi, and to the

extremest verge of the Confederate States. And though appearing
to be cold and forbidding, we do not think that Surgeon Moore was

cruel, arbitrary, or insensible to conviction. We have ourselves

experienced some of his stern rulings, which were afterwards fully

compensated for.

But where, or under what government so complicated and exten-

sive as this, was there ever a department of the public service char-

acterized by such order and precision ? Every paper emanating
from that office was a model of despatch and neatness

;
and the chief

introduced various measures for the relief of the medical department
when the country was suffering privations, and in want of the ordi-

nary necessaries of life. It will be remembered, also, that included

in the sphere of his duties was the providing the medical supplies
needed for the entire army which had to be imported in great
measure

;
and the hospitals and other branches of the service were

fairly supplied with quinia, morphia, iron, chloroform and surgical

appliances.

If the writer is permitted to say it here, the hospitals at Norfolk

and Petersburg under his care were never allowed to be without

these essential articles which were purchased when needed by
private contributions from friends in Charleston.

But that we may avoid the imputation of being indiscriminately a

laudator temporis acti, we think there were some grave mistakes

committed. One of the most serious was the failure to send surgeons
of known skill and experience into positions where they might do
most good into the field or into large hospitals in place of per-

mitting them to remain in high cathedral places as medical examiners,
medical directors, in charge of stations for purveying and distri-

buting medical supplies, etc. Surgeons of the first ability were

appointed to these offices doubtless of importance but which could

have been filled by others fully competent who had not devoted their

lives to surgery. It seems strange that men, just at the period when
their special capacities could be applied to the greatest advantage,
were indeed absolutely demanded by the exigency, were diverted

from the branch in which they were particularly proficient to such

peaceful pursuits, whilst the assistant surgeon, sometimes the full
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surgeon, was sent to the front and had the most responsible work in

any army to perform ; the care of the desperately wounded and the

sick of every description, who required immediate attention, were

often thrust upon them when they may have had little or no oppor-

tunities for acquiring practical skill.

The surgeon -general issued some valuable and useful publications,

but we had no " Medical and Surgical History of the Confederate

States"
;
we had scarcely a journal; we had no "Army Medical

Museum"
;
we had no men of science with leisure to produce

original work, or to record, classify and arrange the rich and abun-

dant material gathered in the departments of either medicine or

surgery. We did what we could
;
but we were working on a semi-

starvation basis, pressed down with the cares of the war and of the

amily ;
and whilst we admire the genius and enterprise of our then

enemy in their admirable illustrations of the records of the war, we
could not expect to compete with the highly-organized and lavishly-

supplied medical and surgical departments of the United States of

the North.

Your speaker would be very remiss if on an occasion like this,

and whilst commenting favorably on our own department, he should

forget the tribute we owe the Confederate soldier. The surgeon
knows the soldier better than any one else

;
he has occupied peculiar

relations to him, and he should freely express what deserves to be

said in his behalf.

But first permit us to say that in a paper* prepared for Surgeon
Moore near the close of the war, never issued by that officer as

Richmond was soon abandoned occasion was taken to refer to the

diseases from which the Confederate soldier suffered. Prominent

among these were chronic relaxing diseases, and the following state-

ment was emphasized, the accuracy of which some of our colleagues

may justify: "The dominant fact which must impress and modify
the whole course of treatment to which any judicious surgeon would

subject him, unquestionably was prostration." Exhaustion was the

great characteristic, as well as the essential element to be considered

and combatted
;
and the natural corollary was that he was to be

nourished and stimulated as far as the resources of the service per-

*"
Suggestions made to the Medical Department, with Modifications of

Treatment required in the Management of the Confederate Soldier, de-

pendent upon his peculiar moral and physical condition, with reference to

certain points in practice."
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mitted; and the treatment was of course to be modified in view of

the prevalent condition just stated, with the studious avoidance of all

pertubative, depressing measures, drastics, ptyalism, etc.

What was applicable to well-nourished civilians would not apply
to the soldier with his gastric irritability, his colliquative disease, his

gastralgia, and more especially his nostalgia.

The fact being determined, it was acted upon practically; the

promise of a furlough was found to be superior to the whole phar-

macopoea, and would literally rescue a sick or wounded soldier from

the jaws of death. We have seen them turn to the wall to die, and

yet leave for their homes a few days after under the revivifying influ-

ence of hope and a return to their families and all which it implied.
When it was averred that one or two died on the road, the question
was asked, But how many were saved ?

From this brief and imperfect description of the depressing effects

produced by the circumstances which surrounded the Confederate

soldier, the modification in his management became of the first im-

portance.

The "pathology of Shakespeare," as the learned and elegant
Watson has called it, when he speaks of

"
rasing out the written

troubles of the brain" and "ministering to a mind diseased," was

therefore required to be observed by the surgeon with the greatest

advantage. For, superadded to the prostration and general asthenic

state which we have asserted to be the dominant feature of our sick

soldiers
;
there was, also, very generally extreme apathy as to results,

however sombre might be their complexion, or even fatal to their

hopes, wishes or lives.

The Confederate soldier resigned himself to his fate. Once that

it was decided that a return home was impossible for him and he

must remain in hospital, the physiognomy of his condition was admi-

rably expressed by the phrase poco curante, which he carried in every
feature of his face, in his gait and in his bearing. When he entered

the service, whether from compulsion or, as in nearly every instance,

urged by a noble patriotism, his mind was prepared for any fate
;
and

he went forth, having adopted the desperate maxim of Mezentius
"
Jam venio moriturus." The scenes of danger, also, through which

he had passed had strung his nerves to so high a pitch of tension

so much higher than mere illness, which is far below the battlefield

in the stirring intensity or the elevation of the emotion it excites

that he was not impressed by his present peril, however imminent

might be the fate which it threatened. He was therefore languid,
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careless and indifferent, and his mind needed to be aroused and

stimulated.

As a striking proof of the apathy of the soldier when he takes

asylum in hospital, it may be stated that on the occasion of a visit

by General Lee to the farm, near Petersburg, to which the sick and

wounded had been removed, he visited many of the tents. There

was not the slightest excitement or enthusiasm manifested no excla-

mation or apparent recognition of their beloved leader by a single

individual. Politeness compelled us to occupy a singular r6le, and in

every instance to announce the presence of their commander-in-

chief and to introduce him to his soldiers.

What a contrast to their reception on every other occasion, as

when surrounded by his generals he rode in review
;
or when all life

and energy and courage they were ready for any enterprise and

meeting the same man in the fore-front of the hottest battle with a

wild cheer of recognition, they would turn his horse aside that he

might not encounter the danger which menaced them.

There was no one so uncomplaining as the Confederate soldier.

Every surgeon who has seen active service will confirm the truth and

accuracy of a picture drawn without exaggeration, in your daily
rounds to offer him relief he gazes upon you, but does not complain
that you pass him by, asks for nothing, does not bemoan his fate,

nor murmur at the insufficiency of either food or attendance. He
may lay sick under a broiling sun, in a heated tent

; or wounded, he

may languish in the hospital amid the dying and the dead, surrounded

by everything to appal even well men

********
crudelis,

Ubique luctus, ubique pavor,

Et plurima mortis imago ;

yet the mere stripling possessed his soul unterrified, and uttered

neither cry nor groan. There was always a courage and a resolution

mingled with his apparent indifference, which has extorted our admi-
ration and has compelled us involuntarily to recall the noble descrip-
tion of the invincible Cato :

" The whole world was subdued, save

the intrepid soul of Cato."

Omne terrarum subacta,

Preter atrocem animum Catonis.

In this display of his courage there was an inexorable sternness

almost amounting to atrocity.

When the soldier, leaving friends, kindred and home, delivers up
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his life for his country, he has paid the dearest tribute which men can

offer, and there is a moral sublimity in the act which ennobles the

very poorest. In every age the sacrifice has been immortalized in

verse and song, and the divine Dante says of him :

" He goes in quest of liberty which is so dear,

As he knew best who gave his life for it."

Libert;! va cercando, ch'e si cara,

Come sa chi per lei vita rifiuta.

It was a great error to confound the Confederate soldier, as some
of our surgeons did, with those of a standing army, or with merce-

nary troops, and treat them with harshness or disdain. The great

majority did not require to be drafted into the army ;
honor and

patriotism carried and kept them there. They were our brethren

and our friends sometimes our superiors ;
and though only privates,

often the social equals of the best and highest in the army. Nor was

his bearing that of an inferior. We all know the free, unconcerned

air and carriage of the soldier, and how he would chaff his colonel

or his general as readily as his comrades, whenever he could do so

with impunity.

Many noble youths who were killed in battle or who perished by
disease were after the pattern of

"Little Giffen, of Tennessee,"

ill-clad, ill-fed, humble heroes the peers of any major-general or

surgeon-general in the army. There were others more delicately

reared, but not more true and loyal than these high bred, gentle,

keenly sensitive youths who felt a stain as they would a blow but

brave as lions who freely gave their lives, with only a tear for those

at home, in obedience to the demands of that in -born nobility which

sent them forth at the call of their bleeding country.

* * "
Lycidas is dead, dead ere his prime,

Young Lycidas, and hath not left his peer."

Finally, brethren, in looking around us now on the "survivors,"

we see no men like the militia colonels of the dear old ante-bellum

days decked in gay apparel, the
"
cynosure of neighboring eyes,"

as when, decorated and bedizened for a fourth of July celebration,

they were surrounded by applauding multitudes and accompanied

by bands of music

" Sonorous metal blowing martial sounds."

But, on the contrary, we gaze not without emotion upon real
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veterans men advanced in years, and of somewhat grave aspect, who
are not without the marks of care and anxiety, oppressed, doubtless,

by the troublous times through which themselves and those depen-
dent upon them have passed in the struggle for life, and during a

period of waste and misrule unexampled in the history of the world.

Yet we feel sure that trained as you have been, and nurtured in the

school of adversity, these difficulties were confronted with brave

hearts, made strong by the experiences of the past.

Some of us, even at the beginning of the contest, had reached

what the poet of the Inferno calls "the middle of the journey of

life
"

;
and now, when near a quarter of a century has elapsed, and

we are still spared, we might recall with profit the sad but beautiful

allegory, "The Vision of Mirza," and remember the bridge with the

swiftly moving tide that flowed underneath, with the innumerable

trap doors that lay concealed, and through which the passengers
were falling one by one, some dropping in unexpectedly ;

and it was

observed that the greater number fell near the beginning and at the

ending of life. Or we may well be admonished, each of us, that we
must soon join the great army which has gone before

;
and it will

surely be esteemed a privilege and an honor that we, also, were of

the number of those who went to the defence of their State and

country, and did what in them lay to protect, uphold and preserve,

by land and sea,
" A Lost Cause."

The Race Problem in the South Was the Fifteenth Amendment a Mistake ?

An address Delivered at the National Cemetery, Memphis, Tenn., Memorial

Day, 1889.

BY MAJ. T. B. EDGINGTON.

Comrades of the Grand Army and Citizens :

We have met to decorate the graves of our comrades with

flowers. We have come to beautify for one brief day the resting

place of a small fragment of our nation's heroes, whom our mother

earth so tenderly presses to her bosom, covered with this mantel of

green. Small as this fragment of .the Grand Army is that lies within

these walls, yet it is twice as large as the white male population of

this entire county capable of bearing arms. It is more than one-third

the size of the grand army which Alexander the Great marched out

with to conquer the world.
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The custom of floral decoration is one of great antiquity. When

Troy fell, ^neas with his Trojan band started on his tempestuous

voyage to Italy, where he founded an empire which afterward ruled

the world. Before reaching his destination his fleet halted for a time

at Drepanum, in Sicily, where the tomb of his father, King Anchises,

was located. He erected altars at the sepulcher and sacrificed to the

gods, and among other things, Virgil says,
"
according to custom he

scattered blooming flowers
"

there. In ancient Rome the flower cele-

bration, called the Floralia, occurred annually during the last three

days of April. It was an occasion of great revelry.

TIMES HAVE CHANGED.

The American Floralia is fixed by law for the 3oth day of May.

During the first years of these floral decorations they were occasions

for the outbursts of heartrending sorrow. In those days fathers,

mothers, brothers, sisters, sons, daughters, sweethearts, widows, liter-

ally bathed the flowers in their tears. Time has wrought some

changes. The weeds of wailing have been cast aside, and bleeding
hearts have healed, and the real has somewhat taken the form of the

ideal. It therefore becomes necessary that the celebration should

respect and conform to these changes. What would have been ap-

propriate for an address then would be out of place now.

Moreover, it can hardly be expected of one who participated with

them in the struggle, when they were full of lusty life, to especially

dwell on their heroic achievements.

To one thus situated it is more agreeable to hear, or imagine he

hears, the voices that come from these graves as they are wafted to

him on the breath of these flowers. Listening to these voices, many
of which he recognizes as the voices of old comrades, it is more con-

genial to the speaker to endeavor to give a fair report of their words

of hope or warning.

THE POLITICIAN'S VOICE.

A comrade who occupies this stand on occasions like this, speaks
for the dead as well as the living. There is no place more appropriate

for the discussion of the patriotic purposes that animated our com-

rades than among their graves. For twenty-five years the noise and

tumult of the politician has filled the land, and the voice of the

soldier has been drowned. There is, fortunately, a lull at present in

this bellowing among the windy politicians of the land, and the op-

portunity is now afforded us, comrades, for the first time, to calmly
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reason together upon the fruits, not only of our hardships and priva-

tions in the field, but also upon the fruits of the sacrifice of the hun-

dreds of thousands of lives of our comrades. They gave up their

lives that the freedom which was bequeathed to us by the fathers of

the republic might be transmitted by us through our children to re-

mote generations.

As we reason together, let us unite our voices with the voices that

come from these tombs, and let us see what the harvest shall be from

the blood and treasure that was poured during the war.

The first fruits of spring came in the shape of a restored Union

and freedom for the slave. His shackles fell off and he came forth a

free man. He then became invested with all the rights of a white

man, including the right to vote. Nature reserves herself for autumn

to yield the greatest abundance, when she fills to overflowing the

granaries and storehouses. It is not of the spring crop or first fruits

of this seed sowing that I wish to speak to you of. The past is

secure. It is concerning the future or autumnal crop that I wish to

address you.
THE SOUTHERN WHITES.

The autumnal crop, or crop not yet harvested, does not come di-

rectly from the seeds sown in war. It comes rather from the tares

and thistles that were sown by the politicians while you were off

guard. If politicians have recklessly sown the wind, it will require

timely vigilance to avoid a harvest of the whirlwind. The territory

which was once dedicated to slavery became, as the result of the war,

dedicated to freedom. Fifteen great States lie within this territory.

It comprises the most genial and salubrious climate over which our

flag floats. It is peopled by a brave and cultured people of the Cau-

casian race, who trace their lineage back to the early settlement of

this continent by Europeans who sought in the New World the free-

dom that was denied them in the Old.

The ancestors of this people served under George Washington to

secure the independence of this country. They served through the

war of 1812, the Indian wars, the war with Mexico. The immigrant
who came to our shores by way of Castle Garden or the Golden

Gate avoided this slave-ridden section, because he refused to com-

pete with slave labor. The consequence has been that the white

people who inhabit the former slave territory are almost exclusively
the descendants of the fathers of the republic. While the blood of

our comrades has brought freedom to the slave, let us examine the

question and see if the blood of our comrades has purchased any
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corresponding blessings for the descendants of the Revolutionary
heroes or to the Caucasian race which inhabits the late slave States.

In three, at least, of these States, the negroes outnumber the

whites, and consequently they out-vote the whites in these States. If

the ballot is free and the count is fair, and if blood is thicker than

water, then the negroes will out-vote the whites and fill all places of
honor and profit in the State, and will put the whites in subjection.
The whites own nearly all the property and possess nearly all the

intelligence. Race prejudice, however, is superior to the influences

of both property and intelligence. Under this unrestrained domina-
tion of the colored race the property of the white man would pass
away from him to the dominant class.

THREE OF A PESKY KIND.

During the brief period in which the negro race was dominant in

politics, the issue of bonds in certain States became so oppressive
that the land owners were fast becoming mere tenants of the State,
and the tax-gatherer was his landlord. A little attention to statistics

will show the wonderful fecundity of the negro race, and it will give
us a timely warning of the dangers of the Ethiopian fetich.

Some twenty-five years ago an enterprising citizen of Memphis
brought from Central Park, New York, a pair of English sparrows.
The city is now filled with millions of the pesky little creatures, and

they have driven out all the other birds. The birds of gay plumage
and fine song are seen no more. Even the cuckoo returns not, and
the mocking-bird is no longer heard in the trees that surround our

dwellings and line our avenues.

Some twenty- five years ago an enterprising Englishman trans-

ported a pair of rabbits to Australia. Rabbits have become so

numerous there that they devour the crops that are planted as soon
as they begin to grow. They devour the grass even so that the

sheep have nothing to subsist on. All the wisdom of the English

people have been set at naught in the efforts to rid Australia of its

rabbits. They imported the stoat and the weasel carnivorous ani-

mals which were known to feed on rabbits in other countries. But
in Australia these little carpet-baggers have affiliated with the rabbits

and live on terms of friendship with them, and for purposes of sub-

sistence they have turned their attention industriously to Australian

hen-roosts.

The negro in America is acquiring a distinction similar to the rab-

bit in Australia. No snakes have lived in Ireland since St. Patrick's
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time. No rabbits had lived in Australia until the English recently

imported them, and no negroes lived in America until the slave-

traders brought them here before the Revolutionary war, and on

down until the abolition of the slave trade in the year 1808. From

the first colonization of this country on down to the date of the abo-

lition of the slave trade, only about 300,000 negroes were imported,

and none have been brought to our shores since. They increase in

a geometrical ratio. The mind does not readily conceive how this

ratio, with such small beginnings, could so soon reach such large re-

sults. A single dollar loaned for twenty years on the stipulation that

at the end of each year the sum was to be doubled, and so on, would

require a payment of over a million of dollars for the last payment.

Population, in obedience to this law, attains vast proportions within

a single century.
A PROLIFIC PEOPLE.

The condition of slavery was not so favorable to the rapid propa-

gation of the negro race as the condition of freedom has proven to

be. There are those who believe that the negro in a state of freedom

and self-dependence would share the fate of the Indian. Like the

Indian, it was thought that he would gradually disappear from the

face of the country as the whites multiplied. The reverse has proven

to be the case, and the grave question confronts us : Will the white

man disappear from the face of the country as the negro multiplies ?

In the month of August in 1619, a Dutch man-of-war sailed up the

James river to the plantations, and sold twenty Africans at auction to

the wealthier planters. They were made slaves for life, and thus the

institution of slavery took its start in this country, although slavery

was not established in the colonies until about a half a century after-

ward.

The total number of negroes in the United States in the year 1790
was 697,000. The census of one century later, which will be taken

next year, in 1890, will show a negro population in this country of

about ten millions. There were 6,580,000 in 1880. Under the more

favorable conditions of freedom the negro population doubles itself

about every twenty years. Under the impulse of a heavy foreign

immigration the white race only doubles itself in this country about

every thirty five years. When we consider the increased ratio of

propagation among the negroes over the whites, the results are posi-

tively startling. The dollar which was doubled each year for twenty

years increased to over a million dollars. The twenty negroes whom
the Dutch landed on the James river have increased now to about
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ten millions. Fifty years hence this country will contain 60,000,000

of negroes.

The census of 1880 gave Mississippi a white population of 479,000

and a negro population of 650,000. It gave South Carolina a white

population of 391,000 and a negro population of 604,000, or about

two to one. It gave Louisiana 454,000 white population and 483,-

ooo negro population. The census of 1890 will probably show that

the negro population outnumbers the whites in Alabama, Georgia and

Florida. Ten years later, or the year 1900, will find Virginia, Ar-

kansas and North Carolina with a negro population that outnumbers

the whites. Thus, in ten years hence, upon a free ballot and a fair

count, we will find nine states of tais Union ruled by its ex-slaves, its

unlettered property-holders, while its intelligent property -holders

will be in a hopeless minority.

"LET us PROVE OURSELVES WORTHY."

The white element of the South is almost exclusively Anglo-Ameri-
can. The mother country encouraged and fostered slavery in her

colonies, and the English colonists became slaveholders. The Teu-

tonic and other elements did not settle in the slave States because

they would not compete with slave labor. All forms of immigration

of the white races South is deterred by negro competition. The

Anglo-American race is not prolific. It increased by births in ten

years, from 1870 to 1880, only 8^ per cent. The black population,

on the contrary, increased within the same period, 35 2-5 per cent.

The descendants of our revolutionary sires, who founded this Govern-

ment, will have practically changed places with their ex-slaves, unless

these results are prevented by means that are unlawful or unless ex-

isting laws are changed.
Listen attentively for the faintest whisper that comes from these

graves, and you will hear no syllable of approbation of this overthrow

of the white race and the destruction of all its dearest aspirations

and hopes. Let us prove ourselves worthy survivors of our brave

and chivalrous comrades, and let us demand of the politicians that

we shall have a voice in the settlement of these problems which were

so hastily acted upon when the mad passions of the war were at fever

heat. Let us unite our voices with the voices from these tombs, and

thus united, let us demand of politicians of all parties that we shall

formulate a basis of settlement of these questions, that shall be

accepted and respected, and become a part of the platform of all

political organizations, and speedily a part of the organic law of the

land.
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THE RIGHT OF SUFFRAGE A CURSE.

One class of politicians would disfranchise the negro altogether,

while another would leave his rights stand as now fixed by the con-

stitution. The better and more practical policy now lies between

these extremes. Limitations should be placed on his exercise of the

right of suffrage. The limitations on his right of suffrage should be

of such a character as to remove the fear or apprehension of negro

supremacy. The limitations should be so adjusted as to secure a

responsible class of colored voters, whose character and standing will

afford a guarantee that they will not conspire with the irresponsible

and lawless white elements to seize on political power. The negro
should be undisturbed in his equality before the law, and he should

possess a sufficient hold on the right of suffrage to insure the protec-

tion of the interests of his race. His present mode of discharging

his duties of an uncrowned king and ruler, has degraded rather than

elevated him.

The right of suffrage has proved a curse to him, rather than a

blessing. Any modification of his rights should be of such a charac-

ter as to impress him with the dignity and honor of American citi-

zenship. The right should be so limited and adjusted as to leave

the white race dominant in every State in the Union. These results

would be attained by limiting the right to vote among the negroes,
and by making the office of voter, or suffragist, among them an

elective office an office that he holds, say for four years, by election

of the whole body of the people, or by election of the colored people

alone, if this course seems preferable. Thus no property or educa-

tional test or qualification is required. The end indicated could be

attained by so adjusting and limiting his vote that it shall not exceed,

say 5 or 10 per cent, of the white vote, on any given question or

issue.

MODIFY THE FAMOUS FIFTEENTH.

The Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United

States should be so modified as to admit of this limitation on negro

suffrage. This limitation will produce a class of colored voters of a

high order, who are directly accountable to their constituency for the

manner in which they have discharged their trust. It will produce a

class of voters who could not readily be bought by money or bever-

age ;
voters \&ho have respect for the institution of marriage ;

voters

who have a local habitation, and a name by which they could be

identified at the polls ;
voters who would not habitually ask alms or
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take tips ; voters who would feel the disgrace of a conviction for

crime; voters so self-respecting that they would not take the pau

per's oath in a court of justice, for the mere purpose of evading the

payment of the costs of litigation. By this limitation on suffrage

the colored race will be relieved of the incubus of a power which, at

present, it has not the ability to exercise. This limitation will furnish

the race with a rallying point for instruction, with prizes for merit
;

with object-lessons for its elevation
;
with goals to be won by honest

endeavor, scattered in profusion all along the humble pathway of its

evolution.

It took centuries of freedom and culture to fit the small fraction

of the white race that can now safely exercise the right of self-gov-

ernment. It required the inspiration of a new country, a land where

the seal of despotism was unknown. It required an atmosphere that

was untainted by the breath of kings. The ex-slave was not fitted

for the exercise of political power so soon as his shackles fell off.

Moreover, the two races can never mix and become one
;
one or the

other must rule. Under the enforced conditions of slavery, the black

race was constantly becoming whiter. Under free conditions, the

black race continually becomes blacker, and race prejudice deepens
with the color of his skin. It expands with the development of his

intellect, and strengthens with the increments of his political power.
The man is color-blind who can see no race controversy.

THE CRIME OF THE AGE.

There is an irrepressible conflict between white suffrage and negro

suffrage. All dreams of dividing the colored vote are Utopian. This

vote is now, and always will be, a race vote. The negro never can

attain to that position of superiority and self-abnegation .that will

permit his vote to ever become anything but a race vote. The en-

actment of negro suffrage was the great crime of the age. The

guardian angel of our unfortunate country was sleeping when that

foul deed was done. Any Republican who sincerely favors negro

suffrage is the misguided victim of a maudlin philanthropy. Any
Democrat who favors it, favors also the stealing of the ballot when it

is deposited.

When the white race was conquering the Indian, and driving him

out from his possessions and the land of his forefathers, this conduct

of the white man was justified and defended on the ground that the

Indian was not making the best use of his God-given advantages,
and that his lands should be turned over to a superior progressive
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race, which would work out for man his highest destiny. The con-

quering white race, from the first, acknowledged themselves the mere
trustees for the highest development of man, when they were driving
out the Indian and occupying his lands. They were a pious people,
and they gave to their rapacity a nomenclature suited to their creeds.

They have remorselessly driven the Indian from territory to territory,

from reservation to reservation, until his fading race is compelled to

take its last refuge among the inhospitable blizzards of our North-

western border, among the mountain ranges that are covered with

perpetual snow, in the desert valleys where it never rains, among
the lava beds where volcanoes are slumbering.

IT MEANS WHITE SLAVERY.

The fairest portion of this land is now being taken from the white

man, and turned over to the enfranchised slave. It is being turned

over to the negro race, which has furnished no just claims to it, and

given no assurance of its ability to govern it, or even to till the soil.

Within the last half century Florida has passed through the hands

of the white man from Seminole to Senegambian. Four of the

original thirteen States are about to pass from the dominion of the

descendants of the founders of this government into the dominion

of their ex-slaves. The negro has never been able to confer the

blessings of good government on its own race in Africa, or Hayti, or

elsewhere. It can hardly be expected to govern the Caucasian race

wisely and well.

The domination of the white race by the blacks simply means white

slavery. The whites will never submit to it. The Anglo-American
race in the South has been familiar with the chains of slavery for

two centuries or more, but they have never worn those chains them-

selves, and never will. The negro is not a success as a tiller of the

soil even. He has ruined it by his ignorant and reckless modes
of its cultivation. He has felled the forests to permit underbrush

to grow instead. The Indian left forests that were primeval and a

soil that was virgin. In the hands of the negro the fields have been

permitted to wash into irreclaimable gullies and ravines. Where
once the undulating acres stretched away into a landscape of bea"ty
and fertility, may now be found caverns so deep that whole villages,

with all their cottages and churches and spires, may be hidden away
in them.

THE NEGRO AS A DESTROYER.

The green fields of the olden time have given place to the horrid
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outlines of a broken landscape. Lands have thus been ruined and

abandoned, sufficient in area, under careful husbandry, to feed and

clothe the entire population of the ex-slave States.

So extensive has the destruction of the old plantations become

that the wolf even, that was banished from our soil a century ago,

now returns to howl over the desolations of its tillage. These ob-

servations are not set down in malice, but for our admonition and

instruction. They are intended to show that a race which has not

yet learned even the arts of a common laborer, is not yet fitted for

the prerogative of a sovereign. It is intended to unmask the hypoc-

risy of those who would justify the robbery of a land of primeval

forests and a virgin soil from the Indian and the turning of it over

for destruction to the negro. Under the supervision of the white

man, these lands may be reclaimed, and under the undisputed

dominion of the country by the white race, the negro can attain to a

prosperity and happiness that would be impossible while competing

with the white man in the race for political power.

THE SOUTH WILL HOLD THE KEY.

With the proper limitations on negro suffrage, all other race

questions can well be left to future solution. We can then gravely

turn our attention to a solution of those problems of anarchy or

socialism, and the question of labor and capital, which engages the

serious attention of all patriotic and thoughtful men. With the

Anglo-American element once securely installed again in power in

the late slave States, it will become a tower of strength to the nation

in its struggle with socialism. The South will then hold the key to

the situation, and will lead in the movement to rescue the country

from anarchy. With the foundations of free institutions thus deeply

laid in the South, under the guardianship of the descendants of the

fathers of the republic, we can look for the late rebellious section to

be the trusted champion of our government against the minions of

socialism. It can be relied on to formulate a plan whereby we may

bridge the gulf that lies between Lazarus and Dives, so that both

may pass and repass in contentment and happiness.

THE DREAD FETICH.

The white race in the South has not only assimilated, but the

pride of its traditions runs back to King's Mountain and Valley

Forge and Yorktown. The colored race itself, under the tutelage of

the white race, will be an element of strength in the coming social-
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istic struggles. Thus the hand of Providence is dimly seen reaching

kindly down to us through the ages that were made accursed by the

institution of slavery, to lift us up to a higher plane of national life.

The Anglo-American of the South was educated in the school of the

Old Virginian, who always had his goods and chattels, lands and

tenements on hand, unencumbered and unconveyed, when the sheriff

would come around to levy and sell him out. His ancestors were

the rulers of the country, in peace or war. With such a record, and

with a pedigree reaching back to colonial times, and with a detesta-

tion for tricks and shams, he views with horror the prospects of

educating his children in a school for instruction in the art of leger-

demain. He fears, too, that at no distant day, that his children may
fall a sacrifice to the Ethiopian fetich. The sight of its hideous out-

lines paralyzes his heart and brain. With its slimy folds encircling

the statue of liberty, its shadow falls across his path in any direction

he may turn. His lands have so depreciated in value under the

influence of the fetich that they would not sell for as much as when
his ancestors first obtained patents for them from the Government.

One of the great dangers that are in store for the ex-slave States, is

that race prejudice and passions among the colored people will be

fomented and encouraged by white men through motives of interest,

ambition and revenge.

A GLOOMY PROPHECY.

During the war of the Revolution, one Simon Girty was a candi-

date for the position of colonel of a regiment of Ohio militia against

William Crawford. Crawford was elected. Girty thereupon joined
the band of Indians which afterwards captured Colonel Crawford and

burned him at a stake. Girty turned a deaf ear to a white man's

appeals to him. He even set the fagots ablaze that surrounded his

victim, and otherwise surpassed his savage comrades in cruelty. The

history of race conflict, coupled with a white man's perfidy, will

repeat itself in the ex-slave States. When the conservative while

leaders, around whose standards the negroes now rally, shall have

passed away, and when their white allies shall be bound to them by
the mutuality of fellowship, and not by the patronage of philanthropy
as they now are, then we will descend to a condition of anarchy that

on the one side will possess no culture or creed to mitigate its bar-

barity.

Race prejudice, ambition and revenge will do their perfect work.

Some of the more apprehensive and timid are quietly selling their
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lands and are seeking homes elsewhere. The South Carolinian, as

he looks for the last time on the home of his ancestors, mournfully

says:
" One look, one last look, to the cots and the towers

;

To the rows of our vines and the beds of our flowers
;

To the church where the bones of our fathers decayed ;

Where we fondly had hoped that our own should be laid."

The refugee from the Ethiopian fetich in Florida smites his breast

as he exclaims :

" Farewell to thy fountains, farewell to thy shades ;

To the song of thy youth, the dance of thy maids."

The Louisiana and Mississippi planter, as he resolutely turns his

steps towards the setting sun to seek a new home in the farther West,

gives vent to the sad refrain :

"Farewell and forever; the franchised ex-slave

May rule in the halls of the free and the brave.

Our hearths we abandon, our lands we resign,

But, Father, we kneel to no altar but Thine."

THE WHITE MAN MUST PREVAIL.

Comrades, you face not now a line of glistening bayonets. You
confront an impending destiny. Jonah-like you are looking into the

open mouth of the Ethiopian fetich. Without a constitutional

amendment, and upon a free ballot and a fair count, nine sovereign
States within ten years, freighted with all the hopes and fears of our

race, will be drawn into the belly of the fetich. Let us see to it that

the
" Lost Cause" was not the cause of white supremacy, or of civil-

ization, or the cause of Christianity itself. Let us see to it that no
cause has been lost but the cause of human slavery and the right of

secession. With these questions once settled on just and sure

foundations, our surviving comrades can glide hopefully down the

stream of time to their rest, while our comrades who sleep in the

graves where America has laid them, can peacefully sleep on until

the dawning of the morning of the resurrection.

A Word with the Critics.

[The following editorial, from the Memphis Daily Advocate of the

date of publication of the address, commends itself.]

Whatever may be the sentiment elsewhere, it is plain that this
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community is unanimous in support of the views advanced in the

now famous speech of Major T. B. Edgington. There is one class

of objectors, however, with whom we beg to have a word. It is

that class which, while admitting the force and justice of Major Edg-

ington's remarks, objects to them on the score of propriety. The
best answer to this is Major Edgington's own :

" There was no more

fitting place to warn the people of the danger to the republic than

among the graves of its defenders."

His speech was not a political harangue. It was not sectional in

tone. It was a simple, though wonderfully forceful, discourse upon
a grave social question. It was a mere accident that the majority of

his audience were negroes, or even that they were Republicans. It

was an accident of locality. In the North the proportion of whites

and blacks would have been reversed. The fact that the latter were

in the proportion of fifteen to one was but another proof of the jus-

tice of his argument.
Had Major Edgington been a Southerner and an ex- Confederate

soldier, his speech upon any occasion would have been an impossi-

bility. But his well-known record as a Union veteran and a Northern

man, taken in connection with the occasion chosen for the delivery

of this most remarkable address, served to give it tone and to relieve

it of the objections which might otherwise have been urged.

There is an effort, too, to becloud the real issue by dwelling upon
the impracticability of banishing the colored race from the South.

This has not been suggested. On the contrary it is taken for granted

that the negro is to remain with us always. This is the starting point

of Major Edgington' s argument. It is not how to get rid of the

brother in black, but how to deal with him in order that, without too

much friction, the supremacy of the white race may be preserved.

Of course it will be preserved, whether the blacks increase as rapidly

as Australian rabbits, or double in point of numbers once in twenty

years. If the white race were but one-tenth as numerous as the

black, it would still rule. But the situation would be a trying one.

We do not think a solution of the difficulty will be hard to find

when once the necessity for it is fully understood. The public mind,
North and South, is ripe for the discussion. This is shown by the

profound sensation created by the address in question. It was sim-

ply the orderly arrangement of the chaotic thoughts of uncounted

thousands, and there are yet uncounted thousands more who have

never thought seriously of the question before, who will now take it

up in earnest.
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A List of Confederate Officers, Prisoners, Who Were Held by Federal Au-

thority on Morris Island, S. C
,
under Confederate Fire from

September yth to October 2ist, 1864.

MARYLAND.

Maj. W. W. Goldsboro, ist Md. inft., Baltimore.

Capt. Geo. Howard, ist Md. cav.
,
Baltimore.

" U. H. Griffin, Balto. battery, Baltimore.
"

Eugene Diggs, 2d Md. cav., Post Tobacco, Va.

2d Lt. J. E. V. Pue, ist Md. cav., Ellicott City,

ist Lt. E. G. Dudley, ist Md. cav.

VIRGINIA.

Lt. -Col. J. C. Council, 2bth Va. inft., Amherst county.
" "

Chas. B. Christian, 4th Va. inft., Amherst county.

Maj. Richard Woodrum, 26th Balto. inft., Union.
" W. H. Hood, 44th Balto. inft.

" D. A.Jones, Gen'l Jones' staff, Hamburg.
" Thos. Branch, Gen'l Ransom's staff, Petersburg.

Capt. J. Carrington, bat., Charlottesville.
" E. E. Depriest, 23d Va. inft., Richmond.
" W. P. Carter, bat., Clark county.
" Geo. W. Mercer, 2Qth Va. inft., Rural Retreat.
"

J. H. Johnson, 25th Va. inft., Princeton.
"

J. J. D. Dunkle, 25th Va. inft., Princeton.
" H. C. Dickerson, 2d cav., Liberty, Bedford county.
"

J. H. Mathews, 25th inft., Beverley, Randolph county.
" H. A. Allen, gthinft., Portsmouth.
" R. E. Frayser, signal corps.. New Kent C. H.
"

J. R. Christian, 3d Va. cav., New Kent C. H.
" Lewis Harman, 3d Va. cav., Staunton.
" A. Dobbins, 42d inft., Jacksonville.
"

J. W. Helm, 42d inft., Jacksonville.
" A. R. Humes, 2d cav., Abingdon.
" W. P. Duff, soth inft., Jonesville.
" D. L. Grayson, loth inft., Luray, Page county.
" G. W. Kelly, sothinft., Tazewell county.
" A. N. Finks, roth inft., Madison C. H.
" Thos. M. Cobble, 48th inft., Abingdon.
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Capt. W. T. McConnell, 48th inft., Estillsville.

" W. S. Guthrie. 23d inft., Prince Edward C. H.
"

Jas. Dunlap. 26th batt'n, Union, Monroe Co., W. Va.
" A. M. Edgar, 2710 batt'n, Lewisburg, W. Va.
"

I. A. Lipps, soth Va. inft., Wise C. H.
"

J. O. B. Crocker, 9th Va. inft., Norfolk.
"

B. Horton, nth Va. inft., Campbell county.
" R. C. Gillespie, 45th Va. inft., Fort Worth, Texas.
" R. H. Miller, 44th Va. inft., Buckingham county.
"

J. M. Hillsman, 44th Va. inft., Amelia C. H.
" T. H. Board, s8th Va. inft., Bedford county.
41

J. M. Hughes, 44 Va. inft.

"
Isaac R. Kendall, 7th cav., Romney, W. Va.

"
J. M. Lovell, 22d cav., Hampshire, W. Va.

" W. Mitchell, 6th cav., Pittsylvania.
" T. A. Moon, 6th cav., Halifax.
" A. M. King, soth inft.

"
B. J. Brown, 7th inft., Albemarle county.

"
C. D. McCoy, 25th inft, Charlottesville.

" Wm. C. Nunn, 5th cav., Little Plymouth.
"

Peyton Alfriend, 39th militia, Petersburg.
" Brown Gibson, 6th cav., Upperville.
" Geo. W. Nelson, Pendleton's staff, Hanover C. H.
"

C. J. Lewis, 8th Va. cav., Charleston,

ist Lt. Thos. Moss, 23d inft., Louisa C. H.
"

Henry Fry, 37th inft., Wheeling, W. Va.
" W. E. Hart, Page's bat., King William C. H.
"

B. C. Maxwell, Crenshaw's bat., Westhamlock, Henrico Co.
"

J. O. Murray, I2th Va. cav., Richmond.
" W. Ashery, i6th Va. cav., Manassas Junction.
"

James Childs, i6th Va. cav., Warrenton.
"

S. T. Carson, 5th inft., Steele's Station.
"

Jesse Child, 42d inft., Richmond.
" Geo. H. Rillian, 5th inft., Waynesboro.
"

J. M. Gilison, 25th inft, Mint Springs.

Adjt. D. M. Layton, 25th inft, Mt. Meridian.

kist

Lt. R. B. Howlett, 5th cav., Coles' Creek,
" O. H. P. Lewis, 3istinft, Beverly, Randolph county, W. Va.
" M. W. Boggs, 20th cav., Wheeling, W. Va.
11

J. Arrington, 42d inft, Campbell C. H.
" D. W. Garrett, 42d inft, Morganton, Ga.
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ist Lt. H. T. Coalter, 53d inft., King William C. H.
" W. E. Bower, 25th inft., Franklin county.
" W. L. Huntis, 43d bat. cav., Waynesboro.
" W. L. Bernard, 37th bat. cav., Rocky Mt.
" T. S. Mitchell, 426 inft., Morrisville.
"

P. M. Dalton, 42d inft. Patrick C. H.
" H. L. Hover, 25th Va. inft., Staunton.
"

T. J. Risk, 4th Va. inft., Christiansburg.
"

J. C. Chandler, 47th Va. inft., Bowling Green.
" A. R. Angill, 42d Va. inft., Rocky Mt.
" G. W. Yinley, s6th Va. inft., Clarksville.
" W. M. Gauley, gth Va. cav., Warsaw.
"

John C. Allen, 7th Va. cav., Edinburgh.
"

L. B. Doyle, 5th Va. inft., Lexington.
"

C. B. Eastham, loth Va. inft., Harrisburg.
"

J. Hawkins, loth Va. inft., McGlahyesville.
" T. P. Doyle, 33d Va. inft., Staunton.
"

J. W. Ford, 2oth Va. cav., Lewisburg.
" A. W. Edwards, i5th Va. cav., Princess Anne.
" W. H. Morgan, nth Va. inft., Campbell county.
"

J. D. Griver, 5oth Va. inft., Tazewell county.
"

C. T. Harper, 2ist Va. inft., Mecklenburg.
" Isaac Coles, 6th Va. cav., Pittsylvania.
"

S. M. Dent, 5ist Va. cav., Alexandria.
"

C. D. Hall, 48th Va. inft., Louisa county.
"

E. L. Bell, loth Va. inft., Luray, Page county.
" H. C. Hewlett, 5th Va. cav., Petersburg.
"

E. C. Andrews, 4th Va. inft., Elk Creek.
"

J. W. O. Funk, 5th Va. inft., Winchester.
"

J. F. Litten, 5th Va. inft., Long Glade.
"

I. W. Gilloch, 27th Va. inft., Lexington.
"

J. W. McDowell, 26th Va. bat., Greenbrier.
" A. G. Hodgins, 26th bat., Richmond.

2d Lt. Drury Lacy, 28th Va. inft., Prince Edward county.
" L. J. Hutton, 37th Va. inft., Glade Springs.
" M. H. Duff, 37th Va. inft., Washington county.
" E. A. Rosebalm, 37th Va. inft., Washington county.
"

S. A. Johnson, 25th Va. inft., Louisa C. H.
"

J. W. Groom, 25th Va. inft., Louisa C. H.
" A. B. Cook, 25th Va. inft., Louisa C. H.
" R. C. Bryan, 48th Va. inft., Abingdon.
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2d Lt. J. F. Fultches, 37th Va. inft., Abingdon.
"

J. L. King, 37th Va. inft., Abingdon.
" R. Massey, Cutshaw bat. , Covinsville.
" W. H. Hughes, Page's bat., Richmond.
"

F. King, Page's bat., King William county.
" Geo. L. Reiz^s, 5th Va. inft., Greenville.
"

John F. Ganoway, 5oth Va. inft., Cobham Hill.

" R. W. Legg, soth Va. inft., Tiskey Cove.
" R. L. Bowie, 37th Va. inft, Abingdon.
11

F. Fansa, 26th Va. inft ,
Weston.

" W. L. Enos, 26th Va. inft., Gloucester county.
" A. B. Cauthorn, 26th Va. inft., King and Queen county.
"

John M. Lambert, 52d Va. inft., Greensville.
" W. P. R. Leigh, 5th Va. cav., Gloucester.
" W. N. Hendrioks, 25th Va. inft., Fair Mount.
"

J. G. Brown, 49th Va. inft., Front Royal.
" W. H. Hatcher, 52d Va. inft., Liberty.
" W. B. Curdis, 2d Va. inft, Marion.
" T. J. King, 42d bat. cav., Martinsville.
" T. M. Gravely, 42d Va. inft., Henry county.
"

J. P. Kelley, 4th Va inft, Newberne.
"

Pat Hagan, 4th Va. inft, Lexington.
"

J. W. Mauck, loth Va. inft., Harrisburg.
"

J. W. Krayter, i2th Va. cav., Harrisburg.
"

S. D. Bland, i8th Va. cav., Franklin.
"

C. Fraitus, 3d Va. inft., Petersburg.
"

S. W. Gary, i8th Va. inft , Norfolk.
"

F. C. Barnes, 56th Va. inft, Charlotte county.
"

J. H. Allen, 48th Va. inft, Ballardsville.
" A. G. Brinckly 4ist Va. inft, Norfolk.
"

C. F. Crisp, 1 6th Va. inft, Luray.
" L. H. Fink, loth Va. inft., Madison C. H.
"

John Long, loth Va. inft, Bridgewater.
"

J. J. Henritze, 37th Va. inft, Lebanon.
" Win. W. George, 26th Va. inft., Princeton.
" W. G. Herring, 25th Va. bat, Asheley.
" R. C. Campbell, 53d Va. bat., King William county.
"

J. M. Frasier, ist Va. cav., Loudon.
"

C. P. Johnson, partizan rangers, Hampshire.
"

P. B. Akiss, nth Va. inft. Lynchburg.
"

L. Green, 5th Va. cav., Petersburg.
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2d Lt. H. C. Jones, soth Va. inft., Gladesville.

"
J. W. Harris, s8th Va. inft., Bedford.

J. S. Hix, 44th Va. inft., Goochland.
"

F. A. Appleberry, 44th Va. inft., Fluvanna.
"

J. W. Hughes, 44th Va. inft., Cobham.
" W. D. Davison, 27th Va. inft, Callards.

" D. B. Cunney, 4th Va. inft., Elk Creek.
"

John A. Donaghue, roth Va. inft., Parnassus.
"

J. L. Hearnslead, 25th Va. inft., Dubuque Inn.

" W. B. Dodson, 5th Va. car., Danville.
" R. B. Hart, 5th Va. cav., Stevensville.
"

J. W. Davis, 2Oth Va. cav., Clarksville.

-
Hopkins, iQth Va. inft., Scottsville.

" Francis Haynes, 24th Va. cav., Ball's Creek.
" Y. J. Berry, 25th Va. inft., Gait Lick.
" A. D. Embry, 25th Va. inft., Pineville.

" A. R. Humphries, 26th Va. bat., Lewisburg.
Private C. D. Fitzhugh, roth Va. cav., Hagerstown, Md.

NORTH CAROLINA.

Col. John A. Baker, 3d cav., Wilmington.
"

G. N. Foulk, 6th cav., Morgantown.
Lt.-Col. T. Hargrave, 44th inft., Oxford.

Maj. J. R. McDowell, 5ist inft., Fayetteville.

Capt. H. D. Fowler, istinft., Rolisville.

"
P. Johnson, ist inft., Edenton.

" W. H. Day, ist inft., Halifax.

V J. G. Cantrow, 3d inft., Wilmington.
"

John Cowen, 3d inft., Wilmington.
" H. W. Harm, 3d inft., Fayetteville.
" W. G. McRae, 7th inft., Wilmington.
"

J. G. Knoy, jth inft., Rowan.
" W. H. Ritchie, I2th inft., Scotland, Md.
"

J. W. Lane, i6th inft., Henderson.
" T. C. Lewis, i8th inft., Wilmington.
"

C. B. Bromly, 2Oth inft., Concord.
" A. Y. Cole, 2oth inft., Rockingham.
" N. G. Bradford, 26th inft., Lenoir.
"

S. S. Bohannon, 28th inft., Yadkin county.
" W. B. Demon, 3131 inft.

"
J. E. Hodgins, 32d inft., Deep Creek.
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Capt. H. M. Dyson, 35th inft., Moore county.
"

C. McN. Blue, 35th inft., Moore county.
" W. Alexander, 37th inft., Wilkesboro.
"

S. H. Hines, 45th inft., Milton.
" W. F. Murphy, 51*1 inft., Clinton.
" D. Cochran, 54th inft.

"
J. Kyle, 52d inft., Fayetteville.

"
John C. Blair, ist cav., Boone C. H.

"
S. Hartsfield, 3d cav., Kinston.

"
J. W. Moore, 3d cav.

, Wilmington.
" W. R. Allen, 6th inft., Wake county.
"

S. P. Abernathy, 3Oth inft., Wake county,
ist Lt. R. B. Carr, 43d N. C. inft., Magnolia.

D. A. Coon, nth N. C. inft., Lincolnton.

A. N. Leatherad, 2Qth N. C. inft., Fort Henry.
11

J. Hartsfield, ist N. C. inft., Rollsville.
"

J. A. Latham, ist N. C. inft., Plymouth.

Ensign J. O. Fink, i8th N. C. inft.

ist Lt. G. W. Corbett, i8th N. C. inft., Currituck.
" N. S. Mastey, i2th N. C. inft., Warrenton.
" Frank Mclntosh, i8th N. C. inft., Richmond.
"

John M. Gunther, ist N. C. inft.

"
John Q. Bullock, 23d N. C. inft., Tranquility.

"
John F. Gamble, I4th N. C. inft., Shelby.

"
J. D. Maloy, 5 ist N. C. inft., Buckhorn.

" H. Easp, 24th N. C. inft., Smith ville.

"
J. C. McMillan, ist N. C. inft., Wilmington.

"
C. P. Mallett, 3d N. C. inft., Fayetteville.

"
J. Hobson, 2d N. C. inft., Knoxville.

"
F. F. Patrick, 32d N. C. inft., Columbia.

" H. J. Jenkins, Wynn's bat., Murphysboro.
"

J. W. Brothers, 6yth N. C. inft., Kinston.
"

T. B. Henderson, 3d N. C. cav., Jacksonville.
" T. M. Allen, 4th N. C. inft., Fairfield.
"

B. W. Burkhead, 22d N. C. inft., Randolph.
" W. T. Anderson, 5th N. C. inft., Fayetteville.
"

J. H. Darden, 3d N. C. inft., Snow Hill.
" M. McLeod, 26th N. C. inft., Carthage.

G. W. Averett, 35th N. C. inft., Longstreet's Brigade.
2d Lt. Alex. H. Brown, 3Oth N. C. inft., Melville.

"
John M. Burgwyn, i2th N. C. inft., Marion.
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2d Lt. J. B. Caufield, ist N. C. inft., Tarboro.
"

G. S. Cobb, 44th N. C. inft., Graham.
"

G. N. Albright, 6th N. C. inft, Melville.
" D. S. Bullard, 6th N. C. inft., Ovvenville.
"

John Q. Elkins, i8th N. C. inft., Whitesville.
" G. H. Lindsay, 54th N. C. inft., Madison.
" W. B. Allison, 62d N. C. inft,
" W. H. Ivey, 2d N. C. cav. , Jackson.
" W. F. Dales, 32d inft, Wilmington.
" N. H. Fernell, 6ist inft, Wilmington.
"

F. F. Floyd, 57th inft, Leesville.
"

G. F. Higley, syth inft, Lamberton.
"

J. B. Lindsay, 3131 inft, Wadesboro.

B. A. Gowan, 5131 inft.
, Whitesville.

"
J. H. Bloodworth, 4th cav., Wilmington.
W. C. Gordon, 6th cav., Morganton.

*' H. Y. Gash, 6th cav., riendersonville.
" A. J. Hanser, ist inft., Lincolnton.
"

T. P. Barrow, ist inft, Washington.
"

J. M. Nargett, ist inft, Newbern.
"

E. A. Carver, ist inft.

" R. H. Lyon, 3d inft, Black Rock.
"

J. H. Heath, 6yth inft, Newberne.
" W. B. Chandler, ist inft, Yancyville.
" A. J. Gurgaum, ist inft, Jacksonville.
"

N. Lowdermilk, ist inft., Randolph.
"

J. E. King, ist inft, Gold Hill.
"

C. M. Busbee, 3d N. C. inft., Raleigh.
"

C. C. Lane, 3d N. C. inft, Snow Hill.
" H. C. Andrews, 28th N. C. inft. , Orange.
"

J. A. Blair, i6th N. C. inft., Franklin.
"

J. C. Aimis, 5th cav., Clinton.
"

J- Coggin, 23d N. C. inft. , Troy.
" W. P. Jones, 35th N. C. inft, Moore county.
"

J. B. Davis, 2d cav., Wilson.
"

T. D. Crawford, navy, Washington.
"

E. S. Hart, 23d N. C. inft, Barich's Mill.

Private W. P. Johnson, ist cav., Charlotte.

TEXAS,

ist Lt. W. A. Collins, yth Texas inft., Coffeesville.
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ist Lt. J. E. Cobb, 5th Texas inft., Liberty.
" T. J. Duvall, 32d cav., Anderson.

2d Lt. H. Coffee, ist leg., Dangerfield.
"

S. G. Anderson, ist leg., Weston.

MISSISSIPPI.

Maj. Thos. Johnson, ist Miss, inft., Hernando.

Capt. Thos. Boyd, ist Miss, inft., Moorsville.
"

A. J. Servis, Powers' cav., Port Gibson.
"

J. S. Ferguson, 32d Miss. inft.

" H. F. Coffee, 48th Miss, inft., New Orleans.
"

Thos. D. Hume. i2th Miss, inft., Natchez,

ist Lt. Chas. L. Bassett, Port Gibson.
" W. H. Frizell, i2th Miss, inft., Durant's station.
"

J. C. Carson, Gen. Young's A. A. C., Natchez.

2d Lt. W. T. Jeffreys, Powers' cav., Port Gibson.
" W. L. Bartoes, 2d Miss, inft., Tupelo.
"

John R. Cason, Miss, inft., Watson.
"

J. W.Jones, ist Miss, inft., Smithville.

R. J. Howard, ist Miss, inft., Byhatia.
"

B. S. Grant, 42d Miss, inft., Pontatack.
"

F. M. Bassonell, i2th Miss, inft, Union Chun.
"

J. M. Allen, 2Qth Miss, inft., Granada.
" Wm. M. Bullock, 48th Miss, inft., Bovina.
"

Timothy Foley, iQth Miss, inft., Vicksburg.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Maj. M. G. Zeigler, Holcombe's, Cokesbery.
W. T. Emanuel, 4th S. C. cav., Charleston.

Capt. P. B. Mastin, Holcombe's, Spartanburg.
"

J. C. Moore, Holcombe's, Cokesbery.
"

S. B. Meacham, 5th inft., Yorkville.
" W. L. Campbell, nth inft, Waltersboro.

Thos. Pinckney, 4th cav., Charleston.
"

James Melvaney, 2yth inft., Charleston,

ist Lt. P. W. Easterling, 5th cav., Charleston.

W. W. Covington, 23d cav., Bennettsville.
" H. J. Clifton, 2ist cav., Timmonsville.

zd Lt. W. S. Bissell, 2d cav., Charlestown.
"

S. T. Anderson, ist cav., Chester District.
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26 Lt. J. B. Gallman, 5th inft. , Unionsville.
" N. B. Lusk, 1 2th inft., Cherokee.
"

J. A. Garrett, Holcom's, Spartenburg.
"

J. G. Hallford, 8th inft., Timmonsville.

W. E. Johnson, jih cav.
, Kershaw's Division.

" Wm. Epps, 4th cav., Kingtree.
" David Gordon, 4th cav., Kingtree.

M. P. Galoway, 23d inft., Marlsboro District.

FLORIDA.

Capt. Wm. D. Ballentine, 2d Fla. inft., Pensacola.
" Wm. Bailey, 5th inft., Leon.
"

G. Fenley, ist cav., Marion.
"

J. C. Talbot, 5th inft., Lake City,

ist Lt. T. S. Armistead, 8th inft., Marianna.

Sanders Myers, 4th inft., Appaalachicola.
2d Lt. S. M. Davis, 4th inft., Quincy.

R. M. Hall, gth inft., Appaalachicola.
" A. L. Bull, 5th inft., Tallahassee.

ALABAMA.

Capt. R. F. Campbell, 4Qth inft., Village Spring.
"

J. N. Chisholm, gth inft., Florence.
"

J. N. Burton, 6th inft., Montgomery.
"

C. E. Chambers, i3th inft., Tuskegee.
L. S. Chitwood, 5th inft., Clayton.

"
J. W. Fannin, 6ist inft., Tuskegee.

ist Lt. A. J. Armstrong, 46th inft., Columbia.
" N. L. Bishop, i6th inft.

H. A. Chatbourne, loth inft., Selma.
"

J. J. Andrews, Wheeler's Staff, Florence.
"

John P. Browlove. 4th inft., Tuskegee.
" R. H. Adams, Wheeler's Staff, Fansdall.
" A. J. Kirkman, 4th bt. cav., Florence.
"

P. N. Earl, 28th inft., Elyton.
"

E. J. Mastin, Kel. staff, Autsville.
" D. E. Bates, Selma.
"

J. L. Naynes, i4th inft., Talegrove.
"

J. D. Band, 5Qth inft., Landers county.

2d Lt. Wm. H. Allen, 49th inft., Guntersville.
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2d Lt. A. C. Foster, 4th bat. cav., Florence.
"

James Leonan, yth C. S. A., Tuskegee.
" W. T. Bass, i sth inft.

MISSOURI.

Capt. Peter Ake, 3d Mo. cav., Ironton.
" M. J. Bradford, loth inft., Raleigh.
"

J. G. Kelly, St. Louis.
"

S. Lowe, bat., Independence,

ist Lt. A. M. Bedford, Sth inft., Dent C. H.

Aid-de-camp P. G. Benton, Sth inft., Cassville.

ist Lt. Wm. Haliburton, bat., Savannah, Ga.
" Geo. C. Brand, 2d cav., Boonsville.

KENTUCKY.

Maj. J. B. McCreary, 7th cav., Richmond.

Capt. C. L. Mina, Shells, Waco, Tex.
" A. A. Morris, Morgan, Burkeville.
" R. D. Logan, 6th cav., Danville.
" M. D. Logan, 3d cav., Lancaster.
"

John B. Austin, 2d cav., Charlotte, Tenn.
"

S. M. Hamock, loth cav., Morganfield.

ist Lt. J. A. Fox, yth cav., Richmond.
" Geo. C. Nash, 6th cav., Owen county.
" Ben. F. Drake, 2d cav., Lexington.
" H. P. Dunlap, loth cav., Parris, Penn.
" F. G. Eakins, ist cav., Hendcos county.
" W. P. Crow, 6th cav., Marshall.
" W. P. Dunlap, 2d cav., Holly Springs, Miss.
44 W. A. Kendall, 3d cav., Denton, Tex.
41 N. Moles, yth cav., Albany, Tex.
44

B. Logsden, ist cav., Fairmount.

2d Lt. W. F. Leathers, 7th cav., Lawreuceburg.
41 L. D. Newton, 3d cav., Union county, Ark.
44 R. B. Haynes, 3d cav., Denton, Tex.
14

J. S. Hughes, 6th cav., Stanford.
44 W. B. Ford, Sth cav., Winchester.
41

J. D. Morris, Sth cav., Winchester.
44 A. B. Chinn, Sth cav., Lexington.
14 C. E. Richards, 5th cav., Warsaw.
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2d Lt. B. F. McNair, 6th cav., Owentown.
"

G. W. Hunter, 8th cav., Bardstown.
"

S. M. Cowan, 6th cav., Somerset.
" D. N. Previtt, 2d cav., Perryville.
"

J. O. Meadows, 2d cav., Bonham, Tex.
" M. T. Aldrich, 2d cav., Dallas, Tex.
"

S. P. Allenworth, loth cav., Todd.

Private S. S. Atkins, loth cav., West Liberty.

TENNESSEE.

Col. A. Fulkerson, 63d inft., Rodgersville.

Ll.-Col. F. N. Doutherty, 8th cav., Livingston.

Capt. W. H. Craft, Murray's cav., Marshville.
"

J. H. Burke, 2d cav., Knoxville.
"

J. W. Boyd, 6th cav.

L. P. Carson, 35th inft. , McMinnville.
"

G. R. Campbell, Wheeler, Manchester.
"

T. F. Perkins, nth cav.. Frankton.
"

J. P. Lytle, 251)1 intt., Unionville.
"

John Nicks, Hawkins, Hankins county.
S. J. Johnson, 25th inft., Sparta.

"
J. H. Polk, ist cav , Ashwood.

"
J. R. McCallum, 63d inft., Knoxville.

" W. N. James, 44th inft., Carthage,
ist Lt. E. Boddie, jth inft., Gallatin.

"
J.D.Jenkins, 1 4th inft., Clarksville.

H. C. Fleming, 25111 inft., Spencer.

J. F. Landervale, 2d cav., Claiborne.
"

S. A. Morgan, 25th inft., Sparta.
"

J. Ledford, 25th inft., Livingston.
C. L. Hatcherson, 63d inft., Georgetown.
M. A. Douglass, 44th inft., Gallatin.

"
T. J. Goodloe, 44th inft.. Winchester.

2d Lt. C. D. Covington, 45 inft., Lebanon.

T. E. Bradley, 23d inft., Dixon Springs.
W. N. Alderson, ist cav., Murray county.

" W. C. Knox, 4th cav., Shellville.
" W. H. Adams, 5131 inft., Covington.
"

T. Irvin, 5ist inft., Nashville.
"

J. B. Lewis, ist cav., Tazewell.
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2d Lt. W. B. Easley, 48th inft., Vernon.
" G. R. Elliott, 4th cav., Albany, Ky.
"

J. A. Irwin, gth cav., Columbia.
"

J. H. Henderson, 3 ist inft., Madison.
"

B. Arnold, 6th inft., Franklin.
11 W. N. Cameron, 25th inft., Sparta.
"

J. G. S. Avants, 63d inft., Zollicoffer.

"
Z. W. Erwin, lythinft., Lewisburg.

"
J. N. Hastings, i7th inft., Shellville.

" A. J. Elzey, ijth inft., Columbia.
"

G. M. Hookerbery, 4th inft., Nashville.
"

J. M. Henry, 4th inft., Hartsville.
" W.C. Campbell, 25th inft., Cookville.

Removed from (he Pen on Morris Island to the Hospital.

2d Lt. B. H. Hutchison, 8th Va. inft., Loudon county, Va.

Capt. S. J. Parkham, 54ih N. C. inft, Henderson, N. C.

ist Lt. J. L. Birney, 4Qth Ga. inft., Wilkinson county, Ga.

ist Lt. C. W. Corzill, nth Ark. inft., Little Rock, Ark.

Capt. T. E. Castine, 8th Ky. cav., Lexington, Ky.
ist Ord. Officer P. D. Harten, Tenn., Nashville, Tenn.

Capt. Henry Baker, 3d C. S. cav., Mississippi.

Officers sent from Hilion Head to Beaufort, S. C.

Lt. Col. Evan Rice, 53d Va. mil., chronic diarrhoea.

Maj. A. A. Lawder, yth Va. mil, loss of both legs.

Capt. E. Carter, 8th Va. mil., wound in right leg.
"

J. B. Fitzgerald, 8th Va. mil., disease of mind.
" W. T. Johnson, i8th Va. mil., wound in right leg.
" Geo. Hopkins, loth Va. cav., loss of eye.

ist Lt. N. A. Hoskins, 25th Va. cav., erysipelas.

Capt. E. D. Camden, 25th Va. cav., erysipelas.
" R. L. Elam, 22d Va. bat., loss of left leg.

2d Lt. C. D. Chaddock, chronic diarrhoea.
"

C. R. Darracott, steward at Hanover, wound left arm.
" G. P. Chalkley, i4th Va. inft., loss of right leg.
" G. B. Long, nth Va. inft., wound in shoulder,

ist Lt. L. C. Leftwich, C. S. N. cav., left lung.

Capt. R. W. Atkison, 2d N. C. cav., chronic diarrhoea.
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Capt. A. S. Critcher, 2d N. C. inft., chronic diarrhoea.
"

J. C. Gorman, 2d N. C. inlt., bilious fever.

" A. A. Carthery, 34th N. C. inft.
,
loss of left leg.

"
J. H. Gilbert, 34th N. C. inft, chronic diarrhoea.

2d Lt. E. W. Dorsey, nth N. C. inft., loss of left leg.
" R. A. Glenn, 22d N. C. inft., chronic diarrhoea,

ist Lt. A. W. Burt, yth S. C. inft., loss of left leg.
"

F. M. Baughman, ist S. C. inft., chronic diarrhoea.
"

J. L. Greer, 4th Ga. inft., wound right arm and side.

2d Lt. Jas. Collins, 5th Fla. inft., chronic diarrhoea.

Capt. J. D. Meadows, ist Ala. inft., wound both legs,

ist Lt. W. N. Gidyard, 3d Ala. inft., loss of leg.

2d Lt. W. H. Beadle, ist Ala. cav., wound in foot,

ist Lt. A. H. Farrar, i3th Miss., wound left foot.

Maj. L. Fonntaine, Rodger's cav., wound thigh and knee.

Capt. W. E. O'Riley, gth La. inft., wound left ankle,

ist Lt. Jno. Marten, ist La. inft., wound arm.
"

L. H. May, loth La. inft., wound right arm.

Capt. W. A. Ferrin, 3d Ark. inft., loss of left leg.
" H. L. W.Johnson, i2th Ark. inft., loss of left leg.

ist Lt. J. W. Green, 23d Ark. inft., loss of right leg.

2d Lt. W. B. Barrett, loth Ark. inft. , loss of right foot.
" M. L. Bradford, i6th Ark. inft., liver diarrhoea,

ist Lt. J. M. Cash, 4th bat. Tenn. cav., chronic diarrhoea.

2d Lt. R. C. Bryan, 2d bat. Tenn. cav., died of dyspepsia Oct. 8, '64.

Died on Morris Island.

ist Lt. W. P. Caiahan, 25th Mo. inft., died Sept. 26, '64.

2d Lt. F. P. Peak, Burr's at., died Oct. 2, '64.
41

J. C. C. Cooper, 35th N. C. inft., died Oct. 5, '64.

Exchanged before reaching Morris Island.

Col. Geo. W. Woolfolk, C. S. cav., U. S. S. Crescent, Aug. 24, '64.

Capt. G. H. Ellison, 5th Ala. inft., U. S. S. Crescent, Aug. 26, '64.

Exchanged and Taken Out of the Pen on Morris Island.

Capt. Henry Buist, 27th S. C. inft., exchanged Sept. 26, '64.
"

J. W. Boyd, 6th Tenn. cav., taken out Sept. 26, '64.
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"
Bury Me on the Field, Boys !"

Memoir of Gen. C. R. Wheat, Commander of the " Louisiana Tiger

Battalion
"

By his brother. LEO WHEAT.

Chatham Roberdeau Wheat was born in Alexandria, Va., on the

9th of April, 1826
;
his father being an Episcopal clergyman, and of

an old Maryland family ;
his mother a granddaughter of Gen.

Roberdeau, a Huguenot, and the first general of the Pennsylvania

troops in the Revolutionary war
;
who built a fort at his own ex-

pense, and advanced the outfit for our first Commissioners to the

court of France.

Mr. Wheat was graduated A. B. at the University of Nashville,

Tenn., in 1845. Having been chosen the year before, the represen-

tative of his literary society in the junior competitive exhibition of

oratory, he departed from the established usage by making an extem-

poraneous address, which gave bright promise of the eloquence for

which he became afterwards distinguished.

He was reading law at Memphis at the breaking out of the Mexi-

can war, and was among the first to volunteer. His father, then

rector of Christ church, Nashville, had written to advise him to wait

awhile, and promised he might go if there should be another call for

volunteers. Before he could get his father's letter (the mail by stage

being then four days between the two cities), one was received from

him, to this effect :

" Dear Pa,
'

a chip of the old block,' I knew you
would be ashamed of me if I did not volunteer as soon as the call

came. My name I am proud to say, is the very first on the list. I

have been unanimously elected second lieutenant in a company of

cavalry. Please send 'Jim' by some careful hand." This was a

fine blooded horse, whose dog-like training and wonderful sagacity
made him a chief actor in many scenes both tragic and comic, and a

universal favorite in his master's regiment.

Upon the expiration of the twelve months for which they had

enlisted, this regiment was disbanded at Vera Cruz, and most of the

men returned home
;

but Wheat raised a company of one hundred

and four men, and was chosen captain. The night before they left

the city he was seized with vomito, or yellow fever. In a hammock

swung between two mules he was carried up to Jalappa, where he

arrived in an insensible condition. As soon as he was able he
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reported to General Scott, and was detailed for special service as a

separate command. His men being well mounted, handsomely uni-

formed, splendidly equipped and perfect in drill,
"
did the orna-

mental," as he laughingly said,
" on great occasions for general offi-

cers, and triumphal entries into conquered cities." Accompanying a

party making a reconnoissance, as they drew near the city of Mexico

he pushed ahead, and was the first to catch a distant view of the city

as it lay, to use his words,
"
glorified by the morning sun in the

midst of the loveliest landscape the eye ever beheld."

Captain Wheat was several times honorably named in General

Scott's official reports, for important services and gallantry in the

field.

His command having suffered severely in killed and wounded, he

was sent home, soon after the taking of the city of Mexico, to fill up
his ranks with new recruits. These he soon obtained at Nashville,

where a flag was presented to his company by the young ladies of

Christ church school; on which occasion the color-bearer had on a

complete suit of armor helmet, breast-plate, &c. . of polished brass

taken from one of Santa Anna's body-guard.

Returning to Mexico, Captain Wheat was detained at Jalappa till

the close of the war. He used to regret that the government of the

United States did not keep permanent possession of what he pro-
nounced the finest country in the world ; insisting that the present

occupants were as incompetent to develop its resources as the Indians

whom the Spaniards had supplanted. He thought it would be a

charitable proceeding, as in the interest of civilization and reformed

Christianity. He regarded the corrupt church in Mexico as the

curse of the country.

After the war, Captain Wheat settled in New Orleans and resumed
the study of law. He was admitted to the bar in 1847. He early

acquired considerable reputation as a criminal lawyer. His very
first effort resulted in the acquittal of one of his former command,
charged with murder, and after the senior counsel had given up the

case as indefensible.

In 1848 Captain Wheat was elected one of the representatives from

the city of New Orleans to the State Legislature. He also canvassed

the State for the Whig candidates in the pending Presidential election,

by request of the Central Committee, and had no little success as a

stump speaker. His father having deprecated his frequent introduc-

tion of Scripture language and illustration into his political speeches,
he was equally surprised and aggrieved, saying he had found nothing
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so telling and effective with the masses, and that he had not felt it to

be a desecration of God's word ;
for which, though familiar with it

from his childhood, he always had the profoundest reverence.

And now we come to the period when he entered upon a new mili-

tary career, and that has been much misunderstood as to its charac-

ter and motives, and was generally stigmatized as
"
Filibustering."

His was a far nobler purpose. He was induced to join General

Lopez' first Cuban expedition not only from an impulse of philan-

thropy, but from a patriotic purpose, i. e., to maintain the equilibrium

of the' States by strengthening the South. Several prominent states-

men, who were also his warm personal friends, urged him to embark

in an enterprise which promised great national benefits as well as

personal fame and fortune.

In the coming sectional strife, which was then casting its shadow

before, he and his friends fondly believed that the acquisition of Cuba

as a new slave State would enable the South to withstand the further

aggressions of Northern fanaticism, and maintain her rights under

the Constitution. Several leading men had promised their open co-

operation as soon as it was expedient. The public authorities did

not interfere, and the expedition sailed from New Orleans with the

sympathy and good wishes of the entire community. So far from

being regarded as Quixotic, it was universally expected to be com-

pletely and at once successful. The Cubans were represented as only

awaiting the landing of an organized force with a supply of arms

and ammunition, to rush into its ranks and fill up its skeleton regi-

ments with patriots panting for freedom. To those who quoted the

philosophic aphorism,
" Who would be free, themselves must strike

the blow," Colonel Wheat (so commissioned by the Cuban Junta)

was used to say,
"
Suppose a weak woman gagged, manacled, dun-

geoned, and completely in the power of a brutal ravisher, would you
hesitate a moment to attempt her rescue even at the risk of your life?

Every sentiment and instinct of manhood answers, No! a thousand

times, No !" It was from General Lopez that he got the full informa-

tion which won him to the cause of Cuban independence. All their

subsequent intercourse did but deepen his first favorable impression
of Lopez, as a pure patriot, an accomplished soldier, and a truly

Christian gentleman.

In planning this first expedition, especial care was taken not to

compromise the neutrality of our own government. The place of

rendezvous was in mid-ocean, beyond the limits of the United

States,. There the "emigrants," as they called themselves, were
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first formally made acquainted with their destination and its ulterior

objects. The task was devolved upon Colonel Wheat. The vessels

were lashed together, all hands on deck, and amiH the silent sea his

ringing voice was distinctly heard as he thus addressed them :

" Fellow citizens, I hold in my hand a paper delivered to me by
one of General Lopez* aids, the seal of which he told me to break

when in latitude 26 N. and long. 87 W., which point we have now
reached. I find on opening this paper that I am directed to remain

near this point until the yth of May, when he expects to leave New
Orleans on the Creole. To-morrow we are to sail on a direct line

to the Belize, and by Thursday may expect to see the Creole and the

old General. I have addressed you as fellow-citizens, but long before

the sun shall sink beneath this world of waters we shall have done

what will throw us beyond the protection of the glorious
'

Stars and

Stripes,' under whose auspices we have sailed thus far. We shall

organize our little band into a skeleton regiment, for the purpose of

landing on the island of Cuba, and wrenching it from the grasp of

Spain, its cruel oppressor. The moment we organize, that moment
we forfeit the protection of our own government, and we have no

right to sail under her flag. But, like Hagar when she went forth

from the tent of Abraham, we still have a right to call on Him who
buildeth up the feeble and destroyeth the mighty, and doeth that at

all times amongst the sons of men which seemeth good in His sight ;

to succour the distressed and deliver from their oppressors them that

suffer wrong. I shall therefore henceforth address you as
'

Soldiers

of the Liberating Army of Cuba.'
" We then, fellow-soldiers, have arrived at the point for which we

sailed. Although most of you ostensibly sailed for Chagres, yet

you all knew whither you were really bound, and for what. Do any
here object to landing in Cuba a week sooner than he expected when
he left home? Do any grudge to the Cubans that boon of freedom

which it is our purpose to bestow a few days in advance of the

expected time? No! I feel that I address those who are not only
imbued with the glorious principles of equal rights themselves, but

who will seek the post of danger at any time for the purpose of

extending them to all who may desire their beneficial influence on their

political and social systems.
"

It has been well said that we live in an age of progress, and no

circumstance could be more indicative of this onward march than this

expedition. When civilization was in its infancy, nation made war

upon nation for conquest and booty. More recently, they have gone
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to war for principle. Such was the case in the American Revolu-

tion
;
and the memory of Lafayette and our French allies is hallowed

in every American heart for coming to the assistance of our fathers

in their struggle for freedom and independence, after they had them-

selves taken up arms against the misrule and oppression of the

mother country. But the march of mind is onward, and philan-

thropy does not now await the uprising of the oppressed before

going to their assistance, as was the case in Texas, but hastens to

help by striking the first blow for the down-trodden, as we shall do

for the Cubans. Does any one doubt the propriety of our under-

taking ? Let him remember that it is our duty to do to others as we
would have them do to us. Does any one fear to do it ? Let him

return." [Just at this point the Cuban flag was run up to the mast-

head and flung to the breeze.] "Liberators, behold your flag!

Three cheers for Cuba ! Soldiers of the Liberating Army of Cuba, if

we have not been misled by the Cubans themselves, we have under-

taken the most philanthropic and praiseworthy enterprise of ancient

or modern times that of giving liberty and equality to an oppressed
and degraded people, who have now neither civil nor religious lib-

erty. Only let them be true to us and to themselves, true to hu-

manity and its inalienable rights, and ere long, instead of 'their

flower-scented air being laden with the sighs and groans of dun-

geoned captives, it shall resound with the shouts of deliverance and

the songs of praise and thanksgiving to God, the gracious Giver of

every good and perfect gift. Yes ! all the people of the land shall

hail you as their benefactors for the bestowment of those blessings

which are the proud portion of our own dear native land,

'The land of the free and the home of the brave.'

" You are aware, fellow-soldiers, that we have come from the

United States without arms, without organization, without previous
concert to commit any act which may compromise the peace and

dignity of our own government. Nor do we intend to violate inter-

national law, unless revolution be so considered
;
and we must make

ourselves successful, and secure the acknowledgment of Cuban in-

dependence. Then, soldiers of the Liberating Army, while you gaze
on the Lone Star of Cuba, resolve to make it the bright beacon to

victory and renown.

"You will now proceed to divide yourselves into ten equal com-

panies, forming a skeleton regiment, and select your officers
; after

which they will draw lots for rank. And may success attend not
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only this, but every other effort on the western continent yes, in the

whole world, to eradicate the last germ of monarchy."
While the Creole was getting water at the island of Mugeres,

nearly the whole of the Mississippians and Louisianians determined

to abandon the expedition. Colonel Wheat's eloquence was again

called into requisition, and, assembling the men upon the beach, he

addressed them in a brief but stirring speech, which so rekindled

their enthusiasm that they unanimously resolved to persevere in their

undertaking.

The place of landing on the island of Cuba, as it turned out, was

ill-chosen ;
and without concert or co-operation with the Cubans, the

invaders were unable to hold it. In the night attack upon Cardenas,

Colonel Wheat was severely wounded, and when they had returned

to the steamer they narrowly escaped capture by the Spanish war-

ship Pizarro. The "
Filibusters," as because of their failure they

were now first called, pursued by the Pizarro, found refuge in the

harbor of Key West.

Colonel Wheat did not accompany Lopez in his second expedition,

having been providentially prevented, very much to his chagrin at

the time; though, as the event showed, most mercifully for himself;

for his strong attachment to Lopez would have made him cling to

his friend and share his fate with the gallant Crittenden.

It was a generous sympathy with the oppressed everywhere, and

not a mere restless spirit of adventure, which next led Colonel Wheat
to join Carravajal in his effort to put down the church party in

Mexico, and give that beautiful land our free institutions instead of

the effete misrule of a licentious priesthood. And again, when

Walker, who had been his classmate at college, was in imminent

peril of his life, after his defeat at Rivas, faithful to his friend in ad-

versity, he hastened to his relief. It was at Nicaragua that he met

with the most wonderful of his numerous escapes from death. By
the explosion of the boiler of a steamboat, he was blown from the

hurricane deck into the river, but so entirely without injury that he

swam to the shore with ease, taking a wounded man with him.

When Alvarez "
pronounced

"
against Santa Anna and the church

party in Mexico, Colonel Wheat accepted a command in the patriot

army. As general of the artillery brigade, when Alvarez became

President, he received permanent rank and pay under his administra-

tion, with official commendation and thanks for his services. When
afterwards, by reason of age and its infirmities, Alvarez resigned the

presidency and retired to his hacienda, at his earnest solicitation,
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General Wheat went with him. The old hero would fain have per-

suaded him to remain there for the rest of his life as his adopted son.

But being now in the fullest flush of a matured manhood, he could

not be content with a life of inglorious ease
; and as the world was

just then beginning to resound with the name and exploits of Gari-

baldi, General Wheat determined to gratify a long-cherished wish to

visit Europe, now become doubly attractive by the rapid march of

events in the historic changes of governments and peoples. He
landed in England and joined a party of congenial spirits who were

going to Italy for the purpose of tendering their services to Gari-

baldi.

They stopped a few days in Paris, and General Wheat had a most

informal, but also a most agreeable exchange of salutations with no

less a personage than the Empress Eugenie herself. Having driven

to the Bois de Boulogne she had alighted from her carriage, and,

followed by her ladies in waiting, was walking leisurely down a

shaded avenue, when General Wheat, arm in arm with an English

officer, came suddenly before the Empress. His friend, from the

impulse of his national sentiment that no one may presume to come
unannounced and without previous permission into the presence of

royalty, turned instantly and beat a hasty retreat. Not so the Gene-

ral, who, believing that his reverent salutation to the woman would
not be resented by the Empress, tendered his homage by expressive
look and gesture, and the lovely Eugenie promptly acknowledged it

by a bright smile and a gracious inclination of the head. It would

make a pretty picture that interchange of grave, sweet courtesies-

For General Wheat was a man of as noble and commanding pres-

ence, as she of queenly grace and beauty. Over six feet in height,
and finely formed, he had a dignified carriage and a polished ease of

manner and address.

General Wheat's reception by Garibaldi was in every way gratify-

ing a hearty welcome and the offer ot a position on his staff.

Promptly accepting it, he engaged at once in active service
; and in

several engagements which quickly followed, his dash and gallantry
were the frequent theme of the army correspondents of the English

press.

The troubles at home, however, gave another sudden turn to his

career. As soon as he heard of the secession of the Southern States

from the Federal government, he hastened back to England and
took the first steamer for New York. His friend, General Scott,

urged him to fight again under the old flag, promising his influence
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to procure for him an eligible position in the Federal army. General

Wheat had a great affection for his old commander, and a still greater

for the old flag. It was, therefore, a most painful sacrifice to sever

those ties which had been made more sacred by much service and

suffering in their behalf. But he felt the call of a still higher and

holier duty, and he obeyed ;
it was to stand in the lot, and to share

the fortunes of his own people and kindred and family. In the

spirit which animated that purest of patriots, R. E. Lee, and from a

like stern sense of duty, he gave his hand with his heart in it to the

South.

Stopping but a day at Montgomery. Ala., then the seat of the

Confederate government, to learn the situation of affairs and the

probable opening of the campaign, he hurried on to New Orleans,

where he hoped to raise a regiment of volunteers for immediate ser-

vice. Before his arrival the Governor of the State, by authority of

the Convention which passed the
" Ordinance of Secession," had put

in commission all the officers of the large force already raised. But

at the call for volunteers to go to Virginia, where it was certain the

Federal government would strike the first blow, five full companies
were organized by General Wheat in a few days. And but for his

impatience to join in the first fight, then thought to be imminent, he

could easily have raised a regiment. Making all speed with his bat-

talion (entitling him, of course, only to the rank of Major a

secondary consideration with one who thought more of the cause

than of himself), he arrived at the front in time to take that con-

spicuous part in the first battle of Manassas which made ever after

the
"
Louisiana Tigers" a terror to the enemy. Major Wheat had

called the first company raised the "Old Dominion Guard." But

another company named " The Tigers," and having the picture of a

lamb with the legend
"
as gentle as" for its absurd device (lucus a

non lucendo], exhibited such reckless daring and terrible havoc in

their hand-to hand struggle with the head of the attacking column,

that the name of "Tigers," as often as "Wheat's Battalion," was

thereafter its popular designation.

General Beauregard, in his official report, mentioned Major Wheat
in the most flattering terms, as having won for himself and his com-

mand the
"
proud boast of belonging to that heroic band who saved

the first hour at the battle of Manassas." Major Wheat's being in

the position to bear the brunt of the enemy's first onset (unexpected
at that point, which was the extreme left), in heavy column, was one

of the several providences which "saved the day." He was here
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desperately wounded The surgeon warned him that it must prove
fatal. He replied cheerfully,

"
I don't feel like dying yet."

"
But,"

said the surgeon,
"
there is no instance on record of recovery from

such a wound." "Well, then," he rejoined,"! will put my case

upon record." His unexpected recovery was owing, the surgeon

thought, chiefly to his resolute will.

His knightly courtesy was showi when a colonel of the Federal

army, on his way as a prisoner to Richmond, begged permission to

see his old friend, lying in a house by the roadside. The meeting
was of the most friendly character. At parting Major Wheat directed

his orderly to give Colonel P. some money and underclothing, say-

ing,
" he will need them in prison, poor fellow." Major Wheat's

mother, who had flown to him as soon as she had heard in her dis-

tant home of her darling's disaster, and still righteously indignant at

the invasion and desecration of the soil of her own loved, native

State, warmly opposed this generous order of her wounded son.

But he insisted, saying,
"
Why, my dear mother, P. is as conscien-

tious in this war as we are ; and if our places were changed he would

do as much for me wouldn't you, P. ?"

The popular sentiment, in the army and out of it, was in favor of

his immediate promotion to the command of a regiment, if not of a

brigade. One of his friends, a Confederate officer, said to him,
1

Wheat, I would give a thousand dollars to stand in your shoes to-

day." Whereupon Wheat demurely directed his orderly to give

Captain B. his shoes. Various efforts were made, but nothing had

been done for his advancement when, at the end of two months, the

Major returned to his battalion. He was not fully recovered, and

President Davis advised him to go home with his father (they had

called together to pay their respects), and "
keep quiet until he was

entirely well." The Major quickly replied,
"

I shall keep quiet, Mr.

President, as long as yourself and the army do, but no longer."

Very soon afterwards he returned to his command, and was with

Jackson in all that brilliant campaign which resulted in the discom-

fiture, successively, of Fremont, Shields, and Banks. He was always

among the foremost in the fight, taking batteries, and driving the

enemy from his strongest position. The newspapers of the day sel-

dom give an account of a battle in which his name and daring are

not conspicuously mentioned.

After all his wonderful escapes, our patriot hero and martyr fell

in the bloody battle of Games' Mill, near Cold Harbor, on the 2yth
of June, 1862. It was one of those desperate

" seven days
"

fight-
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ing around Richmond, when McClellan was driven back and utterly

defeated.

In compliance with his own wish, expressed in the words,
"
Bury

me on the field, boys," his remains were at first interred near the

spot where he fell
;
but it was afterwards found impossible properly to

protect the grave, and therefore the body was removed, the following

winter, to Hollywood cemetery, being escorted by a large military

and civic procession from the Monumental church, where the burial

service was performed by the Rev. Dr. Woodbridge, and at the

grave by Dr. McCabe. The caisson bier, the riderless horse, the sol-

emn dirge, the soldiers' thrice-vollied farewell were these "the last

of earth
"

to our hero ? The precious remains of his manly beauty

were, indeed, laid in the grave ;
but he, the pure patriot, the self-

sacrificing soldier, the martyred hero, the sincere Christian, had

passed into the heavens promoted, at last ! His friends think of

him as having had an especial honor put upon him. He is gone up
from a remote province to the Capital of the Empire. The faithful

soldier was summoned from his obscure post to become a member of

the
"
family

"
of the Commander-in-Chief ! We seem to hear a voice

from heaven saying,
" Well done, good and faithful servant, thou

hast been faithful over a few things, I will make thee ruler over many
things ;

enter thou into the joy of thy Lord." "Shot and shell," as

Kingsley strikingly remarks,
" cannot take away human life ; they

can but kill the body." All that we loved and valued most still lives,

more truly lives, where we aspire to join him,
"
high in salvation and

the climes of bliss."

That Major Wheat was not promoted by the Confederate govern-

ment, that the general expectation of the army and of the country
was not realized in this respect, his friends might not unnaturally

regret. If he felt the least resentment himself, he never showed it.

It certainly did not in the least abate his devotion to the cause or the

administration. It was a striking trait in his character that, being too

proud to sue for promotion, he was content to have richly deserved

it. Throughout his whole career, he always espoused the cause of

the oppressed, the wronged, the struggling for freedom. And

although he had many opportunities for enriching himself by means

which others did not scruple to use, he came home as poor as he

went rich only in the fruits of experience and observation in many
lands and strange adventures, an admirable raconteur, speaking
various languages ;

full of genius, wit, and eloquence, of stainless

honor, and rare social attractions. His eminent soldierly qualities
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and varied accomplishments he devoted with his whole soul to the

cause of his beloved country. And although his restricted sphere
was not commensurate with his great abilities, yet in the sudden

emergencies of perilous and doubtful conflict, his actual services

sometimes as far transcended his rank as he was always in advance

of his men when they captured a battery or pursued the flying enemy.

Just before he fell at Cold Harbor, General Ewell pointed him out to

his staff as he led the storming party against McClellan's strongest

position, a too "shining mark" for a thousand deadly missiles.

There was one incident of that eventful day which, more than all

besides, revealed the loftiness of his character and afforded to his

mourning family and friends their most precious consolation. His

mother had sent him some months before a little book of devotions

called
"
Morning and Night Watches," (being brief meditations and

appropriate prayers of a very elevated tone of piety and great beauty
and force of language), with a request that he would read it regularly.

He wrote to her that he was delighted with it, had been reading it

as she desired, and would do so as long as he lived. He begged her

to send a copy of it in his name to a lady friend, who had nursed

him when he was wounded, and another to a lady who had in like

manner befriended his younger brother, Captain John Thomas

Wheat, who fell at Shiloh. Major Wheat's officers tell us that they
had often seen him reading his little book, night and morning, and

that he frequently asked them to listen to such passages as he thought

particularly eloquent and impressive. One who slept in the tent with

him says that he several times waked him up (when he had retired

first) to listen to the
"
Night- Watch."

On the morning of the 27th, in the gray light of the early dawn,
and just before the battle was begun, he called his officers about him,

took the little book from his breast-pocket, where he was accustomed

to carry it, and telling them what it was that it was the gift of his

mother, that the portion for that morning had been marked by her

own hand, that he had just read it in his tent, and finding it pecu-

liarly appropriate to men about to imperil their lives, he would read

it
;
and expressed a hope that they would join him in the prayer. It

was a prayer fora "Joyful Resurrection." Uncovering his head

(which example they followed), he reverently and devoutly read it in

his own most feeling and impressive manner. This is its conclusion :

"
Lord, I commend myself to Thee. Prepare me for living, prepare

me for dying. Let me live near Thee in grace now, that I may live

with Thee in glory everlasting. Let me be reconciled to endure sub-
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missively all that Thy sovereign wisdom and love see fit to appoint,

looking forward through the sorrows and tears of a weeping world

to that better day-spring when I shall behold Thy face in righteous-

ness and be satisfied when I awake in Thy likeness. And all I ask is

for a Redeemer's sake. Amen."

Putting the precious volu:ne into his bosom, he mounted his horse

and led them into the battle which was to cost so many of them their

lives. When the time, the place, and the actors in that scene are

considered, no one can doubt that he was perfectly sincere in this

religious act. It was a brave and manly confession of Christ before

men, and one for which has not our blessed Lord promised to "con-

fess us before His Father and the holy angels?" While Major
Wheat was incapable of professing what he did not feel, and was

very far from making a parade of religious feeling, yet, as the incident

just related clearly shows, he had the moral courage to avouch his

convictions even to irreligious men.

From his earliest childhood he scorned, not only direct lying, but

all prevarication and suppression of the truth
; refusing to associate

with a schoolmate who got out of a difficulty by telling the teacher a

falsehood. When about twelve years old, he met with an accident

which confined him to the house, and his mother, in order to amuse

him, and reconcile him to the unusual restraint, gave him " Thaddeus

of Warsaw" to read. He soon became deeply interested in it, and

at some very affecting scene he went to his mother weeping passion-

ately as he dwelt upon the wrong done to his hero. To quiet him

she said,
"
This is not a true story ;

it is just made up by the author."

"Not true !" he exclaimed, while a burning indignation quickly dried

his tears,
" and you a Christian mother, give your child lies to read !"

He flung the book from him as if it were contaminating, and never

could be induced to take it up again.

Some years afterwards, when a senior in college, being obliged by
a serious accident to remain indoors, he was very severe upon his

sisters, who were reading the
"
Wandering Jew," just then coming

out in weekly numbers, and who tried to interest him in it. In return

for some beautiful passage of their reading, he would call out,
" Put

down that foolish book, and listen to this
"

something from Black-

stone
;
for he had already begun the study of law. When he was

going the second time to Mexico his mother put into his valise one

of Dickens' last works, thinking it might serve to while away the

tedious monotony of camp life. He brought it back with the leaves

uncut
;

said he had much more profitable reading, having procured
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at New Orleans, on his way out, a goodly number of histories and

biographies.

The writer of this memoir dwells with melancholy pleasure upon
these recollections of a boyhood that gave the brightest promise of a

distinguished future. The bread of religious training cast upon the

waters of his young life was gathered alter many days. The pre-

cious seed, hidden for a time from human observation under the un-

friendly influences of a soldier's life, yielded nevertheless, in due time,

a glorious harvest of piety and heroism, even to the sacrifice of life

upon the altar of duty. He early adopted as his own his father's

motto,
"
Astra Castra," being terminals of the distich

" Non per sylvas, sed per castra,

Nobis iter est ad astra,

and which he rather freely rendered :

Through rural quiet doth thy pathway lie ?

Unending conflicts bear me to the sky.

In his letters to his mother to whom he always showed a rever-

ential and chivalrous devotion he frequently assures her that
" Astra

Castra" is the governing principle of his life. In one, written qn his

way to join Garibaldi, he says :

" We hope soon to be doing good
service in the great cause of human liberty. Do not, dear Ma, fret

about me. God will take me out of the world when He sees fit ;
and

if He takes me while fighting for liberty, I shall feel that I have not

lived in vain."

Major Wheat's request to be buried on the battlefield was made the

subject of several poems which were published in various papers of

the South, accompanied by eulogistic notices of his character and

services on behalf of the Confederacy. The following verses inter-

pret his request most correctly, and in perfect agreement with his

known sentiments upon the subject. The subsequent interment in

"
Hollywood

" was thought by his friends to be a virtual compliance,

for all the neighborhood of Richmond was included in the battlefield.

THE LAST WORDS OF MAJOR WHEAT.

BV " H."

'

Bury me on the field, boys !' and away to the glorious fight ;

You will come this way again, boys, in your triumph march to-night,

But when you pass this spot, boys, I would not have you sigh-
In holy cause of country, boys, who would not gladly die ?
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'

Bury me on the field, boys,' where a soldier loves to rest,

And sweet shall be my sleep, boys, upon my country's breast
;

For she is dearer far, boys, than aught this world can give,

And gladly do I die, boys, that she may proudly live.

1

Bury me on the field, boys,' and away to meet the foe
;

Hands that have dug a grave, boys, shall lay their legions low;

Eyes that wept this morn, boys, shall smile at close of day,

For Southern hearts shall triumph, boys, in the Northerner's dismay.

'

Bury me on the field, boys,' and then to make a stand,

Which will lose the tyrant's grip, boys, from our Southern sunny land,

And teach the invading foe, boys, in Freedom's holy strife,

The Southern heart will sever, boys, the fondest ties of life.

'

Bury me on the field, boys,' I do not die in vain
;

For Freedom's rose shall spring, boys, from out this bloody rain,

And soon the South shall rise, boys, all beautiful and fair,

With sun-light rays around her, boys, and stars upon her hair.

'

Bury me on the field, boys,' this vision bright and sweet

Was surely sent to cheer me, boys, in this my own defeat
;

There, take my trembling hand, boys, I thank you for your care,

But let each soldier's heart, boys, ascend with mine in prayer.

From the battlefield of life, boys, all wretched, weary, sore,

Pray that my fainting soul, boys, may reach the heavenly shore,

And in that land of love, boys, the weary may find rest,

And the poor, repentant soldier, boys, find shelter 'mong the blest.

'

Bury me on the field, boys," my life is ebbing fast
;

One moment more of pain, boys, and then the trial's past ;

I cannot see you now, boys, there's a mist before my sight ;

But hark ! I hear sweet music, boys : thank God ! we've won the fight.

" Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori;" but sweeter far, and still

more becoming, my son, to die, as thou didst, in the faith of Christ,

the hope of heaven, and in charity with all the world.

J. T. W.

The Siege and Evacuation of Savannah, Georgia, in December, 1864.

An Address delivered before the Confederate Survivors'1 Association in

Augusta, Ga., on the Occasion of its Twelfth Annual Re-

union, on Memorial Day, April 26th,

By Col. CHARLES C. JONES, JR., LL.D., President of the Association.

By the necrological record of each recurring year are we reminded,

my comrades, that the mortality among those who were actively en-
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gaged in the military and civil service of the Confederacy is augment-

ing in a rapidly increasing ratio. We had scarcely departed from

this hall, a twelve month ago, when we were apprised of the death

near Paris, France, in absolute retirement and at a very advanced

age, of the Hon. A. Dudley Mann, who, during the war, was en-

trusted with an important diplomatic mission.

On the 3ist of last May, S. P. Moore, Surgeon-General of the Con

federate States, was overtaken by that gaunt foe whose grim advances

in camp, in hospital, and in bloody battle he had, during more than

four years of exposure, privation and carnage, essayed to check.

On the 2oth of the following month, Colonel A. C. Myers, first

quartermaster-general of the Confederacy, passed quietly away ;
and

on the 25th of September Lieutenant-General D. H. Hill the hero

of Big Bethel, conspicuous for his gallantry at Seven Pines, Malvern

Hill, Boonsboro, Chickamauga and elsewhere
;
the founder of The

Land we Love; an uncompromising defender of the impulses and

acts of the South
; president of the Middle Georgia Military and

Agricultural College at Milledgeville ;
a brave soldier, capable edu-

cator and Christian gentleman succumbed to the inroads of a pro-

tracted and painful disease.

Major-General John C. Brown, of Tennessee, a courageous and

trustworthy officer, who, since the cessation of hostilities, was com-

plimented witn the chief magistracy of his State, on the i8th of

August answered the final summons. Two months later, another

Confederate Major-General, H. D. Clayton, of Alabama, distinguished

alike as a soldier, a judge, and a college president, and Brigadier-

General E. A. Perry, sometime governor of Florida, ended their

mortal careers.

During the month of November, Colonel Alfred Rhett, whose name
and valor are so intimately associated with the memorable defense

of Fort Sumter
;

the Hon. W. N. H. Smith, Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court of North Carolina, and a prominent member from

that State of the Confederate Congress, and Senator Dortch, who
also rendered valuable aid in moulding the legislation of the Con-

federacy, joined the silent majority.

On the ist of December, Collett Leventhorpe in early life an

officer of the I4th Regiment of Foot in her Majesty's service, and

subsequently, for gallantry and efficient conduct, advanced to the

grade of brigadier-general in the Army of Northern Virginia peace-

fully closed his eyes at the home of his adoption in North Carolina.

Five days afterwards, surrounded by devoted friends, accompanied
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by the loves of Southern hearts and amid the comforts of the metro-

polis of the South, President Jefferson Davis, the noblest living

embodiment of Confederate manhood, and the most distinguished

representative of a cause which electrified the civilized world by the

grandeur of its sacrifices, the dignity and rectitude of its aims, the

nobility of its pursuit, and the magnitude and the brilliancy of the

deeds performed in its support, yielded his great spirit into the hands

of the God who gave it. It was the privilege of this Association to

render conspicuous honor to his memory ; and, in a manner most

emphatic and appropriate, to participate in the general grief and

heartfelt adoration which pervaded the entire territory once claimed

by the Confederacy.

On the 3d of February the Hon. William W. Boyce, a member
from South Carolina of the Confederate Congress, and one of the

framers and signers of the Confederate Constitution, died at an ad-

vanced age in Fairfax county, Virginia; and, during the month of

March, the Hon. William E. Smith, at first in the field and then a

representative from Georgia in the Confederate Congress, and Major-
General Jones M. Withers, from Alabama, entered into rest.

Within the circle of our immediate companionship we chronicle the

death of H. L. Sponsler, veterinary surgeon in Cobb's Legion of

Cavalry, on the gth of last June: of Elmore. A. Dunbar, color

bearer of the 63rd regiment Georgia infantry, on the 24th of the

same month : of Charles N. Bignon, private in Company B, Capers'

battalion, ontheyth of October: of the soldierly J. O. Clarke, lieu-

tenant-colonel of the ist regiment Georgia infantry, on the 6th of

December : of Charles M. Peck, second lieutenant and drill-master

C. S. A., on the 4th of February last : and, sixteen days afterwards,

of James Kelly, private in the yth regiment of Georgia cavalry,

Young's brigade.

Although they pass

"
Into the eternal shadow
That girds our life around,
Into the infinite silence

Wherewith Death's shore is bound,"

to our welcoming vision on tnis Memorial Day

"They come transfigured back
Secure from change in their high-hearted ways,
Beautiful evermore, and with the rays
Of Morn on their white shields of expectation."
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The united and strenuous efforts of Generals Wheeler, Cobb, Smith,

and McLaws, aided by Generals Beauregard and Hardee, were pow-
erless to arrest the devastating march of General Sherman's columns

through the heart of Georgia ;
and the Federal army, nearly sixty

thousand strong, exclusive of an ample complement of field artillery

and cavalry, on the roth of December, 1864, came into position be-

fore the Confederate works recently erected to cover the land ap-

proaches to the city of Savannah. Although every attempt had been

made to obstruct the advance of the enemy and to concentrate a force

sufficient for the protection of the commercial metropolis of Georgia,

such was the pressure upon the Confederacy, and so painful the lack

of available troops, that at the inception and during the progress of

the siege there were within the Confederate lines around that city

only about ten thousand men fit for duty. More than a third of these

consisted of Reserves and Georgia State troops, while strong details

were employed in garrisoning the forts and fixed batteries along the

water front. In anticipation of General Sherman's arrival on the

coast, the Federal war vessels had multiplied in the vicinity of Savan-

nah and their demonstrations became more frequent and more forci-

ble. The city of Oglethorpe lay between the upper and the nether

millstone with no hope of relief from any quarter.

Until General Sherman, abandoning his base at Atlanta, pointed

his banners toward the coast, the attention of the Confederate engi-

neers in the Military District of Georgia had been chiefly directed to

the construction of batteries and strong lines for the defense of the

water approaches to Savannah. So judiciously located were they,

and so efficiently armed, that the Federals in this direction were

thoroughly kept at bay.

Commencing at Red Bluff, on the Carolina shore, a series of ad-

vanced works extended across the Savannah river, along St. Augus-
tine creek, by the way of Whitemarsh Island, Thunderbolt Bluff, the

Isle of Hope, Beaulieu, and Rose Dew, until it rested upon the Great

Ogeechee river.

As, during the siege, few changes were made in the armament of

those fixed batteries, the following enumeration of guns in position

along the water front of the Savannah defenses may be accepted as

substantially correct.

Red- Bluff battery an enclosed work on the Carolina shore armed

with two 24-pounder rifle guns, one 8-inch columbiad, one 24, and

two i2-pounder howitzers constituted the left of the line. At the

extremity of the bay in the city of Savannah a 32-pounder gun was
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planted. On Hutchinson's Island was an earthwork mounting three

32-pounder guns.

The armament of Fort Jackson consisted of two 8-inch columbiads,
two 32-pounder rifle guns and three 32-pounder naval guns.
The other batteries for the defense of the Savannah river proper

were Cheves, Lawton, Lee and Fort Boggs.
Three 32-pounder guns and two io-inch columbiads constituted

the armament of Battery Cheves.

That of Battery Lawton was stronger, consisting of one 32 pounder
rifle gun, one 42-pounder smooth bore, two 8-inch and two io-inch

columbiad guns.

The most powerful work on the Savannah river was Battery Lee,
which mounted two 10 inch mortars, two io-inch and three 8-inch

columbiads, one 42 and one 32-pounder gun and two 24-pounder
howitzers.

Fort Bartow, commanding St. Augustine creek, not far from its con-

fluence with the Savannah river, was a substantially constructed,
enclosed earthwork, mounting sixteen guns, to-wit : one 10 inch colum-

biad, two 8-inch naval shell guns, two 8-inch columbiads, two 24-

pounder rifle guns, one 12-pounder rifle gun, two 8 pounder and two

6-pounder smooth bore guns, three 3-inch rifle guns, and one boat

howitzer. The water battery at Causton's Bluff, in advance of Fort

Bartow, was armed with two 32-pounder smooth bore guns.
For the protection of the approaches by way of Whitemarsh Island

a battery was located at Turners Point mounting three io-inch

columbiads, one 2O-pounder Parrott gun, and two 12-pounder how-
itzers

;
and another at Gibson's Point, which was armed with two 8-

inch siege howitzers and two 32-pounder guns. Across the island

was thrown up a substantial line of field works, mounting seven 32-

pounder guns, one 4.62 inch and one 3-inch rifle gun. Near the

head of the causeway leading to Causton's Bluff were located some
lunettes and angles for field pieces.

At Greenwich was a battery of three 32-pounder guns.
At Thunderbolt was a succession of well traversed earthworks,

mounting one io-inch columbiad, two 8-inch columbiads, two 8-inch

shell guns, one 42-pounder rifle, one 42-pounder smooth bore, and

six 32-pounder guns. The batteries on the Isle of Hope were dis-

tributed as follows : At Grimball's Point a small work armed with

one 32 pounder; at Grimball's House another, mounting two guns of

like calibre, and at the Church Lot a more formidable work mount-

ing two 8 inch columbiads and two 32-pounder guns. Near Skidaway
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bridge was a tele du pont, prepared for the reception of siege pieces

or light artillery.

The point at Beaulieu being an important one, was strongly forti-

fied and provided with one 8-inch and two lo-inch columbiads, two

42 and three 32-pounder guns. A light battery was also stationed

within supporting distance.

Rose Dew Battery was armed with three ro-inch columbiads, one

lo-inch mortar, and one 32 and one i8-pounder rifle gun.
Colonel Edward C. Anderson was during the siege assigned to the

general command of these fixed batteries. The guns in these posi-

tions were supplied with an average of rather more than one hundred

rounds of ammunition to the piece. As additional obstructions to

an ascent of the Savannah river by the enemy, cribs filled with brick

and stone had been sunk in the channel below the forts and under

cover of their guns. Below the Thunderbolt Battery the river was

impeded by quantities of live-oak logs.

Constituting the right of this exterior line designed and held for

the protection of Savannah, and erected at Genesis' Point on the

right bank of the Great Ogeechee river, Fort McAllister effectually

commanded the channel of that stream, shielded the important rail-

road bridge near Way's station, and preserved the rice plantations in

its neighborhood from molestation and demoralization. From the

day of its construction, which was coeval with the earliest Confede-

rate defenses on the Georgia coast, to the hour of its capture on the

1 3th of December, 1864, it subserved purposes most conducive to

the general welfare, and on various occasions gallantly repulsed well

sustained naval attacks from the enemy.

Although the mantle of decay is spread above its deserted maga-
zines and rank weeds are choking its vacant gun-chambers, the heroic

memories which it has bequeathed and the noble part it sustained in

the Confederate struggle for independence will not be forgotten in the

lapse of years or lightly esteemed in the record of truth and valor.

No name is more proudly remembered on the Georgia coast than

that of this now almost obliterated earthwork. Seven times did it

successfully withstand the attacks of Federal gunboats and ironclads

attempting its demolition. During its bombardment of the 2oth of

January, 1863, for the first time in the history of naval warfare were

15-inch guns used in the effort to reduce a shore battery, and
here was demonstrated the ability of sand parapets to resist the

disintegrating effect of shot and shell projected from guns of the

heaviest calibre. After the attack of the 3rd of March, 1863, m
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which its hermuda-covered parapets for seven long hours were

rained upon by four monitors, three 1 3-inch mortar schooners,

and five gun-boats, the enemy never renewed his efforts for its

reduction, and the Confederate flag floated proudly from its parade
until that hour when it went down amid the smoke and carnage of

General Hazen's assault.

The mission of tliis work was to prevent the ascent of the Great

Ogeechee river by the enemy, and to this end were its guns disposed.

The rear of the fort was protected by a heavy entrenchment, provided
at intervals with ramps for field artillery, not with the hope of offering

successful resistance to any serious investment from the land side, but

for the purpose of repelling any sudden assault which might be

launched by expeditions from the fleet. Torpedoes, planted in the

river under the guns of the battery, materially contributed to its pro-

tection, and late in the fall of 1864, sub-terra shells were disposed in

rear of the fort.

Just prior to the siege of Savannah the armament of Fort McAllis-

ter consisted of the following guns : one ro-inch mortar, one 8-inch

and two ro-inch columbiads, one 42-pounder gun, one 32-pounder
rifle and one 32-pounder smooth-bore gun, one 24-pounder howitzer,

two i2-pounder mountain howitzers, and six 6-pounder field guns.

In the magazines was a supply of rather more than one hundred and

fifty rounds of ammunition to the piece. Captain Clinch's light bat-

tery was stationed in the neighborhood to act as a support, and to

occupy, as the emergency arose, some light field works which had

been thrown up at advantageous points along the banks of the river

between the fort and the railroad crossing.

In anticipation of the early isolation of Fort McAllister, and in re-

cognition of the fact that so soon as General Sherman's army should

have fully enveloped the western lines of Savannah no communica-

tion could be had with nor relief offered to this post, on the morning
of the 8th of December 1,000 pounds of bacon, 2,250 pounds of hard

bread, and other supplies, amounting in all to thirty-two days' rations

for two hundred men, were issued from Savannah and safely conveyed
to the fort. Extra issues of 40 gallons of whiskey, 40 gallons of

molasses, 50 pounds of candles, and some soap and salt were received

at the same time.

The following day fifteen days' rations were added to the above,

so that the fort was amply provisioned.

Major George W. Anderson was in command, and the garrison

numbered about one hundred and fifty men.
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In consequence of the withdrawal of the small force of infantry

which, under Colonel Fizer. had been disputing the advance of Gen-
eral Osterhaus" column on the right bank of the Great Ogeechee river,

and by the retreat of the Confederate cavalry under Colonel Hood in

the direction of Liberty county, Fort McAllister was, on the morning
of the nth of December, left in an absolutely isolated condition with-

out any reasonable expectation of support or relief.

That the garrison was not recalled in time within the lines of Savan-

nah and the post seasonably evacuated, can be explained only on the

supposition that the Confederate commander hoped and believed by
a bold retention of this outpost, and as strong a display of resistance

as practicable, General Sherman, even at that late day, might be

induced to avoid Savannah and seek some other and more facile

point on the coast for communicating with the Federal fleet.

In addition to these exterior defenses a line of formidable earth-

works, within easy range of each other, in many places connected by
curtains, and armed with siege and field guns, was thrown up for the

immediate protection of Savannah. Commencing at Fort Boggs on
the Savannah river and thence extending south and west in a semi-

circular form, enveloping the city at distances varying from one to

two and a quarter miles, it terminated at the Springfield plantation

swamp. The principal fortifications in this line were Fort Boggs,

mounting fourteen guns, some of them quite heavy and commanding
Savannah river Fort Brown, near the Catholic cemetery, armed
with eleven guns and Fort Mercer, having a battery of nine guns.
Between Springfield plantation swamp where the right of the line

rested just beyond Laurel Grove cemetery and Fort Mercer, were

eighteen lunettes, mounting in the aggregate twenty guns. Con-

necting Fort Mercer with Fort Brown was a cremaillere line with

nine salients, mounting in the aggregate eight guns. Between Fort
Brown and Fort Boggs were seven lunettes armed with eight guns.
These works were well supplied with magazines. It will be noted
that the armament of these city lines consisted of seventy pieces
of artillery of various calibres, among which, 32, 24, 18, 12 and 6

pounder guns predominated. A considerable supply of ammunition
was kept on hand in the magazines. Such was the condition of this

city line in the month of October, 1864. When, however, it became
necessary to arm the western line for the protection of the city against
the Federal army, many guns were withdrawn from this line and

placed in battery on the western defenses. In fact, the principal

supply of guns and ammunition was hence derived. The first as
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signment of guns for location on the western line was made by the

speaker, as Chief of Artillery, on the aoth of November. Major-

General Lafayette McLaws was then in command of the district of

Georgia ; Major John McCrady was acting as chief engineer, and

Captain L. Jacquelin Smith as ordnance officer. When Lieutenant-

General Hardee arrived and assumed command, Colonel J. J. Clarke

discharged the duties of chief engineer, and Lieutenant-Colonel J.

R. Waddy was announced as chief ordnance officer.

So much for the preparation which had been made by the Con-

federates for the protection of the eastern and southern approaches to

Savannah.

Prior to the development of General Sherman's plans, the likeli-

hood of an attack from the interior seemed so remote that little atten-

tion had been bestowed upon any defense in that quarter. So soon,

however, as it became apparent that the Federal army was seeking
communication with the coast by way of Savannah every available

resource was utilized in occluding the western approaches to the city.

An advanced line was selected by the Confederate engineers, which

contemplated the retention of such portion of the Charleston and

Savannah railroad as lay within the limits of Georgia, and the pro-
tection of its bridge across the Savannah river. Extending south-

wardly, and having Monteith swamp in its front, its left was guarded
by the Great Ogeechee swamp.

Detached field works were quickly prepared at important points,

and some light artillery and infantry hastened into position. The

principal roads leading to Savannah, and the main avenues of

approach were -blocked by felling timber across them, and it was

hoped that these obstructions would induce the Federal general to

turn aside and seek some objective on the coast other than Savannah.

The paucity of the Confederate forces, the overwhelming strength
of the enemy, the length and insecurity of the line, later and more
careful surveys proving localities to be practicable which were deemed

impassable, the Federal ability by means of well appointed pioneer

corps in a short time to remove all hindrances to an advance, and the

facility with which detached earthworks, constituting the principal

defenses, could be flanked, induced the evacuation of this line shortly

after a serious demonstration was made against it by the enemy.
The interior line, and that persistently held by the Confederates

during the siege, commenced at Williamson's plantation on the

Savannah river. Thence, having the rice fields in its front and trend-

ing southwardly along the crest of the high ground, it crossed the
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Central railroad, followed the western slope of Daly's farm, passed

through Lawton's plantation, confronted the Silk-Hope rice fields,

and, pursuing the left shore of Salt-Creek marshes and the Little

Ogeechee, rested near the Atlantic and Gulf railway bridge across

that river. This line was well located, and was rendered formidable

by the succession of marish lands and well-nigh impassable swamps
in its front. To increase these physical obstructions and add to the

impracticability of these low grounds, the river dam at Williamson's

plantation was cut so as to allow the water at high tide to flow freely

into and submerge the rice fields. This supply, when fully obtained*

was securely held. The water from the Savannah and Ogeechee
canal, from Gould's swamp, and from the reserves on Shaw's and
Lawton's plantations were made to contribute to the overflow. The
rice fields on Owens' plantation were flooded from the Silk- Hope
back-water, and Salt creek was dammed at the bridge on the Savan-

nah and Darien road to retain the water in case the enemy should

cut the banks. All means were utilized which could contribute to

swell the inundation, and thus the entire front of the Confederate line

from the Savannah river to Salt creek was submerged to a depth

varying from three to six feet. Below the bridge on the Savannah
and Darien road the marshes of Salt creek and of Little Ogeechee
river afforded substantial protection.

So much for the natural advantages of the line.

The artificial defenses consisted of detached works, armed with

siege and field pieces, located at prominent points commanding the

established avenues of approach to the city, crowning causeways and

private crossings over these lowlands and offering resistance where

the swamps were practicable.

The principal batteries were established in the following positions :

In advance of the extreme right of the Confederate line and across

the flooded rice-field on Williamson's plantation was a heavy earth-

work, the left of which rested upon Williamson's canal just beyond
the graveyard, which was converted into a redan, and the right upon
the Savannah river this side of the negro quarters. This was the

most elaborate fortification on the line. Its armament consisted of

ten guns, mostly of light calibre, and it was garrisoned by two hun-

dred infantry of the Georgia militia, Pruden's artillery company, and

the Georgia Cadets, Major Capers, all under command of Colonel

Hill, of the Georgia State forces. This work was open in its rear

toward the Savannah river. The lunette, which constituted its promi-
nent feature, was approached by a covered way, and in it was located
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an ample bomb-proof made by cutting a deep ditch from the salient

to the bastion line. This ditch was crossed at right angles by an-

other of similar dimensions, commencing and terminating at the flank

angles respectively. These ditches were then roofed with timber

and covered with the earth removed in making the excavations.

Thus was constructed not only a commodious bomb-proof but also

an excellent magazine. Semi-lunar in outline, the enclosed lunette

constituted its centre, with a redan on the left and a semi circular

work on the right. The infantry line and curtains connecting these

were substantial in character and showed a double front. The inte-

rior front commanded the terre-plein in case the enemy should attack

from Hutchinson's island. Sand-bags were used instead of head-logs,

and they were so arranged as to permit the garrison, while firing, to

be entirely under cover. The exterior front was protected by a

double frieze of stakes and fence-rails planted firmly in the ground
and interlaced with iron wire. Such was Fort Hardeman, planned

by and constructed under the supervision of Lieutenant-Colonel B. W.
Frobel of the engineers. The labor was performed by the Georgia
militia and a detail of negroes. On the gth and loth of December

the enemy attempted to carry this work, but the assaults in each

instance were feeble and were easily repulsed.

The right of the Confederate line developed into a well traversed

field work, mounting three 32 -pounder guns, resting upon the Savan-

nah river and designed to cover Williamson's river dam and its

approaches. The preservation of this dam was essential to the reten-

tion of the water by means of which the overflow, to which we have

alluded, was in a considerable degree accomplished. Between this

battery and the Augusta road several pieces of artillery were posted
in lunettes.

At the crossing of the Augusta road a substantial earth work was

constructed, mounting three heavy guns, with field pieces on the

flanks.

Battery McBeth, located at the intersection of the Louisville turn-

pike and the Central railroad with the Confederate line, was armed

with three 32-pounder guns on barbette carriages and two 24-pounder

Blakely rifle guns on siege carriages.

In supporting distance, and about half way between the Louisville

road and the Savannah and Ogeechee canal, were posted a i2-pounder

Napoleon gun and a 6-pounder bronze field piece. Along the right

bank of the canal, and in confirmation of the line running through
the woods between the canal and the high ground on Daly's farm,
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were distributed a i2-pounder field piece, a 12-pounder howitzer,

and five 6-pounder guns. The line in front of Daly's farm was armed

with one 8-inch siege howitzer, a 2O-pounder Parrott gun, two

12-pounder Napoleon guns, one i2-pounder howitzer, and one

3-inch rifle gun.

Following the line in the direction of the left a 12-pounder Napo-
leon gun was put in position at the head of Shaw's dam. Three

12-pounder howitzers at Battery Acee commanded Shaw's rice field,

and one 12-pounder howitzer and two 6-pounder guns were stationed

on the Habersham old road. Between Battery Acee and the Habers-

hum road was a 12-pounder gun.
In rear of Lawton's barn, and at the head of the causeway crossing

his rice fields, stood Battery Barnes with two 32 pounder guns, two

12 pounder Napoleons, and one 12-pounder howitzer. Six hundred

yards to the right of this battery was a 6-pounder gun commanding
another causeway, and some five hundred yards beyond and in the

direction of the Habersham road was posted a 6-pounder gun cover-

ing the approach by still another crossing.

At Pine-Point battery, opposite the rice fields of the Hon. George
S. Owens' Silk Hope plantation, six field guns were embrasured

;

and Battery Jones, on the old Savannah and Darien road, where it

crosses Salt creek, was armed with two 32-pounder garrison guns,
one 32-pounder carronade, one 2O-pounder Parrott, and four 12-

pounder Napoleons.
On Barclay's plantation, at the extreme left of the line, several

field guns were posted for the protection of the Atlantic and Gulf

railroad bridge over the Little Ogeechee river.

In addition to the guns enumerated, field pieces were distributed

at other advantageous points, and ramps were constructed at irregu-

lar intervals for the guns of the light batteries which were acting as

a movable support.
The following light batteries had been concentrated for the defense

of Savannah :

1. Terrell Artillery, 4 12-pounder Napoleon guns.
2. Regular Light Battery, 2 12-pounder

" "

[One section absent with the cavalry )

under General Wheeler.] >

3. Anderson's Light Battery, 4 12 pounder

4. Barnwell's 4 12-pounder
" "

5. German 2 12-pounder
" "

[One section absent with the cavalry )

south of the Altamaha.
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6. AbeH's Lieht Battery,
*

7. Pruden's
"

4 6-pounder guns.

8. Daniel's
"

4 12-pounder Napoleon guns.

/- j> (2 12-pounder
1 2 12-pounder howitzers.

TT i .. , , f 2 i2-pounder
"

10. Hanleiters 1
6- pounder guns.

n. Major Hamilton's battalion of j
2 I2-Pou

^er
howitzers.

,

J
- , . .-i, { 2 io-pounder rarrotts.
fight artillery, | g 3 nd 3^ -inch rifles.

Total, 48 guns.

These light artillery companies were distributed as the necessities

of the line demanded. The cannoniers were either actively engaged
in working the guns in fixed position, or were with their field pieces

prepared lo move at any moment to such portions of the line as

were seriously threatened.

Only two of these light batteries were held in reserve.

Near the Central railroad depot two i8-pounder garrison guns,

one 8-inch siege howitzer and a 42-pounder carronade were mounted.

Whenever the nature of the ground permitted, the fixed batteries

on the western line were connected by infantry breastworks supple-
mented by ramps for field artillery, which the troops industriously

strengthened from day to day as opportunity occurred. The siege

and garrison guns employed in arming this line had been withdrawn

from the city lines constructed by General Mercer in 1862 and 1863.

In anticipation of the siege, General George W. Rains, commanding
the Augusta arsenal, gun foundries and powder works, and the ord-

nance officer at Charleston, extended valuable aid, so that apart from

the ammunition in the chests of the light batteries, lodged in the

temporary magazines along the line and in the hands of the infantry,

a liberal supply of ordnance stores was accumulated in reserve. In

fact, during the progress of the siege, there was no lack of ammuni-

tion
;
the troops and batteries being at all times promptly and suffi-

ciently served. It may be fairly stated, however, that as a precau-

tionary measure its expenditure, both by the artillery and infantry,

was made the subject of a special order from headquarters enjoining

economy and caution.

The right of the western line, extending from the Savannah river

at Williamson's plantation to within about one hundred feet of the

Central railroad crossing, garrisoned by the Georgia militia and the
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State line troops, was under the command of Major-General Gustavus

W. Smith. Twenty guns were in position on his front.

The command of Major-General Lafayette McLaws embraced the

batteries at the Central railroad and Louisville road crossings, and

extended from that point to the head of Shaw's dam. On his front

twenty nine pieces of artillery were posted.

Major-General A. R. Wright commanded the left, extending from

Shaw's dam all the way round to the Atlantic and Gulf railway bridge

over the Little Ogeechee river. Thirty-two pieces of artillery were

in position on his front.

Lieutenant-General William J. Hardee was in general command,
with his headquarters in the city of Savannah.

By the evening of the gih of December, such Confederate forces as

could be concentrated were assigned positions along the newly con-

structed western lines. Care had been taken to remove all service-

able rolling stock belonging to the several railroads converging at

Savannah.

In coming into position before Savannah, the Federal corps were

distributed as follows : General Williams' 2oth corps held the left of

the Union line resting upon the Savannah river near Williamson's

plantation, in advance of Pipe-maker's creek, its right extending
across the Charleston and Savannah railroad to the Central railroad,

where it joined the left of General Jeff. C. Davis' s I4th army corps.

This I4th army corps, constituting the right of the left wing,
extended from the Central railroad to the xyth army corps, whose

left rested beyond the Savannah and Ogeechee canal, near Lawton's

plantation.

Shortly after this development of the left wing, the right, under

Major-General Howard, came into the following position. The I7th

corps, commanded by General Frank P. Blair, Jr., lay next beyond
and to the right of the I4th army corps, while General Osterhaus's

I5th corps, extending to the Atlantic and Gulf railroad near station

number one, formed the extreme right of the Federal investment.

After crossing Ebenezer creek on the 8th of December, General

Kilpatrick concentrated his cavalry on the Monteith road, ten miles

south of Springfield ; and, until the I3th, moved in rear of the ijlh

army corps, with detachments covering the rear of the other army
corps.

King's bridge having been burnt by the Confederates, Kilpatrick

crossed the Great Ogeechee on a pontoon bridge on the afternoon of

the i ^th, and moved in heavy force through the counties of Bryan
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and Liberty, seeking to communicate with the Federal fleet by way of

Kilkenny bluff and Sunbury. Returning on the i6th, he went into

camp in the vicinity of King's bridge, picketing and plundering the

country south of the Ogeechee.
The attempt of Colonel Atkins, with two thousand cavalry, sup-

ported by a division of infantry under General Mower, to destroy the

railway bridge over the Altamaha river was thwarted. Upon the

first appearance of the enemy the Confederate cavalry, stationed at

detached points along the coast south of the Great Ogeechee river,

hastily retreated beyond the Altamaha, leaving the region lately

occupied by them a prey to the daily incursions of the Federal

cavalry.

The Federal artillery was distributed at convenient intervals and

at suitable locations along the line, but was chiefly massed opposite

the Confederate redoubts on our right, in front of Daly's farm, the

battery on Lawton's plantation, and the work at Salt-Creek bridge.

The work last mentioned, known as Battery Jones, was subjected to

an incessant fire during the continuance of the siege.

Although severely repulsed at Honey Hill on the 3Oth of Novem-

ber, the Federals advancing from the South Carolina coast during
the early part of December made several unsuccessful attempts to

obtain possession of the Charleston and Savannah railroad, with a

view to strengthening the operations of General Sherman and com-

passing the isolation of the Confederate garrison in Savannah.

The western lines, about which the chief interest concentres, were

begun so soon as it was ascertained that General Sherman had inau-

gurated his movement from Atlanta, and were constructed as rapidly

as available labor and means would permit. The credit of their loca-

tion is due to Major John McCrady, then chief engineer of the dis-

trict, under the direction of Major-General Lafayette McLaws. On
the 2oth of November the first assignment of guns was made for

their armament, and others were hastened into position as rapidly as

they could be withdrawn from the city lines and other localities from

which they could be spared.

Troops for the occupation of these lines commenced taking their

posts on the yth of December, and at once entered, with much

activity, upon the task of strengthening them and extending the in-

fantry cover.

The troops of Major-General Gustavus W. S nith, numbering
about 2,000 muskets, were disposed on the right from the Savannah

river almost to the crossing of the Central railroad a front of about
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two miles and a half. His right was commanded by Brigadier-Gen-

eral Anderson, and his left by Brigadier-General Carswell. The two

regiments of the State line took position near the Louisville road,

and the First brigade of militia near the Augusta road. The inter-

mediate line was occupied by the battalion of cadets. The second

and third brigades of Georgia militia held the line from the Augusta
road to the bank of the Savannah river

;
and Fort Hardeman, the

advanced work across Williamson's rice field, was garrisoned by
Colonel Hill with a detachment from the Third Georgia brigade, a

company of cadets and Pruden's militia battery. A portion of

Anderson's Confederate light battery and a part of Major Hamilton's

battalion of light artillery were conveniently posted in support.

Major-General Lafayette McLaws' front, forming the centre of the

line, commenced about one hundred feet to the right of the Central

railroad crossing and terminated at the swamp to the left of the Daly
farm. Measured along the entrenchments, its length was about three

miles and three-quarters. His right was commanded by Brigadier-

General Baker, and his left by Brigadier General Lewis. General

Baker's forces consisted of North Carolina troops and Georgia and

South Carolina artillerists. Those under General Lewis embraced

Worthen's North Carolina battalion, detachments of the 4th Tennes-

see and the I2th South Carolina cavalry, the 2d, 4th and Qth Ken-

tucky mounted infantry, the 3d battalion Georgia reserves, Major
Cook's Athens battalion, the 5th regiment Georgia reserves and the

ist regiment Georgia regulars.

Daniel's light battery, Abell's light battery, and sections of the

light batteries of Captains Barnwell and Wagner supported this por-

tion of the line. The troops on General McLaws' front numbered

about 3,750 men.

Major-General A. R. Wright, on the nth of December, was

assigned to the command of the left of the western lines extending

from the Daly farm, or Telfair swamp, to the Atlantic and Gulf rail-

road bridge over the Little Ogeechee river, a distance of some seven

miles. He had under him Brigadier-General Hugh W. Mercer,

commanding his right from the Telfair swamp to a point near Law-

ton's house, and Brigadier-General John K. Jackson, commanding
his left from the vicinity of Lawton's barn to the Atlantic and Gulf

railroad crossing over the Little Ogeechee river. This front of Major-

General Wright was irregular, being interrupted by dense woods and

impracticable swamps. It was held by about 2,700 men, twelve

hundred under Brigadier General Mercer and the rest under Briga-
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dier-General Jackson. General Mercer's command consisted of

Colonel Browne's local brigade (composed of Major Jackson's Au-

gusta battalion, Major Adams' Athens battalion and a regiment of

local troops under Colonel Nisbet), Brooks' foreign battalion, a de-

tachment of the 55th Georgia regiment and Captain Barnes' com-

pany of artillerists from Augusta This force was disposed as fol-

lows : Lieutenant-Colonel R. B. Nisbet occupied the line from Battery
Richardson to Battery Barnwell. Griffin's detachment of the 55th

Georgia regiment supported Batteries Wheeler and Simpkins, and

Jackson's Augusta battalion of local infantry occupied the line from
the last named work to Battery Barnes, which was held by Augusta
artillerists under Captain George T. Barnes. Brooks' foreign bat-

talion was posted near the left of Battery Barnes.

Brigadier-General Jackson's command was composed of Colonel
Von Zinken's local troops, drawn from the Confederate arsenals and

work-shops of Columbus and elsewhere in the State of Georgia, de-

tachments from General Ferguson's cavalry brigade, dismounted,
and local reserves from Savannah. Brooks' light battery was sta-

tioned at Battery Jones, at the crossing of the old Savannah and
Darien stage road over Salt creek, and Captain Guerard's light bat-

tery, sections of Maxwell's and Barnwell's light batteries and a de-

tachment of Major Hamilton's artillery battalion supported this line

of General Wright.
In the defense of this western line the following members of this

Association actively participated, viz : Colonel T. G. Barrett, on
ordnance duty, Major J. V. H. Allen, Major George T. Jackson, Cap-
tain George T. Barnes, Captain John W, Clark, Surgeon DeSaussure
Ford, Lieutenant Charles Spaeth, Lieutenant James L. Gow, and

Berry Benson. Chaplain Weed and Charles A. Harper were present
with the signal corps.

Every effort was made, by the erection of batteries and infantry

entrenchments, by digging rifle-pits and constructing substantial

covers, by felling trees in its front, and by flooding all approaches, to

render this western line as formidable as the labjr and materials at

command would permit. Its efficiency will be conceded when it is

remembered that for ten days it kept General Sherman's formidable

army at bay. And yet, thirteen miles long as it was, and held by
scarcely more than a skirmish line strengthened at intervals, it must
be admitted that if the Federals hid missed their forces for a deter-

mined assault they could at any time during the continuance of the

siege have carried it. With an army more than six times greater
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than that of the Confederates and this Confederate force co 11 posed

in large part of detailed men, reserves, militia, and boys unused to

action it seems marvellous that General Sherman should have con-

tented himself with sitting down before our lines, erecting counter

batteries, engaging in artillery duels and sharp-shooting, feeling for

weak points day after day after the capture of Fort McAllister

making arrangements for the transportation of heavy guns with

which to shell Savannah at great distance over the heads of her de-

fenders, and finally suffering the garrison to withdraw by pontoon

bridges and canal banks to the Carolina shore.

Had he indicated that activity and energy demanded by the situa-

tion, the probabilities are that he could have captured the entire Confede-

rate army. The evacuation of Savannah and the subsequent seizure

of many thousand bales of cotton afforded the Federal general an

opportunity for a festive interchange of dispatches with the President of

the United States, in which his famous " Christmas present
"

figures

largely, but he pillaged a nest from which the eagle had flown, and

all the balderdash which has been written and spoken about this

vaunted " march to the sea
"
can never, in the clear light of history,

cover up or excuse the lack of dash and the want of military skill

betrayed by General Sherman, with the formidable force at his

command, in permitting the Confederate garrison to retire un-

molested by a route so precarious in its character, and by a flank

movement which could easily have been frustrated by a single

division.

Anticipating the retreat of the Confederates, the Federal commander

did throw a considerable force on the left bank of the Savannah river

particularly upon the upper, end of Hutchinson's Island and upon

Argyle Island with instructions to intercept the line of communica-

tion with the high ground in Carolina. In the attempt to carry these

orders into effect the enemy encountered continuous and bloody re-

sistance in the rice fields and along the dams. As the retention of

this route was essential to the ultimate safety of the troops employed
in the defense of Savannah, General Wheeler's available forces, as-

sisted by General P. M. B. Young's command and such South

Carolina light batteries as could be spared from points along the line

of the Charleston and Savannah railroad, were concentrated for its

protection. By these troops all efforts of the enemy to move upon
and possess this avenue of retreat were stubbornly resisted and suc-

cessfully frustrated. In these skirmishes on the left bank of the

Savannah, and in the heavy fighting for the retention of this route,
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Vice- President Eve of this Association displayed conspicuous gallantry
and rendered important service.

The venerable and brave Commodore Josiah Tattnall, command-

ing the naval forces at this station, afforded such assistance as the

nature of the case and the means at hand justified.

It lies not within the compass of this address to enumerate the

details of the siege, which, for ten days, was closely maintained. An
incessant cannonade was supplemented at various points by sharp-

shooting and musketry firing. The artillery duels were particularly
fierce at Battery Jones, at Pine-Point battery, at the redoubts crown-

ing the high grounds of the plantations of Lawton and Daly, at the

Central railroad crossing, and at Williamson's place. On more than

one occasion the Federals demonstrated in force and attempted to

carry the Confederate works, but suffered repulse. Protected by
their entrenchments, the Confederates sustained comparatively few

casualties.

On the afternoon of the I3th of December, Brigadier-General Hazen,
with the second division of the i5th army corps, by a rapid assault,

swept over the abattis and rear defenses of Fort McAllister and com-

passed its capture with a loss to his command of one hundred and

thirty-four killed and wounded. In the language of this victorious

officer, the fighting was desperate and deadly ; and, when over-

whelmed by the enveloping forces, the Confederates contested every
inch of ground within the fort, finally retreating to the bomb-proofs,
"from which they still fought, and only succumbed as each man was

individually overpowered."

Upon the fall of this work General Sherman acquired full control

of the Great Ogeechee river, and was thus enabled to communicate

freely with the Federal fleet and establish a convenient base of sup-

plies for his army, then sadly in need of provisions for man and beast.

The further retention of Savannah was rendered impracticable, and
the salvation of its garrison became the problem of the hour. Gen-
eral Hardee's instructions from General Beauregard were to hold

Savannah only so long as, in his judgment, it might be advisable to

do so ; and that whenever it became necessary to decide between a

sacrifice of the garrison or the city, to preserve the former for opera-
tion elsewhere.

A conference between Generals Sherman and Foster and Admiral

Dahlgren resulted in an agreement that the Admiral would speedily

engage the Confederate batteries at Turner's Point, Rose Dew and

Beaulieu, and furnish vessels suitable for the navigation of the Great
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Ogeechee river, while General Foster should send from Hilton Head

siege guns for the reduction of Savannah and also press his advance

against the Charleston and Savannah railroad in the neighborhood
of Coosawhatchie.

The evacuation of Savannah having been resolved upon, and it

being impossible by means of the few steamboats and river craft at

command to convey the garrison, artillery and requisite stores with

convenience and safety to Screven's ferry, orders were issued for the

immediate construction of suitable pontoon bridges. The line of

retreat selected by the engineers and adopted upon the evacuation

of the city, involved the location of a pontoon bridge extending from

the foot of West Broad street to Hutchinson's Island, a distance of

about a thousand feet, a roadway across that island in the direction

of Pennyworth Island, a second pontoon bridge across the Middle

river, another roadway across Pennyworth Island, and a third pontoon

bridge across Back river, the further end of which should rest upon
the rice field on the Carolina shore. The route then followed the

most substantial and direct rice dam running north, a canal being
on one side and a marish rice field on the other. This dam was just

wide enough to permit the careful movement of field artillery and

army wagons. The plantation bridges along the line of march were

to be strengthened to bear the passage of these heavy conveyances.
Lieutenant-Colonel Frobel was placed in charge of the work, and

executed the trust confided to him with energy and ability. All

available rice field flats were collected. These were swung into posi-

tion with the tide, lashed end to end by means of ropes and stringers

running from boat to boat continuously the entire length of the

bridge, and were kept in their places by car wheels the only anchors

which could be procured.* Above the stringers was a flooring of

plank obtained from the city wharves. At eight o'clock on the even-

ing of the i yth the first pontoon bridge, spanning the Savannah

river from the foot of West Broad street to Hutchinson's Island,

was completed, and by half past eight o'clock P. M. on Monday,
the igth, the remaining bridges were finished and the route was in

readiness for the retreat of the Confederate garrison. Heavy fogs

and difficulties encountered in finding and concentrating the requisite

number of flats caused some delay in the execution of this important

work, but, in view of the character of the labor and the scarcity of

* The scarcity of flats compelled the engineer in charge to lash them end
to end and not side to side as is usual in the construction of pontoon bridges
of this description.
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materials, it was consummated with commendable rapidity and in a

very substantial manner.

These bridges were built by sailors from the Confederate navy
and by a detachment from the Georgia militia. Steamboats were

employed in collecting the flats and towing them into position. After

the Confederate army crossed, these pontoons were cut loose from

their moorings and the flats turned adrift. The enemy was thus

prevented from pursuing, had such a purpose been entertained.

Having transferred most of his command to the left bank of the

Savannah, in association with General Young, General Wheeler was

actively engaged night and day in holding the enemy in check and

in keeping open the Confederate line of retreat to the high ground
on the Carolina side. With some six hundred cavalry and a section

of light artillery, General Iverson was detached to create a diversion

on the right and in the rear of the Federal army.
In front of our western line the enemy was still busily employed in

strengthening his position, in erecting new and more formidable

field works, in developing additional lines of artillery fire, and in ren-

dering more facile his communication with his right flank. Two
regiments of General Geary's division occupied the upper end of

Hutchinson's Island, and Carman's brigade was pushed forward to

Argyle Island. The artillery fire increased in intensity ;
and for

several days, commencing on the i5th of December, Beaulieu battery

was shelled by two mortar boats and two gun-boats and by a rifle

gun posted on Greene island. On the i6th the Con federate forces

were strengthened by the arrival of General Ferguson's brigade of

dismounted cavalry.

The following day General Sherman demanded the surrender of

Savannah and its dependent lorts, accompanying his summons with

the threat that if he should be forced to resort to an assault or to the

slower and surer process of starvation, he would then feel justified in

adopting the harshest measures, and that he would make little effort

to restrain his army.
To this demand General Hardee returned a prompt and emphatic

refusal.

For the bombardment of Savannah at long range the Federals

undertook the transfer of heavy guns from Port Royal, from the fleet,

and from Fort McAllister. Water transportation to their destina-

tion was afforded by the Great Ogeechee river and the Savannah and

Ogeechee canal. According to the Federal accounts, during the i8th,

1 9th and 2oth days of December the utmost activity prevailed in the
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army of investment. Arrangements were being rapidly consummated
for the contemplated bombardment and for a combined and powerful
assault upon the Confederate lines. Strong works for the heavy

guns were constructed at commanding points, and field guns were

masked in some instances within one hundred and fifty yards of our

entrenchments. Light bridges and fascines were accumulated with

which to span the deepest portions of the inundated fields and fill the

ditches and canals. It is claimed that everything was in readiness

on the evening of the 2Oth,and that the early capture of the garrison
of Savannah was confidently anticipated. General Sherman had left

orders that the assault should not be launched until his return, and
he had not yet made his appearance. Busied with plans for inter-

rupting the only line of retreat open to the Confederates, he was at

Port Royal concerting measures with General Foster for a prompt
advance upon the Charleston and Savannah railroad, and was not

present with his army when Savannah was evacuated.

The pontoon bridges having been completed and the line of retreat

perfected, carefully digested orders were promulgated by General

Hardee for the evacuation of Savannah and its dependent forts and

the withdrawal of the Confederate garrison on the night of the aoth

of December, 1864.

During the igth and 2oth our artillery and infantry fire was heavier

than it had been on any previous days. The hour of evacuation being
near at hand, a more liberal expenditure of ammunition was sanc-

tioned, and the fire of our batteries increased at every available point
until the shades of night on the 2oth settled upon the contending
lines. In obedience to instructions from artillery headquarters the

ammunition chests of the light batteries were thoroughly replenished,
and all available animals were engaged for retiring such of the unat-

tached guns as could be transported. All field guns of inferior cali-

bre were exchanged for superior pieces where they could be secured.

On the evening of the igth an order was issued for the evacuation

of Whitemarsh Island. After spiking the guns and destroying the

carriages and ammunition at Turner's Rocks, Gibson's Point, and on
the line of the lunettes across the island without attracting the notice

of the enemy, the troops from this locality were despatched over the

pontoon bridges across the Savannah river to co-operate with General
Wheeler in holding the enemy in check on the Carolina shore.

Upon this retreat all bridges connecting Whitemarsh Island with the
main land were destroyed.
The garrisons from the Savannah-river batteries, from Fort Bartow,
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and from Thunderbolt having spiked their guns, destroyed the car-

riages, and thrown all ammunition into the water, concentrated at Fort

Jackson at 8 o'clock on the evening of the 2oth, whence, under the

command of Colonel Edward C. Anderson, they were conveyed by
steamer to Screven's ferry, marching thence the same night to Har-

deeville. They were accompanied by the crew of the Confederate

ironclad Georgia, Captain Gwathmey, that floating battery having

been scuttled by her officers. The guns having been spiked, car-

riages broken, and ammunition destroyed at the Isle of Hope, Beau-

lieu, and Rose Dew batteries, the garrisons from those points repaired

to Savannah and the same night crossed the pontoon bridges ;
the

artillerists from Beaulieu and Rose Dew moving forward to Hardee-

ville, while the dismounted cavalry from the Isle of Hope reported

for duty to General Wheeler.

From the western lines our troops were quietly withdrawn in the

order and at the hours indicated in the circular issued by Lieutenant-

General Hardee. There was no confusion, and all movements were

executed promptly and in silence. Abandoned guns were spiked,

their carriages disabled, and all ammunition destroyed so far as this

could be done without attracting the attention of the enemy in our

immediate front. To conceal our operations, occasional firing was

maintained until the latest moment. Forty-nine pieces of field artil-

lery, with limbers, caissons, forges, battery wagons, and baggage

wagons, were safely withdrawn and transported over the pontoon

bridges.

Without halting in Savannah, the retiring Confederate army pur-

sued its march for Hardeeville, S. C., which was designated as the

place of rendezvous.

The destruction of the ammunition on the western lines was not

commenced until after the withdrawal of the infantry, and was cau-

tiously performed by the artillerists. The guns were not spiked until

the last moment. With several rounds of ammunition on hand, they

were kept ready for action while the ordnance stores and equipments,

which could not be retired, were being rendered useless.

The field return on the morning of the 2Oth of December, 1864,

showed in the trenches, on detail duty, and in the fixed batteries

along the water approaches to the city, an aggregate of 9,089 men of

all arms present for duty.

The Ladies' gun- boat, or ironclad Georgia, was sunk at her moor-

ings abreast of Fort Jackson on the night of the 2Oth.

The ironclad Savannah, Captain Brent, being unable to proceed to
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sea in consequence of the torpedoes in the river and a strong gale

setting from the northeast, after having, on the morning of the 2ist,

remained for some time in the neighborhood of Screven's ferry, where

a detail was engaged in the removal of some quartermaster and com-

missary stores, and having returned the artillery fire of the enemy
from the bay, was burnt nearly opposite Willink's ship-yard.
The steamers Isondiga and Fire Fly were burned by the Confede-

rates in Back river.

Several gun-boats, which were in process of construction, were

consumed by fire while still on the stocks.

The gun-boats Macon, Sampson, and Resolute, had been dispatched

up the river prior to the siege, and the Ida had been captured by the

enemy.
The gallant Commodore Tattnall, having in person superintended

the destruction of most of his vessels, led his sailors and marines to

Hardeeville. marching at their head, although suffering severely from

rheumatism.

In order to deaden the sound, rice straw was thickly strewn over

the pontoon bridges. By three o'clock on the morning of the 2ist

the rear-guard of the Confederate army had crossed over to Hutch-
inson's Island and the evacuation was complete. Engineer troops

shortly afterwards detached the flats, cutting holes in them and set-

ting them adrift. Lieutenant-Colonel Paul, of General Hardee's

staff, was ordered by the General at midnight on the 2oth to take

command of a small force, and, after seeing that the pontoon bridge
from the foot of West Broad street to Hutchinson's Island was de-

stroyed, to collect such stragglers as he could and cross by way of

Screven's ferry. This command was detailed to preserve order in

the city to the latest moment.

No disturbances occurred, however, during the night. Just before

sunrise be withdrew his pickets, and, having collected all stragglers
who were willing to accompany him, embarked on board the steamer

Swan for Screven's ferry. As this little boat got fairly under way,
the advanced guard of the enemy appeared on the bay.

During its march over the pontoon bridges, across the rice fields

and until the high ground in South Carolina was reached, the retiring

Confederate army encountered no opposition at the hands of the

Federals.

The destruction of guns, ammunition and ordnance stores in the

presence of and without attracting the notice of the enemy, the suc-

cessful withdrawal of the command across the pontoon bridges over
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the Savannah river, the absence of all noise and confusion during the

movement consummated at night, and above all the safe conduct of

such a large body of troops, with artillery and wagons, along the

narrow rice dams and causeways of the Carolina shore, in a slender

column, in close proximity to a strong Federal force extending from

Izard's plantation for more than a mile parallel or nearly so with the

Confederate line of retreat and that without loss or interruption

indicate at once the skill and care with which the Confederate com-

mander had arranged his plans and the excellent behavior of his

troops in executing them.

Although, during the night of the 2oth, General Geary reported

to General Williams, commanding the 2Oth army corps, that the

Confederate movement across the Savannah river was believed to be

in progress, the only instructions issued to division commanders

were to keep on the alert and press their pickets closer to the Con-

federate works. Our fire, maintained until the moment when our

forces were withdrawn from the western lines, seems at once to have

restrained the enemy and to have confused him with regard to our

real intentions.

It was not until half-past three o'clock on the morning of the 2ist

that our abandonment of the western line was discovered. Orders

were at once issued to advance the pickets on the left of the Federal

lines and to press forward into the city. By six o'clock A. M.,

General Geary's division had entered without opposition, and the

city of Savannah was in the possession of the Federals. Two regi-

ments were detached to occupy Fort Jackson and the works below

the city. General Geary was temporarily assigned to the command
of Savannah, and his division encamped within the city limits. Near

the junction of the Louisville and Augusta roads, and about half-

past four o'clock in the morning of the 2ist, the Hon. Richard D.

Arnold, mayor of Savannah, and a delegation from the Board of

Aldermen, bearing a flag of truce, met that officer and through him

made formal surrender of the city just evacuated by the Confederates.

Eleven times consecutively, my friends, have you complimented
me with the presidency of this Association, and on fourteen special

occasions has it been my privilege to address you. Such confidence

and distinction, while far transcending the measure of my desert,

have been very gratifying to me and will be cherished among the

most pleasing recollections of my life. Few ties are so potent as
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that which unites us as members of this organization a tie engen-
dered by obligations unselfish, valorous and exalted, cemented by acts

and memories redolent of patriotism, endurance and lofty emprise,

and dissoluble only by death.

In rendering back this office into your hands, I cordially thank

you, my comrades, for your unvarying exhibitions of friendship, and

your manifold tokens of generous consideration. I thank you for

this signal honor so long conferred, and for each one of you, and for

him upon whom your choice of succession may fall, I earnestly

bespeak every success and happiness.

Annual Reunion of the Association of the Army of Northern Virginia*

With Address of General E. M. LAW on "The Confederate Revolution."

The annual reunion of the Association of the Army of Northern

Virginia was held in the hall of the House of Delegates on the night

of May 28th, 1890. A large audience filled the hall and galleries.

Among those present were: Ex-Senator Robert E. Withers, Colo-

nel R. T. W. Duke, Colonel Robert Stribling, General Eppa Hunton,
Rev. Frank Stringfellow (Lee's scout), Generals A. R. Lawton and

P. B. M. Young, of Georgia ;
General C. W. Field, Colonel L. Q.

Washington, Colonel William H. Palmer, Colonel David Zable, of

the old Fourteenth Louisiana regiment and president of the Louisi-

ana division of the Army of Northern Virginia; Professor J. W.
Mallett, of the University, and General William B. Taliaferro.

General Fitz. Lee came in during the delivery of the address and

was received with applause.

At 8:25 o'clock General William H. Payne, president of the Asso-

ciation, called it to order and asked Rev. J. William Jones, D. D.,

chaplain of the Association, to lead in prayer.

General Payne now arose and said :

" Comrades of the Army of

Northern Virginia, we welcome you on this most interesting occa-

sion which has brought so many of us here. The people of the

South, notably the women, have made unto themselves a graven

image, and at its unveiling to-morrow it is exceedingly appropriate

that the remnant of the army which he led should be present. It

had been hoped that this event would have occurred while a Lee

ruled the destinies of the Commonwealth, but the fates were against

us. ut this is a most auspicious time, for if we are to believe our
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eye and ears and what is told us, a solid South is now marching on

Richmond. To-morrow the whole of the South which comprised
the Confederacy will unite in glorifying and magnifying her greatest

son. No soldier who followed Lee will regret his presence here on

this occasion."

The General then, in a few graceful words, introduced General E.

M. Law, of South Carolina, the orator who had been invited to de-

liver the annual address.

General Law was received with applause.

ORATION OF THE EVENING.

The address was as follows :

Mr. President and Comrades :

It was the custom of the ancient orators on ascending the

Bema to invoke the assistance of the gods in what they were about

to speak, and so to-night, as I stand in this august presence, before

the living representatives of the grand army which for four years of

battle and of blood carried on its bayonets the destinies of a new-

born nation
;
in the presence of the scarred veterans of those heroic

days, on whose brows the snows of a quarter of a century are mingled
with the laurel; in the presence of our comrades who have "crossed

over the river and rest under the shade of the trees," and whose

freed spirits I would fain believe are hovering around us to-night, let

me invoke the aid of some higher power that I may do justice to

both them and you, and rise to the
"
height of the great argument"

which vindicates their and your right to the proud title of American

patriots.

A quarter of a century has elapsed since the close of the Confede-

rate revolution, since the tattered banner of the Southern Cross,

made glorious by heroic deeds and by still more heroic suffering,

was loosed from its staff, wrapped as a winding sheet about our dead

hopes, and buried forever in the grave of the Confederacy. And as

time has softened the asperities and smoothed down the rough edge
of war, the close of this period seems an appropriate occasion for a

dispassionate review of the causes, incidents and results of the great-

est revolution of modern times.

REBELLION IT NEVER WAS.

For a revolution it was in its broadest and most catholic sense.
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Like the mighty throes and upheavals of nature, which lifted the

everlasting hills and have left everywhere upon the earth traces of

their power, it has made an impress on American character and insti-

tutions which will last while history and tradition live. Rebellion it

never was, and never could be under the conditions that produced
and attended it, and the future will place its emphatic veto upon the

stigma.

The civil war between Charles I. and the Parliament of England,

in which the King ended his life upon the scaffold, is styled by the

courtly historian Clarendon
"
the great rebellion," but later genera-

tions have recognized it as a revolution which heralded one of the

grandest epochs in English history. And so with our revolution of

i86i-'65. When the verdict of the future shall be rendered, the odious

word rebellion will be forever expunged from our annals. It will be

acknowledged as a conflict of principles which admitted of no arbitra-

ment but the sword, and the heroisms of both victors and vanquished
will be claimed as the common heritage of the American people. Be it

ours, then, to stand as sentinels by the graves of our fallen comrades,

to guard their memories from stain and their motives from dishonor

while we live, when we may safely commit both theirs and ours to

the just judgment of posterity.

The justification of neither side in our civil war is to be found in

its physical result. Many a brave people have fallen in the struggle

for what they believed to be right, but failure has not always had

the power to affix the seal of wrong. Thus State sovereignty, the

cardinal principle of the Confederate revolution, and the most majestic

pillar in the temple of our constitutional Union, though despoiled by
ruthless hands of its ancient dignity and strength, still lives to sustain

and vitalize the grandest system of government which human wisdom

has ever evolved, and must in some form always remain the grand
conservator of American free institutions.

SECESSION IN 1776.

From the first settlement of the English colonies in America, through-

out their whole colonial existence up to the time when they were ac-

knowledged by Great Britain to be free and independent States,

community independence was guarded with the most jealous care,

as the palladium of their rights and liberties. In defense of this

great principle their secession from the mother country was justified,

and not only was the principle established by their success, but the

ren\edy stamped with the seal of right.
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THE UNION FORMED.

Eleven years later, when the men of '76 stood around the cradle

of the present Union in the convention of 1787, the same principle,

rechristened under the name of State sovereignty, dominated their

counsels and moulded the form of the infant government, which,

wrapped in the folds of the Constitution, they presented to the States

for their several acceptance or rejection. The whole manner and

form of its presentation, as well as its adoption, and the conditions

attached thereto, demonstrate beyond controversy that it was but a

piece of written parchment, an inanimate body, a lifeless thing, until

the States by their acts of sovereign and creative power gave it vitality

and force, as God, in the creation of man, breathed into a clod of earth

the breath of life. In the moral and material world it may be stated

as an axiom that the creature can never exchange functions with the

Creator, but in the realm of politics it seems that every natural law

may be reversed and every question of right determined by the inex-

orable law of might.

As a condition precedent to a Union under the present Constitution,

it was provided that it should be ratified by at least nine of the thir-

teen States composing the old confederation. But so slow and cau-

tious were the States in ratifying, that more than two years elapsed
before the last of them gave in its adhesion. One by one, in single

file and in open order, they came forward to take their places under

the banner of the Union, upon whose azure field was placed for each

a star which glittered there by virtue of its own radiance while con-

tributing at the same time to the common glory of the American

constellation.

Each State had carefully considered the Constitution as it had come
from the hands of its framers, and more than one of them expressed

the apprehension that the delegated powers of the general govern-
ment might be perverted to their injury. The great State of New
York, for example, incorporated in her resolutions of ratification this

clear and forcible exposition of the doctrine of State rights :

" That

the powers of government may be reassumed by the people when-

soever it may become necessary to their happiness ;
that every power,

jurisdiction, and right which is not by the Constitution clearly dele-

gated to the Congress of the United States * * * remain to the

people of the several States, or to their respective State governments
to which they may have granted the same."
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For nearly two years after the first ratification, by Delaware in

December, 1787, North Carolina held aloof from the Union, and for

more than a year after the government went into operation, the great

State of Rhode Island remained a free and independent nation. No

attempt was ever made, or even suggested, to force them into the new

Union, or to infringe even the least of their rights as free and inde-

pendent States. The secession of the other eleven States from the

old confederation, which was expressly declared to be a
"
perpetual

union," furnishes the second precedent in our history for the exercise

of State sovereignty when the exigency of circumstances demanded it.

If it be argued that the Constitution contemplated an indissoluble

Union, and therefore makes no provision for the exercise of the sov-

ereign right of a State to withdraw from it, it may be replied that the

grant of certain powers to the general government for specific pur-

poses, by plain implication, reserves a remedy for the abuse of those

powers. That while the design of the Constitution was to form " a

more perfect Union," it announces with equal emphasis its purpose

"to establish justice" and "
to promote the general welfare." It

was doubtless believed by the great men who framed it, that the

administration of justice and a jealous concern for the welfare of all

the States would be co-existent with the Union itself, which, bound

together by these strong forces of attraction, might safely be launched

upon the sea of national existence.

NO POWER OF COERCION.

But if the Constitution does not provide a remedy for the perver-

sion of its delegated powers by the general government, neither does

it designate the means by which a State may be held within the Union

when those powers are employed for her injury and the impairment

of her equality as a member of that Union an equality guaranteed

by the whole tenor and spirit of the Constitution.

That the power to coerce States under any circumstances was

never intended to be invested in the general government, is conclu-

sively settled by the action of the constitutional convention of 1787,

when a scheme of government was introduced by Mr. Randolph,

which, among other provisions, proposed to invest Congress with the

power
"
to call forth the force of the Union against any member of

the Union failing to fulfill its duty under the articles thereof."

George Mason, who may justly be termed the prophet statesman of

his day, argued that
"
punishment could not, in the nature of things,
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be executed on the States collectively." Listen to another great

Virginian, upon whom was conferred the proud title of
"
father of

the Constitution," "a union of the States containing such an in-

gredient seems to provide for its own destruction. The use of force

against a State would look more like a declaration of war than an

infliction of punishment, and would be considered by the party
attacked as a dissolution of all previous compacts by which it might
be bound." Listen yet again to the words of Alexander Hamilton,
then and afterwards the ablest and most determined advocate among
the men of the Revolution of a strong consolidated government,
" How can this force be exerted upon the States collectively ? It is

impossible. It amounts to a war between the parties
* * * and

a dissolution of the Union will ensue." Can anything be more con-

clusive of the fact that no power of coercion inhered in the govern-
ment by virtue of the Constitution, or was derived from any other

source than the bare-faced dogma that
"
might makes right."

To the casual observer of American history it might seem that

until the great civil war the career of the United States was peculiarly
free from the difficulties and dangers that usually attend any new

departure in the science of government ;
that the ship of state suc-

cessfully launched by the men of '76 and '89, and buffeted only at

long intervals by the storms of foreign war, has continued to move

grandly on with gleaming sails, over placid seas and under summer
skies. He does not see that one part of the crew is arraying itself

against the other. He does not hear the deep mutterings of discon-

tent and the bitter curses of wrath and hate which foretell an internal

conflict more desperate and deadly than any yet waged against a

foreign foe, which will drench her decks with blood and convert her

hold into a reeking charnel house. Yet these things existed almost

from the inception of the government, and to the student of our

political history presaged the coming storm as surely as cause pro-
duces effect in the moral and as night follows the day in the physical
world.

VIRGINIA AND KENTUCKY RESOLUTIONS OF IjqS-qg.

The year 1798, scarcely a decade removed from the birth of the

Union, witnessed the first infraction of the Constitution in the passage
of the

"
alien and sedition laws

"
by Congress. The freedom of the

press that great muniment of personal liberty and political rights,

a principle descended to us by right of inheritance from the mother
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country was assailed in palpable violation of the first amendment to

the Constitution under which it was guaranteed. It was then that

Virginia, the great mother of States, followed by her eldest and fair-

est daughter, Kentucky, sounded the note of alarm, denounced the

usurpation of unwarranted powers by the general government, and

appealed to the Constitution as the great charter of her rights and

those of her sister States. Yet. such was the law-abiding, union -

loving spirit of the
" Old Dominion," that she permitted the peace-

able execution of the law in one notable instance in this very city

of Richmond leaving to the sober, second thought of the country

the vindication of her position and the reversal of an unconstitu-

tional act.

THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE.

From this time onward came thick and fast, occasions for the oppo-

sition of the States to the acts of the general government, the assertion

of what they conceived to be their rights and their construction of

the Constitution. When the Louisiana territory was acquired from

France in 1803, not only was the purchase denounced by the New

England States, but threats of a withdrawal from the Union were

heard on every hand. The Constitution was appealed to, to show

that the United States had no right to the acquisition of foreign terri-

tory either by purchase, by treaty, or by conquest. Surely
" a most

lame and impotent conclusion," to bind the strong limbs of the young

giant of the West by the narrow territorial limits of the old colonial

days. A conclusion which would have barred the entrance to the

fairest portion of our present national domain Louisiana territory,

the gateway of the Mississippi ; Texas, an empire in itself, and Califor-

nia, whose streams "
roll down their golden sands

"
to the shores of

the peaceful ocean, and unites them by a chain of mighty States to

the cliffs of the rude Atlantic.

MASSACHUSETTS THE MOTHER OF SECESSION.

Sentiment or considerations of abstract right have usually little

control over the actions of political communities, and even the plainest

provisions of written law may be construed to meet the views of self-

ish interest. The opposition to the acquisition of Louisiana was solely

a matter of interest a question of political preponderance and a con-

trolling influence in the general government by the States of the

North. They had been willing a few years before to accept from the

princely generosity of Virginia the great Northwest territory, which
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appeared at that early day to open a field for almost unlimited expan-
sion to the northern section of the Union. But when it was proposed
to acquire territory at the other end of the republic, which would se-

cure the balance of power between the sections, or might incline the

scale to the southern side, a clamor at once arose, and secession,

plain and unadulterated, was preached by New England as a remedy
for what she styled the abuse of the powers of the general gov-
ernment.

Massachusetts, the mother of secession, which she had taught to

her sister colonies in 1776, cannot repudiate the utterances of her

most eminent statesmen in 1804 and 1811. Timothy Pickering, who
had been in succession at the head of three different cabinet depart-
ments during the administration of Washington, and at that time

United States senator from Massachusetts, in a letter referring to

what he considered the abuse of the Federal power in the Louisiana

purchase, says :

" The principles of our Revolution point to the

remedy a separation.
* * * It must begin in Massachusetts.

The proposition would be welcomed in Connecticut, and could we
doubt of New Hampshire? But New York must be associated, and
how is her concurrence to be obtained ? She must be made the

centre of the confederacy. Vermont and New Jersey would follow

of course, and Rhode Island of necessity."

With the single substitution of the names of the States, how would

this sound in 1861 when the rights of the slave-holding States were

invaded ? The principles of our Revolution point to the remedy a

separation.
*

It must begin in South Carolina. The propo-
sition would be welcomed in Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi, and
could we doubt of Louisiana and Texas ? But Virginia must be

associated. * * *
Arkansas, Tennessee and North Carolina

would follow of course, and Florida of necessity.

Again, in 1811, when Louisiana knocked at the door of the Union
for admission as a State, Josiah Quincy, of Massachusetts, said upon
the floor of Congress,

"
If this bill passes, it is my deliberate opinion

that it is a virtual dissolution of the Union
;
that it will free the

States from their moral obligation, and as it is the right of all, so it

will be the duty of some definitely to prepare for a separation,

amicably if they can, violently if they must." Trace our late civil

war to its source and you will find it here. From this time forth

the conflict was fiercely waged on the hustings and at the ballot box,
in the courts and in the halls of Congress, in the sacred desk and in

the public press. Bursting into flame in the border war of Kansas,
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and finally sweeping the country like a besom in 1861 to 1865 ;
it

ended only when Lee laid down his arms at Appomattox.
I have said that Massachusetts was the mother of secession nor

need she or any other State be ashamed to own its maternity. Its

exercise has produced two of the greatest revolutions of modern

times. The one gave birth to a world-great republic, the other

settled at least some of its complex internal relations, let us hope
forever, and both gave to the world men worthy to be ranked with

the Homeric heroes of old.

THE NEGRO APPEARS UPON THE SCENE.

When in 1820 Missouri applied for admission to the Union as a

slave State, sectional interests and animosity again obtruded them-

selves into the counsels of the Union. The compatriots of Othello

stalk upon the scene, and though of darker hue and utterly innocent

of his crimes, they have served ever since as figure-heads upon party

standards, as martyrs at whose shrine freedom must bow, as examples
to

"
point a moral and adorn a tale

"
not yet ended ; for even to this

day they seem to be an extremely uncomfortable element in the po-

litical counsels of their self-constituted champions, whose interests

prompt them to value orthodoxy more than truth. A geographical

line was fixed beyond which slavery could not go, and so by the
"
Missouri Compromise" the dominant section of the Union appro-

priated to itself the lion's share of the very territory against the

acquisition of which it had threatened secession in 1804.

THE TARIFF AND NULLIFICATION.

But the conflict between the sections did not always run on parallel

lines. The points of antagonism were as numerous and diversified

as the interests that underlaid them. The Northern States were

commercial and manufacturing, the Southern States agricultural. So

long as the carrying trade of the South was done by the ships of the

North the arrangement was beneficial to both. But when, under the

constitutional provision to regulate commerce, the general govern-
ment extended the broad aegis of its

"
protection

"
over the

"
iniant"

manufacturers of the North, it raised an issue, which, antedating that

of slavery and surviving its extinction, stands to-day in the full

strength of aggressive manhood, asserting its assumed prerogative
to tax the weak for the benefit of the strong, to tax the workman for

the benefit of his master, to tax labor for the benefit of capital, in
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short, to lay tribute upon every interest not identified with its own

selfish self.

Upon this issue was based the nullification of South Carolina in 1832.

Then for the first time in our national history the doctrine of coercion

was enunciated in the proclamation of President Jackson, asserting

the right to the employment of the military arm of the government
to enforce the execution of its laws in the territory of a recusant

State. Nullification was indefensible in law or morals, as much so as

coercion itself. On the broad principles of equity no party to a com-

pact can be justified in resistance to laws made, in ostensible con-

formity with the instrument of compact, so long as it remains a

member thereof and enjoys its benefits. It was, however, in turn,

asserted both North and South, and prior to the civil war the fugi-

tive slave laws of Congress were practically nullified by
"
personal

liberty" enactments in three-fourths of the free States of the North.

SECTIONAL INTEREST THE TRUE ISSUE.

It is safe to say, and the history of the United States during the

first seventy years of their existence is conclusive on the point, that

in all the great questions affecting the national legislation, sectional

interests, and sectional hostility arising therefrom, were the great cen-

tral and controlling facts. Upon these were based the threats of

secession in New England at the time of the Louisiana purchase ;
for

abolition as a moral or sentimental issue in national politics had not

then been born. The slave trade itself had not been abolished, and

under the protecting aegis of the Federal flag, the free sailors of the

free States, in their free ships, were lucratively busy in transporting
the "brother in black" from his native jungles to the plantations of

the South. Nor was it less a question of sectional predominance
which was involved in the Missouri embroglio of 1820, which resulted

in fixing the parallel of thirty-six degrees thirty minutes as the north-

ern limit of slavery in all the territory west of that State, though it

existed north of that line in the States to the east.

As by this arrangement, one issue was placed temporarily in the

background, another must be found to feed that insatiable monster,

sectional supremacy. The tariff, as we have seen, furnished it and

along with it came nearer furnishing a civil war than any other ques-
tion prior to 1861.

SLAVERY A PRETEXT.

Although a tariff for the plunder of the non-manufacturing sections of
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the country in the interest of those industrial
"
infants

"
since grown

hoary with years and gouty from continued repletion has always held

its place as a great national issue, it was now eclipsed for a time by
another which promised far greater immediate results by reason of the

combination of sentiment with selfish interest. The issue of slavery

was re-enthroned and became king regnant in our politics, until in its

overthrow it very nearly involved in its ruins the liberties of the entire

American people. The cry against the extension of slavery had been

raised as early as 1820. When it was heard again in opposition to

the annexation of Texas, and yet again in still louder tones, claiming

for the dominant section the whole of the vast territory acquired from

Mexico ;
when it dictated the repeal of the Missouri Compromise in

1850 by a purely sectional vote, when it had once become the slogan

of a distinct and purely sectional party, its success in the ultimate

accomplishment of its revolutionary purposes was not beyond the ken

of the veriest tyro among political prophets.

A POLITICAL METAMORPHOSIS.

The States of the South had been the earliest advocates of the

suppression of the slave trade and the staunchest supporters of. the

union of the States, but when the gathering clouds on the northern

horizon began to throw their shadows athwart the whole southern sky,

they prepared for the exercise of their sovereignty in the only way
which was justified by precedent and which seemed to offer adequate

protection to their rights and interests.

But "temfiora mutantur et mutamur cum illis." Times had indeed

changed, and parties had so changed with them as to remind us

forcibly of a scene from the
" Inferno" of Dante, in which the poet

saw "a strange encounter between a man and a serpent. After the

infliction of cruel wounds they stood for a time glaring at each other.

A great cloud surrounded them, and then a wonderful change took

place. Each creature was transformed into the likeness of its antag-

onist. The serpent's tail divided itself into two legs, the man's legs

intertwined themselves into a tail. The body of the serpent put
forth arms, the man's arms shrank into his body. At length the

man sank down a serpent, and the serpent stood up a man and

spake." The former secessionists of the North were now devoted

adherents of the Union, even if blood was necessary to cement it.

The Union-loving South of the early days felt that she could no

longer uphold it consistently with her interests and her honor.
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THE DIE IS CAST.

At length, in the closing days of 1860, the long war of the ballot

box is ended. A president is elected upon strictly geographical
lines. The head of the government is soon to pass into the hands

of a faction representing less than one-third of the voters of the

Union, and whose governing principle is an irrepressible conflict be-

tween the sections. The day of temporizing closes. South Caro-

lina puts in practice her previous declaration of equality in the Union
or independence* out of it. She is closely followed by Georgia, Ala-

bama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, and ere the recently
elected sectional President of the United States dons the robes of

office a new nation has been born, whose life of storm and tragic
death will always present one of the most heroic pictures

" on his-

tory's titled page." North Carolina. Tennessee and Arkansas soon
cast in their lot with the new Confederacy, followed at last, when all

her efforts for a peaceable settlement had failed, by the great mother
of statesmen and Presidents, of States and of the Federal Union it-

self. Thus closed the first epoch of the Confederate revolution.

THE COURT OF LAST RESORT.

And now the loud trumpet clangs its harsh notes of war. Fierce

spirits of strife haunt the air. From city and from hamlet, from

mountain side and from rolling plain, from seashore and from inland

river the Northern clans are gathering. And for what ? Is it to

purify their consciences by wiping out the curse of slavery forever

from American soil ? Oh, no ! such purpose is expressly disclaimed.*

They come to spread the broad mantle of the Union around the

States of the Confederacy and take their wayward sisters home. Is

it to annihilate the rights of the States ? No, never ! Their mission,
as declared by themselves, is to preserve these inviolate. They only
march against a band of rebels who have refused to disperse at their

command, as their own brave ancestors at Lexington and Concord
refused to do at British bidding.

But pause a moment and listen. Responsive to the Northern

bugle-call comes an answering note from across the lordly Potomac.

* March 2, 1861, Congress adopted and sent to the States for ratification

an amendment to the Constitution providing that Congress should never
abolish or meddle with slavery in the States.
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It sweeps down the Atlantic shore and trembles among the leaves of

the magnolia and the palm. It is borne on the breezes of the Mexi-

can sea, bending the boughs of the cypress and the vine. It winds

up the course of the great
"
father of waters

"
till it meets and

mingles with the notes of the challenger. And now the Southern

bands are marshalling to accept the gage of battle. The oft and

vainly repeated questions where is the arbiter ? and where the court

of competent jurisdiction to adjust the federal relations of the

States ? receive their final answer. Sabre, cannon and rifle are the

arbiters, and the field of battle the court of last resort. War, that

"terrible litigation of nations," rules the hour and the counsels of

men, and for four fateful years of wounds and death, Eros is de-

throned and Mars triumphant.

Pass in review the marshaled legions of history, about whose ban-

ners song and story have enwreathed their richest garlands, and as

they move by in stately procession, name the scenes of desperate

battles, mark the instances of heroic courage and endurance even when

hope had hid its face and turned its back, point examples of suffer-

ing borne with God-like patience and fortitude, single out individual

acts of knightly heroism and devotion, and for them all you shall

find counterparts in the scenes of the Confederate revolutionary

drama. A drama which had a continent for its stage, armed millions

for its actors and the world for spectators.

THE ANGLO-SAXON SPIRIT.

In the light of subsequent events, it seems passing strange that so

few of our political prophets, either North or South, foresaw the vast

proportions the struggle would ultimately assume when they were

indulging in dreams of a thirty, sixty, or at most ninety days' war.

Stranger still that each of the parties to the contest should have so

greatly undervalued its antagonist, as to cause the boast that a single

Northern regiment could march triumphantly from the Potomac

to the Gulf of Mexico, and the equally quixotic offer of certain

zealous Confederates of saurian digestion, to eat one Yankee for

breakfast, two for dinner, and sleep comfortably on a supper of three.

The latter thought may have been father to the first. But this pre-

sents only the humorous side of the picture, before the actual clash

of arms had come, and before they had fully realized that both had

nherited from the sturdiest race on earth, that dogged, tenacious,
" never say die," fight to the death spirit that has stamped the Anglo-
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Saxon as a conqueror wherever he has come. A race before whose

achievements the deeds of the Macedonian and the Roman pale. A
race that has fought more battles, stood more killing, won more vic-

tories, and turned more defeats into victories than any other race of

God-created men.

THE CONTEST WAS UNEQUAL.

But while in courage, hardihood, and other high qualities of the

soldier, the antagonists were not too unequally matched
;
not so in

numbers, organization, equipment, financial resources, all those fac-

tors that control so powerfully the fortunes of war. On the one

hand stood twenty millions of people, with all the machinery of an

organized government of seventy-two years standing, in full control

of the army and navy, and in possession of the depots and manufac-

tories of arms and munitions of \var. On the other was arrayed

a population of less than six millions, under a government not sev-

enty-two days old, with an empty treasury and no navy, with an

improvised army of brave volunteers, but scarcely antiquated arms

sufficient to place in their hands, and not cartridges enough to fight

one great battle.

So great was the Confederate need of the latter, that the early battle-

fields of the war were closely gleaned of their leaden death messen-

gers which were soon to become as current as
"
the coin of the realm."

And in the seven days' battles around this very city, it is a fact within

my own experience, that entire regiments followed, unarmed, in the

wake of the righting columns, trusting to the chances of battle to

supply themselves with arms that might be captured from the enemy
or dropped from the hands of their fallen comrades. Was ever more

unequal battle joined ?

This gravest of the problems of the war, how to equip its armies in

the field, met the Confederacy as it issued from its cradle. Let us

see how it was solved. "We began in April, 1861," says General

Gorgas, Confederate Chief of Ordnance,
" without an arsenal, labo-

ratory, or powder-mill of any capacity, and no foundry or rolling-mill

except in Richmond, and in a little over two years we supplied them.

During the harassments of war, crippled by a depreciated currency,

throttled by a blockade that deprived us of nearly all the means of

getting material or workmen, with no stock on hand, even of articles

such as steel, copper, leather, iron, which we must have to build up
our establishments, against all these obstacles, in spite of all these
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deficiencies, we created almost out of the ground, foundries and rolling-

mills, smelting works, chemical works, a powder-mill far superior to

any in the United States, and a chain of arsenals, armories, and labo-

ratories equal in their capacity to the best of those in the United

States, and stretching link by link from Virginia to Alabama."

THE NUMBERS ON EACH SIDE.

But how was the vast disparity in numbers to be neutralized? Let

the battle-fields of the war, the silent soldiers' graves and the living

soldiers' memories in wordless eloquence give the immortal answer.

It is not a pleasant thing to own defeat, even under the most adverse

conditions, and failure almost invariably excuses itself on the plea of

the superior numbers of its adversary. Even to this day the respec-

tive numbers engaged in many of our great battles are matters of

controversy.

But the prowess of the Confederate armies and the consummate

skill of their commanders need no stronger attestation than the simple
statement that during the entire war, from first to last, less than eight

hundred thousand men of all arms were enlisted in the Confederate

service ;
and we have the authority of the biographers of President

Lincoln, who will not be accused of unfairness to themselves, for the

statement that during the same period the number of men put into

service in the United States army, navy and marines was 2,690,401,

besides some 70,000 emergency men. You know, my friends, about

what emergency men are worth
;
so leaving them out of the count

altogether, and deducting also the 150,000 veteran volunteers who
are claimed as having re-enlisted in 1863 and 1864, and reinforcing

these by 40,000 more for good measure, making an aggregate de-

duction of 190,000, and there still remain two and a half millions of

men. Upon these facts we may safely commit to the care of the

future the fame of those who wore the gray.

Yet, in the face of these figures, Lieutenant-Colonel Dodge, of the

United States army, by a recent paper in one of our great magazines,
has fairly earned the title of a modern "

military Columbus" when
he tells us that in fifty important battles, which he names,

"
at the

point of fighting contact, the Confederates outnumbered the Federals

by an average of about two per cent." Let us lament the unkind

fate of the Federal leaders who have fallen into the hands of this un-

merciful iconoclast of their reputations. For, in claiming that with

the 2,500,000 of men in their armies, they suffered themselves to be

outnumbered on the battle-field by their 800,000 antagonists ; he
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credits them, from General Grant down to John Pope, with a degree

of assinine stupidity with which the Confederates never even invested

General Halleck.

While the deeds of the Confederate army are its best eulogy, it is

pleasing to recall the encomiums of a brave and candid foe. Another

Federal soldier writes, in the connection already referred to :

" Such

a force thrown into battle was almost resistless, and the question of

organization or discipline in the Army of Northern Virginia needs

no other answer than a reading of the roll of battles fought on Vir-

ginia soil, from Bull Run to Appomattox. Lee led his ill-

supplied army from victory to victory, year after year, beating back

with terrible losses the wonderfully organized, perfectly equipped,

lavishly supplied, abundantly officered Army of the Potomac.

THE FIRST YEAR OF WAR

closed gloriously for the Confederacy, Bull Run and Ball's Bluff, in

Virginia, and Belmont, Springfield and Lexington, in Missouri, had

scored as many victories for its arms. These, however, were but the

preluding skirmishes to the mighty shock of battle which was yet to

come.

I shall not tax your patience to-night with details of battle and of

siege, of advance and retreat, of alternate victory and defeat. Or

note each movement of that mighty tide of war, which carried on its

flow high hopes, free aspirations, proud emotions, anticipated suc-

cess, peace, and left behind at its ebb shattered human wrecks, en-

sanguined fields, desolated homes, stricken hearts. Over all the star

of hope looked down, the banner of the Southern cross still flew, and

THE CAMPAIGN OF 1 862

crowned the Confederate arms with a series of successes which gave
brilliant prospect of ultimate independence.

Jackson's immortal "Valley Campaign" ;
the "Seven Days'"

wrestle of giants, by which Richmond was relieved of the presence of

a great investing army, to which her spires had for weeks been visi-

ble
;
the second and greater victory at Manassas, which rolled the

tide of invasion back across the border
;
the Confederate invasion of

Maryland ;
the capture of Harper's Ferry ;

the great battle of Sharps-

burg, where thirty-five thousand Confederates divided the honors with

eighty-seven thousand Federals ; Fredericksburg, from whose encir-

cling hills the gallant and mighty "Army of the Potomac" reeled
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bleeding back across the Rappahannock. These mark the salient

points of the campaign in Virginia, and challenge the annals of war for

a parallel. But in another and distant field, the great Confederate

paladin of the West had fallen in sight of victory at Shiloh. The

death of Albert Sidney Johnston was an irreparable loss to his army
and to the Confederacy. Earth never bore a nobler son or heaven

opened wide its gates to receive a knightlier spirit.

THE BORDER STATES.

Operations in Maryland, Kentucky, and Missouri had decided

finally the status of the border States towards the Confederacy. The

shackles of Federal power had been firmly riveted upon them, and

henceforth their gallant sons, who upheld the rights of their States

and the cause of the South, were to be exiles from their homes until

the return of peace, or until they should seal their devotion with their

lives. Faithfully, bravely, grandly they stood to their colors to the

bitter end. We salute them to-night with uncovered heads.

JACKSON AND CHANCELLORSVILLE.

The fortunes of the Confederacy reached their spring-tide early in

1863. Its middle mile stone stands at Chancellorsville. It will

always stand there, a double monument to victory and to death. Its

summit wreathed with laurels and bathed in sunlight ;
its base shad-

owed darkly by the cypress and the willow. It commemorates the

triumph of courage directed by genius ;
it mourns the fall of that im-

mortal soldier whom death only had power to claim from victory.

And even victory's bright visage was stained with tears and clouded

by the shadow of coming events as it looked upon Jackson dead.

" Dead ! but the end was fitting,

First in the ranks he led,

And he marked the height of a nation's gain,

As he lay in his harness dead."

THE TURNING POINT.

The Army of Northern Virginia now girds up its loins and striding

across the Potomac, throws down the gage of battle to its enemy
upon his own soil.

" A field of the dead rushes red on the sight
"
as

the heights of Gettysburg loom up before it. For three fearful days
the storm rages and slaughter stalks red-handed, while the fate of
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the Confederacy hangs suspended on the issue. What might have

been the consequences had that issue been favorable, who can say ?

Certain it is that when the Army of Northern Virginia, slowly and

defiantly withal, retraced its steps across the Potomac, the star of the

South had commenced to wane. Vicksburg had fallen, too, and the

clouds gathering in the West were only dashed for a time with a sil-

ver lining by the great victory of Chickamauga, closing again more

darkly upon the disaster at Chattanooga.

1864.

When, at a given signal, the great armies of the Union moved
forward in May, 1864, an observer from any other than a Confederate

standpoint would have predicted that the end was near at hand.

The Confederacy had exhausted its resources of men. The aged,
in whom the fires of patriotism had not been quenched by the snows

of years, and the youth of the country, who took their places in the

ranks on attaining their military majority at the age of eighteen,

were the only recruits that could be hoped for. Yet the foe was met

at all points and paid for every inch of ground its price in blood.

But blood might flow and men might fall blood was a cheap com-

modity in that campaign, and for every man that fell two could be

brought up to take his place. With us, the gaps in the ranks could

only be filled by shortening the lines.

The Army of Northern Virginia weak in numbers, but strong in

courage, endurance, confidence in itself and in its great commander

grappled with its giant adversary from the Wilderness to Spotsyl-

vania, from Spotsylvania to the North Anna, from the North Anna
to Cold Harbor, from Cold Harbor to Petersburg. Sustaining the

shock of battle against fearful odds, and inflicting a loss more than

equaling its own members, it ended the campaign with its flag still

flying defiantly and its Capital safe. But its own ranks had been

decimated, and the thin and daily attenuating line that confronted the

great and ever-increasing Federal army around Richmond and

Petersburg seemed far too frail to resist the tremendous pressure

upon it. Like finely tempered steel it might bend and spring back

with dangerous force in the recoil, but it must break at last.

THE LAST WINTER

of its existence closed darkly around the Confederacy. The hope of

the recognition of its independence by foreign powers was gone.
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For two years the blockade of its ports had been close and effective.

Isolated from the world, it was hemmed in on all sides by a relentless

foe whose resources were limitless. Its armies were skeletons of their

former selves. Men fell
;
one rank did the work of two. Shoes

and clothes wore out
; rags became the fashion, and the soldier stood

upon the battle line or moved to the charge with bandaged and

bleeding feet. Money was almost worthless
;
he received for pay

what would scarcely feed one hungry mouth at home. Food failed,

and full rations were unknown
;

the pangs of hunger were borne

without a murmur. Medicines gave out ; they faced death by disease

as they had faced him a hundred times in battle unflinchingly.

The Confederacy had been cut in two when the Mississippi was

opened by the fall of Vicksburg. Another line had now been drawn

across it, marked with blood and grave-mounds, from the Tennessee

to Atlanta, and by blackened ruins and desolated homes from Atlanta

to the sea. Hood's ill-starred expedition into Tennessee had ended

in disaster. The fair valley of the Shenandoah had been ravaged

until, in the graphic but unclassic language of the Federal commander

there, "a crow in flying across it would have to carry his rations

with him." Sherman was advancing through the heart of the Caro-

linas, marking his track by the blaze of burning cities and homes.

"And so disasters came not singly;

But as if they watched and waited,

Scanning one another's motions,
When the first descended, others

Followed, followed gathering flock-wise

Round their wounded, dying victim,

First a shadow, then a sorrow,
Till the air was dark with anguish."

The world was against us. We were treading the wine press
alone.

THE WOMEN OF THE CONFEDERACY.

In numberless homes throughout the land,, from the stately man-
sion of the city and the plain to the lonely cot on the mountain, is

heard the voice of many Rachels weeping for their dead. But while
the sad tears fall, the willing hands are working. Hearts are bleed-

ing, but swell with patriotic pride as they are laid broken on their

country's altar.

Honor to the soldier who faces death upon the battle-field or dies
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in a great cause. Greater honor to the mother, the wife, the sister

who girds his sword, yields him to the call of duty and dies a hun-

dred deaths in his. By their spirit and by their deeds the women of

the Confederacy are equal sharers with its soldiers of a glory which

one could not liave achieved without the other. Then let their names

be written high upon the roll of honor when fame bequeaths her

jewels to history.

" Let the song and the stately rhyme
With softly sounding tread

Go forth
"

to voice their praise and honor their memories until the South' s last

poet is dead and his harp hangs tuneless on the willows of time.

Aye, of their devotion, their heroism, their Christ-like ministrations

and sufferings, let the recording angel, dipping his glowing pen in

the golden chalice of the sun, write upon the great scroll of heaven

immortal.

THE DEATH OF THE CONFEDERACY.

When ^neas, the Trojan hero, was commanded by the Queen of

Carthage to relate the tragic story of the fall of Troy, he gave ex-

pression to his "unutterable grief" in the question, "who of the

myrmidons, or what soldier even of the stern Ulysses, can refrain

from tears at such a recital?" The fall of the Confederacy and the

death struggle of the Army of Northern Virginia are rife with scenes

as harrowing and heroic as any enacted beneath the walls of Troy,

and equally worthy of the sympathy even of their foes.

The Confederate lines, stretched to their utmost tension, break at

last. Retreating, fighting, watching, fasting, dying, the army has

only to change front to meet a foe. No pomp or circumstance of

glorious war is there. Every day, every hour are witnesses to unre-

corded deeds whose prowess might claim an epic strain. The flag

still flies and the shattered ranks still form beneath the starry cross,

fit emblem now of the crucifixion of the grandest cause that ever

failed. In vain, all in vain. Hope flies, the end comes, fame drops

the sword and leaves the victory to death. Our great commander

lays down his sword. At his command, and his only, the
"

rear-

guard of the grand army
"

of Northern Virginia ground their arms,

and a storm-cradled nation is dead.

It was characteristic of Lee's greatness that while he accepted suc-

cess with unselfish modesty, he always met adversity splendidly.
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The chapter in military history is yet to be written which presents a

nobler scene than that of the greatest soldier of modern times riding

among his shattered troops at Gettysburg, consoling them as no other

mortal could, and taking upon himself the whole responsibility of

failure. And great as he always was, Robert E. Lee never so filled

the full stature of perfect manhood as on that fatal field where he

sheathed his stainless sword forever.

What brush of painter, unguided by the inspiration of more than

mortal genius, what song of poet, unattuned to notes befitting the

minstrelsy of heaven, what orator whose lips have not been touched

by a live coal from off the altar of Divine eloquence, what historian

whose pen has not been dipped in the blood of heroes, may fitly

portray such scenes and such characters ?

GRANT AND RECONSTRUCTION.

But in the contemplation of our own misfortunes, let us not forget

the generous treatment received at the hands of that great soldier who

gave to a brave but fallen foe, terms alike honorable to himself and

to them. Ulysses S. Grant, the Union hero and President, was never

greater in all his eventful career than when, with the destinies of the

two armies in his hands, he reconstructed the Union by the terms

given at Appomattox. A reconstruction which, if allowed to stand,

would have quickly healed the wounds of war, and left no bloody

chasm to be bridged by the devilish devices of pestilent politicians.

No fact of the entire civil war more strongly emphasizes the truth

that there was no such thing as rebellion or treason involved in the

issue, than the terms of surrender of the Confederate armies. Rebels

are never granted paroles of honor, traitors are never trusted on their

simple promise to obey the laws, and their leaders have never, in the

world's history, been granted the distinction of quitting the field of

defeat with their swords and badges of rank upon them. The Con-

federate soldier was worthy of such terms.

English historians regard it as the greatest glory of the soldiers of

Cromwell, whose backs no enemy had ever seen in battle, that at the
"
Restoration

"
they laid down their arms and retired into the mass

of the people, thenceforward to be distinguished only by superior

diligence in the pursuits of peace. So it is the peculiar glory of the

soldiers of the Confederacy that their citizenship has never belied their

splendid record in arms. Yielding in a contest in which they had lost

all but honor, they have preserved that inviolate, and will so bequeath
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it to future generations as the noblest legacy that heroism can leave

to posterity. As they were true to their convictions in resorting to

arms, true to their country in her sorest need, true to every pledge

they have given, so they are true to-day, to themselves and to the

future in perpetuating the memory of their heroes and in vindicating

the principles for which they fought and their comrades fell.

LEE AND DAVIS.

The great pageant of the morrow, which shall thrill the heart of

this historic city with the grandest pulsations that honor, love and

reverence can ever inspire, will fitly illustrate the character and prin-

ciples of the Confederate revolution. When, by the hand of the

greatest living soldier of America, the veil is drawn and the martial

figure and the majestic features of our imperial chieftain stand out

under the bright Southern sky to greet his countrymen, the hearts of

a whole people will swell with the proudest emotions that life can

give, that his country and his cause were theirs, and bow in rev-

erence to all that make man great, for

" Never hand waved sword from stain so free,

Or a purer sword led a braver band,
Or a braver bled for a brighter land,

Or a brighter land had a cause so grand,
Or a cause a chief like Lee."

Nor will the duty to perpetuate the memories of our heroic dead

be ended to morrow. Another memorial must yet rise beside that

of Lee to the great statesman who was his life-long friend, and who
directed the destinies of the Confederate republic during its brief and

stormy life. Great alike, as statesman and soldier, he stood for a

quarter of a century after the fall of his country a mark for all the

shafts of enmity and malice aimed at her. But for this his people

only gathered more closely around him, as, venerable alike in years
and honor, he towered among them like some tall mountain peak
whose snow-crowned head reflecting the light of a glorious past,

caught also the first rays of that sun of righteousness and justice, in

whose light future generations will read his among
"
the immortal

names that were not born to die." After a great and noble life, with

the honors of two countries thick upon him, Jefferson Davis died

more a hero than if he had fallen upon the glorious field of Buena

Vista, in the service of the Union, or upon some equally glorious

battle-field of the Confederacy.
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THE PRIVATE SOLDIER.

Nor even here is our duty ended. Let still another monument

rise, simple, majestic, grand, sky-piercing. Let but one device be

carved upon it, a soldier lying dead upon his shield. Let it bear but

one inscription that placed by the Greeks, as the old heroic legend

tells, on the memorial stone erected at Thermopylae. And let its

summit be crowned by a figure in a faded and worn gray jacket,

standing musket in hand at the post of duty.

A truer hero or more unselfish patriot never marched to battle than

the Confederate private. He did not serve for pay, for he received a

mere pittance for his service. He did not fight for glory, for history

does not take care of him. He did not look for promotion, for he

seldom rose above the ranks. He often left a starving family at

home he committed them to God and the charity of friends. He
suffered cruelly from hunger and cold

;
with his faithful friend, his

musket, he was always ready to forget the one and to overcome the

other in the heat of battle. And when he fell and slept his last sleep

in his soldier grave

" No useless coffin enclosed his breast,

Nor in sheet, nor in shroud we wound him,
But he lay like a warrior taking his rest

With his tattered blanket around him."

THE V. M. I. CADETS.

In paying my unworthy tribute to the soldiers of the Confederacy,
I should do injustice to them and to myself did I fail to give their

due meed of honor to a band of young heroes, which may well claim
"
a place in the picture near the Hashing of the guns." I see before

me to-night a uniform which vividly recalls the early scenes of the

war, when at Harper's Ferry, at Manassas, at all points where troops
had been assembled, the Virginia cadet was ubiquitous in organizing,

drilling, and instructing the men whom the State had called to the

field. Later on, when they took their posts of duty in the army,
and were joined by the yearly contingent sent to the field by their

honored "Alma Mater," they had their full share of the hardships,

the dangers, the deaths, and the honors of the war. But the spring

of 1864 witnessed their crowning achievement as a distinct organiza-
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tion on the battle-field. Every old soldier's heart leaps and thrills

when he recalls that gallant band of boy-soldiers as it comes, with

steady tread and dauntless front, upon the field of Newmarket, as

they take the fire like veterans, as they drive the enemy before them

and sleep upon a victorious field which their heroism had helped to

win.

These sacred memories, my young comrades of the Virginia Mili-

tary Institute, are your inheritance, and you will never be unworthy
of them. The same noble institution shelters and cherishes you.
The same gallant officer who led your corps then, commands you
now. The same southern sky that witnessed the deeds of your com-

rades, stretches over you. The same sentinel mountains that guard
the spot where they fought and fell, are around you, and you will be

true to the glorious past. Fellow soldiers of the
"
young guard

"
of

the Army of Northern Virginia, the soldiers of the "old guard"
extend to you the right hand of fellowship and greet you as comrades.

AFTER THE WAR.

When Lisbon was destroyed by the memorable earthquake of 1755,
and the fair city lay in ruins, with thousands of its inhabitants crushed

beneath the wreck of its homes and temples, the horrors of a great

conflagration were added to a scene at which the heart sickens and
which defies description. To this pathetic picture the condition of

the South, at the close of the civil war, may justly be compared. To
the ruin already wrought by the convulsions that had shaken her,

and the storm that had swept over her, the fierce passions of recon-

struction were added to complete one of the darkest scenes in the

history of any civilized people. To those who passed through that

terrible age, which was crowded into the ten years of reconstruction,

it appears even now as some hideous nightmare, or the troubled

dream of a disordered fancy. Future generations will never realize

it. No other people could have stood the test and passed the ordeal

successfully. But the law-abiding, courageous, determined spirit of

the Anglo-Saxon triumphed at last. The people of the South, trained

as men were never trained before, to lessons of danger, self-sacrifice,

self-reliance, and patience, have met every difficulty that confronted

them and solved all the perilous problems of their situation but one,

and that one the future must trust to them, and to them alone, for

ultimate solution.

The question may well be asked to-day :
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WHO WERE THE VICTORS

in our civil war? It is true that the Federal government overthrew

secession and abolished slavery ;
but has that relieved it from the

danger of revolution and internal dissension in other forms and from

other causes ? All history will belie itself if the future furnish no

such causes. What say our political seers to the vast accumulation

of wealth in a few hands, the most prolific source of social and politi-

cal corruption and national decay to be found in history ? What of

the unceasing and ever-growing conflict between capital and labor

which is shaking every civilized country, as well as our own, to its

centre? What of anarchism and its terrible hand-maid, dynamite,
the direct offspring of the other two? All these conditions were

abnormally developed by the war, and are confined to that section of

the Union which seemed twenty-five years ago to have reaped all the

rewards of success.

But say our optimistic solons, the war gave us also a strong, cen-

tralized government which is a safeguard against all these possible

perils. Let them beware lest they repeat Nebuchadnezzar's dream
of his tree of power, and find no Danie! to give the interpretation

thereof. The tendency of all centralism in any form of government
under the sun is to despotism, and anarchy is the last and most ter

rible offspring of despotism.
But how fares it with our own Southland since the dark days of

"
de-

struction and reconstruction
"

? It is no less true of her than of other

sections that she has dangers to confront in the present and in the

future. The race problem, a legacy of the war, even now looms up

ominously before us, and its final settlement must and will remain

with the States of the South. But relieved of the incubus of slavery,

and disciplined in the stern school of poverty and adversity, she has

not for a moment halted or turned back in the great race of progress.

With firm and elastic tread she is springing forward on the highway
of material prosperity, and bids fair to realize her fondest dreams of

wealth and power. As descriptive of these conditions, we sometimes

hear of the "New South" in contradistinction to the old. Thank

God, it is one South, neither new nor old, but always glorious. But

for its record in the past it could never have been what it is to-day.

Material prosperity alone never yet made a people great. Cherish-

ing the great traditions, the chivalric character and the splendid
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achievements of the past, let us improve upon them if we can and

therewith be content.

The great painter Leonardo de Vinci, when but a youth, was directed

by his instructor to complete a picture which he had been compelled

to leave unfinished. Taking the brush with trembling hand, and

kneeling before the picture, he prayed for skill and power to com-

plete the work for the sake of his beloved master. His hand grew

steady, the light of genius flashed from his eye, enthusiasm and forget
-

fulness of self took the place of fear and self-distrust, and, lo ! when the

picture was finished, the work of the young artist had surpassed that

of his master. So with reverent hands will we of this generation de-

vote ourselves to the great work before us, and pray that our efforts

may increase the happiness, the strength, and the glory of our grand
motherland.

Would to God that in this great country of ours, political were not

so nearly synonymous with geographical boundaries, and that while

rejoicing in each other's progress, every section might unite in a

spirit of loyal brotherhood to meet every danger that threatens, in any
and every part of our wide domain. The cultivation of such a spirit

and a return to strict constitutional methods, is the only course of

permanent national safety. While holding to the principle that the

Union is indissoluble, leave to the States their entire sovereignty in

all things not absolutely requiring the intervention of the national

government. The true strength of that government in the future

must be as the head of a mighty phalanx of harmonious and inde-

structible States which will bear it up on their shields and carry its

banner triumphantly through every peril. To this great end the

States of the South stand ready to pledge "their lives, their fortunes,

and their sacred honor." This Union has been cemented by blood

too precious to have been shed in vain. Let that blood atone for all

the errors of the past, while North and South and East and West,
with loyal hearts and willing hands

" Put on the old ship all her power to-day.

Crowd extra top-gallants and royal studding sails,

With flags and flaunting pennants added,
As we take to the open the deepest, freest waters."

General Law was frequently applauded during his address, and at

its close he was warmly congratulated by many of those who heard

him.
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General Jubal A. Early entered the hall during the delivery of the

address, and his appearance was the signal for an outburst of applause.

At the close of the address, Rev. Dr. J. William Jones moved that

the thanks of the Association be returned to General Law, and that a

copy be requested for publication.

Adopted unanimously.

Major J. Booton Hill moved that a committee of five be appointed
to propose the names of the officers and the Executive Committee.

Adopted ;
and the following gentlemen were appointed : Major J. B.

Hill, Colonel R. W. T. Duke, Rev. Frank Stringfellow, Rev. W. Q.
Hulleton, and General William McComb.

While the committee was out, loud calls were made for General

Fitz. Lee, who responded happily.

OTHER ADDRESSES.

In response to calls, the following gentlemen also came forward and
made short appropriate addresses : General Jubal A. Early, General

J. B. Kershaw, of South Carolina
;
General M. C. Butler, of South

Carolina ;
General A. R. Lawton, of Alabama. *.

By this time the committee had returned, and reported the names

of the following gentlemen as officers for the ensuing year, and the

report was unanimously agreed to :

President General William H. Payne.
First Vice-President General T. T. Munford.

Second Vice-President General B. T. Johnson.
Third Vice-President General E. M. Law.

Secretary Captain Thomas Ellett.

Treasurer Private Robert J. Bosher.

Executive Committee Colonel W. E. Cutshaw (chairman), Cap-
tain Thomas Pinckney, Private J. T. Gray, Major E. T. D. Myers,
and Captain E. P. Reeve.

The President then announced the banquet, after which, at 10:45,

the Association adjourned.

After the speaking at the Capitol the Association and their guests

repaired to Saenger Hall, where an excellent supper was spread and

fully enjoyed.

General Payne presided, and introduced the speakers.

The following were the regular toasts and respondents :
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The Infantry :

"
If ever a band of warriors won
A paen for deeds of valor done,

They deserve, indeed, the glorious meed
And the proud triumphal hymn."

General John B. Gordon.

The Artillery :

The splendid service of the artillery nerved the arm and inspired

the heart of the other branches of the army, and frequently turned the

tide of battle to victory.

Colonel Thomas H. Carter.

The Cavalry :

"As the Immortals rode to war. when Hector fought for Troy,
These rode as if immortals, too, inspired with awful joy."

General W. H. Payne.

The Women of the South :

"
History shall tell how you
Have nobly borne your part,

And won the proudest triumph yet,

The triumph of the heart."

Judge F. R. Farrar.

The Confederate Dead :

"
It seeks not where their bodies lie,

By bloody hillside, plain, or river,

Their names are bright on Fame's proud sky ;

Their deeds of valor live forever."

Senator John W. Daniel.

General Gordon was received with vociferous applause, made a

superb speech, and was given three cheers at the close.

Colonel Thomas H. Carter made his
" maiden speech," but did it

admirably, and received
"

three cheers for the gallant artillerist."

All the speakers, including those who responded to the toasts,

acquitted themselves felicitously, as the audience testified in their

appreciative attention and attendant applause.
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Life, Services and Character of Jefferson Davis.

An Oration by Hon. JOHN W. DANIEL.

Delivered under the auspices of the General Assembly of Virginia at Mozart

Academy of Music, January 25, 1890.

PRELIMINARY PROCEEDINGS ON THE PART OF THE GENERAL

ASSEMBLY.

In the Senate of Virginia, December 7, 1889, Senator T. W. Har-

rison, of Winchester, offered the following concurrent resolution :

Resolved (the House of Delegates concurring), That the Hon.

John W. Daniel be invited to deliver an address upon the life and

character and services of the late Jefferson Davis, President of the

Confederate States of America, in the hall of the House of Dele-

gates, at such time during the present session of the Legislature as

he may designate, and that a committee of two on the part of the

Senate and three on the part of the House be appointed to wait upon
the Hon. John W. Daniel and extend him this invitation and make
all necessary arrangements.

Agreed to by Senate December 7, 1889.

J. D. PENDLETON,
Clerk of Senate.

Agreed to by House of Delegates December 7, 1889.

J. BELL BIGGER,
Clerk of House of Delegates.

The following joint committee was appointed on the part of the

Senate and House of Delegates, respectively :

Committee on the part of the Senate :

T. W. HARRISON, of Winchester.

TAYLOR BERRY, of Amherst.

Committee on the part of the House of Delegates :

J. OWENS BERRY, of Fairfax.

P. C. CABELL, of Amherst.

JAMES M. STUBBS, of Gloucester.
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In the House of Delegates, December 12, 1889, the Hon. Walter

T. Booth, of Richmond, offered the following concurrent resolution :

Resolved (the Senate concurring), That the committee having in

charge the arrangements for the delivery of the address of Hon.

John W. Daniel on the character and life of Hon. Jefferson Davis be

and is hereby authorized and instructed to select for the occasion

some other and larger hall than that of the House of Delegates.

Agreed to by the General Assembly of Virginia January 22, 1890.

J. BELL BIGGER,

Clerk House of Delegates and Keeper of Rolls of Virginia.

The following extract is taken from the report of the special com-
mittee made January 22, 1890:

"
They have discharged the pleasant duty of tendering the said

invitation, and are gratified to report that Hon. John W. Daniel has

accepted the invitation, and has designated Saturday January 25,

1890, at 8 o'clock P. M., as the time for the delivery of the same at

the Mozart Academy of Music."

J. BELL BIGGER,

Clerk House of Delegates and Keeper of Rolls of Virginia.

At 8 P. M. on the 25th day of January, 1890, the Hon. R. H.

Cardwell, Speaker of the House of Delegates, called the vast assem-

blage to order, and delivered the following introductory address :

Ladies and Gentlemen :

It is the pleasing part of my duties to welcome you on this

occasion especially pleasing because the presence of this magnificent
audience demonstrates that when the present General Assembly of

Virginia invited one of her favorite sons, and her most gifted orator

to deliver in this, the capital city of the late Confederate States of

America, an oration on the life and character of the lamented Jeffer-

son Davis, they but voiced the wishes of the people whom they have

the honor to represent. In 1865, nearing the close of the Confede-

racy's short life, the General Assembly of Virginia addressed an open
letter to President Davis, in which it declared "

its desire in this criti-

cal period of affairs, by such suggestions as occur to them and by
the dedication, if need be, of the entire resources of the Common-
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wealth to the common cause, to strengthen our hands, and to give

success to our struggle for liberty and independence."

In reply, President Davis said :

" Your assurance is to me a source

of the highest gratification ;
and while conveying to you my thanks

for the expression of confidence of the General Assembly in my sin-

cere devotion to my country and its sacred cause, I must beg per-

mission in return to bear witness to the uncalculating, unhesitating

spirit with which Virginia has, from the moment when she first drew

the sword, consecrated the blood of her children and all her material

resources to the achievement of the object of our struggle."

Our "sacred cause" was lost, and, after long years of vicarious

suffering, through all of which he was true to us and to our dead,

our chieftain has passed away, but the love for the principles for

which we contended, and the memory of him who contributed so

much to make our record in that struggle glorious, will live forever

in the hearts of all true men and women throughout our Southland.

It is our purpose on this occasion to review the brilliant life and spot-

less character of Mr. Davis, and in selecting as the orator, that fear-

less son of Virginia whose eloquent words, as enduring as marble,

have held up for review by coming generations the life and character

of other of our great leaders who have "
crossed over the river," we

again have your approval, and his name is so indelibly written in our

affections, that your reception of him here to-night will further

demonstrate that it is a needless task for me to more formally intro-

duce to a Virginia audience John W. Daniel.

THE ORATION.

Mr. Speaker, Gentlemen of the General Assembly of Virginia,

Ladies and Gentlemen :

Noble are the words of Cicero when he tells us that "it is the first

and fundamental law of history that it should neither dare to say any-

thing that is false, or fear to say anything that is true, nor give any

just suspicion of favor or disaffection."

No less a high standard must be invoked in considering the life,

character, and services of Jefferson Davis a great man of a great

epoch, whose name is blended with the renown of American arms and

with the civic glories of the Cabinet and the Congress hall a son of

the South, who became the head of a confederacy more populous and

extensive than that for which Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Inde-
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pendence, and the commander-in -chief of armies many times greater

than those of which Washington was the general.

He swayed Senates and led the soldiers of the Union and he stood

accused of treason in a court of justice.

He saw victory sweep illustrious battle-fields and he became a

captive.

He ruled millions and he was put in chains.

He created a nation ;
he followed its bier

;
he wrote its epitaph

and he died a disfranchised citizen.

But though great in all vicissitudes and trials, he was greatest in

that fortune which, lifting him first to the loftiest heights and casting

him thence into the depths of disappointment, found him everywhere
the erect and constant friend of truth. He conquered himself and

forgave his enemies, but bent to no one but God.

SEVERE SCRUTINY OF HIS LIFE AND CHARACTER.

No public man was ever subjected to sterner ordeals of character

or closer scrutiny of conduct. He was in the public gaze for nearly

half a century ;
and in the fate which at last overwhelmed the South-

ern Confederacy and its President, its official records and private

papers fell into the hands of his enemies.

Wary eyes now searched to see if he had overstepped the bounds

which the laws of war have set to action, and could such evidence be

found, wrathful hearts would have cried for vengeance. But though

every hiding-place was opened, and reward was ready for any who

would betray the secrets of the captured chief, whose armies were

scattered, and whose hands were chained though the sea gave up its

dead in the convulsion of his country there could be found no guilty

fact, and accusing tongues were silenced.

" Whatever record leaped to lie:ht,

His name could not be shamed."

I could not, indeed, nor would I, divest myself of those identities

and partialities which make me one with the people of whom he was

the chief in their supreme conflict. But surely if records were stain-

less and enemies were dumb, and if the principals now pronounce

favorable judgment upon the agent, notwithstanding that he failed to

conduct their affairs to a successful issue, there can be no suspicion of

undue favor on the part of those who do him honor
;
and the contrary

inclination could only spring from disaffection.
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THE SOUTH KNEW HIM AND THEREFORE HONORS HIM.

The people of the South knew Jefferson Davis. He mingled his

daily life with theirs under the eager ken of those who had bound up
with him all that life can cherish.

To his hands they consigned their destinies, and under his guidance

they committed the land they loved, with husbands, fathers, sons, and

brothers, to the God of Battles.

Ruin, wounds, and death became their portion. And yet this

people do declare that Jefferson Davis was an unselfish patriot and

a noble gentleman ;
that as the trustee of the highest trusts that man

can place in man he was clear and faithful ;
and that in his high office

he exhibited those grand heroic attributes which were worthy of its

dignity and of their struggle for independence.

Thus it was that when the news came that he was no more there

was no Southern home that did not pass under the shadow of afflic-

tion. Thus it was that the Governors of Commonwealths bore his

body to the tomb, and that multitudes gathered from afar to bow in

reverence. Thus it was that throughout the South the scarred sol-

diers, the widowed wives, the kindred of those who had died in the

battle which he delivered, met to give utterance to their respect and

sorrow. Thus it is that the General .Assembly of Virginia is now

convened to pay their tribute. Completer testimony to human worth

was never given, and thus it will be that the South will build a monu-

ment to record their verdict that he was true to his people, his con-

science, and his God
;
and no stone that covers the dead will be

worthier of the Roman legend :

' ' Claras et virfortissimus.
' '

SOME PERSONAL TRAITS OF CHARACTER.

The life now closed was one of conflict from youth to manhood,
and from manhood to the grave. Before he was a man in years he

was an officer in the army of his country, and intermissions of mili-

tary and civil services were but spent in burnishing the weapons
which were to shine in the clash of opposing interests.

The scenes of the hearthstone and of the cloisters of friendship and

religion have no place on that large canvas which portrays the great
events of national existence

;
and those who come forth from them

equipped and strong to wrestle and contend leave often behind them
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the portions of their life-work which, could others know them, would

reverse all conceptions of character and turn aversion to affection.

Those who knew Jefferson Davis in intimate relations honored him
most and loved him. Genial and gentle, approachable to all, espe-

cially regardful of the humble and the lowly, affable in conversation,

and enriching it from the amplest stores of a refined and cultured

mind, he fascinated those who came within the circle of his society
and endeared them to him. Reserved as to himself, he bore the

afflictions of a diseased body with scant allusion even when it became
needful to plead them in self-defense. With bandaged eyes and
weak from suffering, he would come from a couch of pain to vote on

public issues, and for over twenty years, with the sight of one eye
gone, he dedicated his labors to the vindication of the South from

the aspersions which misconceptions and passions had engendered.
At over four-score years he died, with his harness on, his pen yet

bright and trenchant, his mental eye undimmed, his soul athirst for

peace, truth, justice, and fraternity, breathing his last breath in

clearing the memories of the Lost Confederacy.
Clear and strong in intellect

; proud, high-minded, sensitive : self-

willed, but not self-centred
;
self-assertive for his cause, but never for

his own advancement
; aggressive and imperious, as are nearly all

men fit for leadership ;
with the sturdy virtues that command respect,

but without the small diplomacies that conciliate hostility, he was one

of those characters that naturally make warm friends and bitter ene-

mies
;
a veritable man, "terribly in earnest," such as Carlyle loved

to count among the heroes.

NEITHER SELFISH, COLD, NOR CRUEL.

Such a man can never be understood while strife lasts
;
and little

did they understand him who thought him selfish, cold, or cruel.

When he came to Richmond as your President, your generous peo-

ple gave him a home, and he declined it. After the war, when

dependent on his labor for the bread of his family, kind friends ten-

dered him a purse gracefully refusing, "Send it," he said, "to

the poor and suffering soldiers and their families." His heart was
full of melting charity, and in the Confederate days the complaint was
that his many pardons relaxed discipline, and that he would not let

the sentences of military courts be executed. Not a human being
ever believed for an instant the base imputation that he appropriated
Confederate gold. He distributed the last to the soldiers, and "

the
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fact is," he wrote to a friend, "that I staked all my property and

reputation on the defense of States' rights and constitutional liberty

as I understand them. The first I spent in the cause, except what

was saved and appropriated or destroyed by the enemy ;
the last has

been persistently assailed by all which falsehood could invent and

malignity employ."

HUMANITY TO PRISONERS OF WAR.

He would have turned with loathing from misuse of a prisoner,

for there was no characteristic of Jefferson Davis more marked than

his regard for the weak, the helpless, and the captive. By act of the

Confederate Congress and by general orders the same rations served

to the Confederates were issued to the prisoners, though taken from

a starving army and people.

Brutal and base was the effort to stigmatize him as a conspirator to

maltreat prisoners, but better for him that it was made, for while he

was himself yet in prison, the evidences of his humanity were so over-

whelming that finally slander stood abashed and malignity recoiled.

Even at Andersonville, where the hot summer sun was, of course,

disastrous to men of the Northern clime, well-nigh as many of. their

guard died as of them.

With sixty thousand more Federal prisoners in the South than

there were Confederate prisoners in the North, four thousand more

Confederates than Federals died in prison. A cyclone of rhetoric

cannot shake this mountain of fact, and these facts are alike immova-

ble :

1. He tried to get the prisoners exchanged by the cartel agreed on,

but as soon as an excess of prisoners was in Federal hands this was

refused.

2. A delegation of the prisoners themselves was sent to Washington
to represent the situation and the plea of humanity for exchange.

3. Vice- President Stephens was sent to see President Lincoln by
President Davis, and urge exchange, in order

"
to restrict the calami-

ties of war,'
:

but he was denied audience.

4. Twice in January, 1864, and January, 1865 President Davis

proposed, through Commissioner Quid, that each side should send

surgeons and allow money, food, clothing, and medicines to be sent

to prisoners, but no answer came.

5. Unable to get medicines in the Confederacy, offer was made to

buy them from the United States for the sole use of Federal prisoners.

No'answer was made.
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6. Then offer was made to deliver the sick and wounded without

any equivalent in exchange. There was no reply for months.

7. Finally, and as soon as the United States would receive them,

thousands of both sick and well were delivered without exchange.

The record leaves no doubt as to the responsibility for refusal to

exchange. General Grant assumed it, saying in his letter of August
18, 1864 :

"
It is hard on our men in Southern prisons not to exchange

them, but it is humanity to those left in the ranks to fight our battles.

If we commence a system of exchanges which liberates all prisoners

taken, we will have to fight on until the whole South is exterminated.

If we hold those caught they amount to no more than dead men.

At this particular time, to release all rebel prisoners North, would

insure Sherman's defeat and would compromise our own safety here."

Alexander H. Stephens declared that the effort to fix odium on

President Davis constituted "one of the boldest and baldest attempted

outrages upon the truth of history which has ever been essayed."
Charles A. Dana, of the New York Sun, formerly Assistant Sec-

retary of War, nobly vindicated President Davis while he lived,

declared him "
altogether acquitted

"
of the charge, and said of him

dead, "A majestic soul has passed."
When General Lee congratulated his army on the victories of

Richmond, he said to them :

" Your humanity to the wounded and

the prisoners was the fit and crowning glory of your valor." And
could that army now march by, they would lift those laurels from

their bayonets and throw them upon the grave of the Confederate

President.

HE RESENTED WRONG, BUT BORE NEITHER HATRED NOR MALICE.

Resentment wreaked itself upon him ere these truths were fully

known, and while, indeed, passion turned a deaf ear to them. And
if he struck back, what just man can blame him ? With a reward of

$100,000 offered for him as an assassin
; charged with maltreating

prisoners ;
indicted for treason, and imprisoned for two years and

denied a trial; handcuffed like a common ruffian; put in solitary

confinement ;
a silent sentinel and blazing light at watch on his every

motion where is there a creature who can call himself a man who

could condemn aye, who does not sympathize with the goaded
innocence and the righteous indignation with which he spurned the

accusations and denounced the accusers ?

But whatever he suffered, the grandeur of his soul lifted him above

the feelings of hatred and malice.
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When Grant lay stricken at Mt. McGregor he was requested to

write a criticism of his military career. He declined for two reasons :

"
First, General Grant is dying. Second, though he invaded our

country with a ruthless, it was with an open hand, and, as far as I

know, he abetted neither arson nor pillage, and has since the war, I

believe, shown no malignity to the Confederates, either of the mili-

tary or civil service ; therefore, instead of seeking to disturb the quiet

of his closing hours, I would, if it were in my power, contribute to

the peace of his mind and the comfort of his body." This was no

new-born feeling. At Fortress Monroe, when suffering the tortures of

bodily pain in an unwholesome prison, and the worse tortures of a

humiliating and cruel confinement, which make man blush for his kind

to recall them, he yet, in the solitude of his cell, shared only by his

faithful pastor, took the Holy Communion which commemorates the

blood and the broken body of Jesus Christ, and, bowing to God,
declared his heart at peace with Him and man.

As free from envy as he was from malice, he was foremost in recog-

nizing, applauding, and eulogizing the great character and achieve-

ments of General R. E. Lee, and with his almost dying hand he wove
a chaplet of evergreen beauty to lay upon his honored brow.

RIGID ADHERENCE TO PRINCIPLE.

Sternly did he stand for principle. He was no courtier, no flat-

terer, no word magician, no time-server, no demagogue, unless that

word shake from it the contaminations of its abuse and return to its

pristine meaning a leader of the people. Like King David's was

his command, "There shall no deceitful man dxvell in my house."

A pure and lofty spirit breathed through his every utterance, which,

like the Parian stone, revealed in its polish the fineness of the grain.

I can recall no public man who, in the midst of such shifting and

perplexing scenes of strife, maintained so firmly the consistency of

his principles, and who, despite the shower of darts that hurtled

around his head, triumphed so completely over every dishonoring

imputation. It was because those who knew his faith knew always
where to find him, and wherever found he proclaimed that faith as

the standard bearer unfurls his colors.

He was always ready to follow his principles to their logical con-

clusion ;
to become at any sacrifice their champion ; to face defeat in

their defense, and to die, if need be, rather than disguise or recant

them.
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Advocating the Mexican war while a member of the House of

Representatives from Mississippi, he resigned his seat there to take

command of a Mississippi regiment and share the hardships and

dangers of the field.

When later his party in Mississippi seemed to be losing ground,

and General Quitman, its candidate for Governor, retired, a popular

election giving forecast of 7,500 majority against him, Jefferson Davis

resigned his seat in the United States Senate to accept its leadership

and become its nominee, and with such effect did he rally its ranks

that he came within 1,000 votes of election.

When he turned homeward from Mexic \ the laurelled hero of

Buena Vista, he was everywhere hailed with acclamation, and a com-

mission as brigadier-general of volunteers in the United States army
was tendered him by President Polk. We may well conceive with

what pride the young soldier, not yet forty years of age, would wel-

come so rare an honor in the cherished profession which had kindled

his youthful ardor, and in which he had become now so signally

distinguished.

But he had taught the doctrine that the State and not the Federal

government was the true constitutional fountain of such an honor,

and from another hand he would not bend his knightly brow to

receive it. And yet later on, when summoned from the privacy of

home to a place in the Cabinet of President Pierce, he declined

because he believed it to be his duty to remain in Mississippi and

wrestle for the cause with which he was identified. Thus did he

abandon or decline the highest dignities of civil and military life,

always putting principle in the lead, and himself anywhere that would

best support it.

REPRESENTATIVE MEN INTERPRET THE GENIUS OF PEOPLES.

Personal virtues and public services are so different in essence and

effect, that nations often glorify those whose private characters are

detestable, and condemn others who possess the most admirable traits.

The notorious vices of Marlborough stood not in the way of the titles,

honors, and estates which England heaped on the hero of Blenheim,

and the nobleness of Robert Emmett did not shield the champion of

Irish independence from the scaffold.

But the men of history cannot be thus dismissed from the bar of

public judgment with verdicts wrung from the passion of an hour.

There is a court of appeals in the calmer life and clearer intelligence
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of nations, and whenever the inherent rights or the moral ideas under-

lying the movements of society are brought in question, the personal

qualities, the honor, the comprehension, the constancy of its leading

spirits must contribute largely to the final judgment. In this forum

personal and public character are blended, for in great conjunctures
it is largely through their representative men that we must interpret

the genius of peoples.

A TRUE REPRESENTATIVE MAN OF THE SOUTH.

It was fortunate for the South, for America, and for humanity that

at the head of the South in war was a true type of its honor, char-

acter, and history a man whose clear rectitude preserved every

complication fro.n impeachment of bad faith
;
a patriot whose love

of law and liberty were paramount to all expediencies ;
a commander

whose moderation and firmness could restrain, and whose lofty pas-

sion and courage could inspire ;
a publicist whose intellectual powers

and attainments made him the peer of any statesman who has cham-

pioned the rights of commonwealths in debate, or stood at the helm

when the ship of state encountered the temptest of civil commotion.

HE TRULY REPRESENTED THE SOUTH AS A CONSTITUTIONAL

PRESIDENT.

In the tremendous storm which has scarce yet subsided, Jefferson

Davis never once forgot that he was a constitutional President under

the limits of the fundamental law of the Confederate republic. Some

thought that he might have imparted a fiercer energy to his sore-

pressed battalions had he grasped the purse and the sword, seized

the reins of a dictator and pushed the enterprise of war to its most

exigent endeavor. But never once did ambition tempt or stress of

circumstances drive him to admit the thought, at war as it was with

the principles of the revolution which he led and with the genius of

the Southern people. He stood for constitutional right. To him it

was the Rock of Ages. Who does not now rejoice that he was

inflexible ?

HE TRULY REPRESENTED THE SOUTH IN NOT NEGOTIATING FOR

PEACE ON OTHER TERMS THAN INDEPENDENCE.

Had a man less sober-minded and less strong than he, been in his

place the Confederacy would not only have gone down in material

ruin il would have been buried in disgrace. Excesses, sure to bring
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retribution in the end, would have blotted its career, and weakness

would have stripped its late of dignity. I dismiss, therefore, the un-

worthy criticism that he should have negotiated peace in February,

1865, when Hon. Francis P. Blair came informally to Richmond, and

when, as the result of his mission, Messrs. Stephens, Hunter and

Campbell met President Lincoln and Secretary Seward in conference

at Hampton Roads. Reports have been circulated that at that time

peace could have been secured upon a basis of a return to the Union,

with payment of some sort to Southern owners for their emancipated
slaves. There is no foundation for such belief. The idea which led

to the conference was that of Mr. Blair that the Confederate cause

being hopeless, the Confederate leaders could be induced to wheel

their columns into line with those of the Union army now thundering
at their gates, and then march off to Mexico to assert the Monroe
doctrine and expel Maximilian, the usurping emperor, from his

throne. But when President Lincoln and Secretary Seward appeared
no proposal of any kind was made but unconditional surrender.

This was reported, and of course declined. Even had compensation
for slaves been proposed, the Confederate soldiers would have repudi-
ated such terms as conditions of surrender. True, they were in dire

distress. With scarce a handful, Johnston could only harass Sher-

man in the South, and the men of Lee could see from their trenches

the mighty swarms marshalling in their front. The starvation that

clutched at their throats plunged its dagger to their hearts as they

thought of loved ones famishing at home. But the brave men who
still clung to their tattered standards knew naught of the art or prac-

tice of surrender. They thought of Valley Forge and saw beyond it

Yorktown. Had not Washington thought of the mountains of West

Augusta when driven from his strongholds ? Why not they ? Had
not Jackson left the legacy,

" What is life without honor ? Dishonor

is worse than death." They could not comprehend the idea of sur-

render, for were they not their fathers' sons ?

REVOLUTIONS CAN ONLY DIE IN THE LAST DITCH.

They would rather have died than surrender then, and they were

right. Revolutions imply the impossibility of compromise. They
never begin until overtures are ended. Once begun, there is no half-

way house between victory and death, and they can only die with

honor in the last ditch.

Had surrender come before its necessity was manifest to all man-
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kind, reproach, derision and contempt, feud, faction and recrimination

would have brought an aftermath of disorder and terror
;
and had it

been based on such terms as those which critics have suggested, a

glorious revolution would have been snuffed out like a farthing candle

in a miserable barter about the ransom of slaves.

It was well for all that it was fought to the finish without compro-
mise either tendered or entertained. The fact that it was so fought
out gave finality to its result and well-nigh extinguished its embers

with its flames. No drop of blood between Petersburg and Appo-
mattox not one in the last charge was shed in vain. Peace with

honor must pay its price, even if that price be life itself, and it is

because the South paid that price with no miser's hand that her sur-

viving soldiers carried home with them the
"
consciousness of duty

faithfully performed." We should rejoice that if weak men wavered

before the end, neither Jefferson Davis, nor Robert E. Lee, nor Joseph
E. Johnston wavered. Though they and their compeers could not

achieve the independence of the Confederacy, they did preserve the

independent and unshamed spirit of their people. And it is in that

spirit now that men of the South find their shield against calumny,
their title to respect, their welcome to the brotherhood of noble men,,

and their incentive to noble and unselfish deeds.
"
If you would know why Rome was great," says a student of her

history,
"
consider that Roman soldier whose armed skeleton was

found in a recess near the gate of Pompeii. When burst the sulphu-
rous storm, the undaunted hero dropped the visor of his helmet and

stood there to die."

Would you know why the South is great ? Look on the new-made

grave in Louisiana, and consider the ragged soldier of Bentonville and

Appomattox.

EARLY DAYS DAVIS AND LINCOLN.

After the Revolutionary war Samuel Davis, who had served in it

as one of the mounted men of Georgia, settled in Kentucky. Pend-

ing the war, in 1782 (the very year that George Rogers Clarke cap-

tured Kaskaskia), Thomas Lincoln, of Rockingham county, Virginia,

removed to the same State. Jefferson Davis, the son of the first-

named settler, was born on June 3, 1808. and on February 12, 1809,

was born the son of the other Abraham Lincoln. Samuel Davis

moved to Mississippi. His son became a cadet at West Point under

appointment from President Monroe, and soon, commissioned as a

lieutenant in the United States army, appeared in the service fighting
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the Indians on the frontier in the Blackhawk war. In early manhood
Abraham Lincoln removed to Illinois, and, now, becoming a captain

of volunteers, he and Jefferson Davis were under the same flag

engaged in the same warfare.

John Hampden and Oliver Cromwell had once engaged passage
for America, and George Washington was about to become a mid-

shipman in the British navy. Had not circumstances changed these

plans Hampden and Cromwell might have become great names in

American history. And suppose Admiral George Washington,
under the colors of King George III., had been pursuing the Count

D'Estaing, whose French fleet hemmed Cornwallis in at Yorktown
who knows how the story of the great Revolution might have been

written ? Had Jefferson Davis gone to Illinois and Lincoln to Mis-

sissippi, what different histories would be around those names
; and

yet I fancy that the great struggle with which they were identified

would have been changed only in incidents and not in its great
currents.

A PLANTER'S LIFE 1835 TO 1843.

In 1835 Lieutenant Davis resigned his commission in the army,
intermarried Miss Taylor, a daughter of Zachary Taylor, and retired

to his Mississippi estate, where for eight years he spent his time in

literary studies and agricultural pursuits a country gentleman with

a full library and broad acres.

Such life as his was that of John Hampden before the country squire

suddenly emerged from obscurity as a debater, a leader of Parliament,

and a soldier, to plead and fight and die in the people's cause against
a tyrant's and a tax-gatherer's exactions. Such life as his was that

of many of the fathers of the republic; and when Jefferson Davis

entered public life, in 1843, he came as Washington, Jefferson,

Madison, Monroe, Henry, Mason, Clay, Calhoun, and Andrew Jack-
son had come before him from a Southern plantation, where he had

been the head of a family and the master of slaves.

HIS VARIOUS EMPLOYMENTS FROM 1843 TO l86l.

From 1843 to 1861 the life of Jefferson Davis was spent for the

most part in public services, and they were as distinguished as the

occasions which called them into requisition were numerous and

important. A presidential elector, a member of the House of Repre-
sentatives, a United States senator (once by appointment and twice

by election), a colonel of the Mississippi volunteers in Mexico, twice
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a candidate for Governor of his State before the people these

designations give suggestion of the number and dignity of his

employments.

MILITARY SERVICES IN MEXICO.

How he led the Mississippi riflemen in storming Monterey without

bayonets ; how he threw them into the famous " V "
to receive and

repulse the Mexican Lancers at the crisis of the battle of Buena Vista ;

how, though wounded and bleeding from a musket-shot, he sat his

horse, and would not quit the field till victory had crowned it, is a

picture that hangs conspicuously in the galleries of our history. The
movement prompt, original, and decisive disclosed the general of

rare ability ; the personal conduct avouched the hero.

"Colonel Davis," said General Taylor in his report, "though

severely wounded, remained in the saddle until the close of the

action. His distinguished coolness and gallantry at the head of his

regiment on this day entitled him to the particular notice of the

government."
Colonel Davis won the battle of Buena Vista, and Buena Vista

made General Taylor President.

IN THE CABINET OF PRESIDENT PIERCE.

As Secretary of War in the Cabinet of President Pierce, a position

which he only accepted after repeated solicitation, he was an officer

second to none who has ever administered that department in execu-

tive faculty and in benefits bestowed on the military service.

It was under his direction that George B. McClellan (then a cap-

tain, afterwards general-in-chief and commander of the Army of the

Potomac) was sent with a commission to the Crimea to observe mili-

tary operations and to study the tactics and conditions of the Euro-

pean armies their engaged, the result of which introduced many im-

provements.
There was nothing that came within his jurisdiction that he did

not methodize and seek to extend to the widest range of utility.

Material changes were made in the model of arms. Iron gun-car-

riages were introduced and experiments made which led to the cast-

ing of heavy guns hollow, instead of boring them after the casting.

The army was increased by two regiments of cavalry and two of

infantry. Amongst his earnest recommendations were the revisions

of army regulations ; the increase of the medical corps ; the intro-

duction of light-infantry tactics
;

rifled muskets and balls
;

the
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exploration of the western frontiers, and the maintenance of large

garrisons for the defense of settlers against the Indians. And there

was no direction in which was not felt his comprehensive under-

standing and his diligent hand.

His efforts to obtain increased pay for officers and men, and pen-

sions to their widows, betokened those liberal sentiments to the de-

fenders of their country which he never lost opportunity to evince or

express.

He refused to carry politics into the matter of clerical appoint-

ments, and in selecting a clerk was indifferent whether he was a

Democrat or a Whig. To get the best clerk was his sole thought,

and while I am not prepared to condemn as spoilsmen those who

seek agents in unison with their principles, I can readily recognize

the simplicity and loftiness of a nature which pays no heed to con-

siderations of partisan advantage.

The confidence which he inspired was indicated by the trust re-

posed in him by Congress to take charge of the appropriations made
for the construction of the new Senate chamber and hall of Repre-

sentatives, and of those also to locate the most eligible route for the

railway to connect the Mississippi valley with the Pacific coast.

The administration of Franklin Pierce closed in 1857, and it had

presented the only instance in our history of a cabinet unchanged for

four years in the individuals which composed it. None have filled

the executive chair with more fidelity to public interests than Frank-

lin Pierce, and words with which his Secretary of War eulogized him

were worthily spoken by one to whom they were equally applicable :

"
Chivalrous, generous, amiable, true to his friends and his faith,

frank and bold in his opinions, he never deceived any one. And if

treachery had ever come near him it would have stood abashed in the

presence of his truth, his manliness and his confiding simplicity."

FIRST PUBLIC APPEARANCE IN POLITICS IN THE HOUSE OF REP-

RESENTATIVES IN 1845.

In his first public appearance, in 1843, Mr. Davis had uttered the

key-note of his political faith by moving to instruct the delegates

from Mississippi to vote for John C. Calhoun as a presidential nomi-

nee in a national Democratic convention.

Calhoun was, as he regarded,
"
the most trusted leader of the

South and the greatest and purest statesman in the Senate," and

while he did not concur in his doctrines of nullification, he adopted
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otherwise his constitutional views, and in the most part the politics

which he advocated. Taking his seat in the House of Representa-
tives in December, 1845, he at om-e launched into the work and

debates of that body, and with his first address made that impression
of eloquence and power which he maintained throughout his parlia-

mentary career. John Quincy Adams is said to have predicted on

hearing it that he would make his mark, and his prophecy was very

soon fulfilled. He advocated, in a resolution offered by himself, the

very first month of his service, the conversion of some of the military

posts into schools of instruction, and the substitution of detachments

furnished proportionately by the States for the garrisons of enlisted

men
;
and on the 29th of the same month made a forcible speech

against Know-Nothingism, which was then becoming popular. He
had barely risen into distinguished views by his positions and speeches
on these and other subjects, such as the Mexican war and the Oregon

question, ere he resigned to take the field in Mexico, and when he

returned to public life after the Mexican war it was as a member of

the United States Senate.

IN THE SENATE.

It was in that body that his rich learning, his ready information on

current topics, and his shining abilities as an orator and debater were

displayed to most striking advantage. The great triumvirate, Clay,

Webster and Calhoun, were in the Senate then, as were also Cass,

Douglas, Bright, Dickinson, King and others of renown, and when
Calhoun ere long departed this life the leadership of the States' -

Rights party fell upon Jefferson Davis.

The compromise measure of Mr. Clay of 1850 he opposed, and

insisted on adhering to the line of the Missouri Compromise of 1820,

on the ground that "pacification had been the fruit borne by that

tree, and it should not have been ruthlessly hewn down and cast into

the fire." Meeting Mr. Clay and Mr. Berrien, of Georgia, together

in the Capitol grounds one day, Mr. Clay urged him in a friendly way
to support his bill, saying he thought it would give peace to the

country for thirty years, and then he added to Mr. Berrien,
" You

and I will be under ground before that time, but our young friend

here may have trouble to meet."

Mr. Davis replied: "I cannot consent to transfer to posterity an

issue that is as much ours as theirs, when it is evident that the sec-

tional inequality will be greater than now, and render hopeless the

attainment of justice."
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This was his disposition never to evade or shift responsibility ;

and that he did meet it is the reason why the issue is now settled, and

that ourselves, not our children, were involved in civil war.

When Clay on one occasion bantered him to future discussion,
" Now is the moment," was the prompt rejoinder. But these colli-

sions of debate did not chill the personal relations of these two great

leaders. Henry Clay was full of that generosity which recognized
the foeman worthy of his steel, and frequently evinced his admiration

and friendship for Jefferson Davis. Besides, there was a tie between

them that breathed peace over all political antagonism. Lieutenant-

Colonel Clay, the son of the Whig leader, had been slain in the battle

of Buena Vista.
"
My poor boy," said he to Senator Davis,

"
usu-

ally occupied about one-half of his letters home in praising you."
and his eyes filled with tears. When turning to him once in debate,

he said: "My friend from Mississippi and I trust that he will per-

mit me to call him my friend, for , .ween us there is a tie the nature

of which we both understand."

Without following, as indeed I could not in this brief hour, the

bearings of questions that came be." tV>- Senate during his service,

or portraying the scenes of diglad. ..a in which they were dealt

with, I but pronounce the general verdict when I say that his great

parliamentary gifts ranked hi <MsUv > :

<h the foremost men of that

body. He was measured by t. .!e of the giants of his time, and

in nothing found unequal.

TWO SPEECHES IN CONGRESS ABOUT THE MEXICAN WAR DAVIS

AND LINCOLN, AGAIN.

In connection with the Mexican war, two speeches were made in

the House of Representatives which were filled with the doctrines

which all Americans have inherited from '.' fathers of the republic.

The one of them was made by a man who, with a mind as broad

as the continent, advocated the railroad to connect the Mississippi

valley with the West, and who pourea out from a heart thrilling with

the great tradition of his country inspiring appeals for fraternity and

union.

"We turn," said he, "from present hostility to former friendship,

from recent defection to the time when Massachusetts and Virginia,

the stronger brothers of our family, stood foremost and united to

defend our common rights. From sire to son has descended the love

of our Union in our hearts, as in our history are mingled the names

of Concord and Camden, of Yorktown and Saratoga, of Monetrio
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and Pittsburgh, of Chippewa and Erie, of Bowyer and Guilford, and

New Orleans and Bunker Hill. Grouped together they form a mon-

ument to the common glory of our common country ; and where is

the Southern man who would wish that monument even less by one

of the Northern names that constitute the mass? Who, standing on

the ground made sacred by the blood of Warren, could allow sec-

tional feeling to curb his enthusiasm as he looked upon that obelisk

which rises a monument to freedom's and his country's triumph, and

stands a type of the time, the men and event it commemorates ; built

of material that mocks the waves of time, without niche or moulding
for parasite or creeping thing to rest on, and pointing like a finger to

the sky, to raise man's thoughts to philanthropic and noble deeds?
"

Scarce had these words died upon the air when there arose another

in the House of Representatives, on February 12, 1848 one who
had just voted that the war with Mexico was unnecessary and uncon-

stitutional, and who now based his views of the rights attaching by
the conquest on the rights of revolution. He said :

"Any people anywhere, being inclined and having the power, have
the right to rise up and shake off the existing government and form

a new one that suits them better.
"
Tliis is a most valuable and most sacred right a right whidi we

hope and believe is to liberate the world.
" Nor is this right confined to cases in which the whole people of

an existing government may choose to exercise it.

"
Any portion of such people that can, may revolutionize, putting

down a minority intermingled with or near about them who oppose
their movements.

" Such a minority was precisely the case of the Tories of the

Revolution. It is a quality of revolutions not to go by old lines or

old laws, but to break up both and make new ones."

Who, think you, my countrymen, were these spokesmen ?

The one who thus glorified the Union was the Kentucky boy who
had moved to Mississippi, and was about to lead her soldiers under

the Stars and Stripes in battle, and who now fills the grave of a dis-

franchised citizen. The other who thus held up revolution as the

right which was "
to liberate the world" was Abraham Lincoln, the

Kentucky boy who moved to Illinois, and who is now hailed as
"
the

defender and preserver of the nation."

BOTH DAVIS AND LINCOLN REVOLUTIONISTS.

Success has elevated the one to a high niche in Fame's proud
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temple. But can failure deny to the other entrance there when we

remember that the Temple of Virtue is the gateway of the Temple
of Fame ? Both of them in their speeches then stood for American

principles ;
both of them in their lives afterwards were the foremost

champions of American principles ;
both of them were revolu-

tionists, and as such must be judged ;
and Jefferson Davis never

advocated an idea that did not have its foundation in the Declaration

of Independence ; that was not deducible from the Constitution of

the United States as the fathers who made it interpreted its mean-

ing ;
that had not been rung in his ears and stamped upon his heart

from the hour when his father baptized him in the name of Jefferson

and he first saw the light in a Commonwealth that was yet vocal

with the States'- Rights Resolutions of 1798.

A GREAT REPRESENTATIVE OF AMERICAN PRINCIPLES AND OF
ANGLO-SAXON CHARACTER.

We cannot see the hand on the dial as it moves, but it does move

nevertheless, and so surely as it keeps pace with the circling sun, so

surely will the hour come when the misunderstandings of the past

will be reconciled, and its clamors die away ;
and then it will be

recognized by all that Jefferson Davis was more than the representa-

tive of a section, more than the intelligent guide of a revolution,

more than the champion of secession. He will stand revealed as a

political philosopher, to be numbered amongst the great expounders
of American principles and the great heroes and champions of the

Anglo-Saxon race. When the turbid streams of war have cleared

and flow evenly in their channels, it will also be seen that underneath

the hostile currents which impelled two great peoples in collision

there was a unity of sentiment which, operating from different poles

of circumstances and interest, threw into separate masses those who

by natural instinct would have cohered together.

It is easier to note the differences that float upon the surface of

social organizations than to detect the congruities and identities that

lie beneath them ;
and critics, in their analyses of character, are more

prone to exhibit the striking antitheses of contrast than to linger

upon the neutral colors which are common and undistinguishing.

GERMS OF CONTROVERSY NOT IN DIFFERENCES OF RACE, MORALS,
OR CREED OF EARLY SETTLERS.

Some fancy that they discern the germs of the controversy of
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1 86 1 in differences between the groups of colonists which settled in

Virginia and in Massachusetts, and which they think impressed upon
the incipient civilization of the North and South opposing charac-

teristics. The one, they say, brought the notions of the Cavaliers,

the other of the Puritans, to America, and that an irrepressible con-

flict existed between them. To so believe is to be deceived by the

merest surface indications. The Puritans and the Cavaliers of Eng-
land have long since settled their differences in the Old World, and

become so assimilated that the traces of old time quarrel, and, indeed,

of political identity, have been completely obliterated
;
and it would

be strange indeed if in little England they of the same race and

language were thus blended, that in America, where social adapta-
tion is so much easier and more rapid, they should have remained

separate and hostile. Many Cavaliers went to New England, and

many Puritans came to Virginia and the South, and their differences

disappeared as quickly as they now disappear between disciples of

different parties from different sections when thrown into new sur-

roundings with common interests.

NORTH AND SOUTH CONTROLLED BY PREDOMINANT TRAITS OF RACE.

To understand the causes of conflict we must consider the unities

of our race, and note the interventions of local causes which dif-

ferentiated its northern and southern segments.
When this is done, it will be realized that each section has been

guided by the predominant traits which it possessed in common, and

which inhered in the very blood of its people, and that differences of

physical surrounding, not the differences of moral and intellectual

character led to their crystallization in masses separated by diversi-

ties of interest and opinion and their resulting passions. These

diverse interests and opinions sprung out of the very soil on which

they made their homes even as the pine rises to towering heights in

the granite hills of the North, and the palmetto spreads its luxuriant

foliage on the Southland. The bear of the polar region takes his

whiteness from the cold sky, and the bear of the tropics turns dark

under the blazing heavens. The same breeze upon the high seas

impels one ship north, another south, one east, and another west,

according to the angle in which it strikes the sail. Natural causes

operating under fixed laws changed the civilization of the North and

South ;
but though their people were moved in opposite directions,

he who searches for impelling forces will find them nearly, if not

quite, identical.
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THE UNITIES OF THE ANGLO-SAXON RACE.

What are the unities of our race? They are first, aversion to

human bondage ; second, race integrity ; third, thirst for power and

broad empire ; fourth, love of confederated union
; fifth, assertion of

local liberty, if possible, within the bounds of geographical and

governmental union
; sixth, but assertion of local liberty and indi-

vidual right under all circumstances, at all times and at any cost.

These traits are so strong as to be the natural laws of the race. One
or another of them has lost its balance in the conflict between interest

and instinct, but only to reappear with renewed vigor when the sup-

pressing circumstances were removed, and he who follows their

operation will hold the key to the ascendency of Anglo-Saxon char-

acter and to its wonderful success in grasping imperial domains and

crowning freedom as their sovereign.

It will not do to dispute the existence of these natural laws of race

because they have been time and again overruled by greed, by ambi-

tion, or by the overwhelming influence of alien or hostile forces. As

well dispute the courage of the race because now and then a divi-

sion of its troops have become demoralized and broken in battle.

Through the force of these laws this race has gone around the globe
with bugles and swords, and banners and hymn-books, and school-

books and constitutions, and codes and courts, striking down old-

time dynasties to ordain free principles ; sweeping away barbaric and

savage races that their own seed might be planted in fruitful lands
;

disdaining miscegenation with inferior races, which corrupts the

blood and degenerates the physical, mental and moral nature ; widen-

ing the boundaries of their landed possessions, parcelling them out in.

municipal subdivisions, and then establishing the maximum of local

and individual privilege consistent with the common defense and

general warfare of their grand aggregations ;
and then again, rising

in the supreme sovereignty of unfearing manhood against the oppres-

sions of the tax-gatherer and the sword, recasting their institutions,

flinging rulers from their high places, wrenching government by the

mailed hand into consistency with their happiness and safety, and

proclaiming above all the faith of Jefferson that
"
Liberty is the gift

of God."

JEFFERSON DAVIS ENTITLED TO STAND IN THE PANTHEON OF

THE WORLD'S GREAT MEN.

I shall maintain that the Southern people have been as true to

these instincts as any portion of their race, and have made for them
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as great sacrifices; that the Southern Confederacy grew out of them,

and only in a subsidiary degree in antagonism to any one of them ;

and I shall also maintain that Jefferson Davis is entitled to stand in

the Pantheon of the world's great men on a pedestal not less high

than those erected for the images of Hampden, Sidney, Cromwell,

Burke and Chatham, of the fatherland, and Washington and Ham-

ilton, Jefferson and Adams, Madison and Franklin, of the New

World, who, however varying in circumstance or in personality,

were liberty leaders and representatives of great people, great ideas,

and great deeds.

UNITY OF THE SOUTHERN COLONIES AGAINST SLAVERY.

On what ground will he be challenged ? Did not the Southern

folk show originally an aversion to slavery more manifestly even than

those of the North ? South Carolina protested against it as early as

1727 and as late as 1760. Georgia prohibited it by law. Virginia

sternly set her face against it, and levied a tax of ten dollars per head

on every negro to prevent it. They were all overridden by the avarice

of English merchants and the despotism of English ministers.
" Do

as you would be done by
"

is not yet the maxim of our race, which

will push oft on its weaker brethren that it will not itself accept ;
and

thus slavery was thrust on the South, an uninvited aye, a forbid-

denguest. Quickly did the South stop the slave trade. Though
the Constitution forbade the Congress to prohibit it prior to 1808,

when that year ca.n every Southern State had itself prohibited it,

Virginia leading the list. When Jefferson Davis was born it was

gone altogether, save in one State (South Carolina), where it had

been revived under combination between large planters of the South

and ship-owners and slave traders of the North.

Fine exhibition, too, was that of unselfish Southern patriotism when

in 1787, by Southern votes and Virginia's generosity, and under

Jefferson's lead, the great northwestern territory was given to the

Union and to freedom.

UNITY OF AMERICAN COLONIES IN YIELDING TO SLAVERY.

But the South yielded to slavery, we are told. Yes
;
but did not

all America do likewise ? Do we not know that the Pilgrim fathers

enslaved both the Indian and African race, swapping young Indians

for the more docile blacks lest the red slave might escape to his

native forest ?

Listen to his appeal to Governor Winthrop :

"
Mr. Endicott and
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myself salute you on the Lord Jesus. We have heard of a division

of women and children, and would be glad of a share viz., a young
woman or a girl and a boy, if you think good."

Do we not hear Winthrop himself recount how the Pequods were

taken
"
through the Lord's great mercy, of whom the males were

sent to Bermuda and the females distributed through the bay towns,

to be employed as domestic servants
"

? Did not the prisoners of

King Philip's war suffer a similar fate? Is it not written that when

one hundred and fifty Indians came voluntarily into the Plymouth

garrison they were all sold into captivity beyond the seas ? Did not

Downing declare to Winthrop,
"

if upon a just war the Lord should

deliver them (the Narragansetts), we might easily have men, women,
and children enough to exchange for Moors, which will be more

gainful pillage to us than we can conceive, for I do not see how we

can thrive until we get in a stock of slaves sufficient to do all our

business" ? Were not choice parcels of negro boys and girls con-

signed to Boston from the Indies, and advertised and sold at auction,

until after independence was declared? Was not the first slave-ship

in America fitted out by the Pilgrim Colony ? Was not the first

statute establishing slavery enacted in Massachusetts in 1641, with a

certain comic comprehensiveness providing that there should
" never

be any bond slavery unless it be of captives taken in just war, or of

such as willingly sold themselves or were sold to them "
? Did not

the United Colonies of New England constitute the first American

Confederacy that recognized slavery ? and was not the first fugitive

slave law originated at their bidding ? All this is true. Speak

slowly, then, O ! man of the North, against the Southern slave

owners, or the Southern Chief, lest you cast down the images of your

ancestors, and their spirits rise to rebuke you for treading harshly on

their graves. On days of public festival, when you hold them up as

patterns of patriotism, take care lest you be accused of passing the

counterfeit coin of praise. Disturb not too rudely the memories of

the men who defended slavery ; say naught of moral obliquity, lest

the venerable images of Winthrop and Endicott be torn from the

historic pages of the Pilgrim Land, and the fathers of Plymouth
Rock be cast into utter darkness.

UNITY OF AMERICA IN SLAVERY WHEN INDEPENDENCE WAS
DECLARED AND THE CONSTITUTION ORDAINED.

When independence was declared at Philadelphia, in 1776, America

was yet a unit in the possession of slaves, and when the Constitution
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of 1787 was ordained the institution still existed in every one of the

thirteen States, save Massachusetts only. True, its decay had begun

where it was no longer profitable, but every State united in its recog-

nition in the Federal compact, and the very fabric of our represen-

tative government was built upon it, as three fifths of the slaves

were counted in the basis of representation in the Congress of the

United States, and property in it was protected by rigid provisions

regarding the rendition of fugitive slaves escaping from one State to

another.

Thus embodied in the Constitution ;
thus interwoven with the very

integuments of our political system ;
thus sustained by the oath to

support the Constitution, executed by every public servant and by
the decisions of the supreme tribunals, slavery was ratified by the

unanimous voice of the nation, and was consecrated as an American

institution and as a vested right by the most solemn pledge and sanc-

tion that man can give.

Deny to Jefferson Davis entry to the Temple of Fame because he

defended it ? Cast out of it first the fathers of the republic. Brand

with the mark of condemnation the whole people from whom he in-

herited the obligation, and by whom was imposed upon him the oath

to support their deed. America must prostrate herself in sack-cloth

and ashes, repent her history and revile her creators and her being

ere she can call recreant the man of 1861 who defended the heritage

and promise of a nation.

LINCOLN AND SLAVERY "CHARITY TO ALL."

There is a statue in Washington city of him who uttered the

words, "Charity to all, malice to none," and he is represented in the

act of breaking the manacles of a slave.

Suppose there were carved on its pedestal the words :

" Do the

Southern people really entertain fears that a Republican administra-

tion would directly or indirectly interfere with the slaves or with them

about their slaves ?
"

" The South would be in no more danger in this respect than it

was in the days of Washington."
This was his utterance December 22, 1860, after South Carolina

had seceded.

Carve again :

"I have no purpose, directly or indirectly, to interfere with the

institution of slavery in the States where it now exists. I believe I
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have no lawful right to do so, and I have no inclination to do so."

These are the words of his inaugural address March 4, 1861.

Carve yet again :

"Resolved, That this war is not waged upon our part with any

purpose of overthrowing or interfering with the rights or established

institutions of these States, but to defend and maintain the suprem-

acy of the Constitution and to preserve the Union." This resolution

Congress passed and he signed it after the first battle of Manassas.

And yet once more :

"
I did not at any time say I was in favor of negro suffrage. I

declared against it. I am not in favor of negro citizenship."

This opinion he never changed.
These things show in the light of events the emancipation pro-

clamation, the reconstruction acts, the black suffrage, the anarchy
that reigned that the South read truly the signs of the irrepressible

conflict.

They show, further, that by the right of revolution alone can Abra-

ham Lincoln be defended in overthrowing the institution which he

pledged himself to guard like Washington, and with it the Consti-

tution which he had sworn "to defend and maintain." And if Jeffer-

son Davis appealed to the sword and needs the mantle of charity to

cover him, where would Lincoln stand unless the right of revolution

stretched that mantle wide, and a great people wrapped him in its

mighty folds ?

DECAY OF SLAVERY IN THE NORTH AND GROWTH IN THE SOUTH
DUE TO NATURAL AND NOT MORAL CAUSES.

As the time wore on, the homogeneous order of the American

people changed. It was not conscience but climate and soil which

effected this change, or rather the instinct of aversion to bondage
rose up in the North just in proportion as the temptation of interest

subsided.

The inhospitable soil of New England repelled the pursuits of

agriculture and compelled to those of commerce and the mechanic

arts. In these the rude labor of the untutored African was unprofit-

able, and the harsh climate was uncongenial to the children of the

Dark Continent translated from its burning suns to these frigid

shores. Slavery there was an exotic
;

it did not pay, and its roots

soon decayed, like the roots of a tropic plant in the arctic zone.

In the fertile plantations of the Sunny South there was employ-
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ment for the unskilled labor of the African, and under its genial skies

he found a fitting" home. Hence natural causes ejected him from the

North and propelled him southward
;
and as the institution of slavery

decayed in northern latitudes it thrived and prospered in the southern

clime.

The demand for labor in the North was rapidly supplied by new
accessions of Europeans, and as the population increased their opin-
ions were moulded by the body of the society which absorbed and

assimilated them as they came; while on the other hand the presence
of masses of black men in the South, and the reliance upon them for

labor, repelled, in both social and economical aspects, the European

immigrants who eagerly sought for homes and employment in the

New World. More than this, Northern manufacturers wanted high

tariffs to secure high prices for their products in Southern markets,

and Southern farmers wanted low tariffs that they might buy cheaply.

Ere long it appeared that two opposing civilizations lay alongside of

each other in the United States
;
and while the roof of a common

government was over both of them, it covered a household divided

against itself in the very structure of its domestic life, in the nature

of its avocations, in the economies of its labor, and in the very tone

of its thoughts and aspiration.

Revolution was in the air. An irrepressible conflict had risen.

TWO REVOLUTIONS RISING ON PARALLEL LINES THE REVOLU-

TION OF THE NORTH AGAINST THE CONSTITUTION.

There were indeed two revolutions forming in the American

republic. The one was a Northern revolution against a Constitution

which had become distasteful to its sentiments and unsuited to its

needs. As the population of the East moved westward across the

continent, the Southern emigrant to the new territories wished to

carry with him his household servants, while the Northerner saw in

the negro a rival in the field of labor which cheapened its fruits, and

degraded, as he conceived, its social status.

Thus broke out the strife which raged in the territories of North-

ern latitudes, and as it widened it assailed slavery in every form, and

denounced as
" a covenant with death and with hell

"
the Constitution

which had guaranteed its existence.

The formula of the Northern revolution was made by such men as

Charles Sumner, who took the ground of the higher law, that the

Constitution itself was unconstitutional, and that it was not in the
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power of man to create by oath or mandate property in a slave a

revolutionary idea striking to the root and to the subversion of the

fundamental law which Washington, Adams. Franklin, Hamilton,

Madison, and their compeers had joined in making, and under which

the United States had fought its battle and attained its wonderful

growth for three-quarters of a century.

THE NORTHERN GIANT FREE WHITE LABOR.

" The Impending Crisis," Helper's book, appeared, and, endorsed

by sixty-eight abolition members of Congress, went far and wide.

The spirit of the times is indicated in its doctrines.
" Never another

vote for a slavery advocate ;
no co operation with slavery in politics ;

no fellowship in religion ;
no affiliation in society ;

no patronage to

pro-slavery merchants
;
no guestship in a slave-waiting hotel

;
no fee

to a pro-slavery lawyer ;
none to a pro slavery physician; no audi-

ence to a pro-slavery parson ;
no subscription to a pro-slavery news-

paper ;
no hiring of a slave

;
but the utmost encouragement of Free

White Labor." " FREE WHITE LABOR !

"
This was the Northern

giant that stalked into the field.

THE SOUTHERN REVOLUTION.

Meantime the Northern revolution against the Constitution was

being combatted by the rise of the Southern revolution looking to

withdrawal from the Union whose Constitution was unacceptable to

the Northern people.

But it was not hatred to Union or love of slavery that inspired the

South, nor love of the negro that inspired the North. Profounder

thoughts and interests lay beneath these currents. The rivalry of

cheap negro labor, aversion to the negro and to slavery alike, were

the spurs of Northern action ; that of the South was race integrity.

FREE WHITE DOMINION ! The Southern giant rose and faced its

foe.

THE SOUTH STANDS FOR RACE INTEGRITY.

The instinct of race integrity is the most glorious, as it is the pre-

dominant characteristic of the Anglo-Saxon race, and the sections

have it in common. Fiercely did it sweep the red men before it
;

swiftly did it brush away the Chinese in the West and North, burn-

ing their homes, cutting their throats when they pressed too hard

in rivalry, and then breaking treaties to hurl them back across the
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Pacific ocean to their native shores. Four million of black men
lived in the South side by side with the white race ;

and race

integrity now incensed the South to action.

Look further southward beyond the confines of our country, and

behold how the Latin races have commingled their blood with the

aborigines and negroes, creating mongrel republics and empires,

where society is debased and where governments, resting on no clear

principles, swing like pendulums between the extremes of tyranny
and license.

On the contrary, the American element at the South and I quote
a profound Northern writer in saying it "guarded itself with the

strictest jealousy from any such baleful contaminations." But what

a picture of horror rose before its eyes as it contemplated the freeing

of the slaves. John C. Calhoun had drawn that picture in vivid

colors which now, recalling the days of carpet-bag and negro ascen-

dency, seems like a prophet's vision.
"

If I owned the four million

of slaves in the South," said Robert Lee,
"

I would sacrifice all for

the Union." And so, indeed, would the Southern people. But Lee

never indicated how such sacrifice could obtain its object, nor was it

possible that it could. It was not the property invested in the slave

that stood in the way, for emancipation with compensation for them

was then practicable, and was again practicable in early stages of the

war, and was indeed offered. But free the slaves, they would become

voters
; becoming voters, they would predominate in numbers, and

so predominating, what would become of white civilization ?

This was the question which prevented emancipation in Virginia

in 1832. Kill slavery, what will you do with the corpse? Only
silent mystery and awful dread answered that question in 1861, while

the clamors of abolition grew louder, and the forces were accumu

lating strength to force the issue. In fourteen Northern States the

fugitive-slave law had been nullified. In new territories armed mobs

denied access to Southern masters with their slaves. Negro equality

became a text of the hustings, and incendiary appeals to the slaves

themselves to murder and burn filled the mails.

The insurrection of Nat. Turner had given forecast of scenes as

horrible as those of the French Revolution, and the bloody butcheries

of San Domingo seemed like an appalling warning of the drama to

be enacted on Southern soil.

The crisis was now hastened by two events. In 1854 the Supreme
Court, in the Dred-Scott decision, declared the Missouri Compromise
of 1820, which limited the extension of slavery to a certain line of
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latitude, unconstitutional. This was welcome to the South, but it fired

the Northern heart. In 1859, John Brown, fresh from the border

warfare of Kansas, suddenly appeared at Harper's Ferry with a band

of misguided men, and, murdering innocent citizens, invoked the in-

surrection of the slaves. This solidified and almost frenzied the

South, and in turn the fate he suffered threw oil upon the Northern

flames. Thus fell out of the gathering clouds the first big drops of

the bloody storm. In 1860 Abraham Lincoln was elected President,

and in his inaugural address he proclaimed his party's creed that the

Dred-Scott decision might be reversed. The Southern States were

already in procession of secession The high tides of revolution

were in their flow.

THE SOUTH AND THE UNION ITS BATTLES.

Pause, now, uj >a the threshold, and geography and history will

alike tell you that neither in its people nor in its leader was there lack

of love for the Union, and that it was with sad hearts that they saw

its ligaments torn rr)~ Look at the Southern map. There may
be read the name u Alamance, where in 1771 the first drop of

American blood was shed against arbitrary taxation, and at Mecklen-

burg, where w^s soii"H-d the first note of Independence. Before the

Declaration at P'li- duphia there had risen in the Southern sky what

Bancroft termed "
the bright morning star of American Independ-

ence," where, on the a8th of June, 1776, the guns of Moultrie at the

Palmetto fort in front of Charleston announced the first victory of

American arms. At King's Mountain is the spot where the rough-

and-ready men of the Carolinas and the swift riders of Virginia and

Tennessee had turned the tide of victory in our favor, and there at

Yorktown is the true birth spot of the free nation. Right here I

stand to-night on the s-.a of that State which first of all America

stood alone free and independent? Beyond the confines of the South

her sons had rendered yeoman service
;
and would not the step of

the British conqueror have been scarce less than omnipotent had not

Morgan's riflemen from the Valley of Virginia and the peerless com-
mander of Mt. Vernon appeared on the plains of Boston ? You may
follow the tracks of the Continentals at Long Island, Trenton, Prince-

ton, Brandywine, Germantown, Valley Forge, Monmouth and Mor-

ristown by the blood and the graves of the Southern men who died

on Northern soil, far away from their homes, answering the question
with their lives : Did the South love the Union ?
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THE LOVE OF THE SOUTH FOR AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS.

Did not the South love American institutions ? What school-boy
cannot tell ? Who wrote the great Declaration ? Who threw down
the gage,

"
Liberty or Death ?

" Who was chief framer of the Con-

stitution? Who became its great expounder? Who wrote the

Bill of Rights which is copied far and wide by free commonwealths?

Who presided over the convention that made the Constitution and

became in field and councils its all and all defender ? Jefferson,

Henry, Madison, Marshall, Mason, Washington, speak from your

graves and give the answer.

THE SOUTH LEADS IN ACQUIRING THE NATIONAL DOMAIN.

Did not the South do its part in acquiring the imperial domain of

the nation ? When the Revolution ended the thirteen States that

lay on the Atlantic seaboard rested westward in a wilderness, and

the Mississippi marked the extreme limits of their claims as the

Appalachian range marked the bounds of civilization. The north-

western territory north of the Ohio river, which now embraces Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin, was conquered by Gejorge

Rogers Clarke, a soldier of Virginia, under commissions from Patrick

Henry as Governor. But for this conquest the Ohio would have

been our northern boundary, and by Virginia's gilt and Southern

votes this mighty land was made the dowry of the Union.

Kentucky, the first-born State that sprung from the Union, was a

Southern gift to the new confederation. The great territory stretch-

ing from the Gulf of Mexico to the Rocky mountains' gate and

to far-off Oregon was acquired by Jefferson, as President, Irom

Napoleon, then First Consul of France, and the greatest area ever

won by diplomacy in history added to the Union. John C. Cal-

houn, of South Carolina, offered the bill in 1812 which proclaimed

the second war of independence. President Madison, of Virginia,

led the country through it, and at New Orleans Andrew Jackson, of

Tennessee, achieved its culminating victory.

It is a Northern scholar (Theodore Roosevelt) who says :

"
Throughout all the Northwest, where Ohio was the State most

threatened, the troops of Kentucky formed the bulk of the Ameri-

can army, and it was a charge of their mounted riflemen which at a

blow won the battle of the Thames.

"Again, on the famous January morning, when it seemed as if the
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fair Creole city was already in Packenham's grasp, it was the wild

soldiery of Tennessee who, laying behind their mud breastworks,

peered out through the lifting fog at the scarlet array of the English

veterans as the latter, fresh from their victories over the best troops

of Europe, advanced for the first time to meet defeat."

In 1836 Samuel Houston, sprung from the soil of that very county

which now holds the ashes of Lee and Jackson, won the battle of

San Jacinto, and achieved Texan independence. In 1845, under

James K. Polk, of Tennessee, a Southern President, it was admitted

into the Union, and a little later the American armies, led by two

Southern generals, Zachary Taylor and Winfield Scott, and com-

posed more than half of Southern soldiers, made good the cause of

the Lone Star State, enlarged its boundaries, and acquired New
Mexico and California. Thus was stretched the canopy of the wide

heavens that now spread over the American republic ; and, counting

the constellation of forty-two stars that glitter in it, forget not, ye
who have sentiment of justice, that over thirty of them were sown

there by measures and by deeds in which Southern States and South-

ern soldiers took a leading part, and in which the patriotism and

love of Union of the South never faltered.

SECESSION.

If the people with such a history could have adopted secession,

mighty indeed must have been the propulsion to it. I shall not dis-

cuss its policy, for it would be as vain a thing to do as to discuss that

of the Revolution of 1776. Each revolution concluded the question

that induced it. Slavery was the cause of our civil war, and with

the war its cause perished. But it should be the desire of all to

understand each other and to think well of each other, and the mind

capable of just and intelligent reflection should not fail, in judging
the past, to remember the conditions and views that controlled the

Southern people and their leader.

Remember that their forefathers, with scarce less attachment to

the British government, and with less conflict of interest, had set the

precedent, seceding themselves from the British empire, tearing down

ancient institutions, revolutionizing the very structure of society, and

giving proud answers to all accusers in the new evangel of the West

that the people have a right to alter or abolish government when-

ever it becomes destructive to their happiness or safety.

I have found nowhere evidence that Jefferson Davis urged seces-
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sion, though he believed in the right, approved the act of Mississippi

after it had been taken, felt himself bound by his State allegiance

whether he approved or no, and then, like all his Southern country-

men, did his best to make it good. Remember that the Federal

Constitution was silent as to secession ;
that the question was one

of inference only, and that implications radiated from its various

provisions in all directions.

If one argued that the very institute of government implied per-

petuity, as Lincoln did in his first inaugural address, another answered

that reservations to the States of powers not delegated rebutted the

implication ;
another that the government and the Constitution had

come into being in that free atmosphere which breathed the declara-

tion that they must rest upon the consent of the government ;
and

yet another answered, in Lincoln's own language, that any people

anywhere had the right to shake off government, and that this was

the right that "would liberate the world."

RIGHT OF SECESSION NOT DENIED UNTIL RECENTLY.

Remember that this right of secession had never been denied until

recent years ;
that it had been preached upon the hustings, enunciated

in political platforms, proclaimed in the Senate and in the House of

Representatives, embodied in our literature, taught in our schools

and colleges, interwoven with the texts of jurisprudence, and main-

tained by scholars, statesmen and constituencies of all States and

sections of the country.

SECESSION AN OPEN QUESTION IN 1 86 1.

Remember, furthermore, that secession was an open question in

1 86 1. No statute had ever declared, no executive had ever pro-

claimed, no court had held, it to be unconstitutional. The States

had declared themselves to be free and independent. American sov-

ereignty was hydra-headed, and each State had its own statute,

defining and punishing treason against itself. No man could have

an independent citizenship of the United States, but could only

acquire citizenship of the federation by virtue of citizenship of one

of the States. The eminent domain of the soil remained in the

State, and to it escheated the property of the intestate and heirless

dead. Was not this the sovereign that
" had the right to command

in the last resort" ?

Tucker had so taught in his commentaries on Blackstone, writing
10
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from old Williamsburg; so Francis Rawle, the eminent lawyer whom
Washington had asked to be Attorney-General, writing on the Con-

stitution, in Philadelphia ;
and so DeTocqueville, the most acute and

profound foreign writer on American institutions.

NO ARBITER TO DECIDE THE QUESTION OF SECESSION.

Where could an arbiter be found? There was no method of in-

voking the Supreme Court ; it had no jurisdiction to coerce a State

or summon it to its bar. Nor could its decree be final. For it is a

maxim of our jurisprudence uttered by Jefferson, and reiterated by
Lincoln in his first inaugural address, that its decisions may be re-

considered and reversed and bind only the clients.

SECESSION PREACHED AND THREATENED IN ALL SECTIONS THE
NORTHERN RECORD FOR IT AND AGAINST EXTENSION OF THE
UNION.

Recall the history of the doctrine
; forget not that the first mut-

terings of secession had come from the North as early as 1793, m
opposition to the threatened war with England, when the sentiments

uttered by Theodore Dwight in his letter to Wolcott were wide-

spread.
" Sooner would ninety-nine out of a hundred of our inhabi-

tants separate from the Union than plunge themselves into an abyss

of misery."

Nullification broke out in the South in 1798, led by Jefferson, and

again in 1830, led by Calhoun ; but in turn secession or nullification

was preached in and out of Congress, in State Legislatures, in mass-

meetings and conventions in 1803, 1812 and in 1844 to 1850, and in

each case in opposition made by the North to wars or measures con-

ducted to win the empire and solidify the structure of the Union.

While Jefferson was annexing Louisiana, Massachusetts legislators

were declaring against it as "forming a new confederacy, to which

the States united by the former compact were not bound to adhere."

While new States were being admitted into the Union out of its

territory, and the war of 1812 was being conducted, Josiah Quincy
was maintaining the right of secession in Congress ;

the Eastern

States were threatening to exercise that right, and the Hartford Con-

vention was promulgating the doctrine.

When Texas was annexed, and Jefferson Davis was in Congress

advocating it, Massachusetts was declaring it unconstitutional, and
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that any such "act or admission would have no binding obligation

on its people."
While the Mexican war was being fought and the soldier states-

man of Mississippi was carrying the Stars and Stripes in glory over

the heights of Monterey, and bleeding under them in the battle

shock of Buena Vista, Abraham Lincoln was denouncing the war as

unconstitutional, and Northern multitudes were yet applauding the

eloquence of the Ohio orator who had said in Congress that the

Mexicans should welcome our soldiers "with bloody hands to

hospitable graves."

CANDID VIEW FROM THE NORTH.

Consider these grave words, which are but freshly written in the

life of Webster by Henry Cabot Lodge, who is at this time a

Republican representative in Congress from the city of Boston,

Massachusetts :

When the Constitution was adopted by the votes of States at

Philadelphia, and accepted by votes of States in popular conventions,

it was safe to say there was not a man in the country, from Washing-
ton and Hamilton, on the one side, to George Clinton and George
Mason, on the other, who regarded the new system as anything but

an experiment entered upon by the States, andfrom which each and

every State had the right to peaceably withdraw a right which was

very likely to be exercised.

CONTEMPORARY NORTHERN OPINIONS OF SECESSION.

Recall the contemporary opinions of Northern publicists and lead-

ing journals. The New York Herald considered coercion out of the

question. On the gth of November, 1860, the New York Tribune,
Horace Greeley being the editor, said :

"
If the cotton States shall decide that they can do better out of

the Union than in it, we insist on letting them go in peace. The
right to secede may be a revolutionary one, but it exists neverthe-

less, and we do not see how one party can have the right to do what
another party has a right to prevent. We must ever resist the

asserted right of any State to remain in the Union and nullify or

defy the laws thereof
;
to withdraw from the Union is quite anoiher

matter."

This was precisely the creed of Jefferson Davis.

Again, on the iyth day of December, after the secession of South

Carolina, that journal said :
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11
If the Declaration of Independence justified the secession from

the British empire of three millions of colonists in 1776, we do not

see why it would not justify the secession of five millions of South-

erners from the Federal Union in 1861. If we are mistaken on the

point, why does not some one attempt to show wherein and why ?
"

And yet again, on the 23d of February, after Mr. Davis had been

inaugurated as President at Montgomery, it said :

"We have repeatedly said, and we once more insist, that the

great principle embodied by Jefferson in the Declaration of Ameri-

can Independence, that governments derive their just powers from

the consent of the governed, is sound and just, and that if the slave

States, the cotton States, or the Gulf States only choose to form an

independent nation they have a clear moral right to do so."

THE BALANCE OF POWER THE POLITICAL QUESTION UNDERLYING
SECESSION.

The controlling truth was, that two incompatible and hostile civili-

zations were in ceaseless conflict, and the balance of power between

them, like the balance of power in Europe, dominated the politics

of the country. There was equilibrium between these rival powers
and sections when their race began, and each in turn threatened

secession as the equilibrium trembled to the one side or the other.

This was the cause of Northern hostility to the Louisiana, the

Texas, and Mexican annexations, and this the cause of Southern

contention for territorial rights in Kansas and Nebraska.

Having given the North generous advantages in the northwestern

territory in 1787, and foreseeing the doom of her institutions and

the upheaval of her society, with the balance of power lost to her,

and unable to maintain herself in the Union on an issue which

involved not only two thousand millions of property, but far more

than that the peace of society, the integrity, purity, and liberty of

the white race the South adopted in 1861 the measure which the

Northern States had often threatened, but never attempted, against

the Union the measure which all Americans had not only attempted,

but had consecrated as just in principle and vindicated by deed in 1776.

THE UNITED STATES TREATED SECESSION AS A POLITICAL

QUESTION AND MET IT BY REVOLUTION.

The historian will note that while the United States declared war

on the ground that secession was treason, they practically treated it
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as a political question of territorial integrity. They accorded bel-

ligerent rights to the Confederacy, exchanged prisoners, and gave

paroles of war, and revolutionized all theories and constitutional

mandates to carry their main point the preservation of the Union.

General Grant says of their legislation in his Memoirs :

" Much of it

was no doubt unconstitutional, but it was hoped that the laws enacted

would subserve their purpose before their constitutionality could be

submitted to the judiciary and a decision obtained." Of the war he

says :

" The Constitution was not framed with a view to any such re-

bellion as that of i86i-'65. While it did not authorize rebellion, it

made no provision against it. Yet," he adds,
"
the right to resist or

suppress rebellion is as inherent as the right of an individual to pre-

serve his life when it is in jeopardy. The Constitution was, there-

fore, in abeyance for the time being, so far as it in any way affected

the progress and 'termination of the war."

This is revolution.

Indicted for treason, Jefferson Davis faced his accusers with the

uplifted brow and dauntless heart of innocence, and eagerly asked a

trial. If magnanimity had let him pass it would have been appre-
ciated ;

but they who punished him without a hearing, before they

set him free, now proceeded to amend the Constitution to disfranchise

him and his associates, finding, like Grant, nothing in it as it stood

against such movement as he led.

It may be that but for the assassination of President Lincoln most

infamous and unhappy deed which

"
Uproared the universal peace
And poured the milk of Concord into hell,"

the country would have been spared the shame of President Davis's

cruel incarceration and the maiming of the Constitution.

For I can scarcely believe that he who three times overruled eman-

cipation ; who appealed to
"
indispensable necessity

"
as justification

for "laying strong hands on the colored element
"

;
who candidly

avowed Northern "complicity" in the wrongs of his time; who said,
"

I claim not to have controlled events, but confess plainly that events

have controlled me"; who had preached revolution in 1848, and

revolutionized all things to save the Union in 1862 I can scarcely,

believe it possible that one of his broad mind and generous heart

would have persecuted an honorable foe. It has been a wonder to

me that those who justly applaud his virtues have not copied his ex-
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ample ; wonder, indeed, that all men have not seen that the events

which controlled him controlled also his antagonist.

THE COUNTRY UNIFIED BY NATURAL LAWS.

The United States have been unified by natural laws, kindred to

those which unified the South in secession, but greater because wider

spread. Its physical constitution, in 1861, answered to the Northern

mind the written Constitution and the traditions of our origin to

which the South appealed. The Mississippi river, the natural outlet

of a new-born empire to the sea, was a greater interpreter to it than

the opinions of statesmen who lived when the great new common-
wealths were yet in the wilderness, and before the great republic

spanned the father of waters.

The river, seeking its bed as it rolls oceanward, pauses not to con-

sider whose are the boundaries of the estates through which it flows.

If a mountain barrier stands in the way, it forms a lake until the

accumulated waters break through the impeding wall or dash over it

in impetuous torrents. So nations in their great movements seem to

be swept out of the grooves defined by the laws of man, and are

oftentimes propelled to destinies greater than those conjured in their

dreams.

THE CONSTITUTION OF NATURE AND THE JURY OF THE SWORD.

The rivalry, not the harmony, of sections won the empire of the

Union
;

its physical constitution proved more powerful than its writ-

ten one; in the absence of a judge all appealed to the jury of the

sword. We belong to a high-handed race and understand the law

of the sword, for the men of independence in 1776 and 1861 were

of the same blood as those who in each case cried,
"
Disperse, ye

rebels." And were I of the North I would prefer to avow that it

made conquest by the high hand, than coin the great strife that mar-

shalled over three millions of soldiers into police-court technicalities

and belittles a revolution continent wide into the quelling of an in-

surrection and the vicarious punishment of its leader. The greatest

conqueror proclaims his naked deed.

THE SOUTH IN THE UNION AT HOME.

As we are not of the North, but of the South, and are now, like all

Americans, both of and for the Union, bound up in its destinies, con-
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tributing to its support and seeking its welfare, I feel that as he was

the hero in war who fought the bravest, so he is the hero now who

puts the past in its truest light, does justice to all, and knows no foe

but him who revives the hates of a bygone generation.

If we lost by war a Southern union of thirteen States, we have yet

a common part in a continental union of forty two, to which our

fathers gave their blood, and upon which they shed their blessings ;

and a people who could survive four years of such experience as we
had in i86r-'65 can v/ork out their own salvation on any spot of

earth that God intended for man's habitation. We are, in fact, in

our father's home, and it should be, as it is, our highest aim to

develop its magnificent possibilities, and make it the happiest

dwelling-place of the children of men.

JEFFERSON DAVIS A LOVER OF THE UNION.

The Southern leader was no secessionist per se. His antecedents,

his history, his services, his own earnest words often uttered, attest

his love of the Union and his hope that it might endure. In 1853,

in a letter to Hon. William J. Brown, of Indiana, he repudiated the

imputation that he was a disunionist.
"
Pardon," he said, "pardon the egotism, in consideration of the

occasion, when I say to you that my father and uncles fought in the

Revolution of 1776, giving their youth, their blood, and their little

patrimony to the constitutional freedom which I claim as my inherit-

ance. Three of my brothers fought in the war of 1812
;
two of them

were comrades of the Hero of the Hermitage, and received his com-

mendation for gallantry at New Orleans,, At sixteen years of age I

was given to the service of my country. For twelve years of my life

I have borne its arms and served it zealously, if not well. As I feel

the infirmities which suffering more than age has brought upon me,

it would be a bitter reflection indeed if I was forced to conclude that

my countrymen would hold all this light when weighed against the

empty panegyric which a time-serving politician can bestow upon
the Union, for which he never made a sacrifice.

"
In the Senate I announced if any respectable man would call

me a disunionist I would answer him in monosyllables. But I have

often asserted the right for which the battles of the Revolution were

fought, the right of a people to change their government whenever

it was found to be oppressive and subversive of the objects for which

governments are instituted, and have contended for the independ-
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cnce and sovereignty of the States ;
a part of the creed of which

Jefferson was the apostle, Madison the expounder, and Jackson the

consistent defender."

REPUDIATION OF DISUNIONISM AND EFFORTS TO SAVE THE UNION.

Four years later, when Senator Fessenden, of Maine, said, turn-

ing to him :

"
I have avowed no disunion sentiments on this floor ;

can the honorable gentleman from Mississippi say as much ?
" Mr.

Davis answered :

" Yes ;
I have long sought for a respectable man to

allege the contrary." And the imputation ended with the unan-

swered challenge to produce the evidence. Even when secession

seemed a foregone conclusion, Mr. Davis stroved to avert it, being

ready at any time to adopt the Crittenden measures of compromise
if they were accepted by the opposition ;

and when the representa-

tives and senators from Mississippi were called in conference with

the Governor of that State, in December, 1860, he still advised for-

bearance "as long as any hope of a peaceful remedy remained,"

declaring that he felt certain, from his knowledge of the people North

and South, that "if once there was a clash of arms the contest would

be one of the most sanguinary the world had ever witnessed." But

a single member of the conference agreed with him
;
several of its

members were so dissatisfied with his position that they believed

him entirely opposed to secession and as seeking delay with the

hope that it might be averted
;
and the majority overruling his

counsels, he then announced that he would stand by any action

which might be taken by the convention representing the sover-

eignty of the State of Mississippi. Thus he stood on the brink of

war, conservative, collected, appreciating the solemn magnitude of

the crisis, and although the pencil of hostile passion has otherwise

portrayed him, I do not believe there was a man living in 1861 who
could have uttered more sincerely than he the words of Addison :

"
Is there not some chosen curse, some hidden thunder in the stars

of Heaven, red with uncommon wrath, to blast the man who owes

his greatness to his country's ruin?
"

PLEADING FOR CONCILIATION.

Pleading still for conciliation, on January 10, 1861, it was the

heart of a patriot and not that of the ambitious aspirant from which

flowed these words :

"
What, senators, to-day is the condition of the country ? From
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every corner of it comes the wailing cry of patriotism pleading for

the preservation of the great inheritance we derived from our fathers.

Is there a senator who does not daily receive letters appealing to

him to use even the small power which one man here possesses to

save the rich inheritance our fathers gave us ? Tears are trickling

down the faces of men who have bled for the flag of their country
and are willing now to die for it

;
but partriotism stands powerless

before the plea that the party about to come to power adopted a

platform, and that come what will, though ruin stare us in the face,

consistency must be adhered to, even though the government be

lost."

Even as he spoke, though perhaps as yet unknown to him, Missis-

sippi the day before had passed the ordinance of secession.

FAREWELL TO THE SENATE.

On the 2oth ofJanuary he rose in the Senate to announce that fact,

and that
" of course his functions there were terminated."

In language characterized by dignity and moderation, in terms as

decorous and in sentiments as noble as became a solemn crisis and a

high presence, he bade farewell to the Senate.

"In the course of my service here," he said, "associated at dif-

ferent times with a great variety of Senators, I see now around me
some with whom I have served long. There may have been points
of collision, but whatever of offense there has been to me I leave

here. I carry with me no hostile remembrance. Whatever offense

I have given which has not been redressed, or for which satisfaction

has not been demanded, I have, Senators, in this hour of our part-

ing, to offer you my apology for any pain which in the heat of dis-

cussion I have inflicted. I go hence unincumbered of the remem-
brance of any injury received, and I have discharged the duty of

making the only reparation in my power for any injury offered."

In clear statement he summarized his political principles.
"

It is known to you, Senators, who have served with me here, that

I have for many years advocated, as an essential attribute of State

sovereignty, the right of a State to secede from the Union "; but he

hoped none would " confound the expression with the advocacy of

the right of a State to remain in the Union and to disregard the con-

stitutional obligation by the nullification of the law. Such is not my
theory. Secession belongs to a different class of remedies. It is to

be justified upon the basis of State sovereignty. There was a time

when none denied it."
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He pointed out that the position he then assumed was the same

that he had occupied when Massachusetts had been arraigned at the

bar of the Senate, and when the doctrine of coercion was ripe and

to be applied against her because of the rescue of a fugitive slave in

Buston.
"
My opinion then was the same as it is now. I then said

that if Massachusetts chose to take the last step which separates her

from the Union, it is her right to go, and I will neither vote one

dollar nor one man to force her back, but will say to her God-speed,
in memory of the kind associations which once existed between her

and the other States."

In concluding, he said :

"
I find in myself, perhaps, a type of the

general feeling of my constituents towards yours. I am sure I feel

no hostility toward you Senators from the North. I am sure there

is not one of you, whatever sharp discussions there may have been

between us, to whom I cannot now say, in the presence of my God,
I wish you well, and such, I am sure, is the feeling of the people
whom I represent towards those whom you represent.

"
I therefore feel that I but express their desire when I say I hope,

and they hope, for peaceable relations with you, though we must

part.
"
They may be mutually beneficial to us in the future, as they have

been in the past, if you so will it.

" The reverse may bring disaster on every portion of our country ;

and if you will have it thus, we will invoke the God of our fathers

who delivered them from the power of the Lion to protect us from

the ravages of the Bear, and thus putting our trust in God, and in

our firm hearts and strong arms we will vindicate the right as best

we may."
SECESSION AND VIRGINIA.

Well was that pledge redeemed. South Carolina, Florida, Missis-

sippi, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Texas, Virginia, and North

Carolina, Arkansas, and Tennessee, all seceded, while Kentucky,
Missouri and Maryland were divided in sentiment. Jefferson Davis

became by unanimous selection President of the Confederate States

of America
;
the capital, first planted at Montgomery, was removed

here to Richmond, and for four years the new republic waged for its

life the mightiest warfare of modern times.
" There was something

melancholy and grand," says a Northern historian, "in the motives

that caused Virginia at last to make common cause
"
with the South.

Having made it, she has borne her part with a sublimity of heroism
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such as was never surpassed, and has uttered no cry in the majesty

of her sorrows.

No State has done more for peace than Virginia, as none had

done more originally for union ;
no State more reluctantly or more

unselfishly drew the sword
;
no State wielded a brighter or sterner

blade after it was drawn; no State suffered so much by it; no State

used triumph with more generosity or faced defeat with greater

dignity ;
no State has abided the fate of war with greater mag-

nanimity or greater wisdom
;
and no State turns her face with fairer

hope or steadier courage to the future. It seemed the very sarcasm

of destiny that the Mother of States should have been the only one

of all the American Commonwealths that was cut in twain by the

sword. But it is the greatness of spirit, not the size of the body,

that makes the character and glory of the State, as of the man; and

old Virginia was never worthier the love of her sons and the respect

of all mankind than to-day as she uncovers her head by the bier of

the dead chieftain whose fortunes she followed in storm and trial, and

to whose good fame she will be true, come weal, come wo'e.

THE ODDS AGAINST THE CONFEDERACY EXPLAIN ITS FALL.

I shall make no post-mortem examination of the Confederacy in

search of causes for its fall. When an officer during the war was

figuring on prospects of success, General Lee said to him :

" Put up

your pencil, Colonel
;

if we follow the calculations of figures, we are

whipped alreadly.
"

Twenty millions of people on the one side, nine millions (and half

of them slaves) on the other
;
a great navy, arsenals, armies, facto-

ries, railroads, boundless wealth and science, and an open world to

draw upon for resources and reinforcements upon the one side, and

little more than a thin line of poorly armed and half-fed soldiery upon
the other, pitted one man against two a glance of the eye tells the

story of the unequal contest. As my noble commander (General

Early) said :

"
I will not speculate on the causes of failure, as I

have seen abundant causes for it in the tremendous odds brought

against us."

That President Davis made mistakes I do not doubt
;
but the per-

centage of mistakes was so small in the sum of his administration,

and its achievements so transcended all proportions of means and

opportunities, that mankind will never cease to wonder at their

magnitude and their splendor.
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Finances went wrong, some say. Finances always go wrong in

failures; but not worse in this case than in the revoluion of 1776,

when Washington was at the head. So far did they go wrong then

that not even success could rescue the worthless paper money of our

fathers from repudiation and oblivion, and even to this day the very

worst fling that can be made at the Confederate note reaches a

climax in the expression, "It is not worth a continental."

JEFFERSON DAVIS CREATED AND MAINTAINED A NATION.

Blame Jefferson Davis for this or that
;
discount all that critics

say, and then behold the mighty feat which created and for four

years maintained a nation
;
behold how armies without a nucleus

were marshalled and armed how a navy, small indeed, but one that

revolutionized the naval warfare of all nations and became the terror

of the seas, was fashioned out of old hulks or picked up in foreign

places ;
see how a world in arms was held at bay by a people and a

soldiery whom he held together with an iron will and hurled like a

flaming thunderbolt at their foes.

THE CABINET OF JEFFERSON DAVIS.

In his Cabinet he gathered the foremost civilians of the land

Toombs, Hunter, Benjamin, Bragg, Watts, Davis, Memminger,
Trenholm, Walker, Randolph, Seddon, Breckenridge, Mallory,

Reagan. Good men and true were these, regardful of every duty.

HIS GENERALS AND HIS ARMIES.

To the leadership of his soldiers whom did he delegate ? If some

Messioner could throw upon the canvas Jefferson Davis in the midst

of those chiefs whom he created, what grander knighthood could

history assemble ?

Robert E. Lee, Albert Sidney Johnston, Joseph E. Johnston, G.

T. Beauregard, Samuel Cooper, and Braxton Bragg were generals

of the full rank.

Stonewall Jackson, Forrest, Polk, Hardee, Ewell, D. H. Hill, A.

P. Hill, Hood, Richard Taylor, Holmes, R. H. Anderson, Pember-

ton, Early, Kirby Smith, Longstreet, Hampton, S. D. -Lee, A. P.

Stewart, Buckner, Wheeler, and Gordon were their lieutenants.

Major-generals, brigadiers and field officers, cavalry leaders, artil-

lerists, and infantry commanders who became world renowned,
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throng upon the memory. The names of Stuart, Ashby, Morgan,

Cleburne, and their compeers spring from the full heart to the lip.

Would that time permitted me to call that brilliant roll of the living

and the dead
;

but why need the voice pronounce what all would

speak ?

Men judge Napoleon by his marshals
; judge Jefferson Davis and

his chosen chieftains, and the plea of words seems weak indeed by

the side of Men and Deeds.

Troop behind them those armies of
"
tattered uniforms and bright

musket" but no, it is beyond the reach of either brush or chisel to

redeem to the imagination such men, such scenes, as shine in their

twenty- two hundred combats and battles. Not until some new-born

Homer shall touch the harp can mankind be penetrated by a sense

of their heroic deeds, and then alone in the grand majestic minstrelsy

of epic song.
WAR.

And now that war is flagrant, far and wide on land and sea and

river, over the mountains and the plain, rolls the red battle tide and

rises the lofty cheer. The son falls, the old father steps in his place.

The father falls, the stripling of the play-ground rushes to the front ;

the boy becomes a man. Lead fails old battle fields are raked over,

children gather up bullets as they would pluck berries, household

ornaments and utensils are broken, and all are moulded into missiles

of war. Cannon fail the very church bells whose mellow chimes

have summoned to the altar are melted and now resound with the

grim detonations of artillery. Clothes fail old garments are turned

over
; rags and exercise are raiment. The battle horse is killed, the

ship goes down
;
the unhorsed trooper and the unshipped tar trudge

along with the infantry. The border States are swept away from the

Confederacy ;
the remaining ones gird their loins the tighter. Vir-

ginia is divided
;
there is enough of her left for her heroic heart to

beat in. New Orleans is gone ; Vicksburg falls ; Gettysburg is lost
;

armies wither
;
exiles make their home in battle

;
slender battalions

do the duty of divisions. Generals die in the thick fight ; captains

become generals ;
a private is a company. Luxuries disappear ; ne-

cessities become luxuries. Fields are wasted
; crops and barns are

burned
;
flocks and herds are consumed, and naught is left but

" man

and steel the soldier and his sword."

The desolate winter lays white and bleak upon the land ;
its chill

winds are resisted by warm and true affections.
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Atlanta, Mobile, Charleston, Savannah fall the Confederacy is cut

to pieces. Its fragments become countries with frontiers on skirmish

lines and capitals on horseback.

Ports are sealed the world and the South are parted. All the

dearer seems the scant sky that hangs over her bleeding children.

On and on and on come the thickening masses of the North

brave men, bravely led, and ably commanded ;
and as those of the

South grow thinner, theirs grow stronger. Hope sinks
; despair

stiffens courage.

Everything fails but manhood and womanhood. The woman

cooks and weaves and works, nurses the stricken and buries her dead

and cheers her living. The man stands to his gun behind Johnston,

behind Lee. Petersburg and -Richmond starve and bleed, and yet

stand dauntless. And here amongst you while the thunders shake

the capitol and the window-panes of his home and the earth trembles

here stands Jefferson Davis, unshaken, untrembling, toiling to give

bread to his armies and their kindred, toiling to hold up the failing

arms of his veterans, unbelieving that Heaven could decree the fall

of such a people.

At last the very fountains of nature fail. The exhausted South

falls prone upon its shield.

LET HIM REST IN RICHMOND.

It is gone ! All gone ! Forever gone ! The Confederacy and its

sons in gray have vanished
;
and now at last, hoary with years, the

Chieftain rests, his body mingling with the ashes of the brave which

once quickened with a country's holy passion

Hither let that body be borne by the old soldiers of the Confed-

eracy. Here in Richmond, by the James, where was his war home,

where his child is buried, where his armies were marshalled, where

the Congress sat, where was the capitol, the arsenal, the citadel, the

field of glory, and at last the tomb of the Confederacy here let him

be buried, and the land of Washington and Lee and Stonewall Jack-

son will hold in sacred trust his memory and his ashes.

THE FUTURE WILL HONOR HIM.

The restless tides of humanity will rush hither and thither over the

land of battles. The ages will sweep on, and

"
Rift the hills, roll the waters, flash the lightnings, weigh the sun."
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The white sails of commerce will thicken on your river and the

smoke of increasing factories will blacken the skies. Mountains will

pour forth their precious metals, and fields will glow in the garniture

of richer harvests. The remnants of lives spared from the battle will

be interwoven with the texture of the Union ;
new stars will cluster

upon the flag, and the sons of the South will bear it as their fathers

bore it to make the bounds of freedom wider yet. Our great race

will meet and solve every problem, however dark, that it now faces,

and a people reconciled and mighty will stretch forth their arms to

stay those of the oppressor. But no greater souls will rise than those

who find rest under the Southern sod from Sumter's battered wall to

the trailing vines and ivy leaves of Hollywood, and none will come

forth of truer heart or cleaner hands or higher crest to lead them.

To the dust we give his body now ;
the ages receive his memory.

They have never failed to do justice, however tardy, to him who

stood by his people and made their cause his own.

The world does not to-day think less of Warren because he fell at

Bunker Hill, a red-handed colonial rebel, fighting the old flag of his

sovereign even before his people became secessionists from the crown,

nor because his yeomen were beaten in the battle.

The great character and work of John Hampden wear no stigma,

though he rode out of the battle at Chalgrove stricken to death by a

loyal bullet and soon filled a rebel's grave.

Oliver Cromwell is a proud name in English history, though the

English republic which he founded was almost as short lived as the

Confederacy and was soon buried under the re-established throne of

the Stuarts

And we but forecast the judgment of the years to come when we

pronounce that Jefferson Davis was great and pure as statesman, man

and patriot.

In the eyes of Him to whom a thousand years are as a watch in

the night, the war and the century in which it came are but as a

single heart-throb in the breast of time, and when the myriads of

this great land shall look back through unclouded skies to the old

heroic days, the smoke and stain of battle will have vanished from

the hero's name. The tall chieftain of the men who wore the gray
will stand before them " with a countenance like the lightning and in

raiment as white as snow."
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The Twelfth Georgia Infantry.

Papers, Chiefly Relating to That Command.

[With the following papers numbered 1-13, inclusive, the Editor

has been favored by Dr. Francis T. Willis, now of Richmond, Va.,

late of Georgia.

They are from among papers left by his lamented son, Colonel

Edward Willis, Twelfth Georgia Infantry.

This gallant and accomplished young officer was born August
loth, 1840, in Washington, Ga.

; entered West Point Military Acad-

emy in June, 1857; left there to accept a commission as second

lieutenant in the First Georgia State Infantry, February ist, 1861
;

was appointed March 3Oth, 1861, second lieutenant Confederate

States Army, and assigned to duty as recruiting officer at Fort

Pulaski
;
he subsequently served, with zeal and efficiency, as adju-

tant of the Twelfth Georgia regiment of infantry ;
as Captain and

Chief of Staff to General Edward Johnson ;
as Acting Chief of

Artillery on the Staff of General Thomas Jonathan ("Stonewall")

Jackson, and, finally, as Colonel Commandant of the Twelfth

Georgia Infantry. His ability and judgment commanded confidence,

respect, and regard with superior and subordinate.

His heart was warmed with the ardor of the generous Southern

clime
;
he was nerved by a heritage of self-reliance and of affection-

ate Providence ;
he had all the pride of the inborn warrior

;
he had

been under martial training, which made him the more, a disciplina-

rian.

Paramount to circumstance or education, he had intuition
; discre-

tion.

In any environment he would have risen in a chosen profession.

Nay, more, with the insight given by his written expressions, and

verified in the sphere vouchsafed him he was possessed with the

impulse which would have made him useful to his kind in whatever

arena he might have been cast.

During the winter of 1863-' 64, he was detached, with his command,

by General Lee, in trusted service, in the Valley of Virginia. Of his

conduct therein, Colonel Charles S. Venable, acting adjutant-general

of the Army of Northern Virginia, wrote him, March 3d, 1864 :

* * * " He [General Lee] directs me to say to you that he is

much gratified with your success and with the manner in which you
have conducted your operations." In estimate further of the value
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in which General Lee held the qualities of Colonel Willis, Colonel

Venable continues,
" He wishes you to finish them [the operations]

as soon as practicable so as to be able to report to your brigade in

time for active operations."

The premature death of Colonel Willis, at the battle of Mechanics-

ville, at the head of his regiment, May 3ist, 1864, deprived the army
of an admirable and intrepid officer, when his services were claimed

in a higher station, a commission of brigadier-general having been

filled for him upon the recommendation of General Lee and others,

his commanders.

His conspicuous gallantry in the battles of Alleghany, McDowell,
Port Republic, Games' Mill, White Oak Swamp, Malvern Hill,

Sharpsburg, Boteler's Mill, Chancellorsville and Gettysburg is noted

in the personal reports of his several commanders.]

[l] FROM THE GEORGIA TWELFTH REGIMENT.

(Correspondence of the Savannah Republican.)

CAMP ALLEGHANY,
Pocahontas county, Va., 28 July, 1861.

Mr. Editor: Knowing that the people of Georgia feel a deep
interest in the condition and movements of the soldiers that represent

that State in the service of the Southern Confederacy, and that

among your readers are many of the friends and kindred the

parents and children, brothers, sisters and wives of those attached

to the same command with myself, I respectfully ask the privilege of

publishing in your columns such items of intelligence, facts, incidents

and speculations connected with our own regiment, or the general

cause, as may likely interest or instruct the reader.

The Twelfth regiment of Georgia volunteers was organized in

Richmond, Va., on the 3d day of July, under the following officers :

Edward Johnson, colonel
;
Z. T. Conner, lieutenant-colonel

; Abner

Smeade, major; Edward Willis, adjutant; Dr. H. K. Green, surgeon .

Robert J. Lightfoot, quartermaster, and Richmond A. Reid, com-

missary.

The following companies compose the regiment, viz:

" Muckalee Guards," Sumter county, Captain Hawkins.

"Davis Guards," Dooly county, Captain Brown.
" Calhoun Rifles," Calhoun county, Captain Furlow.
" Lowndes Volunteers," Lowndes county, Captain Patterson.
" Davis Rifles," Macon county, Captain McMillan.
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"Central City Blues," Bibb county, Captain Rodgers.
"
Muscogee Rifles," Muscogee county, Captain Scott.

"Marion Guards," Marion county, Captain Blandford.
" Putnam Light Infantry," Putnam county, Captain Davis.

"Jones Volunteers," Jones county, Captain Pitts.

On the day of our organization we received orders to march to

Laurel Hill to unite with General Garnett's command at that place,

and on Sunday, the 7th July, left Richmond, by railroad, to Staun-

ton. Reaching this latter place a little before day Monday morning,
we remained encamped there until Tuesday morning, when the order

came to strike our tents and take up the line of march for Laurel

Hill, distant about one hundred and twenty-five miles. Unaccus-

tomed, as most of us were, to long pedestrian exercises, this was no

very cheering prospect, and we could not exactly understand the

good sense of selecting as a seat of war a point not accessible by
railroad. (I trust the powers that be will remember this hint in any
future orders they may issue to our regiment!) But good sense or

otherwise, the order came, and we had but to obey.

Soon all was in motion, and the regiment, followed by its long train

of wagons, began slowly to file along the tortuous turnpike. To

many of us who had never before seen an army on the march it was

an imposing spectacle. The long line of soldiers winding slowly

along the mountain sides, with their varied uniforms and bright guns

glistening in the sun, the heavy, monotonous tramp of feet upon the

rock-paved road, and the confused hum of a thousand voices were

novel sights and sounds, and seemed to bring us nearer to the reali-

ties of actual war. Our daily stages were from twelve to fifteen miles,

and were usually accomplished early enough in the afternoon to allow

us ample time to pitch our tents, procure wood, provide our suppers,
and make the necessary arrangements for the security of the camp.
These marches were more or less fatiguing to many of our men, yet

they performed them with a spirit and courage that deserves praise

and shows them equal to the privations and hardships that lie along
the soldier's pathway.
Thus we marched for five days, accomplishing about seventy-two

miles, when, on Saturday evening, at Greenbrier Creek, near the

foot of Cheat Mountain, we received intelligence of the fight at Rich

Mountain, the retreat of General Garnett and the probable occupa-

tion by General McClellan of Beverley, and his probable advance to

the top of Cheat Mountain, on the road between us and Beverley, a

point so fortified by nature that a small force could hold it against
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greatly superior odds. Here also we met a Virginia regiment under

the command of Colonel Scott retreating from Rich Mountain.

It being thus rendered impossible for us to join General Garnett's

command, and not having a force with which we could hope to oc-

cupy the country in the face of the enemy's greatly superior num-

bers, we had no alternative but to retreat. Humiliating as was this

movement, it seemed obviously the dictate of sound policy.

The details of the fight at Rich Mountain and Laurel Hill, and of

the retreat of General Garnett's command have already been pub-
lished through so many channels (and more fully than I could furnish

thehi) that I will not encumber your columns with a repetition of them.

After a brief rest and supper we began our retreat a little after dark

Saturday night, and continued through that night and all the next

day, encamping Sunday night at Monterey, about forty- five miles

from Staunton. Long will we remember this retreat. Two days
and a night of continuous marching was rather a severe ordeal for

soldiers as young as we
; and, though feeling it perhaps as keenly as

any, having been on guard duty the night preceding, I could not

withhold the sympathising tear as I saw my companions, some of

them delicate and weakly, weary and foot-sore, painfully measuring
these almost endless miles of mountain road. When we reached our

camp at Monterey we needed no soothing opiates to lull us to rest.

The earth, rugged and damp as it was, with stones or canteens for

pillows furnished a most inviting couch
;
and never have we enjoyed

sounder, more refreshing sleep than on that evening with only these

accommodations. Here we remained two or three days, and had the

pleasure of greeting many of General Garnett's command who had

made good their escape through the mountains, though suffering

many privations and hardships in their flight. Among them also we
met several members of the First Georgia regiment who were with

General Garnett, and were glad to learn from them that that regi-

ment had not suffered so severely as we had at first heard.

On Thursday, the i8th, we were ordered to return and occupy this

place (which I have called Camp Alleghany, as it has no other name
and is on the top of the Alleghany mountains), where we are still en-

camped. How long we are to remain or to what point we may be

ordered I cannot tell. At present we occupy the advance position in

this direction, the enemy's camp being distant about twenty miles by
the road, though perhaps not exceeding twelve on an air line. We

:upy the summit of the Alleghany, they of Cheat Mountain, and

their tpnts are in full view from several points around our camp.
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I have thus given you a sort of chronicle of our movements up to

this time and our present position. I might intersperse it with many
little incidents, personal and otherwise, of camp life, but they would

make this letter too long and perhaps hardly repay the general reader

for his pains. They are treasured, however, in our memories, and

their recital will serve to enliven many an hour in the future when

we shall have driven our invaders away and returned to our fondly

remembered homes.

The country through which we have passed deserves some notice,

possessing as it does many striking and interesting features. Making
much of the travel from Richmond to Staunton in the night we, of

course, had but limited opportunities to observe anything. One thing,

however, we must record for the honor of the Virginia ladies (and we

will not restrict it to the Virginia ladies, lor the same thing met us at

every step of our way from our homes in Georgia to Staunton), and

that is the enthusiastic and graceful welcomes and greetings and God-

speeds they showered upon us from the doors and windows, and

even house-tops along the road. Old women and young women,

girls and even babies (so young that it must have been an instinct

with them), waved their handkerchiefs, or bonnets, or aprons, or

something, in token of their enthusiasm whenever we passed them.

If there is anything that will stimulate faltering courage to the fight-

ing point it certainly is the cheering of the fair, and our boys seemed

fully to appreciate it.

Staunton is pleasantly located in the midst of towering hills that

overlook it on every side, and is a place of frequent resort during the

summer for its healthfulness and pleasant surroundings. It is also

the site of the insane asylum and the institution for the deaf, dumb
and blind two institutions under State patronage.

The road from Staunton to Laurel Hill (as far as we travelled it)

is a turnpike cut into the sides and over the tops of the mountains.

So tortuous is its course that you may travel for miles without gain-

ing in actual distance more than a few hundred yards, and sometimes

the extremes of our column, stretching out a mile or nearly so in

length, would be within a stone's throw of each other.

These mountain heights over which we passed sometimes dis-

covered to us the most magnificent views that ever greeted the eye

of man. Stretching almost infinitely on either hand are alternations

of valleys with their teeming fields of grain, and mountains with

clouds hanging gracefully on their sides and floating lazily about

their tops. But these have been so often described that I shall not
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attempt it. The soil, even upon the tops of the mountains, from its

appearance and products, seems to be of the richest character, more
like the low lands in Georgia than mountain soil. Vegetation that

we are accustomed to see only upon
" bottoms" grows here in rich

luxuriance upon the highest points.

The agricultural products are mainly small grain, though corn is

grown in the valleys, and they are most abundant.

The population is confined chiefly to the valleys, the winter cold

being too severe upon the mountains. Even now, in the latter par*
of July, we have to sit much by the fire and with overcoats on.

Our regiment has suffered some from the diseases usual in camp,

though not more perhaps than was to be expected.
We are cheerful and in good spirits and prepared for any service

that may be required of us. Of the progress of the war we know
but little, our mail facilities being very limited. We are just now

getting the details of the great battle of Manassas, fought a week

ago within one hundred and fifty miles of us. What its results may
be upon our enemies or the future history of the war we cannot tell,

but are sure it will convince them that the subjugation of the South

will not be the work of a holiday. History hardly furnishes a paral-

lel to that battle, but if the North desire it we will seek to furnish

more of the same sort.

R. T. D.

[2] OPERATIONS IN CHEAT MOUNTAIN, ETC.

ORDERS OF GEN. R. E. LEE.

HEADQUARTERS VALLEY MOUNTAIN,
8th September, 1861.

Special Order No. .

The forward movement announced to the Army of the Northwest

in Special Orders No. 28, from its headquarters, of this date, gives

the commanding general the opportunity of exhorting the troops to

keep steadily in view the great principles for which they contend, and

to manifest to the world their determination to maintain them. The

eyes of the country are upon you. The safety of your homes, the

lives of all you hold dear depend upon your courage and exertions-

Let each man resolve to be victorious, and that the right of self-
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government, liberty and peace shall in him find a defender. The

progress of the army must then be forward.

(Signed,) R. E. LEE,
General Commanding.

Gen. HENRY R. JACKSON,

Monterey Line, furnished through Gen. Loring.

Official : GARNETT ANDREWS,
Lt. and A. A. A. G.

[3] HEADQUARTERS CAMP ON VALLEY RIVER,

I4lh September, 1861.

Special Order No. .

The forced reconnoissance of the enemy's position, both at Cheat

Mountain Pass and on Valley river, having been completed, and the

character of the natural approaches and nature of the artificial de-

fences exposed, the Army of the Northwest will resume its former

position at such time and in such manner as General Loring shall

direct, and continue its preparations for further operations.

The commanding general experienced much gratification at the

cheerfulness and alacrity displayed by the troops in this arduous

operation. The promptitude with which they surmounted every

difficulty, driving in and capturing the enemy's pickets on the fronts

examined, and exhibiting that readiness for attack which gives as-

surance of victory when a fit opportunity offers.

(Signed,) R. E. LEE,
General Commanding.

Gen. H. R. JACKSON,

Monterey Line, through Gen. Loring.

Official : GARNETT ANDREWS,
A. A. A. G.

[4] ORDER FROM GEN. H. R. JACKSON TO COL. E. JOHNSON.

HEADQUARTERS MONTEREY LINE, N. W. A.,

GREENER IER RIVER, September 10, 1861.

Special Order No. 119.

i. Colonel E. Johnson will take command of the troops now at

this point, and, after detailing a sufficient guard for the camp, will
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proceed with the remainder along the turnpike in the direction of

Huttonsville, leaving the camp in sufficient time to reach the eastern

summit of Cheat by break of day on Thursday, the I2th inst. In

making this movement he will exercise extreme caution in approach-

ing the enemy's pickets, so as to cause no alarm before hearing firing

in his front. So soon as such firing shall be heard he will press as

rapidly forward as possible without too much exposure to his com-

mand.

2. The troops of Colonel Johnson's advancing column will carry

with them a full supply of ammunition and two days' rations of

cooked provisions.

By command of

Brig. -Gen. H. R. JACKSON.
GARNETT ANDREWS,

Lt. and A. A. A. G.

[5] REORGANIZATION OF THE ARMY OF THE NORTHWEST. (VA.)

ORDER OF GEN. W. W. LORING.

HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE NORTHWEST,
CAMP NEAR WINCHESTER, VA., December j/, 1861.

General Order No. 20.

The following reorganization of the Army of the Northwest is pub-
lished for the information of all concerned :

First Brigade, Brigadier- General S. R. Anderson.

ist regiment Tennessee volunteers.

7th regiment Tennessee volunteers.

I4th regiment Tennessee volunteers.

Danville artillery.

Second Brigade, Brigadier- General E. Johnson.

1 2th regiment Georgia volunteers, Hansborough's battery.

25th regiment Virginia volunteers, Major George Jackson's cavalry

3ist regiment Virginia volunteers, Captain Alexander's Tennessee

cavalry.

44th regiment Virginia volunteers, Bath cavalry.

52d regiment Virginia volunteers, Anderson's battery.

58th regiment Virginia volunteers, Rice's battery.
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T r>7rrf Brigade, Colonel William Gilham.

2 ist regiment Virginia volunteers.

42d regiment Virginia volunteers.

48th regiment Virginia volunteers,

ist battalion Provisional army.

Hampden artillery.

Fourth Brigade, Colonel [ W. B. ] Taliaferro.

ist regiment Georgia volunteers.

3d regiment Arkansas volunteers.

23d regiment Virginia volunteers.

37th regiment Virginia volunteers.

Returns for the month of December will be made agreeably to this

organization.

By command of

Brigadier- General W. W. LORING.

C. L. STEVENSON,
A. A. General.

HEADQUARTERS SECOND ARTILLERY BATTALION,

f/th October, 1862.

E. WILLIS, Acting Chief of Artillery :

The guns under Colonel Brown's command at present are as

follows :

1. Captain Hupp 's battery, consisting of two 6-pounders and two

1 2- pound howitzers (field).

2. Captain Dance has one 3-inch rifle, one 6-pounder and two 12*

pound field howitzers.

3. Captain Brooks has two 6-pounders, one Napoleon and one 12-

pound field howitzer.

4. Captain Poague has two lo-pound Parrott guns and two 20-

pound Parrot guns (only twenty rounds to each of the latter guns).

5. Captain Smith has two lo-pound Parrott guns and two 1 2-pound

heavy howitzers (Dahlgren).
6. Captain Watson has two ro-pound Parrott guns, one 1 2-pound

heavy howitzer (Dahlgren), and one brass rifle (calibre 2 6-10).
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Captain Smith's two Parrott guns and Captain Watson's brass rifle

and one Parrott gun were on picket at Charlestown on yesterday.

J. THOMPSON BROWN,
Colonel, &c., &c.

[6] LOSS OF C. S. A. STORES AT HUNTERSVILLE, VA.

HUNTERSVILLE, January i6lh, 1862.

GENERAL:

I enclose reports of loss of commissary and quartermaster's

stores by the recent raid of the enemy, viz :

Commissary, - $10,227 75

Quartermaster,
- 2,063 66

$12,291 41

Add estimated loss of buildings owned by private in-

dividuals, - - 3.0

$15.291 4i

The whole loss cannot exceed the above amount, and will be re-

duced by the return of some of the stores.

I have now nothing of interest to communicate, and am very busy

organizing the posts and restoring discipline, &c.

Respectfully,

WILLIAM L. JACKSON,
Colonel Commanding.

[7] HUNTERSVILLE, WEST VIRGINIA.

COMMUNICATION FROM COL. WM. L. JACKSON TO GEN. ED. JOHNSON.

HUNTERSVILLE, January i8th, 1862.

GENERAL :

I enclose ihe monthly return of Captain Alexander for De-

cember, the best he can do. Upon my arrival here I found that

General Davis, of Greenbrier county, had advertised that he would

address the people of this county at this place on Thursday, the i6th

inst., with the view of arousing them to resent Northern invasion. A
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number of the substantial citizens assembled, but the General failed

to appear, and I made them a speech. I think I took the right

ground with a view to your instructions, and the meeting adjourned

after adopting a resolution recommending the formation in every

neighborhood of companies to assist at a moment's warning in repel-

ling any invasion. I am promised such assistance, but as the county

is sparsely settled, with two volunteer companies in the service, I do

not expect much assistance from that source, except in conveying in-

formation of the approach of the enemy. There may be forty men
raised in the Little Levels, who will render efficient aid. I now

scout to the blockade, and this company from the Little Levels, when

organized, promises to scout beyond. I have adopted vigorous

measures to bring in the absentees, and expect to have them all in in

a few days. The two cavalry companies number seventy-two men

fit for duty. The two infantry companies number forty-one men fit

for duty. In all, I have now one hundred and thirteen men fit for

for duty. I suppose the two companies from Colonel Goode's regi-

ment will increase my force one hundred. When the absentees fit for

duty are in I will have about forty more. My force then will be

about two hundred and fifty. This force I regard insufficient for

complete defense and to restore confidence. Although this county

is one of those included in the bogus government, I do not expect

the enemy to attempt any permanent occupation this winter, as they

would be too far from their supplies. Yet they may, if a small force

is left here, send enough force to rout us and then return to their

strongholds. We have reliable information that at Beverley there is

Colonel Ford's 32d Ohio regiment, numbering 700 no artillery. At

Huttonsville, Colonel Jones' 25th Ohio regiment, 800 men two

pieces of artillery. At Crouch's, 2d Virginia regiment, Colonel

Moss, six companies, 400 men one piece of artillery. The other

companies of the regiment are on an expedition having in view the

rout of guerrilla parties. At Cheat, gth Indiana, General Milroy,

700 men two or three pieces of artillery. There is no account of

the return of the Yankees at Elk since the recent raid. Scouts have

returned who were as far as Marshall's Store, five miles beyond Val-

ley Mountain. On the retreat of the Yankees they burned the

houses in the region of Big Springs. This position cannot be sus-

tained successfully with a small force unless there is a force at the

bridge, seven miles from here. There is a necessity for a force here

to protect the stores and the rear of a force at the bridge. Two
hundred men with one piece of artillery at the bridge, to be rein-
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forced from this point, is necessary to prevent the enemy from mak-

ing inroads. There should be at least two hundred men at this point,

as well as that number at the bridge for the reasons above stated.

There is considerable disloyalty in the county. The report was in

circulation that the Confederate government was willing to treat for

peace with the loss of Northwestern Virginia. This I stigmatized as

false in the speech which I made. But the fear, while it makes some

neutral, makes others false. By some means heretofore, every trans-

action in the camp has been communicated to the enemy. In the

course of my speech I announced that no one except on particular

business should come into my lines, and as I had the names of the sus-

pected, none such should return if found inside. I allowed the meet-

ing, as that was necessary, but since, I am enforcing rigid rules. The

cavalry here cannot be dispensed with, as that is part of the force to

fight. If I had more infantry one of the cavalry companies could be

sent back. With the force now here, and the two companies march-

ing to reinforce, I will be compelled to quarter them here in town, and

have made all necessary arrangements. To quarter them elsewhere

would scatter them too much, and they would not be available in a

fight at any particular point. All applications for furlough I refer to

you. I now enclose one. The applicant has shown me a letter re-

ferring to the destitution of his children. This is a common, and

perhaps true, complaint, but it is an incident of the war in which we

are engaged.
I understand that traitors in Northwest Virginia are disheartening

the sound men by the wicked and false report that the Confederate

States are willing to abandon them. This should be contradicted if

possible. In the few minutes' conversation I had with you before I

left for this post, the subject of the re-enlistment of our men at the

expiration of this term was mentioned. That is a subject of diffi-

culty and of very grave importance, and one giving me much

anxiety. I travelled a few miles with a man by the name of Taylor,

who has a wounded brother in my regiment. He informed me that

the disposition on the part of my men was not to re enlist, but to re-

turn home and fight as guerrillas. This I had learned from other

sources. To change this determination is my desire, and to exert

myself for the object I should be present with the regiment. Owing
to the peculiar relation I have always borne to the regiment, I believe

I can do more to procure the re-enlistment desired than anyone else.

If you agree with me I should be relieved and ordered back to my
regiment. I do not wish to be understood as shirking the perform-
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ance of any duty ;
on the contrary, I feel complimented that you

deemed me capable to command this post. I feel, however, I can do

more good in the command of my regiment than at this post. There

is an officer in your command better adapted for this position than I

am. I allude to Major [A. C.] Jones, of the 44th Virginia regiment.

He is from Northwest Virginia, a graduate of the Institute, a good

disciplinarian, of good address and very ambitious, and is somewhat

dissatisfied with his subordinate position in his regiment. I respect-

fully suggest that you give the command of this post to Major Jones.

His command will be firm, conciliatory, and will give satisfaction.

Major Jones knows nothing of this suggestion, and the conviction of

his fitness alone has induced me to make it. Whatever your de-

termination may be will be agreeable to me.

In the conversation with Taylor he expressed strong suspicion of

a Mr. Kerr living near your camp. I feel it my duty to call your
attention to Mr. Kerr. Taylor thinks he and Slaten are too intimate.

With the force now here and on the way, if the enemy advance, I

will have to give them the main fight at the pass two miles beyond
this. With a force at the bridge, there are several points at which

stands can be made. If you send Major Jones here I would advise

that you reinforce him by two companies from the 44th Virginia regi-

ment.

This letter appears long, because the only paper here is on half

sheets, and I put but a few words on a line. I would advise the

establishment of an express line between here and Monterey.

Respectfully, &c.,

WILLIAM L. JACKSON,
Colonel Commanding.

[8] THE PRISONER'S GUARD REVERSED.

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER OF CAPT. EDWARD WILLIS TO HIS MOTHER

CAMP NEAR PORT REPUBLIC,

June 14, 1862.

On Saturday, the yth inst., I was seized with a chill followed by
high fever, when, about dusk, a courier arrived with a note saying :

" The enemy are advancing in force on our left !

"

General Jackson immediately ordered his horse, and each of his-

staff did likewise, and I with the rest, contrary to the advice of Dr.

McGuire, medical director, and of all of the staff.
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But I could not bear the thought of missing a fight, so I went.

We were out riding late in the night air, and as the enemy would not

attack us, we all returned to headquarters, I feeling much worse.

The next morning I heard that the fight was about to commence,

but I very sensibly determined not to go. After the general and his

staff had gone I lay in bed with my breakfast near me, thinking about

the matter, when I heard the thundering of the artillery not a half a

mile off. I could stand it no longer, so jumped up (although I was

so weak I could hardly stand), dressed and ordered my horse.

Whilst the boy was getting him I was talking to a little girl on the

porch, and among other things I asked her: "Which she would

rather see a prisoner, General Jackson or myself?
"

Little did I

think whilst uttering these idle words that I would be taken prisoner

in less than ten minutes. Well, my horse was brought forth, I

mounted him and started for the battle-field.

Port Republic was on my way, and in passing through it I met our

cavalry retreating, followed by men, women and children. I ordered

the cavalry to halt and tried to rally them, but all in vain. I was so

disgusted that I rode on, and, as I saw more cavalry coming, I thought
that I would draw my pistol and rally them by force. I rode on

rapidly, the cavalry coming closer and closer, cheering, firing pistols,

etc., etc. When right upon them (within thirty steps) I discovered

that they were the enemy's cavalry. I was surprised that they did

not fire on me, so I turned and tried to join them in the charge,

thinking thus to deceive them. But they knew by my gray coat

that I was a "Rebel," and I was soon surrounded by them. A
Yankee with a sabre above my head ordered me to surrender. I

knew that he was a private and refused. I had my hand on my pis-

tol and my spurs to my horse, and I knew that he dared not cut, for

I could have shot him easily and would have done so. He therefore

allowed his sabre to fall harmless by his side.

A very gentlemanly fellow now rode up and said "Sir, I am a

commissioned officer, hand me your arms." As I was surrounded

by a regiment of Virginia (bogus) and Rhode Island cavalry, and

seeing that resistance or even hesitation was folly, I, yes I, with all

my love for the South and my contempt for the Yankees, handed him

my pistol. It was the one Willie gave me and which I have shot at

many a Yankee. That, I told him, was all the arms I had. I was

then a prisoner, and I bore on with them in the charge. Our Con-

federate cavalry corps made a stand and drove us (Yankees) back, to

my delight, though the balls whistled in rather close proximity to my
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head, and many a Yankee bit the dust. After this I was taken before

the colonel, who, to my great joy and surprise, was an old friend

Sprigg Carroll, of Washington, D. C. He was very glad to see me,

and his delight when I told him I was a member of Stonewall's staff

was uncontrollable. He offered me a drink, which, by the way, I

declined, and, after many friendly questions, he said :

"
Willis, if you

will give me your word of honor that you will not try to escape you
can go anywhere you please and I will relieve the guard which is

over you." As I was being exposed to a very heavy fire, and as

that fire was from our own men, I accepted the offer.

Just then our cavalry (Rebel) pressed down on the town
;
a regi-

ment of our infantry opened a galling fire, and a stampede among
my captors took place. They made for the river, and I saw that I

could easily escape, as I was left comparatively alone. But it was too

late, I had given my word, so, with a firm spirit but a sorrowing

heart, I dashed into the river with the Yankee cavalry. A perfect

sheet of fire blazed in my face
;
saddles were emptied ; dead, dying

and wounded men and horses were floating or sinking as we swam

that beautiful stream. I expected every minute would be my last,

but I put my trust in Him, who, in the darkest hour, has never de-

serted me, and who, I believe, will carry me safely through the war.

If I should fall, 'tis His will, and no one should complain.

Reaching the opposite bank we entered a thick wood, which the

Confederates shelled to such an extent that we were forced to leave

it and join the main body of Shields' army. To do this we had to

cross an open corn-field exposed to the musketry and artillery of the

Confederates.

I advised the Yankees to run the gauntlet, which we did at rail-

road speed, and, as the saying is,
"

I worked in the lead," taking

good care to try and keep a Yankee or two to my left so as to pro-

tect me as much as possible. We cleared the field and I passed the

whole Yankee army in battle array. It was a splendid sight. They
called me "

Rebel,"
"
Secesh," etc., etc., and one fellow hallooed out

as I passed the
"
stars and stripes

"
gaily floating in the breeze,

"
I

suppose you see the flag still floats?
"

"Yes," said I, "and another

waves across the river still." They asked me hundreds of questions,

none of which, of course, I answered satisfactorily.

In the confusion I lost sight of Carroll, and I was then put under

charge of a guard, which, of course, absolved me from my parole

given to Carroll. From that moment I began to try to make my
escape. I was carried about seven miles to a nice house, the resi-
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dence of the widow Ergenbright. I determined, as I was a little

sick, I would take that cue as a basis for escape, and, as the result

shows, it worked well.

I knew I was in a secession house from the following incident : I

was walking up and down the room with my hand to my head telling

my guard how inhuman it was for them to keep me up when I was

so sick, when I heard a sweet voice say :

" Never mind, you will all

pay for it." I turned and saw a handsome young lady with flashing

eyes, addressing herself thus to my guard. I knew that she was my
friend, and she so proved herself. In a few minutes old Mrs. Ergen-

bright came to me and said,
"

I can get you a bed," and asked my
guard if I could use it. They said I could. I had a long, pleasant

sleep ; dreamed I had escaped and was in the Southern army again.

When I awoke my heart almost sank within me. Different members

of the family would come and cheer me up, but my guard was by me
all the time. Miss Ergenbright was to help me escape by drawing

for me a map of the country. The Federals brought wounded Yan-

kees into the house, and some of them into my room. Miss Ergen-

bright protested that she had nothing for them to eat, although she

brought me every luxury. My guard accused her of trying to get

me to escape, but she answered them defiantly, and among things

said she had two brothers in the 6th Virginia cavalry, Southern

Army, and I had a great mind to say,
" and a lover, too," but I did

not.

Well, that night my window was closed, the door fastened, and

two men slept right against it. I had no arms. After thinking of

my lot for some time I dropped into a profound sleep, from which I

was awakened early the next morning by the distant booming of ar-

tillery.

I knew Jackson had whipped Fremont the day before, and that to-

day he was trying Shields. Upon the issue of this last fight my
captivity and destiny depended.

I saw at once that my safety depended on this issue. If I could

play my cards so as to remain at this house, and Jackson should whip
Shields and pursue him beyond the house in which I was, I would be

recaptured. Thus my escape rested on Jackson's success, and his

distance of pursuit depended on himself and his men. My staying

at the house depended on myself.

I was accordingly much worse. Oh ! I got very much worse.'

I sent for a Yankee surgeon, had a lotion prepared, and the old lady

tput

a horseradish poultice on my throat. All this time the artillery
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was heard in the distance ;
the young lady bringing me news from

time to time. Finally she came up and told me (in fact I heard

them) that the Yankee wagons were coming back. She said (and I

thought, too,) that the Yankees were beaten.

I listened, and it seemed that the artillery then were getting further

off. My spirits fell, but it was momentary only, for the wind varied

around again, and 1 saw that they were nearer.

Then confusion began. Wounded Yankees were being brought
in. Ambulances were rolling to and fro, and I could see from the

expression of the faces of the attendant guard that something was

wrong. They would, too, occasionally say,
"
They are too strong for

us," etc., etc.

Just about this time a Yankee surgeon came in and examined me

groaning terribly and he pronounced me unfit to be moved.

They then tried to make me take the parole
"
not to take up arms

against the United States until duly exchanged." This I refused very

feebly to do. My refusal exasperated them, and they said that I

should go if it killed me. But they were warned by the artillery,

which was thundering "nearer, clearer, deadlier than before." A
dismounted dragoon rushed in and announced their troops beaten

and the Rebels in hot pursuit. They all rushed headlong from the

room. The rattle of the musketry for the first time could be heard,

and directly the Yankees began retreating by. A regular Manassas

stampede followed. My guard, paralyzed with fear, was afraid to go
out afraid to stay. I still played my role, grunting and groaning,
but awaiting the auspicious moment to seize him.

Miss Ergenbright rushed up and told me that Colonel Carroll, with

ihe Federal cavalry covering the retreat, was now opposite the house

and that he would come up and tell me "
good bye." Whilst I was

waiting for him, Miss Ergenbright came in again, and with joy in

every lineament of her face cried,
" Our cavalry are here, right out at

mother's garden ! Get up, you are safe ! Safe !

"

A terrible fire from our cavalry carbines verified the truth of her

assertion the balls whistled by the windows, and I jumped up and

dressed. Carroll hallooed out,
"
Tell Willis his cavalry is too close,

I can't come up. Good bye!" Poor fellow ! He was wounded a

minute afterwards, and was rapidly carried off by two of his troopers.

I ran out, took my guard prisoner, and found that an adjutant of

an Ohio regiment, who had pretended to be my friend the night be-

fore, had taken my three-hundred-dollar horse, with my saddle,

bridle, shawl, etc., etc.
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I took the horse of my Yankee prisoner and made the latter get

up behind me and rode back to our lines.

I soon met General Jackson, who was glad to see me, saying with

a smile,
"

I guess you will stay in bed next time you are sick." I

said I would
;

told him everything I knew, and went on with my
prisoner, now as his guard.
When I met the Twelfth Georgia regiment such a cheer greeted

me as I never heard before. They were in the advance, and said

they were coming after me.

The Thirty-first and other regiments all cheered, to my delight

and to the chagrin of my prisoner. I rode on. Everybody in the

army seemed to know that I had been captured, congratulated me
on my escape, and asked me an hundred questions.

I finally turned over my prisoner, who said to me : "I treated you

well, now you do the same to me, will you ?
"

I instructed the guard
under whom he was placed to treat him well, rode off with his horse

and equipments and joined the army, if not "a wiser or better,"

certainly a more experienced man.

I am in splendid health and spirits, and will not get caught again.

I will be more careful in everything.

[9] CHANCELLORSVILLE CAMPAIGN.

REPORT OF COLONEL EDWARD WILLIS, TWELFTH GEORGIA

INFANTRY.

HEADQUARTERS TWELFTH GEORGIA REGIMENT,

May 8th, 1863.
CAPTAIN :

I have the honor to make the following statement of the

part performed by the Twelfth Georgia regiment in the recent

operations made to meet the enemy's advance on the south side of

the Rappahannock :

I left the encampment of the Twelfth Georgia regiment near the

Dickerson House about 8 o'clock A. M., April 29th, 1863, with about

four hundred aggregate; reached Hamilton's Crossing, Richmond,

Fredericksburg and Potomac railroad, about noon, and remained

there until about 3 o'clock on the morning of the 3Oth, when a line

of battle was formed through the bottom, and at right angles to the

railroad, my left resting about two hundred yards from the depot.
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A slight protection was hastily constructed, and we remained there

during that day and night. About 3^2 o'clock on the morning of

the ist of May we were set in motion upon the road leading westerly

towards Chancellorsville. About 2 o'clock P. M. we formed a line

of battle and advanced through the woods, our skirmishers coming

upon those of the enemy. After an irregular and wearisome march

of about an hour we returned to the road, having captured four

prisoners, a few shelter tents, knapsacks, oilcloths, haversacks, &c.,

and the enemy's skirmishers having disappeared.

About sunset we again moved, and bivouacked on the left hand side

of the plank road, about two miles from the scene of the day's

skirmish. About 7 o'clock A. M. on the morning of the 2d of May
we were again set in motion, my regiment leading the brigade, and

after about one mile's advance, left the plank road, and following the

head of the column, made a detour to the left
;
and about i o'clock

P. M. took a dirt road leading, in an easterly direction from the

Sims' House, towards Chancellorsville, upon which, after advancing
about three-fourths of a mile, a line of battle was formed, at an angle

of about 90, and the left of the brigade resting on the road. About

5 o'clock P. M., May 2d, 1863, the line being formed, it was advanced

for the attack. So rapid and irregular was the march, and such the

topography of the ground, that it was almost impossible to preserve

the continuity of the line, and my left became temporarily detached

from Colonel* Mercer's right. I made a very rapid and oblique

march towards the left to fill up the interval, which was not done

until the charge through the thicket. As we emerged from the woods

into the open field, we were greeted with heavy discharges of grape,

but the gallant regiment advanced unfalteringly. I now discovered

for the first time that General Colquitt's brigade was not on my right.

I received instructions from General Doles, under these circum-

stances, to guard carefully my right flank. I continued to advance

rapidly, and threw my left forward, in order to protect my right.

Not seeing any enemy, and deeming the right secure at least for a

time I determined to advance and fall in upon the flank of the

battery which was still firing.

To do this I advanced my right, retired the left, formed an oblique

line of battle, and ordered a charge. Most gallantly did the regi-

ment move forward, and as I reached the summit of the hill the

enemy had abandoned his guns and position, and General Doles

ordered me through the thicket to push the now flying enemy. I

moved forward through the dense undergrowth about half a mile,
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not hearing the command "
halt," which had previously been given,

and finding I had advanced ahead of the line, and my right and left

were unsupported, and night coming on, I determined to withdraw
;

the enemy, not knowing how small was my force, did not advance his

infantry, but we were subjected to a most terrific shelling, when we
were almost under the guns of the battery, and I selected a compara-
tively good position, and as we were over-shot, only a few men were

injured. I will here state that I was almost under the guns of a

Federal battery, and had a regiment (of General Trimble's division, I

think,) gone with me, as I exhorted them to do, we could have captured
another battery. I protected my men until the cessation of the shell-

ing, which was truly terrific. About dark I quietly moved out by
the left flank, and in about an hour had reported to General Doles,

and resumed my position on the right of the brigade. About 6

o'clock A. M. on the morning of the 3d of May line of battle was

again formed, and an advance ordered. In marching through the

thick wood and over the uneven ground, Major Glover reported to

me that he was cut off with four companies. I assumed command
of the whole, and instructed Major Hardeman to take command of

the regiment. I then halted, reformed the line, and went forward to

find General Doles, which I soon did. He returned, took command,
and I returned to my regiment. We continued to advance under a

heavy musketry fire until we arrived at the breastworks, behind

which McGowan's brigade was fighting. Here we remained until the

command "charge," when we pushed forward, and passed the troops
behind the works, and marching through the woods and up the hill.

As we debouched I again found my right unprotected, but I had
flanked the enemy and poured in a cross-fire, which he did not even

return, but ran away in utter confusion. Had a brigade moved for-

ward I could have marched by the right flank and cut oft large
numbers of prisoners in the woods. They held up their guns and
hands to surrender, but there was actually nobody to take them.

Having reached the crest of the hill and finding the enemy utterly

routed, I commenced to close in to the left and reform. I was then

ordered to retire, which was done, and ammunition replenished, and
the troops rested the remainder of the afternoon, except a part of

the time when acting as provost guard.
About sunset we were again set in motion down the plank road

towards Chancellorsville, marched about i]/z miles when we were

halted and a line of battle formed upon the right hand side of the

road. That night and the morning of the 4th May, 1863, was spent
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in constructing a slight field work to protect the troops. We re-

mained in this position until about 3 o'clock P. M., when I left the

regiment, being detailed for a special purpose.

Major Hardeman then assumed command. I returned about 3

o'clock P. M. May 5th, and found that the regiment had been moved

off by the left flank and now occupied a partially entrenched posi-

tion, at about 90 with its former position, though contiguous to it.

We remained here until about 3 o'clock P. M. May 6th, when we
were ordered to move back towards our original encampment, near

the Dickinson House, which was reached upon the 6th and 7th of

May.
I deem it proper to state that great disadvantages were labored

under in these battles, as I carried my men into action inverted and

faced by the rear rank. A manoeuvre, I believe, almost unprece-

dented.

The night march back to camp on the 6th was calculated, in my
opinion, to subvert discipline and utterly demoralize troops. Not

one-half of the men could keep up, and complete disorganization,

disregard for authority, and perfect exhaustion were the inevitable

results.

I think it right to mention for good conduct Lieutenants T. W.
Harris and W. F. Lowe, Sergeant N. M. Howard, company

"
F,"

and Privates Clark, company
" F"

; Bullard, company "G." Also

Corporal George W. Oliver, company
"
D,'

'

who lost his leg in the

last charge.
I enclose Major Hardeman's report, marked "

Exhibit A," until 3

o'clock P. M. May 5th, 1863.

I append, marked "
Exhibit B," a list of the casualties.

I am, captain, respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

EDWARD WILLIS,

Colonel Twelfth Georgia Regiment.

Capt. F. T. SNEAD,

A. A. General.

Endorsed: "Edward Willis, Colonel Twelfth Georgia regiment,

Second army corps, near Fredericksburg, May 8, 1863. Report and

list of casualties in the Twelfth Georgia regiment in the battles of

Spotsylvania county, Va."
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[lo] LIST OF THE CASUALTIES IN THE TWELFTH GEORGIA REGIMENT.

Company A.

Private J. M. Taylor, killed.

J. Livingston, severely wounded.

H. Edwards, slightly wounded.

C. Redding, slightly wounded.

W. A. Pryor, slightly wounded.

R. Crawford, mortally wounded.

Company B.

Private D. Stripling, seriously wounded.

A. Middlebrooks, slightly wounded.

T. Brown, slightly wounded.

A. Russan, slightly wounded.

J. A. Jackson, slightly wounded.

Company C.

Private J. T. Google, killed.

C. C. Solomon, killed.

ist Lieut. T. W. Harris, slightly wounded.

Private W. A. J. Hall, slightly wounded.
D. W. Children, slightly wounded.

J. W. Brantley, slightly wounded.

T. C. Turner, slightly wounded.

Company D.

Private D. W. Dorsey, mortally wounded.

Corporal G. W. Oliver, severely wounded.

Private W. W. Forrester, severely wounded.

A. D. Ingram, severely wounded.

W. T. Jones, severely wounded.

N. D. Harris, slightly wounded.

James Godwin, slightly wounded.

Thomas Little, missing.

J. C. B. Clinton, missing.

Company E.

Second Lieutenant J. R. Simmons, slightly wounded.
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Sergeant J. W. Holmes, slightly wounded.

James Dawson, severely wounded.

Corporal J. H. Brooks, slightly wounded.

Private W. Smith, severely wounded.

Company F.

Sergeant J. H. Varnadow, killed.

Private James Clark, killed.

J. T. Redding, killed.

Sergeant H. L. Adams, slightly wounded.

Private E. Walton, slightly wounded.

J. R. Rogers, slightly wounded.

J. E. Butler, slightly wounded.

J. Sumner, slightly wounded.

Compzny G.

Private W. T. Pearman, killed.

Corporal T. A. Maddox, severely wounded.

Private J. N. Buldowd, severely wounded.

S. Batchelor, severely wounded.

D. D. McLeroy, severely wounded.

C. Batchelor, slightly wounded.

L. H. Thomas, slightly wounded.

R. Young, slightly wounded.

L. F. Luther, slightly wounded.

J. Davis, slightly wounded.

Company H.

Private James Conner, killed.

Corporal G. A. Browden, severely wounded.

J. P. Ross, slightly wounded.

Private J. McCarthy, slightly wounded.

J. V. Schrampoliver, slightly wounded.

Company L

Private J. B. Harpe, killed.

Captain J. M. Briggs, severely wounded.

First Lieutenant A. Graham, slightly wounded.
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Private G. W. Boyd, slightly wounded.

J. T. Hester, slightly wounded.

W. D. Hardie, slightly wounded.

D. Fletcher, slightly wounded.

P. Shannon, slightly wounded.

G. W. Lewis, slightly wounded.

W. Jordan, mortally wounded.

Company K.

Second Lieutenant J. W. Cantrell, killed.

Private J. Ennis, killed.

G. W. Murphy, killed.

Sergeant J. H. Park, mortally wounded.

R. H. Peacock, slightly wounded.

Private J. L. Bruce, slightly wounded.

E. French, slightly wounded.

Recapitulation.

Killed, - 12

Wounded, - 58

Missing, - - - - 2

72

Respectfully submitted,

EDWARD WILLIS,
Colonel Twelfth Georgia Regiment.

Capt. F. T. SNEAD,
A. A. General.

[11] REPORT OF MAJOR ISAAC HARDEMAN.

HEADQUARTERS TWELFTH GEORGIA REGIMENT,

May p, 1863.
CAPTAIN :

I have the honor to report that at 3 o'clock P. M., May 4th,

1863, Colonel Willis being detailed for other duty, I assumed com-

mand of the regiment then occupying a position on the south side

of the plank road near Chancellorsville. About 5 o'clock P. M. of

that day, I was ordered by General Doles to move the regiment to a

position in the wood opposite, contiguous to, and at right angles to

the position we then held, and to construct works for the protection
of the men, as an attack by the enemy was momentarily expected.
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On this line the Fourth Georgia was on my right and the Twenty-first

Georgia regiment on my left.

With but one or two axes, and bayonets, I succeeded, in a very

short time, in erecting a sufficient defense of logs and planks to pro-

tect from any attack from infantry. Later in the evening, being

furnished with a few picks and spades, I improved the work so as

to make it comparatively secure against artillery. A little after 6

o'clock P. M. I was ordered to detail a captain and forty men to act

as skirmishers in front of the regiment.

Captain J. N. Beale, of Co.
"
B.," a gallant and efficient officer,

was detailed for this duty, and assumed command of the entire line

of skirmishers from this brigade. He was ordered forward at sun-

set, and held the advanced position assigned him until next morn-

ing about 8 o'clock, when the entire line of skirmishers was ordered

forward. He advanced under a heavy fire of grape and musketry

to within two hundred yards of the enemy's entrenched position when,

being unable to advance further, or hold that point, he retired, having

ascertained that the enemy was in great numbers, and strongly de-

fended. In this skirmish Private W. W. Pearman, Co.
"
G," was

killed, and Private W. Jordan, Co. "I," severely wounded. I

occupied the position behind my hastily constructed works until 3

o'clock P. M. May 5th, when Colonel Willis returned and assumed

command.
I am, captain, very respectfully,

your obedient servant,

ISAAC HARDEMAN,

Major Twelfth Georgia Regiment.

Captain F. T. SNEAD,
A. A. General.

[12] BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG.

REPORT OF COL. EDWARD WILLIS, TWELFTH GEORGIA INFANTRY,
DOLES' BRIGADE.

HEADQUARTERS TWELFTH GEORGIA REGIMENT,
NEAR DARKESVILLE, VA.

, July loth, 1863.

CAPTAIN :

Upon Wednesday, July ist, 1863, after an extremely fatiguing

and rapid march, I formed my regiment in line of battle upon the ex-
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treme left of the brigade in a wheat field, on the right hand side of

the Middletown road, and about i^ miles from Gettysburg, Penn.

After shifting positions from time to time, a charge was ordered, and

the troops moved up gallantly, driving the enemy from every posi-

tion to and through the town. During the advance a portion of the

enemy's troops overlapped, and I thought hardly pressed the right

of the brigade. I moved my regiment by the right flank, and assist-

ing the Forty-fourth and Twenty-first Georgia regiments, the enemy
was soon dislodged with heavy slaughter. The enemy, being now
in full retreat, were followed closely through the town, many prisoners

being captured. Upon reaching the southern edge of the town a

halt was ordered, and we remained in this position until about sunset

upon the evening of the 2d. We then moved to the night attack

upon the enemy's works, which superior officers saw fit to abandon,

and a retrograde movement was made to a hill on the southwest side

of the town and about equally distant between the seminary and the

cemetery. A slight protection was constructed, and here the troops

remained until the entire army fell back to the western and adjacent

heights. Whilst in this position my regiment was shelled by our

own artillery, and the officer in command should be made to pay
the penalty for his criminal conduct. I do not know positively

which batteries they were, so I mention no names, but I believe the

general officers might ascertain.

The regiment acted throughout the entire engagement with its

accustomed gallantry. Both officers and men deserve great praise.

Major Hardeman was among the first to enter the town, as was

Adjutant Thomas. Captain J. T. Carson and Lieutenants Crittenden

and Waterman did their duty well and were of assistance to me. I

append a list of casualties.

I am, Captain, respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

EDWARD WILLIS,
Colonel Twelfth Georgia Regiment.

Captain F. T. SNEAD,
A. A. General, Doles' Brigade.

List of Casualties in the Twelfth Georgia Regiment in the Battle of

Gettysburg, July ist, 1863.

Co. A. Wounded: John Brown, mortally; Joseph Batty, slightly

in the leg ;
Charles S. Darby, severely ; Corporal J. E. Glune,

slightly.
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Co. B Killed: Corporal Julius J. Card. Wounded: Sergeant

James B. Gantt, severely ;
Privates James Green and Francis Green,

severely. Missing : Private R. C. Franks.

Co. C. Wounded: Sergeant G. C. Smith, slightly ; Private J. C.

Bryan, slightly ;
Privates J. J. Easterlin and Wm. H. Killabrew,

severely. Missing: Privates Wm. A. Bryan, B. H. Mathews, A. W.

Shealey.

Co. D. Wounded : Corporal James N. Robertson, severely; Pri-

vates W. A. Beckcom and Enoch Eubank, severely ;
Private W. J.

Keel, slightly. Missing: James Godwin.

Co. E. Killed: Private Jesse Quick. Wounded: Corporal W.
H. Miller, severely ;

Privates J. W. H. Suthum, A. J. Autney, and

R. E. Coulton, severely. Missing: Private G. W. Blankenship.

Co. F. Wounded : Captain James Everett, severely ; Lieutenants

W. U. Thompson, James M. Brown, slightly; Sergeants H. J. Paul,

H. L. Adams, severely ; Corporal M. W. Brett, slightly ;
Private H.

F. Penney, seriously ;
Private G. H. Rains, severely ;

Private G.

W. Lewis, slightly.

Co. G. Killed : Private James H. Beale. Wounded : Sergeant
A. W. Gooley, severely; Private W. H. Winchern, severely. Missing :

Sergeant H. H. Marshall, Corporal W. H. Waller.

Co. H. Wounded: Privates Eli Brown, Eli W. Brooks, Joseph

Johnson, severely. Missing : Privates Wm. T. Blanchard, Christo-

pher Martin.

Co. I. Killed : Private R. P. Rowland. Wounded : Sergeant
N. J. Zeigler, severely.

Summary.
Killed, 4

Wounded, - 35

Missing, 10

Total, ----- 49

[13] LETTER FROM GEN. R. E. LEE TO COL. EDWARD WILLIS.

"Confidential."

"HD. QRS., nth M'ck,'64."
"CoL.:"

" Your letter of the loth rec'd this eve'g. I think well of the en-

terprize you propose ! I am only doubtful how far your inf'y could
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keep pace with the cav'y. At this time there is no danger from the

East. Get all information & be guided by events.

Rosser has halted at Gordonsville, awaiting, for the present, the

developments of Kilpatrick's movements. As, already advised, I de-

sire you to rejoin your brigade at the commencement of active

operations, & hope you will be able to have completed by that time

the business that has occupied you during the winter.
"
Very resp'y.

Your ob't serv't,

R. E. LEE,

&'"
"
Col. EDWARD WILLIS,

12. Geo. Reg't.

Envelope superscribed "Confidential." in left hand corner; franked
" R. E. Lee, Gen'l," in right hand corner, and addressed "Col.

Edward Willis, Command'g 12. Geo. Reg't." Letter and super-

scription entirely in the handwriting of General Lee.

The Monument to General Robert E. Lee.

HISTORY OF THE MOVEMENT FOR ITS ERECTION.

[Compiled from accounts in the Dispatch and Times newspapers of

Richmond.]

In all our eventful history, perhaps, nothing has stirred the heart

of the South like the death of General Lee. It came not as a shock
;

it had been expected for many months; the whole people knew that

he had gone to Charleston for his health, and it was generally

known, too, that there was little hope of benefit to the journey. It

came in due season ;
the last few years of honored and honorable

retirement had afforded to the o'erfraught heart of the Southern

people an opportunity for relief in the expressions of love and reve-

rence and consolation that crowded upon the hero in his mountain

home from day to day. Lexington had become a shrine, and all

sections of the country turned to it with veneration. Moreover, the

life was complete ;
the work lay open to the world

;
the example had

been shown ; the precepts uttered
;

the blessing bestowed. The

mourning, therefore, was without bitterness, but it was no less tender

and deep ;
it was for the loss of a father rather than of a leader.
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General Lee died at 9 o'clock A. M. on the I2th of October, 1870.

On that day there was a meeting in the town of Lexington, of citi-

zens, and of those who had served under him in the field, who at

once took steps to organize the

LEE MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION,

which prosecuted their labors and desires to a consummation at once

noble and appropriate, in placing over the tomb of the hero, at

Lexington, Valentine's majestic "Recumbent Figure," which is

regarded by authority and held by general acclaim to be one of the

grandest works of art in this country.

THE LADIES' LEE MONUMENT ASSOCIATION.

A few days after the movement at Lexington, a few ladies, mem-
bers of that noble and devoted body, the Hollywood Memorial

Association, met in a private parlor in Richmond and organized the

Ladies' Lee Monument Association. Their design was to erect a

monument to the great chieftain in this city, and to collect funds for

the purpose throughout the South.

The organization was constituted as follows :

President, Mrs. William H. Macfarland
; vice-presidents, Mrs.

George W. Randolph, Mrs. James Lyons, Mrs. William Broxn
;

treasurer, Miss Elizabeth Byrd Nicholas
; secretary, Miss Sarah

Nicholas Randolph.

Despite the prevailing poverty of the people of the South, and the

entire prostration of their resources resultant from the war, the success

of the ladies was highly creditable in their speedy collection of fully

$15,000 a tribute of devotion met by personal sacrifice.

LEE MONUMENT ASSOCIATION.

The next move towards the monument was instituted by Lieu-

tenant General Jubal A. Early, the senior surviving officer of the

Army of Northern Virginia, in the following address, which appeared
in the public prints October 25th, 1870:

" To the Surviving Officers and Soldiers

of the Army of Northern Virginia :

" Comrades The sad tidings of the death of our great com-
mander came at a time when, by the interruption of all the ordinary
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modes of traveling, very many of us were debarred the privilege

of participating in the funeral ceremonies of attending the burial of

him we loved so well, or by concerted action of giving expression to

our feelings on the occasion. While the unburied remains of the

illustrious hero were yet under the affectionate care of friends who
were bowed down with a sorrow unutterable, the hoarse cry of

"
trea-

son
" was croaked from certain quarters for the vile and abortive

purpose of casting a stigma upon his pure and exalted character.

His fame belongs to the world and to history, and is beyond the

reach of malignity ;
but a sacred duty devolves upon those whom, in

defense of a cause he believed to be just, and to which he remained

true to the latest moment of his life, he led so often to battle, and for

whom he ever cherished the most affectionate regard, we owe it to

our fallen comrades, to ourselves, and to posterity, by some suitable

and lasting memorial, to manifest to the world, for all time to come,

that we were not unworthy to be led by our own immortal chief, and

that we are not now ashamed of the principles for which Lee fought

and Jackson died. Already some steps have been taken by some

Confederate officers and soldiers, assembled at Lexington, the place

of General Lee's death and burial, to inaugurate a memorial associa-

tion ; and being, as I believe, the senior in rank of all the officers

of the Army of Northern Virginia now living in the State, I respect-

fully suggest and invite a conference at Richmond, on Thursday, the

3d day of November next, of all the survivors of that army, whether

officers or privates, in whatever State they may live, who can con-

veniently attend, for the purpose of securing concert of action in re-

gard to the proceeding contemplated. I would also invite to that

conference the surviving officers and soldiers of all the other Con-

federate armies as well as the officers, sailors and marines of the Con-

federate navy. The call would have been made sooner, but for my
absence, up to this time, in a country where there are no railroads or

telegraphs, and where I was detained by imperative duties.

" Your friend and late fellow-soldier,

"JUBAL A. EARLY.

"LYNCHBURG, VA., October 24, 1870."

Pursuant to this call there assembled at the First Presbyteriar.

Church, in Richmond, on Thursday evening, November 3d, 1870,

the grandest gathering of Confederate soldiers which had met since

the war. This church then stood upon the upper portion of the site

now occupied by our imposing City Hall.
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Among the leading officers who participated in the meeting were

Generals Early, John B. Gordon, Edward Johnson, I. R. Trimble,

W. B. Taliaferro, William Smith, W. N. Pendleton, Fitz. Lee, M.

Ransom, William Terry, Benjamin Huger, Robert Ransom, L. L.

Lomax, George H. Steuart, C. W. Field, W. S. Walker, B. T.

Johnson, J. D. Imboden, R. L. Walker, Harry Heth, Samuel Jones,

John S. Preston, Henry A. Wise, George E. Pickett, D. H. Maury,
M. D. Corse, J. H. Lane, James L. Kemper, J. A. Walker, and

others; Colonels Thomas H. Carter, Hilary P.Jones, Thomas L.

Preston, Robert S. Preston, William Allan, William Preston John-

ston, Charles S. Venable, Charles Marshall, Walter H. Taylon

Henry E. Peyton, and Robert E. Withers; Commodore M. F. Maury,

Captain R. D. Minor, of the Confederate States Navy, and scores

of others of our leading officers, and hosts of the
"
ragged veterans

"

of the rank and file.

The meeting was called to order by General Bradley T. Johnson,
General Jubal A. Early was appointed temporary chairman, and

Captain Campbell Lawson and Sergeant George L. Christian, of

Richmond, and Captain George Walker, of Westmoreland county,

temporary secretaries.

Ex-President Jefferson Davis was made permanent chairman.

General Early, on taking the chair, delivered an eloquent and

worthy address, concluding as follows :

" Monuments of marble or bronze can add nothing to the fame of

General Lee, and to perpetuate it it is not necessary that such should

be erected. But the student of history in future ages, who shall

read of the deeds and virtues of our immortal hero, will be lost in

amazement at the fact that such a man went down to his grave a

disfranchised citizen by the edict of his contemporaries which infa-

mous edict, by the fiat of an inexorable despotism, has been forced

to be recorded upon the statute book of his native State. We, my
comrades, owe it to our own characters, at least, to vindicate our

manhood and purge ourselves of the foul stain by erecting an endu-

ring monument to him that will be a standing protest, for all time to

come, against the judgment pronounced against him. The exact

locality of that monument I do not now propose to suggest. When
we are in a condition to erect it, it will, in my opinion, be the proper
time to settle definitely the locality, and I merely say now that it

should be where it will be accessible to all his boys and their

descendants.
"
Something has been suggested with regard to the resting-place
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of all that is mortal of our beloved commander. This is a question,

at this time, solely for the determination of the immediate family of

General Lee. I am sure that the soldiers who followed him through
such dreadful trials, will have regard for the wishes of that noble

Virginia matron, who, being allied to Washington, has through life

been the cherished bosom companion of Lee.
44

Comrades, I am more than gratified at the fact that the great

statesman and patriot who presided over the destinies of the Con-

federate States who selected General Lee to lead her armies, and

gave him the entire confidence throughout all his glorious career

is here to mingle his grief with ours, and to join in paying tribute to

the memory of him we mourn."

PRESIDENT DAVIS.

In these words the speaker introduced President Davis, and as

that revered form arose to answer the summons, it was greeted with

a burst of irrepressible enthusiasm. His address enchained the

attention and thrilled every heart from the beginning to the end.

The following is fitly extracted from his touching utterances :

"
Soldiers and Sailors of the Confederacy,

Countrymen and Friends :

11 Assembled on this sad occasion, with hearts oppressed with grief

that follows the loss of him who was our leader on many a bloody battle-

field, there is a melancholy pleasure in the spectacle which is presented.

Hitherto, in all times, men have been honored when successful, but

here is the case of one who, amid disaster, went down to his grave,

and those who were his companions in misfortune have assembled

to honor his memory. It is as much an honor to you who give as

to him who receives, for above the vulgar test of merit, you show

yourselves competent to discriminate between him who enjoys and

him who deserves success.
" Robert E. Lee was my associate and friend in the military acad-

emy, and we were friends until the hour of his death. We were

associates and friends when he was a soldier and I was a con-

gressman, and associates and friends when he led the armies of the

Confederacy and I held civil office, and, therefore, I may claim to

speak as one who knew him. In the many sad scenes and perilous

circumstances through which we passed together, our conferences

were frequent and full, yet never was there an occasion on which
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there was not entire harmony of purpose and accordance as to

means. If ever there was difference of opinion, it was dissipated

by discussion, and harmony was the result. I repeat, we never dis-

agreed, and I may add that I never in my life saw in him the

slightest tendency to self-seeking. It was not his to make a record,

it was not his to shift blame to other shoulders
;
but it was his, with

an eye fixed on the welfare of his country, never faltering, to follow

the line of duty to the end. His was the heart that braved every

difficulty ;
his was the mind that brought victory out of defeat.

" He has been charged with
' want of dash.' I wish to say that I

never knew Lee decline to attempt anything that man may dare.

An attempt has also been made to throw a cloud on his character be-

cause he left the army of the United States to join in the struggle for

the liberty of his State. Without entering into politics, I deem it

my duty to say one word in reference to this charge. Virginian

born, descended from a family illustrious in the colonial history of

Virginia, more illustrious still in her struggle for independence, and

most illustrious in her recent effort to maintain the great principles

declared in 1776 ; given by Virginia to the service of the United

States, he represented her in the Military Academy at West Point.

He was not educated by the Federal Government, but by Virginia ;

for she paid her full share for the support of that institution, and was

entitled to demand in return the services of her sons. Entering the

army of the United States, he represented Virginia there also, and

nobly performed his duty for the Union, of which Virginia was a

member, whether we look to his peaceful services as an engineer, or

to his more notable deeds upon foreign fields of battle. He came

from Mexico crowned with honors, covered by brevets, and recog-

nized, young as he was, as one of the ablest of his country's soldiers.*********
" When Virginia joined the Confederacy, and the seat of govern-

ment was moved to Richmond, Lee was the highest officer in the

little army of Virginia, and promptly co-operated in all the move-

ments of the Confederate Government for the defense of the common

country ;
and when he was sent to West Virginia made no inquiry

as to his rank, but continued to serve under the impression that he

was still an officer of Virginia ;
and though he had, in point of fact,

been then appointed General by the Confederate Government, he was

so careless of himself as never to have learned the fact, and only made

inquiry when, ordered to another State, he deemed it necessary to

know what would be his relative position towards other officers with
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whom he might be brought in contact. You all remember the disas-

trous character of that campaign in West Virginia, to which I have

referred. He came back carrying the heavy load of defeat and un-

appreciated by the people whom he had served, for they could not

know that had his plans and orders been carried out the result would

have been victory rather than retreat. You did not know it, for I

would not have known had he not reported it, with the request,

however, that it should not be made public. The clamor which then

arose followed him when he went to South Carolina, so that it became

necessary to write a letter to the Governcr of that State telling him

what manner of man he was."

Mr. Davis then spoke of the straits. to which the Confederacy was

reduced, and reviewed her sad and glorious history through the

advance into Pennsylvania, the battle of Gettysburg, the final sur-

render. He then proceeded :

" Here he now sleeps in the land he loved, and that land is not

Virginia only, for they do injustice to Lee who believe he fought

only for Virginia. He was ready to go anywhere, on any service

for the good of his country, and his heart was as broad as the fifteen

States struggling for the principles that our forefathers fought for in

the Revolution of 1776.*********
" This day we unite our words of sorrow with those of the good

and great throughout Christendom, for his fame has gone over the

water his deeds will be remembered, and when the monument we
build shall have crumbled into dust, his virtues will live, a high
model for the imitation of generations yet unborn.

OTHER ADDRESSES.

Mr. Davis was followed in eloquent addresses by Colonel Charles

S. Venable, General John S. Preston, General John B. Gordon,
Colonel Charles Marshall, General Henry A. Wise, Colonel William

Preston Johnston, and Colonel Robert E. Withers.

Resolutions were then passed organizing an association to erect a

monument in Richmond. The following officers of the association

were elected :

President, General Jubal A. Early ; Secretary, Colonel Thomas
Mann Randolph Talcott

; Treasurer, Colonel William H. Palmer
;

Auditor, Sergeant C. P. Allen.

There was an executive committee located in Virginia, and a
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chairman provided for an executive committee of each Southern

State.

The co-operation of the ladies of the Hollywood Memorial Asso-

ciation was also invited.

HOLLYWOOD ASSOCIATION'S APPEAL.

The following is a copy of the circular by which this collection was

made :

" The undersigned, connected with the Hollywood Memorial As-

sociation of Richmond, Va., respectfully request the friends and

admirers of General Robert E. Lee, in our whole country and

abroad, to unite with them in a contribution for an equestrian bronze

statue of our chieftain, of the best workmanship, to be erected in

the soldiers' portion .of Hollywood cemetery.

"A most eligible site, overlooking the whole section and in the

centre of the part appropriated to remains of the dead from the fields

of Gettysburg, has been offered by the Association to his family for

his final resting place, under our loving and continual care and that

of Virginia and the South. If the body should be elsewhere, it is

still eminently fitting to erect a monument to his memory in the midst

of the heroes who fell fighting under his leadership. It is proposed
that on the days of religious worship observed throughout the South,

every congregation, Christian and Hebrew, make their contributions

for this object.
"

It is hoped the requisite amount will be secured at once.
"
(Signed) Mrs. William H. Macfarland, Mrs. George W. Ran-

dolph, Mrs. James Lyons, Mrs. William Brown and Miss E. B.

Nicholas."

The next day, and of the same materials, was formed the Associa-.

tion of the Army of Northern Virginia, whose annual meetings have

done so much to illustrate and to perpetuate the history of the South

during the most brilliant and trying period of her existence.

Meantime the ladies' committee had not been idle. A request was

made by them to all the churches in the South to take up a collec-

tion on the fourth Sunday in November, being the 27th of that

month.

Still under the glow of the patriotic devotion that followed the

death of General Lee, it did not occur to the committee that many

clergymen might regard this as the intrusion of a worldly matter in-

to the holy precincts of the sanctuary. Many did very naturally

take this view of the case. Nevertheless, the appeal resulted in the
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collection of a considerable sum, the largest contribution ($3,000)

coming from Savannah.

At the foot of the copy of the circular in the possession of General

Early, the following is appended in the handwriting of Miss Ran-

dolph :

" The fourth Sunday (27th) has been appointed as the day on

which the collection for the monument will be taken up. Please ad-

vertise as far as you can. Remit contributions to Miss S. N. Ran-

dolph, secretary of Ladies' Lee Monument Committee, Box 838,

Richmond, Va."

WORK OF BOTH ORGANIZATIONS.

Both associations soon adopted the most practical and efficient way
of raising funds, which was to send, on the part of each, an efficient

and accredited agent to travel through the South and canvass the

different States. In this way most of the funds have been collected

for each of the two associations, though since the enterprise has de-

veloped into a practical and attainable object, several private gentle-

men have given handsomely towards making up the deficiency in the

fund necessary to cover its cost.

A COMPETITIVE EXHIBITION.

During Governor Kemper's term a competitive exhibition was

held by the Soldiers' and Sailors' Association in one of the legisla-

tive halls in the Capitol, in Richmond, the governor being much in-

terested in the success of the exhibition and anxious that some one

of the models should be found worthy of acceptance. To this exhi-

bition the Ladies' Association were invited as associate judges, and

with the hope that they would unite their funds with those of the

soldiers and sailors to make up the sum necessary for the statue.

The artists competing in this effort were : Mr. Edward V. Valentine,

of Richmond
;
Miss Vinnie Ream, of Washington ;

Mr. Ezekiel, an

artist whom Virginia is glad to claim, although he calls himself a

citizen of Rome.
None of the models offered by these artists were accepted.
No further steps were taken to secure a model or an artist for the

statue during the terms of Governors Holliday and Cameron, although
collections continued to be made. In the meantime, by deaths and

removals from the Stat^, the active members of the Ladies' Associa-

tion were reduced to two, Miss Nicholas and Miss Randolph, although
their surviving colleagues were occasionally consulted.
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Some confusion arising from several associations collecting money
for the same object, the collections by each were doubtless somewhat

retarded.

In March, 1884, by an act of Assembly, the Lee Monument Asso-

ciation and the Ladies' Lee Monument were consolidated, but the

two did not at once act in unison.

During the administration of Governor Kemper a law was passed

constituting the Governor, the Treasurer and the Auditor of the State

a board of managers for the Lee Monument Association. The

Soldiers' Association disbanded and turned over to this board their

funds, and by the zeal and efficiency of the secretary, Colonel S. Bas-

set French, collections were pushed and there was considerable addi-

tions to the fund. An unsuccessful effort was made to unite with the

Ladies' Association.

This association being anxious to secure a model and an artist for

the work, made inquiries of those well versed in such matters as to

the best living sculptors ;
for we are authorized to say that the ladies

were positive on two points : one was that they themselves were not

competent critics in art, and the other, that nationality should have

nothing to do with the selection of a sculptor a statue of General

Lee being considered worthy to command the best artistic talent of

the world. As their inquiries have resulted in the selection of M.

Mercie as the sculptor, and the completion of his statue, a history of

them will not only be interesting, but it will prove, even to that large

part of the public who will not view it with the artist's eye, that no

pains have been spared, that the end justifies the means, and that we
have secured for the statue of General Lee the best artistic talent of

the world.

SEEKING A SCULPTOR.

With this object Miss Randolph opened a correspondence with the

wife of a member of the American Legation in Berlin. This amiable

and cultivated woman cordially gave her aid and sought information

on the subject from a gentleman holding a high position in the house-

hold of the Princess Imperial and thoroughly informed in all matters

of art. He named two distinguished German sculptors, Bagas and

Otto, to either of whom the work might be safely entrusted, and

photographs of their best work were sent for inspection. As the

matter progressed and took shape, the ladies called in as consulting

members Colonels Wilfred E. Cutshaw and Archer Anderson, by
whose advice they profited greatly in all their subsequent measures.
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Some discussion now occurred as to whether there should be any

competitive exhibition, and, as a compromise, it was decided that if

either of the sculptors above mentioned would agree to enter the

exhibition, it should be held. Only the younger of the two, Herr

Otto, agreed to compete, and he was finally prevented from doing
so by illness. Several of the leading sculptors of America, who
were invited by special letter to enter the lists, declined, among them

our distinguished fellow-townsman, Mr. Valentine.

A satisfactory circular was framed, which was used as an adver-

tisement in all the leading art journals of Europe and America. The
sums offered for the first and second prizes were put at high figures

$2,000 and $1,000 in order to tempt into the exhibition the highest

talent great artists, with all the work they want always at command,

being naturally averse to run the risk of rejection by a commission

of ignorant amateurs. Mr. W. W. Corcoran, being deeply inter-

ested in the success of the enterprise, kindly agreed that his art

gallery should be named as the building in which the exhibition

should be held. In due time the advertising of the competition and

the issue of.the circulars brought a flood of letters mostly from

abroad asking for descriptions of the site of the proposed monu-

ment, photographs of the General, &c. Church Hill was the site

most in favor, and all the models sent were intended for the elevated

position they would have occupied if this decision had been adhered

to. This fact did not seem to be generally taken into account by the

critics who attended the second exhibition. The photographs sent

were taken from Elder's portrait in the Corcoran Gallery. Through
the kindness of General Custis Lee, photographs of the General's

saddle and sword were sent to the artists.

THE MODELS.

When the models began to arrive it was found that there was not

space in the Corcoran Gallery to accommodate them some twenty
in all and then followed a wearisome search for a hall at reasonable

rates. In this search Miss Randolph had the active assistance of Dr.

Barbairn, one of the officers of the Corcoran Gallery, who finally secured

one. Under his supervision and that of a superintendent for the

purpose by the association, the different models were unpacked and

placed in position, the hall itself being draped with cheap crimson

stuff, that the models might be seen to the best advantage.
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DEATH MASK OF GENERAL LEE.

It should be noted that a foreign artist in writing about his model

for the statue, asked for the death mask of General Lee. Miss Ran-

dolph could find no trace of such a cast, and General Custis Lee was

confident that no such mask had been made. This seemed to settle the

question. In selecting a commission to sit in judgment on the

models, and to award the prizes, some gentlemen in Washington being

consulted, suggested the son of Clarke Mills as a suitable judge, and

remarked that he had his father's mask of General Lee. With this

clue, Miss Randolph wrote to Dr. Barbaim, who purchased the mask

for the Corcoran Gallery. It had been taken by Clarke Mills when

he was summoned to Washington to appear before the congressional

committee. A plaster cast of it was ultimately sent to M. Mercie,

and, of course, was invaluable in getting the shape and proportions
of the General's head.

AWARDING THE PRIZES.

The models obtained, the next step was to select a suitable com-

mittee to award prizes, and its importance was fully realized. It was

finally decided that no amateur should be on it, and consequently
the choice fell upon two of America's most distinguished sculptors,

Messrs. St. Gaudens and I. Q. A. Ward. Mr. Clarke, the govern-
ment architect, was associated with them. These gentlemen were

asked and kindly agreed to perform the delicate task. It was soon

apparent that the high prizes offered had done their work, and the

judges confirmed this opinion by saying that it was, perhaps, the

best competitive exhibition ever held in America. The first prize

was awarded to Mr. Niehaus, of Ohio, and the second to Mr.

Ezekiel. The Ladies' Association had not bound itself to give the

work to the most successful competitor, and the exhibition having

put them en rapport with artists of superior talent, they still had

"the world before them where to choose," with this advantage
added.

GOVERNOR LEE'S WORK.

In the meantime General Fitzhugh Lee was inaugurated Governor

of Virginia, and being ex-officio president of the Lee Monument
Association under the act of the General Assembly of March i3th,

1884, with characteristic energy he began to take measures to bring

about, without further delay, the erection of the monument. He
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proposed that the two associations should unite in their action, and

called a meeting at the office of the Governor of Virginia, in the

Capitol at Richmond, on May isth, 1886. Present: Governor Fitz-

hugh Lee, Colonel Archer Anderson, Miss Sarah N. Randolph, Miss

E. B. Nicholas, Morton Marye, Auditor of Public Accounts, A. W.
Harman, Jr., Treasurer of the Commonwealth.
The following resolutions are extracted from the minutes of this

meeting :

ist. A board of managers to consist of six persons, to be consti-

tuted in the outset as follows : The Governor of Virginia, the Audi-

tor of Public Accounts, the Treasurer of the Commonwealth, and

three managers to be appointed by the Ladies' Lee Monument Asso-

ciation.

2d. Vacancies hereafter occurring to be filled by a vote of the

board of managers, provided that the Governor of Virginia, the

Auditor and the Treasurer of the Commonwealth for the time being
shall always be members of the board ex-officio.

3d. The board of managers of the consolidated Lee Monument

Association, organized under these articles, shall select the design,
the artist who shall execute the work, and select the site on which

the monument shall be erected, anything in any resolution or act

heretofore passed to the contrary notwithstanding.
* * * The

members chosen on behalf of the Ladies' Association, as members
of the board of managers, were: Miss S. N. Randolph, Miss E. B.

Nicholas and Colonel Archer Anderson.

MERCIE'S FIRST MODEL.

Miss Nicholas, treasurer of the Ladies' Monument Association,

turned over to the consolidated association $15,602. 17 in different

securities. Five thousand had been expended in a competitive exhi-

bition. Colonel Archer Anderson and Mr. A. W. Harman, Jr., were

appointed to confer with the City Council of the city of Richmond
in regard to the foundation of the Lee monument.

Among the models submitted for inspection there was one that

showed such evidences of genius that it attracted the first attention

of every visitor, but the position of the horse and rider showed such

a glaring misconception of the character of General Lee that no one

thought of it as winning a prize. It was marked "
Glory to the

Hero." It represented a triumphant warrior careering over the

battle-field waving a sword and shouting to his followers.
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It suggested nothing so strongly as
"
proud Cumberland pranc-

ing, insulting the slain"; and notwithstanding its artistic pedestal,

which was universally admired, as a representation of General

Lee it was as universally condemned. This was the first offering of

Mons. Antonin Mercie. The beauty of his work and the great fame

of the artist, however, were not overlooked, and, when the question

of selection again came up, many persons, who were undoubted

judges of art and had sincerely at heart the success of the statue,

urged that the sculptor who sent the model marked "
Glory to the

Hero" should have another trial. This the board agreed to give

him. He was told how he had misconceived his subject, and was

asked to send another model of a horse in a less fiery attitude, and

if it were not too great a sacrifice of artistic requirements, to have

all four feet on the ground. The response to this was a small, but

very beautiful, model of a horse with a man on him, not intended for

General Lee, for he had no materials for a portrait statue and no

likeness was attempted. The statue of the horse was entirely satis-

factory, and the question of likeness only remained.

MERCIE' s FINAL MODEL.

Early in the summer of 1887, the best attainable photographs were

sent to the sculptor, as well as the General's uniform and one of his

shoes It has already been mentioned that he received a plaster cast

of the mask, weathered, as it were, at the last moment. Miss Ran-

dolph, who was in Paris that summer, impressed upon Mons. Mercie

that it would be a bitter disappointment to the countrymen of Gene-

ral Lee if the likeness were not successful. He promised his best

effort, and begged that he might not be asked to model the General

with a hat on. Gazing at a very fine profile likeness, given him by
Miss Randolph, he exclaimed: " Who would cover such a head?"

On a second visit to Paris in 1889, Miss Randolph also carried a small

spur, such as General Lee wore. Mons. Mercie told her that when

General Lee's shoe was sent to him there was no one in his house-

hold with a foot small enough to wear it but his twelve-year-old son.

SKETCH OF THE ARTIST.

In working out the likeness to General Lee in the life-sized model,

Mons. Mercie had the great advantage of working under the criti-

cism of Miss Mary Lee, who was often at his studio. The history of

Mons. Mercie and of his many triumphs in art has been published
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too often during the progress of his work to need repetition. It is

much to be regretted that the artist cannot be present to witness the

enthusiasm with which, his statue is received. He is described as "a

short, thick-set, squarely built man, with dark hair and eyes, and a

short black beard." He is a native of Toulouse, and holding the

eminence which he does in art, he is much sought in Parisian society ;

he has a handsome establishment, whose windows look out on the

charming gardens of the Avenue de L'Observatoire, and in the rear

of his house is his studio. One of the orders he received during the

past year is for a tomb to be erected in Constantinople. Mons.

Mercie is a painter as well as a sculptor. He is a rapid worker ; and

as an illustration of his merit, it may be mentioned that he generally

has three works in the Gallery ol the Luxembourg, that first camp-

ing ground of a work of art on its way to the Louvre, into which

noble collection an one is admitted, until ten years after the death of

the artist
;
and no artist is allowed to have more than three works at

the same time in the Luxembourg.

ORIGINAL PLAN OF THE PEDESTAL.

Mons. Pajol, the architect of the pedestal of the Lee Monument,

though short and dark-haired, is, in his slightly built, airy figure, the

opposite in personal appearance to Mons. Mercie
; but, like him, he

is of easy and graceful address, with cordial manners. It should be

noted, in reference to his beautiful pedestal, that, as it now stands, it

does not do justice to his original design, in which its massiveness is

in better proportion to the size of the colossal statue surmounting it.

For lack of funds the two beautiful groups modeled for the front and

rear of the pedestal could not be ordered. This being the case,

Mons. Pajol was asked to suppress the two projections intended to

support them, and to do it in such a way that the design might be

carried out at some future day. It is most desirable that the money
should be speedily raised to add these groups to the monument, and

so to put the finishing touch to its beauty and grandeur. The rear

group represents the Angel of Peace snatching the weapons from the

hands of the Goddess of War. The front group originally repre-

sented the women of the South offering branches of laurels to

General Lee.

With the authority of the board, Miss Randolph, in a personal

interview, requested Mons. Mercie to replace this group with a figure

of Liberty, taken from the coat-of-arms of Virginia, leaning on her
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spear, with one outstretched arm holding a wreath of laurel over the

head of a Confederate soldier who is seated at her feet. The stand-

ing figure was intended for an impersonation of the South. These

suggestions Mons. Mercie soon elaborated into a beautiful group.

Let us hope that lor the want of a few thousand dollars, this noble

monument of General Lee will not be left in an unfinished state, as

it must be while it lacks the two groups of sculpture which formed

a part of the original design.

DISCUSSING THE SITE.

Libby Hill, Gamble's Hill, and the Allen lot, in the western part

of the city, were successively discussed and voted on as the site of

the statue. The Allen lot was at last chosen and accepted as the gift

of Mr. Otway S. Allen, by the following resolution: "June i8th,

1887. Resolved, That in view of the original advantages of the

location, the donation of Mr. Otway S. Allen, heirs and devisees, of

the circle of 100 feet, radius as the monument site, and especially in

consideration of the surroundings proposed by them and submitted

to us in the plan and survey of Colonel C. P. E. Burgwyn, including

the broad intersecting avenues and open area or place about the

monument circle, which dedication and survey are to be parts of the

deed and recorded therewith, the location and site upon the Allen

property are hereby selected and determined upon for the monument

to be erected to General Robert E. Lee by this association.

PREPARING THE SITE.

September i, 1887, an engineer of the association was employed,

and a contract was awarded to Messrs. Philips & Ford for excava-

ting and grading, at $450. The engineer was directed to correspond

with Mr. Caspar Buberl, a New York sculptor, and to employ him

to cut the scroll work around the plinth of the pedestal, which was

done.

On June 15, 1887, the treasurer reported that the funds in hand

amounted to $55,972.56.

The following letter was laid before the committee in December of

the same year by Governor Lee :

"
My Dear Governor, I send you a draft on New York for

$1,000 as my contribution to the monument to General Lee. I

have heretofore contributed, but the amount was not as much as I
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desired. I desire that this amount be devoted to furnishing a solid

granite block for the equestrian statue to rest on, as shown in the

enclosed rough sketch, provided it is sufficient for that purpose.

"J. A. EARLY."

Colonel Anderson was requested to write to Mercie informing him

that it was the desire of the association to have the statue of Lee as

large as the equestrian statue of Washington, to forward to him the

drawing and the measurements of the same made by Engineer

Burgwyn, and to ascertain the additional cost. After correspond-

ence, it was agreed that the height of the statue, including the bronze

plate, should be six and one-half metres (about twenty-one feet),

and the price of the same increased to 90,000 francs, instead of the

original price of 60,000 francs.

On March I3th, 1889, on the motion of General Lee, and by a

unanimous vote of the board, Colonel Archer Anderson was invited

to deliver the address at the unveiling of the Lee Monument.

LAYING OF THE CORNER-STONE.

The corner-stone of the Lee Monument was laid October 27th,

1887. Notwithstanding that the day was most disagreeably wet,

being a continuation of a three days' rain, the procession was im-

posing.

The military from different portions of the State participated,

whilst four hundred and fifty Marylanders were present under the

command of General Bradley T. Johnson. All of Richmond turned

out.

The column was led by Governor Fitzhugh Lee, accompanied by
General Wade Hampton, followed by his regular aides, and General

John R. Cooke, chief of staff for the occasion.

Members of the Lee family, Generals Joseph E. Johnston, Jubal

A. Early, Joseph R. Anderson, William McComb, Geo. H. Stuart,

L. L. Lomax, Surgeon-General Samuel Preston Moore, Generals

C. M. Wilcox, W. B. Taliaferro, R. E. Colston, William H. Payne,
William P. Roberts, Eppa Hunton, Daniel Ruggles, J. D. Imboden,

Robert Ransom, B. D. Fry, R. L. Page, D. A. Weisiger, William

R. Terry, Williams C. Wickham, Hon. John W. Daniel, and other

distinguished men with many accomplished ladies were present in

carriages.

The exercises on the grounds were as follows :
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Governor Lee called the vast crowd to order and said

"
Citizens and Comrades, As Governor of Virginia I am by law

a member of the Lee Monument Association, and by the action of

the association I am its president. The duty, therefore, devolves

upon me of calling this vast assemblage to order.

" The ceremonies now about to commence mark an event not only

in the history of Virginia and its capital city, but are of great inter-

est to all sections where the heroism of the Southern soldier is

appreciated and remembered. The proceedings here will now be

opened by a prayer from Richmond's distinguished divine, the Rev.

Dr. Hoge."
PRAYER OF DR. HOGE.

Rev. Dr. Moses D. Hoge, who has been for forty years pastor in

Richmond, who rendered invaluable service in Confederate times,

and who was the intimate personal friend of General R. E. Lee, had

been most appropriately selected to make the prayer.

In clear voice and distinct enunciation he led the devotions of the

vast crowd in the following fervent prayer :

Almighty God, Fountain of Life and Father of Mercies, there is

no offering of gratitude, no tribute of thanksgiving which is not Thy
due none which we would not bring Thee at this very hour, as we

bow before Thy footstool.

With humble reverence we invoke Thy blessing upon this great

multitude gathered to unite in these impressive ceremonies.

Let Thy benediction rest upon the strangers within our gates,

whom we welcome as friends ;
let it rest upon these organizations

military and municipal ; upon these associations representing the

industrial pursuits of the people ; upon these fraternities philan-

thropic and charitable ; upon these institutions and societies whose

aim is the advancement of sound learning and the material and

moral welfare of the citizens of this State and of our common

country.

We recognize Thy gracious providence over our Commonwealth

from its foundation to this auspicious day. Thou hast made it not

only the Mother of States, but of the men whose virtue and valor

have been illustrated in the halls of legislation and on the fields of

conflict men whose names are the purest in human history and

whose memories are the heritage of all whose hearts beat in sympa-

thy with exalted worth and unselfish devotion to freedom, truth, and
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justice throughout this great Union from North to South and from

East to West.

Especially do we bless Thee for the life and example of the patriot

soldier, sage, and servant of God, in grateful and loving honor of

whose memory we unite in these solemnities.

In words wise and fitly chosen may he whose office it is this day

to portray the character and worth of our great commander, so per-

form his high duty that our souls may be kindled afresh with the

love of those virtues that make his life illustrious and his memory
immortal.

Great God ! as we stand in the midst of this vast and jubilant

throng of the living, we pause in reverential silence to hear the voice

of Thy providence reminding us that one who was to have borne his

honored part in these services is now numbered with the dead. The

poet dies the undying song survives. The hand that tuned the

harp is cold and still the melody it awoke yet sounds to entrance

the ear of the living. O God of pity ! bless and comfort the family

of our departed brother, and be Thou their strength, support, and

consolation.

O Thou that hearest prayer, we beseech Thee receive and accept

these our humble supplications ;
and help us all so to discharge the

duties we owe to Thee and to our fellow-men that we may pass from

lives of usefulness and honor into an immortality of rest and peace ;

and to God, most High, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, we will give

the glory evermore. Amen.

The Grand Lodge of Virginia, over which Most Worshipful Mas-

ter William F. Drinkard presided, then took charge of the corner-

stone, and in
" due and ancient form," and with the imposing rites

of the order, proceeded to lay it according to the published pro-

gramme.
The prayer of the venerable Right Worshipful Chaplain, Rev.

Dr. G. W. Dame, was fervent and appropriate.

CORNER-STONE ACCEPTED.

In response to the Grand Master, Colonel Burgwyn said :

" Most Worshipful Grand Master, I hereby accept these imple-

ments of operative masonry, and I pledge my best ability and skill

in seeing that this structure is erected according to the designs of

the sculptor and plans of the architect. I trust that this monument
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may rest upon its foundation as firmly as the veneration of the great

chieftain is rooted in the memory of our people."

The Grand Master closed the ceremonies by saying :

"Worshipful Brother, our Grand Marshal, you will take two of

your aids with'you and inform his Excellency the Governor of Vir-

ginia, president of the Lee Monument Association, that the corner-

stone of the monument has now been laid with Masonic honors, and

request his Excellency to descend with you, examine our work, and,

if approved, to receive it from our hands."

Governor Lee was escorted to the corner-stone, and, after viewing
the work, said :

"
In the name of the Lee Monument Association I receive this

work from the hands of the Grand Master and his associates. May
it be as enduring as the reputation of the soldier whose memory it

commemorates."

OTHER EXERCISES ADJOURNED.

At this juncture the rain became so heavy that the Governor an-

nounced that the further exercises would be suspended, and that the

poem and oration would be delivered at night in the hall of the

House of Delegates.

The crowd even then seemed reluctant to disperse, but finally

sought shelter in the best of humor, and still ready to cheer the dis-

tinguished visitors and organizations.

AT THE CAPITOL READING OF THE POEM DELIVERING OF THE
ORATION.

The hall of the House of Delegates was packed to its utmost

capacity that night, while hundreds, if not thousands, turned away
unable to find even standing room. It seemed a great pity that no

larger hall could be had, for it is certain that one twenty times as

large would not have held the people anxious to be present.

As Governor Lee, General Wade Hampton and General Early
came into the hall they were greeted with loud cheers.

GOVERNOR LEE.

As Governor Lee arose he was welcomed with enthusiastic ap-

plause, and spoke as follows :

The death of the commander of the Army of Northern Virginia

occurred at Lexington on the I2th of October, 1870, and the people
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of that section at once determined to organize an association with

the intention of marking in an appropriate manner the place of his

burial. Valentine's recumbent statue is there to-day to prove they

have fully and faithfully executed their trust. In this city the ladies

of the Hollywood Memorial Association, never weary in work for the

Confederate soldier, living or dead, at once proceeded to take the

necessary steps to collect money to erect a monument to General Lee

in Richmond or its vicinity. Another society was formed for the

same purpose a little later, and was the result of a call by General

Jubal Early (the senior Confederate soldier in Virginia) for a meet-

ing of his Confederate comrades for the purpose of testifying their

sorrow at the death of their commander and perfecting an organiza-

tion to build to his memory a monument. A memorable meeting on

the 3d of November, 1870, was the result of General Early 's action,

and a monument association was promptly organized. The funds

collected by this last body were, during Governor Kemper's adminis-

tration, placed by them into the hands of a State board, consisting of

the Governor, Auditor and Treasurer. At the request of the board

of managers, of which General Early was president, this board then

assumed the place of the former one, and this action was confirmed

by law. These two associations, having the same objective point,

then proceeded to carry out the object for which they were formed.

After my installation to office, efforts to consolidate the two organi-

zations into one were successfully made. Now, with united purpose,

we promise to continue this work of love, and in two years from this

date I invite you here again to witness the unveiling, upon this spot,

of an equestrian statue to General Lee.

We have in our midst to-day the officer who first organized the

move to form within the ranks of the Confederate soldier an associa-

tion to perpetuate the memory of the army commander, who was the

first president of the Lee Monument Association, and whose heart

to-day beats as steady and strong for the living as it throbs tender

and true (or the dead. I voice the unanimous wish of our association

in asking General Jubal A. Early to preside over this meeting, and I

now with great pleasure present him to this audience.

GENERAL EARLY.

The applause with which General Early was greeted showed the

warm place he has in the hearts of old Confederates. In a few re-

marks he expressed his gratification at the large gathering in spite
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of the weather. He spoke of the great gathering which organized

this monument association, over which President Davis presided.

General Early paid an eloquent tribute to Mr. Davis, expressed his

deep regret at his absence, and said that he knew he expressed the

sentiments of this vast crowd when he expressed the hope that Presi-

dent Davis would be here at the unveiling of the proposed monu-

ment. [This tribute to Mr. Davis was loudly applauded.]

General Early said thai Lee needed no monument, but that we

owed it to ourselves to erect it, and that, however certain men may

go back on their principles, the noble women of the South would be

ever true.

In fit phrase General Early introduced Captain W. Gordon Mc-

Cabe, of Petersburg.

THE POEM.

The committee had been exceedingly fortunate in securing Captain

W. Gordon McCabe, of Petersburg, to recite the poem prepared for

the occasion by the gifted and lamented James Barren Hope, lately

deceased. A gallant soldier, an accomplished scholar, a poet of no

mean abilities himself, and the intimate personal friend of Hope,

Captain McCabe was recognized by all as the man for the occasion.

He introduced the reading of the poem by the following eloquent

tribute to his lamented friend :

Nearly thirty years ago, when Virginia, in this beautiful capital of

onr Old Dominion, dedicated yonder noble and impressive monu-

ment to George Washington, she sent her bravest singer, James
Barron Hope, then in first flush of his youthful genius, to swell the

chorus of praise and reverence due her greatest son of our first

Revolution.

Nobly did he perform the command laid upon him, and his stately

poem with its sonorous eloquence and lofty epic inspiration still stirs

the pulse's play and has become a classic to every Virginian not dead

to the heroic past of his mother State.

Thus when the men and women of Virginia, despite their poverty,

resolved to erect a statue in enduring bronze to Robert Lee on

yonder spot overlooking those
"
labor' d rampart lines," where,

after countless victories, at last
" he greatly stood at bay

"
thus it

was that by acclaim the same brave singer, whose genius had grown
but mellower and his touch the purer with the lapse of time, was

once more summoned to celebrate in song the deeds and virtues of
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Virginia's greatest son of her second Revolution, the peer of Wash-

ington in military genius, patriotism, constancy and valor.

Again he wrought in noblest mood and as only the true poet can,

but, alas ! scarce had he finished his task when death struck the votic

pencil from the busy fingers and hushed that deep, rich voice, whose

manly cadences had made doubly musical for us this day the rythmic

sweep of his stirring numbers.

Thus, in the service of his native State, in some sort, still serving
his old commander, fell on sleep this knightly spirit, this accom-

plished man of letters, this loyal friend, who in his public as in his

private life ever "bore without reproach the grand old name of

gentleman."
At the request of his family and of the Lee Monument Association)

I am here to-day to read in such poor fashion as may be allowed me
his poem written in the very shadow of death.

MEMORISE SACRUM.

Great Mother of great Commonwealths
Men call our Mother State ;

And she so well has earned this name
That she may challenge Fate

To snatch away the epithet

Long given her of
"
great."

First of all Old England's outposts
To stand fast upon these shores,

Soon she brought a mighty harvest

To a People's threshing floors,

And more than golden grain was piled

Within her ample doors.

Behind her stormy sunrise shore,

Her shadow fell vast and long,
And her mighty Adm'ral, English Smith,
Heads a prodigious throng
Of as mighty men, from Raleigh down,
As ever arose in Song.

Her names are the shining arrows

Which her ancient quiver bears,

And their splendid sheaf has thickened

Through the long march of the years,

While her great shield has been burnished

By her children's blood and tears,
u
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Yes, it is true, my countrymen,
We are rich in names and blood,
And red have been the blossoms
From the first Colonial bud,
While her names have blazed as meteors

By many a field and flood.

And as some flood tumultuous
In sounding billows rolled

Give back the evening glories
In a wealth of blazing gold ;

So does the present from its waves
Reflect the lights of old.

Our history is a shifting sea

Locked in by lofty land

And its great Pillars of Hercules,
Above the shining sand,
I here behold in majesty

Uprising on each hand.

These Pillars of our history,
In fame forever young,
Are known in every latitude

And named in every tongue,
And down through all the Ages

' There story shall be sung.

The Father of His Country
Stands above that shut-in sea

A glorious symbol to the world
Of all that's great and free

;
*

And to-day Virginia matches him
And matches him with Lee.

II.

Who shall blame the social order

Which gave us men as great as these ?

Who condemn the soil of t' forest

Which brings forth gigantic trees ?

Who presume to doubt that Providence

Shapes out our destinies ?

Foreordained, and long maturing,
Came the famous men of old

;

In the dark mines deep were driven

Down the shafts to reach the gold,
And the story is far longer
Than the histories have told.
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From Bacon down to Washington
The generations passed,
Great events and moving causes

Were in serried order massed :

Berkeley well was first confronted,
Better George the King at last !

From the times of that stern ruler

To our own familiar days,

Long the pathway we have trodden

Hard and devious were its ways
Till at last there came the second

Mightier Revolution's blaze
;

Till at last there broke the tempest
Like a cyclone on the sea,

When the lightnings blazed and dazzled

And the thunders were set free

And riding on that whirlwind came
Majestic Robert Lee.

Who again I ask the question
Who may challenge in debate,
With any show of truthfulness,

Our former social state

Which brought forth more than heroes

In their lives supremely great ?

Not Peter the wild Crusader
When bent upon his knee,
Not Arthur and his belted knights
In the poet's song could be
More earnest than those Southern men
Who followed Robert Lee.

They thought that they were right, and this

Was hammered into those

Who held that crest all drenched in blood
Where the

"
Bloody Angle

"
rose.

As for all else ? It passes by
As the idle wind that blows.

III.

Then stand up, oh my Countrymen !

And unto God give thanks,
On mountains, and on hillsides,

And by sloping river banks
Thank God that you were worthy
Of the grand Confederate ranks

;
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That you who came from uplands
And from beside the sea,

Filled with love of Old Virginia,

And the teachings of the free,

May boast in sight of all men
That you followed Robert Lee.

Peace has come. God gave his blessing
On the fact and on the name !

The South speaks no invective,

And she writes no word of blame
;

But we call all men to witness

That we stand up without shame !

Nay ! Send it forth to all the world

That we stand up here with pride,

With love for our living comrades

And with praise for those who died
;

And in this manly frame of mind

Till death we will abide.

God and our consciences alone

Give us measures of right and wrong.
The race may fall unto the swift

And the battle to the strong ;

But the truth will shine in history

And blossom into song.

Human grief full oft by glory

Is assuaged and disappears
When its requiem swells with music

Like the shock of shields and spears,

And its passion is too full of pride

To leave a space for tears.

And hence to-day, my Countrymen,
We come, with undimmed eyes,

In homage of the hero Lee,

The good, the great, the wise ;

And at his name our hearts will leap

Till his last old soldier dies.

Ask me, if so you please, to paint

Storm winds upon the sea ;

Tell me to weigh great Cheops
Set volcanic forces free

;

But bid me not, my Countrymen,
To picture Robert Lee !
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As Saul, bound for Damascus fair.

Was struck blind by sudden light,

So my eyes are pained and dazzled

By a radiance pure and white

Shot back by the burnished armor
Of that glory belted Knight.

His was all the Norman's polish

And sobriety of grace ;

All the Goth's majestic figure :

All the Roman's noble face :

And he stood the tall exemplar
Of a grand historic race.

Baronial were his acres where
Potomac's waters run

;

High his lineage, and his blazon

Was by cunning heralds done ;

But better still he might have said

Of his
" works " he was the

" son."

Truth walked beside him always
From his childhood's early years,

Honor followed as his shadow
Valor lightened all his cares ;

And he rode that grand Virginian

Last of all the Cavaliers !

As a soldier we all knew him

Great in action and repose.

Saw how his genius kindled

And his mighty spirit rose

When the four quarters of the globe

Encompassed him with foes.

But he and his grew braver

As the danger grew more rife,

Avaricious they of glory
But most prodigal of life,

And the
"
Army of Virginia,"

Was the Atlas of the strife.

As his troubles gathered round him,

Thick as waves that beat the shore

ATRA CURA rode behind him

Famine's shadow filled his door;
Still he wrought deeds no mortal man
Had ever wrought before.
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IV.

Then came the end, my Countrymen,
The last thunderbolts were hurled !

Worn out by his own victories

His battle-flags were furled.

And a history was finished

That has changed the modern world.

As some saint in the arena

Of a bloody Roman game
As the prize of his endeavor
Put on an immortal frame,

Through long agonies our Soldier

Won the crown of martial fame.

But there came a greater glory
To that man supremely great

(When his just sword he laid aside

In peace to serve his State),

For in his classic solitude

He rose up and mastered Fate.

He triumphed and he did not die !

No funeral bells were tolled

But on that day in Lexington
Fame came herself to hold

His stirrup while he mounted
To ride down the streets of gold.

He is not dead ! There is no death !

He only went before,
His journey on when CHRIST THE LORD
Wide open held the door,
And a calm, celestial peace is his:

Thank God forevermore.

V.

When the effigy of Washington
In its bronze was reared on high,
'Twas mine, with others, now long gone,
Beneath a stormy sky,
To utter to the multitude

His name that cannot die.

And here to-day, my Countrymen,
I tell you Lee shall ride

With that great
"
rebel

" dow n the years
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Twin "
rebels

"
side by side

And confronting such a vision

All our grief gives place to pride.

These two shall ride immortal

And shall ride abreast of Time
;

Shall light up stately history

And blaze in Epic Rhyme
Both patriots, both Virginians true,

Both "
rebels," both sublime.

Our past is full of glory,

It is a shut-in sea,

The Pillars overlooking it

Are Washington and Lee :

And a future spreads before us

Not unworthy of the free.

And here and now, my Countrymen,

Upon this sacred sod,

Let us feel : it was " OUR FATHER "

Who above us held the rod,

And from hills to sea,

Like Robert Lee,
Bow reverently to GOD.

Captain McCabe's recitation of the poem was frequently inter-

rupted with applause.

THE ORATION OF COLONEL CHARLES MARSHALL.

General Early then introduced Colonel Marshall, Lee's military

secretary, who spoke as follows :

It is now more than twenty-two years since the last gun was fired

in the war between the States, and more than twenty-one years ago
the blessed return of peace was proclaimed throughout the land. All

who hear my voice are citizens of the Union established by the war,
and from the Potomac to the Rio Grande the authority of the Fede-

ral Government is undisputed, its laws are obeyed, its benefits are

acknowledged, and to defend it against enemies at home and abroad

is accepted as the first duty of every citizen of the mighty republic

throughout its wide borders. And yet we are gathered here to-day
to lay the corner-stone of a monument to one who is generally re-

garded as the most formidable enemy that the Federal Government
ever encountered, and to make known to all men our veneration

for his exalted character, our admiration for his great deeds, and our
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gratitude for his great services and sacrifices in the cause of the

Southern people.

My chief object to day shall be to explain this seeming incon-

sistency and make clear the significance of the work we have in

hand, that we may be able to answer our children when they shall

ask us,
" What mean ye by this monument to an enemy of the Union

which you teach us to cherish and defend ?
"

I have selected this subject as most appropriate to the occasion,

because it seems to me that, however great the virtues and however

exalted the character of him whose statue we prqpose to rear on this

spot, and however great his deeds in war, his right to such a memo-
rial will be tested also by the merits of the cause in which he was

engaged.
It needs no eulogy to establish his title to the noblest monument

that can be reared to great attributes of mind and soul, and to illus-

trious deeds of war.

But history tears down statues and monuments to great attributes

and illustrious deeds, unless those attributes be devoted to some
noble end, and illustrious deeds be done in a righteous cause.

THE MERITS OF THE CAUSE.

It seems to me, therefore, becoming to the occasion to set before

you, as plainly as I can, the merits of the cause in which General Lee
rendered his great services, to correct the errors and misrepresenta-
tions which have now obtained for so many years with reference to

it, in some quarters, and to claim for it recognition as the cause of

constitutional liberty, as understood and applied by our fathers in the

Constitution framed by them.

When the facts come to be fairly stated and rightly understood it

will be seen that this statute will perpetuate no memory of infidelity

to the Union as it was, and will teach no lesson inconsistent with a

loyal and cheerful obedience to the authority of the Union as it is.

No one accepted the results of the war more frankly and unre-

servedly than the illustrious man to whom we are now offering the

tribute of our gratitude and love, and it would be impossible more

grievously to mistake the teaching of his life and example than to

draw from them encouragement to a renewal of sectional strife or a

withholding of genuine fealty to the Federal Union as it is now es-

tablished.

The exciting events of the great contest in which a peaceful people
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became suddenly involved, succeeded each other so rapidly and were

so absorbing that it was difficult even for the actors in them to avoid

confounding the causes of the war with some of its incidental conse-

quences consequences that had their origin in the exigencies of the

struggle itself, one of which was so momentous that it has come to

be regarded as the actual cause of the war and the object for which

it was waged.
AFRICAN SLAVERY.

For example, it is almost universally assumed as a fact that the war

was waged by the Federal Government for the overthrow of African

slavery, and by the South for the maintenance of that institution.

But incalculable as is the benefit of that consequence of the war,

if we may put faith in the solemn acts and declarations of the Fed-

eral Government it is easy to show that it did not make war to

emancipate the slaves, but that it liberated the slaves to help it to

make war.

President Lincoln's proclamation of September 22, 1862, declares :

" That on the first day of January, in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, all persons held as slaves in

any State,, or designated part of a State, the people whereof shall then

be in rebellion against the United States, shall be then, thencefor-

ward, and forever free
;
and the Executive Government of the United

States, including the military and naval authority thereof, will recog-

nize and maintain the freedom of such persons, and will do no act or

acts to repress such persons, or any of them, in any efforts they may
make for their actual freedom."

This proclamation was the forerunner of the famous emancipation

proclamation of January I, 1863, and it needs no commentary to

show that it was not inspired solely by the desire to set the negroes

free.

For the proclamation came at a time when the Federal army that

had besieged Richmond in the beginning o/ 1862 had barely saved

Washington from the grasp of the half-starved, half-naked soldiers

of the Confederacy. It was issued when those soldiers stood on the

frontier of Virginia, challenging their adversaries to try again the

issue left undetermined on the bloody field of Sharpsburg. It came

at a time when the Federal plan of campaign in Virginia for 1862

had failed, shattered at Manassas, shattered at Sharpsburg, and if

there be not about it a painful suggestion of servile war as a possible

aid to the restoration of Federal authority over the South, it is clear
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in the announcement that the South could escape the threatened

emancipation of the slaves, and all the consequences of that measure,

by returning to the Federal Union.

HOW EMANCIPATION CAME ABOUT.

Emancipation, therefore, was used as a threat to the States that

should continue to resist the Federal arms after the ist day of Janu-

ary, 1863, and protection to slavery by the Federal Government was

the reward promised to such States as should cease to resist.

But Mr. Lincoln has left no room for doubt as to his views on this

subject. One month before the warning proclamation of September
22d, he wrote to Mr. Greeley as follows :

" My paramount object is to save the Union and not either to save

or destroy slavery. If I could save the Union without freeing any
slaves I would do it

;
and if I could save it by freeing all the slaves I

would do it, and if I could save it by freeing some and leaving others

alone I would do that also. What I do about slavery and the colored

race I do because I believe it helps to save the Union, and what I

forbear I forbear because I do not believe it would help to save the

Union."

It is apparent that Mr. Lincoln regarded the maintenance of the

territorial integrity of the Union as the object of the war, regardless

of all considerations affecting slavery or the colored race.

My subject, however, relates more nearly to the action of the

people of the South with reference to secession and the war, and it is

concerning this part of the history of the time that the greatest

amount of ignorance and misrepresentation exists. They are all

commonly designated as secessionists, their cause as the cause of se-

cession, their object the disruption of the Federal Union, and the

establishment of a Southern Confederacy as something in itself to be

preferred to the Federal Union. And they are commonly repre-

sented as having adopted that cause and sought that object as a

means of perpetuating African slavery.

LINCOLN MADE THE CONFEDERACY.

It shall be my aim to show you how entirely untrue to history this

view of the conduct and action of the Southern people is, and for

this purpose I propose to trace the events that led to the withdrawal

of Virginia from the Union, as the action of Virginia determined that

of General Lee.
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Before entering upon the narrative of those events I must remind

you that the social, political, and constitutional changes brought

about by the war are so vast, and have been effected so suddenly

and completely, that it is not easy even for us who lived under the

old order of things to judge the actions of individuals and communi-

ties in the light of opinions and institutions then almost universally

received and respected, uninfluenced by the very different opinions

and institutions of to-day. The task will become more difficult

when the population of this country shall come to consist, as it will

in a very few years, of people who never knew any Constitution but

the present Constitution, or any Union but the present Union, and

who will have no personal knowledge of the views and opinions that

guided the conduct of men before the iron of war had entered the

soul of our institutions. I can, perhaps, better draw your attention

to the conclusions which are warranted by the facts about to be pre-

sented to you by the rather startling proposition that the actual

Southern Confederacy, the Confederacy which for four years made

head against the power of the Federal Government, reinforced at

last by the slaves, was called into existence by Mr. Lincoln himself.

To explain what I mean it is necessary to mark the difference be-

tween the state of affairs before and after the proclamation of. Mr.

Lincoln of April 15, 1861 a difference so important and so generally

disregarded in what is said and written on the subject of the war that

I shall have to ask your indulgence if I present it somewhat in detail.

Although nearly the whole people of the Southern States became

to all intents united after the proclamation of April I5th, it is gene-

rally forgotten that before that event the views of duty and of policy

entertained in the cotton and in the border States were widely diver-

gent. I shall try to show what that difference was.

SECESSION.

Soon after it became known that Mr. Lincoln had been elected, the

cotton States, consisting of South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala-

bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas, took measures to secede

from the Union, treating his election as a sufficient cause for their

action.

South Carolina led the way on the ijth of December, 1860, and was

followed by the others Texas having been the last to secede. Her

representatives subscribed the provisional Confederate Constitution at

Montgomery on the 2d of March, 1861. On the nth of that month
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these States, through their representatives, adopted the permanent
Confederate Constitution.

To understand the full effect of this important step, and how it

was regarded by the great majority of the people of the border

States, as we shall see, it must be remembered that nothing had oc-

curred at that time to change the legal or political condition of the

people of the seceding States. Mr. Lincoln had been duly elected,

it is true, after a very exciting election, but the Republican party
which elected him had not control of Congress. No law, therefore,

on the statute-book at the time the cotton States seceded had been

enacted by a Republican Congress or approved by a Republican
President. A Democratic Congress and a Democratic President,

both friendly to the opinions generally held in the slave States on

Federal subjects connected with slavery, were responsible for the

laws of the country as they stood when Mr. Lincoln was inaugurated
on the 4th of March, 1861. But that there was nothing in Federal

legislation obnoxious to the cotton States themselves at the time the

Confederate Government was organized at Montgomery, is shown by
the very first act of the Provisional Congress.

Statute i, chapter i of the Provisional Congress of the Confede-

rate States, adopted on the Qth of February, 1861, is as follows:
" An act to continue in force certain laws of the United States of

America.
' ' Be it enacted by the Confederate States of America in Congress

assembled, That all the laws of the United States of America in force

and in use in the Confederate States of America on the first day of

November last, and not inconsistent with the Constitution of the

Confederate States, be and the same are hereby continued in force

until altered or repealed by the Congress.

"Adopted February 9, 1861."

The exception named in the act I have quoted, included no law

that had been among the causes of dispute between the two parts of

the Union. The Confederate Constitution restricted the power of

Congress with reference to duties on imports, but secession had not

been resorted to in order to relieve the seceding States from legisla-

tion on the subject of duties.

A remarkable illustration of what I now say occurred during the

discussion in the convention of South Carolina of the address pro-

posed to be issued to the people of the slave-holding States, declaring
the causes of the action of that State. Mr. Maxey Gregg, after-

wards the brave General Maxey Gregg, who died nobly on the field
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of Fredericksburg, objected to the form of an address for that

purpose submitted by Mr. Memminger because it did not set forth

the causes of the secession of South Carolina correctly. He said :

"
In the declaration not one word is said about the tariff, which for

so many years caused a contest in this State against the Federal

Government. Not one word is said about the violations of the Con-

stitution in expenditures not authorized by that instrument, but the

main stress is laid upon an incomparably unimportant point relative

to fugitive slaves and the laws passed by Northern States obstruct-

ing the recovery of fugitive slaves Many of the acts

of the non-slave-holding States obstructing the recovery of fugitive

slaves have been passed since 1852. I think the majority of them, but

I do not regard it as a matter of any importance."
In reply to General Gregg, Mr. Keitt made a statement which

illustrates what I have said with reference to the Southern represent-

atives in Congress being responsible for the Federal laws as they

stood at the time the cotton States seceded. He said :

"We have instructed the committee to draw up a statement of

the reasons which influenced us in the present case in our with-

drawal. My friend suggests that sufficient notice has not been paid

to the tariff. Your late senators and every one of your members of

the House of Representatives voted for the present tariff. If the

gentleman had been there he would also have voted for it."

We are told that this reply of Mr. Keitt was greeted with laugh-

ter.

TWO GOVERNMENTS INSTEAD OF ONE.

It thus appears that the general result of the secession movement

up to and including the time Texas became a member of the Con-

federacy, on the 2d of March, 1861, was to place the seceding States

under the laws of the government from which they had seceded, the

only change being that those laws were to be administered and exe-

cuted by Confederate officers instead of Federal officers. As most of

the old officials were continued in office, some of them, the customs

officers for instance, by express statute, it required very careful atten-

tion to discover in what respect secession had substantially changed

the actual legal and political condition of the citizens of the States

composing the Montgomery Confederacy.

It gave no new protection to slavery, as every power over tliat

institution denied by the Confederate Constitution to the Confederate

Government had been expressly abnegated by the legislative, execu-

tive, and judicial departments under the Constitution of the United
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States. I think it will be apparent that so far as secession before the

inauguration of Mr. Lincoln was' concerned, its immediate practical

effect was to establish two governments instead of one, to execute

substantially the same laws.

The secession of the cotton States was known, in the language of

that day, as "secession per se," and it found small favor in the

border slave States, especially as we shall see in Virginia. Conceding

that the States had the right to secede, it was generally regarded as a

right which should only be exercised for a grave cause, and it was

not easy for the people of those States to perceive a grave reason

for secession which was followed by a re-enactment by the seceders

of the whole body of the laws of the Union from which they had

seceded.
LEE ON SECESSION.

It is of this secession that General Lee wrote from Fort Mason,

Texas, on the 23d of January, 1861. He says :

"The South, in my opinion, has been aggrieved by the acts of the

North, as you say. I feel the aggression, and am willing to take

every proper step for redress. It is the principle I contend for, not

individual or private benefit. As an American citizen, I take great

pride in my country, her prosperity and her institutions, and would

defend any State if her rights were invaded. But I can anticipate

no greater calamity for the country than the dissolution of the Union.

It would be an accumulation of all the evils we complain of, and I

am willing to sacrifice everything but honor for its preservation. I

hope, therefore, that all constitutional means will be exhausted before

there is a resort to force. Secession zs nothing but revolution. The
framers of our Constitution never exhausted so much labor, wisdom,
and forbearance in its formation, and surrounded it with so many
guards and securities, if it were intended to be broken by every
member of the Confederacy at will. It is intended for perpetual

union, so expressed in the preamble, and for the establishment of a

government (not a compact) which can only be dissolved by revolu-

tion, or by the consent of all the people in convention assembled.

It is idle to talk of secession. Anarchy would have been established,

and not a government, by Washington, Hamilton, Madison, and alj

the other patriots of the Revolution. Still an Union that can only
be maintained by swords and bayonets, and in which strife and civil

war are to take the place of brotherly love and kindness, has no

charms for me. I shall mourn for my country and for the welfare

and progress of mankind. If the Union is dissolved and the gov-
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ernment disrupted I shall return to my native State and share the

miseries of my people, and, save in defense, will draw my sword no

more."

This letter was written with reference to the secession of some of

the cotton States on account of the election of Mr. Lincoln, and it

expresses the views of the great majority of the people of Virginia

at that time on that subject views which were concurred in by large

majorities in all the border slave States, and, as we shall see, by large

minorities in the cotton States themselves. The opinion expressed

in the letter, that secession should only be resorted to as a revolu-

tionary measure, after every pacific and constitutional means of com

posing the difficulties that beset the country had been exhausted, and

the feeling of attachment to the Union itself as preferable to any
other government that could be established, provided the government
of the Union itself should be placed upon the foundation of justice

and equity, expressed the almost unanimous sentiment of the people
of the border slave States and of a very large minority of those of

the cotton States.

POPULAR OPPOSITION TO SECESSION.

The people of the cotton States were far from being agreed as to

the wisdom and expediency of secession under the circumstances I

have mentioned, as I shall now show. The ordinances of secession

adopted by the conventions of the cotton States were not, as a gene-
ral rule, submitted to the people for ratification, but we are not with-

out the means of estimating the extent of the popular opposition.

HOW THE ORDINANCE WAS ADOPTED.

In South Carolina the ordinance was adopted unanimously by the

convention, and while there is nothing to indicate that it met with

serious opposition among the people, it was not submitted to them,

but took effect by the action of the convention alone.

In Georgia a strong minority opposed the measure to the last, and

a test resolution, declaring it to be the right and duty of Georgia to

secede, passed the convention on the i8th of January, 1861, by a vote

of only 165 to 130, and, after the adoption of this resolution, the

ordinance of secession was opposed the next day by 89 members

against 208 voting in favor of it.

In Alabama the ordinance was adopted by the convention on the

i ith of January by a vote of 61 to 39.
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In Florida the ordinance was adopted on the loth of January, 1861,

by a vote of 62 to 7, but was not submitted to the people.

In Mississippi the ordinance was adopted on the 9th of January,

1861, by a vote of 84 to 15, and was not submitted to the people.

In Louisiana the ordinance was adopted in convention on the 25th

of January, 1861, by a vote of 113 to 17, the convention refusing to

submit it to the people by a vote of 84 to 45.

In Texas the ordinance was approved by a vote of the people, the

Governor of the State standing stoutly in opposition. The popular

vote stood 34,794 for and 11,235 against secession. The whole vote

cast in the presidential election in November, 1860, by the people of

Texas was 62,986, being nearly 17,000 more than the vote on the

ordinance of secession. The 17,000 votes withheld from the ordi-

nance added to the 11,235 cast against it indicate the strength of the

popular opposition to secession in that State. If the vote of Texas

be anything like a fair test of popular opinion in the States in which

the people did not vote on the ordinance, I think I am warranted in

saying that a large minority of the people of the cotton States

were not in favor of secession in the early stages of that move-

ment.

Such was the state of affairs when the Montgomery Confederacy
was formed. It effected no immediate material change in the social

and political condition of the people, a large minority of whom were

opposed to the measures which had led to the establishment of the

government. In the convention of South Carolina, at least, there was

some doubt and some debate, as I have shown, about the causes of

secession, the discussion occurring, curiously enough, after the act of

secession had been consummated.

If we now turn to the border slave States we shall find a marked

difference of opinion and feeling.

The people of Arkansas voted on the i6th of January, 1861, on

the proposition to call a convention to decide upon the subject of se-

cession. It was determined to hold a convention by a vote of 27,412

for and 15,826 against the measure, out of a voting population of

54,053, as shown by the vote cast at the presidential election in No-

vember, 1860, indicating that the people were nearly divided.

The convention assembled on the 4th of March following, and on

the 1 8th rejected an ordinance of secession by a vote of 35 to 39

against it.

In North Carolina the Legislature passed a bill, on the 3Oth of

January, 1861, to submit to a popular vote the question of calling a
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convention. The vote was taken on the 28th of February, 1861, and

resulted in 46,671 for and 47,333 against holding a convention.

In Tennessee, on the 8th of February, 1861, the people voted

against calling a convention, 67,360 against and 54,156 for the mea-

sure, the total vote being nearly 24,000 less than that cast at the

presidential election in November, 1860.

In Virginia a convention assembled on the I3th of February, 1861,

and devoted itself mainly to effect a peaceful adjustment of the

troubles of the country and prevent the permanent disruption of the

Union. The records of the convention abound with evidence of the

devotion of the great body of its members to the Union, and of their

earnest efforts to avert a resort to force as a means of preserving it.

As late as April 4, 1861, the convention refused to submit an ordi-

nance of secession to the people for their approval by a vote of 45
for to 80 against the proposition. On the 6th of April the conven-

tion rejected a resolution declaring that Virginia considered that the

Federal Government ought to recognize the independence of the se-

ceded States and enter into treaties with them. As late as April nth
three resolutions containing declarations in favor of the withdrawal

of Virginia from the Union under certain conditions were rejected by
decisive and significant majorities.

Without going into the details of the action of Kentucky and Mis-

souri during the same time, it is enough to say that prior to April

15, 1861, the people of those States were, if possible, more decided

in their opposition to secession than the people of Virginia.

In Maryland, before the date I have mentioned, practically the

whole population was opposed to the action of the cotton States and

desirous of a peaceful solution of the public difficulties and the main-

tenance of the Union.

You will thus see that the people of the border States were far

from accepting the mere fact of Mr. Lincoln's election as a sufficient

reason for a dissolution of the Union, and that their attachment to it

was not seriously affected by the secession of the cotton States.

The border States contained of the whole slave population
of the South, and nearly double as many voters as the cotton States.

The force and significance of their unbroken adhesion to the Union
will become more apparent when it is remembered that they had a

far greater and more immediate concern than the people of the cot-

ton States, in any influence unfavorable to the South which the elec-

tion of Mr. Lincoln might exercise upon interests connected with

slavery.
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THREE QUESTIONS CONNECTED WITH SLAVERY.

The practical questions connected with that institution in its rela-

tions to the Federal Government which it was supposed might be

affected by the accession of Mr. Lincoln to power were three : The
rendition of fugitive slaves escaping to the Northern States, the pro-

hibition of slavery in the Territories of the United States, and inter-

ference with slaves in the States by inciting them to insurrection.

It was concerning these three matters, and the relations of the

Federal Government to them, that the angry controversy between

political parties in the North and South on the subject of slavery had

arisen, and the apprehension that the interests and safety of the

people of the slave-holding States would be injuriously affected in

these three particulars, by the election of Mr. Lincoln, was among
the reasons alleged in justification of the secession of the cotton

States. In all these matters, as I have said, the border States had a

greater and more immediate interest than their Southern neighbors.

More slaves escaped annually from Virginia and Kentucky than

from all the cotton States combined. Slave labor was more profit-

able and slave property most valuable on the cotton, rice, and sugar

plantations of the extreme South, and the emigration of slaves from

those States to the remaining territories of the United States was in-

significant. On the other hand, many slave-holders in the border

slave States who were unwilling to encounter the warmer and more

enervating climate of the extreme South might find it to their interest

to remove with their slaves to the rich, new Territories of the West,

where the climate and productions resemble those to which they

were accustomed. It was by this class of emigrants that Kentucky
and Tennessee, and afterwards a great part of Missouri, had been

mainly settled, and many of the same class would doubtless have re-

moved further West with the advance of population in that direction.

To these people the exclusion of slavery from the Territories was a

real grievance, while it would probably have benefitted the people of

the cotton States by increasing the emigration of slaves to those

States and reducing the cost of that kind of labor.

As to interference with slavery in the States and inciting them to

insurrection, the border slave States served as a protection to their

Southern neighbors and were much more exposed to this appalling

peril than they. Indeed, Virginia had recently been the scene of an

attempt to incite insurrection among her slaves
;
an attempt, by the
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way, which Mr. Lincoln and the Republican party of his day de-

nounced as "the gravest of crimes."

If the considerations to which I have referred were entitled to have

any influence in determining the policy of the Southern States be-

cause of Mr. Lincoln's election, that influence should have been most

strongly felt in the border States, where the danger of mischief was

greater, and yet these were the States that adhered most steadfastly

to the Union. This fact tends strongly to show the difference of

opinion between the people of the cotton and of the border slave

States, and serves to illustrate the sincerity of the attachment of the

latter to the Union.

I have thus endeavored to show you how matters stood before the

I5th of April, 1861, and to point out the important fact so essential

to a correct understanding of the history of that eventful period, and

yet so constantly overlooked, disregarded, or misrepresented, that

with reference to a dissolution ot the Union for any cause existing

before the i5th of April, the difference between the people of the

border States and those of the cotton States was as clearly marked as

the difference between the North and South had been before the

election of Mr. Lincoln.

THE EFFECT OF LINCOLN'S PROCLAMATION.

There remains but one other fact to be stated in order that you
may understand the effect produced upon the people of the border

States by Mr. Lincoln's proclamation.

Those States cast at the presidential election of 1860, 867,675 votes,

as against 478,685 cast by the cotton States, and of those 867,675

votes, an overwhelming majority was opposed to secession and in

favor of the maintenance of the Union. But firmly as this great

body of citizens adhered to the Union, their attachment was one of

affection and not of fear. Earnestly as they desired its maintenance,

they desired that it should be maintained by American and not by
Russian methods. Their confidence in the principles of the Ameri-

can system of government was unbounded. To them it seemed that

these principles were strong enough to deal successfully with all the

troubles of the country, if time were allowed for passion to cool, for

the voice of reason to make itself heard, and for a calm and earnest

appeal to the genuine attachment of the people to the institutions of

their country. By those peaceful means they were confident that

the people of the cotton States could be brought in time to the views
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and opinions held by such a vast majority of their fellow citizens of

the slave holding States, the Union minorities in the former States

be converted into majorities, the ordinance of secession repealed, and

the troubles of the country composed by what I have called the

American method of dealing with political questions.

This mode of meeting the difficulties that beset the country did

not require a recognition by the government of the right of seces-

sion. It concerned itself more with the mode of dealing with it as a

fact than with the disputed question of its legality. It demanded

only a recognition on the part of the government of the sound prin-

ciple that power is not necessarily lost because its exercise is not

pushed to an extremity. It demanded patience with human infirmi-

ties, and, above all, an unqestionable faith in the sufficiency of

American institutions, acting upon the reason and not upon the fears

of men, to make the government permanent and strong enough for

all the purposes of a good and wise government. To carry out any

plan of pacification based upon these principles, the border slave States

were ready to give the Federal government the support of more than

two-thirds of the votes of the whole South, and from the time Mr.

Lincoln was elected, in November, 1860, the people of these States

did not cease to urge upon the Federal authorities the policy of

peace.

While affairs were in this critical state, the sound of the guns in

Charleston harbor broke upon the ears of the anxious friends of the

Union like the voice of doom.

It matters not, for my present purpose, upon whom rests the

responsibility of that act. We are concerned only with its effect

upon the government at Washington, to which all eyes were now

anxiously directed.

Before the smoke had rolled away from Sumter, the answer to the

guns of its assailants was delivered in the proclamation of Mr.

Lincoln of April 15, 1861.

Let me read that momentous document, because it was Mr. Lin-

coln's answer to the people of the border States as well as to the

assailants of Fort Sumter. The proclamation is as follows, omitting

that part which summons Congress to meet in extraordinary session

on the 4th of July following :

THE MOMENTOUS DOCUMENT.

" Whereas the laws of the United States have been for some time

past and now are opposed and the execution thereof obstructed in
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the States of South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Florida, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, and Texas by combinations too powerful to be

suppressed by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings, or by the

powers vested in the marshals by law :

"Now, therefore, I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United

States, in virtue of the power in me vested by the Constitution and

the laws, have thought fit to call forth, and do hereby call forth, the

militia of the several States of the Union, to the aggregate number

of seventy-five thousand, in order to suppress said combinations and

to cause the laws to be duly executed. The details for this object

will be immediately communicated to the State authorities through
the War Department. I appeal to all loyal citizens to favor, facili-

tate, and aid this effort to maintain the honor, the integrity, and

existence of our national Union and the perpetuity of popular gov-

ernment, and to redress wrongs already long enough endured. I

deem it proper to say that the first service assigned to the forces

hereby called forth will probably be to repossess the forts, places,

and property which have been seized from the Union, and in every

event the utmost care will be observed consistently with the objects

aforesaid to avoid any devastation, any destruction of or interference

wtih property, or any disturbance of peaceful citizens of any part of

the country, and I hereby command the persons composing the com-

binations aforesaid to disperse and retire peaceably to their respective

abodes within twenty days from this date."

The proclamation calls seventy-five thousand men to the field for

several purposes :

First, to suppress certain alleged insurrectionary combinations in

the States named, and to cause the laws to be duly executed.

Second, it invokes all loyal citizens to favor, facilitate, and aid this

effort to maintain the honor, the integrity, and the existence of our

national Union and the perpetuity of popular government, and to

redress wrongs already long enough endured.

It proceeds to say that the first service assigned to the force called

forth by it will probably be to repossess the forts, places, and prop-

erty which have been seized from the Union, reserving the right,

however, by implication, to use it for the other purposes.

WHAT IT MEANT.

What Mr. Lincoln called insurrectionary combinations was the

withdrawal of the seven cotton States from the Union and the forma-
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tion by them of the Montgomery Confederacy. To suppress insur-

rections of that kind meant, in plain language, to compel those States

to return to the Union and resume their former political relations

with it. Not only was there no warrant to be found in any law of

Congress for an invasion of a State by the Federal Government to

compel that State by force of arms to perform any duty undertaken

by it as a political body under the Constitution, but it had been too

firmly established by the highest Federal authority to admit of ques-

tion that no such power had been delegated to any department of the

general government.
The executive department of the government, before the adminis-

tration of Mr. Lincoln, recognized this principle, and it had been

established by the judgment of the Supreme Court of the United

States, the final arbiter under the Constitution of all questions of

Federal rights, powers, and duties.

The State of Kentucky sought to invoke the power of the Federal

Government to compel the Governor of Ohio to perform a duty

enjoined upon him by the Constitution and an act of Congress made
in pursuance of it. The Supreme Court first determined that the

Constitution and the law plainly made it the duty of the Governor of

Ohio to perform the act in question, and then proceeded to use this

language :

" And it would seem that when the Constitution was framed and

this law was passed, it was confidently believed that a sense of justice

and of mutual interest would insure a faithful execution of this con-

stitutional provision by the executive of every State, for every State

had an equal interest in the execution of a compact absolutely essen-

tial to their peace and well-being in the internal concerns as well as

members of the Union. Hence, the use of the words ordinarily

employed when an undoubted obligation is required to be performed,
'

It shall be his duty.' But if the Governor of Ohio refuses to dis-

charge his duty, there is no power delegated to the general govern-

ment, either through the judicial department or any other department,
to use any coercive means to compel him, and upon this ground the

motion for the mandamus must be overruled."

This decision was rendered by the Supreme Court at its December

term, 1860, after the election of Mr. Lincoln. You will observe that

the proclamation sought to avoid the law as established by the

Supreme Court, by affecting to treat the secession of the States as an

act of insurrection on the part of their people. But it was too plain

to mislead any one that the avowed objects of the proclamation could
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not be attained without successful war upon the States against which

it was directed. In fact, we know that the attempt to attain these

objects by the means proposed in the proclamation, resulted in the

complete overthrow of those States as political organizations and

their re-establishment as members of the present Union under condi-

tions prescribed by the power acquired by successful war.

But the proclamation further declares that it is an effort
"
to main-

tain the honor, the integrity, and the existence of our national Union

and the perpetuity of popular government, and to redress wrongs

already long enough endured."

Under such vague specifications there could be no limitation upon
the use the President might make of the army he called into the field

except his own will.

What, for example, did the proclamation mean by popular govern-

ment ? There were multitudes of people in the North who did not

regard the governments of the slave States as popular governments.

THE PRESIDENT'S POWER UNLIMITED.

And, above all, what did he mean by redressing wrongs already

long enough endured ? What were the wrongs, and what the mode
and measure of redress?

You will see that within the scope of the proclamation the President

could do anything he pleased with the force he called, to his aid, by

any means he might think best. The proclamation is silent as to the

powers which would be exercised by the President to attain the

vague and undefined objects in view
;
but we are not left in doubt as

to what those powers were. He enumerated some of them in his

message to Congress on the 4th of July, 1861, nearly three months

after the war began. He says :

"
Recurring to the action of the government, it may be stated that

at first a call was made for seventy-five thousand militia, and rapidly

following this a proclamation for closing the ports of the insurrec-

tionary districts by proceedings in the nature of blockade. So far

all was believed to be strictly legal. At this point the insurrectionists

announced their purpose to enter upon the practice of privateering.

Other calls were made for volunteers to serve for three years, unless

sooner discharged, and also for large additions to the army and

navy. Soon after the first call for militia it was considered

a duty to authorize the commanding general in proper cases, accord-

ing to his discretion, to suspend the privilege of the writ of habeas
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corpus ; or, in other words, to arrest and detain, without resort to

the ordinary process and forms of law, such individuals as he might
deem dangerous to the public safety."

We must add to the powers just enumerated those set forth in a

special message to Congress on the 2gth of May, 1862, after the pas-

sage by the House of Representatives of a resolution censuring Mr.
Simon Cameron for making contracts while Secretary of War with-

out authority of law. Mr. Lincoln assumed the responsibility of the

acts of Mr. Cameron, and informed Congress that in addition to the

things enumerated in his message of July 4th, he had disbursed the

public money at his own will, through government officials or private

citizens, at his pleasure.

FULL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROCLAMATION.

As I desire to impress upon your minds the full significance of the

proclamation of the I5th of April, I shall take the liberty to add to it,

in words, the powers which Mr. Lincoln assumed in order to carry
it into effect, so that it shall read as if those powers had been inserted

in the instrument itself. It would have been about as follows :

" And to accomplish the objects of this proclamation I do hereby
declare that I shall proceed to increase the regular army and navy of
the United States to such an extent as I may think necessary. I

shall set on foot a blockade of the ports of the States mentioned in this

proclamation ; I shall take possession of the treasury of the United
States and use the public money as I see fit, through such agents as I

may select, whether they be agents known to the law or such as I may
personally designate. And, finally, I shall arrest and detain, without

regard to the ordinary processes and forms of law, all persons that I

may consider dangerous to the public safety, meaning all persons
who oppose the measures I hereby decree to be necessary for the

public safety."

I know nothing that can be added to complete the picture of an
absolute government.
The army, the navy, the treasury, the sword, and the purse all in

the hands of the President, the security of personal liberty gone,
what right that free government is intended to secure remained ?

The picture needs but one more touch to give it the coloring of

the most odious of all tyranny the tyranny of numbers unrestrained

by law.

And that touch is not wanting.
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Mr. Lincoln, in his message of July 4th, already referred to. after

recapitulating some of the things he had done, says :

" Those measures, whether strictly legal or not, were ventured

upon what appeared to be a popular demand and public necessity,

trusting then as now, that Congress would readily ratify them."

Let me endeavor to sum up the whole matter as it was presented
to the people of the border States for their acceptance, or rather, as

it was announced to them, for their obedience.

ASSUMES ABSOLUTE POWER.

The President in effect said to them :

"
I this day assume absolute power. I take into my hands the

control of the purse and of the sword of the United States. I sus-

pend the writ of habeas corpus, and shall arrest and detain at my
pleasure any person whom I may consider dangerous to the public

safety.
"

I assume all these powers, and shall use them to compel the

States of the South, which have seceded, to return to the Union, to

maintain popular government, and to avenge wrongs.
"All these things I do in obedience to a popular demand, and I

now require your submission and support."
I think it is impossible to recognize in this picture of absolutism a

trace of American constitutional government. I do not think that an

attempt has been made to assert such powers over men of English

speech and English blood since Charles the First passed from the

royal banqueting hall to death. Certainly not since William of

Orange landed at Torbay.
The President of the United States assumed absolute power in

compliance with a popular demand, and called for an army to do
what that popular demand required.

Among the things to oe done was one which the Supreme Court
had declared that the Government of the United States had no power
to do, and another was something which, under all free governments,
is left to the civil magistrate and not to the soldier to avenge
wrongs.

All who lived during those exciting times will bear witness to the

truth of Mr. Lincoln's statement that what he did was in compliance
with a popular demand.

The people of the North had been roused to fury and clamored

for the blood of their political enemies. Every measure of the Ad-
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ministration, however extreme and however illegal, was received

with acclamations, and a suggestion of opposition or dissent was

treated as a kind of treason.

Before proceeding to describe the effect of this proclamation upon
the people of the border States, I desire to call your attention to a

circumstance well calculated to cause them to interpret it most un-

favorably to their own security.

Mr. Lincoln had been elected by a minority of the voters of the

United States, but by a majority of the people of the Northern

States.

While his party expressed no purpose or desire to interfere with

slavery in the States in which it was established, it was openly hostile

to the institution and ready to resolve all questions concerning it, that

might come within the scope of Federal power and jurisdiction, un-

favorably to it.

Among his supporters were most of the Abolitionists, as they were

then known, who were in favor of any measure that would lead to

the destruction of slavery, and violent in their denunciations of the

Southern people and their institutions.

This part of the supporters of Mr. Lincoln viewed, at least with

complacency, such measures for the overthrow of slavery as the

effort to incite servile insurrection in .Virginia, and looked upon the

leader of that attempt as a martyr. When, therefore, the border

State people were called upon to obey the proclamation, they could

not shut their eyes to the fact that in executing Mr. Lincoln's designs

against the cotton States, and in maintaining popular government,
and in avenging wrongs in obedience to a popular demand, the army
to be employed might consist of those who did not regard the gov-
ernments of any of the slave States as popular governments and who
looked upon the execution of John Brown as a wrong. I do not, by
any means, intend to imply that this was the reason they resented

the proclamation as they did, but it is a circumstance to be considered

in judging the conduct of those who took part in the events ol that

day.

ACTION OF THE BORDER STATES.

Let us now see the effect of this proclamation upon the people of

the border States. Before its appearance they had been offering
their support to the Federal Government in all pacific and constitu-

tional measures. for the preservation of peace and the restoration of

the Union, and they were bound to accept and did accept the procla-
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mation as a response to this offer. They had pressed upon the

President the support of nearly a million of votes and the influence

of the great majority of the people of the whole South in aid of a

policy of peace and conciliation. They found that offer rejected and

the support of 75,000 armed men preferred. They had importuned
the President to employ the American method of dealing with poli-

tical questions, and he had chosen the Russian. They had appealed

to him for peace, and he had proclaimed war.

But, more than all this, they found themselves required to submit

to the exercise by the President of the United States of powers un-

warranted by the Constitution and the laws and absolutely subversive

of the existence of free government.
This sacrifice they were required to make to enable Mr. Lincoln to

accomplish the objects of his proclamation, one of which, as I have

shown, had been declared to be unlawful by the Supreme Court of the

United States, and the others were so vague that the border States

themselves might be embraced within their scope.

Their resolution was quickly taken upon the question thus sud-

denly forced upon them.

The convention of Arkansas, which on the i8th of March had re-

fused to adopt an ordinance of secession by a vote of 35 to 39,

assembled again on the 6th of May and passed that ordinance by a

vote of 69 to i.

In North Carolina, which had refused in February to call a con-

vention, one was called immediately upon the appearance of the pro-

clamation, which met on the 2oth of May and passed an ordinance

of secession the following day. In Tennessee, which had refused to

call a convention in February, the people ratified an ordinance of se-

cession on the 24th of June by a vote of 104,019 to 47,238, as

announced by the Governor. In the Virginia convention, which had

refused to adopt an ordinance of secession on the 4th of April, 1861,

by a vote of 89 to 45, and which as late as the i ith of April had re-

fused to adopt a conditional declaration in favor of secession, on the

1 7th of April an ordinance of secession was adopted by a vote of 88

to 55, and the majority vote was afterwards increased to 91.

The change in the feeling of the people of Kentucky, Missouri,

and Maryland was equally marked, although its free expression was

prevented by force, and the action of the Federal Government was

resented where the ability to resist was wanting.

The differences to which I have referred as existing among the

people of the cotton States themselves upon the subject of secession
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disappeared, as did the differences between the advocates and oppo-
nents of the measure in the border States.

In a word, the people of all the slave-holding States, or a vast

majority of them, were united as one man to defend the principles
which they considered to be endangered by the proclamation. I

think I did not state the case too strongly when I said that the Con-

federacy, which so long resisted the Federal arms, was brought into

existence by the act of Mr. Lincoln. The cause of the South was
now altogether different from that which was represented by the

Montgomery Confederation.

LINCOLN'S RESPONSIBILITY.

I have shown that, in the opinion of the people of the border

States, the secession of the States that formed that confederation was
not warranted by the causes then existing.

But now Mr. Lincoln had given a new cause, which was worthy
of the support of all men who preferred constitutional to arbitrary

government.
The questions arising out of the slavery agitation had not united

the Southern people. A great majority of them did not consider

that anything affecting slavery had occurred to call for the extreme

remedy of secession.

The desire to dissolve the Union for the purpose of forming a new

Confederacy had not united them. On the contrary, a controlling

majority of them had pronounced against secession for that purpose.
The election of Mr. Lincoln had not united them, for a like great

majority had pronounced against secession for that reason.

But when the proclamation came, with its claim to arbitrary power
on the part of the President, the people of the South, who were not

prevented by force, united almost to a man to defend their free insti-

tutions against what they regarded as an attempt to establish a

despotic government.

Virginia, as I have said, promptly took her place in opposition to

the proclamation.
In the eyes of the people, it was the same place she had taken

when George III. was king, and as in that struggle she placed her
sword in the hands of her Washington, in the impending struggle
she committed it to the no less worthy hands of her Lee.

Such was the actual cause of Virginia and her sister States, and
such the cause in defense of which Robert Edward Lee drew his

stainless sword and won his deathless fame.
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It has been said that the cause of the South was the worst that any

people ever fought for. To those who measure national greatness

by the acre, and know no national welfare that does not bear the

stamp of the mint, the cause was bad, but not so in the eyes of the

children of that holy covenant between the power of the State and

the liberty of the people, the first lines of which were written at

Runnymede, whose leaves are stained with the blood of countless

martyrs, and to which the hand of Washington set the blood-red

seal at Yorktown.

To them the cause was one for which it was an honor to fight and

a glory to die.

TO* DAY.

We are here to day to honor ourselves by doing honor to the

memory of the foremost champion of that cause.

If we look for a moment at the result of the method of composing
the troubles of the country in 1861, adopted by Mr. Lincoln, I do

not think that much encouragement will be found to resort to it

again.

It is true that it abolished slavery and removed the only serious

cause of dissension between the people of the North and South, but

as I have shown the overthrow of slavery was an accident of the war,

and not its object.

Its object was the restoration of the cotton States to the Union, or,

in the language of the proclamation, "to maintain the integrity and

existence of our national Union and the perpetuity of popular gov-

ernment, and to avenge wrongs already long enough endured."

The last-mentioned object, it must be owned, was accomplished,
whatever and however great the wrongs to be avenged may have

been.

It did restore the cotton States to the Union, but it restored only
the land and the wretched inhabitants of it.

Instead of maintaining the honor, the integrity, and the existence

of our national Union, it destroyed that Union, in all but a territo-

rial sense, more effectually than secession, by substituting conquered

provinces for free States, and repeating in America the shameful

history of Russia and Poland.

Instead of maintaining the perpetuity of popular government, it

established a military government ; instead of enforcing the laws of

the Union, it established over nearly half the Union military and

martial law.
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In fact, arbitrary power and force have proved themselves failures

as agencies in establishing or maintaining the true principles of

American government.
The actual re-establishment of the Union, with all the blessings we

enjoy under it, has come through a reaction against the policy of

force and despotism.

The wave of arbitrary power, with the public and private corrup-

tion that always attend it, swept on for many dreary years after the

war, until it began to lap against the foundations of the independence

of the Northern States.

They then found that to hold the South in subjection to govern-

ments imposed upon it by Federal bayonets would endanger their

own liberties, and the advancing wave broke upon the good sense

and patriotism of the Northen people.

Then began the work of restoring the Union by means of justice,

good -will, conciliation, and fraternal kindness, and they have done

their work well. But the great mass of the Southern people believed,

and still believe, that the same agencies would have done the same

blessed work in 1861, before a dark river of blood and tears was

made to flow between the people of the North and South.

RICHMOND.

It is impossible for me to speak of the military history of General

Lee, or even refer to it, except in the most general way.

Richmond itself is the monument of his military genius.

When I set before you the task he had to perform and the means

he had with which to perform it, I think you will see that what he

did needs no adjective. General Lee always objected to the use of

adjectives in the description of what was admirable in itself.

I had occasion, early in the campaign of 1862, to write an account

of a brilliant performance of some of his troops, and having been an

eye-witness, and being new to such things, I naturally put a good

many adjectives into the narrative. When I took the report to him

he struck out every adjective, saying :

" Leave them out, sir
;

is not

a true account of what they did adjective enough ?
"

I shall confine

myself to a very general statement of what he did.

Richmond, after the destruction of the Virginia in April, 1862,

became practically a frontier post, but its possession was necessary to

prevent the loss of Virginia and the transfer of the war south of the

Roanoke.
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It was as easy for the enemy to land an army within a lew miles of

the city without obstruction, as it was to transport one from Wash*

ington to Alexandria.

Richmond depended for the support of its inhabitants, and the

army that defended Richmond depended for its supplies of all kinds,

upon long and exposed lines of railway, the defense of which was

necessary, if Richmond was to be held.

Now, if you will count the whole number of Federal troops em-

ployed for three years in trying to take Richmond, including, of

course, those engaged in destroying supplies upon which Richmond

and its defenders directly depended, and in breaking lines of rail by
which Richmond received its supplies and the army defending Rich-

mond received nearly everything it required, and then count all the

troops engaged during that time in defending Richmond and its

communications, you will find that the respective numbers were

nearly or quite as four to one.

Then, if you remember that the defense of these communications,

as well as the defense of the city, was imposed upon the smaller

force, and that the larger had the aid of a powerful rlotilla, and the

assailants had a profusion of military supplies of all kinds, and that

the defenders were armed mainly with the spoils of battle, ana Very

often were nearly naked and always with little to eat, and that there

were ten men to take the place of every Federal soldier lost, and

often none to fill a vacancy in the Confederate ranks, I say, if you
remember all these things and then reflect that Richmond was held

triumphantly for three years, I think you will understand how it is

that the consent of military opinion in our day accords a foremost

place among the great soldiers of ancient and modern times to our

ch'ieftain of the glancing helm and stainless sword.

UNWISE LEGISLATION.

The statistics of production and population afford a very imperfect

means of comparing the resources of the North and South. There

remains yet to be written the history of the military legislation of the

Confederate Congress, without which it is impossible to know how

much of the resources of the South were wasted and how the hands

of her soldiers were tied. But I cannot speak of this important sub-

ject now. I trust that the honored Chief of the Confederacy will

not suffer what he knows of it to die with him. No one had better

reason to know it, because the responsibility for the consequences of
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unwise legislation, and of unwise refusal to legislate, are now borne

in noble silence by a noble soul.

Let me give you a single glimpse of the unwritten history of the

war, and I give it the more willingly because it shows that self-denial

was not confined to the men who bore arms.

The late Mr. Benjamin, at one time Secretary of War of the Con-

federate States, in a most interesting letter, gave me the following

illustration of the destitution of the Confederacy in the beginning
of 1862.

Mr. Benjamin was Secretary of War at the time of the loss of

Roanoke Island.

The report of the officer in command of that post showed that its

loss was due in a great measure to the supposed persistent disregard

by the Secretary of his urgent requisitions for powder and other

supplies.

Mr. Benjamin had directed General Huger to send powder from

Norfolk to the garrison at Roanoke Island, and had been informed

by Huger that compliance with that order would leave Norfolk with-

out ammunition. The report of the commanding officer at Roanoke
Island led to an investigation of the loss of the post by a committee

of Congress, and I give you the result in the language of Mr. Ben-

jamin :

"
I consulted the President," he says,

" whether it was best for the

country that I should submit to unmerited censure or reveal to a

congressional committee our poverty, and my utter inability to supply
the requisitions of General Wise, and thus run the risk that the fact

should become known to some of the spies of the enemy, of whose

activity we were well assured. It was thought best for the public

interest that I should submit to censure."

It was a saying of General Lee that all the heroism of the country
was not in the army, and I think the Secretary of War deserved a

decoration.

HEROIC NATURE OF LEE.

But I must hasten on to what I regard as the greatest exhibition

of the heroic nature of General Lee. I have not time to speak of

many incidents that came under my observation during the war illus-

trative of his character, and showing how he acquired his wonderful

influence over the troops under his command.
I can best describe that influence by saying that such was the love

and veneration of the men for him that they came to look upon the
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cause as General Lee's cause, and they fought for it because they

loved him. To them he represented cause, country, and all.

The wonderful influence of Napoleon over his soldiers had for its

foundation the love of military glory. It appealed to no nobler sen-

timent. It was as intense in wars of ambition as in war for the de-

fense of the country.

Napoleon was the idol of his soldiers. Lee was the idol of his

men.

I will relate an incident to show how the men regarded General

Lee.

While the army was on the Rapidan, in the winter of 1863-' 64, it

became necessary, as was often the case, to put the men upon very

short rations. Their duty was hard, not only on the outposts during

the winter, but in the construction of roads to facilitate communica-

tion between the different parts of the army. One day General Lee

received a letter from a private soldier, whose name I do not now re-

member, informing him of the work that he had to do and that his

rations were not sufficient to enable him to undergo the fatigue. He
said, however, that if it was absolutely necessary to put him upon
such short allowance he would make the best of it, but that he ajid

his comrades wanted to know if General Lee was aware that his men
were getting so little to eat, because if he was aware of it he was

sure there must be some necessity for it. General Lee did not reply

directly to the letter, but issued a general order, in which he informed

the soldiers of his efforts in their behalf, and that their privation was

beyond his means of present relief, but assured them that he was

making every effort to procure sufficient supplies. After that there

was not a murmur in the army, and the hungry men went cheerfully

to their hard work.

A FEDERAL SOLDIER'S INCIDENT.

You have all heard the anecdotes connected with his appearance
in the midst of the charging columns at the Wilderness and at Spot-

sylvania Courthouse, and how the affection of his men forced him to

avoid the dangers of battle. I shall not repeat any of these stories,

which are familiar in all Southern households
;
but there is one inci-

dent for which I am indebted to a Federal soldier, which I will

venture to relate as illustrating the character of General Lee. I

loubt if it has its parallel in the annals of battles.

Some years ago I received a letter from this Federal soldier in-

jrming* me that, as I might desire to have personal incidents con-
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nected with General Lee, he would be glad to furnish me with one

which had occurred under his own observation, and which he thought

ought to be told, and at my request he narrated the following cir-

cumstance. That I may not detract from its interest, I will him tell

it in his own simple way :

"Dear Sir, Yours of late date received and contents noted. The
information about the late lamented General Lee, which I wish to

communicate to you, is as follows :

"On the i6th of August, 1864, I was engaged in battle with the

Confederate army. I belonged to the Tenth corps, United States

army, General Foster commanding division. About i o'clock, after-

noon, the enemy drove us before them. Before that we had gained
several lines of pits, &c.

,
but at that time they swept down upon us,

carrying all before them. We fought as brave as we could, but it

was of no avail. I thought at the time that it had taken a sudden

turn and could not account for it. I was taken prisoner with about

three hundred others. I had not got but a hundred yards from the

works when we saw General Lee standing beside his horse giving
orders to his men. They would gallop off to different parts of the

battle-field. He was cool and collected. A prisoner walked up to

him and told him a rebel had stolen his hat. In the midst of his

orders he stopped and told the rebel to give him back the hat, and

saw that he done it, too. I wondered at him taking any notice of a

prisoner in the midst of battle. It showed what a heart he had for

them. I did not want his life to appear without notice of it, for I

cannot forget it. These are the facts of the case. You may put

them in what shape you wish.
" Yours respectfully,

JOHN E. DAVIS.
" Hunt' s Station, Knox county, O.

I think this story worthy of a place beside that of Sir Philip

Sidney and the wounded soldier. Sir Philip showed mercy, but

here is the blessed union of mercy and justice on the battle-field.

There is hardly an incident in General Lee's life, great or small,

when he was called upon to deal with the rights and the interests and

the feelings of others, or to deal with matters affecting the public

that does not present an illustration of some virtue.

DIGNITY AND GRANDEUR OF LEE.

I shall not refer now to the many instances that occurred during
the war in his intercourse with his own officers and soldiers, or with
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the civil and military officers of the Confederate Government. I

shall only say that there was not an officer in his army who did not

feel bound to him by ties stronger than those of discipline, and to

whom his approval was not a sufficient recompense for any service.

The dignity and grandeur of General Lee never appeared to greater

advantage than on the occasion of the surrender at Appomattox.
Others have described better than I can his appearance in the inter-

view with General Grant. Let me say, however, as the only Con-

federate witness of that scene, that had General Grant and the offi-

cers who attended him studied beforehand how to conduct themselves

so as to spare as far as possible the feelings of their illustrious enemy,
and show their generous sympathy for him in the supreme moment
of his trial, they could not have acted their parts better than they did

when they obeyed the promptings of the noble heart of the true

American soldier.

The scene was in no way theatrical, but in its simplicity it was

dramatic in the extreme. It can only be painted by one who knows
how to depict victory without triumph.
As General Lee stood confronting General Grant, before they be-

gan to speak of the business they had in hand, a number of Federal

officers were near General Grant, listening to the conversation, and

some of them taking part in it, and had a stranger entered the room

ignorant of what was taking place, it would nev^r have occurred

to him that anything was going on but a pleasant conversation among
friends. General Lee was as calm and collected, as dignified and

gracious as I ever saw him in the hour of victory.

Through the pain and humiliation of his position, his great career

about to close in defeat, and all that he had done about to be made

unavailing, he saw the path of duty, and he trod it with as firm a foot

and as brave a heart and as lofty a mien as if it had been the way of

triumph.

GRANT'S TRIBUTE TO LEE.

Perhaps the highest tribute that was ever paid to General Lee was

paid by General Grant himself at Appomattox.
After the meeting at McLean's house, where the terms of surrender

were agreed upon, General Grant requested another interview with

General Lee.

Upon his return to his quarters, General Lee informed myself and
other members of his staff, that in his conversation with General

Grant the latter had expressed the most earnest desire that peace
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should be instantly restored, and that not another drop of American

blood should be shed. He then proposed to General Lee that the

latter should forthwith meet Mr. Lincoln, and said that whatever

terms of pacification Mr. Lincoln and General Lee might agree upon
would be satisfactory to the reasonable people of the North and

South, and should have his own earnest support. He told General

Lee that his influence with the Southern people would secure their

concurrence, and that Mr. Lincoln's counsel would be accepted by
the whole North.

General Lee expressed the great pleasure which General Grant's

noble and patriotic sentiments gave him, but declined to comply
with his request, because he was an officer of the Confederate army,
and could do nothing inconsistent with his duty to the Confederate

government.
There remains the final act of his life, with which I will close what

I have to say, and complete the explanation of the meaning of this

monument.
LEE AFTER THE WAR.

When the war closed he found himself far past middle age and

compelled to depend upon his own efforts for his maintenance. He
had many offers from persons who desired to have the use of his

name to promote their interests in business. All of these he de-

clined. He had several invitations from wealthy admirers to accept
their hospitality and pass the remainder of his days in repose.

These he also declined.

You know that finally he accepted the position of President of

Washington College, and in that dignified but useful retirement he

closed his eventful life.

But he did not lose his desire to be of service not only to the peo-

ple of the South, but to the people of the whole country ;
and he set

to work to use his great influence to reconcile the people of the

South to the hard consequences of their defeat, to inspire them with

hope, to lead them to accept the government that had been estab-

lished by the result of the war freely and frankly, and thus to relieve

them from the military rule, and to relieve the people of the United

States from the evil effects of a continuance of such a form of govern-

ment in any part of the country.

A GRAND SENTIMENT FROM LEE.

After the surrender at Appomattox, and the cessation of hostilities,

there was more or less doubt among those who had been in the army
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as to what they should do. Some, unable to reconcile themselves to

submission to the Government of the United States, sought homes
and service in foreign lands. Others doubted whether they should

stand aloof and let things take their course, or whether they should,

with good will and cheerfulness, perform the new duties that de-

volved upon them. The advice and example of General Lee did

more to incline the scale in favor of a frank and manly adoption of

that course of conduct which tended to the restoration of peace and

harmony than all the Federal garrisons in all the military districts.

But I shall not attempt to put his noble sentiments in my unworthy
words. You shall hear them in his own words words that I think

should be inscribed upon the pedestal of this statue as a more faith-

ful representation of the man than the art of the sculptor can pro-
duce. Hear him, all ye sons of the Republic:

' '

My experience of men has neither disposed me to think worse of

them, nor indisposed me to serve them; nor, in spite offailures,
which Ilament, of errors, which I now see and acknowledge, or, of
the present aspect of affairs, do 1 despair of thefuture. This truth

is this : The march of Providence is so slow, and our desires so im-

patient, the work of progress is so immense, and our means of aiding
it so feeble, the life of humanity is so long, and that of the individual

so brief, that we often see only the ebb of the advancing wave, and
are thus discouraged. It is history that teaches us to hope.

' '

Colonel Marshall's able speech was listened to with profound atten-

tion, and was frequently and loudly applauded, while his allusions to

General Early as the last to secede, his tribute to the military genius
of Lee, his tribute to President Davis, some of the incidents which

he related, and his peroration, elicited enthusiastic applause and
cheers.

GENERAL HAMPTON.

In response to loud and persistent calls General Hampton came

forward, was greeted with loud cheers, and made a few stirring

y
marks. He said that he regarded Lee as even greater than Wash-

gton, and spoke of the enthusiastic love which the people of the

>uth Carolina bore for Lee.

General Early took occasion to correct Colonel Marshall in saying
at he was "

the last secessionist," and said that he had never sece-

ded, but that when he signed the ordinance of secession it was with

the statement entered on the record that Abraham Lincoln, his aiders
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and abettors, had dissolved the Union and substituted for it a military

despotism.
And thus ended this brilliant occasion a fit conclusion of a grand,

historic day.

INCIDENTS OF THE PARADE.

PASSING LEE'S RESIDENCE.

When the procession turned up Franklin street from Eighth, Gov-
ernor Lee and General Wade Hampton, who headed the line,

uncovered their heads and held their hats in their hands until they
had passed the house of General Robert E. Lee, No. 707 East

Franklin street. The two generals were the recipients of loud cheers

at this point. Their eyes rested steadily and reverently upon the

house. The cavalry bugler blew a call and loud cheers went up
from the multitude congregated at this, what seemed to be the centre

place of interest to a large number. The Hanover cavalry received

loud cheering as they passed the house and raised their hats. The

eyes of every company rested upon the house in passing. The

military companies were ordered to
"
Right shoulder arms," and

Lee Camp Drum Corps and the Navy Post Band of Norfolk each

played
"
Dixie." All of the veterans marched by with bared heads.

Each of the bands played upon this square and all of the cavalry

buglers sounded a call. There seemed to be a solemn inspiration

felt by the soldiers as they passed, for their movement was steady
and dignified. While ascending the hill between Fifth and Seventh

streets the companies made an exceptionally fine appearance and the

regularity of the steps and position in line was the occasion of com-

plimentary comment from those below.

The decorations on the porch of the
" Lee House "

included the

coat-of-arms of Virginia and the Lee family. The legend of the

former, sic semper tyrannis ; that of Lee, non in cautusfuturi. [Not
unmindful of futurity.]

The scene as the head of the column left Franklin street and

marched into the Lee Monument grounds was very inspiring. Gen-

eral Wade Hampton and " Our Fitz" par nobile fratrum riding

at the head as lovingly as when in other days they commanded the

cavalry of the Army of Northern Virginia, the cavalry escort, the

distinguished guests in carriages, and the veterans, military, &c.,

comprising the procession all combined to make a brilliant pageant.
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The Confederate veterans from the Soldiers' Home surrounded the

statue of Fame Crowning Lee, which they unveiled, and to which

they fired a salute just as the head of the column came up.

It was touching to witness the enthusiasm of the veterans as they

recognized so many of their old leaders, and greeted them with a

regular old Confederate yell, which, if not as strong as when they

used to proclaim their victories, was at least as hearty and sincere.

The grand-stand (to which only those especially invited were ad-

mitted) which held over one thousand people, was soon filled to its

utmost capacity, while thousands stood in the mud and rain on the

outside.

As the Marine Band played "We'll be Gay and Happy Still,"

"Dixie," "Star-Spangled Banner," &c. , the veterans, the Grand

Lodge of Virginia Masons, and other organizations marched to their

places. Despite the constant drizzle, which soon came on to a hard

rain, the people held their places with amazing patience throughout

the exercises. A veteran voiced the sentiments of all when he said :

" We used to follow
' Marse Bob' much worse weather than this,

and surely we can cheerfully bear this to do him honor."

A HISTORICAL FLAG.

[From the Richmond Enquirer, September 16, 1862.]

THE WINDER CAVALRY.

The gallant company of Marylanders, commanded by Captain
William I. Rasin, has just been presented with a beautiful flag by
the ladies of Kent county, Maryland, from which county many of

the company have come to the Confederate service. The flag is a

perfect bijou, almost too fine for our rough-and-ready cavalry. It

displays the old Confederate colors red, white, and red dear to the

hearts of true Maryland women. The union shown on one side the

arms of Maryland ;
on the other a blue field with eleven golden stars

and the legend,
"
Hope is Our Watchword and Truth our Guiding

Star." It is richly ornamented with bullion fringe and tassels, and

bears upon a silver plate on the flagstaff the inscription :

"
Presented

to (the Winder cavalry), Company E, First Maryland cavalry, Con-

federate States of America, Captain William I. Rasin commanding,

by the ladies of Kent county, Maryland. May its crimson folds burn
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fiercely through the storm of battle, till the brave men who bear it

can wave it triumphantly over Kent county, Maryland."
For over twenty- two years this flag was folded away carefully by

one of Virginia's daughters in Maryland, and yesterday one of the

few survivors of Company E, Corporal George T. Hollyday, bore

its folds proudly aloft through the streets of Richmond as one of the

Maryland Line here to honor the memory of Virginia's great sol-

dier, R. E. Lee. To the care and custody of James R. Wheeler

and George T. Hollyday, both surviving members of this gallant

company of Maryland cavalrymen, this relic of the past, valued be-

yond all measure, has been intrusted. This company was engaged
in the last charge made by any portion of the Army of Northern

Virginia at Appomattox Courthouse, Sunday, April 9, 1865.

Removal of the Statue from the Richmond, Fredericks-

burg and Potomac Railroad, May yth, 1890.

The demonstration of the people of Richmond on the afternoon

of Monday, May 7, 1890, was a most touching exhibition of reve-

rence and affection. It was a self-honoring expression, in that it

was a testimonial to the noble, pure and gentle in human nature, as

impressed by grand example and held by instinctive impulse. No
one may say that a single blemish dulled the pure and devoted life

of Robert E. Lee, the leader of the heroic armies of the South in a

struggle for life, right and fireside
;
and when the unequal struggle

had failed, the consecrated educator of the youth of his prostrated

people.

A simple announcement of the press that the statue of the beloved

commander would be removed from the cars on the track of the

Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac railroad, at the head of

Broad street, to its destined site, convoked on the afternoon of the

bright May day a dense throng in our broadest thoroughfare, which

extended from about the sacred objects through many squares within

the city. It was a mass of both sexes, representing every age and

condition. Woman was probably in the majority grand-mother,

mother, maiden, children by the hand, infant in the arms all with

flushed cheeks and warm eyes.

The crowd had begun to assemble before 3 o'clock, by 4:30 o'clock

it was a mass more than a half a mile in extent. The street was

packed, windows and balconies were thronged, housetops were

covered.
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WASHINGTON AND LEE.

When Washington's statue arrived here from Munich, in 1858, it

was placed upon a great wagon to which a large number of horses

and mules were attached. They, however, didn't "pull together."

Hence the progress was poor. At times they threatened to come
to a full stop.

It was then, responding to the popular enthusiasm and demand,
that the draught-animals were taken away and ropes affixed to the

vehicle, and with men and boys to man them the colossal statue (all

of it except the tail in one piece) was easily, gracefully, and expedi-

tiously hauled up the steep grade of Main street, up the steeper one

of Ninth street, and around to Capitol street opposite the pedestal.

Here a portion of the iron fence had been taken down, and the statue

was through this opening drawn into proper position alongside the

monument.

This was the precedent followed on this occasion with these ex-

ceptions : There never was any idea or suggestion to use horses or

mules to draw Lee's statue; it was determined not only to have the

ropes
" manned "

with men and boys, but with ladies and girls also,

and instead of one wagon there were to be four one for each box in

which the portions of the statue came from Paris.

THE LEADERS.

The people began to look for leaders in this undertaking, and
there seemed to be none forthcoming, until Lee Camp about May ist

appointed a special committee to procure the assent of the Lee
Monument Association and proceed to head the movement.

All the details were arranged by them.

The statue arrived here from New York Sunday. Monday and

Tuesday the four boxes were taken from the two flat-cars on which

they came, and were, shifted therefrom upon immense wagons or

trucks wagons that are generally employed to move heavy iron

safes, boilers, etc., etc.

These wagons were decorated and long ropes were fixed to the

tongues, cross-trees and axles.

All that was now wanting was for the people to come forward and

seize the ropes and wait for the word of command,
" Forward !" to

be given by Chief- Marshal Thomas A. Brander.
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THE DECORATIONS.

All of the boxes were concealed by drapery.

The Confederate colors were omnipresent except where space was

found for Virginia's flag and coat-of-arms.

Box No. i in the procession was about eighteen feet long, seven

feet high and six feet broad. It contained the horse's body (the

largest piece), and weighed about 12,000 pounds. Wagon and load

weighed 18,000 pounds.
On the front of this box was quite a good oil print of General Lee

on horseback, with his head bare and hat in hand. Confederate

battle-flags, stars and bars and the Virginia colors floated from the

front and rear and from the sides, while numbers of little banners

depended from the summit of this great box, inscribed
" OUR COM-

MANDER, R. E. LEE," and containing a print of him.

To this wagon, as to each of the other three wagons, four long

ropes were affixed.

Altogether there was a mile of rope.

THREE OTHER BOXES.

Wagon No. 2 in the procession bore the bronze platform which

will cap the granite pedestal, and into which the horse's hoofs will be

riveted.

No. 3 was ladened with the case containing the horse's legs.

Upon the front of this case another picture of Lee was displayed.

No. 4 wagon contained the head and body and sword of Lee.

All these boxes, and such portions of the wagons as could be thus

dressed, were begirt with Confederate bunting tastefully arranged.

Altogether, the wagons and boxes presented a showy appearance.

THE START.

The hour fixed for the moving of the statue was 5 P. M. The

place of rendezvous for the persons proposing to take part was on

Broad street near Laurel just a little west of where the horse-cars

turn from Broad going towards Monroe Park close to where the

wagons were standing.

The young folks were very impatient for a start to be made. They
and their elders had seized every inch of rope before 5 o'clock, and

such was their ju'uilant mood they several times threatened to start

off before the word was given.
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PROMPTNESS.

Upon the stroke of 5 o'clock the command "
Forward, march !

"

was given, the band struck up a lively tune, cheers stirred the air,

and off the patriotic pullers went.

At this time there were about one hundred school girls clinging to

the ropes of No. 3 wagon.
The men and boys could only be numbered by thousands. Some

of these stuck to their posts to the end ; others soon dropped out

and gave places to other eager aspirants.

The heaviest wagon was drawn with ease. Only the slightest

touch of the ropes were required, so great was the number of people

pulling.

POLICE TO THE FRONT.

The procession was headed by a platoon of twelve police, inclu-

ding Captain E. P. Hulce, who was in command.
There were also several policemen with each wagon to prevent

depredations and meet any emergency that might arise, and others

still were further back in the column.

Altogether there were thirty of the one hundred members of the

force assigned to duty in connection with moving the statue, and

Major Poe, the chief, was an interested spectator of the entire demon-
stration. He was accompanied by Mrs. Poe.

THE MARSHALS.

Next came Major Thomas A. Brander, the chief marshal (to whose

efforts are largely due the perfect success of the undertaking,) and

his fourteen aides (mounted).

The aides were Messrs. George A. Smith, J. H. Kracke, E. W.
Martin, B. M. Batkins, J. W. D. Farrar, M. T. Phillips, D. H. Pyle,

F. A. Bowry, Andrew N. Gill, Captain John A. Booker, J. T. Ferri-

ter, George C. Mountcastle, D. W. Bowles, and Captain Charles H.

Epps.
These gentlemen were splendidly mounted, and all wore the Lee

Camp uniform. Mr. Mountcastle is one of the largest men in Rich-

mond, and is a striking figure on horseback. He is very generally

known, everybody likes him, and he received many good-natured
salutations.
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THE MUSIC WAS GOOD.

One of the features of the evening was the excellent rendition of

southern airs by the band of the First Virginia regiment.

The band consists of about fifteen well-trained musicians, and the

music was very generally complimented. Chiefly marching tunes

were played.

The band came just after the marshals and in front of the veterans,

who were in the lead of the column proper.

The last piece played was "
Dixie." This was begun just as the

last command was given to
" forward !

" The leading pullers were

then nearly up to the monument pedestal, and as the first notes of

this delightful old southern melody floated out on the evening air

cheer after cheer arose from thousands of throats. Some of the old

veterans were especially demonstrative, and the populace generally

joined in the cheering, which was genuine and vociferous.

VETERANS IN LINE.

The veterans of R. E. Lee Camp, No. i, and George E. Pickett

Camp, Confederate Veterans, were given the post of honor.

These bodies met at their respective halls earlier in the afternoon,

and were at the point of rendezvous some time before 5. They did

not march separately, but the two organizations blended, and were

under command of Colonel W. P. Smith, commander of Lee Camp.
There were about one hundred veterans in uniform, and perhaps
double as many more members of the two camps, who appeared in

citizens dress, not having had time after leaving business to go to

headquarters to change their attire.

It was intended that the veterans of these camps should man one

of the ropes of the foremost wagon, but when they arrived on the

spot they found every inch of all four of the ropes taken and hun-

dreds of persons, men and boys, scrambling for the honor of having
their hands on the cords when the start was made.

MORE ROPE.

It was therefore decided that lead ropes should be attached at the

corner of Franklin and First streets for camp members to pull by.

The veterans then marched down Broad street to First and thence

to Franklin as escort to the column.
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Three hundred or more feet of rope was now added to the already

long strings, and the men who followed Lee in the dark days of the

civil war took hold and helped to pull his statue to the point where it

will stand as an everlasting monument to his memory.

SOME OF THE PULLERS.

One of the most striking figures in the entire procession was Major

B. W. Richardson, the venerable president of the Blues' Association,

who, though about four-score years, marches in every Confederate

parade. He was one of the first to take hold of the rope, and held

to it with that persistence characteristic of the man until the wagon
had reached its stopping-place. Major Richardson was a gallant

member of the old Blues, and he takes a deep interest in the affairs

of the Richmond Light Infantry Blues. He always turns out with

the company unless he is too unwell.

Among others of the several thousand persons who aided in pul-

ling Wagon No. I were : General Charles J. Anderson, Mayor J.

Taylor Ellyson, Colonel Archer Anderson, Attorney-General R.

Taylor Scott, I. Goddard, Captain E. P. Reeve, commander of Pickett

Camp ;
R. S. M. Valentine, C. Irving Carrington, Andrew J. Berry,

Jackson Guy, Charles W. Goddin, Edgar B. White, Joseph- H.

Shepherd, Colonel J. Bell Bigger, Colonel C. O'B. Cowardin, Tom
Poindexter, Major Norman V. Randolph, Colonel W. P. Smith,

Captain C. T. Loehr, Colonel J. V. Bidgood, Thomas Phillips, Gene-

ral D. J. Weisiger, R. A. Brock, Captain Thomas Ellett, Colonel

John B. Purcell, David B. Jones, Captain E. J. Levy, Julien Binford,

and James P. Wood, (who assisted in drawing Washington's statue up
Main street) ;

R. B. Munford, John K. Childrey, Daniel J. Turner,

George Lumpkin, W. D. Chesterman, H. T. Ezekiel, E. B. Ches-

terman, P. R. Noel, S. B. Woodfin, E. Cuthbert, J. L. Hill, Edward

J. Paynter, George Cornick, Captain George W. Jarvis, Carlton Mc-

Carthy, C. P. Winston, Sergeant R. N. Thomas, B. M. Angle, Dr.

C. W. P. Brock, A. J. Wray, J. Taylor Stratton, Captain W. G.

Waller, Daniel Weisiger, S. McG. Fisher, John F. Mayer, William

Ryan, E. H. Spence, D. J. Weisiger, Hon. William Lovenstein,

John S. Ellett, Dr. T. E. Stratton, Colonel Arthur G. Evans, E. D.

Eacho, D. S. Gates, E. M. Crump, Captain C. P. Bigger, W. M. Hill,

John A. Tyler, Major J. H. Capers, Colonel John Murphy, Judge E.

C. Minor, Major A. W. Garber, Thomas Potts, J. Preston Cocke, Dr.

R. G. Crouch, Thomas W. Byrne, W. S. Hutzler, John McGowan,
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Charles Battige, Charles P. Ferris, K. Palmer, George E. Richard-

son, Charles Warren, William Ellis Jones, T. J. Smither, Master

Bennie Tyler Smither, and Annie Smither.

Mr. H. Theodore Ellyson, who was with the veterans, helped to

pull up the statues of Washington, Clay, and Jackson. Henry K.

Ellyson, Jr., Miss Bettie Ellyson, and Masters Douglas and Gordon

Ellyson, the latter but five years old, had hold of the rope.

SONS OF VETERANS.

The ropes attached to the second wagon in the line were manned

nominally by the Sons of Veterans, with First- Lieutenant W. Deane

Courtney in Command. There were also a number of Richmond

College students in this division, and young men generally. About

five hundred small boys gave their services and completed the detail.

Among those in this portion of the column were : Messrs. A. B.

Guigon, S. L. Woodson, Tucker Carrington, T. A. Brander, Jr., E.

H. Fergusson, Joseph L. Levy, W. T. Loving, W. H. Taylor, Polk

Miller, Tim. Murphy, George Bannister, R. T. Davis, Evan R. Ches-

terman, Charles Taylor, A. J. Hurt, C. S. Dickinson, C. C. Yar-

brough, C. W. Patterson, J. B. French, R. H. Bowden, H. W.

Rudolpe, H. O. Allen, Philip O. Winston, David M. Lea, Aubrey
Chesterman, G. F, Hamilton, R. J. Gilliam, Thomas Dabney, W. G.

Spencer, Henry Ebel (two years old), H. T. East, S. A. Pyle, H. C.

Lynn, J. J. Beavers, W. Maxwell, W. Mac. Jones, H. H. Werth, D.

L. Morris, Bruce Chesterman, J. E. Rose, Henry Cohn, W. M. Lewis,

Edgar Rose, Bruce Frost, W. H. Hill, C. J. Paoli, James Tyree,
Bertram Chesterman, Samuel Ellett, R. R. Ralston, Percy Gray,
and numerous others.

POLE-MEN.

Messrs. H. P. Angle, W. S. Angle, R. Miller, C. B. Jenkins, J. F.

Waller, and W. F. Simmons were the pole-men to this wagon ; that

is, they manned the tongue and guided the vehicle. Their work was

very arduous, in many instances they having to hold the wagon back

by main force, especially on down grades, as there were no breaks

At various places along the route halts were made, and those who
had tired of pulling made room for new comers. At First and Broad

streets the jam was terrific. Vehicles were ordered out of the way,
and Superintendent Cole had much trouble in the turning of the

corners. It was done with skill, however.
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The march down First was somewhat of a relief for the many

pullers. It was a down grade, but it was only a bright spot in the

otherwise somewhat hard work.

At First and Franklin streets the procession met with a very enthu-

siastic reception. A tremendous crowd had gathered at that corner,

and cheer after cheer rent the air as the veterans hove in sight.

A BEAUTIFUL SIGHT.

From that time on until the Lee pedestal was reached the drawing

of the ropes was beautiful. On all the porches and at the windows

the fair women of the city were to be seen. Confederate flags were

waved, and the tiny flimsy handkerchiefs were kissed by the breeze

as their owners, with enthusiastic acclaim, smiled upon the scene.

To the groups of matronly ladies the picture brought back recollec-

tions of the terrific conflict, when the roar of deep- voiced cannon

reverberated through the city, mingled with the sharp, quick rattle

of musketry. To the fair girls the view stirred in their hearts the

thoughts of war, and forced into their eyes the teardrop of sorrow as

they remembered that brother or father had fallen following the foot-

steps of the immortal Lee. To the young men it fired their hearts

with patriotism, and impressed more. indelibly on their minds the

facts that are recorded in the "Lost Cause." It was a beautiful,

indescribable sight. No people were ever gathered with more genu-
ine enthusiasm.

MANY GIRLS AND BOYS.

The third and fourth wagons were drawn almost exclusively by

girls and boys. About five hundred of them had hold of the ropes

to each wagon at one time and they k'ept constantly falling out of the

line, while new recruits anxious to help took their places.

A very neat little white cotton rope was fastened to the third wagon
for the use of such ladies as desired to help in pulling the load.

When the procession started about 100 girls had hold of this string,

and they tugged away as if they enjoyed the work. Behind them

were two or three hundred boys. Some of the little fellows were not

over five years old, and many of them were accompanied by one of

their parents, who watched them closely to see that they were not

hurt in the great mass of people.

Not over a dozen grown men had hold of the ropes to the third

wagon when the procession turned into Franklin street. Among them
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were Messrs. Julius Straus, Jefferson Wallace, John Lively, W. M.

Justis, Jr., William M. Hill, G. G. Minor, and Carter Wormley.

FRANKLIN-STREET BELLES.

Soon after the third wagon started down Franklin street several of

the young ladies who were viewing the sight from their porches and

yards went out into the street and took hold of the rope which was

intended for the ladies, and went with the procession a short distance,

and when they left it other belles came and took their places. By
this way of changing several thousand ladies had hold of the ropes

while the procession passed along Franklin street.

The fourth wagon was drawn almost exclusively by boys. A few

men had hold of the ropes in order to guide the vehicle. Among
the gentlemen helping to pull the last vehicle were Messrs. Willie

Arsell, William Walker, Ben. T. August, J. C. Hannon, and Mann
S. Quarles.

LADIES BY THOUSANDS.

The ropes to all of the wagons were besieged by girls, young
ladies and matrons, as the vehicles passed up Franklin street.

Mothers and nurses pressed eagerly to the ropes, that their infant

charges might touch them with their tiny hands that it be a trea-

sured memory. Tiny toddlers were held on their feet, too, briefly

with their hands upon the rope in the slower progress of the proces-
sion. Especially great was the rush of the fair sex just after the

veterans' wagon passed Monroe street. The number swelled gradu-

ally until after Monroe Park was passed ;
and there was a liberal

reinforcement just as the head of the procession was opposite the

Richmond College campus. Hundreds of these, perhaps thousands

in all, clung to the ropes until the trip was complete. They came to

two muddy places in the avenue that caused some few to retire, but

they soon came back.

AT THE MONUMENT.

Thousands of people awaited at the monument-grounds the com-

ing of the procession.

OH ! WHAT A MULTITUDE !

Never were such crowds seen in Richmond as thronged Broad and

Franklin streets during the passage of the procession ;
but even this
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imposing spectacle dwindled into insignificance when compared with

the assemblage at the monument grounds when the people in wait-

ing there were joined by the procession.

Monument avenue is 140 feet wide, and it was filled from the pe-

destal to Lombardy street three hundred yards while out of the

roadway upon the green fields there stood hundreds of crowded

vehicles.

ON TOP.

A number of men and boys finding that there was a ladder on the

eastern side of the monument, and nobody there to hinder them, be-

gan running up it. Some of these descended on the other side by
means of a rope which was dangling down.

POLICE.

The police detail consisted of picked men from all three districts.

Captaie E. P. Hulce was in command, with Sergeant Cosby as his

assistant.

A detachment marched at the head, and officers were stationed at

and near all the wagons to prevent accidents.

The details were as follows :

First District : R. E. Brown, W. H. Rex, Charles L. Butler, C. J.

Folkes, J. F. Parkinson, J. S. Talman, L. Werner, L. D. Saunders,

Charles Kelley, and J. Ogilvie.

Second District : Sergeant J. A. Cosby, W. C. Wilkinson, J. W.

Williams, Thomas Wilkinson, George Mattern, E. H. Redford, J. J.

Walton, John T. Enright, W. A. Shields, R. D. Austin, T. ]. Wren,
and John Ralston.

Third District : Captain E. P. Hulce, Sergeant W. L. Thomas, P.

A. Gibson, R. D. Chesterman, John J. Powell, J. A. Barker, J. A.

Priddy, Joseph Hulcher, C. W. Saunders, L. P. Frayser, J. H. Mc-

Mullen, H. T. Amos, E. I. Brannan, J. H. Baker, and A. P. Sale.

PHOTOGRAPHING.

At 6:10 o'clock the wagons crossed Lombardy street and entered

Lee circle.

Mighty cheers, and many rounds of them, greeted the people at

the ropes.

Near the derrick the head of the procession was halted, and the

marshals and aids ranged themselves in line, and two photographers,
ir
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stationed on the platform on the pedestal, took pictures of them and

of the scene in general. Mr. Thomas Christian also photographed

the crowd on Broad street.

THE GIRLS AT THE ROPES.

The lively strains of Dixie had roused the enthusiasm of the

people to a great pitch, and as Wagon No. i drew up to a point

near the derrick the drawers of it received an ovation of cheers.

The parade was now dismissed as to these and they were desired

to move on and clear the way for the approach of the pullers of No.

2 wagon. Here one of the ropes of No. i was cut; but all the same

several hundred men continued to pull at it, and with it made the

circuit of the monument before they discovered that they were draw-

ing nothing but a rope.

The greatest enthusiasm of all the evening was manifested when

the wagon drawn by ladies and girls approached, for then the huzzars

were long and loud.

ROPE APPROPRIATION.

As soon as it was discovered there was no further use for the ropes

for hauling purposes, the work of private appropriation began. A
sudden light seemed to dawn upon the pullers that some souvenir

was the appropriate thing for such an occasion, and as the rope was

about the only available stuff, the cutting was at once begun. Pocket

knives were drawn, and many men and boys began to sever the hemp.
The rope, as soon as cut, was unravelled, and most of it distributed

to those who happened to be near the possessor of it. Many persons

got pieces fully a yard long, and then forming a company made a

dividend to the shareholders. The ladies, as soon as they became

owners of any of the precious strands, adorned their gowns with it

by tying it through the button-holes, and the men either hid the

hemp in their pockets, or followed the example of the fair sex. Some
of the members of Lee Camp and the policemen at once began to

stop the people from destroying the rope, but such acts as these can

hardly ever be stopped, and popular approval was with the cutters.

As soon as the idea had germinated, everybody wanted a piece of

rope, and the majority were going to get it. This they did, and the

man with a sharp pocket-knife was a lord among his fellows. About

one-fourth of the ropes, which are the property of Mr. W. A. O.
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Cole, was rescued from the hands of the people, but the other three-

fourths will be put away by its owners, and long after the pulling

episode will have been forgotten the rope will be a reminder of the

day just passed. Many of those who tugged at the rope, male and

female, wore bits of rope on the breast on their return as badges of

honor.
A SMALL BOY HURT.

While the extra rope for the veterans was being attached to wagon
No. i at First and Franklin streets, the horses ridden by some of the

marshals became restive and backed on the sidewalk. About this

time a small boy fell, or was knocked down in some way, and one of

the horses stepped on his leg. He was able to use the limb after-

wards, and was not thought to be at all seriously injured.

So far as known this was the only person who was hurt.

NOTES AND INCIDENTS.

The decorations of wagons and boxes were made by Mr. Marx

Mitteldorfer free of charge.

The school of Miss Sy. Roberts was in the procession.

Several men and boys climed telegraph poles on Broad street in

order to get a good view of the passing crowd.

Every niche and cranny of the pedestal that afforded a foothold

was utilized for stepping and climbing purposes, and in consequence
received a rich coating of yellow clay.

Positions in the second-story windows on Broad street were in

great demand, and the porches and windows of nearly all the Franklin

street residences were filled with interested spectators.

Very few colored persons took hold of the ropes, and most of those

who did were nurses attending children. A few colored men assisted

in holding the wagons back on down grade, and others accompanied
the procession.

No place on the route afforded a better view than the front yard of

the Commonwealth Club, at Monroe and Franklin streets, and several

hundred persons, chiefly ladies, congregated there.

The movements of a frightened mule in full harness, but without

bridle and unhitched, attracted considerable attention and caused some
alarm. The animal, which was endeavoring to dispossess itself o

the harness, ran wildly into Franklin street at Monroe and up to the

Park, but was headed off and returned at equally as rapid a gait

Fortpnately the street was clear of people and no collision occurred.
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A GUARD OF VETERANS.

The statue will be guarded until it is placed upon the pedestal by a

detachment of veterans from the Soldiers' Home. Two or three old

soldiers will be kept at the monument day and night.

To say who were in the line would be a task that will never be

accomplished. On all parts of the rope could be seen men who

carry on the business of the city men who are in counting-rooms ;

men who are members of the Tobacco and Grain Exchanges ;
men

who toil in the foundry of the city ;
men who, with nail and hammer,

build the residences of the citizens, all were present, and though

lookers on until the ropes came in sight, they caught the infection,

and, with enthusiastic
"
yell," took hold of the hemp.

ESTIMATE OF THE CROWD.

To estimate the crowd who pulled the ropes is anything but easy.

Throughout the whole time men and women dropped out of the

line, only to make room for others. There were about 3,000 feet of

rope used in the hauling, four lines to each wagon, and estimating

one person to a foot and three new sets pulling the ropes, the total is

about 9,000 people; Many ladies pulled for only a short distance to

say they helped do so, but there were many old veterans in line who
felt that it was their duty to pull the whole way, and they did so.

All along up Franklin street bevies of girls rushed from the porches
and helped for a half a square, and with merry laugh and cries,

showed very well their enthusiasm. Some stayed longer, and a sur-

vey of the lines when the monument was reached showed that at

least a thousand ladies had participated in the hauling.

BABY CARRIAGES.

At Monroe Park another large crowd had gathered, and it seemed

as though all the baby carriages of Richmond had taken possession

of the sidewalk. Over fifty occupied the corner of Belvidere and

Franklin, and the wee little occupants were much delighted by the

band playing. Further up the line, where a number of new resi-

dences are being built, numbers of persons had congregated on the

buildings, and at these places also the photographer could be seen.

Following the train of the procession were fully two thousand peo-

ple. They went out to the pedestal, some with the expectancy of
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hearing some one make a speech and others with a desire to see it.

When the line reached the plot of ground just in front of the pedestal

the sight was magnificent. Looking from the top of the stone floor

over four squares down Franklin street the thoroughfare was one

mass of human beings. There was no crush, no rushing. The grey

uniform of the Lee Camp men could be seen ;
the plumes and rib-

bons on the hats of the girls brightening the effect. The green trees

and the sky, painted by the soft tints of sunset, made up a combina-

tion of color that will never be forgotten.

THE CROWD.

It would be hard to estimate the number who had gathered when

the grounds were reached. It could hardly have been less than

twenty thousand, probably more. Every moment the crowd was

augmented by new contingents. Nothing was done by the people

but to secure strands of the ropes and look at other people. The

band returned to the city, the small boys played ball on the fields

adjacent, and the general mass of citizens, veterans and ladies, find-

ing out by one common consent that no exercises or speech-making
would be indulged in, slowly dispersed. In two's, three's, and in half-

dozens, all left the scene, and with one thought, that they had at least

contributed by their presence to the honoring of the great chieftain.

Thus closed the day that will long be remembered in Richmond.

Never has there been at any public gathering more enthusiasm mani-

fested or greater love shown, and from the baby, who, in nurse's arms,

touched the rope, to the old veterans of the
" Lost Cause," who

helped to draw the bronze, the people of this city, with one accord,

paid loyal tribute to their dead General ;
and that night there swelled

in many hearts and minds the recollections of days that are no more

days when, with martial tread and polished steel, men went forth to

meet the enemy ; days when, in camp and field, they had suffered

the pangs of hunger and thirst ; days when, by overwhelming num-

bers, they had been forced to yield ;
the day when, at Appomattox,

drawn up in line, they presented an appearance far from that they

had made when they had marched forth in 1861
; days of strife and

misery ; days of joy and gladness ; days of sickness and death.

These, and many more, were the thoughts that arose to many vete-

rans, and with a deep, drawn sigh, did they remember their com-

rades who have passed over the river, and who are now sleeping their

last sleep under the shade of the trees. The veterans paid Robert
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E. Lee tribute on the field of battle, while shot and shell awoke the

echoing hills. With as much fervor and patriotism they paid equally

as loyal tribute on this occasion ;
and the yth of May, 1890, will go

down through many ages as the day when, inspired by enthusiasm,

they, with tender hands, hauled the bronze image of their leader to

the ground of its permanent resting place.

The Unveiling of the Statue of General Robert E. Lee, at

Richmond, Va., May 2gth, 1890.

This demonstration in its spontaneity was unique in the history

of our country. All hearts were in accord, and there was harmony
and entire decorum, notwithstanding that pre-arrangement of organ-
izations was precluded, through the absence of knowledge of intend-

ing participants in the procession. Many organizations without

previous intimation to the directors in Richmond, arrived but a little

while before the line was forming, and many joined it whilst it was in

motion. Yet there was no confusion, only a little delay as bodies

were marched through divided lines resting in the shade. The wants

of the waiting were well attended with refreshments from the gracious

hands of gentle women.

Memory was turned back to days of anxiety, of peril, of suffering,

and of sacrifice. Veneration for a great-hearted and devoted leader

sublime in dutiful performance, was paramount in the breast of every

participant. Bitterness had not lodgment. Amidst crowding images
and incidents, patriotism and charity were brightly present. The
fiat of the sword was unreservedly accepted at Appomattox. The
South holds the common interest of our reunited country in its due

regard. It earnestly invokes respectful consideration and fraternity.

It was a cloudless day. The atmosphere was balmy and all nature

was in its gayest garb.

It was an inspiriting expression of a generous people. No serious

accident occurred. Almighty God seemingly gave His countenance.

Who should cavil ? The day will never be forgotten by the partici-

pants and future generations will have its incidents recounted to

them by successive treasurers of its memories.

Never before were so many troops gathered here on peaceful in-

tent ; never were decorations of business houses, dwellings, and

public buildings so tastefully elaborate, and never before was there

such a display of patriotic enthusiasm in this city.
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The following were the leading events of the day :

Morning : Reunion of the Filty-Sixth Virginia regiment of

Ninth Cavalry of Corse's brigade.

Noon : Military, Veterans, Farmers' Alliance and Firemen.

Afternoon : The ceremonies of the unveiling of the monument.

Night : Military banquet tendered in honor of visiting military ;

reception at Major F. M. Bovkin's to officers of the Fifth Maryland

regiment; banquet to Otey battery; reunion of Rosser's men, the

Laurel brigade ;
entertainment by the Hon. J. L. M. Curry. The

cool of early morning found the streets already lively with weary-

looking individuals, who, reaching the city late, had spent the night

on their feet instead of being sandwiched in crowded rooms or hall-

ways. By 6 o'clock the trains began to unload their burthens at all

the depots, and this was continued all day. All kinds of vehicles

from places within a radius of twenty-five miles rattled into the city

and landed their occupants at the places most convenient for break-

fast.

It would have been a warm day under the clear blue sky had not

a gentle breeze fanned the crowds which began by 9 o'clock to secure

favorable positions under the trees along the route, while the pennants,

banners and flags were set afluttering in ever-changing colors. From

the first beat of the drum in the morning until long after midnight

the gay scenes on the streets were prolonged by the fifty thousand

visitors and the one hundred thousand population of Richmond, and

everybody were satisfied with the great day of the South.

A careful estimate of those who came to the city by rail, boat,

horseback, and in vehicles drawn by horses and mules, shows that it

was the largest crowd ever assembled here for any occasion.

Militia from Southern States, veterans from States as far North as

New York, representatives of the institutions of learning in the

State, and ladies and gentlemen from far and wide.

The city filled up rapidly the day before, but there was still room

for more. The early trains brought in thousands from various points,

and the streets were alive with nearly a hundred thousand people,

citizens and strangers. People from every point of the Union were

present, but the representative element came from the land that Lee

loved, and that honors itself in admiration for him. The Southern

States were nobly represented. They could point with pride to ranks

of veterans, to the men who commanded in war, and who obey now

by serving them in high positions of trust in the peaceful affairs of

State. Men and officers from Maryland to Texas came to old Vir-
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ginia once more to stand side by side with warm-hearted, old-time

friends. "I always loved Virginia," said Colonel Zabell, represent-

ing the Southern division of the Army of Northern Virginia from

Louisiana.
"

I never knew a Virginian to shut the door in the face

of a Louisianian." That they never did, that they never will, nor in

the face of any of the brave boys from the Rio Grande to the Penn-

sylvania line.

COMMENCED MOVING.

As soon as the sun was up, people commenced to move about.

The stirring sound of martial music, the tramp, tramp of men in

uniforms, the glitter of bayonets that had never been bathed in

blood, the flashing sabres of officers, the shouts of command, the tap

of the drum, the flaunting of flags, the clatter of cavalry, the rum-

bling of artillery, the dashing here and there of marshals and their

assistants, the solemn step of gray-bearded veterans, the hurrying

and scurrying of the restless crowd of humanity, the evidence of

excitement all around, everywhere, told that the veterans of the

South, the volunteer military and the civic dignitaries of the South,

were about to obey expectation in forming a line of parade, which

would pass along the principal streets of the capital of the Confede-

racy, and terminate at the grounds around a monument upon which

had been placed a statue of Robert E. Lee, General of the Confede-

rate States Army, which would be unveiled during the day.

General Anderson and staff were in position at Broad and Adams
streets soon after 9 o'clock, and by that hour the marshals were gal-

loping hither and thither getting their forces ready to fall in.

STARTING POINT.

Ample as the proportions of Broad street are, it was with difficulty

that room for the movements of troops was secured. Every win-

dow from Adams street to Fourteenth on either side of the street, all

the doorways, the sidewalks, and portions of the street, the house

tops, and improvised seats were filled with spectators. On Main,

from Nineteenth to Eighth, the same condition of affairs existed, and

from Eighth up Franklin to the monument, there was the same

generous recognition of the great event. Beautiful women, in the

blush of maiden beauty, cheered the bullet-riddled flags of the Con-

federacy ; matronly Virginia dames smiled their approval upon the

brave survivors of the Confederacy, as with bent forms and heavy

steps they again kept time to the tune of Dixie.
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It was a compliment to the marshals that the arrangements for

moving the men were so admirably arranged as to ensure prompt-

ness in moving forward. For this (it required skill and experience

both) General John R. Cooke, chief of staff, deserves great credit.

At noon the order was given to move forward, and the great parade,

the like of which will never be seen again in the history of events,

took up the line of march.

Empty sleeves, crutch-supported figures, battle-scarred faces and

gray locks showed the ravages of war and time. Few there were in

that vast assemblage of the true and tried who had not climbed the

hill of life and begun the descent on the other side.

The scene was unprecedented in the annals of the historic city.

From early morn till night the tap of the drum and the tramp of

soldiers forcibly reminded the elder citizens of the stirring days of

1 86 1. Never were there so many people gathered within the gates

of the city; never were decorations so elaborate; never were there

so many old veterans and military organizations on the streets in the

time of peace ;
and never was there such a genuine and general

enthusiasm over any event. It would be an onerous task to describe

in detail the many happy blending of colors, or describe the taste

displayed by all in the harmonious grouping of flags, or repeat the

fruitful and beautiful themes expressed on the mottoes that greeted

the eye in the streets through which the magnificent pageant passed.

One of the most striking banners displayed bore this inscription :

"
Lee, the chieftain, peacefully sleeps; we honor his memory in liv-

ing bronze." Many fine pictures of Washington, as well as Lee,

were observed on every hand, while thousands of flags were wafted

to the breeze
;
the national flag was displayed in proportion of fifty

to one of the Stars and Bars. It was truly a Confederate day, how-

ever, as the presence of many Confederate veteran camps and airs

played by the bands pertaining to the "Lost Cause" fully attested,

and this was emphasized by the many manifestations of delight that

they brought forth from the crowds all along the line. Often the

young men of the military would gather into glee clubs, and with

their fresh, happy, soulful voices, make the air musical with songs of

love or home, of war or patriotism.

The scene along the whole route, from beginning to end, was a

memorable one. Although the most extensive preparations had

been made to receive the large number of visitors, no one expected

to see the host that visited the city, yet they were all cared for, and

no complaints were heard. It is asserted on all sides that the parade,
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decorations, and everything connected with the jubilee excelled any-

thing every witnessed in the South.

, THE MARSHALS.

General Fitzhugh Lee, chief marshal
;
General John R. Cooke,

chief of staff.

Generals A. H Colquitt, P. M. B. Young, Robert Ransom, Jr.,

Joseph R. Anderson, Cadmus M. Wilcox, James A. Walker, Ro-

bert F. Hoke, L. L. Lomax, W. B. Talialerro, William R. Cox,

Thomas L. Rosser, William H. Bate, Eppa Hunton, William H.

Payne, James H. Lane, William McComb, G. M. Sorrel, T. M. Lo-

gan, E. M. Law, C. A. Battle, M. C.Butler, W. P. Roberts, Joseph
Wheeler

;
Colonels William A. Morgan, William H. Palmer, Hilary

P. Jones, Thomas H. Carter, R. H. Dulany, F. M. Boykin, H. Kyd
Douglass, Henry T. Douglass, Wilfred E. Cutshaw, Thomas Smith

;

Majors W. J. Johnston, J. Van Holt Nash, N. V. Randolph, Percy

Hawes, R. Taylor Scott; Captains E.J. Levy, John Cussens, Charles

U. Williams, Thomas Pinckney, A. W. Garber, Drs. S. A. Good-

win, J. S. D. Cullen, J. B. McCaw, George Ross, C. W. P. Brock
;

Privates John Gill, W. J. Binford, Phil. Sutton, Thomas S. Walker,

Joseph Parkinson, R. F. Vaughan, H. Clay Chamblin, John Gil-

Ham, J. A. Lipscomb ;
U. S. Senator John H. Reagan, Hon. Charles

T. O'Ferrall, Gen. D. A. Weisiger, Capt. C. F. M. Spotswood, C.

S. Navy, Capt. R. B. Pegram, Gen. L. S. Baker, Hon. John Goode,
Gen. H. H. Walker, Captains John Taylor Wood, John M. Booker,

W. H. Murdaugh, and J. W. Pegram, Lt.-Gov. J. Hoge Tyler,

Mayor J. Taylor Ellyson, Gen. B. D. Fry, Hon. J. W. Daniel.

GUESTS.

Among the guests who rode in open carriages were Generals James

Longstreet, Dabney H. Maury, Marcus J. Wright, M. C. Butler, R.

L. Walker, A. L. Long, Joseph E. Johnston, William B. Taliaferro,

R. L. Page, J. A. Early, M. D. Corse, M. L. Bonham, G. W. C.

Lee, Lawrence S. Baker, J. D. Imboden, George P. Harrison, Daniel

Ruggles, John Echols, George H. Stuart, H. H. Walker, Joseph

Wheeler, J. B. Kershaw, P. M. B. Young, W. P. Roberts, A. R.

Lawton, Charles W. Field, George J. Hundley, Beverley H. Robert-

son ; Governors Daniel G. Fowle, of North Carolina
;
F. P. Flem-

ing, Florida
;
A. B. Fleming, West Virginia ; John P. Richardson,

South Carolina ; United States Senators W. H. Kenna, Samuel Pas-
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coe ; Colonel William Lamb. Members of General Robert E. Lee's

staff, Colonels Walter H. Taylor, Charles Marshall, T. M. R. Tal-

cott, Colonel Charles S. Venable. Members of General Lee's family,

Misses Mildred and Mary Lee, General W. H. F. Lee, wife and

sons, Boiling and R. E. Lee, nephews.
General Fitzhugh Lee, the chief marshal, and his chief of staff,

General John R. Cooke, rode into Broad street a few minutes before

noon, and as the city bells sounded the first stroke of 12 the com-

mand to
"
Forward, march," was given, and the column, then quite

short, moved down Broad amidst the cheers of the admiring throng
on the sidewalks and in the street.

The line was headed by sixteen police officers under charge of

Captain Hulce, of the Third district, and a short way further back

was a platoon of thirty men on foot, Captain J. B. Angle in com-

mand. Major Poe, the chief, was in general charge of the police

force.

Stonewall Band, of Staunton, with twenty-nine pieces, William H.

Burkman major and F. R. Webb leader, had the post of honor as

the first musical organization, and preceded Generals Lee and Cooke
and the assistant marshals who were at this point.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

The volunteers from South Carolina held the position of right and

followed just after the marshals. Brigadier-General Hugvemin was

in charge of the First division, in which were these companies from

the Fourth and Third regiments :

Sumter Guards, Captain Brand
;
Gordon Rifles, of Bennetts-

ville, Captain J. L. McLaurin
;
Butler Guards, of Greensboro, Cap-

tain W. A. Hunt
;
the Washington Light Infantry, of Charleston,

two platoons, fifty men, Captain Alexander W. Marshall. These

commands formed a battalion with Major Gilchrist and Colonel B. J.

Auld connected with it.

The Palmetto regiment (Second) came next, and was preceded by

Brigadier- General James and staff. Adjutant W. H. Brennan was

in command of this regiment, which was constituted as follows :

Gordon Light Infantry, Captain Jordan ; Edisto Rifles, Captain Bull
;

Palmetto Rifles, Captain H. H. Hall
; Governor's Guard, Lieutenant

E. E. Cairo, acting captain ; Jenkins Rifles, Captain W. B. Moore ;

Richland Volunteers, Captain Nemnham ; and Catawba Rifles, Lieu-

tenant J. F. Reid in command. This regiment Tiad with it the old
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battle-flag which was carried by Hart's battery, Hampton's Horse

Artillery, and which was in 153 engagements. It was carried by

Mr. Lewis Sherfesee, the original color bearer, who received it at

Charleston. The flag floated in every battle from Bentonville to

Gettysburg.

FROM MISSISSIPPI.

Mississippi, which was entitled to second place, this having been

the second State whose troops reached Virginia in 1861, was repre-

sented by the Columbia Riflemen, twenty-four strong, Captain A. J.

McDonald, and the Brown Cadets, forty in number, Captain William

P. Brown, commanding. They have a very pretty dress uniform of

olive green with old-gold trimmings and white helmets. They
constituuted one of the handsomest bodies in the line and marched

well.

ALABAMA'S TWO.

Alabama sent two infantry companies and they came in at this

point. They were the Montgomery Grays, Captain W. J. Booth,

32 men, and the Sheffield Light Guard, Captain J. V. Allen, 32 men.

WASHINGTON ARTILLERY.

The Washington Artillery, of New Orleans, whose handsome ap-

pearance attracted the admiration of the lookers-on all along the

line of march, represented the great State of Louisiana, and did it

handsomely. The battalion, consisting of the veteran association

and three active companies, was under the command of Lieutenant-

Colonel John B. Richardson. There were thirty-eight veterans

commanded by Colonel B. F. Eshelman, assisted by Generals W.
Miller Owen and W. J. Behan. Captain H. M. Isaacson commands

Company C, Captain E. M. Underbill Company A, and Captain

Eugene May Company B. The battalion numbers 127, including the

band. Its membership is about 300.

IN SIXTY BATTLES.

The Mexican-war flag carried by the Washington Artillery, marked

X, and bearing the names of sixty engagements in which the com-

mand participated during the war of i86i-'65, is of red silk, with

embroidered centre of the coat-of-arms of the United States. It is

a handsome piece of needle-work, showing the same on both sides,
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and executed by the Misses Spearing, of New Orleans, and presented

to the command forty-five years ago on its departure to the Mexican

war. The silk Confederate flag, carried by the command in service,

was made and presented by Miss Constance Carey (Mrs. General

Pegram). An embroidered silk Virginia State flag, presented by
Governor Cameron some years since to the battalion upon his return

to Richmond after a visit to the New Orleans Exposition. The bat-

talion national colors of silk presented by a committee of prominent
ladies of New Orleans. Two artillery guidons embroidered with the

tiger head, emblem of the command, the handiwork of the same

ladies who made the Mexican-war flag, mentioned above, who in the

meantime had become grandmothers.

FROM TEXAS.

Texas, the next State in rotation, was represented by the Paris

Pickets, of Paris, who made the longest trip of any organization

coming here, having travelled nearly 4,000 miles. Captain A. S.

Braden is in command of the company, which has twenty-six men

along. The uniform of white pants, blue coat and white helmet with

white and blue plumes is very attractive. The colors borne are

those of the State of Texas, with the name of the command on it.

Colonel Charles M. Ragland, a native of Richmond, accompanied
the company here.

NORTH CAROLINA TROOPS.

North Carolina had quite a full military representation.

The Fourth regiment is commanded by Colonel J. T. Anthony,

Adjutant H. H. Orr, and comprised the following: Iredell Blues,

Captain J. F. Armfield, 33 men ; Southern Stars, Captain W. W.

Motts, 33 men
;
Hornet's-Nest Riflemen, Captain T. R. Robertson,

33 men ;
Asheville Light Infantry, Captain Duff Merrick, 35 men.

The Hickory Military Opera Band, 21 pieces. Drum-Major, F. A.

Grace, accompanied the regiment, which is well drilled, and a fine

body of men.

The Third North Carolina regiment, Colonel W. T. Gray, headed

by the Wilmington drum corps, embraced the Granville Grays, of

Oxford, Captain W. A. Bobbitt, 40 men : Forsyth Rifles, Captain

R. B. Glenn, 35 men
;
Durham Light Infantry, Captain W. A. Gat-

tis, 25 men; Guilford Grays, of Greensboro', Captain John C. Tip-

ton, 40 men ; Burlington Light Infantry, Captain E. E. Holt, 26.

men
;
and Vance Guard, Captain H. Perry, 36 men.
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The First regiment band of seventeen pieces Drum -Major, C. E.

Brockett, leader Emmerson Davis played martial music, by which

the companies of the First and Second North Carolina regiments,

under command of Colonel Willie Jones, kept step in their march.

The companies in the battalion were : Goldsboro' Rifles, Captain W.
T. Hollowell, 36 men ;

Warren Guards, Captain P. J. Macon, 25

men
; Edgecombe Guards, Captain Foxhall, 35 men. This com-

pany, which bears the regiment colors, is the only one from North

Carolina that was here at the corner stone laying. Two of its mem-
bers have won the prize once, if not oftener, as the best drilled men
in North Carolina.

The Governor's Guard, Captain J. J. Bernard, had 25 men ; the

Pasquotank Rifles, commanded by Second Lieutenant W. C. Glover,

54 men
; Wilmington Light Infantry, Captain Keenan, 38 men

;

Fayetteville Independent Light Infantry, Major McLaughlin in com-

mand, 40 men. The last-named company, which carried the old

battle-flag of the Fifty-first North Carolina, is one of the oldest in

the country, having been organized in 1793.

THE FIFTH MARYLAND.

This crack regiment, one of the handsomest military organizations

in the country, was the leading feature of the procession. It was the

largest uniformed body in line, and the dress-suit is very clean, nice-

looking. Applause was showered on it from all quarters, and it was

the "observed of all observers
"

throughout the march.

They were led by their splendid band of thirty- five pieces, and

drum-corps of twenty-eight pieces. F. Czarnosky is drum-major,
and A. Itzel the leader of this great musical combination.

Colonel William A. Boykin was in command, and was accom-

panied by his staff Lieutenant-Colonel Frank Markoe, Major Law-
rason Riggs, Captain William Gilmor Hoffman, Jr., adjutant;

Major William H. Crimm, surgeon ; Captain Robert J. Miller,

quartermaster; Captain E. C. Johnson, commissary; Captain J. R.

Trimble, assistant surgeon ; Captain B. T. Stokes, ordnance officer
;

Captain Columbus O'D. Lee, inspector rifle practice; Captain S.

Sterritt McKim. paymaster.
There were ten companies, as follows : Company A, Captain Wil-

liam D. Robinson, 45 men
; Company B, Captain R. Dorsey Coale,

40 men
; Company C, Captain Robert P. Brown, 60 men

; Company
D, Captain George C. Cole, 40 men

; Company E, Captain Harry
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Pennington, 45 men
; Company F, Captain J. Frank Suppler, 55

men ; Company G, First-Lieutenant J. Frank Phillips, commanding,

45 men ; Company H, Captain Charles F. Albers, 40 men
; Com-

pany I, Captain N. Lee Goldsborough, 35 men
; Company K, Cap-

tain Robert Riddell Brown, 35 men.

Non-com missioned Staff: Sergeant-Major A. Frederick, Quarter-

master-Sergeant Alexander Hassentamp, Commissary-Sergeant E.

B. Duval, Paymaster-Sergeant Herbert W. Anderson, Ordnance-

Sergeant Harman S. Bell, Hospital-Steward W. B. Moneson, Right-

General-Guide Sergeant W. S. Lilly, Left-General-Guide-Sergeant

Horace McEldery.
WEST VIRGINIA.

The Gatesville Cornet band led the Second regiment West Vir-

ginia volunteers, which was composed of the following companies,

Colonel J. W. A. Ford commanding : Monroe Guards, 24 men, Cap-

tain A. S. Johnston ;
Hinton Light Infantry, 20 men, Captain M.

F. Mykoff; Ronceverte Rirles, 25 men. Captain W. D. Sloan ; Jeffer-

son Guards, 37 men, Captain C. E. Baylor; Huntington Light Infan-

try, 26 men, Captain J. E. Hodges.

WASHINGTON SHOOTERS.

The city of Washington sent down two companies, and they were

assigned the positions just in front of the Virginia infantry. The

Rirles, commanded by Captain W. E. Beagle, have 40 men, and the

Sharp-Shooters, whose sack coats, cartridge-belts, and unique uni-

forms attracted universal attention, had about 25, and were under

Captain E. G. Benson.

The Lynchburg Zouaves came in with the Washington boys and

also claimed very general notice. The Zouaves are a well-drilled lot.

VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE CADETS.

The cadets from the Virginia Military Institute, a magnificent-

looking lot of young fellows, assembled on Broad street right rest-

ing on the east side of Seventh. There were 190 cadets in line.

This section of the column was headed by the Institute band of

eight pieces H. Krause leader. Major Duncan, commandant of

cadets, was in command, and the other Institute officers were Cap-
tains Ford and Mason and Adjutant Lewis. The four companies
were immediately in charge of Cadet- Captains Angel, McCormick,

Harden, and Taliaferro.
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The cadets attracted attention all along the line of march, and were

heartily applauded for their beautiful marching and drilling.

VIRGINIA INFANTRY.

Virginia brought up the rear in the line of infantry, and her four

regiments made a strong background for what had passed in exhi-

bition before. The uniforms were not as attractive perhaps as some

others, but each regiment made a creditable showing, and their

movements were very soldierly.

The Fourth regiment came first, and was commanded by Colonel

H. C. Hudgins. There were ten companies in all, two of which

marched as one, and about 380 men. The companies were : Old

Dominion Guard, of Portsmouth, Captain J. M. Binford, 41 men
;

Lee Rifles, of Norfolk, Captain George W. Taylor, 37 men
; Old

Dominion Light Infantry, of Smithfield, Captain E. A. Morrison, 26

men ; Petersburg Grays, Captain F. R. Lassiter, 43 men ; Nottoway

Grays, Captain J. M. Harris, 24 men ; Farmville Guard, Captain W.
S. Paulett, 23 men ;

Portsmouth Rifles, Captain W. C. Williams, 43

men ; City Guard, of Norfolk, Captain H. Hodges, 36 men. The

ambulance corps Dr. Bilisoly, surgeon accompanied the regiment.

Captain Pigg commanded the Third regiment, which was headed

by the Alexandria drum corps, and the companies : Alexandria

Light Infantry, Captain G. A. Mushback, 36 men; Culpeper Minute-

Men, Captain A. McDonald Green, 36 men
;
Monticello Guards,

Captain T. S. Keller, 30 men
; Fredericksburg Grays, Captain R.

B. Berry, 31 men
; Lynchburg Home Guard, Captain E. A. Biggers,

40 men
; Pittsylvania Guards, Captain L. H. Pigg, 29 men.

The Second Virginia regiment had about 250 men in ranks, and it

was commanded by Colonel Joseph A. Milton, who, with his staff,

was mounted. His staff consists of Captain J. C. Wheat, Major C.

E. Peyton, Captain Henry St. John, Captain W. S. Pole, Captain

John T. Harris, Chaplain J. P. Hyde, Adjutant William G. Kenney.
The companies in line were : Roanoke Light Infantry, Captain

Brooks; Jeff. Davis Rifles, of Salem, Captain Strause
;

Luther

Anderson Guards, of Woodstock, Captain J. C. Baker
;

Pulaski

Guards, of Pulaski City, Lieutenant Stone in command. This regi-

ment is in a large measure the perpetuation of the Stonewall brigade,

of which gallant organization Colonel Milton and several of the

officers are survivors. The regiment was led by the Roanoke Ma-

chine-Works band of thirty pieces.

The First regiment, Richmond's crack organization, turned out
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with pretty full ranks. All six of the companies, from A to F inclu-

sive, were commanded by their respective captains except F, which

was under Lieutenant Tompkins. The captains commanding were

Bossieux, Spence, Christian, Gasser, M. Jones and Lieutenant Tomp-
kins. There were about 225 men in line, and an ambulance corps

brought up the rear. The regiment band of twelve pieces, Mr.

Voelker leader, headed the column, and Colonel Henry C. Jones,

who was in command, had his full staff mounted.

FIRST BATTALION VIRGINIA ARTILLERY.

Major, William E. Simons ; Adjutant, with rank of Captain, W.
G. Harvey ; Inspector, with rank of Captain, James E. Phillips ;

Ordnance Officer, with rank of First Lieutenant, H. L. Turner
;

Quartermaster, with rank of First Lieutenant, R. F. Patterson
;

Commissary of Subsistence, with rank of First Lieutenant, R. L.

Vandeventer.

Battery
" A " Richmond Howitzers, Captain John A. Hutcheson.

" B "Norfolk Light Artillery Blues, Captain M. C. Keeling.

"C" Staunton Artillery, Lieutenant David O'Rourke.

"E" R. E. Lee Battery (Petersburg), Captain John Trusheiin.

The battalion had about 250 men.

GOVERNOR GORDON AND STAFF.

Governor John B. Gordon, of Georgia, and staff had the next

position, and the Governor's Horse Guard, mounted, followed as

his escort.

Governors Farwell and Richardson, and A. B. Fleming, of West

Virginia, and staffs, were also in the procession.

VIRGINIA CAVALRY.

There were five companies in the First regiment of Virginia cav-

alry, under command of Colonel Thomas R. Marshall, whose staff

embraces Lieutenat-Colonel Bidgood, Major Percy G. Hawes, Sur-

geon Lewis Wheat, Assistant-Surgeon Edward McGuire, Adjutant
Kirk Mathews, Chaplain Gates Downman, Commissary Captain
Fred. Scott. The commands in the regiment were Surry Cavalry,

Captain J. A. M. Gwathmey ; Hanover, Captain Williams F. Wick-
ham

; Chesterfield, Captain Moore ; Prince George, Captain A. F.

Hobbs
; Stuart Horse Guards, Captain Samuel Register ;

Fitz Lee

Troop (Lynchburg), Captain Joseph B. Pace.
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COUNTERMARCHING.

This embraces the whole of that part of the procession which

formed on Broad street, and the above is the order in which the

march was taken up.

The veterans and some other organizations had formed on Main

street between Eighth and Seventeenth, and when the head of the

column turned into Main from Nineteenth the veterans sent up a

tremendous yell, which the assembled throng on the sidewalks

supplemented with unstinted applause.

The veterans were formed on the north side of Main street and had

a perfect view of the passing militia. When the left of the column

was brought up the veterans and different societies fell into line as

they were reached, and an opening presented itself, and the column

was gradually lengthened. It was never in a complete state, for before

all of the veterans had fallen in the head of the Military division had

reached a point way upon Franklin street, where they stacked arms

on the north side and sat in the shade and waited for the veterans to

pass in review. The best opportunity, therefore, to see the pageant
in its greatest beauty was on Main street, or Franklin east of First.

A LONG INTERVAL.

The Chief Marshal and aides and the guests in carriages reached

the monument grounds a few minutes before 2 o'clock, and a quarter

of an hour later the Wickham brigade, heading the long division of

veteran cavalry, rode up. There were a large number of commands

represented in the several hundred old cavalrymen, among them the

Tenth cavalry and the Ninth, which was to the left, and the survivors

from several counties.

VETERANS.

The veteran organizations were under the command of General

Harry Heth.

The survivors of Mosby's command came close behind the horse-

back veterans, but there was a very long gap before any other body
could be seen marching westward. When those who started down
reached Belvidere street the veterans could be seen coming in the

dim distance.

The South Carolina veterans came first, and were followed by
those from North Carolina.
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Next came J. C. Stancill Camp, then the Rowan County (N. C)
Veteran Association of 120 men, carrying the flag which the Thir-

teenth North Carolina regiment carried from Williamsburg to Chan-

cellorsville.

Second Virginia battalion with full ranks.

R. L. i. BLUES' ASSOCIATION.

The Blues' Band, Blues' Association, under command of Major

Benjamin W. Richardson, president, and Light Infantry Blues

(which acted as escort for Lee Camp), and the following war and

association members of the Richmond Light Infantry Blues, who

paraded with the Company, Captain Sol. Cutchins commanding:
Isaac S. Newman, James Medlicott, Charles H. Epps, William

James Epps, Andrew J. Berry, Captain Charles P. Bigger, Captain

E. J. Levy, Captain George W. Jarvis, Frank Johnston, John Tyree,

J. Bell Bigger, William H. Snook, Lieutenant W. S. Dashiell, vice-

president.
R. E. LEE CAMP, NO. I.

Lee Camp with three flags and the following members, Com-

mander W. P. Smith, mounted, commanding :

Officers Commander W. P. Smith, First Lieutenant-Commander

Joseph V. Bidgood, Second Lieutenant-Commander A. G. Evans,

Third Lieutenant-Commander Alexander W. Archer, Adjutant J.

Taylor Stratton, Sergeant- Major D. S. Redford, Officer of the Day
A. J. Wray, Quartermaster D. A. Brown, Jr., Treasurer James T.

Ferriter, Chaplain Thomas S. Riddick, Surgeon R. B. Stover, As-

sistant-Surgeon Polk Miller, Vidette T. J. Roper, Color-Sergean

Thomas J. Smith, First Color-Guard Gus E. Delarue, Second Color-

Guard L. N. Berry, Janitor Thomas F. Moseley, Trustee M. T.

Rider, Trustee J. W. D. Farrar, Trustee Miles T. Phillips.

Members Colonel Archer Anderson, M. A. Allen, T. L. Alfriend,

B. M. Angle, W. C. Adams, Charles J. Anderson, General Joseph R.

Anderson, John Addison, W. S. Archer, Lieutenant E. R. Archer,

A. C. Atkinson.

A. G. Babcock, George W. Batkins, A. J. Berry, T. Roberts

Baker, Henry Bodeker, R. T. Briggs, G. H. Baughman, C. C.

Baughman, E. A. Baughman, A. J. Blackburn, Lewis Booker, T. J.

Bowles, W. U. Bass, Major Thomas A. Brander, D. W. Bowles,

Thomas Booker, W. J. Baker, L. N. Burwell, Colonel A. S. Buford,

B. M. Batkins, Charles P. Bigger, Julien Binford, W. A. Blanken-
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ship, Lewis F. Bossieux, Captain R. M. Booker, George Booker,

John Booker, Joseph Bryan, B. J. Black, Lieutenant V. Bossieux, W.

J. Baker, F. A. Bowry, Thomas Byrne, Lieutenant A. P. Bohannon,

John A.'Booker, John G. Burrows, Surgeon Dr. Blair Burwell, E. F.

Barnes, Samuel D. Buck, Captain W. M. Bridges, L. R. Barnes, H.

B. Boudar.

F. W. Cunningham, T. L. Courtney, W. Miles Cary, Lieutenant

R. B. Chaffin, H. Clay Chamblin, E. M. Crump, W. A, O. Cole, R.

B. Chandler, James H. Capers, C. V. Clash, J. J. Cordle, Alex Coke,

Dr. Isaac Curd, John R. Cary, Thomas P. Campbell, General John
R. Cooke, Major A. R. Courtney, D. S. Gates, Major John B. Cary,

B. D. Core, G. L. Christian, Charles Clinely, John H. Childrey,

Maurice Claggett, E. S Cardozo, W. D. Chesterman, W. Roy
Coleman, Captain John Cussons, E. A. Catlin, Lieutenant James D.

Craig, H. L. Carter, W. E. Cutshaw, R. L. Christian, James W.
Craig, Captain D. S. Craddock, James F. Chalmers, M. C. Cannon,

A. B. Cheatham, W. H. Cullingworth, G. D. Crittenden, E. C.

Crump, Captain T. E. Coffin, F. E. Church, A. L. Crouch, J. C.

Clifton, John A. Curtis.

W. Harper Dean, W. P. DeSaussure, D. O. Davis, H. Dubel, Cap-
tain E. E. Depriest, George T. Deane, Clay Drewry, M. J. Dim-

mock, J. C. Dickinson, P. G. Doyle, Lieutenant G. A. Davenport.
Lieutenant William M. Evans, A. Eichel, J. Taylor Ellyson,

Captain Thomas Ellett, J. H. Edmonds, H. Tate Evans, George W.

Epps, Charles H. Epps, Charles Euker, W. S. Eubank, J. H.

Ellerson, F. B. Elliott, H. Theodore Ellyson.

General B. D. Fry, H. W. Flournoy, William J. Ford, J. F. Fur-

cron, Robert I. Fleming, F. A. French, E. A. Fulcher, A. S. Fau-

dree, H. Fitzgerald, J. M. Fourqurean, E. S. Ferneyhough, David

Francis, S. P. Fitchett, H. C. Ferguson, James F. Flournoy, Lewis

T. Frazier.

John E. Griffiths, E. T. Gray, Isaac A. Gentry, Isaac Goddard,
William Gibson, James R. Gordon, D. P. Gulick, J. C. Goolsby,

George W. Grant W. C. Grady, William Gibson, H. Gunst, James
T. Gray, John W. Gilham, L. H. Gates, A. W. Garber, A. N. Gill,

John Gilliam, Lieut. John W. Gordon.

Charles Herbert, G. Percy Hawes, Lieutenant E. G. Hollis, Frank

D. Hill, Philip Haxall, Charles M. Hopkins, S. H. Hawes, John T.

Hartman, F. Hebring, Colonel Randolph Harrison, Charles H.

Hasker, Major Charles Howard, D. C. Hill, J. B. Harvie, R. H. M.

Harrison, Luke Harvey, L. W. Hannon, Alexander Hierholzer, J.
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Booton Hill, James Haines, John Hunter, Jr., W. R. Hall, Jerome
Hill.

William Ellis Jones, A. Jennings, J. William Jones, John B. John-

son, Thomas W. Jones, James Leigh Jones, Alfred O. Jones, W. J.

Johnson, G. W. Jarvis, J. T. Jobson, Henry C. Jones, Colonel Hilary

P. Jones, W. R. Jones, F. N. Johnson.
A. Krouse, William Kinloch, J. Henry Kracke, J. R. Kenley.

William Lovenstein, E. B. Loving, Leopold Levy, Samuel Leidy,

Watkins Lindsay, Lieutenant L. L. Lacy, J. W. Lockwood, Dr. W.
Augustus Lee, C. T. Loehr, W. P. Lawton, General Fitzhugh Lee,

S. H. Liggon, H. S. Luffsey, General L. L. Lomax, William J.

Leake, George W. Libby, A. M. Lawrence.

Captain W. Gordon McCabe, George C. Mountcastle, John Mur-

phy, E. W. Marable, H. G. Miller, John A. Meanly, P. H. Mayo,
D. S. McCarthy, T. F. Minor, J. D. Moncure, John F. Mayer,

George W. May, Henry Meyer, J. B. McKinney, E. C. Minor, J.

D. Mclntire, J. R. Mountcastle, C. D. Mclndoe, Lieutenant John
Maxwell, R. B. Munford, James McGraw, Thomas J. Moore, J. J.

Montague, John K. Molloy, E. W. Martin, John A. Mosley, Captain
P. W. McKinney, James R. Medlicott, Otto Morgenstern.

Virginius Newton, George W. New.

C. T. Outland, J. H. O'Bannon.

John W. Pearce, Thomas G. Peyton, John B. Purcell, Kennedy
Palmer, W. G. Puller, B. A. Pillow, George H. Pointexter, Captain
Richard G. Pegram, Captain Thomas P. Pollard, John T. Parkinson,

Captain James Pleasants, Lieutenant George William Peterkin, S. T.

Preston, W. S. Pilcher, Major James W. Pegram, A. L. Phillips,

Charles H. Page, D. H. Pyle, James E. Phillips, Mann Page, Wil-

liam F. Pumphrey, E. E. Perkinson, John L. Parr, O. E. Phillips,

Colonel Edward Pendleton, W. M. Parsley.

N. V. Randolph, James T. Ried, Captain Charles P. Rady, W. L.

Royall, Charles Davis Rice, Robert Ralston, T. M. Rutherfoord,

Captain E. P. Reeve, John H. Rogers, D. C. Richardson, F. J.

Riley.

D. L. Smith, Alfred Sheild, Joseph H. Shepherd, Major Charles

R. Skinker, John J. Sullivan, R. C. Selden. P. A. Sublett, George

Savage, George A. Smith, F. T. Sutton, Joe Lane Stern, W. C.

Smith, W. D. Snead, Colonel E. B. Smith, A. J. Simmons, Joseph

Stukenburg, E. B. Snead, A. A. Spitzer, C. A. Spence, Captain E.

lie Spence, William E. Simons, Thomas William Stagg, Thomas
\V. Scoti, C. H. Sutton, Robert J. Smith, Lewis H. Stern, Edward
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Sully, Henry Schad, Charles E. Simons, Thomas C. Swann, J. L.

Sydnor, Philip Samuels, W. F. Snider, H. J. Schlosser.

H. B. Taliaferro, George W. Taylor, R. N. Thomas, E. G. Tomp-
kins, James E. Tyler, E. B. Taylor, L. B. Tatum, Joseph P. Thomas,
William E. Turner, Robert W. Thompson, Erasmus J. Tyler, Joseph
W. Thomas, General William R. Terry, George W. Tolby, William

H. Tatum, C. B. Tennant, John Tyler, John N. Talby, John R.

Tyree, John S. Talman.

B. B. Van Buren, Lieutenant N. H. Van Zandt, A. Jeff. Vaughan,

Shelly Vanhorn.

Major David N. Walker, P. P. Winston, Lieutenant W. H. Wei-

siger, Lieutenant Peyton Wise, J. W. White, E. Waddy, H. M.

Walthall, W. Minor Woodward, Levi Wassermann, Philip Whit-

lock, James R. Werth, Dr. Isaiah White, Major Thomas Whitehead,
Isaac Wood, Captain John H. Ware, Captain Charles U. Williams,

General D. A. Weisiger, David Wilson, A. S. Watkins, C. E.

Wingo, R. G. Wilson. Montgomery West, P. A. Wellford, Lieu-

tenant R. C. Wortham, Bolivar Ward, E. J. Weymouth.
Thomas A. Young, John P. Yancey.

Members of R. E. Lee Camp on detached service at Hampton, Va.:

R. M. Booker, George Booker, John Booker, G. W. Caine, W.
T. Dougherty, W. T. Gatewood, B. K. Curtis, R. S. Hudgins, C. T.

Holtzclaw, John S. Howard, W. F. Ford, William Gennett, J. S. Jones,
D. W. Mahone. H. F. Phillips, R. H. Richardson, J. C. Richardson,
E. A. Semple, Charles Selden, L. H. Sclater, W. W. Roche, G. M.

Peck, E. K. Peek, H. C. Whiting, T. B. Wood, W. T. Westwood,

George Wray, A. D. Wallace, G. W. Watts, G. O. Mears, John
Howard, A. S. Segar, J. H. Ham, J. T. Outtan, N. Williams, W. J.

Stores, J. W. Richardson, E. C. Wood, W. S. Hankins, J. B.

Wheeler, John R. Patrick, Lewis Hansford, J. W. Saunders, J. M.

Richardson, William J. Sims, R. J. Massenburg, Thomas R. Wheeler.

[421]

PEGRAM BATTALION ASSOCIATION.

This Battalion of Artillery was commanded during the war by
Colonel William Johnson Pegram, who fell mortally wounded at Five

Forks, April ist, 1865. Upon its battle-flag can be inscribed sixty-

four engagements, and the battalion was truly, as General Heth'j

men said, "the fighting battalion!" The old war battalion flag

and the battle flag of Crenshaw Battery were carried by comrades
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Goolsby and Ferneyhough, and created great enthusiasm along the

line of march. These flags were also used as escort to General Joseph

E. Johnston when he marcheu to the monument to unveil the statue

of General Lee. Major T. A. Brander commanding, and the follow-

ing members were in line :

Crenshaw Battery. Captain Thomas Ellett, Captain William

G. Crenshaw, Lieutenant E. G. Hollis, Sergeants T. T. Johnson,

B. W. Vass, Walter J. Ratcliffe, Hugh D. Smith, John R. Redford,

Corporals W. T. Ratcliffe and E. S. Ferneyhough, privates Thad.

M. Jones, Thomas G. Walker, D. W. Gibson, John Walker, George
E. Ware, E. L. Nuckols, John Lewis, Jeff. Ruffin, W. P. Morgan,

W. R. Johnson, William Ellis Jones, J. C. Goolsby, William D. Snead,

R. C. Walden, Charles P. Young, and M. T. Rider.

Purcell Battery. Privates Thomas Byrne, James Stywater, R.

T. Totty, Joseph Uren, Valentine Brown, J. W. D. Farrar, E. M.

Cayce, John T. Callaghan, B. F. Hackman, and D. S. Redford.

Letcher Battery. Major Thomas A. Brander, Lieutenant John

Tyler, Corporal D. S. Gates, privates F. Kell, James T. Ferriter,

and C. T. Outland.

Fredericksburg Battery. Privates E. T. Chesley, H. Cabell Tabb,

and John Ferneyhough.

Staff. Captain W. Gordon McCabe.

SONS OF VETERANS.

R. S. Chew Camp Sons of Veterans, 40 strong, from Fredericks-

burg, preceded by Bowery's band, numbering 20 pieces, who were

guests of Sons of Veterans of Richmond.

Sons of Veterans, Captain Louis Rawlings, with 115 men in line.

VETERAN CAMPS.

Maury Camp of Fredericksburg, composed of the survivors of the

Thirtieth infantry, Corse's brigade, Colonel D. M. Lee commanding,

composed of isth, ijth, 3Oth and 32d regiments, General M. D.

Corse commanding.
Pickett- Buchanan Camp of Norfolk, Commander Samuel Hodges,

250 men.

Stonewall Camp of Portsmouth, 125 men, General W. R. McDon-
ald commander.

R. E. Lee Camp, No. 2, of Alexandria, 61 strong.
A. P. Hill Camp of Petersburg, 200 strong, Colonel H. R. Smith.
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Clinton Hatcher Camp of Loudoun, First-Lieutenant Sterling.

Murray Association, 60 strong.

Manchester veterans, including Elliott Grays and artillery.

OTEY BATTERY ASSOCIATION.

The Otey Battery Association commanded by Major David N.

Walker, and the following members :

J. H. Binford, Robert T. Briggs, R. E. Butler, A. W. Ball, Julien

Binford, H. C. Burnett, C. C. Baughman, C. C. Bridges, Samuel C.

Clopton, R. S. Drewry, Richard W. Flournoy, Julius C. Frederick,

Parke P. Flournoy, James F. Flournoy, S. L. Flournoy, A. Grant,

R. B. Gunn, R. W. Gwathmey, John N. Gordon, B. W. Hooper,
William F. Harwood, A. K. Henry, S. M. Harvey, J. Floyd King,

George W. Libbey, Richard W. Maury, W. G. Miller, H. E. Gay,
R. D. McCoy, Daniel H. Mahoney, William Munford, J. B. McKen-

ney, J. M. Nolting, W. S. Pilcher, John S. Pollard, J. B. Page, J. R.

Perdue, J. C. Painter, J. C. Roberts, James H. Reid, Howard Saun-

ders, O. B. Simms, George Savage, John A. Sharp, Thomas Ruther-

foord, Charles A. Spence, Channing M. Smith, William H. Spence,

A. W. Smith, T. E. Stratton, W. H. Stratton, W. S. Tabb, G. W.
Taylor, Wilson Tompkins, R. W. Thompson, Thomas R. Thomp-
son, W. T. Thompson, J. P. Webster, D. N. Walker, Charles Wat-

kins, M. West, Robert Wood, John H. Weymouth, Jud. B. Wood.

PICKETT'S MEN.

There were several genuine old Confederate uniforms worn, but

not as many anywhere else as among Pickett's men, who came next

and made a long procession of themselves, Colonel F. H. Langley com-

manding. They carried the First regiment flag which was first used

at Blackburns Ford
;
then Corse's brigade, survivors marked off by

companies, with Colonel Morrison in command, and carrying the

flag of the old Caroline Grays; the Cabel Grays of Danville, Colonel

Cabell in charge, 125 strong; J. E. B. Stuart Camp of Albemarle
;

Ewell Camp, Prince William county, Colonel J. E. Hurrell com-

mander ;
New York Confederate Veterans, who made a rod extend-

ing acsoss the street by lapping their walking-sticks and presented a

presented a splendid appearance. There were 115 in the line, Colo-

nel A. G. Dickinson commander.

Next came the Louisiana Division Army of Northern Virginia,
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under Colonel David Zable; representatives from the Benevolent

Association of the Army of Tennessee, under Colonel Frederick

Washington, the president ; survivors of the Twenty-third Virginia

Cavalry, under Colonel J. P. Fitzgerald, of Farmville, 35 men
;

Stuart Hairston Camp of Henry county, Colonel Hairston, 70 strong;

Simpson Camp, Confederate Veterans
;
Winchester Veterans, Cap-

tain John Williams
;
Scott Legion Veterans of the Mexican war

;

survivors Twenty-third Virginia ; Company I, Sixth Virginia Cav-

alry ; Louisa Veterans.

HOWITZER VETERAN ASSOCIATION,

under Captain Frank D. Hill. The following is the roster of the

Association :

First Company Howitzers. Captain William P. Palmer, Lieu-

tenant Daniel S. McCarthy, Lieutenant T. D. Moncure, Lieutenant

Robert Armistead, Edward F. Barnes, Henry C. Barnes, Henry B.

Boudar, George R. Crump, F. N. Crouch, William M. Dame, David

S. Doggett, Preston Ellerson, Charles N. Friend, James T. Gray,

Edward Gray, Edward C. Goddin, Martin L. Harvey, W. L. Harri-

son, Charles A. Harrington, Charles W. Harwood, George B. Harri-

son, William C. Kean, Sr., Robert D. Knight, J. Benjamin Lambert,

S. Taylor Martin, John T. McKenna, J. V. L. McCreary, Hodijah
Meade, Jesse B. Minor, Robert W. Powers, Charles Poindexter, A.

M. Richardson, Robert E. Richardson, R. W. Royall, Lem Sclater,

Howard Saunders, Robert Stiles, W. H. Tatum, John C. Tatum,
Charles L. Todd, John Todd, Richard C. Wortham, J. Peter Williams,

Frederick H. Williams, Thomas B. Wyatt, Charles E. Wingo.
Second Company Howitzers. Lieutenant William L. Shep-

hard, Lieutenant Wallace McRae, Lieutenant Lewis Booker, E. J.

Bosher, Thomas Booker, T. Roberts Baker, Luther R. Barnes, H.

Y. H. Barnes. Robert S. Bosher, George L. Christian, Samuel S.

Carter, Charles T. Crane, Henry Crane, Alexander Duval, John S.

Ellett, L. B. Franklin, James A. Grigg, Samuel Gouldin, George P.

Hughes, Stephen B. Hughes, Frank D. Hill, S. Horace Hawes,

Julian McCarthy, William H. McCarthy, Carlton McCarthy, Polk

Miller, William J. Mann, Joseph E. Maxey, J. Blythe Moore, James
G. Tinsley, Lucien B. Tatum, John Waldrop, Joseph G. Williams,

J. A. Yates.

Third Company Howitzers. Capt. B. H. Smith, Capt. Henry C.

Carter, A. J. Andrews, T. V. Brooke, R. Brooke, Heber Bulhngton,
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William B. Courtney, E. S. Cardoza, E. M. Crump, C. B. Fourquean,

Joseph M. Fourquean, Henry W. Flournoy, Miles H. Gardner, W.
W. Green, A. O. Jones, W. R. Jones, Thomas S. Jones, Samuel H.

Liggan, J. M. Manders, T. T. Mayo, R. T. Sydnor, John T. Sizer,

E. H. Sublett, William J. Sydnor, George A. Smith, Oscar V. Smith,

E. G. Tyler, William L. White.

Powhatan Artillery; Sturdivant's Battery, Captain William H.

Maxwell, Lieutenant William H. Weisiger, and other members
;

Cobb Legion of Georgia.

PARKER'S BATTERY.

Alexander's Battalion Artillery, Longstreet's Corps, Army of

Northern Virginia, was represented by Parker's Battery, carrying
with it banners representing the battalion and each of the six bat-

teries composing the battalion, to-wit: Parker's, Jordan's, Moody's,

Taylor's, Rhett's. and Woolfolk's. On these banners were the

names of the seventeen pitched battles in which they were engaged.
At the head of the column were five tattered battle-flags carried by
Private S. P. Weisiger and companions, from Georgia. The battery

was headed by the former commandants of the battalion, to-wit :

General E. P. Alexander, Colonel Frank Huger, Major W. W.
Parker, and Captain John Haskill, adjutant of the battalion. The

battery following the field officers was Parker's Battery, composed
of the following : Captain J. Thompson Brown, Lieutenant J. C.

Parkinson, First-Sergeant Thomas L. Alfriend, and Sergeants Wil-

liam Cogbill, John Cogbill, Matt Condrey, Thomas W. Pemberton,
Frank Turnley, D. C. Richardson, and Quartermaster-Sergeant of

the battalion S. Carter Weisiger ; Corporals D. C. Howard, John W.
Moody, Thomas J. Todd ;

Privates Robert Bidgood, Andrew Bar-

ker, Winchester Belvin, Lafayette Bolton, David A. Brown, John

Creary, R. M. Clark, William E. Evans, George W. Folks, Clarence

Flournoy, Marion Francisco, George Goff, John W. Glenn, Joseph

Hayes, W. J. Mays, Thomas Perdue, William Parr, Charles Perkins,

James Roach, Thomas Royall, Silas Stubbs, P. B. Scherer, Spencer

Wooldridge, Samuel P. Weisiger.
Parker's Battery was followed by Woolfolk's Battery, represented

by Lieutenants Willam Terrell and Vaughan, and Taylor's Battery,

represented by Lieutenant Leake, and Jordan's Battery, represented

by Sergeant James C. Read.

But few of these old soldiers were without honorable scars.
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Wise's brigade, Thirty-fourth Virginia, General Peyton Wise in

command
;
A. P. Hill veterans

; Great Southern's Band and veterans

of the Fifth Maryland regiment ; Ed. Murry Camp of Pine Bluff,

Arkansas, commanded by J. B. Trulock
;
Confederate Veterans of

Alexandria, with flag of Alexandria Light Infantry ; Carpenter's

Battery and Stonewall Brigade.

MEXICAN VETERANS.

The following is a list of the Mexican veterans who joined in the

parade : Robert G. Scott, captain Company A, First regiment Vir-

ginia volunteers
; John Poe, private, Company A, First regiment

Virginia volunteers; Josiah Heller, Company H, First regiment Vir-

ginia volunteers ; James H. Barnes, Company E, First regiment Vir-

ginia volunteers
;
Theoderick Nunnally, Company G, First regiment

Virginia volunteers; William M. Yates, Company M, First regiment

Virginia volunteers
;
W. H. Britt, Company D, First regiment Vir-

ginia volunteers
;
Charles A. Jones, Company C, First regiment

Pennsylvania volunteers; Robert Thomas, Ruggle's battery, United

States army; John Rutter, Voltigeur regiment, United States army;

Henry J. Richardson, United States navy ; James Levar, Company
A, Eleventh Pennsylvania volunteers

;
Andrew L. Crouch, First

Alabama regiment ; Charles J. Jones, Company I, First regiment

Virginia volunteers.

These veterans were commanded by Captain Scott, first captain of

the Richmond Grays, and who volunteered for the Mexican war.

There are few of them residents of this city, but among them are

Generals D. H. Maury, B. D. Fry, D. A. Weisiger, Dr. J. L. M.

Curry, and Major John Poe, all of whom were in the procession.

J. Bowie Strange Camp, Confederate Veterans, 200 men, General

T. L. Rosser commanding, Charlottesville, Va.

Camp Garrett Veterans, 30 men, Captain C. L. Thompson com-

mander, Huntington, W. Va.

Winchester camp, Colonel E. Holmes Boyd commander, Win-

chester, Virginia.

Louisa county, Virginia, 82 men, Colonel T. Smith commander.

Frederick county Maryland camp, Rev. C. Randolph Page com-
mander.

Thirteenth Virginia Infantry, 210 men, Major R. O. Peatross com-

mander, Caroline county, Virginia.

Randolph Thirtieth Virginia Infantry, 30 men, Lieutenant M. H.
Witeon commander, Beverley, West Virginia.
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Person county, North Carolina Veteran Association, 30 men, J. A.

Long Prescott commander, Roxboro', North Carolina.

Ninth Virginia cavalry, 200 men, General R. L. T. Beale com-

mander, Westmoreland county, Virginia.

COMPANY "K," THIRTY-FOURTH VIRGINIA.

Among the troops gathered here to honor the memory of our de-

parted chieftain none displayed greater alacrity or enthusiasm than

this gallant old company. Thirty-four strong they mustered for the

unveiling ceremonies, with letters of regret from the absent. In the

spring of 1861, full of hope, they went into service. All through the

fiery ordeal they bore their part, and when Appomattox came they

were there with thinned ranks but with brave hearts.

Chaplain P. C. Robert came all the way from St. Louis to share

the joys of the occasion.

The surviving officers are : A. F. Bagby, Josiah Ryland, and Wil-

liam T. Haynes, all of whom were present.

[A committee consisting of Norvell Ryland, Theodore Courtney,
and B. F. Cooke, made every arrangement for the convenience and

comfort of all during their stay, for which a hearty vote of thanks

was passed.]

Henderson, North Carolina, veterans, Colonel W. H. Check com-

mander.

Washington, North Carolina, veterans, C. R. Barker commanding.

Thirty-fourth Virginia Infantry, Captain Bagby commanding.
Wise Brigade, Colonel J. T. Goode commanding.

COMPANY "G," THIRD VIRGINIA BATTALION.

The following members of this the youngest in years all were

lads of volunteers who served continuously in the Confederate army
for local defenses 1863-' 65, were in line:

Captain E. S. Gay, Third-Lieutenant Wilton Randolph, First-Ser-

geant John B. Purcell, Second-Sergeant W. R. Cowardin, Third-

Sergeant W. M. Hill, Fifth-Sergeant John B. Faris, Second-Corporal

George J. Davison, Third-Corporal Portiaux Robinson, Fourth-Cor-

poral Thomas J. Walsh, Privates, Charles F. Taylor, W. R. Tyree,

Edgar D. Taylor, G. Watson James, James W. Gibbons, Claiborne

Barksdale, G. Kennon Wren, William A. Matthews, Roscoe D.

Chesterman, E. A. Willis, John R. Quarles, Frank J. Brooke, Waverly
Yarbrough, R. H. M. Harrison, Colored Servitor Mat Taylor.
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"F COMPANY ASSOCIATION.

Major Charles R. Skinker, President, commanding. At the head

of this command was borne by Color-sergeant John H. Cumbia, of

the Twenty-first Virginia Infantry (in which "F" company served

throughout the war), the ante-bellum flag of
" F" company volun-

teers, and used by them in the quelling of the John Brown insurrec-

tion in 1859. I* is f blue si'k, fringed with bullion, and inscribed

Company F, First Regiment Virginia Volunteers."

The following members of the Association were in line : Maxwell

T. Clarke, James N. Boyd, R. A. Brock, R. H. Gilliam, W. Leigh
Burton, Tazewell Ellett, John W. Powell, James W. Archer, George
A. Haynes, Philip A. Wellford, William S. Archer, J. H. Ellerson,

Louis Zimmer and Henry N. Bullington, from New York, Thomas
Ritchie Green, Clay Drewry, J. F. Meredith, Walter J. Blunt. Daniel

D. Talley, Archer Anderson, Thomas A. Brander, R. D. Adam, W.
C. Barker, E. G. Tompkins, B. B. Van Buren, Joseph N. Willis,

James E. Tyler, John Tyler, R. Emmet Tyler, W. B. Marks, Lewis

D. Crenshaw, George D. Wise, E. B . Meade, A. Randolph Ta-

tum, George W. Peterkin, W. S. Jinkins, George R. Pace, Shirley

King, A. J. Singleton, John H. Worsham, Mann Page. Other vete-

rans joined with the Association in the march. Major Skinker, who
lost a leg in the service and marched on crutches, commanded much

attention, and the organization was frequently cheered by citizens

and soldiery on the march several commands presenting arms as

the Association passed.

MARYLAND VETERANS.

The Maryland ex- Confederates, who came in near the end of the

line, received a full share of praise and plaudits. General Bradley
T. Johnson and staff, on horseback, headed this section, and the

United States Naval Band led the veterans, who numbered about

i, 200.

The veterans arrived here early in the morning on two special

trains and were met by the First regiment.

This body, the largest in the procession, embraces the following :

The Society of the Army and Navy of the Confederate States in the

State of Maryland ; the Association of the Maryland Line ; Bene-

ficial Association of the Maryland Line
;
the Murray Confederate
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Association, composed of survivors of Company H, First Maryland,

Company A, Second Maryland infantry, commanded by the gallant

Captain William H. Murray, who was killed at Gettysburg ; the Bal-

timore Light Artillery Association. General Bradley T. Johnson is

president of the first three associations, and J. McKenney White of

the Murray Association.

The veterans of the Fifth Maryland, referred to above, arrived early

in the morning by the West Point route and attracted considerable

attention marching through the street. They brought Southern's

band with them. There are three companies, under Colonel Henry
D. Loney.

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS.

The McGill Catholic Union, the boys from the Male Orphan Asy-

lum, carrying a large banner
;
the Washington and Lee University

boys, numbering 125, with the University colors. At Thirteenth

street the boys were presented with a handsome Confederate flag by-

Mr. L. Harvey, of Richmond, whose deceased son, Charles H. Har-

vey, was a student of Washington and Lee University last year.

This and the handsome new banner procured of Hortsman Brothers,

of Philadelphia, at a cost of $75, were carried throughout the pro-

cession by J. J. Vindyard and Eugene Sproul. The latter was 36x50
inches, made of white silk with cords and tassels, white and blue

(University colors) intermixed
; trimmings, gold fringe and silver

lace; lettering of gold, "Washington and Lee" near the top;

"1796," date when name of Washington was given to the college

in upper left corner : "1870," date General Lee's name was added

in upper right corner
;
in centre below date of foundation,

"
1749."

On the other side on a blue field were the coat-of-arms of both

Washington and Lee. This banner was unique, and with the large

delegation representing the only educational institution with which

the name of the great Lee was ever connected attracted many ova-

tions along the line of march. The Richmond College boys, the

students from William and Mary College to the number of 130, ac-

companied by President Tyler and other members of the Faculty,

and carrying the flag borne by the Whigs in the procession of 1840,

and the two college banners brought up the next section.

Next came the Farmers' Alliance (mounted). About three hun-

dred members with buttonaires of rye tied with ribbon-bow were

the Richmond men mounted, and then the military fell into line and

proceeded out to the grounds.
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THE PRETTY FIRE DEPARTMENT.

Not the least attractive feature of this great and memorable parade

was the display made by the City Fire Department. It was im-

posing indeed, and expressions of astonishment were heard on all

sides from visitors, as well as home people, at the strength of the

department in general, and the splendid-looking, active young men

who fill its ranks. Chief Puller's force was assembled at about 1 1

o'clock, the men on Tenth, and the apparatus arranged along Broad

street, from Ninth street eastwardly.

After the line had passed Broad and Ninth the men fell in at the

left of the column, preceded by Chief Engineer Puller and Superin-

tendent Thompson, mounted, accompanied by Hoseman Woodward

as courier.

Following the Chief-Engineer were the officers' fire-wagons. In

the leading vehicle President Frischkorn and First Assistant- Engi-

neer Sheppard were seated. The other officers followed.

The apparatus was most elaborately and beautifully decorated with

bunting, flowers, evergreens, etc., and the districts were designated

by markers, who carried the customary ensign-flags, marked First

district, Second district and Third district. Mounted on the appara-

tus were three little boys who wore the orthodox red shirt with white

fronts, upon which in tasteful letters LEE appeared. The floral

decorations of the machines were, in some instances, costly and

always elaborate. The machinery was in perfect order, and the

horses were as slick as ribbons. The department followed the line

of march to Eighth and Main, when it was deemed best to continue

to Fifth and Main, in order that the horses might more easily draw

the heavy apparatus up the steep grades. At Fifth and Franklin

they again joined the column and proceeded as far as Franklin and

Shafer streets, where the men and apparatus were returned to quarters.

Among the visiting firemen was Chief E. M. Pavie, of Newberne,

N. C., who was accompanied on his visit to Richmond by a number

of the department of that place. Chief Pavie rode in the procession

with one of the officers of the City Fire Department.
The procession was fully four miles long and the number in line

has been estimated at from 15,000 to 20,000. There must nave been

present in the city on the 29th fully 150,000 and perhaps many thou-

sands more.
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PICTURESQUE FEATURES NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS ON MEN
AND FLAGS, &C.

When the head of the great column reached the top of the Main-

street hill, the view, looking down the street, was picturesque in the

extreme. A surging crowd of gazers made a thick, dark border on

either side of the roadway, hemming in the moving column. Hun-

dred on hundred of bayonets glinted in the noon-day sun, and every-

where the colors of the Confederacy mingled with the Stars and

Stripes.
OLD BATTLE- FLAGS.

One of the most interesting features of the parade was the number

of old battle-flags that floated above the line. Most of these were

carried by veteran organizations, though a few companies of militia

carried the flags under which the command fought during the war.

Altogether there were more than fifty. Some of them were State or

company flags, some camp flags, but the larger number of them were

the familiar flags that floated where bullets flew the thickest and

marked the tide of Southern fortunes.

A FLAG THAT WENT TO PRISON.

Above the few survivors of the Third Georgia regiment there

floated an old battle-flag that has had an unusual experience. When
the regiment was surrendered in 1865, Colonel Claiborne cut the flag

from the staff and hid it inside his shirt. During his confinement

in a northern prison he still kept it, and when he was paroled

brought it back to Dixie.

Near this flag were two, of which little remained but a few scraps
of faded silk. These were the flags of Cobb's Georgia Legion and

the First battalion of North Carolina Sharpshooters. Both of these

commands had a fiery baptism, and but few survivors remain to tell

the story of their prowess.
The flag of the famous "

Fighting Thirteenth" of North Carolina

is so full of bullet-holes that it scarce holds together. It was carried

by the man who bore it the last two years of the war. Another
famous North Carolina flag is that of the Eighth (Colonel Shaw's)

regiment. It was buried at Sugar Loaf, Virginia, at the close of the

war, to save it from capture, and afterwards dug up by the color-ser-

geant, who has preserved it ever since.
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THE STONEWALL BRIGADE FLAG.

Over the famous Stonewall brigade floated the flag that went with

Stonewall Jackson from Manassas to Chancellorsville. Private D. P.

Carver, a grizzled, scarred veteran of the Tenth Virginia cavalry,

who bore it, marched with a conscious air which seemed to say,
" We-uns are the boys who did the fighting."

Wise's brigade carried two flags the headquarters flag and the

flag of the Fifty-ninth Virginia. The latter was the flag that was

twice captured and recaptured at Williamsburg, and cost the regi-

ment so many men at that fight.

IN THE JOHN BROWN RAID.

F Company Association, the company before the war of the vol-

unteer First Virginia regiment, but of the Twenty-first Virginia

during the war, carried their old company flag, under which the

company marched into Harper's Ferry with General (then Colonel)
Robert E. Lee. It was most probably the only flag in the parade
which was used at the capture of John Brown. *.

PALMETTO LEAVES AND ORIOLE FEATHERS.

South Carolina, the first of the States which seceded, was well

represented in the line. The Palmetto (Kershaw's) brigade had

over seventy-five veterans in line, most of them from the Second and
Fifth (cavalry) regiments. The flag of the Second, the gallant

Picken's command, and the flag of the Fifth, which was commanded
by Senator M. C. Butler, fluttered over the brigade. All of the

South Carolina flags were festooned with long, graceful palmetto
leaves, and all of the men wore badges constructed from the same

plant. Several infantry comparfies from that State carried palm-leaf
fans in the mouth of their muskets.

Over the veteran Maryland line evidences of Southern fealty waved
in the light wind. The flag of the First cavalry regiment and the

celebrated Bucktail flag both had evidently been in the post of

honor the forefront of the line of battle.

ONLY A TATTERED REMNANT.

Of all the old flags in the line there was none so ragged as that of

Massenburg's Georgia battery. Only a few tattered remnants clung
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to the staff, and these were so faded that the colors were barely dis-

tinguishable.
THE CRACK COMPANIES.

There were several volunteer commands in line that occupy dis-

tinguished positions. One of these is the Montgomery Grays of

Montgomery, Ala., a company whose banner is adorned with the

trophies of twenty-seven competitive drills, and ranks as high as any
volunteer organization in this country. The uniform is one that

would attract attention anywhere a blue, gold-laced coat, and an

enormous white shako with a gold tassel. The Grays had thirty-

five men in line under command of First-Lieutenant U. S. Watson.

They have an enviable war record, and several veterans marched

with the company.
Another fine command was the Washington Artillery of New Or-

lans. They marched in three companies the veteran company in

front and the volunteer companies following. This company has a

record in both the Mexican and the Civil war. Their flag, elsewhere

referred to, was made by Miss Gary, of New Orleans, out of her

dress, and was carried all through the war.

Behind the Paris Pickets company with the file-closer, Palmer

Leigh, a little boy of eight or nine years, with long, flaxen curls, and

dressed in a white duck suit, marched, carrying a sword that was as

tall as the little soldier. The eyes of the ladies on the street lingered

on the little boy as he passed, and several times he was seized vi et

armis and kissed.

The uniform that we know so well that of the Richmond Blues

was undoubtedly the most striking in the entire column, and the boys

never appeared to better advantage. They were accompanied by the

white-haired veteran, Major Richardson.

A PATHETIC INCIDENT.

There were several incidents yesterday that were pathetic in the

extreme. One of them was remarkable as an evidence of the deep

feeling that years cannot obliterate. As General E. M. Law, who
was on horseback in the advance, and wore his old Confederate uni-

form, passed General's Lee house there was a slight commotion on

the sidewalk. It was an old vetera/i, feeble and almost blind, who
had fought with Law. When he saw his old commander pass he

cried, "There's Law! God bless him. Raise me and let me see

him." He staggered to his feet, and waving his old hat, in a weak
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voice cheered the gallant South Carolinian. It is such scenes as this

that make such a day more of a reality than a pageant.

A CONFEDERATE FLAG ON THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT.

Persons passing the Capitol Square in the morning were sur-

prised to see that the bronze Washington held in his hand a large Con-

federate flag. The idea was originated by three young men, who, at

daylight, climbed the statue and fastened the flag to Washington's

stirrup. They might have placed it higher, but the approach of sun-

rise and a fear of discovery restrained them. Later in the morning
a boy climbed up and placed the flag in Washington's hand. It

only remained for a few hours, when it was removed by direction of

the superintendent of the public grounds. Major Gaines.

HONOR TO LONGSTREET.

As the parade was forming on Main street General Longstreet
drove up the street in a carriage. As he passed Clinton Hatcher

Camp, of Loudoun county, a number of the veterans left the line and

proposed to take the horses from the carriage and pull it out to t;he

monument. Owing to the fact that the procession then commenced
to move, the gallant Georgian was compelled to decline the intended

ovation and drive on.

WAR MUSIC.

The old war music "The Bonnie Blue Flag," "Dixie," &c.

never failed to elicit enthusiastic cheers, and sometimes the unbidden

tear, as hallowed memories of the past were awakened.

MAURY IN GRAY.

Colonel Richard L. Maury, in his old Confederate uniform, was at

the head of a heroic remnant of the old Twenty-fourth Virginia regi-

ment, whom he so bravely led until he was disabled by severe

wounds. This was also General Early's old regiment.

THE NINTH VIRGINIA.

The veteran organizations which marched in the column excited

profoundest interest and awakened tenderest memories. Conspicu-
ous among these were the old Ninth Virginia cavalry, at the head of

whom rode their former colonel, brave old General R. L. T. Beale,
who wds dressed in his old Confederate uniform.
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OLD BATTLE-FLAGS.

Another feature was the number of old Confederate battle-flags

carried in the column, and the wonder was where they all came from
;

but one on the inside would soon hear touching stories of how some
brave color-bearer concealed his colors on his person when he found

that surrender must come, and has sacredly guarded them all these

years to bring them forth to honor their loved old chief.

MARCHED ON CRUTCHES.

One of the most touching things in the incidents of the great day
was to see maimed soldiers a bandaged eye, an empty sleeve, a

wooden leg in the procession. Mr. A. J. Blackburn, of this city,

who lost his leg while gallantly serving in the famous old Thirteenth

Virginia regiment (A. P. Hill's old regiment), marched on his

crutches the whole distance, and was vociferously cheered along the

route.

THE STATUE UNVEILED IMPOSING CEREMONIES WITNESSED BY

TENS OF THOUSANDS.

By 10 o'clock a considerable number of people had gathered at

the monument-grounds, and between that time and the arrival of

the procession they went out there by the thousands and tens of

thousands.

The veterans from the Soldiers' Home were on hand early, and

were stationed at the base of the pedestal, where, with muskets in

hand, they stood guard.
A rope was stretched around the circle in which was the monument,

and stands for two thousand people, and considerable space reserved

for the veterans.

Inside of the rope were several policemen, some of them special

officers, who kept out all persons who did not show tickets.

DISTINGUISHED PEOPLE.

Mr. J. R. Blunt had charge of the speakers' stand, which was

arranged to seat about one hundred people.

Among the first to arrive there were Bishop Gallagher of Louisiana,

Honorable J. L. M. Curry, and Mr. John Dunlop. During the exer-

cises the following persons had seats on this stand : General A. L.
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Long of Virginia ;
Colonel Charles S. Venable, University of Vir-

ginia ;
Colonel Walter H. Taylor, Norfolk ; Colonel Charles Mar-

shall, Baltimore ;
and Colonel T. M. R. Talcott, Richmond all

members of General R. E. Lee's staff; Generals Charles W. Field

of Kentucky, D. A. Weisiger of Virginia, and Dabney H. Maury
of Virginia, Mr. Calderon Carlisle of Washington, Misses Mary and

Mildred Lee, Mrs. Fitzhugh Lee, Mrs. W. H. F. Lee, Miss Ellen Lee,

Miss Lizzie Gaines of Warrenton, Mrs. Dr. Stone of Washington,
Mrs. Ellen Daingerfield of Alexandria, Mrs. Senator Hearst of Cali-

fornia, Mrs. Peyton Wise, Colonel Hemphill of South Carolina,

General Bradley T. Johnson of Maryland, Congressman Breckin-

ridge of Arkansas, Honorable Thomas G. Skinner of North Caro-

lina, Colonel C. O'B. Cowardin of Virginia, Colonel Gregory of the

Stonewall brigade, Colonel L. Daingerfield Lewis of Virginia, Colo-

nel J. Hampton Hoge of Virginia, General Lawton of Georgia,

General Cadmus Wilcox of Georgia, General Joseph E. Johnston,
Governor McKinney, Judge Fauntleroy, General W. H. F. Lee,

Reverend Doctor Minnigerode, Senator Butler of South Carolina,

Honorable C. T. O'Ferrall, General Joseph R. Anderson, General

Jubal A. Early, Colonel Thomas Smith of Virginia, Senators Da-

niel and Barbour, Honorable John Goode, General Fitzhugh Lee,

Rev. Dr. Moses D. Hoge, Speaker Cardwell, Mayor J. Taylor Elly-

son, General W. B. Taliaferro of Virginia, Captain R. E. Lee, ex-

Governor John Lee Carroll, of Maryland, Senator Randall Lee Gib-

son of Louisiana, General Wade Hampton, General James Long-

street, Senator Reagan of Texas, General W. H. Payne, Governor

Gordon of Georgia, Governor Fowle of North Carolina, Governor

Fleming of West Virginia, Governor Richardson of South Carolina,

Governor Fleming of Florida, Senator Pasco of Florida, Senator

Berry of Arkansas, Congressman Blanchard of Louisiana, Hon. Mr.

Yodo of Ohio, Senator Kenna of West Virginia, Congressman Wil-

son of Missouri, Congressman Wilson of West Virginia, Hon. Mr.

Wilkinson of Louisiana, Hon. Thomas Grimes of Georgia, Congress-
man Seney of Ohio, Hon. Mr. Haynes, Ohio, who was a colonel

in tfye Federal army and commanded a regiment at Port Republic ;

Congressman P. G. Lester, Virginia ; ex-Lieutenant-Governor J. L.

Marye, Virginia ;
General Rosser, General Lomax, General Ran-

som, Dr. Brock, Dr. Ross, and others.

THE PROCESSION APPEARS.

It was exactly 1:50 o'clock when the notes of the Stonewall-Brig-

ade Band were heard, and in a few seconds the blue coats of the
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mounted police came in sight down Franklin street. The head of

the procession halted when opposite Richmond College in order to

clear the way. At 2:15 o'clock the head of the procession reached

the monument. A perfect ovation was given General Fitz Lee, who

kept his head uncovered while passing through the great crowd of

people who were cheering him.

The head of the procession marched around the monument and

General Lee and his assistant marshals and the Stonewall Band came

inside the circle.

The band occupied a stand which had ueen erected for them by

the side of the speakers' stand.

THE GENERALS.

When General Early was seen to enter the circle the people set up
a great yell, and the General was met by scores of old officers and

privates, who gave him an affectionate greeting and escorted him to

the stand.

Generals Johnston, Hampton, Gordon and Rosser were all cheered

when they appeared on the stand.

General Longstreet did not arrive until the public exercises had

begun. He was escorted to the stand by Dr. Cullen, and so great an

ovation did he receive Colonel Anderson had to stop speaking for

fully two minutes.

A TIRESOME DELAY.

After a part of the procession had arrived there was a most tire-

some delay. The larger portion of the procession was still down

town, and it was thought best to wait until they arrived before the

public exercises should begin.

The stand was crowded with prominent people, and they spent
over an hour in social chat. At one time General Fitz Lee saw that

General Early was standing up and all the seats around him were

occupied, and he took the old cavalry commander on his lap, and

the two joked each other in a pleasant manner for some time. Gen-

eral Johnston had much attention shown him, as did also General

Hampton. Senators Daniel and Barbour occupied seats among
their senatorial colleagues.

THE MILITARY ARRIVE.

About 3:30 o'clock the delayed troops began to arrive. The circle

was opened for the veterans, who marched to the monument, and as
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many as could do so took seats on the pedestal. The Richmond

Light Infantry Blues also came in as the escort to Lee Camp Vete-

rans. The other military took positions on the field around the monu-

ment.

GALLANT AND DEVOTED CHAPLAIN.

Rev. James P. Smith, of Fredericksburg, who was captain on

Stonewall Jackson's staff when he was wounded, marched with the

veterans. It was noticed that he had a bandage over the arm of the

Confederate coat he wore, and when asked by an old comrade why
he had the bandage, he replied with deep emotion :

" To conceal the

stains of blood left there from General Jackson's wounds." It will

be remembered that when Jackson was being borne from the field

the fire became so hot at one point that Captain Smith insisted upon

lying by his side and protecting his loved general with his own body,

and these blood-stains yet remain to tell the story of his devoted

heroism.

THE BAND OF THE HORNETS.

At the reception given by Mr. W. S. Forbes to the Hornet' s-Nest

Riflemen, of Charlotte, N. C, they were accompanied by the famous
41

Hickory Military Band" (twenty-six pieces). Mr. Forbes had as

his guest Major John G. Young, of Winston, N. C. (formerly of

Charlotte, N. C. ), who reorganized the Hornets after the war.

Just before leaving Mr. Forbes' residence, the Hornets presented

Mrs. Forbes with a very large hornet's nest which was carried in the

procession on the 2gth by Sergeant Blockwelder, a veteran of the

Mexican and late war, and who has been a member of the Hornets

for the past forty years as color- bearer. The Hornets wore their

dress uniform olive-green and gold and left with regrets, in love

with Richmond, her people, and especially with Mr. and Mrs. W. S.

Forbes.

THE LEE HOUSE GREAT CROWDS BEFORE IT INCIDENTS OF
INTEREST.

Several incidents of interest occurred before the "Lee House"

prior to the hour for the procession to pass and afterwards. At
about 10 o'clock the handsome body of New York veterans, with

their Commander Colonel A. G. Dickenson and Adjutant-Major
William S. Keiley, on their march down to the point at which they
were to join the procession, halted in front of the "Lee House"
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with heads uncovered, whilst their elegant band played
"
Carry me

back to Dixie." On their return from the monument after the exer-

cises they made a graceful detour of the space in front of the house,

and with hats raised and a bend of the head marched to the familiar

air,
" Should auld acquaintance be forgot," especially appropriate for

those who having made homes upon other soil have returned to do

honor to their mother State as to their loved commander.

OTHER VISITORS.

Governor Gordon, of Georgia, also passed with his troop of cav-

alry called
" The Governor's Horse Guard," a magnificent body of

men, and they, too, halted with hats in hand as they were on their

way to their assigned place.

Later Colonel Preston Chew, the gallant commander of the Stuart

Horse Artillery, with the veterans of that battery bearing a flag

which was presented them by the ladies of Charlottesville in recog-

nition of their gallant defence of the town against the Federal cavalry

on the occasion known as "Custer's Raid." They stood before the

bust of Lee with reverence, as if to pay their duty at the shrine of

him under whose banner they had done cheerful and willing service.

THE VETERANS.

The procession, headed by the Stonewall band playing Dixie, be-

gan and ended by volunteers and veterans alike reversing arms, or

with uncovered heads reverentially in passing. The splendid Mary-
land bands played "Maryland, My Maryland," as they passed, and

at the last the volunteers filed right and left in front of the house to

allow all the veteran organizations to pass between. Lee Camp
passed, and with raised hats and bowed heads marched slowly by,

followed by the "Sons of Veterans," who did likewise.

YOUNG SOLDIERS.

A beautiful company of youths "The Lynchburg Zouaves"

halted immediately in front of the house and gave a salute.

MOTTO.

Across the front of the house occupied by Colonel Raleigh Col-

ston, next door to the Lee residence, beside other tasteful decor-

ations, was the inscription done in black upon a white ground in old
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English text,
"
They only the victory win who have held to their

faith unseduced by the prize that the world holds on high who have

dared for a high cause to suffer, resist, fight, and if need be to die."

WORE LEE'S HAT.

Major Robert Stiles marched with the Howitzer Veteran Associa-

tion, having been a member of the First Howitzer company at the

opening of the war, arrayed in his own veritable gray jacket and

General Robert E. Lee's hat, with a star from that General's coat-

collar sewed on the front of the hat.

The star was given by the General himself to Miss Josie Stiles, the

sister, and the hat sent to Rev. Dr. Stiles, the father of Major Stiles.

The latter gift in its circumstances illustrates the sweet and playful

grace of General Lee's daily intercourse with his friends. Just after

the war Dr. Stiles passed by General Lee's house having on rather

a shabby hat. New hats did not grow on trees in those days. The
General called to the Doctor from his porch, but he did not hear and

drove on.

Miss Josie Stiles being at the time in the house, General Lee went

up-stairs and brought down to her this hat, saying :

" Miss Josie, tell

your father he is too good a rebel to wear such a bad hat as I saw

on his head to-day, and I am too good a rebel to keep two hats as

good as both mine are. Please give him this with my compliments."
The hat is a broad-brimmed gray felt.

STONEWALL JACKSON* S STATUE DECORATED AN INCIDENT.

Foley's statue of Jackson was neatly draped with bunting, &c.,

Tuesday night ; but on Wednesday night it appeared beautifully

arranged all around with fresh cut flowers, evergreens, &c. This

last decoration, it was ascertained, had been done by Lieutenant R.

H. Fisher's family. At one time he bore the colors of the Fifth Vir-

ginia infantry, one of the gallant regiments composing the brigade
so well known in the Army of Northern Virginia.

The Stonewall Band, of Staunton, visited the monument before the

parade and rendered a number of their sweetest selections, attracting
a vast audience in the square.

GEORGIA'S GOVERNOR.

General John B. Gordon on horseback, and accompanied by his

irilliant staff in full Confederate uniform, and escorted by the Cover-
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nor's Horse Guard, of Atlanta, were enthusiastically greeted by the

veterans, who remembered him as leading them on many a glorious

field.

CONFEDERATE CHAPLAINS.

Dr. J. William Jones was greeted by a number of his old com-

rades as he marched in the ranks of Lee Camp. One said :

" You

brought me off the field at Cross Keys, where I lost my arm," and

the Doctor replied,
"

I take off my hat to
' brave old Tom with

the empty sleeve.'
' Another said :

"
I have at home now the Bible

you gave me at Petersburg," and several others :

" You baptized
me in the army."

Rev. Dr. James Nelson, of Staunton, who was chaplain in the

Forty-fourth Virginia, .after serving in the ranks of the Twenty-third

Virginia, and Rev. Dr. C. F. James, of Roanoke, who was a private

in the Eighth Virginia regiment, marched in the file* with Dr. Jones
the latter part of the march.

LEE'S DAUGHTER WEEPS.

When the statue was unveiled amid salvos of artillery and the

shouts of the crowd Miss Mary Lee was seen wiping away the un-

bidden tears. She was doubtless thinking not of the great soldier,

but of the tender, loving father, who used to be the joy of the dear

old home at Arlington and Lexington.

PLACING WREATHS.

The Lee and the Jackson Monuments were decorated by members
of the Louisiana Division, Army Northern Virginia of New Or-

leans. Colonel T. A. Faries, Colonel D. A. Given and C. S. Caw

placed wreaths of white immortelles with purple letters on each of

the monuments.

SOLDIERS PRESENT A LAMB.

Company
"
E," of the Fifth regiment of Maryland, presented

Company E, of the First regiment of Virginia, with a beautiful little

white lamb, which they brought from Baltimore, which uniquely

represents an emblem of peace. The Virginia company returned

the compliment by tendering Company E, of the Fifth regiment, a

handsome reception in the evening.
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GOVERNOR MCKINNEY.

The procession did not all reach the grounds until after 5 o'clock,

but at 3:45 Governor McKinney arose and called the vast assemblage
to order. He spoke as follows :

As chairman of the Lee-Monument Association it becomes my
duty to call this meeting to order, and on the behalf 6f that organ-
ization to express its gratification at this vast assemblage of fair wo-

men and brave men who have come to witness the consummation of

its labors, to do honor to the memory of Robert Edward Lee, and

give to them a cordial welcome.

With no disloyalty in our hearts to the Government under which

we live, and with no desire to awaken or perpetuate old animosities,

we come with sacred memory for our cause which is lost with a

love and admiration for our dear ones who have fallen, which is un-

conquerable and eternal. This is the feeling of the Southern people.

Some will condemn us
; they may as well find fault with Nature's

God because He kisses Confederate graves with showers, and smiles

upon them with His sunshine, and garlands them with flowers. It is

evidenced by this great gathering from every State of the Con-

federacy.

Texas, the most remote, is represented by her gallant soldiers,

who fought under Lee and Jackson, commanded by one who was

loyal to the Confederacy while it lived, and who loves its memory
still a member of the Cabinet then, and now United States Senator.

Louisiana is here represented by the Washington Artillery, which

came so early to the aid of Virginia, and did such splendid service

upon many hard-fought fields, and, alas ! has left so many of its gal-

lant hearts to rest forever upon her soil.

And with them is Longstreet, that "old war-horse" who led the

First corps of the army of Northern Virginia.

Many of his old soldiers are here to-day, and all will greet him

with unspeakable pleasure.

Georgia is here with many of her noble sons, and with them comes

Gordon, whose name is as familiar to the veterans of the grand old

army as those of Jackson and Lee.

Florida and Alabama are here with their gallant sons bringing
fresh garlands of flowers from their beautiful lands to crown the sol-

dier whose statue we will this day unveil.

North and South Carolina are here, Virginia's eldest sisters, with
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hearts as brave in 1861 as in 1776 led by Hampton and Hoke, and

others, as loyal to Liberty as were the fathers of the Revolution.

Old Virginia, God bless her ! is here ! From the Ohio to the

ocean her children are gathered. Every home, every heart is repre-

sented here, not in sorrow, not in anger. As proud as conquering
heroes they come to do honor to their older brother, and to chal-

lenge the world in all its ages to produce a grander man than Robert

Edward Lee.

Arkansas is here with her gallant sons, among whom is her dis-

tinguished Senator Berry, who lost a limb in our service.

Tennessee, Kentucky, Maryland, and West Virginia are here,

represented by distinguished officers, true old veterans, and splendid

young troops to honor the memory of their leader.

Mississippi must not be forgot she is here with many represen-

tatives. There is one who is absent, a patriotic mother, a lone

widow she wears no rude scars of war, but she has suffered for us

as none have suffered since Gethsemane. Crushed by sorrow and

by care she is too infirm to attempt the long journey, but in heart she

is with us. Could she have come these brave men would have wel-

comed her with filial affection, and this vast assembly would be com-

plete.

There is one other of whom a word must be spoken, the oldest of

our generals now living the classmate of Lee. They graduated

together; together they began the soldier's proud and perilous life ;

together fought the battles of their country before the birth of the

Confederacy ; together they followed the fortunes of their native

State
; together they obtain the highest military rank in our army ;

one has been taken to whom the honor will be granted of lifting the

veil and introducing to the world the heroic statue of his life-long

friend. We welcome General Joseph E. Johnston to-day, and all

unite in the prayer that his life may yet be spared for years to come
in the land he loves and has served so faithfully.

I do not mention all. I am surrounded by the representatives

from every State in this Union, who have come with loyal hearts to

do honor to the memory of him who is honored by the civilized

world for his great genius and the purity of his character, and of

whom all true Americans should be proud.
It is not my purpose nor my duty to make a speech, but I am

simply to introduce to you the presiding officer. He is fitly chosen,

one of the friends and companions of Lee, and one of his most dis-

tinguished generals one who has never been false to friend or foe,
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and whose heart has never had a throb disloyal to Virginia or the

South.

It gives me pleasure to introduce to you General Jubal A. Early,

of Virginia.

GENERAL EARLY.

The Governor spoke with fine effect, and each mention of the

names of the Confederate generals and of Mrs. Davis was heartily

applauded. When General Early arose the vast audience cheered,

old veterans waved their hats, and ladies their handkerchiefs. There

was great confusion. Everybody wanted to see the General, and

thousands of voices could be heard asking the people in front of them

to sit down, or calling on some one to take down an umbrella. Gene-

ral Early waved his hand toward the throng of people and said :

41

Silence, gentlemen, Rev. Dr. Minnigerode will now lead in prayer."

THE PRAYER.

Dr. Minnigerode took his stand by the side of General Early and

read his prayer, as follows

O Lord, our Heavenly Father, the High and Mighty Ruler of the

universe, who dost from Thy throne behold all the dwellers upon

earth, we are gathered together before Thee to attest in all humility

our love and admiration for our great and noble leader. It is right

and proper to cherish and perpetuate to late generations the memory
of the good and great, whose labors all through life and through the

great trials of our common country have been to us a blessing and a

glory. Most gracious God, whose mercy is over all Thy works,

Thou hast blessed our efforts (begun in loyalty and love by a few in

our midst, but whose appeals were responded to by the universal and

enthusiastic approval of our people,) so that now there stands before

us the consummation of a people's gratitude, the monument to this

grand and noble and heroic Christian. And as we now unveil his

statue and show it forth to the world and the gaze of future gener-

ations, we would humbly pray for Thy blessing upon it ; we would

consecrate it in Thy name, and offer it as a people's thank-offering

to Thee, our Heavenly Father
; yes, we thank Thee and bless Thy

holy name not only for the favor which has watched over our work

of love, but, above all, that Thou, the giver of every good and per-

fect gift, in Thy gracious providence hast bestowed upon us the

greatest of human gifts in raising among us and for us a man so true,
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so noble, so unselfish, so gifted, and of such self-sacrificing heroism.

All honor and glory be unto Thee, O, Lord, that Thou hast honored

our land in the gift of Robert E. Lee ! And we would present this

monument to the whole world, to preserve in the hearts of all good
men and for all time the memory of one whom even his enemies

honor, and to whom we can look up as a shining light in all things

that make men good and great, and who in his noble deeds and

Christian spirit has proved himself faithful and true to God and man.

But, oh ! Father of Mercies, we most humbly and prayerfully be-

seech Thee to bless that noble example to those among whom he

lived and labored and suffered a household blessing in every home
in Virginia and the South ! May his memory be hallowed to what

we may call his people ! May it be, and remain and grow more and

more an influence for good in all that is true and honest and just and

pure and lovely and of good report, every virtue, every praise, as

indeed it was the great prayer and effort of his heart to his dying

day, in token of which when the sword was sheathed he consecrated

the last years of his life to the noble work of using all his God-given

power and influence to the training, education, and elevation of the

young, who are the hope of the country the noblest work for the

noblest of men. Oh ! may his name, his example, his teaching, be

the heirloom of his glorious life, and his influence in all our hearts

give undying value to the monument which we now unveil in the

name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, whose is the kingdom
and the power and the glory for ever and ever. Amen.

THE ORATOR PRESENTED.

After the Stonewall Band had played "Dixie," General Early in-

troduced Colonel Archer Anderson, the orator of the day, as follows :

Friends, Fellow -Citizens, and Comrades, It has been twenty years
since a meeting of Confederate soldiers was held in the city of Rich-

mond, which was presided over by the illustrious President of the

Confederacy, at which steps were taken for the purpose of erecting a

monument to the memory of our great Commander. It was not that

such a monument was necessary to perpetuate his fame, but to show

the men who had followed him how worthy have been the followers

of Robert E. Lee. ,

That illustrious President is not here on this occasion to witness

tribute to the memory of his friend.

It is not my purpose to make a speech. I want to assure you now
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that I am glad to meet the survivors and my old comrades. Amongst
them I greet most heartily the private soldiers, who did their duty

during the war, never deserted during the war, and have been doing
their duty and remained faithful since the war.

That man who is a private soldier is equal to the highest in rank,

and I can take him by the hand most cordially, and greet him as my
comrade and a soldier.

I am glad to find so many of them here. But, gentlemen, I did

not rise for the purpose of making a speech. A wise man of old has

said, "Speech is silvern, but silence is golden," and I feel on this

occasion like investing in gold, as language is too inadequate to do

justice to the subject. I shall therefore close my remarks by intro-

ducing to you Colonel Archer Anderson, the orator of the occasion,

who will address you.

COLONEL ANDERSON.

Colonel Anderson had committed his address to memory, and did

not refer to his manuscript.

His remarks could be heard very distinctly by all the people on

the stand, and he was frequently applauded with a great deal of en-

thusiasm.

A REMARKABLE FEAT OF MEMORY.

It was a matter of profound surprise to many that Colonel Ander-

son could deliver his speech without reference to manuscript, but

those who saw him perform the same feat in his superb speech on
" The Campaign and Battle of Chickamauga," before the Associa-

tion of the Army of Northern Virginia, were prepared for its repeti-

tion.

The crowd was at its greatest while Colonel Anderson was speak-

ing. It covered the entire space from some distance north of the

monument to Broad street and extended from Lombardy street to

the slope of the hill on the east of the monument.

[This address is given in full in subsequent pages.]

THE GREAT FEATURE.

The crowning feature of all the ceremonies came with the ending
of Colonel Anderson's oration. Just as the orator finished his re-

marks, General Joseph E. Johnston arose from his seat, and the way
was made clear for him to leave the stand. At the steps he was met
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by two old veterans. One of them was minus an arm, and the other

walked with a wooden limb. Each one had in his hand a flag,

battle-scarred and torn. The flags were Pegram's Battalion flag and

the battle-flag of Crenshaw's Battery. The General was flanked

on either side by these veterans. The people knew what was coming.

Everybody stood up and got as high as they could. The people were

packed into a mass so dense that it was painful to some.

The Richmond Light Infantry Blues cleared the way for General

Johnston, but it was several minutes before he could reach the rope,

which Captain Cole had held during the ceremonies.

HEADS UNCOVERED.

About the time General Johnston reached the monument some one

cried out, "Take your hats off." This was taken up and repeated

by hundreds of voices, and instantly tliree-fourths of the men had

their heads uncovered. A Dispatch reporter was by the General's

side when he took hold of the rope. Just as he did this some one

held out his hand to greet the General.
"

I have use for both hands,"
remarked General Johnston, but when he had performed the duty

assigned him he turned around and grasped the hand of his friend

and several others who pressed forward to greet him.

THE VEIL DROPS.

When General Johnston took the rope from Captain Cole he walked

back about twenty steps and then looked up to the veil. He hesi-

tated a moment. The quiver of his hands were perceptible. Every
eye in the great throng was fixed upon the veil. It parted at the top
and General Lee's head appeared in sight. The covering hung
slightly on the shoulders of the rider. General Johnston gave
another pull, and the veil, which was in two pieces, fell on either side

of the monument. It was caught by persons placed there for that

purpose, and folded up in an instant.

THE CLIMAX.

The imposing ceremonies had now reached their climax. The
cheers of 100,000 people, the roar of the cannon and the thunder of

the muskets greeted the appearance of General Lee and Traveller.

Hats and handkerchiefs were thrown into the air as such was never

seen before.
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LOOKED LIKE WAR.

The cheering having ceased, the firing continued. The artillery

was stationed on the slope between the monument and Broad street,

their guns facing west. The infantry was formed facing Broad street.

The smoke from the guns became so thick the Exposition buildings

were invisible from the monument.

Thousands of muskets were fired at one time, and the memories

of war times came to men who had been engaged in many a fierce

conflict. Ex Governor Carroll, of Maryland, was seen to shed tears,

and General Joseph R. Anderson was deeply affected. Judge F. R.

Farrar ("Johnny Reb") remarked that the scene was grand beyond

description.

A SHAM BATTLE.

The troops engaged in a sham battle, which stirred the hearts of

the old soldiers. As the cavalry charged across the field some of

those who had engaged in that branch of the service were seen to

leave the stand and rush past the monument and out beyond the

thickest of the crowd where they could get a good view of the spec-

tacle.

The last feature of the great event surprised everybody. They
were not prepared for it. The old soldiers did not expect to see a

deadly battle so faithfully imitated, and the young people had never

seen anything like it.

The sham battle ended the ceremonies and the vast throng dis-

persed.

FIREWORKS.

At night there was a brilliant display of fireworks, set off on the

vacant space north of the Lee monument. It attracted a large

rowd.

The fireworks were unusually excellent. They embraced a num-

;r of fine set pieces, one of which was a picture of Washington.
Beneath this piece in fiery letters was the legend "The First Rebel."

This ban mot elicited much applause. The picture of the night was

very correct representation of the Lee monument. When this

)iece was set off the applause of the crowd was tremendous. There
/ere a number of emblematical pieces and many humorous subjects,

'he display of bombs and rockets was very brilliant, and illuminated
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the entire area, and the entire affair was worthy of the occasion and

a fitting: close to the ceremonies of the day.

The fireworks lasted about two hours and a half, and were excel-

lently managed, the waits between each explosion being compara-

tively short.

PROVISIONS FOR VISITORS.

Ample provision was made for feeding and quartering visiting

veterans. Our citizens gave hearty welcome, and probably fifty

thousand meals were dispensed by the two camps of Confederate

veterans of the city Lee and Pickett. So bountiful was the pro-
vision made that a large quantity of supplies remained unused.

These were distributed among charitable institutions.

TESTIMONIALS FROM VISITING SOLDIERS.

WASHINGTON ARTILLERY RECOLLECTIONS OF THEIR RICHMOND
TRIP.

A Memorial Address to (heir Howitzer Host For miles they marched
between masses of sympathetic friends A new theme.

The New Orleans Daily Picayune of June 20, 1890, printed the

following, which will interest many persons :

Last night the Washington Artillery held a regular monthly meet-

ing, Colonel Richardson presiding, and a large number present.
In addition to the regular routine work, committees were ap-

pointed, on motion of Adjutant Kursheedt and Lieutenant Baker, to

get up suitable memories to be sent to the Richmond Howitzers, in

acknowledgment and appreciation of their kindness during the recent

trip of the battalion to Richmond. On motion of Captain C. L. C.

Dupuy, it was voted that the following minute be spread upon the

records of the battalion :

MEMORIES OF 1861, 1865, and 1890.

The Washington Artillery recalls the afternoon of May 27, 1861,

when leaving our homes, we began our march for Virginia through
lines of brave-hearted but tearful mothers, sisters, wives and chil-

dren, whom many of us ne'er would see again.

In Virginia we met a welcome, such as could be given only by a
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people whose men were knightly soldiers, and whose women were as

heroic as they were lovely.

Shoulder to shoulder with such soldiers, in the midst of such a

people, and catching the inspiration of the majestic mountains, lovely

valleys, beautiful rivers, sparkling brooks and crystal springs which

Washington, Jackson and Lee loved so well, is it strange that we
were incited to high resolves, and that honor perched upon our ban-

ners wherever our guns were heard ?

Soon the fortunes of war cut us off from our Louisiana homes, and

the heart of Old Virginia grew all the warmer toward us. Every
home was open to us, and Virginia mothers became mothers to us

;

and when want and famine came, the homeless men of the far South

were still remembered with even greater tenderness by a people who

forgot their own wants to supply ours.

When the years of cruel war were at last ended ; when many of

those Virginia homes were in ashes ; when the few which were spared

sheltered those to whom little was left save honor, and when our

guns were buried at Appomattox, and our tattered banners were

reverently furled, we left Virginia with heavy hearts, sorrowing

mostly for the people we were leaving in sore distress a people the

most unselfish the world ever saw.

Long years have passed
" Old Virginia never tires

"
her homes

are rebuilt and are as happy as of yore, the land again flows with

milk and honey, Richmond has risen from her ashes and is more
beautiful than ever, and Virginia is preparing to honor the immortal

Lee whom she and we loved so well.

Our dear old comrades-in-arms, the gallant Richmond Howitzers,

say to us :

" You were with us and of us long ago, and you must

come to us again ; the tents are pitched, the canteens and pipes are

filled, the camp fires are burning brightly and the rations are cook-

ing ;
if you don't come promptly Fitz. Lee will go after you with the

cavalry, and you know what that means."

We remember the way the cavalry had of bringing the boys into

camp, but we thought they had a habit of keeping them out of Rich-

mond. Things have changed, however. We have yearned for Vir-

ginia and Richmond many years, and "on to Richmond" is again
the watchword. The old flag we furled at Appomattox is again un-

furled to the breeze, the bands are playing "Carry Me Back to Old

Virginia," and we are again marching between long lines of friends

iere

are some tearful eyes among them, but they are those of vete-

n com/ades whose hearts are heavy because they cannot be with us
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again. The afternoon of the zyth of May comes again, and with

martial music and flying banners we are entering Virginia the second

time, after a lapse of twenty-nine eventful years. It is a moment of

uncontrollable joy, and our voices fill the air with ringing cheers.

We appreciate that we are among the Virginians, for they are greet-

ing us at every station with rare flowers and hearty cheers as tney did

of yore. Daylight gives place to the silvery light of the full moon, and

the clouds disappear that we may again enjoy the sight of those

mountains and valleys and sparkling streams which were so beautiful

when we lowlanders first saw them.

The quiet beauty of the night suggests to our hearts that sweet

peace has spread its ample mantle over this beautiful and much-loved

land of health and plenty, and our reverent prayer is that the tread of

battling soldiery and the din and desolation of terrible war may
never again disturb these peaceful scenes this glorious people.

Our voices are hushed, our thoughts are in the past, and soon we
are dreaming of the camp fires around which we found rest, wrapped
in our blankets of gray.

The dawn of a beautiful day finds us in the heroic city of Peters-

burg, and soon we are
" home again

"
in Richmond.

All is joy and gladness, except when old friends come to us asking
for those they knew and loved long ago and to whom we can only

say,
"
They are with us no longer ; they have gone to join Lee and

Jackson in the eternal camping ground." Their bowed heads and

glistening eyes silently tell of the love those dear people bore our

boys.

The great day has arrived the long lines of veterans are formed

they are Virginia's honored guests in the fullest sense of the word

the second generation in trim uniforms are also in line.

Our veteran corps is uniformed as when first we went into Rich-

mond, and carry our war-worn battle-flag (the gift of a Richmond

lady) and our regimental flag, on which sixty battles are inscribed.

Our active batteries bear the national colors and the beautiful Vir-

ginia flag which was presented to us by Virginia.

The march begins ; every street and every locality seems as fami-

liar as years ago. Enthusiasm is so supreme that we did not regard
the length of the route, and we are scarcely conscious of our feet

touching the ground.
For miles we are marching between masses of sympathetic friends.

Virginia's great heart is up in her throat. She knows nothing to-day
but the immortal Lee and those who followed him, and all along that
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long route every door is open and every table spread, and at every
halt of the column, the soldiers, old and young, are heartily invited

to partake of Virginia cheer. In no place but Virginia is such grace-
ful hospitality possible. It is the hospitality of a chivalrous, great-

hearted, unselfish people. It sought us and ministered to us on the

weary march, in the hospitals where we lay sick and wounded
; yea,

even in the heat of battle, amid hissing shots and bursting shells, and

in the horrors of the seige.

And now the march is ended, and we are drawn up, line after line,

around the monument. The veil is dropped and the magnificent
statue of the great Lee stands revealed in its perfect beauty.

Cheers such as we have not heard for a quarter of a century salute

our noble chieftain, mingled with the thunder of artillery and the roar

and rattle of musketry. It seems as if legions of heroes have risen

from the dead and are fighting their battles again in defense of Rich-

mond.

Our trip has been a great joy to our veterans and a revelation and

delight to our young men.

Concentrated happiness cannot last always and stern duty hurries

us back to our life work.

Words can faintly express our thanks to the noble friends we have
left behind. Our visit to them will be remembered with intense

pleasure all our days.

We rejoice that we met our old friends, the First Virginia, and re-

called the memories of the days when we camped together.

The gallant Howitzers, old and young, have not only revived the

friendships of the war, but have revealed themselves the truest and

best of friends, and their name will be a household word with us for-

ever. In war they won laurels and an illustrious name. In peace

they have won greater victories still victories that have made hearts

their willing captives.

And now in our Louisiana homes, we have a new theme,
" The

memories of our second trip to Richmond."

EVERYBODY PLEASED.

But joyous and grateful memories remained in the hearts of all

visitors and participants, and numerous were the resolutions of appre-
ciatioa rendered and returned in print to the Richmond hosts.
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AN UNVEILING MEMORIAL.

On the night of July ist, 1890, the Richmond Howitzer Battalion

held a drill in their armory, Captain John A. Hutchinson commanding.
There was a full attendance, and the members of the Howitzer As-

sociation were present in force.

Upon the conclusion of the drill the two bodies held a joint meet-

ins, Captain Frank D. Hill, president of the Howitzer Association,

presiding.

Captain Hill presented to the Howitzers an offering from the Wash-

ington Artillery, New Orleans, with the following remarks :

" One month ago we had as our guests that grand old battalion,

the Washington Artillery from New Orleans men who, twenty-nine

years ago, left their homes and firesides, came on to Old Virginia to

assist us in that struggle which lasted for four long and eventful

years. They were men whom we may be justly proud of, and we
feel highly honored that they were our distinguished guests. Al-

though cut off from their homes and friends they continued shoulder

to shoulder with us, and after a record second to none in the annals

of our war, after the roar of their guns had been heard on every bat-

tlefield in Virginia, then only was their tattered, torn and blood-

stained banner furled at Appomattox. But the srene changes.
After a lapse of twenty-five years the march to Old Virginia is re-

sumed. The old veterans of many a campaign are now accompanied

by a stalwart battalion of young soldiers, who have grown up since

war's alarms have ceased, and old and young are here with us to

give tribute and praise to our old commander, Robert E. Lee, in the

unveiling of a monument in bronze, enduring forever, to his high
character. And now, comrades of the young company, I have the

honor to present to you this memento from our departed guests, im-

mortelles from the bier of Jefferson Davis, and beautiful photographs
taken from scenes of his last hours and burial. We cannot but value

such a gift as this, and to you, Captain Hutchinson, and the young
Howitzers, I now present them with the hope that they may long be

seen in the hall of your armory with your other cherished relics of

the past."
CAPTAIN HUTCHINSON.

Captain Hutchinson in receiving the gift said :

"
I am not much of

a speech-maker, but I cannot refrain from the expression of our sin-
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cere thanks for the memento presented. The memory of Robert E.

Lee, Jefferson Davis, and Stonewall Jackson shall ever remain green
in our hearts, and we have no less reverence for the men who fol-

lowed those illustrious leaders. This memento shall ever be sacred,

and shall hang on the walls of the Armory as long as there is a man
who calls himself a Howitzer."

THE MEMENTOS.

The mementos are photographs of the remains of Jefferson Davis,

as the body lay in state, of scenes incident upon the obsequies,

and a pansy. The latter is upon a letter-head from the office of the

Mayor of New Orleans, and around it is type-written a certificate

attested by his official seal stating that the pansy came from the bier

of Honorable Jefferson Davis, as the deceased lay in state at the

Council Hall in New Orleans.

Several members of the Howitzer Association were called upon,

and narrated incidents of the
"
late unpleasantness." At a late hour

the meeting adjourned.

A LITTLE LADY HONORED.

William P. Mahon, Legare Bailey, Edward H. Mullen, George H.

Teasdale, Morris Karpeles, James M. Cady, and James W. Adams,
members of the Brown Cadets, from Columbus, Miss., who attended

the unveiling on the 29th, and who were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Bernard D. Chalkley, No. 106 south Third street, have sent to Mr.

Chalkley as a souvenir of their visit and as a mark of their apprecia-

tion of his hospitality a present for his six -year-old daughter Edith.

This consists of a beautiful gold necklace and locket. Engraved on

the latter are the words :

"
Edith, from herfriends of Brown Cadets,

Columbus, Miss.'
1

A number of graceful letters accompany the souvenir, in which

Richmond is spoken of in words so warm and appreciative that it

makes us all rejoice that she had within her gates at the unveiling

such agreeable gentlemen as the cadets.

These were the handsome young soldiers who, in the long halt on

Franklin street, stood in the roadway between the residence of Major

Bailey Davis and the site of the Commonwealth Club and sang so

many melodies of our fair Southland.
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ROBERT EDWARD LEE.

AN ADDRESS

Delivered at the Dedication of the Lee Monument,

BY COLONEL ARCHER ANDERSON.

[This chaste, eloquent, and considerate utterance is worthy of its

exalted subject and of the impressive occasion, and must be conceded

a commanding distinction of its gifted and accomplished author.]

Fellow Citizens:

A people carves its own image in the monuments of its great

men. Not Virginians only, not only those who dwell in the fair land

stretching from the Potomac to the Rio Grande, but all who bear

the American name may proudly consent that posterity shall judge
them by the structure, which we are here to dedicate and crown with

a heroic figure. For, as the Latin poet said, that, wherever the Roman
name and sway extended, there should be the sepulchre of Pompey,
so to-day, in every part of America, the character and fame of Robert

Edward Lee are treasured as a
"
possession for all time."

And, if this be true of that great name, what shall be said of the

circumstances which surround us on this day of solemn commemo-

ration ?

That at the end of the first quarter of a century after the close of

a stupendous civil war, in which more than a million men struggled

for the mastery during four years of fierce and bloody conflict, we

should see the Southern States in complete possession of their local

self-government, the Federal Constitution unchanged save as respects

the great issues submitted to the arbitrament of war, and the defeated

party whilst in full and patriotic sympathy with all the present

grandeur and imperial promise of a reunited country still not held

to renounce any glorious memory, but free to heap honors upon
their trusted leaders, living or dead all this reveals a character in

which the American people may well be content to be handed down

to history.

All this, and more, will be the testimony of the solid fabric we

here complete. It will recall the generous initiative and the unflag-
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ging zeal of those noble women of the South to whom in large mea-

sure we owe this auspicious day ;
it will bear its lasting witness as

the voluntary offering of the people, not the governments of the

Southern States ; and, standing as a perpetual memorial of our great

leader, it will stand not less as an enduring record of what his fellow-

citizens deemed most worthy to be honored.

What kind of greatness, then it may be fitting on this spot to

ask what kind of greatness should men most honor in their fellow-

men ? Vast and varied is the circle of human excellence where is

our paramount allegiance due?

In that "temple of silence and reconciliation," that Westminster

Abbey of Florence, whither so many paths of glory led, you may
read one answer to this question on the cenotaph of Dante in the in-

scription :

" Honor the sublime poet." These words the mediaeval

poet himself applied to his great master, Virgil. After near six cen-

turies they still touch some of the deepest feelings of the heart. And
with them come crowding on the mind memories of a long line of

poets, artists, historians, orators, thinkers who have sounded all the

depths of speculation, princes of science, who have advanced the fron-

tiers of ordered knowledge, of the least of whom it may be said as

Newton's gravestone records of the greatest that he was an honor

to the race of men. Yes, if our life were only thought and emotion,

if will and action and courage did not make up its greatest part, men

might justly reverence the genius of poets and thinkers above all

other greatness. But strong and natural as is the inclination of

those given up to the intellectual life thus to exalt the triumphs of

the imagination and the reason, such is not the impulse of the great

heart of the multitude. And the multitude is right. In a large and

true sense conduct is more than intellect, more than art or elo-

quence to have done great things is nobler than to have thought or

expressed them.

Thus, in every land, the most conspicuous monuments commem-
orate the great actors, not the great thinkers of the world's history;

and among these men of action the great soldier has always secured

the first place in the affections of his countrymen. What means this

universal outburst of the love and admiration of our race for men
who have been foremost in war ? Is the common sense of mankind

blinded by the blaze of military glory ? Or does some deep instinct

teach us that the character of the ideal commander is the grandest
manifestation in which man can show himself to man ? The power
and the fascination of this ideal are attested by the indulgent admira-
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tion we bestow on men who, on the one side, grandly fill it out,

while, on the other, falling grievously below it, weighed down by

something base and earthly. Thus standing before that marvellous

monument in Berlin, from which Frederick "
in his habit as he lived

"

looks down in homely greeting to his Prussian people, and seems

still to warn them that the art which won empire can alone maintain

it, we forget the selfish ambition, the petty foibles, the chilling life

we remember only the valor, the consummate skill, the superhuman
constancy of the hero-king. Or if, turning from a career so crowned

with final triumph, we recall how, for lack of a like commander,
France in our own day has been trampled under foot, we may con-

ceive the devotion with which Frenchmen still crowd about the tomb
of Napoleon a name that, in spite of all its lurid associations, in

spite of all the humiliations of the Second Empire, has still had

power to lift the French nation, during these latter years, from abase-

ment and despair.

Surely there must be something superhuman in the genius of a

great commander, if it can make us forgetful of the woes and crimes

so often attending it. How freely, then, may we lavish our admira-

tion and gratitude, when no allowance has to be made for human

weakness, when we find military greatness allied with the noblest

public and private virtue ! Here, at last, in this ideal union is that

rare greatness which men may most honor in their fellow-men.

It is the singular felicity of this Commonwealth of Virginia to have

produced two such stainless captains. The fame of the one, conse-

crated by a century of universal reverence and the growth of a co-

lossal empire, the result of his heroic labors, has been commemorated
in this city by a monument, in whose majestic presence no man ever

received the suggestion of a thought that did not exalt humanity.
The fame of the other, not yet a generation old and won in a cause

that was lost, is already established by that impartial judgment of

foreign nations, which anticipates the verdict of the next age, upon
an equal pinnacle, and millions of our countrymen, present here

with us in their thoughts and echoing back from city and plain and

mountain top the deep and reverent voice of this vast multitude, will

this day confirm our solemn declaration that the monument of

George Washington has found its only fitting complement and com-

panion in a monument to Robert Lee.

I ventured to say that, if we take account of human nature in all

its complexity, the character of the ideal commander is the grandest
manifestation in which man can show himself to man. Consider
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some of the necessary elements of this great character. And let us

begin with its humbler virtues, its more lowly labors. If we take the

commander merely on his administrative side, what treasurers of

energy, forecast, and watchfulness do we not see him expending in

the prosaic work of providing the means of subsistence for his army !

He is always confronted on a vast scale with man's elemental and

primitive want his daily bread. The matter is so vital that he can

never commit it entirely to the staff. The control of the whole sub-

ject must be ever in his own grasp.

Then, he must have not only an intimate knowledge of the geo-

graphy and resources of the theatre of war as maps and books give

them, but an instinct for topography and an unerring faculty for find-

ing the way by night or day through forest and field, usually to be

met with only in men who pass their whole lives in the open air. To
this add a complete acquaintance with al) parts of army work and

organization a very genius for detail, an artillerist's eye for distance,

and an engineer's judgment and inventiveness, with a wide and cri-

tical comprehension of all the great campaigns of history. But he
must possess a still higher knowledge. He must know human nature,

he must be wise in his judgment and selection of his own agents, and

especially must he be skilled to read his adversary's mind and char-

acter. Upon this varied and profound knowledge will depend the

success of those large plans embracing the whole theatre of war
which soldiers call strategy.

Now, combine all these elements, conceive of them as expanded
into genius, and you may form some idea of the merely intellectual

equipment of a great commander. But he might have all this and

be fit only to be a chief of staff.

The business of war is with men
;
the business of a general is to

lead men in that most wonderful of human organizations, an army
on that dread arena, the field of battle. And now come into play
the qualities of heart and soul. Consecrated to his high office, a

general ought to be morally the best, the most just, the most gener-

ous, the most patriotic man among his countrymen. He must not

only be their greatest leader he must know how to make every man
in his army believe him to be their greatest leader. And mere belief

is not enough. There must be in him a power to call forth an enthu-

siastic and passionate devotion. Of all careers a military life makes
the heaviest demand on the self-effacement and self sacrifice of those

who are to follow and obey. Love and enthusiasm for a leader are

the only forces powerful enough to raise men to this heroic pitch.
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Without them an army is a mob, or at most a spiritless machine.

With them it becomes capable of the sublimest exhibitions of valor

and devotion.

But, essential as is this magnetic power in the leader to draw all

hearts, to quiet jealousies, to compel obedience, and to fuse the

thoughts and pa?sions of thousands of individual men into a single

mass of martial ardor, all these gifts may be present and the true

commander absent. Politicians have had these gifts, soldiers even

have had these gifts, and utterly failed in the command of armies.

To all these rich endowments there must be added an imperturbable

moral courage equal to any burden or buffet of fortune, and physical

intrepidity in its highest and grandest forms not only the valor

which carries a division commander under orders with overmastering
rush to some desperate assault, like Cleburne's at Franklin, or makes
him stand immovable as a stone wall, as Bee saw Jackson at Ma-

nassas, but an aggressive and unresting ardor to fall on the enemy,
like that which burned in Nelson, when he wrote :

"
I will fight them

the moment I can reach their fleet, be they at anchor or under sail

I will not lose one moment in fighting the French fleet I mean to

follow them if they go to the Black Sea not a moment shall be lost

in pursuing the enemy. * * * I will not lose a moment in bring-

ing them to action."

With this fierce passion for fight, the general must unite the self-

control, which will refuse battle or calmly await attack, and, not least,

the fortitude which can endure defeat. For weeks and months he

must be ready at any moment of the day or night to draw on these

vast resources without ever showing weakness under the protracted
strain. And over and above all there must preside some God-like

power, which, in the crisis of strategy or the storm of battle, not

only preserves to the commander all these high faculties, but actu-

ally intensifies and expands them. In those irrevocable moments,
when the decision of an instant may determine the destiny of States,

mere talents must spring into genius, and mind and outward eye
send flashes of intuition through the smoke of battle and the dark

curtain on which the enemy's movements are to be read only in fitful

shadows. In that hour of doom, a nation's fate, a people's ransom

may be staked on one man's greatness of soul.

It is the recognition in Lee of the principal elements of this high
ideal courage, will, energy, insight, authority the organizing mind

with its eagle glance, and the temperament for command broad-based

upon fortitude, hopefulness, joy in battle all exalted by heroic pur-
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pose and kindled with the glow of an unconquerable soul ; it is,

besides and above all, the unique combination in him of moral

strength with moral beauty, of all that is great in heroic action with

all that is good in common life, that will make of this pile of stone

a sacred shrine, dear throughout coming ages, not to soldiers only,

but to all

"
Helpers and friends of mankind."

Let a brief recital show that these are words of truth and soberness.

Lee was fortunate in his birth, for he sprang from a race of men

who had just shown, in a world-famous struggle, all of the virtues

and few of the faults of a class selected to rule because fittest to rule.

His father had won a brilliant fame as a cavalry leader, and the sig-

nal honor of the warm friendship of Washington. The death of
"
Light- Horse" Harry Lee when Robert Lee was only eleven years

old made the boy the protector of his mother a school of virtue

not unfitted to develop a character that nature had formed for honor.

It was partly, no doubt, the example of his father's brilliant service,

but mainly the soldier's blood which flowed in his viens, that im-

pelled him to seek a place in the Military Academy at West Point.

He was presented to President Jackson, and we may well believe the

story that the old soldier was quickly won by the gallant youth, and

willingly secured him to the army. I cannot dwell on his proficiency

in the military school, or his early years of useful service in the corps

of engineers, though, doubtless, those practical labors had an impor-

tant influence upon the future leader of that Army of Northern Vir-

ginia, so famous for its

"
looming bastions fringed with fire

"

the creation of the axe and spade.

One auspicious incident of that time I must not pass by his mar-

riage to the great granddaughter of Washington's wife. Thus

another tie was formed which connected him by daily associations of

family and place with Washington's fame and character. He be-

came, in some sort, Washington's direct personal representative. Is

it fanciful to suppose that all this had an immediate effect on his

nature, so moulded already to match with whatever was great and

noble? It may well be believed that Lee made Washington his

model of public duty, and, in every important conjuncture of his

life, unconsciously, no doubt, but effectively asked himself the ques-

ion : "How would Washington'have acted in this case?
"
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The greater elements of Lee's character must appear in the story

of his later life. Let me try now to give some conception of his

noble person, his grace, his social charm, his pure life of that in-

born dignity which with a look could check familiarity or convey

rebuke, of that manly beauty and commanding presence, fitted alike

to win child or maiden and to awaken in the sternest soldier an ex-

pectation and assurance of pre-eminence and distinction. It was

this which drew from a great master of the art of war, whom a bene-

ficent Providence still spares to be a model of every manly and mar-

tial virtue to the sons of the youngest soldiers who followed his un-

stained banner, it was the recollection of the fascination of Lee's

manner and person in the days of their early service that drew from

General Joseph E. Johnston these words of vivid and loving de-

scription :

" No other youth or man so united the qualities that win

warm friendship and command high respect. For he was full of

sympathy and kindness, genial and fond of gay conversation and

even of fun * * * while his correctness of demeanor and lan-

guage and attention to all duties, personal and official, and a dignity

as much a part of himself as the elegance of his person, gave him a

superiority that every one acknowledged in his heart."

It was this which made Lord Wolseley say of him as he saw him

in later years :

"
I have met many of the great men of my time, but

Lee alone impressed me with the feeling that I was in the presence

of a man who was cast in a grander mould, and made of different

and finer metal than all other men. He is stamped upon my memory
as a being apart and superior to all others in every way."

Thus endowed to command the love and respect of every human

being that came into his presence, fully equipped in every military

art, temperate, pure, healthful, brave, consciously following duty as

his pole star, and all unconsciously burning with ardor to win a sol-

dier's fame, he entered upon that war with Mexico, which was des-

tined to prove a training-ground for the chief leaders in the conflict

between the States. There he soon gave proof of great qualities for

war.

But I may stay only to mention one incident in which he displayed

such rare force of will, such aggressive and untiring enterprise as

at once marked him out for high command. It was just before the

battle of Contreras. Scott had learned through Lee's reconnoissance

that the Mexican position could be attacked in rear by a difficult move-

ment across a pathless and rugged volcanic field called the
" Pedre-

gal." A painful march had brought the turning division at night-
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fall to the decisive point, and Lee was called into council by the

division commander. The council sat long. At last, about nine at

night, it resolved on Lee's advice upon an attack at dawn. But it

was essential that communication should be established with Scott's

headquarters. Lee declared his purpose to effect this communica-

tion, and through the stormy night, alone and on foot, with enemies

on either hand, he pushed his way across that volcanic waste, com-

parable only in the difficulties it presented to some Alpine glacier

rent with yawning chasms. He won his way to Scott by midnight.

At daybreak as engineer he guided the front attack led by Twiggs.
The turning column heard their comrades' guns. They fell on the

Mexican rear. A brief and bloody resistance served only to

heighten the triumph of American skill and valor. The position was

won, and Contreras, to the eye of history, prefigures Chancellors-

ville.

General Scott described this exploit of Lee's as
"
the greatest feat

of physical and moral courage performed by any individual, in his

knowledge, pending the campaign." History will record, as Scott

himself nobly admitted, that Lee was Scott's right arm in Mexico.

I may not dwell on the round of engineering duties which Lee

discharged with exactness and fidelity during the years following'the

Mexican war. Of more interest is his first actual command of troops,

on his appointment as lieutenant- colonel of the famous Second

cavalry serving in Texas. This frontier service of three or four

years was important in developing his military character, though it

may seem an inadequate preparation in the details of command,
when compared, for instance, with Wellington's long apprenticeship

in India. But genius has many schools, and an earnest observant

mind quickly grasps the lessons of practice.

A dark cloud of war was now threatening to burst over a hitherto

peaceful country. The routine of frontier administration and Indian

police must have seemed but idle child's play amid the fierce passions

of that rising tempest of civil strife. No man who could think could

think of anything but the impending danger. And Lee, the son of a

leader of the Revolution, closely linked by descent and association

with the men who won American independence and made the Ameri-

can Constitution, Lee, inheriting along with the most ardent love of

the Union a paramount loyalty to his native State, now saw himself

obliged to make his choice and take his side in an irrepressible con-

flict. No more painful struggle ever tore the heart of a patriot.

He had served the whole country in a gallant army, which com-
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manded all his affection. He, better than most men, knew the great

resources of the North and West. He had sojourned and labored

in every part of the land, and could appreciate the arguments drawn

from its physical characteristics, from its great river systems and

mountain ranges, for an indissoluble union. He knew Northern men

in their homes ;
he knew the bravery of the Northern soldiers who

filled our regular regiments in Mexico. He was above the predju-

dices and taunts of the day, which belittled Northern virtue and

courage. He knew that, with slight external differences, there was a

substantial identity of the American race in all the States, North and

South. He was equally above the weak and passionate view of

slavery as good in itself, into which the fanatical and unconstitutional

agitation of the Abolition party had driven many strong minds in

the South. He regarded slavery as an evil which the South had

inherited, and must be left to mitigate and, if possible, extirpate by

wise and gradual measures. He, if any man of that time, was

capable of weighing with calmness the duty of the hour. With him

the only question then, as at every moment of his spotless life, was

to find out which way duty pointed.

Against the urgent solicitations of General Scott, in defiance of the

temptations of ambition for the evidence is complete that the com-

mand of the United States Army was offered to him in manifest

sacrifice of all his pecuniary interests, he determined that duty bade

him side with his beloved Virginia. He laid down his commission,

and solemnly declared his purpose never to draw his sword save in

behalf of his native State.

And what was that native State to whose defence he henceforth

devoted his matchless sword ?

It was a Commonwealth older than the Union of the States
;

it

was the first abode of English freedom in the Western World
;

it was

the scene of the earliest organized legislative resistance to the en-

croachments of the mother country ;
it was the birthplace of the

immortal leader of our Revolutionary armies, and of many of the

architects of the Federal Constitution
;

it was the central seat of that

doctrine of State sovereignty sanctioned by the great names of Jeffer-

son and Madison
;

it was a land rich in every gift of the earth and

sky richer still in its race of men, brave, frugal, pious, loving honor,

but fearing God ;
it was a land hallowed then by memories of an al-

most unbroken series of patriotic triumphs, but now after the wreck

and ruin of four years of unsuccessful war, consecrated anew by
deeds of heroism and devotion, whose increasing lustre will borrow
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a brighter radiance from their sombre background of suffering and

defeat. And this day and on this spot, with heightened pride and

undiminished love, the sons of that Old Dominion may still salute

her in the patriot Roman's verse

" Salve magna parens frugym, Saturnia (ellus,

Magna virutn."

This was the land that Lee defended.

Accepting the commission of major-general of the forces of Vir-

ginia, he soon passed by the necessary and rapid sway of events into

the service of the Confederate States. Virginia had become the

battle-ground on which the Confederacy was to win or lose its inde-

pendence, and Lee could only defend Virginia as a general of the

Confederate army.

During the early months of the war he labored unceasingly and

with success in the organization of those armies, which stemmed and

dashed back the first flood of invasion. Here his patience, his care-

ful and minute attention to details, his knowledge of men, and par-

ticularly of those officers of the old army who espoused the Southern

cause, his thorough military preparation, and, more than all else, his

conviction tfyat the war would be long and desperate, made him an

invaluable counsellor of the Confederate Executive. His co-opera-

tion with the more fortunate generals, chosen to lead armies in the

field, was zealous and cordial, and he did not murmur when at last, in

August, 1 86 1, his turn for active service came in what promised to be

a thankless and inauspicious duty.

The Confederate arms had been unfortunate in Northwestern Vir-

ginia. Garnett had been overwhelmed and defeated. Loring, with

large reinforcements, had not pressed forward to snatch the lost

ground from an enemy weakened by great detachments. So Lee

was sent to Valley Mountain to combine all the elements of our

strength, and by a stroke of daring recover West Virginia. The

Confederate President was convinced that he was the leader for such

a campaign the opinion of the army and of the people enthuiasti-

cally confirmed his choice.

Lee quickly mastered the problem before him by personal recon-

noissances, and laid his plans with skill and vigor. But the attack on

'heat Mountain, which a year later would have been a brilliant suc-

ended in failure and mortification. Lee was able to show to the

>ublic biit one of the high qualities of a great general magnanimity
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under disappointment and defeat. His old comrades of the Mexican

war knew him ;
the Confederate President knew him and still be-

lieved in him ;
but the verdict of the general public on Robert Lee

in the winter of 1861-62 might have been summed up in the his-

torian's judgment of Galba, who "
by common consent would have

been deemed fit to command, had he never commanded."

In such a school of patience and self-control was our great leader

destined to pass the first fourteen months of the war.

The first day of
" Seven Pines" had been fought, the fierce temper

and stern valor of the Army of Northern Virginia had been estab-

lished, a brilliant success had been won on our right by Longstreet
and D. H. Hill, and General Johnston, about nightfall, was arranging
a vigorous and combined attack for the morrow. At that moment,

Johnston, whose body was already covered with honorable scars,

was stricken down by two severe wounds, and the army was deprived
of its leader.

On the afternoon of the next day, about five miles below Rich-

mond, Lee assumed command of that army called of Northern Vir-

ginia, but fitly representing the valor and the virtue of every South-

ern State, that army which henceforth was to be the inseparable

partner of his fame, that army whose heroic toils, marches, battles

would still, if every friendly record perished, be emblazoned for the

admiration of future ages in its adversary's recital of the blood and

treasure expended to destroy it. So we are able now to measure

Hannibal's greatness only by the magnitude of Rome's sacrifices

and devotion.

At any period of the war the loss of Richmond would probably
have been fatal to the Confederacy. This truth is the key to the

campaigns of the Army of Northern Virginia. It will explain and

justify in Lee's conduct many apparent violations of sound principles

of war. Ordinarily, nothing is more fatal than to make the fortunes

of an army turn on the defence of a position. This was Pemberton's

error at Vicksburg it was Osman's at Plevna. But the political

importance of Richmond as the capital of a great State and of the

Confederacy, its real strategic advantages as the nucleus of a railway

system and other communications, embracing Virginia and the

States to the South and West, and still more, the startling fact that

its manufacturing establishments, though poor and inadequate, were

at first absolutely, and always practically, the sole resource of the

South for artillery and railway material these considerations, in

their combined strength, brought about, in the minds of those direct-
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ing the Confederate government, a conviction of the indispensable

necessity of Richmond to the life of the Southern cause.

Washington talked of retreating, in the last resort, to the moun-

tains of West Augusta, and their maintaining an undying resistance

to the British invaders. It is possible that such a guerilla warfare

might have succeeded a hundred years ago against an enemy coming
across the Atlantic, before the use of steam on sea and river and

railway, and before even turnpikes connected the coast with the

mountains. It is possible. But the probability is that, as in other

contests, the end of organized regular warfare would have been the

virtual end of the struggle. How much more must this have been

the case in our recent war, when military armaments had already be-

come complex and artificial ! Modern armies, with their elaborate

small arms, artillery, and ammunition, cannot be maintained without

great mechanical appliances. They cannot even be fed without great

lines of railway. And how can railways be utilized in a country

closely blockaded without these same manufacturing resources.

All this was true from 1861 to 1865. At no time during that

period did there exist, south of Richmond, foundries and rolling-

mills, capable, in a year's work, of supplying the Confederate armies

and railways for three months. In the first part of the war, the

nucleus of such establishments could not be found elsewhere in the

Jouth. In the latter part, beginnings had been made, but the new
>roduction of cannon and railway material never became adequate
to the demands of a campaign. If the requisite machinery could

have been improvised, the product could not have been hastily in-

creased, because of the absolute lack of skilled workmen. The loss

of the skilled artisans of Richmond would have been as fatal, in our

poverty, as the loss of its mills and workshops.

The defense of Richmond, then, was the superhuman task to which

ee now found himself committed by the policy of the Confederate

iovernment, and by the pressure of conditions, independent of his

/ill or control.

How precious for us Virginians is this intimate association of his

immortal labors with this city of our affections for more than a cen-

tury the centre of our State life, for four years of heroic struggle the

inviolate citadel of a people in arms ! The familiar objects about us

are memorials of him; the streets which his feet have trodden,.the

church where he worshipped, the modest dwelling which sheltered

those nearest his heart, the heights overlooking river and land which

make up the military topography he had so deeply studied, and the

I
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graves of that silent army by which our city is still begirt. You can

hardly prolong your evening walk without coming upon fields, once

like any others, but now touched with that mysterious meaning which

speaks from every spot where for home and kindred men have fought

and died.

Thus, at a critical moment when a trifling advance of McClellan's

forces would have begun a siege of Richmond, Lee took command
of the army marshalled for its defence. His first step was to over-

rule opinions tending to the retirement of our line. His next was

to fortify that line, and to summon to his aid, for a great aggressive

effort, all the forces that could be spared in Virginia, Georgia, and

the Carolinas. In his comprehensive plan for the great day of bat-

tle now at hand was embraced that small but heroic band with which

Jackson had just defeated three armies, filled the Federal Capital with

alarm, and diverted from McClellan McDowell's powerful reinforce-

ment.

The secrecy with which Lee knew how to wrap this movement was

itself a presage of generalship. He not only concealed Jackson's

rapid march, so that Shields and McDowell should not follow on his

heels, but, by an actual movement by rail of Whiting's division to

Charlottesville, he made McClellan believe that he was sending a

strong detachment to the Valley. Then, with an army still inferior

to its adversary by at least one-fourth, he burst upon McClellan's

right wing. By Lee's wise and bold combination, the weaker army
showed, at the point of attack, double the strength of the stronger.

The Federal general saw his communications snatched from his con-

trol, his right wing, after an obstinate and bloody conflict, broken

and put to flight, his whole army turning its back upon the goal of

the campaign, and fighting now, as men fight on issues of life and

death not for Richmond but for safety and a refuge place under

the guns of the fleet.

I need not recall the valor, the sacrifices, the chequered fortunes,

or the visible trophies of those seven days of heroic struggle. What-

ever criticism may be passed upon the details of the several actions,

the broad fact remains that, as their direct result, thai moral ascend-

ency, which is the real genius of victory, forsook the Federal and

passed over to the Confederate camp. And Lee rose up, in the minds

of friend and foe, to the full stature of a great and daring leader.

An act of vigor quickly showed how correctly he estimated the

staggering effect of the mighty blow he had dealt. He hurried

Jackson to Gordonsville to meet Pope's threatening force, and soon
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he dispatched A. P. Hill's division on the same service. Jackson's
fierce attack on Banks at Cedar Mountain at once caused new alarm

for Washington. A rapid weakening of McClellan's force was the

result. Reading this with that intuitive perceptiortx>f what is passing
behind the enemy's lines, which henceforth marks him as fit to com-

mand, Lee recognizes that the initiative is now in his hands, and

presently moves with nearly his whole army to the line of the Rapi-
dan. His design is by celerity and vigor to counterbalance the enor-

mous preponderance of his. enemies. He means to fall upon Pope
before McClellan's army can join him. You know the splendid

boldness of Jackson's immortal march to Pope's rear, which Lee

approved and ordered. You know how, after prodigies of rapid

movement, obstinate fighting and intrepid guidance, the Army of

Northern Virginia stood once more united on the plains of Manassas,

and there baffled and crushed an adversary, its superior, by one-

half in numbers. Again the Federal army turned its back upon the

goal of the campaign ; again the Federal army bent its march, not

to its commander's, but to Lee's imperious will. The invasion of

Maryland, the capture of Harper's Ferry attested it, and Lee's vic-

torious sweep was only checked by one of those unlucky accidents

inseparable from war. His order for the combined movements of

his troops fell into McClellan's hands when the ink upon it was

scarcely dry.

This precipitated the great battle of Sharpsburg.

On that sanguinary field 40,000 Confederates finally repulsed every

attack of an army of 87,000 Federal soldiers. On the day following

the battle they grimly stood in their long, thin lines, inviting the as-

sault which, as history will record, was not delivered.

If ever commander was tried by overwhelming and continous

peril, and rose superior to it, and triumphed by sheer moral power
over force and fortune, Lee on those two fateful days gave that

supreme proof of a greatness of soul as much above depression

under reverses as elation in success. In such moments the army
feel the lofty genius of their leader. They acknowledge his royal

right to command. They recognize their proud privilege to follow

id obey. To such leaders only is it given to form heroic soldiers.

ich were the ragged, half-starved men in gray who stood with Lee

Sharpsburg.
It is a vision of some such moment, perhaps, that our sculptor,

Ierci6, has caught with the eye of genius, and fixed in imperishable

>nze. 'The General has ridden up, it seems to me, in some pause
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of battle, to the swelling crest of the front line, and, while the eyes

of his soldiers are fastened on him in keen expectancy, but unwaver-

ing trust, the great leader silent and alone with his dread responsi-

bility is scanning, with calm and penetrating glance, the shifting

phases and chances of the stricken field. Such is the commanding
figure which will presently be unveiled to your view, and dull, in-

deed, must be the imagination that does not henceforth people this

plain with invisible hosts, and compass Lee about now and for-

ever with the love and devotion of embattled ranks of heroic men
in gray.

But the campaign of 1862 was yet to close in a dramatic scene of

unequalled grandeur.
As in some colossal amphitheatre, Lee's soldiers stood ranked on

the bold hills encircling Fredericksburg to witness the deployment
on the plain beneath, with glittering bayonets and banners and every
martial pomp, of Burnside's splendid army. A gorgeous spectacle
was spread out under their feet. It was hard to realize that such a

pageant was the prelude to bloody battle. But the roar of a hun-

dred great guns from the Stafford heights quickly dispelled any
illusion, and the youngest recruit could see and applaud the marvel-

lous skill with which the Confederate commander, so recently baffled

in his plan of invasion, was now interposing a proud and confident

army across the latest-discovered road to Richmond. At the oppor-
tune moment, Lee's line of twenty-five miles contracted to five, and

78,000 Confederates calmly awaited the assault of 113,000 Federal

soldiers. That assault was delivered. On rushed line after line of

undaunted Northern soldiers. Braver men never marched more

boldly to the cannon's mouth. But their valor was unavailing. As
Stonewall Jackson said, his men sometimes failed to carry a position,

but never to hold one. The most determined courage and a carnage,

appalling from its concentration, served only to mark the heroism of

the Northern soldier. But the prize of victory remained with Lee.

At one blow the Federal invasion was paralyzed, and for months and

months the great Northern host lay torpid in the mud and snow of a

Virginian winter.

The repose of that winter strengthened the Federal army, but

weakened Lee's, for he had been obliged to detach Longstreet with

two divisions to Southeastern Virginia. Hence the last days of

April, 1863, found Lee confronting Hooker's army of 131,000 men
with only 57,000 Confederates.

If I mention these respective numbers so often, it is because they
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constitute the indestructible basis of Lee's military fame. You will

search in vain in history for a parallel to such uniform, excessive, and

prolonged disparity in numbers, such amazing inferiority in all the

material and appliances of war, crowned by such a succession of

brilliant, though dearly-bought victories. If these considerations in

themselves establish Lee's fame, they also vindicate it from the only

criticism to which it has been subjected. They justify and explain

the comparatively indecisive character of those victories. When the

odds are four to five, three to five, three to seven, when every man
has fought, and there are no reserves, the victories of the weaker

army must of their very nature fail to destroy an adversary of the

same proud race, of equal, if of different valor.

The events we now approach present Lee in every phase of the

consummate commander. Can you imagine an attitude of grander
firmness than that in which we see him on Hooker's crossing the

Rappahannock ? There was a letter from him to the Confederate

Secretary of War, written at that moment, which showed him in

this mood of heroic calm, waiting for the development of the enemy's

purpose, determined to fight, but giving no hint of that tremendous

lion-spring at Chancellorsville, which was to pluck out the very heart

of the Federal invasion.

The plan of that great battle, as happens with many master-works,

was struck out at a single blow, in a brief conference with Jackson,

on the evening of the ist of May.
An eye-witness has depicted the scene the solemn forest, the rude

bivouac, the grave and courteous commander, heir of all the knightly

graces of the cavaliers, the silent, stern lieutenant, with the faith and

the fire of Cromwell, the brief interchange of question and answer,

the swiftly following order for the movement of the morrow.

The facts of the enemy's position and the surrounding topography
had just been ascertained. The genius of the commander, justly

weighing the character of his adversary, the nature of the country,

and the priceless gift in his own hands of such a thunder-bolt of war,

such a Titanic force as Jackson, instantly devised that immortal

flank march which will emblazon Chancellorsville on the same roll of

deathless fame with Blenheim, with Leuthen, with Austerlitz, and

Jena.

I

The battle of Chancellorsville will rank with the model battles of

history. It displayed Lee in every character of military greatness.

Nothing could exceed the sublime intrepidity with which, leaving

Early lo dispute the heights of Fredericksburg against Sedgwick's
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imposing force, he himself led five weak divisions to confront

Hooker's mighty host. Lee meant to fight, but not in the dark.

He meant first to look his adversary in the eye. He meant to see

himself how* to aim his blow. Where shall we find a match for the

vigor, the swiftness, the audacity of that flank march assigned to Jack-

son for the fierce and determined front attack led by Lee himself?

There is nothing equal to it save only Frederick's immortal stroke

of daring on the Austrian flank at Leuthen. But the second day

brings out the strongest and grandest lines of the Confederate com-

mander's heroic character. Jackson has been stricken down, Lee's

right arm has been torn from him
;
but the unconquerable firmess of

his nature resisting every suggestion of weakness, and that inborn

love of fight, without which no General can be great, blazing out

and kindling all it touched, he forces on the fierce attack along the

whole line, till in a wild tumult of battle, the Federal army wavers,

gives ground, melts away. The advance, if pushed, will drive the

enemy in confusion to the river. And Lee is preparing for a com-

bined assault. But a new element now bursts into the action. News
is brought from ten miles away that the Confederates have been

driven from the heights of Fredericksburg towards Richmond, and

Sedgwick is marching on Lee's rear. Lee's celerity and firmness

are equal to the crisis. He promptly hurls four brigades irom under

his own hand at the head of Sedgwick's column, and with bold counte-

nance hems in Hooker's army of nearly thrice his own numbers. If

it were not the sternest tragedy, it might be comedy this feat of

thirty thousand men shutting up eighty thousand. But Hooker has

been beaten, the decisive point is not there, as the eye of genius can

intuitively see. It is with Sedgwick, six miles away, and realizing in

his practice the golden maxim of the schools, Lee is quickly at that

point in sufficient, if not superior, force. Sedgwick is crushed on

the third day, and driven across the river. Lee now concentrates all

his force to fall upon Hooker, with a final and overwhelming blow.

The fifth day breaks, and lo! the Federal army has vanished, not a

man of them save the dead, the wounded, and the prisoners remain-

ing on the Richmond side of the Rappahannock.
What was left undone by Lee that genius, constancy, and daring

could effect? Will any man say that the Confederate army should

have followed its defeated but colossal adversary across the river ?

This would have been to invite disaster.

The substantial and astounding fruits of victory were won in the

collapse for that season of the Federal invasion, in the masterly initi-
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alive which Lee was now able to seize, in the submissive and tell tale

docility with which Hooker thenceforth followed every motion of the

magic wand of the Confederate commander.

The march to the Potomac and the captures uy tht way renewed

the glories of 1862. For a few short weeks Virginia was freed from

the tramp of armies. But, as before, the invasion, begun with an

intoxicating outburst of martial hope, was doomed to end in a drawn

and doubtful battle. After a bloody struggle on the heights of Get-

tysburg, the two armies stood the greater part of two long summer

days defiantly looking into each other's eyes. Neither was willing

to attack its adversary. However deeply Lee may have felt the

failure of his daring stroke, he took upon himself all the reproach

and all the responsibility of the result. No word of criticism or

censure passed his lips. But, confident of the devotion and the

steadiness of his army, he promptly turned to the duty of the hour.

What an example of serenity, of imperturbable firmness ! We owe

to Gettysburg not only the most thrilling spectacle of the unsur-

passed valor of the Confederate soldier, but a matchless exhibition

of composure and magnanimity in the Confederate commander.

The aggressive campaign iailed, but neither the army nor its general

was shaken. We find them during the remainder of 1863 facing

their old foe with undiminished spirit. And soon Lee gives proof of

equal firmness, enterprise, and generosity in detaching Longstreet's

corps to strike a decisive blow, eight hundred miles away, by the

side of Bragg at Chickamauga. The annals of war do not exhibit a

more unselfish act.

How shall I briefly describe the added titles to enduring fame with

which the campaign of the next year, 1864, invested our great leader?

Who that lived through that time can forget the awful hush of those

calm spring days, which ushered in the tremendous outburst of the

Federal attack along a thousand miles of front ?

In every quarter, at one and the same moment, the Confederacy

felt the furious impact of a whole nation's force driven on by the re-

sistless will of a single commander. Grant's aggressiveness, Grant's

stubbornness, Grant's unyielding resolve to destroy the Confederate

armies, seemed suddenly to animate every corps, every division,

almost every man of the Federal host. Even now we stand aghast

at the awful disparity in the numbers and resources of the two

armies. Swinton puts the force under Grant's immediate eye on the

first day of the campaign at 140,000 men. Grant himself puts it at

116,000. It is certain that Lee had less than 64,000 soldiers of all
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arms. But, in addition, Grant was directing against Richmond or

its communications 30,000 men under Butler, 17,000 under Sigel and

Crook, and a numerous and powerful fleet.

Let me give two examples of the extraordinary means at his dis-

posal. He never went into camp but that, within an hour or two,

every division was placed in telegraphic communication with his

headquarters. Lee could only reach the several parts of his army

by the aid of mounted couriers. But this is the most striking. On

four several occasions Grant shifted his base by a simple mandate to

Washington to lodge supplies at Fredericksburg, at Port Royal, at

ihe White House, at City Point. Thus, his communications were

absolutely invulnerable. With the boundless wealth at his control,

he laid under contribution the resources of the commerce and manu-

factures of the world, and, combining all the agencies of destruction

in the vast host under his command, fired now with something of

his own smothered, but relentless passions, he hurled it in repeated

and bloody assaults at the heart of the Confederacy.

The heart of the Confederacy was the Army of Northern Virginia.

Surely, heroic courage never faced a more tremendous crisis than

Lee now met and mastered. Grant had crossed the Rapidan. No

idea of retreat entered Lee's mind. He only waited to discover the

purpose of the enemy. Then, with fierce energy, he hurled two

corps at the heads of his columns, not even halting for Longstreet

to come up. For two days that awful struggle raged in the dark

and gruesome thickets of the Wilderness. Lee could not drive back

his stubborn adversary, but he staggered and stunned and foiled him.

Any previous commander of the Army of the Potomac would have

retreated. Grant sullenly steals off by night to Spotsylvania.

But a lion is there in his path. The road to Richmond is blocked

by Lee. Grant's determination to force a passage brings on one of

the fiercest and most protracted struggles of the war. For four

days out of twelve that raging fire-flood surges about the lines of

Spotsylvania. The very forest is consumed by it. How can man

withstand its fury ? Only by that courage which in its contempt of

death is a presage of immortality. On such a field the human spirit

rises even in common men to transcendent heights of valor and self-

sacrifice, the great soul of the commander moves through the wild

chaos like some elemental force, and the terrible majesty of war veils

its horrors.

Grant cannot take those lines. The solitary advantage won at the

salient by his overwhelming masses does but display on an immortal
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page the quick resource, the commanding authority, the unconquer-

able tenacity of the Confederate General. Grant could not drive

him from those lines ;
but tlie commander of a greatly superior army

can never find it hard to turn his adversary's position, especially if,

by means of a fleet and convenient rivers, he can shift his base as

easily as write a dispatch. Yet Lee always divined every turning

moment, and always placed his army in time across the path of its

adversary.

In the succession of bloody battles ending with the slaughter of

Cold Harbor, he everywhere won the substantial fruits as well as the

honors of victory, and between the Wilderness and the Chicka-

hominy, in twenty-eight days he inflicted on Grant a loss of 60,000

men an appalling number, equal to the strength of Lee's own army
at the beginning of the campaign.

Try to conceive the intense strain of those twenty-eight days.

Jackson is no longer by Lee's side, Longstreet has been stricken

down severely wounded on the first day. Suppose a single moment

of hesitation in the commander, a single false interpretation of ob-

scure and conflicting appearances, a failure at any hour of the day

or night to maintain in their perfect balance all those high faculties

which we see united in Lee, and what would have availed the valor

of those matchless Confederate soldiers? Can we wonder that they

loved him, can we wonder that, like Scipio's veterans, they were

ready to die for him, if he would only spare himself? Thrice in this

campaign did they give him this supreme proof of personal devotion.

Of the seige of Petersburg I have only time to say that in it for

nine months the Confederate commander displayed every art by
which genius and courage can make good the lack of numbers and

resources. But the increasing misfortunes of the Confederate arms

on other theatres of war gradually cut off the supply of men and

means. The Army of Northern Virginia ceased to be recruited. It

ceased to be adequately fed. It lived for months on less than one-

third rations. It was demoralized, not by the enemy in its front, but

by the enemy in Georgia and the Carolinas. It dwindled to 35,000

men holding a front of thirty-five miles ;
but over the enemy it still

cast the shadow of its great name. Again and again, by a bold

offensive, it arrested the Federal movement to fasten on its commu-

nications. At last, an irresistible concentration of forces broke

through its long, thin line of battle. Petersburg had to be aban-

doned. Richmond was evacuated. Trains bearing supplies were

intercepted, and a starving army, harassed for seven days by inces-
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sant attacks on rear and flank, found itself completely hemmed in by

overwhelming masses. Nothing remained to it but its stainless

honor, its unbroken courage.

In those last solemn scenes, when strong men, losing all self control,

broke down and sobbed like children, Lee stood forth as great as in

the days of victory and triumph. No disaster crushed his spirit, no

extremity of danger ruffled his bearing. In the agony of dissolution

now invading that proud army, which for four years had wrested

victory from every peril, in that blackness of utter darkness, he

preserved the serene lucidity of his mind. He looked the stubborn

facts calmly in the face, and, when no military resource remained,

when he recognized the impossibility of making another march or

fighting another battle, he bowed his head in submission to that

Power, which makes and unmakes nations.

The surrender of the fragments of the Army of Northern Virginia
closed the imperishable record of his military life.

What a catastrophe ! What a moving and pathetic contrast ! On
the one side, complete and dazzling triumph after a long succession

of humiliating disasters
;
on the other, absolute ruin and defeat a

crown of thorns for that peerless army which hitherto had known

only the victor's laurel ! But the magnanimity of the conqueror, not

less than the fortitude of the vanquished shone out over the solemn

scene, and softened its tragic outlines of fate and doom. The modera-

tion and good sense of the Northern people, breathing the large

and generous air of our western world, quickly responded to Grant's

example, and, though the North was afterwards betrayed into fanati-

cal and baleful excess on more than one great subject, all the fiercer

passions of a bloody civil war were rapidly extinguished. There
was to be no Poland, no Ireland in America. When the Hollywood
pyramid was rising over the Confederate dead soon after the close of

the contest, some one suggested for the inscription a classic verse,

which may be rendered :

"They died for their country their country perished with them."

Thus would have spoken the voice of despair.

Far different were the thoughts of Lee. He had drawn his sword

in obedience only to the dictates of duty and honor, and, looking
back in that moment of utter defeat, he might have exclaimed with

Demosthenes :

"
I say that, if the event had been manifest to the

whole world beforehand, not even then ought Athens to have for-

saken this course, if Athens had any regard for her glory, or for her
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past, or for the ages to come." But, facing the duty of the hour,

Lee saw that the question submitted to the arbitrament of war had

been finally answered. He recognized that the unity of the Ameri^

can people had been irrevocably established. He felt that it would

be impiety and crime to dishonor by the petty strife of faction that

pure and unselfish struggle for constitutional rights, which, while a

single hope remained, had been loyally fought out by great armies,

led by heroic captains, and sustained by the patriotic sacrifices of a

noble and resolute people. He. therefore, promptly counselled his

old soldiers to look upon the great country thus reunited by blood

and iron as their own, and to live and labor for its honor and welfare.

His own conduct was in accord with these teachings. Day by day
his example illustrated what his manly words declared,

"
that human

virtue should be equal to human calamity."

For five years he was now permitted to exhibit to his countrymen,
in the discharge of the duties 'of President of Washington College,

the best qualities of citizen, sage and patriot. In Plato's account of

the education of a Persian king, four tutors are chosen from among
the Persian nobles one the wisest, another the most just, a third the

most temperate, and a fourth the bravest. It was the unique .for-

tune of the students of Washington College to find these four great

characters united in one man their peerless Lee. As the people
saw him fulfilling these modest, but noble functions as they saw

him with antique simplicity putting aside every temptation to use his

great fame for vulgar gain ;
as they saw him, in self respecting con-

tentment with the frugal earnings of his personal labor, refusing

every offer of pecuniary assistance; as they realized his unselfish

devotion of all that remained of strength and life to the nurture of

the Southern youth in knowledge and morals, a new conviction of

his wisdom and virtue gathered force and volume, and spread abroad

into all lands.

The failure of the righteous cause for which he fought denied him

that eminence of civil station, in which his great qualities in their

happy mixture might well have afforded a parallel to the strength

and the moderation of Washington. But what failure could obscure

that mortal perfection which places him as easily by the side of the

best men that have ever lived, as the heroic actions make him the

peer of the greatest ? There are men whose influence on mankind

neither worldly success nor worldly failure can affect.

" The greatest gift the hero leaves his race

Is to have been a hero."
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This moral perfection, breathing the very spirit of his Christian

faith, is no illusive legend of a succeeding generation exaggerating

the worth of the past. Our belief in it rests upon the unanimous

testimony of the men who lived and acted with him, among whom

nothing is more common than the declaration, that Lee was the

purest and best man of action whose career history has recorded.

In his whole life, laid bare to the gaze of the world, the least friendly

criticism has never discovered one single deviation from the narrow

path of rectitude and honor.

What was strained eulogy when Montesquieu said of another

great soldier Turenne that "his life was a hymn in praise of hu-

manity" is, if applied to Lee, the language of sober truth. No
man can consider his life without a feeling of renewed hope and trust

in mankind. There is about his exhibitions of moral excellence the

same quality of power in reserve that marks him as a soldier. He
never failed to come up to the full requirements of any situation, and

his conduct communicated the impression that nothing could arise

to which he would be found unequal. His every action went straight

to the mark without affectation or display. It cost him no visible

effort to be good or great. He was not conscious that he was ex-

ceptional in either way, and he died in the belief that, as he had

been sometimes unjustly blamed, so he had as often been too highly

praised.

Such is the holy simplicity of the noblest minds. Such was the

pure and lofty man, in whom we see the perfect union of Christian

virtue and old Roman manhood. His goodness makes us love his

greatness, and the fascination, which this matchless combination

exerts, is itself a symptom and a source in us of moral health. As

long as our people truly love and venerate him, there will remain in

them a principle of good. For all the stupendous wealth and power,
which in the last thirty years have lifted these States to foremost

rank among the nations of the earth, are less a subject for pride than

this one heroic man this human product of our country and its in-

stitutions.

Let this monument, then, teach to generations yet unborn these

lessons of his life ! Let it stand, not a record of civil strife, but as

a perpetual protest against whatever is low and sordid in our public
and private objects ! Let it stand as a memorial of personal honor

that never brooked a stain, of knightly valor without thought of self,

of far-reaching military genius unsoiled by ambition, of heroic con-

stancy from which no cloud of misfortune could ever hide the path
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of duty ! Let it stand for reproof and censure, if our people shall

ever sink below the standards of their fathers ! Let it stand for

patriotic hope and cheer, if a day of national gloom and disaster

shall ever dawn upon our country ! Let it stand as the embodiment

of a brave and virtuous people's ideal leader! Let it stand as a

great public act of thanksgiving and praise, for that it pleased

Almighty God to bestow upon these Southern States a man so

formed to reflect His attributes of power, majesty, and goodness !

LETTERS OF R. E. LEE.

HIS SYMPATHY FOR HIS STARVING AND SHOELESS MEN.

Pathetic Appeals to the Confederate Government for Provisions and

Clothing.

MAY 24, 1890.
To the Editor of the Dispatch :

I do not know of anything that could possibly be of more absorb-

ing interest to the Army of Northern Virginia than the deep, heart-

felt, anxious solicitude of General Lee for the forces under his com-

mand ;
and I do not know where this is so abundantly and so beau-

tifully portrayed as in the letters of General Lee to President Davis,

to the Secretary of War, to the Quartermaster and Commissary-
General, to the various Generals under him, and to every other per-

son to whom he could by any possibility appeal.

The letters will be found in full in Long's Life of Lee. I have

extracted from them only such portions as related to the destitute

condition of his men and the agony which it occasioned him. They

ought to know it. They ought to know that he witnessed it
; that

it wrung his heart, and that he did everything that he could do to

remedy it. They ought to know, and the world ought to know, that

the great master-mind of the war, that ought only to have been con-

cerned about strategy, was engaged chiefly in thoughts about the

deplorable condition of his men,
" thousands of whom are without

shoes,"
" thousands of whom are bare-footed," "nearly all without

overcoats, blankets, or warm clothing," who was always
"
less uneasy

about holding our position than about our ability to procure supplies

for the army," to whom the sublimest spectacle of the war which he

witnessed was "
the cheerfulness and alacrity exhibited by this army
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in the pursuit of the enemy under all the trials and privations to

which it is exposed."
The dates and the address of the letters are given, so that we may

see when, where, and to whom they were written. They are as fol-

lows :

" ALEXANDRIA AND LEESBURG ROAD,
" NEAR DRANESVILLE, September 3, 1862.

" His Excellency, President Davis :

"The army is poorly equipped for the invasion of an enemy's

territory. It lacks much of the material of war, is feeble in trans-

portation, the animals being much reduced, and the men are poorly

provided with shoes, clothes, and in thousands of instances are desti-

tute of shoes." * * * * * "If the Quartermaster's Depart-

ment can furnish any shoes it would be the greatest relief. We have

entered upon September, and the nights are becoming cool."

"Two MILES FROM FREDERICK, MD.,

"September 7, 1862.

" His Excellency, President Davis :

"
I shall endeavor to purchase horses, clothing, shoes, and medical

stores for our present use, and you will see the facility that would

arise from being provided with the means of paying for them."

REPORT OF THE CAPTURE OF HARPER'S FERRY AND OPERATIONS

IN MARYLAND.

"
Although not properly equipped for invasion, lacking much of

the material of war and feeble in transportation, the troops poorly

provided with clothing, and thousands of them destitute of shoes, it

was yet believed to be strong enough to detain the enemy upon the

northern frontier until the approach of winter should render his ad-

vance into Virginia difficult if not impossible."
" The arduous service in which our troops had been engaged, their

great privations of rest and food, and the long marches without shoes

over mountain roads had greatly reduced our ranks before the action

(Antietam) began."
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"
HAGERSTOWN, MD., September 12, 1862.

" His Excellency, President Davis :*******
"A thousand pair of shoes and some clothing were obtained in

Fredericktown, two hundred and fifty pair in Williamsport, and about

four hundred in this city. These were not sufficient to cover the

bare feet of the army."

"
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA,

" December 2, 1862.
" Honorable Secretary of War :

"Sir. I have the honor to report to you that there is still a great

want of shoes in the army, between 2,000 and 3,000 men being at

present barefooted. Many have lost their shoes in the long marches

over rough roads recently made, and the number forwarded was in-

sufficient to meet the necessities of the troops."

" BUNKER HILL, July 16, 1863.

" Mr. President, The army is encamped around this place, where

we shall rest to-day. The men are in good health and spirits, but

want shoes and clothing badly, and also horseshoes,

for want of which nearly half of our cavalry is unserviceable."

"
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA,

"October 19, 1863.

"Brigadier- General A. R. Lawion, Quartermaster-General :

*****" The want of supplies of shoes, clothing, over-

coats, and blankets is very great. Nothing but my unwillingness to

expose the men to the hardships that would have resulted from mov-

ing them into Loudoun in their present condition induced me to

return to the Rappahannock. But I was adverse to marching them

over the rough roads of that region, at a season, too, when frosts are

certain and snows are probable, unless they were better provided for
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encountering them without suffering. I should otherwise have endea-

vored to detain General Meade near the Potomac if I could not

throw him to the north side."

" HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA,
" October 19, 1863.

" Honorable James A. Seddon, Secretary of War :*********
"

If General Meade is disposed to remain quiet where he is, it was

my intention, provided the army could be supplied with clothing,

again to advance and threaten his position. Nothing could prevent

my continuing in his front but the destitute condition of the men,

thousands of whom are barefooted, a greater number partially shod,

and nearly all without overcoats, blankets, or warm clothing. I

think the sublimest sight of the war was the cheerfulness and alac-

rity exhibited by this army in pursuit of the enemy under all the

trials and privations to which it is exposed."

"
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA,

"December 22, 1863.

"
Major- General J. A. Early :

* * * * " Of course you will not take what is necessary for

the subsistence of the people, but leave enough for that, and secure

all the rest of the articles named, and any others such as shoes,

horseshoes, horseshoe-nails, that you can get."

"
HEADQUARTERS, January 2, 1864.

" His Excellency y Jefferson Davis:*********
"Many of the infantry are without shoes, and the cavalry worn

down by their pursuit of Averell. We are now issuing to the troops

a fourth of a pound of salt meat, and have only three days' supply

at that rate."
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"CAMP ORANGE COURTHOUSE, January 16, 1864.

1

'Lieutenant- General J. Longstre.et :

********** < you know how exhausted the

country is between here and the Potomac
;
there is nothing for man

or horse."

"
HEADQUARTERS ARMY, January 18, 1864.

"
Brigadier- General A. R. Lawton, Quartermaster- General :

"
General, The want of shoes and blankets in this army continues

to cause much suffering and to impair its efficiency. In one regi-

ment I am informed that there are only fifty men with serviceable

shoes, and a brigade that recently went on picket was compelled to

leave several hundred men in camp who were unable to bear the

exposure of duty, being destitute of shoes and blankets."

"
HEADQUARTERS, January 20, 1864.

"His Excellency, Jefferson Davis :

*****
"Nearly all of his" (Fitz Lee's) "men were

frostbitten, some badly ; many injured by the falling of their horses."

"
HEADQUARTERS, April 16, 1864.

" General Braxton Bragg :

***** "
I cannot even draw to me the cavalry or artillery

of the army, and the season has arrived when I may be attacked any

day. The scarcity of our supplies gives me the greatest uneasi-

ness."

"
HEADQUARTERS, April 12, 1864.

" Mr. President, My anxiety on the subject of provisions for this

army is so great that I cannot refrain from expressing it to your

Excellency. I connot see how we can operate with our present sup-
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plies. Any derangement in their arrival or disaster to the railroad

would render it impossible for me to keep the army together and

might force a retreat into North Carolina. There is nothing to be

had in this section for men or animals. We have rations for the

troops to-day and to-morrow."

"HEADQUARTERS, June 26, 1864.

" His Excellency, President Davis :

* "I am less uneasy about holding our position
than about our ability to procure supplies for the army."

"
HEADQUARTERS, October 21, 1864.

"Honorable Secretary of War:
" We now get bacon for our troops only once in

four days, and the Commissary Department informed Colonel Cole,

chief C. S. of the army, that we must rely on cattle."

(Telegram,]

"
HEADQUARTERS, January n, 1865.

" Honorable J. A. Seddon :

"There is nothing within reach of this army to be impressed.
The country is swept clean

;
our only reliance is upon the railroads.

We have but two days' supplies."

"
HEADQUARTERS, February 8, 1865.

' ' Honorable James A. Seddon :

# * * * * j regret to Le obliged to state under these cir-

cumstances, heightened by assaults and fire of the enemy, some of

the men had been without meat for three days, and all were suffering

from reduced rations and scant clothing, exposed to battle, cold, hail,
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and sleet. I have directed Colonel Cole, chief commissary, who

reports that he has not a pound of meat at his disposal, to visit Rich-

mond and see if nothing can be done. The physical strength of the

men, if their courage survives, must fail under this treatment. Our

cavalry has to be dispersed for want of forage. Fitz Lee's and Lo-

max's divisions are scattered because supplies cannot be transported

where their services are required. I had to bring William H. F. Lee's

division forty miles Sunday night to get him in position. Taking
these facts in connection with the paucity of our numbers you must

not be surprised if calamity befalls us.'
'

"
HEADQUARTERS, February 22, 1865.

' ' Honourable J. C. Breckinridge, Secretary of War :

****** The troops in the Valley are scattered far sub-

sistence, nor can they be concentrated for the want of it."

" The cavalry and artillery of the army are still scattered for want

of provender, and our supply and ammunition trains, which ought to

be with the army in case of a sudden movement, are absent collecting

provisions and forage some in West Virginia and some in North

Carolina. You see to what straits we are reduced."

HEADQUARTERS PETERSBURG, March 17, 1865.

" Honorable John C. Breckinridge, Secretary of War :

**#**## I have had this morning to send General

William H. F. Lee's division back to Stony Creek, whence I called

it in the last few days, because I cannot provide it with forage. I

regret to have to report these difficulties, but think you ought to be

apprised of them in order, if there is any remedy, it should be ap-

plied."

There being no remedy Appomattox came, where General Lee

said :

" Then there is nothing left me but to go and see General

Grant, and I would rather die a thousands deaths."

R. S. THOMAS.
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AT LEE'S TOMB.

REV. DR. FIELD ON THE CHARACTER OF LEE.

A Splendid Tribute to the Great Southern Leader The Judgment

of History.

SEPTEMBER, 1889.

Rev. Dr. Henry M. Field writes in the New York Evangelist as

follows :

My last letter left us in the college chapel at Lexington, looking at

the recumbent statue of General tee. While standing here, in the

very presence of death, I am moved to say a few words in regard to

the life that ended in this tomb, and the character of the man whose

name is carved upon this stone. As I read history, and compare the

men who have figured in the events that make history in wars and

revolutions it seems to me that General Lee was not only a great

soldier, but a great man, one of the greatest that our country has pro-

duced. After his death the college, which had hitherto borne the

name of Washington, by whom it was endowed, was rechristened

Washington and Lee University a combination which suggests a

comparison of the two men whose names are here brought together.

Can we trace any likeness between them ? At first it seems as if no

characters, as well as no careers, could be more alien to each other

than those of the two great leaders, one of whom was the founder of

the Government which the other did his utmost to destroy. But

nature brings forth her children in strange couples, with resemblances

in some cases as marked, and yet as unexpected as are contrasts in

others. Washington and Lee, though born in different centuries,

were children of the same mother Old Virginia and had her best

blood in their veins. Descended from the stock of the English

cavaliers, both were born "gentlemen
" and never could be anything

else. Both were trained in the school of war, and as leaders of

armies it would not be a violent assumption to rank Lee as the equal

of Washington. But it is not in the two soldies, but in the two men,

that the future historians will find points of resemblance.

Washington was not a brilliant man; not "a man of genius,"

such as now and then appears to dazzle mankind ;
but he had what

was far better than genius a combination of all the qualities that

win human trust, in which intelligence is so balanced by judgment
and exalted by character as to constitute a natural superiority, indi-
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eating one who is born to command, and to whom all men turn when

their hearts are
"
failing them for fear" as a leader. He was great

not only in action but in repose great in his very calm in the forti-

tude with which he bore himself through all changes of fortune,

through dangers and disasters, neither elated by victory nor de-

pressed by defeat mental habitudes which many will recognize as

reappearing in one who seems to have formed himself upon that

great model.

Washington was distinguished for his magnanimity was not Lee

also ? Men in public station are apt to be sensitive to whatever con-

cerns their standing before the world, and so, while taking to them-

selves the credit of success, they are strongly tempted to throw upon
others the blame of failure. Soldiers especially are jealous of their

reputation, and if a commander loses a battle his first impulse is to

cast the odium of defeat upon some unfortunate officer. Somebody
blundered this or that subordinate did not do his duty. Military
annals are filled with these recriminations. If Napoleon met with a

check in his mighty plans, he had no scruple in laying it to the mis-

conduct of some lieutenant, unless, as in Russia, he could throw it

upon the elements, the wintry snows and the frozen rivers anything
to relieve himself from the imputation of the want of foresight or

provision for unexpected dangers. At Waterloo it was not he that

failed in his strategy, but Marshal Ney that failed in the execution.

In this respect General Lee was exactly his opposite. If he suffered

a disaster he never sought to evade responsibility by placing it upon
others. Even in the greatest reverse of his life, the defeat at Gettys-

burg, when he saw the famous charge of Pickett melt away under the

terrible fire that swept the field, till the ranks were literally torn to

pieces by shot and shell, he did not vent his despair in rage and re-

proaches, but rushing to the front took the blame upon himself, say-

ing :

"
It is all my fault.'" Perhaps no incident of his life showed

more the nobility of his nature.

When the war was over General Lee had left to him at Lexington
about the same number of years that Napoleon had at St. Helena,
and if he had had the same desire to pose for posterity in the part of

the illustrious exile his mountain home would have furnished as pic-

turesque a background as the rocky island in the south Alantic, from

which he could have dictated
" Conversations

"
that should furnish

the materials of history. He need not have written or published a

single line if he had only been willing to let others do it for him.

By their pens he had opportunity to tell of the great part he had
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acted in the war in a way to make the whole chain of events con-

tribute to his fame. But he seemed to care little for fame, and indeed

was unmoved when others claimed the credit of his victories. If it

be, as Pascal says, "the truest mark of a great mind is to be born

without envy," few men in history have shown more of this great-

ness than he. And when, as was sometimes the case, old compan-
ions-in-arms reflected upon him to excuse their own mistakes, he had

only to lift the veil from the secrets of history to confound them.

But under all such temptations he was dumb. Nothing that he did or

said was more truly grand than the silence with which he bore the

misrepresentations of friend or foe. This required a self-command

such as Washington had not to exercise at the end of his military

career ;
for he retired from the scene crowned with victory, with a

whole nation at his feet ready to do him honor
;
while Lee had to

bear the reproach of the final disaster a reproach in which friends

sometimes joined with foes. Yet to both he answered only with the

same majestic calm the outward sign of his magnificent self-control.

Such magnanimity belongs to the very higest order of moral quali-

ties, and shows a character rare in any country or in any age.

This impression of the man does not grow less with closer obser-

vation. With the larger number of "great men" the greatness is

magnified by distance and separation. As we come nearer they
dwindle in stature till, when we are in their very presence and look

them squarely in the face, they are found to be but men like our-

selves, and sometimes very ordinary men with some special ability

perhaps, which gives them success in the world, but who for all

that are full of the selfishness which is the very essence of meanness,

and puffed up with a paltry conceit and vanity that stamps them as

little rather than great.

Far different was the impression made by General Lee upon those

who saw him in the freedom of private intercourse. It might be ex-

pected that the soldiers who fought under him should speak with

admiration and pride of their old commander
;

but how did he

appear to his neighbors ? Here in Lexington everybody knew him,

at least by sight; they saw his manner of life from day to day in his

going out and his coming in, and on all the impression was the same ;

the nearer he came to them the greater he seemed. Every one has

some anecdote to tell of him, and it is always of something that was

noble and lovable. Those who knew him best loved him most, and

revered him most. This was not a greatness that was assumed, that

was put on like a military cloak ;
it was in the man, and could not
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be put on or put off; it was the greatness which comes from the very

absence of pretension.

And those who came the closest to him give us a still further in-

sight into his nature, by telling us that what struck them most was

the extent of his sympathy. Soldiers are commonly supposed to

be cold and hard a temper of mind to which they are inured by
their very profession. Those whose business is the shedding of

blood are thought to delight in human suffering. It is hard to be-

lieve that a soldier can have a very tender heart. Yet few men were

more sensitive to others pain than General Lee. All who came near

him perceived that with his manly strength there was united an

almost womanly sweetness. It was this gentleness which made him

great, and which has enshrined him forever in the hearts of his

people.

This sympathy for the suffering showed itself, not in any public act

so much as a most private and delicate office which imposed upon
him a very heavy burden, one that he might have declined, but the

taking of which showed the man. He had an unlimited correspond-

ence. Letters poured in upon him by the hundred and the thousand.

They came from all parts of the South, not only from his old com-

panions in arms, but from those he had never seen or heard of.

Every mother that had lost a son in the war felt that she had the

right to pour her sorrow into the ear of one who was not insensible

to her grief. Families left in utter poverty appealed to him for aid.

Most men would have shrunk from a labor so great as that of answer-

ing these letters. Not so General Lee. He read them, not only

patiently, as a man performs a disagreeable duty, but with a tender

interest, and so far as possible returned the kindest of answers. If

he had little money to give he could at least give sympathy, and to

his old soldiers and their wives and children it was more than money
to know that they had a place in that great heart.

While thus ministering to his stricken people there is one public

benefit which he rendered that ought never to be forgotten. Though
the war was over he still stood in public relations in which he could

render an immeasurable service to the whole country. There are no

crises in a nation's life more perilous than those following civil war.

The peace that comes after it is peace only in name if the passions of

the war still live. After our great struggle the South was full of in-

flammable materials. The fires were but smouldering in ashes, and

might break out at any moment and rage with destructive fury. If
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the spirit of some had had full swing the passions of the civil war

would have been not only perpetuated but increased, and have gone
down as an inheritance of bitterness from generation to generation.

This stormy sea of passion but one man could control. He had no

official position, civil or military. But he was the representative of

the Lost Cause. He had led the Southern armies to battle, and he

still had the unbounded confidence of millions, and it was his attitude

and his words of conciliation that did more than anything else to still

the angry tempest that the war had left behind. It was the sight of

their great chieftain so calm in defeat, so ready to bear the burden

of his people that soothed their anger and their pride, and made
the old soldiers of the Confederacy feel that they could accept what

had been accepted by their leader, and that as he had set the ex-

ample it was no unworthy sacrifice for them to become loyal sup-

porters of the restored American Union. It is therefore not too

much to say that it is owing in great measure to General Lee that the

civil war has not left a lasting division between the North and the

South and that they form to day one united country.
These are grateful memories to be recalled now that he who was so

mighty in war and so gentle in peace has passed beyond the reach

of praise or blame. Do you tell me he was "an enemy," and that

by as much as we love our country we ought to hate its "enemies? "

But there are no enemies among the dead. When the grave closes

over those with whom we have been at strife we can drop our hatreds

and judge of them without passion, and even kindly, as we wish

those who come after us to judge of us. In a few years all of the

contempararies of General Lee will be dead and gone ;
the great

soldiers that fought with him and that fought against him will alike

have passed to the grave, and then, perhaps, there will be a nearer

approach of feeling between friend and foe.*

"Ah, yes," say some who admit his greatness as a soldier and

leader,
"

if it were not for his ambition that stopped not at the ruin

of his country !

"
Such is the fatal accusation :

* How the feeling at the North has softened is indicated by many utter-

ances like this in the New York Tribune of last week (August 23d):

"The virtues of Lee have always found as frank and hearty recognition in

the North as in the South. The men of the South can say nothing of the

beauty of his personal character, his courage, his devotion to his idea of

duty, that will not find a ready echo among those he fought against and by
whom he was conquered."
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"
Caesar was ambitious :

If it were so, it was a grievous fault,

And grievously hath Caesar answered it."

But was that ambition in him which was patriotism in us ? How
is it that we, who were upborne for four years by a passion for our

country that stopped at no sacrifices, cannot understand that other

men of the same race and blood could be inspired with the same

passion for what they looked upon as their country, and fight for it

with the same heroic devotion that we fought for ours ? They, as

well as we, were fighting for an idea we for union, and they for in-

dependence a cause which was as sacred to them as ours to us. Is

it that what was patriotism on the one side was only ambition on the

other? No; it was not disappointed ambition that cut short that

life
;

it was not the humiliation of pride ; but a wound that struck

far deeper. One who watched by him in those long night hours

tells me that he died of a broken heart ! This is the most touching

aspect of the great warrior's death ; that he did not fall on the field

of battle, either in the hour of defeat or victory, but in silent grief

for sufferings which he could not relieve. There is something infin-

itely pathetic in the way that he entered into the condition of a whple

people, and gave his last strength to comfort those who were fallen

and cast down. It was this constant strain of hand and brain and

heart that finally snapped the strings of life, so that the last view of

him as he passes out of our sight is one of unspeakable sadness.

The dignity is preserved, but it is the dignity of woe. It is the same
tall and stately form, yet not wearing the robes of a conqueror, but

bowed with sorrows not his own. In this mournful majesty, silent

with a grief beyond words, this great figure passes into history.

There we leave him to the judgment of another generation, that

''standing afar off" may see some things more clearly than we.

When the historian of future ages comes to write the history of the

great republic he will give the first place to that War of the Revolu-

tion by which our country gained its independence and took its place

among the nations of the earth
;
and the second to the late civil war,

which, begun for separation, ended in a closer and consolidated

Union. That was the last act in the great drama of our nation's life,

in which history cannot forget the part that was borne by him whose
silent form lies within this sepulchre.
As I took a last look at the sarcophagus' I observed that it bore no

epitaph ; no words of praise were carved upon the stone
; only a

name,
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ROBERT EDWARD LEE.

with the two dates,

BORN JANUARY 19, 1807;

DIED OCTOBER 12, 1870.

That is all, but it is enough ;
all the rest may be left to the calm,

eternal judgment of history.

LEE'S BIRTHDAY.

EMINENT MEN OF THE UNITED STATES SEND SENTIMENTS FOR THE
DAY MINISTERS, SOLDIERS, STATESMEN AND SCHOLARS EACH
BRING AN OFFERING.

"January 19, 1800. The Birthday of Robert E. Lee.

" The Richmond State wishes to gather from leading citizens all over

the United States a brief sentiment deemed appropriate to the occa-

sion. You will very much oblige us by sending by return mail a

contribution that you may deem suitable."

Such was the request sent out to a number of prominent men in

various walks of life. Here are the answers :

GENERAL J. M. SCHOFIELD, COMMANDER OF THE UNITED STATES

ARMY.

I will say that it was the well-known character of the Southern sol-

diers, of which that of General Robert E. Lee was the highest type,

which made it possible forthe Union army to regard the Confederates

not as rebels to be ether punished or pardoned, but as honorable

antagonists, worthy to become trusted friends when they had laid

down their arms. Thus this high character became of inestimable

value to the Southern people, and hence to the whole country.

J. M. SCHOFIELD.

Washington, D. C.

ADMIRAL PORTER, OF THE NAVY.

No man should hesitate to bear testimony to the reputation of
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General Robert E. Lee as one of the greatest soldiers of the civil

war.

But for his generalship the Southern Confederacy would no doubt

have sooner broken up, and he kept his army together under circum-

stances that would have appalled almost any other leader.

General Lee accepted the situation after Appomattox in the true

spirit which characterized all his actions, and I feel sure that when
he died he had the respect of every Northern soldier and sailor, to

say nothing of the thousands of citizens who admired his private
character.

DAVID D. PORTER, Admiral.

Washington, D. C.

GOV. CAMPBELL, OF OHIO.

As a Northern man, and a member of that wing of the Demo-
cratic party which readily conceded anything to prevent war, yet

cheerfully risked everything to preserve the Union after war had

come, I pay my modest tribute to Robert E. Lee, the Christian

gentleman, the fearless soldier, the upright citizen, the model hus-

band, son, and father.

JAMES E. CAMPBELL.
Columbus, O.

SENATOR REAGAN, OF TEXAS.

General Robert E. Lee combined in his own person and character

the best qualities of a good citizen and great military commander.

To a handsome and noble personal appearance, combined with

finished grace and dignity of manner, was added great ability and

courage, thorough military training and calm judgment, which no

good or bad fortune could disturb.

I regarded and do now regard him as the best ideal type of an

American citizen, gentleman, and soldier.

JOHN H. REAGAN.
Washington, D. C.

CARDINAL GIBBONS.

General Lee was a hero of whom the whole nation is proud.

JAMES CARD. GIBBONS.

Wilmington, N. C.
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CHARLES A. DANA, EDITOR NEW YORK SUN.

Robert E. Lee was a man of ideal personal character. He was

always a gentleman, always sincere, always true, always considerate

of others. His moral elevation was especially manifest in the readi-

ness and calmness with which he bore disaster. Defeat never shook

his equilibrium. Misfortune was never followed by any relaxation

of his principles. His intellectual resources were prompt, broad,

comprehensive, admirable. In his dignity there was no affectation,

in his self-respect no petty egotism, in his judgment no unjust depre-
ciation of others. He was great in the noblest qualities of human
nature.

C. A. DANA.
New York.

HON. THOMAS F. BAYARD.

"
I would not give my dead Ossory for any living son in England,"

was the proud cry of a bereaved English mother. " We would not

give our dead Lee for any living soldier," is the proud response of

every true Virginian.
THOMAS F. BAYARD.

Wilmington, Del.

CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER.

To my mind the greatness of Robert E. Lee lay in the admirable

balance of his powers and the integrity of his character. In the

long run the world recognizes this harmony of qualities in large en-

dowment as superior to excessive brilliancy in one direction. Be-

sides, he had the genius to be loved. As a soldier he commanded

everywhere respect and admiration, and history must say that he ex-

cited less personal enmity than almost any other conspicuous actor

in a civil war.

CHARLES DUDLEY WARNER.
Hartford, Conn.

SENATOR JOHN W. DANIEL.

A splendid intellect and a great heart in a noble form instinctive

rectitude, modest unselfishness, artless courage this was General
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Lee, the friend of humanity. Such a character nc people, age or

clime can claim as wholly their own. It is a possession and glory of

the human race.

JOHN W. DANIEL.

Washington, D. C.

FROM HENRY WATTERSON.

I cannot answer your command for a sentiment in commemoration

and in homage of the great Lee better than by sending you the noble

lines which Sir Henry Taylor puts into the mouth of the Duke of

Burgundy over the dead body of Philip Von Artevelde. They might
be fittingly uttered by the North on the occasion which you celebrate:

" Dire rebel though he was,

Yet with a noble nature and great gifts

Was he endowed courage, discretion, wit,

An equal temper and an ample soul,

Rock bound and fortified against assaults

Of transitory passion ;
but below

Built on a surging, subterranean fire

That stirred and lifted him to high attempts,
So prompt and capable, and yet so calm,

He nothing lacked in sovereignty but the right,

Nothing in soldiership except good fortune.

Wherefore with honor lay him in his grave,

And thereby shall increase of honor come
Unto their arms who vanquished one so wise,

So valiant, so renowned."

HENRY WATTERSON.
Louisville, Ky.

REVEREND FRANK STRINGFELLOVV, LEE'S SCOUT.

General Robert E. Lee, the greatest production of America's civil

and religious institutions. Although his military genius placed him

at the head of the armies of the South, it only served to gain him
friends at the North, for Lee, the soldier, was lost in Lee, the Chris-

tian. He was so truly great that he had no weaknesses to hide.

He did not wrap himself in the mysteries of his great office, for the

humblest private could approach him with confidence. He loved us

11. What a man was he
;
so great, so kind, so wise !

FRANK STRINGFELLOW.
Virginia.
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BISHOP A. M. RANDOLPH.

General Wolseley, commander-in-chief of the armies of Great

Britain, himself a nobleman and perhaps the leading military critic

of our age, closes a remarkable article upon General Lee with these

words :

" When Americans can review the history of their last great

rebellion with calm impartiality, I believe all will admit that General

Lee towered far above all men on either side in that struggle. I be-

lieve he will be regarded not only as the most prominent figure

of the Confederacy, but as the Great American of the nineteenth

century, whose statue is well worthy to stand on an equal pedestal

with that of Washington, and whose memory is equally worthy to be

enshrined in the hearts of all his countrymen." This estimate is

based upon a criticism of his character as a man. a soldier, and a

Christian citizen. As a thinker and a man of intellectual powers lit-

tle has been said of him, and. yet, intellectual power, associated with

moral purity, are the true springs of greatness. General Lee was a

thinker of broad sympathies, deep insight, and of philosophical

grasp, which would have made him, had his vocation called him to

the field of literature, one of the wisest writers of his time. There

are few passages in literature greater than these words, written

by him in the darkest hour of his own life and of the fortunes of the

Southern people. He wrote :

" My experience of men has neither

disposed me to think worse of them, nor indisposed me to serve

them ;
nor in spite of failures, which I lament

;
of errors, which I

now see and acknowledge, or of the present aspect of affairs, do

I despair of the future. The truth is this : the march of Providence

is so slow and our desires so impatient, the work of progress is so

immense and our means of aiding it so feeble, the life of humanity is

so long and that of the individual so brief, that we often see only the

ebb of the advancing wave, and are thus discouraged. It is history

that teaches us to hope." These noble words contain the Christian

philosophy of the progress of the race. They ought to be printed

and read by our countryman upon every recurrence of his birthday.

As a distinguished American has said :

"
They are worthy to be in-

scribed upon the pedestal of his statue."

A. M. RANDOLPH.
Richmond, Va.

CONGRESSMAN WILLIAM L. WILSON, OF WEST VIRGINIA.

The world has already enrolled General Lee in the small number
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of its greatest captains. It is fast learning that the man was greater
than the soldier for,

" His grandeur he derived from Heaven alone,

For he was great ere fortune made him so
;

And wars, like mists that rise against the sun,

Made him but greater seem, not greater grow."

Washington, D. C. WILLIAM L. WILSON.

REV. DR. MOSES D. HOGE.

The public career of Robert E. Lee forms one of the most impres-
sive and inspiring chapters in human history. In many respects he

occupies a place all his own in the military annals of the world. But

men are not fully known by their official lives or by those conspicu-
ous acts which fill the world with their fame. It is to the social and

domestic realm that we look for those traits of character the up-

rightness, the courtesy, the magnanimity, and the supreme devotion

to duty which constitute the true men. So, too, it is to the religi-

ous life that we look for the sincerity, the meekness, the humility
and the self-consecration which constitute the true Christian.

Therefore, when we contemplate a man, like Lee, it is not the

splendid renown of the soldier, nor the virtues of the citizen, nor the

devotion of the Christian alone that impresses us, but the harmoni-

ous blending of all in a character of such strength, symmetry and

attractiveness as to form an ideal which at once gratifies the intellect

and satisfies the heart.

Men thus endowed by nature and by grace form the models most

worthy of imitation and become the bequests of Providence to com-

ing ages.

By the admiration they command and by the affection they attract,

they inspire and encourage others to the pursuit of " whatsoever

things are just and true and lovely and of good report," and thus

lift humanity to a higher phne.
MOSES D. HOGE.

Richmond, Va.

PROFESSOR J. J. WHITE, LEE*S INTIMATE FRIEND.

Robert E. Lee Supremely good and great among men.

J. J. WHITE.
Washington and Lee University, Lexington.

23
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REV. DR. W. H. MILBURN, THE BLIND CHAPLAIN OF THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES.

I know not that my idea of General Lee's character can be better

expressed than in these lines from Wordsworth :

" Whose high endeavors were inward light,

That made the path before him always bright ;

Whose powers shed round him in the common strife,

Or mild concerns of ordinary life,

A constant influence, a peculiar grace,

Who through the heat of conflict kept the law,

In calmness made and saw what he forsaw
;

Or if an unexpected call succeed,
Come when it would, was equal to the need.

He who though thus endued as with a sense

And faculty for storm and turbulence,

Is yet a soul, whose master bias leans

To home-felt pleasures and to gentle scenes :

Sweet images which, wheresoe'er he be,

Are ever at his heart, and such fidelity

It is his darling passion to approve ;

More brave for this, that he hath much to love."

W. H. MILBURN.
Washington, D. C.

A. K. M'CLURE, PHILADELPHIA "TIMES."

General Robert E. Lee will go into impartial history as the greatest

of all the Southern chieftains, and as second to none, North or South,
in all the grander qualities of heroism. When the yet lingering pas-

sions of civil war shall have perished he will be remembered, not so

much as a Southern as an American chieftain. With his exceptional
skill as a great commander, conceded by all, his personal attributes

will grow brighter and brighter in the lustrous annals of American
heroism. In all the bitter asperities of fractional conflict the charac-

ter of General Lee as a humane and Christian warrior was ever

unblemished and his integrity unquestioned. However the North

and the South may differ as to the war, the heroism of both the blue

and the gray will become the pride of all sections, and then the

name of Lee must be linked with the foremost in American rever-

ence.

A. K. McCLURE.
Philadelphia, Pa,
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REV. DR. B. M. PALMER.

It may be regarded one of the compensations of all our suffering
and loss in the late civil war to have given to the world, to be em-
balmed in its history, such a type of the ideal man as was Gen. R.

E. Lee. Hence-forth, he belongs not to us alone, joyfully as we
treasure his memory, but to the country and mankind, the great ex-

ample of true manliness and of all human virture, equally great in

disaster and defeat as in the triumph of successful achievement.

B. M. PALMER.
New Orleans, La.

D. M. STONE, EDITOR NEW YORK JOURNAL OF COMMERCE.

The Memory of Robert E. Lee.

To those who knew thee not no words can paint !

And those who knew thee know all words are faint !

Moore' 1'

Sensibility."

O, he sits high in all the people's hearts.

Shakspeare
' '

Julius C&sar. ' '

Such souls leave behind

A voice that in the distance far away
Wakens the slumbering ages.

Taylor
11' Phil von Arl."

O, mortal man ! be wary how ye judge !

Dante '

Vision of Paradise"

Among the sons of men how few are known
Who dare be just to merit not their own,

Churchill "
Ep. to Hogarth."

Cruel and cold is the judgment of man,
Cruel as winter and cold as the snow

;

But by-and-by will the deed and the plan
Be judged by the motive that lieth below.

Bates* '

By-and-by.
"

DAVID M. STONE.

BISHOP DUDLEY, OF KENTUCKY.

I am heartily glad that The State will make special commemo-
ration of the birthday of General Robert E. Lee.
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It is well and right that Virginians should seek to perpetuate the

memory of the peerless man who has illustrated that name, that those

who come after us may know what priceless gift was bestowed upon

Virginia in the person of this Christian soldier and patriot.

T. U. DUDLEY,

Bishop of Kentucky.

PROF. JOHN B. MINOR, LAW DEPARTMENT, UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA.

The birthday of General Robert E. Lee incites to the contempla-
tion of a character as remarkable for its symmetrical excellence as

any that history records.

Profound veneration for the man in his august simplicity, his un-

blemished uprightness, and his steady, unostentatious pursuit of

duty, controlled always by his Christian principle, awakens at once a

strong desire to give fitting expressions thereto, and an apprehension
that the words may not be worthy of the subject.

The future historian, when prejudice and partiality shall have been

alike silenced by time, will say that the world has seldom seen a man
on whom it might bestow an admiration and reverence so unreserved.

And a Virginian cannot think without exultation that such a chron-

icler must render to the society in which General Lee was nurtured

and by which he was moulded, the tribute of singular aptitude for

greatness and for moral excellence, as seen in a Washington and a

Lee, and also in the numerous other worthies, great and good, who
have grown to world-wide renown beneath the skies of Virginia.

May our people take these examples to heart, and show them-

selves, through the coming age, worthy to be fellow-citizens with

these, our illustrious countrymen !

JOHN B. MINOR.

University of Virginia.

REV. JOHN B. NEWTON, A SOLDIER PREACHER.

You ask for a sentiment in connection with the birthday of Robert

E. Lee, our great commander.

I give it in the words of the poet-laureate of England upon the

death of the great Duke of Wellington, believing that in General

Lee they find their truest and noblest illustration :

"The man of amplest influence,

Yet clearest of ambitious crime ;
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Our greatest, yet with least pretence ;

Great in council and great in war,

Foremost captain of his time,

Rich in saving common sense,

And, as the greatest only are,

In his simplicity sublime."

JOHN B. NEWTON.
Monumental Rectory, Richmond, Va.

LEE AS AN EDUCATOR.

HIS ZEAL FOR WASHINGTON COLLEGE'S WELFARE.

[Richmond Times, June 15, 1890.]

Interesting Reminiscences of his Career as President His Letter to

the hon. D. S. G. Cabell Unselfish Devotion to Duty,

That General Robert E. Lee was more distinguished than all

others in the late war, in a military point of view, is held by most

of competent judges. It is not, however, in that respect that -I pro-

pose to consider him, but only, and that briefly, of his connection

with education. He graduated as the second-honor man at West
Point in a large class, and thereafter deepened and enlarged his ac-

quired knowledge by a practical application of it. Before and dur-

ing the late war his life was purely military ; at its close he found his

property and that of his family confiscated by the Federal Govern-

ment and himself without employment. In defeat and poverty he

still preserved his stainless honor and native dignity of character.

Such a man could not remain long in our Southern country without

numerous offers of positions. Liberal pay for duties merely nominal

were offered him. His nice sense of honor and delicacy of feeling

caused him to decline all such. He was not willing to take any situ-

ation in which he could not render a quid pro quo. He did not

desire a sinecure. Some of the high Federal officers about the

same period did not manifest the same delicacy of feeling with

respect to gratuities. In his nice sense of honor, which would

have felt a stain like a wound, in unselfish patriotism, in moral ele-

vation, he was unlike many of the world's great conquerors, and

finds his parallel in Washington, and in him alone. The late Colonel

John B. Baldwin, highly distinguished as a lawyer and a legislator,

gave me the following narrative which shows how Lee became an
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educator : He said Colonel Bolivar Christian, himself, and several

others were talking together some time in the summer of 1865 in

Staunton, Va. The subject of their conversation was what business

would suit a certain ex-Confederate officer, when one of the group

said, and what shall we do for General Lee ? and Baldwin answered,

make him president of Washington College. Colonel Christian, who

was a trustee of Washington College, approved the suggestion and

at the next meeting of the board of trustees, August, 1865, nomi-

nated Lee as such. He was unanimously elected, and was inaugu-

rated as president October 2, 1865. I have it on credible authority

that at first he hesitated, modestly distrusting his qualifications as an

instructor, but when he ascertained that a general superintendence of

the studies and discipline would only be required of him he accepted.

The wisdom of his selection was soon manifested. When he entered

upon the duties of the presidency of the institution there were but

four professors and forty students. The latter rapidly increased. I

know the fact that a number of ex -Confederate soldiers came even

from distant States to Washington College because General Lee was

its president. He gave over five years of his life to education, his

presidency extending from October 2, 1865, to the time of his death,

October 10, 1870. In that period his college took giant strides, in-

creasing ten-fold in the number of its students. In 1869 and 1870

there were about four hundred students. Through General Lee's

influence mainly three new chairs were established, viz., Physics,

Mathematics, and Modern Languages, which included astronomy, en-

gineering and English philology. Before his death instruction in

Law was added to the curriculum of his college.

HIS ZEAL FOR EDUCATION AND HIS COLLEGE.

The writer of this represented Rockbridge and Nelson in the Vir-

ginia State Senate in the years 1865, 1866 and 1867. In the former

county was situated the college of which General Lee was president.

His desire to subserve its interests caused him to seek my acquaint-

ance. In the early part of December, 1865, I took my seat in the

Senate, and soon after was informed that General Lee was in Rich-

mond, and desired to see me with regard to getting some legislative

assistance for Washington College. Having served under him as a

soldier, and having for him that intense admiration which all of his

soldiers had, I needed no stimulus to call promptly on him. He
desired me to aid in procuring the passage of a law by the Legis-

lature by which the interest, or a portion of it, on the debt of the
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State to his college should be paid. At that time our State was

pecuniarily much embarrassed and had stopped paying interest upon
its debts, and fearing if I asked for too much I might get nothing, I

inquired of General Lee if he would be satisfied then with the pay-

ment of three or four years interest. He responded in the affirmative,

and asked me to make a speech in the Senate setting forth the wants

and claims of his college ;
he said its furniture, books, inclosures, &c..

had been damaged by the Federal soldiers under General Hunter,

and money was needed to make necessary repairs. Subsequently to

this he wrote me a letter, which so well presented the claims of

Washington College, that I read the whole of it while advocatin g
them before the body of which I was a member. The origin of the

claim of the college was this. General Washington, in consideration

of his public services was presented with a number of shares of the

valuable stock of the "Old James River Company." He declined

to receive them except upon the condition that they should be ap-

plied to education purposes. Accordingly he transferred 100 shares

of this to
"
Liberty Academy" in Lexington, Va., from which grew

Washington College. The law, by which Washington College was

greatly relieved, became such February 27, 1866, and was enti.tled
" An act for the relief of colleges and other seminaries of learning."

By it the arrearages of interest or dividends due from the State were

to be paid in two installments. Soon after the passage of the bill,

which I championed in the Senate, General Lee, with that courtesy
which was characteristic of him, wrote me a letter thanking me for

my services. As further evidence of his zeal for the educational in-

terests of his college I will state that, representing his county and

college in the Legislature, he wrote me as many as three letters urg-

ing me to get a portion for it of the land fund which the United States

had donated to the States for educational purposes. I give a copy
below of the original of one of them now in my possession :

LEXINGTON, VA., December 16, 1865.

Sir, I commit to your charge a petition of Washington College
to the Legislature of Virginia, and request that as the Senator from

this district that you will present it to the Senate at the most favorable

period. Should you concur with the Board of Trustees in its object,

I hope you will advocate the passage of a bill to carry it into effect.

Dr. Archibald Graham, from Rockbridge, has been requested to

present the petition in the House of Delegates, and concert of action

among the friends of the measure in the two bodies would be advan-
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tageous. I feel that I need suggest to you no argument in favor of

the petition, as the accomplishment of the Board of Trustees would

so clearly result in good to the State, and enable it at an early day

to commence to reap the advantages of the grant of the general

government. I hope you will agree with me in the opinion that a

proper distribution of the fund will be the most advantageous way of

applying it, and that Washington College offers opportunities at

least equal to any other in the State, where the instruction desired to

be taught can be made useful and profitable to the people.

With great respect, your obedient servant,

R. E. LEE.

D. S. G. Cabell, of the Senate of Virginia, Richmond.

His letters, like those of Washington, are plain in diction, but

clear, strong, and to the point. Each used language as a means not

as an end. With regard to the land fund, to which Lee alludes, I

made an endeavor to get the authorities of Washington to turn over

Virginia's portion. In 1867 I was coolly told by the Commissioner

of the general land that it was construed that West Virginia was in,

but that Virginia was not in the Union. In the year just mentioned,

I saw in my visits to Lexington a good deal of General Lee. I was

told by citizens of Lexington that the order and discipline of his col-

lege was greatly improved by General Lee ; that such was the respect

and love for him of the students that they disliked above all things

to be reported to him for misdemeanors, and when any were, he ad-

dressed their sense of honor and better nature, rather than their fears,

with such effect that they rarely appeared before him again.

In a protracted conversation which I had with him in his own

house, about August, 1867, he made no allusion to any of his own

great achievements, but seemed rather to avoid topics relating to the

late war. He said, however, in connection with the prostrated and

impoverished condition of the South that "the best hopes of the

country rest in the education of the rising generation." I use his

precise language. The same just sentiment, though in other lan-

guage, he expressed to me in a letter the previous year. Recent

military campaigns in which Prussia was a successful party was a

topic introduced by him in the conversation referred to. He attribu-

ted her military success to her thorough and admirable system of

education, which, he said, was both civil and military and compul-

sory.
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LEE'S MANNERS.

General Grant, in his history of his campaigns, says that General

Lee's manners were austere and that his soldiers were in awe of him.

I consider this statement not correct. His soldiers had a profound

respect, even reverence for him, but they all loved him. Several

times at critical periods in battles, when Lee proposed to lead them,

they refused to charge unless he retired to their rear. I saw him in

the winter of 1864-65, when riding along our breastworks, stop and

shake hands with a plain private who was at work on them with his

spade. The man told me he was remembered by Lee, who was

formerly acquainted with him. I do not suppose that he looked

cheerful and genial when he surrendered men who had stood by him

during a four- years' war. It would have been discreditable to him

if he had done so. There was no frigidness or austerity in his man-

ners when I knew him. I had opportunity to meet him not only in

his own house, but in that of others, and what specially struck me
about him was the rare union of dignity and suavity. He rarely for-

got any one whom he had ever known, and had the happy faculty of

putting his guests at their ease. His manners were always those, of

a refined gentleman ;
in his own home they were perfectly charming,

and on a number of occasions he showed that he was not destitute of

humor. In Lexington, Virginia, which was his home as an educator

for five years, he was beloved by all classes, even by the children, of

this I had many ocular proofs.

LEE'S UNSELFISHNESS.

In the early part of 1867, I wrote to General Lee, inquiring whe-

ther he would permit the use of his name as a candidate for governor

of Virginia, and urging reasons for it. He replied that he would not,

because he thought at that time that his candidacy would be injurious

to Virginia. I showed Lee's letter to Judge Robert Ould, ex-com-

missioner of exchange, and then my associate in the Senate. He

immediately took from his desk a letter, recently received from Lee,

in reply to an inquiry from him identical with mine and handed it to

me. From its perusal I found he based his refusal to Ould on the

same ground he did to me. A gentleman at whose house, in Pow-

hatan county, Va., General Lee stopped while returning from the

surrender in Appomattox told me Lee said to him that many would

wonder why he did not make his escape before the surrender, when
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it was practicable, and gave as a reason why he did not that he was

unwilling to separate his fate from men who had fought under him so

long. When I recall my old commander, I think not in connection

with him of ambitious Caesar, of avaricious Marlborough, of selfish

Bonaparte, but rather of the English Hampden and the American

Washington, who resembled him in his rare moderation and in ex-

alted virtue. The recent installation of a monument to Lee in Rich-

mond city gives him just now special prominence. I therefore hope
that these details, illustrative of particular phases of his character,

may not be without interest to many.

DAVID S. G. CABELL.

ROBERT E. LEE.

BY JEFFERSON DAVIS.

\_North American Review.]

Robert Edward Lee, gentleman, scholar, gallant soldier, great

general, and true Christian, was born in Westmoreland county, Va.,

on January 19, 1807. He was the youngest son of General Henry
Lee, who was familiarly known as "Light Horse Harry" in the

traditions of the war of the Revolution, and who possessed the

marked confidence and personal regard of General Washington.
R. E. Lee entered the United States Military Academy in the

summer of 1825, after which my acquaintance with him commenced.

He was, as I remember him, larger and looked more mature than the

average
"
pleb," but less so than Mason, who was destined to be the

head of his class. His soldierly bearing and excellent conduct

caused him in due succession to rise through the several grades and

to be the adjutant of the corps of cadets when he graduated. It is

stated that be had not then a " demerit
" mark standing against him,

which is quite creditable if all
"
reports

"
against him had been can-

celled because they were not for wanton or intentional delinquency.

Though numerically rated second in his class his proficiency was

such that he was assigned to the engineer corps, which for many
years he adorned both as a military and civil engineer.

He was of the highest type of manly beauty, yet seemingly un-

conscious of it, and so respectful and unassuming as to make him a

general favorite before his great powers had an opportunity for mani-
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festation. His mind led him to analytic, rather than perceptive

methods of obtaining results.

From the date of his graduation in 1829 until 1846 he was engaged
in various professional duties, and had by regular promotion attained

to the grade of captain of engineers. As such he was assigned to

duty with the command of Brigadier-General Wool in the campaign
to Chihuahua. Thence the command proceeded to make a junction

with General Z. Taylor in front of Buena Vista. Here Captain Lee

was employed in the construction of the defensive work, when Gen-

eral Scott came, armed with discretionary orders, and took Lee for

service in the column which Scott was to command, with much else

that General Taylor could ill afford to spare. Subsequent events

proved that the loss to General Taylor's army was more than com-

pensated by the gain to the general cause.

Avoiding any encroachment upon the domain of history in enter-

ing upon a description of campaigns and battles, I cannot forbear

from referring to a particular instance of Lee's gallantry and devotion

to duty. Before the battle of Contreras General Scott's troops had

become separated by the field of Pedregal, and it was necessary to

communicate instructions to those on the other side of this barrier of

rocks and lava. General Scott says in his report that he had sent

seven officers since about sundown to communicate instructions ;

they had all returned without getting through,
"
but the gallant and

indefatigable Captain Lee, of the engineers, who has been constantly

with the operating forces, is just in from Shields, Smith, Cad-

wallader," etc. Subsequently General Scott, while giving testi-

mony before a court of inquiry, said :

"
Captain Lee, engineers, came

to me from a Contreras with a message from Brigadier- General Smith,

I think, about the same time (midnight), he having passed over the

difficult ground by daylight found it just possible to return to St.

Augustine in the dark the greatest feat of physical and moral cour-

age performed by any individual, in my knowledge, in the pending

campaign."
This field of Pedregal as described was impassable on horseback,

and crossed with much difficulty by infantry in daylight. After con-

sultation with the generals near to Contreras, it being decided that

an attack must be made at daylight, Captain Lee, through storm and

darkness, undertook on foot and alone to recross the Pedregal, so

as to give General Scott the notice which would insure the co-opera-

tion of his divided forces in the morning's attack. This feat was well

entitled to tne commendation that General Scott bestowed upon it ;
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but the highest praise belongs to Lee's inciting and sustaining mo-

tjve_</w/j/. To bear to the commanding general the needful infor-

mation he dared and suffered for that which is the crowning glory of

man he offered himself for the welfare of others.

He went to Mexico with the rank of captain of engineers, and by

gallantry and meritorious conduct rose to the rank of colonel in the

army, commission by brevet. After his return he resumed his duties

as an officer of the engineer corps. While employed in the con-

struction of Fort Carroll, near Baltimore, an event occurred which

illustrates his nice sentiment of honor. Some members of the Cuban

Junta called upon him and offered him the command of an expedi-

tion to overthrow the Spanish control of the island. A very large

sum of money was to be paid immediately upon his acceptance of

their proposition, and a large sum thenceforward was to be paid

monthly. Lee came to Washington to converse with me upon the

subject. After a brief discussion of the military problem, he said it

was not that he had come to consult me about the question he was

considering was whether while an officer in the United States army,
and because of any reputation he might have acquired as such, he

could accept a proposition for foreign service against a government
with which the United States were at peace. The conclusion was his

decision to decline any further correspondence with the Junta.
In 1852 Colonel Lee was made superintendent of the United States

Military Academy a position for which he seemed to be peculiarly
fitted as well by his attainments as by his fondness for young people,
his fine personal appearance, and impressive manners. When a year
or two thereafter I visited the academy, and was surprised to see so

many gray hairs on his head, he confessed that the cadets did exceed-

ingly worry him, and then it was perceptible that his sympathy with

young people was rather an impediment than a qualification for the

superintendency. .

In 1855 four new regiments were added to the army two of cav-

alry and two of infantry. Captain Lee, of the engineers, brevet-

colonel of the army, was offered the position of lieutenant-colonel of

the Second regiment of cavalry, which he accepted. He was a bold,

graceful horseman, and the son of Light-Horse Harry now seemed

to be in his proper element ;
but the chief of engineers endeavored

to persuade him that it was a descent to go from the engineer corps

into the cavalry. Soon after the regiment was organized and as-

signed to duty in Texas, the colonel, Albert Sidney Johnston, was

selected to command an expedition to Utah, and the command of
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the regiment and the protection of the frontier of Texas against

Indian marauders devolved upon Colonel Lee. There, as in every

position he had occupied, diligence, sound judgment, and soldierly

endowment made his service successful. In 1859, being on leave of

absence in Virginia, he was made available for the suppression of the

John Brown raid. As soon as relieved from that special assignment

he returned to his command in Texas, and on April 25, 1861, re-

signed from the United States army.
Then was his devotion to principle subjected to a crucial test, the

severity of which can only be fully realized by a
" West- Pointer

"

whose life has been spent in the army. That it was to sever the

friendships of youth, to break up the habits of intercourse, of man-

ners, and of thought, others may comprehend and estimate
;
but the

sentiment most profound in the heart of the war-worn cadet, and

which made the change most painful to Lee, he has partially ex-

pressed in the letters he wrote at the time to his beloved sister and

and to his venerated friend and commander, General Winfield Scott.

Partizan malignants have not failed to misrepresent the conduct of

Lee, even to the extent of charging him with treason and desertion
;

and unable to appreciate his sacrifice to the allegiance due to Virginia,

they have blindly ascribed his action to selfish ambition. It has been

erroneously asserted that he was educated at the expense of the

General Government, and an attempt has been made then to deduce

a special obligation to adhere to it.

The cadets of the United States Military Academy are appor-
tioned among the States in proportion to the number of representa-

tives they severally have in the Congress ;
that is, one for each

congressional district, with ten additional for the country at large.

The annual appropriations for the support of the army and navy
include the commissioned, warrant, and non-commissioned officers,

privates, seamen, etc., etc. The cadets and midshipmen are warrant

officers, and while at the academies are receiving elementary instruc-

tion in and for the public service. At whose expense are they taught
and supported ? Surely at that of the people, they who pay the

taxes and imposts to supply the Treasury with means to meet appro-

priations as well to pay generals and admirals as cadets and mid-

shipmen. The cadet's obligation for his place and support was to

the State, by virtue of whose distributive share he was appointed,
and whose contributions supplied the United States Treasury ; through
the State, as a member of the Union, allegiance was due to it, and most

usefully ajid nobly did Lee pay the debt both at home and abroad.
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No proposition rould be more absurd than that he was prompted
by selfish ambition to join the Confederacy. With a small part of

his knowledge of the relative amount of material of war possessed

by the North and South, any one must have seen that the chances of

war were against us; but if thrice-armed Justice should enable the

South to maintain her independence, as our fathers had done, not-

withstanding the unequal contest, what selfish advantage could it

bring Lee? If, as some among us yet expected, many hoped, and

all wished, there should be a peaceful separation, he would have left

behind him all he had gained by long and brilliant service, and could

not leave in our small army greater rank than was proffered to him in

the larger one he had left. If active hostilities were prosecuted, his

large property would be so exposed as to incur serious injury, if not

destruction. His mother, Virginia, had revoked the grants she had

voluntarily made to the Federal Government, and asserted the State

sovereignty and independence she had won from the mother-country

by the war of the Revolution
;
and thus, it was regarded, the alle-

giance of her sons became wholly her own. Above the voice of his

friends at Washington, advising and entreating him to stay with

them, rose the cry of Virginia calling her sons to defend her against

threatened invasion. Lee heeded this cry only alone he rode forth,

as he had crossed the Pedregal, his guiding star being duty, and

offered his sword to Virginia. His offer was accepted, and he was

appointed to the chief command of the forces of the State. Though
his reception was most flattering, and the confidence manifested in

him unlimited, his conduct was conspicuous for the modesty and

moderation which had always been characteristic of him.

The South had been involved in war without having made due

preparations for it. She was without a navy, without even a mer-

chant marine commensurate with her wants during peace ; without

arsenals, armories, founderies, manufactories, or stores on hand to

supply those wants. Lee exerted himself to the utmost to raise and

organize troops in Virginia, and when the State joined the Confed-

eracy he was invited to come to Montgomery and explain the condi-

tion of his command
;
but his engagements were so pressing that he

sent his second officer, General J. E. Johnston, to furnish the desired

information.

When the capital of the Confederacy was removed from Mont-

gomery to Richmond, Lee, under the orders of the President, was

charged with the general direction of army affairs. In this position

the same pleasant relations which had always existed between them
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continued, and Lee's indefatigable attention to the details of the

various commands was of much benefit to the public service. In

the meantime disasters, confusion, and disagreement among the com-
mands in western Virginia made it necessary to send there an officer

of higher rank than any then on duty in that section. The service

was disagreeable, toilsome, and in no wise promising to give distinc-

tion to a commander. Passing by all reference to others, suffice it to

say that at last Lee was asked to go, and, not counting the cost, he

unhesitatingly prepared to start. By concentrating the troops, and

by a judicious selection of the position he compelled the enemy
finally to retreat.

There is an incident in this campaign which has never been re-

ported, save as it was orally given to me by General Lee, with a

request that I should take no official notice of it. A strong division

of the enemy was reported to be encamped in a valley, which one of

the colonels said he had found by reconnoissance could readily be

approached on one side, and he proposed with his regiment to sur-

prise and attack. General Lee accepted his proposition, but told him

that he himself would, in the meantime, with several regiments,
ascend the mountain that overlooked the valley on the other side,

and at dawn of day, on a morning fixed, the Colonel was to make his

assault. His firing was to be the signal for a joint attack from three

directions. During the night Lee made a toilsome ascent of the

mountain and was in position at the time agreed upon. The valley

was covered by a dense fog. Not hearing the signal, he went by a

winding path down the side of the mountain and saw the enemy pre-

paring breakfast and otherwise so engaged as to indicate that they

were entirely ignorant of any danger. Lee returned to his own

command, told them what he had seen, and though the expected sig-

nal had not been given by which the attacking regiment and another

detachment were to engage in the assault, he proposed that the regi-

ments then with him should surprise the camp, which he believed,

under the circumstances, might successfuly be done. The colonels

went to consult their men, and returned to inform that they were so

cold, wet, and hungry, as to be unfit for the enterprise. The fog was

then lifting, and it was necessary to attack immediately or to withdraw

before being discovered by the much larger force in the valley. Lee

therefore withdrew his small command and safely conducted them to

his encampment.
The colonel who was to give the signal for the joint attack, mis-

apprehending the purpose, reported that when he arrived upon the
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ground he found the encampment protected by a heavy abattis, which

prevented him from making a sudden charge, as he had expected,

not understanding that if he had fired his guns at any distance he

would have secured the joint attack of the other detachments, and

probably brought about an entire victory. Lee generously forebore

to exonerate himself when the newspapers in Richmond criticised him

severely, one denying him any other consideration except that which

he enjoyed as
"
the President's pet."

It was an embarrassment to the Executive to be deprived of the

advice of General Lee, but it was deemed necessary again to detach

him to look after affairs on the coast of Carolina and Georgia, and so

violent had been the unmerited attacks upon him by the Richmond

press that it was thought proper to give him a letter to the Governor

of South Carolina, stating what manner of man had been sent to him.

There his skill as an engineer was manifested in the defences he con-

structed and devised. On his return to Richmond he resumed his

functions of general supervisor of military affairs.

In the spring of 1862 Bishop Meade lay dangerously ill. This

venerable ecclesiastic had taught General Lee his catechism when a

boy, and when he was announced to the Bishop the latter asked to

have him shown in immediately. He answered Lee's inquiry as to

how he felt by saying:
"
Nearly gone, but I wished to see you once

more," and then in a feeble voice added :

" God bless you, Robert,

and fit you for your high and responsible duties!
" The great sol-

dier stood reverently by the bed of his early preceptor in Christianity,

but the saintly patriot saw beyond the hero the pious boy to whom
he had taught {he catechism

;
first he gave his dying blessing to

Robert, and then, struggling against exhaustion, invoked Heaven's

guidance for the General.

After the battle of Seven Pines Lee was assigned to the command
to the army of Virginia. Thus far his duties had been of a kind to

confer a great benefit, but to be unseen and unappreciated by the

public. Now he had an opportunity for the employment of his re-

markable power of generalization while attending to the minutest

details. The public saw manifestation of the first, but could not es-

timate the extent to which the great results achieved were due to the

exact order, systematic economy, and regularity begotten of his per-

sonal attention to the proper adjustment of even the smallest part of

that mighty machine, a well-organized, disciplined army. His early

instructor, in a published Tetter, seemed to regard the boy's labor of

finishing a drawing on a slate as an excess of care. Was it so ? No
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doubt, so far as the particular task was concerned
; but this seedling

is to be judged by the fruit the tree bore. That little drawing on
the slate was the prototype of the exact investigations which crowned
with success his labors as a civil and military engineer as well as a

commander of armies. May it not have been, not only by endow-
ment but also from these early efforts that his mind became so

rounded, systematic, and complete that his notes written on the

battle-field and in the saddle had the precision of form and lucidity

of expression found in those written in the quiet of his tent ? These

incidents are related, not because of their intrinsic importance, but as

presenting an example for the emulation of youths whose admiration

of Lee may induce them to follow the toilsome methods by which

he attained to true greatness and enduring fame.

In the early days of June, 1862, General McClellan threatened the

capital, Richmond, with an army numerically much superior to that

to the command of which Lee had been assigned. A day or two

after he had joined the army I was riding to the front, and saw a

number of horses hitched in front of a house, and among them recog-
nized General Lee's. Upon dismounting and going in, I found some

general officers engaged in consultation with him as to how McClel-

lan's advance could be checked, and one of them commenced to ex-

plain the disparity of force and with pencil and paper to show how
the enemy could throw out his boyaus and by successive parallels

make his approach irresistible.
"
Stop, stop," said Lee,

"
if you go

to ciphering we are whipped beforehand." He ordered the con-

struction of earthworks, put guns in a position for a defensive line on

the south side of the Chickahominy, and then commenced the strate-

gic movement which was the inception of the seven days' battles,

ending in uncovering the capital and driving the enemy to the cover

of his gunboats in the James river.

There was never a greater mistake than that which was attributed

to General Lee what General Charles Lee, in his reply to General

Washington, called the "rascally virtue." I have had occasion to

remonstrate with General Lee for exposing himself, as I thought,

unnecessarily in reconnoissance, but he justified himself by saying he
" could not understand things so well unless he saw them." In the

excitement of battle his natural combativeness would sometimes

overcome his habitual self-control
;
thus it twice occurred in the cam-

paign against Grant that the men seized his bridle to restrain him

from his purpose to lead them in a charge.

He was always careful not to wound the sensibilities of any one, and
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sometimes with an exterior jest or compliment, would give what, if

properly appreciated, was instruction for the better performance of
some duty : for example, if he thought a general officer was not visit-

ing his command as early and as often as was desirable, he might ad-

mire his horse and suggest that the animal would be improved by
more exercise.

He was not of the grave, formal nature that he seemed to some
who only knew him when sad realities cast dark shadows upon him

;

but even then the humor natural to him would occasionally break

out. For instance, General Lee called at my office for a ride to the

defence of Richmond, then under construction. He was mounted on
a stallion which some kind friend had recently sent him. As I

mounted my horse, his was restive and kicked at mine. We rode on

quietly together, though Lee was watchful to keep his horse in order.

Passing by an encampment, we saw near a tent two stallions tied at

a safe distance from one another.
"
There," said he,

"
is a man worse

off than I am." When asked to explain, he said :

" Don't you see,

he has two stallions? I have but one."

His habits had always been rigidly temperate, and his fare in camp
was of the simplest. I remember on one battle-field riding past
where he and his staff were taking their luncheon. He invited me
to share it, and when I dismounted for the purpose, it proved to have
consisted only of bacon and corn-bread. The bacon had all been eaten,

and there were only some crusts of corn bread left, which, however,

having been saturated with the bacon gravy, were in those hard

times altogether acceptable, as General Lee was assured, in order to

silence his regrets.

While he was on duty in South Carolina and Georgia, Lee's

youngest son, Robert, then a mere boy, lelt school and came down
to Richmond, announcing his purpose to go into the army. His
older brother, Custis, was a member of my staff, and after a confer-

ence we agreed that it was useless to send the boy back to school,

and that he probably would not wait in Richmond for the return of

his father, so we selected a battery, which had been organized in

Richmond, and sent Robert to join it. General Lee told me that at

the battle of Sharpsburg this battery suffered so much that it had to

be withdrawn for repairs and some fresh horses, but as he had no

troops even to form a reserve, as soon as the battery could be made
useful it was ordered forward. He said that as it passed him, a boy,
mounted as a driver of one of the guns, much stained with powder,
said :

" Are you going to put us in again, General ?
"

After reply-
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ing to him in the affirmative he was struck by the voice of the boy,

and asked him "Whose son are you?" To which he answered,
"

I am Robbie," whereupon his father said,
" God bless you, my son,

you must go in."

When General Lee was in camp near Richmond his friends fre-

quently sent him something to improve his mess-table. A lady,

noted for the very good bread she made, had frequently favored him

with some. One day, as we were riding through the street, she was

standing in her front door and bowed to us. The salutation was, of

course, returned. After we had passed he asked me who she was.

I told him she was the lady who sent him such good bread. He was

very sorry he had not known it, but to go back would prove that he

had not recognized her as he should have done. His habitual avoid-

ance of any seeming harshness, which caused him sometimes, instead

of giving a command, to make a suggestion, was probably a defect.

I believe that he had in this manner indicated that supplies were to

be deposited for him at Amelia Courthouse, but the testimony of

General Breckenridge, Secretary of War, of General St. John, Com-

missary General, and Lewis Harvie, President of the Richmond and

Danville Railroad, conclusively proves that no such requisition was

made upon either of the persons who should have received it
; and,

further, that there were supplies both at Danville and Richmond

which could have been sent to Amelia Courthouse if information had

been received that they were wanted there.

Much has been written in regard to the failure to occupy the Round

Top at Gettysburg early in the morning of the second day"s battle,

to which failure the best judgment attributes our want of entire suc-

cess in that battle. Whether this was due to the order not being

sufficiently positive or not, I will leave to the historians who are dis-

cussing that important event. I have said that Lee's natural temper
was combative, and to this may be ascribed his attack on the third

day at Gettysburg, when the opportunity had not been seized which

his genius saw was the gate to victory. It was this last attack to

which I have thought he referred when he said it was all his fault,

thereby sparing others from whatever blame was due for what had

previously occurred.

After the close of the war, while I was in prison and Lee was on

parole, we were both indicted on a charge of treason
; but, in hot

haste to get in their work, the indictment was drawn with the fatal

omission of an overt act. General Grant interposed in the case of

General Lee, on the ground that he had taken his parole and that he
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was, therefore, not subject to arrest. Another grand jury was sum-

moned and a bill was presented against me alone and amended by

inserting specifications of overt acts. General Lee was summoned
as a witness before that grand jury, the object being to prove by him

that I was responsible for certain things done by him during the war.

I was in Richmond, having been released by virtue of the writ of

habeas corpiis. General Lee met me very soon after having given

his testimony before the grand jury, and told me that to the inquiry

whether he had not, in the specified cases, acted under my orders, he

said that he had always consulted me when he had the opportunity,

both on the field and elsewhere ;
that after discussion, if not before,

we had always agreed, and therefore he had done with my consent

and approval only what he might have done if he had not consulted

me, and that he accepted the full responsibility for his acts. He said

he had endeavored to present the matter as distinctly as he could,

and looked up to see what effect he was producing upon the grand

jury. Immediately before him sat a big black negro, whose head

had fallen back on the rail of the uench he sat on
; his mouth was

wide open, and he was fast asleep. General Lee pleasantly added

that, if he had had any vanity as an orator, it would have received a

rude check.

The evident purpose was to offer to Lee a chance to escape by

transferring to me the responsibility for overt acts. Not only to repel

the suggestion, but unequivocally to avow his individual respon-

sibility, with all that, under existing circumstances, was implied in

this, was^he highest reach of moral courage and gentlemanly pride.

Those circumstances were exceptionally perilous to him. He had

been indicted for treason
;
the United States President had vindic-

tively threatened to make treason odious
;
the dregs of society had

been thrown to the surface; judicial seats were held by political ad-

venturers ;
the United States judge of the Virginia district had

answered to a committee of Congress that he could pack a jury so

as to convict Davis or Lee and it was under such surroundings that

he met the grand jury and testified as stated above. Arbitrary

power might pervert justice and trample on right, but could not turn

the knightly Lee from the path of honor and truth.

Descended from a long line of illustrious warriors and statesmen,

Robert Edward Lee added new glory to the name he bore, and,

whether measured by a martial or an intellectual standard, will com-

pare favorably with those whose reputation it devolved upon him to

sustain and emulate.

JEFFERSON DAVIS.
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ROBERT E. LEE.

THE ESTIMATE OF THE SOUTHERN LEADER BY A CANADIAN.

The Week, of Canada, contains the following interesting article by
T. E. Moberly on Robert E. Lee, suggested by the unveiling of his

statue at Richmond :

On the 2Qth of May, at Richmond, Virginia, the French sculptor

Mercie's equestrian statue of the immortal Lee was unveiled. The
world needs no monument to perpetuate the unfading memory of

this gentle, noble, gifted man. So long as this Northern continent

endures, the name, the genius, and the character of Lee shall wield

their potent sway upon the mind of man, and long after his puny
detractors have crumbled into the dust, and avenging time has blot-

ted out their names and memories from the records of the past in

each succeeding age the human heart will on such occasions respond
to the sentiment of the poet :

"The heart ran o'er with silent worship of the great of old!

The dead, but sceptered, sovereigns who still rule our spirits from their

urns,"

and pay its meed of homage to Robert E. Lee.

The motive which led Lee to share the fortunes of hi mother

State, Virginia, in the tremendous struggle between North and South

was the great principle of State as opposed to Federal sovereignty

a principle which had been rocked in the cradle of the Republic and

espoused by some of her greatest statesmen, such as Madison and

Jefferson. The legal conflicts between Ontario and Canada are more

than an object lesson* to Canadians, to prove that the seeds of this

apple of discord are being already rooted in our land. There is no

need of dwelling on the varied fortunes of the great war which, a

quarter of a century ago, convulsed the contending States. Suffice

it to say, that the brilliant genius of the great Captain of the South,

backed by the indomitable bravery and tried efficiency of his armies,

put a tremendous strain upon the vast resources in men and money
of the North. And it was only when the absolute want of food,

clothing, and other munitions of war made it imperative, that Lee

issued the historic order to his army :

"
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA,

"Appomattox Courthouse, April so, 1865.

(/'GENERAL ORDERS No. 9.)

"
After four years' arduous service, marked by unsurpassed
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courage and fortitude, the Army of Northern Virginia has been com-

pelled to yield to overwhelming numbers and resources.
"

I need not tell the survivors of so many hard fought battles who
have remained steadfast to the last, that I have consented to this

result from no distrust of them, but feeling that valor and devotion

could accomplish nothing that could compensate for the loss which

would have attended the continuation of the contest, I have deter-

mined to avoid the useless sacrifice of those whose past services have

endeared them to their countrymen. You will take with you the

satisfaction that proceeds from the consciousness of duty faithfully

performed, and I earnestly pray that a merciful God may extend to

you His blessing and protection. With an increasing admiration of

your constancy and devotion to your country, and a grateful remem-
brance of your kind and generous consideration of myself, I bid you
an affectionate farewell.

' ' ROBERT E. LEE, General.
' '

In this sublime and pathetic epistle is vividly portrayed a lofty and

intrepid spirit, softened by an almost womanly tenderness, and sanc-

tified by the most exalted Christian principle.

This ended Lee's masterly defense of the South during four of the

most memorable years of modern warfare. As to the merits of his

operations it will suffice to refer to the opinion of the military critics

and writers of Germany, of whom it has been said that,
"
having C.XT

amined minutely the campaigns of Lee, tliey unite in the following

judgment : Despite its adverse issue, the four years' conduct of the

war by Lee is the ablest that ever a war of defense has exhibited,

with the exception of the 'Seven Years' defensive war which Fred-

erick the Great conducted in Saxony and Silesia.'
"

Thus, Lee is, by
the most competent judges, calmly ranked with their national hero,

Frederick, one of the most consummate captains the world has ever

seen.

In reading the references to Lee in many United States papers,

and the blatant and bombastic harangue of Mr. Senator Ingalls at

the Gettysburg memorial services on the 3Oth ult.
,
one cannot help

re-echoing Cicero's lament "O! tempora, O ! mores." Did they

but know it, such writers and speakers are rending afresh a well-

healed wound, and exposing themselves and their country to the

merited contempt of every right-thinking, magnanimous nation upon
earth. The seed of exalted patriotism, however, does not germinate
in the breast of the petty politician. If this is all the forbearance
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and wisdom that twenty-five long years of peace have fostered in the

Republican press and Senate of the North towards their white fellow-

countrymen of the South, and bearing in mind the negro, Mormon
and Irish questions, the future of the United States may well seem

problematical.

Let me present to Lee's aspersers, in the hope that they may catch

though a long way off a portion of his spirit, the calm, dignified,

and patriotic "open letter" written by him, after the close of hos-

tilities to Governor Letcher, the war Governor of Virginia. It is as

follows: "The questions which for years were in dispute between

the State and general Government, and which, unhappily, were not

decided by the dictates of reason, but referred to the decision of war,

having been decided against us, it is the part of wisdom to acquiesce
in the result and of candor to recognize the fact.

" The interests of the State are, therefore, the same as those of the

United States. Its prosperity will rise or fall, with the welfare of the

country. The duty of its citizens, then, appears to me too plain to

admit of doubt. All should unite in honest efforts to obliterate the

effects of war, and to restore the blessings of peace. They should

remain, if possible, in the country promote harmony and good feel-

ing, qualify themselves to vote and elect to the State and general

Legislatures wise and patriotic men, who will devote their abilities to

the interests of the country and the healing of all dissensions. I

have invariably recommended this course since the cessation of hos-

tilities, and have endeavored to practice it myself."

In referring to the Northern press, all honor should be paid to the

New York Times, for the pure, manly and patriotic tone of its

reference to Lee, in its issue of May 30. There are also some other

honorable exceptions.

Of the monument, but little can be said in its praise. The pedes-
tal is pretty, but that is all. If you conceal the body of the horse

and its rider, you might readily think that the legs were those of a

cow. After having considered the admirable and comprehensive

conception and spirited design of the Canadian sculptor, Mr. Gilbert

Frith, for the Lee monument, one is amazed at the choice that was

made.

Lee's retirement to the comparative obscurity of an humble citizen,

and the self-supporting labor of a teacher of youth, when he might
have lived in luxury and been pampered and idolized abroad, was in

keeping with the general tenor of his life. How like the Roman
Cincinnatus, who, having rendered signal service to the Roman arms
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and State, returned to his farm to plow ! Of Lee's personal presence

Sir Garnet Wolseley and Lieutenant Colonel G. T. Denison have

said, "that he, more than any other man they had ever met, im-

pressed them with human greatness."

Many years ago a writer in the Illustrated London News thus de-

scribed the charm of Lee's presence :

"
If a number of men were

seated in a circle, Lee being one of them, and a little child were

placed in their midst, after looking round the circle, it would be sure

to go to Lee." Canadians may well be proud of having been born

upon the Continent which produced so great a man. With what

sublime appropriateness could Robert E. Lee at his life's close have

repeated the memorable words of Horace :

"
Exegi monumentum acre perennius

Regailque situ pyramidium altius,

Quod non imber edax, non aquilo impotens
Possit diruere aut innumerabilis

Annorum series et fuga temporum."

Lee's private and public character has extorted even* from his de-

tractors unwonted praise. In him were combined in exquisite pro-

portion many of the choicest gifts and graces of heart, of mind, of

body. With sweet and simple dignity he trod the pathway of do-

mestic life loving, and beloved by all. With rare unselfish modesty
he took upon his titan shoulders the crushing burdens of his com-
rades' errors without a murmur or complaint. In him humility and

greatness walked hand in hand, and from his life there fell with pure
and steadfast lustre the offshining of that

'*

true light which lighteth

every man that cometh into the world." The contemplation of the

life and personality of this great and gentle man recalls the words of

Wordsworth :

"
Soft is the music that would charm forever.

The flower of sweetest smell is shy and lowly."

Itinerary of the Fourth Virginia Cavalry.

March 2jth-April gth,

[The following memorandum is from among a mass of army papers
left by the late gallant Colonel William Beverley Wooldridge, and pre-

sented by his widow to the Southern Historical Society. He entered
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the service as first lieutenant of Company B (Chesterfield Troop) of

the Fourth Virginia Cavalry, and became by successive promotions its

colonel. He lost a leg at Spotsylvania Court House, but rejoined

his loved command as soon as his wound healed. At the time of the

surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia he was in command of

Fitz Lee's old brigade.

It is authoritatively stated that a commission of brigadier-general

for Colonel Wooldridge had been filled, and was about to be trans-

mitted to him from the Adjutant General's Office when General Lee

surrendered. Although a majority of the 4th Virginia Cavalry was

surrendered at Appomattox Courthouse, as stated herewith, Colonel

Wooldridge was not paroled until sometime afterwards, being with

the force of the resolute Munford near Lynchburg. Munford and

Rosser, commanding divisions, having succeeded in cutting their way
through the lines of Federal army, immediately made arrangements
to continue the struggle. A printed order issued by Munford at

Lynchburg, Va., April 21, 1865, glows with the undying spirit of

resistance. The capitulation of General Johnston could only con-

vince him of the futility of further resistance.]

Monday, March 27th. Left Mechanicsville
; camped for the night

in Chesterfield county between Richmond and Petersburg.

Tuesday, March 28th. Went to Dinwiddie county, and camped
for the night at Sutherland's Tavern.

Wednesday, March 2gth. Laid in line of battle near Hatcher's

creek, Payne's Brigade fighting, we supporting him
; camped for the

night near Hatcher's creek.

Thursday, March 3oth. Moved towards Five Forks; Pickett's

division and cavalry drove enemy back. While driving him back

night overtook us
;
we came back a short distance and went into

camp.

Friday, March 3ist. Attacked by enemy next morning. Pickett's

division and cavalry driven by enemy at Five Forks; camped for

the night at Station on Southside Railroad.

Saturday, April ist. Enemy pressing us all day, especially in the

afternoon ; succeeded in checking him at 'Mulberry Inn, near the line

of Amelia and Dinwiddie counties
; remained in breastworks here

all night. Enemy charged in several times repulsed.

Sunday, April ad. We left about daybreak ;
went three or four

miles and remained until about 10 o'clock A. M. Enemy appeared,
drove in picket, closely presseu us to Bevil's bridge on Appomattox
river

; camped for the night near Bevil's bridge.
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Monday, April 3d. Remained in line of battle all day ;
no fight-

ing ; camped within a few miles of Amelia Courthouse.

Tuesday, April 4th. Met with General Lee's army at Amelia

Courthouse ;
hurried to the front

;
attacked the enemy while burning

wagon train
;
drove him beyond Amelia Springs ; killed, wounded

and captured many of the enemy ;
came back and encamped at

Amelia Springs.

Wednesday, April 5th. We left Amelia Springs ;
in line of battle

near High Bridge all night ;
fell back just before sunrise.

Thursday, April 6th. Killed General Reid and captured his

brigade near High Bridge ;
lost Boston and Dearing. Laid in

breastworks not far from High Bridge all night.

Friday, April yth. Left High Bridge, fighting every step, falling

back, closely pressed by the enemy, until we got three or four miles

above Farmville
;
went forward and attacked enemy, burning wagon

train
;
took General Gregg prisoner late in afternoon ; went into

camp at cross-roads, seven or eight miles above Farmville.

Saturday April 8th. Enemy closely pressed us until we got to

new store in Buckingham county ;
we then marched on and en-

camped near Appomattox Courthouse.

Sunday April gth. Went early in the morning to Appomattox
Courthouse and surrendered.

Prisoners of the Civil War.

PROFESSOR DABNEY VS. "THE NATION " TESTIMONY OF A

GERMAN.

To the Editor of The Times: [Feb. 12, 1890.]

Sir, It has long been the habit of The Nation to pat the South on

the back, and, while giving her people much paternal admonition on

the subject of duels, street fights, and the like, to encourage them to

hope that if they will diligently read The Nation, a civilization quite

passable (considering the g'reat barbarism and iniquity of their past

history) may at length arise in the South. This complacent conde-

scension has been mistaken by many for fairness and impartiality,

among whom, however, the present writer is not one. For years he

has seen through the gauzy pretence of judicial calmness, and now

presents to The Times a typical instance of this pretence. In reply

to The Nation's article of January 3Oth, on " The Prisons of the
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Civil War," I wrote the following letter to the editor, which he declines

to publish, telling me that he thinks I will,
" on reflection, see the inad-

visabilityof a controversy" on the subject. He himself he writes me
has discussed the matter "

dispassionately," and, of course, there is no

need for any further discussion. The almost five columns in which he

tells his readers of the
"
unspeakable horrors of Andersonville," of

the "millions of flies," which "deposited their maggots on the

gangrenous wounds of the living, and in the mouths of the dead,"

are, of course, sufficient
;
and a

"
controversy

"
could, he says,

"
con-

duce to no good end." Let there be no controversy. To hear one

side of a question is enough. The Nation has spoken. Its editor is

in his holy sanctum. Let all the earth keep silence before him.

To the Editor of the Nation :

Sir, As I have not personally investigated the history of prisons

during the civil war, I shall not venture to express in this letter any

opinion of my own concerning the relative humanity of North and

South in the treatment of prisoners ; but, as you state in your edi-

torial of last week that the diet at Johnson's Island was "exception-

ally abundant and varied," I wish to call the attention of your readers

to certain evidence to the contrary, which I have heard.

After reading your article I went to a gentleman whose brother,

a Confederate lieutenant, died after leaving Johnson's Island, from the

effects of hardships suffered at that place, and asked him whether his

brother had found the food "exceptionally abundant and varied."

Briefly stated, the lieutenant's account was as follows : The food,

though usually satisfactory as to quality, was not always so, as may
be inferred from the fact that, in order to have a better Christmas

dinner than was furnished him, he made soup out of some fish-skins

which he had raked out of a gutter. As to the abundance, he heard

the commandant of the prison, whom he praised highly for his kind-

ness, say that he was well aware that the prisoners did not have

enough to eat, but that he was under strict orders not to give them

any more. Delicacies were sent him by New York and Louisville

ladies, but were intercepted by the guards or other persons and never

reached him. Moreover, in that bitterly cold climate, he was not

allowed a blanket to cover himself at night until after Christmas.

L am well acquainted with a Confederate captain now living in

Richmond, a perfect Hercules in physique, who (if I remember

rightly) weighed fifty pounds less upon leaving Johnson's Island

than when he entered its prison walls.
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And now let me quote from " Land and Leute in den Vereinigten

Staaten
"

(Leipzig, 1886), a work by Ernst Hohenwart (possibly a

pseudonym), a German who spent nearly thirty years in the United

States, and who fought as an officer in the Northern army. I shall

italicize certain important phrases :

" Much has been said of the cruel treatment of Northern soldiers

in Southern prisons. Having myself been a prisoner in the South

for more than thirteen months, and having been afterwards stationed

with my regiment at a place where more than 25,000 Southern sol-

diers were confined, I think I have a right to an opinion as to the

relative treatment of prisoners in the North and South.
"

It is true that the Southerners treated their prisoners much less

well than the Northerners, for the simple reason thai Ihey had not the

means to treat them better, and often, especially towards the end of

the war, themselves suffered from want.

"The South wished to permit the officers, according to European
custom, to live in town on parole and half pay. I myself and other

officers lived for some months in Raleigh, and were granted much
freedom of movement, but the North treated Southern officers like

common soldiers, and the South afterwards did the same. So long
as they were able they gave us good rations, afterwards very often

spoilt bacon, cured with wood-ashes they were short of salt or

beef cured with saltpetre, or fresh horse meat
;
a pound of bread a

day being added, and sometimes a handful of beans or rice. During
the winter we were unable to buy anything additional, but as soon as

summer came, country people brought us provisions, which we were

permitted to buy. Thefare of our guards was not much better than

our own.
"
Of intentional cruelty I saw nothing, but on the contrary, always

found both officers and men very friendly and obliging, and most

willing to alleviate our lot. When requested to bring us tobacco

or other articles from town, they were always glad to do so, and
/ never heard of a single instance in which such a request was

refused.
" The horrors of Andersonville are not to be denied, but that was

an exception the cruel policy adopted by the Southern government
to compel the North to exchange prisoners, which the North refused
to do," etc.

Since writing the above I have seen another gentleman, who tells

me that he knows a number of Confederates who "varied" their
" abundant

"
diet at Johnson's Island with the flesh of rats, an article
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of food which was also enjoyed by the lieutenant whom I mentioned

in the first part of my letter.

R. H. DABNEY.
University of Virginia, February 2. 1890.

The above letter, as you see, contains nothing polemical or one-

sided on my part. I have, in fact, refrained from the expression of

any opinion whatever, confining myself to quoting the opinions of

others. The testimony is certainly worthy of notice, but The Nation

wishes to suppress it, and I, therefore, appeal to The Times for a

hearing.*
R. H. DABXEY.

University of Virginia, February 9, 1890.

JEFFERSON DAVIS.

In this connection the remarks on the subject made by Senator

Daniel in his oration on January 25th will be of interest to recall.

Senator Daniel said :

He would have turned with loathing from misuse of a prisoner,

for there was no characteristic of Jefferson Davis more marked than

his regard for the weak, the helpless, and the captive. By act of the

Confederate Congress, and by general orders, the same rations- served

to the Confederates were issued to the prisoners, though taken from

a starving army and people.

Brutal and base was the effort to stigmatize him as a conspirator to

maltreat prisoners, but better for him that it was made, for while he

was himself yet in prison the evidences of his humanity were so

overwhelming that finally slander stood abashed and malignity

recoiled.

Even at Andersonville, where the hot summer sun was of course

disastrous to men of the Northern clime, well nigh as many of their

guard died as of them.

With 60,000 more Federal prisoners in the South than there were

Confederate prisoners in the North, 6,000 more Confederates than

Federals died in prison. A cyclone of rhetoric cannot shake this

mountain of fact, and these facts are alike immovable:

i. He tried to get the prisoners exchanged by the cartel agreed

upon, but as soon as an excess of prisoners was in Federal hands

this was refused.

* The Editor has received like information from a friend who was several

months in prison.
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2. A delegation of the prisoners themselves was sent to Washing-
ton to represent the situation and the plea of humanity for exchange.

3. Vice President Stephens was sent to see President Lincoln by
President Davis and urge exchange, in order "

to restrict the calami-

ties of war ;" but he was denied audience.

4. Twice in January, 1864, and in January, 1865 President

Davis proposed through Commissioner Ould that each side should

send surgeons, and allow money, -food, clothing, and medicines to be
sent to prisoners, but no answer came.

5. Unable to get medicines in the Confederacy, offer was made to

buy them from the United States for the sole use of Federal prison-
ers. No answer was made.

6. Then offer was made to deliver the sick and wounded without

any equivalent in exchange. There was no reply for months.

7. Finally, and as soon as the United States would receive them,
thousands of both sick and well were delivered without exchange.
The record leaves no doubt as to the responsibility for refusal to

exchange. General Grant assumed it, saying in his letter of August
18, 1864: "It is hard on our men in Southern prisons not to ex-

change them, but is humanity to those left in the ranks to fight our

battles. If we commence a system of exchanges which liberates all

prisoners taken, we will have to fight on until the whole South is

exterminated. If we hold those caught they amount to no more
than dead men. At this particular time to release all rebel prisoners
North would insure Sherman's defeat and would compromise our

own safety here."

Alexander H.* Stephens declared that the effort to fix odium
on President Davis constituted "one of the boldest and baldest

attempted outrages upon the truth of history which has ever been

essayed."
Charles A. Dana, of the New York Sun, formerly Assistant Sec-

retary of War, nobly vindicated President Davis while he lived, de-

clared him "altogether acquitted" of the charge, and said of him
dead : "A majestic soul has passed."
When General Lee congratulated his army on the victories of

Richmond, he said to them :

" Your humanity to the wounded and
the prisoners was the fit and crowning glory of your valor." And
could that army now march by, they would lift those laurels from

their bayonets and throw them upon the grave of the Confederate

President.
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ANDERSONVILLE PRISON.

TESTIMONY OF DR. ISAIAH H. WHITE, LATE SURGEON CONFEDERATE
STATES ARMY, AS TO THE TREATMENT OF PRISONERS THERE.

[Richmond Times, August 7, 1890,]

Recently several articles have appeared in leading magazines and

journals in the country agitating the treatment of prisoners at Ander-

sonville and other Southern prisons during the late war between the

States.

In order that the true condition of this subject might be learned, a

reporter for The Times called upon Dr. Isaiah H. White yesterday,
who was chief surgeon of military prisoners east of the Mississippi

during those days, and his headquarters were for a time at Anderson-

ville.

As evidence of the efficiency of Dr. Isaiah H. White in the position

which he held the
" Medical and Surgical History of the War of the

Rebellion," in referring to one of his sanitary reports, says :

" The

following extract shows him neither insensible to the suffering around

him nor ignorant of the cause."

DR. WHITE'S POSITION.

"The papers published by the committee of the House of Repre-
sentatives show that Dr. Isaiah H. White, surgeon in charge of the

prison camp, repeatedly called the attention of his superiors to the

condition of the prisoners, appealing for medical and hospital sup-

plies, additional medical officers, and adequate supply of cooking
utensils, hospital tents, &c. The medical profession owes a debt of

gratitude to this gentleman and his colleagues in their labors for the

unfortunate men confined at Andersonville."

FACTS FROM KNOWLEDGE.

When asked to give his knowledge of the facts connected with the

reports of the inhuman treatment of Federal prisoners by Confed-

erate authorities, Dr. White said :

"
It is not easy to see what pur-

pose is served by the publication of these articles. Under circum-

stances like those of the civil war, the remembrance is painful."

SADDEST EPISODE.

It was the saddest of its episodes not to be willingly recalled either
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by the North or South. If its history is to be written, however, it is

better for it to be based upon facts than fiction.

"It is a well-known fact," said Dr. White,
"
that the Confederate

authorities used every means in their power to secure the exchange
of prisoners, but it was the policy of the United States Government
to prevent it, as is well shown by a letter of General Grant to Gen-

eral Butler, dated August the i8th, 1864, in which he said : -

'

It is hard on our men held in Southern prisons not to exchange
them, but it is humanity to those left in the ranks to fight our battles.

Every man released on parole or otherwise, becomes an active soldier

against us at once, either directly or indirectly. If we commence a

system of exchange which liberates all prisoners taken, we will have
to fight on until the whole South is exterminated. If we hold those

caught they amount to no more than dead men.
1 At this particular time to release all rebel prisoners North would

insure Sherman's defeat and would compromise our safety here.'

" This policy," continued the Doctor,
"
not only kept our men out

of the field, but threw upon our impoverished commissariat the feed-

ing of a large number of prisoners."

TREATMENT OF PRISONERS.

In refutation of the charge that prisoners were starved, let it be

noted that the Confederate Congress in May, 1861, passed a bill pro-

viding that the rations furnished to prisoners of war should be the

same in quantity and quality as those issued to the enlisted men in

the army of the Confederacy. And the prisoners at Andersonville

received the same rations that were furnished the Confederate guard.
That this was sometimes scant, every old rebel in the field can testify.

But this was due to our poverty.

MORTALITY.

"According to the report of Secretary of War Stanton, the num-
ber of Federal prisoners who died in Confederate prisons is 22,576,
and according to the same authority the number of Confederate

prisoners who died in Northern prisons is 26,436 According to the

report of Surgeon-General Barnes the number of Confederates held

in Northern prisons during the war was 220,000, and the number of

Federal prisoners held in Confederate prisons was 270,000."
"

It is to be observed that in all of the calculations of mortality
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made by the writers of these articles the figures relate to Anderson-

ville, which was acknowledged the most unhealthy of any of our

prisons, and yet the mortality rate will compare favorably with that

of Alton, 111., which was 509,4 annually per thousand."

CAMP AT ANDERSONVILLE.

The camp at Andersonville was established on a naturally healthy

site in the highlands of Sumpter county, Georgia. The officers sent

to locate this prison were instructed to prepare a camp for the recep-

tion of ten thousand prisoners. For this purpose twenty-seven acres,

consisting of the northern and southern exposures of two rising

grounds, between which ran a stream from west to east, was selected.

In August, 1864, nearly thirty-three thousand prisoners were crowded

together in this area, in consequence of the refusal* of the United

States Government to exchange prisoners, we having no other prison

to which to send them at that time.

CAUSE OF DISEASE.

The sudden aggregation of these men at a camp unprepared for

their reception, originally designed for only ten thousand men, de-

veloped many unsanitary conditions, which combined with pre-exist-

ing causes, evolving sickness and stamping it with a greater virulence.

The most prominent of these were : The men came from a higher

latitude and unaccustomed to a Southern climate in the most unheal-

thy season of the year, August. The temporary detective police of

the camp, and the insufficient protection in quarters, and the bread

ration, consisting of corn-meal used largely in the South, to which

they were unaccustomed, contributed to the spread of diarrhoea and

dysentery, which was the cause of eighty-six per cent, of the entire

number of deaths. But the evil influences exercised by the camp
conditions and diet would not have been followed by the same mor-

tality had the same ground and shelters been crowded to the same

extent with well-disciplined troops waiting for the opening of a cam-

paign.

BROKEN DOWN PHYSICALLY.

These men on their arrival were broken down physically by pre-
vious hardships, hurried marches, want of sleep, deficient rations, and

exposures in all kinds of weather, by night and by day that precede
and attend the hostile meeting of armies. The prisoners seldom
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carried from the fields a sufficiency of clothing and blankets to pro-
tect them from weather changes. The depression of spirit conse-

quent on defeat and capture, the home sickness of the prisoners, and
the despondency caused by the thought that they had been left by
their own Government in the hands of the enemy with no prospect
of exchange, conspired to render every cause of disease more potent
in its action, and were the main factors in the production of disease

and death.
" How were you off for medical supplies, Doctor? "

asked the re-

porter.
" We were sadly deficient in medicines, the United States Govern-

ment having declared medicines contraband of war, and by the

blockade prohibiting us from getting them abroad, we were thrown

largely on the use of indigenous remedies."

GRANT'S TESTIMONY.

The following testimony of General Grant may be of interest. In

his testimony before the Committee on the Conduct of the War,
February nth, 1865, General Grant's answers were as follows:

Question. It has been said that we refused to exchange prisoners
because we found ours starved, diseased, unserviceable when we
received them, and did not like to exchange sound men for such men.
Answer. There never has been any such reason as that. That

has been a reason for making exchanges. I will confess that if our
men who are prisoners in the South were really well taken care of,

suffering nothing except a little privation of liberty, then, in a mili-

tary point of view, it would not be good policy for us to exchange,
because every man they get back is forced right into the army at

once, while that is not the case with our prisoners when we receive

them. In fact, the half of our returned prisoners will never go into

the army again, and none of them will until after they have had a fur-

lough of thirty or sixty days. Still the fact of their suffering as

they do is a reason for making this exchange as rapidly as possible.

Question. And never has been a reason for not making the

exchange ?

Answer. It never has. Exchanges having been suspended by
reason of disagreements on the part of agents of exchange on both

sides before I came in command of the armies of the United States,

and it being near the opening of the spring campaign I did not

deem it advisable or just to the men who had to fight our battles to
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reinforce the enemy with thirty or forty thousand disciplined troops

at that time. An immediate resumption of exchanges would have

had that effect without giving us corresponding benefits. The suffer-

ing said to exist among our prisoners South was a powerful argu-
ment against the course pursued, and I so felt it.

HILL TO BLAINE.

During the amnesty debate in the House of Representatives in

1876, Hill, of Georgia, replying to statements of Elaine, discussed

the history of the exchange of prisoners, dwelling on the fact that the

cartel which was established in 1862 was interrupted in 1863, and that

the Federal authorities refused to continue the exchange of prisoners.
" The next effort," he said,

"
in the same direction was made in Jan-

uary, 1864, when Robert Ould, Confederate agent of exchange, wrote

to the Federal agent of exchange, proposing, in view of the difficul-

ties attending the release of prisoners, that the surgeons of the army
on each side be allowed to attend their own soldiers while prisoners

in the hands of the enemy, and should have charge of their nursing
and medicine and provisions ; which proposition was also rejected."

Continuing, Mr. Hill said :

"
In August, 1864, there were two more

propositions. The cartel of exchange had been broken by the Fed-

erals under certain pretences, and the prisoners were accumulating on

both sides to such an extent that Mr. Ould made another proposition

to waive every objection and to agree to whatever terms the Federal

Government would demand, and to renew the exchange of prisoners,

man for man, and officer for officer, just as the Federal Government

might prescribe. That proposition was also rejected. In the same

month, August, 1864, finding that the Federal Government would

neither exchange prisoners nor agree to sending surgeons to the

prisoners on each side, the Confederate Government officially pro-

posed, in August, 1864, that if the Federal Government would send

steamers and transports to Savannah, the Confederate Government

would return the sick and wounded prisoners on its hands without an

equivalent. That proposition, which was communicated to the Fed-

eral authorities in August, 1864, was not answered until December,

1864, when some ships were sent to Savannah. The record will show
that the chief suffering, the chief mortality at Andersonville, was be-

tween August and December, 1864. We sought to allay that suffer-

ing by asking you to take your prisoners off our hands without

equivalent, and without asking you to return a man for them, and

y.ou refused."
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Mr. Hill quoted a series of resolutions passed by the Federal pris-

oners at Andersonville in 1864, September 28th, in which all due

praise is given the Confederate Government for the attention paid

them, and in which it was said that the sufferings which they en-

dured were not caused intentionally by the Confederate Government,
but by the force of circumstances. Commenting, Mr. Hill said :

"Brave men are always honest, and true soldiers never slander
;

I

would believe the statement of those gallant soldiers at Anderson-

ville, as contained in those resolutions, in preference to the whole tribe

of Republican politicians."

SOLDIERS' MONUMENT.

Twenty Thousand Confederate Dead in Blandford

Cemetery.

UNVEILING BY MISS HILL.

The Ceremonies on Monday The Monument History of the Ladies'

Association How they Succeeded.

[Richmond Dispatch, June 8, 1890.]

PETERSBURG, VA., June 7, 1800.

Nearly twenty thousand Confederate soldiers are buried in Bland -

ford Cemetery.
Over twelve thousand of this number were interred by the Ladies'

Memorial Association on Memorial Hill after the close of the war
;

the other thousands were buried in the main by friends during and

subsequent to the war within the old cemetery limits.

The dead come from all the States of the Confederacy, and all

have been under the tender care of the Ladies' Memorial Associa-

tion, whose patriotic services in this respect cannot be too highly

honored and commended.

The association in this work of love and patriotism have brought

the dead from the fields of Fredericksburg, Manassas, the Wilder-

ness, Spotsylvania, Sharpsburg, and from nearly all the great battle

scenes in the State.

THEIR GRAVES KEPT GREEN.

Their graves have been kept green year after year, decorated with

the most beautiful of Nature's offerings, and every possible respect
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has been shown to the memory of the Southern heroes, and nearly

all this time the association has kept in mind the crowning effort of

their labors, the erection of a monument to the memory of the Con-

federate dead.

This last work has been finished, and on Monday the monument
will be formally unveiled in the presence of many thousands of peo-

ple, and with the most imposing ceremonies.

THE CITY'S DECORATIONS.

To-day the city is being handsomely decorated, and by Monday
this feature of the occasion will be complete. The decorations are

far more elaborate and beautiful than on any previous anniversary of

the day, and differ from the former decorations in this : that whereas

many mourning emblems have heretofore been displayed, few of

them are to be seen now. State, Confederate, and National colors

are gracefully everywhere displayed along the streets to-day, and

many of the designs are remarkably handsome and tasteful. All the

indications are that the ceremonies will render the Qth of June a

memorable event in the annals of our city.

HEADQUARTERS FOR VISITORS.

Reception committees of the Ladies' Memorial Association and

the Confederate veterans will be in place on Monday morning to

meet the visiting commands from other cities. The Petersburg Club-

rooms will be the headquarters for the veterans and the Grays'

armory for the military. At i o'clock P. M. all these commands
will be dined at the Grays' armory as the guests of the Ladies'

Memorial Association. They will be formally welcomed there in an

address to be delivered by Mayor Charles F. Collier.

At 4 o'clock the visitors will assemble at the club rooms ;
A. P.

Hill Camp at the Tobacco Exchange, and the visiting and local

military at the artillery gun-house. The line of march will be

formed on Sycamore street with the right resting at the Tobacco

Exchange. The civil societies and citizens will follow in the rear.

The line of march will embrace a number of the principal streets

before the start is made for Blandford cemetery.

AT THE CEMETERY.

At the cemetery his Excellency Governor P. W. McKinney will

preside over the ceremonies, which will be opened with prayer by
Rev. J. W. Rosebro, acting chaplain of A. P. Hill Camp.
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After prayer a beautiful ode will be sung by the chorus of the

Petersburg Musical Association.

The orator of the day, Colonel W. Gordon McCabe, will be intro-

duced by Governor McKinney.
To Miss Lucy Lee Hill, daughter of General A. P. Hill, has been

accorded the honor of drawing the veil from the monument, which

act will be greeted with a salvo of artillery and volleys of musketry.
After this the decoration of the graves.

The chief marshal of the day is Col. E. M. Henry, commander of

the Grand Camp of Confederate Veterans of the State. He will be

accompanied by the members of his staff, and assisted by Messrs. R.

M. Dobie and Joseph E. Rockwell, of A. P. Hill Camp, as special
aides.

The Grand Camp will hold its annual meeting here on Monday and
elect officers, and will take part in the ceremonies.

WORK OF THE COMMITTEES.

The following are the committees of the Ladies' Memorial Asso-

ciation and A. P. Hill Camp who have acted in conference in the

arrangements for the day :

Ladies' Committee on Invitation: Mrs. David Callender, Mrs. W.
S. Simpson, and Mrs. S. H. Marks.

Ladies' Committee on Reception: Mrs. W. S. Simpson, Mrs.

S. H. Marks, and Mrs. J. M. Wyche.

VETERANS' COMMITTEES.

On Invitation : Dr. W. E. Harwood (chairman), J. F. Mcllwaine,
R. M. Dobie, J. M. Newcomb and J. F. Jones.
On Reception: J. S. Northington (chairman), W. E. Badge, J. E.

Caldwell, E. C. Bass. D. D. Atkins, George W. Hall, G. B. Gill, O.

B. Morgan, and J. T. Parham.

THE MONUMENT.

The memorial column is of granite, of very handsome proportions,
and stands thirty feet in height upon the apex of Memorial Hill. It

was erected by the Petersburg Granite-Quarrying Company, under

the immediate supervision of Mr. George Lumsden, of Richmond.

Its site is a commanding one and its surroundings beautiful. Near

by stands the superb mausoleum of General Mahone.

It has a base and two semi -bases, aggregating five feet in height ;
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a die with projecting cap, six feet ;
a shaft with bevilled edges, eigh-

teen feet ;
and a capstone, making a total height of thirty feet.

The figure of a Confederate soldier in white bronze six feet in

height, stands upon the capstone. This figure was cast by the Monu-

mental Bronze Company of Bridgeport, Conn.

On the four faces of the die are four polished tablets with inscrip-

tions. The northern face bears the coat-of-arms of Virginia and

above this the eloquent legend :

"
1861-1865."

The southern tablet records the names of the States of the Con-

federacy, and underneath the words :

" Erected by the Petersburg
Ladies' Memorial Association."

The east tablet has the inscription :

" The Crater. July 30. 1864."

On the western tablet are the names of the city's soldiers who fell

in the battles of the gth and i6th of June, 1864, while attempting to

repel the advance of the enemy on the city.

JUNE

GEORGE B. JONES, WILLIAM C. BANISTER,
DR. WM. BELLINGHAM, GEORGE R. CONWAY,

JOHN E. FRIEND, W. H. HARDEE,

JOHN CROWDER, GUY G. JOHNSON,
WAYLES HURT, WILLIAM DANIEL,
HENRY A. BLANKS, E. P. BROWN,

GODFREY STANBLEY.

JUNE I6TH.

WM. A. JOHNSTON, F. T. SCOTT,
NATHAN HOAG, R. A. SPIERS.

On the capstone appear the words :

"Gloria Victis."

On the second base in bold relief are these words :

CONFEDERATE DEAD.

On the third or upper base is this inscription :

"
Plant the fair column on the vacant grave.
A hero's honors let a hero have."

Among the contributors to the fund for building this monument
were General Early, General Beaureguard, General Gordon, and

Messrs. Allen & Ginter, of Richmond.
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THE 9TH OF JUNE.

The gth of June, by reason of the memorable battle fought on the

very limits of the city, in which Kautz's raiders were defeated and

driven back, is justly regarded as a sacred day in the annals of the

city, and it is the anniversary which has been selected, and has ever

since the war been observed by the Ladies' Memorial Association

and by the people at large to commemorate the deeds of Confederate

valor. Many of our citizen soldiers were wounded on that eventful

day, and many were taken prisoners and carried away to Northern

prisons, where they were confined for months. Among these were

Honorable Anthony M. Keiley, who, while in prison, wrote most of

his book entitled
"
In Vinculis." Mr. Robert A. Martin was among

the wounded, and Doctor W.. E. riarwood lost an arm.

HISTORICAL.

Hardly more than a year alter the surrender at Appomattox, when
the graves of Confederates around Petersburg were scattered in farm-

yard and in field, on hill-top and in ravine, while the Federal troops
were encamped at the Fair-Grounds and there was no pretence or

form of civil government, the Ladies' Memorial Association was

organized.
THE FIRST ORGANIZATION.

Some time in May, 1866, a call for a meeting was published in the

local press, and there was a hearty response. The Virginia women
who then assembled determined to unite in a permanent body, and
this was the organization which they agreed upon twenty-four years

ago:

President Mrs. W. T. Joynes.
Vice-Presidents Mrs. S. B. Paul, Mrs. William Mahone, Mrs. W.

S. Simpson, Mrs. T. H. Pritchard, Mrs. Charles F. Collier, and
Mrs. John Miller.

Recording Secretary Mrs. Stephen Fenn.

Corresponding Secretary Mrs. John Wyche.
Treasurer Mrs. A. M. Keiley.

THE WORK CONTINUED.

Time has brought about some changes. A few of those who com-

posed the original body have died or else have removed from the
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city, among the latter notably Mrs. Keiley, the wife of Hon. Anthony
M. Keiley. But as the changes have been brought about the vacant

places have been filled, and the work to which the ladies first devoted

themselves has never wavered, has never been allowed to diminish,

and now, finally their labors have been crowned with the success for

what they have toiled so arduously. They have actually gone from

"a headstone to a monument from a wooden slab to a monument
in bronze." as one of the original members said to-day to a Dispatch

reporter.

THE FIRST MANAGERS.

The first Board of Managers appointed was on May 16, 1866,

when these ladies, well known and honored throughout the whole of

Southside Virginia, agreed to act as such : Mrs. R. G. Pegram, Mrs.

J. H. Claiborne, Mrs. David Dugger, Mrs. Louisa McGill, Mrs. W.
S. Simpson, Jr., Mrs. Mahood, Mrs. Richard Bagby, Mrs.

Alphonse Jackson, Mrs. General D. A. Weisiger, Mrs. Colonel

Williams, and Mrs. P. B. Batte.

THEIR GLORIOUS OBJECT.

The ladies announced as their principal object the gathering to-

gether of the remains of the Confederate dead who were buried in

this vicinity and their reburial in the precincts of Blandford ceme-

tery ;
and furthermore, the decoration of these graves every year

upon such an anniversary as should be thereafter fixed. How faith-

fully they have kept to their work, how in the face of poverty and

the most trying obstacles they have fulfilled their pledge, the neatly-

trimmed graves in Blandford will attest.

BODIES FROM GETTYSBURG.

Not content with gathering together the bones of the dead near

this city, they actually brought here the mortal remains of brave

Virginians who died at Gettysburg, as well as at Fredericksburg,
Seven Pines, and Antietam. Then, when the section devoted to the

known and unknown in our cemetery had been beautifully turfed,

when neat head-boards had been raised over each grave, when all had

been done that could be done, and a memorial arch raised its bow
over the braves that slept, then these noble women addressed them-

selves to the task of rearing a fitting monument to crown their work

through the sad years of the past.
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ALL WOMAN'S WORK.

A Dispatch reporter saw this afternoon one of the ladies who for

years has been striving and working most nobly for the end which

has at last been attained Mrs. William S. Simpson.
" How did you get the money ?

" she was asked.
"
By begging for it," was the reply.

" We received it in contribu-

tions of every conceivable amount, from $100 to ten cents. We
made personal appeals on the streets to our friends

;
we sent out cir-

culars
;
we wrote to friends in the North and South from New York

to New Orleans. We never lost heart
;
and so, in spite of all our

set-backs, in spite of the slowness with which our appeals were an-

swered, we finally got a sufficient amount of money in hand to pay
for our monument."

Thus spoke a lady who can tell from experience how hard it is to

carry a popular subscription to success. For many years she has

been the honored secretary of the Ladies' Memorial Association, and

her books will show how faithfully she has labored. To all the mem-

bers, however, belongs praise without stint.

THEIR EARLIEST LABORS.

With what obstacles they were at first confronted only those who
have been through such an ordeal can imagine. Their first duty was

to enclose the graves of the dead Confederates who had been buried

near the poor-house farm, this, too, at a time when a Federal officer

was acting as mayor of the city, and when the notes from the bugles

of the Federal trumpeters quartered at the Fair Grounds floated

through the city. Never faltering, never discouraged, always abound-

ing in good works, they stuck nobly to their self-imposed task, and

to-day they are on the eve of reaping the harvest which they sowed

in tears, nourished in adversity and brought to a glorious fruition.

The Ladies' Association of Petersburg is the pride of all our citizens,

and justly so, because they have succeeded where others could see

only failure and disappointment.

The Unveiling.

[Richmond Dispatch, June 10, 1890.]

PETERSBURG, June Qth, 1890.

At an early hour in the afternoon crowds began to wend their way
to the cemetery, all bearing flowers and evergreens with which to

decorate the graves of the soldiers.
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The procession was one of the finest ever seen in Petersburg. It

was composed of A. P. Hill Camp of veterans, Pickett-Buchanan

Camp of Norfolk, R. E. Lee Camp and Sons of Confederate Vete-

rans of Richmond, the Prince George Cavalry, Petersburg Grays,

Petersburg Artillery with full battery of guns, the Fire Department
with engines beautifully decorated, civil societies, and a long line of

citizens. The line was headed by Chief- Marshal Henry and his as-

sociates, the ladies of the Memorial Association and the orator of

the day, with the Mayor and Miss Hill. It was fully half-past six

o'clock before the ceremonies commenced in the cemetery, where

fully 10,000 people had assembled around the monument and the

stand. The scene was an inspiring one. The first to ascend the

stand were thirteen beautiful little girls dressed in white, rep-

resenting the thirteen Confederate States. On the stand were also

seated the ladies of the Memorial Association, Miss Lucy Lee Hill,

ministers of the gospel, and Mayor Collier. Prayer was offered by
Rev. C. R. Haines, D. D., after which Mayor Collier introduced

Captain W. Gordon McCabe as the orator of the day, who spoke as

follows :

CAPTAIN M' CABE'S ADDRESS.

My Fellow- Citizens :

If from the happier land the dead look down and are touched in

any measure by concerns of earth, surely there is deeper joy in

Heaven this day as those dear comrades who have fallen on sleep

gaze upon this eager concourse of old companions in arms, of loyal

kinsmen, and of steadfast friends who have gathered here at the bid-

ding of the noble women, who in the brave old days cheered these

men as they trod the thorny path of duty and who to-day unveil to

the broad light of Heaven this beautiful monument, reared by pious

hands to perpetuate to all coming time the constancy and valor of

those who lived heroic life and died heroic death.

Other and grander monuments, perchance, may rise to tell in

storied beauty or impressive majesty a people's gratitude and rev-

erence for those who counted life itself a worthless thing when free-

dom was at stake, but surely nowhere in all our southern land could

be found a spot more instinct with all the mournful glory of that

heroic past than this historic
"
Cemetery Hill," overlooking those

" labour'd rampart lines
"

where our matchless leader, girt with a handful of devoted soldiery,
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"greatly stood at bay" and "taught" astonished nations "what

long-enduring hearts can do."

Yonder to the left frowns Fort Steadman, made glorious by that

daring stroke of desperate valor, where Gordon's "
fiery few clashed

"

and for the moment " won "
here almost at our very feet the long

ravine now clothed in summer bravery, which it seems but yesterday

we saw one moment shrouded in billowing smoke and then agleam
with serried bayonets, as the men of the

"
Virginia brigade" sprang

along its slope with fierce, wild cries, and by the magic touch of

veteran steel transformed disaster into "swift winged victory" and

far afield, where yonder fringe of solemn pines sharply cuts the dis-

tance sky-line, we mark the spot where this day, twenty-six years

ago, the gray-haired men and eager boys of this heroic town with

stubborn valor held "the outer works" and freely shed their blood

for hearth and home and country.

Surely then, I say, it is most meet that on this spot, above all

others in our southern land, should rise some monument in breathing
marble or enduring bronze to tell our children and children's chil-

dren of the courage and devotion of these heroes, who chose death

in resistance rather than safety in submission.

And as in those eventful days, when selfish dross was purged away
in steady fires of patriotism, these noble women ministered with ten-

derest touch alike to humblest soldier as to famous captain, and

counted none a stranger who wore with honor his country's gray, so

now to-day we bid their southern sisters mark that those who closed

the dying eyes of these their
"
unreturning brave" have reared this

monument not alone to those who called Virginia mother, but to all

" Our Southern Dead."

Crowning this monumental shaft, "the counterfeit presentment" of

a simple Confederate soldier, fashioned so true to life by cunning art,

that we almost catch the merry quip or wild, defiant yell, looks down

upon the serried graves of sleeping comrades from "
the Old North

State," from the rice-fields of Carolina, from the cotton-lands of

Georgia and Alabama, from Arkansas and Mississippi, from the sa-

vannahs of Florida and Louisiana, from happy homesteads on the

banks of the Cumberland, and from that teeming empire beyond
"the Father of Waters," whose "Lone Star" banner has ever

blazed in Glory's van a mighty patriot host, who, at the trumpet
call of duty put aside the clinging arms of wives and little ones, or

turned from aged sires and weeping mothers to attest upon these

distant fields their fidelity to constitutional liberty, and who here
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upon Virginia's soil sealed with their brave young blood their devo-

tion to those principles, which, since the days of Runnymede, have

been the common heritage of all English-speaking folk.

Well nigh one hundred years ago at Oberhausen, in Bavaria, fell

in the full flush of victory, Latour d' Auvergne,
"
the first grenadier

of France" and there, upon the very spot, where like a soldier he

met a soldier's death, his comrades reared in that foreign land a

monument to his memory, which his commanding general, in the

"order of the day," declared was "consecrated to virtue and to

courage, and placed under the protection of the brave of every age
and country.

' '

Not in vain was this soldierly appeal made to German honor.

Faithfully was that monument guarded and cared for by his ancient

foes, who had so often yielded to his headlong valor.

So standing here by the once imperial clay of these dear com-

rades, in full reliance on the soldierly sympathy of our old adver-

saries of the North, we consecrate to-day this shaft
"

to virtue and

to courage," and feel assured that the gallant men from whom these

dead heroes so often wrested victory by skill and daring, will take no

shame to stand uncovered here, and yield that tribute of respect and

reverence which "
the brave of every age and country

"
ever.accord

to those who on field of battle lay down their lives for what they

count the right.

To all such, indeed, whether the uniform be blue or gray, a gener-

ous soldier yields a soldier's homage.
But on one point let us be explicit, lest silence seem to discredit the

patriotism of the living and cast dishonor on the memory of the dead.

In the Constitution itself, built as it was upon compromise, lay the

germ of inevitable future strife.

As time passed, and the nation grew apace in power and splendor,

as the interests of the two sections became divergent, the North in-

sisted upon a wider and looser interpretation of that instrument,

while the South as strenuously clung to the "strict construction"

of
"
the fathers of the Republic."

Deeper than the question of slavery lay the essential cause of the

great civil conflict but slavery furnished the occasion, and as the

North became more radical in its demands, and nullified with fiercer

passion the explicit guarantees of the Constitution, the South met

defiance with defiance, and finally claimed the right of secession,

which not even Massachusetts had denied previous to 1830 nay, a
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right which that State explicitly affirmed by legislative resolution as

late as 1845.

The North was strong and resolute, and how terribly in earnest

was the South may be gauged by the simple fact that five millions of

people, destitute of arms and arsenals, shut off from the outer world

by a rigorous blockade, ringed around by steel and fire, took twenty-

two millions by the throat a people rich in all appliances of war,

with ports wide open, and Europe pouring in recruits took twenty-

two millions by the throat and for four long years shook them with

such vehement fierceness that twice we came within an ace of wrest-

ling from them an honorable peace.

We fought as ever fights the freemen of Anglo-Saxon strain, and

in good faith we have accepted the stern arbitrament of the sword as

settling once and forever the practical interpretation of the Constitu-

tion.

Such acceptance is all that honorable men can yield, and all that

brave men should ask.

But when the
"
cheap patriot" of the press or of the rostrum, in-

solent by reason of success won by others, goes still further and de-

mands that we shall now confess the
"
unrighteousness

"
of our con-

tention, his must, indeed, be a dastard's heart who would thus brand

himself a traitor, or offer any craven apology for his fealty to a cause

which is forever "strong with the strength of truth and immortal

with the immortality of right."

Peace has come God give His blessing
On the fact and on the name

;

The South speaks no invective,

And she writes no word of blame
But we call all men to witness

That we stand up without shame.

Nay ! send it forth to all the world

That we stand up here with pride

With love for living comrades,
And with praise for those who died

And in this manly frame of mind
Till death we will abide.

God and our consciences alone

Give measure of right and wrong
The race may fall unto swift

And the battle to the strong
But the Truth shall shine in history

And blossom into song.
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That we should be thus firm and outspoken is the simple duty
which we owe our own self-respect and manhood which we owe to

our children, who must inherit their fathers' glory or their fathers'

shame which we owe that matchless leader sleeping yonder at Lex-

ington in
"
the Valley," whose "

soul was set in the royalty of dis-

cernment and resolve," and who, along with the blood, inherited the

spirit and the virtues of the old champions of freedom.

Above all, comrades, it is a solemn duty which we owe these

dauntless spirits, who have fought the good fight and passed away
who, at the bidding of Virginia and her Southern sisters, went forth

to battle in all the joyous valor of youth or stern resolve of sober

manhood, counting their lives a worthless thing whose memory
soars high above the reach of malice, and gains but brighter lustre

from the "touch of time."

In such measure as we honor the memory of these men in such

measure as we suffer no breath of obloquy to pass unchallenged

touching the righteousness of the cause for which they died so shall

be measured to us the respect of those who hereafter shall read the

story of that momentous struggle with eyes unclouded of prejudice
and passion.

A brave singer of our English blood has sung : .

They never fail

Who die in a great cause.

And yet another rings out in trumpet tones :

Eternal right, though all else fail,

Can never be made wrong."

As to whether these men died in vain, our own lives and the lives

of our children can alone give the answer.

If we, their surviving comrades, pondering in our hearts their

unshaken resolution in the face of cruel odds, their serene constancy
in adversity, rise up from the contemplation of all their stern and

gentle virtues, strengthened even to this day for the
"
homelier fray

"

of daily life, then they have not died in vain.

If, when we tell our children, gathered about happy firesides, how
these men braved driving sleet and torrid sun, and uncomplaining
bore the pangs of fevered famine, the ceaseless vigil, and hurt of shot

and steel, and all for duty's sake if in the story they shall plainly

read, as quicker stirs their pulses play,

That Life may go, if Honor stay

then, they have not died in vain.
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I do not fear for the answer.

We have mourned them as only brave men can mourn each other,

and now belong to us the unfinished tasks of many a noble life.

To borrow the language of the greatest historian of the ancient

world,
" whatever we loved, whatever we admired in the lives of these

men, survives, and will survive, in the hearts of their comrades, in

the succession of the ages, in the fame that waits on noble deeds."

With them all is well.

They are not dead but sleeping ! . Well we know
The forms that lie to-day beneath the sod

Shall rise when time the golden bugles blow

And pour their music through the courts of God.

And there amid earth's great heroic dead,

The war-worn sons of God, whose work is done!

Each face shall shine as they with stately tread

In grand review sweep past the Jasper Throne.

The address met with enthusiastic applause throughout its delivery.

At its conclusion Mayor Collier introduced to the assemblage Miss

Lucy Lee Hill, daughter of the lamented General A. P. Hill. The

young lady was received with great cheers, which she gracefully

acknowledged with bows.

UNVEILED.

It was thirteen minutes past 7 o'clock when Miss Hill and Mrs. J.

M. Wyche pulled the string and the statue stood unveiled.

Salvos of artillery and volleys of musketry, mingled with the

cheers of the vast crowd, greeted the unveiling.

Miss Hill was then presented with a handsome bouquet by Sergeant
A. J. Blackburn, of Company C, on behalf of the old Thirteenth

Virginia Infantry. Hundreds of people shook hands with the young
lady, who was evidently greatly delighted with her reception.

A VETERAN FLAG.

Among the flags displayed in the procession was one well entitled

the "Veteran."

It was the silk banner presented by the ladies of Petersburg to the

volunteers from "
the Cockade City

"
in the Mexican war in 1847, and

which was borne by that gallant body in the land of the Montezumas.

It has been sacredly preserved by Colonel Fletcher H. Archer,

who commanded the company in that service, as a precious historic

memorial.
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But few of the company are now living, or they would have marched

as an organization.
HISTORIC GROUND.

It was a scene not soon to be forgotten. Dear old Blandford, with

her tombs and vaults and myriad graves, was a silent witness. Mar-

ble shafts reflected the radiance of the June sun as it lowered in the

west, and graves that were exquisitely adorned with flowers all added

their mute but eloquent tribute ; and as for the future historian why,
there was a brilliant panorama of the brave dead, whose virtues were

thus fittingly commemorated. To the right and to the left, to the

north and to the south of the monument were battle-grounds all

eloquent now, though in their plenitude of grain harvest
; not an

inch, scarcely, but had been bedewed with blood, not a yard but had

marked the life of some gallant soldier. It was hallowed ground, nor

could growing wheat and corn and clover hide the blood-spots. In

easy sight of the monument is Fort Steadman, on Hare's farm, ren-

dered memorable for the capture by the Confederate troops in the

assault made by General John B. Gordon in the last days of the war.

This was a fort of immense strength and very near the Confederate

lines. The assault was one of the most gallant in the annals of the

seige. It was successful in the capture of prisoners and guns, but

the masses of the enemy beyond were so great that the feeble though
brave Confederate force was compelled to yield the advantages they
won.

"HELL" AND "DAMNATION."

To the right on the line of the Jerusalem plank-road and almost

within sight of the eye are the sites of the famous Forts
"
Hell

"
and

"Damnation" the former a Confederate and the latter a Federal

stronghold made famous by the terrible fire of their guns, the valor

of their defenders, the many lives sacrificed in assaults and defence

the Gray and the Blue. All around Petersburg, from the river-banks

on the east almost to the river banks on the west, are the dots of the

forts along both lines that played important parts in the events that

finally ended in the capture of our brave little city. Just beyond the

corporate limits of the town on the west stands old Fort Gregg,
whose defence by the small band of gallant Mississippians was one of

the bravest, most glorious, and most stubborn in the annals of war.

Just beyond is the spot where General A. P. Hill fell. But why
speak of special spots of interest when every rod of ground around

the city has its incidents of war and is historic ?
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To-day the lines are overgrown with grass, and but little remains

suggestive of the old time strife save a musket that may be occa-

sionally ploughed out of the earth, a bullet, a grapeshot, an un-

exploded shell perchance from some Federal mortar, a rusty bayonet

severed from its rifle, and the remains of a life lost here and there,

as well as a dismembered veteran. Yet what sad thoughts are con-

nected with these grounds what a glorious and imperishable record

they give of the stern and unflinching bravery of the Confederate

privates !

The lines of the great forts are growing more and more indistinct.

The plow is levelling the old breastworks
; but, notwithstanding all

this, there is still to be seen the outline of them all, easily recogniz-

able by those who took part in the fights around Petersburg.

THE CRATER.

But by far the greatest emotion is stirred at the view of the ground
and pit where the crater-fight occurred. The site may be easily

seen from the monument, and many a Petersburger can tell of the

narrow escape which our people had sleeping upon arms as they

were when the explosion occurred. Nor, according to those who
took part in the fight, should any glory for the magnificent result be

taken from General Mahone, whose brigade saved the day under the

capable direction of their commander. The history of all these bat-

tles will be written some day, and General Mahone says, very justly

as is thought here, that he is not afraid if its verdict is honestly re-

corded. A superb description of this engagement, however, has

been written by Captain Gordon McCabe, who was the orator to-day,

and, as may well be imagined, did entire justice to the occasion

perfect scholar as he is, fine soldier that he was.

OLD BLANDFORD CHURCH.

But, to return to Blandford cemetery. Never were its decorations

more beautiful, never in more perfect keeping with the occasion which

was so gloriously celebrated to-day. The old church, strengthened

by modern bricks and supported by all of the appliances which mod-

ern mechanism could supply, looked beautiful in its ivy-embowered

seclusion. Far away as it appeared to be from the monument it was

nevertheless borne in mind by all who attended the unveiling. In Con-

federate days, despite its nearness to the lines, nobody can tell of the

romances, the marriages, the troths plighted under its shadows, the
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pledges made, only to be broken by a bullet or a grape-shot, a shell

dropped into the city, or the missile of some sharp-shooter perched
in the limbs of the trees, so plentiful near the Federal lines. Ask
some of the veterans of the Washington Artillery of New Orleans.

Perhaps they can tell a story about these sentimental incidents of a

rough and rugged era. More than one of these glorious old war-

dogs from Louisiana carried away a bride from Petersburg.

THE MONUMENT.

Surmounting the noble shaft the figure of the Confederate soldier

was to be seen when the canvas was drawn aside uplifted on his

pedestal, right in the midst of the graves of the intrepid men of whose

valor he was the embodiment. In every quarter, albeit he "stood

four-square to all the winds," this Confederate in bronze could

not but face some memorable field of carnage, could not but face

the grave of some fellow-soldier who had died in battle. Look
at the head-boards and call the roll. There was Louisiana, there

was Maryland there were all the States of the Confederacy. Grave

after grave they all told their eloquent story
" These died for

their State." From the extreme northern boundary of the Confed-

erate States to its uttermost southern limit the muster roll might have

been called, and the response would have been,
" Dead on the field

of battle." Certainly it has been a great day for Petersburg, and a

greater day for the dead who died in the cause.

The sound of drum and fife, the gathering together of veterans,

the blare of the cavalry buglers, the marshaling of the volunteer

military, the crowds on the streets, and the martial music of the

bands all indicated an unusual event for quiet Petersburg. And
so it was.

VALUABLE WAR RELIC.

MUSTER ROLL OF A VIRGINIA ARTILLERY COMPANY.

It belonged to Major Boggs' Twelfth Battalion Composed of North

Carolinians and Richmonders Interesting Date.

\_Richntond Times, May, 1890.]

About a week ago a letter addressed to
"
the editor of the most

prominent paper in Richmond" was delivered to The Times. It
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came from Mr. William J. Cooper, of No. 41^ west King street,

Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
He stated that he had an original muster roll of Company D,

Twelfth Battalion Virginia Light Artillery, of which Captain Lewis
H. Webb was in command, and wished to place it with the proper
custodian. A letter from The Times resulted in an immediate reply
from Mr. Cooper and the receipt of the document. He wrote that

he wished to bestow it where it belonged. That many of his friends

had been in the war, and " one of them who paid a long visit to your
city at that time brought it with him and presented it to me to show
the poor quality of paper" which the people here had to use.

The document is two feet ten inches long, and one foot ten inches

wide is printed and written on both sides. The names only run up
as far as the letter M, and the paper was evidently removed from

Richmond before it could be countersigned. Those who are familiar

with the paper used during the Confederacy will see at a glance that

the pay-roll is a genuine article of the real Confederate manufacture

and stamp. It is of that texture and color resulting from a combina-

tion of straw and very common rags in its manufacture. Though
twenty-seven years old, as it ran from August to October, 1863, the

writing is quite distinct, and the signatures of the members of the

company, some of which used the X mark style, can easily be de-

ciphered.

Everybody to whom the document was shown agreed that it was

genuine. It will be deposited with the State Librarian for preser-

vation.

Reverend Frank J. Boggs is the man who is mentioned as Major
of the Twelfth Battalion of Light Artillery. At the time the war

broke out he was a member of the Virginia Methodist Conference,

and was in charge of Union Station Methodist Episcopal Church on

Church Hill, in this city.

The Richmond Grays, of the First Regiment of Virginia, had

its full complement of men, and a company of infantry, called the

"Second Grays," was organized, and Rev. Mr. Boggs was elected

captain of the company. He made a brave and efficient officer, and

after the battle of Manassas, resigned his rank in the infantry to ac-

cept the command of the Twelfth Battalion of Light Artillery. The

battalions of artillery on field duty with army corps were known by
the name of their commanders such as Cutshaw, Brander, Poague,

Pegram and others, and heavy artillery was represented by numbers

Battalion Twelve was really infantry supporting heavy artillery.
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They did duty at times in the field, were on duty at Wilmington,
North Carolina, and served at Fort Harrison, below Richmond.
When the city was evacuated they went out with Custis Lee's troops,
and after the surrender Major Boggs unbuckled his sword, donned
the uniform of a soldier of the cross, rejoined the Methodist Con-

ference, and is now in charge at Suffolk, Virginia. He was a brave

officer, and is greatly beloved as a parson.
Of the particular company, whose muster roll is described, but

little can be gathered now of the living members. The command
was composed of men from Richmond county, Richmond city, and

eastern North Carolina.

THE ROLL OF THE COMPANY.

The following is a complete roll of Company D, Twelfth Battalion

Light Artillery, Major Frank J. Boggs, commanding, alluded to in the

above letter :

Captain, Lewis H. Webb.
First Lieutenant, Malcolm D. McNeal. 9

Junior First Lieutenant, Henry R. Home.
Third Lieutenant, Archibald McNeal.

Sergeant Major, Malcolm McMillan, Richmond county, North

Carolina.

Quartermaster-Sergeant, John A. McAlpine, Richmond, Virginia.

SERGEANTS.

First, Alexander Stuart, Richmond, N. C.

Second, William Long, Richmond, N. C.

Third, John T. Gibson, Wilmington, N. C.

Fourth, James W. Home, Richmond, Virginia.

CORPORALS.

First, John W. Snead, Richmond county, N. C.

Second, W. W. Dankins, Wilmington, N. C.

Third, Alexander Mclntyre, Wilmington, N. C.

Fourth, A. G. McKithan, Wilmington, N. C.

Fifth, D. M. McNeil, Jr., Richmond county, N. C.

Sixth, Maltia Hoge, Richmond county, N. C.

Artificer, H. W. Gibson, Wilmington, N. C.

Artificer, B. F. Carter, Richmond county, N. C.

-Bugler, James H. Brant, Richmond county, N. C.
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PRIVATES.

Edward Aylward, Richmond, Va.

James W. Allbright, Greensboro, N. C.

Wiley Balton, Wilmington, N. C.

John W. H. Butler, Wilmington, N. C.

Thomas Bass, Richmond county, N. C.

Murdock Barber, Richmond county, N. C.

Charles A. Baratine, Richmond county, N. C.

Lee Burdison, Stanly county, N. C.

Stephen T. Barentine, Richmond county, N. C.

William Boiling, Iredell county, N. C.

John Bowen, Richmond county, N. C.

Daniel B. Brown, Richmond county, N. C.

Thomas N. Bagby, Hartford, N. C.

Nathan Bagby, Hartford, N. C.

Anderson Barber, Hartford, N. C.

Joseph Baker, Hartford, N. C.

Benjamin F. Burnham, Hartford, N. C.

Richmond Cole, Richmond county, N. C.

Elias Cables, Richmond county, N. C.

William Chatham, Allamance county, N. C.

William L. Cook, Mecklenburg county, N. C.

John M. Cole, Richmond county, N. C.

George Chavers, Wilmington county, N. C.

George Cook, Marshall county, N. C.

John Chandler, Marshall county, N. C.

Ezekiel Chandler, Marshall county, N. C.

David Combs, Hertford county, N. C.

Walter Dawkins, Richmond county, N. C.

Richard Dawkins, Richmond county, N. C.

Chambers Donahoe, Richmond county, N. C.

John Donahoe, Richmond county, N. C.

James T. Deans, Hertford county, N. C.

John R. Dwiggins, Guilford county, N. C.

Umphrey Elliott, Hertford county, N. C.

James L. Freeman, Rockingham county, N. C.

Peter Franklin, Madison county, N. C.

John W. Goodwin, Hertford county, N. C.

John Gosnal, Madison county, N. C.
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Ambrose Hoke, Iredell county, N. C.

James C. Hodge, Richmond county, N. C.

Henderson Harrellon, Hertford county, N. C.

Alleson Henderson, Guilford, N. C.

William H. Johnson, Wilmington, N. C.

Duncan P. Johnson, Wilmington, N. C.

Charles W. Jacoks, Hertford, N. C.

William H. Jones, Hertford, N. C.

John W. Kellough, Mecklenburg county, N. C.

Commodore P. Long, Richmond county, N. C.

Isaac L. Lezigia, Richmond, Va.

John W. Long, Sr., Rockingham county, N. C.

John W. Long, Jr., Rockingham county, N. C.

Daniel Lassiter, Wilmington, N. C.

Richmond T. Long, Richmond county, N. C.

Barney Landers, Marshall county, N. C.

John A. McCaskill, Wilmington, N. C.

James McNeall, Richmond county, N. C.

Neill McKennon, Wilmington, N. C.

Peter McMillan, Richmond, Va.

Duncan B. McDonald, Wilmington, N. C.

Neill McLauchlin, New Hanover county, N. C.

This makes in all seventy-six men rank and file.

Casualties in the Old First at Gettysburg.

Two out of every three men who werecarried into the charge shot down.

To the Editor of the Dispatch :

Will you kindly publish the following in justice to the old First

regiment of Virginia infantry ?

I presume the fact that the official report of Pickett's division at

the battle of Gettysburg was suppressed at the request of General

Lee is well known. In the absence of such report many statements,

more or less unjust to the division, have been made, all which have

come to my knowledge, I have deemed it unnecessary to notice until

I read the following report in the Official Records of the Union and

Confederate Armies, Serial No. 44, pages 330, published under the

auspices of the Government :
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" Record of Killed and Wounded at Gettysburg. First Virginia

regiment : Killed, 2
; wounded, 62."

Whether or not there was intentional misrepresentation in this re-

port I deem it but just to give the true record, giving the names of

the killed, which can be verified by their surviving comrades.

First Virginia Regiment at Gettysburg. Killed Officers: Col.

L. B. Williams, Captain James Holloran, Company C; Lieutenant

W. A. Caho, Company I total 3. Sergeant C. P. Hansford and

Corporal Richard Chaddick, Company H
; Corporal I. O. Ellett,

Company I total, 3. Privates : Kendall Franklin, Company B
;

Willie Mitchell, D. S. Edwards, M. J. Wingfield, and J. W. Free-

man, Company D ;
William F. Miller, Company G; W. J. Vaughan,

Flowers, Nuckols, St. Clair, J. W. Paine, M. Brestrahan, and W.
S. Waddell, Company H ;

E. J. Griffin, Edwin Taliaferro, and H.

McLaughlan, Company I total, 16. Commissioned officers, 3 ;

non-commissioned officers, 3 ; privates 16 total, 22. Total killed,

22; wounded, 71; casualty, 93.

Suppose the six companies then composing the regiment carried

into the fight 150 men, which I believe to be an over-estimate, it

will be seen that more than one-seventh of the entire number were

killed. Of the remainder nearly two-thirds were wounded. In

other words, about two out of every three men carried into the

charge were either killed or wounded. When we reached the ene-

my's lines they surrendered and passed to the rear without a guard.
An order was brought from General Kemper by Captain Fry, his

adjutant, for the First regiment to move by the right flank. He
called for the commander, and finding myself in that position I re-

sponded and gave the order for them to fall in preparatory to mak-

ing the movement. All in sight, about a dozen, took position

promptly ; but so terrible was the fire to which we were exposed

they were shot almost as fast as they took their places. I turned to

Captain Fry and told him it was too late, and there was no First

regiment left to execute the order. He turned and rode from the

field. A few moments later, as I moved forward with the troops, I

was wounded. The remnant of the division continued to advance

till the color-bearer in the lead paused, turning to see what following
he had, and finding the force entirely inadequate turned his face to

the rear, and still displaying his colors marched from the field, thus

ending this memorable charge, in which our losses were as described.

I have no reason to suppose that other commands suffered less than

we did, as we passed through the ordeal together ;
and I rectify the
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mistakes in reference to my own regiment simply because I know

the facts.

For these figures I am indebted to a little volume published by my
friend and comrade, C. T. Loehr, entitled,

" War History of the Old

First Regiment, Virginia Infantry."

Very respectfully,

E. P. REEVE.

WILLIAMSBURG.

A GRAPHIC STORY OF THE BATTLE OF MAY 5, 1862,

Related by Salem Dutcher and Endorsed by General Longstreet

The Truth of History.

MAY 20, 1890.

[From the Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle.}

Editors Chronicle : The truth of history can only be made mani-

fest by participants in its events giving in their experience before time

removes them from the scene of action. The enclosed sketch (which
it is hoped you will kindly publish) has been written to correct some

misapprehensions about the battle of Williamsburg, Virginia, which

was fought on May 5, 1862, and opened the stirring campaign of

that year. To insure accuracy, it has been submitted to General

Longstreet, the Confederate commander, and the response of that

distinguished officer, by his permission, accompanies the sketch.

Accompanying, also, is the statement of Colonel Mitchell, who was in

the action as Captain Company A, Eleventh Virginia infantry, A. P.

Hill's brigade, Longstreet's division. Colonel Mitchell has a con-

temporaneous history of the operations of his regiment in this and

other actions, and on recovery of the document, now mislaid, it is

understood will give some further account of this particular engage-
ment. As no Georgia troops were engaged though the Tenth Geor-

gia (Colonel Phinizy's regiment) was in the stiff skirmish of the even-

ing before, and on the 5th the Fifth North Carolina, our gallant

friend, Captain Edge Eve's original command before he "jined the

cavalry," suffered severely it is particularly desirable the real facts

should be known in this State. S. D.
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GAINESVILLE, GA., May 10, 1890.

Mr. SALEM DUTCHER, Augusta :

My Dear Sir, Your favor of the 8th instant, enclosing account of

Williamsburg, is received, and both have been carefully read and

considered.

Your account is a graphic illustration of the affair on our right,

where the battle was really made
;

is as clear as any account of de-

tails of that battle that I have read, and, I am pleased to say, is per-

fectly fair.

Early's attack against Hancock was counter to my advice, and was

made after the battle was over. At best it was only the repulse of a

single brigade, in which the successful party failed to pursue or ven-

ture out of his stronghold, while on our right we not only drove back

the attacking parties, but took a portion of their artillery and pur-
sued the retiring troops as far as was consistent with our orders as

rear guard. With high respect,

Your obedient servant,

J. LONGSTREET.

Col. SALEM DUTCHER, Augusta, Ga.:

Dear Sir, My recollection of the battle of Williamsburg agrees

substantially with your statement. It was certainly not a drawn bat-

tle, as we took the enemy's position and his guns and remained on

the field, not leaving Williamsburg until the next morning.
The loss in A. P. Hill's brigade was great, particularly in killed

the fatal casualties being in unusually large proportion. About half

of Company A, Eleventh Virginia Regiment, were killed and

wounded, and the regiment took two of the enemy's cannon to the

right of the felled timber.

Yours truly,

R. M. MITCHELL.

THE BATTLE OF MAY 5TH.

Editors Chronicle : In commenting in a recent issue of your paper
on some inaccuracies in Barnes' History of the United States, Pro-

fessor Derry instances his statement that Williamsburg was a Union

victory. The Professor says this is erroneous, it being, in reality, a

drawn battle.
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Permit me to say that the exact truth of the matter is that the bat-

tle of Williamsburg was a Confederate success.

The occasion of the battle was this : The Confederate army was on

its march from Yorktown to its chosen field of battle near Richmond.

McClellan, at the head of a powerful army, was in hot pursuit. He
had one hundred and fifteen regiments of infantry, a strong force of

cavalry, and some two hundred and fifty guns. Between the two at

Williamsburg, the ancient colonial capital of Virginia, lay Long-
street's division, stretched across the road, with orders to keep back

the Federal advance until the Confederate army had made good a

day's march. This duty the division fully performed. Hooker's

division, Kearney's division, and parts of Smith's, Couch's, and Ca-

sey's divisions were in turn hurled against that line of fire, but all

alike in vain. Not one single Federal soldier in arms ever crossed

that line until after daylight next morning, when Longstreet's di-

vision, having performed the duty assigned it, was well on its way to

rejoin the main body.

GLORIOUS RESULTS.

We took eight stands of colors, and every gun except one that the

Federal artillery succeeded in bringing into action. So far from being
able to advance, the Union troops were steadily driven back, until

at the close of the day we were about one mile in the rear of their

original line of formation. The next morning after the action Hook-
er's division was reported as unfit for service, and Kearney's as in

need of reinforcements before it could move. From the staggering
blows dealt his best troops, McClellan was under the impression that

Joseph E. Johnston's whole army was in his immediate front, and did

not move from Williamsburg until the 8th. Nor did he make any
further attempt to harrass or impede our march. From these facts

the reader can determine for himself which side achieved the object

for which the battle was fought.

On our left there was no fighting until late in the afternoon, when
a brief but bloody struggle occurred between Hancock's brigade and

a part of Early's brigade. Early failed to drive Hancock from his

position, but, on the other hand, the Federal commander did not

venture to advance. From this encounter, which lasted less than

half an hour, though in that time some five hundred men fell, the

impression may have originated that Williamsburg was a drawn

battle
; but it was upon our right that the main and real action was
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fought. Here division grappled with division, and the fight raged

furiously from about 10 A. M. till dusk. When it ended we had the

flags, and the cannon, and the field.

In saying that Longstreet's division not only repelled the Federal

advance, but drove them back a mile from their original position, I

know whereof I affirm, having been in this action from the beginning
to the end thereof as a soldier in Ambrose P. Hill's brigade (First,

Seventh, Eleventh, and Seventeenth Virginia infantry), which took

seven out of eight flags captured, and was mentioned by the general

commanding as long and hotly engaged in the thickest of the fight.

JUST BEFORE GOING IN.

The battle opened, to me at least, most unexpectedly. I had

slipped out of camp and was breakfasting with a young lady, when

suddenly the ring of a field-piece clanged close by upon the air.

Seizing musket and equipments I bolted out of doors sans ceremonie

and made for the main street, visions of a court-martial floating be-

fore me. The sidewalks were full of infantry at double-quick, and

artillery, staff officers, and couriers were coming down the roadway
at a gallop. Some one told me Hill was on ahead, and, throwing

away my blanket, I ran to the head of the column. The commanding
officer could not tell me where my brigade was, and I kept on till I

cleared the town. Here a group of staff officers were directing the

troops, and in response to my query one of them pointed out a regi-

ment just disappearing behind some pines on the further side of the

main road. This road the Federals were shelling, and I began to

realize that my little escapade had gotten me into a pretty serious

predicament. If I crossed the road I ran the risk of being hit, and
if I went back into town so as to work my way around, it was not

likely I would find the regiment again, and it would be hard work to

satisfactorily explain my absence. A little observation, however,
showed that the enemy were firing slowly and would not move more
than one or two guns in position, and I determined to try the short

cut. Throwing off haversack and jacket, I slipped down the bank

into the road and waited for the next discharge. As soon as the shell

screamed by I started. There was a shout or cry of warning behind

me, but I flew across like a deer, dashed full tilt against the opposite

bank, climbed up and soon rejoined the regiment. The men gave me
a cheer as I came up, and I felt as fine as a fiddle. We were young
then, Horatio, and life was a frolic.
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THE OPENING OF THE FIGHT.

The brigade was soon formed in column of regiments, the Seventh,

my own, in front. Behind were the ambulance, litter-carriers, and

surgeons a grisly crew. In front the skirmishers were working
their way towards a dense woods. In this they disappeared, and for

awhile all was silent. Then a shot rang out, then another, then a

sharp rattle, and we were ordered forward by the flank. On reach-

ing the woods we were again put in line of battle and ordered in.

Scarcely had we entered before some of our troops came running out.

It was a new regiment, which being suddenly fired on had given

way. They soon rallied, came up behind us, moved oft" to the right,

and, as I heard, did well the rest of the day. As soon as the fugi-

tives had passed we opened fire. I saw nothing, but banged away,

might and main, in the direction in which the balls seemed to come.

After about half an hour of pretty sharp firing we were ordered to

advance, and plunged into a dense tangle of brush, undergrowth,

vines, etc. As we tore through this the enemy seemed to get our

range and poured in a heavy fire. The thud ! thud ! with which the

balls bored their way into the trees was venomous. As soon as we
reached better ground, we advanced firing. This was most exciting.

Everybody was yelling, firing, and advancing. In this advance, I

don't know that I did the enemy any harm, but, then, on the other

hand, I nearly deprived the Confederacy of a soldier. While in the

very act of firing, a big fellow, running up rapidly from behind, got

almost in front of the muzzle of my musket, which went off within a

few inches of his ear. He bent a most reproachful look upon me,

but it was no time for explanation, and on he went and I after him,

biting another cartridge and ramming it as I went along. The enemy
must have made off before we got within sight of them, for the firing

ceased and we were halted along a fence.

AT IT IN DEAD EARNEST.

By this time we were all pretty well warmed up and ready for busi-

ness. In coming through the brush I had received a very severe

gash from a jagged limb, not to speak of being knocked down and

trod on, and was by no means in an angelic humor. I looked around,

with all my eyes, for something to shoot at, but to the right and in

front beheld nothing. To the left oblique I thought I saw men

moving about among the trees, and on closer inspection could dis-
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cern some dark blue uniforms. Presently the presence of the enemy
became unmistakable. I could distinctly see company after company
march briskly down a sort of woods road, halt, and face towards us.

Half a dozen fellows by me saw the same and raised their guns. I

took a rest on a tree, and a long aim, and we fired together. With-

out stopping to reload I peered forward through the smoke to dis-

cern the effect of the shot. There seemed some slight commotion,
but it may only have Leen the officers moving about, as in a moment,
as if at the word of command, the whole line brought up their mus-

kets. The long stretch of glittering steel, with a head bent down at

the end of each gun- barrel, was a thrilling sight. A huge cloud of
smoke hid them from our view, and a tremendous report rang

through the forest. Our whole line instantly replied, and the ball

opened in dead earnest. As I half-faced to the left to reload I saw

our junior second-lieutenant flat upon his back, his jaw convulsively

working in the agonies of death. He had never been with us in

action before, and his presentiment was realized that he would fall in

his first battle. I had known him before we joined the army, and

the sight of his death filled me with rage. Half mad with pain and

anger I rammed the loads home with all my strength, but aimed

carefully each time on the range of my first shot. Other troops were

apparently brought up, right and left, on both sides, for the uproar
swelled until it became deafening. The ground being impracticable

for either cavalry or artillery, it was a fair and square stand-up infan-

try fight at close range, and most stubbornly contested. The enemy
hung staunchly to their work, and our own men fought like demons.

For fully an hour the din kept up without cessation. Then the

enemy's fire slackened, and we held up a little in turn. Then they

reopened with fresh fury, and at it again we went, hammer and

tongs. Those were the days, it will be remembered, of muzzle-

loaders and the old-fashioned ball cartridge, the end of which you
were obliged to tear off with your teeth. After heavy firing the

guns would clog, and presently every piece began to foul. I had to

stop, tear up my handkerchief and wipe her out. After awhile it

clogged again, and finally the ramrod stuck fast. It would neither

come up nor go down, and, in despair, I jammed it, full force, into a

tree. That drove that charge home, but, on coming to reload, the

rammer was so bent as to be almost useless. A few more loads were

worried down, and then the gun became wholly unmangeable, and I

threw it down and looked around for another. Behind me was one

with a prostrate soldier by it. As I stooped to pick it up, the sup-
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posed dead man came to life, stretched out his hand, and shook his

head as if to say, don't take it. I gestured back it was no use to

him, but he still demurred, and to cut short the pantomine, I snatched

the gun away and set her to talking.

A TYPICAL BATTLE SCENE.

For a second time the fire slackened and then reopened fiercely,

and a third prolonged and stubborn combat ensued. It was evident

they were putting in fresh men
;
our ammunition was running low,

and General Hill ordered a charge. We started with a yell and the

firing ceased. It did not take us long to reach the enemy's position.

The line of their formation did not need the double row of knapsacks

neatly piled behind it to mark where it had been. It was bloodily

signified by prostrate forms, many dead, others gasping. They lay

in every direction, like a rail fence thrown down. In several in-

stances body lay upon body. It was a wretched sight. We tried to

give the wounded some water, the only aid in our power. The first

man I bent over was past all human help ; the next was unable to

swallow, and as I sought to raise him the bones of his head cracked

in the palm of my hand.

During our brief rest at this spot the men busied themselves in

various ways. Most of them replenished their cartridge-boxes from

those who had fallen
;
others tore open the knapsacks and kicked the

contents about the ground ;
others explored the haversacks plenti-

fully strewn around. I refilled my box, wiped out my gun, threw

away my old canteen and got me a new one, and then fell- to on some

biscuit. While there engaged we were ordered forward, and, drop-

ping everything, reformed and went on. After marching a while the

woods grew clearer, and presently we emerged at the end.

To use the favorite simile of Sancho Panza, all that had gone be-

fore was but tarts and cheese-cakes to what now ensued. At the

edge of the woods was a belt of felled timber, beyond that a clearing,

and woods beyond that again. At the far side of the timber a bran-

new regiment of Federal infantry, the fifth, as I make it, we had

encountered that day, was drawn up to bar the way. Later in the

day we learned it was the Seventieth New York. And I desire here

to do justice to the soldierly steadiness of this command. For two

hours or more it held us at bay, at one time forcing us back a

short distance by the sheer weight of its fire, and never gave way
till two-thirds of its officers and nearly one-half of its men had been

shot down
; till its brave and skilful colonel had been twice wounded
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and knocked senseless, and clambering over the timber we had got

fairly in among them.

But, not to anticipate ;
on emerging from the woods the scene was

one of stern and imposing grandeur. The smoke of the previous

combats was slowly drifting out of the forest and rising like a thin

veil between us and the enemy. Through the haze could be seen the

long line of infantry, splendidly equipped and motionless as so many
statues, the sombre blue of their uniforms relieved by a shining crest

of steel, the gold blazonry of the regimental colors, and the gay hues

of the national flag.

PANDEMONIUM BROKE LOOSE.

No time, however, was lost in admiration. Our men at once

settled down behind the logs, rested their muskets on the tree-trunks,

and fired. I was fain to content myself with a small pine (all the time

wishing it was as big as the red woods) and blazed away over their

heads. The enemy at once opened vigorously. Other regiments

formed upon their flanks. The Eleventh came up on our right and

the Seventeenth on our left. A Federal battery opened down the

line; then one began to bellow upon the right. Stuart's horse artil-

lery came up and unlimbered, and the guns at Fort Magruder began
to play. Hooker put in his last man and so did Longstreet. Kearney's

division came up and Hooker put that in. Longstreet received two

regiments from D. H. Hill's division, and put them in. It was pan-

demonium broke loose. It seemed to me as if the brass pieces fairly

howled, while the roll of the small arms was something indescribable.

Ordinarily heavy musketry rises and falls like the sound of the sea,

but here it was one deep, incessant, prolonged, deafening roar.

Our men began to fall. Ensconced as they were behind logs, when

hit they would ordinarily be struck in the head or throat and killed.

They dropped in all sorts of positions, some falling suddenly forward
;

others sliding gently backwards or sideways ;
one fell all in a heap,

as if he had collapsed. One death was most tragic and yet with a

touch of the absurd. Among the recruits joining us at Yorktown

were a backwoods father and son, whose rustic demeanor was the

jest of the regiment. The old man clung to the old-fashioned, tall

silk hat; the son followed at
"
pappy's" heels wherever he went.

Both fell in this battle, fighting like lions. The old man was close

by me and I could not but notice him and his high hat as I fired over

him. A man fell by him possibly his son but the old hero never

stopped. Presently he fell over gently to the ground, shuddered,
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and was still, his venerable head-gear surmounting his gray locks to

the last.

So far from losing, the Federal fire appeared to gain intensity.

The balls seemed to whiz closer and more viciously than at first, and

we subsequently learned the Union Colonel was successfully opera-

ting a stratagem upon us. He had made some of his best shots

crawl under the timber, and they were picking us off. Our color-

bearer had special attention. Time and again as I turned to reload

I could see the colors almost jerked out of his hands as a ball tore

through the cloth. He hung on manfully, and though the flag had

twenty-seven bullet-holes through it, and was twice shot out of his

hands, brought her out safe at last. The Virginia Legislature gave
him a sword of honor, and he wore it until he fell.

A TEMPORARY PANIC.

We had now been about seven hours in action, some two at this

particular point, and the strain was intense. Off on the right one

fellow sprang up, dropped his gun to a trail, and made off back into

the woods like a quarter-horse. The panic instantly spread, and up
and down the line men took to their heels. To tell the honest truth,

I gave leg-bail myself, but at the second or third bound a revered

and gentle voice, now long silent, whispered reproach, and I wheeled

about and caught at the nearest fugitive. He tore loose and half

knocked me over. A young officer ran up to the rescue, and as he

nailed one man I seized another. They, too, broke away. The offi-

cer presented his sword to the next man's breast, and throwing my
musket arms-a-port I halted two. For one instant there was a rally ;

the next they surged over us, and made off as if the devil was be-,

hind them. What became of the young officer I know not. I

thought I might as well be shot front as rear, and walked back to my
tree. Two or three of our men were blazing away. The smoke was

lifting a little, and the enemy were preparing to advance. Half a

dozen heads had already popped up out of the timber. Back of

them their main line was reforming. It was not more than half its

original size had no colors, and otherwise showed marks of the

pounding it had received. It seemed very reluctant to advance, and

in a few minutes this hesitancy was explained. There was a rousing
shout behind

;
our men had reformed as suddenly as they had run

away, and here they came back at a double-quick, yelling vocifer-

ously. Down they went again behind the logs, and reopened most

vigorously, as if rather refreshed than otherwise by the scare. It
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makes me laugh now to think of the whoop I gave as they came up.

It would have done honor to a Comanche. Hope was almost gone,

and the sight once more of these brave men's faces and the cheery

ring of their guns was like the breath of life.

A PICTURE OF A. P. HILL.

In the midst of the renewed uproar General Hill came down the

line. He stood bolt upright between the contending fires, looked

around awhile, then went off to the left, returned, looked once

more intently into the timber as if to say this nest must be cleaned

out, and finally went off up the line. Years afterwards I stood by
the grave of this valiant soldier in the cemetery at Richmond.

Naught marked the spot but a slab with "A. P. Hill," and nothing

but the twitter of little birds broke the solemn stillness
;
but as I

stood there I saw him as he stood that day erect, magnificent, the

god of war himself, amid the smoke and the thunder.

The order came to charge. Of how we got up and went into and

through that felled timber no man can tell. It was confusion worse

confounded ;
now leaping from one tree trunk to another; now run-

ning along this, and then crawling under the other. But if it was

hard for us to get in it was equally hard for the enemy to get out.

Some rough work was done in there. The edge of the timber looked

as if a cyclone had struck it. In every angle bodies were huddled. In

the smoke and confusion I lost the regiment, and kept on ahead in-

stead of right-obliquing. A terrific roar and jar and a hot breath

as of a furnace warned me of the uncomfortable proximity of a can-

.non. It was an enfilading battery which our colonel had avoided by
a right oblique.

CLOSE OF THE DAY.

One artilleryman was springing to the mouth of his piece, and

another tightening on the lanyard of his. Down I went as flat as

possible, and I wished I was a mole. The dirt, leaves and sticks

flew all about, but I was so close the position was more terrifying

than really dangerous. I could see the fire leap out of the muzzle,

and a very unsatisfactory sight it was. A gray wave swept up over

guns and cannoneers, and the battery was taken. I got up extremely

shaky, and set out to find the regiment. After wandering about a

while I met the Adjutant, who directed me and exultantly showed

me a magnificent dapple-gray he had got at the battery. I told him
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I believed I would go up there and get a horse myself, but on the

way met the regiment.

After cleaning out the timber we had no more fighting. The Fed-

erals brought up some fresh troops, and Colston's brigade was put

in to meet them. We lay down behind Colston, ready to rise and

reopen if needed, but no further close quarters ensued. The enemy
contended himself with peppering away till dusk. The battle was

over, and about dark we marched back into Williamsburg and slept

there that night, resuming our march shortly before day.

That Williamsburg was a very stubbornly-contested action is un-

questionable, and it is also true that the loss on both sides was heavy,

the proportion of fatal casualties being unusually great ;
but there

can be no question but that the Confederate troops fully accomplished
the object for which the battle was fought. That object was to hold

back McClellan's advance, and, despite the most strenuous and per-

severing efforts of his division commanders, this was done. The

Federal forces were not only prevented from advancing, but were

steadily driven back throughout the day.

SALEM DUTCHER.

LEE'S LIEUTENANTS.

NAMES OF SURVIVING GENERALS OF THE CONFEDERATE ARMY
A VALUABLE ROSTER.

Personal Notes About a Number of the Leading Military Men on

Our Side.

[Richmond Dispatch, May 29, 1890.]

One of the saddest things connected with the war was the large

number of our ablest and best generals who were killed in battle or

died from the effects of wounds.

The days of the heroes of classic times or the chivalry of modern

Europe never produced braver knights, more self-sacrificing patriots,

than that galaxy of soldiers which adorn the pages of Confederate

history.

And then, as a rule, we fought against "overwhelming numbers
and resources," and it seemed especially necessary that our generals
should lead their men into the very thickest of the fight. Besides,

there was a sentiment among our ragged, barefooted heroes of the
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rank and file that their leaders should be at the front, and woe betide

the general of whom they could say,
" He loves to send us to the

front, but he keeps well in the rear himself," or the officers about

whom they could pass the grim joke :

" There were not trees enough
there for the officers to hide behind, and we privates had to take it

without cover."

GENERALS AT THE FOREFRONT.

It was no uncommon thing, therefore, to find our highest generals

in the very forefront of the battle.

At First Manassas Generals Beauregard and Johnston, at the crisis

of the battle, both led their men, battle-flag in hand. Albert Sydney

Johnston, whom President Davis always regarded as the ablest sol-

dier of the war, fell leading a victorious charge at Shiloh, and in the

execution of that brilliant strategy that had so far succeeded, and

which, had he been spared an hour longer, would have resulted in

the capture or annihilation of Grant's whole army.
Stonewall Jackson was often seen on the advance skirmish line of

the army, was ever found in the very thickest of the fight, and when

shot down by his own men (who would have died rather than injure

a button on his old gray coat) was returning from a bold reconnoi-

sance beyond his advanced pickets.
"
Jeb

"
Stuart fell when leading

a heroic charge against immense odds, which prevented Sheridan

from riding into Richmond that day, and crowned a brilliant career

with a glorious death. A. P. Hill, the chilvaric hero of many a

glorious field, fell on the last sad day at Petersburg (when he had

risen from a sick bed to command his corps of heroes) in a brave

attempt to join that part of his corps which had been cut off from the

main army.
FELL SWORD IN HAND.

Glorious old Pat Cleburnefell at Franklin leading one of the most

superb charges that the world ever saw.

But we must restrain our pen, for columns would not suffice even

to mention the names of the Confederate Generals who were noted

for conspicuous gallantry and an even reckless exposure of their

lives. But we must not fail to say that our grand old chief, R. E.

Lee, was "the bravest of the brave," and that the world's history

affords no grander battle pictures than Lee at the Wilderness offering

to lead Hood's Texas brigade, and at Spotsylvania Courthouse offer-

ing to lead Gordon's division, and afterwards Harris's Mississippi
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brigade, when, upon all three occasions, the ragged heroes shouted,
" General Lee to the rear ! General Lee to the rear ! ! We will drive

them back if General Lee will go to the rear!"

Indeed, the pleasant incident which President Davis told of how
he met General Lee at the front during the Seven Days' battles, and

while they were gently chiding each other for being out of place,
"
gallant little A. P. Hill

"
dashed up and ordered them both to the

rear, but illustrates the point that all of our Confederate leaders, from

our chivalric, heroic President, down to the subordinates, were accus-

tomed to say to their men not
" Go on !

"
but " Come on !

"

Thus it came to pass* that the list of our dead Generals were fear-

fully large, and that of those who survive, the large majority of them

carry
"
badges of honor" in wounds received during the war.

IN PEACE.

And since the war numbers of them have "crossed the river"

Lee, Cooper, Bragg, D. H. Hill, Forrest, Cheatham, Pendleton,

Chilton, Hood, Wise, William Smith and scores of others went be-

fore, and but a few months ago our grand old Chief and only Presi-

dent followed after.

Thank God ! many of them yet survive, and scores of them come

to-day to pay tribute to their loved and honored old Chief, while

many others though "absent in body are present- in spirit."

We have been at some pains to compile an accurate list of sur-

viving Confederate generals with their present residence, and we

give it below. There may be a few omissions or inaccuracies (and
we would esteem it a favor to have any needed corrections), but we
believe it will be found in the main accurate and complete.

LIST OF SURVIVING CONFEDERATE GENERALS AND THEIR PRESENT
RESIDENCE.

Joseph E. Johnston, Washington, D. C.

Gustave P. T. Beauregard, New Orleans.

GENERAL WITH TEMPORARY RANK.

Edmund Kirby Smith, Sewanee, Tenn.

LIEUTENANT-GENERALS.

Stephen D. Lee, Starkeville, Miss.
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James Longstreet, Gainesville, Ga.

Jubal A. Early, Lynchburg, Va.

Simon B. Buckner, Frankfort, Ky.

Joseph Wheeler, Wheeler, Ala.

Alexander P. Stewart, Oxford, Miss.

Wade Hampton, United States Senate, Washington.

John B. Gordon, Atlanta, Ga.

MAJOR-GENERALS.

Gustavus W. Smith, New York.

LaFayette McLaws, Savannah, Ga.

C. W. Field, Washington, D. C.

S. G. French, Holly Springs, Miss.

C. L. Stevenson, Washington, D. C.

John H. Forney, Alabama.

Dabney H. Maury, Richmond, Va.

Henry Heth, United States Coast Survey.

Robert Ransom, Jr., Weldon, N. C.

Cadmus M. Wilcox, Montgomery, Ala.

J. L. Kemper, Orange Courthouse, Va.

Fitzhugh Lee, Glasgow, Va.

W. B. Bate, United States Senate, Washington.

Robert F. Hoke, Raleigh, N. C.

W. H. F. Lee, Burke's Station, Va.

J. B. Kershaw, Camden, S. C.

M. C. Butler, United States Senate, Washington.

E. C. Walthall, United States Senate.

L. L. Lomax, Blacksburg, Va.

P. M. P. Loung, Atlanta, Ga.

T. L. Rosser, Charlottesville, Va.

W. W. Allen, Montgomery, Ala.

S. B. Maxey, Paris, Texas.

William Mahone, Petersburg, Va.

G. W. Custis Lee, Lexington, Va.

William B. Taliaferro, Gloucester, Va.

John G. Walker, Missouri.

William T. Martin, Natchez, Miss.

Bushrod R. Johnson, Nashville, Tenn.

C. J. Polignac, Paris, France.

E. M. Law, Yorkville, S. C.
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BRIGADIER-GENERALS.

George B. Anderson, North Carolina.

George T. Anderson, Anniston, Ala.

Samuel R. Anderson, Tennessee.

Joseph R. Anderson, Richmond, Va.

Frank C. Armstrong, Texas.

E. S. Alexander, Savannah, Ga.

Arthur S. Bagby, Texas.

Alpheus Baker, Louisville, Ky.
W. S. Barry, Mississippi.

M. L. Bonham, Columbia, S. C.

Pinckney D. Bowles, Alabama.

William L. Brandon, Mississippi.

William F. Brandy, Mississippi.

John Bratton, South Carolina.

J. L. Brent, Baltimore, Md.

James W. Barnes, Texas.

Seth M. Barton, Fredericksburg, Va.

C. A. Battle, Eufaula, Ala.

R. L. T. Beale, The Hague, Va.

John R. Baylor, Texas.

Hamilton P. Bee, El Paso, Texas.

W. R. Boggs, Winston, N. C.

Tyree H. Bell, Tennessee.

A. G. Blanchard, New Orleans.

William L. Cabell, Dallas, Texas.

E. Capers, Columbia, S. C.

James R. Chalmers, Vicksburg, Miss.

Thomas L. Clingman, Charlotte, N. C.

George B. Cosby, Kentucky.
Francis M. Cockrell, St. Louis, Mo.

A. H. Colquitt, United States Senate.

R. E. Colston, Washington, D. C.

Phil. Cook, Atlanta, Ga.

John R. Cooke, Richmond, Va.

M. D. Corse, Alexandria, Va.

D. H. Cooper, Indian Territory.

Alexander W. Campbell, Tennessee.

James Canty, Alabama.
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William H. Carroll, Tennessee.

John C. Carter, Tennessee.

Charles Clark, Mississippi.

Alfred Gumming, Augusta, Ga.

Joseph R. Davis, Biloxi, Miss.

X. B. De Bray, Austin, Texas.

William R. Cox, North Carolina.

George D. Dibbrell, Tennessee.

H. B. Davidson, Tennessee.

T. P. Dockery, Arkansas.

Thomas F. Drayton, Charlotte, N. C.

Basil W. Duke, Louisville, Ky.

John Echols, Louisville, Ky.
C. A. Evans, Atlanta, Ga.

Samuel W. Ferguson, Pass Christian, Miss.

B. D. Fry, Richmond, Va.

W. S. Featherston, Mississippi.

J. J. Finley, Florida.

D. M. Frost, Missouri.

Richard M. Gano, Dallas, Texas.

L. J. Gartrell, Atlanta.

R. L. Gibson, United States Senate.

William M. Gardner, Memphis.
James M. Goggin, Austin, Texas.

G. W. Gordon, Nashville, Tenn.

E. C. Govan, Arkansas.

Richard Griffith, Mississippi.

J. Warren Grigsby, Kentucky.

Johnson Haygood, Barnswell, S. C.

George P. Harrison, Jr., Auburn, Ala.

Robert J. Henderson, Atlanta, Ga.

James E. Harrison, Waco, Texas.

A. T. Hawthorne, Atlanta, Ga.

J. F. Holtzclaw, Montgomery, Ala.

Eppa Hunton, Warrenton, Va.

William B. Hardeman, Texas.

N. H. Harris, Mississippi.

Richard Harrison, Waco, Tex.

Thomas Harrison, Waco, Tex.

J. M. Hawes, Kentucky.
Edward Higgins, Norfolk, Va.
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George B. Hodge, Kentucky.
William J. Hoke, North Carolina.

Alfred Iverson, Florida.

J. D. Imboden, Southwest Virginia. .

Alfred E. Jackson, Nashville, Tenn.

Henry R. Jackson, Savannah, Ga.

William H. Jackson, Nashville, Tenn.

Bradley T. Johnson, Baltimore, Md.

George D. Johnston, Charleston, S. C.

Robert D. Johnston, Birmingham, Ala.

Thomas Jordan, New York.

A. R. Johnson, Texas.

J. D. Kennedy, Camden, S. C.

William H. King, Austin, Tex.

William W. Kirkland, New York.

James H. Lane, Auburn, Ala.

A. R. Lawton, Savannah, Ga.

T. M. Logan, Richmond, Va.

A. L. Long, Charlottesville, Va.

Robert Lowry, Jackson, Miss.

Walter B. Lane, Texas.

Joseph H. Lewis, Kentucky.
W. G. Lewis, North Carolina.

William McComb, Gordonsville, Va.

Samuel McGowan, Abbeville, S. C.

John T. Morgan, United States Senate.

T. T. Munford, Lynchburg, Va.

H. B. Mabry, Texas.

W. W. Mackall, Warrenton, Va.

George Maney, Nashville, Tenn.

James G. Martin, North Carolina.

John McCausland, West Virginia.

Henry E. McCulloch, Texas.

W. R. Miles, Mississippi.

William Miller, Florida.

John C. Moore, Texas.

Francis T. Nichols, New Orleans.

E. A. O'Neal, Montgomery, Ala.

R. L. Page, Norfolk, Va.

W. H. Payne, Warrenton, Va.

W. F. Perry, Glendale, Ky.
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Roger A. Pryor, New York.

Lucius E. Polk, Tennessee.

J. B. Palmer, Tennessee.

W. H. Parsons, Texas.

N. B. Pearce, Arkansas.

E. W. Pettus, Selma, Ala.

Albert Pike, Washington, D. C.

W. A. Quarles, Clarksville. Tenn.

B. H. Robertson, Washington, D. C.

F. H. Robertson, Austin, Tex.

J. B. Robertson, Waco, Tex.

Daniel Ruggles, Fredericksburg, Va.

George W. Rains, Augusta, Ga.

A. E. Reynolds, Mississippi.

D. H. Reynolds, Arkansas.

R. V. Richardson, Tennessee.

William P. Roberts, Raleigh, N. C.

L. S. Ross, Austin, Tex.

Thomas M. Scott, Louisiana.

C. W. Sears, Mississippi.

Charles M. Shelly, Alabama.

F. A. Shoup, Sewanee, Tenn.

A. M. Scales, Greensboro', N. C.

G. M. Sorrell, Savannah, Ga.

George H. Steuart, Baltimore, Md.

Marcellus A. Stovall, Augusta, Ga.

Edward L. Thomas, Washington, D. C.

W. R. Terry, Richmond, Va.

J. C. Tappan, Ozark, Ark.

John C. Vaughan, Tennessee.

Robert B. Vance, Asheville, N. C.

A. J. Vaughan, Memphis, Tenn.

James A. Walker, Wytheville, Va.

R. Lindsay Walker, Columbia, Va.

D. A. Weisiger, Petersburg, Va.

G. C. Wharton, New River, Va.

Marcus J. Wright, Washington, D. C.

G. J. Wright, Griffin, Ga.

H. H. Walker, New York.

W. S. Walker, Florida.

W. H. Wallace, Columbia, S. C.
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R. Water-house, Texas.

T. N. Waul, Galveston, Texas.

John S. Williams, Mt. Sterling, Ky.
S. A. M. Wood, Alabama.

POST-BELLUM CAREER.

The post-bellum career of many of these men is well known, and

yet a few brief notes on some of them will be of interest.

General Joseph E. Johnston was for years actively engaged in the

insurance business was for one term a representative of the Rich-

mond district in Congress, and was Railroad Commissioner under

Cleveland. Though over eighty years old he is remarkably vigorous,

is one of the finest conversationalists we have ever known, and is a

very fine writer.

General Beauregard has lived in New Orleans ever since the war,

and was for some time Adjutant-General of the State. He is very

popular among his people, and has occupied various civic positions.

General Kirby Smith has been engaged ever since the war in edu-

cational pursuits, and is at present a professor in the University of

the South at Sewanee, Tenn.

General James Longstreet was for years a resident of New Orleans,

was once minister to Turkey, and has been for some years a resident

of Gainesville, Ga.

General Stephen D. Lee has lived since the war at Columbus, Miss.,

where he was very prominent and for some years represented his

district in the State senate, and for some years past has been presi-

dent of the Mississippi Normal and Agricultural College, which he

has made one of the most successful in the whole country.

General J. A. Early, of Lynchburg, is too well known as the able

lawyer, the "walking encyclopaedia" about Confederate affairs, the

able and pains-taking writer who has done so much to vindicate the

name and fame of the Confederacy and its leaders, and the stern old

patriot who has never yet "asked pardon" for his heroic service for

the land and cause he loves so well, to need any comment from us.

General Alexander P. Stewart has been the able president of the

University of Mississippi.

General Wade Hampton has had a career in civil life which has

been scarcely surpassed by his brilliant military career. His people

hailed him as their "saviour" when he was elected governor of the

gallant Palmetto State and threw off the yoke of
"
carpet-bag

" and
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negro rule, and have ever since been proud of him as one of their

representatives in the United States Senate.

General John B. Gordon has been the idol of his people ever since

he carried back to Georgia his brilliant record in the Army of North-

ern Virginia. At the first opportunity they elected him governor by
an overwhelming majority, and though the military authorities re-

fused to allow him to take his seat, they afterwards sent him to the

United States Senate, where he remained until he voluntarily resigned.

They have twice again, by unprecedented majorities, elevated him to

the gubernatorial chair, and it is as certain as anything can be in the

future that the next legislature will elect him to the United States

Senate again.

General John H. Forney, General Joseph Wheeler, General W. H.

F. Lee, General P. M. B. Young, General R. L. T. Beale, General

James R. Chalmers, General William R. Cox, General L. J. Gart-

rell, Generals Eppa Hunton, A. M. Scales, and Robert B. Vance, have

served in the House of Representatives, while Generals Wade Hamp-
ton, John B. Gordon, W. B. Bate, E. C. Walthall, J. T. Morgan, M.

C. Butler, A. H. Colquitt, R. L. Gibson, and M. W. Ransom, have

graced the United States Senate, and Generals Gordon, Hampton,
Buckner, Fitzhugh Lee, Bate. Kemper, Bonham, Colquitt, Haygood,
Lowry, Marmaduke, McGowan, Nicholas, O'Neale, and Scales, have

been Governors of their respective States.

Time and space forbid further particulars, but we do not hesitate

to say that after that sad day at Appomattox our Confederate sol-

diers generals, colonels, captains, and privates alike as a rule, in-

stead of sitting down to weep over the ashes of ruined fortunes and

blighted hopes, took off their coats and went to work that they
have filled places of honor, profit, emolument and trust, and have

proven themselves the best citizens the country ever had, and that

this "New South" of ours has owed its great prosperity under

God more to the brain and brawn of
"
the men who wore the gray

"

than to any other cause.

Richmond greets the survivors of that heroic band to-day [May
2gth] the capital of the Confederacy opens wide her gates to bid them

welcome their old comrades extend to them the hand of fellowship,

and our people generally stand before them with uncovered heads

and say,
"
All hail to the chivalry of our Southland the grandest

heroes the world ever saw as they come to honor the grandest man

that ever walked this continent."
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Development of the Free Soil Idea in the United States.

An Address Delivered Before the Members of the Nebraska State

Historical Society on the Evening ofJanuary 14, 1890.

BY HON. W. H. ELLER.

The causes leading to the organization of Nebraska territory, date

back of the adoption of the American constitution, and forms a part

of the history of that freedom which now distinguishes the people of

the United States from all other governments. The Federal Union

is, within itself, a compact of free and independent States, formed

from those physical parts, and bounded by those natural and artificial

lines which peculiarly fit each separate dominion to become a part of

the whole, all within the belt of the temperate zone of the western

hemisphere.
The development of the free soil doctrine, which made it Nebraska,

really began before it had a settler and before the American Revolu-

tion had accomplished its great results, to understand which it is

necessary to state a few facts in the history of African slavery. The
African slave trade first introduced slavery in the province .of Vir-

ginia in the year 1619, and by the year 1670 it is estimated that there

were at least 2,000 slaves in that dominion. The first English slave

ship fitted out in the colonies, sailed from Boston in 1646. The
French admitted slavery to be established in their colonies in 1624.

The whole "civilized" world engaged in the traffic for profit for

more than a century afterward, and it became common in all the

American colonies.

About the year 1775, with the development of the doctrines of

popular liberty, the evil began gradually to contract in the Dominion

of Canada and the Northern American colonies, owing to the un-

profitable conditions of slave labor upon the one hand, and the de-

velopment and the assertion of equal and universal rights upon the

other, so that in 1784, Rhode Island had led the way in the interdic-

tion of importing slaves into her territory, and in the year following

enacted a law for their gradual emancipation. When the census of

1840 was taken, she had but five slaves left within her borders.

Massachusetts, by her bill of rights, abolished slavery in 1780, and

the act went into full effect by the decision of her courts in 1783, and

no slaves are shown by the census of 1790. In the same year Penn-

sylvania barred the further introduction of slaves, and also enacted a
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law for their gradual emancipation, and the census taken in 1840

found but sixty-four in servitude within her boundaries. In 1784

Connecticut followed her example, and in 1840 she had only seven-

teen persons in voluntary servitude. Virginia prohibited the intro-

duction of slaves from abroad in 1776, and North Carolina in 1786,

Maryland in 1783, New Hampshire abolished slavery in 1793, and

but few remained in the year 1800. In 1799 New York adopted

gradual emancipation, and had but few slaves left in the year 1840.

New Jersey followed in the year 1820, but did not fairly rid herself

of the evil prior to the first election of Abraham Lincoln. She had

twenty slaves in the summer of 1860.

Our country was therefore called upon to wrestle with popular

slavery as a domestic institution during those years, and under those

limitations and obstructions in her way when asserting her own inde-

pendence, and legislating for the establishment of her own popular

liberty. The importation of slaves into her borders was not, there-

fore, forbidden by the general government until the year 1808.

The census of 1790 kindly gives us 59,456 free colored persons in

the United States, the great majority of whom were of pure African

descent. The second census gives us 108,395, the third makes the

figures 186,466, the fourth raises the figures to 233,524, the fifth in-

creases them to 319,599. In 1840 the whole number was 386,303,
and in 1850 the census brought in 434,495, which was increased to

about 500,000 in the year 1860. The slave population in 1790 was
about 700,000, which increased to nearly 4,000,000 by the year 1860.

The States were at this time half slave and half free, and slavery had
so far receded, that the territories north of 36 30' were free soil, and
but five slave States remained north of that line, which were after-

wards designated border States. The growth and development of

the free soil doctrine, therefore, had for its counterpart the history
of that legislation, those common debates and discussions which had
restricted and confined the American system of African slavery to

the southern part and parts of our common country. The history
of this legislation begins with the year 1783.

In 1790 two distinct and separate doctrines of civil government

prevailed among the statesmen of our country, the one the Federal

idea, which comprised the doctrines of a strong and centralized sys-

tem, dominant over all local colonies, and into which the original
thirteen States with ceded territory in their separate capacities

should become merged in one common whole, constituting one

strong and centralized power ;
and the other, the democratic theory,
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following strictly in its construction the preamble to that great charter

known as the Constitution of the States, and which gave all power of

the governed to the people themselves. All discussions of import-

ance on the bill of rights, the purchase of lands, their division into

territories and their organization and government as such, their in-

ternal improvement, consequent development, and final admission in-

to the union as States, have arisen from the public consideration of

these political dogmas, as enunciated and applied by successive ad-

ministrations. Each Territory and State has partaken of these doc-

trines as successively brought forth and constituted, with the single

exception of Kentucky, which was ceded by Virginia and directly

admitted upon her acceptance of the Constitution, without becoming
a ward cf the general government under that political tutelage known
as a territory, taking effect June ist, 1792.

The Federal idea had for its home the New England colonies,

bound together by the ties of religion, kindred community of inter-

ests in Indian wars, and early confederation in opposition to the

mandates of the mother country. It also extended gradually west-

ward with emigration. The remaining colonies were embraced in

separate and distinct grants from the British Government to the

original proprietors and patentees, and were subdivided at the first

patentees' day into great and broad baronies, vestiges of which still

remained. The immunity shared by them from invasions, insurrec-

tions, and the general pacific relations with Indian tribes, had ren-

dered a compact unnecessary.

Other reasons for the view may be had by considering the religion

and character of the settlers of the southern colonies. Maryland was

peculiarly Catholic, Virginia Episcopal, South Carolina Huguenot,
and North Carolina was a refuge for all the distressed classes of

Britain. Nothing had occurred up to the year 1775 to create a com-

munity interest in these southern colonies.

At this time the colonies were possessed in their original grants

by the general treaty with Great Britain, and owned vast tracts of

territory over which they held jurisdiction and control. The bounda-

ries were not always well defined, but the titles were unquestioned.
In adjusting the indebtedness of the several States and of the gen-
eral government these vast tracts were ceded to the latter and control

assumed by the Uniied States. These grants included all the unset-

tled country north of Florida and west of Pennsylvania, Virginia,

and the Carolinas. The organization of the territory northwest of

the Ohio immediately followed, and a restriction imposed that there
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" should be neither slavery nor involuntary servitude in the said ter-

ritory, otherwise than in the punishment of crimes whereof the par-

ties shall be first duly convicted." The substance of this condition

had been proposed the Continental Congress in the year 1784, and

did not finally pass until about July n, 1787.

Vermont was disputed territory and domestic slavery never found

a foothold. She was always free soil. Kentucky inherited the institu-

tion from Virginia, and never had a voice either for or against its intro-

duction. No one of the colonies had a voice, and the colonies were

none of them responsible for its existence within their borders ;
so that

negro slavery is to be wholly referred to the policy of another govern-

ment, and the same that maintained control of our colonial affairs.

North Carolina made a contribution of her Tennessee country on

the 22d day of December, 1789, and conditioned her grant so that
" no regulation made or to be made by Congress shall tend to

emancipate slaves." The financial condition of the general govern-

ment was very poor at that time, and standing in urgent need of the

gift she accepted it with the condition.

Georgia at first resented the introduction of slavery, but its en-

croachments were so urgent that she first yielded, and afterwards re-

pealed her anti-slavery statute. Her grants of Alabama and Missis-

sippi were made to the general government, with all the restrictions,

conditions, and privileges made in favor of the northwest territory,

save and except that article which forbids slavery. This gift was

likewise accepted with the condition.

About the year 1800 an attempt was made to extend the limitation

of the act as to Ohio Territory, but Ohio was admitted a free State

in the year 1802.

Indiana Territory also wrestled with the same question, then

under the leadership of its governor, afterward President W. H.

Harrison, and a petition from its legislature was presented in Con-

gress for the suspension of the sixth article for the period of ten

years, so that slaves born within the United States, or from any one

of the States, might be admitted. This necessarily resulted in the

appointment of committees, the discussion of the subject-matter and

reports to the houses involving these discussions. The extension

was not considered expedient, and was hence the subject of refusal.

Following slowly afterward came into the Union the free States of

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin. The latter was formed

from the cession made by Great Britain to our government in 1796,

and with like restriction.
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On the 20th of December, 1803, the government of the United

States took possession of that extensive country lying north of

Florida, and from the mouth of the Mississippi river to the British

possessions, and from thence across the Rocky mountains. This

purchase had been at a venture of 60,000,000 francs from the First

Consul Napoleon Bonaparte, of France, without reference to the ex-

tension of human slavery, and that portion constituting the present

State of Louisiana was admitted into the Union in 1812 under its pro-

slavery State Constitution.

Upon the treaty of 1767, whereby France had ceded the north-

west territory to the British government, the French trappers and

traders who resided in the Illinois country crossed over into Missouri,

taking their slaves with them, and human slavery existed there at the

time of purchase in 1833.

In December, 1817, a delegate from Missouri appeared in Con-

gress and was admitted to a seat. It was proposed during the fol-

lowing February that Missouri be admitted into the Union, but a

clause was desired by Northern congressmen prohibiting the ex-

tension of slavery. This was the great entering wedge, and resulted

finally in the Missouri compromise of 1820. It was in this discussion

that Mr. Cobb, of Georgia, declared that if the North persisted the

Union would be dissolved, and remarked with warmth, addressing a

congressman from New York,
" You have kindled a fire which all the

water of the ocean cannot put out, which seas of blood only can

extinguish." This first struggle resulted in the organization of the

territory south of 36 30' and north of Louisiana into the Territory
of Arkansas, with slavery unrestricted

;
but the admission of Mis-

souri into the Union of States on either basis slave or free was
defeated.

The second Missouri struggle commenced in December of the next

session, and much new blood having been infused into the House by
reason of previous elections, the debates were long and the question
was again fully discussed. Memorials were presented from the legis-

latures of several States, including New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-

vania, and Delaware, favoring the restriction of slavery. An elaborate

memorial, prepared by Daniel Webster and signed by himself, George
Blake, Josiah Quincy, and many others, desiring that measures be

taken
"
to restrain the increase of slavery in new States to be ad-

mitted into the Union," was presented December 3d, 1819. This

sentiment prevailed strongly in Boston and throughout the New
England States. The Legislature of Kentucky passed a memorial
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by a unanimous vote against the desired restriction, and it was also

presented to Congress in January following. Upon the final vote

the restriction was lost, and Missouri was admitted into the Union
with slavery on February 28th, 1821. Maine was received as a free

State on the next day. This was according to an agreement, and all

the territory north and west of the line of 36 30', which was the

south line of the State of Missouri, was declared by act of Congress
at the same time to be free territory, and that slavery should be for-

ever excluded. It was at that time occupied only by Indians and a

few trappers.

The Missouri State line on the west ran due north and south,

crossing the river at Kansas City, at the mouth of the Kaw river.

The territory comprising the six counties in the northwest part of

the State was then an Indian reservation, and contains its most fertile

soil. Senators Benton and Linn succeeded in securing an extension

of this State line to the river, and this extension included these fine

lands, the bill being approved by President Jackson on the 7th day
of June, 1836. This extension of slave territory was so quietly done,

notwithstanding the anti-slavery agitation of the times, and the great
debate pending in Congress on the right of petition, led by John
Quincy Adams, that it hardly attracted attention, and was the first

encroachment upon the terms of the Missouri compromise by any
direct measure. This section of the State furnished the most aggres-
sive emigration into the western territory in later years.

In the year 1819 negotiations were opened with Spain for the pur-
chase of Florida, and the treaty was ratified by both governments in

July, 1821, and that sovereignty was formally transferred to the

United States. The north boundary line of Florida followed the St.

Mary's river from its mouth to its source, thence west to the Chatta-

hoochee, thence along that stream to the 3131 parallel, thence west to

the Mississippi river, including the present State of Florida, parts of

Alabama and Mississippi, and some parts of the present Louisiana.

It also included all that territory west of the Rockies and north of

the 42d parallel to the British possessions, and from the Rocky
mountains to the Pacific, including Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and

part of Wyoming, thereby extinguishing the Spanish claims to this

vast area. Florida proper was acquired with the institution of

slavery existing, and was not subject to the restriction of the Mis-

souri compromise, as claimed by one school of politicians and sub-

ject to the restriction as claimed by the other. Slavery was neither

prohibited nor sanctioned by the terms of this grant. About the
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same time this government ceded to Spain that country between

Louisiana and the Rio Grande, and in less than twenty-five years

afterward was very desirous of getting it back again.

Prior to December 27th, 1845, Texas had twice sought to be an-

nexed to the United States, and was finally received by Congress on

that day, and ratified by that people on the igth of February, 1846.

Prior to that time it had proclaimed its independence, and had ob-

tained some recognition. It was not subject to the restrictions con-

tained in the compromise of 36 30'. At this time General Taylor

was at Corpus Christi, near the mouth of the Rio Grande, with a

large part of the United States army for the protection of the Texas

frontier, and annexation was immediately followed by the Mexican

war, at the termination of which, and by the terms of the treaty of

Guadalupe Hildalgo, 1848, a vast area of territory both north and

south of the line of 36 30' was acquired.

The annexation of Texas, and the beginning of hostilities between

the United States and Mexico, was followed by a message from Presi-

dent Polk to Congress, asking that a sum of money be placed at his

disposal for immediate use in effecting a treaty with the Mexican

government, and a bill was soon introduced for that purpose, appro-

priating $30,000 for immediate use, and placing $2,000,000 more at

his disposal for the purchase of peace and the settlement of boundary
lines. David Wilmot proposed a proviso to that section of the bill

referring to the acquisition of territory, against slavery and involun-

tary servitude in any of its parts,
"
except for crime, whereof the

party shall first be duly convicted." This proviso was substantially

guarded in the terms of the ordinance of 1797 in the erection of the

Northwest Territory, and is known in history as the Wilmot proviso.

This proviso provoked an extended discussion both North and South,

its advocates being called free-soilers and the opponents pro-slav.ery

men. It was proposed by a Democrat and was supported by Demo-
crats in the North. The bill and proviso both passed the House, and

was sent to the Senate on the day provided by law for its adjourn-

ment, August loth, 1846. The question was again raised in the

bills introduced in 1848, providing for the organization of territorial

governments for Oregon, California, and New Mexico, in which the

principles of the Wilmot proviso figured largely. The bill for the

organization of Oregon passed, and was approved by the President.

The battle ground was transferred to the remaining bills, and finally

to New Mexico. All public men took part in these discussions, pro
and con, both within Congress and out of it, and the people became
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well versed in the issues involved. Many also committed themselves

by informal expressions in ordinary conversation, and by neatly

written political letters, as the records of the times now appear.

Among the number who are said to have approved the Wilmot pro-

viso in ordinary conversation was General Lewis Cass, at that time

in public life, and journeying in a railroad car from Washington to

his Michigan home. He was among the number, however, who wrote

upon that subject, and in his letter dated December 24th, 1847, and

addresssed to General A. O. P. Nicholson, took that middle ground
afterwards espoused by Senator Douglas, and known in history as

the doctrine of "
popular sovereignty." In the course of this letter

he says :

"The theory of our government presupposes that its various

members have reserved to themselves the regulation of all subjects

relating to what may be termed their internal police. They are

sovereign within their boundaries, except in those cases where they
have surrendered to the general government a portion of their rights

in order to give effect to the objects of the Union, whether these

concern foreign nations, if I may so sjreak, whether they have refer-

ence to slavery or to any other relations, domestic or public, are left

to local authority, either original or derivative. Congress has no

right to say that there shall be slavery in New York, or there shall

be no slavery in Georgia ;
nor is there any other human power but

the people of those States, respectively, which can change the rela-

tions existing therein, and they can say, if they will,
' we will have

slavery in the former and we will abolish it in the latter.'

" In various respects the Territories differ from the States. Some
of their rights are inchoate, and they do not possess the attributes of

sovereignty. Their relation to the general government is very im-

perfectly defined by the Constitution, and it will be found upon ex-

amination that that instrument, the only grant of power concerning

them, is conveyed in the phrase,
'

Congress shall have the power to

dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations, respecting the

territory and other property belonging to the United States.'*********
" The question as will, therefore, be seen on examination, does not

regard the exclusion of slavery free from a region where it now ex-

ists, but a prohibition against its introduction where it does not exist,

and where, from the feelings of the inhabitants and the laws of

nature it is morally impossible,
* * *

that it can ever re-estab-

lish itself."
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The third step in the restriction of slavery was, therefore, fully

taken in the political campaign of 1848. The first had been the re-

striction of the slave trade, the second restriction of slave territory,

and now the third was the doctrine of free soil in all the territories.

The advocates of the Wilmot proviso were, therefore, called free

soilers and nominated a candidate for president, thus taking a prom-
inent place in the public gaze. It happened in this wise. The State

of New York were represented in the Democratic national conven-

tion at Baltimore, May 22d of that year, by two delegations, that of

the free soilers or barn burners, composed of Wilmot proviso men
and the Hunkers under the leadership of General Daniel S. Dickin-

son. The convention undertook to conciliate both delegations by

admitting both to a seat and a half vote, upon which the free soilers

withdrew and nominated Martin Van Buren for president, and

Charles Francis Adams for vice-president. The Democrats nomi-

nated General Cass for president and William O. Butler, of Ken-

tucky, for vice-president. At that election Van Buren received a

popular vote of nearly 300,000, which defeated General Cass.

Public feeling had been greatly intensified at the effort of the Wilmot

proviso men to secure the restriction of slavery in the organic acts of

the new territories, to allay which the Whig party, under the leadership

of General Taylor, undertook to establish a more pacific course.

This doctrine is comprised in the message sent the house in response
to a resolution of inquiry on the 2ist day of January, 1850, and in

which he recognizes the right of California and New Mexico to per-

fect, form and adopt such constitutions as their people may choose,

subject only to the Constitution of the United States.

On the 1 3th of February afterward, he communicated to Congress
the free constitution of California. There then remained only Utah,
New Mexico, the District of Columbia and the unorganized terri-

tories. Propositions for their adjustment were submited by Henry
Clay and John Bell, provoking extended discussion in both houses.

These propositions were referred to a committee of thirteen, of

which Mr. Clay was chairman, on the 28th of February, and their

terms were held under consideration to May the 8th, when an ex-

tended report covering the many branches of the subject was made

by Mr. Clay, the chairman. This report contained the celebrated

Omnibus bill, which was afterwards rejected, and the compromise
was finally effected on the original proposition of the great Ken-
tuckian. These included the admission of California on her consti-

tution, an adjustment of the boundary of Texas, the organization of
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the territories of Utah and New Mexico. The organization of New
Mexico had been the battle field, and among other things it was

finally provided "that when admitted as a State, the said territory or

any portion of the same, shall be received into the union, with or

without slavery, as their constitution may prescribe at the time of

their admission." This is known as the compromise of 1850, and

was generally understood by one school of politicians to repeal the

compromise of 1820. This compromise had long been construed as

impairing the rights of the slave-holder.

The consideration of the restriction of slavery from newly acquired
territories was raised on different occasions after the introduction of

the Wilmot proviso, but the fear that the prosecution of the Mexican

war might be impeded, restrained many from voting in its favor un-

til after the treaty of peace had made secure the coveted areas of

New Mexico and California and other lands which were included in

its terms. Slavery was at this time considered by many to be upon
an equal footing with freedom, and the questions between the two
were considered to be at rest. The free democratic vote of John P.

Hale, in 1852, was consequently about 100,000 less than that of Van
Buren four years before. The general disposition was more pacific

and quiet, and by the year 1854 it was supposed to have subsided

altogether.

In the formation of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the people were left

free to choose for themselves upon this question, and the free soil

doctrine prevailed.
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THE BATTLE OF THE CRATER,

July 30, 1864.

An Address delivered before the A. P. Hill Camp of Confederate Veterans,

of Petersburg, Va., in that city, on the ^th of June, 1890.

BY COMRADE GEORGE S. BERNARD.

COMRADES :

It was my fortune as a member of the Petersburg Riflemen,

Company E, Twelfth Virginia Infantry, General William Mahone's

brigade, to take part in the memorable engagement known as
" The

Battle of the Crater," and it is now proposed to give some account of

the action to tell a war story from the standpoint of a high private

in the rear rank, supplementing information within my personal

knowledge with some material drawn from other sources believed to

be reliable this being necessary to a proper understanding of what

will be told.

On Saturday morning, the 3Oth of July, 1864, when the mine under

the angle in the Confederate's works around Petersburg, known as
"

Elliott's sailent," was exploded, blowing up, or burying under the

debris of earth and timber, between two hundred and fifty and three

hundred officers and men occupying the works at this point, making
therein a huge chasm, described in the report of the Committee on

the Conduct of the War as
" from 150 to 200 feet in length, about 60

in width, and from 25 to 30 feet in depth, and aptly called
'

a crater,'
"

from its resemblance to the mouth of a volcano, Mahone's brigade
was occupying the breastworks on the Willcox farm, immediately south

of our city say about a point which would be reached by a pro-

longation of Adams street. The site of the "Crater," as is well

known probably to all now present, is east of the Jerusalem plank-
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road and about half a mile southeast from Blandford Cemetery, be-

ing located a short distance beyond our city limits, in the county of

Prince George, on the farm of Mr. T. R. Griffith.

Some time during the night preceding the explosion, our brigade

received orders to be "
ready to move at a moment's warning," which,

of course, indicated that something was expected requiring a move-

ment of the command.

It was well understood that the enemy were mining somewhere on

our line, but exactly at what point was not known. A counter-mine

was made by the Confederates several hundred yards to the right of

the Crater, near the point at which the Confederate breastworks cross

the Jerusalem plank-road, as may be seen at this time. At the Elliott

salient a counter-mine was begun, but was abandoned for want of

proper tools.

The explosion took place between daybreak and sunrise (4:44 A. M.

was the exact time), and the impression made upon those hearing

it may be likened to that of a nearly simultaneous discharge ot several

pieces of artillery. The concussion of the atmosphere was unusual.

We were all soon in the breastworks. Something extraordinary, we

knew, had happened. Soon a report came down the line from the

direction of the scene of action that a mine had been exploded and a

part of our works blown up and was occupied by the enemy.
A little after six o'clock, when the Crater had been in the enemy's

possession for more than an hour, a staff officer rides rapidly past us
;

General Mahone's headquarters, which were at the Branch House,

just west of the Willcox farm, is the point of destination of this staff-

officer, who is Colonel Charles S. Venable, aide-de-camp to General

Lee. Colonel Venable is bearing a message to General Mahone, who

was then, as he had been since the wounding of General Longstreet

at the battle of the Wilderness, in command of Anderson's division,

which was composed of the brigades of General William Mahone

(Virginians), General A. R. Wright (Georgians), General J. C. C.

Saunders (Alabamians), General N. H. Harris (Mississippians), and

General Joseph Finegan (Floridians).

The message borne to General Mahone is to send at once two of

his brigades to the support of General Bushrod R. Johnson, who

commanded that part of the Confederate lines embracing the works

now in the enemy's hands.

Very soon, under orders received, the men of Mahone's brigade of

Virginians and Wright's brigade of Georgians, began to drop back

from their places in the breastworks, one by one, into the cornfield in
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their rear, and, when they were well out of sight of the enemy, the line

was formed and the two brigades marched to the Ragland House,*

were there halted, and the men were directed to divest themselves of

knapsacks, blanket- rolls and other baggage ;
an order which to the

veteran plainly bespoke serious work, and that in the near future.

In a written statement made by Colonel Venable in 1872, referring

to the carrying of the message from General Lee to General Mahone,

he says :

" He sent me directly to General Mahone (saying that to save time

the order need not be sent through General A. P. Hill), with the re-

quest that he would send, at once, two of the brigades of his division

to the assistance of General Johnson. I rode rapidly to General

Mahone' s line, and delivered my message. He immediately gave

orders to the commanders of the Virginia and Georgia brigades to move

to the sailent and report to General Johnson. The troops moved

promptly, the Virginia brigade (General Weisiger) in front. We
rode on together, at the head of the column, General Mahone giving

instructions to his officers and inquiring as to the condition of things

at the sailent. When we reached the peach orchard, in rear of the

Ragland House, noticing that the men were encumbered with their

knapsacks, he halted the column, and caused both brigades to put

themselves in battle trim. While the men were throwing aside their

knapsacks he turned to me and said :

'

I can't send my brigades to

General Johnson I will go with them myself.' He then moved the

column towards the opening of the covered way, which led to the

Crater salient. I left him at this point to report to General Lee, who,

meantime, had come to the front. I found him sitting with General

Hill, among the men in the lines, at a traverse near the River salient.

When I told him of the delivery of the message, and that General

Mahone had concluded to lead the two brigades himself, he expressed

gratification."

Leaving the Ragland House, we marched along the edge of the hills

skirting Lieutenant Run to New Road, or Hickory street, and en-

tered this road a hundred or two more yards east of the brigade,

then marched westwardly to within a few yards of the bridge over this

run, and then filed northwardly down the ravine on the east side of

*The Ragland House stood on the west side of the plank-road and on

the south side of the New Road, some three or four hundred yards

in front of the present residence of Mr. John J. Cocke.
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the run to Hannon's (now Jackson's) old ice-pond ;
here entered a

military foot-path leading along the pond eastward to the head of

the pond; thence filed eastwardly up a ravine along the same mili-

tary foot-path to the Jerusalem plank-road. We are now at a

point a few feet from the southwestern corner of the Jewish cemetery
of to-day, and the position of the foot-path in this ravine along which

we came is yet plainly marked.

At the plank-road we are halted and counter-march by regiments,

thereby placing each regiment with its left in front. Here we see on

the roadside, General Mahone, with other officers, dismounted, their

horses standing near by. Mahone had then reported to General

Beauregard at the headquarters of General Johnson, which were at

the old house, which, until a few years ago, stood on the crest of the

hill a short distance northwest from the northwest corner of Bland-

ford Cemetery and near the road leading southwardly up the hill to

the cemetery. It was now about half-past eight o'clock, and the

enemy were just as they had been for nearly four hours, in quiet

occupation of the Crater, with about one hundred and fifty yards of

our breastworks to the south and some two hundred yards of these

works to the north of the Crater, reaching down to the foot of the

hill on the north side. To these limits on either side the Confederates

occupying the lines north and south of the Crater confined them.

General Mahone, having had the regiments counter-march at the

Jerusalem plank-road, goes ahead along the covered way leading

directly across the road, southeastwardly to the ravine in rear and

west of the Confederate works now occupied by the enemy. Ascend-

ing the little knoll at the point where the ravine is entered by another

smaller ravine or gully, into which the zig-zag covered way led and

terminated, he sees the Confederate works filled to overflowing with

Federal troops, and, counting eleven regimental flags, estimates the

Federal force in possession as at least 3,000 men. The situation is an

extremely grave one. His own little force of two brigades, then

approaching in the covered way, if assailed in this position, would be

inevitably cut to pieces and destroyed. So Mahone orders Courier

J. H. Blakemore to go at once back and bring up the Alabama

brigade (Saunders') to come by the same route which the Virginia
and Georgia brigades had taken.

Whilst General Mahone is at the knoll surveying the enemy and

arranging for the attack, we are cautiously approaching the ravine

along the covered way. At the angles, where the enemy could see a

moving column with ease, the men are ordered to run quickly by,
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one man at a time
;
which was done for the double purpose of con-

cealing the approach of a body of troops and of lessening the danger
of passing rifle balls at these exposed points.

I should have mentioned that there was constant shelling as we
moved along our route from the breastworks at Willcox's farm, but

we were well protected by the shelter of intervening hills. As we

passed the Hannon pond, I remember seeing a solid shot, or shell,

fired from one of the enemy's guns, descend into the water but a few

feet from our moving line.

Arriving at the ravine, we found General Mahone standing near

the mouth of the gully into which the covered way led and along
which we were filing into the ravine, now and then exchanging word

of encouragement with some passing officer or man in the ranks.*

In this ravine are some artillery men, with one or more mortars in

position; and I have a strong impression that I saw, skirting the slope

of the hill, a slight line of breastworks which looked as if it had been

made that morning for temporary shelter by men working with their

bayonets.
Soon the line of battle is formed

;
the Twelfth Virginia on the left

of the brigade, the Sixth Virginia on the right, the brigade sharp-
shooters on the right of the Sixth. The middle regiments were the

Sixteenth, the Forty-first and Sixty -first the Sixty-first being the

centre regiment.

On the field to-day may be seen a tree that marks the position of

the right of this line of battle.

The line formed, we advanced some twenty yards up the slope of

the hill and lie flat on our faces. In this position we are concealed

from the view of the enemy, now two hundred yards in our front.

Our brigade is under the command of Colonel D. A. Weisiger,

colonel of the Twelfth, whilst the Twelfth is commanded by Captain
Richard W. Jones, the Sixth by Colonel George T. Rogers, the

Sixteenth by Captain L. R. Kilby, the Forty-first by Major William

H. Etheridge, and the Sixty-first by Lieutenant-Colonel William H.

Stewart. The sharp-shooters are commanded by Captain Wallace

"Filing down the reinforcing ditch that ran perpendicular to the works,"

says Lieutenant W. A. S. Taylor, adjutant of the Sixty-first Virginia regi-

ment, in a statement made July 16, 1880,
"

I saw General Mahone at the

angle formed by this ditch and the one that ran parallel to the works. As
we filed to the right he made some encouraging remarks, adding,

' Give

them the bayonet.'
"
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Broadbent. A few minutes after we take the recumbent position,

Captain Drury A. Hinton, acting aid-de-camp to Colonel Weisiger,
walks along the line and directs the regimental officers to instruct

their men to reserve their fire until the enemy are reached. As soon

as Captain Hinton passed down the line Captain Jones stepped out in

front of us, as we lay on the ground, and, with great coolness of man-

ner, said :

"
Men, you are called upon to charge and recapture our

works, now in the hands of the enemy. They are only about one
hundred yards distant. The enemy can fire but one volley before the

works are reached. At the command '

forward
'

every man is ex-

pected to rise and move forward at a double quick and with a yell.

Every man is expected to do his duty."
This short address, delivered under the gravest of circumstances,

was impressive in the extreme, and well calculated to nerve up the

men to do their best work. The words and manner of the speaker
sank deep in my memory.
How Captain Jones came to deliver this address is explained in a

letter written by him to General Mahone from Oxford, Miss., under

date of January 3, 1877 :

" On getting my regiment in position in the ravine your courier

delivered me a message to report to you at the right of the brigade.
I went immediately, walking in front of the brigade, and found all of

the other regimental commanders before you when I arrived. At
that moment you gave the order to have the Georgia brigade moved

up rapidly to its position on the right of the Virginia brigade, and
then turning to the officers you delivered a stirring address to this

effect: 'The enemy have our works.' The line of men which we
have here is the only barrier to the enemy's occupying the city of

Petersburg. There is nothing to resist his advance. Upon us de-

volves the duty of driving him from his strong position in our front

and re-establishing the Confederate lines. We must carry his posi-
tion immediately by assaulting it. If we don't carry it by the first

attack we shall renew the attack as long as there is a man of us left

or until the works are ours. Much depends upon prompt, vigorous,
simultaneous movements.' I do not profess to give your words, but

your address and orders were given with such peculiar emphasis and

under such impressive circumstances that the sentiments were indeli-

bly inscribed on my mind. I at once placed myself in front of my
command and had bayonets fixed

;
I explained to them the character

of our work and perilous position of our army."
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"The works are only one hundred yards distant," said Captain

Jones a fortunate mistake. They were, in point of fact, two hun-

dred yards distant.*
" The enemy can fire but one volley before the works are reached.

1 '

A timely reminder was this, as, whilst advising the men of the gravity

of the situation, it warned them of the great importance of a quick

movement towards the foe. f

Let me here mention an incident : Lying next on my right was a

young friend, Emmet Butts, a member of the bar of our city. His

proper position was on my left. Having a superstitious belief that

the safest place for a man in battle is generally his proper place, I said

to my friend,
"
Emmet, suppose we change places ? I am in yours,

and you in mine." "Certainly," was his reply, with a pleasant

smile; and we then changed places. I never saw the poor fellow alive

afterwards. Soon after reaching the works he fell, his forehead,

pierced with a minnie ball.

Immediately after Captain Jones delivered his address the expected

command,
"
forward," was given by whom I could not of my per-

sonal knowledge say. Each man sprang to his feet, and moved for-

ward, as commanded, at a double-quick, and with a yell.

The line was about one hundred and fifty yards in length when it

started forward, but with the men moving at slightly different paces

and lengthening out a little on the right as the right regiments and

sharp-shooters obliqued to the right towards the crater, before we

were half across the field, the line had probably lengthened a hun-

dred or two feet, and widened to twenty feet or more, and the men thus

moving forward with open ranks, no spectacle of war could well have

been more inspiriting than the impetuous charge of this column of

veterans, every man of whom appreciated the vital importance of get-

*For twenty-three years my impression and belief was that the works

were about one hundred yards distant. In June of 1888 I visited the ground
and carefully noted it. To my amazement I discovered that the distance was

double what I would have sworn it was. So surprised was I at this dis-

covery I asked several of my comrades who were in the charge what was

their recollection as to the distance, and found that several of them, like

myself, thought the distance only one hundred yards.

f Captain Jones, afterwards major of the Twelfth, having received a copy
of this portion of this address, writes as follows :

"
I think you give the sub-

stance of my orders, except that I charged them (my command) specially to

fix bayonets and not to stop to fire a gun until we were at the works."
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ting to the works and closing with the enemy in the quickest possible

time every man feeling that to halt or falter for a moment on the way
was fatal.

The charge was probably as splendid as any of which history has

made record. Just as we were well over the brow of the hill, I cast

my eyes to the right, and I will ever carry a vivid impression of the

rapid, but steady and beautiful, movement of the advancing line of

some 800 men the greater part of whom, being to my right, were

within the range of my vision as our five Virginia regiments, their

five battle flags, borne by as many gallant color-bearers, floating in

the bright sunlight of that July morning, and the battalion of sharp-
shooters double-quiclced across the field they were unconsciously

making famous.

A Federal soldier thus describes the charge :

"The second brigade had hardly raised their heads when the cry

broke out from our men,
' The rebels are charging. Here they

come.' Looking to the front I saw a splendid line of gray coming

up the ravine on the run. Their left was nearly up to the bomb-proofs,
and their line extended off into the smoke as far as we could see.

They were coming, and coming with a rush. We all saw that they
were going straight for the Second brigade.

" *

Getting within ten paces of the ends of the little ditches or traverses,

which led out perpendicularly from the main trench of our breast-

works some ten or fifteen paces, to my surprise I saw a negro soldier

getting up from a recumbent position on the ground near my feet.

He was the first colored soldier I ever saw, and this was my first

knowledge of the fact that negro troops were before us. I had

not then fired my rifle, and I might easily have killed this man, but

regarding him as a prisoner, I had no disposition to hurt him. Look-

ing then directly ahead of me, within thirty feet of where I stood,

I saw in the trench of the breastworks crowds of men, white and

black, with 'arms in their hands, as closely jammed and packed to-

gether as we sometimes see pedestrians on the crowded sidewalk of

a city, and seemingly in great confusion and alarm. I distinctly

*See address of Lieutenant Freeman S. Bowley, delivered November 6,

1889, before the California commandery of the Loyal Legion of the United

States.
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noticed the countenances and rolling eyes of the terror-stricken

negroes. I particularly noticed in the hands of one of the frightened

creatures the new silk of a large and beautiful stand of colors, the

staff swaying to and fro as the color-bearer, his eyes fixed in terrified

gaze at his armed adversaries, was being pushed and jostled by his

comrades. With my gun still loaded I might have fired into this mass

of men, but I regarded these also as practically our prisoners. Cast-

ing my eyes upon the ground over and beyond the breastworks

east of them, I mean I there saw large numbers of the enemy retreat-

ing to their own breastworks. Many, however, were taking shelter

behind that is, on the east side, or outside, of our breastworks, as I

could see from the tops of their caps, just over the parapet. Into a

squad of those I saw retreating to their own works, I fired my rifle,

and not stopping to note the damage done by my shot, or to enquire
who was thereby hurt, I jumped into one of the little ditches leading

out from the main trench. This ditch was about as deep as I was

high and about eighteen inches wide. Proceeding down it towards

the trench, or main ditch, I was suddently confronted by a negro
soldier at the other end of it, standing with his gun pointed towards

me at
"
a ready," and looking me in the face with a grin on his.

As may be imagined, I was now in quite a predicament.
' What

should I do ? Shoot the fellow I could not my gun, having been

just fired, was empty. Bayonet him I could not, as I had no bayonet
on my gun. I had lost my bayonet at the battle of the Wilderness,

and glad of having done so, as I was thus lawfully relieved of that

much weight on a march, I had never bothered myself about getting

another, never having expected to get close enough to an armed

enemy to need it. Nor could I club this man
;
the narrowness of

the ditch prevented. Nor could I turn my back upon him with

safety. But there was a protecting hand to save me. Just in front

of me, and to my right, was a large recess in the earth, perpendicu-
lar to the little ditch in which I stood and parellel to the main ditch

or trench, large enough for a horse to stand in say eight feet in

length, four in width and of the same depth with the little ditch.

Into this recess, by a rapid stride to my front and right, I made my
way, and there loaded my rifle in the quickest possible time

;
no

muzzle-loader was ever loaded in less time. I was now less than five

feet from a trench full of Federal soldiers with arms in their hands,

and was in a position critical and perilous in the extreme.

Just as I got into this place, I discovered near me, at my feet, a
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negro soldier, who immediately began to most earnestly beg me not

to kill him.
''

Master, don't kill me ! Master, don't kill me ! I'll be

your slave as long as I live. Don't kill me !" he most piteously cried,

whilst I was rapidly loading my gun and he doubtless supposed that

its next shot was intended for himself.
" Old man, I do not intend

to kill you, but you deserve to be killed," was my reply. I

addressed him as "old man," as he was apparently over the military

age, and to my then young eyes seemed old. All the time he was

begging for his life he was cringing at my feet. As soon as I assured

him I did not propose to molest him, he began to vigorously fan a

poor wounded Confederate soldier, doubtless one of Elliott's men
who held the breastworks at the time of the explosion, lying on

his back apparently in extremis. I thought he was dying. Mani-

festly the old negroe's idea was that this attention to the helpless

Confederate would serve to protect him against other incoming
Confederates.

In the absence of evidence as to his identity, it cannot be positively

affirmed that this old fellow was not the ex-preacher referred to

by Lieutenant Bowley in his address before the California com-

mandery of the Loyal Legion of the United States in the following

paragraph :

"
Among the sergeants of my company was one, John H. Offer, by

name, who had been a preacher on the eastern shore of Maryland.
He exerted great influence over the men, and he deemed the occasion

a fitting one to offer some remarks, and, assuming his
'

Sunday voice,'

he began :

" ' Now, men, dis am gwine to be a gret fight de gretest we seen yet;

gret things is 'pending on dis fight; if we takes Petersburg, mos'

likely we'll take Richmond, and 'stroy Lee's army an' close de wah.

Eb'ry man had orter liff up his soul in pra'r for a strong heart. Oh,
'member de pore colored people ober dere in bondage ; oh, 'member

dat Gineral Grant, and Gineral Burnside, and Gineral Meade, an*

all de gret ginerals is right ober yander a watchin' ye, and 'mem-

ber de white soldiers' is a watchin' ye, an' 'member dat P se a watchin'

ye, and any skulker is a gwine to git prod ob dis bayonet ; you
heah me!'"

About the time I got my rifle loaded, Comrade John R. Turner,

the esteemed adjutant of our camp, then a member of my company.
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came into the recess, and certainly one and possibly two other Con-
federates. *

Ready now to give the enemy a shot, I looked around the corner

towards the place near the intersection of the ditch with the trench

where I saw the fellow who pointed his gun and grinned at me, but

he was not to be seen. All I could see in this direction were the ends

of rifles and bayonets held by men in the trench concealed from my
view by the angle of the trench and small ditch. Whilst I was

making this observation, a Federal soldier in the trench near this

angle fired his gun, and its muzzle was close enough to the dry
earthen angle to make the dust rise in the air as the wind of the

exploding rifle-charge knocked away a part of the sharp corner of the

trench and ditch at this angle.

Finding in this direction nothing at which to shoot, although only
a wall of some five feet intervened between the place where I stood

and a ditch full of men in blue, I stood tip- toe and looked eastward

towards the ground beyond our breastworks. Here I saw numbers
of the enemy crowding behind the outer or eastward part of our

works, apparently three or four deep, the tops of their caps only

being visible, and there were at the same time others of the enemy
retreating across the open field between our works and theirs? and at

these I fired this, my second shot, and again reloaded.

About this time a conference took place between Comrade Turner
and myself as to the propriety of remaining in the place where we
then stood. The suggestion was made that we fall back to our line,

I mean that part of it represented by the Petersburg Riflemen, all or

the greater part of whom, we believed, were standing or lying at or

near the ends of the ditches leading out from the trench. We
agreed, however, that whilst we were in a very dangerous position,

* My impression has always been that Sergeant W. W. Tayleure (of whom
hereafter) was one of the other Confederates. Since this paragraph was

written, Sergeant Tayleure (now a resident of Brooklyn, N. Y.) has visited

Petersburg and informed me that my impression was correct, as he distinctly

recollects the old negroe's vigorous fanning of the wounded Confederate as

the latter would say to him :

" Damn you, fan me fast
;

" and the old fellow

would reply,
"
Yes, sir yes, sir ;

" from the use of which language by the

wounded Confederate we may safely infer that he was not as near death's

door as for over twenty-five years I believed him to have been, but it is to

be hoped that he is to-day somewhere in this world alive and in sound health.

Strange to say, Sergeant Tayleure has no recollection of seeing either Com-
rade Turner or myself in this recess, nor does Comrade Turner recollect

seeing Sergeant Tayleure, the wounded Confederate or the old negro.
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it was our safest. Besides this, a backward movement, by even as

few as two men, might have started others, perhaps the whole line,

to falling back. So we concluded to remain where we were. Had
we attempted to fall back, we would have gone from a position in

which we were comparatively safe (unless our whole line had been

beaten back) to one of great danger, and would probably have lost

our lives.

Both of us now fired several shots from this place probably four

or five. I then thought I would take an enfilading fire at the enemy
in the trench to my right, who were in plain view, there being an

angle in the breastworks to our right, the recess in which Comrade
Turner and myself stood being so located as to enable us, when on

tip-toe, to look southeastwardly down the trench towards the Crater,

some seventy-five yards to our right. When taking a survey of this

part of the trench I saw men struggling there, which indicated that

some of our men opposite that part of the breastworks had effected

an entrance therein. Seeing this I determined to withhold my pro-

posed shot down the trench. Just at this time, looking to my left,

I saw Federal soldiers coming out of, and many of our men passing

into, the trench along the little ditch by which Comrade Turner and

myself had entered
; whereupon I went at once into the trench into

which the Confederates were now entering in numbers from the little

ditches up and down the line.

Casting my eyes up the line towards the Crater I saw Confederates

beating and shooting at the negro soldiers, as the latter, terror-stricken,

rushed away from them. I saw one negro running down the trench

towards the place where several of us stood and a Confederate

soldier just in his rear drawing a bead on him as he ran. The Con-

federate fired at the poor creature, seemingly heedless of the fact that

his bullet might have pierced his victim and struck some of the

many Confederates immediately in its range.

A minute later I witnessed another deed which made my blood run

cold. Just about the outer end of the ditch by which I had entered

stood a negro soldier a non-commissioned officer (I noticed dis-

tinctly his chevrons) begging for his life of two Confederate soldiers,

who stood by him, one of them striking the poor wretch with a steel

ramrod, the other holding a gun in his hand with which he seemed

to be trying to get a shot at the negro. The man with the gun fired

it at the negro, but did not seem to seriously injure him, as he only

clapped his hand to his hip, where he appeared to have been shot,

and continued to beg for his life. The man with the ramrod con-
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tinued to strike the negro therewith, whilst the fellow with the gun
deliberately reloaded it, and placing its muzzle close against the

stomach of the poor negro, fired, at which the latter fell limp and

lifeless at the feet of the two Confederates. It was a brutal, horrible

act, and those of us who witnessed it from our position in the trench

a few feet away could but exclaim :

" That is too bad ! It is shock-

ing!" Yet this, I have no doubt, from what I saw and afterwards

heard, was but a sample of many other bloody tragedies during the

first ten minutes after our men got into the trench, many of whom
seemed infuriated at the idea of having to fight negroes. Within

these ten minutes the whole floor of the trench was strewn with the

dead bodies of negroes, in some places in such numbers that it was

difficult to make one's way along the trench without stepping upon
them.

But the works are not yet ours. To the north of the Crater and

in the ditches immediately behind and west of it the Confederates

were in possession; but the Crater itself is held by a large number
of the enemy several hundred of them not yet ready to surrender.

There were also some fifty yards of our works south of Crater in the

enemy's possession. To drive out these, about ten o'clock a little

more than an hour after the charge made by the Virginia brigade

Wright's brigade of Georgian's were ordered forward from the same
ravine from which the Virginia charged ;

but such was the severity of

the fire the men of this gallant brigade were forced to oblique to the

left and take shelter among the works now in the hands of the Vir-

ginians, thus failing in their attempt. When this charge was about

to be made, the Virginians in the trench were notified and directed

to fire upon the enemy in their front as rapidly as possible, in the

language of the order,
"
to keep their heads down "

; an order which

was obeyed with a will, as nearly every man standing in the trench

was supplied with several guns his own, and one or more of the

hundreds of captured guns which lay all along the trench. Not only
when the charge was made, but all of the time after our men got in

the trench did they fire from our breastworks at the enemy whenever

they showed themselves along the crest or rim of the Crater, as they

constantly did, or whenever they attempted to run the gauntlet from

the Crater, across the field to their own works, a movement which
was attempted by many and by some successfully.

About the crest of the Crater next to the Federal lines might be

seen sometimes a man from the outside climbing over to get within

the Crater, and sometimes a man from the inside climbing over to get
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outside. I remember seeing a gallant Federal officer mount the edge
of the Crater at this point, and, with conspicuous bravery, wave his

glittering sword overhead, as if calling on his men to follow him a

sight which commanded my admiration, as it must have done that of

all who witnessed it.

An incident occurred about this time, or a little later in the morn-

ing, that I have often recalled. Happening in my immediate pres-

ence, it very deeply impressed me. In my company two men,

Orderly Sergeant W. W. Tayleure and Private Buck Johnson, of the

Petersburg Riflemen, came very near having a personal difficulty.

Tayleure had been standing on the step, which was about nine

inches above the floor of the trench, and upon which all men of ordi-

nary height had to stand in order to be able to shoot from the parapet,
and had been firing at the enemy from this position. Just at this

time Buck Johnson, who had doubtless been engaged in the same

way elsewhere, and who was never known to flinch, bearing a splen-
did reputation as a soldier, as, indeed, did Tayleure, happened to be

standing on the floor of the trench. Tayleure asked him why he did

not get up on the step and fire at the enemy. Johnson's high spirit

promptly resented the imputation against his courage, implied in this

question, and he used some very strong language to Tayleure. One
word led to another, and the two men, both being of approved

courage, were about to come to blows, when Joe Sacry, a member
of the Richmond Grays, standing on the little step above mentioned,

having just fired his gun, received a bullet in his head and fell lifeless

at the feet of the two men. The quarrel instantly ceased. Poor

Sacry' s bleeding corps substituted profound seriousness in the place
of angry words, and I believe the needless quarrel was never re-

newed. Both Johnson and Tayleure served to maintain on several

subsequent fields of battle the good name that each had already well

won in their three years of active service.

Wright's brigade of Georgians about eleven o'clock is called upon
to make another attempt to carry the works about the Crater and

south of it, but, this like the first attempt, is unsuccessful. As on the

occasion of the first charge, word is passed down the line to the men
in the breastworks to fire rapidly to keep the enemy's heads down,
and the order is in like manner obeyed.
What has been going on in the Crater ? Those who were in it can

best tell us, and I may, therefore, properly draw from the interesting

address of Lieutenant Bowley above referred to. Here is what he

says :
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" With a dozen of my own company I went down the traverse to the

crater. We were the last to reach it, and the rifles of the Union

soldiers were flashing in our faces when we jumped down in there,

and the Johnnies were not twenty yards behind us. A full line

around crest of the crater were loading and firing as fast as they

could, and the men were dropping thick and fast, most of them shot

through the head. Every man that was shot rolled down the steep

sides to the bottom, and in places they were piled up four and five

deep. For a few minutes the fire was fearfully sharp. Then the

enemy sought shelter. The cries of the wounded, pressed down

under the dead, were piteous in the extreme. An enfilading fire

was coming through the traverse down which we had retreated.

General Bartlett ordered the colored troops to build a breastworks

across it. They commenced the work by throwing up lumps of clay,

but it was slow work; some one called out,
' Put in the dead men,'

and acting on this suggestion, a large number of dead, white and

black, Union and rebel, were piled into the trench. This made a

partial shelter, and enabled the working party to strengthen their

breastworks. Cartridges were running low, and we searched the

boxes of all the dead and wounded.
" The day was fearfully hot

;
the wounded were crying for. water,

and the canteens were empty. A few of our troops held a ditch a

few feet in front of the crater and were keeping up a brisk fire. In

the little calm that followed, we loaded a large number of muskets

and placed them in readiness for instant use. Another movement

was soon attempted by the enemy, but our fire was so sharp that

they hastily sought cover. The artillery on Cemetery Hill and

Wright's Battery kept up a constant fire of grape and kept the dirt

flying about us. A mortar battery also opened on us
;
after a few

shots, they got our range so well that the shells fell directly among
us. Many of them did not explode at all, but a few burst directly

over us and cut the men down most cruelly. Many of the troops

now attempted to make our lines
; but, to leave, they had to run up a

slope in full view of the enemy, that now surrounded us on three

sides ; nearly every man who attempted it fell back riddled with

bullets. At 1 1 o'clock a determined charge was made by the enemy;
we repulsed it, but when the fire slackened the ammunition was fear-

fully low. About this time two men, each carrying all the cartridges

he could manage in a piece of shelter tent, reached us.

"The white troops," continues Lieutenant Bowley, "were now
exhausted and discouraged. Leaving the line, they sat down, facing
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inwards, and neither threats nor entreaties could get them up into

line again. In vain was the cry raised that all would be killed it"

captured with negro soldiers; they would not stand up. From this

time on the fire was kept up, mainly by the colored troops and offi-

cers handling muskets. A few Indians, of the First Michigan Sharp-
shooters, did splendid work. Some of them were mortally wounded,
and drawing their blouses over their faces, they chanted a death-song
and died four of them in a group. An attempt had been made to

dig a trench through the side of the crater towards the Union line, but

the rebs got the range of that hole and plugged the bullets into it so

thick and fast that no one would work in it. Of the men of my company
who had rallied with me, all but one, a sergeant, lay dead or dying.
The troops seemed utterly apathetic and indifferent. The killing of

a comrade by their very sides would not rouse them in the least.

Between i and 2 o'clock in the afternoon our men in the ditch, out-

side the crater, had expended all their ammunition, and were quickly

captured. Then the rebels planted their battle flags on the edge of

the crater, front and both flanks, not six feet from our men. They
quickly pulled them back, but we knew that tney were there, just
on the other side of the clay bank. Muskets, with bayonets, were

pitched back and forth, harpoon style. In this last movement the

Confederates exposed themselves most fearlessly, and had all our

men stood up at that time, the rebel loss would have been much more
seVere. I have good reason to believe that my own revolver did

some effective work at this point."

Here ends Lieutenant Bowley's account of what was transpiring
in the Crater, and I will resume the narrative from our standpoint.

It is now about one o'clock. We receive another order to keep
the enemy's heads down. A charge is about to be made, this time

by the Alabama brigade, General Saunders, who form in the ravine

from which the Virginians had charged, but farther south and accord-

ingly more nearly opposite the Crater. The charge is successful

those who witnessed it say it was splendidly executed. The works

are surrendered, and the prisoners pour out, making their way back,

however, under a severe fire from their own batteries, some of them

falling on the way.

What was here transpiring those of us in the breastworks to the

north of the Crater could not see, but we immediately knew the

result of the charge.
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From this time, during the balance of the day, every thing is com-

paratively quiet. When night came on we are made to fall in line

and move up the trench towards our right. In the trench that led

around and to the rear of the Crater, dead men lie so thick that to

walk along without stepping upon their bodies or limbs was very
difficult.

Our movement to the right is ended when we have been so shifted

as to bring the Riflemen immediately in the rear of the Crater.

Here we are halted, and a detail of two or more men from each com-

pany is called for. Of this detail it falls to my lot to be one. What
is to be done? The dead are to be buried! And this detail is to do
the work ! My horror can be better imagined than described.

Before work commenced, somebody who I do not know, but some
one whose authority and orders in the premises, legal or illegal, I

was prompt to recognize and obey came along and put me in charge
of a burying squad. I congratulated myself that I had no nearer

connection with this disagreeable work. In a big grave, not a hun-

dred feet in rear of the Crater, a large number of the bodies were

placed. The work was done by a squad of negro prisoners. In the

gray light of morning I went into the Crater, and there I saw the

burying parties in this place still at work.

This gloomy night's work had at least one humorous incident.

Our worthy commander, Comrade Hugh R. Smith, then adjutant of

the Twelfth, I am glad to know, lives to-day to vouch for the correct-

ness of what I am about to narrate :

Comrade Smith had selected for his night's rest a grassy spot near

the men in the trench, all of whom, except those on guard or special

duty, were fast asleep, and like them was wrapt in the arms of Mor-

pheus. He had the advantage of his sleeping comrades, in that he
had a soft and cool bed of grass upon which to rest

; but he was in

close vicinity to the pile of dead men then being buried. Things,

however, were fairly evened up, when, some time during the small

hours of the night, one of the negro prisoners, looking out for a

corpse to bury, seized our gallant adjutant by the ankle and was

hurrying him to the grave, when the adjutant, not then ready to be

buried, awoke, to the great consternation of the poor prisoner, who

thought he was handling a genuine corpse.

It is Sunday morning, and breakfast time. Are we to eat in this

horrible place, the air filled with offensive odors from the presence of

hundred of bodies still unburied, many of them within a radius of a
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few feet from us ? Yes, or starve. My messmate and myself, I well

remember, made our breakfast on hard-tack and fried pickle-pork.

My impression is we had no coffee. I have a distinct recollection

that the meal was not enjoyed.

It is in order just here to reproduce, for what they are worth as a

contemporary record, the following entries in my diary, the first made

during the afternoon of this day, the others on the days of their res-

pective dates :

"
Sunday, July j/, '64. Yesterday witnessed a bloody drama

around Petersburg, perhaps as bloody as any affair of the war, Fort

Pillow not excepted. At this point, about half a mile southeast of

the Old Blandford Church, the enemy exploded a mine under a fort

in our works, blowing up four pieces of Pegram's battery with two

lieutenants (Lieutenants Hamlin and Chandler) and twenty-two men,

together with five companies of the i8th S. C. regiment, Elliott's

brigade, whereupon they immediately rushed upon and captured that

portion of our works and about two hundred yards of the works to

the left of the exploded portion. This occurred soon after sunrise,

soon after which our brigade and Wright's, which occupied the

extreme right of our line, were put in motion for this point, approach-

ing it cautiously by the military roads recently constructed. We
were not long in learning that our brigade would be assigned the

task of capturing the works, supported by Wright. Arriving oppo-
site the works, fortunately just at the moment we were about to

charge, the enemy were also about to charge, when, seizing our

advantage and rising with a yell we rushed forward and got into the

works about one hundred yards distant, receiving but little fire from

the enemy, who turned out to be negroes! The scene now baffles

description. But little quarter was shown them. My heart sickened

at deeds I saw done. Our brigade not driving the enemy from the

inner portion of the exploded mine, Saunders and Wright's brigades
finished the work. I have never seen such slaughter on any battle-

field. Our regiment lost 27, killed and wounded, the majority of

whom were killed, and among them Emmet Butts, of our company.
Put Stith, of our company, was wounded. Colonel Weisiger, com-

manding the brigade, was wounded. From what I have seen, the

enemy's loss could not have been less than from 500 to 700 killed,

to say nothing of those wounded, and between five hundred and one

thousand prisoners. Ours probably did not exceed 400 killed, wounded
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and missing. Negotiations under a flag of truce are now pending.

Probably Grant wants to bury the dead between the lines. Permis-

sion was granted to water his wounded. I observed several citizens

from the enemy's line take part in this act of humanity. They were

probably members of the sanitary committee. I saw also a woman

standing in the Yankee breastworks. We indulge a hope that our

brigade will be relieved to-night and return to its quiet position on

the right."
41

Tuesday, August 2, 1864. Back at Willcox's farm. Our brigade

and Saunders' relieved last night. Truce for four hours yesterday

morning for burying the dead between the lines. Express of this

morning, states that 12 of our men were found between the lines and

about 700 of the enemy. There could not have been as many as

700. We made the negro prisoners carry their dead comrades to

the Yankee line, where the Yankees made their negroes bury them.

Loss in our regiment 18 killed and 24 wounded. The Sixth regiment
lost 70 killed and wounded out of 80 carried in the fight. The re-

mainder of the regiment was on picket. Company C of sharpshooters,
a detachment from the Twelfth, lost, out of fifteen, 5 killed and 8

wounded. The enemy admit a loss of over 4,000. Colonel Thomas,
commanding one of the negro brigades, told Captain Jones-(of our

regiment), yesterday during the truce, that he carried in 2,200 men
and brought out only 800.

44
It is said that we captured 20 flags from the enemy, and that the

prisoners captured represented two corps Qth (Burnside's) and 2nd

(Hancock's).
"
Thursday, August 4. Yankee accounts of the affair put their

loss in killed wounded and prisoners at 5,000. They say the plan was

to spring a mine at 3 o'clock Saturday morning ;
but that the

fuse failed to ignite the powder twice ; that they had six tons of pow-
der in the mine. The gth and i8th corps made the charge, and the

5th was in reserve. Our losses foot up 1,200, of which 300 are no
doubt prisoners the enemy claiming to have taken that number."

14

Saturday, August 6, The loss of our brigade in the fight of

Saturday was 270 killed wounded and missing, of whom 88 were killed

on the field just one-half of the whole number (176) that had been

killed from the battle of the Wilderness to the present time."
44

Monday, August 8, 1864. General Mahone, in a congratulatory
order to Mahone's, Saunders' and Wright's brigades for their conduct

in the affair of Saturday, July 30, says that, with an effective force of
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less than 3,000 men and with a casualty list of 598, they killed 700 of

the enemy's people, wounded, by his own account, over 3,000, and

captured 1,101 prisoners, embracing 87 officers, 17 stands of colors,

2 guerdons and 1,916 stand of small arms deeds which entitle

their banners to the inscription, 'The Crater, Petersburg, July 30,

1864.' He says the enemy had massed against us three of his corps

and two divisions of another."

The foregoing brief entries are all that I find in my diary relating

to the battle.

From information subsequently obtained I am able to correct

some of the statements therein made :

In Comrade W. Gordon McCabe's admirable address, entitled

"The Defence of Petersburg," the accuracy and fullness of the in-

formation contained in which are only equalled by the clear and

beautiful language in which it is conveyed, the statement is made
that the loss of life caused by the explosion of the mine was 256

officers and men of the Eighteenth and Twenty-second South Carolina

regiments and two officers and twenty men of Pegram's Petersburg

battery. This battery was commanded by Captain Richard G.

Pegram, who was absent on duty, and thus escaped what befell his

two lieutenants, Hamlin and Chandler.

In a letter published in September, 1878, Dr. Hugh Toland, sur-

geon of the Eighteenth South Carolina, locates this regiment as

on the left, or north, of Pegram's battery, and the Twenty-second
South Carolina as on the right, or south, of this battery at the time

of the explosion.

"My brigade," says Dr. Toland, "had suffered severely the

Twenty-second South Carolina had lost its gallant Colonel Fleming,
and many a brave soldier. My regiment had lost 163 men. Two
whole companies, A and C, Eighteenth South Carolina, had not a

man left, who was on duty, to tell the tale. One hundred and one

of my men, including Capts. McCormich and Bridges were dead

buried in the Crater or scattered along the works and 62 missing."

Giving the Federal loss in this engagement, Captain McCabe in

his address says :

"
In this grand assault on Lee's lines, for which Meade had massed

65,000 troops, the enemy suffered a loss f'." 5,000 men, including
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1,101 prisoners, among whom were two brigade commanders, whilst

vast quantities of small arms and twenty-one standards fell into the

hands of the victors."

The quantity of powder used in exploding the mine was not six tons,

but 8,000 pounds.
" The charge," says Lieutenant- Colonel Henry

Pleasants, of the Forty-eighth Pennsylvania Veteran Volunteers, the

originator of the mine, in his report of the explosion, "consisted of

three hundred and twenty kegs of powder, each containing about

twenty-five pounds. It was placed in eight magazines, connected

with each other by troughs half filled with powder. These troughs
from the lateral galleries met at the inner end of the main one, and

from this point I had three lines of fuses for a distance of 98 feet.

Not having fuses as long as required, two pieces had to be spliced

together to make the required length of each of the lines."

In the concluding paragraph of this report Colonel Pleasants says:

"
I stood on top of our breastworks and witnessed the effect of the

explosion on the enemy. It so completely paralyzed them that the

breach was practically four or five hundred yards in breadth. The
rebels in the forts, both on the right and left of the explosion, left

their works, and for over an hour not a shot was fired by their artil-

lery. There was no fire from infantry from the front for at least

half an hour
;
none from the left for twenty minutes, and but few

shots from the right."

Major W. H. Powell, acting aide-de-camp of General Ledlie, the

commander of the first division of the Ninth corps, at the time of

the explosion, in his article entitled "The Tragedy of the Crater,"

published in the September (1887) number of the Century, says:

"
I returned immediately, and just as I arrived in rear of the first

division the mine was sprung. It was a magnificent spectacle, and

as the mass of earth went up into the air, carrying with it men, guns,

carriages and timbers, and spread out like an immense cloud as it

reached its altitude, so close were the Union lines that the mass

appeared as if it would descend immediately upon the troops waiting

to make the charge. This caused them to break and scatter to the

rear, and about ten minutes were consumed in reforming for the

attack. Not much was lost by this delay, however, as it took nearly

that time for the cloud of dust to pass off.

"
Little did those men anticipate what they would see upon arriving
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there : an enormous hole in the ground about 30 feet deep, 60

feet wide and 170 feet long, filled with dust, great blocks of clay,

guns, broken carriages, projecting timbers, and men buried in various

ways some up to their necks, others to their waists, and some with

only their feet and legs protruding from the earth.

"The whole scene of the explosion," continues Major Powell,

"struck every one dumb with astonishment as we arrived at the

crest of the debris. It was impossible for the troops of the Second

Brigade to move forward in line, as they had advanced ; and owing
to the broken state they were in, every man crowding up to look

into the hole, and being pressed by the First brigade, which was

immediately in rear, it was equally impossible to move by the flank, by
any command, around the crater. Before the brigade commanders
could realize the situation, the brigades became inextricably mixed
in the desire to look into the hole. * * * * "

From the next paragraph of Major Powell's article it appears that

Colonel Pleasants was in error as to the extent of the demoralization

of the Confederates incident upon the explosion, as the South Caro-

linians in the trenches near the Crater were quick to recover their

equanimity and to make the incoming Federals feel their presence.
In this paragraph this Federal officer says:

"
However, Colonel Marshall yelled to the Second brigade to

move forward, and the men did so, jumping, sliding and tumbling
into the hole, over the debris of material, and dead and dying men,
and huge blocks of solid clay. They were followed by General

Bartlett's brigade. Up on the other side of the Crater they climbed,
and while a detachment stopped to place two of the dismounted guns
of the battery in position on the enemy's side of the crest of the

Crater, a portion of the leading brigade passed over the crest and

attempted to reform. It was at this period that they found they
were being killed by musket-shots from the rear, fired by the Con-

federates, who were still occupying the traverses and intrenchments

to the right and left of the Crater. These men had been awakened

by the noise and 'shock of the explosion, and during the interval

before the attack had recovered their equanimity, and when the

Union troops attempted to reform on the enemy's side of the Crater,

they had faced about and delivered a fire into the backs of our men.

This coming so unexpectedly caused the forming line to fall back

into the Crater."
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Mr. George L. Kilmer, of the Fourteenth New York Heavy
Artillery, in his article entitled "The Dash into the Crater," pub-

lished in the same number (September number, 1887) of the Century,

makes some striking statements. He says:

" Some few declared that they would never follow
'

niggers
'

or be

caught in their company, and started back to our own lines, but

were promptly driven forward. Then the colored troops broke and

scattered, and pandemonium began. The bravest lost heart, and men
who distrusted the negroes vented their feelings freely. Some col-

ored men came into the Crater, and there they found a worse fate

than death on the charge. It was believed among the whites that

the enemy would give no quarter to negroes, or to whites taken with

them, and so to be shut up with blacks in the Crater was equal to a

doom of death. It has been positively asserted

that white men bayoneted blacks who fell back into the crater. This

was in order to preserve the whites from Confederate vengeance.
Men boasted in my presence that blacks had been thus disposed of,

particularly when the Confederates came up."

It will be asked what was the number of Federal soldiers who
were actually in possession of our works at the time of the charge
made by Mahone's brigade.

As the expression,
" an effective force of not less than 3,000 men,'

'

used in General Mahone's congratulatory order to the three brigades,

Mahone's, Wright's, and Saunders', embraced not only the force of

about 800 men of Mahone's brigade who made the charge a little

before nine o'clock in the morning, but also the forces engaged in

the several unsuccessful charges made by Wright's brigade and the

final successful charge made about one o'clock in the afternoon by
Saunders' brigade, and probably the co-operating artillery and other

infantry, so the statement made by General Mahone in this order

that
"
the enemy had massed against us three of his corps and two

divisions of another," and Captain McCabe's statement that
" Meade

had massed "
for the assault "

65,000 troops," must be understood

as embracing not only those who were actually in possession of our

works but those immediately in, or massed a short distance behind,

the Federal works near by, who were taking part or ready to take

part in the affair.

But we are not without data by which to ascertain the probable
number of men that occupied the Confederate works when the Vir-
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ginia brigade numbering about eight hundred men dashed forward,

in the manner that has been described, to engage in what every man
knew would be a death-struggle for their possession. General

Mahone's congratulatory order places the flags captured at seventeen ;

Captain McCabe gives twenty-one as the number of standards cap-
tured. We will take General Mahone's figures and estimate each

of the seventeen regiments represented by the seventeen flags as

containing two hundred and fifty men a fair average for a veteran

regiment in the Federal army at that time. This done, and we have

a force of 4,250 men.

But this average is manifestly too small, when we consider the

statement of Colonel Henry G. Thomas, who commanded the

Second brigade of the Fourth division (Ferrero's) of the Ninth

corps, made in his article in the September number, 1887, of the

Century, entitled "The Colored Troops at Petersburg," in which he

says :

'There was but one division of colored troops in the Army
of the Potomac the Fourth division of the Ninth corps organ-
nized as follows :

*****
'This made a division of only nine regiments, divided into two

brigades, yet it was numerically a large division. The regiments
were entirely full, and a colored deserter was a thing unknown. On
the day of the action the division numbered 4,300, of which 2,000

belonged to Seigfried's brigade and 2,300 to mine."

To assume that the number of flags captured represented the total

number of regiments at the place of capture leads to a very erro-

neous result. So far from there being only seventeen regiments in

our works, there were probably more than double this number.

There went into our works three white divisions, the First (Led-

lie's), the Second (Potter's), and the Third (Wilcox's), of the Ninth

(Burnside) corps, about four regiments excepted, and .after these the

colored division of General Ferrero. This appears from the follow-

ing paragraph in the testimony of Lieutenant-Colonel Charles G.

Loring, of General Burnside's staff, before the Committee on the

Conduct of the War :

"General Ledlie's division was to go in first; the whole of that

division went into the Crater, or lines immediately adjoining. Gen-
era Potter's division was to go in next, but to go in on the right of
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the other. I did not see them and I do not know how many of them

went into the Crater. I simply saw the head of the column going in.

I understood that they all went into the enemy's lines; but I cannot

say positively about that. General Wilcox's division also went in at

the same place where General Ledlie's division went in. I think four

of his regiments I am not sure of the number failed to get in. In

starling from our line they bore off too much to the left and came

back to our own line, and did not go in. I think that with that ex-

ception the whole of General Wilcox's division went into the enemy's
lines. The regiments of his division went in at different times, not

as a division, but disjointedly. And at half-past seven, about two

hours and a half alter the mine exploded, the whole of the colored

division went in at the same point."

If the three white divisions numbered each nine regiments (the

number of the regiments in the colored division), they aggregated

twenty-seven regiments. Deduct the four regiments of Wilcox's

division, referred to by Colonel Loring, allow two hundred and fifty

men to each of the twenty-four remaining regiments, and we have

6,000 men. To these add the 4,300 colored troops, and there was

an aggregate of 10,300 men ! And this without counting a brigade

of General Turner's division of the Eighteenth corps, which, accord-

ing to his testimony before the Committee on the Conduct of the

War, took possession of about one hundred yards of our works to

the north of the Crater.

General Ord, in his testimony before the committee, by implication,

puts the number of men who went into the Confederate works at

10,000 or 12,000, when he says:

" The ground to the left and front of the mine was marshy and

covered by bushes and trees. No preparations had been made for

our troops to pass out to our right or left. They could only get out

by a single long trench or covered way; so that in the slow process
of getting 10,000 or 12,000 men up through this narrow space and

through a single opening the enemy had an opportunity to make

preparations to meet them. All this produced delay."

With facts and figures like these to sustain the assertion, we are

warranted in stating that the force against which our little band of

about eight hundred Virginians was hurled, outnumbered their

assailants more than ten to one !
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But whilst the highest credit belongs to the Virginia brigade for

its achievements on this occasion, it must be remembered that bad

management in the disposition of the Federal forces greatly assisted

in producing the result. No troops, crowded as were the Federals

in the Crater and in the trenches on either side, the latter having a

perfect net work of traverses and bomb-proofs, which greatly im-

peded the Federals in resisting an assault from the west, or Confed-

erate side of our works, could well have met a determined assault

made from this direction. "These pits," says Colonel Thomas
in his Century article, referring to the trenches at this place,

" were

different from any in our lines a labyrinth of bomb-proofs and

magazines, with passages between."

How far towards Cemetery Ridge, that is to say, west of the Con-

federate works, did the Federal forces advance at any time during
their four hours' occupation of these works, is a question which

naturally arises, and was asked several of the witnesses in the official

investigation made by the Federal government. Extracts from some

of the testimony before the court of inquiry, held at the headquarters
of General Hancock on the istof September, 1864, will give us some

light upon this point:

Brigadier-General S. G. Griffin, who commanded a brigade of

Potter's division, on the stand:

"
Ques. Did your command go beyond the Crater?

"Ans. It did.
"
Ques. About how far ?

"Ans. I should judge about two hundred yards. It might be

more, or it might be less. It could not have been much less, how-

ever; that is as near as I can judge."

Colonel H. G. Thomas, commanding the Second brigade of Fer-

rero's (colored) division, on the stand:

"Ques. Did you get beyond the line of the Crater -with your

troops ?

"Ans. I did, sir.

"Ques. How far?
" Ans I should day about between three and four hundred yards

to the right of the Crater and in front of it. I was ordered to support
the first brigade when it made its charge."
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Colonel Thomas' last answer giving no definite information as to

the position of his troops in advance of the Confederate works, and

the court manifestly having a doubt as to his troops having gone to

the west of these works at all, he is asked the pointed question :

" Did you get beyond the enemy's line ?
" He replies :

"
I did, sir;

I led a charge which was not successful. The moment I reached

the first brigade I started out the Thirty-first colored regiment, which

was in front, but it lost its three ranking officers in getting in position,

and did not go out well." The witness's answer, whilst responsive
to the question, like his answer to the preceding question, gives no

light as to the point west of the Confederate works reached by his

command.
The next witness, however, testifies very clearly, and probably

gives the most accurate information as to the position reached by the

troops that moved forward west of the Confederate works. The
witness is Lieutenant-Colonel Charles S. Russell, commanding the

Twenty eighth U. S. colored troops, of Colonel Thomas' brigade.

Being asked the question
" How far in advance did you get towards

Cemetery Hill?" he replies: "Not exceeding fifty yards. We
were driven back."

"
By what?" is the next question asked this witness. He replies:

"
I should judge by about two or four hundred men (infantry), which

rose from a little ravine and charged us. Being all mixed up and in

confusion, and new troops, we had to come back."

The witness is in error as to the number of the Confederates who
"rose up from the little ravine/' as they were the men of the Vir-

ginia brigade, whose number was approximated by General Griffin,

when he said:
" Five or six hundred men were all we could see. I

did not see either the right or the left of the line. I saw the centre

of the line as it appeared to me. It was a good line of battle."

Of the condition of things in the Crater and in trenches when the

three white divisions had entered the Confederate works and the

colored division was about to go in, about 7 o'clock in the morning,
General Turner, who commanded a division of the Eighteenth

(Ord's) corps, gives a graphic description in his testimony before

the committee. He says:

" When the head of my column reached the point at which our

assaulting column had passed through our lines, it was, as near as I

recollect, about 7 o'clock. I jumped up on a parapet to observe

what was going on. Immediately in front of me lay the Crater, about
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seventy-five yards distant. The men were in it and around it in

great confusion; they were lying down, seeking shelter from the fire

of the enemy, which at that time had become exceedingly warm.

The enemy had succeding in getting a cross fire of artillery and

and musketry over the ground lying between our line and the Crater.

* * My idea was that the gth corps would pene-

trate the enemy's line and double them up to the right and to the

left, and then I was to pass out and cover the right flank of the

assaulting column ;
but the enemy still held possession of their lines

up to within one hundred yards of the Crater when I arrived, which

surprised me. It left me no alternative of going out anywhere but

directly opposite the Crater, where the Qth corps went out. I could

see no movement taking place beyond the Crater towards Cemetery
Hill

* The troops lay very thick in and around the

Crater, evidently more than could find cover from the enemy's fire.

The Crater was full of men; they were lying

all around, and every point that would give cover to a man was

occupied. There was no movement towards Cemetery Hill; the

troops were all in confusion and lying down. I asked one or two

officers there if an attempt had been made to move to Cemetery
Hill. They said the attempt had been made, but it had failed. I

then said,
' You ought to entrench your position here, and you have

too many troops here already to intrench. There are so many
troops here that they are in each other's way; they are only exposed
to this terrific fire of the enemy,' which was then growing warmer

and warmer, and was a very severe fire. While I was talking to an

officer we had sought shelter in the Crater the head of the colored

division appeared at the crest of the Crater, and the division com-

menced piling over into the Crater and passing across it on the other

side as well as they could. I exclaimed,
' What are these men sent

in here for ? It is only adding confusion to the confusion which already

exists.' The men literally came falling over into this Crater on their

hands and knees; they were so thick in there that a man could not

walk. Seeing that I was going to be covered up, and be entirely

useless, I thought I would go out. As I had no control over these

troops, and supposing there were officers in command, I said,
'

If you
can get these troops beyond this line so that I can get out, I will

move my division right out and cover your right flank
'

;
and I went

back for the purpose of doing so. I met General Ord on our line at

the head of my division. I said,
'

Genera!, unless a movement is

made out of the Crater towards Cemetery Hill, it is murder to send
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more men in there. That colored division should never have been

sent in there; but there is a furor there, and perhaps they may move

off sufficiently for me to pass my division out.'
'

General Ord, in his testimony, using vigorous language, says:

" The men had to go through a long, narrow trench, about one-

third of a mile in length, before they got into our extreme out-work,

and then they went into this Crater, and were piled into that hole,

where they were perfectly useless. They were of about as much

use there as so many men at the bottom of a well."

The stampede which took place when Mahone's brigade made its

charge is thus described by General Turner in his testimony:

"I had got, probably, half way between our line and the enemy's
lines which were perhaps only a hundred yards apart at that point,

and it was a very broken country, thick underbrush and morass

when, looking to the left, I saw the troops in vast numbers coming

rushing back, and immediately my whole first brigade came back,

and then my second brigade on my right, and everything was swept
back in and around the Crater, and probably all but about one-third

of the original number stampeded back right into our lines. After

some exertion I rallied my men of the First and Second brigades after

they got into our lines, while my Third brigade held the line."

General Carr, who commanded a division of the Eighteenth corps,

in his testimony thus describes the stampede:

"
I saw a vacancy a gap that I thought about four regiments

would fill, and assist that line of battle that was going over our

breastworks to take those rifle pits. I immediately took command
of part of Turner's division, and ordered them over the line to join

the line of troops then advancing, and told them to charge the rifle-

pits in their front, which they did. That was about two hundred

yards on the right of the Crater. After putting those troops in, I

stepped back from the entrenchment some ten or fifteen yards to-

wards the covered way, and I had scarcely got back to the lower end

of the covered way when the stampede began, and I suppose two

thousand troops came back, and I was lifted from my feet by the

rushing mass, and carried along with it ten or fifteen yards in the

covered way. What staff I had with me assisted me in stopping the
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crowd in the covered way, and in putting some of them in position

in the second line; some were in the first. I left General Potter in

the covered way."

I would like to give more extracts from the sworn and other state-

ments of our adversaries as to what was done and omitted to be done

on this memorable day, which marked an event altogether excep-

tional in the history of the war; but I fear that I have already drawn

from these sources of information to the point of prolixity.

Although all matters of controversy would in this address gladly

have been avoided, I cannot pass unnoticed a remarkable paragraph

in Colonel Alfred Roman's work,
" The Military Operations of Gene-

ral Beauregard."

At page 267, after mentioning General Meade's order to General

Burnside to withdraw his troops, given at 9:45 A. M., and the orders

given to General Hancock, at 9:25 and to General Warren at 9:45,

"to suspend all offensive operations," Colonel Roman, basing his

statement upon statements made by General Bushrod Johnson and

Colonel F. W. McMaster,* says:

"Such was the situation the Federals unable to advance and

fearing to retreat when, at 10 o'clock, General Mahone arrived with

a part of his men, who lay down in the shallow ravine, to the rear of

Elliott's salient, held by the force under Colonel Smith, there to await

the remainder of the division. But a movement having occurred

among the Federals which seemed to menace an advance, General

Mahone threw forward his brigade, with the Sixty-first North Caro-

lina, of Hoke's division, which had now also come up. The Twenty-
fifth and Forty-ninth North Carolina, and the Twenty sixth and part

of the Seventeenth South Carolina, all under Smith, which were

formed on Mahone' s left, likewise formed in the counter-movement,

and three-fourths of the gorge-line were carried with part of the

trench on the left of the Crater occupied by the Federals. Many
of the latter, white and black, abandoned the breach and fled to

their lines, under a scourging flank fire from Wise's brigade."

* Colonel McMaster, of the Seventeenth South Carolina regiment, took

command of General Elliott's brigade when General Ellott received his

death wound early in the morning, soon after the Federals took possession
of our works.
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The statement here made that the charge was made by Mahone's

brigade, with the Sixty- first, Twenty-fifth and Forty ninth North

Carolina and the Twenty-sixth and part of the Seventeenth South

Carolina regiments, is as clearly incorrect as is the statement that

Mahone arrived about ten o'clock, after General Meade issued his

orders above referred to.

Against this statement as to time we may safely place that of Colo-

nel Venable, of General Lee's staff, made in 1872, in which he says:
"

I know that it is difficult to be accurate as to time on the battle-field,

unless noted and written down at the moment. But I am confident

this charge of the Virginians was made before 9 o'clock A. M. I

know, from my recollection of the notes received and answered by
General Lee, that after the charge, the formation of the Georgia

brigade, under Colonel Hall, was completed, and after some delay
was moved around under the slope, more to the right, and made a

charge at 10 o'clock to recover that portion of the line on the right

of the Crater."

But we are not without a contemporaneous record to prove beyond
all controversy that the charge of Mahone's brigade was made prior

to 9 o'clock A. M., and therefore to the several orders issued by
General Meade to suspend operations and withdraw the troops.

General Meade, in his testimony before the Committee on the Con-

duct of the War, says:

"At 9 A.'M. I received the following dispatch from General Burn-

side :

[ By telegraph from Headquarters Ninth Army Corps.}

"'
9 A. M.July 30,1864.

"'GEN. MEADE:

"'Many of the Ninth (gth) and Eighteenth (i8th) corps are re-

tiring before the enemy. I think now is the time to put in the Fifth

(5th) corps promptly.
"'A. E. BURNSIDE,

" '

Major- General.

'"[Official.] '"S. F. BARSTOW,
' '

'Assistant Adjutant- General.
'

"That was the first information I had received that there was any
collision with the enemy, or that there was any enemy present. At

9:30 A. M. the following dispatch was sent to General Burnside:
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"'HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE POTOMAC,

"'July 30, 1864 0:30 A. M.

" '

Major- General BURNSIDE, Commanding Ninth Corps:

" 'The major-general commanding has heard that the result of

your attack has been a repulse, and directs that if, in your judgment,

nothing further can be effected, that you withdraw to your own line,

taking every precaution to get the men back safely.

'"A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" '

Major- General and Chief of Staff.

" ' General Ord will do the same.

"'A. A. HUMPHREYS,
" '

Major- General and Chief of Staff.

'"Official:
" '

S. F. BARSTOW,
"
'Assistant Adjutant- General.

'

" Then I received the following dispatch from Captain Sanders:

[ By telegraph from Headquarters Ninth Army Corps. \

"'9 A. M., July 30, 1864.

" ' To Major- General M EADE :

" ' The attack made on right of mine has been repulsed. A
great many men are coming in the rear.

" 'W. W. SANDERS,
"
'Captain and C. M.

" '

Official:
" '

S. F. BARSTOW,
' '

'Assistant Adjutant- General.
' '

The Committee on the Conduct of the War, in their report, made
after all of the testimony bearing on the subject, oral and documen-

tary, had been heard and considered, fully appreciating the impor-
tance of stating correctly the order of sequence and accordingly the

exact time of the occurrence of the several military movements

which were the subject of the committee's investigation, say:
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"The Fourth (colored) division was also ordered to advance, and

did so under a heavy fire. They succeeded in passing the white

troops, already in, but in a disorganized condition. They reformed

to some extent and attempted to charge the hill in front, but without

success, and broke in disorder to the rear. This was about 8:45

A. M., about four hours after the explosion of the mine.
" At 9:45 A. M. General Burnside received a peremptory order

from General Meade to withdraw his troops.##*#*#*****
"The troops were withdrawn between i and 2 o'clock incon-

siderable confusion, caused by an assault of the enemy, and re-

turned to the lines they had occupied in the morning."

The error of Colonel Roman in placing the orders of General

Meade to his corps commanders to suspend operations and withdraw

their troops anterior to the charge made by the Virginia brigade,

shows exceptional want of care in the preparation of matter published

to the world as history. Especially is this true, as Colonel Roman
was a staff officer of General Beaureguard, and ought to have been

better informed as to the subject whereof lie wrote.

As to the statement that other troops besides the Virginia brigade
made the charge, and that these troops were four regiments and part

of a fifth, it may be safely affirmed that this is not according to the

recollection of any of the men of Mahone's brigade who participated

in the charge.*

*
Captain W. Gordon McCabe, who was the adjutant of Colonel William J.

Pegram's battalion of artillery, was an eye-witness of the charge. In an

account of what he saw, sent me to-day, he says :

" At a little before 7 A. M. Colonel Pegram reported with two batteries

(Brander's and '

the Purcell ') at Bushrod Johnson's headquarters, which

were east of the road and immediately north of the present first entrance

to Blandford Cemetery.
" General Johnson knew nothing of the extent of the disaster. He had

not even been to the front. General Lee came up while I was there, Colonel

Pegram having gone to the front to see where to put his guns.
" Colonel Pegram returned in a few minutes, and as, on account of the

severe fire sweeping the plank-road, we could not move the guns up that

road, we went back toward town until we struck the ravine. We pulled
our guns along the ravine until we came to the reservoir. We went up the

ravine along the course of Lieutenant Run to a point near the bridge on
New Road, which road being commanded by the enemy's guns, we had to

ascend the hill to the north of this road. The hill is very steep there, or

was. We left our caissons in the ravine at the foot of the reservoir,
' doubled
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There may possibly have been, and I have no doubt but that there

were, a few individual members of these Carolina regiments who

charged along with Mahone's brigade, but if any organized body,

or bodies of troops, made the charge along with the Virginians, this

important fact has hitherto wholly escaped the attention of the men

of this brigade.

That there was gross mismanagement on the part of the Federals,

in not so arranging and handling their troops as to place them in

possession of Cemetery Ridge within a few minutes after the explo-

sion of the mine, none can dispute.

That the gallant South Carolinians of Elliott's brigade up to the

date of the fall of their brave leader, General Stephen Elliott, and

subsequently under the leadership of Colonel F. W. McMaster, did

their full duty, as did other infantry, by their fire from the flanks, none

will deny.
That the artillery occupying"the forts to the right and left and

stationed in rear of the Crater rendered most effective service is

beyond question.

That the Alabama brigade made the final successful charge has

never been disputed.
But that the charge of the Virginia brigade, commanded by Gen-

eral D. A. Weisiger and directed by General William Mahone, made a

little before nine o'clock in the morning, did the substantial work that

led to the recapture of the Crater and the adjacent earthworks, is a

teams ' on the guns and pulled them square up this almost perpendicular
hill. It was the steepest pull I ever saw during the war. We then moved
forward and came into battery about fifty yards in the rear of the right of

the Gee House, a commanding position on the west side of the plank-road
about five hundred yards in rear of the Crater.

"Our orders were not to fire at all, unless the enemy attempted to re-

inforce the troops in the Crater, or the troops there attempted to advance

to Cemetery Hill. We ran up piles of cannister in front of each gun, and

then had to stand idle and take a heavy fire. Colonel Pegram and I went

forward to the Gee house to see what was going on. We went up stairs

and peeped through the bullet-holes (for the whole place was riddled with

bullets and was being further riddled while we were there). From this posi-

tion I saw Mahone's men lying down in the ravine. I saw no troops to their

right or left. Suddenly they jumped up, and with a wild yell charged and

carried the position occupied by the enemy north of the Crater. I never

saw a thing done so quickly. Pegram and I yelled and clapped our hands

and ran back and told our men. It was the first good news we had to tell

that day.
' Tantum vidi,' as the Roman says. We pulled out of our posi-

tion at sunset."
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fact that will always stand out boldly on the pages of history, and

the fame of the brigade for its part in this brilliant action, increasing

as time rolls on, will shine out in the imperishable records of the late

war long after its actors shall have passed away.

Weisiger was an impetuous, dashing man, among the bravest of

the brave; Mahone, cool, courageous and able, was by nature fitted

for generalship as few men are, and none knew this better than the

men of his command. Wherever he led or placed them, they always

felt a moral certainty that they were being properly led or placed,

either to inflict the most damage on the enemy or to have the enemy
inflict the least damage on them. Accordingly, on the morning of

the charge at the Crater, there was not a man in the brigade, know-

ing that General Mahone was present, personally superintending and

directing the movement, that did not feel that we were to be properly
and skilfully handled, and would be put in just when and where the

most effective service could be rendered. This impression of these

two commanders of the old brigade, whose names have passed into

history along with that of the command, I have felt that justice

requires that I should here record.

I feel, too, that I should not pass in silence the gallant southerner,

Captain V. J. Girardey, who was serving on General Mahone' s staff

at the time of the action, and won by his conduct the commission of

a brigadier-general, dating from the 3Oth of July, 1864, and whose

splendid conduct on this and previous occasions had commanded the

admiration of all of the men of our brigade.

Nor should I pass in silence the daring deeds of Privates Dean

and Valentine, of the Twelfth. As the line was forming for the

charge, each picked out and pointed to a stand of Federal colors and

said he meant to have it. On the charge, before reaching the works,

Valentine received a wound from which he never recovered, and

Dean was killed. Both men were members of the Petersburg Old

Grays.
I have now, comrades, finished my story of the Crater not, how-

ever, without a painful sense that as a record of this historic battle it

is very incomplete. Many brave and gallant deeds done by men on

both sides have not been mentioned. To Captain McCabe's splendid

narrative, already mentioned, to the Century articles and other docu-

ments from which I have so freely drawn, and to the many old sol-

diers who participated in the action, yet alive, I must refer for much
that I have necessarily omitted, as for instance, for such deeds of

valgr as those of Captain Wallace Broadbent, on the Confederate
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side, who fell pierced by eleven bayonet wounds, and of Lieutenant-

Colonel John A. Bross, on the Federal side, who, attired in full

uniform, fell riddled with bullets as he was conspicuously rallying his

men for a forward move. What has been narrated to-night must be

received only as a private soldier's individual impressions of the

action, formed partly from personal knowledge and partly from in-

formation obtained from others and believed to be authentic. If the

story told has interested or contributed to a clearer understanding of

how the battle was fbught and won, it will have served its purpose.

SKETCH OF THOMAS F. MARSHALL.
BY HENRY M. ROWLEY.

Kentucky has been prolific of men of genius great lawyers,

great orators, great statesmen. Its annals can boast of a Clay, a

Breckenridge, a Guthrie, a Crittenden. But we doubt whether the

brightest period of its golden age of oratory can show a name that

shown with greater lustre than that of the subject of this sketch.

He was an orator of transcendent power, a lawyer of profound learn-

ing and splendid ability, and a broad and philosophic statesman. It

is seldom that we see a man, anywhere, who had won, as he had, the

double fame, and worn the double wreath, of Murray and Chatham,

of Dunning and Fox, of Erskine and Pitt, of William Pinkney and

Rufus King, in one blended superiority.

Thomas Francis Marshall was born in the city of Frankfort, Ken-

tucky, on the yth day of June, 1801; the same year in which his

illustrious uncle, John Marshall, was appointed by President Adams
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States. His early

education was conducted by his mother, Mrs. Agatha Marshall, an

excellent and cultured lady, till his twelfth year, when he entered a

grammar school and commenced the study of the ancient languages.

When about fourteen, his father, Dr. Louis Marshall, procured an

accomplished classical scholar as teacher in his family. By this gen-

tleman he was instructed in the Latin, Greek and French languages,

and from him he also gained some knowledge of rhetoric, English

literature and history. It may be interesting to know that Dr.

Robert J. Breckenridge, Dr. Louis Green, once president of Danville

College, Rev. John A. McClung, and many others since famous,
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received instruction in the classics from the same teacher. Young
Marshall diligently pursued his studies under the eye of his father,

and was never sent to a college or university. At twenty he went to

Virginia to enter into a thorough study of history as the basis of

jurisprudence, under the guidance of his uncle', James Marshall, a

recluse student of many accomplishments and vast and varied erudi-

tion. He studied there for two years with unwearied industry, and

returned to his father's house where he pursued the course of reading
marked out for him by his uncle till he lost his health and was utterly

prostrated by disease superinduced, it was thought, by intense appli-
cation to his books. When he had regained his health and strength,
he eagerly commenced the study of law in the office of that great

lawyer and matchless orator, the Hon. John J. Crittenden.

At twenty-seven years of age he was admitted to the bar, and

immediately commenced the practice of his profession in the town of

Versailles, in the county of Woodford. In 1829 he again visited

Virginia, in order to attend the debates of the convention then sitting

in the city of Richmond. Madison, Monroe, Chief Justice Marshall,

Randolph, Leigh, Johnson, Tazwell, and a host of others of almost

equal renown, all were there. For five months he listened to them

with tireless attention, heard all the debates, noted the methods of

conducting deliberative assemblies, and gathered many a lesson of

statesmanship which served him in good stead when he came himself

to play a part upon a similar arena. He often said afterwards that

it was the best school he had ever attended.

In Febuary, 1830, he went to Washington and witnessed "
the battle

of the giants," in the Senate chamber, on the celebrated Foote reso-

lutions. He heard Hayne, and pronounced Webster's triumphant

reply as equal to the world-noted "
pleading for the Crown/' From

that time may be dated his ambition for political distinction. He
studied diligently the questions of the day and entered upon their

discussion before the people of his native county with the burning
enthusiasm that always characterized his public utterances. Parties,

at that time, in Woodford county were nearly equally divided. In

1832, after the veto of the United States Bank, Mr. Marshall sided

with Henry Clay, appeared before the people as a candidate for the

legislature, and was elected in a county polling twelve hundred votes,

by a majority of nearly three hundred. Early in the spring of this

year he made his home in Louisville,,with the earnest purpose to

confine himself exclusively to his profession, for he was, to use his

own energetic expression, "steeped in poverty to the very lips."
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But, like many others, the fascinations of public life proved too

strong for him, and he again plunged into politics with his accus-

tomed ardor. He was successful in his candidature, and twice rep-

resented the city of Louisville in the legislature of Kentucky. In

1837 he made the race for Congress against Mr. Graves, the regular

nominee of the Whig party. The congressional district being a

Whig stronghold, stood staunchly by the regular candidate, and Mr.

Marshall was defeated by almost two thousand majority. He was

deeply disappointed and did not attempt to conceal the bitterness of

his feelings. As he said, "the iron entered into his soul." He left

Louisville immediately and returned to his old home in Versailles.

During the ensuing year he announced himself as a candidate for the

legislature from Woodford, and was elected without opposition. The

legislature having adjudged him ineligible for want of the full year's
residence in the county, rejected him. After this he was twice elected,

and each time without opposition. It was at these sessions of the

legislature that he distinguished himself as a powerful debater on the

question of the Charleston, Lexington and Cincinnati Railroad. He
opposed the measure with all his fiery earnestness, contending for

the city of Louisville as the terminus,
"
heaping coals of fire," as he

said,
"
upon her ungrateful [head for the manner in which she had

treated him two years before."

At every session of the legislature of which he was a member
Mr. Marshall was the zealous and fearless advocate of the slave law

of 1832, which forbade the importation of slaves into the State.

Many attempts were made to repeal this law, but he resisted them
with all the might of his logic and all the force of his eloquence. In

1840 he refused to run again for the legislature. In the session of

that winter the most strenous efforts were made to repeal this law

that he so earnestly desired to keep upon the statute books of the

State. He had no seat in the legislature, but, at the urgent solicitation

of the friends of the law, he presented the arguments he had so often

made on the floor of the House in a series of letters addressed to

the Commonwealth, a newspaper published in the city of Frankfort.

In 1841, when forty years of age, he was elected to the Twenty-
seventh Congress of the United States from the Ashland district

without opposition, and entered upon his congressional duties at the

celebrated called session, under John Tyler, acting President. During
his brief but brilliant career in Washington he spoke often and well.

There are, however, but two of his congressional speeches fully re-

ported. Disgusted with the manner in wK ^h his first speech was
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given to the public, with characteristic irritability at the close of his

second, he severely reprimanded the reporters, and ordered them
"
not to attempt again to pass upon the public their infernal gibberish

for his English." They took him at hig word, and left his speeches
for some time unreported, and took their revenge by firing off at him

their
"
paper bullets of the brain

"
in their letters written from Wash-

ington. At this session Mr. Marshall separated from the Whigs on

many very important measures. He spoke and voted against Clay's
bank bill, and spoke with astonishing power. The speech is unfor-

tunately lost, never having been reported in whole or in part. He
was, he said, in favor of a Bank of the United States, but was

opposed to the form of the charter then presented. He voted against
the bankrupt law, and was opposed to striking out of the Constitution

the veto power. He had opinions on all the political questions of

the time, and had the courage of his opinions, and was always sure

to maintain them by a vehement and splendid eloquence. He con-

tended that he was a Whig, and that the Whig party had departed
from their long cherished and time- honored principles. He launched

the shafts of his sarcasm at Tyler's administration, on the floor of the

House, saying that when the history of the country was written that

administration might be put in a parenthesis, and defined from Lindley

Murray: "A parenthesis is a clause of a sentence enclosed between

black lines or brackets, which should be pronounced in a low tone

of voice, and may be left out altogether without injuring the sense."

While Mr. Marshall was in Congress, one of those periodical tem-

pests of temperance swept over the land. It finally reached the

halls of the national council. A congressional
"
total abstinence

society
" was organized. Mr. Marshall had won a somewhat unen-

viable reputation for excessive conviviality. He became a member
of the society and its most eloquent spokesman. In 1842 he deliv-

ered upon the floor of Congress an "Address on Temperance,"
which for splendor of illustration, justness of observation, and beauty
of diction has never been excelled in this country. That the reader

may judge somewhat of his style of oratory, we append some extracts

from the address :

"Temperate men refusing to join a temperance society! With-

holding their name and influence! Nay, throwing, by their refusal,

the weight of both against us! It is unnatural; it is unintelligible;

it is cruel. It is most cruel, in those untainted by this destroying vice,

to cast the whole weight of the cause upon its wretched victims,

writhing and struggling with the chain which darkly binds their
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strength, nor stretch out the arm, free and unparalyzed by its might,

to aid in rending its links asunder. You (Mr. M. here looked stead-

fastly at Mr. Wise, of Virginia) you incur no risk; you make no

sacrifice; you brave no painful notoriety; your lives are as yet un-

stained; your good name unscathed. Not a shade darkens the fair

field of your unsullied escutcheon. There is no room for shame.

Nothing but honor to yourselves, and blessings to others can follow

your union with us. Ashamed of pure and perfect temperance !

Oh, no
;
true dignity surrounds her; the diadem of honor sparkles

on her brow
;
and the flowing robes of virtue encircle and adorn her

elastic and graceful form.
"
Sir, if there be within this hall an individual man who thinks that

his vast dignity and importance would be lowered, the laurels which

he has heretofore won be tarnished, his glowing and all-conquering

popularity at home be lessened, by an act designed to redeem any

portion of his colleagues or fellow men from ruin and shame, all I

can say is that he and I put a very different estimate upon the

matter. I should say, sir, that the act was not only the most benevo-

lent, but, in the present state of opinion, the most politic, the most

popular (looking down at Mr. Wise, Mr. M. added, with a smile),

the very wisest thing he ever did in his life. Think not, sir, that I

feel myself in a ridiculous situation, and, like the fox in the fable,

wish to divide it with others, by converting deformity into fashion.

Not so; by my honor as a gentlemen, not so. I was not what I was

represented to be. I had, and I have shown that I had full power
over myself. But the pledge I have taken renders me secure forever

from a fate inevitably following habits like mine a fate more terrible

than death. That pledge, though confined to myself alone, and with

reference to its only effect upon me, my mind, my heart, my body,
I would not exchange for all earth holds of brighest and of best.

No, no, sir; let the banner of this temperance cause go forward or go
backward let the world be rescued from its degrading and ruinous

bondage to alcohol or not I for one shall never, never repent what

I have done. I have often said this, and I feel it every moment of

my existence, waking or sleeping. Sir, I would not exchange the

physical sensations the mere sense of animal being which belongs
to a man who totally refrains from all that can intoxicate his brain or

derange his nervous structure
;
the elasticity with which he bounds

from his couch in the morning ;
the sweet repose it yields him at

night; the feeling with which he drinks in, through his clear eyes,

the beauty and the grandeur of surrounding nature I say, sir, I
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would not exchange my conscious being as a strictly temperate man;
the sense of renovated youth ; the glad play with which my pulses
now beat healthful music; the bounding vivacity with which the life-

blood courses its exulting way through every fibre of my frame
;
the

communion high which my healthful ear and eye now hold with all

the gorgeous universe of God ; the splendors of the morning, the

softness of the evening sky ; the bloom, the beauty, the verdure of

earth, the music of the air and the waters
; with all the grand asso-

ciation of external nature, re-opened to the fine avenues of sense;

No, sir, though poverty dogged me
; though scorn pointed its slow

finger at me as I passed; though want and destitution, and every
element of earthly misery, save only crime, met my waking eye from

day to day not for the brightest and noblest wreath that ever encir-

cled a statesman's brow ; not, if some angel commissioned by heaven,

or some demon, rather, sent fresh from hell, to test the resisting

strength of virtuous resolution, should tempt me back, with all the

wealth and all the honors which a world can bestow; not for all that

time and all that earth can give, would I cast from me this precious

pledge of a liberated mind, this talisman against temptation, and

plunge again into the dangers and the horrors which once beset my
path so help me heaven, sir, as I would spurn beneath my very feet

all the gifts the universe could offer, and live and die as I am, poor,

but sober."

By his independent course in Congress he had deeply offended

Clay, the leader of the Whig party. Whether he intended to do so

or not, it is perfectly evident he was careless about the matter. Upon
the expiration of the Twenty-seventh Congress, he returned home,
declined being a candidate for a second term, and declared publicly

in Lexington that he would not again support Clay for the presidency.

The annexation of Texas was one of the prominent questions in

1844. Before Clay wrote his celebrated Raleigh letter, defining his

position with regard to it, Marshall declared himself in favor of

annexation, and spoke, upon the invitation of many persons, on that

subject in Lexington. In 1845 Marshall again entered the political

field and ran for Congress against the Hon. Garrett Davis. Some
time before the district had given Clay a majority of 1,500, and Gov-

ernor William Owsley, when he defeated Butler, a majority of 1,300.

Marshall was beaten by Davis, 700 votes. During the canvass he

gave a full and graphic history of the Congress of which he was a

member, and vindicated his vote for James K. Polk on national

grounds. He declared that, under similar circumstances, he would
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have voted against General Washington himself, and that the terri-

tory between the Sabine and the Rio Grande, and stretching from the

Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific Ocean, was worth more to the United

States than four year's administration of the government by any man
who ever had been or ever would be born.

In 1846 Mr. Marshall raised a troop of cavalry, was chosen cap-

tain, and served in that capacity in Mexico for twelve months. He
made a gallant soldier, but, without fault of his, lost the opportunity
of taking part in the battle of Buena Vista. After the war he re-

turned to his native State. A convention was soon after called to

revise the Constitution of Kentucky. He was a candidate for a seat

in that body, and was beaten, because he was strongly in favor of

reviving his old favorite, the law against the importation of slaves

into the State, which had been repealed and which he desired to incor-

porate into the Constitution as part of the fundamental law.

In 1850 the question of the adoption or rejection of the new Con-

stitution was to be submitted to the people. Some of the most

talented men in the State arrayed themselves against its adoption.

Among these was Mr. Marshall. As editor of a newspaper pub-
lished at Frankfort, called the

" Old Guard," he came into the battle

champing like a war steed, his whole armor on, impatient to measure

strength with the most dauntless champions of the new Constitution.

In a series of leading editorials, addressed
" To the people of Ken-

tucky," he gave the proposed Constitution a most thorough and

searching analysis. To use one of his own expressions, he "
struck

at it, root and branch; he raked it hull, mast and rigging." These

letters show conclusively that Mr. Marshall was as skilful in the use

of the pen as he had proved himself to be in the use of the tongue.

Edmund Burke once told a friend his idea of a truly fine sentence.
"

It consists," said he, "in a union of thought, feeling, and imagery
of a striking truth, and a corresponding sentiment rendered doubly

striking by the force and beauty of figurative language." Mr. Mar-

shall seems to have had the same idea of a "
fine sentence." In his

writings and speeches will be found sentences without number mod-

elled upon this just conception. Indeed, all through life he paid the

greatest attention to his literary style. He elaborated it with great

care, and hence was acquired that remarkable production
"
the last

work of combined study and genius
"

his rich, clear, correct, harmo-

nious and weighty style of prose. And it was always perspicuous ;

you could look through the crystal water of the style down to the

golden sands of the thought.
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In 1851 the claims of both Crittenden and Dixon to a seat in the

United States Senate were being urged with zeal and warmth by
their respective friends. The rivalry of two such champions created

quite a breach in the Whig party of the State. Mr. Marshall being
a warm personal and political friend of Crittenden, urged his claims

to the position with his accustomed energy and ability. Misrepre-
sentation grew out of his course. He was accused of hostility to Clay,

and he was more than once charged with being mainly instrumental

in bringing about the unfortunate disruption of the party. In defence

of himself, and to give more fully his views with regard to the sena-

torial contest, he wrote a vigorous letter to the Louisville Journal in

November, 1851. Apart from its value as an epitome of then current

political history, it was one of the happiest literary successes, and

has merits of the highest order. Bold in its originality, grand in its

conception, of brilliancy, depth and classic finish, it will vie with

similar productions of the ablest masters. We give an extract which

forms a very picturesque characterization of Henry Clay:
"Mr. Clay did fall in 1828, and from a lofty height; but sprang, as he

always springs, like the antique wrestler, the stronger from his fall,

more terrible on the rebound than he was ere shaken from his feet.

I have studied his life, his speeches, his actions, his character;' I have

heard him at the bar and in the Senate; I have seen him in his con-

tests with other men, when all the stormy passions of his tempest-
uous soul were lashed by disappointment and opposition to the

foaming rage of the ocean ; when all the winds are unchained, and

sweep in full career over the free and bounding bosom of the deep.
He owes less of his greatness to education or to art than any man

living. He owes less of his commanding influence to other men
than any great leader I have ever known, or of whom I have ever

heard. He consults nobody, he leans upon nobody, he fears nobody ;

he wears nature's patent of nobility forever on his brow; he stalks

among men with an unanswerable and never-doubting air of com-

mand; his sweeping and imperial pride, his indomitable will, his

unquailing courage, challenge from all submission or combat. With
him there can be no neutrality. Death, tribute, or the koran is his

motto. Great in speech, great in action, his greatness is all his own.

He is independent alike of history or the schools; he knows little of

either, and despises both. His ambition, his spirit, and his eloquence
are all great, natural, and entirely his own. If he is like anybody,
he does not know it. He has never studied models, and if he had,
his pride would have rescued him from the fault of imitation. He
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stands among men in towering and barbaric grandeur; in all the

hardihood and rudeness of perfect originality; independent of the

polish and beyond the reach of art. His vast outline and grand,

but mild and undefined, proportions, liken him to a huge mass of

granite, torn, in some convulsion of nature, from a mountain's side,

which any effort of the chisel would only disfigure, and which no

instrument in the sculptor's studio could grasp or comprehend."
In 1855, during the rage of Know-Nothingism, he declared his

opposition to the
" American Party," and stated the grounds of his

objection, at Versailles, in one of his most forcible speeches. In 1856
he removed to Chicago. He complained that "there was not room
in Kentucky" that he "had always been crowded." He deter-

mined to fix his home by the bright waters of the lake, in the young
and rising city of the West. But his stay was not long. He returned

to Kentucky in August of the same year that he had left it, in order

to manage a law-suit of great importance. While in Lexington his

friends, understanding that he was opposed to the election of Buch-

anan to the presidency, literally forced him to take the stump for the

Whig ticket. Again he canvassed the State, spoke day and night,

and got to Versailles the very day of the election. His exertions

and exposure during the most imclement weather broke down his

health. He was attacked by a violent fit of pneumonia, cough, spit-

ting blood, etc., and was confined to his bed in Frankfort during the

whole of the ensuing winter.

One of Mr. Marshall's most finished orations was the eulogy on
the life and character of Richard H. Menefee, delivered in Lexington,

April 12, 1841, before the members of the Law Society of Transyl-
vania University. Richard H. Menefee was a young lawyer and

statesman of rare ability and much promise. His untimely death at

the age of thirty- one was universally regretted. Mr. Marshall

poured forth the eloquent sorrow of the State in a stream rich and

full and strong. The annals of eulogy and panegyric may be sought
in vain for a more splendid piece of composition.
For some years before his death Mr. M. was engaged in delivering

what he called "Discourses on History." Invitations poured in

upon him from all parts of the country villages, towns and cities.

People everywhere sat fascinated under the spell of his wondrous

speech. He would stand for three hours, without note, memorandum
or a scrap of paper before him, and the eloquence would stream from

his lips like moonlight upon a marble statue. But the sands in the

hour-glass of his life were fast running out. In spite of repeated
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efforts at reformation, he still continued to relapse into the excessive

use of stimulants. The hand of death was on him; he knew it, and

he desired to die near his old home in Versailles. He was taken

there, and there died on the 22d day of September, 1864, with the

pathetic words upon his lips:
" Here I lie in a borrowed house, on a

borrowed bed, and under a borrowed blanket. God pity me!"
Mr. Marshall was noted all over this country for the brilliancy of

his wit and the quickness of his repartee. It has been said that one

of the neatest retorts ever made by a public speaker was that made

by Coleridge to some marks of disapprobation during his democratic

lectures at Bristol:
"

I am not at all surprised that when the red-hot

prejudices of aristocrats are suddenly plunged into the cool element

of reason, they should go off with a fa'ss." Happy as was this

reply, it wis surpassed in overwhelming effect by the somewhat

irreverent one made by Mr. Marshall, towards the close of his life,

at Buffalo, New York. He was making a speech to a crowded

audience in that city when he was interrupted by a political oppo-

nent, who, pretending not to hear distinctly, tried to embarrass him

by putting his hand to his ear and crying out,
" Louder !

"
Mr. M.,

thereupon, pitched his voice several times on a higher and yet higher

key; but the only effect on his tormenter was to draw forth a still

more energetic cry of
" Louder ! please, sir, louder !

" At last, being

interrupted for the fourth time and in the midst of one of his most

thrilling appeals, Mr. Marshall, indignant at the trick, as he now dis-

covered it to be, paused for a moment, and fixing his eyes first on his

enemy and then on the presiding officer, said: "Mr. President, on

the last day, when the angel Gabriel shall have descended from the

heavens, and, placing one foot upon the sea and the other upon the

land, shall lift to his lips the golden trumpet, and proclaim to the

living and to the resurrected dead that time shall be no more, I have

no doubt, sir, that some infernal fool from Buffalo will start up and

cry out, 'Louder, Gabriel, louder!'
1

Marshall went on with his

speech, but there were no more cries of "louder."

But the jokes and stories in which he figures are innumerable.

During the political campaigns, and often at the bar, they are told and

re-told down to the present day. He was once defending a man

charged with murder in Jessamine County, Kentucky, Judge Lusk

presiding. The testimony against the prisoner was strong, and Mar-

shall struggled hard on the cross-examination, but to little purpose,

for the old judge was inflexible in his determination to rule out all

the improper testimony offered on the part of the defence. At last
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he worked himself into a high state of excitement, and remarked

that "Jesus Christ was convicted upon just such rulings of the court

that tried him." "
Clerk, said the judge,

"
enter a fine of ten dollars

against Mr. Marshall."
"
Well, this is the first time I ever heard of anybody being fined

for abusing Pontius Pilate," was the quick response.

Here the judge became very indignant, and ordered the clerk to

enter another fine of twenty dollars. Marshall arose with that pecu-

liar mirth-provoking expression that no one can imitate, and addressed

the court with as much gravity as circumstances would permit, as

follows:
"
If your Honor pleases, as a good citizen, I feel bound to obey the

order of this court, and intend to do so in this instance; but as I

don't happen to have thirty dollars about me, I shall be compelled to

borrow it from some friend, and, as I see no one present whose confi-

dence and friendship I have so long enjoyed as your Honor's, I make
no hesitation in asking the small favor of a loan for a few days, to

square up the amount of the fines that you have caused the clerk to

enter against me." This was what Dick Swiviller used to call an

"inscrutable staggerer." The judge looked at Marshall, and then

at the clerk, and finally said,
"
Clerk, remit Mr. Marshall's fines; the

State is better able to lose thirty dollars than I am."

He was once a candidate against General James S. Pilcher, at one

time mayor of the city of Louisville. The general made a long
and telling speech, for it was full of good stories if not good language
and deep learning, and had closed by telling his audience that he

was raised a plain country lad, and had never been to school more

than about three months in his life. Marshall arose, and in that

humorous way peculiar to himself, remarked: " My friend has told

you that his school education was confined to the short period of

three months' time; for myself, I was much surprised to hear that the

gentlemen had been to school at all."

In an important suit before the Kentucky Court of Appeals, Mar-

shall was pitted against Henry Clay, with whom, at the time, he was

not on the best of terms. Marshall spoke first, and attacked with all

hir energy the positions he supposed Clay would assume. " You can

barely imagine," said he, subsequently, alluding to the case, "my
immense mortification when Clay concluded a splendid speech with-

out even alluding to anything I had said."

On another occasion Marshall was engaged in a trial before a jus-

tice of the peace, whom he tried to convince that he had made an
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erroneous decision on a certain point of law, and for this purpose he

cited authorities from King Solomon all the way down, piling tome

on tome, till the justice was ready to swear that he didn't care a

button for all his books or Tom Marshall either. After Marshall had

exhausted all his fund of argument and eloquence to no effect, he

said:
" Will your Honor please fine me ten dollars for contempt of

court?" "For what?" asked the astonished magistrate. "You

have committed no contempt of court." "But," replied Marshall,

in his own provokingly ludicrous way,
"

I assure you that I have an

infernal contempt for it."

A young limb of the law, named McKay, who had heard of this

anecdote of Marshall, once attempted to imitate it, and was punished

as all imitators deserve to be. He was employed to prosecute a man

indicted for larceny before a committing court composed of three

magistrates. On hearing the testimony they refused to commit the

prisoner to jail. McKay concluded to take revenge on the magis-

trates, and accordingly began the attack.
"

I wish your worships

would fine me five dollars for contempt of court." "Why, Mr.

McKay ?
" " Because I feel a very decided contempt for the court."

" Your contempt for the court is not more decided than the court's

contempt for you," was the response of one of the magistrates.

Mr. Marshall took great delight in relating an adventure which

he once had with the celebrated Tom Corwin, the swarthy senator

from Ohio. Marshall had stopped overnight at Lebanon, Mr. Cor-

win' s place of residence, and registered himself at the hotel as Mr.

Marshall, of Kentucky. While sitting in the public room in the

evening he noticed a neatly dressed colored man enter the hall, and,

approaching the register, begin to read it. When he had reached

Marshall's name he read it aloud, and asked the clerk
"

if Mr. Mar-

shall was in the hotel." The clerk replied by pointing him to the

gentleman in question. The colored man approached Marshall,

saluted him very respectfully, and asked if he belonged to the Lex-

ington family of Marshalls. Marshall was, as he expressed it after-

ward,
" somewhat put out by the familiar manner of the

'

cullerd

gemman,'
"

but answered civilly that he did. The colored man was

delighted to hear it, and to meet him.
"

I had," he said,
"
the honor

and pleasure of serving with Thomas F. Marshall from 1841 to 1843."

Marshall thinking he had met with one of the old family servants

who had " run away
" from slavery in Kentucky to freedom in Ohio,

was about to ply him with questions, but found no opportunity of

"getting in a word edgeways." The colored man asked, in rapid
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succession, after the various members of the family, spoke feelingly

and familiarly of old Humphrey Marshall, and at last asked if the

gentleman was acquainted with Henry Clay. On Marshall replying

in the affirmative, the colored gentleman began to tell, in a voice in-

tended for the little crowd of listeners who had gathered around,

some reminiscences of Clay, one of which he began by the remark,
" When I was in Congress with Mr. Clay

" " You in Congress

with Mr. Clay?" interrupted Marshall "you in Congress?
" "

Yes,

sir; Yes, sir. My name is Tom Corwin." "Tom Corwin ?" ex-

claimed Marshall.
" Excuse me, my dear sir, but I thought you

were some runaway negro."

As an orator Mr. Marshall was one of the most powerful and fasci-

nating that ever spoke from a platform in the West. Wherever he

was announced to speak crowds thronged to hear him. He was

impassioned, magnetic, fluent at times almost choked with the

rushing multitude of his words. He had a high opinion of the ora-

torical art of what he called a "perfect speech." Here, in a con-

densed form, was his idea of a great speech, as near as we can for-

mulate it:

"A great speech is a great work of art, and all great works of art

are the outcome of one coherent, harmonious, well-proportioned

whole one single conception. The all-important fundamental fault

of most 'orations' is the failure to perceive this, or else the failure

to act on the perception. It is in oratory as it is in architecture and

painting ;
there are certain features to be brought out in strong, bold

prominence, and upon these all the forces at command may be lav-

ished. All other features are merely subsidiary and must be placed
in abeyance. In every great speech there are certain

'

points
'

to

be wrought up to, to be prepared for. It is only at these points that

really great orators give full play to their powers. They reserve

their strength, their voice, their language, their gesticulation, and all

their passion for them. Even here,
'

in the very torrent, tempest
and whirlwind of their passion,' they must, if they are to rise to the

very height of their great art, endeavor to
'

acquire and beget a

temperance that may give it smoothness.' Where you may find a

hundred men ready of tongue, fluent of action, able in argument, and

solid in matter, you will not find more than one, at the most, who can

thus make all his powers combine in the production of a real work
of art a well-proportioned speech."

In person Mr. Marshall was tall and commanding in appearance,

measuring six feet and two inches, erect and well-proportioned. He
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had passed through a variety of scenes in life scenes of romance and

adventure and had known much of pleasure and much of sorrow.

He was at times bitterly sarcastic, and hence it was sometimes said

that he wanted heart and generosity and kindness of feeling. But

his was that sarcastic levity of tongue,
"
the stinging of a heart the

world hath stung." And while it cannot be denied that he had some-

what of the sceva indignatio of Swift, yet those who knew him best

aver that he was kind and gentle and generous to a fault.

During the course of his public career he fought four duels, one

of them with James Watson Webb, then editor of the New York

Courier and Enquirer. He deeply regretted the necessity that forced

him into duelling, but it was the universal custom of the country, and

Mr. Marshall could never brook an aspersion on his courage.

He was attended all his life after reaching manhood by an evil

spirit, and it certainly speaks volumes for the strength of his intellect

to say that, notwithstanding the almost omnipotent sway exercised

over him by this evil spirit, and, at times, his abject bondage to its

malign influence, he nevertheless became a brilliant and magnificient

orator, an able and profound lawyer, and a far-seeing and sagacious

statesman.

First North Carolina Infantry of Confederate States Army.

ROSTER OF ITS COMMISSIONED OFFICERS.

The following papers, the Roster and the song
"
Twenty-eighth

Regiment North Carolina Volunteers," are kindly furnished by
General James H. Lane, of the Agricultural and Mechanical College,

Auburn, Alabama. General Lane writes:

" As soon as the Twenty-eighth North Carolina Volunteers

had organized at High Point, it was ordered to Wilmington.

Although I had only two acquaintances in the regiment, I was

unanimously elected Colonel, a compliment that took me com-

pletely by surprise. I was at the time Lieutenant-Colonel of

the First North Carolina Volunteers, stationed at Camp Fayette-

ville, near Yorktown. On reaching Wilmington I found a regi-

ment amply making up in patriotic ardor what it lacked in mili-

tary knowledge. The camp was full of this
'

Dixie
'

song printed

on slips of paper, and everybody in the regiment was singing
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it. You will perceive that it gives the home or local names of all of

the companies as well as the names of the captains and field officers.

It was written by Lieutenant George B. Johnston, of Company G.,

afterwards Captain of the same company, and subsequently, for a

short time one of my adjutants. He was a highly-educated gentle-

man, a 'first-honor man '

at Chapel Hill, a devout Christian, and one

of the most delightfully social men I ever met. I could tell of deeds

of daring by him, though he was rapidly dying with consumption,
which evinced him one of the most gallant young men in the whole

of General Lee's Army."

HEADQUARTERS FIRST REGIMENT N. C. VOLUNTEERS,

CAMP FAYETTEVILLE NEAR YORKTOWN, Sept. 21, 1861.

J. G. MARTIN, Adjutant- General N. C. S. T.:

DEAR SIR : I herewith send you a list of the commissioned
officers of this regiment, with the dates of their commissions:

Field Colonel, Charles C. Lee. September i, 1861.

Lieutenant-Colonel, James H. Lane. September i, 1861.

Major, Robert F. Hoke. September i, 1861.

Staff Adjutant, J. M. Poteat. Not given.

Quarter-Master, J. B. F. Boone. Not given.

Commissary, John H. Wayt. April 24, 1861.

Chaplain, Edwin A. Yates. May 21, 1861.

Surgeon, P. E. Hines. May 18, 1861.

Assistant Surgeon, J. H. Baker. May 18, 1861.

Second Assistant Surgeon, J. G. Hardy. May 18, 1861.

Co. A Captain, Whitnel Pugh Lloyd. September 7, 1861.

First Lieutenant, William Gaston Lewis. September 7, 1861.

Second Lieutenant, William S. Long. Not given.

Junior Second Lieutenant, Kenneth Thigpen. September
7, 1861.

Co. B Captain, Lewis S. Williams. Not given.
First Lieutenant William A. Owens. Not given.
Second Lieutenant William P. Hill. October 18, 1858.

Junior Second Lieutenant, Thomas D. Gillespie. April 16,

1861.
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Co. C Captain, E. A. Ross. February i, 1861.

First Lieutenant, E. B. Cohen. February i, 1861.

Second Lieutenant, T. B. Trotter. February i, 1861.

Junior Second Lieutenant, C. W. Alexander. February

i, 1861.

Co. D Captain, Richard J. Ashe. November 28, 1860.

First Lieutenant, James R. Jennings. July 29, 1861.

Second Lieutenant, Richard B. Saunders. November

28, 1860.

Junior Second Lieutenant, Richardson Mallett. July 29,

1861.

Co. E Captain, William Wallis McDowell. April 27, 1861.

First Lieutenant, Washington Morrison Hardy. April 27,

1861.

Second Lieutenant, George Henry Gregory. April 27, 1861.

Junior Second Lieutenant, James Alfred Patton. April 27,

1861.

Co. /'Captain, Joseph B. Starr. April 29, 1861.

First Lieutenant, Frank N. Roberts. April 29, 1861.

Second Lieutenant, John A. Pemberton. April 29, 1861.

Junior Second Lieutenant, George Sloan. April 29, 1861.

Co. G Captain, Clark M. Avery. April 25, 1861.

First Lieutenant, Calvin S. Brown. April 25, 1861.

Second Lieutenant, John A. Dickson. April 25, 1861.

Junior Second Lieutenant, James C. S. McDowell. April

25, 1861.

Co. //Captain, Wright Huske. May 21, 1861.

First Lieutenant, Benjamin Robinson Huske. May 21,

1861.

Second Lieutenant, Charles Belts Cook. May 21, 1861.

Junior Second Lieutenant, Hector McKethan. May 21,

1861.

Co. /Captain, Francis M. Parker. August 31, 1861.

First Lieutenant, Montgomery T. Whitaker. January,
1860.

Second Lieutenant, Carr B. Corbett. August 31, 1861.

Junior Second Lieutenant, Cary Whitaker. January, 1860.
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Co. A' Captain, William James Hoke. April, 25, 1861.

First Lieutenant, Wallace Moore Reinhardt. April 25, 1861.

Second Lieutenant, William Rusk Edwards. April 25, 1861.

Junior Second Lieutenant, Albert Sidney Haynes. Sep-

tember 7, 1 86 1.

Co. L Captain, James K. Marshall. May 24, 1861.

First Lieutenant, Llewellyn P. Warren. May 24, 1861.

Second Lieutenant, Edward A. Small. May 24, 1861..

Junior Second Lieutenant, Thomas Capehart. No com-

mission.

Co. ^/Captain, J. C. Jacobs. May I, 1861.

First Lieutenant, Stark A. Sutton. May i, 1861.

Second Lieutenant, F. W. Bird. May i, 1861.

Junior Second Lieutenant, James J. Speller. May i, 1861.

The above is copied from a letter in my possession, which was

written, as well as I now recollect, to the Adjutant-General of North

Carolina by me when temporarily in command of the regiment.

This letter also states that thefirst field officers were:

Colonel, D. H. Hill. May n, 1861.

Lieutenant-Colonel, Charles C. Lee. May n, 1861.

Major, James H. Lane. May n, 1861;

and that the officers of companies A, I and K were as follows:

Co. A Captain, John L. Bridgers. January 12, 1860.

First Lieutenant, Whitnel Pugh Lloyd. January 12, 1861.

Second Lieutenant, William S. Long. Not given.

Junior Second Lieutenant, William Gaston Lewis. Janu-

ary 12, 1861.

Co. /Captain, David P. Bell. January, 1860.

First Lieutenant, Montgomery T. Whitaker. January, 1860.

Second Lieutenant, Francis M. Parker. January, 1860.

Junior Second Lieutenant, Gary Whitaker. January, 1860.

Co. A" Captain, William James Hoke. April 25, 1861.

First Lieutenant, Wallace Moore Reinhardt. April 25, 1861.

Second Lieutenant, William Rusk Edwards. April 25, 1861.

Junior Second Lieutenant, Robert Frederick Hoke. April

25, 1861.

Companies L and M were assigned to this regiment after the

"Battle of Bethel."

JAMES H. LANE.
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TWENTY-EIGHTH REGIMENT NORTH CAROLINA VOLUNTEERS.

AIR -Dixie Land.

Away down south in the land of cotton,

Times of peace are not forgotton ;

Look away, look way, look away, Dixie Land.

For though the cloud of war hangs o'er,

We soon shall see its form no more;
Look away, look away, look away, Dixie Land.

CHORUS :

Then shout " Hurrah for Dixie!
"

Hurrah ! Hurrah !

In Dixie Land we'll take our stand,

To live and die for Dixie:

Hurrah ! Hurrah !

We'll live and die for Dixie!

Tis true their ships our ports blockade,

And cruel feet our soil invade ;

But when the Twenty-eighth gets there,

The scamps will run in wild despair.

When " Norman "
brings his boys from "

Surry,"

The Yankees better move in a hurry;
The "

Invincibles," if well equipped
And led by

"
Edwards," can't be whipped.

The Yankee rogues would better pack,
When the

"
Stanley Hunters "

find their track
;

When " Lowe "
shall bid his

" Farmers "
fire,

His foes will reap destruction dire.

As "
Barringer

" leads on his
"
Grays,"

Full many a Yankee'll end his days;

When "
Kinyoun

" comes with his
" Yadkin Boys,"

He'll put an end to the Yankee joys.

And " Martin's Guards of Independence
"

Have fame in store for their descendants ;

And "Wright" with his
" Cleaveland Regulators"

Will send dismay to the Yankee traitors.

And "Speer
" with his brilliant

" Yadkin Stars
"

Will die in defence of the Stars and Bars ;

While the
"
Stanly Guards," by

"
Moody

"
led,

Will be the Yankees' special dread.

The Twenty-eighth is organized
With " Reeves" and " Lowe " both highly prized ;

If
" Lane "

will only be their Colonel,

Then their glory'll be eternal.
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MALVERN HILL.

Recollections of the Fight by one who was there.

[EXTRACTS FROM OFFICIAL FEDERAL AND CONFEDERATE RECORDS.]

As a Confederate soldier, a member of one of the regiments of

General William Mahone's brigade of Virginians, I was present with

a musket in my hand in nearly a score of the principal engagements

between the Army of Northern Virginia and its opponent, the Army
of the Potomac, but of all these I remember no engagement which,

in its dramatic incidents, came up to my preconceived idea of a battle

as did that of Malvern Hill. Fought in an open field, with desperate

valor on both sides, the combatants in full view of each other, except

when the smoke of battle or the darkness of night enshrouded them,

the struggle of the contending forces, the one attacking, the other

repelling, presented a scene never to be forgotten by those who were

present. To give some account of this memorable conflict, recalling

its well-remembered features to many ex-soldiers, is the object of

this article. From the official reports of prominent Federal and Con-

federate officers, not readily accessible to the general reader, striking

passages descriptive of the battle and these reports singularly

abound in such passages will be taken, and the writer will give his

own personal recollections of the engagement as he now, after a lapse

of a quarter of a century, vividly remembers it almost distinctly as

if it were an occurrence of yesterday.* In view of the fact that its

twenty-fifth anniversary has but recently passed a sketch of the

battle so prepared, it is believed, will interest the readers of your

journal.

On the afternoon of July i, 1862, the Federal army, under General

George B. McClellen, occupied the hill and plateau upon which stood

some dwellings and other buildings erected upon a part of the land

belonging to the old Virginia country-seat situated in the county of

Henrico, some fourteen miles below Richmond, known during and

since colonial time as
" Malvern Hill." The Confederate army, under

*See "The War of the Rebellion," published pursuant to act of Congress,

approved June 16, 1880, series I, vol. XI, part II, for the several reports here

referred to.
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General Robert E. Lee, flushed with a succession of victories during

the preceding six days, was pushing forward, and the Federal army,

strongly posted, had determined to make a stand.

General Lee thus describes the position: "Early on July i

Jackson reached the battle-field of the previous day, having succeeded

in crossing White Oak Swamp, where he captured a part of the

enemy's artillery and a number of prisoners. He was directed to

continue the pursuit down the Willis Church road, and soon found

the enemy occupying a high range, extending obliquely across the

road, in front of Malvern Hill. On this position of great natural

strength he had concentrated his powerful artillery, supported by
masses of infantry, partially protected by earthworks. His left rested

near Crew's house and his right near Binford's. Immediately in his

front the ground was open, varying in width from a quarter to a half

mile, and, sloping gradually from the crest, was completely swept

by the fire of his infantry and artillery. To reach this open ground
our troops had to advance through a broken and thickly-wooded

country, traversed nearly throughout its whole extent by a swamp,

passable at but few places, and difficult at these. The whole was

within range of the batteries on the heights and the gunboats .in the

river, under whose incessant fire our movements had to be executed."

But the best description of the field of battle and of the position

of the Federal troops is given by General Ambrose R. Wright, to

whose brigade of Georgians and Mahone's brigade of Virginians
was assigned the duty of opening the engagement, as we will here-

after see. General Wright's very clear pen-picture is well worth

perusal. Here is what he says:
'

Immediately in our front, and extending one mile, stretched a

field, at the farther extremity of which was situated the dwelling and

farm buildings of Mr. Crew (formerly Dr. Mettert). In front and to

our left the land rose gently from the edge of the woods up to the

farm-yard, when it became high and rolling. Upon the right the

field was broken by a series of ridges and valleys, which ran out at

right angles to a line drawn from our position to that of the enemy,
and all of which terminated upon our extreme right in a precipitous

bluff, which dropped suddenly down upon a low, flat meadow, cov-

ered with wheat and intersected with a number of ditches, which ran

from a bluff across the meadow to a swamp or dense woods about

five hundred yards farther to our right. This low, flat meadow
stretched up to and swinging around Crew's house, extended as far

Turkey Bend on James river. The enemy had drawn up his artil-
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lery (as well as could be ascertained, about fifty pieces) in a crescent-

shaped line, the convex-line being next to our position, with its right

(on our left) resting upon a road which passed three hundred yards

to the left of Crew's house on Malvern Hill, the left of their advanced

line of batteries resting upon the high bluff which overlooked the

meadow to the right (our right) and rear of Crew's house. Their

infantry, a little in rear of the artillery, and protected by the crest of

the ridge upon which the batteries were placed, extended from the

woods on our left along the crest of the hill and through a lane in

the meadow on our right to the dense woods there. In rear of this

and beyond a narrow ravine, the sides of which were covered with

timber, and which ran parallel to their line of battle and but a few

rods in rear of Crew's house, was another line of infantry, its right

resting upon a heavy, dense woods, which covered the Malvern Hill

farm on the east. The left of this line rested upon the precipitous

bluff which overhung the low meadow on the west of the farm. At

this point the high bluff stretched out to the west for two hundred

yards in a long ridge or ledge, nearly separating the meadow from

the lowlands of the river, upon the extreme western terminus of which

was planted a battery of heavy guns. The latter battery commanded
the whole meadow in front of it, and by a direct fire was able to dis-

pute the manoeuvring of troops over any portion of the meadow.

Just behind the ravine which ran in rear of Crew's house, and under

cover of the timber, was planted a heavy battery in a small redoubt,

whose fire swept across the meadow. These two batteries completely
controlled the meadow from one extremity of it to the other and

effectually prevented the movement of troops in large masses upon
it. The whole number of guns in these several batteries could not

have fallen far short of one hundred. The infantry force of the

enemy I estimated at least 25,000 or 30,000, from what I saw. Large

numbers, as I ascertained afterward, were posted in the woods on

our extreme right and left, and the line of ditches across the meadows

were lined with sharp-shooters."
What was the plan of battle ? Let General J. Bankhead Magruder,

the Confederate commander who directed the plan of battle, explain:

"Soon after, Mahone's brigade having arrived and the hour

growing late, I gave the order that Wright's brigade, supported by
Mahone's should advance and attack the enemy's batteries on the

right; that Jones' division, expected momentarily, should advance on

the right, and Ransom's brigade should attack on the left; my plan

being to hurl about 15,000 men against the enemy's batteries and
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supporting infantry; to follow up any successes they might obtain,

and, if unable to drive the enemy from his strong position, to con-

tinue the fight in front by pouring in fresh troops; and in case they
were repulsed to hold strongly the line of battle where I stood, to

prevent serious disaster to our own arms. This plan was substanti-

ally carried out, producing the favorable results which followed."

About four in the afternoon our brigade (Mahone's), which had

been slowly marching along the Quaker or Willis Church road in

the direction of Malvern Hill, is halted. A few paces ahead of us is

a dashing-looking general officer, mounted and splendidly uniformed,

with a large retinue of staff officers and couriers. General Mahone
rides up to this officer to receive his orders. Just at this time a solid

shot fired from a gun of a Federal battery near Crew's house, now
concealed from our view by an intervening body of woods, comes

skipping along, nearly spent, narrowly missing the group of officers

and couriers and passing through our ranks, opened for the purpose,
as we saw it bounding slowly towards us a reminder that the enemy
was near at hand. All around the open field through which this

shot came bounding towards us were pieces of artillery. In the road

in which we halted were long lines of troops, and the dashing-looking
officer was no other than General Magruder. His orders to General

Mahone to charge the enemy's batteries along with General Wright
were then given. The men in the ranks understood this order to

be to charge the battery that fired the shot, which, like a gauntlet

thrown down, seemed to challenge our assault.

In a few moments we are in motion, forming a line of battle with

our faces in the direction of the Federal artillery, whose fire seems

now to increase. Between us and the enemy intervenes the body of

woods referred to, and we see nothing of them as we move forward.

A hundred or two yards of forward movement brings us into these

woods a body of large chestnuts and oaks. Through the tops of

these tall trees, far above our heads, the shot and shell of the now

vigorously-used Federal artillery howl and crash, putting us in con-

stant danger of injury from falling fragments of huge limbs of trees.

But on we go, until we reach a ravine, or gully, along the bottom of

which ran a small branch. Here we halt. In the ravine is a brigade
of troops, all sitting with their backs to the wall of the gully next to

the enemy, seemingly secure from danger, ensconced, as they were, in

what appeared to be comparatively a bomb-proof, and looking far

more comfortable than we felt under an order to charge a battery and

on, our way to execute this order. The occasion of our temporary
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halt just here was an examination as to the route by which it would

be best to go forward. In the dilemma, one of the couriers attached

to our regiment suggested to our colonel that we might go through
a little gate in sight, a short distance to our right. The courier's

suggestion is taken, and we move to our right and file through this

gate, meeting, as we pass, a poor fellow with a bullet hole through
his neck and the pallor of death on his face, his friends, as they bear

him past us, saying, "Look out for sharp-shooters
"

another re-

minder, and not an agreeable one, either, of the presence of our armed
adversaries.

We are now very close to the enemy. We are at the foot of the

hill upon the table-ground of which stand the Crew house and other

buildings and McClellan's army awaiting our assault so close that

we feel the vibrations of the earth at each discharge of the Federal

guns. Not three hundred yards intervene between us and these

guns, the slope of the hill, however, perfectly protecting us, we being
now opposite to the extreme left of the Federal line of battle. To
our right in a beautiful field (the meadow mentioned by General

Wright), with its yellow shocks of recently-harvested wheat, are

stationed the Federal sharp-shooters against whom we have been

warned. Posted behind the shocks of wheat, they see us, but we
cannot see them, whilst they pick off our men as they come up to

take position in line of battle at the foot of the hill, preparatory to

the intended charge. As each man files up he is ordered to lie

down an order most cheerfully obeyed, the recumbent position

affording much protection from the fire of these sharp shooters,

whose bullets are constantly hissing past us.

As I marched along to this position I looked over towards the

woods on Turkey creek skirting this meadow. The prospect was

beautiful, and as my eye took in the landscape, with everything in

that direction so tranquil that clear summer afternoon, and in such

striking contrast with the harsh notes of war every second reaching
the ear from the hill in the front and to the left of us, I was reminded

of a certain meadow in a neighboring county, which with its low

grounds and fringe of dense woods, were delightfully familiar to me
in the holiday seasons of my then recent boyhood. The wheat

shocks, the low grounds, the woods in the distance, now before me,
seemed to duplicate in every particular those elsewhere located, and

now vividly recalled, over which, with gun and dog, I had so often

hunted, and with which I associated nothing but happiness, and a

crowd of memories rushed upon me. This would not be a truthful
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record if I did not here state that I would have gladly then and

there ended the war, changed the situation of affairs and transferred

myself to the scene of these memories, far away from the angry
roar of hostile cannon.

The crisis is now at hand. General Mahone, seizing the colors ol

one of our regiments, commands us to move forward. We rush up
the slope of the hill towards the enemy, yelling at the top of our

voices. Just as we near the brow of the hill, when my eye, on a

level with them, takes in the field with its houses, I catch a glimpse
of four artillery horses hitched to a gun, or to a caisson, dashing

away at full speed. At the sight of this my heart leaped with joy.

The enemy are flying! Their artillery and infantry are routed!

We are victors without firing a gun ! These were my thoughts.
But I was terribly mistaken. My eye saw only those four horses in

flight. No men, no other horses drawing pieces of artillery, no

infantry, are flying. It was imagination the wish being father to the

thought which, magnifying for the instant what was actually seen,

had drawn the picture of the whole force of the enemy in full

retreat.

Our line of battle was allowed to get well upon the hill, when the

enemy's infantry, stationed not more than one hundred and 'fifty or

two hundred yards in front of us, and their artillery in the rear of the

infantry, suddenly opened upon us with terrific fury. Our men are

driven back with terrible loss, but only to gain the protection of the

brow of the hill, there to rally and return to the charge. The

enemy's infantry line meanwhile is seemingly immovable. It stood

as if at a dress parade. I could scarcely believe my own eyes as I

looked upon it. Soon, however, dense volumes of smoke con-

siderably obscured their line, but there were the red flashes of the

guns and the crimson-looking Federal colors floating over the dark

line of men plainly visible.

The company of which I was a member being next to the right

company of the Twelfth Virginia regiment, and this regiment being
the right regiment of Mahone's brigade, and Mahone's brigade being
on the extreme right of the Confederate line of battle, just where I

was the fire from the enemy was not so severe as it appeared to be on
our left, and this gave me an opportunity to watch the troops to our

left as they repeatedly moved forward in line of battle to charge the

enemy. What I now saw impressed me very much. Every few

minutes a column, a regiment or two, would move steadily forward

in line of battle towards the enemy, cheering as they advanced.
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Then there would be the deafening roll of musketry, and in a few

moments all would be hidden from view by smoke. On the occasion

of one charge my eyes were upon the advancing line when it received

the fire of the enemy. The poor fellows reeled and fell, it seemed

by the dozens. The line, broken, is forced back to seek shelter

under the brow of the hill. In a few minutes the men are rallied,

and returning to the charge, meet the same fate. This was a fair

sample of the many charges made during the afternoon.

Let us now draw from the official reports of leading officers.

What is there found will not fail to interest and furnish some excep-

tionally graphic pen-pictures of this historic engagement. First let

the Confederate commanders speak.

General Lee says: "On the right the attack was gallantly made

by Huger's and Magruder's commands. Two brigades of the former

commenced the action; the other two were subsequently sent to the

support of Magruder and Hill. Several determined efforts were

made to storm the hill at Crew's house. The brigades advanced

bravely across the open field, raked by the fire of a hundred cannon

and the musketry of large bodies of infantry. Some were broken

and gave way, others approached close to the guns, driving back the

infantry, compelling the advanced batteries to retire to escape cap-

ture, and mingling their dead with those of the enemy. For want of

concert among the attacking columns their assaults were to weak to

break the Federal line, and after struggling gallantly, sustaining and

inflicting great loss, they were compelled successively to retire.

Night was approaching when the attack began, and it soon became

difficult to distinguish friend from foe. The firing continued until

9 P. M., but no decided result was gained. Part of the troops were

withdrawn to their original positions, others remained on the open

field, and some rested within a hundred yards of the batteries that

had been so bravely but vainly assailed. The general conduct of the

troops was excellent in some instances heroic. The lateness of the

hour at which the attack necessarily began gave the enemy the full

advantage of his superior position and augmented the natural diffi-

culties of our own."

General Magruder says: "The fire of musketry and artillery

now raged with terrific fury. The battle-field was enveloped in

smoke, relieved only by flashes from the lines of the contending

troops. Round shot and grape crashed through the woods, and

shells of enormous size, which reached far beyond the headquarters

of our gallant commander-in-chief, burst amid the artillery parked
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in the rear. Belgian missives and Minnie balls lent their aid to this

scene of surpassing grandeur and sublimity. Amid all our gallant

troops in front pressed on to victory, now cheered by the rapid fire

of friends on their left, as they had been encouraged in their advance

by the gallant brigades on the right, commanded by Generals Wright
and Mahone. Nevertheless, the enemy from his strong position and

great numbers, resisted stoutly the onset of our heroic bands, and

bringing into action his heavy reserves, some of our men were com-

pelled to fall back. They were easily rallied, however, and led again

with fury to the attack. The noble, accomplished, and gallant Harri-

son, commander of the Charles City Troop, uniting his exertions with

my own, rallied regiment after regiment, and, leading one of them to

the front, fell pierced with seven wounds, near the enemies batteries."

General Wright says :

" At 4:45 o'clock I received an order from

General Magruder, through Captain Henry Bryan, one of his staff,

to advance immediately and charge the enemy's batteries. No other

troops had yet come upon the field. I ordered my men forward, and

springing before them led my brigade, less than one thousand men,

against a force I knew to be superior in the ratio of at least twenty to

one. Onward we pressed, warmly and strongly supported by General

Mahone's brigade, under a murderous fire of shot, shell, cannister,

and musketry. At every step my brave men fell around me, but the

survivors passed on until we had reached a hollow about three hun-

dred yards from the enemy's batteries on the right. Here I perceived

that a strong force of infantry had been sent forward on our left by
the enemy with a view of flanking and cutting us off from our sup-

port, now more than one thousand yards in our rear. I immediately
threw the left of the Third Georgia regiment a little back along the

upper margin of the hollow, and suddenly changing (the) front of this

regiment, poured a galling fire upon the enemy, which he returned

with spirit, aided by a fearful direct cross fire from his batteries. Here

the contest raged with varying success for more than three-quarters of

an hour; finally the line of the enemy was broken and he gave way
in great disorder."

General Mahone says : "The brigade, although prompt in moving
to the position assigned it, and in doing which was exposed to the

fire of the enemy's sharpshooters, adroitly posted behind wheat

shocks in the valley on our right, had not gotten into place when the

order came from General Magruder, who, I presume, supposed all

was ready with us, that the charge assigned to our forces (General

Wright's brigade and my own) should be made. It was now 5 P. M.
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The order was responded to with spirit and alacrity by our troops,

but with less order and effect than was desirable and would other-

wise have been secured, owing to the circumstances which I have

adverted to.

" Our troops, however, went forward with an earnest over a succes-

sion of steep hills and ravines until coming up within a few hundred

yards of the enemy's left batteries, where they encountered his ad-

vance troops in large force, strongly positioned behind the crest of

hills under the cover of his guns.
" At this time there were no other troops engaging the enemy in

our view or in supporting connection, and here for about two hours

the fire and fury of battle raged with great obstinacy and destruction

on both sides, our men finally succeeding in driving the enemy from

the heights occupied in our front and immediately under his guns
and upon his reserve at that point, and occupying the position from

which he had resisted our advance with such obstinacy and deadly
effect."

Colonel E. C. Edmonds, of the Thirty-eighth Virginia regiment
of General Armistead's brigade, commanding the brigade, says:
"

I am proud to say we did hold our position through all of the storm

of bullets, canister, grape, (and) shell, with occasional shells from the

huge pieces playing upon us from the gunboats, until we saw the

gallant Wright, with hat off and glittering blade, leading the

brigade across the hill to our support.*

* General Fitz John Porter, in his account of the battle, published in the

Century Magazine (vol. 8 p. 628), makes the following statement in respect

to the fire from the gun-boats exploding an idea that long prevailed:
" Almost at the crisis of the battle just before the advance of Meagher

and Sickles the gun-boats on the James River opened their fire with the

good intent of aiding us, but either mistook our batteries at the Malvern

house for those of the enemy, or were unable to throw their projectiles be-

yond us. If the former was the case, their range was well estimated, for all

their shot landed in or close by Tyler's battery, killing and wounding a few

of his men. Fortunately members of our excellent signal-service corps were

present as usual on such occassions ;
and the message signaled to the boats,

' For God's sake stop firing,' promptly relieved us from further damage and

the demoralization of a '

fire in the rear.' Reference is occasionally seen

in Confederate accounts of this battle to the fearful sounds of the pro-

jectiles from these gun-boats. But that afternoon not one of their projectiles

passed beyond my headquarters ;
and I have always believed and said, as

has General Hunt, that the enemy mistook the explosions of shells from

Tyler's siege-guns and Kusserow's thirty-two-pounder howitzers, which

Hunt had carried forward, for shells from the gun-boats."
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" New life was infused among those wearied with watching and

waiting ; every man was at his post; loud shouts of welcome rent the

air; all sprang to their feet, feeling certain of victory with such a

support. Being the ranking colonel of the brigade (Colonel Hodges
being stunned and having his beard singed by the explosion of a

shell when just emerging from the wood), General Armistead being

absent, I gave the order to charge, which was most gallantly per-

formed by all engaged. Again leading, closely followed by General

Wright's brigade until we reached the musket-range of the enemy's

supports to his artillery, where the fire from both became so galling

a momentary pause ensued. Six times was the attempt made to

charge the batteries by the regiments of Armistead's brigade (just

mentioned), and as many times did they fail for want of support on

the left, involving the necessity of falling back a short distance under

the cover of the brow of the hill."

Major Joseph R. Cabell, commanding the Thirty-eighth Virginia

regiment, says: "When Generals Mahone and Wright came up
with their brigades the order was given to charge, which was obeyed
with promptness and alacrity, the Thirty-eighth being on the right

and leading the charge. After getting in about seventy-five yards
of the enemy they were halted and commenced a terrific fire, after

which the order was given to charge, which the men did most gal-

lantly attempted five separate and distinct charges but were com-

pelled to fall back for the double reason of not being supported on

the left and the heavy reinforcements coming up to the support of

the enemy."
Let us see what is stated by the Federal officers :

General McClellan says: "When the battle commenced in the

afternoon I saw that in the faces and bearing of the men which satis-

fied me that we were sure of victory.
" The attack was made upon our left and left center, and the brunt

of it was borne by Porter's corps (including Hunt's reserve artillery

and Tyler's heavy guns) and Couch's division, reinforced by the

brigades of Sickles and Meagher. It was desperate, brave, and

determined, but so destructive was the fire of our numerous artillery,

so heroic the conduct of our infantry, and so admirable the disposi-
tions of Porter, that no troops could have carried the position. Late
in the evening the enemy fell back, thoroughly beaten, with dreadful

slaughter. So completely was he crushed and so great was his losses

that he has not since ventured to attack us."
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General Couch, in his report, says :

" The enemy were now mass-

ing large columns on our front.

"At about 4:30 P. M., after an incessant cannonade, they boldly

pushed forward a large column from their right in the open field to

carry Griffin's position. The fire of the three batteries was concen-

trated upon them. Kingsbury's battery having been withdrawn for

ammunition, was relieved by three guns of battery C, Rhode Island

Artillery, and two guns (Allen's Fifth Massachusetts), under Captain

Weeden. The attacking column kept on, continually reinforced,

until within range of Griffin's Rifles, when it was stopped and formed

line.

" From this time until 8 P. M. there was enacted one of the

sublimest sights ever presented in war, resulting in a glorious victory

to our arms."

General Porter, clearly in mistake as to the date of the commence-

ment of the attack, putting it certainly an hour too late, says :

" The

same ominous silence which had preceded the attack in force at

Games' Mill now intervened, lasting until about six o'clock, at which

time the enemy (General John B. Magruder's corps) opened upon
us suddenly with the full force of his artillery, and at once began to

push forward his columns of infantry to the attack of our positions.

Regiment after regiment, and sometimes whole brigades, were thrown

against our batteries, but our infantry withheld their fire until they

were within short distance (artillery mowing them down with canis-

ter), dispersed the columns in every case, and in some instances

followed the retiring mass, driving them with bayonet, capturing

prisoners, and also flags and other trophies, some of which have been

forwarded to your headquarters."

About sunset an advance is ordered, and we move forward to the

next hill some seventy-five yards in our front, Colonel David A.

Weisiger, the colonel of our regiment, gallantly leading it in the

charge ;
and from this new position we open fire upon the enemy.

At this point occurred a little incident that I have often recalled. A
colonel of some regiment who he was, or what his regiment, I never

knew an elderly man, hair and beard very gray, was squatting

among the men under the brow of the hill, where were a large num-

ber of our regiment, all of us mixed up together, the enemy being

very close at hand just over the hill the men rising to fire and

resuming their squatting positions whilst loading. Being within a few

feet of the old fellow, I heard him earnestly urging those near him
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to fire fast upon the enemy.
"
Fire fast, men. Fire fast. Give

it to 'em. Give it to 'em, boys," he would say. Just then some

one cried out,
"
Boys, we are firing into our friends!

"
Brandishing

his sword with considerable energy at the man who volunteered the

information, he exclaimed,
"
Firing upon our friends ! They are

damned Yankees. If you say we are firing on our friends, God damn

you, I will cut you in two with my sword." Turning to the men
around him, he continued to urge them to

"
fire fast."

" Give it to

'em, boys," he repeated. "Give it to 'em. Fire fast. They are

nothing but damned Yankees." Lieutenant John R. Patterson, of

our regiment, enthused with admiration at the old officer's conduct,

exclaimed,
" Go it, colonel ! I'll stand at your back," or words to

that effect. Hearing Lieutenant Patterson's hearty, but rather familiar

endorsement, and struck, as he had been, with the conduct and words

of the old gentleman, turning to Lieutenant Patterson, I said :

" Who
is that old officer you are speaking to so familiarly?" "Don't

know," energetically replied Patterson, still enthused, "I just know
he is a colonel.

"

Night coming on, some of our men actually got in among the

enemy before discovering their position, so close were the contending
forces on the extreme right of our line. A member of our regiment,

private Henry B. Cowles, thus came very near being captured, but

before being discovered made his way back to our line.

Let us now take an extract from General Wright's report. This

officer says :

" The firing had now become general along the left and

center of our line, and night setting in, it was difficult to distinguish

friend from foe.

"
Several of my command were killed by our own friends, who had

come up on our immediate left, and who commenced firing long
before they came within range of the enemy. This firing upon us

from our friends, together with increasing darkness, made our posi-

tion peculiarly hazardous
;
but I determined to maintain it at all

hazards as long as a man should be left to fire a gun. The fire was
terrific now beyond anything I have ever witnessed indeed, the

hideous shrieking of shells through the dusky gloom of closing night,

the whizzing of bullets, the loud and incessant roll of artillery and
small arms, were enough to make the stoutest heart quail. Still my
shattered little command, now reduced to less than three hundred,
with about an equal number of General Mahone's brigade, held our

position under the very muzzles of the enemy's guns, and poured
after volley with murderous precision in their serried ranks."
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The firing is kept up until nine o'clock at night, when both parties,

wearied with the fight, seemed to cease firing by consent. Soon after

the firing ceased, numbers of the enemy could be seen in our imme-

diate front, moving about with lanterns in their hands, looking after

their dead and wounded. The crest of the hill where we now are is

held by a thin line of battle, consisting mainly of the remains of the

depleted brigades of Mahone and Wright.

General Mahone, in his report, says :

"
Utter darkness now

covered the scene, and the tragedy closed, leaving General Wright

and myself with the remnants of our shattered brigades in possession

of the ground which they had at a heavy sacrifice of kindred blood,

but with spirit and gallantry, won. General Wright and myself, con-

jointly as equals, and not as his senior, arranged and positioned for

the night all the various troops which were now within the reach of

our authority, first establishing our picket line, and then giving such

attentions to the wants of the wounded around us as our capacity

and resources would admit."

General Wright, in his report, says: "Night had thrown her

black pall over the entire field, and the firing ceased except from a

few of the enemy's guns, which continued at intervals to throw shell

and grape around the entire circuit of the field. Our forces had all

retired and left us (Mahone and myself) alone with our little band to

dispute the possession of the field with the insolent but well-chastised

foe. Upon consultation we determined to remain where we were,

now within one hundred yards of the enemy's batteries, and if any of

the foe should be left when morning dawned, to give him battle again.

We had lost too many valuable lives to give up the decided advan-

tage which we had won from the enemy ;

" A strong picket was advanced all around our isolated position,

and the wearied, hungry soldiers threw themselves upon the earth to

snatch a few hour's rest. Detachments were ordered to search for

water and administer to our poor wounded men, whose piercing cries

rent the air in every direction. Soon the enemy were seen with lan-

terns busily engaged in moving their killed and wounded, and friend

and foe freely mingled on that gloomy night in administering to the

wants of wounded and dying comrades.

"After getting our disposition made for the night I wrote a dis-

patch to General Magruder informing him of what I had done and

my present condition, asking that my worn-out and exhausted men

might be relieved. Again at daylight I renewed the application."

General Magruder, in his report, says :

" Darkness had now set
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in, and I thought of withdrawing the troops, but, as we had gained

many advantages, I concluded to let the battle subside and to occupy

the field, which was done to within one hundred yards of the enemy's

guns. Pickets were accordingly established by Brigadier-Generals

Mahone and Wright, whose brigades slept on the battle field in the

advanced positions they had won. Armistead's brigade and a por-

tion of Ransom's also occupied the battle-field."

Stretched as we were on the naked ground on the slope of the hill

now occupied by those forming the thin line of battle which held the

position, with a slight rain occasionally falling, with no blankets to

protect us (our baggage had been left in the rear), and with the piti-

ful cries of wounded men audible all around us, although very much

wearied, we found the place where we lay on the gravelly soil any-

thing but comfortable. Yet there we slept. Although the noises

heard from the direction of the enemy unmistakably indicated their

retreat, yet in the early morning they are still in position in our front

and exchange a few shots with the pickets posted at points of our

line. That there was a retreat and no assault by any considerable

force upon our army at this time was, indeed, a God send to us.

Let Brigadier-General Isaac R. Trimble state the condition- of our

army at this time. In his report he says :

" The next morning by

dawn I went off to ask for orders, when I found the whole army in

the utmost disorder thousands of straggling men asking every

passer-by for their regiments ; ambulances, wagons, and artillery

obstructing every road, and altogether, in a drenching rain, pre-

senting a scene of the most woeful and disheartening confusion."

When it became light enough to see, and I looked over the part of

the field within the range of our vision, it presented a horrible sight.

In all directions could be seen the corpses of the slain. The

slaughter of the Confederates had been terrific. Let General Jubal

A. Early here speak. In his report he says :

" As soon as it was light enough next morning an appalling spec-

tacle was presented to our view in front. The field for some distance

from the enemy's position was literally strewn with the dead and

wounded, and arms were lying in every direction. It was apparent

that the enemy's main body, with his artillery, had retired, but a

body of his cavalry, supported by infantry, was soon discovered on

the field. To the right, near the top of a steep hill leading up to-

wards the enemy's position, we saw a body of our own troops, some

distance off, lying down, which proved to be a small body under

Brigadier-Generals Mahone and Wright.
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"
In the mean time parties of our men were going to the front in

search of the wounded, and after a demonstration by the enemy's

cavalry, which was abandoned on the firing of a few shots by the

Maryland regiment posted in the woods some distance to my left, the

parties from both armies in search of the dead and wounded gradu-

ally approached each other and continued their mournful work

without molestation from either side, being apparently appalled for a

moment into a cessation from all hostile purposes by the terrible

spectacle presented to their view.
"

Here is General. Mahone's report as to the enemy appearing in our

front the next morning :

"At an early hour next morning a large body of the enemy's

cavalry made their appearance on the line which he had occupied
with his artillery, at first and for a while indicating by their move-

ments the purpose of a descent upon our ambulance corps and de-

tails then employed on the field, the one in their legitimate duties and

the other in collecting scattered arms and accoutrements.
" The small body of troops now remaining upon the field and

under my command were of my own brigade exclusively, and with

but few exceptions of the Twelfth Virginia, the exertions and gal-

lantry of whose colonel (D. A. Weisiger) in conducting the opera-

tions of his regiment merit high commendation. With these I con-

tinued to hold the ground which we had occupied during the night,

mainly with the view of protecting our details from any onslaught by
the enemy's cavalry, employing details from my own limited force to

care for the wounded and to gather up the scattered arms and accou-

trements in my own immediate vicinity."

As soon as the enemy had retired, what remained of our brigade

was marched back to the body of the woods through which we had

moved in line of battle the afternoon before, and there went into

bivouac. Soon after we were dismissed, several of us returned to the

field of battle and strolled over it, and I thus had a better opportu-

nity of forming a correct idea of the great slaughter on both sides.

The enemy as well as ourselves had suffered no little. The posi-

tion of their line of battle where it confronted our right was distinctly

marked by a long line of thickly-strewn corpses of Federal soldiers.

After walking about the field for an hour or more I returned to

our bivouac, thoroughly impressed with the severity of the conflict of

the preceding day, as must have been all who participated in it or

had a like opportunity of going over the bloody field so recently

after the combatants ceased their fierce struggle. In this sketch of
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the engagement, I have endeavored, with the help of the official

reports, to furnish a simple narrative of its leading and most striking

features, giving at the same time an account of it as viewed from the

standpoint of one of several thousand soldiers who took part in this

exceptionally tragic action with muskets in their hands, without

attempting to account or to fix upon any officer or officers in com-

mand or troops engaged the responsibility for the failure of the Con-

federate forces to accomplish more after such frightful loss of life. If

what I have written has interested the reader and has given him a

clearer conception of this closing scene of the seven days' battles

around Richmond, the sketch will have served its purpose.

GEORGE S. BERNARD.
Petersburg, Va., September 23, 1887.

THE TRUTH OF HISTORY.

Defence of Fort Gregg The Battle of Jericho Ford Troops Surrendered

at Appomattox Courthouse Last Official Reports Made
to General Lee After the Surrender, etc.

In the account of the Unveiling of the Soldiers' Monument in

Blandford Cemetery, Petersburg, Va., from the correspondent of the

Richmond (Va.) Dispatch, and published in its issue of June 8, 1890,

and republished in the Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol.

XVII, pp. 388-403, occurs the following misstatement :

"
Fort Gregg,

whose defence by the small band of gallant Mississippians was one of

the bravest, most glorious, and most stubborn in the annals of the

war."

This inadvertant publication has elicited from General James H.

Lane several material communications, explaining not only how the

oft-repeated error as to the real defenders of Fort Gregg first gained

currency, but correcting other erroneous statements heretofore made.

He also makes a valuable suggestion.

Under date of September 5, 1890, he writes :

" General Lee, at Appomattox Courthouse, ordered official reports

from all of his general officers. I made mine [published, with the

letters of Lieutenants Snow, Craige, Howard and Rigler, in the

Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. Ill, pp. 19-28, January,
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1877], and I have no doubt other officers did the same. I have

reason to fear whether these reports, as a whole, have found their

way to the War Record Office in Washington. I think, however,

from the circumstances under which they were made, they will be

found among General Lee's private papers. I would like to see the

last official reports of Lee's subalterns, made at Appomattox Court-

house after the surrender, published as a whole. It would make a

valuable and interesting volume, and we would then know officially

everything reported at the time about the heroic defence of Fort

Gregg and its capture. I have always thought that the false claim

set up for Harris's brigade was at the instance of General Mahone,
because Harris's brigade formed a part of his division. There are

other instances in which he did my command injustice.
* *

He claimed all of the prisoners and one of the flags captured by my
brigade in front of the works at Spotsylvania Courthouse on the

1 2th of May, but his claim was never recognized by Generals Lee

and Early. He claimed two pieces of artillery captured by Cooke's,

McRae's, and Lane's brigades in their glorious charge upon Han-

cock's entrenchments at Reames' Station, but General A. P. Hill

would not recognize that claim. Colonel William J. Pegram told

me that he receipted to General Weisiger for them as
'

brought off

the field of battle,' and that he declined to receipt for them as
'

cap-
tured' by Mahone' s old brigade, as the North Carolina brigades had

captured them and left them behind them, and McGowan had turned

them upon the enemy before Mahone' s old brigade retired them to

our rear. This is the fight in which (General Hill told me) the noble

and gallant Pegram begged and cried to be allowed to participate.

General Mahone also claimed flags captured by McRae's brigades.*****
" Yours most sincerely,

"JAMES H. LANE."

[The desire of General Lane that the reports made to General Lee

by his general officers, after the surrender at Appomattox Court-

house, be collected and published in one volume, commands eager
and general acquiescence. The editor would be thankful for the

privilege of preserving in the Southern Historical Society Papers all

or any of these reports.

It is to be hoped that reports were made, as requested, by a majority
if not all of the officers.

The editor wrote to General G. W. C. Lee, in furtherance of the
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suggestion of General Lane, and had response from him October 23,

1890. He wrote:
" Soon after the death of my father all ol his mili-

tary papers were sent to Colonel Charles Marshall, who had been

acting as his military secretary, and who had been requested by the

faculty of this institution [Washington and Lee University] to prepare
a biographical sketch of its late president. Colonel Marshall did

write the sketch, but was not satisfied with it, and consequently it has

never been published."
American history is materially indebted to Colonel Marshall for

valuable contributions, which have commanded profound attention.

The latest, most familiar to the public, being his oration delivered

at the laying of the corner-stone of the Lee Monument at Rich-

mond, October 27, 1887. (Published in the Southern Historical

Society Papers t Vo\. XVII, pp. 215-245 "Lee Monument Memorial

Volume.") Doubtless Colonel Marshall will favor the public, in book

form, with the valuable papers in his possession left by General Lee.]

AUBURN, ALABAMA, September 77, 1800.

MY DEAR SIR :

I herewith send you copies of the editorial in the Petersburg Index,

and my reply in the Richmond Dispatch. Should you wish further

evidence of the gross injustice of the editorial, which I have always

thought was prompted by General Mahone you are respectfully re-

ferred to the following:

Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. II, pp. 300, 301 ;
Vol.

Ill, pp. 19, 28
;
Vol. IX, pp. 103, 107 ; 124, 129 ; 145, 156.

A Correspondence between Generals Earl}' and Mahone, pp. 13
and 14, has the following about the I2th of May:

"Lane's attack on the enemy's flank and rear did contribute

materially to the repulse of the assaulting column, as it was thereby
thrown into much confusion. Had you gone to your brigade and

seen that it properly supported Lane, you would have rendered far

greater service than by riding about, out of danger, denouncing his

brigade, as you were understood to have done. This attack oi

Burnside's was unexpected, and thwarted the proposed movement for

the relief of Ewell, as Lane's brigade was not in a condition to prose-
cute it, and your brigade had not moved to his support. The pur-

pose was, when the two brigades struck the column of the enemy
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pressing Ewell, to support them with the rest of the corps. You

contributed nothing whatever to promote the success of that move-

ment or the repulse of Burnside, and I think you were not under

fire at the time; and you have now placed yourself in a lamentable

predicament by your disingenuous and evasive statement of the facts

of the case, as well as your unfounded insinuations against your

superiors and Lane's brigade, which latter behaved most gallantly on

(hat occasion, as it had done in the early morning when Ewell' s line

was first broken."

Pages 12, 13: "Lane's brigade was taken out of the trenches

immediately adjoining the salient referred to in your letter, and then

passed over to the front, which would have been impossible had an

attack been pressing that point. There had been a previous artillery

fire upon it, which had subsided. It is true Lane was to lead

the attack, and your brigade, under Colonel Weisiger, was to follow

and support him, the route for the attacking column being along in

front of our line of works until the enemy should be reached. Both

brigades were passed into a body of oak woods in front of the works,

to the right of the salient, for the purpose of concealing the troops

from the enemy until the movement began. You did not remain in

the woods with your brigade, but retired to the edge of it towards

our works and near the Fredericksburg road. Lane, after receiving

his orders from me, began the movement, advancing on a battery in

front of the salient, which it was necessary to capture or drive out of

the way, to enable the attacking force to pass on to Ewell's front.

He got possession of the battery, and then encountered Burnside's

corps, moving up to attack the salient, now held by Walker's brigade
of Heth's division, under Colonel Mayo. Lane attacked Burnside's

corps in flank and rear, and his men got mixed up in the column of

the enemy. He was now subjected to the infantry fire of the

enemy, a flank, rear and front fire from artillery, besides being in

danger of our own guns playing upon the enemy ;
and as you have

slated that you saw '

that a part of the North Carolina brigade had

given way,' I will here say that General Lane, in his report, dated

i6th September, 1864, makes the following statement:
' The infantry

fire in our rear was for a short time more severe than that in front,

as Mahone's brigade poured such a fire into us that Lieutenant-

Colonel Cowan and Lieutenant- Colonel McGill had to rush back and

ask them not to fire into us.' And he further says:
' My brigade

continued to fight the enemy until the heads of two parallel lines of

the enemy, which were coming from Ewell's front, were in skirmish-
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ing distance of us, and as I could see no indications of an intention

on the part of Colonel Weisiger to comply with my request, I

ordered my command to fall back, which was necessarily done in

some confusion, as the line had been broken capturing prisoners, and
the woods through which they withdrew rendered it almost impos-
sible to preserve anything like a line of battle.'

" The request to Colonel Weisiger mentioned, was to move out of

the woods and unite in the attack on the enemy, but Colonel Weis-

iger remained in the woods, and the brigade was not seriously

engaged. During all this time you were not with your brigade, and
if you had been, it was very singular conduct for you to leave it at

so critical a juncture as you represent, to ride back to the lines for

support. Had you gone to your brigade instead, and led it with that

daring peculiar to Jackson, at least, the results might have been much

greater. As it was, after Lane started, and while he was attacking
the flank and rear of the enemy, the head of Burnside's column got
to within a very short distance of the salient, and all our energies
had to be directed to its repulse, a large number of guns were turned

upon it, and by an obstinate resistance and heavy fire from Walker's

brigade and Thomas's, which latter was on the left of the salient, the

enemy was repulsed with heavy slaughter. General Lee and myself
were on Heth's line watching the attack and directing the effort to

repel it.
* * *"

Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. IX, pp. 241-246, gives

my official report of the battle of Jericho Ford, and other interesting

matter.

As to the statement that Field and Mahone surrendered more than

half of General Lee's strength at Appomattox Courthouse, I have

hastily made the following condensation from the paroles, Vol. XV,
Southern Historical Society Papers, which I think is correct :

First Corps.

Longstreet's Headquarters 42
Pickett's Division (Stewart's, Corse's, Hunton's and Terry's

Brigades) 1,380

Field's Division (Anderson's, Benning's, Bratton's and

Texas Brigades) 4-974
DuBose's Brigade 358

Humphrey's Brigade 257
Semmes' Brigade 178

-

7,189
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Second Corps.

Gordon's Headquarters 147

Early's Division (Walker's, Lewis' and Johnston's Brigades) i, 127

Gordon's Division (Evans', Terry's and Louisana Brigades) 1,368

Grimes' Division (Battle's, Cook's, Cox's and Grimes'

Brigades) 1,823

4,465
Third Corps.

Corps Headquarters, &c 149
Heth's Division (Cooke's, Davis', McComb's and McRae's

Brigades) I.57I

Mahone's Division (Finegan's, Forney's, Harris', Sorel's,

Weisiger's Brigades) 3,493

Wilcox's Division (Lane's, McGowan's, Scales', Thomas'

Brigades) 2,712

Johnson's Division (Wallace's, Moody's, Ransom's and

Wise's Brigades) , 2,281

10,206
RECAPITULATION.

First Corps. 7,189

Second Corps 4,465

Third Corps 10,206

2 1
,
860

Field's Division 4,974

Mahone's Division 3,493

8,477

The above is infantry alone, and does not include the artillery,

cavalry, &c., with the Army of Northern Virginia; nor does it

include EwelPs Reserve Corps, Bridgford's Provost Battalion and

other small bodies from Richmond.
In all of the above I have tried to call your attention to historical

facts, without any coloring at all, and, as far as possible, let others

speak in behalf of my gallant brigade of North Carolinians. I hope
it will interest you.

I think my letter was published in the Dispatch of September 20,
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1867, and, as far as I know, neither it nor the article in the Petersburg

Index has ever been republished. I have never read Pollard's book,

I am sorry to say.
Yours very sincerely,

JAMES H. LANE.
R. A. Brock, Esq.

LEE AND HIS LIEUTENANTS.

[Editorial Petersburg Daily Index, September n, 1869.]

In Pollard's new work,
" Lee and His Lieutenants," in the sketch

of Major-General Cadmus M. Wilcox's career, there occurs an error

into which the author should not have fallen, considering his claimed

acquaintance with the composition of General Lee's army.
On page 506 the following occurs :

"From this summary record we must detach one incident that

glorified the last days of the Confederacy, and is generally related

as having fitly closed, with illuminated scroll, the career of the Army
of Northern Virginia. It is the story of the defenders of Fort Gregg.

Whose troops they were that gave this last example of devotion on

General Lee's lines had been subject to some doubt
;
but it is now

certain that they were of General Wilcox's command."

It is certain that no such thing is the case. The infantry garrison

of Fort Gregg was composed entirely of members of the Mississippi

brigade of Harris, formerly Posey 's, and the brigade was, from the

battle of Manassas to Appomattox, a part of R. H. Anderson's,

latterly Mahone's, division.

On the same page General Wilcox is accredited with three per-

formances erroneously. He was not engaged, except slightly, on the

first evening at the Wilderness
;
his troops did not hold their own on

the 1 2th of May at Spotsylvania, and instead of achieving success at

Jericho Ford, May 24th, as Pollard relates, his brigades (Lane's and

McGowan's) behaved most disgracefully, and were replaced by
Davis' and Cooke's troops of Heth's division.

On page 522, in the biography of General Field, of Virginia, the

historian relates that his division, when surrendered, constituted more

than half of General Lee's force then under arms. This is not so.

The divisions of Field and Mahone together did form the larger

portion of the army. Why the silence in regard to the latter corps

[ought to have been division], which rendered as splendid service on

the* retreat as was ever performed in the halcyon days of the Con-

federacy ?,
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THE TRUTH OF HISTORY A LETTER FROM BRIG.-GEN. LANE.

[For the Dispatch.]

RICHMOND, VA., September /p, 1867.

The Petersburg Index, in its editorial notice of Mr. Pollard's new

work entitled,
" Lee and His Lieutenants," does great injustice to

Lane's North Carolina brigade and the other gallant troops compos-

ing Wilcox's division.

That paper asserts:
" Wilcox was not engaged, except slightly, on

the first evening at the Wilderness," whereas Heth's and Wilcox's

divisions were both hotly engaged, and succeeded in keeping back

two or more corps of the Yankee army. In my official report I

stated that we that is, my brigade were the last troops to become

engaged, and, without hope of assistance, kept up the unequal con-

test from about 5 o'clock P. M. until 9. My aggregate loss in the

fights of the 5th and 6th was four hundred and fifteen.

The next error is in the assertion that "Wilcox's troops did not

hold their own on the I2th of May at Spotsylvania." General

Early, however, is of a different opinion, for in his
" Memoir of the

Last Year of the War for Independence," page 25, he says:
" On this morning the enemy made a very heavy attack on Ewell's

front, and broke the line where it was occupied by Johnson's divi-

sion. A portion of the attacking force swept along Johnson's line

to Wilcox's left, and was checked by a prompt movement on the

part of Brigadier-General Lane, who was on that flank. As soon as

the firing was heard General Wilcox sent Thomas's and Scales's

brigades to Lane's assistance, and they arrived just as Lane's brigade

had repulsed this body of the enemy, and they pursued it for a short

distance. As soon as Mahone's division arrived from the left, Perrin's

and Harris's brigades, of that division, were sent to General Ewell's

assistance, and were carried into action under his orders. Brigadier-

General Perrin was killed and Brigadier- General McGowan severely

wounded while gallantly leading their respective brigades into action,

and all the brigades sent to Ewell's assistance suffered severely.
"
Subsequently, on the same day, under orders from General Lee,

Lane's brigade, of Wilcox's division, and Mahone's own brigade

(under Colonel Weisiger) were thrown to the front for the purpose
of moving to the left and attacking the flank of the column of the

enemy which had broken Ewell's line, to relieve the pressure on

him, and, if possible, recover the part of the line which he had lost.
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Lane's brigade commenced the movement, and had not proceeded
far when it encountered and attacked, in a piece of woods in front of

my line, the Ninth corps under Burnside, moving up to attack a

salient on my front. Lane captured over three hundred (300) pris-

oners and three battle-flags, and his attack on the enemy's flank,

taking him by surprise, no doubt contributed materially to his repulse.

Mahone's brigade did not become seriously engaged. The attacking

column which Lane encountered got up to within a very short dis-

tance of a salient defended by Walker's brigade, of Heth's division,

under Colonel Mayo, before it was discovered, as there was a pine
thicket in front, under cover of which the advance was made. A
heavy fire of musketry from Walker's brigade and Thomas's, which

was on its left, and a fire of artillery from a considerable number of

guns on Heth's line, were opened with tremendous effect upon the

attacking column, and it was driven back with heavy loss, leaving its

dead in front of our works. This affair took place under the eye of

General Lee himself."

The original of the following communication is still in my posses-

sion:

HEADQUARTERS ARMY NORTHERN VIRGINIA,
ON BATTLEFIELD, May 13, 1864.

General C. M. WILCOX,

Commanding Division :

GENERAL : General Lee directs me to acknowledge the receipt of

the flags captured by Lane's brigade in its gallant charge of yester-

day, and to say that they will be forwarded to the Hon. Secretary of

War with the accompanying note and the names of the brave captors.

I am, very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

C. S. VENABLE, A. D. C.

The Index is again mistaken when it says,
"
Instead of achieving

success at Jericho Ford May 24th, as Pollard relates, his brigades

(Lane's and McGowan's) behaved most disgracefully and were re-

placed by Davis' s and Cooke's troops, of Heth's division." The

Thirty-seventh regiment alone of my brigade behaved badly on that

occasion
; ,but in justice to this regiment it must be remembered that

it lost its colonel and many of its bravest company officers in the

fight of the 1 2th. The Seventh was guarding a point on the river,
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and was not actively engaged. The other three regiments fought

very gallantly, drove the enemy back to a commanding position near

the river, held the ground over which they fought, removed all their

dead and wounded, and were not relieved by Davis's brigade until

ii o'clock that night, at which time the fighting had ceased.

Lastly, the Index denies that Fort Gregg was defended by any

part of Wilcox's command, and says :

" The infantry garrison at

Fort Gregg was composed entirely of members of the Mississippi

brigade of Harris, formerly Posey's." This assertion is not true.

The true defenders of Fort Gregg were a part of Lane's North

Carolina brigade, Walker's supernumerary artillerists of A. P. Hill's

corps, armed as infantry, and a part of Chew's Maryland battery.

Harris's brigade and a few pieces of artillery occupied Fort Alex-

ander, which was to the rear of Fort Gregg and higher up the Appo-
mattox

;
and that fort was evacuated, the infantry and artillery

retiring to the inner line of works, before Fort Gregg was attacked

in force. I have letters from Lieutenants Snow, Craige, Howard, and

Rigler, of my brigade, who were in Fort Gregg when it fell
;
and

these officers estimate the number of Harris's brigade in that fort at

not more than twenty, including a Lieutenant-Colonel Duncan and

his adjutant, while they estimate the number from my brigade to

have been at least three-fourths of the entire force.

I commanded a North Carolina brigade from the battle of Sharps-

burg to the surrender at Appomattox Courthouse, and during that

time, with the single exception of the Thirty-seventh regiment at

Jericho Ford, my entire command always behaved most gallantly, and
won for themselves an enviable "army reputation"

JAMES H. LANE,
Late Brigadier- General, C. S. A.

GENERAL EARLY'S VALLEY CAMPAIGN.

BY GENERAL A. L. LONG, CHIEF OF ARTILLERY SECOND CORPS, ARMY
NORTHERN VIRGINIA.

[The following paper, now amended, originally appeared in this

serial in March, 1877 (Vol. Ill, No. 3, pp. 112, 122 inclusive).

Unintentionally, due credit was not then given several highly meri-
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torious officers and their commands for efficient service rendered in

the momentous campaign treated of, whilst some essential incidents

were omitted. The natural desire of the gallant author to rectify

the deficiencies in his narrative in a corrected republication, has been

through circumstances deferred. For years suffering under the

touching deprivation of vision and otherwise greatly physically

afflicted, he bore these visitations of Providence with a fortitude

wholly noble. He was relieved April 29, 1891, when, it may be con-

fidently trusted, his heroic and devoted spirit found eternal com-

panionship in Celestial Realms with the patriot chief who so loved

and trusted him the Christian Hero, Robert E. Lee. The daugh-
ter of General Long, Miss Virginia T. Long, writes the editor that
"
the last thing dictated

"
by her so lamented father was the letter for

publication "making the corrections" embodied in the present pub-

lication. The editor has great pleasure in dutifully doing justice to

all concerned.]

In compliance with his instructions, General Early, on the I3th

of June, withdrew his corps, consisting of about eight thousand

infantry and twenty-four pieces of artillery, from the Army of

Northern Virginia, and proceeded towards Staunton. The artillery

was subsequently increased to forty guns, and his forces were further

augmented by the addition of about fifteen hundred cavalry and two

thousand infantry. At Charlottesville Early received intelligence of

the rapid advance of Hunter upon Lynchburg with a force of twenty

thousand men.

Promptly shifting his objective point, and availing himself of the

Orange and Alexandria railroad, he moved with such rapidity that

he reached Lynchburg in time to rescue it. At that time the only

force at hand for the defence of Lynchburg was the division of

Breckinridge, less than two thousand strong, and a few hundred home

guards, composed of old men and boys, whose age exempted them

from active service. Hunter, finding himself unexpectedly confronted

by Early, relinquished his intended attack upon the city, and sought

safety in a rapid night retreat.

The next day Early instituted a vigorous pursuit, which continued

with uninterrupted pertinacity, until Hunter was overtaken in the

neighborhood of Salem, a small town on the Virginia and Tennessee

railroad, where he was defeated and forced to a hazardous and disor-

ganizing retreat through the mountains to the Ohio river.
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Having at a single blow liberated the Valley, Early determined

upon an immediate invasion of Maryland and a bold advance on

Washington City. As his instructions was discretionary, he was at

liberty to adopt that course, which, at the time was, both in a political

and military point of view, the best plan of action that could have

been assumed.

The defence of Richmond being the settled policy of the Confed-

erate Government, General Lee had on two occasions assumed the

offensive in order to relieve that place from the paralyzing influence

of the Federals.

The invasion of Maryland in 1862, and the campaign into Pennsyl-

vania the following year, had relieved Richmond of the presence of

the enemy for more than a year, but the tide of war had again

returned, and that celebrated city was gradually yielding to the

powerful embrace of her besiegers, which could only be loosened by
a strong diversion in her favor.

This Early undertook with the force at his command, after the

disposal of Hunter's army. By uniting with his own corps the divi-

sion of Breckinridge and Ransom's cavalry, Early found himself at

the head of about twelve thousand men. Though he knew this force

to be inadequate to the magnitude of the work in hand, nevertheless

he determined to overcome his want of numbers by the rapidity of

his movements, thus hoping to acquire a momentum by velocity that

would enable him to overcome that produced by the superior gravity
of his opponents.

After the dispersion of Hunter's forces, one day in preparation
sufficed Early for the commencement of his advance upon Maryland.
His route through the Valley extended over a distance of two hun-

dred miles or more
;
but the road was good, and although the coun-

try had been laid waste a short time before by Hunter, the genial
season and fertile soil had already reproduced abundant subsistence

for the horses and mules of the expedition ;
but the greater part of

the supplies for the troops were necessarily drawn from Lynchburg
and Richmond. To prevent delay, therefore, orders were sent to

these places directing supplies to be forwarded to convenient points

along the line of march. Staunton was reached on the 2yth of June.
This was the most suitable point at which to supply the army, and

there Early made a short halt to make the necessary arrangements to

insure the uninterrupted continuance of his march. In this he was

ably assisted by Colonel Allan, Majors Harman, Rogers, Hawks, and
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other members of his staff. The beautiful Valley of Virginia every-

where gave evidence of the ravages of war. Throughout the march

down the Valley the unsparing hand of Hunter was proclaimed by
the charred ruins of the once beautiful and happy homes. At Lex-

ington the cracked and tottering walls of the Virginia Military Insti-

tute, the pride of Virginia and the Alma Mater of many of the dis-

tinguished sons of the South, were seen, and near them appeared the

blackened remains of the private residence of Governor Letcher.

Mrs. Letcher, with an infant hardly a week old, had been moved from

her bed to witness the destruction of her house.

These melancholy scenes are almost too sad to relate
;
nevertheless

they are facts that must stand in eviendence of the cruelty with which

the war was prosecuted by the North against the South.

When Early reached Winchester he learned that there was a Fed-

eral force at Harper's Ferry and another at Martinsburg, which it

was necessary to dislodge before attempting the passage of the

Potomac
;
and this was effected by the 4th of July without much

opposition, the Federals having withdrawn without waiting an attack.

The way being now clear, the passage of the Potomac was made on

the 5th at Shepherdstown, and the army advanced to Sharpsburg.
Since the defeat of Hunter the advance of Early has been so rapid

that his design to invade Maryland had not reached the Federal

authorities in time to oppose his passage of the Potomac. But his

entrance into Maryland being now known, it had produced great

consternation as far as Baltimore and Washington. The boldness of

this movement caused Early' s forces to be greatly exaggerated, and

rumor soon magnified it to four or five times its real strength.

The invasion was considered of such magnitude that the cities of

Washington and Baltimore were thought to be in such imminent

danger that the greatest alacrity was instituted in every direction to

collect troops for the defence of those places.

The object of General Early being simply a diversion in favor of

the operations about Richmond, he remained a day or two at Sharps-

burg, in order
1

that the impression created by his invasion might have

time to produce its full effect before he exposed his weakness by a

further advance. At this time all the troops in the vicinity of Wash-

ington had been collected, besides which a large numbers of quarter-
master's employees had been improvised as soldiers, thus making
the force at hand exceed twenty thousand men, while two corps from

the army besieging Richmond, and a part of another corps from

North Carolina, intended to reinforce that army, had been detached

and put in rapid motion for the defence of the Capital.
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In the face of these odds Early continued his advance into Mary-
land. At Frederick he found General Wallace, with about ten

thousand men, in position to oppose the passage of the Monocacy.
Immediate preparations were made to dislodge Wallace and effect

a crossing of that stream. Rodes wa^ thrown forward on the Bal-

timore and Ramseur on the Washington City road, while Gordon

and Breckinridge, with a portion of Ransom's cavalry inclining to

the right, moved to the fords a mile or two below the railroad bridge.

At the same time the heights contiguous to the river were crowned

by Long's artillery (consisting of the guns of Nelson, Braxton, King
and McLaughlin), to cover the movement of the other troops.

When the troops had gained their position, the crossing at the

lower fords was promptly accomplished, and Breckinridge and Gor-

don, quickly forming their line of battle, advanced rapidly up the

stream towards the Federal position, and, after a short but spirited

conflict, defeated Wallace, whose army soon fell into a panic and
fled in wild confusion, spreading dismay for miles in every direc-

tion by the terrible accounts they gave of the tremendous force

Early was leading through the country. The route being now open,

Early proceeded by rapid marches to within cannon-shot of the walls

of Washington. Since his entrance into Maryland his force had been

exaggerated by the inhabitants and the soldiery he had met, until in

their terrified imagination it was magnified to thirty or forty thousand

men.

On his arrival before the Federal Capital, the exaggerated rumor

of his strength having preceded him, its occupants were variously

affected. The Federal authorities and all of their adherents were in

a state of consternation, while the Southern sympathizers were full of

exultation for at the time it was thought by many he would take

the city. Had he had twenty or thirty thousand men he would have

done so, with a prospect of holding it, and giving a new turn to sub-

sequent military operations. But Early was too prudent and saga-
cious to attempt an enterprise with a force of eight thousand men

which, if successful, could only be of temporary benefit. He was

therefore content to remain in observation long enough to give his

movement full time to produce its greatest effect, and then withdrew

in the face of a large army and recrossed the Potomac without

molestation.

This campaign is remarkable for having accomplished more in

proportion to the force employed, and for having given less public

satisfaction, than any other campaign of the war. The want of

appreciation of it is entirely due to the erroneous opinion that the
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City of Washington should have been taken ;
but this may be passed

over as one of the absurdities of public criticism on the conduct of

the war.

By glancing at the operations of Early, from the I3th of June to

the last of July, it will be seen that in less than two months he had

marched over four hundred miles, and with a force not exceeding

twelve thousand men, he had not only defeated but entirely dispersed

two Federal armies'of an aggregate strength of more than double his

own
;
had invaded Maryland, and by his bold and rapid movement

upon Washington, had created an important diversion in favor of

General Lee in the defence of Richmond, and had re-entered Virginia

with a loss of less than three thousand men. After remaining a short

time in the neighborhood of Leesburg, he returned to the Valley by

way of Snicker's Gap, and about the ijth of July occupied the neigh-

borhood of Berryville.

Early had no sooner established himself at Berryville than a con-

siderable force of the enemy appeared on the Shenandoah, near

Castleman's Ferry, and partially effected a crossing, but were promptly
driven back with heavy loss, after which they retired to the neigh-

bor of Harper's Ferry.
:

. .

About the same time a large force under General Averill was

reported to be advancing from Martinsburg to Winchester. Being

unwilling to receive an attack in an unfavorable position, Early sent

Ramseur, with a division and two batteries of artillery, to Winchester,

to retard Averill, while he withdrew with the main body of the army
and supply trains by way of White Post and Newtown to Strasburg.

Ramseur, having encountered the enemy a few miles east of Win-

chester, was defeated, with a loss of four pieces of artillery, and

forced to retire to Newtown, where he rejoined Early.

Averill, being arrested in his pursuit of Ramseur near Newtown,
fell back to Kernstown, where he was soon joined by General Crook,

with the forces from Harper's Ferry.
From Newtown, Early continued his march to Strasburg without

interruption. On the 23d he was informed of the junction of Crook

and Averill, and of their occupation of Kernstown ; thereupon it was

determined to attack them without delay. The security of the trains

having been properly provided for, the army was put in motion early

on the morning of the 24th towards the enemy.
About noon a position was gained from which it was observed that

the enemy was in possession of the identical ground which had been

occupied by Shields when encountered by Stonewall Jackson in
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March, 1862. The memory of that battle evidently did much to

inspire the troops to deeds of valor in the approaching conflict.

Early quickly made his disposition for battle. The divisions of

Breckinridge and Rodes were thrown to the right of the turnpike,

and those of Ramseur and Gordon were deployed to its left, the

artillery being disposed of so as to cover the advance of the infantry,

while the cavalry received instructions to close behind the enemy as

soon as defeated.

Perceiving that the left flank of the enemy was exposed, Breckin-

ridge, under cover of a wooded hill, gained a position from which he

bore down upon it, and in gallant style doubled it upon the centre.

This success was so vigorously followed up by the other troops, that

the Federals gave way at all points, and were soon in rapid retreat,

which was accelerated by a vigorous pursuit. In this battle the losses

on the part of the Confederates were insignificant, while those of the

Federals in killed, wounded and prisoners were considerable. While

on the retreat a large number of their wagons and a considerable

quantity of their stores were destroyed to prevent capture.

Finding that the enemy had again sought safety behind his de-

fences, Early determined to re-enter Maryland, for the double pur-

pose of covering a retaliatory expedition into Pennyslvania, and to

keep alive the diversion which had already been made in favor of

the defence of Richmond. Therefore, about the 6th of August, he

crossed the Potomac in two columns the one at Williamsport, and

the other at Shepherdstown and took a position between Sharps-

burg and Hagerstown.
This occupation of Maryland was destined to be of short duration,

for since Early' s audacity had caused his strength to be so greatly

magnified, and the importance of his operations so exaggerated,
Grant had considered it necessary to largely increase the army of

the Shenandoah, and to supersede Hunter, whose incapacity had

long been obvious, by Phil. Sheridan, one of the most energetic and

unscrupulous of his lieutenants. Being aware of the great increase

of force prepared to be brought against him, Early recrossed the

Potomac and returned up the Valley, being slowly followed by
Sheridan, who had now taken command of the Middle Department.
On reaching Fisher's Hill, a position three miles west of Strasburg,

Early halted and offered battle, which Sheridan made a show of

accepting until the morning of the lyth, when he was discovered to

be retreating towards Winchester. He was immediately pursued by

Early, and being overtaken near Kernstown, a spirited skirmish en-
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sued while he continued to retire. Night coming on the combatants

separated, Early bivouacking in the neighborhood of Winchester,

while Sheridan crossed the Opequon.
About this time Lieutenant-General Anderson joined Early with

one division of infantry, a division of cavalry, and a batallion of ar-

tillery, thus increasing his force to about twelve thousand men, while

that of Sherdian exceeded forty thousand. Notwithstanding the

great disparity of numbers, the campaign was characterized by a

series of skilful movements and brilliant skirmishes, including a suc-

cessful attack on the Eighth Corps of Sheridan's army, near Berry-

ville, on the 3d of September by Anderson's command, which resulted

on the i Qth of September in the battle of Winchester, which had

doubtless been hastened to a conclusion by the departure of Anderson

from the Valley on the I5th with Kershaw's division and Cutshaw's

battalion of artillery for Richmond. Anderson had no sooner turned

his back on the mountains than Sheridan threw his whole force

against Early at Winchester and defeated him, not so much by force

of numbers, as by one of those chances of war which sometimes be-

set the ablest commander
;
for after having gallantly contested the

field, and firmly maintained their position until near the close' of the

day, a portion of his troops was seized with a panic, which rapidly

spread until the greater part of the infantry and cavalry fell into con-

fusion, and troops who had never before turned their backs upon the

enemy retired in disorder from the field. The artillery alone remain-

ed firm, and covered with distinguished gallantry the retreat of the

other troops, until a place of safety was gained and order restored,

and then retired fighting, step by step, until it extricated itself from

overwhelming numbers, leaving heaps of dead to testify to its

matchless conduct and power. Sheridan's forces were so shattered

that he could not immediately avail himself of the success he had

gained, and Early was permitted an uninterrupted retreat to Fisher's

Hill.

Notwithstanding his force had been considerably weakened by its

late disaster, Early determined to maintain his position on Fisher's

Hill. He could not realize that every man was not as stout-hearted

as himself, nor that the troops he had so often led to victory were

not invincible
; and, besides his reluctance to abandon the rich and

beautiful Valley, there were other and stronger reasons for his de-

cision. It was evident that, if left unopposed in the Valley, Sheridan

would immediately concert a plan of co-operation with Grant, either

by advancing directly upon Richmond or by operating on its lines of
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communication with a powerful cavalry until a junction was formed

with him below Petersburg ;
in which case the important diversion

in favor of Lee would have come to naught. Therefore the object

of detaining Sheridan with his formidable force in the Valley suffi-

ciently warranted Early, on the soundest military principles, in his

determination to oppose him at all hazard.

The defiant attitude assumed by him was the most effective he

could have adopted for accomplishing his object, and it created a

deception as to his strength that made his opponent cautious, but

which was quickly dissipated by a collision. His force at this time

was less than seven thousand men, while that of Sheridan was greater

by at least four to one.

Sheridan's forces having sufficiently recovered from the effect of

the battle, pursued Early, and on the 22d attacked him in his posi-

tion on Fisher's Hill. The thin Confederate ranks could offer but

feeble resistance to the overwhelming force brought against them,
and the conflict was consequently of short duration

; and, owing to

the extent and difficulty of the position, the Confederates sustained

considerable loss before they could extricate themselves.

Early then retired up the Valley to a position above Harrisonburg,
while Sheridan pursued as far as New Market. Both armies then

remained inactive for some days, in order to rest and reorganize
their forces. Kershaw's division of infantry and Cutshaw's battalion

of artillery, after leaving Early and marching from Winchester to

Gordonsville, returned, recrossing the mountain at Swift-Run Gap
and rejoining Early near Lewis farm.

About the first of October, Sheridan retraced his steps down the

Valley to the neighborhood of Middletown, where he took up a

position on an elevated plateau behind Cedar Creek. Early, per-

ceiving that his adversary had retired, pursued him to the neighbor-
hood of Strasburg, where he took up a position from which he might
be able to attack with advantage. On the i5th of October, Early
made a demonstration in force in front of Sheridan's army and after

a spirited engagement captured several hundred prisoners, besides

losing some men killed and wounded, General Conner being among
the latter. Sheridan had unwittingly assumed a position that gave
his adversary admirable advantages and opportunity to execute a

surprise.

Early entrusted a considerable force to General Gordon for that

purpose. Having made himself familiar with the work in hand, Gor-

don, on the night of i8th October, proceeded to its execution.
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Crossing Cedar creek sufficiently below the Federal pickets to avoid

observation, he cautiously proceeded in the direction of the Federal

encampments without accident or discovery. A favorable point for

the accomplishment of his plans was gained just before daybreak on

the iQth. The camp was reached, and in the midst of quiet sleep

and peaceful dreams the war-cry and the ringing peals of musketry
arose to wake the slumbering warriors and call them affrighted to

their arms. The drums and bugles loudly summoned the soldier to

his colors
; but, alas ! there was no ear for those familiar sounds ! The

crack of the rifle and the shouts of battle were upon the breeze, and

no other sounds were heeded by the flying multitude.

Gordon's surprise had been complete, and when the dawn appeared

long lines of fugitives were seen rushing madly towards Winchester.

Such a rout had not been seen since the famous battle of Bull Run.

The Federals left artillery, baggage, small arms, camp equipage,

clothing, knapsacks, haversacks, canteens, in fact everything, in their

panic. The whole camp was filled with valuable booty, which in the

end proved a dangerous temptation to the Confederates many of

whom, instead of following up their brilliant success, left their ranks

for plunder.

If an apology for such conduct were ever admissible, it was so on

this occasion the troops having been so long unaccustomed to the

commonest comfort while making long and fatiguing marches and

battling against large odds, and being now broken down, ragged and

hungry, they would have been superhuman had they resisted the

tempting stores that lay scattered on every hand. Our censure of

this conduct must be mingled with compassion, when we remember
that instances arise when the demand of nature is irresistible.

The Federals finding that they were not pursued when they reached

the neighborhood of Middletown, their spirits began to revive, and

the habit of discipline and order assumed its sway, and the shapeless
mass of the morning regained the appearance of an army.

Sheridan, having been absent, met his fugitive army a little below

Newtown. Order having been restored, he reformed his troops, and,

facing them about, returned to the scene of their late disaster. The

Confederates being unprepared for an attack, were quickly defeated

and forced to retire to Fisher's Hill
;
from there to New Market,

where Early maintained a bold front for several weeks. By this

return of fortune Sheridan not only recovered all that had been lost

in the morning, but acquired considerable captures from the Con-

federates.
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The Confederates then retired to the neighborhood of Staunton,

and further operations were suspended on account of the inclemency

of the season.

Sheridan then occupied the lower Valley, where he employed him-

self in completing the work of destruction so bravely begun by

Hunter, in which he seemed to vie with Alaric. His work of devas-

tation was so complete that he exultingly reported to his superior

that a
" crow in traversing the Valley would be obliged to carry his

rations." Before the spring was open Sheridan was in motion with

a cavalry, or rather mounted infantry, force nine thousand strong,

his objective point being Staunton. The force of Early, having been

greatly reduced, was entirely inadequate for an effective resistance.

Staunton was therefore evacuated, and Early retired to Waynesboro'.
His entire force now only consisted of Wharton's division of infantry,

six pieces of artillery, and a small body of cavalry, making in all

about eighteen hundred men. With this force he took a position to

protect an important railroad bridge over the south branch of the

Shenandoah, and at the same time to cover Rockfish Gap, a pass

connecting the Valley with Eastern Virginia. This pass was doubly

important, as it gave passage both to the Charlottesville turnpike

and Central railroad.

As Sheridan was without artillery, and the ground being unfit for

the operation of cavalry, Early could have easily maintained his

position with reliable troops : but, contrary to his belief, there was

considerable disaffection in Wharton's division. Therefore, without

his knowledge, his little army harbored the elements of defeat, for at

the first show of an attack the malcontents threw down their arms,

and, almost without opposition, Sheridan carried the position, com-

pelling Early with his faithful few to seek safety in retreat. A num-

ber of these, however, were captured before they could make their

escape.

Sheridan, having now removed all opposition, passed through
Rockfish Gap into Eastern Virginia, traversed the interior of the

State, and formed a junction with Grant almost without interruption.

On reaching Gordonsville Early collected a handful of men and

threw himself upon the flank and rear of Sheridan, but his force was

too small to make any impression. He was only induced to make
this effort by his extreme reluctance to witness an unopposed march

of an enemy through his country.
It has been said that Early, at the head of his faithful band,

hovering like an eagle about the columns of Sheridan, displayed
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more heroic valor than when at the head of his victorious army in

Maryland.

Among some of those whom superior rank has not brought into

special notice are Colonels Carter (Acting Chief of Artillery), Nelson,

King, Braxton, and Cutshaw; Majors Kirkpatrick and McLaughlin,
of the artillery, distinguished at Winchester; Captains Massey,

killed, and Carpenter, wounded; Captain Garber wounded at

Berry ville
;
Colonel Pendleton, Adjutant- General of Early 's corps,

killed at Fisher's Hill while gallantly rallying the fugitives ;

Colonel Samuel Moore, Inspector-General of Early's corps; Colonel

Green Peyton, Adjutant-General Rodes' division; Captain Lewis

Randolph, of Rodes' staff; Colonel R. W. Hunter, Adjutant-
General Gordon's division; Colonel Carr, Inspector-General Breck-

inridge's division, captured near Cross Keys, Valley of Virginia;

Major Brethard, artillery; Major S. V. Southall, Adjutant-General of

Artillery, wounded at Monocacy; Captain Percy, Inspector of Artil-

lery; Major Moorman, of artillery; Lieutenant Long, Engineer

Corps, killed at Cedar creek while rallying fugitives; Lieutenant

Christian, of the artillery, also wounded at Cedar creek; Lieutenant

Hobson, of artillery, killed at Monocacy; Dr. McGuire, Medical

Director of Early's corps; Dr. Strath, Chief Surgeon of Artillery;

Major Turner, Chief Quartermaster of Artillery; Major Armstrong,
Chief Commissary of Artillery. Besides these there are many
others, whose names are not in my possession, worthy of the highest

distinction.

In operations of the character above described long lists of casual-

ties may naturally be expected, in which the names of the bravest,

noblest, and truest are sure to be found. While it is impossible for

me to make separate mention of these, memory dictates the names

of Rodes and Ramseur. From Richmond to the memorable cam-

paign of the Wilderness they bore a conspicuous part, and their

names rose high on the roll of fame. Rodes fell in the battle of

Winchester, at the head of his splendid division, and Ramseur was

mortally wounded at Cedar creek in his heroic attempt to retrieve the

fortune of the day. Their fall was a noble sacrifice to the cause for

which they fought, and their memory will ever remain green in the

hearts of their countrymen.
A. L. LONG.
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SONS OF CONFEDERATE VETERANS.

An Address deliverd before the Confederate Survivors' Association in-

Augusta, Georgia, on the occasion of its Thirteenth Annual
Reunion on Memorial Day, April 27, 1891.

BY COL. CHARLES C. JONES, JR., LL. D.

PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION.

PREFATORY NOTE.

The 27th of April having been set apart by the Confederate Sur-

vivor's Association of Augusta for a Reunion in honor of Lieutenant-

General Wade Hampton and the members of his "Old Brigade,"
and an elaborate programme having been arranged which included

an oration from that distinguished Confederate chieftain, a collation

for more than twelve hundred, responses from prominent officers and

invited guests to sentiments appropriate to the memorial occasion,
and other ceremonies, the President of this Association, in deference

to the unusual attractions of the day, curtailed his annual address of

its customary proportions.

THE ADDRESS.

Ten times since our last annual convocation has Death's pale flag

been advanced within the lists of our Association, and as often has

some member responded to the inexorable summons of the "fell ser-

geant" who bore it.

Henry Cranston, major and commissary of subsistence, died on
the 6th of last May. On the i8th of the following August, D. B.

Gillison, private in the Third company of Goodwin's brigade, South
Carolina State troops, was borne to our Confederate section in the

city cemetery. There, nine days afterwards, we laid our battle-

scarred companion, A. M. White, private in Company G, Tenth regi-
ment Georgia infantry, Bryan's brigade, McLaw's division, Long-
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street's corps, Army of Northern Virginia; and, within the sequent

week, like sepulture was accorded to Earle L. Jennings, private in

Company H, Third regiment Georgia infantry, Sorrel's brigade,

Anderson's division, A. P. Hill's corps, Army of Northern Virginia.

On the 26th of October, with a generous sympathy and a sincere

respect for which he who addresses you will ever remain profoundly

grateful, you followed to the tomb her* whom you have compli-

mented with honorary membership and with a special badge who,

loyal to every Confederate memory, cherished for this association an

affection and an admiration which knew no abatement when her pure

spirit was recalled by the Divine Master who gave it.

After a lingering illness, endured with singular fortitude, our com-

rade James A. Loflin, private in Company G, Fifteenth regiment

Georgia infantry, Toomb's brigade, Hood's division, Longstreet's

corps, Army of Northern Virginia, who, for many years bore with

composure the burthen of a severe wound encountered in the rage of

battle, entered into rest. On the 3Oth of December, W. B. Kuhlke,

First corporal of Company D, Twelfth battalion Georgia infantry,

genial, and proud of his honorable scars received in the memorable

engagement at Shiloh, was complimented with our final tokens of

respect.

Lieutenant-Colonel William Peter Crawford, of the Twenty-eighth

regiment Georgia infantry, Colquitt's brigade, Hoke's division, Army
of Northern Virginia, died on the i3th of last January ; and, on the

following day, we were advised of the demise of our fellow member,
Willinton Kushman, private in Company F, Sixth regiment South

Carolina infantry, Jenkins' brigade, Kershaw's division, Longstreet's

corps, Army of Northern Virginia. On the 2oth of March the

earthly ties which bound us to our friend and comrade Ker Boyce

major and quartermaster of Evans' brigade, Gordon's division,

Early's corps, Army of Northen Virginia were sundered.

Within the past twelve-month the following prominent Confed-

erates : Brigadier-General R. Lindsay Walker, of the Army of

Northern Virginia ; Brigadier-General M. L. Bonham, ex governor
of South Carolina

;
the Honorable Beverly Tucker, of Virginia, erst-

while in the diplomatic service of the Confederacy ; the Honorable
Elias Boudinot, a Cherokee chief, lawyer, linguist, musician, politi-

cian, and delegate to the Confederate Congress; Major- General

* Mrs. Charles C. Jones, Jr.
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Cadmus M. Wilcox ; Brigadier-General E. A. O'Neal, ex-Governor of

Alabama ;
the Honorable James M. Smith, member of Confederate

Congress and afterwards governor of Georgia ; Brigadier-General B.

D. Fry, at one time commanding in this city; Brigadier-General R.

J. Henderson, of Georgia ; Brigadier-General Thomas F. Drayton,

of South Carolina ; Joseph Eggleston Johnston, the hero of four wars,

a most noted leader of Confederate armies, honored at home and

abroad, and, general Beauregard excepted, sole survivor of those

who were entrusted with the rank of General in the military service

of the Confederacy ;
the Honorable Augustus R. Wright, of Georgia,

legislator, jurist, and orator, the compeer of Toombs and Stephens

and Cobb, and a signer of the Confederate Constitution
; Brigadier-

General Albert Pike, poet, scholar, and Grand Commander of Scot-

tish Rite Masonry in the Southern jurisdiction, gone where the mys-
teries which confuse the speculations and embarass the inquiries of

the present are already solved in the light of eternal day or are pre-

termitted in the calm of never-ending repose ; Colonel William L.

Saunders, for twelve years Secretary of State of North Corolina, the

capable editor of the Colonial Records of that Commonwealth, and a

gallant officer ; Brigadier-General Lucius J. Gartrell, of Georgia, an

eloquent advocate and an ex-member of Confederate Congress ;

Colonel Daniel G. Fowle, a true Confederate, and, at the time of his

sudden death, occupying the gubernatorial chair of North Carolina
;

and Brigadier-General John R. Cooke, of Missouri, accredited by
official appointment to the Old North State, have all succumbed to

the attack of the
' Black Knight with visor down," whose onset

none may successfully resist.*

Laying to heart the lesson of this Memorial season, and remem-

bering that we, too, are powerless to elude
"
Mortality's strong hand,"

let us, my friends, contemplate with composure and anticipate with

philosophic resignation the advent of the inevitable hour. "If it be

not now, yet it will come; the readiness is all."

Honored as we are by the presence of one who, as Master of

Horse of the Army of Northern Virginia, as governor, senator,

*On the second day succeeding the delivery of this address, April 29th,

Brigadier-General Armistead Lindsay Long, late Chief of Artillery of the

Second Corps of the Army of Northern Virginia, and the military biographer
of General Robert E. Lee,

" Crossed the river," and rested with his im-

mortal Chief.
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southern gentleman, and deliverer of his people from the dominion

of the ignorant, the alien, and the freebooter, challenges and receives

our sincerest esteem, unstinted gratitude, and warmest admiration,

and anticipating from him the compliment of an oration upon the

occasion of this happy reunion, I am relieved, my comrades, from the

obligation which has for so many years devolved upon me of deliv-

ering the annual address before this Association. The hour is at hand

when, with satisfaction unalloyed, we will hearken unto the eloquent

utterance of this distinguished Confederate chieftain, enlightened

statesman, genuine patriot, and chivalrous son of the South. From
the realization of this pleasing and privileged anticipation I may not

detain you. Pardon me if I indulge in a single suggestion.

It is painfully manifest that if the duration of this Association is

to be measured by the lives of its present members, it will, upon the

demise of the longest liver, cease to exist and expire by the terms of

its own limitation. There will then be none to take the places of

those who followed the Red Cross as it defiantly waved when "
trench-

ing war" channeled our fields; none who personally shared the for-

tunes of the Confederacy ;
none who, of their individual knowledge,

might proudly testify to the generations .

"No nation rose so white and fair,

None fell so pure of crime "
;

none who, with a comrade's warrant, speaking in behalf of our Con-

federate Dead, could charge the living to

" Give them the meed they have won in the past,

Give them the honors their future forecast,

Give them the chaplets they won in the strife,

Give them the laurels they lost with their life
"

;

none, qualified by actual participation in the common and intimate

comprehension of the aspirations and the disasters of that memorable

epoch, to succeed to the privileges of this special companionship.
" Fanned by conquest's crimson wing," multitudes laud the victors,

while the conquered are consigned to the swallowing gulf of blind

forgetfulness and dark oblivion. It is of triumphs that muses delight

to sing, and the vanquished; are too often summoned by the limner

simply to populate the dim back-ground that the images of those

who prevailed may appear in brighter array. While the Confederacy,
once so puissant, with all its hopes, valorous achievements marvelous

exhibitions of political and military power, exists now only as brave
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memory, a stalwart tradition, and while this nation will never be re-

vived with the
" Pre-eminence and all the large effects

That troop with majesty,"

it may not be denied that the principles upon which it was founded,

the ends it was designed to promote, and the manly traits and pa-

triotic sentiments which it inculcated and engendered, should be as

enduring as the ages. Commonwealths, dynasties, and individuals

pass away ;
but truth, justice, right, valor, virtue, and love of country

are deathless.

It may not be disguised that there is a growing tendency to frame

excuses for, nay, even to belittle the aims, the inspirations, and the

exploits of a Confederate past.

Under the absurd guise of a New South flaunting the banners of

utilitarianism, lifting the standards of speculation and expediency,

elevating the colors whereon are emblazoned consolidation of wealth

and centralization of government, lowering the flag of intellectual,

moral, and refined supremacy in the presence of the petty guidons of

ignorance, personal ambition and diabolism, supplanting the iron

cross with the golden calf, and crooking

"The pregnant hinges of the knee
Where thrift may follow fawning

"

not a few there are who, ignoring the elevating influence of heroic

impulses, manly endeavor, and virtuous sentiments, would feign con-

vert this region into a money-worshipping domain
; and, careless of

the land-marks of the fathers, impatiefit of the restraints of a calm,

enlightened, conservative civilization, viewing with indifferent eye the

tokens of Confederate valor, and slighting the graves of Confederate

dead, would counsel no oblation save at the shrine of Mammon.
Beguiled by the hope of place and gain, misled by false notions, and

demoralized by the commercial methods of the present, there is

danger, my friends, that the number will increase of those who, failing

to appreciate, will neglect to rightly value the aspirations which ani-

mated the breasts and nerved the arms of the Southern people during
a momentous and defensive crisis, than which the world has known
none sanctified by purer self-sacrifice or characterized by loftier em-

prise.

Surely, if it can be prevented by precept, example, and honest

avowal, we will never consent that our loyalty shall be questioned,
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our allegiance to truth, honor and vested rights impugned, or our

genuine manhood drawn into controversy at our own homes and

within the shadow of our cherished monuments. To our descendants

do we naturally and confidently look for the protection of our pos-

thumous reputations. They should be the guardians they are the

legitimate transmitters of the aims, doctrines, and principles which

we held dearer than life.

Permit me, then, to make this suggestion for your consideration and

future action. Let our sons, by virtue of heirship, be admitted as

junior members of this Association
;
so that when we pass into the

realm of shadows there may be those, sprung from our loins and in-

heriting our sentiments, who will regard with pride and cherish with

devotion the recollections which we deem sacred, and see to it that in

the Pantheon wherein honest history shall set up the images of the

good and great, there shall be room ample, honorable, and pre-

eminent accorded to the statutes of Davis and Lee and Jackson and

and Johnson and Hampton and of their noble compatriots who im-

periled all in the defence of home, in the cause of truth, in the main-

tenance of right, in the support of freedom, and in the exhibition of

every trait appertaining to exalted manhood. .

LAST DAYS OF JOHNSTON'S ARMY.

A Comrade's Experience with Gen. L. S. Baker's Command at Weldon,
N. C., During the Fifteen Days preceding Johnston's

Surrender at Greensboro, N. C.

An Address delivered before A. P. Hill Camp Confederate Veterans, at

Petersburg, Va.

BY JAMES M. MULLEN.

COMRADES:

Looking back, perhaps I am justified in saying that my lines

during the late war were, in one sense, cast in pleasant places.

At the time, and while the conflict was raging, I did not think so;

but "
blessings brighten as they take their flight." Hudibras says

that
" He who fights and runs away,
Will live to fight another day ";
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and thinking "on my marcies" during the piping times of peace

that have succeeded the late unpleasantness, I have learned to pro-

perly appreciate my good fortune in being kept out of harm's way.

The running away was not of our own choosing, for the boys of our

battery would have had it otherwise, and we did not relish the pater-

nal regard of the
"
powers that were," in our behalf. It did seem,

however, that the authorities studiously avoided exposing us to

danger, and kept the battery continuously on the move, so as to

shield it from the enemy's bullets. Around Richmond, from April

to November, 1862, either in camp of instruction or manning some

of the heavy redoubts that encircled that city, we took no active

part in the bloody scenes that were enacted at Seven Pines, Median -

icsville, Games' Mill, Cold Harbor, Savage's Station and Malvern

Hill, though within sound, and, at times, in sight of bursting of shell

and rattling of musketry upon those fields of carnage. From Novem-

ber, 1862, to June, 1863, we helped to guard the line of the Blackwater

under Pryor, and assisted in the investment of Suffolk under Long-
street. During the remainder of 1863, with the exception of a few

weeks at Chaffin's Bluff, we remained around Petersburg, our principle

duty being to stand guard over Fort Clifton. The first five months

of 1864 found us on the coast below Wilmington, N. C., about six

miles above Fort Fisher. From there we were sent in June, 1864, to

Weldon, N. C., where we remained until the close of the war.

When approached, several weeks ago, with the request that, at

some future meeting, I favor the camp with some of my war expe-

riences, the same feeling took possession of me that doubtless came
over that good woman when about to cast all she had two mites

into the treasury of the Lord. I was oppressed with the conscious-

ness that what I might be able to contribute would fail to entertain

scarred veterans who had "stood like a stonewall
"

with Jackson, or

marched and fought with A. P. Hill's
"
Light Division." As it was

not my privilege to witness or participate in any of the many glorious
victories won by that imcomparable body of men, the Army of

Northern Virginia, the din and shout of fierce battle are not within

my experience. It can never be my pleasure to relate with bated

breath and glowing cheek to my children and children's children, as

one of the actors therein, those mighty passages of arms that made
for Lee's ragged veterans a name as great as, if not greater than,

that of any armed host whose achievements are recorded in the

annals of history. "In all the tide of time" the brilliant deeds of

that array of "bright muskets and tattered uniforms" will live and
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glow upon the historic page, in attestation of the fortitude, prowess
and courage of that noble band of patriot soldiers. Would that I

could, as one of the actors in the bloody drama, tell of the charge

up the heights of Cemetery Hill, when nothing daunted by

" Cannon to the right of them,
Cannon to the left of them,
Cannon in front of them,"

that gallant command pressed on, at the call of duty, to certain

death. But if the privilege accorded the old soldier to

"
Weep o'er his wounds, or tales of sorrow done,
Shoulder his crutch, and show how fields are won,"

is denied me, I am possessed of the proud consciousness of having
done all I could all that was permitted me to do to secure the

success of the cause I believed to be right.

It is announced that I shall speak to-night of
" A comrade's

experience with General L. S. Baker's command at Weldon, N. C.,

during the fifteen days preceding the surrender of Johnston at

Greensboro, N. C." I shall endeavor briefly to recount some of the

incidents and events that came under my observation while with this

little command during this short but eventful period.

After the evacuation of Plymouth, Washington, Kinston and

Goldsboro, Brigadier-General L. S. Baker was sent to Weldon,

charged with the duty of holding on to that place, not only for the

purpose of preserving railroad communication between the other

forces in North Carolina and the Army of Northern Virginia, and

those along the line of the Wilmington & Weldon railroad, from

Goldsboro to that line, but of collecting supplies for these armies

from that portion of Eastern Carolina not actually in the possession
of the enemy. The authorities recognizing the importance of this

position in these respects it being one of the principal sources of

supply for the armies in the field instructed General Baker to hold

it until the last moment, and, at the same time, watch out for and

repel any raids of the enemy coming from the Blackwater and

Chowan, and from Plymouth, Washington and Goldsboro. With
the force under his command this was no light duty, and he was

necessarily absent from Weldon most of his time, looking after the

various points under his supervision. Weldon, however, was the

headquarters of his department, which was styled
" The Second
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Military Division of North Carolina." In his absence, the captain

of our battery (Captain L. H. Webb, Company A, Thirteenth Bat-

talion North Carolina Light Artillery) was in command.

You will remember that the days of which I speak were times that

tried men's souls, and put to the severest test the metal with which

the Confederate soldiers were made. All signs indicated that
" the

end was near at hand." Lee had abandoned Petersburg and Rich-

mond, though this was unknown to us until several days thereafter,

as I shall later on show
;

all of North Carolina east of the Wilmington
and Weldon railroad had been given up ;

and Sherman had made
his memorable march through Georgia to the sea, and through the

Carolinas, having as his objective point Goldsboro, where he pur-

posed to form a junction with Schofield, moving from Newberne and

Kinston, and with Terry, moving from Wilmington. This was

accomplished by him on the 23d of March, 1865. The giant arms

of an octopus were rapidly closing upon the Confederacy in her final

desperate but grand struggle for independence. Just one month

previous to the junction of these three armies, flushed as they
were with victory, that old war-horse, General Joe Johnston, had

relieved Beauregard at Charlotte, N. C., and was charged with the

difficult task of collecting and uniting in one army the scattered

of Bragg, Hardee, Hood and Beauregard, for one supreme effort to

stay the tide of the invader, and he prepared, if necessary, to unite

his forces at Danville with those of Lee, who even then contemplated

abandoning his position around Petersburg for that purpose, with the

hope that the two armies might fall upon Sherman and crush him
before Grant could come to his assistance. Vain hope born of des-

peration; for Sherman, having reached Goldsboro, his next plan was

not to follow after Johnston, but open communication with Grant, so

that the two might act together. This is shown by his special order,

issued April 5th, at Goldsboro, which reads: "The next grand

objective is to place this army (with its full equipment) north of

Roanoke river, facing west, with a base for supplies at Norfolk, and

at Winston or Murfreesboro on the Chowan, and in full communication

with the Army of the Potomac at Petersburg; and also to do the enemy
as much harm as possible en route." His army was to move on
the loth of April, in three columns of 25,000 each, with his cavalry
under Kilpatrick, aiming directly for Weldon until it had crossed the

Tar river, the general point of concentration being Warrenton, N. C.

But his whole plan was suddenly changed by the news of the fall of

Richmond and Petersburg, which reached him at Goldsboro on the
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6th of April. Inferring that Lee would succeed in making junction
with Johnston, with a fraction of his army, at least, somewhere in the

front, he prepared on the day he had appointed (April loth) to

leave Goldsboro, to move straight on Raleigh, which place he reached

on April i3th, and found that Johnston had moved further on.

Let us now leave Sherman at Raleigh, and go back to the little

force at Weldon. And, in the outset, I take pleasure in acknowl-

edging my indebtedness for much I shall now recount to my old

commander, Captain L. H. Webb, than whom a truer soldier never

drew sword, and who has very kindly furnished me extracts from his

diary kept during this period. I have also obtained valuable infor-

mation from that gallant soldier, Hon. James C. McRae, then Assis-

tant Adjutant-General on General Baker's staff, and now one of the

Superior Court judges for North Carolina.

The task imposed upon this small force, consisting of two or three

hundred infantry and our battery, numbering about one hundred and

twenty-five men, was no light one. For weeks it had been in a state

of constant activity and excitement, enhanced towards the last with

continual suspense and anxiety. It had been constantly on the move
to meet threatened advances from the directions of the Tar and lower

Roanoke and the Chowan and Backwater rivers. If I remember

aright, during the month of March it had been sent upon two

expeditions through Northampton, Hertford and Bertie counties, to

repel reported raids of the enemy's cavalry from the Chowan; one,

to and below Tarboro to meet a threatened advance from the lower

Tar and Roanoke, and one, down the Seaboard and Roanoke railroad

towards Franklin, to check a cavalry raid from the Blackwater. This

last expedition, however, was in April, the command returning to

camp therefrom the night of April 6th. It was under command of

Colonel Whitford, who had with him not to exceed two hundred

infantry (about fifty of whom were members of our company, armed
with inferior rifles) and two guns from our battery. I was with the

expedition as a cannoneer of one of the guns of the battery. I forgot

to say that we were conveyed down the Seaboard road upon two or

three flat cars, and possibly a box car or two. Upon reaching Boy-
kin's Depot, about twenty-five miles from Weldon, we discovered

that all below that point the enemy had torn up and burned the

track, so that it was impossible for us to proceed further on the train.

Disembarking, we reconnoitered the situation for several miles around
and remained there until next morning, when hearing that the enemy
was making his way in the direction of Weldon, we boarded the
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train and started back. After passing Seaboard, a small station about

ten miles east of Weldon, Colonel Whitford, who was riding on the

engine, saw one or two men run across the track some six or seven

hundred yards ahead. He at once ordered the train stopped. This

precaution was not taken any too soon, for as soon as some of the

infantry were put off as skirmishers and the situation was taken in,

it was discovered that the track for some distance just ahead of us

was torn up and that the enemy had ambuscaded both sides. We
had passed Seaboard about a mile. As soon as the train was stopped
the enemy opened fire upon us. Colonel Whitford caused the train

to be run back to Seaboard, where the remainder of the command
was put in position to await the return of the skirmishers, who were

ordered to fall back as soon as they could ascertain with some cer-

tainity the force and purpose of the enemy. They soon reported

that the enemy, consisting of a regiment of cavalry, had retired in

the direction of Jackson, which was distance some eight miles in a

southeast direction from where we were, and away from Weldon.

Colonel Whitford concluded to follow on after them, but I suspect
with no hearty desire to meet up with them, for he could but know
that our force was not able to cope successfully with a full regiment.

Upon reaching Jackson, we learned there that the regiment was the

Third New York Cavalry, about six hundred strong, well mounted

and thoroughly equipped with Spencer repeating carbines, and had

passed through that town some hours before, and then must be near

Murfreesboro, some twenty-five miles distant. After waiting several

hours at Jackson, our guns were ordered back overland to Weldon,
while the infantry, under Colonel Whitford' s command, retired to

Halifax. I shall always remember with pleasure one little incident

connected with this affair. Several weeks before, as we had more
men than were required or needed to man the guns, about sixty of

our company had been armed with rifles and acted with the infantry.

When the train was halted and skirmishers thrown off, I was anxious

to join them, and endeavored to get one of the riflemen to exchange

places with me. I knew he was disaffected, and it occurred to me
that he would not hesitate to shirk danger; but I reckoned without

my host. He rejected the overture with some indignation, and

remarked that if anybody had to use his rifle he proposed to do it

himself; and I ascertained that he behaved as gallantly as any man.

This but illustrates that it was not cowardice that caused a great many
of our soldiers to waiver in their allegiance toward the close of the

war, but the terrible hardships to which they were subjected, the
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distressing accounts of suffering of their loved ones at home, and the

intuitive knowledge that defeat was inevitable. I remember with

sadness, without any feeling of censure, many instances of desertion

of as brave men as ever marched to the tap of a drum.

On the yth of April, about 5 o'clock P. M., a telegram was received

by Captain Webb, who was in command, from General Johnston,

ordering that all trains north of the Roanoke river be recalled at

once, all the artillery that could be moved got on the south side, and

such heavy guns in the defences north of the river as could not be

moved, be destroyed, and the railroad bridge burned. Steps were

at once taken to execute the order, and, by hard service all night,

the next morning (Saturday 8th) found everything in the shape of

guns, ordnance, quartermaster and commissary stores removed from

the north side of the river and delivered in Weldon, and combustibles

at once gathered and placed at' each end of the railroad bridge to

fire it as soon as all the trains were safely over. The bridge, however,
was not fired that day; why, I will let Captain Webb speak. I quote
from his diary :

"
General Baker came up about 10 o'clock A. M.,

and ordered me with my battery and Williams' section of artillery

across the river again. Upon getting my battery over the river, I

put my guns in position along the old line as I thought best, and

awaited ulterior orders from headquarters. My only support were

the feeble remains of a company of so-called cavalry under Captain

Strange. In all the twenty men of his command there was not a

single man or officer decently mounted. With my old fiery Buce-

phalus,
"
Duncan," I could have charged and overturned every

skeleton of a horse in his company. But the men were all true
"
tar-

heels," and there was no braver man than Captain Strange." On the

afternoon of the loth the artillery was ordered back on the south

side, and preparations made to leave Weldon. According to Captain
Webb, there were then at that point about five hundred men, includ-

ing at least seventy- five stragglers, furloughed men, convalescents

from the hospitals, and detailed men.

On the 1 2th the command to leave Weldon was given. Captain*
Webb was ordered to take charge ot the column and start towards

Raleigh, keeping as near the railroad as possible. By 10 o'clock A.

M., the column was well on its way in good order, the objective

being, if possible, to join General Johnston at or near Raleigh. We
marched about sixteen miles that day.
For several days previous to our departure, and even while the

artillery was on the north side of the river, everything was done to
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put the force in good marching condition. Unfit and worthless

animals connected with the artillery, quartermaster and commissary

departments, were condemned, and either sold or given away. To

supply their places, squads of mounted men were detailed to make
detours through the adjacent farms and plantations, to impress horses

and mules. The extra men of the command were parcelled out and

assigned to the different regular organizations, and everything in the

way of stores sent off by rail up the Raleigh and Gaston railroad.

The bridge, however, remained in statu quo, and was not burned

until the night of the I3th, two days after we had marched away.
One of the duties imposed upon the men of our battery, just before

leaving Weldon, was the collection and destruction of boats along
the river, so that, upon the burning of the bridge, communication

with the north side might be effectually cut off. Perhaps it was a

precautionary measure that could have been very safely dispensed

with; and when I recall my experience in the performance of that

duty, I am strongly inclined to that opinion. In company with a

mountaineer, who knew nothing of boat craft, I was sent up the

river for that purpose. After proceeding about half a mile above

the bridge, we came across a boat; but the owner, who doubtless

had taken the alarm, had hid the poles with which to propel it.

Nothing daunted, we improvised the best we could,, and started

down the river. Tempted by the sight of some fish upon a slide

near by, we essayed to cross over and secure them, and had almost

reached the prize when my companion's pole broke, and away we
went down the rapids. We fortunately passed the worst safely, and

by dint of extra exertion reached the shore ;
but for a few moments

there were two badly scared navigators. The rest of the trip to

the point we were ordered to bring the boats was made by swing-

ing around, one of us in the stern and the other at the bow, alternately

catching hold of and turning loose the bushes along the bank.

The scenes in and around Weldon these few days were heart-

rending. As early as the 8th the citizens in the country around,

especially on the north side of the river, became panic-stricken, and

came crowding into the town, imagining the direst calamities would

befall them upon the withdrawal of the troops. We could but

remember the kind and hospitable treatment these good and loyal

people had always extended to Confederate soldiers, and were deeply
touched at their distress. But some of us, who had witnessed similar

scenes, took comfort in the thought that it would not be half as bad

as they imagined. I remember the confusion and consternation in
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and around my own home upon hearing of the capture of Roanoke

Island; and yet, the storm of war passed by without inflicting the

grievous woes apprehended. But Sherman and his bummers did

not pass that way.

By sunrise on the I3th we resumed our march in a hard rain, and

with the roads in a terrible condition. Not long after starting we

began to meet stragglers making their way to our rear. Among the

first to attract our attention was a weary-looking, foot-sore and jaded

young fellow in the dirty and tattered uniform of a lieutenant of

infantry, who told us he was going home; that Lee had surrendered,

and what was left of his army had been paroled. Up to this time we

did not know that Petersburg had been abandoned, so completely

were we insolated and cut off. Captain Webb, who was in command

General Baker not yet having come up refused to believe him, and

ordered him and some others under guard to accompany the com-

mand until their story was verified. But it was not long before all

were fully convinced of the truth of their statements, for the roads

were soon filled with soldiers returning from Lee's army. I shall

never forget the feeling that came over me when fully impressed with

the fact that Lee had surrendered. Until then I had never permitted

myself to doubt the ultimate success of the Confederacy; and, as to

the Army of Northern Virginia, I believed that, under " Marse

Robert," it was simply invincible. I apprehend this feeling was

shared by most of the Confederate soldiers; hence their endurance,

courage and devotion under the sorest trials and in the darkest hours

of the cause. With Lee's surrender, all hope fled, and thereafter

obedience and discharge of duty were purely mechanical. Swift

upon the heels of the news of this terrible disaster, and on the evening

of the same day, came the rumor that Sherman was in possession of

Raleigh, and that Johnston was retiring before him towards Greens-

boro. Madam Rumor was not a lying jade that time. About night-

fall, weary and hungry, depressed with the gloomy outlook, and

after a hard day's work, we halted and went into camp near Warren-

ton Junction. General Baker had not yet come up, and Captain

Webb was in much doubt as to what course to pursue.

Let me narrate the events of the succeeding day in the words of

Captain Webb himself. I quote from his diary:

"Friday, April I4th. About day-light this morning the bugles
sounded reveille, and as soon as the weary men could be got in line,

and the horses hitched, without breakfast, we started for the junction,
aboXit four miles distant, intending to feed at that place. I pressed
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on ahead of the column to see if I could hear anything of General

Baker, and at that early hour I found the road filled with stragglers,

all reiterating and confirming the news of yesterday. Nothing could

be heard of the general. The column came up in about an hour,

was halted, horses fed, and men got breakfast. About the time we

were ready to move again a solitary horseman rode up to the depot,

in whom I recognized General M. W. Ransom. He dismounted and

hitched his horse, while I went forward to meet him. He confirmed

the reports of General Lee's surrender, having himself been there

and witnessed it. I told of my situation, the reported occupation of

Raleigh by Sherman, and that, surrounded by the enemy as I was,

I hardly knew what to do with the stores and men under my charge.

He replied that he knew nothing of Sherman's position, but hardly

thought he was in Raleigh, and that, being a paroled soldier, he

could not give me any advice in the premises; but that his brother,

General Robert Ransom, was at his house, only about four miles-

away, and, as he was not paroled, I could consult him. This I con-

cluded to do, and countermanding the orders to resume the march,
we mounted and rode off. We found General Robert Ransom at his-

house (he was home on sick furlough), and I entered at once into the

matter which had brought me to his presence. General Matt Ran-

som was present, but took no part in the discussion. After some

reflection, General Robert remarked that under the circumstances

he could see no good in holding out longer; explained the difficulties of

reaching Johnston if Sherman occupied Raleigh, and that he thought
it best to remain where I was, and send a flag of truce to Sherman

at Raleigh, offering to surrender upon the same terms accorded Lee's

army. At the conclusion of General Robert's remarks, General

Matt, forgetful of the fact that he was paroled and could give no-

advice, sprang to his feet, and exclaimed with flashing eye and

extended arm: ' Never! Under no consideration surrender until there

is a force in your front sufficient to compel it. But what am I doing !

I am a paroled prisoner and have no right to speak in this manner,'

and walked out of the room. There was that in his manner, looks,

and ringing tones, which settled the question for me, and bidding
both '

good-bye,' mounted my horse and rode back to Warrenton

Junction. Upon arriving there I found a considerable number of

the men in a state of disquietude and disorder, amounting to almost

total demoralization. They had broken into one of the cars con-

taining supplies of food, were wantonly wasting the supplies, and

were preparing to break open other cars. Springing from my horse
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and making my way to them, calling my bugler as I went, I had him

sound the assembly, and bade them fall in with their several com-

mands at once. The better and nobler instincts of good soldiers

coming to their assistance, they soon quieted down and readily fell

into line. I then addressed them as best I could
;
told them all the

news I could learn ;
of my conference with the two generals; that we

had food enough for a week at least, and in that time felt sure some-

thing would be done, either by the arrival of General Baker, or in

some other way, which would enable us either to continue or close

our services as Confederate soldiers in an honorable way. That I

proposed now to move on to Ridgway, halt and call a council of

officers; and urged them to be men a little longer and trust me, and

I would do for them the best I could. My emotions choked my
utterance ; many of the men wept with me, and all promised implicit

obedience to my orders. The column was soon formed and marched

to Ridgway, where we arrived about noon. Hastily calling the offi-

cers together for consultation, we concluded to send an engine and

tender up the road as near Raleigh as possible, and ascertain, if we

could, whether Sherman was there or not. An engine on the track,

already fired up, was seized, and as many men, armed with Enfield

rifles, as could be were put aboard and in charge of Lieutenant

Blount, of Tenth North Carolina troops, with orders to go as near

Raleigh as he deemed safe, and if he found the enemy in occupation,

to return with the best speed possible, burning the most important

bridge on the road in his rear. The engine was about to move off,

when the president of the road, who lives here, stepped up, and in

an authoritative tone, ordered the men off, and the engineer not to

move an inch. I renewed my former order, which the president again

forbade, denying my authority to impress his rolling-stock in such

service. Remonstrances proving unavailing, I directed a sergeant,

with a file of men, to remove him into the railroad office and keep

him under guard, which being done, the engine moved off up the

road. In the consultation with the officers it was decided that if

upon the return of Lieutenant Blount, General Baker had not come

up or been heard from, another meeting should be called for definite

action. At 5 P. M. news came that General Baker and staff were

coming, and about 6 P. M. they rode up. Upon his arrival the

president of the road was set at liberty, and he at once made com-

plaint to the general ;
but he endorsed all I had done, and then saying

he would make his headquarters .with the president, they rode off

together. Soon after, he called a council of the officers, from which

I returned about 9:30 P. M. With few dissenting votes it was
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decided to send a flag of truce to Sherman, tendering our surrender

upon the same terms allowed Lee's army. Lieutenant Blount had

returned about 8 P. M., reporting that he had gone within twelve

miles of Raleigh, and getting what he deemed reliable information

that Sherman was in possession of the city, on his return, in obedi-

ence to orders, he had burned the railroad bridge over Cedar Creek."

On the morning of the isth, the general announced an entirely

different programme from that determined upon the evening before.

That now announced was, to abandon the artillery, and all except

absolutely necessary supplies, and with the whole command in as

light order as possible, mounted on artillery horses and transporta-

tion animals, as far as could be done, and armed as best we could,

try to get to Johnston by passing around Sherman's rear. This

change met with wide-spread dissatisfaction, but nothing further was

done that day.

On the 1 6th (Sunday), the general was urged by some of his officers

to carry out at once the plan originally decided upon, to surrender
;

for they were satisfied they could not control their men longer.

He promised to take the matter under consideration and announce

his final decision at an assembly of all the forces that evening. The

plan finally adopted was, to try and cut his way through to Johnston
with all who would volunteer to follow him, the others to disband

and go home as best they could. About fifty volunteered, of which

nineteen were from our battery. These fifty were authorized to be

mounted on government horses, and armed with Enfield rifles. This

was done, and at mid night they took up their march.

I might relate several ludicrous incidents of this march, but I have

already detained you too long, and I must hasten on. The next

morning, having been up all night, we presented anything but a

martial appearance, and, if the truth must be told, our enthusiasm

was at a low ebb, for we were pretty well satisfied that ours was a
" wild goose chase." Nothing but a sense of duty, and a reluctance

to turn back as long as we were called upon to go forward, carried

us on. For two days we wandered on over the hills and through
the woods of Franklin, Johnston and Wake counties. On one of

these days we passed through Louisburg, worn out and hungry. The

good citizens of the town received us enthusiastically, and treated us

most hospitably. It must have been an amusing sight to see us

straggling through the streets, with flowers in one hand and some-

thing to eat in the other. It made a deep impression on me at the

time, and I shall never forget the scene.
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About sundown on the i6th we reached Arpsboro and halted.

There the general informed us he had reliable information that John-

ston had surrendered, and he had determined to send in a flag of

truce to Raleigh, tendering his surrender. On the next day, having

recrossed the Tar river and countermarched several miles, we started

the flag, the officer in charge bearing the following letter :

"HEADQUARTERS SECOND MILITARY DISTRICT, N. C,
NASH COUNTY, N. C, April 10, 1865.

Major-General W. T. SHERMAN,

Commanding U. S. Forces, Raleigh, N. C.:

GENERAL: Finding that General Johnston has surrendered his

army, of which my commands forms a part, I have the honor to sur-

render the command, with a request that the same terms be allowed

me as were allowed General Johnston's army. I have the honor to be,

Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant, .

L. S. BAKER,

Brigadier- General, C. S. A"

A rumor reached us to-night, that President Lincoln had been

assassinated.

About 5 o'clock P. M. on the 2Oth, our flag returned with a letter

from General Sherman to General Baker, stating that General John-

ston had not surrendered, but that terms had been agreed upon
between them for a cessation of hostilities and the restoration of

peace. Accompanying the letter was a copy of the agreement. The

letter gave General Baker the right to disband his force upon the

terms granted Lee's army. The general, deeming it best to accept

these terms, issued the following order :

"HEADQUARTERS SECOND MILITARY DISTRICT, DEP'T N. C.

BUNN'S HOUSE, April 20, 1865.

(General Order No. 25.)

The brigadier-general commanding announces to the officers and

men who have remained with him that the two grand armies of the
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Confederate States having been compelled to make terms with the

enemy, it has become necessary that he should disband his command.

The officers and men will be allowed to return to their homes,

where they will remain peaceably and quietly, until called forth again

by the proper authorities.

He offers his profound thanks to those who have remained with

him to the last. Though their labors have not met with present suc-

cess, they will carry with them the proud consciousness of having

done their whole duty to their country, and of having laid down their

arms only when they could be of no further service to the cause to

which their lives were so freely devoted.

With the kindest wishes for their future welfare, he bid them farewell.

By order of Brigadier- General Baker,

J. C. McRAE, A. A. G."

And the following to each commanding officer in the force, mutatis

mutandis, to-wit:

"
Captain Louis H. WEBB,

Co. A, Thirteenth Battalion North Carolina Artillery :

CAPTAIN : You will please present the thanks of the brigadier-

general commanding to the following-named officers and men of

your company, wbo have courageously remained at the post of duty
until the last moment, and who have not feared to trust their safety

to him in the hour of adversity. He has done all he can for these

brave men, and only surrenders them when it would be folly and

madness to continue longer in arms:

Captain L. H. Webb, First Lieutenant H. P. Home, Sergeant T.

G. Skinner, Sergeant J. G. Latham, Corporal L. W. McMullan,
Privates James M. Mullen, Alphonso White, Peter McMillan, A. J.

Baker, J. A. Jacocks, Daniel Morrison, Nathaniel Hathaway, Richard

Bogue, Walter J.Webb, Charles Barber, Thomas H. Snowden, Wm.
H. Whedbee, R. W. Happer, and George W. Fentress.

I have the honor to be very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

JAMES C. McRAE, A. A. G"
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The men were each furnished with the following :

"HEADQUARTERS SECOND MILITARY DISTRICT, DEP'T N. C,

BUNN'S HOUSE, April 20, 1865.

In accordance with an agreement with Major-General Sherman,

Commanding United States Forces in North Carolina, private ,

Co. A, Thirteenth Battalion North Carolina Artillery, is permitted to

go to his home and there quietly remain, taking with him one horse,

his private property.
L. S. BAKER,

Brigadier- General.
' '

In passing, let me say that the horse was the best pay I ever

received from the Confederacy, and he proved a most valuable

acquisition.

Early the next morning (Friday, April 2ist) we turned our faces

homeward, feeling as if a heavy weight had been lifted off our

shoulders, and relieved that the suspense was over. Captain Webb,
who was going to join his wife on the Blackwater, accompanied the

Perquimans county boys, of whom there was about a dozen.- This

party kept well together, until just before reaching Halifax, when

Captain Webb, Wm. H. Whedbee and I pushed on ahead. I quote

again from the captain's diary :

" On Sunday, the 23d of April, at Martin's Cross-Roads, North-

ampton county, N. C., I parted from Mullen and Whedbee, the last

two of my company to remain with me."

And now, comrades, I have but little more to add. After leaving

Captain Webb, Whedbee and I pushed onto Murfreesboro; reaching

there, we found the ferry had been destroyed, and we were compelled

to cross the Meherrin in a small canoe, swimming our horses. Our

nearest route home from Murfreesboro would have been to cross the

Chowan at Winton, but the citizens of Murfreesboro informed us

that at Winton were several Federal gunboats. We did not know

how we might be received by the enemy, so deemed it the wiser

course to abandon that route and cross the Chowan at a ferry higher

up. This we did, but there we met with the same luck as at the

Meherrin, and had to cross in a small boat ourselves, and swim our

horses. Here a bit of good luck befell us not much, but we were

thankful for small favors. We met with a gentleman who had a

sulky which he wanted to get to the town (Hertford) in which I lived.
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It must be borne in mind we were not cavalrymen, and yet we had

been in the saddle seven or eight days, on the go all the time, were

completely worn out, and had still before us about sixty miles to

travel before reaching our homes. We gladly availed ourselves of

this opportunity to change our mode of locomotion. Whedbee and

I agreed we should ride
"
turn about," with my first go. But "all

is not gold that glitters," and we are often doomed "
to see our fondest

hopes decay." I had hardly started before the fear of the thing

breaking down took possession of me. The trouble was, compared with

the vehicles (caissons and gun-carriages) I had been used to for three

years, the frail appearance and elastic motion of the sulky were

alarming. I soon yielded the concern to Whedbee, who seemed to

take to it better. This was inspiring, and when my turn came again, I

claimed the privilege, and accustomed myself to its motions. Whed-
bee, who lived in the country, left me when I was several miles from

home. He was hardly out of sight, when I heard in the direction I

was going the booming of cannon, repeated at intervals. It occurred

to me at once, that the firing was from the gunboats lying in the river

at Hertford, and out of respect to President Lincoln. This was not

very comforting ;
for while there was no reason why I should appre-

hend trouble or annoyance, I did not fancy facing the music all alone,

satisfied as I was of meeting in the town sailors and soldiers from

these boats. But seating myself more firmly in my novel vehicle,

drawing the reins of my steed tighter, and mustering up courage for

the ordeal, I dashed over the bridge and through the main street of

the town in fine style. As I expected, the town was filled with sailors

and soldiers, but they gave me a cheer as I passed, and shouted,
"
there goes a johnny coming home in the best style yet." I realized

at once that "this cruel war was over," and these hearty greetings
from quondam foes went a long way towards reconstructing me.

I would commend the example of these their brethren to those of

the North who would keep alive the fires of sectional hate more than

twenty-five long years after we Southern soldiers have laid down our

arms in good faith. I venture to say that none of the men that

greeted me so fraternally that April morning are found in the ranks

of those who would deny us the right to meet together to commemo-
rate the deeds of valor of our comrades in arms. They, no doubt,
like us, look upon the courage and bravery of the

"
boys in blue

"

and the
"
boys in grey" as a common heritage, to be tenderly pre-

served and proudly transmitted to posterity. No want of loyalty

and devotion to our common country, and the one flag that floats
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above us prompts to do honor to our illustrious dead and contribute

pittance to cheer the destitute who fought nobly and now endure

uncomplainingly. We cherish in our hearts no feelings of disloyalty,

neither do we regret the failure to establish the Confederacy. The
war was inevitable. Inflamed as were the two sections of our country,

the one stigmatizing the Constitution as
" a league with hell and a

covenant with death," while leading statesman of the other taunted

the fanatical anti-slavery sentiment with the boast that
"
they would

live to call the roll of their slaves at the foot of Bunker Hill," there

was no arbitrament for the "irrepressible conflict" but the sword.

True we fought for a constitutional right, yet better violence to that

than the perpetuity of an institution which was the fruitful source of

"all our woes." Eliminated of its radical feature, time will right the

wrong that was done "
State's Rights" (already we see the

" Old

Ship of State" gradually drifting back to her rightful course),

while slavery, that was surely sapping the
" bone and sinew

"
of this

Southland of ours, is gone forever. Entertaining these sentiments,

which I believe are those of our entire section, when I hear men like

Foraker questioning the loyalty of the South to the Union, I feel

that they but insult our intelligence and good faith. When they pour

upon our heads the vials of their bitterness I am almost constrained

to exclaim with old Jacob, "Cursed be their anger for it is fierce;

and their wrath for it is cruel." They have yet to learn and appre-

ciate this Southern people ;
and to their unjust criminations I can

but retort in the words of Evan Macombich, when the mob sneered

at his promise to come back and redeem his chief,
"
they ken neither

the heart of a Hielandman, nor the honor of a gentleman."

POINT LOOKOUT.

Address before Pickett Camp Confederate Veterans, October 10, iSoo.

BY PAST COMMANDER CHARLES T. LOEHR.

[Richmond (Va.) Times, October 11, 1890.]

George E. Pickett Camp Confederate Veterans held a meeting
which was largely attended last night. Past Commander Charles T.
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Loehr read an interesting and valuable paper on Point Lookout, for

which the Camp returned him hearty thanks. Following is the

address in full :

" If it were not for Hope, how could we live in a place like this? Point

Look Out, June 3, 1865."

On a fly-leaf of a small New Testament appears these words, as

well as the sketch of a cross and anchor, also the date, June 3d, 1865,

and the place, Point Lookout, to all of which I acknowledge myself
as the author.

In turning back to those dark days of our country's history, I do
so simply to present facts and incidents in which I was a participant.

I want to show how the Confederate soldier suffered even after Gene-

ral Lee had bid farewell to his army at Appomattox. The words

"surrendered at Appomattox," so often quoted by our Southern

orators to denote "the soldier who has done his duty," is but partly

true. General Lee surrendered about 26,000 men, of whom only

7,892 were armed. A greater part of them were men that were on

detail duty, or held some position which kept them safely in the rear.

It is a fact that few, very few, indeed, of Ewell's and Pickett's men

escaped from those that stood in battle line doing their duty on the

evening of April 6, 1865, at the bloody ridge of Sailor's Creek; the

men left there as a forlorn hope to do the fighting, with few excep-

tions, were captured or killed; and I assert without fear of contra-

diction that there were more fighting men at the close of the war in

Point Lookout Prison alone, not to mention Fort Delaware, Hart's

Island, Johnson's Island, Newport's News, and other questionable

places of amusement, than there were in Lee's whole army at the

surrender. I think the remarks necessary in justice to the Confed-

erate soldiers who suffered and starved in the fearful prison-pens of

the North, but did not
" surrender at Appomattox."

BATTLE OF FIVE FORKS.

To begin, on April i, 1865, the battle of Five Forks was fought.

Our thin lines were pushed back and broken by a force perhaps ten

times as large, and many of our men were forced to surrender. Our

position was about twenty miles west of Petersburg, and the enemy's

infantry broke through our line between us and that city, while his

cavalry's (Sheridan's) attacked our front, where, however, for a time

they were easily repulsed, until our men were withdrawn to face the
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infantry columns advancing from our rear and left. This forced our

thin lines to retire from the dense masses in blue. Many of our

men were not made aware that the enemy had passed them until

they found themselves within their lines of battle and prisoners. I,

among the latter, was firing at a column which was across our works,

when some one called to me "the Yankees are passing us; look

behind!
" And sure enough, certainly two lines had already passed

us, and the third was but a short distance off. I started to run be-

tween these lines to get out, but was noticed, and found it impossible

to get through alive. Seeing a pit where several wounded and

scared Yankees were huddled together, I jumped in among them,

they yelling at their men for God's sake stop firing. When the line

reached us, I got up, and a very polite Federal stepped out of the

ranks, saying,
"
Sergeant, allow me to escort you to the rear." His

captain, however, told him,
" You let him alone, he can find the way

by himself"; but my new acquaintance insisted on taking my arm,
and together we left the field of battle.

SERGEANT KEPLER.

Hearing some one behind me, I looked around, and there was my
friend and comrade, Sergeant J. H. Kepler. On my remarking

"
Halloo

Kep; they have got you, too," he replied, nearly breathless, "Yes;
confound them, they have got me again." He had just come back

to us from prison, having been captured at Gettysburg. That night
we remained on the battle field of Dinwiddie Courthouse, where the

dead of the 3ist of March were still lying unburied around. There

were, perhaps, two thousand of us gathered together, captured in the

day's battle. The next morning our march commenced towards

Petersburg, and after a march of three days we reached City Point

on the 4th, having nothing to eat until the night of the 3d. When
near Petersburg we received a small amount of crackers and meat.

At City Point several transport steamers were lying, and we were

ordered on board of them, each boat being packed with human

freight to its full capacity.

UNWILLING PASSENGERS.

Some of the boats landed their unwilling passengers at Newport's
News, while most of them, and the one I was on, reached Point Look-
out on the morning of the 5th. Landing at the wharf, we were

formed in open line for inspection ; that is, we had to empty our
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pockets and lay our baggage on the ground before us, while the

Federal sergeants amused themselves by kicking overcoats, blankets,

oilcloths, canteens, and everything that had a U. S. on it, into the

bay. This left us in a sad condition, for there was very little in our

possession that had not been the property of the United States, at

one time or another, and became ours by the many victories and

captures we had helped to gain. After putting us in light marching

order, we were marched into the prison-pen, or "
bull-pen," as it was

called. The prison consisted of a space of about twenty acres, sur-

rounded by a high board fence, on the outside of which there was,

near the top, a platform for the guard to walk upon. The guards

consisted of negroes of the worst sort. Inside of the grounds, about

fifteen feet in front of the fence, was a ditch called the
" dead line."

The sentry fired upon any one who crossed it. The camp was laid

in regular rows of small tents, each double row being a division, of

which there were ten. These were again sub divided into ten com-

panies of about two hundred men each. Through these streets or

rows there ran small ditches; but the land being very shallow, the

drainage was very imperfect Point Lookout being a tongue of land

where the Potomac joins the Chesapeake Bay, barely over five feet

high at its highest point ;
and herein was the worst feature of the

prison. There was no good drinking water to be had; the water was

impregnated with copperas, and tasted quite brackish. To this

source was a great deal of the fearful mortality that occurred there

traceable.

PRISON FULL.

When we came there the prison was already full, and the small

tents were totally insufficient to accommodate us. Many were without

shelter of any kind, and exposed to the bad weather which prevailed
for the greater part of our stay. We had but few blankets, and

most of us had to lie on the bare ground ; so when it rained our

situation became truly deplorable. Our rations were just such as

kept us perpetually on the point of starvation, causing a painful feeling

of hunger to us helpless, half-starved prisoners. Four small crackers,

or a small loaf of bread per day, and a cup full of dish-water, called

pea-soup, horrible to taste, and a small piece of rancid salt meat, was

our daily fare. So hungry were the men that they would eat almost

anything they could pick up outside from the sewers
; potato peelings,

cabbage stalks, or most any kind of refuse that hardly the cattle

would eat, was greedily devoured. The scurvy, brought on by this

wretched diet, was prevalent in its most awful form.
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It was not unusual to hear it stated that sixty or sixty-five deaths

had occurred in a single day ;
and it is said that eight thousand six

hundred dead Confederates were buried near that prison pen.

HUMAN ENDURANCE.

It is wonderful how much a human being can stand. I myself,

who was never sick during the whole war, was taken down with the

erysipelas. It was a bad case, so the Federal surgeon said who
examined me. "

Entirely too late to do anything for him
;
neck and

face swollen black and green." Those who did the packing up, that

is placing the dead bodies in rough boxes, seeing me, one of them

said,
"
there goes a fellow we will have to box up to-morrow." I was

removed to the hospital pen, and with two of my company, Alex-

ander Moss and John Harris, both of whom I saw stretched out in

the dead house on the following day. The hospital could only

accommodate about twelve hundred sick, and there were no less than

six thousand sick and dying men lying within the main building and

in the tents surrounding it. Being assigned to a tent where there

was room for about sixteen, but which had no less than forty" in it, I

was placed on the damp ground, only one thin blanket being given

me. The two nights I spent there were simply horrible. The pray-

ing, crying, and the fearful struggles of the dying during the dark

night, lit up by a single small lantern, was awful. The first night

about five or six died, and the next morning found me lying next to

two dead comrades. The second night was a repetition of the first;

and that day, though just in the same condition, I asked the Federal

surgeon to allow me to return to camp, which he at once granted,

thinking I might just as well die there as anywhere else. But I got

better, how I cannot explain ; perhaps it was my determination not to

die there in spite of them, that kept me alive.

GREAT SUFFERING.

Great as the sufferings of the men were from want of sufficient food

and medicines, they were much increased from want of clothing.

Some were nearly naked, only one ragged shirt to wear, and this

covered with vermin. On an occasion of Major A. G. Brady's (the

provost marshal) visit to the camp, which happened on an unusually

bright day, the men were seated in the ditch in front of their tents,

busy hunting for their tormenters, having their only garment off,
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using it for the field to hunt in. He smilingly remarked to some

who through modesty attempted to hide,
" Don't stop, I like to see

you all busy." Talking of Major Brady, no one can say that he was

not always polite, and he appeared to be very friendly towards the pris-

oners, yet it is said he made more than $1,000,000, outside of his pay,

from his position. Having charge of all the sutler establishments,

and all the money, boxes, letters, and presents passing through or

in his hands, his position must have made him a rich man.

NEGRO INSOLENCE.

Next our guards. As already stated, they were negroes who took

particular delight in showing their former masters that
"
the bottom

rail was on top." On one occasion one of the North Carolina men,
who have a habit, which is shared by our Virginia country cousins,

in whittling every wooden object they come across, was enjoying this

sport on the prison gate, when one of the colored soldiers snot him

down, nearly blowing his head off. This created some little excite-

ment, but what the result was I never learned. During the day we
had access to the sink built on piles in the bay, but at night the gates

were closed, and boxes were placed in the lower part of the camp, to

which the men were allowed to go at all hours of the night. There
were hundreds of sick in camp, cases of violent diarrhoea, reducing
the men to skeletons. As these men were compelled to frequent
these boxes, the negroes would often compel them at the point of the

bayonet to march around in double quick time, to carry them on
their backs, to kneel and pray for Abe Lincoln, and forced them to

submit to a variety of their brutal jokes, some of which decency
would not permit me to mention.

FEDERAL SERGEANTS.

The white sergeants in charge were hardly of a better class than

their colored brother. They belonged to that class of mean cowards

who dare not face the foe on the battle field, whose bravery consisted

in insulting and maltreating a defenseless prisoner. Often I have

seen them kick a poor, sick, broken-down prisoner, because he was

physically unable to take his place in line at roll-call as quickly as

the sergeant demanded. Prisoners were sometimes punished by
them too horribly to relate. Men were tied, hand and feet, and had
to stand on a barrel for hours; others were bound and dipped head
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foremost in a urine barrel all this for some trifling offence, such as

getting water from a prohibited well, stealing perhaps something

eatable, or some other small affair.

But most things, whether good or bad, will come to an end. More

than two months had passed since Lee's surrender. The Confed-

eracy was no more, and then the Federal Government took courage.

About the middle of June it commenced to release those that were still

living, but, in consequence of the inhuman treatment they had re-

ceived, too feeble to fight again. Then we were duly sworn not

to fight them again, to support the Constitution and amendments.

Also registering our good looks, weight, height, &c., and getting

our signatures made us free men again.

WENT TO THE PEN.

Having thus been properly whitewashed, we were sent to the pen
for paroled prisoners. This was an enclosed space adjoining the

hospital on the east, wherein nothing but sand and some rank weeds

could be found. Here the released prisoners were stored until a

sufficient number were on hand to make up a boat-load. After

spending a day or two without shelter or rations there, w were

ordered aboard an old transport one of those second-handed New
York ferry boats. Meanwhile, a fearful storm was raging, the waves

were house high in the bay, and when the boat started and reached

the open bay the captain found it impossible to proceed; the boat had

to return and anchor near the wharf. The next morning a similar

start was made, with the same result. That evening Major Brady,

the provost marshal, came out in a tug-boat, and ordered the captain

to leave at once. On the captain's stating that the boat could not

stand the storm, he was again told he had to go; the Government

could not afford to pay $500 per day and allow the boat to lie idle.

After finishing their talk, our men on board commenced: "Major,

give us something to eat
;
we have had nothing for three days." The

Major promised to attend to this
;
and sure enough he sent four

crackers and a small piece of salt meat to each of us. Then the

boat started with its three hundred and fifty human beings into the

angry waves. All night the waves were dashing overboard. Some-

times the machinery would stop, while we were ordered from right

to left to balance the ship. Thoroughly soaked to the skin, we

finally reached Old Point and safety in the morning. No one, per-

haps, breathed freer than our captain of the boat. Leaving Old

Point after a short stop, we reached Rocketts that afternoon.
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ARRIVAL IN RICHMOND.

Could a picture have been taken of the men who arrived in Rich-

mond from the prison- pens during those days, it would not be be-

lieved that the men who walked from the boat in Rocketts in June,

1865, were the proud soldier boys that left here in April, 1861.

Silent, friendless, and sorrowful each one went his way. No wel-

come, no cheer awaited their return to this city and to their homes.

Oh how few could boast of having homes! Nothing but ruins every-

where; but the man who was a good soldier generally proved him-

self to be a good citizen. The ruins are gone, war and desolation

have passed may it never return.

I close with the following interesting statistics: The report of Mr.

Stanton, as Secretary of War, on the igth of July, 1866, contains the

following facts: He states that the number of Federals in Confederate

prisons was two hundred and seventy thousand, of which twenty-two

thousand five hundred and seventy-six died
;
while the number of

Confederate prisoners in Federal prisons is put down as two hundred

and twenty thousand, of which number twenty-six thousand four

hundred and thirty-six died. According to these figures the per-

centage of Federal prisoners who died in Southern prisons was under

nine, while that of the Confederates in Northern prisons was over

twelve. These figures tell their own story. We of the South did

what we could for the prisoners that fell into our hands. Our poverty
and the destruction of our means of supplies plead our cause of not

being able to offer better accommodation to them. We, the soldiers

of the Confederacy, fared no better; but the Federal Government it

can only offer expediency as an excuse.

FAIRFAX MONUMENT.

Dedication of the Monument at Fairfax Courthouse, Virginia, erected to

the Dead Heroes from that County who fell in the

Confederate States Army.

[The following account has been compiled from the Fairfax
Herald of October 3, 1890, and other newspapers, kindly furnished by
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Mrs. S. C. Vedder, Secretary of the Central Committee of the

Memorial Association of Fairfax county.]

A little more than two years ago a little notice was inserted in the

Fairfax Herald, signed
"
Ex-Confederate," requesting the citizens of

Fairfax Courthouse and vicinity to meet in the Courthouse on a day

designated, for the purpose of taking steps to erect a monument to the

Confederate soldiers of Fairfax who died or were killed during the

late war. Captain John N. Ballard was the gentlemen who had the

notice inserted and by whose indomitable energy and perseverance
an association was formed, of which he was made chairman, known
as the Confederate Monument Association. Work was soon begun
in earnest, liberal contributions were made and quite a large sum was

quickly subscribed, which was considerably augmented by fairs and

festivals held in different sections of the county by the ladies, who are

always prompt to engage in any good work.

Fairfax Courthouse, where the monument is erected, lies between

two railroads, the Washington and Ohio railroad passing five miles

on the one side, and the Virginia Midland three miles on the other.

Roads lead from Fairfax station on the Midland road, and Vienna on

the Washington and Ohio road, connecting these stations directly

with the Courthouse. Besides these many county roads centre at the

Courthouse.

The contract for the monument was given to Mr. J. F. Manning,
of Washington, the contract price being $1,200. It was placed in

position September isth, and was dedicated October i, 1890. It

stands in the cemetery about three-quarters of a mile north of the

village, upon a commanding eminence, formerly the site of the par-

sonage of the Episcopal Church in that neighborhood. The parson-

age was destroyed by fire during the war, and afterwards the ground
was purchased by the Ladies' Memorial Association.

The monument is twenty-six feet high and is built of Richmond

granite, and stands on a mound of earth about six feet above the

surface of the ground. The monument consists of three base- blocks,

a die, and a shaft. Upon the second base, in raised letters are the

words, "Confederate Dead."

On the front or north side is the following inscription :

" FROM FAIRFAX TO APPOMATTOX.

18611865.
"
Erected to the memory of the gallant sons of Fairfax whose names

are inscribed on this monument, but whose bodies lie buried on dis-
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tant battle-fields ;
and to the memory of their two hundred unknown

comrades whose remains are at rest beneath this mound.

These were men whom death could not terrify whom defeat could

not discourage."

Below the above in large raised letters are the words :

"CONFEDERATE DEAD."

On the east side :

"First Virginia Cavalry: J. Conway Chichester.

Fourth Virginia: John H. Lee, Garrison Beach, William Beach,

Templeton Selecman.

Sixth Virginia, Company A : Edward Nevitt.

Company T: James Robey, James Wrenn, Joseph Padgett, J.

Berkeley Monroe.

Company K: Lieut. Geo. A. Means, Edgar Haycock.

Eleventh Virginia, Company I: Lieut. W. H. Kirby, Summerfield

Ball, John Ball, Joseph Nelson, James Nelson, W. Moore, John
Terrett, J. H. Saunders, John C. Sewall, Roger Williams, Michael

Crow, Augustus C. Williams,

Mosby
1

s Cavalry: Lieut. Frank Fox, D. French Dulany, John
Underwood, E. F. Davis, Fenton Beavers, Thomas Simpson, Addi-

son Davis, John B. Davis, W. D. Gooding, John T. Arundell,

Zachariah Mayhugh."

On the south side:

"
Seventeenth Virginia Infantry, Company A : D. McC. Lee.

Company F: R. M. Lee, F. Simms.

Company K: Robert T. Love.

Seventh Virginia Infantry, Company E: Sergeant S. Z. Troth,

James T. Taylor.

Forty-ninth Virginia Infantry : R. T. Halley.

Nineteenth Georgia Infantry, Company K: Matthew Plaskett,

Henry Gosling, George Moulden, W. K. Dawson.

Major Alfred Moss, General Ewell's Staff.
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Artillery Stuart's Horse : Major Charles E. Ford. Kemper' s

Battery : Robert Posey. Danville : John Wells. Captain James
W. Jackson, Washington Stuart.

Navy: Commodore William T. Muse, Surgeon Randolph F.

Mason."

On the west side :

41

Eighth Virginia Infantry : Major James Thrift.

Company G: Lieutenant G. W. Swink, Sergeant C. W. Reed,

Sergeant J. F. Lynn, Sergeant E. F. Money, James Ballenger, A. J.

Bradfield, Alfred Hooe, Asa Peck, G. L. Williams, J. W. Williams,

Robert Wells, James Forsyth, W. T. Tucker, J. W. Gunnell, C. H.

Hutchinson, J. L. Hutchinson, Samuel Jenkins, Frank Steele, Joshua

Adams, W. H. Adams, S. E. Horseman, Elthum Pearson, Thomas

Reed, J. A. Simms, A. Harrison, Arm'd Thompson.

Seventeenth Virginia Infantry, Company D: Captain John T.

Burke, Sergeant John R. Steele, Samuel L. Barnes, Walter S. Ford,

Lyman Koon, J. Beach, John R. Ratcliffe, Charles H. Ashford,

Henry Wrenn, Joseph Freeman, H. F. Harman, Robert Petit, John
Newcomb, R. C. Corbett, Simeon Mills, Edgar Thomas, Thomas A.

Lynn, Michael Crowley, A. Dove, J. W. Richardson."

Preparations for the unveiling had been in progress for several

days. The ladies had decorated the Courthouse in the most ex-

quisite manner, inside and out, and the speakers' stand was also

handsomely decorated with flags and flowers.

CROWDS AND ORGANIZATIONS.

Long before noon the village was thronged. Crowds came by

very road.
" Each valley, each sequestered glen,

Mustered its little horde of men,"

and sent them to do honor to the fallen braves.

Lee Camp, of Alexandria, under Commander William A. Smoot,
came up via Virginia Midland railroad and were accompanied by R.

E. Lee Camp, Sons of Confederate Veterans, recently organized.
Numbers of members of the Clinton Hatcher Camp, of Loudoun,
came via the Washington and Ohio, and these organizations were

accdmpanied by large numbers of unattached citizens and many ladies.
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Washington, Baltimore, Alexandria, Leesburg, Warrenton, and1

all the counties of this section sent some representatives for the

occassion. The visitors were met at the stations by committees, who-

brought them to the village in vehicles and entertained them hand-

somely.
THE PROCESSION.

The dedication procession fell into line on Payne street, the head

of the column resting on Court street, and the line moved at 1 1 130
in the following order :

Chief Marshall, Judge D. M. Chichester, and mounted aids, Cap-
tains J. Owen Berry, B. M. Mason, Fontaine Beattie, and J. H.
Barnes and Drs. W. D. McWhorter and W. P. Moncure.

Music.

Carriages containing Senator John W. Daniel, orator of the day ;

Hon. James L. Gordon, the poet ; General W. H. F. Lee, represent-

ing the Ladies Memorial Association, and the committees.

Music by the Alexandria drum corps.
R. E. Lee Camp Confederate Veterans, of Alexandria, fifty strong,

under commander William A. Smoot black suit, slouch hat, canes

and badges.

Camp Marr, of Fairfax, named after Captain Marr, of Warrenton,
who was killed in the raid on Fairfax Courthouse in 1861, being the

first soldier killed there in the defence of the village.

Other ex-Confederates, well marshalled and presenting a veteran

appearance.
R. E. Lee Camp Sons of Veterans, of Alexandria, sixty strong,

commanded by Captain Samuel G. Brent dark clothes, caps, and
canes.

Before noon the line, attended by a large crowd, moved down
Court street to Mechanics street, thence down Mechanics to Main,

street, thence up Main street to the cemetery.

AT THE MONUMENT.

On entering the cemetery the band played a dead march until the

line had circled about the monument.
The services were opened with prayer by Rev. J. Cleveland Hall,

when, after a dirge by the band, Captain J. N. Ballard presented the

monument to the Ladies Memorial Association, with the following

appropriate remarks :
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"
LADIES, GENTLEMEN AND COMRADES:

To me has been assigned the duty of making the presentation,

and while I could wish that this task had been given to some one else,

still I assume the position with pride, and shall consider the honor

the proudest of my life. But if in the presentation I should use no

elegant language, still I shall utter the sentiments of a candid heart,

sentiments that shall find a responsive echo in the breasts of all; and

before proceeding to the duty assigned me on this occassion, I will

give you a brief outline of the history of this monument which stands

before us to commemorate the deeds of our lost ones. Of course

many of you are familiar with the facts which I shall state, but for the

benefit of those who are not, I shall ask your indulgence for a few

minutes. Many years ago an association was formed by the ladies

of Fairfax to raise funds for the purpose of collecting together the

remains of the Confederate soldiers who, in the defence of a common

cause, found sepulchre upon Fairfax soil, and to erect a monument to

the memory of the Confederate dead. The purpose was so far

accomplished that this handsome lot was purchased, and the grassy

mound at the base of this monument now covers the remains of two

hundred heroes. At that point the funds being exhausted the ulti-

mate purpose of the association was for a time held in abeyance.

Two years ago the ex-Confederates of Fairfax formed an associa-

tion and completed the work so nobly begun by the ladies.

The inscription on the monument,
" From Fairfax to Appomattox,"

illustrates the part taken by the Fairfax soldiers, whose blood stained

every battle field participated in by the Army of Northern Virginia.

The names inscribed thereon tell of Colonel James Thrift, of the

Eighth Virginia Infantry, who was mortally wounded at Seven Pines,

and died as he had lived every inch a hero; of Lieutenant G. W.
Swink, Sergeants Reed, Lynn, Gunnell, Hutchinson, Harrison,

Thompson, and others of Company G, Eighth Virginia Infantry ;
of

Captain John T. Burke, Sergeants Steele, Ford, Barnes, Wrenn,

Petitt, Richardson, Thomas, and others of Company D, Seventeenth

Virginia Infantry; of Robert T. Love and D. McLee, Seventeenth

Virginia Infantry; of Sergeants Troth and Taylor, Seventh Virginia

Infantry; of R. T. Halley, Forty-ninth Virginia Infantry; of Matthew

Plaskett, and W. H. Dawson, and others, Nineteenth Georgia In-

fantry; of Conway Chichester, First Virginia Cavalry; of Lieutenants
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George A. Means, Berkley Monroe, Edward Nevitt, and others, Sixth

Virginia Cavalry; of Lieutenants W. H. Kirby, Ball, Sewall, Wil-

liams, Terrett, and others, Company I, Eleventh Virginia Cavalry;

of Lieutenants Fox, Dulany, Underwood, Davis, Simpson, Gooding,

Mayhugh, and others of Mosby's command; of Major Charles E.

Ford, Posey, and Wells, of the artillery; of Major Alfred Moss,

Captains James W. Jackson, Washington Stuart, and others; of

Commodore Muse and Surgeon Mason, of the Navy.

" These are but a handful of dust,

In the land of their choice,

A name in song and story,

And fame shouts her trumpet voice,

Dead, dead on the field of glory."

And now, respected and beloved ladies of the Memorial Associa-

tion, permit me, on behalf of the Monument Association, to present

this monument to you in your keeping, and may you never cease to

cherish this as sacred to the memory of those sleeping patriots; and

may this shaft always prove an object lesson to which you may point
the youth of our country in pride, and bid them emulate the example
of their fallen countrymen."

The monument was received by General W. H. F. Lee, who repre-

sented the Ladies' Association, in a feeling address.

Hon. James L. Gordon, of Albemarle, then read the following

POEM:

"They died in a dream, it is said, for whom is riven

The veil from the granite's gleam;
But surely never on earth to man was given
The gift of a grander dream

;

For they dreamed that Truth from her long, long sleep was waking,
That the skies of Time were red

With Freedom's dawn at last on their people breaking,
And they died thus comforted.

Theirs was the dream that through the old earth's long story,

Wherever man's hope may be,

Has dazzled his eyes and thrilled his soul with its glory
The dream of a people free !

And these died with the gleam of that dream upon their faces,

With liberty's martyr'd sons.
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Days come and go and the hands of the silent hours

Mark the sun's rise and set ;

And the years have covered their battle-fields with flowers,

But their people remember yet

How in the time of strife and tears their mother's

Breast bore the crimson stream

Of the heart's blood of their unforgotten brothers,

Who died in the splendid dream.

And as long as valor and faith on earth are cherished,

And men shall honor the brave,

Bright will grow the story of those who perished

For a cause they could not save,

Till on history's changeless page serene and glorious,

While the spirit of truth find breath,

Their deeds will glow through the eons of time, victorious

Over defeat and death.

Lo ! this shaft, which is reared towards God's skies in token

Of a love that shall never cease,

Symbols not any hope that the years saw broken,

But a hope that shall still increase,

Of a time when the bugles shall blow over heights supernal,

Till the quick and the dead are thrilled,

And the Figure in Grey shall be crowned with the days eternal,

And his dream shall be fulfilled."

JAMES LINDSAY GORDON.

After an anthem by the quartette choir and benediction by Rev.

Samuel Wallis, the procession re-formed and marched to the Court-

house square where the orator of the day, Senator John W. Daniel,

made an eloquent address, from which the following extracts were

published:

"MR. CHAIRMAN, COMRADES, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN :

" Not long ago General Early addressed me a letter, and in doing

so he used the same kind expression as the chair did in his flattering

introduction, that the proudest distinction I have ever known, and

the grandest title any of us have ever worn, is that of Confederate

soldier; for there is no story of fame, no dream of glory, nor grander

evidence of true manhood than doing simple duty, which those brave

boys, a few of whom you have met here to-day to honor, did, I was

about to say upon a hundred battle-fields. In the face of a bitter

contest they stood firm, and when those fearful odds pressed them

back for the last time they were yet the grandest people that ever

knew defeat, that are destined forever to be free.
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I come not to recount the story of their just fame. I would that I

could add one word that would perpetuate and enshrine their memo-

ries that future generations may read them as we to-day do the stories

of Putnam, Washington, and Light-Horse Harry Lee. We want

the rising generation to know from what gallant loins they came.

That the cause makes all, and that it alone honors or degrades in the

fall ;
and these brave soldiers did nothing which neither you nor I

need be ashamed. They did their simple duty, as old Early said,

and have not apologized for it since.

Did there ever stand upon the battle-field an army of such people ?

There in those ranks you would have seen the young student of the

ministry, touching elbows with the blacksmith, the rich man's son

and his poor neighbor's plow-boy side by side all bent upon their

course of duty.

I have heard it said that we were an aristocracy that dominated the

South. My countrymen, of no people was this statement less true.

It is a mistake to attribute the war to the politicians. The forces

that brought it about had long been boiling and there was no exit

except by the sword.

If the war of 1861 was a mistake, then was the war of 1776 a mis-

take. In both we were confronted by similar problems, requiring a

similar solution; and the forces of both were nearly a century old

before they were set in motion. In the Constitution of the United

States had the institution of slavery its corner-stone
;
and the fugitive

slave law, which the North openly violated, had its birth nearly a cen-

tury before in .New England, where the first assertion of State rights

was made
;
and where the South urged, in the interest of the entire

country, the right of local self-government bequeathed to them the

priceless heritage of their fathers these people denied it.

It is not my purpose on this occasion to enter upon a disquisition

on the right of secession or its obverse. This is not the question

before us to-day ;
but I do say that history knows no grander page

to its heroes, nor memory rears no prouder stone to its loved ones

than the story of those brave boys. That a great revolution did

exist is the best evidence that man can give of the right of that page
to be there, and for yonder stone to mark their quiet graves.

What scene have some of you witnessed ! I would not to-day go
over those hard-fought fields recount the brave deeds that were

done. How those ragged lines wavered not to fall, but to valiantly

press to the front, as they did when they looked down the muzzle of

Hancock's gun. Late at Seven Pines did brave men do fearful duty.
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But, oh, there was a time, my countrymen, when you saw suddenly, like

a shooting star that invincible, incomparable Jackson wheel round on

the enemy's right flank, and then something terrible happened !

It is true the Confederacy fell, but it did great service to the mili-

tary world. Success is not altogether a mortal achievement. Man
cannot know the purpose of God in defeat. There may be a destiny

yet unknown to all, the first workings of which may have only taken

shape at the dread field of Appomattox. I believe that all great

battles are fought beyond the stars.

I am not one to despair. Wars and defeats precede all great

achievements and successes. When the wild Goths and Vandals

poured down upon Rome and her arts, and civilization seemed almost

blotted out forever, the true Roman spirit arose grander than ever,

and from that wreck of former glory arose the renaissance. Here

in the South have we been tried in the school of adversity, and des-

tiny has not spared the rod. For my own part, I felt at the close of

the war that there was nothing left here in old Virginia for John, so

I concluded to take Horace Greely's advice,
" Go West." I did so.

I went out to St. Louis, Kansas City and Chicago, but everywhere I

went I felt so terribly lonesome. I had gotten out of my latitude,

and I just broke out in that ,old strain,
" Oh carry me back to old

Virginia," where the ragged boys were that I loved
;
and sink or

swim, live or die, I am going to stay right here with you all. I

thank God that I have done so, for I have builded better than I

know, and all I am and all I hope to be I owe to these dear people
of old Virginia.

Ladies and gentlemen, I beg to assure you that I most profoundly

appreciate the honor to which, your courtesy has invited me. I

bring no gaudy flower to lay upon the monument your noble hearts

have placed upon consecrated ground.
It stands like a sentinel of your love pointing heavenward, simple,

grand, and beautiful as the story of their lives. As Macaulay has so

fittingly said :

" To every man upon this earth

Death cometh soon or late ;

And how can men die better

Than facing fearful odds
For the ashes of his fathers

And the temples of his gods."

I have not spoken of the brave leaders who led those valiant men.

Never was a valiant army more valiantly led. One reason why their
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few numbers stood so well against the many was that Lee and Jack-

son and Stuart knew their men. They were like deft masters who

knew the keys of their instruments and touched responsive chords.

Before closing this slight tribute I want to add my criticism upon
what I conceive to have been the greatest battle ever fought. I refer

to the battle of Chancellorsville a battle waged against all the known

rules of war. Forty-five thousand men, weary, poorly clothed, and

even worse fed, holding their own against Joe Hooker's one hundred

and twenty thousand,
"
the finest army upon this planet," as he was

wont to call it. Hooker had planned the campaign, and he knew he

had the forces. What more ? He telegraphed to Washington that

he would "bag 'em, this time." He went out and reconnoitred: he

could station all the Confederate leaders but Jackson. Where was

Jackson ? Away off from an unexpected quarter came a dull heavy
boom nearer and nearer. Hooker's men could not stand it. Great

God ! There was Jackson, as Fitz Lee would say, singing,
" Old Joe

Hooker can't you come out to-night?" But Hooker did not want

to come that way. Then came the terrible fall, when the Confederacy
heard its own requiem in the funeral dirge of the great Jackson ;

but

Lee, that incomparable chieftian, pressed on with one division around

thirteen hundred men
;
old Jeb Stuart rushed on, and terrible was the

story to tell. Think of Robert E. Lee with one division playing

against the whole Federal army, and you will know something of this

great military feat. Lee was a great man, truly great, modest, unas-

suming, noble, brave
;
but I cannot pause to tell the story of his life

;

it would need greater eloquence than mine that man without a peer.

They call Kentucky "the dark and bloody ground"; but, my
comrades, old Northern Virginia is dark and bloody ground. All

her soil has been consecrated. That modest gentleman here (point-

ing to General Hunton) gave those fellows a trip across the Potomac
near Leesburg. That night-hawk, Mosby, swept around, startling

whole regiments with his little band of gallant followers. Near here

fell John Q. Marr, among the first who bit the dust. Terrible, indeed,

as this has been to us of the South, out of it has come good ;
as the

war brought out and developed the manhood of her people, so now
will other developments come.

I am reminded of the beautiful dream of the Italian. A fairy pre-
sented him with a land of sunshine, beautiful flowers, clear and spark-

ling waters. Then were fountains at every hand. He passed on

slowly, noticing the changes as he followed the limpid streams

towards their source. At every turn the land became more rugged,
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e flowers less abundant until he reached the cold, rocky, snow-

clad Alps themselves. So will the South find the sources of her new

life in the fearful storms through which her heroic sons and daughters

have passed. And of these fair daughters has history yet to pen its

just tribute. To them 1 bow, for my tongue is insufficient to the

task. The women of the South were the genius that inspired her

sons to valor. These noble Spartan women sent their boys forth with

true lessons learned at the knee sent them forth with bread in their

knapsacks and mother's Bible to keep them true.

'Twas the mothers of this fair Southland it was her sisters and

wives and other dear ones whose loving faces kept bright the honor

and deeds of her men.

God bless you women of Virginia and of the South ! The memory
of thy brave boys who have passed on have just tribute in such

keeping as yours."

General Eppa Hunton being loudly called for, then addressed the

assembly in eulogy of the Fairfax troops that were his comrades in

arms during the war.

General M. D. Corse, Colonel Arthur Herbert, Colonel Berkeley,

and other distinguished Confederate officers, were present, as were

also a large number of visitors from Loudoun and Alexandria. The

crowd in attendance was estimated at two thousand.

BANQUETED.

After the ceremonies the veterans were banqueted in sumptuous

style in the Odd-Fellows' lodge rooms, and at sunset the visitors

began their return home.

The occasion was in every sense felicitous. The weather was

delightful, and nothing occurred to mar the pleasure of the observ-

ances. The following is a fitting conclusion to this account:

"A CARD."

" The Central Committee Memorial Association desire to return

thanks to the many whose generous and kindly hearts and ready

hands lent such substantial aid, and more than supplemented their

efforts to make the occasion of the dedication of the monument to

the Confederate dead at Fairfax Courthouse one long to be remem-

bered for its well-rounded success in every particular. An enthusias-

tic multitude moved as though one heart-beat quickened the impulse
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assembled in our village, and with a pride tempered by gratitude

massed themselves about the beautiful granite shaft erected to our

fallen heroes, and with prayer and anthem and eloquent words gave
to their cherished memories the last token of our unfading respect.

And now, under God's blue heaven there remains the silent tear in

the bereaved household while He has gathered them into His keep-

ing, and there is no "lost cause" in His tender providence. We
would that it were possible to thank by name every man, woman,
and child for their ready response, for contributing in money and

provisions, but we can only say, kind people of Fairfax county, both

native born and adopted citizens, and many in Alexandria, Washing-

ton, and Georgetown, that you lightened our labors by your kindly

words, you made possible the creditable occasion by your money,

you helped to entertain our guests by your generous donations, and

you revived and accentuated this sentiment :

' The songs of the

immortals are the holy melodies of love.' It need only be added

that after all expenses are met, upon a clear sheet remains the sum
of $265, which will be used in placing a railing about the mound."

" MRS. S. C. VEDDER,

Secretary Central Committee"

CAPTAIN GEORGE B. JOHNSTON,
First North Carolina Infantry, Confederate States Army.

General James H. Lane, in acknowledging to the editor the receipt

of advanced sheets of this volume, writes as follows of a gallant and

noble young officer of the First North Carolina Infantry (the roster

of the officers of which is given ante, pp. 51-55):

"
Captain Johnston was not, as published,

' one of my adjutants'
but one of my adjutants-general the first of my own selection.

When my regiment was cut off from the brigade under General

Branch, near Slash Church, in Hanover county, by the Federal

divisions of Porter and Sedgwick, and Johnston's company was

subsequently cut off from the regiment, after a most gallant fight,

Johnston swam the river near by to encourage his men to cross,

but when none of them would venture to follow him he would not
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desert them, but swam back, rejoined them, was captured with

them, and was marched drenching wet to West Point, or rather

to the 'White House,' and was subsequently sent to Johnson's
Island. He was the son of Rev. Mr. Johnston, of the Episcopal
Church in Edenton, and married the daughter of Dr. Johnson,
of Raleigh. One of his brothers used to laughingly tell him that

he had never been married that Miss Johnson only consented to

take / with him. He was the life of the prison on Johnson's Island,

though rapidly nearing death with consumption, and used to read

the Episcopal service to his fellow-prisoners every Sunday. He
used to tell them that he never knew how to appreciate his prayer-

book, especially the litany, until he was himself a prisoner and in-

voked God's '

pity upon all prisoners and captives.' He had a young,

joyous-hearted brother in my command who is now an Episcopal

clergyman in Canada, though he has recently been travelling and

preaching in England in the interest of missions. This younger
brother took charge of the remains of my youngest boy-brother,
killed in action at Chancellorsville, and carried them to Richmond
for burial in Hollywood. I have two young hero brothers buried in

that beautiful cemetery on Monroe Hill."

[Compiled from the Richmond Dispatch, January 20, 1891.]

ROBERT EDWARD LEE.

First Observance of His Birth-day, January igth Ordained by the Virginia

Assembly as a Legal Holiday Observed throughout Virginia, and

in Georgia, Maryland and New York.

The Birth-day of General Robert Edward Lee, ordained as a legal

holiday by the Virginia Assembly, was on January igth, 1891 its

first recurrence after such action reverently and generally observed

throughout the State. The States of Georgia, Maryland and New
York also rendered affectionate tribute to the memory to the immortal

Chief of the Armies of the South. In Richmond the weather was

perfect. Not a cloud obscured the sky from "
the rising of the sun

untH the going down thereof.'
'
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About 2 o'clock P. M. the various bodies of military began to

assemble.

A little later and the waving of flags, tap of drum, and blast of

bugle gave notice that the soldiers artillery, cavalry, and infantry

were preparing to move.

The First regiment of Virginia volunteers formed in line at their

armory and the Howitzers at theirs. Lee Camp and the Sons of

Veterans met at Veteran Hall, and Pickett Camp formed line on the

west side of Sixth street north of Broad. The Chesterfield and

Hanover Troops came to town during the morning and made a fine

appearance in the parade.

FORMATION OF LINE.

Promptly at 2:30 P. M. the line moved off in the following order:

Detachment of mounted police Captain E. P. Hulce.

Dismounted police Captain James B. Angle.

Chief-Marshal Brigadier-General Charles J. Anderson and staff.

First Regiment Band.

Regimental Drum-Corps.
Colonel Henry C. Jones and staff.

First Regiment Virginia volunteers (infantry).

Blues' Band.

Richmond Light Infantry Blues, Captain Sol. Cutchins.

Colonel J. V. Bidgood, of the First regiment Virginia cavalry, and
staff.

Chesterfield Troop, Captain David Moore.

Hanover Troop, Captain P. H. Hall.

Stuart Horse Guards, Captain Charles Euker.

There was some delay in the movement of the Howitzers, who
were ten or fifteen minutes behind the balance of the column as it

passed down Broad street to Nineteenth, to Main, to Fifth to Franklin.

THE VETERANS FALL IN.

Here the Veteran corps, under command of Major Thomas A.

Brander, fell in ahead of the cavalry. This division consisted of

Lee Camp, No. i, Confederate Veterans, Commander A. W. Archer;
Pickett Camp, Confederate Veterans, Commander Jennings, and Sons
of Confederate Veterans, Captain W. Deane Courtney.
The march was then resumed up Franklin street to the Lee monu-

ment, where the line arrived a little before 4 o'clock.
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AT GENERAL LEE'S MONUMENT.

The ceremonies at the monument-grounds were very brief but inter-

esting, and in their picturesqueness tended to remind those there

assembled of the unveiling of the statue last May.

Just as the line passed out of Franklin street it was reviewed by
Governor McKinney and Mayor Ellyson from the porch of Mr. R.

W. Powers' s elegant residence, the last on the street, while a youth
in the yard below held aloft a beautiful silk State flag.

The column then marched around the monument, the infantry

passing onward taking a position in the open field several hundred

yards to the north. The cavalry followed in the same direction, while

the artillery wheeled into position considerably to the left. The vet-

erans were drawn up around the monument.

SALUTE AND MUSIC.

The regiment then fired a salute, firing at will. The bands played
"
Dixie,"

"
Carry Me Back to Old Virginia,"

" Bonnie Blue Flag,"

and "
My Maryland." The artillery then fired a salute.

There were some manoeuvres of the cavalry; the infantry was

marched back to the west side of the monument, formed into a dress-

parade line, and photographed.
The line was then marched back to the city.

MAJOR STRINGFELLOW'S EULOGY.

The programme of the day was concluded at night at Sanger Hall

with a banquet.
At 9 o'clock Lee Camp and numerous invited guests, in all about

three hundred and fifty, sat down to a splendid spread of choice

viands.

These were discussed with earnestness, and for about three-fourths

of an hour knives and forks did good service. At the end of that

time Commander Archer introduced Mayor Ellyson as toast-master,

who announced that he had communications of regret for absence

from W. A. Smoot, of R. E. Lee Camp, Alexandria, Va.
; Hugh R.

Smith, of A. P. Hill Camp, Petersburg; Captain Sol. Cutchins, of the

Richmond Light Infantry Blues, and Captain C. Gray Bossieux, of the

Grays.
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"THE DAY WE CELEBRATE.

The first toast of the evening was, "The Day We Celebrate."

In the world's great calendar the advent of moral heroes is designated

by white stones, the birth of mighty conquerors is writ in ruby red;

let the igth of January, 1807, be marked with an imperishable

diamond to flash from different faces all the colors of the bow upon
the natal-day of one who in peace and war, in success and reverse,

has for his single watchword
"
Duty," the noblest term in the English

language.

Major Charles S. Stringfellow responded to this sentiment. He
said :

"What meaneth the noise of this great shout?" was the question
which the victorious Philistines asked of each other some three

thousand years ago when the defeated Hebrews saluted the ark of

the covenant as it was brought from its resting-place at Shiloh to

their camp at Ebenezer, and the significant question we ask of our-

selves this evening is: "What meaneth the noise of this great
shout ?

"
with which this assemblage of so many of the representative

men of Richmond have greeted a sentiment in honor of a chieftain

whose flag was furled at last in the gloom of defeat and despair.
The day we celebrate! The four and eightieth anniversary of that

on which, in an Old Virginia homestead by the blue waters of the

broad Potomac, another son was born unto our dear old Mother

State, destined in the fullness of time to write his name besides her

Masons, her, Henrys, her Madisons, her Jeffersons nay, beside that

of Washington himself on the roll of those immortal few
"
that were

not born to die."

Forever and forever, honored be the natal-day of Robert Edward

Lee; forever and forever, upon its return as the years pass by in

the long procession of the ages, may Virginia's mothers teach their

children the story of his matchless Christian life and virtues, and Vir-

ginia's sons mark that day with drum and fife and all the pomp and

pageantry of grand parade, and gather in public meeting and banquet
hall to celebrate and honor it!

And right it is, my friends, that we should so do, for of all the

events that history takes note of, one of the most notable is the

coming of a truly great man to do his work amongst men; to wisely

govern and control by the force of a mighty intellect and imperial

will; to labor for them, and by his genius add to their comforts and
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promote their material welfare; to think for them and increase their

stock of knowledge and clear away the mists of doubt and error that

obscure the light of truth; to act for them and by deed and bright

example point out the path of duty and stimulate to high endeavor.

END TO KINGLY RULE.

When on the yth of June, 1776, Richard Henry Lee moved in the

Continental Congress that "these united colonies are and of right

ought to be free and independent States," and when on the 4th day

of July following that Congress adopted and published to the world

the Declaration of Independence which Jefferson drew and the good

people of those colonies under the lead of Washington maintained

with bayonet and sword for themselves and their posterity, they put

an end to kingly rule forever.

But the kings they dethroned were those who rule by the accident

of birth or circumstances, and not those kings of men who rule by

right in very truth divine the right of God-given powers so grand

in their proportions and so honestly used for the good of their fellow-

citizens for the promotion of truth and justice and the defence of

right, whether in council hall or tented field, as to command the

homage and respect of men.

" Great men never die.

Their bones may sodden in the sun

Their heads be hung on castle gates or city walls,

But still their spirits walk abroad."

And here to-night, here in the midst of those who knew and hon-

ored him in life; here, I may almost say, in this camp of old soldiers

who followed where he led, from Richmond to Appomattox, with

courage so heroic and devotion so true that the centuries may be

challenged to show their peers; here unseen, but not unfelt, the spirit

of Lee walks amongst us, and for the moment, at least, fills our hearts

with somewhat of his own pure love of gentleness and justice and

duty, as consciously or not we resolve as well as may be to imitate

his great example, though far, so far away.

TO ALL TIMES AND ALL THE WORLD.

The man whose fame and memory we celebrate to-night ! Though
ours by birth, he belongs not to our time, nor yet to us alone, but to

all times and to all the world. I know that amongst those whom he
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antagonized there are men cast by nature in so small a mould, with

minds so contracted and hearts so mean, that they are still ready to

cast a stone at the memory of the rebel Lee. Thank God, there are

few, if any such, in the ranks of the brave soldiers who fought against

him. But the passions and the prejudices which the war evoked will

one day be buried in the grave of the long ago. The red rose and

the white bloom side by side on fields once drenched with the blood

of Lancaster and York; and though upon the return of the Stuart to

the throne of his fathers the graves of the Puritans were despoiled of

their dead, and the bodies of Pym and Blake dragged from West-

minster Abbey and cast like rubbish into the church-yard of St.

Margaret, yet to-day, could one produce but a link of the chain by
which Cromwell's body was suspended from the gibbet on Tyburn
Hill, it were prized as a precious relic worth a thousand times its

weight in gold; for call him, as men may, rebel or lord protector, all

England boasts of his name, his genius, and his glory, and her sons

with equal pride trace their blood from the dashing cavaliers who
rode with Essex and Prince Rupert at Edge Hill, and the God-fearing
men who marched to victory with Cromwell at Marston Moor, or

followed Hampden to death and defeat at Chalgrove.
Thus it is that the

"
fashion of this world passeth away," and the

fashion of senseless fanatics in the pulpit who have been preaching a

crusade of hate in the place of that dear Gospel of peace, which the

blessed Saviour preached; the fashion of selfish politicians, who have

pained the ears and vexed the hearts of all true patriots with their

hypocritical rantings about "
rebel brigadiers" and

" southern traitors
'*

and "broken oaths"; the fashion of miserable tricksters, who for

their own base ends have so long distorted truth and lived on lies.

Be sure all this shall pass away and Americans everywhere accept
the judgment the world has already rendered: that of all who
played their parts on the great stage of our great civil war the

greatest, the wisest, and the best was Robert Edward Lee. [Great

applause.]
Thrice brevetted in Mexico at Cerro Gordo, at Cherubusco, and

at Chapultepec he proved himself a soldier with courage as daunt-

less as Ney's, and always and everywhere bore himself with a dignity,

courtesy, and knightly chivalry, which lose nothing by comparison
with Sydney or Bayard. He loved his old commander on those

glorious fields, he loved the flag for which he had fought and bled,

he loved the Union itself with all its glorious associations, and a

terrible struggle rent his noble heart in twain when, after Lincoln's
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proclamation had accomplished what the appeals of her sister States

had failed to bring about and driven Virginia to secession, he was

compelled to choose between that Union and his native State.

THE WAY DUTY POINTED.

No one knew better than he the vast power and resources of the

North; none more fully comprehended the magnitude of the im-

pending contest and the sacrifice which he would make in casting his

fortunes with the South; for Arlington, with all its sweet and cherished

memories, lay smiling in the beauty of the opening spring, and he
had but to reach forth his hand and grasp the baton of supreme
command in the grand army which Lincoln was marshalling for the

conflict
; but he heeded not the voice of friendship nor the prompt-

ings of ambition; he heard not the pleadings of self-interest; he hesi-

tated only long enough to decide which way duty pointed, and

deciding that his first allegiance was due to his native State, promptly
drew his sword in her defence. And

" Never hand waived sword from stain as free,

Nor purer sword led braver band,
Nor braver bled for a brighter land,

Nor brighter land had cause as grand,
Nor cause a chief like Lee."

And when after the most tremendous conflict the world has ever

witnessed that brave band laid down its banners, heavy laden with

the weight of glory and worn with fighting and weary with victory

yielded at last to hunger and want and when that bright land was

darkened with the black pall of despair and that grand cause crushed

to earth by the weight of a host in arms well-nigh a million strong,

he returned that sword to its scabbard as pure and stainless as when
it first flashed in the face of the foe.

This is neither the time nor the occasion, were I competent for the

task, by close analysis of his character and deeds, to approximate
the place of Lee in the Pantheon of the great.

As a soldier he must yield precedence to Alexander, and Caesar,

and Frederick, and Napoleon; but he was nevertheless a great captain,

and as an accomplished English critic has written, "In strategy

mighty, in battle terrible, in adversity, as in prosperity, a hero, indeed."

The bloody battles before Richmond, when, like a lion springing
from his lair, he took the offensive, and hurling his army like a thun-

der-bolt on the legion of McClellan, he defeated him at Cold Harbor
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and drove him to refuge at Harrison's Landing, proves the truth of

this. Sharpsburg proves it, and that brilliant campaign in which he

outgeneralled Pope and, shattering his forces at second Manassas,

compelled him to seek safety behind the fortifications of Washington,

proves it. Fredericksburg and Burnside bear witness to its truth.

Chancellorsville and Hooker corroborate it, and Gettysburg, immortal

now by the charge of Pickett's brave Virginians, twin brothers in

valor and renown with the heroes who died for their country at Ther-

mopylae, tells the same story. The countless numbers of brave men
who fell under the flag of Grant from the Wilderness to Petersburg

proclaim it from their soldier graves, and Appomattox's trumpet

tongue tells it to all the ages, for there, in that Gethsemane of sorrow,

he conquered fate itself, and plucking glory from defeat taught the

world by his own example the truth of that august maxim which

had been the guide of his life, that "human virtue could equal

human calamity."

LEE AND NAPOLEON.

When we read the story of Napoleon fretting away his life at St.

Helena, and railing in impotent rage at the reverses of his fortune,

we can but wish sometimes that he had put himself at the head of

the Old Guard whom Cambronne led to undying fame at Waterloo,

and perished on that fateful field
;
but where lives the man who does

not feel that the world would have sustained an irreparable loss had

Robert E. Lee ridden along his lines at Appomattox and put an end

to his grand life and sorrow there, as in one single moment of par-

donable weakness he suggested he could do ?

When Gordon sent his word that his old corps had by mere attri-

tion been reduced to a "frazzle" he knew that the end he had long

foreseen had come, and calling his staff officers around him prepared

them for the last sad act in the saddest drama in modern times.
"
What," said one of them,

" what will history say of our surrender ?
"

"That is not the question," Lee replied. "The question is whether

it is right, and if it is righl> I take all the responsibility." There

spoke the Christian hero! self-poised and self- sustained. As pros-

perity had never obscured neither could adversity dim his clear per-

ceptions of right nor cause him for one moment to falter in the line

of duty. You all remember that when the tidings of the French

Emperor's surrender reached Paris, Magenta and Solferino were

forgotten, and his lovely wife compelled in the darkness of midnight
to abandon her home and fly for her life under the escort of a foreign
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prince; but when the people heard that Lee had laid down his sword

in the midst of its own overwhelming grief the great heart of the

South beat with tenfold sympathy and love for its fallen chief.

Sedan was the grave of the Third Napoleon; Appomattox was for

the paroled prisoner Lee the beginning of a new life, illustrated by a

victory in peace more glorious than any that had crowned his arms

in war; for he lived to conquer the prejudice and hate of all honorable

foes and compel the homage of mankind itself by the exhibition of

such moral grandeur, such unsurpassed patience in suffering, such

fortitude in misfortune, such unequalled self-command, and such

Christ-like self-abnegation, that when at last he was borne to rest

under the shadows of the blue hills of old Virginia, the wild wail of

sorrow that went up to Heaven from the sorely-tried and sorely-

stricken South found a responsive echo in every land where men

honor the brave and love the good.
And still we

41 Mourn for the man of amplest influence,

Yet clearest of ambition's crime ;

Our greatest, yet with least pretence.

Great in council and great in war ;

Rich in saving common sense; .

And, as the greatest only are,

In his simplicity sublime."

The cause we celebrate to-night ! Not the cause of sedition or

treason, not that of vaulting ambition, nor yet of secession or disunion,

but the cause of the statehood of the States, of the Constitution and

union of the fathers; the cause that Lee battled for with a giant's

might; the cause for which Sydney Johnston and Stonewall Jackson

gave their glorious lives, and for which their hero soldiers were con-

tent to bleed and die and sleep in unmarked graves on an hundred

fields; the cause of constitutional limitations and constitutional law.

That is the cause we commemorate to-night.

THE CAUSE WILL LIVE.

It did not perish utterly at Appomattox. It did not die with Lee.

It will survive the passions of the hour and live when sneering hypo-
crites and brazen demagogues with their force bills and their unholy
schemes of public plunder and private gain shall only be remembered

to arouse the scorn and execration of all patriotic men. It cannot

die, for it is the cause of liberty itself, and

"Freedom's battle once begun,

Bequeathed from bleeding sire to son,

Though baffled oft is ever won."
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The land we celebrate to-night the land of brave and honest men,

of maids and mothers virtuous and true, of statesmen, sages, and

heroes the land whose whole history is marked by great deeds and

redolent of glorious memories the land of Washington and his great

compatriots the land in whose battle-scarred bosom sleep Lee and

his great Lieutenants, Stuart, Hill, and Jackson, with the unnumbered

thousands of those gallant men who followed them with hearts as

brave that is the land we celebrate to-night.

The day, the man, the cause, the land, we meet to honor are all

forever linked with the history, the wonderful rise and the untimely
fall of that Confederacy of States which in four short years for years
are as nothing in the lifetime of nations earned for itself an immor-

tality of glory, and then gave place to a Union which from our hearts

we pray may endure forever
" an indestructible Union of indestruc-

tible States" founded on mutual confidence, mutual respect, and the

eternal principles of truth, justice, and right.

" Ah ! realm of tombs but let her bear

This blazon to the last of time :

No nation rose so white and fair

Or fell so free of crime.

"An angel's tongue, an angel's mouth,
Not Homer's, could alone for me

Hymn well the great Confederate South

Virginia first and Lee."

GOVERNOR McKINNEY SPEAKS.

Governor McKinney responded to the next sentiment, Virginia
She holds as a sacred trust the ashes of her dead

;
she feeds with

bounteous hand her living sons
;
she looks with calm hope to a better

future.
"
If honor calls, where'er she points the way, the sons of

honor follow and obey." Churchill.

The speaker began by saying he had listened with pleasure to

Major Stringfellow's oration.

Virginia had on every occasion been able to furnish a man to meet

the emergency. When in the Union she was looked upon as a leech,

and when in the Confederacy she was regarded as the foremost State

of the South.

Virginia was the first State where free religion obtained. She was

for independence when others were uncertain. The climatic condi-

tions conduced to the growth of brave men
; It was not warm enough
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to make effeminate or cold enough to dwarf them. In her were

embraced forests, fields, rivers, mountains, and valleys, all going

to form a country well worth fighting for.

VIRGINIA PLUCK.

The indomitable pluck of Virginians was well known, the governor
said. He remembered hearing about one of Pickett's men who went

West shortly after the war to Kansas City. He saw an advertise-

ment for help in a store. When he answered he found several hun-

dred applicants ahead of him. They were calling out,
"

I was under

Grant,"
"

I was under Hancock." He passed in front of the desk,

and, holding up a hand from which three fingers were gone, said :

"
I

lost those fighting under Lee in defense of the capital of my native

State, Virginia.

The ex-Confederate was given the place, although the employer
told him that he was no southern sympathizer, but because he felt

that a man who asserted himself under such circumstances could

be trusted.

HE MADE THE SACRIFICE.

At the time Virginia seceded Mrs. Lee was an invalid, and a female

friend was staying with her. Late at night Mrs. Lee sent for her and

told her she was afraid the Colonel was worried, as he had been

walking the floor of the room above all night. Just at that moment
the Colonel knocked at the door, walked in, and took a seat on the

side of the bed. He said he was greatly troubled and wanted advice.

"Virginia has seceded today. The United States educated me, and

I have been offered the command of her army. But Virginia is my
home and the birth-place of my fathers." The old lady responded,
"The path of duty is the path of sacrifice." At that Colonel Lee

brightened up and and said :

"
I tender my sword to Virginia to-

morrow."

This was indeed a sacrifice. The United States was a great Gov-

ernment, equipped for war; and he refused the command of her armies

to come to Virginia, who was without a navy, without a treasury, and

almost without hope, but which he loved, and was willing to die for.

SCARS OF WAR.

The Governor said he had lately seen a map of Virginia with red

flags on it to designate where Virginia troops had fought. The flags

were everywhere. They were the scars of war, but they did not
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disfigure her. Virginians and other Southern people have no need

to be ashamed of the part they took in the war. The northern

people came here, bought Libby Prison, and carried it to Chicago to

make money out of it. Why not dig up some field where Southern

chivalry had been victorious and carry that away, too. Northern

men say that they come from the North, but a Virginian does not say

he conies from the South, but from " Old Virginia, thank God"; and

even the negroes are proud of being Virginians and boast of it, even

down to the exact county. Every man is raised free, and therefore

they all belong to the
"

first families."

A Virginian never goes away from home with the intention of stay-

ing: he always hopes to make money and come back to the old

Commonwealth.

POSSIBILITIES OF THE FUTURE,

A friend of his, remarked the speaker, had told him a few days

ago that he would so like to live fifty years more, not for the mere

pleasure of living, but to see the wonderful progress that Virginia is

bound to make in that time. The possibilities cannot be imagined.

No man can tell what Virginia will be fifty years from now. Norfolk,

Newport's News, Richmond, Roanoke, Glasgow, Buena Vista, Salem,

Buchanan, Big- Stone Gap, must become inconceivably great.

Before fifty years have elapsed Virginia, now the fourteenth State

in the Union in point of wealth and population, will walk a queen

among her sisters.

But, concluded the Governor, no matter what the future has in

store, no greater man would ever spring from her loins than the one

whom they were then gathered to honor.

Mayor J. Taylor Ellyson responded to the third toast of the even-

ing.

The City Through dark and trying years her barriers, guarded

by her sons, kept at bay mighty armies. Now pushing her lines of

hospitable homes and her hives of busy industry beyond the circle

of dismantled forts, she beckons to skill and culture, to capital and

enterprise, from North and South, from East and West, by open

highways, to join in the march " On to Richmond."

In his role as toast-master, remarked the Mayor, he always pre-

ferred to make others talk rather than to do so himself. He was a

little surprised when asked to reply to a sentiment
;
but he did so-

cheerfully, for he felt it was an honor to represent the city.
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When the Confederate soldiers left Appomattox twenty-five years

ago many felt like they would like to leave the State forever. They
would have done so but for the example of R. E. Lee, who showed

his readiness to identify himself with her future.

The progress of twenty-five years was due to the energy and

industry of the Confederate soldiers, and what had been accomplished

by these men was by inspiration gathered from the lips of Lee.

When he was in New Orleans in December, 1889, he was glad to

hear Mrs. Davis say, when he spoke to her in regard to Mr. Davis

being buried here, that several times during his life the President had

remarked that when he died they would find
" Richmond "

engraved
on his heart.

And so Richmond came to pay her tribute of love, respect, and

affection to R. E. Lee, the man who taught that
"
the fittest place to

die is where man dies for man."

The fourth and last regular toast of the evening was replied to by
Commander A. W. Archer, of Lee Camp. It was :

R. E. Lee Camp. The burden of years and the ravages of time

may thin the ranks of the war-worn veterans, yet the fond memories

of a glorious past will keep their hearts ever young, and the cheer-

ful glow of their camp-fires shall never cease to illumine the imperish-
able name inscribed upon their banner.

Colonel Archer devoted himself chiefly to the objects of the Camp
and the history of its organization and growth. The name of Lee,

he declared, is dear to all, and its repetition does not weary. The

principles of Lee Camp, assisting the fallen brother, were exercised

at Appomattox. He told of how the Camp was organized in a little

room by four men, who met to devise ways and means for helping
the widows and orphans of dead comrades, and that now in the

Soldiers' Home it has the most enduring of monuments. It is the

private soldier, the man who did the fighting, that commands the

respect of the country to-day.
If in the future the ex-Confederate discharges his duty as faithfully

as in the past, when he crosses over the river and meets the great

generals who have gone before he will be greeted as a true and faith-

ful soldier.

CONFEDERATE PARSONS.

At the conclusion of his remarks Colonel Archer said that Stone-

wall Jackson must not be forgotten, and at his suggestion a toast to
13
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his memory was drunk standing. He then called on Major (now

Rev. Dr.) James P. Smith, who was with Jackson when he was shot,

to respond.

Captain Smith said the subject was one of which he knew much

and he hardly knew what to say. He could tell them of how he was

introduced to General Lee by Jackson as one of his aides, and how
General Lee laid his hand on his shoulder and told him he was a

lucky dog. Or he could tell of a Christmas dinner that Lee, Jackson,

and Stuart ate together. Or of how General Lee sent him to get

news from A. P. Hill, and when he returned the General made him

sit down beside him on his blanket and put his arm around his waist

and joked with him. And later at night of Lee and Jackson warm-

ing their hands at the fire and planning the battle of Chancellorsville.

And after Jackson was wounded of carrying a note to him from Lee

saying the victory was due to his efforts.

LEE'S GREATNESS.

Rev. Dr. M. D. Hoge was called upon by Major Stringfellow to

respond to the toast:
"
In memory of General Lee great as a man,

great as a soldier, and greater still as an exemplar of Christian life."

The Doctor said he would reply by telling what his friend, Major

(now Dr.) Smith, was too modest to relate. That was that after Gen-

eral Jackson was wounded that Major Smith shifted his own body so

as to put it between the wounded General and the men who were

firing on him.

As to the toast, he could say, in the words of Carlyle, who was not a

parson, that
"
a man's religion is his chief part and turns all the rest."

The Doctor said that in point of service he was the oldest man in

the regiment, and that counting by seniority he was entitled to ride

five yards in front of Colonel Jones.

Referring to the governor's fifty-year prophecy, he said that at the

end of that time Norfolk would be a Liverpool, Lynchburg an Edin-

boro', Richmond a Paris, and Farmville a London.

The Doctor concluded by comparing Lee's memory to the brightly-

shining morning star.

After this Judge F. R. Farrar ("Johnnie Reb.") and others spoke.

AT BARTON HEIGHTS.

The Lee-birthday ball, which took place at Barton Heights at

night, was one of the most brilliant social events that has ever en-
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livened the pretty little suburban town. The dance took place in

the
"
Wigwam," which was handsomely decorated for the occasion,

and nearly fifty couples were present. Music was furnished by string

and brass bands, and a splendid supper was served.

JUDGE FLOURNOY'S SPEECH.

Hon. Henry W. Flournoy was the orator of the evening and made

a splendid speech, which was well punctuated with applause.

Judge Flournoy spoke for about fifteen minutes, dealing almost

entirely with the life and character of General Lee. He laid great

stress upon the fact that General Lee was the only man of the

century whose name is not now reproached by his bitterest enemy.

In speaking of the new South he said that all of it that is good is

an inheritance from the old South. There is no new South worth

the name, he declared, for the new South of to-day, as it is called, is

but the old South under changed conditions.

It is a fact, he continued, that when George Washington retired

from the presidency of the United States thirteen men under the

leadership of Andrew Jackson refused to vote for resolutions of

respect and eulogy upon the man who when he died was styled
" The

Father of his Country." So stainless and so completely above all

controversy was the life of Robert Lee, that when he issued his fare-

well address to his surrendered army the hearts of his soldiers and

his people were more united in devotion to him than when he led

the columns of his incomparable army to victory.

HE LEFT HIS RECORD.

He is conspicuous among the great men of all ages in declining to

defend himself against the assaults of fanaticism and time-serving

politicans, preferring to rest his fame upon the record of his life rather

than defend his good name by the denial of base charges, alleged by
base enemies. When called upon by loving friends to refute charges

of treason preferred against him in the Republican Congress of 1865-
'

66-' 67, he answered : "If the facts of my life as they are known

to the world do not refute assaults upon my character no word of de-

fence from me can avail.
"

No man has ever lived in ancient or modern history who so squared

the conduct of his life by the laws of eternal justice and who left so

little Tor the most carping critic to utter against him.
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HIS GREATNESS DEVELOPED.

Daniel Webster said it was the occasion that made eloquence.

Certain it is that opportunity develops the powers of great men. If

there had been no Southern Confederacy Robert E. Lee would have

lived and died a colonel of cavalry. The cause for which he fought,

the men who followed him, and the women who blessed him with

their tears, their prayers, and sustained him with unremitting labor

and patriotism, together with his character, have given to the world

examples of patriotism, heroism, and endurance, which contain many
lessons, the careful study of which must be good for all the people
who have and shall live after him. Who can say that such a cause

so sustained is without its blessings to all humanity ?

When he died it was the judgment of the world that the white

flower of a blameless life should be laid upon his bier, and to-day he

lives in the memories and hearts of all intelligent, right-thinking

people as the most perfect exemplification of all that is great and

good and to be desired in human life.

PETERSBURG.

There was a great outpouring of the people, and flags and bunting
were displayed in every quarter of the city. Private residences as

well as the stores in the business section were elaborately decorated.

There was a general suspension of business in the afternoon, and

the streets were crowded with our own citizens as well as hundreds

of visitors from the adjoining counties. Many pictures of General

Lee were hung in front of stores and residences, and the greatest en-

thusiasm was manifested. Confederate, State, and national colors

were seen on every side, and one of the features of the observance

was the great number of ladies who participated.

THE PARADE.

The column was formed on Bollingbrook street, facing south, with

the right resting between Second and Third streets. Ex-Governor

William E. Cameron was the chief marshal, and he was assisted by a

number of deputies. In the line of the parade were Mexican vet-

erans bearing with them the flag which they carried to Mexico, the

Petersburg Grays, the Petersburg Artillery, the Prince George Cav-
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airy, A. P. Hill Camp, Confederate States Veterans, the police corps,

veterans, members A. P. Hill Camp, the fire department, public-

school pupils, and many others who took part in the parade to testify

their respect for the man and the day, including the three councils of

the Junior Order of American Mechanics. There were two bands in

line one of the Grays' and the other band of the Normal School,

composed entirely of colored students. The procession moved

through the principal streets of the city and was brought to a stand

at the Academy of Music, where an interesting programme had been

arranged. Senator Daniel was unable to be present, however, as

intimated in Sunday's Dispatch, and Hon. C. P. W. Breckinridge,

of Kentucky, telegraphed that reasons of State prevented him from

coming.

DANIEL APPLAUDED.

So, after prayer by Rev. Dr. Gibson and a short address by Mayor
Collier the audience was dismissed. The Academy was crowded from

pit to dome, and the stage presented a most picturesque appearance.

When Mayor Collier, explaining the cause of Senator Daniel's ab-

sence, eloquently referring to him as battling bravely now for the

liberties of Virginia as he had battled in the past, a great cheer went

up from a thousand throats, and subsequently the Senator's name was

applauded to the echo. Mayor Collier made an excellent impromptu

speech, and more than once when he alluded to the force bill the

audience applauded his sentiments and re-echoed his spirited condem-

nation of that measure.

Thousands of people were unable to get inside of the doors of the

Academy.

GENERAL LEE'S HEADQUARTERS.

Among the handsomest and most picturesque decorations were

those at the residence of the late William H. Beasley, on High street.

The house is located in very spacious grounds, and on the sward in

front was a minature camp, three tents in all, and pacing up and down

in camp was Captain John T. Parham, a Confederate veteran, wear-

ing the identical uniform with which he was clothed when he was a

soldier in the Army of Northern Virginia. Here also were to be

seen many mementoes of the great struggle, one of the most interest-

ing of which was the earthen-ware pitcher which had been used by
General Lee. The Beasley Mansion was General Lee's headquarters

during his operations around this city, and therefore it is of consider-
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able historical importance. It was very beautifully and tastefully

decorated. The Twelfth regiment flag, which was borne by that

command at the battle of Seven Pines, floated over the minature en-

campment, and another object of more than usual interest was the silk

flag that was presented to the Petersburg City Guard by the ladies

of Petersburg thirty years ago, and which for ten years after the close

of the war had lain buried beneath the earth to preserve it from hos-

tile hands. The "camp" was photographed.

MEXICAN VETERANS.

The day passed off without any ontoward incident to mar the

ceremonies. The only disappointment experienced was the failure of

the distinguished orators to be present.

Twelve of the old Mexican-war veterans, occupying carriages,

were in the procession and were assigned seats of honor on the stage

at the Academy. The ladies of the Memorial Association were also

in carriages in the column and sat upon the stage.

PORTSMOUTH.

In Portsmouth the military companies joined the Stonewall Camp
and the Independent Fire Company and paraded, after which the

column marched to Oxford Hall, and the Rev. Dr. William E.

Edwards delivered a scholarly and eloquent oration. He spoke of

the importance attached to the great events in history, the sites upon
which the great events had been enacted, and most especially the

interest which attached to the great men of history, and among these

the conspicuous figure of Robert E. Lee. "He was born," the

speaker said,
"

at the close of a remarkable century, and in the midst

of stirring and memorable events. The past one hundred years had

been a scene of revolution in almost every department of thought.
The path was being blazed for the more rapid advance of the car of

civilization. Science, dissatisfied with the meagreness of her attain-

ments, pushed out her investigations into new fields of inquiry.

WITH THE FATHER OF HIS COUNTRY.

" At the close of this remarkable era and in the midst of stirring

events Robert E. Lee appeared, born upon the same spot with the

Father of his Country and destined to the same glory if not to an

equal success.
' '
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The speaker then rapidly ran over the events of General Lee's

career up to the civil war, and spoke eloquently of his patriotic devo-

tion and distinguished services as a soldier of the Confederacy.

THE MARVELLOUS INFLUENCE.

"But gentlemen," he added, "we have not yet attained to the

secret of the wonderful power, the magical spell the strange, mar-

vellous influence exerted by that life which this day we study. Men
are not great simply nor especially by the intellect, but through the

heart. Character is of more value than genius, and what I wish to

observe is this, that the military career of our dead chieftain is the

canvas on which, from the inner life as from a lantern, is thrown a

rarer combination of graces and spiritual excellences than is witnessed

in the history of one man in a thousand."

LEADING CHARACTERISTICS.

He then dwelt at length on the leading characteristics of that life:

First, duty; second, independence; third, great tenderness; fourth,

modesty and humility ;
and fifth, his patience under defeat. 'Then

in a beautiful and eloquent peroration on the Christian character of

General Lee the speaker closed his splendid oration.

ALEXANDRIA.

R. E. Lee Camp of Confederete Veterans celebrated the birthday
of General R. E. Lee by a banquet at the Hotel Fleischmann at night.

The dining-room of the hotel was very handsomely decorated with

flags, Confederate and United States, and with flowers. Extended

around the room were tables arranged in the form of a square and

laden down with all the good things of the season. In the centre of

the table stood a large model of the Alexandria Confederate soldiers'

monument (Elder's Appomattox), said to be one of the handsomest

in the South.

Promptly at 8:15 P. M. the Camp, with a few invited guests, filed

into the dining-room, and for over an hour nothing was heard but

the clatter of knives and forks, as the veterans did justice to the

bountiful repast spread by mine host Fleischmann.
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THE TOASTS.

Then came the toasts, as follows :

The Day We Celebrate. Responded to by Comrade Surgeon

Harold Snowden, surgeon Seventeenth Virginia infantry, Confederate

States army.
The Infantry. Colonel Edmund Berkeley, colonel Eighth Virginia

infantry, Confederate States army.
The Artillery. Captain K. Kemper. First South Carolina artil-

lery, Confederate States army.
The Cavalry. General William H. F. Lee.

The Navy. Captain S. B. Davis.

The Private Soldier. Comrade Alexander Hunter, Seventeenth

Virginia infantry, Confederate States army.
A number of impromptu toasts were also responded to, and the

evening was enlivened by yarns of camp life that brought forth peals

of laughter.

THE ADDRESS.

The evening was closed by the reading of General Lee's Farewell

Address to the army by Comrade Richard M. Latham.

NORFOLK.

Soon after sunrise flags and bunting were fluttering in the breeze

from public and prominent private buildings. The day was observed

as a holiday. At meridian the Norfolk Light Artillery Blues, under

Captain M. C. Keeling, fired a salute of eighty-four guns from New-

ton's Wharf.

THE PARADE.

Later the Norfolk City Guard, Lee Rifles, Old Dominion Guard,

Portsmouth Rifles, Norfolk Light Artillery Blues, under command of

Colonel C. A. Nash, of the Fourth regiment, Picket-Buchanan Camp
under Commander T. S. Garnett, the Fire Department under Chief-

Engineer Thomas Kevill, and the Benevolent and Protective Order

of Elks and Typographical Union formed on City- Hall avenue, and

headed by the police force and Norfolk City Band made a parade of
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the principal streets of the city. All the organizations had full ranks

and the column presented quite an imposing appearance.

OVER THE RIVER.

On the return of the procession to Main street the civic organiza-

tions and the police were dismissed and the military went over to

Portsmouth.

FREDERICKSBURG.

General Lee's birthday was celebrated by an imposing military and

civic parade, one of the largest since the war. The streets were

lined with people. From balconies and windows the ladies saluted

the procession by waving of handkerchiefs and clapping of hands.

Many of the houses were decorated with the Stars and Stripes and

the Confederate battle-flag. Portraits of General Lee were also

numerously displayed. The Stars and Stripes were carried in line

by nearly all of the parading organizations. Captain Daniel M. Lee

was chief marshal.

ATLANTA, GEORGIA.

In Atlanta the day was generally observed, markedly by the Vir-

ginia Society composed of natives of Virginia.

Saturday evening, January lyth, Captain W. Gordon McCabe,

reached the city. He came as the guest of the Virginia Society, and

as the orator of the day.

AT THE CAPITOL.

The exercises at the Capitol were held in the House of Repre-

sentatives, and commenced promptly at 8 o'clock. President Hamil-

ton Douglas called the society to order, and after prayer by the

chaplain, the Rev. Mr. Funsten, Captain McCabe was introduced.

His address was upon the "Life of Lee" and "The Defence of

Petersburg." The hall was crowded with an enthusiastic audience,

which was in full sympathy with the theme of the speaker.

CAPTAIN MeCABE'S ADDRESS.

VIRGINIANS: I bear to you the greetings of our mother as you

gather here to do honor to the memory of her greatest son.

And to you, too, men and women of Georgia, this mother, on
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whose bosom lie sleeping so many of your best and bravest those

dauntless heroes who, when she stood ringed with fire, hedged her

round with stubborn steel, and with their brave young blood wrote

the name of
"
Georgia

' '

in crimson letters afresh in the very rubric

of freedom ;
to you, too, our mother stretches forth her hand, which

no longer wears its mailed glove, and bids you God's speed in that

grand career of prosperity which has made the name of this mighty
Commonwealth no less renowned in days of peace than in days of

war, when she gave her all without grudge and without stint in

defence of those principles which since the days of Runnymede
have been the common heritage of all English-speaking folk.

HER ETERNAL DEFIANCE.

Aye ! Virginia, not without self-reproach that she but follows where

she should have led, yields her southern sister homage, in that when

"cheap patriots," insolent by reason of success won by others, were

seeking even in the halls of national legislation to dim with the breath

of obloquy the stainless memory of our matchless leader, and to brand

with infamy the cause for which he drew his sword, this grand old

Commonwealth rang out her eternal defiance to their calumnies by
placing the birthday of Lee in her civic calendar alongside that of

Washington, and published to the world this glorious legislative

enactment signed with the name of her battle-scarred Chief Execu-

tive that brilliant soldier who for four years followed the tattered

battle-flags of Lee and of Jackson rising from simple captain, grade
bv grade, through sheer force of skill and daring until as commander
of Jackson's old corps he became Lee's right arm in that wondrous

final campaign which has claimed the admiration of the brave of

every nation.

VIRGINIA REBELS.

In conclusion Captain McCabe said : Virginians, in yonder battle-

crowned capital of our ancient Commonwealth looks down upon us

in imperishable bronze the
"
counterfeit presentment

"
of our mother's

greatest son of the first Revolution, seated in easy majesty on his

mettled steed, such as he may have seemed to his ragged, expectant

soldiery as he scanned with serene constancy the varying chances of

the fray that day at Germantown or at Princeton, while grouped
beneath him stand the heroic figures of those great Virginians who
shared with him the peril and the glory of guiding the new nation
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out of the dark and narrow bondage of royal tyranny into the broad

light of republican freedom.

"REBEL" he was to those who denied the chartered liberties of

his struggling countrymen, but to-day, under every sun and in every

clime, the name of this "rebel" is to all freemen the synonym of

constitutional liberty.

And yet had not success been his, Washington were none the less

a patriot and a champion of freedom.

HER GREAT SON OF A SECOND REVOLUTION.

Thus it is that Virginia, true to the ennobling traditions of that

mighty past, which teaches us that patriotism is patriotism and that

Principle is principle whether glorified by victory or shrouded in

defeat, has reared a monument no less impressive and enduring to

her greatest son of our second revolution the peer in military genius,

in patriotism, in constancy, and valor of that immortal "Rebel"
whose good blade carved out the freedom of the Western World.

"And here and now, my countrymen,
I tell you Lee shall ride

With that great
' Rebel ' down the years,

Twin '

Rebels,' side by side

And confronting such a vision,

All our grief gives place to pride."

" Those two shall ride immortal,
And shall ride abreast of Time,

Shall light up stately history,

And blaze in epic rhyme-
Both patriots both Virginians true

Both ' Rebels 'both sublime."

BANQUET AND TOASTS.

After the exercises at the Capitol the society and its guests repaired

to the Kimball House, where an elegant banquet was spread. It

was the first annual banquet of the society, and no pains were spared
to make it a perfect success in every particular. The speakers were

as follows : Captain W. Gordon McCabe, Governor W. J. Northen,

Mayor W. A. Hempphill, Colonel W. L. Calhoun, Hon. Clark Howell,

Hoke Smith, Rev. Dr. George B. Strickland, and Major J. C.

Courtney.
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BALTIMORE.

"Fall in" was the command at night of General Bradley T.

Johnson, as he looked over a great mass of talking, hand-shaking,

congratulating Confederate veterans. They had met to celebrate the

anniversary of the birthday of General Robert E. Lee. The com-

mand, as between 1861 and 1865, was promptly obeyed, and the party

of more than two hundred gallant veterans marched by twos into the

great dining-hall of the Carrolton Hotel, the band playing
" My

Maryland."
RARE DISCIPLINE.

General Wade Hampton was with the president of the society.

General Bradley T. Johnson. The jolly company quickly distributed

themselves around the long and spacious tables, all well-laden for

their delectation. "Attention," cried President Johnson, and every
man arose and reverently listened to a short prayer by Rev. William

M. Dame, of the Protestant Episcopal Church, whom so many-

present had known during the struggle on Virginia's soil.

A CONFEDERATE ATTACK.

The attack was then begun, and was continued until there was

nothing remaining to attack and nothing remaining to "down."

"Dixie" by the band, delayed the disposal of the terrapin course.

Everybody involuntarily ceased to eat, and everybody joined in the

old battle-cry, and there was long- continued hand-clapping.
" My

Maryland" made another viand particularly appetizing, and Private

James R. Wheeler, the chairman of the committee of arrangements,

led in the loud acknowledgement of the State ode.

THE CHARGE RENEWED.

With a
"
Hi-ye-yi" the assault was renewed.

" My Maryland
"

merged into a medley of "The Star-Spangled Banner,"
"
Djxie,"

"Yankee-Doodle," and other inspiring strains during the day of

combat and conflict of Confederate and Federal, and there were

cheers and good nature for everybody. If it is given to the spirits

of great commanders to sit at the banquet board with the followers

and admirers still in the flesh, General Robert E. Lee must have

kissed the phantom-blade in salutation to the noble men whom he

often led.
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THE FIRST TABLE.

The gentlemen at the first table were General Bradley T. Johnson

(presiding), General Wade Hampton, General Hooker (congressman
from Mississippi), Captain Booth, Major W. H. Wigfall, Major Skip-

with Wilmer, Colonel Spencer Jones, Rev. William M. Dame, Cap-
tain A. J. Smith, General J. L. Brent, Colonel Henry Kyd Douglas,

Major R. M. Blundon, Captain L. N. Hope and Winfield Peters.

THE NEW YORK VETERANS.

Their First Annual Dinner.

The Confederate Veterans' Camp of New York gave its first annual

dinner this evening in the great dining-room of the New York Hotel.

The hall was tastefully decorated with the Stars and Stripes and in

the centre there hung a portrait of General Robert E. Lee. The

music during the dinner was rendered by the Confederate Veteran

Camp quartette. The menu was engraved on satin paper and bound

by love-knots of red, white and blue ribbon.

MISS WINNIE DAVIS.

Colonel A. G. Dickinson acted as master of ceremonies. When
the dessert was announced he appeared with Miss Winnie Davis,
"
the Daughter of the Confederacy." Miss Davis was simply attired

in black tulle over silk. She was accompanied by the Duchess

d'Auxy, a relative of Justice Lamar, of the Supreme Court. Miss

Davis was greeted with ringing cheers thrice repeated.

THE GUESTS.

Covers were laid for one hundred and sixty guests, among
whom were General Daniel E. Sickles, General E. P. Alexander,

Colonel Charles T. O'Ferrall, Colonel Charles O'B. Cowardin, M.

Glennan, Hon. Benton McMillan, Hon. Eugene S. Ives, Hosea B.

Perkins, Hon. Ashbel P. Fitch, Colonel Charles Marshall, General

Fitzjohn Porter, General William C. Gates, Colonel John A. Cock-

rill, Major George W. McLean, Hon. John S. Wise, Hon. C. S.

Baker, Colonel William Lamb, General P. M. B. Young, Bishop

Potter, Rev. Dr. W. W. Page.
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THE TOASTS.

Colonel Dickinson made the opening address, and the following

toasts were responded to: "The Memory of Lee," Colonel Charles

Marshall, of Baltimore; "Let Us Have Peace," General Daniel E.

Sickles; "The Confederate Veteran," General William C. Gates, of

Alabama; "Our Country, the United States," Colonel Charles T.

O'Ferrall, of Winchester, Va.;
" The Soldier-Journalist of '61-65,"

Colonel John A. Cockrill; "Our Old Home, the South," Hon. Ben-

ton McMillan, of Nashville, Tenn.; "Our Soldier Dead," drunk in

silence.

THE MUSIC.

The Confederate Veteran Camp quartette, consisting of Messrs.

Wilbur Gunn, Frederick Schilling, S. Cameron, and Alfred Poin-

dexter, rendered some excellent music during the evening,
" The

Star-Spangled Banner,"
" Fse Gwine Back to Dixie," and "My

Country, 'Tis of Thee," being among their selections. Messrs.

Gunn and Poindexter sang solos.

GENERAL JOSEPH EGGLESTON JOHNSTON.

The last but one of the six full generals of the war for Southern

Independence (General Beauregard now alone remaining), General

Joseph Eggleston Johnston, died at his residence in Washington,
D. C., on the night of March 2ist, 1891. His death excited

profound emotion, and throughout the Southern States the testimony
of regard in which he was held was touchingly manifested.

RICHMOND.

In Richmond, Lee Camp of Confederate Veterans led in the

initiative. At a meeting of this body, held March 23d, a committee
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of which Colonel Archer Anderson was chairman, was appointed to

prepare resolutions to the memory of General Johnston.

The following chaste and touching tribute from the pen of Colonel

Anderson was submitted by him in a meeting of Lee Camp, held

March 27th, and was unanimously adopted by a rising vote:

"A great soldier has passed from among us.

The death of General Joseph Eggleston Johnston has filled every

southern veteran's heart with sorrow, and we have met to give utter-

ance to the deep and abiding feelings of respect and veneration which

must ever be associated with his honored name.

His career will occupy a great space in the military annals of his

country. It illustrates almost every species of military excellence.

As a youth he had stored his mind with all the lessons to be

drawn from the great campaigns of history and the deductions of

military science. This exact knowledge was supplemented and

adorned by a general culture unusual in the training of a soldier.

But his love of books never impaired his eagerness for action. The

records of the past kindled in his whole nature a passionate ardor to

emulate the great deeds of the heroes celebrated by poet and.histo-

rian. He was essentially a man of action, and on the very first occa-

sion when he confronted a force of hostile Indians he signalized his

fitness to lead men in battle.

SECOND ONLY TO LEE.

Distinguished in the Florida war he showed himself at each step

of his career equal to every call of duty. No officer, save only

Robert E. Lee, emerged from the Mexican war with a more brilliant

reputation for vigor, forecast, and valor. But the war between the

States furnished the arena on which he was to display the great

qualities of head and heart and soul, which alone fit men for the

command of armies.

The secrecy and rapidity of his movement from Patterson's front

to Beauregard's support secured victory at Manassas. During the

next eight months his bold countenance concealed his paralyzing

inferiority of numbers and resources, and held in inglorious inactivity

the grand army of McClellan.

Quickly changing his line of operations to confront the Federal

army in its advance upon the Peninsula he now illustrated that dis-

tinguishing quality of his genius which led him always even at the

cost of distrust and reproach to sacrifice everything subordinate
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and unessential to bring about the substantial and necessary condi-

tions of decisive military success. He withdrew his army skilfully

from a faulty position to bring McClellan to battle at a distance from

his base, where, after the concentration of all our resources, a Confed-

erate victory might determine the issue of the campaign.
In the act to win the rich prize of his strategy he was stricken

down at the head of his columns at Seven Pines by two severe

wounds always, like Hannibal, the first to go into battle and the last

to come out.

CAMPAIGN AGAINST SHERMAN.

But his campaign against Sherman will furnish the imperishable

justification of his fame. The most brilliant military critic of our

time, the English officer, Chesney, has declared that it places him by
the side of Turenne in the roll of the world's great generals. Those
who followed Robert Lee in what was perhaps the grandest of his

campaigns, the campaign of 1864, will understand the greatness of

Johnston's leadership when they consider how nearly Lee's campaign
resembled in method and results Johnston's fighting march from

Dalton to Atlanta. But there was this striking difference. When
Lee reached Richmond and Petersburg, his adversary gained posses-
sion of a better base and a shorter line of communications than he

ever before possessed. When Johnston reached Atlanta his army
was in as high a state of vigor, cohesion, and military devotion as

Lee's, and Sherman was dragging a lengthening chain of weak and

attenuated communications. The opportunity long sought and pre-

pared for a decisive stroke was snatched from Johnston's hand, as

many think, by the Executive mandate, which deprived the Army of

Tennessee of its beloved and trusted chief. The absolute devotion

of that army to him established his possession of one of the prime
characteristics of a general the power to arouse enthusiasm in his

followers. But he had done enough for enduring fame. The verdict

of the skilful and vigorous soldiers who led the Federal army, includ-

ing their brilliant chief, Sherman, declaring Johnston to have been a

great and daring commander, is one of the most striking tributes to

military merit know to the annals of the war. The men who felt his

blows admired him most.

RECALLED TO HIS SHATTERED COMMAND.

One crowning testimony to his worth was reserved to heal the

hero's wounded pride. At the darkest hour of the war Robert E.
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Lee recalled Johnston to the command of the shattered fragments
of the Army of Tennessee. In the heroic spirit of the great of old,

whose custom was ' '

inadversis vultum secundae fortunae gerere,

moderari animos in secundis," Johnston answered that call of duty.

The audacity and fierceness of his attack, with a mere handful of

Confederates, on Sherman's army at Bentonville showed what great

aggressive strokes might have been delivered had adequate means

been wielded by that daring spirit. Men who had stood near him in

battle had long before read this in his flashing eye and grim, firm-set,

lion-like mouth. Never was war-like temper more visibly stamped
on feature, gesture, and bearing, than in the person of this grand
leader in the crisis of action. To see him then was to receive a new

impulse to battle.

A MODEST AND FAITHFUL CITIZEN.

But the soldier who had been so great in war was ready when

peace returned to discharge with modesty and fidelity every duty of

the citizen. For the last twenty-five years he has lived among us a

life of quiet and unassuming fulfilment of public and private trusts.

Crowned with honor, revered and cherished by his countrymen of

all sections and parties, he has completed in peace and dignity the

span of an existence prolonged beyond the ordinary limit, and com-

forted in its later years by an abiding conviction of a life beyond the

grave, and by all the assurances of Christian faith and piety.

His fame is secure in the keeping of his countrymen.

Profoundly imbued with these sentiments R. E. Lee Camp, No. i,

of Confederate Veterans, has heretofore ordered its hall to be draped
in mourning for thirty days in honor of the illustrious commander, a

member of this camp, and now resolves that the foregoing minute be

placed upon its records and communicated to the family of General

Johnston."

WANT THE REMAINS INTERRED IN HOLLYWOOD.

Mr. D. Smith Redford, Colonel F. A. Bowery, Colonel William

P. Smith, Major James W. Pegram and Mr. E. C. Crump were

appointed a committee to request Mayor Ellyson to call a mass-

meeting of the citizens, at such time and place as he may designate,

to pass resolutions requesting that the remains of General Johnston
be interred in Hollywood. The committee was instructed to request
the Mayor to invite such citizens as he may select to deliver addresses

at the mass-meeting.
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THE MASS MEETING.

In pursuance of the request of Lee Camp, a meeting of the citizens

of Richmond was held April 2d, in the hall of the Chamber of

Commerce.

The meeting was called to order by Judge George L. Christian,

on whose motion Mayor J. T. Ellyson was elected chairman.

Mayor Ellyson on taking the chair said he had called the meeting
at the request of Lee Camp, Confederate Veterans, to take suitable

action to secure the removal of the remains of General Joseph E.

Johnston to Richmond. He did not hesitate to comply with the

request and issue the call, for that he felt that in so doing he was but

carrying out and, indeed, anticipating the wishes of the citizens of

Richmond, who he knew would endorse any action of the meeting

looking to the end in view.

On motion of Mr. W. L. White, Judge George L. Christian was

elected secretary.

It was moved and carried that a committee on resolutions be

appointed, and the chair announced the following: Major Robert

Stiles, Colonel W. H. Palmer, Colonel Alexander W. Archer, Judge
E. C. Minor and Mr. Joseph W. Thomas.

RESOLUTIONS REPORTED.

The committee, after consultation, reported through Major Stiles

the following :

" VIRGINIA mourns the last of her great Soldier Triumvirate, Jack-

son, Lee, Johnston all stainless
;
each one as good as great.

Within a year after he drew aside the veil that hid the image of

the God-like Lee, Johnston himself passed from us, and beyond that

greater vale the three Christian heroes have entered upon immortal

comradeship. Weeping Virginia, though Rachel-like lamenting her

children because they are not, may yet lift her bowed head with this

proud reflection : Even in these degenerate days have I borne peer-

less sons, and while in some sense I must give them up, yet are they
mine forever.

More essentially perhaps than other great American, Joseph E.

Johnston was the soldier the trained, professional soldier. As such,

he was less perfectly in touch with the mass of the people, and in

proportion to his merit less appreciated by them than were most of

the other heroes of the war. The Christian civilization of to-day
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rightly yearns for Peace, but wrongly refuses to estimate fairly the

greatness that is born of the profession of arms alone. A quarter of a

century ago, as the majestic figures of our great generals emerged from

the smoke of battle, and moved out from the soldier life, from camp
and march and field, into the unromantic walks of our selfish, schem-

ing business world, men marvelled at them as anomalies and de-

manded " whence have mere soldiers these characteristics
;
this purity

and consecration, this majesty and strength ?
" Those of us who

have to some degree lived and loved the life of the soldier make
answer,

" These men were cast in this mould
; they are not anomalies,

but the lofty yet normal outcome of a grand system of physical and
mental and moral training." What, then, is the training and what

are the formative elements of this life ?

ESSENTIAL CHARACTER OF THE SOLDIER LIFE.

We answer : The essental character of the soldier life is
" SERVICE "

its all pervading law is
" DUTY." Its first lesson is OBEDIENCE un-

questioning its last lesson COMMAND unquestioned. Its daily dis-

cipline ACCOUNTABILITY unceasing its final burden .RESPONSI-

BILITY unmeasured. Its every-day experience HARDSHIPS, PERILS,
CRISES unparalleled its compensation FIXED PAY. Its inspiration

PROMOTION FROM ABOVE.

Here is the mould. Does it not prefigure the man we mourn and

honor to-night? His purity, his loyalty, his directness, his robust-

ness, his majestic simplicity, his devotion to duty, his heroism ? Yes !

God made him in body, mind, and soul a youth capable of respond-

ing to this noble training and absorbing these lofty influences
; but

they made him the man and the hero he was.

Thus was he soldier-trained to a great character and a grand career,

to a majestic manhood and a mightyl ife; but his spirit soared even

higer, because he was also God-created high-souled, and broad-

minded. It is noteworthy how his soldier-training and his soldier

spirit entered into, inspiring or modifying, his almost every act and

utterance, and yet how his personal elevation and breadth bore him

up and away above and beyond the mere soldier.

FOUGHT BRAVELY UNDER WHAT HE CONSIDERED INJUSTICE.

Where will you find anything finer than his palliation ot the failure

of a gallant officer afterwards prominent upon the Federal side to

espouse the cause of his native South upon the ground, as he said,
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tha this friend was essentially a soldier and had failed to secure in

our service the rank to which his worth and his position in the old

army justly entitled him all unconscious the while of the noble con-

trast which his own conduct presented in turning his back upon a

higher position in the old service than any other southern officer

sacrificed, and never sulking, but fighting to the bitter end under

what he considered injustice like to that which repelled his friend ?

His mere intellectual pre-eminence does not even require distinct

assertion. Not only does his career throughout bear witness to it,

but it is perhaps not too much to say that by the general consensus of

competent opinion in the United States, North and South, Joseph E.

Johnson is ranked as at least the peer of any officer upon either side

during the late war, not in intellect only, but in all the learning and

and skill of his profession.

He was even more than this. It is questionable whether there can

be found, in all the annals of war and of defeat, a sublimer exhibition

of imperturbable poise of soul and perfect command of the very ut-

most of one's supremest powers, than is furnished by Johnston's

great double act of soldiership and statesmanship, in the battle of

Bentonville and the convention with Sherman.

But not only did his comprehensive intelligence and his high-souled

strength overlap and rise above the broad, high ideal even of the true

soldier if soldier only but his heart and his affections were so rich

and so loving that, even his lion-like masculinity could not banish

from his intercourse with his family and his friends a tenderness that

was absolutely womanly. General Dabney Maury says he kissed

him upon both cheeks and then upon his lips when parting with him

for the last time. It was one of his peculiar habits to embrace and

kiss men whom he especially loved and trusted. He was not only

affectionate and tender " he of the lion-heart and hammer-hand"
and body battle-scarred but he was the most affectionate and the

most tender of men.

WE CRAVE THE NOBLE BODY.

Let it be added, to complete the picture, and with devout gratitude
to Almighty God, that he who, with such compelling will and such a

mighty hand, controlled and led men, followed his Divine Master

with the humility and the confiding trust of a little child
;
therefore

be it

Resolved, i, That in the life of General Joseph Eggleston Johnston

Virginia recognizes with maternal pride the career of a great Christian
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soldier, without fear and without reproach and full of well-earned

honors.

2. That in his death she mourns the loss of one of the most noble

and the most loyal of all her heroic sons.

3. That, so far as such final disposition of his remains can be har-

monized with the wishes and plans of the General's family, the people
of Richmond and, we are confident, the people of Virginia as well,

crave the noble body, scarred with ten honorable wounds, and ask

that they be permitted to lay it reverently to rest here, in his native

soil, at such place in or near the city of Richmond as may hereafter

be determined upon.

4. That the foregoing minute and resolutions be communicated to

to the family of General Johnston, accompanied by our reverent

sympathies."

MAJOR STILES' REMARKS.

Major Stiles, in speaking to the resolutions, said that General

Johnston was the grandest man he had ever known in respect of per-

sonal friendly relations. He was, however, so essentially a soldier

that he was not in touch with the people and was not esteemed as

other men were.

The speaker believed that if he could communicate with the old

hero he would thank him for putting before the people the life of the

soldier. Public sentiment, continued Major Stiles, does not do jus-

tice to the soldier. The whole force of modern society is given to

the accumulation of wealth. The soldier never accumulates. It

was contended that the time of the soldier had passed. This is no1

true. All civilization is born of the blood of the soldier and founded

on the bullet and the sword. The Christian civilization is iron-bound

and will be until the millennium. The contrary idea was a false rep-

resentation of the Christian religion. The speaker showed how Sir

Philip Sidney, Havelock, Chinese Gordon, Jackson, Lee, and others

were not anomalies, but the development of the soldier-life, and drew
a striking picture of General Johnston the soldierly type.

INFINITE AND ABSOLUTE COURAGE.

He was, Major Stiles said, the embodiment of infinite and absolute

courage. There was as much courage and nobility in his small frame

as could have been packed in that of a man of six feet six inches. The
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life of the soldier was, said Major Stiles, service. He was cut off

from everything that others enjoy. It was a priesthood of consecration .

He was separated from the people, from their aims, and from their

ambitions, standing way off on the frontier protecting the State and

the women and children.

DUTY.

As for duty the soldier had put that word where it never was before,

and he obeyed because those above him had a right to command.
There was, asserted the speaker, no more important lesson for the

people to learn than that of obedience. The centurion had given the

best analysis of obedience.

Major Stiles then attested to the responsibilities of the military life,

and showed how General Johnston measured up the full standard of

all that combined to constitute the ideal soldier.

NO POLITICIAN.

The speaker's description of what difficulties he and others encoun-

tered in trying to make a politician of General Johnston was very

amusing, and in this connection he told some anecdotes at the ex-

pense of himself and friends, which illustrated General Johnston's

straightforwardness, that provoked bursts of merriment.

General Johnston, added Major Stiles, was one of the most charm-

ing conversationalists he had ever heard talk, and was the most

affectionate and lovable man he had ever met. He had often kissed

the speaker, and it was his habit whenever he parted from a family

to kiss the younger members. Major Stiles' description of his last

interview with General Johnston was so pathetic as to draw tears from

the eyes of all present.

AN ELOQUENT AND TENDER TRIBUTE.

Major Stiles spoke for half an hour, perhaps, and nothing short of

a verbatim report of his remarks could convey anything like an

adequate impression of his eloquence and tenderness in his reference

to his old commander and friend.

At the conclusion of Major Stiles' remarks the resolutions were

unamiously adopted.
After some remarks by Captain Louis F. Bossieux, the meeting

adjourned.
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MEMORIAL MEETING.

A Memorial Meeting was held at the Academy of Music, Sunday
afternoon, April 26th. The commodious hall was tilled to its utmost

capacity.

Lee and Pickett Camps Confederate Veterans attended in a body.
Governor McKinney and Colonel William E. Tanner and ladies

occupied one of the proscenium-boxes, and on the stage were the

gentleman who took part in the services, the Committee of Arrange-
ments of Lee Camp, and the singers.

OPENED WITH PRAYER.

Colonel Alexander W. Archer, commander of Lee Camp, was
master of ceremonies and introduced in a few remarks Rev. Dr. W.
E. Judkins, who opened the services with prayer.

Rev. Dr. Landrum read appropriate selections from the Scriptures,

after which the whole assemblage, led by Captain Frank W. Cun-

ningham, united in singing
" Rock of Ages."

A quartette consisting of Captain Cunningham, Mr. Lohman, Mrs.

Rowe, and Mrs. McGruder chanted a hymn, at the conclusion of

which Colonel Archer introduced Rev. Dr S. A. Goodwin, pastor of

Grove Avenue Baptist Church, who delivered a beautiful oration on

the life and character of General Johnston.

DR. GOODWIN'S ADDRESS.

The eloquent speaker opened by saying that the vast audience had

assembled to give utterance to the profound respect and ardent ad-

miration which all had for General Johnston, whose unselfish patriot-

ism and military prowess have enshrined his name forever in the

hearts of the southern people, and who, the speaker said, struck the

first stunning blow in their defence and gave the last in the hour of

their despair. Then, after sketching General Johnston's early life

and education, Dr. Goodwin said: "His knowledge of military

science was, perhaps, the most accurate and comprehensive of any
man of this age. This gave him that sweeping observation, that

minuteness of detail, and that insight into the plan of his opponent
that so pre-eminently distinguished him as a strategist and soldier.

Time, space, and numbers were all present to him. The forming of

every company, however distant, was mentally visible to his eye.

And the movement of every squadron, however remote, was audible

to his ear.
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This aspect of his genius shone with resplendent brightness in his

fighting march from Dalton to Atlanta.

COMPARED WITH LEE*S LAST CAMPAIGN.

"The brilliancy of this campaign," the speaker continued, "will

further appear by comparison with that of the last of General Robert

E. Lee's, which is justly considered one of the most skilfully con-

ducted in the annals of war. When Lee reached Petersburg Grant

gained a better base of operation and a shorter line of communica-

tion than he had ever before possessed; but when Johnston reached

Atlanta he was nearer his own base of supplies, while Sherman, in

the language of a brilliant military critic, was dragging a lengthening

chain of weak and attenuated communication.
"
Sherman, too, was greatly the superior of Grant. Sherman was

a wily adversary, whose well -laid plans were difficult to forecast and

hard to defeat. Grant, conscious of his overwhelming numbers and

resources, and reckless of the lives of his followers, hurled them

upon the daily diminishing ranks of Lee with the single object of

destroying him by the mere force of attrition. With this one object

in view his plans were not difficult to foresee, nor hard to defeat.

Sherman, like a skilled pugilist, evaded every blow of his adversary

that was possible, and effected by manoeuvre what he could not

accomplish by force. His greatly superior numbers enabled him to

flank Johnston with comparative ease and safety whenever he offered

him battle."

HIS DECISION OF CHARACTER.

Referring to General Johnston's decision of character, the speaker

said :

" He formed his plans only after mature reflection and upon
accurate knowledge, and once made he rarely changed them. Neither

the smile of friends nor the scorn of foes could turn him from what

he believed to be right. This decision of character, which is one of

the essential qualities of a great commander, more than once subjected

him to the mistrust of the Government and to the severe criticism

of his friends. This trait of his character is strikingly illustrated in

his retreat from Dalton to Atlanta. Both the Government and the

people clammored for battle. But he knew better than either that

the army which he confronted, three times that of his own in number,

under a sagacious and resolute leader, and covered by entrenchments,

was not to be beaten by greatly inferior numbers. He himself says:
'
I thought it best to stand on the defensive, to spare the blood of our
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soldiers by fighting under cover habitually, and to attack only when

bad position or division of the enemy's force might give us advan-

tages counterbalancing that of superior numbers.' The wisdom of

this course was subsequently clearly developed and fully justified.

COOLNESS AND COURAGE.

"With great decision of character he combined unrivalled cool-

ness and courage. He appeared absolutely insensible to fear. The

roar of cannon, the rattle of musketry, the clash of squadrons, and

the shock and confusion of battle seemed to compose rather than to

agitate him. His heroic courage and sublime composure enabled

him in the greatest confusion of battle to readily discover the slighest

weakness of his assailant and to promptly repair any mistake or

disorder of his own. He watched the tide of battle with the same

composure as that with which the expert chess-player watches the

movements of his opponent. So calm was he amid every difficulty

and so composed was he amid every danger, that what had been so

eloquently said of the great Conde is eminently true of him, that those

fighting around him declared that
'

if they had an affair of impor-
tance to transact with him they would have chosen for it that very

moment when the fires of battle were raging around him, so much
did his spirit appear elevated above them, and, as it were, inspired in

such terrible encounters, like those lofty mountains whose summits

rising above clouds and storm find their serenity in their elevation

and lose not a single ray of the light by which they are enveloped.'

LEAVING THE OLD ARMY.

" His battles with the Indians and his service in Mexico demon-

strated those qualities of coolness and courage, skill and strategy,

that so pre-eminently distinguished him as a commander. He
emerged from the Mexican war adored by the army and trusted by
the Government. He had but to will it and the forces of the United

States would ultimately have been placed in his hands. But his

ambition yielded to patriotism. Leaving behind a brilliant post and

sacrificing the possibilities of a glorious future, he offered to the

South his life and his sword. He was made a general in the Confed-

erate army. His unwillingness to exchange his plans for those of

the Administration more than once brought upon him the censure of

the Government and the criticism of his friends, but neither the

doubt of one nor the mistrust of the other cooled his ardor nor
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weakened his loyalty for the cause to which he had pledged his life

and honor. This trait of his character shines out with conspicuous

brightness and beauty in the closing days of the bitter and bloody

struggle. The grand army of Lee was reduced to the last extremity.

It had at last worn itself away by continuous victories. That of the

Tennessee, snatched from the hands of Johnston at the very moment

of giving its decisive blow, had been broken, beaten, and butchered

at Franklin after sustaining against overwhelming numbers one of

the bloodiest conflicts in the annals of war. So fierce was the con-

flict that the soldiers snapped their bayonets in each other's faces.

The resources of the Confederacy were exhausted. Its armies were

almost naked and starving. The spirit of the people was broken, and

further resistance seemed madness. Defeat and disaster were certain.

Gloom rested like a pall over the whole South. Under these dis-

tressing circumstances Johnston was recalled by Lee to the command
of the army from which he had been arbitrarily removed. It would

have been natural for him to have refused.

HE THREW ASIDE PRIDE.

But, throwing aside his wounded pride, he responded at once to

the call of duty and devotion. Gathering the broken and scattered

fragments of his once compact but now dispirited and depleted army,
he infused into it once more his own indomitable will and energy, and

hurled it again upon the strong and arrogant column of Sherman.

The audacity, the fierceness, and the success of his attack at Benton-

ville is not surpassed by the heroes of Thermopylae nor the patriotic

defenders of Lyons. Not until the heroic Lee had succumbed to

overwhelming numbers and resources, not until the Confederate

Administration was without organization or habitation, not until

further resistance on his part would have been the murder of his brave

followers, did he surrender the men who followed him with ardor and

who would have died at his bidding.

MODESTY AS A CITIZEN.

" His courage as a soldier was only excelled by his modesty as a

citizen. Great corporations sought him for his administrative ability,

and the people of Virginia as an acknowledgement of his merit sent

him to represent them in the Congress of the United States. He

discharged with modesty and fidelity every public and private trust

committed to his keeping. There is not a stain upon his honored

name.
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" But the crowning glory of General Johnston was his simple and

sublime faith in the Lord Jesus Christ. When he marched he

acknowledged God as his guide; when he defended a line he knew

that resistance was vain unless Jehovah formed around him a ram-

part; when he fought he sought from Heaven his force, and when

dying he trusted the merits of the Saviour.

In conclusion Dr. Goodwin said:
"
Full of years and honor, he has gone from among us. As the

Romans placed in the vestibules of their homes the images of their

illustrious ancestors, that their children might be constantly reminded

of their virtues, so let us place in our own Hollywood the body of

General Joseph Eggleston Johnston, and over it place an enduring

monument, that our children may be constantly reminded of his vir-

tues and stimulated to copy his example. There beside the brave

who followed him he will rest in peace, and the rushing river as it

rolls to the sea will sing till the the resurrection his greatness and

glory."

CLOSING EXERCISES.

At the close of Dr. Goodwin's address Rev. L. R. Mason, of Grace

Episcopal church, offered prayer.

Captain Cunningham sang "Some Sweet Day Bye and Bye," and

the audience sang
" The Coronation

"
and the

"
Doxology."

The benediction was pronounced by Rev. George H. Ray, D. D.

[From the Richmond Dispatch, April 26, 1891.]

INTERESTING REMINISCENCES OF GENERAL JOHNSTON.

By GENERAL DABNEY H. MAURY.

SERVICES IN MEXICO.

I first saw General Johnston at Vera Cruz in March, 1847, when,
after a bombardment of two weeks, the city raised the white flag,

and General Scott appointed Captain Robert E. Lee and Captain

Joseph E. Johnston of his staff to go into the place and arrange the

terms of its surrender. They were then distinguished young officers,
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intimate friends to each other, and their martial appearance as they

rode superbly mounted to meet the Mexican officers gave a general

feeling of satisfaction to our army that such representatives of the

"North Americans" had been chosen for such an occasion.

A few days before General Scott had published to his army a con-

gratulatory order announcing
"
the great victory won by the successful

General Taylor
" on the field of Buena Vista. We young Virginians

felt very proud that day.

After disposing of Vera Cruz we moved on toward the City of

Mexico. The army marched along the great National road, made by
the old Spaniards, till about April I2th, when some cannon-shots

from Cerro Gordo checked the advance guard of our cavalry, and

made us know Santa Anna was prepared to give us battle there.

WOUNDED IN MEXICO.

Captain Johnston was ordered to make a reconnoissance of his

position. "C" company of the Rifles (now Third cavalry) was a

part of his escort, I being attached to it. We had been halted in

the timber, just out of sight of the enemy, some twenty minutes,

when we heard the rattle of musketry, and a few minutes later the

order came to
"

fall back to the right and left of the road
' '

to let the

bearers of Captain Johnston pass by. He had received two severe

wounds while making a daring reconnoissance, and was borne back to

Plan Del Rio and placed in the most airy house in the village, where

I also was borne five days later, being severely wounded.

Stevens Mason, captain of the Rifles was taken there also, and a

few days after Lieutenant Darby (John Phoenix) was brought in and
laid on a cot by my side.

A DISCIPLINARIAN.

The rooms were separated by partitions of reeds, which admitted

the passage of air and sound. And we could converse from one

room to another. Darby's coarse humor was irrepressible. Nothing
could stop it, and it gave annoyance especially to Captain Johnston,
who was as pure as a woman in word and thought. But he lay qui-

escent, without any expression of pain, though his wounds were the

most grievous of all, and silently endured Darby's jokes till he heard

him one day order his servant to catch a lamb from a passing flock

and have it cooked for dinner. Then he lifted up his voice and said,
"

If you dare to do that, sir, I will have you court-martialled."
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After ten days General Scott had all of us borne on litters up to

the beautiful city of Jalapa, where we were in a delicious climate and

luxurious quarters.

After getting strength enough to walk to Captain (now Colonel)

Johnston's quarters (he had been promoted to the lieutenant-colonelcy

of the fine regiment of voltigeurs) I went to see him every day,

and we there formed an attachment which ever grew until the end.

His nephew, the gallant young Preston Johnston, of the artillery,

was his constant companion and nurse. Ten months later both had

been shot down in battle "in the valley." Young Preston Johnston
was killed instantly. His uncle, then heading the voltigeurs at

Chapultepec, was again severely wounded.

TENDER AFFECTION.

Only a month ago he told me with deep feeling of his distress on

hearing of his brave boy's death, and how Lee, who broke the news

to him, wept as he grasped his hand and told it. The affection

between these two great men was very tender.

A COMPARISON.

After the Mexican war we met no more on duty until about 1858,

when a board of cavalry officers was assembled in Washington to

establish a uniform equipage for our cavalry and artillery regiments.

We were occupied several weeks on this business in Winder's build-

ing, where during the same time Captain William B. Franklin and

Raphel Semmes were serving together on the light-house board.

One day after our daily session Franklin said: Now that you have

seen Lee and Johnston working together for some weeks, how do

you estimate the two men ? In previous discussion I had thought
Lee more full of promise and capacity.

I said: While both are as earnest and intelligent as possible, I have

noticed that Colonel Lee often yields his opinions to those of the

board or of other members of it, while Colonel Johnston has never

on any occasion yielded his, but frequently has made the board yield

to him. In fact, he is the one man who seems to have come to his

work with a clear and fixed idea of what is needed in every detail

of it.

CORDIAL INTERCOURSE.

Our intercourse, as you know, has been cordial, and even affectionate,

ever since we met in Mexico. I was with him for a few days after
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the first battle of Manassas and accompanied him as he rode over the

field and described the course and incidents of the fight. Then, I

being ordered to the West, met him no more until about Christmas,

1862. When he came to our army at Grenada with President Davis,

who reviewed and inspected it, tne army was in position in our

entrenchments on the Yallabusha. I commanded the centre and was

in my place when General Johnston rode out from the President's

corttge, greeted me most cordially, and asked me to ride with him,

which we did for several hours.

A MISTAKE.

He had just returned from an inspection of Vicksburg, and told

me he had never seen so much fortification, and thought it a mistake

to keep so large an army in an entrenched camp; that the army
ought to be in the field; that a heavy work should be constructed to

command the river just above Vicksburg at "the turn," with a year's

supply for a good garrison of about three thousand men, which would

guard the river better than the long line of dispersed guns and entrench-

ments and troops which extended above and below Vicksburg for

more than twenty miles.

While commanding the Department of the Gulf I occasionally

sent him supplies of provisions, troops, and some siege-pieces, which

he mounted on the works of Atlanta, declaring thereby his intention

to
"
keep that place" After his removal from command I received

this very interesting letter from him:

MACON, GA.
, September i, 1864.

MY DEAR MAURY:

I have been intending ever since my arrival at this place to

pay a part of the epistolary debt I owe you. But you know how

lazy it makes one to have nothing to do, and so with the hot

weather we have been enduring here I have absolutely devoted

myself to idleness. I have been disposed to write more particularly

of what concerns myself to explain to you as far as practicable the

operations for which I was laid on the shelf, for you are one of the

last whose unfavorable opinion I should be willing to incur.

You know that the army I commanded was that which, under

General Bragg, was routed at Missionary Ridge. Sherman's army
was that which routed it, reinforced by the Sixteenth and Twenty-
third corps. I am censured for not taking the offensive at Dalton
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where the enemy, if beaten, had a secure refuge behind the fortified

gap at Ringgold, or in the fortress of Chattanooga, and where the

odds against us were almost as ten to four. At Resaca he received

five brigades, near Kingston three, and about three thousand five

hundred cavalry, at New Hope church one in all about fourteen

thousand infantry and artillery. The enemy received the Seventeenth

corps and a number of garrisons and bridge guards from Tennessee

and Kentucky that had been relieved by
"
one-hundred-day men."

FOUGHT EVERY DAY.

I am blamed for not fighting. Operations commenced about the

6th of May. I was relieved on the i8th of July. In that time we

fought daily, always under circumstances so favorable to us as to make

it certain that the sum of the enemy's losses was five times ours,

which was ten thousand. Northern papers represented theirs up to

about the end of June at forty-five thousand. Sherman's progress

was at the rate of a mile and a quarter a day. Had this style of

fighting been allowed to continue is it not clear that we would soon

have been able to give battle with abundant chances of victory ?' and

that the enemy, beaten on this side of the Chattahoochee would have

been destroyed?

SHERMAN'S ARMY STRONGER.

It was ceriain that Sherman's army was stronger compared with

that of Tennessee, than Grant's compared with that of Northern

Virginia. General Bragg asserts that Sherman's was absolutely

stronger than Grant's. It is well known that the Army of Virginia

was much superior to that of Tennessee. Why, then should I be

condemned for the defensive, while General Lee was adding to his

great fame by the same course? General Bragg seems to have

earned at Missionary Ridge his present high position. People report

at Columbus and Montgomery that General Bragg said that my losses

had been frightful; that I had disregarded the wishes and instructions

of the President; that he had in vain implored me to change my
course, by which I suppose it is meant assume the offensive.

UTTERLY UNTRUE.

As these things are utterly untrue it is not to be supposed that

they ^
were said by General Bragg. The President gave me no

instructions and expressed no wishes except just before we reached
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the Chattachoochee, warning me not to fight with the river behind

us, and against crossing it, and previously he urged me not to allow

Sherman to detach to Grant's aid. General Bragg passed some ten

hours with me just before I was relieved and gave me the impression

that his visit to the army was casual. He being on his way further

West to endeavor to get us reinforcements from Kirby, Smith and

Lee. I thought him satisfied with the state of things, but not so with

that in Virginia. He assured me that he had always maintained in

Richmond that Sherman's army was stronger than Grant's. He said

nothing of the intention to relieve me, but talked with General Hood
on the subject, as I learned after my removal.

THE OBJECT.

It is clear that his expedition had no other purpose than my re-

moval, and the giving proper direction to public opinion on the sub-

ject. He could have had no other object in going to Montgomery.
A man of honor in his place would have communicated with me as

well as Hood on the subject. Being expected to assume the offensive

he attacked on the 2Oth, 22d, and 28th of July, disastrously losing
more men than I had done in seventy-two days. Since then his de-

fensive has been at least as quiet as mine was; but you must be tired

of this.

We are living very quietly and pleasantly here. The Georgians
have been very hospitable. We stopped here merely because it was
the first stopping-place. Remember us cordially to Mrs. Maury.
Tell her that the gloves arrived most opportunely. Mine have just

been lost, and it would have been impossible to buy more, and they
are lovely.

Just before I left the army we thought the odds against us had been

reduced almost six to four. I have not supposed, therefore, that

Sherman could either invest Atlanta or carry it by assault.

Very truly yours,

J. E. JOHNSON.
Major- General Maury.

Since the great war between the States we have been often so asso-

ciated as to impress me with the tender nature which underlay the

martial mind and person of our great soldier. As a host, and with

his wife he was attentive and tender above all men. She was very
humorous and jovial and delighted to have a joke on him, and he

enjoyed it from her as heartily as any of us.
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One day at Sweet Chalybeate Springs a party of us, as usual, as-

sembled before dinner around one of John Dabney's great hail storm

juleps. The General was sitting near the baluster of the portico, which

overlooked the wall beneath, and deep in some narrative, when he was

interrupted by a shriek which startled us all and broke in upon his

story. After looking over to learn the cause of such a yell, he recom

menced his story, but was again interrupted as before. Again he

looked and then again resumed, only to be interrupted a third time.

Then, fierce as Mars, he looked down upon the screamer and said:

"Why don't you runaway? Why don't you runaway?" I sug-

gested,
"
Well, that's fine advice for a great general to give." Turn-

ing savagely upon me he said,
"
If she will not fight, sir, is not the

best thing for her to do to run away, sir?" Mrs. Johnston, with a

burst of her hearty laugh, said, "That used to be your plan always,

I know, sir." This relieved us all, and we burst into a laugh in which

he joined as heartily as any.

A TERRIBLE GOBBLER.

The cause of all of this disturbance was a young women in a red

cloak, upon whom a turkey gobbler charged. The girl stood still

and shrieked with fear. The gobbler then wheeled in retreat, only
to make another charge on the paralyzed women, whose only recourse

each time was to shake herself and shriek until somebody came and

drove the gobbler away.

ELDER'S PICTURE.

The State of Virginia employed Jack Elder to paint his portrait

a good one it is and now hangs in the rotunda of our Capitol beside

Lee's. I was asked to go and keep him in chat while the artist was
at work. The first sitting was occupied by him in discussing Napo-
leon, Marlborough, and Wellington, and a short-hand writer might
then have recorded the most terse critique ever pronounced on these

great commanders.

THE LITTLE CORPORAL.

He placed Napoleon above all of the generals of history. Marl-

borough he ranked above all Englishmen, and censured Macaulay
for allowing his partisan feelings for King William to transmit as

history his aspersions of Marlborough. Wellington he considered a

very great general, but denounced his brutality in Spain in giving to

sack by his British soldiery the cities of the people he was sent there

to defend and protect.
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HIS OPINION OF FORREST.

The next day we had another sitting, and he discussed the generals

of our war. He spoke most highly of Forrest, whom he had closely

observed, and declared to be the greatest soldier the war produced.

You know how keenly he felt that the Virginians had known so little

of him in our war. His strongest desire was to be identified with

Virginia. 'Twas this caused him to agree to go to Congress, and up
to the last he often expressed his wish to live in Virginia.

A TRUE DESCRIPTION.

One day during his canvass for Congress, Mrs. Johnston, meeting
me on Main street, said : "Can you tell me where my husband is?"

I went at once and found him, and said: "The handsomest and

brightest woman in Richmond is looking for her husband."

There is but one woman in Richmond who answers that descrip-

tion, and she is my wife. I'll go to find her at once."

Some time after I heard he had been laid up by an accident to his

leg, and went to see him. He was sitting in the parlor with his leg
extended over a chair. His wife was by him, and affected to triumph
over him in his crippled condition. I said: "That is very ungrate-
ful in you so to treat the husband who loves and admires you as he

does," and then told her the above incident. She said : "You old

goose you, do you let him fool you in that way? Don't you know
he said that to you knowing you would come and tell me? "

He joined heartily in the laugh, as he always did when she raised

one at his expense.

HIS TENDER CARE.

You remember that ten years or so ago Mrs. Johnston was very
ill for many weeks at the White Sulphur. The General nursed her

with the tender care of a mother. He never left her except to get a

hurried meal, from which he hastened back to her sick chamber.

Mrs. James Lyons was an active and constant friend, and so soon as

Mrs. Johnston began to improve in health she insisted that the

General should relax his anxious watch, and induced him to take the

air for an hour or two every day. But he would never go far from

their cottage door, but sat upon a fallen tree on the lawn in sight and

sound of it, and conversed with a friend. On these occasions he

talked all the time, and all he ever said was full of strong conviction

and good sense.
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RETICENCE AND EMBARRASSMENT.

Genial and confiding as he was to the friends he knew and trusted,

he was reticent and even aversive to those whom he did not like,

and was quick to resent any freedom or liberty from those he did

not like nor know. Of all men in the world he was the least fitted

for the work of canvassing a Virginia district, and he never went

upon the hustings that his friends did not fear he would give offence

to somebody and in this we were disappointed. He could not

overcome his embarrassment in making an extempore speech, and

therefore tried to write out his speeches and get them by heart. But

he found it impossible to commit to memory what he had written

himself, though in all other directions his memory was the most

accurate and retentive. Towards the last years of his life he could

not command it in little matters, and was often at a loss for the exact

word he wished. This was a great trial to him, and in it he recog-
nized the beginning of the end. There was a magnetic power about

him no man could resist, and exact discipline followed at once upon
his assuming any command.

A WRETCHED CONDITION.

When he took charge of the great army, which had been defeated

and disorganized before his arrival to its command, it was in wretched

condition. Most of the general officers were in open hostility and

avowed mistrust of the general commanding, and indiscipline pre-

vailed throughout. When Johnston came the change was instan-

taneous, and henceforth no army of the Confederacy ever equalled

Johnston's in drill and high discipline.

HOW HE IMPROVED IT.

General Carter L. Stevenson was one of the division commanders of

that army, of the largest experience and military accomplishments.
He had served in every army of the Confederacy and actively in all

of our wars since 1834. He told me he had never seen any troops
in such fine discipline and condition as Johnston's army the day he

was moved from its command.

General Randall L. Gibson had been in constant action in the Wes-
tern army (he it was who closed an honorable record by his masterly
command of the defences near Spanish Fort, on the eastern shore

of Mobile bay, in the last battle of the war between the States), and

says that when Johnston assumed command of that army it was some-
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what demoralized, but when the campaign with Sherman opened the

worst regiment in it was equal to the best when he came to its com-

mand. A Missouri soldier of Cockrell's brigade, which Johnston

declared to be the best body of infantry he ever saw, was on his way
back to his regiment after recovery from a wound. I asked him,
" What do you all think of the change of commanders ?

" "
Oh, sir,

we are mightily cut down about it !

"

" The bomb-proofs and the newspapers complain of his retreats.

Why, we did not miss a meal from Dalton to Atlanta, and were

always ready for the fight. We never felt we were retreating."

GRANT'S OPINION.

During that campaign Bishop Lay went to City Point to get a pass

from Grant to enable him to return to his home. He told me Grant

sent for him, invited him to his headquarters, and talked freely with

him for a long time. He seemed to the Bishop to feel that he was

handling Sherman's army during that campaign. He said that the

telegraph was a wonderful accessory of war; that every night he and

Sherman conversed by it an hour or two about the movements of the

army on that day, and what it was to do on the next. And he said:

"
Bishop, when I heard your government had removed Johnston from

command I was as happy as if I had reinforced Sherman with a large

army corps."
SCHOFIELD.

During the past year General Johnston, responding to me, said in

his emphatic manner: "
Yes, I consider General Schofield much the

ablest soldier and the highest gentleman who has occupied that office

since I have known it."

Such a tribute from such a source must be very gratifying to such

a soldier as Schofield is. And you know just praise is the breath of

the soldier's life and its highest aim.

THE BEST SHOT.

The General bitterly deplored the long inaction which his severe

wounds at Seven Pines enforced upon him. When he was lying at

Mr. Joseph H. Crenshaw's, in Richmond, where he was brought from

the field, his medical director, Dr. P'auntleroy, told me an old Vir-

ginian called to pay his respects and sympathy.

He said:
" Not only do we deplore this cruel affliction upon you,

General, but we feel it to be a national calamity."
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"No, sir," said Johnston fiercely, rising suddenly upon his un-

broken elbow, "The shot that struck me down was the best ever

fired for the Southern Confederacy, for I possessed in no degree the

confidence of this Government, and now a man who does enjoy it

will succeed me and be able to accomplish what I never could."

EMBITTERED HIS LIFE.

The consciousness of wrong done him and of the non-appreciation

by his Government bore hardly upon him all through our long war,

and was a misfortune for him and for our cause, and embittered his

life to its end. Proud and unyielding as he was to injustice, he was

quick and gentle in his sympathy for all that were weak and unfor-

tunate.

For over fifty years he was the tender, devoted lover of his wife,

and was always true and effectionate to his kindred. He loved

young people and drew them to him. He yearned for children of

his own. He and my children were fervent friends. Only a few

months ago he said to me: " You are truly blessed in your children
"

;

and it will ever be their and my consolation that we enjoyed his

affection, for he was the honestest, bravest, and gentlest gentleman
who ever gave us his trust and love.

A STUDENT OF HISTORY.

To the end of his life he was a student of history bearing upon
his profession. During the past few months I found him reading

memoirs of Tamerlane (Timour the Tarter), of which he read me
nine striking pages, as on another day he read me, with great feeling,
"
Thiers

1

narrative of the last days of Napoleon at St. Helena."

And the very last day I saw him the last on which he left his

chamber I found him with Du Guesclin open before him.

WE WILL MEET AGAIN.

His disease had then become very grave and distressing. I sat by
him but a short time, and expecting to go on a long journey next

day I told him so, and said good by. He drew me to him, kissed

my cheek, then again kissed my lips tenderly as a father. I said:
" We will meet again soon if the yellow-fever don't carry me off."

He said, with strong emotion and emphasis: "Yes, we will surely

megt again." I never saw him any more.

DABNEY H. MAURY.
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GENERAL JOHNSTON'S REPORT OF BATTLE OF SEVEN PINES

The following is the official report of General Johnston of the

battle designated by the Confederates as Seven Pines and by the

Federals, Fair Oaks. It was dated Richmond, June 24, 1862.

General S. COOPER, Adjutant and Inspector- General :

SIR : Before the 3Oth of May I had ascertained from trusty

scouts that Keyes's corps was encamped on this side of the Chicka-

hominy, near the Williamsburg road. On that day Major-General
D. H. Hill reported a strong body immediately in his front. On

receiving this report, I determined to attack him next morning

hoping to be able to defeat Keyes's corps completely in its more
advanced position before it could be reinforced. Written orders

were dispatched to Major Generals Hill, Huger and G. W. Smith.

General Longstreet being near my headquarters, received verbal

instructions. The receipt of orders were acknowledged.
General Hill, supported by the division of General Longstreet

(who had the direction of operations on the right), was to advance

by the Williamsburg road to attack the enemy in front. General

Huger, with his division, was to go down the Charles City road in

order to attack in flank the troops who might be engaged with Hill

and Longstreet, unless he found in his front force enough to occupy
his division. General Smith was to march to the junction of the

New-Bridge road and the Nine-Mile road to be in readiness either to

fall on Keyes's right flank, or to cover Longstreet's left. They were

to move at daybreak. Heavy and protracted rains during the after-

noon and night by swelling the streams of the Chickahominy increased

the probability of our having to deal with no other troops than those

of Keyes. The same cause prevented the prompt and punctual

movement of the troops. Those of Smith, Hill, and Longstreet
were in position early enough, however, to commence operations by
8 o'clock A. M.

Major-General Longstreet, unwilling to make a partial attack,

instead of the combined movement which had been planned, waited

from hour to hour for General Huger's division. At length at 2

o'clock P. M. he determined to attack without those troops. He

accordingly commenced his advance at that hour, opening the en-
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gagement with artillery and skirmishers. By 3 o'clock it became

close and heavy.

In the mean time I had placed myself on the left of the force em-

ployed in this attack, with the division of General Smith, that I might
be on the field where I could observe and be ready to meet any
counter-movements which the enemy's general might make against

our centre or left. Owing to some peculiar condition of the atmos-

phere the sound of the musketry did not reach us. I consequently
deferred giving the signal for General Smith's advance till about 4

o'clock, at which time Major Jasper Whiting, of General Smith's

staff, whom I had sent to learn the state of affairs with General Long-
street's column, returned, reporting that it was pressing on with vigor.

Smith's troops were at once moved forward.

The principal attack was made by Major- General Longstreet, with

his own and Major-General D. H. Hill's division the latter mostly
in advance. Hill's brave troops, admirably commanded and most

gallantly led, forced their way through the abatis which formed the

enemy's external defence, and stormed their entrenchments . by a

determined and irresistible rush. Such was the manner in which the

enemy's first line was carried. The operation was repeated with the

same gallantry and success as our troops pursued their victorious

career through the enemy's successive camps and entrenchments. At
each new position they encountered fresh troops belonging to it and

reinforcements brought on from the rear. Thus they had to repel

repeated efforts to retake works which they had carried, but their

advance was never successfully resisted.

Their onward movement was only stayed by the coming of night.

By nightfall they had forced their way to the "Seven Pines," having
driven the enemy back two miles, through their own camps, and from

a series of entrenchments, and repelled every attempt to recapture

them with great slaughter. The skill, vigor, and decision with which

these operations were conducted by General Longstreet are worthy
of the highest praise. He was worthily seconded by Major-General

Hill, of whose conduct and courage he speaks in the highest terms.

Major-General Smith's division moved forward at 4 o'clock Whit-

ney's three brigades leading. Their progress was impeded by the

enemy's skirmishers, which, with their support, were driven back to

the railroad. At this point Whitney's own and Pettigrew's brigade

engaged a superior force of the enemy. Hood's, by my order,

moved on to co-operate with Longstreet. General Smith was desired
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to hasten up with all the troops within reach. He brought up Hamp
ton's and Hatton's brigades in a few minutes.

The strength of the enemy's position, however, enabled him to

hold it until dark.

About sunset, being struck from my horse severely wounded by
a fragment of shell, I was carried off the field and Major-General G.

W. Smith succeeded to the command.

He was prevented from resuming his attack on the enemy's posi-

tion next morning by the discovery of strong entrenchments, not seen

on the previous evening. His division bivouacked on the night of

the 3ist within musket-shot of the entrenchments which they were

attacking, when darkness stayed the conflict. Major-General Smith

directed the attack, and would have secured success if it could have

been made an hour earlier.

On the morning of the ist of June the enemy attacked the brigade
of General Pickett, which was supported by that of General Pryor.

The attack was vigorously repelled by these two brigades, the brunt

of the action falling on General Pickett. This was the last demon-
stration made by the enemy.
Our troops employed the residue of the day in securing and bear-

ing off the captured artillery, small arms, and other property, and in

the evening quietly returned to their own camps.
We took ten pieces of artillery, six thousand muskets, one garrison

flag, and four regimental colors, besides a quantity of tents and camp
equipage.

Major-General Longstreet reports the loss in his command as

being about 3,000

Major-General G. W. Smith reports his loss at 1,283

Total 4,283

That of the enemy is stated in their own newspapers to have ex-

ceeded ten thousand an estimate which is, no doubt, short of the

truth. Had Major-General Huger's division been in position and

ready for action when those of Smith, Longstreet, and Hill moved,
I am satisfied that Keyes's corps would have been destroyed instead

of being merely defeated. Had it gone ir.to action even at 4 o'clock

the victory would have been much more complete.

Major- Generals Smith and Longstreet speak in high terms of the

conduct of their superior and staff officers.
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I beg leave to ask the attention of the Government especially

to the manner in which Brigadier- Generals Whiting and R. H.

Anderson and Colonels Jenkins, Kemper, and Hampton, exercising
commands above their grades, and Brigadier-General Rhodes, are

mentioned. This and the captured colors will be delivered by A. H.

Cole, of my staff.

I have been prevented by feebleness from making this report

sooner, and am still too weak to make any but a very imperfect one.

Several hundred prisoners were taken, but I have received no

report of the number.

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) J. E. JOHNSTON, Genera!.

[From the Richmond Times, March 29, 1891.]

THE BATTLE IN WHICH GENERAL JOHNSTON WAS WOUNDED.

DESCRIBED nv HIS COURIER, DRURV L. ARMISTEAD.

FARMVILLE, VA.
,
March 28, 1891.

Among the many who will cherish the memory and mourn the

death of that grand old soldier and chieftain, General Joseph E.

Johnston, there will be no one more sincere and loving than his old

courier and soldier, Drury L. Armistead, of Prince Edward county,
who so gallantly rescued him from the battle-field of Seven Pines,

and to whom the General was so attached, and upon one occasion

said : "Armistead is one of the bravest and truest soldiers I ever

saw." Your correspondent has fortunately obtained the following

account from Mr. Armistead of that memorable day :

A MEMORABLE DAY.

General Johnston having removed his headquarters from a position
on the River road, 2Qth May, 1862, to a position on the Nine-Mile

road several miles east of Richmond, and having decided to attack

McClellan after the heavy rain of the evening and fore-part of the

night of that day, called for couriers to carry dispatches to his corps
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and division commanders. The couriers detailed declared themselves

entirely unacquainted with that section of the country, and the im-

possibility of finding the way anywhere on such a terribly dark night.

I offered my services, which were accepted. General Johnston called

me in his office and gave me instructions, pointing out on the map-
where I would find Generals Whiting and Smith, and said:

"
Deliver

these dispatches to Generals Whiting and Smith and bring me their

receipts for them as soon as possible; if you fail you had better not

show yourself to me again.

A TERRIBLE NIGHT.

I immediately started to find General Whiting. It was the worst

night I ever saw. The rain poured down in sheets, the thunder

roared, and the lightning, though blinding, was my only guide

through the dense darkness. I rode at a full gallop until in the

darkness I was suddenly knocked off my horse by a blow upon the

breast. Somewhat dazed, upon rising I found a long pole placed
across the road on a fence on either side, but tall enough for my
horse to pass under. Though feeling hurt I remounted and pro-
ceeded on my way to find General Whiting, which I did after arous-

ing a good many Dutch sleepers to direct me. After delivering my
dispatches to General Whiting and taking his receipt for them, I pro-
ceeded to find General Smith, which I did with great difficulty. On

my return to General Johnston's headquarters I found General Whit-

ing's camp-fires lit and his men all astir. I arrived at headquarters
on the morning of the 3Oth of May, some hours before daybreak,

and delivered the receipts for the dispatches, for which the General

thanked me.

THE BATTLE BEGINS.

The battle commenced on our right early in the day and raged
with unmitigated fury. The left wing of our army was not moved
forward until later in the day, when it pushed down the Nine-Mile

road in the direction of York River railroad, encountering the enemy's

guard pickets, which we drove in, captured their camp and a good

many stores. The enemy seemed to be in full retreat. Our lines

were pushed forward rapidly, General Johnston and staff riding in

front of his line of battle. Just as he reached the point where the

York River railroad crosses the Nine-Mile road the enemy opened
a tremendous fire with musketry and artillery from a body of woods

on our front and left. General Johnston and staff rode back about
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two hundred yards to an elevated position near a small house, which

he occupied until he was wounded. The fire of artillery and muske-

try in our front was then terrific. I being in a few yards of where

General Johnston sat on his horse, dismounted and stood with my
horse before me. I had an oil cloth strapped on the front of my saddle

directly in front of my breast. The minnie balls were flying so very
thick I thought I would stoop a little behind my horse, when as I

stooped a bullet tore through the oil cloth, just missing the top of

my head. It was a powerful close shave. About this time fresh

troops going into battle stopped to load their muskets near where I

stood, and double-quicked towards the enemy. When the line

moved forward after loading, there was an old fellow who had not

finished loading, and while thus standing, a shell struck the ground
in a few feet of him; but he coolly remarked to himself,

"
you cannot

do that again !" During this time the battle was raging with great

fury all along the line.

THE GENERAL WOUNDED.

Most of General Johnston's staff having been sent off on- duty

except myself and Colonel
,
and the air seeming to be alive

with whizzing bullets and bursting shells, Colonel would move
his head from side to side, as if trying to dodge them. General

Johnston turned toward him and smiling said:
"
Colonel, there is no

use of dodging; when you hear them they have passed." Just after

saying this a shell exploded immediately in his front, striking the

General from his horse, severely wounded and unconscious. I imme-

diately sprang forward, catching him up in my arms, carried him out

of the enemy's fire. Others coming to my assistance we moved him

back about a quarter of a mile, and laying him down, hastily sent for

a stretcher.

A REVOLUTIONARY RELIC.

He then regained consciousness, and finding that he had lost his

sword and pistols said :

" The sword was the one worn by my father

in the old Revolutionary war and I would not lose it for ten thousand

dollars
;
will not some one please go back and get it and the pistols

for me? " And several others and myself volunteered. On returning
to the battle-field we found our line had been considerably pressed
back and the spot where General Johnston fell to be midway between

the line of battle, which was blazing in all its fury, with men falling
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all around like leaves. I dashed through our line to the spot where

the General had fallen, snatched up the sword and pistols, jumped

upon my horse and was making back to our lines, when I hadn't got

more than twenty yards when one of the pistols fell out of my hand.

I quickly sprang to the ground, picked it up, when just as I did so

a discharge of grape from a battery of artillery planted within a

hundred and fifty yards from where I was, tore up the earth all around

me; but I leaped upon my horse and reached our lines in safety,

where I met one of the men who had volunteered to go back for the

sword and pistols. He demanded me to turn them over to him. I

said: "No; I will take them to the General myself." He replied,
"

I am your superior officer, and have the right to order you." I

said,
"
Superior officer or not, you will not get this sword and these

pistols unless you are a better man than I am, and I don't think

you are."

I then hastened to General Johnston, and we carried him several

miles towards Richmond, to a house where we stayed all night, and

had his wounds dressed by a surgeon.

BROUGHT TO RICHMOND.

The next day, the 3ist of May, we moved him to Mr. Crenshaw's

home on Church Hill, in Richmond, where he remained until he was

convalescent, I remaining with him by his order until he recovered

from his wound, except the time during the seven days' battle, when

he ordered me to report to General R. E. Lee as courier. General

Johnston thanked me for recovering his sword and pistols, which

were of the finest make, being a present from the inventor, Colonel

Colt. The General made me a present of one of the pistols, and had

on it engraved,
" From General Joseph E. Johnston to D. L. Armis-

tead," and on the reverse side of the breech "Seven Pines."

On his recovery he also gave me a furlough to visit my home and

two hundred dollars. The furlough was accepted, but the money I

declined. When General Johnston was ordered to the command of

the Western army, he offered to take me with him; but my friends

didn't want me to leave the State, and I decided to remain. I have

never met the General from that time until last year in Richmond at

the unveiling of General Lee's statue. I also met him a few days

later, the 3Oth of May, at Seven Pines, exactly twenty-eight years to

the day from the time that I carried him off of the field.
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MEMORIAL SERVICES IN MEMPHIS TENN., MARCH 31, 1891.

MEMORIAL OF His LIFE AND ADDRESSES BY MAJOR T. B. EDGINGTON,

GENERAL GEORGE W.GORDON, COLONEL CASEY YOUNG AND OTHERS.

The services in honor of the memory of General Johnston, held

in Memphis, Tennessee, in the Grand Opera House, on the night of

March 31, were of the most impressive character.

Throughout they were marked by simplicity and earnestness. The

speeches were not marked by oratorical flights, but they were

eloquent, for they told the life story of a man among ten thousand.

The music, sadly beautiful, seemed typical of the transportation of a

commotion into a land calm and quiet. On the stage to the right

there stood the picture of Johnston draped and embowered with flags

and flowers. To the left a broken column built of immortels, roses,

lilies and smilax reared its head. Between the two stood the speakers
of the evening. With his hand resting upon a sable-colored table,

Colonel Luke Finley read the memorial address prepared by himself,

Samuel P. Walker, Lude E. Wright, George W. Gordon and L. B.

McFarland. It was a tribute to a comrade from men who had fol-

lowed him in the wake of war and had stood shoulder to shoulder

with him when the battle fiercely raged. It told of his career, the

momentous part he played in the greatest war of modern times; it

recited his life as a citizen and told of his noble attributes and char-

acteristics. No more eloquent tribute could be paid to any man than

that contained in that address. The Hon. T. B. Edgington and

General George W. Gordon stood beside that picture and column and

laid garlands of praise upon the tomb of their departed friend, and

the Hon. Casey Young, in language both beautiful and eloquent, told

of the departed one's career as a servant of the people and of his

sunny home-life.

In the rear of these emblems were three rows of chairs, occupied

by the vice-presidents of the meeting, and still further back were

rows of seats arranged for the military. The audience filled the

theatre long before 8 o'clock, and the Southern Mothers and the

members of the Ladies' Confederate Memorial Association had taken

their*places in the boxes before the soldier boys put in appearance.

Shortly the "tramp, tramp," announced their arrival and they
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marched upon the stage in the following order: Rozier Zouaves,

Hibernian Rifles, Bluff City Zouaves, Maurelian Cadets, Jones Cadets

and the Chickasaw Guards.

The officers of the ceremonies were:

Hon. Josiah Patterson, master of ceremonies.

Vice-Presidents Mr. Joseph Flynn, Captain L. B. McFarland,

Mr. Luke E. Wright, Mr. J. A. Taylor, Captain J. Harvey Mathes,

Mr. W. A. Collier, Colonel R. Dudley Frayser, Mr. James E. Cleary,

Mr. John Linkhauer, Mr. J. H. Martin, Mr. T. B. Gurley, Mr. Napo-
leon Hill, Major T. H. Hartmus, Hon. E. S. Hammond, General A.

J. Vaughan, Dr. G. B. Thornton, Hon. T. W. Brown, Hon. J. S.

Galloway, Hon. M. C. Gallaway, Captain W. W. Carnes, Mr. Henry

Buttenberg, Mr. Z. M. Estes, Mr. B. Vaccaro, Major B. J. Semmes,
Mr. W. J. Crawford, General M. T. Williamson, Major R. J. Person,

Captain E. A. Cole, Mr. J. M. Keating, Hon. J. Montedonico, Col-

onel C. M. Heiskell, Hon. Martin Kelly, Mr. F. R. Brennan, Hon.

J. W. Clapp, Major G. W. McRae, Captain H. C. Warriner, Mr. W.
H. Carroll, Mr. Holmes Gumming, Mr. John W. Cochran, Colonel

C. W. Frazer, Mr. A. D. Gwinn, Major J. J. Murphy, General James
R. Chalmers, Mr. A. J. McLendon, Mr. P. M. Winters, Mr. Thomas
H. Allen, Sr., General R. F. Patterson, Mr. Fred Wolff.

The programme of ceremonies, as follows, was commenced a little

after 8'oclock:

1.
fi

Repose in Peace "
(paraphrase) Arnold's Orchestra.

2. Opening Remarks By the Chairman.

3. Prayer Rt. Rev. C. T. Quintard.

4.
"
Nearer, My God, to Thee ". Choir and Orchestra.

5. Memorial Address Hon. Luke W. Finley.

6.
" How Blest The Righteous When He Dies" Choir and Orchestra.

7. Oration Hon. T. B. Edgington.
8. "Asleep in Jesus

" Choir and Orchestra.

9. Oration General George W. Gordon.
10.

"
Rest, Spirit, Rest " Choir and Orchestra.

11. Oration Hon. Casey Young.
12.

"
St. Cecilia Hymn Navarro.

Arnold's Orchestra.

13. Benediction Rev. M. N. Long.
14.

"
Bereft " Lenox.

Arnold's Orchestra.

It had been announced that Hon. Isham G. Harris would preside
over the exercises, but as he had been called unexpectedly to New
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York on congressional business, Hon. Josiah Patterson filled the

place in his stead. Throughout the proceedings the assemblage was

not chary of applause, and Mr. Patterson receiving a good share of

the same at the expiration of his opening address, which was in the

following words:

"LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

In the absence of the Hon. Isham G. Harris, himself a dis-

tinguished figure in the war between the States, and who for many
years enjoyed the personal friendship of the late General Joseph
E. Johnston, I have been requested to preside over these memorial

exercises. As the epoch of the war recedes into history, the

matchless spirits who guided the contending armies are passing

away. Lincoln, Grant, Sherman, Sheridan, McClellan, Hancock,

Meade, Thomas, Logan, Farragut and Porter; Davis, Lee, Bragg,

Hood, Forrest, Cheatham, Price and Semmes have all passed the

mysterious border which divides time from eternity, and are resting

with the spirits of Albert Sydney Johnston, Jackson, McPherson,

Polk, Hill and Cleburne.

At last the beloved commander whose death we mourn, returning

from the funeral of his great antagonist, full of years and of honor,

bade the world adieu, and passed into history side by side with Sher-

man. As the struggle recedes into the past our sense of its magni-
tude deepens, and the figures who stood in its forefront grow in pro-

portion. As each year rolls by it becomes clearer and clearer to the

patriotism of the American people that these great names are a com-

mon heritage. The future patriot from Maine and the future patriot

from Texas, under a common flag, and in the pride of a common

country, will do equal honor to the memories of Grant and Lee, and

Johnston and Sherman.

If I were asked to "state the most important incident in American

history, I would answer the magnanimity extended by Grant and

Sherman in accepting the surrender of the Confederate armies, and

the absolute good faith of Lee and Johnston in guiding the steps of

their people back to the fold of the Union. Distinguished gentlemen
will, before the conclusion of these exercises, speak of the military

achievements of General Johnston. I wish, in a word, to emphasize
the dignity and loyalty with which he returned to the flag of his

fathers. He has demonstrated in his life, which was prolonged to us

for so many years, that patriotic devotion to a common country is not
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inconsistent with that pride which the Confederate soldier feels in the

part he took in the unequal struggle of a heroic people.

Speaking for the veterans who followed the leadership of the

lamented Johnston during the war, and who are soon to follow him

to the grave, there is nothing so gratifying to their patriotic aspira-

tions as the knowledge that their children .will be citizens of a great

and magnanimous country, and that they can be loyal to its flag

without dishonor to their ancestry. It is a source of infinite pride to

them that brave and patriotic men throughout the republic mourn

the loss and cherish the memory of Joseph E. Johnston."

Bishop Charles Todd Quintard then advanced to the footlights and

as he bowed his venerable head he requested the audience to rise.

As soon as his request had been complied with he, in a strong voice,

began the recital of several beautiful and appropriate selections from

the Church of England service for the burial of the dead, commenc-

ing with the declaration of belief, "I know that my Redeemer

liveth," and ending with the Lord's Prayer, in the recital of which

he was joined by the audience.

The choir and orchestra then rendered "
Nearer, My God, to Thee,"

and on its conclusion Congressman Patterson introduced Colonel

Luke W. Finlay, and remarked that the memorial that would be

read by him had been prepared by five comrades who had followed

General Johnston in the fortunes of war.

The memorial follows.

HIS LIFE IN DETAIL.

General Joseph E. Johnston was born in Cherry Grove, Va., Feb-

ruary 3, 1807, and died in Washington City, D. C., March 21, 1891,

in the eighty-fifth year of his age. He was graduated at the United

States Military Academy at West Point, in the same class with Gen-

eral Lee, in 1829, and was commisssioned second lieutenant of the

artillery. His service in military and topographical duty was con-

tinuous in that rank until 1836, when he was promoted to first lieu-

tenancy of artillery and made aid-de-camp to General Winfield Scott

in the Seminole war. A civil engineer in 1837-38, and in July,

1838, he was appointed first lieutenant in the corps of topographical

engineers and breveted captain for gallantry in the Seminole war.

In that war a ball struck him above the forehead and ranged back-

ward, grazing the skull the entire distance, the only injury he then

sustained, though his uniform was perforated with thirty bullets. He
continued in the service of the United States as soldier and topo-
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graphical engineer ;
and in the war with Mexico participated in the

seige of Vera Cruz, and the battles of Cerro Gordo, Contreras, Che-

rubusco, Molino del Rey, Chapultepec, and the storming of the City

of Mexico ;
and was breveted major, lieutenant-colonel and colonel

April 12, 1847, for gallant and meritorious conduct on reconnoiter-

ing duty at Cerro Gordo. He was severely wounded at Cerro Gordo

and Chapultepec, where, September 13, 1847, he led a detachment of

the storming forces, and General Scott reported that he was the first

to plant regimental colors on the ramparts of the fortress. After the

Mexican war he was returned to the rank of captain of topographical

engineer, and served as chief of that body in the Department of

Texas in 1852 and 1853, and acted as inspector-general on the expe-

dition to Utah in 1858. June 30, 1860, he was commissioned quar-

termaster-general of the United States army, but resigned that post

on the 22d of April, 1861. He was commissioned major-general of

volunteers in the army of Virginia, and, with General Robert E. Lee,

organized the volunteers of that State and being summoned to

Montgomery, the Confederate capital, he was appointed one of the

four brigadier-generals there commissioned, and was assigned tp the

command of Harper's Ferry. General Robert Patterson, command-

ing the Federal forces, was then advancing from the north of the

Potomac and General Johnston withdrew his command, the Army of

the Shenandoah, from the cul-de-sac at Harper's Ferry and took

position at Winchester. When General Beauregard was attacked at

Manassas by the Federal army under General McDowell, July 18,

1861, General Johnston, covering his movements with Stuart's cav-

alry, left Patterson in the Valley and rapidly marched to the assist-

ance of Beauregard. On reaching the field he left Beauregard, whom
he ranked, in tactical command of the field, but assumed responsi-

bility in charge of the battle then about to be fought. He then

commanded the consolidated forces, designated as the Army of the

Potomac, and held the position at Manassas Junction till the spring

of 1862, when finding General McClellan about to advance, he with-

drew to the defensive line of the Rappahannock. He fought the

battle of Seven Pines, May 31, 1862, in which he was wounded and

incapacitated for duty until the following autumn.

APPOINTED A BRIGADIER-GENERAL.

On August 31, 1861, General Johnston was appointed one of the

five full generals authorized by an act of the Confederate Congress,
commissioned in the following order : Samuel Cooper, Albert Sid-

is
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ney Johnson, Robert E. Lee, Joseph E. Johnston and G. T. Beau-

regard. In March, 1863, he was assigned to the command of the

Southwest, including the forces of Generals Bragg, Kirby Smith and

Pemberton. In May, 1863, General Grant crossed the Mississippi river

to attack Vicksburg in the rear, and General Johnston was ordered to

take command of all the Confederate forces in Mississippi. Straight-

way he endeavored to withdraw Pemberton from Vicksburg and re-

inforce him from Bragg' s army, but his plan miscarried by reason of

Pemberton's failure to obey his orders, and Vicksburg capitulated to

Grant. In December, 1863, he was transferred to the command of

the Army of Tennessee, with headquarters at Dalton, Ga. During
the winter of 1863-' 64 he energetically engaged in organizing and

disciplining this force, which had been beaten and broken at the bat-

tle of Missionary Ridge November, 1863. Shortly thereafter, by

May, 1864, he had collected and mobilized forty-three thousand men

of all arms, and was subsequently reinforced by General Polk's and

other forces, which increased his army to about sixty thousand.

May 14, 1864, General Sherman advanced on General Johnston's

position at Dalton, Ga., with the combined forces of three Federal

armies the Cumberland, under General George H. Thomas
;
Ten-

nessee, under General James B. McPherson, and the Ohio, under

General John Schofield aggregating ninety-nine thousand strong,

with two hundred and fifty-four guns. And thus was inaugurated

one of the most memorable campaigns of the war one that lasted

more than two months with daily fighting of some character.

Sherman did not attack Johnston's position at Dalton in force, but

making slight demonstrasions at Mill Creek Gap, flanked it by send-

ing McPherson's corps through Snake Gap with a view of striking

his rear at Resacca. But there he found a portion of Johnston's

army in an entrenched position, and attacking which with a portion

of his command, was repulsed with severe loss. Johnston retired

across the Oostenaula successfully to Kingston, Adairsville, Cass-

ville, and thence across the Etowah river to Alatoona Pass. Being
flanked by Sherman he retired to a position near New Hope Church,

where he was again fiercely attacked by a portion of Sherman's

army, which was repulsed. At Dallas, near New Hope Church, Sher-

man again assailed Johnston with the same result. Being flanked in

this position, Johnston retired and took a strong position on Kenne-

saw Mountain, a portion of which line Sherman assaulted with force

on June 27th, but was repulsed with greater loss than in any battle

during the campaign. Thus failing to dislodge Johnston by direct at-
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tack, Sherman again flanked him, and Johnston retired and took a posi-

tion on the northwest bank of the Chatahouchie river, but subse-

quently abandoned that line and retired south of the river and took

a position in front of Atlanta, where, during his preparations to at-

tack Sherman as he crossed the Chatahouchie river, by order from

Richmond, he was superseded by General J. B. Hood.

DRIVE SHERMAN BACK.

In February, 1865, General Johnston was ordered by General Lee

(then the commander-in chief of all the armies of the Confederate

States) to take command of the
"
Army of Tennessee" and all the

troops in South Carolina, Georgia and Florida,
"
to concentrate all

available forces and drive Sherman back." The available forces

were five thousand men of the Army of the Tennessee, near Char-

lotte, N. C. , and eleven thousand scattered from Charleston through-

out South Carolina. Sherman had sixty thousand men. General

Johnston urged General Lee, through the Richmond authorities, to

withdraw from Richmond and unite with him and beat Sherman be-

fore Grant could join him, but Lee replied that it was impossible for

him to leave Virginia. Collecting such troops as could be gotten

together, Johnston threw himself before Sherman, and on the iQth

and 2ist of March attacked the head of his column at Bentonville

and captured four pieces of artillery and nine hundred prisoners.

Johnston then retired before Sherman to Raleigh, thence toward

Greensboro. In the meantime Richmond had been evacuated, and

on April gth'-Lee surrendered the Army of Northern Virginia to

Grant. Johnston thereupon assumed the responsibility of advising
Mr. Davis, whom he found at Greensboro, that the war having been

decided against them it was their duty to end it. Mr. Davis agreed
that he should make terms with Sherman, and on April 18, 1865, he

entered into a military convention by which it was stipulated that the

Confederate armies should be disbanded and conducted to their State

capitals to deposit their arms and public property in their State arse-

nals, the soldiers to execute an agreement to abstain from acts of war

and to abide the action of the State and National authorities
; that

the several State governments should be recognized by the execu-

tive of the United States upon their officers and legislatures taking
the oath prescribed by the Constitution of the United States

;
the

people and inhabitants to be guaranteed all their rights under the

State and Federal Constitutions
; general amnesty for all acts in the
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late war
;
war to cease and peace to be restored. This agreement

was rejected by the authorities at Washington, and on April 28th

Generals Johnston and Sherman signed another, surrendering the Con-

federate army on the terms of the agreement between Grant and Lee.

How touching were his parting words to his soldiers in May, 1865 :

"COMRADES: You will return to your homes with the admiration

of our people, won by the courage and noble devotion you have dis-

played in this long war. I now part with you with deep regret, and

bid you farewell with feelings of cordial friendship and with earnest

wishes that you may have hereafter all the prosperity and happiness

to be found in the world."

AS A CITIZEN.

After the war General Johnston was president of a railroad in Ar-

kansas, president of the National Express Company in Virginia,

agent for the London, Liverpool and Globe Insurance Company and

for the New York Life Insurance Company at Savannah, Ga. In

1877 he was elected to Congress from the Richmond district in Vir-

ginia. He was afterwards appointed by President Cleveland com-
missioner of railroads of the United States, and he held that office

till the close of Cleveland's administration. The request of his dis-

tinguished adversary, General Sherman, that he be reappointed by
the incoming administration to the office of railroad commissioner

of the United States, was to him a testimonial far higher and more

glorious than the office itself. These distinguished men, who were

directly opposed to each other in the field of war and in one of the

most remarkable campaigns in military annals, though acquainted
before the war, entertained for each other after the war an exalted

mutual regard and the most cordial personal friendship. General

Johnston attended and officiated at the funeral obsequies of General

Sherman, his great antagonist, only a few weeks before he was sum-

moned to follow him. He forgot not the soldiers he led.

In September, 1890, after twenty-five years had passed and true

American citizenship had taken charge of the destinies of this Repub-

lic, and when, after the white heat of the conflict, the North and the

South had each recognized the need of the other in the new national

life, and the people of the States had entered upon the grander des-

tiny opening up before them, with loving words he writes :

"Your very cordial and friendly invitation to me to attend the re-

union of Confederate soldiers at Memphis on the 2d proximo is in-

finitely gratifying, although I shall be unable to avail myself of it.
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The most important personal business I have had compels me to re-

main at home at the time indicated and deprives me of a very great

pleasure that of meeting in Tennessee many of my military asso-

ciates not seen by me for some five-and twenty years meetings that

give me as much pleasure as I am now capable of feeling. Begging

you to assure your association of the regret this deprivation causes

me, and thanking you cordially for the very agreeable terms of your

invitation, I am, yours faithfully."

Such is the brief outline of the career of this noted man, whose

character and deeds we commemorate to-day. For four-score years
and more he was making that record which he leaves to the country.

During much of this period he was of the men of this country one of

the most notable. He lived and labored among generations of men
not without great leadership. Fitted for his chosen profession by a

finished education, his after life gave ample proof of the talents with

which he was endowed and the great capacity for affairs which marked
his career. He was not only a man of mental force, but likewise had
those other characteristics which fitted him for the field in which his

lot was cast. The impressions of his youth and the trend of his po-
litical thought were such as we would naturally expect from one of

his noble manhood, and his associations with the illustrious thinkers

and statesmen with whom he lived, who wielded for generations the

affairs of this Republic, and whose manly virtues shine conspicuous
in the annals of these States. That under such tutelage, circum-

stances and surroundings from his earliest youth he should have an

exalted idea of the sovereignty of his State and a genuine love for

her welfare, as did Lee and other gifted patriots, we might well ex-

pect. While he held these views and entertained such convictions

as to his duty, he held in no less honor those of a different political

faith. At the same time he gave up his conscience to the keeping of

no man, however great, or however exalted.

FAITHFUL TO HIS CONVICTIONS.

Whatever may have been the deficiencies of his resources natu-

rally incident to his surroundings, the laborious energy and industry
with which he mastered every detail of the work in hand, ever char-

acterized him, and it is to his lasting honor that he was ever faithful

to his convictions. The performance of his duty, in whatever state

of life he was called upon to labor, was the first and foremost impel-

ling power of his nature. Educated, intellectual, with a high sense of
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duty, endowed with indomitable will, full of devotion to his State,

and thoroughly indoctrinated with a love of self-government and

home rule, the historian might well look for a prominent place for

such a man in the annals of our country's past. Exalted courage,

cautious energy, skilful attention to details, a careful preparation

for the work in hand, and masterly conception characterized our dis-

tinguished leader both in the war with Mexico and as a Confederate

leader. Those vices which here and there have marred the charac-

ters and stained the lives of many gifted ones in private life, war and

politics, left no mark on his illustrious career. It was not to be ex-

pected that a man thus reared and trained and educated, and with

such convictions of right, should have drawn his sword against his

native State. How he performed his duties in the great struggle

history will tell.

The South has reason to honor her illustrious dead. Go ask a

soldier who marched under his leadership if you wish to hear the

story of simple loyalty. He remembers how sweet his sleep on the

tented field, where this master-spirit was at the head of the army
conscious that no surprise awaited him, and that whether in advance

or retreat his watchful eye surveyed the lines, and that no hostile

force held him in his grasp. Simple in his characteristics, watchful

in his manner, careful in every detail, courageous in every act, wide-

awake in every field, loving with a big heart the soldiery that toiled

and marched and fought and stood ready to give up life itself at his

command, no wonder to-day that the South, whatever may have

been its successes or reverses, with her abiding confidence in his in-

tegrity and his loyalty to truth, mourns his loss. We are not

alarmed at the place history shall assign him. Safely we can com-
mit to the future the estimate of his modest worth, fidelity to trust,

integrity of character, intellectual power, military skill, unrivalled

mastery in caring for, preserving and moving a command and the

many virtues that adorned his glorious manhood. And though he

may have no splendid mausoleum to mark his last resting place, the

memory of his deeds, his virtues and his fidelity to trust will live in

the affections of his people, in the traditions of the country, and in

the history of her people as long as men shall honor virtue and re-

vere the lives and deeds of the eminent dead. Masterly tactician,

matchless strategist, heroic soldier, exalted citizen, loved by his own

soldiery, to whom he was a "shield," honored by his brave and

manly adversaries, he has joined Stonewall Jackson, who served un-

der him, and Lee, whom he esteemed the foremost man of the age,
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and other noble ones, leaving us this inheritance. Who shall say

that the youth of this land in the generations that follow shall not

emulate this splendid example of Christian manhood ?

HIS NAME WILL NOT DIE.

When the applause that greeted the glowing eulogy had died

away the chairman introduced the Hon. T. B. Edgington'as a gal-

lant Federal officer who would lay a garland of praise upon the tomb

of a man whom he had fought against.

MAJOR EDGINGTON'S ADDRESS.

The address of Major Edgington is here printed from the manu-

script kindly furnished by him to the editor of the Southern Histori-

cal Society Papers.* It is as follows:

It has been said that it is from the calm level of the sea that all

heights and depths are measured. No base line of measurement can

be made on the crests of stormed-tossed waves. None can be made

on the surface of the uplifted waters; when the seas lash their tides

against the continents, along that never-ending skirmish line, where

the sea gives its shells to the shingle, and where the earth gives its

streams to the sea.

No measurment of the mountains can be made while their peaks

are hidden out of sight above the black storm cloud.

So it is with General Joseph E. Johnston. No fair and just esti-

mate could be made of him until the tumult of civil strife had ended,

and the clamor of faction and rivalry had become stilled.

He was a trained soldier of great and varied experience.

He was educated at West Point; had served as lieutenant of topo-

graphical engineers ;
had served in the wars with the Indians

;
served

with distinction in the war with Mexico, where he was promoted to

the rank of colonel for meritorious services. At the outbreak of the

An impressive address by Major Edgington "The Race Problem in

the South Was the Fifteenth Amendment a mistake ?" delivered at the

National Cemetery, Memphis, Tennessee, Memorial Day, 1889, was repub-
lished in the Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. XVII, pp. 22-23.
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war he resigned his position of brigadier-general and quarter-

master-general in the United States army and took command of the

Confederate forces at Harper's Ferry.

He immediately pointed out to the Confederate War Department
that it was totally impracticable to attempt to hold Harper's Ferry,
and that it was necessary to withdraw that portion of the army to a

point near Winchester, Va.
,
in order that it might support, and be

supported by the forces under General Beauregard at Manassas.

These views were at first rejected, but their adoption became a mili-

tary necessity shortly afterwards, when his suggestions were adopted
at a considerable loss in military stores and supplies.

That great and humilitating defeat of the Union army at Manassas
was the result of his strategy and bravery. He moved his army
from the vicinity of Winchester with such secrecy and celerity and
formed a junction with General Beauregard at Manasses that Gen-
eral McDowell was not aware of the move when the action begun.
Johnston commanded. He ranked Beauregard. The Union army
made a terrific assault on the Confederate's left and drove it back
and would have gained the victory, but for the fact that Johnston
rallied his forces with marvellous speed and coolness, encouraged his

men by his presence and example, and strengthened the position
with reinforcements. He was in the thickest of the fight, and some-
times leading regiments to the charge whose officers had fallen. In

this battle he displayed all the dash and genius of Napoleon at Aus-
terlitz. He viewed the theatre of war as a skilful player would a

game of chess. When the several parts or pieces were not properly

supported, he considered that the game of war was badly played.

Johnston's faculty for military combinations on a large scale, in which

the several parts will support each other in any emergency, was one
of his most prominent characteristics. Long before the battle of

Seven Pines, where he was wounded and disabled, he demonstrated

to the Confederate War Department the military necessity of with-

drawing the Confederate forces south of the Rappahannock, and of

making Richmond the seat of defensive operations. His views were
at first strenously opposed, but their adoption soon became impera-
tive, and the war in Virginia was afterwards conducted, to its close,

on the general plan that he had suggested. Upon his recovery from

his wounds he was sent to take command of the Armies of Tennessee

and Mississippi. Both these armies were closely pressed by the

Federal forces in the vicinity of Vicksburg and Chattanooga at

points that were not in supporting distance of each other. His
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duties required his presence in both places at one and the same time.

If he committed any blunders while he was in this trying situation,

they never became apparent to his adversaries. To a Union soldier

the conclusion is irresistible that the Confederate authorities expected

Johnston to perform impossibilities, and that upon his failure to per-
form these miracles he was visited with censure. In short, the Con-

federacy expected Johnston to make up by military strategy for what
it lacked in material resources.

The geographical position of the Confederacy was such as to

forbid the adoption of any extensive Fabian policy of warfare, such

as is usually adopted by the weaker belligerent. The South had no

inhospitable steppes and snow-drifts, like Russia had for Napoleon
after the burning of Moscow, where the enemy could find nothing for

its comfort and relief except hospitable graves. She had no bound-

less territory covered with forests like the army of the revolution,

where it might retreat, and where the enemy dare not follow. Her
extreme border was sea-girt and exposed to attack from the Potomac
to the Rio Grande. The Mississippi river and its tributaries trans-

ported the enemy's troops and supplies from the North into the very
heart of the Confederacy.
While Johnston had no field of operations suited to his genius in

simply defensive warfare, and while he did not possess the men or

means for offensive operations, yet he was equally well adapted to

either mode of warfare under favorable conditions. The crowning
act of Johnston's military career is to be found in his defensive cam-

paign from Dalton, Georgia, until he crossed the Chattahoochie river

near Atlanta. On the 6th day of May, 1864, General Sherman, with

an army of ninety-nine thousand veterans, advanced on Johnston's

position at Dalton, where he had an army of forty-three thousand

men, which soon became reinforced and increased to sixty-four thou-

sand before he reached Cassville. The policy of Sherman was to

compel Johnston to fight in open field or retreat. The policy of

Johnston was to compel Sherman to fight him in a strongly fortified

position. In this series of battles, from Dalton to the Chattahoochie,
the Federal forces were kept almost continuously on the skirmish line

while the Confederates fought behind entrenchments. This resulted,

in a very heavy loss to the Union army in killed and wounded, while

the Confederate losses were very much less. When Sherman flanked

the several fortified positions, one by one, Johnston would fall back
in good order, with all the orderly precision of a dress parade, to

take another fortified position. This was all done too without any
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loss of arms, ordnance supplies or equipments, and without depress-

ing the spirit and courage of his army. This was unique. It has

no parallel in history. The wisdom of his policy in this campaign
was fully established afterwards by the disasters that befell the army
under General Hood through his aggressive policy. In this cam-

paign General Joseph E. Johnston, as a military strategist and tacti-

cian, has builded for himself a monument as high as the lofty moun-

tains from whose summits he sometimes viewed the armies below
;
as

lasting as the hills on which he sometimes constructed his rifle-pits.

Sherman says in his memoirs that
" General Grant told me that he

(Johnston) was about the only general on that side that he feared."

This was said in front of Vicksburg, and related to the generals

whom Grant had known personally during the Mexican war. Grant

in his memoirs criticises Pemberton for returning to Vicksburg in-

stead of making an heroic effort to make a junction with Johnston.

He says Johnston would not have made such a move as Pemberton

made. Sherman in his memoirs reviews the Dalton campaign; and

finds everything to commend in Johnston's tactics, and nothing to

criticise except that Johnston did not attack his advance as it crossed

the Chattahoochie river. He made this criticism in ignorance of the

fact that this was Johnston's plan, which was frustrated by having
been relieved of his command. Grant in his memoirs says :

" The very fact of a change of commanders being ordered, such cir-

cumstance was an indication of a change of policy, and that now

they would become the aggressors the very thing our troops wanted.

For my own part I think that Johnston's tactics were right."

Grant, Sherman and Rosecrans were of the opinion that Johnston
was one of the greatest generals of the war. His enemies on the

field have vindicated him. Time has vindicated him. Events have

demonstrated the soundness of his judgment and the correctness of

all his plans and manceuvers from the beginning of the war until its

close. He made no mistakes. This much cannot be said of any
other general of prominence on either side during the war.

He was the equal of Marlborough in planning and executing, and

in the coolness and clearness of his intellect during the hottest of the

fight. As a military strategist he was much like Washington. In

history Johnston will stand among the greatest military leaders. He
will stand out from the low stature of the average military chieftain

like a Chimborazo under the Equator, with a torrid base running up

through all climates to a frigid peak, and surrounded by belts of the

herbage of every latitude. His record as a civilian has adorned and
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embellished his character as a soldier. His patriotism and devotion

to duty always, from first to last, there is no room at all to question.

The impulses of his heart were noble. His private life was pure.

His illustrious example both in military and civil life is a standing

rebuke to the sycophancy of the courtier and the duplicity of the

demagogue. His loss is a national calamity. The entire nation

mourns his loss. The luster of his great name is the common heri-

tage of the American people. In the grave the jealousies of rivals,

the intrigues of faction, the asperities of sectional animosities do not

disturb his repose. After life's fitful fever he sleeps well. While he

sleeps his fame arises with awakening light. He trod a thorny path-

way in life
;
but

" He is freedom's now and fame's

One of the few, the immortal names,

That were not born to die."

After the choir had sung "Asleep in Jesus," Colonel Patterson

introduced General George W. Gordon.

ADDRESS OF GENERAL GORDON.

Said General Gordon :

It was my honor to have served in the army commanded by Gen-

eral Johnston during his memorable campaign in North Georgia in

1864, and to have had his personal acquaintance during that time, as

also to have met him frequently since the war. And while it is with

a melancholy pleasure that I would now speak briefly concerning

him, I am deeply sensible of my inability to do justice to the career

of that distinguished citizen and eminent soldier, even under the

most favorable conditions of time and opportunity, but more especi-

ally so in the limited time required by these ceremonies. I will,

therefore, not attempt more than to offer a few observations touching
his military and civic career, and will confine my remarks relating to

his military operations to the time during which he commanded the

Army of Tennessee.

The campaign already referred to, was inaugurated in May, 1864,

by General Sherman advancing upon General Johnston at Dalton,

Georgia, with (in my judgment) the most magnificiently appointed,
the bravest and the best army that was marshaled by the Federal

government during the war. It was, in round numbers, one hundred
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thousand strong, with two hundred and fifty pieces of artillery; while

Johnston's army numbered between fifty and sixty thousand. And

I here remark that General Sherman was too sagacious, too well

acquainted with the skill and ability of his wily adversary, ever to

jeopardize a general offensive engagement with him, or even to

attack him, with the major portion of his command, at any time

throughout the campaign. His policy was, in moving upon John-

ston's various positions, to press forward a heavy line of skirmishers,

strongly supported, as near to his position as possible without bring-

ing on a general engagement, thereby developing the location of

Johnston's line, and if he found a salient or supposed weak link in

his line, then to furiously assault that particular point with a massed

force, evidently intending, if the assault succeeded, then to wheel

right and left on the flanks of the broken line, and at the same time

to order a general attack along our entire front. But it so happened
with all these gallant assaults, that Johnston's line was never broken

or seriously embarrassed, but the assaulting columns were invariably

repulsed, and in some instances with losses that were frightful. And
thus it was that Sherman was compelled to dislodge Johnston (if he

would dislodge him at all) from his various positions by making
flank movements, which he did slowly and continuously, and fortifying

as he went, as if anticipating an offensive movement by his vigilant

antagonist. By this policy he finally forced Johnston beyond the

Chattahoochie river to a point in front of Atlanta, which city was

then fortified and garrisoned by several thousand State troops of

Georgia, and from which position in front of Atlanta General John-
ston informed the speaker soon after the war that he intended to

move forward and attack Sherman with his entire veteran army, as

he crossed the Chattachoochie river, leaving the State troops in the

works to protect Atlanta; and that if he failed 'to demolish or defeat

him he then intended to fall back to the fortifications around Atlanta,

and hold the place as long as possible. But just as this movement

was about to be inaugurated he was relieved of the command of his

army, and thus ended his military operations in Georgia.

During this celebrated campaign, and upon which the eyes of the

whole country, both North and South, seemed to be fixed in anx-

ious suspense, Sherman had the advantage of superior numbers, as

also the moral advantage of being the attacking force, while John-
ston had the inestimable physical advantage of fighting for the most

part from behind strong entrenchments, and was thereby enabled to

inflict a loss upon his adversary of about four to one Sherman's
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loss, as I now remember it, being about forty thousand and John-
ston's ten thousand. As accounting for this great disparity in losses,

and as indicating the gallantry and fierceness of some of General

Sherman's partial sssaults, I refer to his attack upon that part of our

line at Kenesaw Mountain, known afterwards by the Confederates as
" Cheatham's Angle," by the Federals as the

" Dead Angle," where

he massed a division in columns of four lines, brigade front, and

stormed a salient, almost a right angle in our line the first line of

the storming column coming in a rushing run, with bayonets fixed,

with guns loaded but uncapped the idea being that we were forti-

fied (as we were) and that the first line should not break the force

and momentum of the charge by stopping to fire, but to take us with

the bayonet in a rushing onset. It was a gallant, a magnificent

charge, but a most disastrous failure, for when the front line of the

attacking force arrived within thirty paces of our line, strongly for-

tified with breastworks and head logs, it encountered our abattis,

which was made of sharpened brush and tree tops, with the sharp-
ened points projecting toward the enemy and spread out about thirty

paces in front of our line, and built to the height of a man's waist.

When the front line of the storming column reached this formidable

obstruction it was compelled to halt, and the rear lines closed upon
it. In the mean time a deadly fire, at short range, had been opened
from our line upon the front and both flanks of the assaulting column,

and for a few moments the carnage was awful too awful to be long
endured by human courage or mortal sacrifice. The column that

obstructed fired in great confusion for a few moments, and then stag-

gering and falling, it fled to a lodgment under the brow of the hill

on which our line was located, leaving eight hundred dead in the

space of about two hundred paces iront, as I was informed by a Fed-

eral officer, as he and I looked upon the appalling scene three days
afterward during a truce to bury the Federal dead. Johnston's losses

in this engagement were insignificant by virtue of his complete de

fences, being at this point something less than twenty.

Those of us who served under General Johnston fully appreciate
the sagacity and wisdom of General Sherman's policy in never en-

gaging him in a general battle when in position, for when he was

attacked he fought with the desperation of a crowded lion.

To summarize : During this campaign, brilliant on both sides,

Johnston retreated nearly one hundred miles, fighting to some ex-

tent almost daily, never losing a dollar's worth of commissary or

quartermaster stores. Sherman said he retreated with clean heels,
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was never taken by surprise, his army never panicked or even con-

fused, its discipline, its esprit du corps, its morale and its confidence

in him maintained until the very hour his sword fell from his hand at

the command of his Government at the same time inflicting a loss

upon his antagonist of four times that of his own.

Referring to the defensive or Fabian policy of General Johnson

during this campaign, and in regard to which there was and is a

diversity of opinion both North and South, but concerning which your

speaker does not deem it appropriate on this solemn occasion to

express any opinion ; yet he does not deem it inappropriate to say
that it seems but fair to the voiceless dead to remark that General

Johnson appeared to be profoundly impressed at this period of the

war with the momentous fact that the available resources of the Con-

federacy, both in men and material, were practically exhausted and

alarmingly growing less
;
that our armies were daily diminishing by

death, from disease and casualties in battle, and without any means by
which to recruit them. It therefore appeared to be a matter of the

supremest importance to husband his resources in every regard, and
more especially in respect to the lives of his men. And hence the

policy pursued by him at that juncture of the struggle seemed to be

imperatively demanded by the situation, and that the offensive policy
was warranted only when an obvious advantage was presented, such
as appeared to be presented when Sherman's army was divided in

crossing the Oustenaula river, and, believing which, Johnson issued

his battle order and formed his lines for an offensive movement, but
which plan he suddenly abandoned, as he states, upon the represen-
tations of Generals Hood and Polk, two of his lieutenant-generals,
and ordered a retrograde movement, "a movement," he adds in his

report,
"
that I have ever since regretted."

If, therefore, we would justly consider the wisdom and propriety
of his policy, they ought to be viewed in the light of the facts we have

mentioned, as also in the significant light of subsequent events.

In the especial matter of logistics, or that branch of the military
art which includes the moving and supplying of armies, General John-
ston was, in my judgment, without a parallel in either of the great

contending armies. Those who served under him well remember
that harmonious system, that masterly method, and that freedom from
confusion with which he handled and swayed a large army, whether

moving it on the general march or marshalling it on the field in "bat-

tle's magnificently stern array." Each command moved to its des-

ignated place on the march or in the line of battle with the methodical
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precision of a well adjusted machine. He possessed a genius for

military organization ;
was a born quartermaster and commissary ;

and when he could not obtain clothing and food for his men you may
be sure they were not to be had you may be sure they were not

there. His anxious efforts to keep his army supplied with all the

necessary material, his care for the lives and safety of his men, super-

added to his great generalship, elicited the loyalty and devotion of

his army to a degree that was only equaled by that of the army of

Northern Virginia to the invincible and immortal Lee.

As an instance of the confidence and devotion of his army, after

he had left it and after it had been beaten, battered and broken by
the battles around Atlanta, Jonesboro', Franklin and Nashville, and

he had been recalled by the voice of the country to its command in

North Carolina, and the men heard that he was coming and was then

in the vicinity of the army, many of them left their camps, guns,

equipage, everything, and set out to find him, and when they did so

they embraced him with shouts of joy and tears of affection
;
and the

old hero was so deeply affected by their demonstrations of devotion

that his strong frame trembled with emotion, as it had never done in

the fiery face of booming battle.

Soon after this the battle of Bentonville occurred, in which his old

soldiers, though tattered and torn, barefooted and ragged, fought

with the same courage and alacrity that had characterized them in

the better days of their hope and power. But do not understand me
to say or imply that that army (the army of Tennessee) ever refused

to fight under any commander who ordered it to battle. It never

did. And at the storming of Franklin, Tenn., under command of

General Hood, men never fought more bravely or died more freely.

That was a battle which, for desperate, reckless courage, will rank

with Gettysburg or Balaklava.

As another evidence of General Johnston's military sagacity and

of his ability to divine the plans and movements of his adversaries, I

have heard it stated that General Sherman said he never made a

movement, while confronting him, in which Johnston had not antici-

pated him. I have also seen it stated that General Sherman esteemed

him the greatest soldier of the Confederacy ;
and very naturally

might General Sherman, himself a great soldier, think so, for he had

known and felt the masterly stroke of his majestic arm.

When the war was ended, the partisanship of the soldier was at

at once submerged in the nationality of the citizen
;
and General

Johnston exerted his influence in the establishment of peace, in behalf
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of sectional reconciliation and national union. He at once recog-

nized that we then had but one flag, one Union, and one country;

and he desired to see that flag respected, and that Union permanent,

and that country glorious.

He was distinguished for the catholicity of his sentiments and the

general conservatism of his nature, for the punctilious integrity of

his public acts and the probity and purity of his private life. He was

one of the patriots of the century, one of the soldiers of the age, and

one of the men of the times. And thus it is that we have assembled

for the last time to do honor to truth, to virtue and to genius as

exemplified in the life and character of this eminent man the last of

the great leaders of a fallen cause. If it were in my power I would

take these beautiful flowers, evergreens and immortelles which the

ladies have here so lovingly and sympathetically provided, and which

so fittingly typefy the beauty of his life and the durability of his fame,

and reach out my hand to-night and place them upon his grave, as

our last tender tribute to departed worth. Life's eventful scene with

him is ended. He is now where there is no more strife, no more

struggle, no more booming of guns, no more fighting of battles.

The tempests may roar and the loud thunders rattle,

He heeds not, he hears not, he is free from all pain ;

He sleeps his last sleep, he has fought his last battle,

No sound can awake him to glory again.

Let him rest, let him rest !

"

The oration of General Gordon was received, perhaps, with better

effect upon the audience than any other delivered during the ceremo-

nies. General Gordon had served under Johnston in the Atlanta

campaign, and as with a soldier's knowledge he reviewed those

memorable scenes, his listeners were wrought to a full sensibility of

the circumstances and situations, and were en rapport with the plans

laid out by him who was destined never to carry them into comple-
tion. General Gordon paid a glowing tribute to his dead commander
of old days.

The choir then sang : "Rest, Spirit, Rest."

ADDRESS OF COLONEL CASEY YOUNG.

Colonel Casey Young said no words he could utter would add to

the eloquence which had been showered upon the memory of Gen-
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eral Johnston that night. The speaker knew him and learned to

love and honor his character. He knew him as the humble fol-

lower of a great leader, and. to moderately speak of him, as a gallant

soldier.

Other gentlemen who had spoken of him knew him as a great sol-

dier. He saw him in other days when the roar of the last battle had

died in defeat and when he had turned his steps to the pursuit of

peaceful avocations. No man did more to destroy sectionalism than

Joseph E. Johnston. He was called to represent his people in Con-

gress. There it was that he knew him, and no man served the Gov-

ernment better than did Johnston.
"

I knew him in his home," said the speaker.
"

It was then that

the beauties of his character were open to view. In the field he was

the great leader
;
at home he was the kind, gentle father and loving

husband. When the history of this war has been written no page
will be brighter than that which records the deeds of Joseph E. John-
ston. I think the time will come when the passions of war are cooled

and its true story is written, and the judgment will then be that

Joseph E. Johnston was inferior to no man in the war."

Colonel Young's speech was an eloquent tribute to the life and

character of General Johnston. He told in clear-cut, ringing words

of the deeds which will make his name live in the annals of the

world.

This address concluded the regular programme of orations.

Chairman Patterson then announced that during the day he had

received dispatches from the following named persons expressing

sympathy with the purpose and spirit of the meeting and regret at

inability to attend, to-wit : General G. T. Beauregard, Governor

Stone, of Mississippi ;
Governor Eagan, of Arkansas

;
Senator Wal-

thall, of Mississippi ;
Hon. Albert McNeill and Hon. James D. Por-

ter, of Tennesse. The chairman also read a letter from Mrs. W. E.

Moore, chairman of the Women's Confederate Monumental Asso-

ciation at Helena, Ark., expressing regrets that the association could

not be represented at the meeting to do honor to the memory of

General Johnston.
The orchestra rendered with fine expression the music of the hymn

St. Cecilia, and the assemblage dispersed after benediction by Rev.

N. M. Long.
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NEW ORLEANS, LOUISANA.

DISCOURSE OF REV. B. M. PALMER, D. D.

On the occasion of the Johnston memorial services held in the

First Presbyterian Church, in New Orleans, La., Sabbath evening,

April 26th, a highly thoughtful and impressive discourse was delivered

by Rev. B. M. Palmer. At the request of the Associations of Con-

federate Veterans, before whom it was delivered, Dr. Palmer wrote

it out from memory for publication. This rendition is here presented.

Its earnest and dispassionate spirit commands regardful consideration.

DANIEL ii. 20-22: "Daniel answered and said, Blessed be the name of

God forever and ever; for wisdom and might are His; and He changeth the

times and the seasons
;
He removeth kings and setteth up kings ;

He giveth

wisdom unto the wise, and knowledge to them that know understanding;
He revealeth the deep and secret things ;

He knoweth what is in the dark-

ness, and the light dwelleth with Him."

There is a pathos in this assemblage which will subdue any heart

that duly considers its significance. The life of a generation has

almost passed since the two sections of this country were locked in

deadly strife. It was a conflict which put to the test the strength

and manhood of both the contending parties. Immense forces were

put in the field, and were recruited as fast as they were depleted.

These, marching from either extreme, met in the centre with a force

of encounter that caused the continent to tremble to its base. It was

a conflict gigantic in its proportions and heroic in its endurance

terminated at length only through the exhaustion of one of the com-

batants, when the stained and battered banner must needs be furled

upon its staff, and peace resume its gentle sway.

During the six and twenty years which have elapsed nearly all the

leaders in the stupendous struggle, both in council and in camp, have

been summoned into the land of silence and of shadow. With the

field-glass ranging over the whole plain of battle, the eye detects here

and there only a single commander left, now bending under the weight

of years and infirmity, who once led brave men to the fray. And of

these few we meet to-night to mourn the departure of one who was

among the most conspicuous of them all.
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Providence has its symbols no less than Grace through which it

gives shape and substance to the truths it would seal upon the minds

and hearts of men. Of these impressive emblems nothing could be

more suggestive than the consentaneous death of the two commanders

who were pitted against each other through a great part of this

historic struggle pre-eminently so in the memorable retreat from

the mountains of Tennessee to the border of the Atlantic, and then

northward through the Carolinas almost to Virginia. I cannot here

undertake to signalize this retreat, except to say it is difficult which

most to admire, the prowess and energy of the advance, or the mas-

terly, stragetic defence which retarded that advance and conducted

an orderly retreat. It was a retreat which will take its place in future

history with that of the famous Ten Thousand under Xenophon from

the neighborhood of Babylon along the upper Tigris, through the

mountains of Kurdistan and Armenia, to the Greek settlements upon
the Euxine.

The whole nation stood in solemn silence when the first of these

warriors, at an advanced age, breathed his soul into the hands of his

Creator. But when the Confederate chieftain, whom we mourn to-

night, stood with an ungloved hand beside the bier of his formal rival

and foe, performing the last act of earthly friendliness in reverently

bearing the body to the repose of the tomb, a sublime object-lesson

was furnished by an ordaining Providence to the entire republic.

Then, as if the destinies of the two were interblended to the last, he

who had assisted at the funeral rites of the other reached home him-

self to die. And now the comrades and followers of this distin-

guished leader are assembled in the house of God, in the solemn

Sabbath hour when night has drawn her curtain around the earth, to

gather the memories of the past into garlands, which shall be laid in

affectionate reverence upon this new-made grave.

It appears to me almost a sacred inspiration, veterans, which

prompted the observance of this memorial with religious rites. Had
it occurred in an earlier yearv it would perhaps have called for a great
civic demonstration, with all the pomp and circumstance of military

display, disinterring the records of the past and throwing the furled

banner again upon the breeze. But the instinct of reverence has

brought you here, without the blare of trumpet or flash of armor, to sit

between these twin graves and recognize the burial of an ancient feud.

That these two warriors, almost the last who fought on either side,
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should simultaneously sleep in death, marks this as an epoch in our

career, when a new leaf must be turned in the nation's record, and a

new history must be written on a clean page. When great men die

they and their achievements are consigned to history, beyond the

vain applause which vexes the ears of mortal men. For be assured,

long before the final tribunal at which all actions are uncovered in

the presence of an unerring Judge, there is a human court, the

solemn Tribunal of History, whose verdict, purged of prejudice and

passion, will render at least a proximate vindication of justice and of

truth. The time for vapid oratory has ceased, when the pallid shades

appear before the Rhadamanthus and the Minos, who decree to the

true Immortals the prize of eternal fame. I trust that I construe

your purpose aright, when I decline to re-open the issues of the past,

leaving them to the adjudication of that day when the record shall

be purged of calumny and error, and every false judgment shall be

revised in the final verdict of mankind. In these obsequies of the

past let us learn from the Supreme Ruler the lesson which He intends

to teach.

For this purpose I read to you the words of the Prophet Daniel,

after the interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's dream had been dis-

closed in a vision by night :

" Blessed be the name of God forever

and ever; for wisdom and might are His
;
and He changeth the times

and the seasons
;
He removeth kings and setteth up kings ;

He

giveth wisdom unto the wise, and knowledge to them that know

understanding ;
He revealeth the deep and secret things ;

He know-

eth what is in the darkness, and the light dwelleth with Him." The

leading thought here is the divine supremacy over the affairs of men
;

the same truth announced afterward to Nebuchadnezzar by Daniel,

in declaring the downfall of his greatness :

" This matter is by the

decree of the watchers, and the demand by the word of the holy

ones, to the intent that the living may know that the Most High
ruleth in the kingdom of men, and giveth to whomsoever He will,

and setteth up over it the basest of men." Daniel iv., 17. But a

deeper truth lies covered here than simple superintendence of human
fortunes. It is the divine purpose running throughout history, the

secret thread around which all events crystalize. The Supreme
Ruler renders His own thought in the free actions of intelligent and

responsible agents ; who, in accomplishing their designs, at the same

time execute His infinite and eternal purpose. Thus, He who is the

author of history, must also be its interpreter disclosing a contin-
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uous plan in the rise and fall of empires. Hence the Prophet ascribes

to Him the "wisdom and might" which are necessary to this sove-

reign administration ;
and in

"
removing and setting up kings." He

alone
"

reveals what is in the darkness
"
by means of

"
the light that

dwelleth with Him."

Our relations to God are not alone those of the individual.

Observe that we are born in the bosom of relationships, so that no

one liveth or dieth to himself. From the first breath we depend

upon others for the preservation of that life which from others was

derived. Until in adult years we assume our own position in the

world, we are under the law of the household and yield subjection to

the authority of the parent. In this primary commonwealth man
finds himself face to face with God, not in the isolation of his indi-

vidual being, but in the association with others where joint duties are

imposed and correlative obligations are assumed. Indeed, in all the

stages of life we drift upon the current of our social instincts into

associations of various kinds, and the guilds thus constituted, as they

turn upon a common interest, are all animated by a common spirit ;

which gives to each a communal character and form. Countless as

may be the units of the human race, they co-exist as the factors of a

constituted whole. The threads may be single, but they are woven

into a texture which combines them all. How minute soever each

may be when separated and alone, it is indispensable to the integrity

of the fabric, whose beauty and strength would alike be impaired by
the slightest flaw. The Providence, therefore, over the individual

necessarily aligns him with the society to which he belongs ;
and

thus the Divine rule is extended over the whole breadth of history

through all ages. Thus we find men distributed into races and

nations, each enclosed within corporate limits, under such environ-

ment and acted upon by such influences as to evolve a composite
character.

It is thus we speak of race and national characteristics that differ-

entiate entire communities as clearly as the personal traits which dis-

tinguish the individual. It is a most interesting study to investigate

the elements of which this aggregate character is composed, and to

enumerate the subtle influences by which it has been fashioned. But

whether the analysis be successful or not, we are obliged to accept
the obtrusive fact that there is, for example, such a thing as na-

tional integrity and honor, quite as sensitive as that of the individual
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and for the assertion and protection of which, as all history attests,

the most desolating wars have been waged.

No less true is it, that organized societies are invested with trusts,

greater or less, for which they are held responsible before God. Just

as individuals are thrown into different providential positions, are

endowed with different capacities, and are called to the exercise of

different functions, so it is with kingdoms and nations. Why, there

is China, with her four hundred millions of people nearly one-half the

population of the globe yet without adding a fraction to the general

history of the world. There is Africa, stretching its length between

the Tropics and beyond them, occupied for thousands of years by
naked savages engaged in internecine and tribal wars

; yet, so far as

the broad record of mankind is concerned, the Dark Continent might

just as well have been sunk in the depths of the two oceans which

wash its borders utterly dead, without a history.

Going back to what is termed the history of the past, look at the

monotonous continent of Asia, with its ancient colossal empires, fol-

lowing each other in almost funeral procession, without diplomatic

intercourse, each swallowing its predecessor, and without breaking

the dead level of Asiatic civilization, until it was impinged by the

progressive people of Europe. Here again is this Western Hemis-

phere on which we dwell, and where from the beginning the Red man
has roamed through primeval forests ;

so far as history is involved,

it might as well have emerged only three hundred years ago from the

waters of the sea to become the home of a ripe civilization and of its

immortal records.

Now, in contrast with all of this, look at little Palestine, of no larger

extent than one of the smallest States of this Union, yet the historic

pivot upon which the Old World empires were balanced. What an

illustration of the sovereignty which allots to nations the trusts which

they are to fulfil that around this little Hebrew State Tyre and Sidon,

Egypt and Syria, Babylon and Persia, Greece and Rome, should

revolve as satellites, finding their significance in its history, as the

moons of Jupiter find their office in attending the orb around which

they sweep ! Who can interpret these anomalies in the divine admin-

istration ? Only He who knows His own purpose in the creation

and distribution of races and nations, can explain why the few and

the weak should be chosen for the highest achievments. In what we

fondly style the philosophy of history, the attempt is made to fix the
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value of each element in the life of a people, reducing the actions of

men to mere forms of logic. But even where the interpretation is

just, it is partial at best; and the world's history is read in sections

and patches at last. But if the entire record could be placed before

us in a single view, disclosing a unity of design in all its parts, how

grand the lesson to those who decipher the one thought of the Deity

pervading and illuminating the whole !

I have but half expressed the majesty of the conception. This

earth of ours is but a speck or mote in the vastness of the universe.

Look above you upon the face of the sky, and see uncounted worlds

in the immensity of space. Not single worlds only, but worlds col-

lected into systems, grouped into families, bound to each other by
domestic ties, swinging together in wider orbits around a centre com-
mon to them all for aught we know, the Sapphire Throne, from

which the power of a supreme will issues to uphold and control them

all. Has each of these a history of its own ? And do their several

records blend in a history that is truly universal ? The creative thought
is greater than all combined. What if this thought should throb as

the mighty pulse of universal life and action? What if in the august
future the vast canvas should be unrolled, disclosing in a single pano-
rama the history of all worlds, in the connection of all the parts with

the ineffable glory of Him who thus reveals Himself in the stretch of

His wisdom and in the grandeur of His power ? Truly "the Lord

reigneth ; let the earth rejoice ;
let the multitude of isles be glad

thereof."

I have not uttered these sentences merely to dazzle you with the

splendor of this generalization ; it is full of comfort as well. A sin-

gle life may be insignificant in its isolation, whilst in its relation to

society it may be of inestimable value. Here, for illustration, is a

piece of tapestry into which has been woven the history of a king-
dom. The separate gossamer thread may be tinged with a color

inappreciably faint, yet without its presence there would be no shading
of the picture. Precisely so the most obscure life may be indispen-
sable to the design which is in the mind of the Infinite Artist.

Our distinctions between great and small disappear from history
when projected on the scale of the divine purpose. In like manner
disasters and defeats occur in the career of every people ; yet they
no more disturb the march of universal history than do the regres-
sions of the planets the harmony of the stellar world. God is in
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providence, whether its control be over the world of matter or of

mind ;
and the pious heart bows in reverence to the Supreme Will,

assured that failure can be written upon nothing within the scope of

its comprehensive design.

These reflections may be brought closer to ourselves. Reference

has already been made to the severe civil conflict through which

this country has recently passed. A civil war, as waged between

citizens of the same Commonwealth or State, is necessarily a con-

tention for principles which are drawn into dispute to be more fully

defined. These lie, more or less, at the foundation of all govern-
ments

,
sometimes rather by implication than in formal statement.

Even when embodied in constitutional provisions there may arise

differences of interpretation ;
or the full sweep of a recognized prin-

ciple may not be understood except through its outworking in the

experience of a century. In the conflict which ensues one of the

parties may be overthrown
; yet in so far as they stood for what is

true, their defeat is not the death of their cause. Truth is immortal,

and can never die. It is the thought of God translated into the dia-

lect of man. Often in the history of our race truth has been buried

in a protest until the world is ready for its assured resurrection.

Hence it comes to pass, at the close of a protracted struggle, there

is neither undue exaltation with the victor, nor undue depres-
sion with the vanquished. The dignity of the conflict, and the con-

viction that living principles cannot be displaced by physical force,

preserves the one party from unseemly vanity or contemptuous

scorn
;
and protect the other, even in the bitterness of defeat, from

any sense of humiliation or shame. He greets the generation after

him, assured that no child can arise to be ashamed of his father or of

the deeds he has wrought.
Another consequence ensues. Such a conflict can only occur

among a people both intelligent and brave
;
and so far from neces-

sarily disrupting them, often consolidates them in a union more strong

and lasting. Ours is not the only country which has been torn by
internal strife. There is England, for example, in her long conflict

between prerogative and privilege, so graphically described by Ma-

caulay, yet more securely standing than ever before upon the prin-

ciples of constitutional freedom. So it must prove with ourselves.

The principles which are true will survive all conflicts, and while it

has been determined that we remain together, all else is remanded
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as before to the council chamber and the halls of debate, until the

mind of God shall be further disclosed in the future fortunes of our

people.

The practical lesson taught us to-night has already been set before

our eyes in the example of our great leaders who now sleep in death.

They instantly accepted the will of Jehovah in the defeat of their

arms
; and, without a murmur of discontent, turned to the civil duty

of building up all the interests of our common country. Let us imi-

tate their example, and with them sleep at last under the benediction

of a land restored to peace. My fervent prayer for you, and for all

who share with us the memories of the eventful past, is that we may
sit down together in the kingdom which cannot be moved, and unite

in the eternal song:
"
Alleluliah, for the Lord God omnipotent

reigneth."

MAJOR-GENERAL STEPHEN D. RAMSEUR:

HIS LIFE AND CHARACTER.

An Address before the Ladies' Memorial Association of Raleigh, North

Carolina, May jolh, 1891.

BY HON. WILLIAM R. Cox.

MR. PRESIDENT, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

When Xerxes looked upon the countless hosts of Persia, he is

said to have wept when he reflected that within one hundred years

from that time not one of those then in his presence would be living.

It is with similar emotions every survivor of the war between the

States must be moved, when called upon to pass in review and com-

ment upon the heroic deeds and still more heroic sufferings, of those

who participated in that fierce and unrelenting conflict.

It is now over a quarter of a century since the last hostile gun of

the war was fired; the laws are everywhere respected and obeyed;
and every citizen, irrespective of section or service, recognizes it as

its first duty to march to the defence of his government, whenever

menaced by foes either from within or without.
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To such as may question the policy or propriety of these memo-

rial reunions, ana inquire why these gatherings of the people, which

may keep alive the estrangements of the past, we commend the

remarks of that eloquent New Yorker, Chauncey M. Depew, who,

upon a similar occasion, forcibly and truthfully declared that
"
vapid

sentimentalists and timid souls deprecate these annual reunions,

fearing they may arouse old strife and sectional animosities ; but a

war in which five hundred thousand men were killed and two millions

more wounded, in which States were devastated, and money spent

equal to twice England's gigantic debt, has a meaning, a lesson, and

results which are to the people of this Republic a liberal education,

and the highest chairs of this university belong to you."
The ladies of this association, have a just appreciation of the

necessity for preserving the truths of history for the future historian,

who, with a juster prospective which distance may give, shall write

a history of our common country. They have wisely decided that

at each annual reunion, an active participant of the war shall be called

upon to portray the life and character of some distinguished com-

rade, who in the late war yielded up his life in obedience to the laws

of his State, and for a cause his conscience told him was right. The

necessity for preserving the data thus collected, becomes more im-

portant from the fact that in every war, whatever may be its original

merits, writers will always be found to misrepresent and belittle the

vanquished; while with fulsome adulation they sing paeans to and

crown with laurels the brow of the victor. Even distinguished par-

ticipants in such strifes are not slow to yield to importunity, autobi-

graphic memoirs of colossal achievements scarcely recognizable by
their friends, the effects of which are misleading. In the late war,

and by the chroniclers of that war, we were denounced as rebels and

traitors, as if the promoters of such epithets were ignorant of the

fact that in our Revolutionary war Hancock, Adams and their com-

peers were denounced as rebels and traitors, while Washington and

Franklin threw up their commissions to join this despised class.

Indeed, the very chimney-sweeps in the streets of London are said to

have spoken of our rebellious ancestors, as their subjects in America.

Therefore, with a conscience void of offence, while we would not and

should not forget our hallowed memories of comradeship and of

common suffering, we cherish them alone as memories, and seek no

willows upon which to hang our harps, no rivers by which to sit down
and weep, while we sing the songs of the long ago.
Wars have existed from the beginning of time; and, despite the
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spread of Christianity and the growth of enlightenment, will probably
continue until time shall be no more. In the war between the States

there was but little of malice, of vengefulness and vindictiveness.

As to its origin there is little probability of our agreeing, so long as

it is insisted that the North fought chiefly for the eradication of

slavery and the South for its perpetuation. At the formation of this

government

SLAVERY

existed in every State. New England, which ultimately became the

principal theatre of free-soilism and abolition agitation, was at one

time more interested in the slave trade than any other section of our

country. It is not mere speculation that prompts us to declare that

had her soil and climate been adapted to the cultivation and produc-
tion of the chief staples of the South, she would have recognized it

as a great outrage to have been compelled to relinquish so profitable

an institution without her free consent. By prospective enactments

our Northern friends gradually abolished slavery, and large numbers
of their slaves were sent South and sold. The money arising from

such sales was carried North, invested in manufactories, ships and

brick walls. Their section prospered, and we rejoice in their pros-

perity as a part of our common country. In an address delivered by
Mr. Evarts before the New England Society he said that, the Puritan

believed in every man attending to his own business, but he believed-

every man's business was his own. There is a great deal of truth

portrayed in this sportive suggestion. Having profitably escaped
from this "great iniquity," their restless intellectuality early prompted
them to express their abhorrence of slavery. The great body of the

American people really cared very little about this institution, or, at

least, if they deprecated its existence they recognized it as a matter of

local legislation, for which they were not directly responsible ;
there-

fore, the question of its abolition for over half a century made but

little headway, and only became a potential element of discord, when

it was discovered that its agitation would have the effect of securing
the ascendency of one of the great political parties of the country.

As slavery only obtained in the minor section of the Union its agita-

tion, on sectional grounds, ultimately had the effect of promoting a

crisis, which enabled ambitious and aspiring politicians to inflame the

passions of their followers, until they were prepared to see their

country plunged into a war, which the border States, led by Virginia,

did all that lay in their power to avert. Recognizing the weakness
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of this institution, as well as the fact that they were numerically

greatly in the minority, the slave-holding States simply asked to be
"

let alone.
"

But as it was threatened that they should be surrounded

by a cordon of free States until slavery had "
stung itself to death,"

and that this government could not exist
"

half free and half slave,"

the purposes of the dominant section became so manifest, the

Southern States felt that, in justice to themselves, they could no longer

remain quiet. The causes for this agitation had their existence in the

colonial era, when slavery was universal ;
and the settlement was

postponed on account of the difficulty of arriving at a satisfactory

solution. Two irreconcilable theories of

POPULAR GOVERNMENT

were at the outset proposed. The one advocated by Mr. Hamilton

contemplated a strong centralized authority, fashioned after that of a

limited monarchy; the other, which was proposed by Mr. Jefferson,

recognized the people as the source of all power, and insisted that

they should be left as free and untrammeled from governmental con-

trol as its exigencies might demand. The one contemplated a mag-
nificent central government, with that ostentation and parade that

keeps the masses in awe
;
the other a simple, economic, democratic

government, regulated and governed by the people. The followers

of these statesmen were known by the party names of Federalists and

Republicans. The elder Adams was the first President of the Fed-

eralists, and during his administration and with his approval the Alien

and Sedition laws were passed, the effect of which was to abridge, if

not imperil, the freedom of the press in its criticism upon public

officials. This measure, with others of an unpopular nature, so out-

raged public sentiment as to elect Mr. Jefferson, the apostle of

Democracy, to succeed Mr. Adams by an overwhelming majority,

and the views he entertained and ably advocated laid the foundation

for that great popular approval which maintained his party in power,

with but brief intervals of interruption, from that time up to the be-

ginning of the war. The student of history will discover that the insti-

tution of slavery played a minor part in the political agitations of this

country, so long as our politics related alone to questions of mere na-

tional policy. The first serious difficulty of more than local significance

which threatened our institutions, arose from the imposition of an ex-

cise tax on distilled spirits, and was known as the
"
Whiskey Rebel-

lion." The second, from the hostility of the New England States to
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the War of 1812, which seriously interfered with their commercial

traffic. So great was this discontent that a convention was called to

meet at Hartford, Conn., which had in view the secession of the

States there represented from the Union. In 1820 was passed what

is known as the Missouri Compromise, which in effect was simply a

truce between two antagonistic revenue systems, while the nullifica-

tion movement was directed against the tariff system. So that up to

this time the chief complaint against any legislation of our country,
arose from dissatisfaction to its economic system.

Prior to the war the North had devoted herself chiefly to trade and

manufacturing, to mechanic arts and industrial pursuits, while the

South, owing to its easier lines of life, the fertility of its soil, with its

genial climate and "
peculiar institution," had turned her attention

to the science of politics and a consideration of governmental

affairs, the consequence of which was that the controlling voice and

influence in the councils of the nation rested with her. As the North,

by its industry and enterprise, grew in wealth and the development
of a more liberal education, she became impatient and restless under

this control, and resolved at all hazards to escape from it. Free-

soilism and abolitionism, which up to this time had been the obedient

hand-maid to any party that would lend its co-operation, were believed

to be the potential elements by which to arouse the apprehensions of

the South as to the security of slavery, and thus tend to the arrange-
ment of parties on sectional lines. From this time forward the

leading statesmen of the South were denounced and vilified as aristo-

crats and slave-drivers
;
and on the recurrence of every national

contest, this new party resorted to every device to create animosities

between the sections. At this time the Democratic party was so

strong it became factional, and was finally disrupted through the

political jealousy of its leaders. In consequence of its division, in

the ensuing election four presidential candidates were offered for the

suffrage of the people, and Mr. Lincoln was elected. As it was the

first time in the history of our country that a president had been

elected by a purely sectional vote, and a large portion of his followers

were believed to be intent on either the abolition of slavery or a dis-

ruption of the Union, the gravest apprehensions were felt. The situa-

tion at that time is so lucidly and graphically described in the memoir
of Richard H. Dana, recently prepared by Hon. Charles Francis

Adams, Minister to England under Mr. Lincoln's administration, I

cannot better present the matter than by using his language :

" Look-

ing back on it now, after the lapse of nearly thirty years, it is curious
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to see how earnestly all played their parts and how essential to the great

catastrophe all those parts were. The extremists on both sides were

urging the country to immediate blows, regardless of consequences,

and by so doing they were educating it to the necessary point when

the hour should come. Had the Southern extremists prevailed, and

the Southern blood been fired by an assault on Fort Sumter in Jan-

uary, the slave States would probably have been swept into a general

insurrection while Buchanan was still President, with Floyd as his

Secretary of War. Had this occurred, it is difficult now to see how
the government could have been preserved. The Southern extrem-

ists, therefore, when they urged immediate action were, from the

Southern point of view, clearly right. Every day then lost was a

mistake, and, as the result proved, an irreparable mistake. On the

other hand, had the extremists of the North prevailed in their demand
for immediate action they would in the most effective way possible

have played the game of their opponents. Fortunately they did not

prevail, but their exhortations to action and denunciations of every

attempt at a compromise educated the country to a fighting point."

That large and respectable body of patriotic citizens who were

wedded to the Union and dreaded war, and above all things a civil

war, were in favor of any compromise which might result in preserving

harmony between the sections. It is difficult at this time to appre-
ciate the excitement of those stormy days. Moderation and silence

was but little understood or appreciated. The firing upon Sumter
fired the hearts of both sections, and followed, as it was, by a call of

Mr. Lincoln for troops to make war upon the States, promptly welded

the States of the South into one common bond. They felt that if

they must fight they preferred to fight strangers rather than their

neighbors who were contending for the maintenance of their own

rights, and that to yield to the party in power at such a juncture was

but to invite further aggressions on their rights, for that this would

involve their subjugation and the overthrow of their most cherished

institutions. That no permanent compromise was practicable ;
that

war at some time was inevitable must now be clear to all
; that the

war has taken place; that the abolition of slavery has occurred
; that

the South has been thrown open to settlement, to free and unembar-

rassed communication to the outside world
;
that the greatness of our

section and the capability of our people to maintain free institutions

has been manifested, and that the war has proved a great educator

to all, is now conceded. In turning over the government to our

Northern friends, the much misrepresented people of the South can
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point with pride to the fact that the declaration that
"
these united

colonies are, and of right ought to be free," was penned by a Southern

statesman ; that this declaration was made good under the leadership

of a Southern general ;
that

"
the Father of the Constitution

" was a

Southern man
;
that through a president, a Southern man, our boun-

daries were extended from ocean to ocean and from the gulf to the

lakes; and that prior to the late war all assaults against the integrity

of the Union were compromised and accommodated mainly through
Southern statesmanship. When, after fifty years of its existence, the

government was turned over to the statesmen of the North, in the

language of one of her gifted and eloquent sons, the South surren-

dered it to her successors "matchless in her power, incalculable in

her strength, the pride and the glory of the world."

It is of

STEPHEN D. RAMSEUR

that we now propose to speak his life, his services, and his lamented

death. In the Piedmont section of our State there is a county named
in honor of that Revolutionary hero, Benjamin Lincoln, who at the

time was in command of the Continental soldiers in Charleston harbor,

fighting for the freedom and independence of the American colonies.

This county was originally a part of Mecklenburg, the
"
Hornets'

Nest" of the Revolution, and her sons partook of the sturdy patriot-

ism of their neighbors. In her territorial limits was fought the battle

of Ramseur's Mill, and other stirring scenes of like nature. Lincoln,

though one of the smallest counties in the State, gave to history sucli

well-known Revolutiouary names as Brevard, Dickson, Chronicle,

and others, who, though less generally known, were no less patriotic

and determined in upholding their principles. The county-seat of

Lincoln, with that want of imagination and originality for which

Americans are celebrated, is called Lincolnton, a small village long

distinguished for the culture, refinement, and unobtrusive hospitality

of her people. While her citizens were not wealthy they enjoyed
such affluence as enabled them to be independent and self-reliant.

About the year 1837 there was born in Lincoln county three children,

each of whom became distinguished in war before attaing his twenty-
seventh year; and also from among her accomplished daughters came
the wives of Stonewall Jackson, Lieutenant General D. H. Hill, and

Brigadier General Rufus Barringer. Ramseur, Hoke, and R. D.

Johnson were born within a year of each other, and for distinguished

services in the field were promoted and entitled to wear the coveted
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general's wreath on their collars. This same county gave to Alabama.

Brigadier General W. H. Forney, a gallant soldier, who is now, and

for years has been, one of her most faithful and trusted members in

the National Congress. Born and reared amidst such favorable and'

stimulating surroundings, it is not a matter of surprise that these

young men should have been prompted by an honorable emulation

to secure those prizes that were justly their own, for
"
blood will tell."

Entirely free from the
"
pomp and circumstance of glorious war," ever

kind and accessible to those about him, skilful and able in the field,

Major-General Hoke readily became the idol of his soldiers. While

not attaing to so high a rank, Brigadier- General Johnson was an able

and fearless soldier. The life of Ramseur, while briefer, was not less

brilliant and attractive than that of any of his cotemporaries. It has-

been eloquently said by another :

" A book of dates, a table of dy-

nasties, a succession of kings, or popes, or presidents these in one

aspect are history ;
but if they are to attract, or impress, or endu-

ringly influence us, behind these dry bones of the historian's cabinet

there must glow and palpitate the living lineaments of a man."

But should we choose an element of pre-eminent power to interest

mankind, that element must consist of the life and deeds of some

prominent actor upon the great theatre of war. While many ad-

mire, enjoy and are improved by the triumphs of the imagination-

and the reason, the impulse and the heart of the multitude in every

age and clime have been taken captive by the great actors, rather

than by the great thinkers among men. This has been true from

the time of Joshua until that of Mahomet, and from thence to the

present time, and we conclude that the multitude is right. Even the

eloquence of Demosthenes, the oratory of Cicero, the glowing pe-
riods of Longinus, the beauties of Gibbon, the orphic rhythm of

Milton, the profound reasoning of Bacon and the marvellous crea-

tions of Shakespeare, all have their enthusiastic admirers, but the

heart of the multitude goes out in profound admiration for the cour-

age, the genius and marvelous achievements of the great conquer-
ors of the world. It attends them not only in their triumphs, but

accompanies them with its sympathy in disappointments and misfor-

tunes. So many elements are combined to constitute the truly great
commander I will not endeavor to enumerate them, but will content

myself by saying that the popular sentiment that the ideal genera4

displays his greatest power upon the battle-field is an error, of which

the late Von Moltke is a noted example. His greatest achievements

consist in so preparing and mobilizing his forces as to virtually secure
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his success before encountering his adversary. Our revolutionary

period supplies us with an example of one of those matchless lead-

ers, who, while he lost the majority of the great battles in which he

was engaged, yet, even amidst the hardships and sufferings of a

"Valley Forge," by his forethought, his patience and unselfish pa-

triotism, could win and retain the confidence and admiration of his

troops until he led them to the achievement of results which won the

admiration of mankind. And our late war gave us the example of

one who in all respects was a fitting complement of the former.

Among the many able general officers which the exigencies of the

late war called to the front, Ramseur is entitled to rank high, and

gave the most flattering promises of still greater achievements.

Stephen D. Ramseur, the second child of Jacob A. and Lucy M.

Ramseur, had Revolutionary blood in his veins through John Wilfong,

a hero who was wounded at King's Mountain and fought at Eutaw

Springs. He was born in Lincolnton the 3ist day of May, 1837. His

surroundings were well calculated to promote a well-developed char-

acter and a strong self- relying manhood. His parents were mem-
bers of the Presbyterian Church, and did not neglect to see their son

properly instructed in their religious tenets. They were possessed of

ample means for their section, and gave to him the best advantages

of social and intellectual improvement, without being exposed to the

"devices and snares of the outer world." To the strong and beau-

tiful character of his mother, Ramseur is said to have been indebted

for the greater part of his success in life. In preparing the life of

Rev. James H. Thornwell, D. D., Rev. B. M. Palmer, D. D.,has assertd

a truth which may be classed as a proverb. He says:
" The pages of

history will be searched in vain for a great man who had a fool for his

mother." In writing of Ramseur's mother the Hon. David Schenck,

who married Sallie Wilfong, her second daughter, says :

" As a young
lady she was said to have been beautiful and attractive. I knew her inti-

mately from 1849 to her death. She was a woman of great force of

character. To a judgment clear and firm she united gentleness, ten-

derness and sympathy. Her manners were easy and courteous and

fascinating. She was an active and devoted member of the Presby-
terian Church, and brought up her children in the teachings of the

shorter catechism from their early youth. It was to her that Gen-

eral Ramseur owed the mental and moral foundations of his charac-

ter." Ramseur received his preparatory training in the schools of

Lincolnton and in the village of Milton, then he matriculated at Da-

vidson College, entered the Freshman class and passed eighteen
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months at this institution. He early displayed that decision of char-

acter and force of will that distinguished him in after life. He had

an ardent longing for a military career, and though disappointed in

his first efforts to secure an appointment as a cadet at the United

States Military Academy, he was not cast down. Through the aid

of General D. H. Hill, then a professor at Davidson, his second ap-

plication was successful. He was given his appointment to the

Academy by that sturdy old Roman, the Hon. Burton Craige, who
before the days of rotation in office was long an able and distin-

guished member of Congress from our State. Ramseur spent the

usual term of five years at the Academy, and was graduated with

distinction in the class of 1860. Among his class-mates of national

reputation were Generals James H. Wilson and Merritt, Colonel

Wilson, commandant at United States Military Academy, and Col-

onel A. C. M. Pennington, United States army.

Through his courtesy, sincerity and the conscientious discharge
of his duties while at West Point he formed many valued friend-

ships both among his fellow-students and in the corps. After gradu-

ating, Ramseur entered the light-artillery service and was commis-

sioned second lieutenant by brevet. He was in the United States

army but a short time prior to the breaking out of hostilities, and

during that time was assigned to duty at Fortress Monroe. In

April, 1861, he resigned his commission in the old army and promptly
tendered his sword to the Provisional Government of the Confed-

erate States, then assembled at Montgomery. By this Government
he was commissioned first lieutenant of artillery and ordered to the

Department of Mississippi. About this time a battery of artillery

was being formed at Raleigh, whose membership was comprised of

the flower of the patriotic youth of the State. It was called
"
the

Ellis Artillery," in honor of our then very able and patriotic Gov-

ernor, whose early death by phthisis was an irreparable loss to our

State in the early days of the war. The officers were Manly, Saun-

ders, Guion and Bridgers, who, owing to our long peace establish-

ment, were not familiar with even the rudiments of the drill. There-

fore, with more patriotism than selfish emulation, they promptly

applied through Lieutenant Saunders to their friend the Governor
for some suitable and reliable commander. With a pardonable

pride in so fine a company, Governor Ellis had doubtless previously
considered this subject in his own mind. At all events, so soon as

the request was made known he promptly replied:
"

I have the very
man. You couldn't get a better. It is Lieutenant Ramseur." There-
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upon a dispatch was sent tendering him the command, which reached

him on his way to his new field of duty. He accepted the unso-

licited but none the less coveted distinction of repelling the invasion

of his native State in command of her own sons, and repaired at

once to Raleigh. On arriving at the camp of instruction near this

place, he found a first-class command of raw recruits without equip-

ments or discipline or the remotest conception of the magnitude of

the great contest before them. Many had joined the artillery because

it was known to be one of the higher and more attractive branches

of the service. They concurred with Secretary Seward, that the war

was a matter of a few months, or else with Vice- President Stephens,

that for the defence of their firesides gentlemen should not be kept
in camps of instruction and discipline, but permitted to remain at

their homes, for they were capable of judging when the enemy should

be met, and by what methods most easily defeated. If they had

read of war it was, in books which gave it such gloss and glamour
as made every battle magnificent, if not positively delectable, for

such, indeed, is the general current of popular history. Not so

Ramseur, who had been taught in a school where the art of war is

thoroughly explained, the discipline and drudgery of soldier life

daily seen and the distinctions and advantages of rank recognized
and respected. His education and experience led him to concur

with Viscount Wolseley, who, in speaking of war, declares that

active service teaches us some painful lessons :

" That all men are

not heroes ;
that the quality as well as quantity of their courage

differs largely; that some are positively cowards; that there always

is, always has been, and always will be, a good deal of skulking and

malingering; it teaches us not to expect too much from any body of

men; above all things to value the truly brave men as worth more
than all the talkers and spouters who have ever squabbled for place
in the arena of politics." Ramseur was well satisfied with the esprit
de corps of his command, and resolved to employ it to the best advan-

tage. To do this his men must have a knowledge of tactics, disci-

pline, and subordination was indispensable. He had considered all

this, determined what was right, and whether it consorted with the

wishes and inclinations of those who belonged to the command or

not was not material with him. Indeed, duty was his polar star.

He did not willingly sever his connection from the old army, but

when called on to elect whether he would fight for or against his

people* and his State, there was no hesitancy, no doubt as to where
his duty lay, and he threw his whole soul and energies into the cause
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of the South. This company was composed of twelve-months men.

Ramseur wanted soldiers, and wanted them for the war. This being

known, some, a few members of the company, began to be discon-

tented. They feared they were to be treated as regular soldiers, and

insisted that inasmuch as they had volunteered only for twelve months

that should the company be reorganized for the war they were entitled

to withdraw. They were good men and did not desire to leave the

service ; they were allowed to withdraw, and in other fields made

good soldiers. The reorganization of the battery was soon com-

pleted, all elements of discord eliminated, and, under the skilful

management and discipline of its new captain, made admirable pro-

gress. The great thing now was to secure its guns and equipments,

and in this the company was aided by its name and the patriotic

ardor of the citizens of Raleigh. At this time there was only one

field battery available, and for it another company was applying.

The name and personnel of the Ellis Artillery won the prize, while

the voluntary subscriptions of our citizens supplied it with horses.

Being without tents or suitable parade-grounds, Mr. William Boylan
tendered it his residence and out-buildings for shelter and ample

grounds as a camp for instruction. The offer was accepted, and here

the company received that impress which, when called to Virginia

and brought in comparison with others, carried off the palm for

soldierly bearing, splendid drill and handsome equipment. In the

latter part of the summer of 1861 the company was ordered to

Smithfield, Va., where the fall and winter months were spent without

graver duties than occasional reconnoissances to and from Norfolk.

McClellan's army was now near Washington, confronted by that of

General Joe Johnston, while the public mind of the North was

becoming very impatient at its inaction, and began to renew the cry
of " On to Richmond! " which had been so popular before the inglo-

rious defeat of the Federal army at Manassas. McClellan, unable to

resist this clamor, determined to endeavor to reach the Confederate

capital by way of the lower Chesapeake, and on transports transferred

his army to the Peninsular and sat down before Yorktown. It is

estimated that McClellan at this time had an army of not less than

one hundred and twenty thousand men fit for duty. This force was

to be confronted and delayed until Johnston could arrive by thirteen

thousand Confederates under General J. B. Magruder, who, in order

to accomplish this purpose, was compelled to cover a front of thir-

teen miles with his small force. The work was done, and with con-

summate ability, and it is no disparagement to others to say there
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was no officer in either army better qualified to play such a game of

bluff than the genial, whole-souled Magruder. Ramseur was ordered

to report with his battery at Yorktown. When he arrived Magruder,

who had known him in the old army, detached him from his battery

and placed him in command of all the artillery on his right. Here

Ramseur saw his first active service in the field, and received the

promotion of Major. On the arrival of the forces of McClellan a

campaign of maneuvering commenced which delayed the advance

for over a month. In the meantime, Ramseur had been elected

lieutenant-colonel of the Third regiment of volunteers, but declined

to leave his battery. Subsequently, and before serious demonsta-

tion had begun, he was elected colonel of the Forty-ninth regi-

ment of infantry. He was still reluctant to leave his battery, but

appreciating the fact that Manly and its other officers were then well

qualified for any duties that might be required of them, through the

persuasion of friends he was induced to accept the promotion. Sub-

sequent events soon justified his confidence in this artillery company.
At the battle of Williamsburg, where it received its first baptism of

fire, it gathered fadeless laurels which it was destined to wear through-

out the war with a fame still augmenting.
The Forty-ninth regiment was composed of raw recruits who were

gathered together in the camp of instruction at Raleigh, organized

into companies and regiments, and instructed as to their duties in the

field. With his accustomed energy and ability Ramseur immediately

addressed himself to the labor of making soldiers out of these recruits.

By constant drill he soon had his regiment in fair condition ; and as

the emergency was pressing, he moved with it to the point of danger.

The regiment was assigned to the brigade of an old army officer,

General Robert Ransom, who was soon to become a distinguished

major-geneial of cavalry, in the Army of Northern Virgina, and thence

to be assigned to the command of all the cavalry under Longstreet
in his operations in the West. In the series of battles around Rich-

mond, known as the "Seven Days' Fight," Ramseur, while gallantly

leading his regiment in the battle of Malvern Hill, received a severe

and disabling wound through the right arm, but declined to leave the

field until the action was over. This wound necessitated his removal

to Richmond, where he was detained for over a month before his

injury permitted him to enjoy the much-coveted pleasure of a visit

to his home. Indeed, the arm was broken, and he was ever after-

wards compelled to wear it in a sling.
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In his report General Ransom speaks of the conspicuous gallantry

of Ramseur and his men, and it was by reason of his soldierly qualities

mainly, displayed upon this occasion, that his promotion to the rank of

BRIGADIER-GENERAL

soon followed. While still at home wounded Ramseur received notice

of his unexpected promotion. At first he doubted whether one as

young should accept so responsible a position, and was disposed to

decline the promotion. His friends did not coincide in his views,

and through their persuasion he was induced to accept it. In Octo-

ber, 1862, with his arm still disabled, he went to Richmond to make
a decision in regard to the brigade offerd him. While there he called

upon Mr. Davis, alike distinguished as a soldier and a statesman, to

whom he expressed the fears then agitating his mind. In that affable

and engaging manner peculiar to himself, Mr. Davis at once dismissed

any suggestion of his declining, but on the contrary urged him to

accept the command, return home and remain until he had entirely

recovered his health and his strength. Ramseur obeyed only in part

the suggestions of his commander-in-chief. He accepted the com-
mand of the brigade, and went at once to the Army of Northern Vir-

ginia, and with his wound still green, entered upon the discharge of

his duties. This brigade was then composed of the Second regiment,

organized and instructed by that able tactician, scholarly and accom-

plished gentleman, Colonel C. C. Tew, who was killed at Sharpsburg;
the Fourth by the chivalrous and lamented Brigadier-General George
B. Anderson, who died of wounds received at Sharpsburg; the Four-

teenth, before its reorganization, was commanded and instructed by
that soldierly and ardent North Carolinian, Brigadier-General Junius

Daniel, who fell in the Spotsylvania campaign ere his commission as

a major-general had reached him
;
and the Thirteenth by Colonel F.

M. Parker, the brave soldier and courteous gentleman, of whom
further mention will be made during the course of this narrative.

Ramseur, "like apples of gold in pictures of silver," was aptly and

fitly chosen the worthy commander of this distinguished brigade, and

immediately addressed himself to its reorganization. His admirable

qualifications for his duties and his pure and chivalrous character were

soon recognized and appreciated, and infused new life and spirit into

the command. As a disciplinarian, he was rigid ;
as a tactician, skill-

ful; as a judge of men, good; as a reJressor of wrongs, prompt; as
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an officer, courteous and urbane; as a soldier, fearless and chivalrous.

He early commanded the respect and ultimately won the hearts of all

of whom he held command. This brigade at the time he assumed

command was in Rhodes' division of Jackson's corps. Ramseur

remained in command without events of any particular importance

occurring until he entered upon his

CHANCELLORSVILLE CAMPAIGN.

His report of that famous battle is so full and complete, and so clearly

displays the unselfish and chivalrous nature of this officer, I am con-

fident I cannot do better than to incorporate it as a part of this sketch.

It reads as follows :

"
May 23, 1864.

"SiR:
In obedience to Orders No. , dated May yth, 1863, I have

the honor to submit the following report of the operations of my
brigade in the series of skirmishes and battles opening at Massaponax
creek and ending in the splendid victory at Chancellorsville :

"Wednesday, A.M., April 29th, the brigade was placed below

Massaponax creek to dispute the enemy's crossing, and remained in

that position, occasionally annoyed by their artillery (by which I lost

a few men) and kept on the alert by picket firing until Thursday

evening, when we were withdrawn to a point near Hamilton's

Crossing.
"
Friday, May ist, at 3 A. M., we were aroused for the march and

led the advance of Major-General Rodes' division in the direction of

Chancellorsville. At a distance of seven miles from Fredericksburg

we were detached from our own division and ordered to report to

Major-General Anderson, when we advanced upon the enemy, who

fell back in confusion before our sharp-shooters for several miles,

strewing the way with their arms and baggage, this brigade, with

General Posey on our right and General Wright on our left, for

upwards, perhaps, of two miles, being in advance. About 6 P. M.

we found the foe in force upon our front and supported by batteries

that poured grape unsparingly into the woods through which we

were still advancing. Night approaching a halt was ordered, and we

slept on our arms with a strong picket line on the outposts.

"Saturday, May 2d, we were relieved about sunrise and shortly

thereafter marched by a series of circuitous routes and with surpass-

ing strategy to a position in the rear of the enemy, whom, at about

5 P. M., we were ordered to attack.
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"This brigade was directed to support Brigadier-General Colquitt,

with orders to overlap his right by one regiment, and was placed

accordingly. At the command we advanced with the division, pre-

serving a distance of about one hundred yards in the rear of General

Colquitt. Brisk firing was soon heard upon our front and left, indi-

cating that General Doles had encountered the foe. At this point

General Colquitt moved by the right flank, sending me word by an

officer of his staff that the enemy was attempting to turn his right.

I immediately moved by the right flank, but heard no firing in that

quarter. Again he sent his staff officer to inform me that the enemy
was passing by his right flank, when I directed him to say to General

Colquitt (in effect) that the firing indicated a sharp fight with General

Doles, and that my impression was that his support was needed there,

and that I would take care of his right flank. General Colquitt

moved to the front, with the exception of one regiment, which con-

tinued to the right. I then pressed on by the right flank to meet the

enemy that General Colquitt' s staff officer twice reported to me to be

in that direction, and prosecuted the search for half a mile, perhaps,

but not a solitary Yankee was to be seen. I then came up to the

division line and moved by the left flank to the support of General

Colquitt, whose men were resting in line of battle on the field General

Doles had won.

"Saturday night our division occupied the last line of battle within

the entrenchments from which the routed corps of Sigel had fled in

terror. My brigade was placed perpendicular to the plank-road, the

left resting on the road, General Doles on my right and Colonel (E.

A.) O'Neal, commanding Rodes' Brigade, on my left. I placed

Colonel (F. M.) Parker, Thirtieth North Carolina, on the right of my
brigade ;

Colonel (R. T.) Bennett, Fourteenth North Carolina, on

right centre: Colonel (W. R.) Cox, Second North Carolina, left

centre, and Colonel (Bryan) Grimes, Fourth North Carolina, on left.

"
Sunday, May 3d, the division being, as stated, in the third line

of battle, advanced about 9 o'clock to the support of the second line.

After proceeding about one-fourth of a mile I was applied to by

Major (W. J.) Pegram for support to his battery, when I detached

Colonel Parker, Thirtieth North Carolina, for this purpose, with orders

to advance obliquely to his front and left and join me after his support

should be no longer needed, or to fight his regiment as circumstances

might require. I continued to advance to the first line of breast-

works, from which the enemy had been driven, and behind which I

found a small portion of Paxton's brigade and Jones' brigade, of
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Trimble's division. Knowing that a general advance had been

ordered, I told these troops to move forward. Not a man moved.

I then reported this state of things to Major-General Stuart, who

directed me to assume command of these troops and compel them to

advance. This I essayed to do, and, after fruitless efforts, ascertained

that General Jones was not on the field and that Colonel (T. S.)

Garnett had been killed. I reported again to General Stuart, who

was near, and requested permission to run over the troops in my
front, which was cheerfully granted. At the command ' Forward !

'

my brigade, with a shout, cleared the breastworks and charged the

enemy. The Fourth North Carolina (Colonel Grimes) and seven

companies of the Second North Carolina (Colonel Cox) drove the

enemy before them until they had taken the last line of his works,

which they held under a severe, direct and enfilading fire, repulsing

several assaults on this portion of our front. The Fourteenth North

Carolina (Colonel Bennett) and three companies of the Second were

compelled to halt some one hundred and fifty or two hundred yards

in rear of the troops just mentioned for the reason that the troops on

my right had failed to come up and the enemy was in heavy force on

my right flank. Had Colonel Bennett advanced the enemy could

easily have turned my right. As it was, my line was subjected to a

horrible enfilading fire, by which I lost severely. I saw the danger

threatening my right, and sent several times to Jones' -brigade to

come to my assistance, and I also went back twice myself and

exhorted and ordered it (officers and men) to fill up the gap (some
five or six hundred yards) on my right, but all in vain. I then

reported to General Rodes that unless support was sent to drive the

nemy from my right I would have to fall back. In the mean time

Colonel Parker, of the Thirtieth North Carolina, approaching from

the battery on the right, suddenly fell upon the flank and repulsed a

heavy column of the enemy who were moving to get in my rear by

my right flank, some three or four hundred of them surrendering to

him as prisoners of war. The enemy still held his strong position

in the ravine on my right, so that the Fourteenth North Carolina and

the three companies of the Second North Carolina could not advance.

The enemy discovered this situation of affairs and pushed a brigade

to the right and rear of Colonel Grimes and seven companies of Col-

onel Cox's (Second North Carolina), with the intention of capturing

their commands. This advance was made under a terrible direct

fire of musketry and artillery. The move necessitated a retrograde

movement on the part of Colonels Grimes and Cox, which was exe-
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cuted in order, but with the loss of some prisoners, who did not hear

the command to retire. Colonel Bennett held his position until

ordered to fall back, and, in common with all others, to replenish his

empty cartridge-boxes. The enemy did not halt at this position, but

retired to his battery, from which he was quickly driven, Colonel

Parker, of the Thirtieth North Carolina, sweeping over it with the

troops on my right.

"
After replenishing cartridge-boxes I received an order from

Major-General Rodes to throw my brigade on the left of the road to

meet an apprehended attack of the enemy in that quarter. This was

done, and afterwards I was moved to a position on the plank-road,

which was entrenched, and which we occupied until the division was

ordered back to camp near Hamilton's Crossing.
" The charge of the brigade, made at a critical moment, when the

enemy had broken and was hotly pressing the centre of the line in

our front with apparently overwhelming numbers, not only checked

his advance but threw him back in disorder and pushed him with

heavy loss from his last line of works.

" Too high praise cannot be accredited to officers and men for their

gallantry, fortitude and manly courage during this brief but arduous

campaign. Exposed as they had been for five days immediately

preceding the fights on the picket line, they were, of course, some-

what wearied, but the order to move forward and confront the enemy

brightened every eye and quickened every step. Under fire all

through Wednesday, Wednesday night and Thursday, without being

able effectually to return this fire, they bore all bravely, and led the

march towards Chancellorsville on Friday morning in splendid order.

The advance of the brigade on Friday afternoon was made under the

very eyes of our departed hero (Jackson) and of Major General A.

P. Hill, whose words of praise and commendation, bestowed upon
the field, we fondly cherish. And on Sunday the magnificent charge
of the brigade upon the enemy's last and most terrible stronghold

was made in view of Major-General Stuart and our division com-

mander, Major- General R. E. Rodes, whose testimony that it was

the most glorious charge of that most glorious day, we are proud to

remember and report to our kindred and friends.

" To enumerate all the officers and men who deserve special men-

tion for their gallantry would be to return a list of all who were on the

field. All met the enemy with unflinching courage ;
and for priva-

tions, hardships, and splendid marches, all of which were cheerfully
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borne, they richly deserve the thanks of our beautiful and glorious

Confederacy.
"

I cannot close without mentioning the conspicuous gallantry and

great efficiency of my regimental commander. Colonel Parker of

the Thirtieth* North Carolina was detached during the fight of Sun-

day to support a battery, and having accomplished that object moved
forward on his own responsibility and greatly contributed to wrest

the enemy's stronghold at Chancellorsville from their grasp as well

as prevent their threatened demonstrations upon the right of my
brigade ;

the gallant Grimes of the Fourth North Carolina, whose

conduct on other fields gave promise of what was fully realized on

this
;
Colonel Bennett of the Fourteenth North Carolina, conspicuous

for his coolness under the hottest fire, and last, though not least, the

manly and chivalrous Cox of the Second North Carolina, the ac-

complished gentleman, splendid soldier, and warm friend, who,

though wounded five times, remained with his regiment until ex-

hausted. In common with the entire command, I regret his tempo-

rary absence from the field, where he loved to be.

"Major Daniel W. Hurtt, Second North Carolina State troops,

commanded the skirmishers faithfully and well.

" To the field and company officers, one and all, my thanks are

due for the zeal and bravery displayed under the most trying cir-

cumstances.

" To the gentlemen of my staff I owe especial thanks for services

rendered on the march and upon the field. Captain Seaton Gales,

Assistant adjutant-general, and Lieutenant Caleb Richmond, aide-

de-camp, were with me all the time, promptly carrying orders under

the very hottest fire. I take pleasure, too, in speaking of the bravery
of private James Stinson, courier, a youth of twenty, who displayed

qualities a veteran might boast of, and of the conduct of private J. B.

Beggarly, also a courier to headquarters.

"To Dr. G. W. Briggs, senior surgeon of the brigade, my thanks

are due for his zeal, skill, and care of the wounded.

"
I am, sir, very respectfully,

'* Your obedient servant,

" STEPHEN D. RAMSEUR,
' '

Brigadier- General Commanding.
' '
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In the report of this battle by Major-General Rodes he makes the

following remarks as to the part borne by Ramseur's brigade:
*^c *********

" While these movements were taking place on the left, Ramseur

and Doles pushed forward on the right, past the first line of entrench-

ments, which had already been carried, passed the first and second

lines of our troops, and became fiercely engaged. Doles deflecting to

the right, passed up a ravine behind the graveyard on Chancellor's

Hill, and finally came out in the field nearly opposite the house, driving

the enemy before him as he advanced, actually getting several hun-

dred yards to the rear as well of those troops opposing the rest of my
division as of those opposing General Anderson's Division. Subse-

quently he was compelled to fall back and was directed by General

Lee to take a large body of prisoners to the rear. Ramseur, after

vainly urging the troops in the first line of entrenchment to move for-

ward, obtained permission to pass them, and dashing over the works,

charged the second entrenchment in the most brilliant style. The

struggle at this point was long and obstinate, but the charge on the

left of the plank- road at this time caused the enemy to give way on

his left, and this, combined with the unflinching determination of his

men, carried the day, and gave him possession of the works. Not

being supported, he was exposed still to a galling fire from the right,

with great danger of being flanked. Notwithstanding repeated efforts

made by him, and by myself in person, none of the troops in his rear

would move up until the old "Stonewall Brigade" arrived on the

ground, and gallantly advanced in conjunction with the Thirtieth

North Carolina regiment, Colonel F. M. Parker, of Ramseur's bri-

gade, which had been detached to support a battery, and was now on

its return. Occupying the works on the right of Ramseur, and thus

relieving him when his ammunition was nearly exhausted, the Stone-

wall Brigade pushed on and carried Chancellorsville heights, making
the third time that they were captured."

In this battle, Ramseur, though severely wounded, declined to leave

the field, and is especially mentioned by Rodes as one who was "
dis-

tinguished for great gallantry and efficiency in this action."

It will be remembered that it was here that that great ideal soldier

of the army of Northern Virginia, who stood second only to Lee,

Stonewall Jackson, fell mortally wounded, and was carried from the

field. His command then devolved on A. P. Hill, who was wounded,
and then upon General J. E. B. Stuart, whose plume, like that of

Henry of Navarre, was always seen conspicuous in the thickest of the
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affray. While each of these generals mentioned Ramseur and his

brigade in the most flattering terms, I will not stop to quote from

their reports. I prefer to hasten on, and call your attention to what

will be recognized by every soldier of that army as one of the highest

compliments and most distinguished tributes that could have been

paid to Ramseur and his command. I beg you to pause and reflect

upon the force and power of each expression. It emanates from one

not given to compliments, but who, in all of his public communica-

tions, seemed to weigh and carefully consider each word that he used.

I am confident that the existence of this letter was not known either

to Ramseur or to any of his command when written, and came to my
notice for the first time only very recently.

GENERAL LEE'S TRIBUTE.

It reads as follows:

"
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA,

"June 4th, 1863.
" His EXCELLENCY ZEBULON B. VANCE,

" Governor of North Carolina, Raleigh :

"GOVERNOR: I have the honor to call the attention of your

Excellency to the reduced condition of Brigadier- General Ramseur's

brigade. Its ranks have been much thinned by the casualties of the

battles in which it has been engaged, in all of which it has rendered

conspicuous service. I consider its brigade and regimental com-

manders as among the best of their respective grades in the army,
and in the battle of Chancellorsville, where the brigade was much

distinguished and suffered severely, General Ramseur was among
those whose conduct was especially commended to my notice by
Lieutenant-General Jackson in a message sent to me after he was

wounded. I am very desirous that the efficiency of this brigade
should be increased by filling its ranks, and respectfully ask that, if

it be in your power, you will send on recruits for its various regiments
as soon as possible. If this cannot be done I would recommend that

two additional regiments be sent to it if they can be had. I am sat-

isfied that the men could be used in no better way to render valuable

service to the country and win credit for themselves and their State.

"
I am, with great respect,

. Your obedient servant,

(Signed)
"
R. E. LEE, General."
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Mark the language:
"

I consider its brigade and regimental com-

manders the best of their respective grades in the army." What

army ? The Army of Northern Virginia ! The best on the conti-

nent! Who sends a message to Lee about Ramseur that is worthy

to be repeated to the Governor of the State ? Stonewall Jackson,

from his bed of anguish. No higher eulogy could be pronounced.

After the battle of Chancellorsville, Ramseur, with his brigade,

accompanied the army of Lee in its invasion of Pennsylvania. In

connection with Rodes' division, in the first day's fight at Gettys-

burg they secured the elevated ridge known as Oak Hill, which was

the key-note of the entire field. Swinton, in his "Army of the

Potomac," says: "When towards three o'clock a general advance

was made by the Confederates, Rodes speedily broke through the

Union centre, carrying away the right of the First corps and the left

of the Eleventh, and, entering the interval between them, disrupted

the whole line." The Federal troops fell back in much disorder,

and were pursued by our troops through the town of Gettysburg.

This was our opportunity to have seized the heights, the subsequent
assaults on which proved so disastrous to us during the progress of

this battle. Ramseur urged that the pursuit should be continued

until Cemetery Heights were in our possession. The light of subse-

quent events shows that he was clearly in the right. Our friends in

Virginia are fond of boasting of the advanced position of their troops

at Gettysburg. It is a thing to be boasted of. Her sons were gallant

and martial, and far be it from me to detract one title from the fame

to which they are entitled, yet it is but an act of justice to call atten-

tion to the fact that the only two brigades which entered the works

of Cemetery Heights on the second day of the battle were Hoke's

North Carolina and Hays' Louisiana brigades. The former was then

under the command of that gallant soldier and accomplished gentle-

man, Colonel Isaac E. Avery, who lost his life on this occasion while

gallantly leading his brigade on the heights on the 2d of July. In

his report of this battle, Early says:*#**:****
"As soon as Johnson became warmly engaged, which was a little

before dusk, I ordered Hays and Avery to advance and carry the

works on the heights in front. These troops advanced in gallant

style to the attack, passing over the ridge in front of them under a

heavy artillery fire, and there crossing a hollow between that and

Cemetery Hill, and moving up this hill in the face of at least two lines
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of infantry posted behind stone and plank fences, and passing over

all obstacles, they reached the crest of the hill and entered the

enemy's breastworks, crossing it, getting possession of one or two

batteries."

Brigadier- General Iverson, of Georgia, had manifested such a want

of capacity in the field at Gettysburg he was relieved of his command
and assigned to provost guard duty. As a further mark of Lee's

appreciation of Ramseur, this brigade was assigned temporarily to

his command, in addition to the one he already commanded.

In the various skirmishes and battles of this campaign Ramseur

displayed his usual efficiency and gallantry. After returning from

Pennsylvania our troops went into winter quarters near Orange
Courthouse, and as it was clear that after the exhaustive campaigns
of the year we would enjoy a period of comparative quiet, Ramseur

obtained a leave of absence for the purpose of entering into the most

important relations of one's life. He had long been attached to and

was then engaged to Miss Ellen E. Richmond, of Milton, but the

consummation of his hopes had been often deferred by the exigencies

of the public service. He was now made supremely happy in their

marriage, which occurred on the 226 of October, 1863.

The successive failures of the Army of the Potomac in its engage-
ments with the Army of Northern Virginia created a general appre-
hension throughout the North that unless something more satisfactory

was accomplished the successful issue of the war was becoming a

most doubtful problem. This prompted the nomination of General

Grant to the grade of lieutenant-general, and he was assigned to

the command of "
all the armies of the United States." One of the

conditions of his acceptance was that he should not be hampered in

the discharge of his duties by the central authorities at Washington
a wise and judicious precaution, which else would have resulted in

his supersedure after his terrible losses at Cold Harbor, where,

according to Swinton, he had thirteen thousand of his men killed

and wounded within the space of two hours, and this without inflict-

ing but little loss on his adversary.

On the morning of May 5th, 1864, over one hundred thousand of

Grant's troops had crossed the Rapidan, and thence followed that

series of battles on the overland route to Richmond, wherein the

killed, wounded and disabled on the part of Grant's army were as

great as the whole army of Lee when these engagements commenced.
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During this march Ramseur's men were frequently engaged in suc-

cessful skirmishes and battles with the enemy, but the great battle in

which he shone conspicuously was on the i2th of May, at

SPOTSYLVANIA COURTHOUSE.

On the afternoon of the nth there was severe fighting on our

right, when Ramseur's men mounted over our works and drove the

enemy from our front in a hand-to hand engagement. It was expected

by Lee that during the night Grant would withdraw his troops for

the purpose of continuing his advance on Richmond. In order to be

in readiness to confront him when he should make this change, Lee

had directed that the guns in front of Ed. Johnson's Division, in a

point in our lines known as the "salient," should be withdrawn

during the night to facilitate our movements in the morning. This

fact became known to Grant through a deserter from our lines.

Hancock's corps was in front of this point, and he was directed to

approach under the cover of night and a dense fog and assault the

line at early dawn. The attack resulted most successfully, for our

works were captured, together with a large number of prisoners. To
restore in part this line became Ramseur's duty. In his report of

the action he speaks substantially as follows : That in anticipation of

an attack on his front on the morning of the i2th he had his brigade

under arms at early dawn. Very soon he heard a terrible assault on

his right. He therefore moved Cox's regiment, which was in

reserve, to a position perpendicular to his line of battle. At this time

the enemy was massing his troops for a further advance. For the

purpose of driving him back he formed his brigade in a line parallel

to the two lines held by the enemy. The men in charging were

directed to keep their alignment and not pause until both lines of

works were ours. How gallantly and successfully these orders were

executed were witnessed by Generals Rodes and Ewell. The two

lines of Federal troops were driven pell-mell out and over both lines

of our original works with great loss. The enemy held the breast-

works on our right, enfilading the line with destructive fire, at the

same time heavily assaulting our right front. In this extremity,

Colonel Bennett, of the Fourteenth, offered to take his regiment from

left to right, under a severe fire, and drive back the growing masses

of the enemy on our right. This hazardous offer was accepted as a.
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forlorn hope, and was most successfully executed. To Colonel Ben-

nett and his men, says General Ramseur, and his gallant officers, all

honor is due. I distinctly recall the circumstances under which the

charge was made, and for cool audacity and unflinching courage I

never saw it surpassed. At the time the movement was commenced

Colonel Parker's regiment and the Federals were engaged in a hand-

to-hand encounter in and over the works, while my regiment was

pouring a most destructive fire into the Federals in our front. We
entered these works at 4 o'clock on the morning of the I2th and

remained in the works fighting and contending for over twenty hours.

When relieved, hungry and exhausted, we dropped upon the wet

ground and slept most profoundly.

A correspondent of the London Morning Herald, who had familiar

access to Lee's headquarters, in a description of the battle of the

Wilderness, gives this vivid account of the action of Ramseur' s

brigade on the morning of the i2th :

"The Federalists continued to hold their ground in the salient,

and along the line of works to the left of that angle, within a short

distance of the position of Monoghan's (Hays') Louisianians. .Ram-
seur's North Carolinians, of Rodes' division, formed, covering Mon-

oghan's right ;
and being ordered to charge, were received by the

enemy with a stubborn resistance. The desperate character of the

struggle along that brigade-front was told terribly in the hoarseness

and rapidity of its musketry. So close was the fighting there, for a

time, that the fire of friend and foe rose up rattling in one common
roar. Ramseur's North Carolinians dropped in the ranks thick and

fast, but still he continued, with glorious constancy, to gain ground,

foot by foot. Pressing under a fierce fire, resolutely on, on, on, the

struggle was about to become one of hand to hand, when the Fede-

ralist shrank from the bloody trial. Driven back, they were not

defeated. The earthworks being at the moment in their immediate

rear, thev bounded on the opposite side; and having thus placed

them in their front, they renewed the conflict. A rush of an instant

brought Ramseur's men to the side of the defenses ; and though they

crouched close to the slopes, under enfilade from the guns of the

salient, their musketry rattled in deep and deadly fire on the enemy
that stood in overwhelming numbers but a few yards from their front.

Those brave North Carolinians had thus, in one of the hottest con-

flicts of the day, succeeded in driving the enemy from the works that

had been occupied during the previous night by a brigade which, until

the 1 2th of May, had never yet yielded to a foe the Stonewall."
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In an address before the Army of Northern Virginia, Colonel Yen-

able, of Lee's staff, says ;

" The restoration of the battle on the I2th,

thus rendering utterly futile the success achieved by Hancock's

Corps at daybreak, was a wonderful feat of arms, in which all the

troops engaged deserve the greatest credit for endurance, constancy

and unflinching courage. But without unjust discrimination, we may

say that Gordon, Rodes and Ramseur were the heroes of this bloody

day.
* * * * Rodes and Ramseur were destined, alas! in a few

short months, to lay down their noble lives in the Valley of Virginia.

There was no victor's chaplet more highly prized by the Roman
soldier than that woven of the grass of early spring. Then let the

earliest flowers of May be always intertwined in the garlands which

the pious hands of our fair women shall lay on the tombs of Rodes

and Ramseur, and of the gallant dead of the battle of twenty hours

at Spotsylvania."
General Long, in his "Life of Lee," puts the name of Ramseur

in the van of those who rushed into this angle of death and hurled

back the Federals' most savage sallies. During the long and fierce

struggle I saw soldiers place the arms of their comrades who had

just fallen in such a position as when they had become stiffened they,

would hold the cartridges we were using. Yes, fighting and ex-

hausted, amidst blood and mud and brains, they would sit on the

bodies of their fallen comrades for rest, and dared not show even a

finger above the breastworks, for so terrible was the fire at this angle

that a tree eighteen inches in diameter was cut asunder by minnie

balls. After the battle was over Generals Lee and Ewell thanked

Ramseur in person, and directed him to carry to his officers and men
their high appreciation of their conspicuous services and heroic

daring. At this time such portions of the First and Third regiments
as were not captured in the salient were placed in the brigade, and it

is sufficient praise to bear witness that from that time on to the sur-

render at Appomattox their officers and men always showed them-

selves worthy of the highest confidence reposed in them. In appre-

ciation of the conspicuous services rendered by Ramseur on this

occasion, he was made a Major-General and assigned to the com-

mand of Early' s division, and I had the distinguished honor of being

assigned to Ramseur's (now to be Cox's) historic brigade.

THE VALLEY OF VIRGINIA,

both physically and strategically, is one of the most attractive regions

of that State. It is not less distinguished for the brilliant achieve-
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ments of Stonewall Jackson than for the ardent patriotism of its men
and the devotion and sacrifices of its women to the cause of the

South. It was here that Jackson, with a little army of thirteen

thousand men, defeated and drove from the valley Milroy, Fremont,

Banks and Shields, whose combined forces were four times as great

as his own, besides capturing vast quantities of much needed com-

missary and ordnance stores and large numbers of prisoners. After

the battle of Cold Harbor the Second corps, composed of Ramseur's,

Rode's and Gordon's divisions, were placed under the command of

Early, and directed to proceed to this valley, with instructions to

capture or destroy the army of Hunter, a recreant Virginian, who was

marching in the direction of Lynchburg, destroying the country as

he moved along. Attached to this corps was Nelson's and Braxton's

battalions of artillery, together with a division of cavalry. At this

time Breckinridge, who, in a brilliant engagement, had recently de-

feated Sigel, was at Lynchburg awaiting our arrival. Our troops
were transported by rail. Ramseur's and Gordon's divisions were

sent forward as soon as they were ready. They arrived at Lynch-
burg about 4 o'clock P, M., on the xyth of June. Here they united

with Breckinridge and the troops of Major-General Ransom, who
was in command of the whole cavalry in the valley. Hunter was in

camp near the city of Lynchburg. In a letter to me, General Ran-

som says that at this time
" he (Ramseur) and I reconnoiterd the right

flank of Hunter's army and found it could be most advantageously

assailed, and in person reported the fact to General Early, who said

he would not attack until the whole of Rodes' division had arrived

from Richmond. The opportunity to destroy Hunter's army was

then lost." Hunter took council of his fears and advantage of the

cover of night and darkness to make a hasty retreat. Early on the

morning of the igth we. commenced a pursuit, and just before night
overtook the enemy's rear at Liberty, when Ramseur's division

moved on it and drove it through the place. It was now ascertained

that Hunter had not taken the route that we anticipated, but had

retreated by way of Beauford's Gap, where, the next day, he was
found occupying a commanding position on the crest of the moun-
tain. After our arrival we spent the afternoon in efforts to secure a

position from which to successfully assail him the following day.

Hunter, by our failure to promptly pursue at daylight, made his

escape, and being in the mountains further pursuit was useless.

Early, in his report, says:
"
By mistake of the messenger who was

sent with orders to General Rodes to lead the next morning, there
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was some delay in his movement on the 2ist, but the pursuit was

resumed very shortly after sunrise." After resting a day we resumed

the march and reached Buchanan that night. Our next important

move was to cross the Potomac into Maryland. We reached Fred-

erick, Maryland, about the gth of the month, when Ramseur, after a

slight resistance, moved through the town and brushed away the

Federals before him. Our invasion had so alarmed the Federal

capital that General Wallace was directed to move at once with such

forces as he had and could collect and interpose them between us and

Washington. When Wallace reached our front he drew his troops

up on the eastern bank of the

MONOCACY.

Ramseur deployed in his front, drove his skirmishers across the

river and a brief and brisk artillery duel followed. In the meantime

McCausland, with his cavalry, crossed the river, attacked the Fed-

eral left flank and threw it into confusion, which Early discovering,

threw forward Gordon's division. Gordon moved to the assistance of

McCausland, while Ramseur crossed over the railroad bridge and fell

upon Wallace, who retreated with great precipitation, leaving in our

hands six or seven hundred prisoners besides his killed and wounded.

Our loss in killed and wounded was severe, but as this was a sharp
and brilliant engagement, well planned and spiritedly executed, it

infused new life into our troops. On the roth we moved to Rock-
ville. As the weather was hot and the roads dusty, our troops were

easily fatigued and made but slow progress. The next day we re-

sumed the march, and in the afternoon reached Seventh street pike,

which leads into Washington. In a history of the Army of the Po-

tomac, Swinton, in speaking of this movement, says :

"
By afternoon

the Confederate infantry had come up and showed a strong line in

front of Fort Stevens. Early had there an opportunity to dash into

the city, the works being very slightly defended. The hope at head-

quarters that the capital could be saved from capture was very slen-

der." The truth is, the Sixth and Ninth corps of Grant's army were

then en route to save the capital, and for us to have entered it at this

time might, in the end, have proved a costly experiment. Probably
more expedition might have been exercised by us in our march.

After reconnoitering and skirmishing a couple of days, we turned our

backs on the capital, beat a hasty retreat to the Potomac, followed by
*he enemy's cavalry.
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The next engagement of any importance in which Ramseur was

concerned was at Winchester, where he was left with his command
and a battery of artillery to protect the place from a threatened attack

from Averill. While here he was informed by General Vaughan, in

command of the cavalry, that Averill, with a small force, was at Ste-

phenson's Depot, and could be surprised and easily captured. Placing
too much confidence in these representations, Ramseur advanced

against him without the proper precaution of throwing forward a

strong skirmish line, and he encountered Averill with a large force of

infantry and cavalry, and met with a pretty severe repulse. In a letter

to me, General W. G. Lewis, who was wounded in this engagement,
says that Ramseur was not altogether responsible for the mistake that

occurred, for he had every reason to suppose the information fur-

nished by Vaughan was correct. This matter, while not of impor-
tance, is referred to because it is the only instance in which he met

with a reverse. The blame properly rests upon General Vaughan,
who should have been more careful in his statements.

On the gth of September information reached us that a large force

had been concentrated at Harper's Ferry, which consisted 'of the

Sixth, Nineteenth and Crook's corps, and was under a new com-

mander, who proved to be Sheridan. From this time on constant

maneuvering and skirmishing occurred between the two armies, in

which Ramseur was more of less prominently engaged. Sheridan

proved to be a wary, cautious and prudent commander. In all of

these movements it appeared that his purpose was rather to ascertain

the strength and character of his adversary than- to engage him in

battle. Early was disappointed and disgusted by his wary methods,

and says in his
" Last Year of the War "

that
"
the events of the last

month had satisfied me that the commander opposing me was with-

out enterprise and possessed an excessive caution which amounted

to timidity. If it was his policy to produce the impression that his

force was too weak to fight me, he did not succeed
;
but if it was to

convince me that he was not an able and energetic commander, his

strategy was a complete success, and subsequent events have not

changed my opinion." Sheridan had recently been transferred from

the Army of the West, where Lee's methods and "Stonewall Jack-
son's way" were known as towers of strength. For the first time

Sheridan was given an independent command he had a wholesome
dread of our veterans, and also fully realized the fact that upon the

result of his first encounter with his adversary there was involved an

important political as well as military element.
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Grant's campaign from the Wilderness to Cold Harbor had been

disappointing to the North, where there was a feeling that so far the

war had been a failure, which, in commenting on, in his
"
Army of

the Potomac," Swinton says, that when the records of the War De-

partment shall be carefully examined they will develop discoveries of

the most startling nature. In speaking of public sentiment just prior

to the battle of Winchester, Grant in his
" Memoirs "

says :

"
I had reason to believe that the administration was a little afraid

to have a decisive battle fought at that time, for fear it might go

against us and have a bad effect on the November elections. The

convention which had met and made its nomination of the Democratic

candidate for the presidency had declared the war a failure.

"Treason was talked as boldly in Chicago as ever it had been at

Charleston.
"

It was a question of whether the government would then have

had the power to make arrests and punish those who thus talked

treason.
" But this decisive victory was the most effective campaign argu-

ment made in the canvas."

In addition to what Grant says, there was another motive which

made Sheridan timid in encountering our forces, and possibly Grant's

presence was necessary to get him up to the fighting point. They
were in conference the day before the battle.

In his
"
Memoirs," Sheridan says :

41
1 had opposing me an army largely composed of troops that had

operated in this region hitherto under " Stonewall" Jackson, with

marked success, inflicting defeat on the Union forces almost every

time the two armies had come in contact.
" These men were now commanded by a veteran officer of the Con-

federacy, General Jubal A. Early, whose past services had so signal-

ized his ability that General Lee specially selected him to take charge
of the Valley District, and notwithstanding the misfortunes that befell

him later, clung to him to the end of the war. The Confederate

army at this date was about twenty thousand strong, and consisted

of Early's own corps, with General Rodes, Ramseur, and Gordon

commanding its divisions
;
the infantry of Breckinridge, of South-

western Virginia ;
three battalions of artillery, and the cavalry bri-

gades of Vaughan, Johnson, McCausland, and Imboden."

Early had marched and countermarched so often in the presence
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of and around Sheridan's army without bringing him to a test of

strength, he began to think him no better than Hunter, and enter-

tained more contempt for than fear of him. He separated his divis-

ions at will, and scattered them from Winchester to Martinsburg

twenty-two miles with no better motive than that of interrupting

railroad traffic, producing a little diversion in Washington, and secur-

ing a few commissaries in Martinsburg. His last movement in this

direction was on the eve of the

BATTLE OF WINCHESTER.

Of this movement Early says that,
"
having been informed that a

force was at work on the railroad near Martinsburg, I moved on the

afternoon of the ijth of September with Rodes' and Gordon's divis-

ions, and Braxton's artillery to Bunker Hill
; and on the morning of

the 1 8th, with Gordon's division and a part of the artillery, to Mar-

tinsburg, preceded by a part of Lomax's cavalry." It will thus be

seen that in the presence of a largely superior force, and a new and

untried commander, Early had his troops stretched out and" sepa-

rated like a string of glass beads with a knot between each one. In

a previous move of a similar nature on Martinsburg, at Bunker Hill,

I had been reliably informed that the next time Early should make
the mistake of separating his command, Sheridan intended to attack

and endeavor to crush his troops in detail. This fact I communicated

to General Rodes, who replied : "I know it. I have told Early as

much"; and with much irritation of manner, said: "I can't get him

to believe it."

On the morning of the igth, the booming of canon was heard in

the direction of Winchester. As skirmishing at this time was frequent,

we could not positively decide as to what it portended. Rodes was

now at Stephenson's Depot, Breckinridge and Gordon at Bunker

Hill, and Ramseur at Winchester. Rodes received orders to "move

out," but was not directed where to go. We moved out, took posi-

tion behind a rock wall north of the road intersecting the Winchester

road, where we anxiously awaited further orders lor the space of two

hours. All this time Ramseur, with his seventeen hundred men, was

actively engaged with Sheridan's advance corps. Had we have been

properly directed, we could have moved forward and crushed this

corps before the remainder of Sheridan's troops arrived, and secured

a complete victory. In speaking of the time when the firing com-

menced, Early, who was with Gordon, says :

"
I immediately ordered
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all the troops that were at Stephenson's Depot to be in readiness to

move, directions being given to Gordon, who had arrived from Bunker

Hill, to move at once, but by some mistake on the part of my staff

officer, the latter order was not delivered to either Generals Breckin-

ridge or Gordon."

Ramseur was compelled to bear the whole brunt of the attack of

Sheridan's army until we came to his support, about 10 A. M. While

Rodes was moving in column up the Martinsburg road, near Win-

chester, we were unexpectedly called to attention, faced to the left,

and moved forward to engage the enemy, who had advanced to within

one hundred yards of the road. Grimes' brigade was on the right,

mine in the centre, and Cook's on the left, for Battle's was still behind.

After a brief and vigorous assault the Federals commenced falling

back.

Grimes drove them through the woods, and formed on the left of

Ramseur, while I was driving the Federals before me in an open field,

supported by Cook on my left. The latter brigade was brought to a

temporary halt. Rodes was now in my rear, and dispatched his only

remaining staff officer to push forward this brigade. At this moment
Lieutenant J. S. Battle, of my staff came up, informed me that Colonel

Bennett of the Fourteenth regiment had just had his horse shot

under him, and he had given him his. It was now that General

Rodes was shot in the head by a ball, and caught by Lieutenant Battle

as he fell from his horse. The fall of Rodes was not observed by the

troops, who pushed on, and struck a weak line between the Sixth

and Nineteenth corps. At this point the Federals were severely

punished, and fell back, leaving their killed and wounded. A large

number of officers and men were secreted in a ditch, whom we cap-
tured. We pursued the enemy, with a hot fire, beyond the crest of the

hill on which Grimes had established his line. Here Evans' brigade,

upon meeting a heavy fire, fell back, which exposed my brigade
to a concentrated, direct, and left oblique fire. Seeing that I could

not maintain this advanced position, my aide, Major Gales, was sent

to General Early with a request to have a battery placed on a hill in

my rear. This was promptly done, when my men fell back and were

formed behind the battery, which opening with telling effect upon their

heavy lines, they laid down, and the victory appeared to be ours. In this

brief engagement Colonel Bennett had two horses shot from under

him, and was captured. Colonel Cobb of the Second lost a foot, and

Colonel Thurston of the Third was severely wounded. While my
loss in officers and men had been severe, my troops were in fine
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spirits. Here we lay until 4 o'clock in the afternoon, when Major G.

Peyton of the division staff directed me to fall back, for the infantry

had retired from my left, and Fitz Lee's cavalry was hotly engaged
with that of the Federals. I replied that there was no occasion for

my falling back, as I could repulse any assault the Federals might

attempt ;
and upon their endeavoring to advance, I opened fire upon

them, and they rapidly sought shelter. Discovering (after Major

Peyton retired) that the Federals were in my rear, I fell back in good
order to the Martinsburg pike, and formed on the left of our troops.

Here we were exposed, without any protection, to a heavy artillery

fire, which was inflicting unnecessary punishment upon my men. I

turned to General Breckinridge, who was near, and pointed to a line

of hills, and suggested that that was the place to make our stand, to

which he agreed. Thereupon I faced my men about and commenced

retiring deliberately to the hills, all the troops conforming to this

movement. General Early, through a staff officer, directed me to

return; I thereupon faced my men about, and moved them to the

front. Upon reaching the turnpike a second officer came from Gen-

eral Early and directed me to fall back. Facing my men about, I

again commenced slowly retiring. While thus marching and coun-

termarching amidst a murderous fire, a canon-ball struck in the color-

guard, just in the rear of my horse's tail, cut one man asunder, tore

off the skull of another, which was thrown in front, and spattered

blood and brains on all who were near. My veterans, instead of

being stampeded, only pressed a little more impulsively upon my
horse's tall.

War hath its horrors, which the selfishness and ambition of men

bring upon them, and they must endure them ;
but the suffering and

distress of females no true man can complacently witness. Such

scenes of distress and heart-rending agony as were manifested by the

true women of Winchester as their town was uncovered and they
were thus exposed to the foe, while they cannot be described, brought
tears to the eyes of stoutest men.

Our troops now retreated towards Fisher's Hill. My brigade
secured the elevation which I had selected, and stood as a menace to

pursuit until our army had measurably retired. Then proceeding
to the turnpike, I was retreating in column, when Dr. Hunter Mc-

Guire, who was with Early, approached and said General Early was

feeling badly ; that we had lost but one caisson, and he wished I

wouM take my troops and protect from capture the artillery then

passing. I informed him that I was so far from my division (for our
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army was not then in sight) that I did not desire to have my brigade

exposed to capture unless he would bring me an order from General

Early, who was then riding slowly along the pike. He returned to

the General and came back and said the General said he wished I

would do it. I then dispatched Assistant-Adjutant-General Gales to

General Battle, who, after the fall of Rodes, was in command of the

division, with information as to where I was and what I was doing.

I then turned to my command, which had been joined by other

troops who had lost their commands, and directed them to deploy

and advance between the enemy's cavalry and our artillery, which was

done with great spirit and promptness in the presence of the General,

but without a word of encouragement from him. In this manner we

moved on, protecting the artillery until near dusk, when we found

Ramseur with his division thrown across the turnpike to prevent pur-

suit. About the time the artillery and my brigade crossed his line the

enemy made a spirited charge to capture the guns. Ramseur' s men

rose and met it with a well-directed fire, which stopped further pur-

suit. I moved on and soon joined our troops. So that Ramseur,

upon whom the enemy had opened their battle in the morning, gave

them the last repulse at night.

Of this battle, Early writing, says :

" A skillful and energetic com-

mander of the enemy's forces would have crushed Ramseur before any
assistance could have reached him, and thus caused the destruction of

my whole force; and later in the day, when the battle had turned

against us, with the immense superiority of cavalry which Sheridan

had and the advantage of the open country, would have destroyed

my whole force and captured everything I had. I have

thought, instead of being promoted, Sheridan ought to have been

cashiered for this battle." In his
"
Memoirs," Grant says:

"
Sheri-

dan moved at the time fixed upon. He met Early at the crossing of

the Opequan creek and won a most decided victory one which elec-

trified the country. Early had invited this attack himself by his bad

generalship, and made the victory easy." Considering the great

disparity of numbers, this battle of Winchester was, after all, no

great victory on the part of Sheridan, and Grant intimates as much,

for his troops outnumbered those of Early more than three to one.

His cavalry was in fine condition, while ours was worn down by ex-

cessive duties and scant forage. It was won at a critical moment to

the Federal government, and it became its interest to magnify it in

every way practicable.

After our defeat at Winchester we fell back and formed a line of
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battle behind Fisher's Hill. In our encounter with Sheridan's army,

notwithstanding our defeat, his loss had been severe and his pursuit

was languid. It was the 2Oth before he reached our front, and

several days were passed in maneuvering and skirmishing. Ram-
seur's division occupied the left of our line of battle and the prolon-

gation of our line was defended by cavalry. On the 22d Sheridan

threw forward Crook's corps, pushed back our cavalry and took

possession of our line. Ramseur hearing the firing to his left, with-

drew my brigade from the line and ordered me to move in the direc-

tion of the firing, for after the fall of Rodes, Ramseur, to our great

gratification, was placed in charge of his division. On moving to the

left I had a brisk skirmish with a part of Crook's men, but did not

encounter his main force. From the firing in the direction of our

line it was soon apparent that our army was falling back. I now met
General Lomax with a part of his men, and he kindly conducted me
by the nearest route to the turnpike over which we were retreating.

It was full dusk when we reached the road. Colonel A. S. Pendleton,
an admirable officer and an accomplished gentleman of the corps

staff, met me and requested that my brigade be thrown across the

road to cover the retreat. The brigade was promptly formed,
advanced rapidly to a fence, where it met the Federals in a hand-to-

hand encounter, repulsed them and stopped the pursuit for the night.
It was while near me that Colonel Pendleton, whom I had intimately
known when on Jackson's staff, fell mortally wounded.

Napoleon said: "The moral force in war is worth twice its physi-
cal effect." Unfortunately, from this time on, that moral force which
leads to success in battle was, in this army, under its present leader-

ship, sadly lacking.

A word now as to the

PRIVATE SOLDIER

of the Confederate army. The emergencies of the South called forth

all of her sons to the front (" from the cradle to ths grave," as Grant

expressed it), and in its ranks might be found men of every position
in society. From education, association and pursuits he was superior
to the ordinary soldier. He fought not for pay, for glory and pro-
motion, and received but little of either. He coveted danger, not

from recklessness, but for the loved ones at home, whose approba-
tion and safety were dearer to him than life itself. His honors and

rewards were the approval of a good conscience. His humor was
droll ; his wit original ;

his spirits unflagging. His shoeless feet, tattered
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clothes and
" hard-lack

" were oftener matters for jest than complaint.

When his officer was considerate and capable, he was his idol. He
was intelligent, understood the issues at stake and discussed the merits

and conduct of every battle. Whether on the picket line or the fore-

front of battle, behind every trusted musket there was a thinker, and

there was an accommodation and comradeship between the mere boy
and the oldest veteran. It was such devotion and unsurpassed hero-

ism as was displayed by the privates of each army, equally brave and

of one nationality, that makes our country great and demonstrates

to the world the excellence and superiority of the Anglo-Saxon race.

" Can comrades cease to think of those who bore

The brunt of conflict, marching side by side

Forget how youth forgot his beardless face,

Made beauteous by his valorous arm ?
"

No, never ! while a widowed heart ceases to forget, or a sister

shall coldly touch the brother's
" honored blade." All honor then

to the noble women who, in his old age and poverty that
"

ill-

matched pair
"
seek to provide, if not a home, at least a shelter for

him. May Heaven's choicest blessings rest upon them and all who
shall aid them in their pious and patriotic work.

To return to my narrative. After the affair of Fisher's Hill we
fell back to the lower passes of the Blue Ridge, where Sheridan fol-

lowed us as far as Staunton. Then, after destroying the Central rail-

road, he retreated up the Valley and took position behind his en-

trenchments at

CEDAR CREEK.

Early had now been reinforced by the return of Kershaw's division,

Cutshaw's battalion of artillery and some cavalry, which about made

up his losses at Winchester and Fisher's Hill. About the time

Sheridan fell back it had been Early' s purpose to attack him, which

he doubtless anticipated, for he heard that Longstreet had joined

Early, and it was their purpose to destroy him. Early pursued
Sheridan beyond Middletown, where he found him too strongly en-

trenched for a direct attack, and we therefore formed behind our

breastworks at Fisher's Hill. From our signal station, which over-

looked their camp, it was discovered that the Federal left flank was

lightly picketed, and by a long detour and careful movement could

be taken in reverse. A flanking movement was directed by Early
and mainly entrusted to Gordon, who, his own and Ramseur's divi-
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sions, commenced moving early after dark. The night was con-

sumed in a fatiguing and exhausting march, which was conducted

with the greatest secrecy. We reached the point at which we were

to cross the creek and make the attack at early dawn. Here we
were joined by Payne's cavalry, who at full speed dashed upon and

captured Sheridan's headquarter' s, and, but for his absence, would

have captured him. While Crook's corps was enjoying its undis-

turbed quiet, and possibly dreaming of to-morrow, we descended like

a wolf on the fold and aroused them by
" Rebel yells

" and peals of

musketry, and they hastily fled in garments more suited to a camp
than a ball-room.

After our great reverses the sensation of pursuit was delightful.

As Ramseur hurried from point to point to hasten forward his troops
where resistance was offered, his presence and manner was electrical.

Notified of our attack by the firing, the Federals in other parts of

the field formed and offered some resistance, but they were so much
demoralized that my little brigade drove hack a division ten times its

number after but slight resistance. By 8 o'clock we had captured

nearly all their artillery and from fifteen hundred to two thousand

prisoners, and the Federals were in retreat. Early, in the mean time,

with two divisions which had scarcely been engaged, came upon the

field. Gordon informed me that he then advised him to seize all his

wagon, artillery and ambulance horses indeed, every one he could

get mount his men upon them, and hotly pursue the Federals be-

fore they could recover from their panic. But we were very delib-

erate. While this was occurring Sheridan was at Winchester, on
his return from Washington. He gives this graphic account of his

meeting with his fleeing troops :

" At Mill Creek my escort fell be-

hind and we were going ahead at a regular pace when, just as we
made the crest of the rise beyond the stream, there burst upon our

view the appalling spectacle of a panic-stricken army hundreds of

slightly wounded men, throngs of others unhurt, but utterly demoral-

ized, and baggage wagons by the score, all pressing to the rear in

hopeless confusion, telling only too plainly that a disaster had oc-

curred at the front. On accosting some of the fugitives, they as-

sured me that the army was broken up, in full retreat, and that all

was lost
; all this with a manner true to that peculiar indifference that

takes possession of panic stricken men." In the mean time General

Wright, with one division and some cavalry, had the only organized
force Jn our presence. The return of Sheridan and the lack of a

vigorous pursuit had the effect to allay the panic with which his army
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was seized early in the day. Ascertaining from some prisoners that

were captured that Longstreet was not with Early, Sheridan reorgan-

ized his men the best he could, and turned upon us, I should say

about 3 o'clock in the afternoon. Ramseur kept his men well in

hand, and from behind rock walls successfully resisted the advance

of the Federals. Near 4 o'clock Kershaw's division gave way on

my left. I sent my headquarter courier, private Beggarly, to report

the fact to General Ramseur. While doing so his horse was shot

through the ear, and the horse upon which General Ramseur sat (for

he refused to take shelter) was killed. At the request of General

Ramseur, private Beggarly let the General have his horse. So careful

however was Ramseur of the rights of others, even in the midst of

a severe engagement, this horse was not taken before getting my
consent.

During this whole encounter no man could have behaved more

magnificently and heroically than Ramseur did in his efforts to resist

the overwhelming tide which was now setting in upon us. From the

position which he occupied the retreat of Kershaw's division and the

overlapping flanking column of the Federals could be seen. His

troops became alarmed and could not be held in position, and in a vain

effort to hold them this brave and accomplished young officer fell

MORTALLY WOUNDED,

and was captured. In speaking of his conduct upon this occasion,

General Early says :

"
Major-General Ramseur has often proved his

courage and his capacity to command, but never did these qualities

shine more conspicuous than on the afternoon of the iQth of this

month, when, after two divisions on his left had given away and his

own was doing the same thing, he rallied a small band, and for one

hour and a quarter held in check the enemy, until he was shot down
himself. In endeavoring to stop those who were retiring from the

field, I had occasion to point them to the gallant stand made by Ram-
seur with his small party, and if his spirit could have animated those

who left him thus battling the igth of October would have had a far

different history. He met the death of a hero, and with his fall the

last hope of saving the day was lost ! General Ramseur was a sol-

dier of whom his State has reason to be proud he was brave, chiv-

alrous, and capable." General Grimes says, in his report of this

battle :

"
Up to the hour of 4 P. M. the troops of this division, both

officers and men, with a few exceptions, behaved most admirably,.
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and were kept well in hand. But little plundering, and only a few

shirking their duty. After that hour all was confusion and disorder.

The brigade commanders conducted themselves, each and all, with

great coolness and judgment, and are deserving of especial mention

for using all possible efforts to check their troops, but without success.

The death of the brave and heroic soldier, General Ramseur, is not

only a loss to this division, but to his State and country at large.

No truer and nobler spirit has been sacrificed in this unjust and

unholy war." Colonel Winston, at the time commanding the Forty-
third and Forty-fifth North Carolina regiments, says that

"
only one

man of those regiments in passing through the rich spoils of the

enemy's camp fell out of ranks, and he did it to get a hat, and

was court-martialed." And so far as I observed, the charge of Gen-

eral Early, that the loss of the fruits of our victory in the morning
was ascribable to the plundering of the soldiers, is a great injustice.

Certainly it is so as applicable to that large body of North Carolinians

who were then in his corps, and who upon this, as upon prior and

subsequent occasions, proved themselves to be among the best sol-

diers in the Army of Northern Virginia.

What General Lee said in his letter to General Early, dated Sep-
tember 22, 1864, in regard to his strategy as a separate commander,
was clear to all, and in the main led to his want of success. Lee
said :

" As far as I can judge from this distance, you have

operated more with your divisions than with your constituted strength.

Circumstances may have rendered it necessary, but such a course is

to be avoided if possible." When General Forest was asked the

cause of his uniform success, he replied:
"

I get there first with the

most men." If not classic, this is at least epigrammatic.
We cheerfully accept the well merited tribute General Early pays

the chivalrous and knightly Ramseur, but it is insisted he is entitled

to one still higher. Instead of fighting with a few hundred men, as

Early elsewhere says, we see him, in the language of General Grimes,
"
holding his division well in hand," officers and men doing their

duty faithfully, while the disorder and confusion in other parts of the

field hastens the disaster which with troops skillfully handled should

not have occurred.

It will be asked if the criticisms of Early's valley campaign are

just, why did not General Lee remove him ? There are several good
reasons why General Lee should have been slow to pursue such a

course. Early was a man of superior intelligence, he was earnest in.
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the cause, and as a brigadier and division commander a hard fighter

and successful officer. There is, however, a marked difference

between a chief and subordinate commander, and Lee had never

known him otherwise than as a subordinate. It is true that Lee was

finally compelled to remove him, and we may presume it was his

reluctance to wound that caused him to unwillingly take the step

which soon became necessary. This forbearance was in keeping
with Lee's general character, as known to those who served under

him. It is so well expressed by Colonel W. H. Taylor of his staff,

in his book entitled
" Four Years with General Lee," that we can

but quote from him. He says :

"
If it shall be the verdict of posterity that General Lee in any

respect fell short of perfection as a military leader it may perhaps be

claimed: First, that he was too careful of the personal feelings of his

subordinate commanders, too fearful of wounding their pride, and

too solicitous of their reputation. Probably it was this that caused

him sometimes to continue in command those of whose personal fit-

ness for their position he was not convinced, and often avowedly or

tacitly assumed responsibility for mishaps clearly attributable to the

inefficiency, neglect or carelessness of others."

Through the courtesy of the family of General Ramseur, I am

placed in the possession of a personal letter from R. R. Hutchinson,

an able and accomplished officer, who before the battle of Cedar Creek

had long served as major and acting adjutant-general to the division.

Major Hutchinson was with General Ramseur when he received his

fatal wound, was captured while endeavoring to remove him from the

field, and by his bedside during his last moments.

His account of the sad occasion is so vivid and touching that no

apology is deemed due for introducing his letter in this monograph :

" NEAR STRASBURG, VA., October 20, 1864.

" MRS. S. D. RAMSEUR, Milton, N. C :

"DEAR MADAM: I do not know how to write to you; how to

express my deep sympathy in your grievous affliction; but the

Christian soldier who has gone before us to that other world has

asked me to do it, and I must not shrink from the performance of

this duty, however painful. I am writing by the side of him whose

last thought was of you and his God, his country and his duty. He
died this day at twenty-seven minutes past 10 o'clock A. M., and
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had at least the consolation of having by his side some who wore the

same uniform and served in the same holy cause as himself. His last

moments were peaceful; his wounds were painful, but his hope in

Christ led him to endure all patiently. He received his mortal

wound yesterday afternoon (October i9th) between the hours of 5
and 6 P. M. at the post of honor and of danger, where he always
was. Our troops had fallen back a short distance but had reformed,

and were stubbornly contesting a position on a hill which the enemy
attacked from three sides. He exposed himself to every shot, cheer-

ing and encouraging all. I was not far from him when I saw his

horse shot; he procured another, which was shot also, and imme-

diately after he received his fatal wound (the second), all in the space
of a very few minutes. I ran over to him, got some men, and bore

him to the rear, your brother joining us on the way. I then went

off after an ambulance, found it, but saw on returning with it that he

had been left, as I thought, in the enemy's lines. This fear was soon

after dissipated, however, by seeing him on Captain Randolph's
horse, the captain running along side and supporting him. We got
him then to the ambulance I had brought up. I thought he was safe

then, not knowing how dangerous was his wound, and remained with

the rear guard. When I was subsequently captured by the enemy's
cavalry, I was carried to General Sheridan's headquarters, and learn-

ing that General Ramseur had been captured, asked and obtained

permission to remain with him. The road had been blocked up by
wagons, causing a delay, that gave the enemy time to get up and
take him prisoner, just south of Strasburg. Many of his former

friends (West Pointers) called to see him yesterday and to-day, and
offered every assistance in their power, General Sheridan among the

number. He was taken to General Sheridan's headquarters and
made as comfortable as circumstances would permit. Dr. James

Gillespie (Cutshaw's battalion of artillery), a Confederate surgeon,
assisted by the enemy's surgeons, attended to him and did all that

could be done under the circumstances. He suffered a good deal

from his wound, the ball having entered his right side, penetrating
the right and left lung, and lodging near the .left side. But the end
was peaceful and quiet. He spoke continually of you, and sent very

many messages to his family, but above all, to his wife. He told the

ambulance driver to tell General Hoke that he ' died a Christian and
had done his duty.' He told me to

'

give his love and send some
of his hair to his darling wife

'

;
and often wished he could

'

see his
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wife and little child before he died.' He told me to tell you he had

a 'firm hope in Christ, and hoped to meet you hereafter.' He died

as became a Confederate soldier and a firm believer.

"
I inclose the lock of hair he desired sent you.

"
Respectfully,

" R. R. HUTCHINSON,

"Major and A. A. G. P. A. C S."

IN CONCLUSION.

Ramseur in personal appearance was slight, erect, alert, earnest

in speech, with dark prominent eyes and a well developed forehead.

He was an ideal soldier.

General Robert Ransom, in writing of his bearing in action, while

they were together in the Valley, says :

" Ramseur commanded in-

fantry, and I, the whole of Early' s cavalry during the time I was with

Early. Whenever I had opportunity to see Ramseur his conduct

was marked by great energy, brilliant dash (often amounting to im-

petuosity) and an enthusiasm which inspired those he led."

Among the soldiers of Napoleon, Marshal Ney was known as "the

bravest of the brave." When asked whether he ever felt fear in

battle, he replied that he never had time. His reply might aptly be

that of Ramseur. When in action his enthusiasm arose with the

magnitude of the dangers that environed him. But this enthusiasm

was controlled by a well-directed judgment as to the best disposition

to make of his troops, and as to the weak points of his adversary.

He fully realized that war meant danger, even death
;
that the eyes

of his troops were upon him, and their greatest safety lay in march-

ing fearlessly and promptly to the front of danger, and he never hesi-

tated to lead them.

On the day preceding the battle of Cedar Creek, General Ramseur

received intelligence of the birth of the little child mentioned in the

letter of Major Hutchinson. The birth of one's firstborn arouses a

thousand thrilling emotions in the heart of every manly bosom,
which can be felt but not described.

General Ramseur was a superb horseman, and on the day of the bat-

tle he appeared upon the field well mounted and dressed with unusual

care in his handsome general's uniform. He wore upon the lapel of

his coat a boutonniere, the gift doubtless of some fair and patriotic
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woman in that section, bestowed in recognition of the joyous event

which he had made known to her. I have already described the

enthusiasm with which his presence on this occasion inspired, as he

hastened from one part of the battle-field to another, and an electric

glow even thrilled through my breast as we drove our gallant adver-

saries before us, they making just enough resistance to heighten the

effect danger inspires. How different is the situation of man and

woman under such circumstances. To man the presence of danger
is all-absorbing. Woman, on the approach of an impending battle,

is filled with the most anxious forebodings of danger, which are to

be followed after the battle has been fought with still more wearying
and anxious thoughts and sleepless nights for her there is no rest

until the list of killed and wounded is received and doubt is resolved

into certainty.

No doubt, amidst that day's vicissitudes, Ramseur's mind was con-

tinually dwelling upon his wife and child, and pleasant thoughts of

an early meeting and of additional honors that might be his, for in

the course of this address it may have been observed he scarcely ever

participated in an important battle that he did not win a promotion.
It is wisely provided that no man can see what a day may bring

forth, or certify how long he has to live. In Ramseur's case it is

pleasant to feel that as a hero and a Christian he was prepared to

meet his last enemy when he came. When being borne from the

field his memory revisits the old homestead, and he thinks of one

between whom and himself the warmest ties had always existed.

There was but a month's difference in their ages.
"
Tell General

Hoke," he says, "I did my duty and died a Christian."

11 He died, but his end was fitting,

Foremost in the ranks he led,

And he marked the heights of his nation's gain,

As he lay in his harness dead."

The Rev. E. Harding, his connection and chaplain, in his sketch

of General Ramseur, to which I am indebted in preparing this me-

moir, in writing of his Christian character, says :

" Ramseur read his

Bible a great deal, and when opportunity offered held family pray-

ers
; that he was fond of conversing on religious subjects, and punc-

tual in attending divine service"
;
that he "was a high-toned and

chivalrous gentleman, a gallant soldier, an humble Christian."
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His last thoughts on earth were of home and Heaven, the sweetest

words in any language. He said, bear this message to my precious

wife: "I die a Christian and hope to meet her in Heaven." No

balm to the bruised heart could be more precious, no assurance more

gratifying.

Irrespective of section, irrespective of service, the blue and the

gray Generals Sheridan and Custer, Federal and Confederate sur-

geons gather around his couch to minister to his wants and smooth

his dying pillow. His soul takes its flight, and the day men called

his last was his first in the Paradise of God. His body was carefully

embalmed by the Federals, borne through their lines and delivered

to his early and cherished friend, General Hoke. And thus was

illustrated the saying that the world would remain at peace if those

who made the quarrels were the only men that fought ;
for between

the soldiers of the two armies there was no personal animosity of

one race, of one nationality, equally brave and equally sincere, they

did not bring on the war, and not with their consent has its animosi-

ties been continued. Ramseur's remains were carried to his native

village, and there a large concourse of his neighbors and friends as-

sembled to express their sorrow and do honor to his memory.

They accompanied his remains to their last resting place, which is in

the Episcopal church -yard, and deposited them beside those of his

father and mother. Over them a loving and devoted kinsman has

had erected a handsome monument, on one side of which is engraved
the Confederate flag and the principal battles in which he fought, and

on the other the date of his birth and of his death, with this appro-

priate inscription :

" A Christian Soldier."

GENERAL P. R. CLEBURNE.

Dedication of a Monument to His Memory at Helena, Arkansas,

May loth, 1891.

ORATION BY GENERAL GEORGE W. GORDON.

May loth, 1891, which was observed as decoration day at Helena,

Arkansas, and also witnessed the dedication of the monument erected
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to the memory of the gallant General Patrick Ronayne Cleburne, by
the devoted exertions of the patriotic ladies of the Phillips County
Memorial Association. The reverential occasion convened numerous

gallant veterans from a distance, including many from Memphis,
Tennessee.

At 2:10 o'clock P. M., the services were opened in the Opera House

by General James C. Tappan, master of ceremonies.

An impressive prayer was offered by Rev. C. H. Lockwood. Mrs.

J. B. Pillow, then, in behalf of the Memorial Association, in a brief

address extended a hearty welcome to the visitors.

Miss Eva Coolidge then sang, with touching effect, the sacred solo
"
Cavalry." After benediction by Rev. Mr. Lockwood, the proces-

sion formed and proceeded to Evergreen cemetery, Judge R. W.
Nicholls acting as marshal. The shaft erected to the memory of the

heroic Cleburne stands in the centre of Confederate hill, the highest

point on Crowley ridge, a range of hills that extend from Missouri to

Southern Arkansas. Round about the monument lie the remains of

more than four-score of the devoted followers of Cleburne. There

also rests General Thomas C. Hindman, to whom it is the design of

the ladies also to erect a fitting memorial. It is their aim, finally, to

commemorate by massive monument, collectively, the humbler patriot

of the ranks.

The procession reaching Confederate hill, over which General

John S. Marmaduke made his effective charge against the forces of

General Prentiss, July 4, 1863, and which overlooks the City of

Helena and the wide-stretching valley of the Mississippi river, the

ceremonies were renewed with solemn prayer by Rev. Father P. F.

O'Reilly.

Miss Rosa Fink then recited a poem by Mrs. Virginia Frazer-

Boyle, of Memphis, Tennessee, entitled
" The Death of Cleburne."

Whilst the poem was being read the bunting which draped the monu-

ment was drawn aside by five young ladies, Misses Maude Saunders,

(daughter of Captain Matthew T. Saunders, ex-judge of the first

circuit of the State of Arkansas), Fannie Mitchell (daughter of

Captain J. D. Mitchell, and granddaughter of General Gideon J.

Pillow), Etta Govan (daughter of General P. C. Govan). Ophelia

Polk Moore (daughter of the late Major W. E. Moore, and grand-

nt- ice of President James Knox Polk), and Mamie Clopton, (daugh-

ter of James W. Clopton, a prominent wholesale merchant of Helena).
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At the conclusion of the reading of the poem, Major John J. Horner

introduced as the orator of the day, General George W. Gordon, of

Memphis, Tennessee.

ADDRESS BY GENERAL GORDON.

General Gordon, after acknowledging the complimentary introduc-

tion, said:

"One of the noblest duties of the living is to perpetuate the virtues

and memories of the dead. And in obedience to the impulse of this

sacred sentiment, we have here assembled to dedicate that beautiful

monument (pointing to the shaft), with its expressive and appro-

priate symbols', to the glory and memory of a great soldier, a true

patriot and a grand man General Patrick Ronayne Cleburne, who
fell at the battle of Franklin, Tenn., November 30, 1864. Although
more than a quarter of century has elapsed since he perished in the

cause of his country, that shaft but now gives visible expression to

those cherished sentiments of remembrance and veneration which

have ever since, and ever should, animate the minds and hearts of a

grateful people.
" General Cleburne was born in the county of Cork, Ireland,

March 17, 1828, and was consequently in the thirty-seventh year of

his age at the time of his death, and just in the full prime and pride

of his glorious manhood. He was a descendant of William Cley-

borne, the colonial secretary of Virginia in 1626.* His mother was of

the lineage of that Maurice Ronayne, who obtained from King Henry
the IV '

a grant of the rights of Englishmen.' He early indicated a

predilection for the profession of arms by leaving Trinity College,

*This statement is inexact. The family deduces from Richard Clyborne,
of County Westmorland, and his wife, Emma, daughter and co-heiress of

George Kirkbred, of County Northumberland, England (Circa, 1530). The
name has been variously spelled Clyborne, Cleyborne, Cleburne, Clay-

borne, Cleborne, Cliburne, Claiborne. The last form was that used by
Colonel William Claiborne, Secretary of the Colony of Virginia, and the

first man honored with the title of " rebel" in North America. General

Cleburne was of the family of Colonel Claiborne, but not descended from

him. The spelling Claiborne generally obtains in the United States, and

the name has been distinguishedly represented. Dr. Christopher J. Cle-

borne, Surgeon and Medical Director United States Navy, a cousin in a

remote degree of General Cleburne, is another highly worthy representa-

tive of the Irish branch of the family. ED.
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England, where he was being educated for the medical profession,

and enlisted as a soldier in the English army. After several years of

service in that capacity, he came to the United States and located in

this city (Helena, Ark.), where he began the study and practice of

law, in which he was succeeding at the outbreak of our civil war.

He enlisted in the Confederate army as a private; contrived the

capture of the United States arsenal in Arkansas in March, 1861,

thus early displaying that promptness, sagacity and enterprise which

characterized him throughout his military career. He was made

captain of a company, and very soon afterward promoted to the rank

of colonel, and as early as March, 1862, was made a brigadier-gen-

eral. At the battle of Shiloh he commanded a brigade, and was

highly commended for his courage and ability. Was wounded at

the battle of Perryville, Ky., in October, 1862, and in December

following was advanced to the important rank of major-general. His

martial qualities were recognized and rewarded in his rapid promo-
tion to higher commands. At the battle of Stone river, or Mur-

freesboro, he commanded a division of the right wing of the Confed-

erate army and again signalized himself for valor and efficiency.

At the battle of Chickamauga, one of the most interesting and thrill-

ing conflicts of the war, the persistent spirit and shining courage of

General Cleburne and his gallant command were again conspicuous.

This great battle was fought on the i8th, igth, and 2oth of September,

1863, the contending armies being pretty equally matched as to num-

bers. On Friday, the i8th, there was heavy outpost fighting, on

Saturday heavy fighting, and on Sunday desperate fighting. On the

morning of the last and third day, the contest was renewed with aug-

mented fury. All day the earth trembled with the thunder of three

hundred guns and the clamor of one hundred thousand rifles. The

very waters quivered within the banks of the Chickamauga river from

the concussion of artillery. Troops were rushed from point to point.

Column after column was hurried into combat. The thrilling shouts

of contending hosts could be heard amid the battle's roar. Couriers

bearing orders dashed on panting steeds through the jungles and

into the lines. Battle flags and flying banners mingled in the dreadful

strife. The lurid smoke of battle rose and spread in purple waves

as volley after volley thundered its deadly contents amid surging col-

umns and resounding arms. All day the battle raged, and the issue

seemed doubtful. But late in the afternoon both wings of the Federal

line began to recede, and later were driven to confusion. But the left
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center of the enemy still stood firm and fighting. Upon that fortified

point the flower of the Confederate army, embracing Cleburne and

his division, had been hurled and rehurled without success. Charge

after charge had been made and repulsed, and it seemed that the

position was not to be taken. But just as the sun, encrimsoned with

the smoke of battle and like a great, bloody disk in the sky, was sink-

ing beneath Lookout mountain, that towered upon our left, news was

swiftly brought to our center that both wings of the enemy's line

were in full retreat, and orders were given to charge again the Fed-

eral center. Quickly onr shattered columns were rallied for the last

grand struggle. The "charge" was sounded, and, with a shout that

rent the heavens and an impetuosity that swept away all opposition,

they dashed into the enemy's works and poured a volley into their

flying forces. The battle was over, the victory won, the rout complete.

Pursuit was brief Night closed the scene. For a few moments a

strange silence reigned. It was indeed strange, in its mysterious con-

trast to the uproar and confusion of the last three days. But just

then, miles away to our left, through the deep and darkening forest,

could be faintly heard the shouting of troops. And what did that

mean ? Listen ! listen ! it is the shout of victory ! Nearer and nearer

it came, louder and louder it grew, grander and grander it rose, as

it was taken up by each successive command in the line, till it passed

and repassed the entire line of the Confederate army. From wing
to wing it went and returned, from flank to flank it rolled. Sholit

after shout rent the skies, echo after echo died upon the heavens. I

imagine it was like the shouting of the hosts of Joshua at the taking

of the city of Jericho. In the exultation of that moment, every man
felt that he was compensated for all the effort, all the anguish, and

all the danger that the three days' fight had cost him. For let me
here say, that the sublimest emotion that ever filled the human heart,

is that inspired by the shout of victory after a long and doubtful con-

test. The exultation ceased. Then was a time for memory and tears.

The army sank down upon the earth to rest,
"
the weary to sleep,

and the wounded to die." Silence and moonlight wrapped the bloody
scene. General Cleburne and his valiant division were in the charge
that I have just described the charge that completed the Confederate

victory on the famous field of Chickamauga. The Confederate loss

in this battle, as I now remember it, was about seventeen thousand

in killed, wounded and captured the Federal loss being about the

same.
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The next battle in which General Cleburne participated was that of

Missionary Ridge, November 3Oth, 1863, where he achieved addi-

tional distinction by the handsome manner in which he repulsed the

repeated assaults made upon his position in the right wing of the

Confederate line. And although this battle resulted in a victory to

the Federal arms, General Cleburne's position was never shaken,

much less taken, by any of the furious and repeated assaults that were

made upon it during the action, but was abandoned in good order

after the left wing of the Confederate army had been outflanked,

beaten and routed by largely superior numbers storming in column

of three lines of battle, and making one of the most superb and gal-

lant charges that we witnessed during the war. General Cleburne

again distinguished himself in covering the retreat of the Confederate

army from this field, and for his heroic defence of Ringold Gap was

specially commended by the Confederate Congress.

He was among the first to suggest and advocate the use of the

colored troops in the armies of the Confederacy. This was in the

winter of 1863 and 1864 when the "Army of Tennessee" was en-

camped at Dalton, Georgia. His advice in this regard was met with

a prompt and almost unanimous rejection by that army. But viewed

in the light of the vital fact that at that time our available resources

in men were practically exhausted; that our armies in the field were

daily diminishing by death from disease and casualties in battle, and

no means by which to increase them; and also viewed in the light of

subsequent results, the wisdom and propriety of such a policy cannot

be successfully questioned. There were then no other available re-

sources by which the ranks of our armies could be recruited and

maintained. And so it now appears that General Cleburne and his

few supporters in this idea were wiser and more prescient than the

many who differed with them. Expediency suggested the policy he

advised.

General Cleburne was a division commander under General Joseph
E. Johnston during his celebrated campaign in North Georgia, and

distinguished himself in a number of its various battles, and more

especially at New Hope church, where he repulsed the enemy with

signal firmness and efficiency and with heavy losses to their charging
columns. He commanded an army corps at the battle of Jonesboro',

Georgia, and covered the retreat of General Hood's defeated army
from that field. He also commanded a corps at the battle of Frank-

lin, Tennessee, where he was killed in storming the second line of the
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Federal works. Touching his action in this, his last charge, his last

battle, I speak as a messenger from the field where he fell. This

battle-ground lies in a beautiful valley and immediately south of the

town pf Franklin. About noon of November 30, 1864, the Confed-

erate army under command of General Hood, appeared on the

heights of an elevated range of hills that overlooked the valley and

the village, and distant about one and a half miles from the main line

of the Federal works, which were immediately south of the town

and inclosing the same. Some hours after our arrival on these heights,

and after examining the enemy's fortified positions, General Hood
determined to assault the place. Troops were promptly moved from

the central and main road, upon which they had arrived, to the right

and left under the cover of these hills, until they were opposite the posi-

tions they were directed to take in the line of battle, and were then

moved over the hills to the front, and to their proper posts, prepara-

tory to the assault. When these dispositions were made the advance

was ordered not in battle array, however, for we were too far off ta

begin the charge but in a regimental movement we called "double

columns at half distance," in order that we might move with more

system and facility, and also more easily pass obstacles, such as

fences and small groves of trees which here and there interspersed

the otherwise open plain upon which the great struggle was soon to

take place. In the battle disposition General Cleburne's corps was

immediately on the right of the main highway or pike leading into-

Franklin from the south, and Cheatham's corps was immediately on

the left of it. This road was Cleburne's left guide, and Cheatham's

right guide in moving to the attack. And as General Cranberry's

brigade constituted the extreme left flank of General Cleburne's com-

mand, and my brigade the extreme right flank of Cheatham's, we
were therefore contiguous in the order of battle, and both in the

front line. As the array of columns which I have mentioned, with a

front of two miles or more in length, moved steadily down the

heights and into the valley below with flying banners, beating drums

and bristling guns, it presented a scene of the most imposing grandeur
and magnificence. When we had arrived within about four hundred

paces of the enemy' s advanced line of entrenchments our columns were

halted and deployed into two lines of battle preparatory to the charge.

This advanced position of the enemy was not a continuous but a

detached line, manned by two brigades, and situated about six hun-

dred paces in front of his main line of formidable works. This
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detached line was immediately in front of Cleburne' s left and Chea-

tham's right. When all was ready the
"
charge" was ordered. With

a wild shout we dashed forward upon this line. The enemy delivered

one volley at our rushing ranks and precipitately fled for refuge to

his main and rear line. At this juncture the shout was raised,
" Go

into the works with them." This cry was taken up and vociferated

from a thousand throats as we rushed on after the flying forces we

had routed killing some in our running fire and capturing others who

were slow of foot sustaining but small losses ourselves, until we

arrived within about one hundred paces of their main line and strong-

hold, when it seemed to me that hell itself had exploded in our faces.

The enemy had thus long reserved their fire for the safety of their

routed comrades who were flying to them for protection, and who

were just in front of and mingled with the pursuing Confederates.

When it became no longer safe for themselves to reserve their fire,

they opened upon us (regardless of their own men who were mingled

with us) such a hailstorm of shot and shell, musketry and canister

that the very atmosphere was hideous with the shrieks of the messen-

gers of death. The booming of cannon, the bursting of bombs, the

rattle of musketry, the shrieking of shells, the whizzing of bullets,

the shouting of hosts and the falling of men in their struggle for

victory, all made a scene of surpassing terror and awful grandeur.

" Such a din was there,

As if men fought on earth below,

And fiends in upper air."

It seemed to me if I had thrown out my hand I could have caught

it full of the missiles of death, and it is a mystery how any of us ever

reached the works. Amid this scene General Cleburne came charg-

ing down our lines to the left, and diagonally toward the enemy's

works, his horse running at full speed, and if I had not personally

checked my pace as I ran on foot, he would have plunged over and

trampled me to the earth. On he dashed, but for an instant longer,

when rider and horse both fell, pierced with many bullets, within a

few paces of the enemy's works. On we rushed his men of Gran-

berry's brigade and mine having mingled as we closed on the line,

until we reached the enemy's works; but being now so exhausted

and so few in numbers, we halted in the ditch on the outside of the

breastworks, among dead and dying men both Federals and Con-

federates. A few charged over, but were clubbed down with muskets
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or pierced with bayonets. For some time we fought them across the

breastworks, both sides lying low and putting their guns under the

head-logs upon the works, firing rapidly and at random, and not

exposing any part of the body except the hand that fired the gun.

While this melee was going on across the works we were exposed
to a dangerous fire from some of our own men of General Stewart's

corps to our right rear, there being an angle in the enemy's line in

that direction. At the same time we were subjected to an enfilading

fire from the enemy to our left. Finally, the fatality to us from these

three fires front, rear and left became so great that we shouted to

the enemy across the works to
"
cease firing

" and we would surren-

der. At length they heard us, understood us, and ceased their fire
;

we crossed the works and surrendered. It was fatal to leave the

ditch and endeavor to escape to the rear. Every man who attempted
it (and a number did) was at once exposed and was shot down with-

out exception. Pardon me if I further digress sufficiently to say that

the left of my brigade, under command of Colonel Horace Rice (I

was on the right), successfully broke the line and some of my brave

and noble men were killed fifty paces or more within the works.

But just at this critical juncture a reinforcement of a Federal bri-

gade confronted them with a heavy fire, and being few in numbers

they were driven back to the opposite side of the works, behind

which they took position and bravely held the line they had pre-

viously taken. Night soon intervening, the Federal army withdrew

from the field and retired to Nashville.

This was a gallant and glorious fight on the part of the Confed-

erates, but a sad disaster to their cause and their country. The in-

trepid Cleburne had fallen. Generals Cranberry and Adams of his

command, Generals Carter, Strahl and Gist of Cheatham's com-

mand and of the division of which my brigades composed a part, had

also fallen, while hundreds of others, less notable but no less brave

and self-sacrificing, had made their last charge and had fought their

last battle. For reckless, desperate courage this conflict will rank

with Gettysburg or Balaklava.

Referring again to General Cleburne' s action upon this memorable

field, it appears upon first view as if inspired by desperation. For
he was so close to the enemy, so conspicuous upon his stately steed,

as he charged along the closing lines, that it seems impossible that

he could have expected any other result to himself than that which

occurred. But, be it remembered that he was without fear, that he
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loved victory and defied defeat. I am informed by those who knew

him better than I, and who were usually closer to him in battle, that

he often exposed himself unnecessarily to the most imminent danger.

Besides, it is not improbable that he had predetermined to win a vic-

tory upon this field or die in the attempt. This hypothesis is sup-

ported by Hon. T. W. Brown, of Memphis, who relates that during

the march of the army on General Hood's ill-fated campaign from

Georgia to Tennessee, some occasion at night had called together a

large number of officers and soldiers. Public speaking became the

order of the evening, and General Cleburne was called on for a

speech. He at first declined, for he was not a talking man. But

being repeatedly called for, he at last appeared, and after instructing

the soldiers as to how they should fight, and especially advising them

that when once under fire to press bravely forward and never turn

back, he said in effect :

"
I will accomplish what I next undertake or

else I will perish in making the attempt." Franklin was his next

battle; it was also his last. Thus perished the "Stonewall of the

West," as he was often called. A truer patriot or knightlier soldier

never fought and never died. Valor never lost a braver son or free-

dom a nobler champion. As he charged amid the tempest of con-

flict he seemed the impersonation of the genius of battle a veritable

Mars on the field of war. He was a patriot by instinct and a soldier

by nature. He loved his country, its soldiers, its banners, its battle-

flags, its sovereignty, its independence. For these he fought, for

these he fell. He could not have done more for his own loved fath-

erland than he did for the land of his chosen allegiance, in whose

just defence he relinquished his life. He fell in the uniform of his

adopted country, amid her soldiers and advancing flags. He died

unconquered, and in doing so, threw Eastern lustre upon Southern

valor. Two countries share in the glory of his name. Ireland gave

him to the world; the Confederacy to immortality. Their joint em-

blems a happy conception fitly mark the monument that here

speaks to posterity Erin's harp in bed of shamrock; the Confed

erate seal, showing Washington on warhorse, wreathed in South-

land's blooms and products ;
the sunburst of Ireland over the in-

scription
"
Franklin," symbolizing that his life passed thence in an

effulgence of glory. All the honors we can do him cannot equal his

deserts. This beautiful monument, which love erects to memory and

gratitude gives to glory, is but a modest expression of his country's

esteem. I think we do no injustice to any one, living or dead, when

we say that he was the most distinguished and efficient soldier of his
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rank that fought in our Western armies the most illustrious expo-

nent of Irish valor and prowess that has yet appeared upon Ameri-

can fields. He knew how to lead a charge or rally a wavering col-

umn; possessed those martial qualities that achieve success and in-

spire in soldiers devotion to their leader. Though a stern discipli-

narian, he was loved by his soldiers, who were ready to go wherever

he commanded. He was not only a commander, but a comrade,

fighting with his men. And if every Confederate soldier had been a

Cleburne, we question not that the issue of the war would have been

reversed and the political destiny of a people changed. He was a

fearless soldier, a sagacious leader, a true patriot and a reproachless

man. In his devotion to the cause he espoused he shrank from no

sacrifice. Inspired by a sense of right "and sustained by a sublime

courage he challenged danger and died gallantly in the cause of his

country." His deeds we honor, his death we mourn
;
and in token

of our recognition of his sacrifices, our admiration of his deeds and

our veneration for his memory this modest monument has been

erected. And on behalf of the ex-Confederate soldiers, and indeed

of the people of the South, I would offer our thanks to those who

have especially had charge of and accomplished this noble work.

Beautify it with flowers, wreath it with laurel and crown it with im-

mortelles. At the call of Arkansas he went to the field and it is

fitting that his remains should repose in her soil ;
and more espe-

cially upon this beautiful spot, said to have been a favorite resort in

his walks before the war. Tennessee, whose bosom received his

blood, unites in honoring his memory to-day. Her soldiers, her pa-

triots, her citizens are here, while her histories contain high tributes

to his name. A work, entitled the
"
Military Annals of Tennessee,"

contains a chapter (written by Colonel C. W. Frazer, of that State,

and who served in General Cleburne' s command), in which this pa-

ragraph appears :

"The hero worship (amounting almost to idolatry) on the one

hand, and the sympathy and admiration on the other, that existed

between this regiment (the Fifth Confederate, composed of Tennes-

seans), and General Cleburne was remarkable, and can only be par-

tially accounted for by their common birthplace, their devotion to

the Southern cross, and the ties that bind men who have often met

a common foe in the death grapple. The snows of twenty winters

have covered his modest grave at Helena, Ark., but now the men-

tion of the name of Pat. Cleburne, brightens the eye and quickens

the pulse of every man who fought under him. A born soldier, he
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was in battle the embodiment of war, and as a general, in his position,

I think he had no superior ;
and withal he was as modest and true-

hearted a man as ever wore the gray. It ought to be the pride as it

is the duty of the historian to give this dead herofc white stone."

This book (The Military Annals of Tennessee) contains an excellent

steel engraving of General Cleburne, and also a beautiful poem in

honor of his memory by a Tennessee poetess, Mrs. Virginia Frazer

Boyle.

In conclusion, while we would especially memorialize General Cle-

burne to-day, we cannot forget the thousands of our humbler com-

rades who also died valiantly for the country they loved. They, too,

deserve our grateful remembrance, our peans of praise, our tributes

of love. All grateful people have remembered and venerated their

patriot dead. Erin, that little land that has given more than her share

of genius and valor to the world, still honors the name of her mar-

tyred Emmet. Enslaved and unhappy Poland still breathes a sigh

for her Poniatouski
; Sparta, though dead, echoes from her tomb the

name Leonidas. Buried Carthage consecrated her sepulcher with

the dust of her patriots. And the South, God smile upon her,' still

remembers her martyred dead, and speaks of their deeds with venera-

tion and pride. Peace to their shades, honor to their ashes !

Numerous were the outbursts from his audience while touched

upon the character of Cleburne, and the instances of the war which

were deeply inscribed in the hearts of many of his listeners, who, too,

had engaged in the battle at which General Cleburne fell and saw him

meet his death.

Tears glistened in the eyes of many as the eloquent speaker's words

portrayed to them the vivid pictures which even the flight of years

is unable to dim.

Immediately following the orator a choir composed of male and

female voices sang the hymn,
" When the Spirit Leaves Its Clay."

Then followed the benediction by Rev. Father O'Reilly, of Helena,

after which the graves of the Coufederate deceased were completely
covered by loving hands with beautiful flowers. A larger crowd of

visitors never before gathered in Helena for a purpose of this kind.

For several days visitors have been coming from all parts of Arkansas,

Tennessee, Mississippi, and Kentucky.
The ladies of the Memorial Association, of Memphis, contributed

a beautiful floral offering, which was placed upon the monument. It

was a Confederate flag composed of geraniumns, helitropes, and stars
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of Bethlehem. In attendance upon the ceremonies were several rela-

tives of the lamented Cleburne, in whose memory the shaft has been

erected. It is a shaft of white marble, twenty-five feet in height, with

the following inscription on the western side :

1 PATRICK RONAYNE CLEBURNE,

Major-General of C. S. A.,

Born in County of Cork, Ireland, March 17, 1828.

Killed at the Battle of Franklin, Tenn.,

November, 1864.

On the north side the word "
Chickamauga

" and the Confederate

seal, and the following words from the poem of Mrs. Virginia Frazer

Boyle :

A rift of light

Revealed the horse and rider, then the scene was dim
;

But on the inner works the death hail

Rang in dying Cleburne's ears a battle hymn.

On the east side was the the sunburst and the legend,
" Franklin."

On the side facing the south was the harp of Erin entwined with the

shamrock, below which was the stanza :

"
Memory ne'er will cease to cherish deeds of glory thou hast won."

After appropriately decorating the graves, Confederate and others,

the spectators departed for the outgoing trains and boats, which bore

away the various crowds who joined in commemorating and honoring
the noble Confederates of rank and file.

THE CONFEDERATE SOLDIER.

A synopsis of an Address delivered before the Ladies' Memorial Association-

at Wilmington, North Carolina, May 10, 1883.

BY HONORABLE R. T. BENNETT.

Col. I4th N. C. Infantry, C. S. A.

The following synopsis of Judge Bennett's address at Wilmington
on memorial day is reprinted from the Star.

We have come to offer the tribute of gratitude to the men, dead

and living, who followed the fortunes of the Confederacy from the
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outbreak of the war until Palm Sunday in 1865, when the ragged

regiments of the South, torn by hostile shot and shell, stacked their

guns, lowered their banners, and, broken-hearted, dispersed, to find

ruined homes and a country girded with sackcloth and sprinkled with

ashes. This melancholy duty could not be performed on ground
more fitting than this, hallowed as it is by the graves of our dead

footprints of angels made memorable as it is by an assemblage of

circumstances.

Eighteen miles away, as the ill-omened crow flies, are the remains

of the last great artery which sustained the failing life of the Confed-

eracy, until cut by the cruel surgery of the sword in January of 1865.

The spirit of good or bad in men, while living and after death, is but

the echo of their actions. Those who served in the armies of the

Confederacy during its struggle with the Government carry in their

hearts an unwritten memorial of the courage, valor and deeds of

their comrades who, less fortunate than themselves, perished in that

struggle. The feeling of comradeship, the sense of old help, of

common peril born only of the electric touch of elbows will not

suffer their memories to see corruption.

If we would transmit to other ages to those who are to come after

us the precious remembrance of the men who fell under the Southern

Cross amid the splendid agony of battle, we must resort to material

monuments to brass or marble.

It is the irony of fortune that if we were to yield to the strong
emotions which struggle for utterance and give rein to our enthusiasm,

our sentiments, candidly expressed, would provoke criticism, and be

imputed to our people as proof of insubordination. Our lamenta-

tions must be expressed in sobs.

Pardon me, then, if I fail to touch the delicate nerve of sympathy
in this concourse.

It is not probable that the historian will again chronicle the annals

of a war in which the people crowded their leaders out of place and

took the advance. The tendency now is to turn everything to com-
mercial account. Then the votaries of law, medicine and philosophy,
the artisans, the teeming thousands who work afield, moved by
a common impulse, took up the line of march and poured a steady
stream of patriotism to the scene of the conflict. The bishop ex-

changed the Episcopal mitre for the baton of a marshal; the men of

God, whose province it is to inspire us with the sweet ideal of the

Nazarene, joined the column of the march; and on the perilous edge
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of battle breathed into the year of the dying soldier the words of

eternal life.

Our people encamped upon the field; our youth, mature manhood,

and age with lengthening shadows, all were there. And from home,

woman the best comfort of our imperfect condition inspired us by
her faith and trust in the justice of God and the righteousness of our

cause. It was the tempestuous march of a principle as old as the

government and as irrepressible as thought. Of such men were made

the squadrons which under Stuart, who deserves to take rank with

Kellerman, forced the circuit of McClellan's army while he thun-

dered at the gates of Richmond and scored the first great ride of the

war.

Of such were composed the battalions which under Jackson, who
received his death wound a score of years ago in the tangled growth
at Chancellorsville, about the exultant hour of victory, made the first

great march of the war in the shadow of South mountain by the

waters of the Shenandoah, and hurled the forces of the Government
from the Valley. With these citizens Buchanan drove the beak of

the Merrimac into the yielding timbers of the Congress and Cumber-

land, and startled nations.

Time, the balm of wounded hearts, has softened the agony of the

last months of the appalling struggles between the States, and con-

verted the ravishing anguish of defeat, of deaths, of losses infinite,

into submission to the inevitable. We would not make those hearts

bleed afresh by recounting the incidents which clothed our people
with the weeds of mourning.

In Caesar's account of the battle of Pharsalia, he says that Cras-

tinus, a centurion of the Tenth legion, already distinguished for his

gallantry, called out: "Follow me, my comrades, and strike home
for your general. This one battle remains to be fought and he will

have his rights and we our liberty.
"
General," he said, looking to

Caesar,
"

I shall earn your thanks to-day, dead or alive."

We have seen a ragged Southern soldier, all unknown to fame,

amid the angry shouting of hosts, touch the poverty of his uniform,

and with a gentle farewell, uttered as he essayed some doubly perilous

feat, go out into the eternal beyond. We await with the anguish of

patience the coming historian who will do justice to these untitled

dead.

With the world nothing succeeds like success, though attained in

the subjugation of a free people, which we denounce here as the

greatest crime of all the ages.
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We adopt the sentiment and language of Pericles in the celebrated

oration over the dead who perished in the first campaign of the Pelo-

ponnesian war, delivered four hundred and thirty years before the

birth of the author of the sweet Galilean vision:

" But of these men there was none that either was made a coward

by his wealth, from preferring the continued enjoyment of it; or

shrank from danger through a hope suggested by poverty namely,

that he might yet escape it, and grow rich
;
but conceiving that ven-

gence on their foes was more to be desired than these objects, and at

the same time regarding this as the most glorious of hazards, they

wished by risking it to be avenged on their enemies, and so to aim

at procuring those advantages ; committing to hope the uncertainty

of success, but resolving to trust to action with regard to what was

visible to themselves; and in that action, being minded rather to

resist than die, than by surrendering to escape, they fled from the

shame of a discreditable report, while they endured the brunt of the

battle with their bodies; and after the shortest crisis, when at the

very height of their fortune, were taken away from their glory rather

than their fear."

Such did these men prove themselves as became the character of

their country. I would not have you unmindful that the angel of

death left his mark on other households than ours. Funeral insignia

hang thick on the homes of the conquerors. The memory of their

dead is cherished by the Government; their orphaned young, their

widowed wives, their disabled survivors, are generously maintained

at public expense. Our dead have no country except the unmarked

empire of eternity ;
no flag except the weird cross borne at the head

of the spectre host in the spirit land. Departed spirits of our ex-

patriated dead, we salute you on the slopes of glory !

" Lo ! at their

tomb my tributary tears I offer for my brethren's obsequies!"

[From the Richmond Dispatch February 9, 1890.]

WILLIAMSBURG JUNIOR GUARD.

ROLL OF THE COMPANY.

TKe enclosed list of names suggests much that is mingled with a

sense of joy and sadness. When the war-bugle's blast was heard
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through our land these boys were among the first to put on their

armor. The opportunity to maintain their prestige for really they

felt that the mantle of their fathers had fallen upon them was cheer-

fully accepted.

By some good luck I preserved this list in pencil, and although

nearly effaced I hasten to send it to you, that the
"
art preservative

of all arts" may perpetuate it as a reminiscence of the glorious past.

As a coincidence of the times when these boys trudged up and

down the Virginia Peninsula long before the lamented Magruder was

called to take charge to watch the movements of the Federal war-

ship Pawnee at Yorktown, the servant of each valliant soldier was

called on to tote the baggage of his young master. Frequently, and

which, by the way, was the rule on such occasions, the parents had

the old carriages and wagons hauled out and they followed with all

the necessary articles of extra clothing, food, &c., not forgetting the

lint, splints, salve, &c., always looking for a sharp encounter and

the possibility of some one getting hurt. Their mothers had offered

them as a sacrifice upon the altar of their Southern country home
and fireside, with the injunction of the Spartan to return with their

shield or on it.

Out of the eighty-six boys who organized (only enough men for

officers) as the
"
Williamsburg Junior Guards" for the war, about

twenty-five survive
;
the rest have gone to join the

"
ages."

I observe that of the list Joseph V. Bidgood and W. Miles Gary
are residents of your city.

Officers : J. A. Henley, captain ;
William Morecock, first lieu-

tenant; H. M. Waller, second lieutenant
;
L. Henly, third lieutenant

;

O. N. Coke, orderly sergeant ; P. Jones, second sergeant ; J. F.

Bowry, third sergeant ;
R. L. Henley, fourth sergeant ;

W. T.

Christian, fifth sergeant ;
W. E. Moss, color-bearer

;
A. I. Hofhei-

mer, first corporal; R. A. Bowry, second corporal; W. W. Lee,
third corporal ;

W. H. Barlow, fourth corporal.

Privates: J. H. Barlow, Jr., T. J. Barlow, R. G. Barlow, G. O.

Ball, J. V. Bidgood, William Burke, R. Barham, W. Miles Gary,

J. W. Clarke, C. B. Coakley, R. Crandall, T. C. Carrington, G. W.
Clowes, J. A. Davis, J. W. Davis, S. N. Deneufville, H. L. Dix, J.

H. Dix, W. C. Durfey, W. F. Gilliam, W. G. Gatewood, Benjamin
Gilliam, R. J. Griffin, J. R. Harwood, J. M. Johnson, G. W. Jack-

son, H. T. Jones, Jr., J. C. Lucus, W. H. Lee, E. M. Lee, R. A.

Lively, E. H. Lively, R. C. Lawson, L. Lukehard, A. J. Lane, T.

A. Moss, J. A. J. Moss, G. H. Mercer, H. V. Morriss, H. A. Mor-
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ris, J. W. Morris, F. P. Morrison, S. Maupin, D. R. Mahone, H. P.

Moore, C. W. Mahone, J. H. Mahone, H. L. McCandlish, R. Owens,

B. F. Piggott, J. T, Parham, B. H. Ratcliffe, J. Ratcliffe, C. H.

Richardson, L. P. Slater, J. Simcoe, S. Simcoe, M. Spraggins, R.

B. Shelburne, I. Smith, Talbot Sweeney, F. R. Sykes, L. Taylor,

R. P. Taylor, William Vaughan, T. H. Whiting, J. T. H. Wilkins,

J. B. Wilkins, William Wilkins, A. L. Williamson,]. M. Walthall,

and W. H. Yerby.
Markers : B. W. Bowry and J. M. Maupin.

THE WOMEN OF THE SOUTH.

BY JOEL CHANDLER HARRIS.

Southern women have been heretofore referred only to the standards

of fiction.

There are three pieces oi fiction that have had a long and popular

run in what may be described in a large way as the North American

mind. One is that the stage representation of negro character are

true to life
;
another is that the poor white trash of the South are

utterly worthless and thriftless; and the other is that the white women
of the South lived in a state of idleness during the days of slavery,

swinging and languishing in hammocks, while bevies of pickaninnies

cooled the tropical air with long-handled fans made of peacock tails.

Preposterous as they are, age has made these fictions respectable,

especially in the North. They strut about in good company, and

sometimes a sober historian goes so far as to employ them for the

purpose of bolstering up his sectional theories, or, what is still worse,

his prejudices.

I do not know that these fictions are important, or that they are

even interesting. If there was an explosion every time truth was

outrun by his notorious competitor, the man who sleeps late of a

morning would wake with a snort and imagine that the universe was

the victim of a fierce and prolonged bombardment.
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WIVES OF PLANTERS.

The busiest women the world has ever seen were the wives and

daughters of the Southern planters during the days of slavery. They

were busy from morning until night, and sometimes far into the night.

They were practically at the head of the commissary and sanitary

departments of the plantation. It was a part of their duty to see that

the negroes were properly fed, clothed, and shod. They did not, it

is true, go into the market and purchase the supplies ; that was a

matter that could be attended to even by a dull-witted man
;
but after

the supplies were bought it was the woman's intelligent management

that caused them to be properly distributed.

I have never yet heard of a Southern woman who surrendered the

keys of her smoke-house and store-room to an overseer. Tbe dis-

tribution of the supplies, however, was a comparatively small item.

Take, for example, the clothing provided for, say one hundred

negroes, male and female, large and small. The cloth was bought

in bolts, though occasionally a considerable portion was woven on the

plantation on the old-fashioned hand-looms. Whether bought or

woven the cloth had to be cut out and made into garments. Who
was to superintend and see to all this if not the woman ? Who was

at the head of the domestic establishment ? There were seamstresses

to make up the clothes, but all the details and preparations had to

be looked after by the mistress, and it oftentimes fell to her lot to go
down on her knees on the floor and cut out garments for hours at a

time.

SANITARY EXPERTS.

And then there was the health of the negroes a very important

item where a twenty-year-old field hand was worth $1,500 in gold.

Who was to look after the sick when, as frequently happened, the

physician was miles away ? Who indeed, it not the mistress ? It

was natural, therefore and not only natural, but absolutely neces-

sary that a part of the storeroom should be an apothecary's shop-

on a small scale, and that the Southern woman should know what to

prescribe in all the simpler forms of disease.

It is to be borne in mind that when the negroes came in from their

work the plantation became a domestic establishment, and its demands

were such that it was necessary for a woman to be at the head of it.

On the energy, the industry and the apt management of the mistress-

the success of the plantation depended to a great extent. It was not
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often these qualities were lacking, either, for they were absolutely
essential to the success, the comfort and the moral discipline of the

establishment.

QUEENS OF THE KITCHEN.

Then there was the kitchen. No Southern woman could afford to

turn that important department over to a negro cook. Such a thing
was not to be thought of. The mistress of the plantation was also

the mistress of the kitchen.

In order to teach their negroes the art of cooking the Southern

women had to know how to cook themselves, and they were com-

pelled to gain their knowledge from practical experience, for the

kitchen is one of the places where theories cannot be entertained.

There are negro women still living who got their training in the plan-

tation kitchen, under the eyes of their mistresses, and their cooking
is a spur to the appetite and a remedy for indigestion. It is no wonder
that a Georgia woman, when she heard the negroes were really free,

gave a sigh of relieY and exclaimed :

"Thank heaven ! I shall have to work for them no more! ''

These Southern women were the outgrowth of the plantation sys-

tem, the result of six or seven generations of development. On that

system they placed the impress of their humanity and refinement
;

and the outcome of it is to be seen in the condition of the negro race

to-day. In the sphere of their homes and in their social relations

they exercised a power and influence that has no parallel in history.

As they were themselves, so they trained their daughters to be, and

the Southern women of to-day still possess the characteristics that

made their mothers and their grandmothers beautiful and gracious ;

still possess the refinement that built up a rare civilization amid un-

promising surroundings ;
still possess the energy and patience and

gentleness that wrought order and discipline on the plantations.

IN THIS GENERATION.

As the vine was, so must the fruit be. I have tried to describe the

mistress of the plantation for the reason that her characteristics and

tendencies have been transmitted to the Southern women of this

generation and to the young girls who are growing into womanhood.
It is inevitable, however, that certain of these characteristics should

be modified or amplified according as the circumstances of an envi-

ronment altogether new may demand.
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I know of no more beautiful or romantic civilization than that

which blossomed under the plantation system, and yet, in the natural

order of things, it would have inevitably have run to caste distinc-

tions. It had social ideals that were impracticable, and it had literary

ideals that were foolish; nevertheless, after everything had been said,

caste distinctions under the plantation system would have been less

distasteful than those which are now in process of organization in

some parts of this country.

Whatever the development of Southern civilization might have

been under the old system it has come under the domination of the

new. That the new has been strengthened and sweetened thereby

I think will not be denied by impartial observers who have no pet

theories to nurse.

AN INHERITANCE OF GRACIOUSNESS.

Take, for example, the home life of the plantation. It was larger,

ampler and more perfect than that which exists in the Republic

to-day, not because it was more leisurely and freer from care, but

because the aims and purposes of the various members of the family

were more concentrated. The hospitality that was a feature of it was

more unrestrained and simpler, because it bore no relation whatever

to the demands and suggestions of what is now known in Sunday

newspapers as
"
Society."

The home life of the old plantation has had a marked influence on

the Southern women of to-day in their struggles with adverse circum-

stances. They Jack, for one thing, the assurance of those who have

inherited the knack of making their way among strangers. The

poetic young Bostonian who has been writing recently of
" The

Mannerless Sex" and "The Ruthless Sex" could never have made
the Southern woman a text for his articles, and I trust that for genera-
tions yet to come they will retain the gentleness and the graciousness
that belong to them by right of inheritance.

A BENIFICIENT INFLUENCE.

Comparatively speaking, it has only been a few years that the

Southern woman has been compelled by circumstances to seek a

wider and more profitable field for her talent, her energy and her

industry than the home and the fireside afford, and the experience of

these few years has demonstrated the fact that she is amply able to

take care of herself.
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In shaping and developing what is called the new literary move-

ment in the South, she has shown herself to be a far more versatile

worker than the men more artistic and more conscientious.

She has made herself felt in art, in science and in the schools; she

has taken a place in the ranks of the journalists; she has a place on

the stage and the platform ;
she is to be found in many of the trades

that are next door to the arts, in the professions and in business; she

is stenographying, typewriting, clerking, dairying, gardening; she is

to be found, in short, wherever there is room for her, and her field is

always widening.

I think she will exercise a mellowing and restraining influence on

the ripping and snorting age just ahead of us the rattling and

groaning age of electricity. What part she may play in the woman's

rights movement of the future it is difficult to say. Just now she

has no aptitude in that direction. She has been taught to believe

that the influences that are the result of a happy home-life are more

powerful and more important elements of politics than the casting of

a ballot
;
and in this belief she seems to be at one with an over-

whelming majority of American women the mothers and daughters

who are the hope and pride of the Republic.

Yet she is an earnest and untiring temperance worker. Conserva-

tive in all other directions, she is inclined to be somewhat radical in

her crusade against rum. She is inclined to fret and grieve a little

over the fact that public opinion failed to keep pace with her desires.

The wheels of legislation do not move fast enough for her, and she is

inclined to wonder at it. In the innocence of her heart she has never

suspected that there is a demijohn in the legislative committee-room.

There is no question and no movement of real importance in which

she is not interested. Her devotion and self-sacrifice in the past have

consecrated her to the future, and her sufferings and privations have

taught her the blessings of charity in its largest and last interpretation.

[From the Winchester (Va.) Times, October 22, 1890.]

CHEW'S BATTERY.

REUNION OF OCTOBER, 1890.

It has occurred to me that the last days of Chew's famous old bat-

tery under his command as captain, and after his promotion, under
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the command of Captain James Thompson, of Summit Point, and at

the very last under Captain T. Carter, might be interesting reading

to a number of our people, as the circumstance has brought scenes

correctly to the mind, with the aid of notes and dates taken at the

time.

November I4th, 1864. Camped near Mt. Jackson after an all-day's

march. I5th. Near Strasburg, all the company but our detachment

ordered back to Mt. Solon
;
out with Rosser's brigade on a scout.

They capture fifty prisoners. Tuesday, iQth. Gordon's magnifi-

cent victory ; Kendall, Stewart, and myself on leave
; went in with

the infantry, captured two fine black mules, gloves, hats, clothes, gum
blankets, plenty to eat, and a case of whiskey with a medical wagon.
This battle ended in Early's rout, caused by allowing the men to

straggle and plunder the immense captures of wagons, camps, etc.

November 28th. Back with battery. Captain W. R. Lyman brought
ten dismounted cavalry for batallion duty. Tuesday, December
8th. Marching, gth. Still marching. loth. Moving three bat-

teries, Shoemaker's, Johnston's and ours, with the cavalry, nth.

Within two miles of Newtown. i2th. Battle opened on Cedar Creek

line
;
some hard fighting ; enemy in very heavy force

;
Generals

Custer and Merrit in our immediate front, backed by infantry. Colo-

nel Thomas Marshall, of the Seventh Virginia cavalry, from Fauquier

county, killed to-day. He was a sincere Christian, a very brave and
fearless man, and a much respected officer. Captain Emmett, of Gen-
eral Rosser's staff, wounded. General Rosser had to fall back, owing
to the heavy columns of infantry in front. We gave them a sight of

our teeth from hilltop to hilltop almost hourly. i3th, i4th, I5th, and
i6th. Falling back, continually in the saddle, night and day; reached

Furrer's furnace cold and raining. 24th. Was sent to the front with

the twelve-pound brass howitzer of Timberville. 28th. Back to the

battery. December ist. Received a twelve-pound brass rifle gun for

our detachment, captured by Lieutenant McNeal, near Moorfield.

Brigade on the move under strict orders
; cavalry and artillery moving

quietly but rapidly. Rosser has made a splendid raid, completely

surprising the enemy at New Creek, eighty miles west of our starting

point, destroying a large amount of army stores, burning depot and

capturing five heavy canons, six hundred prisoners, two hundred

horses, some wagons ;
lost but very few men some report only two

killed. Boys are loaded with blankets and general supplies needed.

December 4th. Received two more brass rifle canons. On Thursday,

9th. Moving. loth. Snowing heavily, six inches deep ; camped on
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South river, near Waynesboro'; moved through Staunton, near

Swope's depot. i8th. Built winter quarters ;
has been very cold ;

the snow covered everything ;
finished our very comfortable log house,

twelve by seven in size, five feet high, with cotton roof; mud heavy
under the snow. 2Oth. A very heavy snow. 23d. Broke camp,
left our winter quarters, moved through Staunton on Lexington road,

three miles out
; built winter quarters again , comfortable log houses

and stables.

Christmas quiet. A number of us rode to Staunton. The snow
of the 2Oth is still with us, heavy and cold. 2Qth. Snowing. 3ist.

New Year's eve, and what a night the boys are having ; no sleep for

them. They brought in about two gallons of brandy, roasted near a

bushel of apples, procured a large tub, put in two camp kettles of

hot water, mashed and putting in the apples and brandy. This mix-

ture of a tub full they took in small doses of a tin full at a dose.

Near my house was a tree growing at an angle of about thirty de-

grees. They moved the tub to this point. The speakers or orators

would run up this tree for about ten feet and declaim. Some sing-

ing, others full of devilish fun and jokes, tales, etc. Tuesday, 3d.

Rumors of disbanding Shoemaker's and our batteries, owing to

scarcity of forage and rations. Saturday, the 7th of January, 1865.

A Godsend. The county of Augusta gave us a dinner in camp
cakes, apples, turkeys, beef, light bread, etc. i4th. Another snow.

The i6th of January. Shoemaker's and our (Thompson's) batteries

disbanded to be called in by general order at any time. Called in

through the papers April ist, 1865; orderdered to report to Captain
Tucker Carter at Washington Hotel, Lynchburg. I saw the order on

the 2d
;
was then at Blacksburg, Montgomery county ; reported to-

Captain Carter on the 3d at noon
;
the men reported for duty daily.

Captain Carter was placed in command of a number of the fortifica-

tions around the city. He gave me the command of a small fort

with two fine twenty-pound Parrott guns, with forty dismounted

cavalrymen to drill in artillery exercise for action, jth. Drilling

the men for inspection. Morning of the 8th. Just heard of the

death of Major James Thompson, our old captain. A more gallant and

brave man would be* hard to find, and a gentleman with his com-

pany. He was killed while leading his third charge at High Bridge,
Amelia county. Sunday, the Qth. Moved our section early to

White Rock, east of the city. The stragglers coming in by hundreds,

io o'clock. Just heard officially of General R. E. Lee's surrender

of eight thousand men in arms at Appomattox. Lieutenant John
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Dunnigan and I sat on our guns looking at the remains of the army

coming in
;
a sad sight to us. Evening. We just finished spiking

and burning thirty fine pieces of artillery. At sunset, the most of

the officers disbanding their men, we marched our battery out to

New London, twelve miles from the city, with Colonel Nelson's bat-

talion of infantry. Artillery held a consultation that night in an old

barn. (I think Colonel Chew came up with us in the barn it raining

some and advised the men to go home
; stating that he was going

to Johnston's army, and would be glad to take any of us with him

that wanted to go. But this is from memory, as I have no note of

it.) At daylight Captain Carter assembled us, and several spoke.
He then disbanded us on loth of April, 1865. A sad parting ! We
had been shoulder to shoulder in so many hard places. The follow-

ing names are of those present at the end :

Captains Tuck. Carter, William R. Lyman, Clayton Williams,

Charles and Frank Conrad, Frank Asberry, Red. Zirkle, Robert

Atkinson, Thornton, Dayley, Morrell, William R. Lyman, Hare,

Crawford, Pern. Thompson, Charles W. McVicarand Adjutant Wil-

liam Thompson 16. Sixteen of us some old comrades of three

years nearly had been to the front together in over fifty engage-
ments. The separation was felt as only those in our position could

realize, but would fail in words to describe. And after a lapse of

over twenty-five years the reunion of Ashby's brigade and this bat-

tery was started. Major Holmes Conrad worked hard for a month

to make it a success. Its growth was beyond the expectation, but

not up to the amount it would have been had it not been in seeding
time. Assistance had to be called in. The old Veteran Camp, No.

4, held a meeting. Committees were appointed. The committee of

general management was : Dr. William P. McGuire, chairman ;

Captain William H. Myers, Charles W. McVicar, Major Holmes
Conrad and Captain John J. Williams. We met often, and a large

amount of work was done, and well done. I proposed getting a

section of guns for the battery, and wrote to the Staunton battery

requesting the loan of the guns. The reply came promptly, and

freely tendering the loan of one or more guns. The kindness of the

Staunton battery is here acknowledged. Capjtain David O'Rork
was very prompt in shipping; and we here extend thanks also to

Mr. Jacob Baker and Captain John Glaize, both of these gentlemen

furnishing four horses each, at the expense of their seeding, free of

cost to us. Colonel Chew, with his characteristic generosity, sent us

a check for seventy-five dollars to defray expense of battery. By
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having the guns in line gave the old members a chance to march as

they would wish and to awaken the old feelings, and to show that

they had not forgotten the old manual of loading and firing. Is it

not very remarkable that so many of the old batteries were present ?

Twenty-nine after a separation of over a quarter of a century

should come together from such widely separated source, and yet we

had at least ten more in correspondence. The names of the twenty-

nine are as follows: Colonel Robert Preston Chew, First Sergeant

George Phillips, First Corporal George M. Neese, Privates William

R. Lyman, George Callahan, Isaac Haas, Morgan Deck, James

Homrick, Robert Hoshour, Dingledine, Reuben Wonder,
Dr. Clayton Williams, Dr. William P. McGuire, Bent. Holliday,

Orderly Sergeant A. J. Souder, Third Sergeant Stephen Miller,

Quartermaster-Sergeant John Chew, Mark Rodeffer. John Longer-

beam, William Deck, Deaux Bowly, Ambler Brooke, Ramey,

Jesse Frye, Pern. Thompson, Captain John J. Williams, Henry
Deahl, Frank Conrad, Charles W. McVicar.

Wednesday morning, October ist. Collected a few of the old bat-

tery Mr. Jacob Cline, of Carpenter's battery ; Lieutenant Edward
G. Hollis, of Crenshaw's battery of Richmond

;
Mr. Beverley, of V.

M. I. battery ;
Theo. Hodgson of Eleventh Virginia cavalry, marched

the section to the Fair grounds, fired eleven rounds, one for each of

the old Confederate States. Returned with the guns to the corner

of Market and Piccadilly streets; dismissed the men, with orders to

assemble at 9:30. At that hour called the men to their places. Our
old battle-flag was there with us a present from the ladies of Char-

lottesville. It has many bullet holes through it. Colonel Chew was

with us, and I introduced Rev. Dr. Henry M. White to the Colonel,

requesting he should ride in his old place in line to the left of a colo-

nel of artillery. We fired twenty blank cartridges at Stonewall ceme-

tary and ten rounds at Fair grounds.
On Tuesday night Captain Lyman and myself gathered some ten

of the old battery in his room at the Taylor House of our old com-

rades, John Chew, and renewed old associations of by-gones, old

songs, tales, &c. Wednesday night. Together in same room
;
a

large number gathered. The orderly sergeant trying to revise the

old roll. As name after name was brought forward the memory of

many of those present had to be enlightened by
"
Mamy

" Neese or

others by recalling some incident, laughable or humorous, to identify

him, and generally "Mamy
"
Neese was right, bringing forcibly to
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mind the old camp lite with its amusements as well as hardships,

careless and easy as to what had passed. Hopeful and willing to

take the chances of the future making fun and amusement out of

the smallest items
;
the camp-fire tales always true, and sometimes a

'

leetle
' more than true, the songs of the Glee Club, the square patent

note mess that made the woods echo with the do sol me do, with their

note books taking sound, &c. ;
the mischeivous humor of "Jap"

Pierce, of Baltimore ;
the devilish tricks of John Williams, of Rock-

ingham, and others ;
each mess having its peculiarity with a leader,

the roll and feed calls, and above all the flanking out from camp to

see the girls, and get a change of rations ;
and Abe Nisewander's

failing he couldn't help it first to secure a sweetheart at or near

every camp, and go to see her ten nights in a week
;
then the French

leave go home a hundred miles away in winter, careless of fatigue

and danger, as if we did not reason or care for the cost. After 10

o'clock Captain John Williams had a 'bus at the door and requested

us to take seats and go with him to the Fair grounds, around the

camp-fires of Captain Hugh McGuire's old company, and greet the

boys he was transferred from our battery to in the last year of the

war. We enjoyed the trip ;
came back to town at 2 o'clock in the

morning. Thus ended the ever to be remembered reunion of the old

battery. It will grow in links of a chain we will form of friendship

closer and better through the balance of life. The old camp-life had

its charms, and few of us would wish to forget it.

Major Conrad richly deserves the thanks of our people in this

reunion for his liberality, untiring energy and amount of labor per-

formed
;
also the veterans of Camp No. 4, and not least, the county

committees. Their thoroughness deserves the highest praise, and

the people who so liberally donated to the feast, showing the quiet

yet warm hearts that need only the call to respond to any object they

deem worthy.
CHARLES W. McViCAR,

Of the Stuart Horse Artillery.

GENERAL BURKETT DAVENPORT FRY.

Died at Richmond, Virginia, January 2ist, 1891, General Burkett

Davenport Fry, a veteran of three wars, and a most useful and val-
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ued citizen. His nature was as gentle, his bearing as modest as his

life was momentous.

His lineage was historic, and in his veins mingled the blood of the

H uguenot with some of the worthiest strains of Virginia. He was third

in descent from Colonel Joshua Fry, and his wife, Mary Micou, daughter
of Dr. Paul Micou, a physician who sought refuge in Essex county,

Virginia, from religious persecution in France. Colonel Fry was

Professor of Mathematics in William and Mary College; in connection

with Peter Jefferson, the father of President Jefferson, executed in

1749 the first map of Virginia founded on actual surveys, and was

the commander of the Virginia forces raised for service against the

French on the Ohio in 1754. The youthful George Washington was

the lieutenant-colonel of the Virginia regiment, and on the sudden

death of Colonel Fry at Will's Creek, May 31, 1754, succeeded to

the command.
The Rev. Henry Fry, the second son of Colonel Joshua Fry, a

man of attainments and of pious usefulness, married Susan, the

daughter of Dr. Thomas Walker, the pioneer explorer of Kentucky,
and his wife Mildred (Thornton), widow of Nicholas Meriwether.

These progenitors number among their descendants the worthy
names of Bell, Bullitt, Cabell, Coles, Cooke, Gilmer, Green, Lewis,

McDonald, Morton, Maury, Maupin, Slaughter, Speed, and others.

Thornton Fry, son of Rev. Henry Fry, married Eliza R., daugh-
ter of Hon. Philip Rootes Thompson, of Culpeper county, and mem-
ber of Congress 1801-1807. These were the parents of Burkett

Davenport Fry, who was born in Culpeper county June 24, 1822.

The troubles with Mexico enlisted his eager patriotism, and he was

appointed fiirst lieutenant of United States voltigeurs February 24,

1847. He was promoted to the rank of Captain, commanding his

company with signal gallantry in the Valley of Mexico and specially

distinguishing himself at the battle of Chapultepec. His company
was disbanded in August, 1848. Captain Fry now returned to civil

life, and marrying Miss Martha A. Micou, of Augusta, Georgia, for

some years resided in California ;
but the expedition of General Wil-

liam Walker again enlisted the adventurous spirit of Captain Fry,
and he hastened to join the "gray-eyed man of destiny." He
reached Nicaragua in 1855, and threw himself heart and soul in

the struggle. The terrible hardships to which the command was

subjected are graphically depicted in the history of the ill-starred

attempt. General Fry was ever in the front when peril was to be
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met, and was finally made Governor of Grenada. When the venture

fell 'to pieces, through, as General Walker charges, the policy pur-

sued by the United States and British Governments, General Fry

returned to this country and settled in Alabama. At the breaking

out of the war for Southern Independence he was one of the first to

offer his sword to the State of his adoption. He rose successively to

the rank of colonel and brigadier-general, and attested nobly his valor

and ability. On the third day of the battle of Gettysburg he led the

directing regiment of Wilcox's brigade up those bloody heights,

adding lustre to the name of Alabama, and falling desperately

wounded. He commanded subsequently the Confederate forces at

Augusta, Ga. Upon the conclusion of the war General Fry went to

Cuba, where he was for several years engaged in the tobacco busi-

ness.

Returning to Alabama, he was appointed superintendent of the

public school system. There his wife died without issue. General

Fry removed from Alabama to Florida, where he for a time held

connection with a cotton-mill at Tallahassie. About 1880 he made
his residence in Richmond, and accepted the position of secretary

and treasurer of the Marshall Manufacturing Company, of which

his brother-in-law, the late John Lyddall Bacon, was the president.

Upon the death of Mr. Bacon, General Fry succeeded him as presi-

dent and held this position at the time of his death. His remains

were interred by the side of his wife in Alabama. General Fry was

of slight physique and medium height, and of mien so modest and

gentle that a stranger would never have suspected that a form so frail

held the lion spirit of so redoubtable a warrior.

He was a man of fine intellectual gifts and attainments, and a crit-

ical observer. He possessed fine conversational talents, which, with

his varied and adventurous experience, made him a delightful com-

panion.
He was an earnest member of the Executive Committee of the

Southern Historical Society, and his associates in that body bear

affectionate testimony to his devotion as a patriot, his worth as a

citizen, and to his zeal as a co-worker.

R. A. BROCK,

Secretary of the Southern Historical Society.
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UNITED CONFEDERATE VETERANS.

The second anniversary of this organization was held in Jackson,

Miss., June 2, 1891, in the Capitol, in the Hall of the House of Rep-
resentatives. It was opened with prayer at 10:30 A. M., followed by
addresses of welcome and response from the Governor of the State,

Hon. John M. Stone, and General J. B. Gordon, commander-in-chief

of the U. C. V., the calling of the roll by the secretary, Major D. A.

Given, of New Orleans, and the appointment of a committee on cre-

dentials, which reported thirty-two camps in membership.
The button now in use, representing the Confederate battle flag,

without lettering, was chosen as the badge to be worn by the Con-

federate veterans.

The following extracts are from the reports of the papers of the

day:

Colonel E. T. Sykes, of Columbus, Miss., Adjutant-General of the

Grand Camp of Confederate Veterans of Mississippi, announcing the

decease of its Grand Commander, General W. S. Featherstone, at

Holly Springs, Miss., May 28, 1891, offered the following resolu-

tions :

Resolved, That recognizing the eminent military and civic services

of our late comrade, and recalling his devoted loyalty to, and sym-

pathy for, the memory of the cause which we have organized to com-

memorate, and in which he bore a conspicuous part :

1. As an officer under Generals Joe Johnston and Lee in Virginia,

and later under Generals Joe Johnston and Hood in the West, the

United Confederate Veterans, in reunion assembled, do hereby express
their deep sorrow at his death, acknowledge their irreparable loss in

being denied his continued valuable service in a cause so near his and

the hearts of us all, and their irrepressible regrets that the inscrutable

decrees of an all-wise Providence have deprived them of the fond

privilege of his courtly presence and wise counsels at this a reunion

which he had so devoutly contemplated and looked forward to with

the renewed enthusiasm of youthful vigor.

2. That we tender to his bereaved family our sincerest condolence,

and to the Grand Camp of Confederate Veterans of Mississippi, our

deepest sympathy.
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3. That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the family of our

deceased comrade, and the papers, in sympathy with our organiza-

tion, be requested to publish the same.

The resolutions were seconded by Rev. Dr. Thomas R. Markham,
of New Orleans, who was chaplain of Featherstone's brigade, by
Colonel Addison Craft, of Holly Springs, Miss., who was fresh from

the dying-bed ofthe General, and by his aid-de-camp, Captain LeCand ,

of Natchex, Miss., all of whom passed fervid and eloquent eulogies

on the life and character of the dead General.

The resolutions were adopted unanimously by a rising vote.

A committee on resolutions, composed of one from each camp,
with General Walter H. Rogers as chairman, was appointed, to whom
all resolutions were to be referred.

General E. Kirby Smith offered a resolution providing for the

appointment of a committee to consult with Mrs. Jefferson Davis,

with a view of determining upon and fixing the final burial-place of

ex- President Jefferson Davis, that immediate steps may be taken by
this organization toward the speedy erection of a monument to Mr.

Davis.

General Cabell spoke to the resolution, and others stated that the

want of a definite location of the site retards the collection of sub-

scriptions therefor.

The resolution was adopted.

EVENING SESSION.

The veterans re-assembled at 6 P. M., when the Committee on

Resolutions reported the following, which was adopted :

Resolved, That the Association most heartily endorse the recom-

mendation of the Southern Press Association, that public meetings
be held in every town and hamlet of the South, on June 18, 1891, for

the purpose of raising funds to build a monument to the memory of

our late chieftain, Jefferson Davis.

New Orleans was fixed on as the place, and April 8, 1892, as the

time for the next annual meeting of this organization.

General Gordon offered the following resolution (General Cabell in

the chair) :

Resolved, That a committee of one from each of the Southwestern

States be appointed, who shall have the power to consider what plan,
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or plans, if any, can be adopted for aiding our disabled and indigent

brother Confederates, their families, widows, and children, and to

adopt such plans or methods as may, in the judgment of said com-

mittee, seem to promise success.

General Gordon advocated the resolution in a feeling speech. The
resolution was unanimously adopted.

The following composes the said committee: S. D. Thurston, of

Texas
;
W. H. Simms, of Mississippi ;

ex-Governor John B. Gordon,
of Georgia; H. Newman, of Tennessee

;
W. B. Nichol, of Alabama

(chairman) ;
B. F. Eschleman, of Louisana

;
Colonel A. C. Haskell,

South Carolina
;
C. M. Busby, of North Carolina

; Governor George
Fleming, of Florida

;
Governor Eagle, of Arkansas

;
General F. M.

Cockrell, of Missouri
; Governor S. B. Buckner, of Kentucky ;

Gen-

eral Fitzhugh Lee, of Virginia ;
and General Bradley T. Johnson, of

Maryland.

The Association then proceeded to the election of officers for the

ensuing year.

Dr. Joseph Jones, of New Orleans, nominated General John B.

Gordon for re-election as Commander- in-Chief, which was seconded

by Captain William R. Lyman, of New Orleans. He was elected by

acclamation, amid great applause.

General Gordon, with evident feeling, responded :

"
I cannot speak

to you, my brethren
; my heart is at your feet

; my life and all I have

is at your service."

Walter H. Rogers, of New Orleans, nominated General E. Kirby
Smith for Lieutenant-General of the Eastern Division, and he was

unanimously re-elected.

General W. A. Cabell nominated H. W. Mansur, of Texas, for

Lieutenant-General of the Trans-Mississippi Department, or Western

Division, and he was elected.

The Committee on Resolutions to the Memory of General Johnston,

reported as follows :

Resolved, That in commemoration of the decease of General Joseph
E. Johnston this convention desires to place on record an expression
of its appreciation of the exalted character of this illustrious Confed-

erate chieftain.
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2. That as a leader of its armies in the campaigns, which in Vir-

ginia, Tennessee, and Georgia have, by their achievements, made a

name and fame as enduring as time, the credit is largely due to the

skill and efficiency of his leadership. His retreat from Dalton to

Atlanta marks him as the peer of the great historic captains, whose

qualities have shone the brightest under difficulties that seemed the

greatest.

3. That in the confession of that renowned General, before whose

outnumbering forces he conducted his retreat, that is it was a dark

day for the Federal arms when they confronted this Confederate

leader on the Chattahoochie, we have the highest tribute to his sol-

dierly capacity and skill.

4. That the peculiar fitness of such a record by this convention is

emphasized by the fact that nearly every member of it has at some

time obeyed his orders, and that through it we desire to transmit to

those who may come after us our appreciation of his martial and civic

virtues.

5. That these resolutions be published in our papers, and a copy
of them sent as an expression of our sympathy to his bereaved house-

hold.

ALLEN BARKSDALE,
E. KIRBY SMITH,
C. W. FRAZER,
THOS. R. MARKHAM.

The resolutions were adopted unanimously by a rising vote.

Resolutions of thanks to the ladies of Jackson for the tasty and

beautiful decorations of the hall, and to the citizens of Jackson for

their hospitality, were adopted.

At 7:30 the Association adjourned sine die.

At 6 P. ML, before the convention, Miss Eliza Winter, in an appro-

priate address on behalf of, and at the request of Mrs. General B. G.

Humphreys, presented a portrait of the late General Humphreys,
encircled with flowers, to "Ben Humphreys Camp" of Confederate

Veterans, of Crystal Springs, Miss. Dr. D. P. Lockwood, of said

camp, responded in an eloquent speech.

At 8 P. M. Colonel J. L. Power, of the Clarion Ledger, adjutant
of Withers' First Mississippi Light Artillery, gave a delightful
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reunion to members of that command, at his residence, 202 Amite
street

;
and from 8:30 to 10:30 P. M., a reception was given by Mrs.

Margaret Hays (Mr. Davis' daughter) in the State library in the

Capitol.

THE CONFEDERATE DEAD OF MISSISSIPPI.

Unveiling of a Monument to them at Jackson, Miss., June 3, 1890.

ORATION BY SENATOR E. C. WALTHALL.

Not since the memorable days of 1865 had so many men who
wore the gray been at one time in the city of Jackson, Miss., as on this

bright and balmy Wednesday, June 3, 1890. It was computed that

the visitors numbered more than twenty thousand.

Before the sun was up the streets were a moving mass of humanity.
The old veterans were full of enthusiasm, and cheer after cheer filled

the air as they caught sight of one of their distinguished leaders.

When General Gordon and Governor Stone appeared at the City
Hall to head the line of March, both of them

WERE SEIZED AND BORN ALOFT

upon the shoulders of as many old soldiers as could lay hands on

them.

At 10 o'clock this morning the National Guards of this State, under

command of General Billups, marched from their quarters through
the streets to the City Hall, where the grand procession formed, and

after marching through the streets, proceeded to the monument,
where the unveiling ceremonies took place.

ORDER OF FORMING.

From the City Hall the procession moved to the Capitol at 1 1 A.

M., in the following order:

i. Mississippi National Guard.
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2. A decorated float bearing fifteen young ladies, representing the

States of the Confederacy, each bearing a flag (the charming feature

of the procession).

3. Officers Ladies' Monumental Association.

4. Members of the family of the late President Jefferson Davis.

3. Distinguished Confederate veterans in carriages.

6. General J. A. Smith in command of the following:

(a) Organized Posts Confederate Veterans.

() Unattached Confederate Veterans.

(*) Organized Posts Sons of Confederate Veterans.

The Mississippi National Guard was represented by the following

companies, in command of General Billups : Caledonian Rifles, Col-

umbus Riflemen, Starkville Guards, Brown Cadets, Cadet Rifles, Lee

Guards,West Point Rifles, Clarkesville Light Guards,Volunteer South-

rons, Crystal Springs Volunteers, Mississippi Southrons, College Rifles,

Mississippi Invincibles, Capital Light Guards, Oktibbeha Rangers, and

the Warren Light Artillery. The artillery, with their Catling gun
exhibitions, were a

GREAT FEATURE OF THE DAY.

Governor Stone was commander-in-chief, and the line of the march

was headed by General Gordon, General Kirby Smith, General

Cabell, General W. T. Martin, and other distinguished soldiers,

General Joyce Smith being in command of the Confederate Veterans,

who showed up in great strength and style.

After the military came, the float bearing fifteen beautiful ladies,

who represented

THE DIFFERENT SOUTHERN STATES

at the unveiling, as follows : Miss Annie Stone, representing the

Southern Confederacy ;
Miss Annie L. Stone, representing Missouri;

Miss Courtenay Walthall, Virginia; Miss Corinne Hortense Sykes,
North Carolina; Miss Annabel Power, Kentucky; Miss Elise Feather-

stone, Georgia; Miss Elise Govan, Florida; Miss Nellie Fewell,

Alabama
; Miss Mary Belle Morgan, Louisiana

;
Miss Caroline Kerr

Martin, Texas; Miss Virginia Hunt, Arkansas; Miss Sallie Eleanor

Cowan, Tennessee; Miss Marie Lowry, Mississippi; Miss Annie

Hemingway, South Carolina
;
Miss Katie Porter, Maryland. Then

came carriages containing the officers of the Ladies' Confederate

Monument Association, with Miss Sallie B. Morgan as president ;
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Mrs. Hays, the daughter of Jefferson Davis, accompanied by her

husband and son. Next came carriages containing distinguished

Confederate veterans, followed by the organized camps Confederate

Veterans and the remnants of half a dozen famous Mississippi Con-

federate regiments.

The floats bearing young ladies representing the different Southern

States was greatly admired.

THE SONS OF VETERANS

made a good showing. Among the officers of the National Guards

who assisted in commanding the great army in line were Major
G. M. Govan, Colonel George Green, Major G. G. Dillard, and

many others.

The procession then moved to the monument, where the unveiling

ceremonies took place as follows :

Prayer Rev. Father F. A. Picheret.

Unveiling monument.

Address General E. C. Walthall.

Poem Mrs. Luther Manship.

Unveiling statue of Jefferson Davis.

Address General Robert Lowry.
Benediction Chaplain H. F. Sproles.

The stand is constructed just east of the monument, in full view of

the monument and overlooking the valley below. At 11:15 o'clock,

when the procession arrived at the capitol, the yard and the space
around the stand was literally packed and jammed with an eager
crowd. Every available place was over-filled, including the windows of

the adjacent buildings. The stand was occupied by the fifteen young
ladies who represented the different Southern States, the

PARTICIPANTS IN THE CEREMONIES,

and a large number of guests. The space in front of the stand was

occupied by the Confederate Veterans, and the space to the left by
the Mississippi National Guard. The ceremonies were opened with

music by the band, after which Rev. Father H. A. Picheret, of

Vicksburg, delivered the following

PRAYER :

O, Lord Jesus, who, whilst upon this earth, didst ever show Thy-
self the friend and defender of the oppressed, we ardently beseech
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Thee to look down in love and mercy upon us, assembled here to

render honor to our lamented brothers-in-arms who have fallen in the

holy cause of right and justice.

Thou, O Lord, who wert falsely charged with being a traitor to

Thy country and didst unjustly suffer a cruel death, Thou at least

will sympathize with us in our lost cause, and we pray Thee to vin-

dicate and to guard the memory of our comrades, who, likewise

wrongfully accused and condemned, willingly aye, cheerfully laid

down their lives on the consecrated altar of patriotism and liberty.

May the patriots of every nation unite with us to-day in weaving
an imperishable garland to the fame of our gallant, true-hearted and

brave Confederate soldiers, who stood undaunted, shoulder to

shoulder, around their commanders though they were as one to a

thousand, and who, when overpowered by numbers, fought to the

end, handing from one to the other their blood-stained banner, until

they fell dead on the battle-field with the patriotic cry upon their

lips :

" For the rights of our native land."

May this magnificent monument uplifting its head forever cry out

to God and to man, not for pity, but for justice. But if, in the course

of ages, the all- destroying hand of time should cause it to crumble

into dust, grant, O Lord, that the remembrance of the knightly
deeds of our Confederate heroes may never die out in the generous
hearts of the Southern people, and that it may be a perennial foun-

tain of lofty patriotism whereat our descendants may renew their

vigor and admire with stimulating profit the achievements of so

splendid an ancestry in behalf of right.

We thank Thee, O Lord, that amid all the selfishless and all

the commonplace of this age, it has been given us to look upon a

man of unswerving fidelity to duty and of uncompromising princi-

ples a man who, in the midst of reverses and calamities that would

have broken even a strong heart, remained as firm and immovable

in his sincere convictions as the solitary rock in mid ocean against
which the angry waves beat in vain

;
a man who, for the sake of

principle, lost all save honor our illustrious chieftain, Jefferson

Davis !

We pray Thee, O Lord, bless ! oh, bless with Thy choicest gifts,

the
"
Daughter of the Confederacy," the most precious legacy left to

the lost cause, the dearest pledge of our leader's love to the com-

panion of his glory and of his adverse fortunes. May she ever be

the perfect embodiment of the righteous principles of the Southern

people and prove herself the worthy daughter of so noble a sire.
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Bless, O Lord, the self-sacrificing women of Mississippi, who, like

the Marys at the foot of the cross, through weal and woe, have unfal-

teringly followed the varying fortune of the Confederate cause ; who,

in the dead hour of final defeat, with brave though bleeding hearts,

have sustained the drooping spirits of the men wearing the gray,

and who, out of their boundless love and fidelity to a sad but not in-

glorious past, have erected this superb monument to the memory of

our martyred heroes.

Finally, we pray Thee, O Lord, to bless the now few remaining
survivors of the lost cause, who are, the most of us, being rapidly

hurried on in their last march toward that bourne from whence there

is no returning; and if it be Thy will that this should be our last

gathering on earth, we pray Thee, O Lord, that our next grand re-

union may take place under Thy heavenly tents beyond the starry

skies; and that, when the roll of the Confederate army shall be

called, we may be there, all present, with our once conquered but

then restored banner, and thus form a halo of immortal glory around

our vindicated chieftain.

Departed comrades, may the sweet-scented flowers of our genial

climate ever bloom over your blood-consecrated graves; may the

guardian angels of the South keep their watch over your precious

ashes till the last trumpet shall call you to arise and to hear from an

all-righteous Judge the consoling invitation:
" Well done, good and

faithful servant, enter into the joy of your Lord." Amen.

Then Hon. C. E. Hooker, in behall of the Ladies' Monument
Association of Mississippi, made a brief but most impressive and

able address in presentation of the monument to the State ;
after

which, amid the booming of cannons, Mrs. Margaret Hays, daughter
of Jefferson Davis, assisted by her little son, Jefferson Davis Hays,

gracefully pulled the string that connected with the veil, and the next

moment the white statue of the soldier surmounting the monument
was disclosed to the eyes of those present.

.

COLONEL j. R. M'INTOSH, OF MERIDIAN,

in behalf of the Confederate veterans and the State, then made an

appropriate response to the address of Colonel Hooper.

General E. C. Walthall, the orator of the day, arose amid cheers

and applause and made a profound address to the assembled crowd.

General Walthall said :
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GENERAL WALTHALL'S ADDRESS.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

After the lapse of more than a quarter of a century since the

war ended between the North and the South, we come to offer Mis-

sissippi's formal tribute to those who fell upon the Southern side.

This tasteful monument, due to woman's zeal, is a lasting but tardy

testimony of a feeling which has lived and grown in the hearts of the

people since they, whose virtues it commemorates, laid down their

lives for the honor of the State.

A generation has well nigh come and gone since this open tribute

was due, and its payment now is proof that we act upon no transient

impulse, but a strong and staple sentiment, which has endured and

will endure.

This day is distant from the stormy period to which these rites

relate; the martial ardor, which the notes of war aroused, has long

ago abated, and the seal of Southern honor has been set upon the

pledge of peace ; yet, after all these years we are here to declare

before the world that this monument betokens our cordial recognition

and deliberate sanction of the intent and of the action of those whom
it commemorates, and that it is our public attestation that their intent

was pure and their action honorable.

Neither time nor change nor circumstance can alter this our mature

conviction, and to openly affirm it here, this vast concourse of the peo-

ple have assembled. It is for this that men and women, old and young,
of every shade of taste and opinion and from every vocation in life,

have come together to day. They do not come to celebrate a National

holiday, nor a day signalized in history by some great civic achiev-

ment, nor the anniversary of some decisive battle that fixed a nation's

fate, or swept away some old landmark of our race. It is not ambi-

tion, nor the hope of gain, nor self-interest in any form, that brings

together these earnest men and women. They are not here to ask

anything from their Government, nor to present any grievance, nor to

petition for any redress, nor to protest against any wrong. With

good will to the powers that be, to each other and to the world, they

come upon a peaceful and an honorable mission. It is a sentiment,

a mere sentiment, that brings them together, but it is an elevating

and an ennobling sentiment. The soldiers come to attest the sincere

motives and the honorable conduct of their dead comrades during

the perils and trials of our bloody struggle, and they, and all others
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here, come to give their sanction and endorsement to the objects and

purposes of this great gathering of peaceful citizens.

Assembled for such a purpose, we naturally look back to the causes

and the conduct of the civil war, that we may see for what and how

those to whom this monument is reared struggled and suffered and

died.

The occasion permits of but a cursory review, and affords no

opportunity to make contributions to history, or do more than com-

ment briefly on what is history now, and what it teaches and illus-

trates.

In the foreground stands the monumental fact, always to be kept

in view, that although it has since been settled by arms, and settled

finally, that a State cannot secede from the Union, it was not so set-

tled in 1861, and the absence of a power, in this government of

granted powers, to coerce a sovereign State had not then been sup-

plied by actual force, and the forced construction of the Federal Con-

stitution, which exists now, had not then been established.

Without looking further back for the origin and advocates of the

view of constitutional power on which the Southern people took up

arms, it may be said that John C. Calhoun, in his day, was the lead-

ing representative and exponent, and it was of him that Mr. Jefferson

Davis said, in the United States Senate, the day after Mississippi

passed the ordinance of secession,
" He was the wisest statesman I

ever knew."

Devoted to the peculiar interests and institutions of the South, but

an ardent lover of peace and of the Union, all through his public life

Mr. Calhoun vigorously contended for a strict construction of the

Federal Constitution, and persistently claimed for the States every

right which they had not surrendered under it.

His political philosophy had the endorsement of a long list of dis-

tinguished names, but, as to its leading features, there was none more

emphatic or more potential than that of Mr. Davis, despite some

divergence in their views touching the limits of a State's power while

remaining in the Union.

By his powerful reasoning Mr. Calhoun sought to enforce certain

sound and salutary lessons of constitutional interpretation, which,

had they been accepted in both sections of the Union as they were in

one, our country would have been spared four years of waste and

suffering and blood. But they were rejected, and out of the construc-

tion, and, as we thought, the perversion of our written Constitution,

arose the gigantic conflicts of arms which followed. In that conflict,
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sustained, as we believed, by the fundamental principle of popular

liberty, we staked our all upon the supreme sovereignty of a State,

and the inalienable rights of the people of the States.

Our construction of the Constitution lost much favor, to which it

was entitled, because
"
slavery was sheltered under the sovereignty

of the State," and in our contention we encountered all the prejudice

against slavery, which was so intense that many, who agreed with us

on the questions involved, when abstractly considered, readily adopted

any construction which looked to the overthrow of that institution.

But we did not go to war for slavery, though slavery was inter-

woven with the causes and intensified the bitterness of the war, and

the fate of slavery was forever settled by the result. We were not

precipitated into it by reckless public men, who had not counted the

cost; for the great leaders, and notably Mr. Davis, were slower in

the movement than the masses of the Southern people. We did not

take up arms because we were dissatisfied with our form of govern-

ment, for we valued that then as we value it now
;
and we so loved

the Constitution for the safeguards of liberty which we read in it that

we fashioned our Confederate Constitution after it as a model. We
loved the flag, too, with its stars telling of co-equal States in a com-

mon Union, so long as it floated above us with that symbolism.

Happily it now floats over us again as the full equals of all who live

under its protection. The war, with us, did not originate in ambi-

tion, nor did we fight for spoils, for conquest or for fame. With us

it was no war of invasion or of retaliation or of revenge. It was not

to build up some great leader's fortunes nor to elevate some popular
favorite to place or power. We went to war for none of these; but

it was to "save the Constitution," as we read it, and to save our-

selves, and to preserve our cherished form of government. We re-

sisted those perversions which we believed would destroy that Con-

stitution and us, and subvert that form of government.
Those whose interests were not ours, as ours were not theirs,

sought, as we believed, by a "system of constructions
"

to gain
what was not given in the compact under which all were living, and

to ignore and obliterate the true intent and meaning and purpose of

that compact.
This perversion of the Constitution, as it seemed to us, was wilful

and systematic, and daily it grew more dangerous and unendurable,
and we felt we could not, without dishonor and disaster, submit to

what seemed inevitably coming and actually impending. Our rights

and liberties seemed in the utmost peril, and the danger was in-
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creased by delay. After all efforts for peaceful solution had proved
of no avail, and our great leaders' plea, "We ask only for the Con-

stitution," had brought forth no response, and only when there was
" no longer any room for hope," did we "

appeal to arms and to the

God of battles." Then, throughout the South, "We must fight"
was sounded from the mountains to the sea and we did fight ;

and

to such a fight as our dead heroes and their comrades made there is

no parallel in history, and never can be until some other people equal
to ours in courage and endurance, with the same stimulus and the

same spirit of devotion, shall shut their eyes to untold odds against

them and close their ears to every warning of calculation or policy,

and wage a great war upon a cherished sentiment and sincere con-

viction.

It was the effort to establish the true boundary line between the

constitutional authority of a State and the general government that

brought the war upon us. It was to maintain the theory of govern-
ment which Mr. Calhoun and those of his school taught us that six

hundred thousand Southern soldiers went eagerly to the field, and

they to whom we raise this monument freely gave up their lives.

It was not for power, nor for riches, nor for ambition's sake, but

for a great governmental principle of right which was rooted and

grounded in their faith and sanctioned by their judgments. Without

altering or wavering our martyred dead stood by this principle with

their lives, and while the great guns of war shook to its center this

now peaceful and prosperous land; while men were slain by tens of

thousands and hearts were stricken and homes were darkened; while

the groans of the dying and the wails of those bereft burdened the

very air from Maryland to the Rio Grande, inspired by their exam-

ple those who survived stood to the very last by the teachings of

Calhoun and Davis, and those who held the same political faith.

When the end came, and with disappointment and defeat, it

seemed only natural that the losses and afflictions of those whose

banners had gone down should engender bitterness toward those

whose teaching and guidance had contributed to produce the disas-

trous conflict. Here was a trying test of fidelity, sincerity and

truth, and here the grandest characteristic of our noble Southern

people finds beautiful and honorable illustration.

No citizen nor soldier, no man nor woman, of all the bereaved and

disappointed sons and daughters of the South, ever cursed the

memory or even impugned the statesmanship of Calhoun, for whose

political doctrines they had risked all and lost all
;
and for our grand
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old chief, who came home to spend his declining years within the

limits of our State and his, there never was a breath of criticism or

repining from his scourged and afflicted people nothing but faith

and trust, affection, admiration, sympathy, and honor. It was most

fitting and becoming that the evening of his life should be passed on

the soil of the state to whose name he had brought so much of

honor and distinction. In the dignified retirement of his unpre-

tending home, on the southern border of that separate southern

nationality for which, in vain, his best efforts and powers had been

given, this disfranchised citizen of a government whose flag he had

defended with his blood had a firmer hold upon the hearts of his

people than any ruler reigning in the world.

There is nothing in history like this. Look over the course of

nations from the dawn of time, turn through the books of the

world's history whenever written, search all the annals of the earth,

and you will find no other single instance where a vanquished people

have so idolized the leader of a cause that had failed. Pardon me if

I linger upon this thought. It fills me with admiration and with

gratitude. I am proud and I am thankful that I am of a people who

have this matchless record of devotion to lay before the world

proud of whatever of their strength I gain from their example, and

if, as has been said, their deep sentimental nature is their weakness,

I am thankful that I share that weakness. I glory in that quality,

whatever it is, which makes them true to their own history, for it

is the same that sustained them in war and gave them strength to

bear the greater strain to which they were afterward subjected, and

makes them the true and loyal citizens they are to-day.

But what less was to be expected of these people, with their his-

tory and traditions and the examples they have had to give them

strength and inspiration ? Back to the time when this government
was organized, and before, we can turn with pride and point to what

Southern men have done to elevate mankind and stimulate and culti-

vate the aspirations of the masses of the people and to make this

country what it is. From among them came the statesman who

wrote the Declaration of Independence, and, strange as it may
sound in this day of universal freedom, it is said that all who signed

that declaration, except those from the State of Massachusetts, and

perhaps one or two others, were slaveholders. From among them

came the Father of His Country, the father of the Constitution and

the greatest of all its expounders. At the head of great armies, in

the presidential office, in cabinet and court, and in all the nation's
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high councils, everywhere, in peace and in war, great Southern lights

illuminate the annals of America and shed upon our country's name

its chief honor and renown. From the foundation of the govern-

ment, through all the epochs of peace and arms, down to 1861,

Southern statesmen and orators, Southern philosophers and judges,

Southern patriots and soldiers, have enacted the brightest chapters

of this country's history, and to them we are indebted for the funda-

mental sources of its present power.
When the disunion movement grew out of the construction of our

written Constitution, which was adopted
"
to form a more perfect

union," and the Southern people sought to withdraw from the gov-
ernment to which they had contributed so much, the great war came

and with it came the matchless Southern soldier. Manhood, and

pride, and honor, were his rightful inheritance, coming down to him

through a long line of Southern patriots, who were the moulders of

Southern sentiment and opinion, and through fire and blood he

proved himself a true exemplar of these virtues. His figure will

stand out in history as the most resplendent illustration the world has

ever known of duty eagerly performed, of unrequited sacrifice with-

out complaint, and of spirit proof against despair. There is not

time, which I regret, to mention names, nor rank, nor conspicuous
service. The roll of honor is too long for this too full of deeds of

heroism and patriotism. I must be content to deal with the Confede-

rate soldier as a type and the Confederate dead as a class, and yet I

feel that none here will consider me invidious if I stay to call a single

name. I would speak of him who, when he saw the end of the

struggle was near, said to a distinguished general from his own State:
"

Sir, the men of this war who will deserve the most honor and

gratitude are not the men of rank, but the men of the ranks the

privates." This just tribute to the nameless heroes who won fame

and titles for other men came from one, himself of highest rank, of

whom years ago, in time of profound peace, the head of the Ameri-

can army declared he was the greatest soldier then living in the

world, and, if there should be opportunity, he would "prove him-

self the greatest captain in history." The occasion came, and

Robert E. Lee made good the prediction of his old commander.
When history comes to exercise its proper province of impartiality,

and the world shall view his achievements in connection with the

meagre means at his command and the adverse conditions by which

he was beset, the world's verdict, as I believe it, will be: Greater

than Napoleon or Wellington; greater even than Washington had
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the opportunity to prove himself in war. Verily the greatest captain

in history was the chief of the tattered Southern forces; great as the

victor of a hundred fields won by his skill and valor, but grand in the

calm dignity of his quiet life of usefulness and honor, after all hope

of separate Southern independence had been blotted out in darkness

forever. From the day when he put away the crown and refused the

chief command of all the United States armies in the field to stand by

his native State, and, as he said, to
" share the miseries of his people,"

down through his marvelous career to the hour of his Christian

death, General Lee's life was a lesson to mankind that there was

nothing too lofty, nothing too severe, for the highest type of South-

ern manhood to do or to endure at the call of duty or of honor. He
said that

" human virtue should be equal to human adversity," and

his life, and the life of Mr. Davis and the lives of thousands of their

humble followers, have proven that it was so in these illustrious

Southern leaders and those inspired by their example.

They, whose conduct illustrated this, were the representatives and

the jewels of the old South the fair and fruitful land, where manhood

and high endeavor, lofty sentiment, and open hospitality, found their

favorite habitation. That old South has its waste places and its ruins

to mark the track of war
;

it has its broken shafts and fallen temples,

but it has its traditions and its memories to inspire and strengthen-

the hopes and hearts and hands of its men and women, and it has its

history, which is the honor and glory of its people. In this day when

not business alone, but public virtue and private honor, official fidelity,

and even the observances of religion are looked upon and estimated

too much, I fear, from the standpoint of hard practicality and
"
trade,'

*

men come among us and prate of building up what they are pleased

to term a " New South ' '

as if the safest elements and the most val-

uable constituent forces which can enter into a new order and new
customs here must not come from what is left of us the old. They
would have us break all our cherished images, bury

"
a past that is

not dead that cannot die," and consign all its precious memories

and splendid examples to oblivion. Undervaluing our people, and

allowing nothing for the hard conditions with which they must con-

tend, they point us to our thrifty Northern neighbors as patterns for

our imitation, and exhort us to keep abreast of what they style the

progressive spirit of the age.

These disciples of modern progress mean well in what they say,

but the common sense of those they would instruct has long ago sug-

gested and adopted all that is worth knowing or observing in their
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cold philosophy. All of us are eager to know from any who can

teach us how, better than we are doing, we can adapt ourselves to

our changed condition, and to follow any example, wherever found,

which has in it any useful lesson that we ought to learn.

But all this can be better done if we keep alive and foster, for our

guidance and support, those distinctive Southern sentiments and

characteristic qualities which have been the strength of our people,

and on which not only their prosperity and progress, but, in view of

their peculiar surroundings, their safety also must depend. For some
fancied advantage of an utilitarian kind let us be slow to give up
something worth more to us, even in matters purely practical, than

all that is promised in return. Let us not profanely turn our backs

upon the old South with its traditions and examples and hallowed

memories
;

let us never stifle the sentiment which has animated its

sons and daughters and sink it into mere flinty practicality on the

false idea that the virtues which make our people what they are are

incompatible with true progress and improvement. It does not argue
that we do not live in the present, and look hopefully to the future,

that we cling to the memories of the past. We can love the Union

and still delight to dwell upon the course of those who are faithful to

the Union now, as they were to the Southern cause. We do not

stand in the way of the earnest work of real progress when we depre-
cate any tendency to decay in Southern manhood, and foster those

sentiments which will guide us and inspire us, hereafter as heretofore,

to be true alike to ourselves and the government to which our alle-

giance is due.

If any here consider these expressions the offspring of mere
Southern ardor and enthusiasm, I would ask them what it was that

moved old and young, rich and poor, slaveholders and non-

slaveholders, ministers of the church and men of the world, the

sedate and thoughtful, the reckless and impulsive, all alike, in eleven

States, to rise up as one man and fly to arms with one impulse in

1861 ? What was it that sustained them, with a government born

almost under fire, without organization or military training, arms,

supplies or means, without allies or sympathy, shut in by a close

blockade and shut out from all the world, with the organized govern-
ment and its army and navy and treasury and its own vast resources

backed up by foreign commerce and manufactures, all against them,
what sustained them in a four-years' contest with the trained troops
of the government and the volunteers of all the States of the mighty
North and the legions of mercenaries drawn from the nations beyond
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the seas ? Do not seek to account for it without resort to something

higher than mere physical courage and ordinary endurance; for if

you do, the facts and figures of recorded history will overwhelm

you. Listen to some of these :

More than half as many men were enrolled in the Union army as

the entire white population of the Southern States proper, including

all the women and the children.

The records show that more than two million eight hundred and

fifty thousand troops were furnished the Union army by the States,

and while, for lack of official data, I cannot state to a man the enlist-

ments in the Southern army from first to last, the estimate has the

sanction of high authority deemed reliable that the Confederate

forces available for action during the entire war did not exceed six

hundred thousand soldiers, of whom there were not more than two

hundred thousand arms-bearing men at any one time, and when the

war closed half that number covered the whole effective force of all

arms in all quarters of the Confederacy.

Besides the disparity in the land forces there was the Federal navy,

the gunboats and the ironclads, without which many believe Grant's

army would have been lost at Shiloh and McClellan's on the

Peninsula.

When the Union army was dissolved four hundred thousand more

men were borne upon its rolls than the estimated number of available

enlistments in the Southern army from the spring of 1861 to the

spring of 1865, and during that time' there had been two hundred

and seventy thousand Federal prisoners captured.

But this enumeration need not be extended. The battle-fields,

which are the burying grounds of our "
unreturning dead," attest the

resolution of the weaker side, and the eighty-two beautiful national

cemeteries, where more than three hundred thousand Union soldiers

are interred, illustrate the fierceness of the fiery struggle.

The odds of which the figures tell to which I have adverted do not

present in their best light the constancy and devotion of the soldiers

of the South.

For proof of this see the troops of one State, whose territory

must be uncovered to save some other point, leave family and home

defenceless, to fall within hostile lines behind them, and march cheer-

fully, though footsore and weary, half clad and often hungry, to other

fields to defend the soil of other States, when if they had chosen the

alternative of desertion charity would have palliated their crime.

But if you seek for that which most won the homage of the world
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you find it in the Southern soldier's conduct after the time in the

fateful year 1863, when reason, but for faith, had adjudged that the

destiny of the Confederacy was decided and the Southern move-

ment doomed. After the failure at Gettysburg and the fall of

Vicksburg, the men who had stood with Lee at Sharpsburg less

than forty thousand against more than eighty thousand bouyant
with hope in 1862, stood steadily as then before Richmond in 1865,

after all ground for hope was gone, against three times their number

of veterans under Grant.

The immolation at Franklin, where eleven Southern generals and

the flower of their followers fell fighting against fate, and the gal-

lantry at Bentonville, following the disaster at Nashville, attest the

unabated earnestness and fidelity of those who at Shiloh had per-

formed prodigies of valor, inspired by the hope and prospect of

Southern independence.
After these brief but suggestive recitals is it too much to say that

in the war the Southern people waged to save the Constitution and

themselves, there was something sustaining them which they knew

not of who only fought to put these people down ? In this there is

no implication of which the brave defenders of the Union will com-

plain they fought for the government and we for home, its altars

and its idols, and all that is nearest to the hearts of men. They did

their duty, and did it well, and made the Union whole
; they have

the glory of success and the laurel crown of victory, and they have

the nation's gratitude and praise, its care and unrestricted bounty.

We begrudge them none of these. They earned them all in the

bloody strife which ended in the downfall of the cause in which our

martyrs died.

We have the memories of these martyrs to cherish and revere, we

have our "consecrated coronet of sorrow," and we have the image
of the Confederate soldier which he has graven upon the tablets of

history to tell our story for us, and we are content.

A soldier who yields to none in his devotion to the Union, nor in

his recognition of the prowess and the skill of those who fought to

save it, is in no danger of misrepresentation by the brave men whom
he confronted on the field, if he eschew all affectation and hypocricy
when he speaks of his own comrades whom he loves for the dangers

they have seen together. If the time is coming when the portraits

of Lee and Grant shall hang side by side in the houses of the people
North and South, those who would hail its advent with delight can-
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not hasten it by repression or deceit, nor can the currents of frater-

nity be made to flow faster by choking the fountains of unreserved

expression.

THE SOUTHERN SOLDIER AS A CITIZEN IN PEACE.

It has been said that in a republic like ours every citizen is a soldier

and every soldier a citizen. Living under such a system, it is proper

to consider the civic in connection with the military qualities of those

who are the State's dependence in peace and war alike. Mississippi,

having sent virtually all her white male adult population to the field,

was dependent for her rehabilitation in peace upon the men who had

been her soldiers in war, and if we will but glance at the vicissitudes

which have marked her history, while the events of 1861 to 1865 have

been receding into the past, it will appear that the record of the

Southern soldier's service to the State, as a citizen in peace, is a

worthy compliment of that he made in war.

In that time the State and her people have known many shifting

fortunes, some sad and sickening, disgraceful to those who were their

authors; some wholesome and hopeful, creditable to those who wrought
them out. There was harshness by the victors not wholly unexpected,
some leniency which the vanquished appreciated, and much unjust

opinion followed by reaction and correction. There were wrongs
which have been righted, trials that have ended, humiliation which

honor and courage have survived there was darkness followed by
the light of day.

In that time our great chief, whose natal day was fitly chosen for

these ceremonies, was cast into prison without warrant, to come forth

without plea for pardon, undismayed, and vindicate himself and his

cause in a great history read by all the nations of the earth, and to

live and die dearer to his people than in the day of his greatest power.

We have seen one governor a prisoner and another removed by
force to make way for an intruder, backed up by military power.
Later we saw the same intruder embrace the privilege of vacating the

same office in advance of a judgment of impeachment, and since then

we have seen successive incumbents of the people's choice fill that

office ably, faithfully, and acceptably.
We have seen our senators and representatives, duly chosen and

accredited, turned away from the Capitol at Washington as unworthy
to participate in national legislation ;

but for years, in either house,
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there have been none to question their rightful status or challenge
their official equality.

We have seen the stream of public justice so polluted that great

judges left the bench and disdained to exercise the powers of a court
"
in subordination to the behests of a military commander," and for

a decade and a half we have seen that bench adorned by the equals
of those who left it in disgust, dispensing justice freely, with a firm

and even hand.

We have seen our laws dictated by a spirit of plunder and oppres-

sion, and passed by ignorant strangers and pretenders ;
we see them

now the product of intelligence and honest purpose, bearing equally

upon the rich and poor and fostering every worthy interest in the

State.

At a time when the passions of war had not subsided, and there

was bitterness in the hearts of those in one section toward their coun-

trymen in the other
;
at a time when the South was no readier than

the North for the lessons of forgiveness and fraternity which had to

be taught and learned before there could be any real peace or pro-

gress for us here
;
at such a time as this we saw a great Mississippian

move out in advance of his own people, a pioneer in a dangerous
field, and sound the first note of pacification, which in time brought
the North and South together. We heard him tell our estranged
and distrustful brethren that

"
the South prostrate, exhausted, drained

of her life blood, but still honorable and true, accepts the bitter award

of the bloody arbitrament without reservation," and we saw men turn

and listen to his plea for peace, good- will, and justice. We have seen

the influence of that plea widen and extend from the day when it was

offered, have seen it reinforced by the efforts of patriots North and

South, until lately we saw a sectionalism openly condemned by the

United States Senate in the rejection ol a harmful measure aimed

directly against the Southern States. The prime mover in this great

work of restoration and conciliation, though always an ardent South-

erner, and once a secessionist and a Southern soldier, was called to

the cabinet of a Northern president, and sits to-day in honor in that

great court where the Federal Constitution is finally construed, a liv-

ing witness that the success of Southern statesmanship involves no

abandonment of principle or independence.
It is a far reach in our State's history back to 1865, but these few

incidents, selected here and there, tell of our transition from evil days
to these. The period covers ten years of oppression, spoliation,

contempt of the laws, humiliation and poverty all bravely and
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patiently endured without the sacrifice ofmanhood or self-respect fol-

lowed by sixteen years of new hopes and reviving business, order

gradually restored, the laws observed, blooming fields and the bless-

ings of education liberally dispensed, until now no State in the

Union outside the South shows such signs of relative improvement
as ours.

In all this you see the hand of the Southern soldier as a citizen in

peace, and the resolution, the conservatism and unconquerable spirit

of which he is the type.

Those who fell upon the battle-field or died from disease or the

severities of Northern prisons left an unrivalled record of duty done

for State, for honor and for home, but in the providence of God they
were spared the trials and the woes which tell the story of the high
achievement of those they left behind. If they could reach us from

the grave they would tell us that the survivors lived to encounter

much that was worse than an honorable death, and that the crowning

glory of this people lies in the stern virtue, the courage to endure,

the self-respecting dignity and the inborn pride of character which

signalized their conduct after that mockery of peace came which for

a time was worse than war. The final test the cruel, crucial test

came not when our brave men had arms in their hands and were

using them in their bloody work, and our anxious women were pray-

ing for the victory which they never doubted would ultimately come,
but in the dismal reconstruction period which began when the con-

flict of arms had ended, and brought us the rule of bayonet and with

it usurpation and oppression. Then the iron heel of power was set

upon the necks of the defenceless; aliens clothed with authority
came among us to rule over us and to plunder us, to degrade the

brave men and affront the fair women of the land. Ignorance,

venality and brutality were installed in the State's high places and

trampled on its laws and upon every right belonging to its people ;

and the climax of crime was completed when our new rulers armed
the ignorant and deluded negroes with dangerous powers and set

them in authority in the State. Through the necessities of the peo-

ple these rulers tried to tempt them, and by the offers of preferment
which they had the power to bestow they sought to bribe their lead-

ing men to break their faith with those who had honored them and

followed them. At that time there was poverty in every house; men
in every walk of life were uncertain of their bread, and gentle women
were reduced to drudgery in many a stately home. The old were

bowed down by the agony of disappointment, their hopes gone,
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their fortunes wrecked and ruined, and the future stretched out hope-

lessly
"

like a dark and rainy sea
"

before the young. Amid all this

sorrow, all this horror, under the yoke, with the blackness of dark-

ness gathering about them, these proud people, inspired and strength-

ened by the example of their brethren, who had died for duty,

sternly withstood all, bravely endured all while they watched at the

tomb and waited for the resurrection of their buried hopes. They
could suffer, but they could not sell themselves would not barter

their principles for place nor power nor plunder. They clung to

their honor and their self-respect. It was their Southern sentiment,

ingrained, inherited, and intensified by trial, that saved and re-

deemed them.

If you ask me if there is anything in the world's history like this,

I tell you there is not. If you ask me if the courage and the con-

stancy of the men and women of other blood or other clime could

have passed through this furnace without melting in the fire, I proudly
answer no ! And for the security we now enjoy, for the signs of pros-

perity and contentment around us, and for the good government we
live under in Mississippi to-day, we are indebted to that courage and

pride, that instinct of honor in Southern men and women which force

cannot conquer nor suffering subdue.

Woe to us if we let that spirit die, for we need it here, no less than

heretofore we need it now, all else aside, to maintain the status of our

race while we keep up our patient struggle with that overshadowing

problem which the war left us to solve that awful problem which

had its origin in the line of race and color drawn by that God who,

for his own inscrutable purposes, as a great divine has said, first

"shattered the unity of human speech
" and afterward "

dispersed

the human family in different grand divisions."

I may not, without exceeding the limits proper to this address,

pursue my subject further, and yet, in the performance of my sacred

task, I feel that I have rendered but scant justice to the Southern sol-

dier. He staked his life upon his own view of duty, and whether he

sealed his devotion with his blood and died upon the battle-field, or

was the victim of disease or cruelty, or lived to rescue his State from

ruin as a citizen in peace, he has illustrated some quality in our people
which makes them always, in responding to a principle or a sentiment,

equal to any duty, any daring, any suffering, any sacrifice.

There is some priceless element in Southern character that I cannot

define, which makes our people at once practical and sentimental

makes them good soldiers and good citizens, sustains them in every
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trial, adapts them to every changed condition and anchors them upon

their honor as a rock ; something that makes the men knightly in

their deference for women, and makes the gentle woman strong when

trouble comes; I know not what it is, but it is the same thing that

made them true to the Confederacy while it existed and makes them

true to the Union now.

There is nothing disloyal in it, for it is the very essence of patrio-

tism ;
there is nothing non-progressive or impractical in it, for here

it must be the handmaid of all true progress and improvement; there

is no weakness in it, for in it lie our chief strength and power. Call

it what you will, it is real, it is Southern and it is worth preserving.

It possessed those in whose honor this multitude has gathered here

in the shadow of our State Capitol, where thirty years ago the people
in convention ordained that Mississippi thenceforth should be "a free

sovereign and independent State," and sustained them in the struggle

to which that convention committed and devoted them with their

consent.

May this monument by its mute appeal, more eloquent than speech

and more inspiring than the harp of song, stimulate the living to

emulate the virtues of the dead, and keep alive in us the sentiments

and qualities which make our martyrs' lives sublime and make their

memories our inheritance and an inspiration for all who come after

them.

The following beautiful original poem was then recited by Mrs.

Luther Manship :

SENTINEL SONG.

When falls the soldier brave

Dead, at the feet of wrong.
The poet sings and guards his grave
With sentinels of song.

Gray ballads, mark ye well,

Thrice holy is your trust;

Go, halt by the field where warriors fell,

Rest arms, and guard their dust.

Go, wearing the gray of grief,

Go, watch o'er the dead in gray ;

Go, guard the private and guard the chief,

And sentinel their clay.

And the song in stately rhyme,
And with softly sounding tread

Go forth to watch for a time, a time,

Where sleep the deathless dead.
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When marble wears away
And monuments are dust,

The songs that guard our soldiers' clay

Will still fulfil their trust.

With lifted head and steady tread,

Like stars that guard the skies,

Go,
" watch each bed where sleep

" the dead,

Brave songs with sleepless eyes.

Songs, halt where there is no name.

Songs, stay where there is no stone,

And wait till you hear the feet of Fame

Coming to where you moan.

Songs, sound like the thunder's breath.

Boom o'er the world and say :

Brave men may die Right has no death ;

Truth never shall pass away.

Go, sing through a nation's sighs,

Go, sob through a people's tears,

Sweep the horizon of all the skies,

And throb through a thousand years.

"
All lost

;
but by the grave

Where martyred heroes rest,

He wins the most who honor saves

Success is not the test."

"All lost; but e'en defeat

Hath triumphs of her own,

Wrong's paean hath no notes so sweet

As trampled Right's proud moan."

And so, say what you will,

In the strength of God's own laws

I have a faith, and my heart believes still,

In the triumph of our cause.

The world shall yet decide,

In truth's clear far-off light,

That the men who wore the gray and died

For us were in the right.

Songs, fly as the eagles fly,

The bard unbars the cage,

Go, soar away, and afar and high

Wave your wings o'er every age.
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And the songs, with waving wing,

Fly far, float far away ;

From the age's crest, o'er the world they fling

The shade of the stainless gray.

Might, sing your triumph songs ;

Each song but sounds a shame.

Go, down the world in loud voice throngs
To win from the future, Fame.

Our ballads born of tears

Will track you on your way,
And win the hearts of future years
For the men who wore the gray.

Davis wore the gray ;
since then

'Tis Right's and Honor's hue.

He honored it, that man of men,
And wrapped it 'round the true.

Dead, but his spirit breathes;

Dead, but his heart is ours
;

Dead, but his dear and sunny land wreathes
His crown with tears for flowers.

A statue for his tomb
Moulded of marble white

;

For wrong a specter of Death and Doom ;

And angel of Hope for Right.

But Davis has a thousand graves
In a thousand hearts, I ween,

And tear-drops fall from onr eyes in waves
That will keep his memory green.

Go, Glory, and forever guard
Our chieftain's hallowed dust,

And Honor keep eternal ward,

And, Fame, be this thy trust.

Governor Lowry followed in a graceful tribute to Jefferson Davis.

This tribute was grandly eloquent, perfect in diction, and went to the

hearts of the old veterans.

The benediction was pronounced by Chaplain H. F. Sproles.
The unveiling, and all ceremonies incident, passed off without a

single unpropitious circumstance. The crowd that attended was by
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far the largest that was ever in the city, and was most quiet and

orderly.

The afternoon was spent by the military companies in giving exhi-

bition drills, which were witnessed by thousands. Twenty-five hun-

dred veterans registered at headquarters, and the crowd numbered

fully twenty thousand. Not an accident or unpleasent incident oc-

curred. The crowd was admirably handled. No one went away

hungry, or failed to find a place to sleep. The old veterans coming
from a distance were cared for free.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MONUMENT.

While the memory of Mississippians of their Confederate dead

has never slumbered evinced by the erection in various counties,

notably at Woodville and Liberty, of monuments to commemorate

the deeds of valor of their fallen sons in the lost cause still the idea

often suggested of erecting a monument on the Capitol grounds at

the Capitol of the State never took shape until 1886, when Mr. Luther

Manship made the first effort toward doing something to start the

monument by giving a concert and devoting the proceeds to that

purpose. Soon after this the ladies organized the Confederate Monu-

ment Association. There were only nine ladies present at the first

meeting. Mrs. Sallie B. Morgan presided at this meeting. Mrs. C.

E. Hooker was elected president; Mrs. Brunson, vice-president; Miss

Andrews, treasurer
;
Miss Fontaine, secretary; and Mrs. Manship,

corresponding secretary. While the officers of the association were

changed from time to time on account of the removal from the city,

or other unavoidable reasons, the organization continued to grow,

and was chartered under the laws of the State on March 17, 1887.

An executive committee, consisting of Mrs. C. E. Hooker, Mrs. W.
W. Stone, Mrs. Nugent, and Mrs. Dunning, was appointed, and under

their legal charter, new officers, with Mrs. Sallie B. Morgan as presi-

dent
;
Mrs. C. C. Campbell, vice-president ;

Mrs. W. W. Stone,

treasurer ;
all the other former officers being re-elected, except that

Miss Kate Power took the place of Miss Andrews, removed from

the city.

The Legislature of 1888 was called upon to make an appropriation

of ten thousand dollars, and the bill passed the Senate, but was de-

feated in the House by a vote of fifty-nine to forty-two. The Legis-

lature, however, at this session, donated a site for the monument in
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the southern end of the Capitol yard. The ladies, while of course

discouraged at the refusal of the Legislature to help them, bravely

continued their work, and in April, 1888, closed the contract with J.

T. Whitehead & Co., of Jackson, Tenn., to build the monument.

On May 25, of the same year, the corner-stone was laid by the Grand

Body of Masons of the State, with imposing ceremonies. Miss

Winnie Davis, "Daughter of the Confederacy," was present and

added much to the enthusiasm of the occasion. General Charles E.

Hooker was the orator of the day.

The Legislature of 1890 reversed the action of the Legislature of

1888, and a bill appropriating ten thousand dollars to the monument

passed the Senate by nineteen to eleven, and the House by fifty-seven

to forty-one, and was promptly approved by the governor, John M.

Stone, than whom there was no braver soldier nor gallant colonel who
drew blade for the Confederacy. The appropriation secured, added

to the amount collected by the ladies, the completion of the monu-

ment was only a question of time
;
and to-day it stands not only as a

"monument to the Confederate dead," but as a monument to the

undying and untiring energy as well as to the devotion of the women
of Mississippi to the cause lost but not forgotten.

The monument stands in the southern end of the Capitol grounds.
It stands upon a concrete foundation

;
the base is twenty-lour feet

square. The arches and supports are of white limestone from Bowl-

ing Green, Ky. The dies resting on the stone bases are intended to

represent the walls of a castle of the olden times pattern, and are

thirteen and twenty four feet in dimensions. On the north and south

sides, on a smooth marble slab, is the inscription :

" To the Confed-

erate Dead of Mississippi." The vaulted chamber, which opens east

and west, and which is to contain the statue of Jefferson Davis, is

about seven feet high, and will be locked when the statue is put in

place. This vault or receptacle is octagon in shape, has a red and

white marble floor, in the centre of which the corner-stone and

inscription placed thereon May 5, 1888, is of red and white marble.

It is over seven feet in diameter. The statue of Mr. Davis, which is

to stand in the centre of the chamber over the corner or centre stone,

was made in Italy, and represents Mr. Davis in the act of delivering

a speech, there being a scroll of paper in his right hand and a pile of

books at his feet. On the six marble slabs forming the walls of this

chamber are the following inscriptions :
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OFFICERS OF THE CONFEDERATE MONUMENT ASSOCIATION OF

MISSISSIPPI, A. D. 1890.

Miss Sallie B. Morgan, president.

Mrs. Belmont Phelps Manship, vice-president.

Mrs. Elenor H. Stone, treasurer.

Mrs. Sophie D. Langley, secretary.

Mrs. Virginia P. McKay, corresponding secretary.

All lost ;
but by the graves

Where martyred heroes rest,

He wins the most who honor saves

Success is not the test.

"It recks not where their bodies lie,

By bloody hillside, plain or river,

Their names are bright on Fame's proud sky,

Their deeds of valor live forever."

The noble women of Mississippi, moved by grateful hearts and loving zeal,

organized June 15, A. D. 1886, the Confederate Monument Associ-

ation. Their efforts, aided by an appropriation of the

State of Mississippi, were crowned with success

in the erection of this Monument to the

Confederate Dead of Mississippi

in the year 1891.

The men to whose memory this Monument is dedicated were the martyrs
of their creed. Their justification is in the holy

keeping of the God of history.

God and our consciences alone

Give us measures of right and wrong ;

The race may fall unto the swift

And the battle to the strong.

But the truth will shine in history

And blossom into song.

From the top of the slabs forming the chamber rises an arched

coping of nine and a half feet. From this springs the bases of the

plinth of the spire, seven and a half feet high. Four Egyptian columns

support the marble entablature on the corners. On the west side the
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eagle and coat-of-arms of the State of Mississippi appear. On the

north side a Confederate flag and cannon are to be seen. On the

east side belts and crossed sabres appear, and on the south side rifles

with shield, inscribed
"
Mississippi Volunteers." From the plinth

rises the spire, three feet seven inches square at the bottom, and

tapering to the top. The shaft proper is thirty feet high. A statue

of a Confederate soldier surmounts the entire structure. With

musket in hand he is represented as standing in the position of

parade rest. The figure is six feet ten inches high, chiseled by Mr.

Whitehead out of rough white marble, and is quite natural looking

and lifelike. The height of the monument is sixty feet four inches.

Operations on the Rio Grande, February 21, 1862.

REPORT OF LIEUTENANT-COLONEL W. R. SCURRY, COMMANDING FOURTH
REGIMENT TEXAS MOUNTED VOLUNTEERS.

VAL VERDE, NEW MEXICO, February 22, 1862.

H. M. JACKSON,
A. A. G. Army New Mexico :

MAJOR : Early on the morning of yesterday, while the army was

encamped on the east side of the Rio Grande, opposite Fort Craig,
I received orders to march with my command (Fourth regiment
T. M. V.) and take possession at as early an hour as practicable of

some point on the river above Fort Craig, at which water might be

obtained. By 8 o'clock the reigiment took up the line of march,

accompanied by Captain George Frazier, of Major Pyron's battallion,

with his company acting as guide for the command. Supposing that

we were the advance of the army, to prevent surprise I ordered

Major Raguet to take the advance with four companies (and Cap-
tain Frazier's company), throwing out at the same time front and
flank patrols. In a short time I learned that Major Pyron, with one
hundred and eighty men, was in our advance. Aware of the great

vigilance of that active officer, I recalled Major Raguet and reunited

the regiment. A report was received from Major Pyron that the

road was clear of the enemy and the river in sight. But in a short
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time a second message was received, through Captain John Phillips,

from the Major informing me that large masses of the enemy were

in his front and threatening an attack. As his force was but small, I

was fearful that he would be overpowered before we could reach him,

and accordingly pushed forward guided by Captain Phillips as

rapidly as our horses could carry us to his relief, and found him

gallantly maintaining a most unequal contest against vastly superior

numbers. Dismounting my command we formed on his right and

joined in the conflict. For near two hours we held our position in

front of an enemy now known to be near five thousand strong, while

our own forces were not over seven hundred in number. Immedi-

ately upon reaching the field Captain Frazier joined the command to

which he belonged, where he did good service during the remainder

of the day. Upon opening fire with the light Howitzer battery under

Lieutenant John Reilly, it was found to be ineffectual against the

heavier metal of the enemy ;
it was therefore ordered to cease firing

and be withdrawn under cover. At about I o'clock Captain Teel,

with two guns of his battery, reached the ground. Being placed in

position on our right, opened a galling fire upon the left flank of the

enemy ; whereupon the enemy commenced a furious cannonade upon
him from their entire battery, consisting of eight guns. So heavy
was their fire that the captain soon found himself with but five men to

work the two guns. A bomb exploding under his pieces had set the

grass on fire. Still this gallant officer held his position and continued

his firing upon the enemy, himself seizing a rammer and assisting to

load the guns. Seeing his situation, I ordered Lieutenant Reilly with

his command to join him and assist in the efficient working of his

guns. During the balance of the day this brave little band performed
the duty assigned them. Judging by the heavy firing on the left

that Major Pyron was hard pressed, Captain Teel, with more of his

guns, which had just reached the ground, was despatched to his

relief. Major Raguet, with four companies of the regiment, was

ordered to maintain our position there. I remained on the right

with the balance of my command and two pieces of Teel's battery

under Lieutenant J. H. McGuinness, to hold in check the enemy,
who were moving in large force to turn our flank in that direction.

About this time Major Lockridge, of the Fifth regiment, arrived on

the field, and reported himself with a portion of that command. He
was 'ordered to join our troops on the left. During all this time the

fire of the enemy had been extremely heavy, while owing to the

shorter range of most of our guns our fire was reserved until they
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would approach sufficiently near our position to come within range

of our arms, when they were invariably repulsed with loss.

Soon after the arrival of Major Lockridge, Colonel Green reached

the field and assumed command. At about 3 o'clock in the afternoon,,

in extending our line to prevent the enemy from turning our right, I

found myself with only two companies (Captains Hardeman's and

Crosson's), opposed to a force numbering some four hundred men,

the other four companies being several hundred yards to my left. It

was then that that daring charge by Captain Lang, of the Fifth regi-

ment, with a small body of lancers was made ; but desperate courage

was ineffectual against great odds and superior arms, and this com-

pany there sustained the greatest loss of life of any of the brigade.

This charge, otherwise unfortunate, had the effect of bringing the

enemy within range of our guns, when the two pieces of Teel's bat-

tery and the small arms of Captains Hardeman's and Crosson's

companies opened an effective fire upon them, before which they

rapidly retreated with considerable loss.

Just before sunset Lieutenant Thomas P. Ochiltree, of General

Sibley's staff, brought an order to prepare for a charge all along the

line. All prepared for its prompt execution, and when the words,
"
Up boys, and at them !

" was given, straight at their battery of six

guns, supported by columns of infantry and cavalry, some seven hun-

dred yards in front of our position, went our brave volunteers,

unmindful of the driving storm of grape, cannister and musket balls

sent hurtling around them. With yells and ringing shouts they

dashed on and on until the guns were won and the enemy in full

retreat before them. After carrying the battery their guns were

turned upon them, Captains Hardeman and Walker manning those

on the right. Lieutenant Raguet, of Reily's battery, being on the

ground, I placed one gun in his charge, manning it with such of the

men as were nearest; the rammer being gone, a flag staffwas used

in its stead. Captain Teel coming up, an effective fire was kept up
as long as the enemy were in sight. In the mean time a most timely

and gallant charge was made by Major Raguet from our left, thus

effecting a favorable diversion at the moment of our charge upon
their battery. This charge by Major Raguet and his command was

characterized by desperate valor.

In the last brilliant and successful charge, which decided the for-

tunes of the day, there were six companies of the Fourth regiment,

T. M. V., under their respective captains (Hardeman, Crosson,

Leseueur, Ford, Hampton, and Nunn). Besides these I saw Cap-
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tains Shropshire, Killough, and McPhail, of the Fifth regiment, and

Captain Walker, of Major Pyron's battalion. The brave and lamented

Major Lockridge, of the Fifth regiment, fell almost at the muzzle of

the enemy's guns. Major Pyron was also in the thickest of the fray,

and contributed much by his example to the success of the charge,

as did also Lieutenant Ochiltree, of the General's staff. There were

others there whom I now regret my inability to name. Where all,

both officers and men, behaved so well, it is impossible to say who

was most deserving of praise. The enemy retired across the river

and were in full retreat. When Major Raguet, Captains Sheennan,

Adair, Alexander, Buckholts, and Lieutenant Thurman reached the

field with their companies, mounted, I asked and obtained permission

from Colonel Green to cross the river with these companies to pursue

the flying foe. When the head of the column reached the opposite

shore we were ordered to return. Night closed in on the hard-won

field of Val Verde.

This brilliant victory, which, next to heaven, we owe to the heroic

endurance and unfaltering courage of our volunteer soldiery, was not

won without loss. Of the regiment which I have the honor to com-

mand there were eight killed and fifty-six wounded, two of which

were mortal.

It affords me great pleasure to be able to bear testimony to the

calm, cool and discriminating courage of Colonel Thomas Green

during the fight. Major Pyron also deserves great credit for his sol-

dierly bearing from the commencement to the close of the battle.

Of the General's staff Major Jackson was early on the ground, as

was also Major Brownrigg, Captain Dwyer and Lieutenant Ochiltree,

actively engaged in the discharge of the duties assigned them. Each

of these gentlemen exhibited that high courage which, I trust, will

ever distinguish the officers of this army. To Majors Jackson and

Brownrigg I am under obligations for valuable aid in the early part

of the action. It is due to the adjutant of this regiment, Ellsbury R.

Lane, that I should not close this report without stating that he was

actively and bravely engaged in the discharge of his duties on horse-

back until his horse failed, when, taking a gun, he entered the ranks

of Captain Hampton's company and did duty as a private during the

remainder of the day.

I have the honor to be,

Very respectfully, your obed't serv't,

W. R. SCURRY,
Lieutenant- Colonel Commanding Fourth Regiment T. M, V.
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GENERAL JOHN ROGERS COOKE.

Mortality has been rife with Virginian heroes whilst this volume

has been in press.

In a period of but little more than three months four sons of the

Mother-State, whose valor and prestige in the ensanguined field was

as prevailing as their dutiful lives as citizens have been useful and

inspiring, have been relieved from earthly service. The roll is :

1891 January 2ist, at Richmond, Va., Brigadier- General Burkett

Davenport Fry; March 2ist, at Washington, D. C., General Joseph

Eggleston Johnston ; April 9th, at Richmond, Va., Brigadier-General

John Rogers Cooke; April 29th, at Charlottesville, Va., Brigadier-

General Armistead Lindsay Long chieftains of the war for Southern

Independence called to
"
pass over the river, and rest /"

" Death conquers all !

"
Yet,

"
mortality has put on immortality !"

Immortality reigns ! The names and deeds of these heroes are death-

less ! Of three of these citizen-soldiers there is record in the pre-

ceding pages. Of the remaining one pithily characterized as
"
upright, downright

"
General Cooke memorial is merited. With

a nature whose ingeniousness was infectuous, the transparent earnest-

ness of which constrained following, every measure for the weal or

or advancement, or dignity of Richmond, or of Virginia, commanded
his unqualified and unreserved efforts.

The death of no other of its citizens has been more sincerely, more

universally mourned. The affection in which he was held was
attested by the honors, military and civic, which attended his obse-

quies. The respect which his virtues had earned found expression
in regardful tribute throughout our land. His mortal remains find

fitting companionship with Stuart, Hill, Stevens, Saunders, Stark,

and the host of humbler heroes in picturesque Hollywood Cemetery.
He filled worthily various positions of trust with which his merit

had caused him to be invested. His efficient and zealous perform-
ance in them has been publicly acknowledged in honoring resolu-

tions.

It is meet that of his official connections that the following should

be noted here: He was an early Commander of Lee Camp of Con-

federate Veterans. He was President of the Board of Directors of

the Soldiers' Home. He acted as Chief of Staff upon the laying of

the corner-stone of the Lee Monument, October 27th, 1887, and also
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at the unveiling of the equestrian statue, May 29th, 1890, and to his

ability for organization and to his ardent presence was materially due

the felicitous success of each of these reverential manifestations. He
was a member of the Executive Committee of the Southern Histo-

rical Society, and held enshrined in his heart its every interest. He
was an earnest, consistent Christian, and active in the cause of his

church and of suffering humanity.
Whatever he did, he did worthily and well, with his whole heart

and being.

John Rogers Cooke was born to a soldier's heritage, of parents of

Virginian birth, at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, June roth, 1833.

He was the son of General Philip St. George Cooke, a native of

Frederick county, Virginia, and a distinguished officer of the United

States Army, who is still alive. John Rogers Cooke was graduated
from Harvard University as a civil engineer in 1854.

He served as an engineer for a time on the Iron- Mountain railroad,

in Missouri, and distinction in the profession seemed before him.

Hereditary instinct, however, stimulated by his environment, asserted

itself, and he sought and received the appointment of lieutenant in

the United States Army in the latter part of 1854. At the beginning
of hostilities between the States he had attained the rank of first

lieutenant in the Eighth infantry, and was stationed on the San

Pedro river, in Arizona.

Upon the secession of Virginia, Lieutenant Cook resigned his com-

mission, and, severing tender family ties, offered his sword to his

mother State. He was commissioned first lieutenant Confederate

States Army, and ordered to report to General T. H. Holmes at

Fredericksburg, Va. He participated in the first battle of Manassas

with troops from Aquia Creek. He soon after raised a company of

light artillery, and with his command did gallant service on the Poto-

mac. In February, 1862, he was promoted major of artillery, and

ordered to North Carolina as chief of artillery in that department.
In April, 1862, he was elected colonel of the Twenty-seventh

North Carolina infantry, which was ordered to Virginia and attached

to the division of A. P. Hill. Throughout the campaign of 1862 he

led his regiment with great skill and gallantry, and at the battle of

Sharpsburg won the admiration of the entire army. When ordered

to hold a certain portion of the line at all hazards, he replied that

although his ammunition was exhausted he would stay where he was

as long as he had a man or a bayonet left. His pledge was vindicated.

In the engagement, with other casualties in the rank and file, eighteen
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out of twenty-six of the commissioned officers of the regiment were

killed or wounded. Soon after the battle of Antietam he was made

a brigadier-general and assigned to a brigade composed of the

Fifteenth, Twenty-seventh, Forty-sixth, Forty-eighth, and Fifty-ninth

North Carolina regiments, and which he commanded until the sur-

render at Appomattox Courthouse. The dauntless intrepidity and the

achievements of Cooke's Brigade have reflected a lustre upon the

North State which will endure with time.

With General Cooke, his brigade held with him the same solicitude

and pride that his regiment had enjoyed. He watched over the com-

fort and welfare of his men with fatherly care, and secured for them

every supply that the commissary and quartermaster departments

yielded. Officers and privates alike idolized him, and Cooke's

Brigade was constantly assigned for duty demanding unusual hazard.

At Fredericksburg he supported the heroic Thomas R. R. Cobb,

holding the famous stone wall, or what the Federals called the sunken

road, at the foot of Marye's Heights.

During the war General Cooke was seven times severely wounded.

On Marye's Heights he was struck in the forehead, just over the left

eye, by a bullet which made what the chivalrous Heros Von Borke

admiringly classed "the most beautiful wound I ever saw." Ere

that wound had healed, and when but a gossamer line intervened,

seemingly, between him and the portals of death, he arose from his

bed and returned to his command. At Spotsylvania Courthouse, at

a time when our centre was sorely pressed, General Gordon suggested
to General Lee that a certain movement be made on the right to

relieve the centre. This move was advised against by other officers,

but General Lee finally gave the order for attack. Cooke's men were

in the Courthouse yard,
"
Standing and dying at ease,"

and their commander stretched on the ground wounded in the leg.

Gordon, in the excitement of the moment, rode up to them and

exclaimed :

"
I will lead these men !

"

With face ghastly pale and flashing eyes, General Cooke sprang
to his feet, and, confronting General Gordon, shook his fist in his

face, demanding :

" How daie you to offer to lead my men in my
presence !

' '

General Gordon, realizing instantaneously the circumstances, cour-

teously saluted the irate hero, and said :

" Pardon me, General

Cooke ;
I thought you were too badly wounded. Allow me to go in

as one of your aides."
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" You can go as one of my aides, but you cannot lead my men
while I am here!" rejoined General Cooke as he threw himself into

the saddle. Placing himself at the head of his brigade, he gave the

order to advance.
" Then followed," said a member of A. P. Hill's

staff, who witnessed the movement, "one of the most magnificent

spectacles ever seen in war."

No officer in the Confederate Army bore a more enviable reputa-

tion for prompt obedience to orders, skill in handling his men, resist-

less dash in the charge, or heroic, patient, stubborn courage in the

defence. General Lee's high opinion of General Cooke and his

command is best illustrated in a gentle rebuke the grand chieftain

administered to the intrepid brigadier on the lines in front of Rich-

mond. General Cooke was in his tent suffering from his wounds

and facial neuralgia when General Lee rode up, called him out, and

asked whether the breastworks had been changed as directed by the

engineers.
"
No," replied General Cooke, impatiently, "and I don't

believe they ever will be !

"

General Lee rode off, followed by his staff and General Cooke.

An inspection of the line showed that at several points it had been

finished, and work all along it was progressing satisfactorily. Sev-

eral times during the ride General Lee remarked to the thoroughly
confused brigadier :

" This seems to be completed," and finally when

the end of the portion of the work to which Cooke's men had been

assigned had been reached, he turned with a quiet smile and said :

"
I think, General, it will be finished all right. If not it will be the

first time that Cooke and his North Carolinians failed to do their

duty."
Colonel Charles S. Venable, who was of the staff of General Lee,

and who now fills a chair at the University of Virginia, adds the fol-

lowing tribute :

" The death of General John R. Cooke recalls a splendid achieve-

ment of the two North Carolina brigades commanded by him and

General William McRae, on August 15, 1864, when Generals A. P.

Hill and Wade Hampton were sent to attack Hancock's corps at

Reams' Station, on the Petersburg and Weldon railroad. Hancock

held, with strong force, the railroad embankment as a breastwork.

Two of our brigades, which had excellent fighting records, had failed

in the first assault upon this strong position, strongly held. After a

short interval General Hill ordered Cooke to make the attack with

his own and McRae's brigades. The Federals had cut down the
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swamp-oaks and other small trees in their front, thus forming a sort

of abattis, which was very trying to the attacking column. The men

picked their way coolly through these obstructions as best they could,

and reformed their ranks at the embankment, which was too high to

shoot over, though some of the men threw stones and clods over

while waiting for the whole column to close up. When all was ready

the two brigades, at the word of command, ran up on the embank-

ment and leaped upon the enemy's works and utterly routed them,

capturing many prisoners and ten pieces of artillery. Cooke and

McRae were both excellent disciplinarians, and this cool and superb

achievement of their brigades was the fruit of disciplined courage.

Of course there were other troops engaged in this battle who did

excellent work. In fact, the co-operation of the infantry, cavalry,

and artillery engaged was very fine. But all who were there will

recognize the justice of this tribute to our dead comrade and the gal-

lant men whom he led."

When the war closed General Cooke was acting division com-
mander for the second time during the struggle, and in this position

he exhibited equal capacity for maneuvering larger commands,
whilst his uniform coolness and courage inspired implicit confidence

in him.

No danger or disparity of numbers appalled him. He dared to

lead anywhere, and his dauntless courage was such that men dared

follow him without hesitation and unquestioningly.

Major-General Harry Heth bears the following testimony to the

efficiency of General Cooke as a disciplinarian :

" He said he thought that at no time had the United States Army
ever been in better condition and discipline than the command of

General Albert Sydney Johnston in Utah, in 1858, and that no portion
of that command was in better drill, discipline and general efficiency

than the brigade of General Cooke just previous to the end of the

war."

Personally, General Cooke was gentle, genial, and sympathetic,
and as a companion charming. His domestic relations was most

happy. He was a tender father and husband.

He married, January 5, 1864, Nannie Gordon, daughter of Dr.

William Fairlie Patton, Surgeon United States and Confederate States

navies, and granddaughter of Robert Patton, of Fredericksburg,

Va., and his wife, Ann Gordon, daughter of General Hugh Mercer,
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of the Revolution. She is a niece of the late John Mercer Patton,

Governor of Virginia, and a cousin of Colonel John Mercer Patton,

commander of the Twenty-first Virginia Infantry, Confederate States

Army. Mrs. Cooke survives with eight children John R., Fairlie

P., Ellen Mercer, Philip St. George, Rachel, Hattie, Nannie, and

Stuart.

Three sisters also survive General Cooke Mrs. Stuart, the widow

of the gallant sabreur General J. E. B. Stuart
;
Mrs. Brewer, wife of

Dr. Charles Brewer, assistant surgeon in the late war, and a younger
and unmarried sister, who resides with her parents at Detroit, Mich.

The associates of General Cooke in the Executive Committee of

the Southern Historical Society cherish the memory of his virtues as

a faithful friend and a zealous co-worker.

R. A. BROCK,

Secretary of the Southern Historical Society.

[From the Memphis Commercial.']

HORRORS OF CAMP MORTON.

The Picture of Suffering and Hunger not Overdrawn Rats and

Cats were Toothsome Food, and Dog Meat could

not be Bought Despair and Death.

The article entitled "Cold Cheer in Camp Morton," by Dr. John
A. Wyeth, of New York city, and published in the Century Magazine^

April, 1891, called forth severe criticism from many writers prominent
in the North, and this induced Dr. Wyeth to follow up the subject.

He thereupon issued a circular-letter to ex-Confederate soldiers re-

questing such of them as were confined in Camp Morton to furnish

him their personal experiences and observations as to the treatment

they received.

Dr. Thomas E. Spotswood, of Fairford, Ala., who is a grandson
of the revolutionary general, Alexander Spotswood, and also a de-

scendant of the Custis family, has written the following letter to Dr,

Wyeth, which the Commercial publishes by special permission :
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In response to your request, published in the Southern papers, I

will endeavor to give additional incidents of life at Camp Morton.

But before I begin, allow me to say that your pen picture,
" Cold

Cheer in Camp Morton," published in the Century, is in nowise over-

drawn and scarcely up to the reality. I was captured at the battle

of Resaca, Ga., on May 15, 1864, and was hurried to prison, via

Chattanooga jail and Nashville penitentiary, with some forty others

captured at the same place. My experience at these points was about

the same as yours. In some instances great kindness was shown me.

One cavalryman as he passed by me said:
" Poor little Johnnie (I

was seventeen years old), here's a coat; you'll need it where you're

going "; and another pitched me a Bible, saying:
" Read this and be

a good boy." But as we got further away from the front our troubles

began. At Nashville an Irishman wanted to kill a Reb, and when

some one suggested he could find a few where we came from he lost

his temper entirely, and cursed the whole South generally, and our

little squad particularly. We remained one night in the penitentiary,

where the hard rock floors in the halls of the prison were not con-

ducive to sleep ;
but thanks to the kind United States soldier who

gave me the overcoat, I was better off than the others, and managed
to catch a few hours' sleep. The trip the rest of the way was with-

out incident, except that our captors convinced us that we were not

going to prison, but only taking a trip at Uncle Sam's expense to

Richmond, via Louisville, where we would be detained a few days
until an exchange could be arranged. I must confess we were fully

persuaded ;
so much so, that when one or two Texans were missing

between Nashville and Louisville, we said how silly they were to try

to escape, and possibly be recaptured or shot, when in a few weeks

we would be in Richmond.

VAIN HOPE.

My father, who was surgeon in charge of the medical bureau of the

Confederate navy, was in that city, and I had no doubt that in a short

while I would see him, and have the pleasure of an introduction to

President Davis and his cabinet. Foolish boy ! It was many weary
months ere I saw the loved ones in the Southern Capital, and then

only a few weeks before the end.

After we left Nashville our guard gave his gun to one of his pris-

oners and went to sleep, and all could have made their escape had

they chosen.
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We arrived at Indianapolis at daylight in the morning of the 22d

of May, 1864.

Our ration of bread (one small loaf) came at 1 1 o'clock, and a small

piece of meat at 12 o'clock. We usually ate it as soon as received,

and then drank as much water as we could hold, and tried to imagine

we had had a full meal. Another reason for eating it at once was to

save it from being stolen, as the only way to keep it until evening was

to put it under one's hat and sit on the hat
;
this plan being incon-

venient we made a light lunch of the whole.ration and spent the bal-

ance of the day telling of the fine dinners we would have when, we

reached home and the cruel war was over.

I remember seeing a man kill an old black cat and cook it in a tin

can picked up near the hospital kitchen. I was offered a share in the

feast, but declined, as I drew the line at rats and cats, though I offered

ten cents for a small piece of dog, and was unable to buy it, as the

possessor said he had none to spare.

During the first three months of our incarceration in Camp Morton,

twenty-five per cent, of our men had died of the various prison dis-

eases. Many would be picked up in a faint, or collapse from weakness

and bowel disease, which they had no strength to combat from their

long fast.

A TRAITOR IN CAMP.

I will not attempt to tell of the escapes and attempt to escape made

during the summer, but will simply say that neither ditches nor guards
would have prevented our gaining freedom, but for the traitors among
us, who for an extra ration would give the officers information that

frequently led to recapture, punishment, and sometimes death. Often

the dungeon and extra starvation were resorted to in these cases until

a promise was extorted not to renew the attempt to escape.

The monotony of the summer months would be broken by the

arrival of more poor unfortunates, and from them we would learn of

battles fought and won by the South if we had not already been

apprised of the event by salutes fired and rockets sent up by our cap-

tors all battles fought being celebrated as Union victories, whether

lost or gained.

Soon after our arrival we made the acquaintance of one Sergeant

Baker, who, we learned, had the reputation of having shot a prisoner,

and who seemed to us to be looking out for a chance to try his hand
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again. Soon another poor fellow was added to his list, and shortly

after he himself was missing, and the report reached us that he was

dying then that he was dead.

A worthy companion of Sergeant Baker, John Pfeifer.a fine looking

young man, was put in charge. The first distardly act of his that I

saw was in the early fall of '64, when, with an axe- handle, he beat

and knocked down six men for some trifling disobediance of orders.

Three of them with arms broken and two with heads badly dam-

aged went to the hospital for treatment.

A FREEZING BATH.

During the winter, when the thermometer was below zero, I saw

this fiend strip a man and give him a bath in a tub of water, using a

common broom to scrub him with, and this fiendish deed was repeated
the second time. I heard that both men died, though I do not know
it of my own knowledge. I saw the baths given. I saw this man
shoot a prisoner under my bunk for being up after bed-time. The

poor fellow was one of the improvident kind; had sold his blanket

and coat and was trying to keep warm over a few coals in the stove,

when Pfeifer came suddenly to the door of the barracks
;
the prisoner

ran under the lower bunk of my bed, and, failing to respond promptly
to the order to come out, was fired on, the ball entering his heel and

coming out near the knee. This bullet, no doubt, saved his life, as

he was sent to the hospital, where he received kind treatment. With-
out blankets he could not have survived the winter of '64 and '65.

This brings me to that dreadful month of January, 1865, when we
suffered most from the terrible cold. We were unable to remain out-

side but a few moments, as our clothing and shoes were thin and in

rags, so were forced to trot round in circles on the mud floors of our

pens, made soft by the snow brought in on the feet of the men. These

trotting circles of men would last all day, new men taking the place
of those dropping out from exhaustion. It was during this terrible

weather we would be forced to remain in line at roll-call for two hours

at a time, because some sergeant had miscounted his men, or some

poor fellow would be found dead in his bunk and was overlooked.

Many men were frozen in this way and were carried to the hospital,

where but few recovered, though when once in the hands of the kind

doctors and Contederate nurses they were sure of good attention and
warm clothing.
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DIED IN DESPAIR.

Men died constantly, seemingly without a cause. They would

appear less cheerful and less interested in life, and next morning,

when summoned to roll-call, would be found dead, either from star-

vation or cold, God only knows which. Many went this way and

many to the hospital never to return. During this terrible month

our guards were changed, and the new-comers must needs practice

on the poor prisoners, some of them practically dying, to see if they

could not add to sufferings already to great to be borne. One night

I saw through a crack in the stable eight or ten men being drilled in

the snow with a shoe in each hand, this being for the amusement of

the new guard and for punishment to the prisoners for talking after

going to bed. These are some of the indignities that can be put into

print, but there were things more cruel and revolting perpetrated by

these guards on the defenceless men that cannot be printed. If these

numerous instances of shameful cruelty came under my personal

observation, what number must have been perpetrated that none are

living to record ? The outrages practiced by the guards and ser-

geants were not all we were subjected to in December, 1864. There

was an order issued by the commanding officer that the men should

not remain in barracks (after the doctor has passed through) from

9 o'clock A. M. until 3 o'clock. Poorly clad, starving men were

compelled to stand around in the snow until hundreds had their feet

so badly frost-bitten that their toes came off. This cruel order was

persisted in till many men died from exposure, when the order was

countermanded. The excuse given for the order was that the men

stayed in doors too much and would be benefited by exercise.

Great Heavens! Had these officers raised the ragged coat or blanket

from the first figure they met and looked at the emaciated, itch-scarred,

vermin-eaten creature, they would have seen that the men needed

more food and warm clothing to hold life in them, instead of more

snow and cold north wind. I am told that the people of Indianapolis

deny that these terrible things occurred in their fair city.

AN INSPECTION.

Possibly some of them will remember that during the month of

December, 1864, the legislature of Indiana visited the prison in

carriages, and the wretched Confederates were forced to stand in line

more than an hour for their inspection. No doubt they reported the
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men in fair condition. Ask any one of these legislators if he stopped

to raise the ragged blanket of one of these wretches, or look into his

sunken eyes, and he will tell you that they simply passed them in

review.

This was the only way an outsider ever saw us. No visitor could

speak to us without an order from the President. My uncle, I. B.

Curran, of Springfield, Illinois, came to the prison, but was not per-

mitted to see me. Thanks to his and other friends' generosity, I

was supplied with as much money, in the shape of sutler's tickets, as

I needed, and all the clothes and blankets allowed by the prison

rules. This enabled my comrades, Cyrus Spraggins, of Mississippi,

and John Moore, of Selma, Alabama, and myself to buy the much-

sought-after top bunk, and to live in comparative comfort. I was also

visited by General John Love, of the United States army, who was

denied the privilege of seeing me. This shows that no one was per-

mitted to see the prisoners ; therefore, the citizens of Indianapolis

can know nothing of what happened in their midst. I agree with

you, sir, that the cruelties suffered by the prisoners of both armies

should not have been laid before the public; but since our friends on

the other side have done so much to show how cruel the South was,

and still continue to publish these sad and horrible facts, and even

move the prison buildings to northern cities to keep these facts fresh

in the minds of each succeeding generation, it is but fair that we of

the South should let the world know that the prison-pens of the

North were no whit better than the worst in the South.

CONCERNING THE WRITER.

A few words about myself and I am done. At the time of my
capture I was a private in Company F, Fifty-third Alabama cavalry.

Shortly after the war, in 1868, I was employed by the Pensacola

Lumber Company, at their mills near Pensacola, Florida, first as

clerk in their store, from which place I was promoted to be superin-

tendent of their log department and other places of trust. I remained

with them six years, and when I resigned to go into business on my
own account, I had the confidence of the officers of the company,
and refer to W. A. Parke, of New York, who was cashier of the

company at the time. I have, up to five years ago, been employed
either by timber firms of Mobile or shipping timber and lumber on

my own account. I refer to Edwin W. Adam & Co., of New York,

and George Mclnestin & Co., of Boston, who were correspondents
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of mine. Four years ago I accepted the position of superintendent
of the Seaboard Manufacturing Company, of Mobile, and refer to

the president of that company, H. D. Haven, and Messrs. Lombard
& Ayers, of No. 12 Broadway, New York, who.no doubt, will give
me a fair record for veracity and integrity. I am a member of the

Raphael Semmes Camp of Confederate Veterans, and of the Lee

Association of Mobile, Alabama. I can also refer to the. Hon. R. H.

Clarke and the Hon. Stephen R. Mallory, members of Congress.

[From The Dispatch, June ai, 1891.]

PRISON-PENS NORTH.

Dr. Wyeth's Charges Sustained by the Most Conclusive Evidence.

Horrors of Point Lookout and Elmira as Witnessed *

and Experienced by Hon. A. M. Keiley.

I observe that various northern papers, in discussing Dr. Wyeth's
recent Century article on the treatment of Confederate prisoners at

Camp Morton, deny the truth of his statement on the ground of its

appearance at so late a date since the war. I have now before me a

little book (In Vinculis) written by Hon. A. M. Keiley and published
in Richmond before the close of the war, and when he was but just

released from the northern prison-pens of Point Lookout and Elmira.

Perhaps some extracts from its pages may serve to render Dr.

Wyeth's statements less startling and incredible to those who have

hitherto heard only of the
" horrors" of southern war prisons.

Mr. Keiley was captured near Petersburg shortly before the affair

of the Crater, and with other prisoners hurried off to Point Lookout,
situated at the mouth of the Potomac. This famous prison-pen con-

sisted of forty acres of glaring white flat sand, destitute of a single

tree or shrub, where,
"
through the scorching summer and freezing

winter (both particularly severe at this point), the poor fellows were

confined in open tents on the naked ground, without a plank or a

handful of straw between them and the hot or frozen earth."
"
In

winter when a high tide would flood the whole surface of the ground,

freezing as it flooded, the suffering of the half-clad wretches, accus-

tomed to a southern climate, may be imagined. Many died outright,
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and many will go to their graves crippled and racked with rheuma-

tism dating from this time. So severe was the cold that
' even the

well-clad sentinels had to be relieved every thirty minutes, instead of

every two hours, as is the army rule.'' "The rations of wood

allowed each man was an armful for five days."
" No bed-clothing

was allowed beyond one blanket." If by gift or purchase another

came into the possession of any more it was, by order, taken from

him. The same rule applied to articles of clothing.
" No man was

allowed to receive anything in the way of clothing without giving up
the corresponding article already in his possession, and so literally

was this rule enforced that prisoners who came in barefooted were

compelled to beg or buy a wornout pair of shoes for exchange before

they were allowed to receive a pair sent them by friends."

THE SCANT RATIONS.

The rations were: For breakfast a slice of bread and a piece of

salt beef or pork four or five ounces in weight; for dinner another

slice of bread and rather over a half pint of watery slop called soup.
At one time it was "

hardtack and fat pork
"

only.

Mr. Keiley writes: "Miss Dix, the northern prison philanthropist,

gives a documentary statement that the prisoners at Point Lookout
were supplied with vegetables, with the best of wheaten bread, and

fresh and salt meat each day in abundant measure.' * * * *

It is quite likely that some Yankee official made this statement to her,

and her only fault was in suppressing the fact that
'

sfie was so

informed.' But it is inexcusable in the Sanitary Committee to have

palmed this falsehood upon the world, knowing its falsity. For my
part, I never saw any one get enough of anything to eat at Point

Lookout except of the soup, one spoonful of which was too much
for ordinary digestion." The miseries of the place were "greatly
enhanced by the character of the water, which is so impregnated with

some mineral as to be exceedingly offensive and induce disorder of

every alimentary canal. It colors everything black, and the scum

rising on its surface reflects all the prismatic hues. Outside the pen
are wells of water, perfectly clear and wholesome, used by the

Yanks."

Many gifts of food and clothing were sent by charitable persons
until the Government forbade the express companies to carry parcels
for the prisoners.
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INSOLENT GUARDS.

The guard was generally of negroes, and their insolence and bru-

tality were intolerable. They would beat the prisoners, order them

about, and point their guns at them, "jest to see the d d rebels

scatter," these performances being much enjoyed by the "Yanks."

"Our rations grow daily worse, the pork more rancid, the soup
more watery, the beef more lean and stringy."

In July two hundred and eighty-two of the nine thousand prisoners

here penned were transported to Elmira, Mr. Keiley being of the

number.

"Embarking," he says, "we were packed like sheep or cattle in

the reeking hold of a villianous tub, with no means of ventilation,

save two narrow hatchways, the sun melting the pitch in the seams

overhead. Many were seasick and all hungry, but for fifty hours the

only food given us was a slice of bread and a couple of ounces of fat

per man."

SYSTEMATIC INHUMANITY.

The prison-pen at Elmira was divided by a stagnant piece of water

or "lagoon," the miasma arising from which " rendered it necessary
for eight or ten hospitals to be built. Yet the head surgeon, Dr.

Sanger, would sign no report which ascribed to this cause the death

of a patient;" consequently the lagoon remained undisturbed, and

the frightful mortality continued.
" The better class of officers were

loud and indignant in their reproaches of Dr. Sanger's systematic

inhumanity to the prisoners, and they affirmed that he avowed his

determination to stint these poor, helpless creatures in retaliation for

alleged neglect on the part of our own authorities !

"

PERISHED FROM STARVATION.

In August there were nine thousand six hundred and seven pris-

oners at Elmira. "The most scandalous neglect," says Mr. Keiley,
"
existed in providing food for the sick, and many of them perished

from actual starvation. One man in the hospital complained to

his comrades that he could get nothing to eat, and was dying in

consequence. They got leave (Dr. Sanger not being consulted) to

buy him some potatoes, and when these were roasted and brought
him the poor creatures in the neighboring cots crawled out of their
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beds to beg for the peelings to relieve the hunger that was gnawing

them.
" But the great fault next to the scant supply of food was the inex-

cusable deficiency of medicine. During several weeks of dysentery

and inflammation of the bowels there was not a grain of any prepara-

tion of opium in the dispensary, and for want of this many a poor

fellow died."
" The result of this sparseness of food and medicine was apparent

in the shocking mortality of the camp. This exceeded even the

reported mortality at Andersonville, great as that was. * * * I

know that the reader, if a Northern man, will deny this and point to the

record ofthe Wirz trial. I object to the testimony. There never was in

all time such a mass of lies as that evidence could have been proven to

be if it had been possible to sift the testimony or examine before a

jury the several witnesses. I take as the basis of my comparison the

published report made by four returned Andersonville prisoners, who
were allowed to come North on their representation tbat they could

induce their humane government to consent to an exchange. Van-

aspes ! Edwin M. Stanton would have seen the whole of them perish

before he would give up to General Lee one able-bodied soldier.

COMPARATIVE MORTALITY.

" These four prisoners alleged that out of thirty-six thousand in

that pen six thousand, or one- eighth of the whole, died between the

ist of February and the ist of August, 1864.
"
Now, out of less than nine thousand five hundred Confederate

prisoners who were at Elmira the ist of September, three hundred
and eighty-six died that month. * * * At Andersonville the

mortality averaged one thousand a month out of thirty-six thousand,
or one thirty-sixth. At Elmira it was three hundred and eighty-six
out of nine thousand five hundred, or one twenty-fifth of the whole.

At Elmira it was four per cent.
;
at Andersonville, less than three per

cent. If the mortality at Andersonville had been as great as that at

Elmira the deaths should have been one thousand four hundred and

forty per month, or fifty per cent, more than they were.
"

I speak by the card respecting these matters, having kept the

morning returns of deaths during the last month and a half of my
stay at Elmira, and transferred the figures to my diary, which lies

before me."
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RATS AS FOOD.

In regard to the scarcity of food, Mr. Keiley says :

"
It often happened that the same man got only bones for several

successive days. The expedients resorted to were disgusting. Many
found a substitute for meat in rats, with which the place abounded,
and they commanded an average price of four cents apiece. I have

seen scores of them in various stages of preparation. Others found,

in the barrels of refuse fat, which accumulated in the cook-house and

in the pickings of the bones which were thrown out in a dirty heap
behind the kitchen to be removed once a week, the means of gratifying

the cravings of hunger. I have seen a mob of starving
' Rebs '

besieging the bone-cart and begging of the driver fragments on which

the August sun had been burning for several days."

Of the brutal treatment of prisoners Mr. Keiley gives the following

instances :

" A sick boy having inadvertently stepped across a mark
made by one of the officials, he was compelled to leap back and forth

across it until he fell exhausted. Another brute would lay about him

with a tent-pole among the crippled and helpless prisoners. A man
named Hale, one of the Stonewall brigade, having refused to com-

promise others by telling where he had obtained a little whiskey,

instead of the usual confinement in the guard-house, had his thumbs

tied together behind his back and the rope drawn up across a beam

overhead until his whole weight rested upon them, causing excruciat-

ing agony. Still refusing to
'

peach,' he was gagged with a piece

of wood, and struck in the face with an oaken billet, which knocked

out his front teeth and covered his face with blood.

THE NEGRO GUARD, AGAIN.

The negro guard would, almost without warning, fire among the

prisoners, and this at last culminated in the murder of a poor, feeble

old man named Potts, a prisoner, one of the most harmless creatures

in the pen. He was hailed by one of the guard while approaching
his ward, ordered to stop, and shot dead while standing still.

In August the surgeons' consolidated report announced eighteen
hundred and seventy scorbutic cases among ninety-three hundred

prisoners the result of the restriction to a bread and salt-meat diet.
" One of the men who died to-day told his brother, with almost his

last breath, that he died of starvation."
21
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September 2ist.
" Deaths yesterday, twenty-nine, and this with

pure air, healthy location, good water, no epidemic. The men are

being deliberately murdered by the surgeon (Dr. Sanger).
" Of fourteen men in Dr. Martin's section twelve are dead

;
of sev-

enteen in Dr. Graham's section fourteen have died and two more are

certain to die for want ot food and medicines. Both Dr. Martin and

Dr. Graham (Confederate surgeons) have refused to send any more

patients from their ward to the hospital, as death is almost certain

to supervene."
"As I went over to the hospital this morning quite early there were

eighteen dead bodies lying naked on the bare earth. Eleven more

were added to the list by half past n o'clock."

"In October the weather grew bitterly cold, and the men, especi-

ally the thousands who were lying on the ground in open tents, began
to suffer severely, being mostly quite destitute of necessary clothing."

At length an order came from Washington that a list of prisoners

should be made out for exchange, consisting of
"
those only who, by

reason of age, sickness, or wounds, would be unfit for service for

sixty days."
Some fifteen hundred were chosen as

"
unfit for duty for sixty

days," being one-sixth of the whole; and on the morning of October

19, 1864, these were ordered to assemble for parole.

i

A HARROWING SPECTACLE.

Says Mr. Keiley :

"
I speak in all reverence when I say that I do not

believe that such a spectacle was ever before seen on earth since the sick

and the maimed and the afflicted of every sort crowded for help and

healing around the Saviour's feet.
* * * * As soon as the announce-

ment was made that the parole-lists were ready, the poor wretches

began to crawl from their cots and turned their faces toward the door.

On they came (fifteen hundred of them), a ghastly tide, with skeleton

bodies and lustreless eyes, and brains bereft of all but one thought
freedom and home. On they came, some on crutches, some on their

cots, others borne in the arms of their comrades ;
others still creeping

on hands and knees, pale, gaunt, emaciated ;
some with the seal of

death already stamped on their wasted cheeks and fleshless limbs
;

yet, fearing less death than the agony of dying amid enemies, where

no hand should give them reassuring grasp as they tottered forth into

the dark valley, and their bones would lie in unhonored graves amid

aliens and foemen. Such a set of haggard, miserable, helpless, hope-
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less wretches I never saw, and yet I have seen more than one con-

signment of Federal prisoners on their way home. Several died

between their parole and the day of departure."

SEVEN DEAD ON THE TRAIN.

" We arrived in Baltimore with seven dead men on the train," and

''left in Baltimore a number whose condition was such that their

further progress would have been certain death
"

one, a gray-haired
old man, who there died.

They had to be landed at Point Lookout to await further consign-
ments of prisoners for exchange. And here " a plank was stretched

from the side of the ship to the dock, and down this
'

shoot
'

the

poor, helpless, maimed creatures were slid like coal into a vault."

They were turned into their former pen, where they found "a scanty

supply of tents, and, after some days, a scanty supply of straw. The
water was scant, the rations scant," and all this for men just taken

out of the hospital, condemned thus to sleep on the bare ground with

insufficient food and clothing.

Here they remained until the number for exchange sent from vari-

ous points amounted to five thousand, when they were all re-embarked

in three ships and sent South, first having
"

all their blankets and

every extra coat or pair of pants taken from them."

In Hampton Roads they were detained ten days.

"Every day," continues Mr. Keiley,
" we saw coffins going over

the sides of the other ships. On the Atlantic alone were forty deaths

during our stay in the harbor a stay obviously unnecessary and there-

fore shamefully cruel, since it compelled the confinement of hundreds

of sick men in the filthy and unventilated holds of the vessels, with-

out proper food, medicine, or attendance. Captain Grey, of the

Atlantic, protested loudly against its inhumanity.
Arrived at length at Savannah, Ga., they were landed amid the

enthusiastic welcome of the populace, and here found the Richmond
ambulance corps awaiting them that excellent institution which

rendered service alike to the suffering of both armies."

A FULL CORROBORATIOX.

It will be noted that in this account is a corroboration of all that

is charged by Dr. Wyeth in his mention of the treatment of Confed-

erate prisoners at Camp Morton i. e., the criminal neglect of the sick;

their starvation, where every species of food was abundant, until they
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were reduced to devouring rats and refuse ;
the general malicious ill-

treatment of prisoners, and the shooting down without cause of inno-

cent men. Major Keiley is too well known at the North, as well as

at the South, to admit of a doubt being cast upon his statements. He

has also much to say concerning the kindness shown the Confederate

prisoners by individuals at the North, and even by Federal officers.

One of the latter was threatened with court-martial for this cause,

when he replied that in that case he would have a startling story to

make public of the inhuman treatment of the Confederate prisoners.

Mr Keiley significantly adds,
" He was not molested."

S. A. W.

GENERAL JUNIUS DANIEL.

An Address delivered before the Ladies' Memorial Association, in Raleigh,

N. C, May loth, 1888.

By HON. P. T. BENNETT.

Mr. President, and Ladies of the Memorial Association of Raleigh,

Ladies and Gentlemen Citizen Soldiers :

I am delighted to meet you. It is a precious privilege to share

in the exercises of this day.

There is no more fitting place for the observance of these rites, the

uttering of these tokens of a people's gratitude and love, than this

city, renowned as it is for its culture its loyalty to principle, its

dutifulness to God and our country.

"Fellowship in a loosing cause makes strong ties."

There was a custom in ancient Egypt that after death and before

burial scrutiny should be made into the acts of life for determination

as to what extent formal funeral ceremonies should be allowed to the

remains of the deceased.

Junius Daniel was born in the town of Halifax, North Carolina,

the 27th day of June, 1828. He was the youngest child of the Hon.
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J. R. J. Daniel, who was elected Attorney-General of North Carolina

in the year 1834, and afterwards represented his district in the Con-

gress of the United States several terms.

He was a cousin of Judge Daniel, who was appointed March 2,

1815, judge of the Superior Court of North Carolina and elected

judge of the Supreme Court of North Carolina, 1832. His mother

was a Miss Stith.

He was the last surviving issue of his father. Blessed with a con-

stitution of great original vigor, he gave promise in the early years

of his life of those powers of endurance which were so necessary to

the work he found next his hand to be done. His mother died when

he was three years of age. Fortunately he had learned more these

three years than he did any decade of his life thereafter. The teach-

ing of this holy woman fell upon good soil and helped to make her

son loathe dishonesty, insincerity, all violence to truth and every

form of degrading vice.

His parents possessed every prime social virtue.

His education began with his grandfather and was carried forward

with the youth in the most intelligent way then known to his people.

He entered the excellent school of J. M. Lovejoy, who taught in

this city many years and lies buried within bowshot of this hall, about

the year 1843, and continued his pupil until admitted to the Military

Academy at West Point, in 1846, to which he was appointed by
President James K. Polk as one of the cadets at large.

He was compelled by severe injuries, accidently inflicted upon him

while engaged in artillery practice, to interrupt his course at the

Military Academy, and his course there was not completed until 1851.

He graduated with highly respectable standing in deportment and

scholarship, and was ordered to Newport, Kentucky, as acting assis-

tant quartermaster. He went to New Mexico under orders the fall

of 1852, and was four years stationed at Forts Albuquerque, Fillmore

and Stanton, where his time was spent diligently conducting such

military parties as were committed to his care, in repelling the hostile

incursions made by the Indians upon the country, and forcing those

wild children of the plains to recognize the authority of the Govern-

ment. He took part in many skirmishes with the Indians. He

sedulously studied his profession, and became familiar with Jomini

and others who wrote histories of the art of war. He was good to

his men then. He returned to the States from New Mexico in 1857.

His father, with Anglo Saxon thirst for land, having acquired large

landed possessions in Louisiana, the younger officer was induced to
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resign his commission in the army and take charge of these posses-

sions, superintend the cultivation of them and give aid in the improve-

ment of them.

Lord Bacon said :

"
Gardening is the purest of all pleasures." The

life and calling of a Southern planter then abounded in much that is

now lacking in the business of farming.

Then the system of service upon the farm was perfect. Then the

profits arising from this great calling, the chopping block of all other

callings, were large and certain. Now it has come to be, by reason of

the great changes wrought by man and the greater changes wrought

by time or nature, the most precarious of all the great pursuits of man.

A succession of forbidding harvests has well nigh broken the hearts

of the agriculturists.

He succeeded admirably well in the management of the estate com-

mitted to his care. The broad studies pursued at West Point well

supplemented his calling as a farmer.

In October, 1860, he married Ellen, a lovely and accomplished

young lady, daughter of John J. Long, Esq., of Northampton county,

N. C. In a letter written to me within the last few weeks by Captain
William Hammond, who served as adjutant-general on the staff of

General Daniel, he says: "I may not after so many years have

passed allude with particularity to special traits of his character, but

I must be permitted to bear testimony to his matchless devotion to

his wife. It was beautiful and touching beyond description. I shall

never forget that, when trying at his request to prepare a will disposing
of his property, his only instructions were ' Let my wife have every-

thing she deserves, more than I can leave her.'
'

In the midst of all this, war between the Government and the Con-

federate States came. It is the fashion now-a-days to condemn the

part of the South in that great struggle and in the drama that led up
to it. I do not share the views of those who put the fault at our door

alone and strive to keep it there. There is no Anglo-Saxon commu-

nity on this planet with three thousand millions of property staked

in any kind of solvent investment that would not resort to blood-let-

ting rather than abandon it. Besides, the contemporary history of

the first fifty years of the life of the Government bears ample testimony
to the supposed existence of the right of secession as a peaceful right
left to the States of the Union.

In "A View of the Constitution of the United States," by Wm.
Rawle, LL. D., a citizen of Pennsylvania, a book published in Phila-

delphia in 1825, used as a text-book at the West Point Military

Academy some time, he says :
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"
If a faction should attempt to subvert the government of a State

for the purpose of destroying its republican form, the paternal power
of the Union could then be called forth to subdue it. Yet it is not to

be understood that its interposition would be justifiable if the people
of a State should determine to retire from the Union, whether they

adopted another or retained the same form of government, or if they

should, with the express intention of seceding, expunge the represen-
tative form from their code, and thereby incapacitate themselves from

concurring, according to the mode now prescribed, in the choice of

certain public officers of the United States.

"The secession of a State from the Union depends on the will of

the people of such State. The States, then, may wholly withdraw

from the Union
;
but while they continue they must retain the charac-

ter of representative republics."

In April, 1861, the passions of the people North and South were

stirred to their very depths with respect to the absorbing question,

Is it war ? Is it peace ? North Carolina always conservative, al-

ways cherishing affection for the institutions of the country shared

the deep commotion that prevailed in the public mind. There was

hurrying hither and thither. From the Atlantic ocean to the culmi-

nation of the Alleghanies, where the storm king plays upon his harp
of pine, the people were organizing companies, battalions, regiments,

brigades, divisions, armies.

The Fourteenth regiment of North Carolina troops, originally the

Fourth regiment, was organized the latter part of May, 1861, and the

commission of Junius Daniel as colonel of that regiment bears date

June 3, 1861. I have the most vivid recollection of the first time I

saw Colonel Daniel Garysburg was the place, Sunday afternoon

dress parade the occasion. The regiment had been formed for the

parade; the acting adjutant had brought the command to present

arms, and. after saluting the officer in charge of the parade, had taken

his post. Colonel Daniel in the full uniform of his rank, about five

feet ten inches in height, weighing perhaps two hundred pounds, of

the most commanding manner, splendid presence, perfectly self-

possessed, about thirty-five years of age, with a voice deep, well

trained, powerful in compass, at once seized the attention of the

command; and from that moment until he laid down the reins of

authority at the reorganization of the regiment, April 26, 1862, he

was the guide of the regiment, their ideal of an officer, and as com-

pletely devoted to its comfort, care and training as if the regiment
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had been part of his personal fortunes. He was conscious of the

magnitude of the war about to break upon the country, and with

might he strove to harden these raw but impressible troops into

steady and seasoned men of war. The men and officers of his com-

mand represented the best society of the State. Into this mass he

poured his own undoubted faith, his personal manliness, his great

courage, his complete and perfect loyalty to those set in authority

above him. He saw day by day the standard of his regiment rise,

its capacity broaden and deepen, its steadiness in military duties

become greater. The officers and men were vicing with each other

in their steady imitation of their commander. The military air of

the regiment was rapidly becoming more pronounced.

I shall never forget the conversation I heard in those days and

nights between the colonel and those who sought his instructive

company. I heard him say there were but few well authenticated

instances in modern warfare of hostile troops killing each other with

bayonets; that there was but one well authenticated instance in the

wars of modern Europe of such an occurrence; that a French and

Spanish battalion did cross bayonets in the streets of Saragossa. I

heard him say remarkable things with respect to commonplace sub-

jects. And I am certain now of the truth of this opinion that in the

element of common sense, which I take to be the capacity, to say

that with reference to any subject of conversation in hand which

instantly commends itself to all who hear it though it had not

occurred to any one to say so, he was specially gifted, or there was

in his training at West Point that which gave him great advantages
over those who had no such training, and especial advantage in taking

care of himself and his command getting the best of all there was

to be had for his command.
He was elected colonel of the Forty -third regiment at its organi-

zation, but declined the office in favor of a promising young officer,

who had given decided evidence of ability. He also declined the

command of the Second cavalry in favor of Colonel Sol. Williams,

saying, with the frankness of the true soldier,
" Williams is a better

man, for he is par excellence a cavalryman, so put him there." He
first served as colonel of the Forty-fifth under General Holmes, who
discovered his fine qualification as a soldier, and recommended him

for promotion, asking that he might be assigned to duty under him.

The Government found itself embarrassed with brigadier-generals,

while suffering rrom poverty of brigades. This application was de-

nied, but an officer of that grade was tendered to General Holmes,
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who declined, saying
"
you can keep your generals ;

I can get along
with my colonels."

From this time until he received his commission as brigadier-

general he served under three department commanders, each of whom
urged his promotion, and failing to effect it refused to turn his com-
mand over to general officers. He organized several brigades, and

commanded one of them several months as senior colonel, and when
it was rumored that one was to be taken from him, he did not com-

plain of the Government, but said :

"
I would certainly dislike to

give up the command of these troops after having the trouble of

training them and having become so attached to them. I don't seek

the distinction of rank for position merely, for if the war were to

close to-morrow the offer of the highest could not induce me to re-

main in the army. I have other obligations to fulfil, but whilst the

war lasts, here in the field I will be found. My whole soul is in the

cause, and my life is at my country's service. If the Government
does not choose to give me command of my brigade, I will stick to

my regiment and make no complaint."
His command was on the extreme right of our line at Malvern

Hill, and was exposed to a very demoralizing fire for some time.

Some cavalry thrown into confusion was retreating in haste, and in-

volved several pieces of artillery. Colonel Daniel threw a regiment
across the road, halted a piece of artillery, put it in charge of an

officer, and ordered him to fire upon all who did not halt. While thus

engaged his horse was shot under him, and he narrowly escaped with

his life.

He was commissioned brigadier-general in September, 1862, and
was assigned the Thirty-second regiment, commanded by Brabble,

who perished amid the wild glare of battle at Spotsylvania ;
the

Forty-third by Kenan, wounded and captured at Gettysburg, but

restored to us, and here to-day, thank God, to gladden these melan-

choly days by his delicious presence ;
the Forty-fifth by Morehead,

who lingered and died at Martinsburg, West Virginia, ministered

unto by the saintly and heroic women, who carried the standard of

the Confederacy in their hands and the cross of heaven in their pre-
cious hearts (afterwards by Boyd, wounded and captured upon the

tempestuous slopes of Gettysburg, exchanged to die, near Hanover,
in tylay, 1864) ;

the Fifty-third by Owen, whose heroic soul went up
to God from the summit of the mountain at Snicker's Gap ; the Second

North Carolina battalion by Andrews, who was shot to death amid

the angry shouting of hosts at Gettysburg.
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At the time of his appointment to be brigadier-general there was

no officer of his rank in the army of Northern Virginia more distin-

guished than he for the essential qualities of a true soldier and suc-

cessful officer, brave, vigilant, and honest, attentive to the wants of

his men, gifted as an organizer and disciplinarian, skilled in handling

troops. I heard a private soldier of the Fourteenth North Carolina

say to his companion during the winter of i863-'64, that Colonel

Daniel beat all men he knew in taking care of his men.

He spent the autumn of 1862 with his brigade near Drewry's Bluff.

He was sent to North Carolina in December of 1862 to meet a division

of Foster in favor of Burnside. Soon after the battle of Chancellors-

ville he was transferred to Lee's army, Rode's division, attached

to Ewell's corps, during the Pennsylvania campaign.

The conduct of General Daniel at Gettysburg, the first real oppor-

tunity he had to display his ability in handling troops under fire, won

for him the highest place in the estimation of his fellow soldiers of

every rank.

Captain Hammond says :

" He told me when his brigade was

forming for the fight on the first day at Gettysburg that his only

regret was that some of his regiments were not better trained, more

thorough seasoned, and that some, perhaps many of them, would not

survive the action. After the fighting was over for that day, I observed

a bullet hole in the crown of his hat just above and in a direct line

with the centre of his forehead, and called his attention to the narrow

escape he had made.
'

Better there than an inch lower,' was the brief and careless response,

and if he ever alluded to the circumstance again I did not hear it."

From July, 1863, until the day of his death his name and fame and

that of his command were part of the history of the wonderful Army
of Northern Virginia.

On the morning of May I2th, 1864, as the Fourteenth North Caro-

lina regiment swept forward to regain the ground just lost by Edward

Johnson's division, Brigadier- General Daniel, its old commander,
saluted it and bade it God-speed and a worthy record. That day he

fought his last fight, at the post of duty, full of courage, inspiring the

timid by his example. Doing all that mortal man could do to stem

the fierce current of battle, he yielded to the cruel surgery of the

sword, and trod the wine press alone.

He lingered until the next day. A few hours before his death the

surgeons were called in to ascertain if his wife could reach him before

he died. As this was impossible, he sent his last message of love to
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her love from the tomb. He gave his watch to Major Badger

(whose gifted soul has gone to join him), saying it was Ellen's watch,

or Ellen's gift, and asked that she should provide for his servant

William, who had been a faithful boy, and that his horse, John, should

be cared for. His last inquiry was as to his brigade how the men
had acquitted themselves, and if they had suffered in the battle.

The great bulk of mankind must always remain obscure in the

affairs of State. To lead is the province of the few. To do their

duty is the supreme command to all. There is no art of rearing

great men; they appear or do not appear by reason of inscrutable

laws.

With respect to Brigadier-General Junius Daniel, I should say,

after much thought, that he was a just man, inheriting great courage;

fearless of danger to himself; with a strong, vigorous, active mind in

a body of most unusual soundness;
"

rich in saving common sense,"

honest in purpose, clear in his intelligence, tenacious in his will and

absolutely and unhesitatingly subordinate to his superiors in rank

yielding unquestioned obedience without criticism to every order or

command given with fair intelligence.

"A King once said of a Prince struck down,
Taller he seems in death ;

And this speech holds true for now as then,

'Tis after death that we measure men,
And as mists of the past are rolled away,
Our heroes, who died in their tattered gray,

Grow taller and greater in all their parts,

Till they fill our minds as they fill our hearts,

And for those that lament them there is this relief,

That glory sits by the side of grief.

Yes, they grow taller as the years pass by,

And the world learns how they could do and die."

I would like to speak of the "ancient and unbred integrity of the

people of North Carolina,
"
their valor and courage in the war between

the Government and the Confederate States, which levied the tribute

of death from all ranks but I must keep within the lines your par-

tiality has traced for me.

I venture these remarks at the risk of fatiguing your patience.

I have marveled these twenty and odd years at the extraordinary

performances of the Army of Northern Virginia, and tried to analyze
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the chief cause of these feats. Patience and courage did much; race

stamina did much. I place above any single influence that of the

wives, mothers, and daughters of the South land. When the throne

of Justinian trembled under the tread of revolting soldiers his wife

rallied his irresolution with these words: "
If flight were the only

means of safety, yet I should disdain to fly. Death is the condition

of our birth, but they who have reigned should never survive the

loss of dignity and dominion. I implore heaven that I may never be

seen a day without my diadem and purple. That I may no longer

behold the light when I cease to be saluted with the name of Queen.
If you resolve, O Caesar to fly you have treasures behold the sea,

you have ships but tremble lest the desire of life should expose you
to wretched exile and ignominious death. For my own part I adhere

to the maxim of antiquity : That the throne is a glorious sepulchre."

While the two armies were struggling in the awful shadow of the

horse-shoe in General Lee's line, about 2 o'clock in the afternoon of

May 1 2th, 1864, word came down the line from our side,
" We are

out of ammunition
;
send us cartridges. We cannot hold the works

without ammunition." I called for volunteers out of my command
to try the perilous task of carrying the desired help to our comrades.

At this time the great pressure of the enemy on our immediate

brigade front was broken. John W. McGregor of Anson county, of

immediate highland Scotch extraction, Sergeant Ingram, Company
K, of Wake county, Private Dixion of Cleveland county, Private

Cox of Anson county, and Private Workman at once volunteered.

They carried three boxes of ammunition to the line then held by the

brigade of General Harris, of Mississippi. The General was sur-

rounded by his staff and couriers. Sergeant McGregor told him that

he and his comrades had brought the ammunition, and General Harris

asked if no one would carry the cartridges into his line. None of the

command answered. McGregor and Workman bore one box of it to

the outer lines, where scarcely five feet of hastily constructed works

separated the two lines of battle. A common soldier of Harris'

brigade ran out of the line, and seizing the other boxes bore them

into the works.

Of the five men of the Fourteenth North Carolina regiment who
volunteered for this forlorn hope, Dixon was killed, and Cox, Ingram
and McGregor were wounded.

I have ventured to relate this incident because two of the men be-

longed to Wake county, and because it was the work of men of the
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Fourteenth North Carolina troops, prepared for service under the

admirable soldier, General Junius Daniel, and because I wish the vast

audience to know of this great and courageous act of our county men.

I have made inquiry for Sergeant Ingram to-day in your county,
and learn that his name has perished from your midst.

THE SOUTHERN HISTORICAL SOCIETY:

ITS ORIGIN AND HISTORY.

A wish has been expressed to the Secretary of the Southern His-

torical Society (the editor of its publication) that some account should

be given of the origin and existence of the Society. Major-General

Dabney H. Maury, in a letter dated November 3. 1890, writes:

"
I feel a natural desire to record the history of the inception of the

Southern Historical Society, which has accomplished a work so im-

portant for the Southern people.
"
In May, 1868, I was a resident of New Orleans, surrounded by

many comrades of the war between the States, with whom I daily

exchanged recollections of that
'

the greatest struggle for separate

nationality the world has ever seen,' and I felt the importance to his-

tory and to our posterity of making, while we could, a record of the

facts then fresh in the memories of the actors
;
and addressed myself

to the work."

General Maury proceeds to state conferences in furtherance of

his desire, as expressed, with Generals Braxton Bragg, Richard

Taylor, and others.

The progress of the movement is recorded in
"
Proceedings\ Vol.

I," of the Southern Historical Society, as follows:

" At a meeting held in the office of Messrs. Stuart, Norton & Co.,

in the city of New Orleans, at 7:30 o'clock P. M., Thursday, April

15, 1869, the following gentlemen were present :

General Braxton Bragg, Major J. E. Austin,

General Dabney H. Maury, Major B. M. Harrod,

"General S. B. Buckner, Captain S. H. Buck,

Colonel A. L. Stuart, Captain George Norton,

Mr. C. L. C. Dupuy."
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The record continues that the meeting was called to order by Gen-

eral Maury, upon whose motion General Bragg was called to the

chair. Mr. Dupuy, upon request, acted as secretary.

General Maury then stated as the purpose of the meeting the "con-

sidering the practicability of effecting an organization which might

effect the collection and preservation of such papers and records as

might be valuable in preserving a true history of the causes, events,

and results of the late war between the Confederate States and the

United States."

Generals Bragg, Buckner, and others further pressed the desira-

bility of the organization proposed, urging that it would,
" without

doubt, secure the co-operation of intelligent and well-informed gen-

tlemen residing in the different sections of the Southern States, and

be the conservator of information which would be invaluable to the

future historian, who, untrammelled by personal prejudices or partisan

rancor, should undertake the laudable task of giving to the world a

true history of the memorable conflict."

Upon motion of Major Harrod, the meeting was adjourned to re-

assemble at the same place on April 2ist, following.

Pursuant to the above "a meeting of citizens" was held on the

evening of April 21, 1869. General Bragg was called to the chair.

"
General Richard Taylor moved the appointment by the chair of a

committee of five, who, together with the chairman, should embody
a programme of the Association."

Upon motion of Major Cluskey, the number of the committee was

increased to seven.

The following members, whose names appear under the caption

of the "Founders of Southern Historical Society, New Orleans,

April 21, 1869," then enrolled themselves, by subscribing their

names :

Braxton Bragg, R. L. Gibson,

R. Taylor, A. L. Stuart,

Dabney H. Maury, H. N. Ogden,
M. W. Cluskey, B. J. Sage,

C. M. Wilcox, F. H. Wigfall,

G. W. Gordon, George Norton,

B. M. Harrod, Fred. N. Ogden,

J. S. Marmaduke, John B. Sale,

F. H. Farrar, James Phelan,

S. B. Buckner, William H. Saunders,
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James Strawbridge, Charles Chapotin,

B. M. Palmer, C. M. Conrad,

Thomas J. Semmes, J. F. Caldwell,

Harry T. Hays, G. T. Beauregard,

E. M. Hudson, H. Chapotin,

J. N. Gallaher, S. E. Chaille, M. D.,

Charles L. C. Dupuy, *T. H. Richardson. M. D.,

B. A. Pope, M. D., S. M. Bemiss, M. D.,

Joseph Jones, M. D., Frank Hawthorn, M. D.,

B. F. Jones, John J. O'Brien.

Edward Joy, G. Waggaman,
A. W. Bosworth, William S. Pike,

J. L. Feurman.

At a meeting held at the rooms of the Howard Association, May
i, 1869, General Beauregard was called to the chair.

General Bragg, then, as chairman of the committee on organiza-

tion (composed as follows: Hon. Charles M. Conrad, Rev. Dr. B. M.

Palmer, Colonel C. A. Breaux, Hon. T. J. Semmes, Dr. J. Dickson

Burns, Rev. J. N. Gallaher, B. F. Jones), made his report, which

recommended that "the scope of the Society should be broad and

general, embracing everything on both sides connected with the

recent political and military movements and operations in our country,

preceding, during and following the war," and that it be designated

"The Southern Historical Society." It was provided that there

should be a President, Vice President, a Secretary and Treasurer,

with an Advisory Committee to consist of the above named officers,

ex-officio, and of four other members to be elected by the Society

annually.
" With a view to extend the influence of the Association,"

"
the appointment of a Vice-President in each State

'' was advised.

It was urged that
" much circumspection and judgment should be

displayed in the office of Secretary, as the officer upon whom will

devolve the labor and responsibility of conducting the most impor-

tant work of the Society, and we must not expect to command the

services of such a one, without compensation; but he should be the

only paid officer of the Society."
A circular address was directed to be prepared and issued by the

Secretary, setting forth the objects of the Society, etc.

The report was adopted.

* Subscribed but decidedly stricken across the signature.
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Upon the nomination of Rev. Dr. B. M. Palmer, Dr. Joseph Jones

was elected Secretary and Treasurer. Rev. B. M. Palmer, D. D.

was elected President; General Braxton Bragg, Vice-President, and

the following gentlemen representing the "four professions," the

Advisory Committee: J. Dickson Burns, Thomas J. Semmes, W. S.

Pike, General Harry T. Hays. The initiation fee of members was

fixed at $5.00, and the annual subscription $6.00.

At this meeting "A. L. Stuart" was "Acting Secretary." At a

meeting held May 10, 1869, in the rooms of the Howard Association,

an official circular drawn by the President, Rev. B. M. Palmer, D.

D., was recommended by the Advisory Committee, and adopted by
the Society. At a meeting held June 14, 1869, the Secretary, Dr.

Joseph Jones, submitted modifications of and additions to the circu-

lar, which were adopted.
The objects of the Society were therein stated with great perspi-

cuity and comprehension. The desire was to obtain materials for a

just and accurate history of the great struggle, and representative
documents and circumstantial details were to be sought for through-
out the Union.

The material gathered was to be classified and carefully arranged.

Copies of the circular, in manuscript, were sent by the Secretary to the

following Vice- Presidents of the Society for the several States, who-

had been "
appointed

"
:

Virginia General Robert E. Lee.

Maryland Hon. S. Teackle Wallace.

North Carolina Lieutenant- General D. H. Hill.

South Carolina Lieutenant- General Wade Hampton.
Georgia Hon. Alexander H. Stephens.
Alabama Admiral Raphael Semmes.
Tennessee Governor Isham G. Harris.

Mississippi Governor Benjamin G. Humphreys.
Texas Colonel Ashbel Smith.

Kentucky Major-General John C. Breckenridge.
Missouri General Trusten Polk.

Arkansas Hon. A. H. Garland.

Florida Hon. Stephen R. Mallory.
District of Columbia William Wilson Corcoran.

In accordance with a resolution of the Society six thousand copies
of the circular were printed, which were distributed throughout the

South, partially by the aid of the several Vice-Presidents in the sev-
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eral States, to each of whom one hundred and fifty copies were sent.

The circular was also generally reprinted in the newspapers and lite-

rary and medical magazines throughout the Southern States, and quite

extensively in the Northern States.

At the meeting held the i4th of June, the Secretary, Dr. Joseph

Jones, also
'

presented for the consideration of the parent Society a

Constitution or Plan of Permanent Organization of the Southern

Historical Society, modelled upon the organic constitutions of other

learned and scientific societies. On motion of General Maury, this

"Plan" was received and referred to the Advisory Committee. It

was finally and unanimously adopted, and manuscript copies were

forwarded to the several Vice- Presidents of the States by the Sec-

retary.

This " Plan" or "
Constitution" was subscribed to by the follow-

ing members, in the order here given :

Harry T. Hays, G. T. Beauregard,

Dabney H. Maury, Braxton Bragg,
A. B. Bacon, B. J. Sage,
Ch. Chapotin, W. C. Black,

H. Chapotin, Benj. M. Palmer,

Henry Cinder, D. D. Colcock,

Charles L. C. Dupuy, John Turpin,
A. W. Bosworth, Henry V. Ogden,
F. R. Southmayd, R. Q. Mallard,

Geo. W. Logan, Jr., Hugh McClosky,
Samuel Logan, M. D., Edward Ivy,

Rufus R. Rhodes, Wm. S. Pike,

H. N. Jenkins, J. N. Brown,
F. H. Wigfall, Robt. Lewis,

James Strawbridge, Henry M. Smith,

Wm. Palfrey, Charles B. Singleton,

C. M. Wilcox, James B. Price,

Edward Peychaud, John W. Caldwell, M. D.

At a meeting of the Society held June 13, 1870, in the rooms of

the Howard Association, the Secretary and Treasurer submitted his

official report for the year ending May 9, 1870.
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The total receipts of the Society had been $310. They had been

derived in sums of $5 and $10, paid in variously by the following

members :

Charles Chapotin,

Henry Chapotin,

Thomas L. Semmes,

B. M. Palmer,

John Goleverien,

T. R. Southmayd,
B. W. Harrod,

Braxton Bragg,

Towson Ellis,

Dabney H. Maury,

George Norton,

G. Waggaman,
George W. Logan,
A. W. Bosworth,

Samuel Logan, M. D.,

D. Warren Brickell, M. D.,

Harry T. Hays,
A. B. Bacon,

J. Strawbridge,

T. N. Ogden,

Henry Cinder,

Charles L. C. Dupuy,

Wm. Palfrey,

Rufus R. Rhodes,
H. N. Jenkins,

C. M. Wilcox,

Edward Peychaud,
Rev. R. Q. Mallard,

J. S. Bernard,

T. C. Herndon,
W. C. Black,

D. D. Colcock,

B. J. Sage,
G. T. Beauregard,
H. F. Beauregard,
F. H. Wigfall,

W. J. Pike,

John Rennard,

Ed. Palfrey,

John Finney,
W. M. Goodrich,

Col. Fontaine,

Hugh McClosky,
Thomas A. Adams.

There had been expended by the Secretary and Treasurer the sum

of $3 I 3-5> f which $85 had been for books ordered for the library

of the Society, and the remaining $218.50 in necessary incidental

expenses stationery, postage, printing, advertising, etc. Proposi-

tions from several publishers of magazines to print the documents or

transactions of the Society had been discussed, and various efforts

had been made to secure lectures by prominent ex -officers of the

Confederate Army, but the present compiler is without information

as to the printing of any such matter or the delivery of any lecture.

In the report of Dr. Jones he urges correspondence with the

various surviving officers of the late Confederate States Army, and

the securing from them of documentary material, personal reminis-

cences, etc.
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The election of officers of the Society was then held. Dr. Palmer

declining re-election, General Braxton Bragg was elected President,

and General Dabney H. Maury, Vice -President. Dr. Joseph Jones
was nominated by General Hays as Secretary and Treasurer.

11 Dr. Jones returned his thanks to the Southern Historical Society
for the honor which had been conferred on him, and said that he had

accepted the office from a similar interest in a work in which he had

been engaged since the inception of the American Civil War viz. :

the preservation of all authentic Southern records. The labor during
the first year in the organization of the Southern Historical Society
of the conduction of the correspondence, although numerous and

exacting had been cheerfully borne as due to a sacred cause, but

justice to the Association compelled him to say that his professional

engagements and duties were such that it would be impossible for

him any longer to expend the large amount of time necessary for the

performance of the duties of Secretary and Treasurer."

Dr. Jones was also then in very feeble health.
" On motion of General Harry T. Hays, the thanks of the Society

were tendered to Dr. Joseph Jones for the valuable services rendered

the Southern Historical Society during the past twelve months for

the able and efficient manner in which he had performed the duties of

Secretary and Treasurer."

Colonel James Strawbridge was then elected Secretary and

Treasurer.

At a meeting held December 12, 1870, Colonel James Strawbridge

resigned the office of Secretary and Treasurer. The next recorded

meeting is dated July 10, 1871, at which were present ten members.
Rev. B. M. Palmer, D. D., presided. He was elected President,

General G. T. Beauregard, Vice- President, and the following the

Executive Committee of the Society: Rev. B. M. Palmer, D. D.,
General D. H. Maury, General G. T. Beauregard, General Cadmus
M. Wilcox, B. J. Sage. It was "unanimously" resolved that "a
salary of $500 per annum be attached to the office of Secretary and

Treasurer." The minutes are signed by
"
F. R. Southmayd, Secre-

tary pro tern." Dr. J. W. Caldwell was elected Secretary and

Treasurer of the Society. At a meeting held October 9, 1871, Gen-

eral Jubal A. Early was elected Vice- President for the State of Vir-

ginia, vice General R. E. Lee, deceased.

At a meeting held June 10, 1872, the Secretary and Treasurer

reported the receipts of the Society as $708, and the expenditures as
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$426.75, including salary to himself for six months. Balance on

hand, $281.25.

The officers of the Society were re-elected.

At a meeting held June 9, 1873, the Secretary and Treasurer made

the following report :

On hand at last report,
- $281 25

Received during the year, 380 oo

$661 25

Expended as per account, 484 25

$177 oo

The balance was voted to be appropriated to the Secretary and

Treasurer in part payment of his services.

It was resolved to hold a general Convention,
" under the auspices

and for the purposes of the Southern Historical Society," at the

Montgomery White Sulphur Springs on the second Thursday of

August, 1873.

The Convention met in pursuance thereto August 14, 1873. Gen-

eral Beauregard was called to the chair pro tempore, and Rev. J.

Wm. Jones was made Secretary. A communication from Rev. B.

M. Palmer, D. D., General Henry T. Hays, and General G. T.

Beauregard, of the Executive Committee of the Southern Historical

Society, giving an account of its organization, objects and prospects,

was read. The Committee on Credentials reported the following

delegates as present : .

Louisiana General G. T. Beauregard, Captain Charles E.

Finner, General C. M. Wilcox, Captain George H. Frost, General

P. O. Hebert, W. A. Bell, Lieutenant Charles A. Conrad, H. F.

Beauregard.

Georgia Judge D. A. Vaison, Major John A. A. West, General

Robert H. Anderson.

North Carolina Hon. R. H. Smith.

Alabama Admiral Raphael Semmes, Colonel G. A. Henry, Jr.,

Colonel T. B. Roy, Captain E. Thornton Taylor.

Texas Colonel A. W. Speight, Major F. Charles Hume, Major
D. F. Holland.

South Carolina General M. C. Butler, Major C. H. Suber.

Kentucky Colonel William Preston Johnston.
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Maryland H. C. Turnbull, Jr.

Mississippi General W. T. Martin, Major D. W. Flowerre,

Captain J. E. Leigh.

Missouri Colonel W. H. H. Russell.

Tennessee Colonel John A. McKinney, General W. Y. C. Humes,
General A. W. Campbell, Rev. J. H. Bryson, W. A. Collier, Samuel

Mansfield, Colonel Polk Johnson.

Virginia General Henry Heth, General D. H. Maury, Governor

John Letcher, General Fitzhugh Lee, General Eppa Hunton, General

Thomas T. Munford, Colonel R. E. Withers, General James H.

Lane, General Gabriel C. Wharton, General R. D. Lilley, Dr. J. L.

M. Curry, Rev. J. William Jones, Colonel C. S. Venable, Colonel

John A. Sloan, General W. R. Terry, General William Terry, Colonel

William Preston Johnston, Colonel Robert T. Preston, F. R. Farrar,

General B. H. Robertson, Captain J. W. C. Davis and General J. A.

Early.

The Committee on Permanent Organization recommended the fol-

lowing officers, who were unanimously elected :

President Governor John Letcher, of Virginia.

First Vice-President Admiral Semmes, of Alabama.

Second Vice-President General G. T. Beauregard, of Louisiana.

Third Vice- President General W. Y. C. Humes, of Tennessee.

Secretary Rev. J. William Jones, of Virginia.

Assistant Secretary Major John A. A. West, of Georgia.

During the afternoon session General Early delivered an address,

"setting forth the duties that had devolved on the survivors of the

Confederate army and navy in reference to the history of the late

war."

August 1 5th, the Committee on Business appointed the previous

day, consisting of Admiral Semmes (chairman), General Fitzhugh
Lee, General Maury, General Hebert, Colonel John McKinney,
General Wilcox, General Butler, General Martin, General Early,

Colonel Venable, and Colonel Wm. Preston Johnston, made the fol-

lowing report, which was adopted :

Resolved, i. That the headquarters of the Southern Historical

Society be transferred to Richmond, Virginia.

2. That the Convention, in order to carry out the purposes proposed

by the Executive Committee of the Southern Historical Society, at

New Orleans, proceed to reorganize the Society, with the object and
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purposes set forth in the annexed paper, as modified, and to elect

officers.

3. That this organization be retained on its present basis, and that

the officers shall be a President, Vice President, Secretary and Treas-

urer, and Executive Committee, resident in the State of Virginia,

and a Vice-President in each of the Southern States.

4. That each Vice-President shall be ex-officio president of the

auxiliary Slate society, and is requested to organize the same and

the affiliated local societies.

5. That the Secretary shall receive a salary to be fixed by the

Executive Committee.

6. That the Society adopt some financial scheme to raise funds to

carry out the purposes of the organization and the publication of its

historical material.

7. That the fee of annual membership be three dollars, and of life

membership fifty dollars.

8. That the publication of the material collected be made either by
means of a magazine, or by occasional volumes of transactions, as

may be found most expedient.

9. That the Society, as soon as reorganized, proceed to enroll

members and to extend its membership.
10. That in all questions touching the organization of the Society,

when a division is called for, the vote shall be taken by States, and

each State shall be entitled to two votes.

The following is the paper referred to in the second resolution,

being the general outline for the original organization of the Society,

as modified by the convention:

The Southern Historical Society is organized with the following

general outline :

A parent Society, to hold its seat and its archives in the city of

Richmond, Virginia, with affiliated societies to be organized in all the

States favorable to the object proposed; these in their turn branch-

ing into local organizations in the different townships forming thus

a wide fellowship of closely co-ordinated societies, with a common
centre in the parent association in the said city.

The object proposed to be accomplished is the collection, classifi-

cation, preservation, and final publication, in some form to be here-

after determined, of all the documents and facts bearing upon the

eventful history of the past few years, illustrating the nature of the

struggle from which the country has just emerged, defining and vin-
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dicating the principles which lay beneath it, and marking the stages

through which it was conducted to its issue. It is not understood

that this association shall be purely sectional, nor that its labors shall

be of a partisan character.

Everything which relates to this critical period of our national

history, pending the conflict, antecedent or subsequent to it, from the

point of view of either, or of both the contestants; everything, in

short, which shall vindicate the truth of history is to be industriously
collated and filed.

It is doubtless true, that an accepted history can never be written

in the midst of the stormy events of which that history is composed,
nor by the agents through whose efficiency they were wrought. The

strong passions which are evoked in every human conflict disturb

the vision and warp the judgment, in the scales of whose criticism

the necessary facts are to be weighed even the relative importance
of these facts cannot be measured by those who are in too close

proximity. Scope must be afforded for the development of the

remote issues before they can be brought under the range of a philo-

sophical apprehension ;
and the secret thread be discovered, running

through all history, upon which its single facts crystalize in the

unity of some great Providential plan.

The generations of the disinterested must succeed the generations
of the prejudiced before history, properly termed such, can be written.

This, precisely, is the work we now attempt, to construct the archives

in which shall be collected these memoirs to serve for future history.

It is believed that invaluable documents are scattered over the

whole land, in loose sheets, perhaps lying in the portfolios of private

gentlemen, and only preserved as souvenirs of their own parts in the

historic drama.

Existing in forms so perishable, regarded, it may be, only as so

much waste paper, by those into whose hands they must fall, no delay

should be suffered in their collection and preservation.

There is doubtless, too, much that is yet unwritten floating only in

the memories of the living, which if not speedily rescued will be

swallowed in the oblivion of the grave, but which, if reduced to

record and collated, would afford the key to many a cypher, in a little

while to become unintelligible for want of interpretation.

All this various material, gathered from every section, will need to

be industriously classified and arranged, and finally deposited in the

central archives of the Society, under the care of appropriate

guardians.
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To this task of collection we invite the immediate attention and

co-operation of our copatriots throughout the South, to facilitate

which we propose the organization of State and district associations,

that our whole people may be brought in harmony of action in this

important matter.

The rapid changes through which the institutions of the country

are now passing, and the still more stupendous revolutions in the

opinions of men, remind us that we stand to-day upon the outer verge

of a great historic cycle, within which a completed past will shortly

be enclosed. Another cycle may touch its circumference, but the

events it shall embrace will be gathered around another historic centre,

and the future historian will pronounce that in stepping from the one

to the other he has entered upon another and separate volume of the

nation's record.

Let us, who are soon to be in that past to which we properly belong,

see that there are no gaps in the record.

Thus shall we discharge a duty to the fathers whose principles we
inherit

;
to the children, who will then know whether to honor or to

dishonor the sires that begot them
; and, above all, to the dead heroes

sleeping on the vast battle plains, from the Susquehannah to the Rio

Grande, whose epitaph history yet waits to engrave upon their tombs.

The funds raised by initiation fees, assessments, donations, and

lectures, after defraying the current expenses, will be appropriated to

the safe-keeping of the archives, and publication of the transactions.

For the accomplishment of these ends contributions are respect-

fully solicited from all parties interested in the establishment and pros-

perity of the Southern Historical Society.

Contributions to the archives and library of the Society are respect-

fully solicited under the following specific divisions :

1. The histories and historical collections of the individual States

from the earliest periods to the present time, including travels, jour-

nals and maps.

2. Complete files of the newspapers, periodical, literary, scientific

and medical journals of the Southern States, from the earliest times

to the present day, including especially the period of the recent

American civil war.

3. Geological, topographical, agricultural, manufacturing and com-
mercial reports, illustrating the statistics, climate, soil, resources,

products and commerce of the Southern States.

4. Works, speeches, sermons and discourses relating to the recent
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conflict and political changes. Congressional and State reports

during the recent war.

5. Official reports and descriptions, by officers and privates and

newspaper correspondents and eye-witnesses, of campaigns, military

operations, battles and sieges.

6. Military maps.

7. Reports upon the munitions, arms and equipments, organiza-

tion, number and losses of the various branches of the Southern

armies infantry, artillery, cavalry, ordnance and commissary and

quartermaster departments.
8. Reports ol the Adjutant-General of the late Confederate States

of America, and of the Adjutant-Generals of the armies, departments,

districts and States, showing the resources of the individual States,

the available fighting population, the number, organization and losses

of the forces called into actual service.

9. Naval operations of the Confederate States.

10. Operations of the Nitre and Mining Bureau.

11. Commercial operations.

12. Foreign relations, diplomatic correspondence, etc.

13. Currency.

14. Medical statistics and medical reports.

15. Names of all officers, soldiers and sailors in the military and

naval service of the Confederate States who were killed in battle or

died of disease or wounds.

1 6. Names of all wounded officers, soldiers, and sailors. The
nature of the wounds should be attached to each name, also the loss

of one or more limbs should be carefully noted.

17. Published reports and manuscripts relating to civil prisoners

held during the war.

1 8. All matters, published or unpublished, relating to the treatment,

diseases, mortality, and exchange of prisoners of war.

19. The conduct of the hostile armies in the Southern States
;

private and public losses during the war
;
treatment of citizens by

hostile forces.

20. Southern poetry, ballads, songs, photographs of distinguished

Confederates, etc.

The following officers were elected :

President General Jubal A. Early, of Virginia.

Vice-President Hon. R. M. T. Hunter, of Virginia.
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Secretary and ex-officio Treasurer Colonel George Wythe Mun-

lord, of Virginia.

Vice-Presidents of States :

General Isaac R. Trimble, Maryland.

Governor Zebulon B. Vance, North Carolina.

General M. C. Butler, South Carolina.

Admiral R. Semmes, Alabama.

Colonel W. Call, Florida.

General Will. T. Martin, Mississippi.

General J. B. Hood, Louisiana.

Colonel T. M. Jack, Texas.

Hon. A. H. Garland, Arkansas.

Governor Isham G. Harris, Tennessee.

General J. S. Marmaduke, Missouri.

General S. B. Buckner, Kentucky.
W. W. Corcoran, Esq., Washington, D. C.

The President appointed the following gentlemen members of the

Executive Committee :

General Dabney H. Maury, Richmond, Va., Chairman*
Colonel Charles S. Venable, University of Virginia.
Colonel William Preston Johnston, Washington and Lee Univer-

sity, Lexington, Va.

Colonel Robert E. Withers, Wytheville, Va.

Colonel Joseph Mayo, Richmond, Va.

Rev. John Wm. Jones, Richmond, Va,
Lieutenant-Colonel Archer Anderson, Richmond, Va.

Major Robert Stiles, Richmond, Va.

George L. Christian, Esq., Richmond Va.

On motion, the Society then adjourned to meet at Richmond, Va.
,.

on the call of the President.

Pursuant to the above, the Society met at Richmond, in the Capi-
tol, in the Senate chamber, at 8 o'clock P. M., October 29, 1873.

After prayer by Rev. George Woodbridge, D. D,, of the Episco-

pal Church, the President, General Jubal A. Early, introduced with

* General Maury, so long and prominently identified with the Society,

resigned his post in the Executive Committee June 18, 1888, whilst he was
United States Minister at Bogota, South America. There have been other

changes in the Executive Committee by death and other causes, and by
appointments to vacancies.
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eulogistic remarks, General Wade Hampton, of South Carolina, who
delivered an eloquent address, which will be found in the January
number, 1874, of the Southern Magazine. Appropriate addresses

were subsequently made by Hon. J. L. M. Curry, L.L. D. , Rev.

Moses D. Hoge, D. D., and Major Robert Stiles. The Society
reassembled the following day in the same place, when the chairman

of the Executive Committee, General Dabney H. Maury, reported
that

"
a contract had been made with Messrs. Turnbull Brothers, Balti-

more, Maryland, by which the Society had bound itself to make the

Southern Magazine, published by said Turnbull Brothers, its organ
for all its publications; the publishers agreeing to issue every month,

free of cost, an appendix to their magazine of twenty pages of the

historical documents of the Society, to be paged as a separate series

and to print for the Society as much more of its records as might be

desired at a moderate cost."

A retrospect as to the mediums of publication of the reports, etc.,

of the Society may be deemed of interest.

The first official reports of the Southern Historical Society were

published in the New Orleans Picayune, and cognate matter in

" The Land We Love" Charlotte, N. C, conducted by General D.

H. Hill. In July, 1869, this publication was merged into
" The

New Eclectic Magazine" published in Baltimore, Maryland, by
Turnbull & Murdock. " The New Eclectic Magazine" was later

merged into the "Southern Magazine."
The Messrs. Turnbull Brothers continued their connection with

the Southern Historical Society until July, 1875, when they appear
to have become financially involved. The first volume of the

"Transactions" were published as provided in the January-Decem-
ber numbers, inclusive, of the "Southern Magazine" The second

volume, as stated, was never completed.
At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Society held De-

cember 17, 1874, a letter from Colonel Munford, resigning his office

as Secretary and Treasurer of the Society because of new engage-
ments into which he had entered, was read.

On motion, the resignation was accepted with regrets for the neces-

sity of his action, and thanks for the faithful and efficient manner in

which he had discharged the duties of his office.

Rev. J. William Jones, D. D., was then elected Secretary and

Treasurer/ tern. At a meeting held January 12, 1875, his election

was made permanent.
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Under his editorial conduction the publication in monthly numbers

of The Southern Historical Society Papers was commenced in

January, 1876. Thus, six semi-annual and six annual volumes

1879-1884 were issued. The monthly publication was discontinued

with the number for December, 1884. Dr. Jones edited subse-

quently two annual volumes.

In 1883 the offices of Secretary and Treasurer were separated, and

Hon. George L. Christian was elected to the latter office, which he

still holds.

At a meeting of the Executive Committee of the Society held June

25, 1887, Dr. Jones, "having accepted the position of Assistant

Secretary of the Home Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Con-

vention," tendered his resignation as Secretary of the Society, which

was accepted. July 14 following, the present Secretary was elected.

With the present volume he has edited four volumes of The Southern

Historical Society Papers, making eighteen in all, which have been

published. The Society has had some vicissitudes in its fortunes,

and at the time of the resignation of Dr. Jones as Secretary he held

quite positively that it would be extremely hazardous for the Society

to attempt to print another volume. The present volume is partly

paid for, and it is hoped that its cost will be entirely met with the

collection of outstanding subscriptions. All previous volumes have

been paid for, and incidental expenses met, without diminution of the

endowment or building fund, which is $4,000. The most pleasant

and mutually helpful relations have been maintained by the Society

with the United States War Record Office, and full access to the

archives of the Society also afforded to the recently constituted

United States Naval Records Office at Washington, D. C.

Its agent. Captain H. B. Littlepage, spent several weeks in select-

ing material, which was subsequently copied. Grateful acknowledg-
ment is due Major George B. Davis, United States Army, and General

Marcus J. Wright, formerly of the Confederate Army, for constant

courtesies and invaluable assistance afforded the Southern Historical

Society.

The Legislature, by an enactment, having made doubtful the tenure

of the Society of the room which it occupied in the Capitol, the

Secretary, through kindly furtherance of the Honorables Lyon G.

Tyler and William Lovestein of the House of Delegates and of the

Senate of Virginia, respectively, secured the passage of the following,

February 23, 1888 :
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"Chapter 202 Joint Resolution Respecting the Quarters of the

Southern Historical Society.

"
i. Resolved (the Senate concurring), That the resolution of the

23d March, 1887, in relation to the room occupied by the Southern

Historial Society in the Capitol building, be, and the same is hereby,

repealed, and that the said room referred to in said resolution be set

aside for the use of the said Southern Historical Society, subject to

the control of the General Assembly at any time hereafter.
"

2. This resolution shall be in force from its passage."

The Society being without a seal, the Secretary at a meeting of the

Executive Committee, held October 26, 1888, submitted a design,

adapted from the great or broad seal of the late Confederate States of

America, which was adopted. Both are fully described and pictured

in the Papers, Volume XVI, pages 416-422. The seal of the So-

ciety, which is excellently engraved, was generously executed, with-

out charge, by Mr. M. S. O'Donnell, now of Maiden, Massachusetts.

The Secretary, in accepting such trust, was constrained by patriotic

and dutiful motives. There are natural claims upon him which all

must respect, yet he has done what he could for the sustenance of

the Society and the advancement of its interests. It is to be pro-

foundly regretted that it has not the support which should be cheer-

fully accorded it by our people of the South.

[From the Boston Journal.'}

SON OF THE SOUTH.

LIFE AND SERVICES OF COMMODORE MAURY.

Proposed Monument to His Memory The Immense Benefits to the Country

that Originated in His Ferile Brain Sketch Written

by His Daughter.

[A movement was inaugurated by prominent gentlemen in this city

and of this State, in November last, to secure the means, by subscrip-

tion and by the aid of Congress, for the erection of a monument to the
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memory of Commodore Maury. It is to be hoped that this grateful

object will be pressed to a speedy consummation. ED.]

Some persons have proposed that a sum of money be set apart by

the Congress of the United States for the purpose of erecting a suita-

ble monument to the memory of the great American hydrographer

and meteorologist, M. F. Maury, in grateful acknowledgment of his

services to the marine, commercial, agricultural and other interests of

our great country. The monument should be erected in the city of

Washington in the year 1892, and thus not only perpetuate the

memory of the man, but of his deeds for the contemplation of future

generations, and as an incentive to lofty ambitions. Perhaps I, as a

member of his family, may speak thus for him. Maury was a Vir-

ginian by birth, but he emigrated to Tennessee with his parents when

in his fifth year, and entered the navy, when a lad of nineteen, from

that State in 1825. After continued sea service for six years he was

appointed sailing master of the sloop-of-war Falmouth, in 1831, and

ordered on a three years' cruise to the Pacific. Before leaving New
York on this voyage he had searched in every direction for reliable

information as to the winds and currents to be encountered, and the

best path for his vessel to follow. He soon found that little or

nothing was known on the subject, and he forthwith began to collect

material and make observations. In this connection he noticed the

curious phenomenon of the low barometer off Cape Horn. He
wrote his first scientific paper on this subject, and it was published

soon after his return by the American Journal of Science. Shortly

after, he wrote another much-talked-of paper entitled "The Relation

of Terrestrial Magnetism to the Circulation of the Atmosphere."
These small beginnings he soon expanded into his celebrated wind

and current charts and sailing directions. "These charts completely
revolutionized commerce," said the Secretaries of the Navy (in their

annual reports for the years 1850, '51, '52, '53, '54, '55 and '56), and

have not only saved millions of dollars to those
' who go down to the

sea in ships,' but have added glory and honor to his country. A
calculation of the amount saved to the commerce of the United States

by shortening the voyages fifteen days by the use of these charts will

show the following startling results : The average Ireight from the

United States to Rio is 17.7 cents per ton per day; to Australia 20

cents. The mean of this is a little over 19 cents per ton per day, but

to be within the mark we will take it at 15 cents, and include all the

ports of South America, China and the East Indies. We estimate
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the tonnage of the United States engaged in trade with these places

at 1,000.000 tons per annum. With these data, we see that there has

been effected a saving for each ot these tons of 15 cents a day for a

period of fifteen days, which will give an aggregate of $2,250,000

saved per annum. This is on the outward voyage alone, and the

tonnage trading with all the other parts of the world is left out of the

calculation. Take these into consideration, and also the fact that

there is a vast amount of foreign tonnage trading between those

places and the United States, and it will be seen that the annual sum
saved will swell to an enormous amount

; beside, to many ports the

voyage is shortened forty and even ninety days." Sir John Pack-

ington, of the British Admiralty, said :

" The practical results of the

researches of this great American philosopher of the seas have been

to lessen the expenses of the voyage (by shortening the passage) of

every icoo-ton vessel from England to Rio, India, or China, by no

less a sum than ^250, while on a voyage of every ship of this ton-

nage to California or Australia and back the saving effected was

;i,2oo or ^1,500." When the San Francisco with hundreds of

United States troops on board foundered in an Atlantic hurricane,

and the rumor reached port that she was in need of help, the Secre-

tary of the Navy sent to Maury for information. He at once showed

on a chart where the winds and waves acting upon a helpless wreck

would drift her. To this spot relief was sent, and there the survivors

were picked up. When the Prince of Wales returned from his visit

to the United States he sailed from Portland, Maine
;
his coal gave

out ; he got into a region of contrary winds, and was overdue ten

days. The Lords of Admiralty waited on Maury and asked for in-

formation of his whereabouts. Maury showed them, and they sent

aid and brought him home in triumph, in time to celebrate his birth-

day. These were mere incidents in his study of the winds an d waves.
"
By the use of Maury's whale charts, the New England fishermen

have saved millions of dollars. There he shows at a glance those

parts of the ocean where at any season of the year whales (sperm or

right) may be found. The observations of one whaleman would

necessarily be limited, but this arrangement of Maury enables him to

profit by the experience of thousands of others." [See report of

Committee on Naval Affairs in 1856.] Besides these there were

Maury's
"
Pilot Charts," his isothermal charts, &c., which are of in-

calculable value.

In 1853 the Government of the United States invited all the Euro-

pean nations to meet Maury in a meteorological conference at Brus-
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sels. This was done, and he then urged that the system of meteoro-

logical observations he had already inaugurated at sea should be

extended to the land, and thus form a weather bureau with observers

in all parts of the world. He spoke of this soon after his return, in

an address before the United States Agricultural Society at Wash-

ington, and said :

" The atmosphere is a great basin which envelops

the globe, and every plant and animal that grows there is dependent
for its well-being upon the laws which govern and control the 'wind

in its circuits,' and none more so than man, 'the Lord of all.' To

study these laws we must treat the atmosphere as a whole. We have

now the sea made white with floating observatories, all equipped with

instruments that are comparable, observing the same things according
to a uniform method and recording these observations according to a

universal plan. In the process of discussing these observations, thus

obtained from the sea, I have arrived at that point at which observa-

tions on the land are found to be essential to a successful prosecution
of my investigations into the laws which govern the grand atmos-

pherical machine. I want to see the land, therefore, spotted with

co-laborers observing also, according to some uniform plan, such as

may be agreed upon with the most distinguished meteorologists at

home and abroad, and I have addressed myself to the agricultural

interests of this country because they have in this matter the most at

stake."

In furtherance of this plan he delivered, early in 1858, a series of

lectures in the larger cities on the great lakes, urging the extention

to the lakes of that system of co-operation and research which has

already proved so beneficial for commerce and navigation at sea, with

this difference, viz. :

" That certain of the observations be reported

daily to a central office by telegraph, and my lake scheme proposes
to warn you, from observations made to-day, as to the weather you

may expect to-morrow, and then, for the further investigation of any

particular phenomenon that may present itself, my plan proposes to

refer to and consult the monthly records after they have been made
and returned to a central office from the observing stations."

By means of the electric telegraph the meteorologist may become
well nigh omnipresent. It may tell of the barometric changes at

distant points and foretell the coming storm. Then the Associated

Press may become another agent. It can take up and bear the news
to the bulletin boards in distant cities, which will diffuse the intelli-

gence to all quarters with a speed that
" Roderic Dhu and Malise

"

never dreamed of, and thus all will know of the coming storm while

yet thousands of miles away.
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By these lectures Maury produced such an impression in the North-

west that eight of the lake cities, Buffalo among them, memorialized

Congress in the same year "to establish a general system of daily

telegraphic reports of the wind and weather for discussion at a cen-

tral office." The law thus prayed for was not passed by Congress

at that time, but it has been since, and under its fostering care has

grown into the vast Weather Bureau of the present day. It will

scarcely be believed that in the history of that grand work the name

of its illustrious founder is not mentioned, and although to-day

almost every one in the civilized world "
listens to the thunder," no

one remembers where to look for the lightning.

From this time until the war and alter he did not cease, by lec-

tures before the agricultural societies all over the country, to urge

the farmers, &c., to memorialize Congress for appropriations, instru-

ments, stations, and a weather bureau, have storm signals, and

telegraph the approach of storms, severe changes of weather, &c.,

and later on to establish crop and weather reports daily. (See letters

on all these subjects on file at the Naval Observatory from 1847 to

1860.) In 1 848-' 49 Maury prophesied
"
the existence of a plateau

under the Atlantic," and suggested that a sub-marine telegraphic

cable uniting the two continents might be laid there. He urged the

Secretary of the Navy to have soundings made there under his

direction to ascertain the truth
1*

of his theory. This was done. In

1 85 1 -'52 three small vessels were placed at his disposal, and Lieu-

tenant Berryman's soundings fully demonstrated the existence of the
"
telegraphic plateau." Maury 's suggestion of a

"
fascicle of copper

wires within a coating ol gutta percha, the whole to be no larger

than a ladies' finger," was adopted. He also invented a machine for

coiling and laying the cable, and in fine, as Cyrus W. Field said at a

public dinner in New York, given to celebrate the arrival of the first

message,
"
Maury furnished the brains, England gave the money, and

I did the work." The cable company,
"
in gratitude," gave

"
Maury

priority of use of cable when finished." (See many letters on file

at the Observatory, also a full account of the whole in Maury 's

"
Sailing Directions.

' '

)

Besides all these schemes for national advancement Maury's papers

on " Naval Reform," under the caption of
"
Scraps from the Lucky

Bag," and over the signature of
"
Harry Bluff," led to the building

of the Naval school at Annapolis and the adoption of
"
Maury's

Navigation" as a text-book.
"
Big Guns and Little Ships," "The

Establisement of Forts and Lighthouses at Pensacola and Key
West,"

" The Memphis Navy Yard," and "The Illinois Ship Canal
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and Ports on the Great Lakes," followed (for which last a vote of

thanks was offered by the Illinois Legislature). These papers were

received and acted on with so much enthusiasm that he was placed

at the head of the "Depot of Charts and Instruments" at Wash-

ington, which office he soon extended, in the course of five years,

into the world-renowed National Observatory and Hydrographic

Department (which since his death has been divided up into three

separate offices). While in charge of those he published for several

years his "Astronomical Observations Cataloguing the Stars," and

his "Physical Geography of the Sea," by which, as Baron Humbolt

said, he founded a new science. He also established
" Water works

and river guages for the Mississippi river and its tributaries," and

directed Lieutenant Mann to make a series of daily observations for

three hundred and sixty-five consecutive days on the temperature,

velocity, evaporation and precipitation and amount of salt contained

in its waters, which observations, reported to and digested by Maury,
contribute the main data of the knowledge we now possess of the

habits of this, our greatest river. Maury was the originator of the

plan to
" Redeem the drowned lands on the Mississippi river," of the

"Warehousing System,'
'

of the
" Great Circle Routes

"
between Ameri-

can and European or Asiatic ports. The " Steam Lanes " which are

still used by all steamers crossing the ocean, were laid off by Maury,
and the merchants and underwriters of New York were so pleased
with their success that they presented him with a service of plate

and five thousand dollars.

Maury planned the two Arctic expeditions of Dr. Kane and De
Haven, and both those officers received their instructions from him.

The same was the case with Captain Lynch' s exploration of the

"Dead Sea" and Herndon's exploration of the Amazon and its

tributaries as a resultant of which Maury hoped to see established

intimate commercial relations with Brazil and the South American

Republic. (See Maury's Inca Papers, &c.) And just as the war came
on he was organizing an expedition to the South Pole. He made

many efforts to arrest the war by appeals to the governors of the

border States, by peace commissions, &c., and he died while filling

the post of Professor of Physics at the Virginia Military Institute in

1873. His last work was a
"
Preliminary Report on the Physical

Survey of Virginia" (setting forth in an attractive manner her great
resources of the field, forest and mine, to induce immigrants to come
and settle up her waste places).

"
In grateful recognition of the past services conferred by Maury

upon navigation and science," gold medals were struck in his honor
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by Prussia, Austria, Holland, Sweden and Norway. Spain, France,

Sardinia, the Republic of Bremen, and Pope Pius IX presented him

with a set of all the medals struck during the pontificate. England
and Belgium also offered medals. Denmark, Portugal, Russia,

France, Belgium and Mexico presented decorations and orders of

knighthood, which last he declined (being an officer of the United

States NavyX He had, besides, about twenty diplomas from as

many foreign scientific societies, but from the United States nothing,

except his pay as a commander in the navy.

The Czar of Russia offered him "a princely home on the banks

of the Neva, and abundant means to prosecute his scientific re-

searches," and the Emperor of France made a similar offer, but he

declined both
;
he "could not leave his native State."

We are every day making history. What will be the fate of that

nation that fails to make an honorable history for itself by fitly eulo-

gizing its departed great ones ?

Is England less proud to-day of the laurels won and worn by Mil-

ton because he threw himself on the side of the Protector? or does not

France erect monuments equally beautiful to the memory of Coligny
and Turenne ? Maury's life work and greatest services were given

freely to the United States several years before the war, and a grate-

ful nation should gracefully acknowledge the services by which she

has so largely profited. As an American shipmaster said in the New
York Tribune in a recent article on the subject :

" The money saved

to the commerce of the United States by the use of Lieutenant

Maury's charts would erect a monument of precious stones spark-

ling with diamonds."

[From the Richmond Times, August a, 1890.]

LEONIDAS POLK.

THE BISHOP-GENERAL WHO DIED FOR THE SOUTH.

Interesting Reminiscence of Life at West Point of the Gallant Churchman
and Soldier.

Bv BISHOP CHARLES P. MC!LVAINE.

When I began duty as chaplain and professor of ethics, etc., at the

Military Academy, West Point, in the summer of 1825, the late

Bishop Polk was cadet in his third year.
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As my academic instructions were confined to the fourth or oldest

class, and the association of the cadets with the officers of the academy

was very limited, I had no knowledge of him as one of the congre-

gation to which I preached on Sunday, until circumstances of a very

interesting character brought him to my house. The condition of

the academy was very far from being encouraging to a chaplain seek-

ing the spiritual welfare of his charge. There was not one professor

of religion among the officers, military or civil. Several of them

were friendly to the efforts of the chaplain, others were decidedly the

reverse. Of the cadets, not one was known to make a profession of

personal interest in religion. There was a great deal of avowed and

manifested infidelity, accompanied with manifestation of a disposition

to scoff at the Christian faith and life, and this among cadets, officers,

and instructors. My venerable and beloved friend and then com-

manding officer, Colonel Sylvanus Thayer, whose name I can never

utter without a tribute of veneration and love, though not a commu-

nicant of any church, must be understood, with other of the officers,

as untouched by any such remarks as the above.

I had been laboring under these circumstances nearly a year with-

out the slightest appearance of any encouragement. Not a cadet had

ever called to see me
;

I knew them only as I met them in my class,

or saw them as a congregation. They seemed to feel as if it would be

regarded as a profession of some serious interest in religion to come

to see me. One of them, whose father had requested him by letter

that he would become acquainted with me, was afraid (as he after-

wards told me) to do so, out of the fear just mentioned. He put it

off until tidings of his father's death constrained him to fill his father's

last injunction. These statements are important in their bearing on

the character of our cadet.

In the deepest of my discouragement, when I scarcely ventured to

hope for any fruit of my ministry, and when I had concluded a series

of discourses on the Evidences of Christianity without any known

effect, the cadet just alluded to came to my study. He introduced

himself by saying he came to fulfill his father's last request ;
that his

father had recently died; and, he was ashamed to say, a foolish fear

had long kept him from coming to see me. Before he left me I put
two tracts into his hands. "This," I said, "is for you." It was

addressed to a person in affliction. The other was addressed to an

unbeliever. "Take this," I said, "and drop it somewhere in the

barracks; perhaps I shall hear of it again." He smiled, and said he

would do as I asked. A week had passed, and I had forgotten the

tract, but the following Saturday afternoon came another cadet. I
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met him at the door. He was a stranger to me. As I took his hand

he said,
" My name is Polk," and could say no more. Perceiving

that some great trouble was in his mind, I led him to a chair
;
he was

still silent, as if he feared to try to speak lest he should not control

his feelings. Supposing he had gotten into trouble with the authori-

ties of the institution, I asked him to trust me as a friend, and freely

tell me all his burden; then he could contain himself no longer, but

with a burst of feeling and intense expression of a mind convinced of

sin, and literally and earnestly begging to be told what he must do

for salvation. I will not take space to relate the particulars of that

part of the conversation. I was amazed at the depth and power of

his convictions and anxieties, and his readiness for whatever might be

required of him as a servant of Christ.

PICKED UP A TRACT.

The hand of God was manifestly there. He had conversed with

nobody. There was no one there but his minister who could have

comprehended his state of mind. I asked him how it came. "I

picked up a tract in my room
;
who put it there I do not know." I

asked,
" What tract ?" He gave the title ;

it was the tract sent at a

venture the previous Saturday. Then he said the discourses on the

Evidences of Christianity had made a certain measure of impression

on his mind, which had been in a degree skeptical. That having

heard I had caused a number of copies of Dr. Olenthus Gregory's

letters on the Evidences, Doctrines and Duties to be brought to West

Point and deposited with the quartermaster, he obtained a copy.

That book had strengthened his impressions, but he was not aware

to what extent the truth had taken hold of him till he read that tract;

then he gave up, and the next thing was that visit to us. I have

never conversed with one thus seeking the way of life in whom the

feeling of His need of light and grace, the sense of all spiritual

necessity was deeper, or in whom the single anxiety to get to Christ

and be His, and have the hope of His salvation, was more thoroughly

absorbing. His docility and humbleness of spirit in receiving

instruction, his literal thirst after it, were very striking.

A CADET FOR CHRIST.

After I had given him instruction, and prayed with him, he became

tranquil ;
he began to speak of his circumstances. It was the first
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known instance in the history of the academy of a cadet having come

out and taken position as a follower of Christ. He considered how

he would be wondered at and observed, and by some ridiculed. He

felt deeply the need of the greatest circumspection and strength from

above, lest he should not walk consistently with the new life on which

he now sought to enter. It was Saturday ;
next Sunday he would

attend Divine worship as he had never attended before. It would

get abroad in the corps that this great change had come over his

mind. He would be watched in the chapel. He reflected that in no

instance had ever a cadet knelt in the service, and, so far as was re-

membered, no officer, professor, or instructor. The chapel was then

so small that the cadets sat on benches without backs, and were so

crowded together that it was very difficult for any to kneel. He
asked me what he ought to do, not having the slightest idea of

shrinking from any confession of Christ in word or deed that might
be duty, and yet modest and far from a disposition to make himself

unnecessarily an object of observation. I said he had better begin

at once. The next day, when the confession in the service came, I

could hear his movement to get space to kneel, and then his deep
tone of response as if he was trembling with new emotion, and then

it seemed as if an impression of solemnity pervaded all the congre-

gation.

A NEW SIGHT.

It was a new sight, that single kneeling cadet. Such a thing had

not been supposed to be possible as a cadet that turned to God.
From that time he grew rapidly in spiritual knowledge, and in the

consolation of Christ. He came to Him as a lost sinner
;
he sought

refuge in Him and found peace with God ;
his mind soon became

peaceful and happy. Such was the carefulness and consistency of

his walk, so manifestly had he become a new man, with a new heart,

and a new life begun, and yet so wisely and inoffensively did he go
in and out with those around him, that I never heard of any who
doubted his sincerity or gainsayed the reality of his conversion, and
did not regard him with respect for entire consistency of life. There
was that in his previous standing in the corps which gave his exam-

ple a special impressiveness. He had been among his comrades a

gay, high-spirited youth, not much given to study, not over careful

of obedience to the interior discipline of the corps, not unwilling to

join in certain not perfectly temperate frolics with his companions ;

popular among them, and regarded as of such high gentlemanly
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honor and frankness that nothing mean or insincere could possibly

be imputed to him.

A GOOD EXAMPLE.

Cadets and officers both told me that if I had chosen out of the

whole corps one whose example in becoming a disciple of Christ

would have the greatest effect on the minds of his fellows, I should

have chosen him. The case was more impressive because not only
was the conversation so decided and manifest, but it was so without

man's hand. It was known how entirely it had grown up without

the least conversation with any man until it was disclosed to me as

related above. It pleased God that though the first, it was not the

only instance. In the course of another week, one and another,

strangers to me, came on the same errand, each without previous

conversation with anybody until he went to Cadet Polk and asked

him to introduce him to me.

MEETINGS NECESSARY.

And so it went on, till I found it necessary to have meetings for

them twice or thrice a week in my house for instruction, conversation

and prayer. Soon the number of cadets, with some professors and

instructors, coming to these meetings and be it observed that, under

these circumstances, the very attendance was a profession of earnest

spiritual concern the number was so great as to wholly occupy the

largest room I had, and in each instance the state of mind disclosed

was of the same independent origination as described in that of Cadet

Polk, coming directly from God, no communication with man, scarcely

with any book but the Scriptures, until it was strong enough to seek

a private interview with the chaplain, and in almost every case of a

cadet so coming, his chosen instructor was the first born of their breth-

ren. Into the particulars of that week of grace, the remembrance of

which fills me with wonder and praise whenever I think of it, and out

of which came many to confess Christ before men, who walked after-

wards as becometh the Gospel, I shall not enter here. Some became

ministers of the Gospel. Beside those who then came forward and

openly confessed Christ before men, there were several who received

impressions which afterwards matured into decided religious char-

acter and profession, so that from time to time, and almost to the

present year, I have received new information of those whom I did

not know in any such connection, but who have ascribed their subse-
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quent religious life to that beginning. Cadet Polk was of an Episcopal

family in North Carolina, but had not been baptized in infancy. His

baptism now was not hurried ;
due time was given him to try and

examine himself, and know it was no mere sudden impulse of excite-

ment that had taken possession of him. Forty days after my first

interview with him, on Sunday, the 25th of May, 1826, he was bap-

tized in the chapel, at morning prayer, in the presence of the corps

and an unusually large attendance of officers and professors. Another

cadet, William B. Magruder, who still lives, was baptized at the same

time.

ADULT BAPTISM.

The service for adult baptism had never been witnessed there

before. The circumstances made it an occasion of intense interest

among the cadets. Perceiving the intensity with which the mind of

Cadet Polk was occupied in preparation for it, and apprehensive that

all sorts of rumors had gone to Washington concerning what was

going on at the academy as if discipline and order and study were

broken up by religion and we had various noisy demonstrations of

excitement in the chapel, rumors I need not say without the slightest

appearance of foundation. Apprehensive, I say, lest under some

strength of emotion my young friend should afford the least excuse

for such reports, I charged him to be on his guard, and he promised.

All went on quietly but with the deepest solemnity, till after the

last words of the baptismal office, when I addressed a few words of

exhortation to the two, ending with the sentence :

"
Pray your Mas-

ter and Saviour to take you out of the world, rather than allow you
to

b'fijr^ reproach on the cause you have now professed." Then he

couldhomno longer, and there came from the depth of his heart an

Amen, which spoke to every other heart in the congregation and is

remembered to this day.
That Amen was recently renewed in my recollection by a letter

from a gentleman, a stranger to me. He had just heard of the death

of Bishop Polk, and he remembered spending a Sunday at West

Point in the spring of 1826, and attending service in the chapel, and

that two cadets were baptized, and that I addressed them. He re-

membered the very words as given above, and he said that one of the

cadets responded to them with an Amen, so deep-toned and so

uttered as if all his soul were in it, that it made a deep impression on

him, and he had the sound of it yet in his ears, and he said he had

an impression that one of the two was named Polk. In a few days
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after the 4th of June the cadets were received to the communion of

the Lord's Supper with others of the corps one professor, one in-

structor, and four inhabitants of the Point. It was not only their

first communion, but it is not known that the Lord's Supper had ever

been administered there before. I find in my record of that commu-
nion the name of the cadet who dropped the tract in the barracks in

young Folk's room. He was then as much without any religious

impressions as his friend, for they were intimate friends. One night,
at one of the meetings in my study, when the usual devotional exer-

cises and exposition of Scripture had just been concluded, and we
were sitting for the conversation which usually succeeded, Cadet Polk

said, with a manner of great emphasis :

"
I would give anything to

know who it was that placed that tract in my room." "
Why," said

I,
" what would you do ?

" "I would not rest 'till by God's blessing
he should know what I know," was his reply.

"
Well," I answered,

"
I will tell you; it was Parks." "Why," he exclaimed, "he is

my intimate friend." Then he thought for awhile and said :

" He is

officer-of-the-day to-morrow, between the sections going to recita-

tion, and he will have a good deal of tedious time in the guard room.

I will put on the mantel -piece a copy of Gregory's Letters" (he

thought nobody could withstand that book);
" he will look at it just

to kill time, and we will see." The other's smiled at his confidence,

but he did it, and all resulted as he expected. His friend saw the

book in the guard-room, but his state of mind, unknown to any one,

was far more prepared to embrace the truth than even he himself

was conscious of. He read, but did not afterwards remember what

he had read, or that it had excited any other thought than that it was

the very book that Polk was said to have been so influenced by.

Then the desire arose to go to his friend and disclose convictions of

a concern for his soul which were now obtaining the mastery. When
he knocked at his friend's door the latter was on his knees praying
for him, and when he arose and found who it was at the door, was

not surprised, but well divined his errand. The visitor entered, and

began to ask our young Christian cadet, and to tell him how he felt,

and how it was. But the conversation had proceeded but a few mo-
ments before the enquirer threw himself on his friend's neck in strong

emotion, and the next thing was for both to go to the chaplain's

study.
" Here he is," said Polk, as if he took it for granted I was

expecting him. That cadet then disclosed a state of mind which had

commenced about the time of his receiving the tracts which I gave
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him in my study, which he had resisted, and which sometimes he

supposed he had mastered, but which now asserted itself, though

until that day it had never been communicated to any human being,

ENTERED THE ARTILLERY.

After graduating in 1826, that cadet entered the artillery, and after-

wards became a clergyman of the Episcopal Church, in which service

he died a few years ago. After Cadet Polk had then taken position

on the Lord's side, he was very determined that no gainsayer should

find any reason to charge religion with making him a poorer soldier

or student; he would show it only made him more faithful in all

military and academic duties. He had not been a student before,

though always holding a respectable grade in his class ; this he now

deeply regretted. But he was now at the termination of his third

year; too much time had been lost to accomplish what otherwise he

might have done, but the remaining year he improved diligently. I

remember well his telling me of his having been prevented the day

before, by unavoidable causes, from giving any attention to his math-

ematical recitation, and the bugle sounding, and he expected to be

called to the blackboard, and having to expose his ignorance, and his

pain to think it would be set down to the effect of religion making
him careless of his studies ;

and how he was called up and knew

nothing of the proposition given him to demonstrate but the text,

and how, while others were reciting, he stood in silence and said to

himself:
" This is not my fault, I have not willingly come into this

position, and yet if I fail what will be said ? May I not in such circum-

stances ask God to help me?" He prayed. Little did the section

imagine what was going on while he seemed only considering his

proposition. The result was that he went through his work with

entire success by a process entirely new to himself and that was not

in the book. In military duties he became equally faithful. Prior to

that he had not been made an officer of any grade, but there had

tnen occurred a special need for the appointment of orderly sergeants

whom nothing could move from their faithfulness. At early roll-call

the members of the oldest class had come to assert a traditional right

of lying in bed and being reported as present. This had been known

to the authorities for some time, and they had tried to break it up,

but had failed to find cadets for orderly sergeants whose faithfulness

was strong enough to stand the press of the established usage and

the commands of their comrades.
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CHOSEN SERGEANT.

But now there were cadets of a new principle of action. The com-

pliment was paid them of believing they would do their duty. Two
were chosen, one of whom was Polk. The chaplain hearing of it,

and desirous of an acknowledgement of the reason, he took his

stand beside his friend Colonel Thayer, as the companies were march-

ing out to form the evening parade. Forth came his two beloved

boys with their companions. One of them was an ungraceful looking
soldier. As they approached, the chaplain said to the superintendent,
"
Colonel, why have you chosen those two cadets for orderly sergeants ?

As for one of them, Polk, I do not wonder; he is a fine looking

fellow and marches well, but the other is a mere slouch." "The
truth is," answered my friend,

" we had to take them." Then rela-

ting the necessity as above stated, he said,
"

I thought these young
men could be relied on to do their duty at all hazards." He was

right. They did it. They were memorialized and threatened,, and

the alternative was put to them either to resign or allow the tradi-

tional right practice to go on. They quietly answered that neither

would be right, and after a while they had no difficulty.

During his course, from the date above given, Cadet Polk was a

frequent guest at my house, and much beloved in my family; always

maintaining a most consistent walk, fervent in spirit, serving the

Lord, and beloved among his fellow cadets. He graduated July i,

1827, and was made brevet second lieutenant artillery. But he

never entered upon service. He took leave of absence to December

ist of the same year, and then resigned. His health was not strong.

He had inherited a tendency to pulmonary disorder, and it was

thought that foreign travel would be of service, and he went abroad.

I gave him a letter to Olenthus Gregory, whose book on the

Evidences, etc., had been so connected with the progress of his mind

in divine things. In it I related the good it had done under God's

blessing. Dr. Gregory was then professor of mathematics in the

Military College at Woolwich, and the author of scientific works then

used as text-books in the West Point Academy.
He was a beautiful example of the highest character for scientific

research and attainments, with the humblest and simplest spirit of

Christian faith and life. He was delighted to receive his young

guest, and to perceive the freshness, devotedness and simplicity of

his religious character. Mr. Polk was made an inmate of his house,

and greatly enjoyed the society of his distinguished host.
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[Baltimore Sun, October 3, 1890.]

GENERAL FOLK'S DEATH.

GENERAL JOSEPH E. JOHNSTON DESCRIBES HOW HE WAS
KILLED.

An article in the Indianapolis Journal recently purported to narrate

the true account of the death of the Confederate Lieutenant- General

Polk, Bishop of Louisiana. Concerning its statement Mr. Winfield

Peters writes to the Sun that
"
having in the year 1879 visited the field

of operations along Kennesaw Mountain, Ga., and having located,

after much effort, the spot where General Polk fell, and informed

myself as to the circumstances of his death, and having subsequently

conferred with General Joseph E. Johnston and Bishop Beckwith, of

Georgia, who were present on the field and near General Polk when

he fell, he was able not only to correct the inaccuracies of the Journal,

but to set at rest any future dispute as to a remarkable historical

occurrence of the late war. I determined to ask General Joseph E.

Johnston to write his account of it, and now have the pleasure to

enclose his reply." In his letter to Mr. Peters, which is dated Wash-

ington, September 25th, General Johnston says :

"
I have seen lately

what is purported to be an account of General Polk's death, probably

that to which you refer, for it is an invention from beginning to end.

"Bate's division, of Hardee's corps, occupied the summit of Pine

Mount as an outpost. As it was nearly a mile in front of our line,

General Hardee thought it exposed, and I agreed to ride to it with

him and decide the question on the ground. General Polk joined
us. We reached the hill directly from the rear and dismounted sixty

or eighty yards from the summit. On reaching it we found that the

best view was from a little parapet some thirty or forty feet down the

slope, and occupied it. The Federal line was in full view, and a

field-battery three or four hundred yards in our front. In a few

minutes it was decided that the risk of holding the position was much

greater than any advantage it could give us, and General Hardee

was desired to withdraw his troops from it soon after nightfall.
" As we were closing our field-glasses, preparatory to moving, a

shot from the battery in front of us struck a tree, a little above our

I
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heads. We moved around the little summit horizontally, General

Polk and I to the right, General Hardee to the left. In a few minutes

another shot came flying over our heads, General Polk still with me.

Very soon after, when I was trying to ascertain if any part of our line

was visible, another shot came the third. I immediately looked

around to assure myself of General Polk's safety, when a young
officer near called to me that he had fallen by the last shot. Looking
to the crown of the little summit I saw him lying at full length upon
it dead. Hastening up I found that the bolt from a field- piece had

passed left to right through the middle of his chest. In a few minutes

a rapid discharge of shells into the woods around was begun.
" As General Polk had served in that army from its formation

he was greatly loved and admired in it, and his death was deeply

deplored.
" We had no signal stations then nor ambulances at Marietta. This

disposes of the fable of the deciphering of a Confederate signal by a

Federal officer."

To General Johnston's letter Mr. Peters adds: "Bishop Polk's

remains were buried outside the chancel-rail of Christ Church, Au-

gusta, Ga. A large and ornate mural tablet in his memory was erected

in the church near the chancel. The inscription is in letters of gold
on black marble. After stating his services in the church as Bishop
of two dioceses, his rank of lieutenant-general in the army, and dates

of birth and death, it concludes with this quotation from the Book of

Job:

Behold, my witness is in Heaven,

My record is on high.

"Leonidas Polk, having graduated at the United States Military

Academy, West Point, subsequently entered the holy ministry, and

was Bishop of Louisiana at the outbreak of the war. His devotion

to the cause of the Confederacy impelled him to apply his military

talents in its service and temporarily to leave his diocese to some
other bishop. He won promotion in the field, and at his death he

held the next highest rank in the Confederate army. General Polk

was one of the three Confederate lieutenant-generals killed or mor-

tally wounded in battle
;
the others were Stonewall Jackson and A.

P. Hill."
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THE TOWNSEND LIBRARY.

NATIONAL, STATE, AND INDIVIDUAL RECORDS.

i860 1870.

Upon the election of Mr. Lincoln to the Presidency in 1860, when

the first mutterings of the coming storm were heard, Mr. Thomas S.

Townsend, of New York city, conceived the idea of collecting and

arranging in a form for ready reference the chronicle of current events

as it was given in the newspapers and magazines of the country, as

well as the comments and addresses made, when the particulars were

fresh in the minds of the writers and speakers of the day. This His-

torical Record and Encyclopoedia contains nearly everything con-

cerning the great national conflict not merely down to the end of

battle-fields, but to the equally important strife connected with the

reorganization of the National Union, by the readmission of the

seceded States in 1870. And in this connection it is essential to re-

member that much very valuable information concerning men and

things on all sides during the war, North as well as South, has been

attainable only since the close of the war, as it has been elicited by
discussions in Congress, in Legislatures, in Northern and Southern

Historical Societies, in magazines such as the Southern Historical

Society Papers, The Century, The Land We Love, The Southern

Bivouac, and others with like distinctive features, and in the contro-

versies of persons engaged on both sides since the close of the armed

strife. No party bias has been allowed to interfere with the thorough

compilation of the descriptive narratives, comments and reviews of

correspondents, journalists, and public men of every conceivable

creed whether of the North or South.

This portion of the work occupies nearly one hundred immense

folio volumes forming a library in itself, and embracing as much

printed matter as could be placed in about a thousand volumes of

ordinary octavo size. As the arrangement is in four columns on each

page, a curious statistician "calculated
"

that "if the columns were

arranged in a continuous line, they would measure nearly one hun-

dred miles."
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The preparation of these volumes of the
" Record "

has been,

however, the least laborious portion of the work only one- tenth of

the time of the compiler having been occupied upon it while nine-

tenths have been devoted to the Encyclopaedia, which is an analysis

of and guide to the contents of the immense collection. To study

the history of any particular subject by means of the Record alone

would be impossible ; therefore, in order to make this great mass of

information available for reference, the compiler decided that the

mercantile principle of keeping accounts was the true one to regard

his
" Record "

in the light of a merchant's day-book, then to jour-

nalize the contents of the
"
Record," and from the journals to re-

distribute the entries to their appropriate departments, in what a

merchant would term his ledger, but which the compiler calls his

Encyclopaedia. Each fact or statement in a report, or a letter, or in

an editorial, has been separately entered in the journal. This portion

of the work requires a journal of eight hundred pages to comprise

an epitome of each volume of the "Record." These journals or

waste-books are removed when their entries are systematically trans-

ferred to the various departments in the Encyclopaedia. We come

now to the most important part of the work. The Encyclopedia is

not an index, but a compilation a compendium of "The Record,"

a statement of each subject, or rather of all statements concerning

each subject ;
so that the manifold and intricate episodes of the war

its origin, progress and results, can be developed instantaneously,

and in all their relations, whether the subject refers to military mat-

ters, or finance, foreign relations, or individual actions. All are re-

lated with impartial completeness from all available sources of infor-

mation, and will be found to satisfy all inquiry instantaneously. The

Encyclopaedia will comprise about twenty- five volumes of 1,300

pages each of manuscript, equal in size to the largest bank ledger

all elegantly bound and lettered.

The key to the whole work is comprised in one volume, which

gives ready reference to the statements in the whole collection.

The value of this work has been extensively attested by the most

influential newspapers of the country, by scholars, public men and

learned societies, and the foresight, skill and perseverance of Mr.

Townsend commended in the most appreciative terms.

Of the work Rev. Irenaeus Prime, editor of the New York Observer,

writes :

"
It is beyond dispute the most remarkable compilation of

ancient or modern times having no equal before or since the inven-
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tion of the art of printing and further ages will prize it as one of

the chief memorials of the first century of American Independence."

General G. T. Beauregard and other distinguished officers of both

of the late contending armies of the North and South urge that
"

it

should be the property of the Nation
"

An inspection of the synopsis of the record of the State of Vir-

ginia, which was sent the editor by Mr. Townsend, impresses the

former as to the great and peculiar value of this portion of the work in

its comprehension of incidents and details only elsewhere to be found

in the newspapers and ephemeral books in which they originally

appeared. The subject heads comprise "Virginia Before the War,"
"The Peace Convention," "State Conventions," "The Constitu-

tional Convention," "The Federal Government in 1861," "The

Legislatures," "Official State Documents," "Richmond Press on

the War," "The Sequestration Act and its Results," "Law and

Decisions," "Confederate Military Documents," "The French

Tobacco,"
" The Execution of John T. Beall in New York," "The

University of Virginia
"

(gallantry of its students and professors),

"Jefferson College" (service of its students and of Professor Hun-

ter McGuire, M. D.),
" The Dahlgren Raid,"

"
Maps, Diagrams,

Geographical Information," "Federal Military Documents" (Na-

tional Cemeteries in Virginia),
"
Loyalty in the State,"

" The

Confederate Government and the State," "Personals, Obituaries,

Arrests," etc., "The Specie and the Treasury of Virginia," "The
War in Virginia," "Richmond" (the siege of), "Norfolk" (Gene-

eral Butler's Rule, etc.),
"

Saltville," "Hampton Burning of the

Town," "Slavery and Emancipation," "The Peace Question"

(efforts of the Committee of Nine), "Department of Confederate

Regiments,"
"
Department of Confederate Generals,"

"
Biographi-

cal Sketches," etc.

At the last session of Congress a bill was reported in the House of

Representatives for the purchase of this historical treasury at a cost

of $30,000 this work upon which the patriotic and untiring com-

piler has been devotedly engaged for more than thirty years, and

upon which, it is claimed, and credibly, that he has expended in

money more than the sum proposed to be paid to him by the Gov-

ernment. In the United States Senate, September 17, 1891, the

Hon. Wade Hampton, of South Carolina, thus urged its purchase :

"
I did not have the opportunity of hearing the remarks of the

Senator from New York [Mr. Evarts], but I am somewhat familiar
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with this compilation, knowing Mr. Townsend and having had some

correspondence with him, and I have looked over the prospectus

most carefully. I have arrived at the conclusion that it is very

important that the Government should possess this work, from the

fact that our librarian here, Mr. Spofford, has endorsed it in the very

higest way, and in addition to his indorsement, I find that the Comte

de Paris says :

11 '

It is a work of the greatest value, but seems beyond the strength

of a single man in the limits of a single life.'

" General Grant says :

'

I heartily endorse the sentiments expressed

by the Comte de Paris in his letter of July 27, 1883.'

" Governor Horatio Seymour speaks in the highest terms of the

work.

' '

Dr. Cogswell, the organizer and first Superintendent of the Astor

Library, says :

' As a chronological and synchronous record of the

events it is more minute[and more authentic than could be formed in

any other way ; and as documentary material for the historian of

those events it is absolutely indispensable.
"

I need not go over the names of all the eminent men who have

indorsed this work, but amongst others there is Colonel Duncan K.

McRae, of the Confederate Army, and General Beauregard, and all

the great northern newspapers.
" This compilation is formed somewhat upon the principle of the

Rebellion Record, but that work deals only with the military ope-

rations of both armies during the war, and, of course, a great many

papers relating to that subject have been lost
; but this gentleman

commenced at the beginning of the war, and he made memoranda of

all events that happened, and he has them now embraced in over one

hundred volumes. I am satisfied that the history of the Government

since the Buchanan administration to the present time cannot prop-

erly be prepared without a reference to this work. I hope, therefore,

that we may obtain it and put it where it will be entirely safe and

accessible in the Library of Congress."

It is felt that when this important subject engages again the atten-

tion, of Congress that it will not fail in support from the entire

southern representation. The estimate of the value of this great

work expressed by the distinguished Confederate chieftain must

surely find concurrence.
25
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PAROLES OF THE ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA.

Statement of Brigadier General W. P. Roberts as to his Staff and Command.

The Editor has pleasure in publishing the following letter, which

is inspired by a highly worthy motive. It is his desire to give place

in the Papers to all proper representations regarding the surrender

at Appomattox Courthouse ; everything incidental thereto, and any

personal explanation under signature of any soldier or officer who

was of the Army of Northern Virginia.

The embarrassment experienced in the preparation of Volume XV
of the Southern Historical Society Papers is stated in the Introduc-

tion thereto.
" W. P. Roberts, Brigadier-General," was paroled

singly, and the parole was without further information or explana-

tion. Brigadier-General W. P. Roberts is said to have been the

youngest officer of his rank in the Confederate States Army. His

is a noble record. He " entered the army in June, 1861, al the age

of nineteen years as a Sergeant in the Second North Carolina

Cavalry ;
was appointed Second Lieutenant in September following ;

promoted First Lieutenant in August, 1862, Captain in October,

1863, Major in May, 1864, Colonel in August, 1864, and Brigadier-

General in February, 1865, being then in the thirty-third year of his

age. He had received no military training before entering the

army, and had not finished his education."

GATESVILLE, N. C.,July 7, 1891.

DEAR SIR :

Volume XV of the Southern Historical Papers is wholly taken

up with the names of paroled prisoners, Army Northern Virginia, who

surrendered at Appomattox, and the name of
" W. P. Roberts, Briga-

dier-General," appears among or next to a list of ordnance officers,

without naming his arm of the service, and without a word said about

his command or staff. I do not care about the matter so far as I am

personally concerned, but in all human probability some of these days

the volume will be quoted as evidence that the names contained in it

were the only men who fought at Appomattox, and as I know better,

I desire to make the correction, so far as my own brigade was con-
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cerned. The brigade was a part of Major-General W. H. F. Lee's

division of cavalry, and was made up of the Fourth North Carolina,

a part of the Eighth Georgia and the Sixteenth North Carolina bat-

talion. I remember well that on that memorable morning the com-

mand was promptly upon the field of Appomattox, and with it a rem-

nant of Barringer's North Carolina cavalry, which had been assigned

to it a few days previous. Early thereafter this command charged

and captured four Napolean guns, the last, I am sure, captured by the

Army of Northern Virginia, and immediately after which I received

orders to withdraw from the field and march towards Buckingham
Courthouse. Subsequently the command was halted about two miles

from Appomattox to await the arrival of General Fitz Lee, and when

he came up, it was by his orders that I directed my Acting Adjutant-

General, Captain Theodore S. Garnett of Virginia, to disband the

men, and advise them to make their way to their homes in North

Carolina and Georgia.

Shortly thereafter I traveled South, accompanied by one of 'my

men, but upon reflection I felt it my duty to return to Appomattox,
which I did, and surrendered to the officer in command, General

Gibbon.

I had with me on the gth only one staff officer, Captain Theo. S.

Garnett. My ordnance officer, Captain Webb, a gallant young sol-

dier from Alabama, being in charge of the ordnance train, had passed

the courthouse on the evening of the 8th ; Captain Coaghenson of

North Carolina, my Inspector-General, had been dangerously

wounded on the 5th near me, and while gallantly doing his duty,

and my Aide-de-Camp, Lieutenant Holcombe, of Virginia, reported

that he had been disabled by a collision with a trooper in a charge at

Dr. Boisseau's near Petersburg, which occurred on the 4th of April.

My couriers were all killed or wounded, save Private Forbes of the

Fourth regiment, who remained by my side to the end. My Acting

Adjutant-General, Captain Garnett, than whom no commander ever

had a more faithful or gallant lieutenant, was always by my side, and

was among the last to leave when the command was ordered from the

field.

The reason, therefore, that these gallant officers and men of my
command were not paroled at Appomattox was because they obeyed
orders to disband and shift for themselves.

I have written this much in justice to that little band of heroic men

who ever responded with promptness and gallantry to every com-
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mand on that never-to-be-forgotten retreat from Petersburg to Appo-

mattox ;
who saved a part of the cavalry from a shameful stampede

at Namazine Creek ;
who met and successfully resisted the charging

columns of General Custer near Amelia Courthouse, saving, in all

probability, the great Lee from capture ; who, as before mentioned,

captured the last guns at Appomattox, and having remained faithful

and loyal to the last, I beg that you will give this a place in your

forthcoming volume, to the end that their devotion to duty and a

proof of their heroic valor may be preserved and transmitted to those

who are to come after them.

Very respectfully,

W. P. ROBERTS,
Late Brigadier- General C. S. A.

R. A. BROCK, Esq.,

Secretary Southern Historical Society, Richmond, Va.

GENERAL R. E. LEE'S WAR-HORSES,

TRAVELLER AND LUCY LONG.

The following communication from Major Thomas L. Broun,

Charleston, Kanawha county, West Virginia, appeared in the Rich-

mond Dispatch August 10, 1886 :

"In view of the fact that great interest is felt in the monument

about to be erected to General Lee, and that many are desirous that

his war-horse should be represented in the monument, and as I once

owned this horse, I herewith give you some items respecting this

now famous war-horse, Traveller.
" He was raised by Mr. Johnston, near the Blue Sulphur Springs,

in Greenbrier county, Virginia (now West Virginia); was of the
1

Gray Eagle' stock, and, as a colt, took the first premium under the

name of
'

Jeff Davis
'

at the Lewisburg fairs for each of the years

1859 and 1860. He was four years old in the spring of 1861. When
the Wise legion was encamped on Sewell mountain, opposing the

advance of the Federal Army under Rosecranz, in the fall of 1861,
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I was major to the Third regiment of infantry in that legion, and my
brother, Captain Joseph M. Broun, was quartermaster to the same

regiment.
"

I authorized my brother to purchase a good serviceable horse of

the best Greenbrier stock for our use during the war.
' ' After much inquiry and search he came across the horse above

mentioned, and I purchased him for $175 (gold value), in the fall of

1 86 1, from Captain James W. Johnston, son of the Mr. Johnston first

above mentioned. When the Wise legion was encamped about

Meadow Bluff and Big Sewell mountains, I rode this horse, which

was then greatly admired in camp for his rapid, springy walk, his

high spirit, bold carriage, and muscular strength.
" He needed neither whip nor spur, and would walk his five or six

miles an hour over the rough mountain roads of Western Virginia

with his rider sitting firmly in the saddle and holding him in check by
a tight rein, such vim and eagerness did he manifest to go right

ahead so soon as he was mounted.
" When General Lee took command of the Wise legion and Floyd

brigade that were encamped at and near Big Sewell mountains, in

the fall of 1 86 1, he first saw this horse, and took a great fancy to it.

He called it his colt, and said that he would use it before the war

was over. Whenever the General saw my brother on this horse he

had something pleasant to say to him about '

my colt,' as he desig-

nated this horse. As the winter approached, the climate in the West

Virginia mountains caused Rosecranz's army to abandon its position

on Big Sewell and retreat westward. General Lee was thereupon

ordered to South Carolina. The Third regiment of the Wise legion

was subsequently detached from the army in Western Virginia and

ordered to the South Carolina coast, where it was known as the Six-

tieth Virginia regiment, under Colonel Starke. Upon seeing my
brother on this horse near Pocotalipo, in South Carolina, General

Lee at once recognized the horse, and again inquired of him pleas-

antly about '

his colt.'

" My brother then offered him the horse as a gift, which the Gen-

eral promptly declined, and at the same time remarked :

'

If you
will willingly sell me the horse, I will gladly use it for a week or so

lo leajn its qualities.' Thereupon my brother had the horse sent to

General Lee's stable. In about a week the horse was returned to my
brother, with a note from General Lee stating that the animal suited

him, but that he could not longer use so valuable a horse in such

times, unless it was his own ;
that if he (my brother) would not sell,
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please to keep the horse, with many thanks. This was in February,

1862. At that time I was in Virginia, on the sick list from a long and

severe attack of camp fever, contracted in the campaign on Big

Sewell mountains. My brother wrote me of General Lee's desire to

have the horse, and asked me what he should do. I replied at once :

'If he will not accept it, then sell it to him at what it cost me.' He
then sold the horse to General Lee for $200 in currency, the sum of

$25 having been added by General Lee to the price I paid for the

horse in September, 1861, to make up the depreciation in our cur-

rency from September, 1861, to February, 1862.
" In 1868 General Lee wrote to my brother, stating that this horse

had survived the war was known as
'

Traveller
'

(spelling the word

with a double 1 in good English style), and asking for its pedigree,

which was obtained, as above mentioned, and sent by my brother to

General Lee."

The following account of "
Lucy Long," another war-horse of

General Lee, appeared in the Abingdon Virginian, of February 1 3,

1891:

" There have appeared from time to time during the past year
announcements in Southern newspapers of war-horses ridden during
the war by some Confederate soldier, with the caption,

' The Last

War-horse of the Confederacy,' 'or something similar.
"

It will be learned, doubtless with surprise by some, that there is

yet living and in good health, save for the infirmities common to old

age, a horse ridden in battle during the war by General Robert E.

Lee. It is
'

Lucy Long,' a little sorrel mare, which many will

recall having seen ladies ride through the streets of Lexington along-
side of General Lee astride of his more famous war-horse '

Traveller.'
"
Lucy Long was a present to General Lee from General J. E. B.

Stuart in 1862, when the former was conducting the Sharpsburg

campaign. That summer George Lee was standing in a skirmish

line holding Traveller.
" The horse was high-spirited, impatient and hard to hold and pulled

the General down a steep bank and broke his hands. For a time he

found it necessary to travel in an ambulance. It was then that

General Stuart found Lucy Long, bought her and gave her to him.
" She was a low, easy moving, and quiet sorrel mare. General

Stuart purchased her from Mr. Stephen Dandridge, the owner of
' The

Bower,' a country place in Jefferson county, famous in that day for

its hospitality and a famous resort of Stuart with his staff when in
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that locality. General Lee rode Lucy Long for two years until, when

in the lines around Petersburg, she got with foal, and he sent her to

the rear, and once more mounted Traveller. She was stolen just

before the close of the war, and after the surrender was found in the

eastern part of the State, and Captain R. E. Lee brought her to

Lexington to his father.

"Several years after General Lee's death, and possibly thirteen

years ago, while running at large in the grounds in the rear of the

University, by some unknown means Lucy Long got the leaders of

her hind legs cut. She was henceforth of no service, and General

Custis Lee got the late John Riplogle, the greatest horse lover in

Rockbridge in his day, to take charge of her on his farm on Buffalo.

On Mr. Riplogle' s death, a few years ago, she was turned over to the

care of Mr. John R. Mackay, who lives in the same neighborhood,
and there she is at this time.

" When purchased by General Stuart she was said to be five years

old. She is probably now in her thirty-four year. She is thin in

flesh, though her eye has not lost its wonted brightness and her

health apparently is good. She eats dry food with difficulty, hence

her present condition. During the grazing season she fattens on the

soft grasses of the pasture."

[From the Statt.]

Charge of Kemper's Brigade at Frazier's Farm.

The following graphic description of one of the most brilliant feats

of the war is from a little book entitled
" Four Years a Soldier," by

Hon. David E. Johnston (judge of a judicial circuit of West Vir-

ginia), member of Company D, Seventh Virginia infantry, and after-

wards sergeant-major of the regiment, and a splendid example of

that noblest type of consummate manhood, the volunteer private

Confederate soldier :

" When our brigade had cleared the woods, it entered, in a most

confused state, an open field, at the farther side of which, some four

hundred yards in front of us, was a Federal battery with heavy in-

fantry supports. The shots from this battery had been ploughing
and ploughing through the woods from which we advanced to the

attack.
" So rapid had been our advance, that the men were not only badly
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scattered and disorganized, but we had far outstripped in distance

the supports on our wings, and were rushing wildly upon the enemy,

who quietly and coolly awaited our coming ;
in fact, had so far anti-

cipated us as to place their infantry supports in a commanding po-

sition immediately behind the battery, and had thrown out on the

right and left in front another body of infantry, thus laying a trap

into which they felt satisfied we would fall, and in which expectation

they were not disappointed.
"

If the reader has never been in a fierce battle he does not know

how a man's courage is most severely put to the test, and it may be

well just here to give some idea, if possible, as to testing one's

courage under such circumstances. Here our regiment is in line on

the edge of a wood. Less than a quarter of a mile away is another

wood. Between the two is an open field bare of the slightest shelter

or protection. The regiment is advancing, and the line moves out

into the clear sunlight. Men will hurriedly reason to themselves,
' The enemy is posted in that lumber across the field, and before

we move many yards he will open on us with shot and shell ; this is

perhaps my last day.' So each man reasons
; yet every face is

sternly set to the front, and not a man falters. Shell and shot come
;

dozens are blown to gory fragments ;
but the line moves on as before,

and the living say:
'

the fire will presently change from shot and shell

to grape and canister, and then we shall all certainly be hit.' The

prediction is well-nigh verified. Gap after gap yawns through the

line, only to be speedily closed again. Now the regiment has lost

its adhesion and marching step ;
its lines are broken

;
but the move-

ment is still onward, and the rest of us reason:
'

the infantry are sup-

porting that battery ;
we have escaped shell and canister, but when

the deadly fire of the musketry comes we shall surely be slaugh-
tered.' Still there is no hanging back nor turning to right or left;

no other thought but to push ahead. The leaden hail is upon us
;

the lines are further disordered, and the left wing has lost its front by
several feet; but the others do not stop. As we go on men grip

their muskets tighter; their eyes flash, their teeth shut hard, only to

open with a cry of rage as they rush upon the guns and bayonet the

cannoneers at their posts; and then goes up that long, continuous

yell of triumph to see the infantry supports running to the rear.

Such is a faint picture of testing a man's courage in battle.
" As our brigade pushed forward towards the enemy's battery, led

by General Kemper, it met a shower of shot, shell and canister, and

a storm of leaden bullets. The men never once faltered, but rushed
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like a torrent upon the battery, routing the infantry, and Sergeant

T. P. Mays, the ensign, planted the colors of our regiment on the

enemy's guns. They were ours, fairly won after a severe and

bloody struggle. As before stated, we had far preceded our sup-

port on the wings, had penetrated deep into the enemy's lines, had

fallen into the trap set for us, and now, casting about, could see the

enemy's flanking column closing in behind us. The men in the

ranks could see all this as plainly as their officers, and a Confederate

soldier, even at this early date, was his own general when he got

into battle. So far as now recollected no order was received from

an officer to retire
;
but the men seeing the critical situation in which

they were placed determined to fight their way out, as they had

fought their way in. At this juncture Sergeant Allen M. Bane, of

the color-guard, mounted the wheel of a captured gun and shouted

at the top of his voice,
'

Retreat.' Our supports were not near

enough to strike a blow for our relief, and nothing was left but to

make our way out as best we could. The loss in this retrograde

movement was heavy equally as great as in the advance. Most of

the men succeeded in passing the gap before it was closed by the

enemy, and in a few moments came our supports, who struck their

flanking columns and sent them flying and scattered to the rear. One

brigade rallied a short distance in the rear, but took no further part

in the battle, which raged with great fury and varying fortune till

late in the night. Among the terribly wounded in this memorable

charge was Rev. John C. Cranberry, chaplain of the gallant Eleventh

regiment, now a bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South.

"J. I. M."

[From the Baltimore (Md )Si<n, July n, 1890.]

EX-GOVERNOR LETCHER'S HOME.

HIS DAUGHTER TELLS HOW IT WAS BURNED DURING
THE WAR.

How General Hunter Executed to the Letter General Giant's Memorable
Order Valuable Library and Family Relics Destroyed.

Mrs. Margaret Letcher Showell, daughter of ex- Governor Letcher,

of Virginia, and wife of Mr. Robert J. Showell, a member of the

Maryland Legislature, writes from her home in Berlin, Worcester
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county, Maryland, describing the burning of her father's home near

Lexington. Virginia, in June, 1864, by General Hunter, upon the

order of General Grant. Mrs. Showell says:

"
Lexington had been shelled for three days by the advance guard

of the battery, and terrific destruction marked the bursting shells and

death- dealing missiles, and though my father's house was a special

aim of the cannon, it marvelously escaped being struck, but every

building in the vicinity suffered for its supposed crime.

"Ex-Governor Letcher had been warned by an ante-bellum friend,

a member of Hunter's brigade, to make his escape. A large reward

had been offered for his capture, and dreadful threats had been made

against him in consequence of his late position as chief officer of the

Commonwealth. On the morning of June 12, 1864, before the

family had arisen, a posse of soldiers, with one commissioned officer,

rang the door-bell, and, with no other warning of any kind, delivered

a verbal order from General Hunter, in General Grant's name, for

the destruction of the place and without the removal of a single

article, not even a change of clothing for its inmates. The order

was to be executed in ten minutes. Even that small respite was not

allowed, as the work of firing began at once, before the inmates

could dress and leave the building. The only articles which had
been removed were a portrait of my father and a bust of him, which
it had been feared would be treated with indignity. These were
cared for and restored afterwards by faithful colored friends.

;< The silver was buried in the garden, as was a general custom at

the time, it being property invariably seized by the soldiers. But the

garden and grounds were bayonetted by the men and the silver was

taken, although several valuable pieces were restored by the courtesy
of officers.

"
Inflammable fluid was poured over the carpets and fired while

the house was filled with blue coats ransacking and appropriating all

that they could conveniently carry off. My father's personal belong-

ings were afterwards put up in camp to the highest bidder. His

Odd-Fellows' regalia, the gift of the lodges of the State, was used

for the ornament of a horse, which was led through the streets. A
silk dress belonging to my sister served for a flag on the point of a

bayonet, and many other jests of like character were perpetrated.

Among the serious losses were my father's fine private and law libra-

ries, with valuable marginal annotations; albums, containing the

autographs of prominent men for a quarter of a century and

longer; a portrait, considered the best one of General Sam Houston,.
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and many objects of value and curiosity collected during an eventful

and successful life; rare and prized presents from public and private

admirers, family pictures and objects which embody family history.
" One loss of general interest was a crucifix which had belonged

to one of the early Popes, a rare curio, and of great intrinsic value

also, because of the jewels, a large ruby, especially, which represented
a drop of blood on the Saviour's side. Not a single article was

allowed to be removed by the family, nor were the servants permitted
to save their personal belongings. Not even the

' black mamma '

was shown any favors. She, like all of those faithful, valued insti-

tutions of the South, had quite a collection of gifts and accoutre-

ments, each with its individual history.
" A short time after the surrender, when peace had been declared,

the house in which my father and family had found temporary refuge,

through the kindness of friends, was one night surrounded by armed

soldiers, and his surrender was demanded by a written order, signed

by General Grant. Without even a private farewell of wife artd chil-

dren, and npt entirely dressed, he was taken away, it might have

been to his death, for any information vouchsafed him or his family.

A time of harrowing suspense followed, when my mother accidentally

heard that my father was in solitary confinement in the old Capitol

prison at Washington. There his shoes and top clothing had been

taken from him, lest he should attempt escape. His public and

private papers were confiscated, and never returned to him, and they
now form a part of

' The Record of the Rebellion.' His tobacco

was burned and his property of all kinds confiscated. Valuable

Washington city property was sold for taxes accruing during the

war at a sacrifice. To give a deed for the same, he was offered and

compelled to accept, by reason of his necessity, a small part of its

value. After long imprisonment he was released, without a trial, nor

any definite charge preferred against him.

" His health, broken by confinement and with the further unlawful

restriction upon his liberty, he was told that he should not leave Lex-

ington without a written permission from the President, even in the

discharge of the duties of his legal profession, on separate applica-

tions. Although repeatedly offered lucrative law cases in other

counties and States, and although application was made as directed,

the permit in every case was so delayed by red-tape investigation

and formality that the proper time elapsed, and the consent rendered

was useless.
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"But to-day the war is over except in song and story, in which it

is fought over by the firesides all over the South. The queer make-

shifts of our mothers and grandmothers in those sad days only fur-

nish us food for wonder and amusement now. ' Memorial Day
'

calls forth praise and panegyric, and the soldiers' graves studding

the land all over give reality to the marvelous tale. A generation of

eye-witnesses still lives, and many a heart now beating bears its

record graven on it; its losses are losses yet to many a life among
us. But peace and sympathy and kind feeling reign to-day. The
rancor and vindictiveness of a quarter of a century ago are now

unknown and forgotten. We erect statues to our beloved heroes,

and the North joins its voice right heartily in our songs of praise.

The South swells the funeral processions of their great men with

feeling hearts, and so
'

the dead past buries its dead.'
'

In another part of her letter Mrs. Showell says :

" When the division of the Union Army under General Hunter

passed through the Valley of Virginia it left a record like the prover-
bial new broom. All the horrors of warfare were repeated, and heaps
of ashes marked its progress. The '

cloud of smoke and pillar of

fire
' which went before the Israelites, indicating the favor of God,

followed behind Hunter's division, typifying the vengeance of man
and the unbridled animosity of war. The reminiscences of the

generation now passing are replete with hair-stirring horrors, ro-

mantic and thrilling incidents, wonders of heroism and endurance

most strange. There was an exodus from home of the male popu-
lation, embracing almost all of the 'seven ages of man,' 'robbing
the cradle and the grave,' as it was pithily termed, to make up the

ranks that stood between the invading foe and home and family.
" There was the wail of lovely women who mourned their dead

for of the many who went forth few returned, even for a grave, and

the quickly decimated ranks killed hope in mothers' and wives' and

sisters' hearts. The Valley of Virginia has deep scars to remember.

It was the battle-ground of the war. Every home was a hospital.

It gave all the fruits of its fertile soil and the offspring of its far-

famed stock for the support of two armies, and its most venerated

inheritance to satisfy the vengeance and ruthless destruction of the

one. Down the Valley came Hunter's army, and woe and loss and

pitiful despair followed everywhere in his wake ! In stern adherence

to war principles he spared not even his own brothers and kindred's

possessions. Up the Valley went his victorious army, with a torch
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in one hand and a sword in the other. All that could not be used or

carried off was remorselessly destroyed. At the far-famed old town

of Lexington their work of destruction was irreparable. The col-

lege that owed its name and founding to George Washington was

racked and desecrated, its valuable old libraries and scientific appa-
ratus all destroyed. The Virginia Military Institute, the West Point

of the South, its picturesque buildings, splendid libraries, pictures,

curiosities, and scientific apparatus, all made a magnificent bonfire to

celebrate the Northerners' triumph."

Monument to the Confederate Dead at Fredericksburg,

Virginia, Unveiled June 10, 1891.

ORATION BY GENERAL BRADLEY T. JOHNSON.

There was a great concourse of ex Confederate soldiers at Fred-

ericksburg, Virginia, on June 10, 1891. They came to assist in the

annual memorial exercises and to dedicate a monument to their noble

comrades whose remains rest in the historic city so long war begirted.

THE DECORATIONS.

The decorations were elaborate and very tastefully executed. All

along the line of march there was an abundant display of Southern

colors. The more prominently decorated buildings were the Opera

House, "free Lance" office, "Fredericksburg Star" office, Exchange
Hotel, City Hall and Courthouse.

The hospitable doors of every mansion was thrown open to the boys
who wore the gray, and a bountiful supply of everything good to

eat was found upon their tables, and the fair daughters of this old

burg dispensed the hospitalities as only women of the South know
how.

THE PROCESSION.

It was nearly 4 o'clock before the procession began to move. The
route of the procession was up Commerce to Prince Edward, to

Hanover, to Princess Anne, to Prussia, Main to Fauquier, to Princess
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Anne, to Amelia, to Confederate cemetery. W. P. Smith, Grand

Commander of Confederate Veterans of Virginia, was in command

of the parade, which was composed as follows: Marshal and aides,

band, carriages containing disabled veterans and prominent guests,

General Bradley T. Johnson, General Corse and others; Confederate

camps; Maury Camp of this place, R. E. Lee Camp of Richmond,

Pickett Camp of Richmond, Pickett-Buchanan Camp of Norfolk,

R. E. Lee Camp of Alexandria, Ewell Camp of Prince William;

unorganized veterans, comprised of veterans from the surrounding

counties; delegations from New York, Baltimore, Washington,

Roanoke, Leesburg, Lynchburg, West Point and Charlottesville

Camps; United Order Mechanics, Knights of Pythias and city fire

department. The procession marched into the cemetery and formed

around the mound where the unknown dead rest and'upon which the

monument stands.

THE ORATION.

The exercises here were opened with prayer by Rev. I. W. Canter,

followed by an anthem, after which the orator of the day, General

Bradley T. Johnson, was introduced, who delivered the following

beautiful oration:

ADDRESS OF GENERAL JOHNSON.

Fellow Confederates, men and women :

For the last twenty years I have been observing with growing
wonder the phenomenon of feeling toward the actors on the Con-

federate side in the war between the States.

When Appomattox temporarily terminated the struggle for liberty

and self-government, which our race has been making with heart and

brain and muscle in discussion and in battle, from the days of Alfred

to the present, it seemed as if rebellion crushed and loyalty trium-

phant could only result in odium to the unsuccessful side. I never

agreed with that estimate of the situation, for I believed if the Con-

federate people were true to their ideals of honor and fidelity their

glorious achievements would be certain of appreciation by the gene-
rations to come, and I believed they would be true.

But I did not anticipate what has occurred. Never in my most

highly-colored dreams did I see a hope of such speedy realization of

our aspirations. It is a fact, and a wonderful fact, that the pathos,

the sentiment, the romance of the war between the States is concen-

trated, crystalized about and emanates from the cause of the Confed-

eracy.
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In the North to-day no name stirs human hearts like that of Lee,

no fame electrifies the people like Stonewall, no flag flashes, no sabre

glitters like that of Stuart. Neither Grant nor Sherman nor Sher-

idan, the great and successful soldiers of the victorious side, have left

such an impression on the imagination or the hearts of the people as

have the leaders of the Confederates, who died in battle or yielded

to overwhelming force, where further resistance would have been

criminal.

OBJECTS OF THE WAR.

I do not mean to intimate, for I do not believe that the North has

changed its opinion as to the wisdom of our course. They thought
then and they think now it was foolish to attempt to break up a

Union, because first it was so unprofitable, and second because it was

impossible before overwhelming forces for us to succeed. But I do

mean to say that the idea is dimly pressing itself upon the Northern

mind that we tried to avoid war did not want war; that war was

brought on, waged and continued for the purpose of keeping a

faction in power, and enabling the controllers of the faction to make
a profit out of it. It was not a patriotic war to preserve the Union,

but a contractor's war to secure the men in power permanent control

in government. Pensions and bounties are the degrading conse-

quences of the mercenary motives which brought it on.

SOUTHERN WOMEN.

Our women whose mothers and grandmothers had decorated the

most brilliant courts of modern Europe and formed the highest social

organization of America, whose ancestors had founded Virginia and

framed the Union, were forced to the menial duties of the kitchen and

the laundry for husband and children. A man can face death with

joy, he can endure hunger and cold without flinching, but to see the

tender hand that has been given him by sweet girlhood toughened by
menial toil, the delicate forms upon which the winds of heaven were

wont not to blow harshly, and which he swore to cherish and protect,

bent by daily labor, this sight, I say, tried the nerves and tested the

heart ten thousand times more than the guns at Malvern or the artil-

lery at Gettysburg. But the women never flinched during that ordeal

of temptation and of suffering, of fidelity and of fortitude. They
encouraged their fathers, husbands and lovers. By them and through
them the men were kept firm and straight.
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Occasionally one of them has picked up a handsome, dashing and

gallant Yankee officer. The temptation to get even was too strong

for even a Confederate woman; but she has ever since held his mis-

fortune at having been a Yankee over his head, and has made a better

man and a better soldier of him every time.

CIVILIZATION NORTH AND SOUTH.

By race characteristics and geographical environment the civiliza-

tion of the North and South had development on different lines. The

North, invigorated by a constant struggle with the forces of nature,

had naturally adopted the philosophy of materialism, and had come
to believe that the highest duty of man was to accumulate power;
and as money in our modern civilization had come to be a source of

all material power the pursuit of wealth had got to be considered the

highest aim of human effort. Embracing with enthusiasm the phil-

osophy of Adam Smith, that every man should be for himself and

the devil could, would and should take the hindmost, supreme selfish-

ness had become the all-pervading sentiment and directing force of

that society.

The South, with a more generous climate, had developed a more
sentimental society. In a sparsely settled country the ties of blood

kept their hold. Husband and wife, parent and child, all the rami-

fied relations of kinship, retained their binding force. Devotion to

veracity and honor in man, chastity and fidelity in women, were the

ideals which formed character. The forms and sentiments of Southern

society were the primitive forms and sentiments of the older civiliza-

tion.

They belonged to that state of development which the modern
social philosophers call militarism. The principles and organization
of the North belong to the later development, known as industrialism.*********

SOCIAL DISORDERS.

No man can foretell the hour when the volcano will burst in

Europe and overwhelm Church and State, Czar and President in one

common ruin. In the North, where the industrial system has had
its freest and fullest development, organized labor and agricultural

discontent are the all-pervading symptoms of social disorder and the

precurser of political ruin. It is certain that the present condition

is only temporary. When all the property and means of living are
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more and more accumulating in a few hands, and the political power
is possessed by the many, it takes no prophet to foretell that some

other arrangement must be made.

The resistance made by the South was not merely an attempt to

preserve political institutions, but to perpetuate a social organization

inherited through a thousand generations the sanctity of marriage,

the inviolability of the family, the faith in truth, honor, virtue, the

protection of home. Historically the position of the South was im-

pregnable.
SOVEREIGN, INDEPENDENT STATES.

The States constituting the Union had rebelled against George III

as States. They had fought through the war of that rebellion as

States. Maryland did not join the confederation until March i,

1781, and Virginia had declared her independence long before the

confederated States had declared themselves
"
free and independent

States." The treaties with France and the foreign powers during

the war had been made with the States by name
;
the treaty acknow-

ledging their independence had recognized each State by name.

The Constitution was formed by States, each having an equal vote.

It was adopted and put in operation by States. Rhode Island and

North Carolina refused to consent to it, and remained out of the

Union for two years as independent States.

If any historical fact ever has been established, or ever can be set-

tled, it is that the Union was formed of equal, independent, sove-

reign States by the act of those States themselves.

This being so, the whole course of English history shows that our

ancestors have invariably at all times redressed wrongs and reformed

abuses in government by armed resistance to illegal power when

necessary. It had long been an axiom of our race that
"
resistance

to tyrants is obedience to God." Our ancestors had rebelled against

King John and wrung from him the great charter ; they had rebelled

against Charles I when he attempted to govern them without a Par-

liament of their own representatives ; they rebelled against the Com-

monwealth when it attempted to rule them contrary to ancient insti-

tutions of the realm
; they rebelled against James II when he was

suspected of intending to overthrow their laws
; they rebelled against

George III when he tried to deprive them of the rights of their

ancestors never to be taxed except by their own consent. The

right of rebellion, then, was one of the inherited and inalienable

rights of a free-born race.
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RESUMING SOVEREIGNTY.

When, therefore, the election of 1860 gave notice that the North

proposed to force the struggle against all of our institutions with all

the power of all the States, thirteen of those States, exercising the

right of self-defence of resistance to wrong acting as States, took

up arms for the protection of their institutions, secured by the strug-

gles of their ancestors with so much blood on so many battle-fields.

I do not care to argue the question of the right of secession. I

justify the action of the Southern States on the higher ground of the

right of self-defence, which can never be surrendered nor bartered

by any man or any people. But it seems too clear for demonstration

that if they came into the Union as States they had the right to leave

it as States. Rebellion has no terrors for us. Our ancestors have

been rebels time, time and again for a thousand years. George

Washington was a rebel; John Hampden was a rebel; Algernon

Sydney was a rebel; Kosciusko was a rebel; William Tell was a rebel.

REBEL AN HONORABLE NAME.

Every brave man who at any time, anywhere, has resisted tyranny

and given his life for liberty has been a rebel. It is the decoration

which tyrannical power always bestows on virtue and manhood, and

liberty will have fled from earth and the rights of man will have

become a byword when the sacred and inalienable right of resistance

to wrong shall have no manhood to enforce it. The secession of the

thirteen was no cause for war, nor was there any other necessity for

it. The confederation was formed to create a "perpetual Union."

When it was found inefficient, eleven States seceded and formed the

Union under the Constitution of 1787, leaving Rhode Island and

North Carolina, who refused to secede, alone to constitute the
"
per-

petual Union" of 1777. Instead of remaining in the "perpetual

Union " and waging war on the seceding States they wisely united

themselves with the
" more perfect Union," and accepted the amended

Constitution, which experience has proved was necessary in the

altered conditions and changed relations of States and of society.

The thirteen, in 1861, following the precedent, took the Constitution

of 1787 and so amended it as to make its doubtful language plain,

and to prevent a recurrence of the abuses of power which experience

had showed were without remedy under the original instrument of

1787.
*******
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WHAT FEDERALISM HAS DONE.

The reform attempted by the Confederates, whereby they sought
to amend and improve the Constitution of 1787, so as to perpetuate

liberty and secure the right of every man to labor, to home and to

happiness, failed, and the revolution inaugurated by Mr. Lincoln and

his adherents succeeded. The Confederate reform sought to secure

the rights of all sections, States, classes and individuals by constitu-

tional guarantees. The Federal revolution sought to concentrate all

political power in the Government.

They have succeeded, having overthrown a Constitution with limi-

tations and guarantees, and instituted one of absolute power, con-

trolled ostensibly by popular will, but, in fact, directed by a heartless

plutocracy for its own benefit. They have fixed the precedent that

all property depends on force, and not on justice and right, for they

have destroyed five thousand millions dollars' worth of property on

the pretence that it was injurious to permit it to exist. They have

fixed the precedent that the Constitution of 1787 can be altered by

force, for they compelled its amendment by the bayonet. They have

settled the precedent that the Supreme Court can register their de-

crees and be reversed on their decision, as they caused the court to

reverse their legal-tender decision, and they packed that court so as

to make it conform to its wishes.

And when in the future all corporate property becomes more

obnoxious than it is now, and the Government of the Union takes

possession of all the railroads, telegraphs, mines and manufacturing

establishments, and pays for them with legal tender money made out of

wood pulp, and turned out by ten thousand printing presses, then the

very people who have brought all this on themselves will cry aloud

for the constitutional liberty for which the Confederates fought and

died. Or when the Congress, on demand of the industrial interests,

shall decree that twelve hours shall be a day's work, and that fifty

cents a day shall be legal pay for the legal day, then the great mass

of the people, who always must earn their daily bread by their daily

toil, will understand that the Confederate theory, that Government

has no right to interfere with the industry of the citizen, and that

every man should have an equal opportunity for happiness, is the

only one which secures liberty to people and security to home.

And when New England is represented in the Senate of the United
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States by two Senators instead of twelve, on the demand of the great

States of California, Texas, Chihuahua and Nicaragua, then she

will understand that a Constitution ought to be a shield and not a

j *******
sword.

INNATE FORCE OF THE SOUTH.

It is amusing to hear the surprise constantly manifested by North-

ern visitors at the development and progress of the South, and more

amusing to hear it so complacently attributed to Northern energy

and enterprise. They are wrong and they are right. They are

wrong, for it is Southern brains and muscle, energy and enterprise,

which is building up the South. They are right, because they them-

selves developed and made necessary the qualities in the South

which are accomplishing these results. Their war, their reconstruc-

tion, their effort to subvert society and put the bottom rail on top,

have welded us into a solid mass and aroused energies unknown that

will beat them in the struggle for material development and ideas

that will govern this Republic as long as it lasts.

But we are in greater danger now than we ever were from McClel-

lan or Hooker, Pope or Grant.

Material development is progressing with constantly accelerating

force. Wealth is accumulating. Booms, plutocracy, worship of

money, are all impressing the doctrine that the end justifies the

means, and that success is the highest duty, and our danger is that

the very civilization of industrialism which we spent so much blood

and so many lives to resist may at last overwhelm the institutions of

our ancestors and the principles which we have inherited.

But I have no fear. Institutions are stronger than constitutions ;

race instincts and the law of heredity prevail over social and political

revolutions. The institution of the Confederates respect for honor

and veracity in man, love and purity in woman are more deeply

planted to-day than they have ever been. They withstand the strain

of wealth and luxury, self-indulgence and selfishness longer than any
other society. Whether they can always survive the progress of

the civilization of industrialism no man can foresee ;
but this civil-

ization may itself be crushed out and overthrown as those which

have preceded it have been. The societies organized on the ideas of

Brahma and of the Pharaohs have long since disintegrated, and no

one can believe that the present condition is permanent.*********
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OUR FAITH.

Belief in honor, justice, right and truth. For this faith we fought;

our brothers died for it; we have stood fast by it, and by it we will

be preserved from the trials and temptations that are to come.

Some time ago the War-Lord of Germany startled the world with

an epigram :

" We Germans fear God and nothing else in the world.''

But we can say with perfect simplicity and earnestness:
" We Con-

federates, men and women, love God and fear nothing in this world

nor the next, in the past nor in the future; for the past we have made

glorious, the future we will render illustrious. This world the indomi-

table soul will conquer; the next inexhaustible love will save."

At the conclusion of this fine effort the monument was unveiled by

Captain J. N. Barney, an ex-Confederate navy officer who served

with distinction throughout the war.

GRAVES GARNISHED WITH GARLANDS.

The graves of the dead were elaborately decorated, while the band,

under the leadership of Professor Andrew Bowering, discoursed sweet

music familiar to every Southern soldier.

At the conclusion of the exercises a salute of thirteen guns was

fired under the direction of Comrade G. T. Downing, who served in

the Army of Northern Virginia in the Milledge artillery of Atlanta,

Georgia, Nelson's battalion, Jackson's corps.

As the echo of the last gun died away up the valley the sun sank

to rest in a bed of gold and crimson clouds, and the heroes who res-

ponded to their country's call and followed Lee, Jackson and Stuart,

conquering, yet unconquering, and gave their life in the defence of

their country, were left alone in their bed of glory, covered with

flowers of fidelity wet with the tears of love.

THE MONUMENT UNVEILED.

The monument was erected by the Ladies' Memorial Association

of this city. The stone used is gray granite and was quarried on the

farm of Mrs. Downman, just a short distance from the battle-field.

The inscriptions upon the monument are : On the east side South

Carolina, Virginia, North Carolina ;
west side Louisiana, Mississippi,

Texas
;
north side Missouri, Kentucky, Tennessee, Arkansas ;

south

side Georgia, Florida, Alabama.
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The monument occupies a very commanding position in the ceme-

tery, and can be seen from almost every direction as one approaches

the city. It stands in the southern portion of the cemetery on a

mound about five feet high, where the unknown dead are buried,

and is about twenty-five feet in height. The apex of the monument

rests on four columns of red granite. Upon the apex the figure of a

Confederate soldier stands in a position of "parade rest," and is

facing to the South. On the four sides of the apex are cut crossed

muskets, crossed sabres, a cannon, and a castle with battlements; on

the east side under the cannon are the words :

" To the Confederate

Dead."

The corner-stone was laid on June 4, 1874, by Fredericksburg

Lodge, A. F. and A. M. The statue of a Confederate soldier was

from a design by George T. Downing, and was cast at the bronze

works of the Bridgeport Monumental Company, of Bridgeport, Conn.

PERSONAL.

A. B. Bowering, leader of Bowering Band, this city, is an ex-Con-

federate veteran, and led the band that played the last tune heard by
General Lee from a military band of his army as he rode away from

Appomattox after the surrender.

GLIMPSES OF ARMY LIFE IN 1864.

Extracts from Letters written by Brigadier-General J. H. Lane.

[I.]

LIBERTY MILLS, VA., February 5, 2864.*

* * * The telegraphic columns in the Richmond papers have

anticipated the action of my brigade about reenlisting. I intend

calling on them for an expression of opinion next week, and I hope

* In connection with this period the reader is referred to
"
History of

Lane's North Carolina brigade." Southern Historical Societv Papers,
Volume IX, pages 353-361.
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it will be such as has been represented. The Seventh and Thirty-

third are original war-regiments, so that it is only necessary to look

after the Eighteenth, Twenty-eighth and Thirty-seventh. I do not

know the state of feeling in the Thirty-seventh, but from the demon-

strations of the Twenty-eighth to-day at drill, when the subject was

mentioned by its commander, I have good reasons to believe that it,

as well as the Eighteenth, will be "all right." I have no idea that the

Government would let them go home, and only values an expression
of opinion on this point from the army for its moral effect.*********
When one of the companies of the Twenty-eighth to-day stood

unanimously by the colors, the captain was wild with enthusiasm,

and, jumping in front of it, he yelled out
" Good for old Company

A! Men, I love the very ground you stand on." As the colonel

omitted, through an oversight, to say anthing to
"
Company K," its

captain called out,
"
Colonel, you forgot the Stanly Guards, but we

are all here to a man." Old Captain Holland, who addresses his

men so very politely, and about whom we have had several good

laughs, raised a big laugh again to-day by constantly singing out in

his peculiar way,
" Be firm, Company H "; and when the call was

made, and they all stood firm, he sang out
"
Colonel, old Cleveland

is all right, let us give three cheers to the soldiers," and the biggest

sort of an old Rebel yell was raised at once. I wish Colonel Bar-

bour was here to talk to his regiment. After returning from fur-

lough he was immediately and very unexpectedly recalled home

again by the illness of his wife. She was not expected to live, and

she had expressed a desire to see him.

My shoe-shop is now in operation, but as the Government will not

allow us to exchange hides for leather, and is unable to furnish the

leather itself in any quantity, we have to confine ourselves to cob-

blers' work altogether. I do not expect there was ever seen another

such lot of old shoes as that sent up this morning to be half-soled

and patched. To see them all arranged in the shops by regiments
and labeled with the owners' names elicited many hearty laughs.*********

[II.]

LIBERTY MILLS, ORANGE Co., VA.
, 'March j, 1864.

* * * Governor Vance addressed Scales' brigade last Thurs-

day and was to have spoken to mine next day, but the clerk of the
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weather would not permit. It was a great disappointment to the

many who had come from a distance to hear him. There was an

immense crowd here, including a large number of fair damsels from

the neighborhood, and I was sorry to see them dispersing in the rain

without a speech. Yesterday was ushered in with a snow-storm,

which soon turned into rain, and there was every prospect that the

address would have to be postponed until to-morrow; but at two

o'clock it ceased raining, and the Governor harangued the brigade

for an hour and a half, notwithstanding the dampness and the high

wind, as he is very anxious to get back to Raleigh. He left this

morning for Hanover Junction, where he will address Johnston's

brigade to-morrow. He was called upon this morning at Gordons-

ville for a speech, but refused as it was the Sabbath. It is the first

time that I have had the pleasure of meeting him. He is a large,

fine-looking man and one of marked intelligence. In him is happily
blended true eloquence and sound reasoning, with an inexhaustible

fund of anecdotes. His speech to Scales' brigade was a much finer

intellectual effort than the one delivered to ours. His appeal to the

soldiers to stand by their colors, his enumeration of the qualities of

heroes out of whose blood spring nations and empires, and his show-

ing that all things earthly as well as heavenly that are truly worth

having must be purchased at the sacrifice of blood, were really grand,
and brought tears to the eyes of many of the old battle-scarred vete-

rans. It was an interesting sight to witness these old heroes wipe

away tears, and a few moments later be convulsed with laughter.

J. E. B. Stuart followed .him around and seemed to be completely
carried away with his speeches, and I understand General Lee on

one or two occasions forgot his usual dignity and laughed heartily

at his anecdotes. I am sure the visit of such a fine speaker to the

army has had a beneficial effect upon the soldiers. The Governor

must be heard to be properly appreciated.
*

[III.]

LIBERTY MILLS, ORANGE Co., VA., April o, 1864.

* * For some time past we have been almost deluged with

water. It is still coming down in torrents, and we are having prac-
tical demonstrations that a worn-out tent without a fly is not the

most comfortable abode in such weather. Our old fly gave up the

ghost in a recent contest with the wind, and I am now occupying a
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little dry spot near the centre of my tent, while the water is dripping

all around me. It does not take long for the strong winds to dry the

roads in this section
;
and I would not be at all surprised if Grant

gave us something to do soon. It is reported in camp, but with how
much truth I am unable to say, that he is being reinforced by Sher-

man. Our boys are confident of whipping him when he does come,

as they do not consider him a great general, but attribute his success

to his superior numbers. They have implicit confidence in
" Uncle

Robert's" strategy and his ability to penetrate Grant's designs. I

have received orders to commence "
ditching" again and will begin

to-morrow by throwing up rifle-pits and artillery works to defend the

bridge and sweep the turnpike at Liberty Mills. General Lee has

issued his transportation order, which will produce quite an exodus

of officer's wives.

The ration bill is still enforced and nothing has yet been done to

relieve the officers. I addressed General Lee an official communica-

tion asking that I be allowed to report officer's servants as ".laun-

dresses" as I looked upon the act as a very unjust one; and he

replied that officer's servants could not be reported as
"
laundresses,"

nor could the servants of enlisted men be so reported unless they

were mustered in as laundresses for the use of ALL the men. Appli-

cations for officers to dine out now are much more frequent. Lately,

whenever anything is stolen in the neighborhood, the privates laugh

and say: "That is the result of the ration bill
;
it won't do to bring

our officers down to one ration." The other day when I ordered a

search to see if we could find any traces of a stolen hog in my com-

mand, one of the captains was accosted by one of the men whose

tent he was searching and laughingly told that he was inspecting the

wrong tent ; may be he could find out something about the old black

sow at the head of the street, where he understood they didn't get

enough to eat. It is a good joke for the men, and the officers take

it very gracefully. We are still getting along very well at brigade

headquarters, although Lieutenant Lane in charge has given orders

that we must not take too much exercise as it might increase our

appetites.

Chaplain Kennedy has been with the brigade for some time and is

one of the best I have seen in the army. He has been relieved from

duty in the field and ordered to report as post chaplain at Charlotte,

N. C. I am very sorry to lose him, both on account of his ministe-

rial and social qualifications; but I could not do otherwise than

approve his application to be transferred, as it was based on his
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wife's delicate health. His transfer now leaves us with only one

chaplain. A missionary has been assigned to this brigade by the

North Carolina Methodist Conference. There is some difficulty

about rationing him, as Congress, at its last session, defeated the

bill allowing missionaries to purchase anything from the subsistence

department. I shall address a communication to General Lee to-

morrow to see if he will not be allowed either to draw or purchase

rations for himself. The Methodist and Baptist predominate in this

brigade and there are some Presbyterians, but not many Episcopa-

lians if the last summer's joke is'true. The Rev. Mr. Patterson

preached to the brigade last summer when we were camped near

Orange Court House, and being an Episcopalian, he wore his sur-

plice, &c. He had a very large congregation, and it is said, that

after the services, many of the men were wondering amongst them-

selves
" What sort of man is that," and it was decided, after consid-

erable speculation, that he was a "Chinese" because he looked like

the pictures in their geographies.
* *

[IV.]

LIBERTY MILLS, ORANGE COUNTY, VA., April 12, 1864.

* * *
I know you will regret to hear that Captain G. B.John-

ston,* my truly good and noble friend, is dead. I can't help sympa-

thizing with his bereaved and lovely wife, who almost idolized him. It

is some comfort to know that he has gone to heaven and is at rest.

He was aware for months that he had not long to live; used to speak
of his fast-approaching death with perfect composure, and wonder if

in meeting friends in heaven he would be allowed to experience the

same strong feelings of attachment for them that he had always done
on earth. He was indeed a "

shining mark "
young, pious, noble,

intellectual, full of promise, and universally beloved.

Captain E. J. Hale, Jr., who succeeds Captain Johnston as my
adjutant-general, is handsome, intellectual, and well educated, is a

good officer, and possesses many fine traits of character. He is a

married man, the only married one, by the way, on my staff.

[V.]

LIBERTY MILLS, ORANGE COUNTY, VA., April 22, 1864.

I must tell you something of our tournament which

came off yesterday. We had a delightful day, and a large number

* See ante, pages 52-124.
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of ladies were present as well as several general officers. Captain

Hale addressed the thirteen knights in a pretty little speech just

before the bugle sounded. The band played at intervals, and the

riding was really fine. Each knight rode five times, and, to be per-

fectly successful, had to cut off a head, take the ring, strike another

head on the ground, and pierce still another on a pole at each riding,

and all in ten seconds. One person was selected to burlesque the

whole, and he did it admirably. Then came the pistol-firing at

three targets, under full speed, and finally the jumping over rails at

different heights. The crowning of the queen of love and beauty

and the four maids of honor was to come off last night at Montpelier,

but the mother of the queen objected to her attending, and it was

decided not to have any ceremony of the kind at all, but commence

at once with the dancing. I went after the Misses B., of Gordons -

ville, who had entertained me so hospitably. Both were very much

admired, and were pronoqnced to be the prettiest ladies present.

Everything passed off very pleasantly, both at the tournament and

dance, and daybreak found most of them on their way home.

[VI.l

NEAR PETERSBURG, VA., September 29, 1864.

* * * The enemy along the lines nave been in motion ever

since nine o'clock last night. There was heavy artillery and infantry

firing to our left last night; and this afternoon there has been heavy cav-

alry skirmishing to our right. The enemy, I understand, have pos-

session of Fort Harrison, nearChafin's Bluff, on the north side of the

James. We have been under marching orders all day and will prob-

ably get off to-night. Our destination is the north side of the

James. From Dunlop's we go to Rice's by rail. We will probably

soon be engaged in another deadly conflict.

[VII.]

NEAR BATTLE-FIELD ON JONES' FARM, October 4, 1864.*

* * * Last Friday we had actually started for the north

side of the James, and had crossed the Appomattox, when we were

ordered back and sent to the right, as parts of the Fifth and Ninth

See Southern Historical Society Papers. History of Lane's North Caro-

lina Brigade, Vol. IX, pages 354-489.
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Yankee corps had advanced and driven our cavalry from the works

recently constructed near the Peebles House. We moved out on

the Boydton Plank-road, then to the left on the Harman road, and

formed line of battle on the road leading from the Harman road to

the Jones farm. McGowan and I formed the advance; McGowan

being on the left of the road supported by Archer, and I on the

right supported by McRae. It was a beautiful sight to see my
sharp-shooters deploying in my front at a double-quick and boldly

pushing forward. They engaged the enemy, and were sending back

prisoners before we had formed the main line of battle. Their per-
formance was witnessed by a great many outside of our brigade, and

it elicited numerous compliments. It was very gratifying to me to hear

these brave men thus highly complimented. The whole Yankee force

gave way before our general advance and were easily driven back

to the breast-works thrown up by them at the Pegram House in ad-

vance of those at the Peebles. They left the ground strewed with

their dead and wounded, while our loss was small. Their dead are

now estimated at two hundred and fifty, which, according to the usual

calculation, one dead to seven wounded, would make their wounded
one thousand seven hundred and fifty. We captured five hun-

dred, all counted and receipted for
; and, strange to say, the killed and

captured were greater on the right of the road, where the much-

laughed-at North Carolinians did the fighting. One of my regiments

captured in Jones' cellar one "
big dog" sixty privates and one officer.

My right passed beyond some of the Yankees, and when we opened
an oblique reverse fire upon them they all "skedaddled," and in

attempting to get from us ran into the cavalry and were captured,

many of them surrendering to McGregor's Horse Artillery, so he

told me. Hampton got five hundred of this demoralized and panic-
stricken crowd. I have never seen Yankees make better time than

they did. My entire loss in this engagement was one hundred and
eleven.

That night McRae and Archer were withdrawn and joined their

division. The plan was for Heth's whole division to move on the
"
Squirrel Level Road "

next morning and attack them in flank,
while McGowan and I were to make a feint \nfront. When Heth's

guns were heard next morning, Brander's guns opened an enfilade

artillery fire on the advanced works at the Pegram House, and threw

the enemy into confusion. My sharp shooters seized upon this

opportunity and dashed into their works at a double-quick and cap-
tured over two hundred prisoners, including some dozen officers,
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amongst whom was a colonel. We held this work until dark, and

then fell back to our old position through the mud and rain. Heth
did not meet with the anticipated success, although his was to have

been the main attack. Stockton Heth, his aid, tells me that the

enemy had fortified at right angles, and instead of taking them in

flank, as was expected, it was like assaulting a work in front. They
got only about twenty prisoners. That afternoon the cavalry had a

fight on the right, and I suppose it was in this fight that General

Dunnovant and Doctor Fontaine were killed. I am truly sorry to

hear of the doctor's death ;
he was such a gallant man, and seemed

to be the life of his family. Colonel Barbour, who was wounded by
a stray bullet last Friday, just before we advanced, has since died.

My aid, Lieutenant Meade, behaved very handsomely. Others than

myself noticed him, and I have heard him spoken of in the most

complimentary terms for his gallantry. Captain Nicholson took

Captain Male's place, and it was his first active fight under me, and

he, too, behaved nobly. I selected him for my inspector- general
on account of his face, which I thought was full of character. I was

not mistaken, and I am very fond of him.

[VIII.]

NEAR THE BATTLE-FIELD ON JONES' FARM,
October 6, 1864*

As I was advancing in the charge last Friday, I crossed a soldier

kneeling over his dying brother, indifferent to his own great danger
from the whistling bullets as he watched the gaspings of his dear

one. He looked up into my face as I approached and said,
" Gen-

eral may I stay with my brother see he has been shot, I am no

straggler." I replied, "I know what it is to lose a brother under

similar circumstances, and I havn't the heart to order you forward.

But your brother is shot through the head and is insensible you can

do him no good and you know the general orders, we have an ambu-
lance corps for such cases." Not* another word was spoken, and I

moved on. That brave man soon afterwards seized his gun, left his

dying brother, and as he passed me he said:
" Here I am, general, I

have thought over what you said and I am going to the front." He
did go gallantly forward, and I have not been able to learn his name,

though he belongs to the Seventh regiment.
* *

* See Southern Historical Society Papers, page 355. History of Lane's
North Carolina brigade.
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[IX.]

NEAR PETERSBURG, VIRGINIA, October u, 1864.

* * * Last Sunday I had an Episcopal minister with me, who

comes from North Carolina not only to preach, but to visit the North

Carolina hospitals, and give clothing to the sick and wounded from

the
" Old North State." At 2 o'clock that night we were all aroused

from our sweet slumbers, and shivering with cold, were soon march-

ing for Petersburg where an attack was expected. We reached the

second line of works, near Reeve's salient, at daylight and lay in

reserve all day long, subjected a part of the time to a shelling from

mortars and rifle guns. We moved out of the works after dark and

are now bivouacing near Battery 45. I was amused yesterday during
the shelling to see some of our artillerists running out and picking

up the fragments of shells. They collect large quantities of these

and dispose of them to the founderies, getting eight cents a pound
for the iron and ten for the lead. Five or six passed me during the

day loaded down with fragments. The shelling of yesterday, where

we were, was brought on by one of our Whitworth guns opening

upon the Yankee train as it came in sight about three and a half

miles distant. On the right the Yankees have destroyed all of the

houses in front of their lines.
* * * *

[X.]

NEAR PETERSBURG, VA., October 12, 1864*
* * *

Many of the Yankees in their flight in the recent fight
cut the straps to their knapsacks and let them drop as they heeled it

back. The battle-field was a rich one, and my brigade bears me out

in the assertion, as they have a great many sugar-loaf hats, blue

overcoats, oil- cloths, shelter-tents, &c., &c. It is said that one green
Rebel went up to a dying Yankee, and stooping over him said,

" Mis-

ter, may.I have your coat?" All of the dead that had on passable
clothes were stripped; but the Yankee account about their bodies

being mangled and beaten is a lie. I couldn't help laughing when I

saw one of my little fellows with a Burnside hat on, many sizes too

large for him, I could hardly see his head, as the brim of his hat

nearly rested upon his shoulders. It is amusing to see a great many
of them and to hear their remarks after such a fight.

* *

*See Southern Historical Society Papers, Volume IX, page 355. History
of Lane's North Carolina brigade.
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[XL]

NEAR PETERSBURG, VA., October 14, 1864.

* There was a great disposition on the part of some to

pillage. The field being a rich one, offered many temptations to the

men to stop. When I commenced upbraiding one of them for pil-

laging while his comrades were fighting, and ordered him forward,

he replied he only wanted a blanket to sleep on these cold nights,

and I could but be amused as he went running to the front with a

fine Yankee blanket under his arm. They are all delighted with the

fight, and laugh at the way they made the Yankee's run. I sent

Lieutenant Meade to the right to tell the colonels to conform to the

movements on the left, when the enemy opened a hot fire, and he

had to ride through it all. It was at this time I expect he was most

generally noticed, although he behaved very handsomely through-
out the engagement. See Southern Historical Society State Papers,
Volume IX, page 357.

The aggregate number of killed and wounded and prisoners from

my brigade, since the opening of this campaign on the 5th of May,
amounts to something between seventeen and eighteen hundred.

We have fought behind breastworks only once, and then only for a

short time. We have charged the enemy's works four times, and

our other big fighting has been mostly in flank movements. I have

just cause to be proud of my command. It has a splendid reputa-

tion in the army.
*

[XII.]

NEAR PETERSBURG, October 23, 1864.

* * * General Cooper has revoked all details, and the able-

bodied who have kept out of the army so long are now coming to

thefront, where all able-bodied Rebels ought to be, and stay until

our liberties are secured. * *

[XIII.]

NEAR PETERSBURG, December 3, 1864.

* * *
I was at Colonel Pegram's quarters yesterday afternoon

to hear Bishop Lay. His text was the importance of the Holy

Ghost, and the sermon was a most excellent one.

Everything continues quiet in our front. Eight Yankee deserters
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have surrendered to my command since my return. Desertions

from the enemy are of nightly occurrence. Night before last there

was loud cheering all along the Yankee line, and our men responded

to it with deafening yells. A deserter told us that it was reported

that Schofield had captured twenty thousand Georgia militia, and

that they had been ordered to cheer. He also stated that there was

great dissatisfaction in the Yankee army, and that more men would

desert if they could get a chance. The Sixty -first New York was

relieved a few nights since by another regiment, as it was feared that

the greater part of it would come over to us. They complain of too

much work and drilling and an insufficiency of rations, the latter

causing them to spend all their money with the sutlers. I am sorry

to say that several of our men have also deserted. The whistle of

the Yankee trains is distinctly heard from where we are, and their

bands and drum corps are constantly playing and beating within our

hearing. See above letter of December 6, in corroboration. *

NEAR PETERSBURG, December 6, 1864.

* * * Another Yankee deserter came over to us last night and

corroborates the previous statement that the Sixty- first New York

regiment was relieved a few nights ago about midnight by the

Second from the same State, as they were afraid all of the Sixty- first

would come over to us. The deserter this morning is a Scotchman

and a member of the Second regiment, which relieved the Sixty-first.

The Second and Fifth Yankee corps are on this part of the line, the

Second having relieved the Ninth, which has gone into winter quar-
ters in the rear, so it is stated. It is a thing of daily occurrence to

see a Yankee general riding along the picket line, as the pickets do

not fire at each other now. We are damming back the water on my
left so as to strengthen our position, and we will, when both dams

are completed, have a large sheet of water near us. The men all

along the lines are kept constantly at work, making alterations in

some parts, and reviewing others, so as to make them stand the

effects of the winter better.

[XIV.]

NEAR PETERSBURG, December /j, 1864.*
* * After a terrible time we have just returned to our old camp,

as tired and stiff a set of beings as ever were seen. Lieutenant

* See Southern Historical Society Papers, Volume IX, page 489. History
of Lane's North Carolina brigade.
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Meade and I found our chimney, &c., all torn down and carried off,

and we are now out of doors, sitting around a real camp-fire. We
had to unload our wagon and send for a load of wood as soon as we
arrived. My brigade did not leave camp until 9 o'clock P. M.,

Thursday, and marched until 6 o'clock P. M., Friday, before going
into bivouac. When it was halted about two mile's beyond the

bridge over the Nottoway river it was hailing, and the poor
fellows soon had up their little tents as a partial protection from the

weather. We were in motion early next day through the mud, rain

and sleet, and went into camp at dark about two miles beyond

Jarratt's Station. Next day we returned to the bridge over the

Nottoway, near a Mr. Wyatt's. Yesterday afternoon (Monday) we

camped about a mile from Dinwiddie Court House, and to-day we
reached our old camp again. Our division did not encounter any
of the enemy, as we were in rear. Mahone's division struck the rail-

road about six miles below [arratt's and four miles above Bellfield,

while we, with Heth's in front, made for Jarratt's. The enemy had

torn up the road and were beating a hasty retreat, leaving their

cavalry to protect their rear. Only a few shots were exchanged,
when they took the back track, and as their infantry had so much
the start it was deemed useless to pursue. The movement was a

terrible one upon our troops and transportation. The freeze was

fortunate as regards the latter otherwise we would hardly have been

able to get the artillery and wagons back, as the roads had been

badly cut up in our advance in some places the wheels sinking
below the hubs in mud. The rapid marching done by my brigade
was wonderful particularly the first night and day when the condi-

tion of the roads is taken into consideration. Mahone and Heth

both had the start of this division, but we succeeded in overtaking
them Friday afternoon some parts catching up with Heth's rear

Thursday night. I was relieved of the division Friday afternoon by
General Wilcox, just before the head of the division crossed the

Nottoway river. While building a fire in the woods to keep warm
until my brigade, which was the rear one of the division, came up,

Mr. Wyatt came along and invited me to his house, where I took

shelter for a short time and found it more pleasant than my bivouac

in the woods the night previous. I was at the head of the division

when it went into camp Thursday night, and was caught without a

blanket and without anything to eat. I helped Major Hunt and one

of the couriers to pick up a lot of dead pine with which we made a

fire and before which I took a few
"

cat naps," in my overcoat until
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daybreak. I have spent many more pleasant nights in my life. I

did not get anything to eat until the following afternoon. Lieutenant

Meade and I then took a few more "cat naps" in the hail storm

until 12 o'clock, when our wagon came up and we pitched our tent.

Our rest for the balance of the night was such as soldiers only know
how to enjoy. The weather has been so cold that it was impossible

to ride, and I have been forced to do so much marching that my
limbs would ache, and at times were painful to the touch. Captain
Hale is back. Captain Nicholson did not go with us on the tramp
on account of boils. Both can congratulate themselves at having

escaped much suffering.
* *

[XV.]

NEAR PETERSBURG, December 18, 1864.*

* * I have just been ordered to instruct Major Wooton "to

catch two or three Yankees" to find out where the Nineteenth

Yankee corps is. I would not be surprised when he makes the

attack on the enemy's skirmish line to hear a shell come whizzing
or bursting over my new quarters.

* *

[XVI.]

NEAR PETERSBURG, December 18, 1864.

Major Wooton succeeded in "catching" eleven Yankees
last night between two and three o'clock, and sustained no loss what-

ever. He advanced to within a hundred yards of their skirmish pits,

under cover of the darkness, fired several volleys and then charged
with a yell. No shelling occurred on either side, and the Yankees

fired but few minnies before they
" skedaddled

"
from their pits. The

darkness prevented the capture of a large number, although the

Major caught more than he was requested to do. When he started

back the Yankees at the main line commenced yelling
"
Oh, you

Rebs"! which could be distinctly heard at our headquarters.

Major Wooton announced the result of the charge in the following

modest little note:

"According to instructions, I forward you eleven Yankees."

He is certainly one of the most successful, most gallant, most un-

<*

See Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. IX, pages 493-4 History
of Lane's North Carolina Brigade.
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assuming and most modest officers that I have ever seen. He is

worth a million of the stay-at-home somebodies.

The Yankee salute seems to have been in honor of Hood's defeat

by Thomas, instead of the fall of Savannah, although we of the army
are daily expecting to hear of the latter disaster also. We were not

prepared for Hood's defeat.

Lieutenant Meade and myself are living in two nicely-pitched tents,

which are joined together and open into each other, The back tent

is used as a sleeping apartment, and the front one, which has a nice

brick chimney to it, is our sitting room. When we get the floors

and doors completed we will be very comfortably fixed. Our cham-

ber is furnished with a plank floor, a bedstead and blankets, two

trunks and a clothes pole (suspended from the ridge pole), which

serves as an excellent ventillating wardrobe. In the front tent may
be seen an old camp-table, a few chairs, an old bent tin candle-stick,

an inkstand and pens, tobacco and pipes, and sometimes a great deal

of smoke. We intend having sawdust walks connecting the various

tents and the kitchen, and I have some idea of surrounding our

quarters with a wattled cedar fence to keep off the winds. Our

stables were commenced to-day.
*

[XVII.]

NEAR PETERSBURG, December 22, 1864.

I was not at all sorry when I learned that we had to turn back on

our recent march without a fight. I was far from anxious to get

into an engagement, as the probability is that all my severely wounded

would have died on account of the exposure. I was fearful I would

be made sick, but I am all right, and enjoy my hard camp fare very

much. We are living harder now than we have been doing since I

have been in the army. Last night was a terribly cold one.

[XVIII.]

NEAR PETERSBURG, December 31 1 1864.

Tell the kind donors, with thanks, that the box reached us in very

good time, as the soldiers have been living on short rations for the

past few days; for three days they had no meat issued to them at

all. My brigade has kind friends at home, and Christmas boxes

have been pouring in. Sometimes they have to lay a day or two at
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the depot for want of transportation. I alway let my headquarter

wagon go to help haul them out. The State is also trying to get

vegetables to her soldiers. Governor Vance now has a large quan-

tity of sorghum lying at Greensboro' awaiting transportation. He

says he is willing to send his
"

tar-heels
"

a great many things to

help along, if they will only furnish him with the requisite transpor-

tation. I really believe the North Carolina soldiers "fare better than

any other in this army, as much as some ignorant people are disposed

to laugh at the "Old North State." The commissary sometimes

issues us cooked beef, prepared and canned in London. The soldiers

call it
" The London Times," and are very fond of it. It makes an

excellent hash and is superior to any other meat-ration that is issued.
* * The mantle-piece adds very much to the appearance of our

sitting-room. Some of the saw-dust walks have been finished and

our stables were completed to-day just in time for the snow. " Old

Jim" and the rest of the animals are, no doubt, very thankful, as

they, like the soldiers, have been on very short rations for several

days past. When not sitting before a nice fire I enjoy myself now
in royal slumbers on our French bedstead, which is filled with clean,

fine straw, covered with an ample supply of blankets.

An officer in the Thirty-third played an amusing joke on a fellow

officer of the Thirty-seventh not long since. Norwood, upon whom
the joke was played, is the same gallant young officer that escaped
wounded from the Gettysburg hospital, disguised as an overgrown
Dutch boy, and when taken to army headquarters, General Lee

invited him to breakfast in his ridiculous suit.
* *

XIX.

NEAR PETERSBURG, April i, 1865.

* * There was fighting on the right yesterday and the day pre-

vious. I am told that we drove the enemy, but have not been able

to learn any of the particulars. Colonel McCreary, of McGowan's

brigade.Uhe same officer that occupied the room with Lieutenant

Lane at me hospital last summer, was killed yesterday. Lieutenant-

Colonel Croft, of the same brigade, lost a little toe, and Colonel

Ashford
, of Scales' brigade, was also wounded. Day before yester-

day both artillery and infantry fought while it was pouring down
rain. There is some skirmishing this morning. My brigade is

stretched along the lines all hoping that we will be allowed to remain
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where we are. Yesterday a few shots were fired into our right. The

sharp-shooters carrying that hill last Monday, supported by my
brigade, is the cause, I think, of McGowan's brigade being sent to

the right instead of mine his men were *fresher. It delighted me
last Saturday to see how my men rushed forward with a yell from

Mahone's old quarters when I ordered them to the front to reinforce

the main line of works after the enemy had swept Thomas's skirmish

line. Saturday's fight along our front was a novel one, and was con-

fined almost entirely to the skirmish line, in full virw of our main

line of works. The enemy that day used very little artillery along
our front. The artillery firing was principally from our side, and

our men would always put up a shout whenever one of our shells

exploded in the enemy's lines, and particularly when they became

demoralized and commenced running back. Wilcox is for duty

again. He had a horse killed yesterday by a stray Minnie. I do

not know whether he was on him or not. I hope he is able to

resume active command of his division and let me return 'to my
brigade. Heth is in command of the troops from Hill's corps on

the right, consisting of parts of his own division and Wilcox's. * *

[XX.]

MOORESVILLE, N. C., August 2f,

To General JAMES H. LANE, Auburn, Ala. :

* * * The Seventh North Carolina regiment left Petersburg at

midnight on the 26th February, 1865; went to Randolph county,

N. C., and was quite successfully engaged in arresting and returning

absentees to their commands, until called to meet Stoneman, then

threatening the railroad from Salisbury to Danville. On Sunday,

April 16, 1865, "Cooke's and Lane's detachments" (Seventh and

Forty-sixth North Carolina regiments), Lieutenant-Colonel A. C.

McAllister commanding, reported to General D. H. Hill, Lee's

corps, army of Tennessee, and surrendered with them near Greens-

boro', N. C. On the 2Qth we turned over four-fifths of the arms,

retaining one-fifth. Officers were allowed their side-arms. Thir-

teen (13) commissioned officers and one hundred and thirty-nine

*See Southern Historical Society Papers, Vol. IX, pages 494~'95-

t See Southern Historical Society Papers, Volume X, page 59, and Volume

XV. page 359.
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(139) enlisted men belonging to the Seventh were paroled on ist

May, 1865. Major J. G. Harris was in command of the regiment,

and commanded it oftener in the battle and on the march than any

officer in it. The gallant Captain J. McLeod Turner was paralyzed

by the wound received at Gettysburg, and walked with the aid of

crutches until his death, some three years' since.

Wishing you success for the future, and that your last days may be

your best days, I am, truly, your friend,

J. S. HARRIS, Captain Company B,

Seventh North Carolina Troops.

Major J. Scheibert (of the Prussian Army) on Confederate

History.

A REVIEW.

[The editor has held some pleasant correspondence with the chiv-

alrous and genial Major Schiebert during the past few months.

Major Schiebert in charming idiomatic English expresses the pleasure

that the perusal of the Southern Historical Society Papers affords

him. He holds in endeared memory his service in the Confederate

army, and transmits many messages of regard to his former com-

rades and friends. He expresses his intention to translate for the

German press articles from the Papers. The editor is not a German

scholar. He has availed himself of the kind service of Mr. Charles

Poindexter, of the State Library of Virginia, in translating an article

recently received from Major Schiebert. The readers of the Papers
are indebted to Mr. Poindexter for the article which follows.]

European writings about American, and especially about Southern

affairs, are so generally characterized by ignorance and blundering,

that it is refreshing to meet anything like intelligent discussion of

Confederate history and policy from the pen of a foreigner; and it

becomes a grateful pleasure to note and acknowledge the friendly

zeal of a foreign student who has intelligently informed himself on the

subject, and has endeavored to impart to his fellow-countrymen a

true knowledge of the facts of our history, and their significance.
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The pleasure of acknowledging such historical discussion is enhanced,

when, as is the case with the matter in hand, the foreign writer is

an old friend of the South, who evinced his interest, in the first place,

by a visit to us during the war, and since that time has shown his

zealous interest by several books and papers relating to us and our

history.

The name and presence of Major J. Scheibert, of the Prussian

Engineer Corps, will be remembered by many old soldiers of the

Army of Northern Virginia, with which this accomplished German

officer saw some service during the Chancellorsville and Gettysburg

campaigns. The respect and esteem won for himself while here is

evinced by the friendly admiration in which his name and

memory are yet held by his comrades and acquaintances of that

period. The results of his observations and the impressions made

during that sojourn among us were embodied in a little volume

("Sieben Monate in den Rebellen Staaten"), published in 1868; a

work marked by such good sense and power of observation that it

well deserves translation as a valuable contribution to the history of

the times. Subsequently, in 1874, there came from his pen a volume

of military studies of the war </' Der Biirgerkrieg in N. Amerika"),

in which the Major does justice and pays intelligent tribute to the

ability and skill of our leaders. The value of this work, as an able

discussion, from a military standpoint, of the subject treated, may be

inferred from its esteem abroad, where its importance as a professional

treatise is evidenced by the fact that a society of French officers

deemed it worthy of translation into their language. Intelligent

criticism is always to be welcomed, even if it sometimes discovers

our faults. The more welcome is it, of course, when it resolves

itself, as Major Scheibert' s comments often do, into a eulogy of our

people, and finds so much to admire in the splendid abilities and

achievements of Lee and his fellow-officers and soldiers.

In a Berlin journal of recent date Major Scheibert has again con-

tributed a series of articles to the literature of the subject, and in a

manner that entitles him anew to our respect and gratitude. In this

latest utterance he has attempted to enlighten the dense ignorance of

his fellow-countrymen on the historical and political questions of our

great controversy. In an admirable series of short studies of the

subject, these questions and the material facts of our history are pre-

sented in a light that is doubtless new and surprising to his readers;

who, getting their ideas of American history from partisan sources

bitterly hostile to the Confederacy and all it represented, have gene-
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rally looked upon us with the feelings of contempt meted to
"
Rebels,"

in the European sense of that word. In a brief resume of our

history, tracing it down from the Colonial period to the adoption of

the Constitution, and thence to the outbreak of the war in 1861,

Major Scheibert cites the facts and states the arguments, so familiar

to us, but unknown and novel to the vast majority of his country-

men ;
and from these facts and arguments shows how unmeaning

and absurd is the stigma of
"
Rebels," as applied to the people of

the Confederacy. In reciting this history for the enlightenment of

his countrymen, he had not only to meet and counteract the belief,

almost universal among European nations, that the institution of

slavery was the casus belli, but also to refute the assumption that the

emancipation of a down-trodden race and the achievement for

them of human freedom were the original purpose and direct

intention of the war on the part of the North. In the opinion of

probably nine out of ten foreigners the Southern people were, and

are, regarded as the inhuman oppressors of their fellow-beings, the

champions of a detested cause, alike hostile to the spirit of American

institutions and opposed to the genius of modern freedom and civil-

ization.

It is not necessary in this notice to repeat to readers familiar with

the history the facts and arguments by which Major Scheibert shows

the groundlessness and falsity of such an assumption and such

charges. It is, however, a pleasure to express our satisfaction and

gratitude that the studies of at least one German of intellect and

character have supplied him with the facts and arguments of the case,

and that his friendly zeal has prompted his utterance in an attempt

to prove to his countrymen the co-equal responsibility of the North

for the original institution and continued existence of slavery in this

country, and to show that emancipation followed the war, not as the

original intention and purpose of the Northern government, but as

a measure of military and political expediency, that was disowned

and denounced at the time of and even after the outbreak of the war.

The prejudice against us, prevalent among European peoples, was the

foundation of that hostile public opinion that enlisted against us the

so-called moral sentiment of the world, from which it followed that

practically we were fighting the world. It is highly probable that

the results of this foreign prejudice, favorable to the enemy but preg-

nant with threats to us, were so disastrous as to nullify the effects of

splendid victories and achievements on our part, and it is no exagger-

ation to say that they multiplied the privations and sufferings of

every man, woman and child in the Confederacy.
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Despite, however, this adverse opinion, so prejudicial to us, intelli-

gent thinkers in Europe have been puzzled to account for the display

of intellect, courage and devotion exhibited during four long years

in the achievements and endurance of a people whom they have

been taught to look on as a horde of semi -barbarous rebels.

That Major Schiebert has endeavored to dispel this prejudice and

enlighten his countrymen by presenting to them an able statement

and argument of the case, on historical grounds, is a fact honorable

to him as the acknowledgment of it is grateful and pleasing to his

friends here.

The following translation of a few of the more important para-

graphs of Major Scheibert' s article will illustrate his style and mode
of presenting this subject :

"
Besides the differences of race and religion, nature itself, through

the varied geograpical position of the States had created relations of

such varied character that not only must conflict ensue, but the

least law affecting the whole Union often aroused diametrically and

sharply opposed interests; the consequences of which were to embitter

sectional opinions to an intolerable degree.

"When the North demanded tariff protection for their industries as

against European competition, the Southern States insisted upon
free trade, so as not to be compelled to buy the costly products of

the North. The New England States strove for concentration of

power in the national government ;
the Southerners believed that

the independence of the individual States must be maintained, and

when the Southerners demanded protection for their labor, which was

performed by imported negroes, the North answered with evasion

of the laws, while, in direct opposition to these laws, it denied

to the master the right to his escaped negroes. From any point

of view, there existed, and exist to-day, interests almost irrecon-

cilably opposed, which make it difficult for the most earnest student

of American affairs to find the certain clew in such a tangled laby-

rinth. The difficulty in the present undertaking is to make good
the fact that the so-called Confederates, who have been by almost

all German writers represented as
'

Rebels,' stood firm upon a ground
of right and law.

"If the central government at Washington was the soverign power,
then the (Southern) States were in the wrong, and their citizens were

simply rebels. If, on the other hand, the individual States were

separate and sovereign political bodies, then their secession, inde-
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pendent of considerations of expediency or selfishness, was a politi-

cally justifiable withdrawal from a previous limited alliance; and in

this case it was the duty of citizens of the States to go with their

States. As a proper consequence of these different views, the Fed-

erals considered as a traitor every citizen who opposed the central

government, however his individual State may have determined;

while the Confederates, after the declaration of war on the part of

the Union, looked on the Federalists indeed as enemies, but consid-

ered as traitors only those citizens, who, in opposition to the vote of

their States, yet adhered to the Union. * * * * * * Instead

of enquiring into emotion and sympathies, the question is an his-

torical one as to the origin of the Union; that is, to seek in the

founding of the United States, in what relation at that time the

States stood to the central government, the mode of their covenant,

and how the relation of the several States to the common union was

developed. The colonies, therefore, united not because the citizens

in general were oppressed by the British Government, but because

one colony felt, whether rightly or not, that it was oppressed and

insulted as an independent political body. In the first movement of

independence was exhibited clearly the conciousness that the colonies

felt themselves separate political bodies. Even at that time the

assembly of delegates designated itself as a congress of "twelve

independent political bodies," and in this Union each of the colonies

issued its separate declaration. In May, 1775, the delegates of the

thirteen colonies met in their first congress, in which the first

permanent Union was founded; which was ratified by each colony
as a separate body, as one by one they entered the Union, c.", &c.*********

"
Let us suppose, by way of illustration, that German citizens with

the best good will to the Empire, yet found that intolerable differ-

ences, year by year, bred contention and bitterness
;
that Prussians,

Suabians or Bavarians, or any group of States, should determine on

separation from the Empire. Such separation might be condemned
as unpatriotic, inopportune, and unloyal, and an attempt might be

made by force of arms to bring back the seceded members to the

Empire, but no one would denounce as traitors the individual Prus-

sians, Suabians or Bavarians, because, as citizens of their respective

fatherlands, they have submitted to the decision of their individual

States Prussia, Wurtemburg or Bavaria. The odium would be

cast upon the States, and not on the citizens. And yet a great part
of the German press has not hesitated to brand as traitors to their
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country such men as General R. E. Lee men of the highest honor,

who, though with heavy heart, but followed the lead of their mother

State.
"

If for clearer statement of the argument the German Empire is

cited as an illustration, it must yet be expressly observed that the

several States of the Union had much more right to withdraw from

the common alliance than the members of the German Empire will

ever have; for the latter are united with their free will, without reser-

vation, and in loyal agreement of their lawful princes and their

States. The United States, however, were founded not only as the

result of a revolution, but they have solemnly and for all time sanc-

tioned revolution as the basis of their State structure, as witness the

Declaration of Independence. Language could not be clearer in

pointing the way for the guidance of American citizens dissatisfied

with their government ;
so clearly is it prescribed that there can be

no doubt of a moral justification of such a step for the citizens; and,

if these have the power and majority in their several States, there is

an equal moral right in the States to change a government whose

misdeeds and usurpations, in their opinion, threaten them with

despotism.
* * *

"At most the question to be decided is, whether the dissatisfactions

were light and transient, or whether the usurpations were intolerable.

The Southern States believed the latter to be the case. We may not

here anticipate the judgment of later and impartial history, but we

must distinctly maintain, in accordance with the clear tenor of the

Declaration of Independence, that even if the uneasiness were incon-

siderable, the States have at most acted unwisely, but in no case as

traitors or rebels. * * * * With the question as to the origin

of the war, the enemies of the South have mingled another the

slavery question which strictly does not belong to it. This slavery

question was inscribed on the banners of the war, when it was seen

that thereby could be enlisted on the side of the North the sympa-
thies of the old world, and of a great part of their own inhabitants,

especially of the German immigrants. This question could never

legally be the cause of the war, for the Constitution expressly says

that the question of slavery should be regulated by the State legisla-

tures. * * * * At the time of the founding of the Union, eleven

ot the thirteen States were slave-holding, and it is a remarkable fact

that it then occurred to no writer nor humanitarian in America or

Europe even to think that this ownership (of slaves) was a wrong or

a crime. It is enough to say that the institution was accepted not only
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as a matter of course, but that it was also especially protected, the

farming interest being granted an increased suffrage in proportion to

the number of negroes on their plantations.
* Even

in the last days, before the outbreak of war, when the press and

demagogues raised the slavery question in order to inflame the

masses, the statesman (of the North) carefully avoided such a blunder,

since the slavery question was not the ground of the war, and could

not be proclaimed as such."

ESCAPE OF PRISONERS FROM JOHNSON'S ISLAND.

In an interesting article by Lieutenant J. H. Carpenter, of New

Orleans, La., on Prison Life on Johnson's Island, in the Century Maga-
zine for April, 1891, he makes the statement that the prison was so

isolated and so well guarded that notwithstanding repeated efforts of

the more daring spirits confined there to secure their liberty, not a

single escape occurred during the war. This has been proven to be

a mistake. Lieutenant T. E. Fell, of Newnan, Georgia, in a com-

munication dated April 5, 1891, and published in the Newnan

Herald, gives his personal knowledge of the escape of Captain

Robert Cobb Kennedy, of Alabama. Kennedy was "a perfect dare-

devil, and no situation, however perilous, seemed to daunt his

courage." Captain Kennedy's escape and subsequent recapture, con-

viction by a court martial and final execution, are thus described :

" Few officers of interior rank figured more conspicuously during
the late war than Captain Robert Cobb Kennedy. His career was

short, thrilling, full of daring, and its final end closed very sad.

Captain Kennedy was, we believe, a Georgian by birth, and a distant

relative of one of Georgia's most distinguished sons, Howell Cobb.

He entered the Confederate service in the early part of the war, and

was captured near Decatur, Ala., whence he was carried a prisoner

of war to Johnson's Island. It was there the writer first knew him.

Of his services in the field we knew but little, and this brief sketch

is written in the hope that some of his family or friends will give us

a more complete history.
" Soon after his imprisonment he commenced devising means of

escape, and made several unsuccessful attempts. He finally sue-
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ceeded, by long, weary nights of unceasing toil, in tunneling under

a deep ditch and the parapets of the prison, eluded the vigilance of

the guards, stole one of the officers' boots, and escaped to the oppo-
site shore.

" He made his way through the country on foot, travelling most

of the time in the night. He finally crossed at Buffalo into Canada
and joined the faithful band of exiles and escaped Confederates who
had taken refuge within her borders. Soon afterwards he joined the

secret expedition to New York, was followed on his return by a de-

tective, who kept close watch on his movements, and after crossing
the border the detective was satisfied he was one of the party engaged
in the attempt to burn New York city. Captain Kennedy resolved

shortly thereafter to return to the Confederate lines. All prepara-
tions were made, but he had no sooner crossed the line than he was

arrested by the United States detective who had been watching his

movements all the while. He made a terrible resistance, but was

finely overpowered, placed in irons, and carried to New York. On
the way he attempted to escape by jumping through the car window,

although heavily ironed, and the train in motion. Nothing seemed

capable of subduing his courage or restraining his rage against his

enemies. Holding up his shackled arms he told the passengers on

the train that he considered
'

these irons ornaments,' and ' he was

proud to wear them for the cause he loved.' He was tried in New
York, condemned as a spy, and executed some time during the lat-

ter part of 1864. We saw a letter from him a short time before his

execution. Speaking of his approaching doom, he said that
' he

expected to die like a man,' but 'death was a leap in the dark.'

He died as he had lived, believing in the justness of our cause, and

sacrificed his life for his country's good."
There also appeared in the Richmond State of April 13, 1891, a

correction of the assertion of Lieutenant Carpenter. The article in

the State, while correct in the main facts stated, was erroneous in

some of its details. The prison was enclosed by a high fence (about

sixteen feet), near the top of which was a parapet for the guards to

walk upon, and from which they could overlook the prison enclosure.

At intervals there were sentry boxes in which the guards could pro-

tecj themselves from the cold and storms. The night of December

31, 1863, was intensely cold, as stated in the Sandusky papers, the

coldest "in the memory of the oldest inhabitant." By 10 o'dock

that night Lake Erie was frozen over to the main-land. There were

no guards on duty within the prison. There were only the benumbed
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and head-muffled sentinels of the parapet. The opportunity seemed

an auspicious one to the starving: and restless spirits fretting in gall-

ing durance. A number of them resolved to attempt to escape by

scaling the enclosure and crossing the lake on the ice. Among
them was Captain (subsequently Major) Waller M. Boyd, of the

Nineteenth Virginia infantry, who has given some of the information

here embodied. He was not well, and found himself unequal to the

endurance involved. His bunk mate, Captain T. Herbert Davis,

however, was one of those who was successful in the desperate under-

taking. A scaling ladder, from portions of the enclosure was impro-

vised, and with its aid, as well protected from the cold as their scant

resources of clothing afforded, the following gallant spirits, at about

9:30 o'clock P. M., a half an hour after the sounding of taps, suc-

cessfully scaled the wooden walls : Colonel John R. Winston, Forty-
fifth North Carolina infantry ; Captain Charles C. Robinson, Ninth

Virginia cavalry; Captain T. Herbert Davis, First Virginia infantry;

Dr. Luke P. Blackburn, chief surgeon of the division of Sterling

Price, of Missouri, and George Young and E. T. Osborne, of Mor-

gan's cavalry. They lowered themselves on the outside with a rope

improvised of their blankets. The scaling ladder, at great personal

risk, was taken away by an inside' comrade after having subserved its

purpose, that the escape might not be immediately discovered by the

sentinels. The fugitives crossed the lake on the ice, reaching the

Canadian shore early the following morning. Here they appropriated
the horses of a farmer and made their way to Toronto, and later to

Montreal. At the latter place they were photographed in a group,
and a copy of this picture, presented to him by his relative, Captain T.

Herbert Davis, is now in the possession of Lieutenant Charles G.

Bosher, of the Richmond Howitzers, a member of the firm of Messrs.

R. H. Bosher's Sons. At Montreal the fugitives were duly supplied

with money by Hon. James P. Holcombe, Confederate States Com-
missioner. They made their way to Nassau, from whence they ran

the blockade, coming into the port of Wilmington, North Carolina.

Their suffering from the cold in crossing the lake was great, and

several of them narrowly escaped the loss of their hands and feet

from frost bite.

Captain Davis was a native of Richmond, Virginia, and was the

son of William H. Davis, long a successful coal-dealer who lost his

life in the capitol disaster the falling through of the floor of the

Court of Appeals during the contest of the late Hon. Henry K.

Ellyson for the post of mayor April 27, 1870.
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Captain Davis enlisted in Company B., First Virginia Infantry,

Captain James K. Lee, April 21, 1861. He was soon afterwards

promoted to sergeant and served as such at the first battle of Man-
assas. In September following, he was made first lieutenant of his

company and on the 26th of April, 1862, after the death of Captain

Lee, succeeded him in the command. At the second battle of Man-
assas he was wounded, taken prisoner and carried to Johnson's
Island. Captain Davis, after returning to his command, was again
taken prisoner at Sailor's creek, and a second time incarcerated on

Johnson's Island. After the war he went with Major J. B. Ficklen

to San Antonio, Texas, and with him established a transportation
line which was operated by them for several years. He finally died

with yellow fever and is buried in San Antonio.

Officer Logan S. Robins of the police force of Richmond served

under Captain Davis as first lieutenant of Company B. and is cogni-
zant of the facts herein given. Johnson's Island is distant from

Sandusky about two miles, and from the Canada shore about eight
miles.

A memorial of the prison, 1862-1864, with a view of the prison, list

of the prisoners, and various effusions from their pens, is given in

Volume VI, Virginia Historical Collections. New Series. 1887.

[From Prosperity, Press and Rfpotter, July, 1891.]

PRISON LIFE AT POINT LOOKOUT.

By REV. J. B. TRAVWICK.

As to the question as to the comparative treatment of prisoners in

Northern and Southern prisons is up and as you have requested me,
I will give some incidents of my experience at Point Lookout, Mary-
land. It will certainly show that all the sinners were not in charge
of Southern prisons. There is one fact I wish to note, and that is

the men at the front, as a rule, were kind and thoughtful of our com-

fort, and, on the other hand, men who had stayed all the while away
from the front were, as a rule, without much sympathy.

I was captured at Fisher's Gap, near Strasburg, on September 22,

1864. After some delay at Winchester, Harper's Ferry and Balti-
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more, I was carried by steamer to Point Lookout, Maryland, arriving

there on October 3, 1864. On entering the prison we were divested

of everything except personal wear and blankets. Not long after

our arrival an inspection was held, and in every case where prisoners

had more than one blanket, unless concealed, they were all taken

except one to each man, and then those who did not have any were

supplied with blankets that had been taken from their fellow-prisoners.

Barefooted prisoners were supplied with shoes, and a scant quantity

of clothing was given to the most destitute.

The tents were mostly bell or round-shaped. They had been

refused for use in the Federal army and generally leaked. The
rations as to quality were, as a rule, good. Pork two out of three

days, the third day beef, but occasionally the ribs of beef were

round, which showed that it was mule-beef. Hungry prisoners ate

it all the same. The bread was served in pound loaves daily, one

loaf to be divided between two prisoners it was short weight. A
pint cup of soup went with each loaf of bread. Two days' rations

were issued on Saturday, and so small was the quantity that men

frequently ate all given at one time.

The ration for a day was about sufficient for a well man one meal.

It was said by the prison authorities to be one-half ration, allowing
three meals per day. I would consider it one-third ration a day.
The pork was very fat, and always boiled. The prisoners never got
the lard that came out of the pork, and it was commonly reported
that the provost marshal and other officers there realized a vast

amount from the sale of this grease to soap-makers and lard- refiners.

The water used by the prisoners was mineral, giving the sharpest of

appetites with so little to eat. Our suffering from hunger was inde-

scribable.

I have heard men pray to be made sick that the appetite might be

taken away. The prisoners being so poorly clad, and the Point so

much exposed to cold, it caused them great suffering. Every in-

tensely cold night from four to seven prisoners would freeze to death.

Almost no wood was furnished. About a cord of green pine to one

thousand men for five days. It was a mockery.
The post was commanded by General Barnes. His nephew, Cap-

tain Barnes, was assistant provost marshal. These were kind and

considerate officers, but the former never was brought in contact

with the prisoners. They were under the immediate charge of the

provost marshal, Major Brady, of New York State. He was a

shrewd man, of powerful administrative abilities, but withal a cruel,
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heartless man. His whole conduct toward the prisoners impressed

me that he enjoyed two things immensely first, the suffering and

humiliation of the prisoners ; secondly, the fact he was their despot.

The prison was enclosed by a strong stockade of heavy plank

fourteen feet high. Four feet from the top on the outside was a

parapet extending all around. On this the guards walked by day and

night. They were all negroes, commanded by white officers. The

night police inside the prison were negroes, but their barbarity was

so great that through the earnest entreaties of the prisoners they

were removed some time in January, 1865. I recollect one sick man

who had not been carried to the hospital. His complaint caused

him to leave his tent about 3 o'clock A. M. While out he was set

on by a large negro guard, who double-quicked him, in his night

clothes and weak condition, up and down the streets between the

tents for an hour. When the brute ordered the sick man back to

his tent he made fifteen other prisoners come out in their night clothes

and run up and down like a herd of cattle.

The greatest cruelly perpetrated while I was in prison was on

thirty-two inmates of one of the cook-houses. At the side of the

prison, next to the gate, was located a number of long cook and

eating-houses, where all the cooking except baking was done. There

was only a street or roadway between these houses and the stockade

where the guards walked continually. Between two of these houses,

a little nearer one than the other, one of the negro guards fell from

the parapet and was found dead. A contusion was on his head and

a piece of brick near him. This discovery took place about sunset.

No one saw him when he fell. No one saw who hit him.

The following night after taps, when every prisoner was in bed, a

file of soldiers rushed into the nearest cook-house to the scene and

hurried the thirty-two inmates out in the night. The weather was

intensely cold thermometer below zero. They had on nothing but

shirt and drawers two of them had on socks. They were placed in

a block-house which had a door and a hole a few inches wide, without

food, water or fire. They were told that one of them killed the

negro guard, possibly all of them knew of it, and when the fact was

so made known, then all the others could go back to their quarters,

but if they did not come out and confess who killed the guard that

the day following the next had been fixed as the time when all thirty-

two of them would be shot. So in that bitter weather these innocent

helpless men (not all men, for two of them were boys) passed that

fearful night and next day in the block building, where they were
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continually jeered at through the little window by the negro guards

who were off duty, they telling the suffering prisoners how delighted

they would be to see them shot.

The awful hours rolled on, another night of indescribable suffering

passed away, and the day of execution has come. To many of these

men a quick death was to be preferred to the slow and cruel death

they were then passing. The hour for the execution arrives. All the

troops, mostly negroes, off guard on the Point were formed into the

hollow square. The thirty-two almost naked, freezing, starving men
were marched out in line into the hollow square. Major Brady, with

the audacity of the wolf before eating the lamb, proceeded to ask

each man if he knew who killed the guard. As he proceeded he

received a very positive no from the heroic boys first, and then from

the brave men. He had not gone far, however, when an alarm was

heard in the direction of the gate. Four or five men were seen

coming on horseback at full speed and yelling at the top of their

voices. It was an officer who had found a young man, a prisoner

and employ in the next cook-house, who could tell them something
about who killed the guard.

But we must go back one day in the narrative. During that day
of cruel mocking there was one kind man who visited the suffering

prisoners. He was a commissioned officer and a Mason. Among
the thirty-two prisoners there was but one Mason, and he gave a

signal which will stir the deepest emotions of a, brother. This officer

lost no time, but set to work to ferret out the cause of the death of

the guard. Major Brady, unfeeling monster as he was, attempted to

find out the cause by torturing innocent men.

Of course the proceedings were stayed until the young man was

heard from. He was placed on a box to testify, but he could not do

this until Major Brady had indulged in some silly, irrelevant ques-

tions. He, however, stated that on the evening the guard was killed

he was at the wood-pile gathering some chips for the fire when he

was hit on the leg by the brick. Smarting with pain he threw the

brick back and hit the guard on the head, and he fell off the parapet.

Whether, said the young man, the brick or the whiskey in the guard
caused the fall and death he could not say ; for, said he, the guard
was drunk that afternoon. Then the young man added, I am sorry

that I did not know that you were bestowing this cruelty on these

men, for I should have come forward and made known these things.

The thirty-two were immediately sent back to their quarters, where

they were clothed and fed, but three of them died soon after from this
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exposure, and most of them had impaired health. As for the young
man, he was never punished for what he did, but in a few weeks he

was acting courier for Major Brady in the prison.

While I was not one of the sufferers, I was in the prison at the

time, and much of it was related to me by a Mr. Jones, of Georgia,
who occupied the same tent with me, and who worked outside daily

on detail
; also, Mr. Sam Puckett, of Laurens county, S. C. ,

who
was one of those who underwent that terrible ordeal of suffering, has

a number of times related to me the whole story. He is a man of

character and influence in his community. If any doubt this story

of reckless cruelty let them write to Mr. Sam Puckett, Waterloo, S.

C., who will endorse all I have written, and who has several times

asked me to write it out for the papers. I was paroled, and left

Point Lookout February 18, 1865. While free from any special sick-

ness, I was reduced sixty-five pounds in weight, purely for want of

sufficient food. What I have written is in no spirit of vindictiv.eness,

but merely to preserve the facts of history.
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